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AGENDA
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU, ALASKA
July 21, 2022 at 5:30 PM
Virtual Meeting Only via Zoom Webinar
https://juneau.zoom.us/j/99741860260
or call: 1-253-215-8782 Webinar ID: 997 4186 0260

I.

Call to Order

II. Roll Call
III. Selection of Presiding Officer
IV. Approval of Agenda
V. Property Appeals
A. For Reference: BOE Orientation Documents & Law Memo
B. Appeals of Goldstein/Greg Adler Moved from June 29, 2022 BOE
Hearing
APPEAL NO. 2022-0158
Appellant: Goldstein/Greg Adler
Parcel No. 1C070A020043
Location: 119 Second St. & 120/124/126/128/130/140 Seward St., Juneau
Type: Commercial – Mixed Use
Appellant's Estimated
Value
Site: not provided
Buildings: not provided
Total: $4,750,000

Original Assessed
Recommended
Value
Value
Site: $1,216,278
Site: $1,216,278
Buildings: $5,376,631 Buildings: $5,376,631
Total: $6,592,909
Total: $6,592,909

APPEAL NO. 2022-0157
Appellant: Goldstein/Greg Adler
Parcel No. 1C070A040010
Location: 214/216 Second St. & 201/205/209/217 Seward St., Juneau
Type: Commercial – Retail, Restaurant & Apartments
Appellant's Estimated
Value
Site: not provided

Original Assessed
Value
Site: $866,565

Recommended
Value
Site: $866,565
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Buildings: not provided
Total: $875,000

Buildings: $627,564
Total: $1,494,129

Buildings: $627,564
Total: $1,494,129

APPEAL NO. 2022-0155
Appellant: Goldstein/Greg Adler
Parcel No. 1C070A040020
Location: 224 Second St, Juneau
Type: Commercial – Parking Lot
Appellant's Estimated
Value
Site: $295,000
Buildings: $0
Total: $295,000

Original Assessed
Value
Site: $397,214
Buildings: $0
Total: $397,214

Recommended
Value
Site: $397,214
Buildings: $0
Total: $397,214

APPEAL NO. 2022-0131
Appellant: Goldstein/Greg Adler
Parcel No. 1C070A050060
Location: 234 Seward St, Juneau
Type: Commercial
Appellant's Estimated
Original Assessed
Recommended
Value
Value
Value
Site: $587,800
Site: $864,064
Site: $864,064
Buildings: $417,477
Buildings: $1,683,454 Buildings: $1,683,454
Total: $1,005,277
Total: $2,547,520
Total: $2,547,520
C. Common Documents and Correspondence Between Appellant and
Assessor
Some documents may be duplicated from earlier in the packet.
AY2022 Property Assessment Guide 20220608b
BOE Packet Goldstein Addendum A1-11 Correspondence
BOE Packet Goldstein Addendum B
2022 Juneau Assessment Report-Commercial Overview-Interim
ALASKA TAXABLE 2021
ALASKA TAXABLE REPORT 2020
Appeal Facts 55 page narrative
AY 2021 SUMMARY REPORT-CBJ COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
VALUATION
D. Additional Material from Appellant
Some documents may be duplicated from earlier in the packet.
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2022.06.27 Disclosure re Ex Parte Communication
20220618_APPEAL
Appeal Exhibits A-M
HEARING APPEAL
BOE Standard for Appeal vs. Adam Standard
CAP RATES 7.5% TO 7.75%
Capitalization Rates Impacted By Covid and State of Alaska
COST APPROACH IS NOT FEASIBLE
FS 2019
FS 2020
FS 2021
Mr. Dahle Fraud and Plagiarism 1
Key Bank Building Reasonable Exposure Time and Lease Up
E. Additional Material from Appellant Received 7/16 & 7/17
Additional Material Received from the Appellant July 16-17
1 - BOE Appeal 4 Properties -Adler Letter & Table of Contents for
Exhibits 1-46
2 - Exhibits 1-13
3 - Exhibits 13-16
4 - Exhibits 17-28
5 - Exhibits 29-40
6 - Exhibits 41-43
7 - Exhibit 44
8 - Exhibit 45
9 - Exhibit 46
10 - Julie Dinneen Excerpt-Operating Expenses
11 - Julie Dinneen Excerpt-Vacancy and Credit Loss
12 - 1C070A040010 Income Approach
13 - 20220716_GIS Rental Roll
14 - Income Approach Reconciliation of Value
15 - Julie Dinneen Opinion of Value $875,000
16 - Income Approach #1C070A020043
17 - Goldstein Improvement Company Rent Roll
18 - 1C070A020043 Reconciliation of Value
F. Additional Material from Appellant Received 7/18
Additional Material Received from Appellant on July 18
Oral Presentation to the BOE
Dahlberg Design Letter October 25, 2021
Dahlberg Design Letter November 29, 2021
G. Additional Material from Appellant Received 7/20
VI. Adjournment
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M.EMORANDUM
CBJ Law Department.

To:

Board of Equalization

~~-,,(----"/

From:

John W. Hartle, City Attorney ~

Subject:

Board of Equalization: Standards and Procedures

Date:

April 19,2013

/~1

SUMMARY

(1) The Board of Equalization functions as a quasi-judicial body, which means that
the Board has authority to hear and decide assessment appeals in a manner
similar to a court, but less formal than a court.
(2) The burden of proof is on the appellant property owner.
(3) The Board should make specific findings in support of its decisions, and should
base its decisions on the record.
(4) To grant an appeal, Board members should make a motion to grant the appeal and
vote in the affirmative; to deny an appeal (that is, uphold the assessor's decision),
Board members should make a motion to grant the appeal and vote in the
negative. The Board may also grant an appeal and make an adjustment to the
assessment different from that requested by the appellant.
(5) The assessment process, the Board's procedures and standards, and property
taxation are all governed by Alaska Statute and CBJ Code. AS 29.45.190 - AS
29.45.210 provide the time for filing appeals, procedures before the Board, and
the standards to be used by the Board in deciding appeals. The pertinent statutes
and code sections are attached to this memorandum for your reference.

155 South Seward Street, Juneau AK 99801
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DEADLINE FOR FILING ApPEAL

In order to appeal an assessment, a taxpayer must file an appeal within 30 days after the
date of mailing of the assessment notice. AS 29.45.190(b); CBJ 15.05.160(a). After this
time period, the right of appeal ceases, unless the Board finds that the taxpayer was
"unable" to comply with the 30-day filing requirement. The word "unable" as used in this
section does not include situations where the taxpayer forgot about or overlooked the
assessment notice, was out of town during the period for filing an appeal, or similar
situations. Rather, it covers situations that are beyond the control of the taxpayer and, as
a practical matter, prevent the taxpayer from recognizing what is at stake and dealing with
it. Such situations would include a physical or mental disability serious enough to
prevent the person from dealing rationally with his or her private affairs.
There are few situations in which a taxpayer is "unable" to comply with the requirement
that an appeal be filed within 30 days ofthe date of mailing of the notice of assessment.
It is common knowledge that real property is subjectto assessment and taxation and it is
the duty of every property owner to take such steps as are necessary to protect his or her
interests in the property. One of the steps that courts generally assume a prudent property
owner takes is to have someone either watch or manage the property while the property
owner is away from the property for an extended period of time.
It is the responsibility of the property owner to assure that the taxing authority has the
correct address to which notices relating to assessments and taxes on the property may be
sent in order that the property owner will receive timely notice of assessments and tax
levies affecting the property. Failure to receive an assessment notice because it was sent
to an old address that the property owner had not corrected, or because the notice was sent
to the property owner at the correct address but while the property owner was out of town,
are not reasons that make the property owner "unable" to file a timely appeal.
With respect to an appeal filed after expirationof the 30-day appeal period, the Board
should consider the oral and written evidence presented by the property owner on the
question of whether or not the owner was "unable" to file the appeal within the required
30-day appeal period. If the property owner fails to prove that he or she was "unable" to
file the appeal in a timely manner, there is no basis for hearing the appeal, even if the
Board believes the assessment should be adjusted.

�
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ASSESSMENTS THE BOARD CAN CONSIDER

The Board has authority to alter an assessment only when an appeal has been timely filed
regarding the particular parcel. AS 29.45 .200(b). The Board has no authority to alter the
assessment of a parcel that is not before the Board on an appeal. Under state law, an
appeal may be filed only by a person whose name appears on the assessment roll or the
agent of that person. AS 29.4S.190(a); CBJ 15.05.150.
'
If an appellant fails to appear at the hearing, the Board may proceed with the hearing in
the absence of the appellant. AS 29.45.210(a); CBJ 15.05.190(b). The appellant may
appear through an agent or representative, and may present written and/or oral testimony
or other materials to the Board in support of the appeal.
BASIS FOR ADJUSTMENT AND ASSESSMENT

AS 29.45.210(b) and CBJ 15.05.190 expressly place the burden of proof on the party
appealing the assessment. CH Kelly Trust v. Municipality of Anchorage, Bd. of
Equalization, 909 P.2d 1381 (Alaska 1996) ("the burden is properly placed on the
property owners in an assessment challenge"). Before the property owner is entitled to an
adjustment, the property owner must prove, based on facts stated in the written appeal or
presented at the hearing, that the property is the subject of unequal, excessive, improper,
or under valuation. AS 29.45 .2lO(b); CBJ 15.05 .180( c). The appellant may present
written evidence, oral testimony, and witnesses at the hearing.
Alaska courts do not disturb valuations set by the assessor if the differences between the
appellant and the assessor are merely differences of opinion. Our court applies a
"deferential standard of review;' when considering an assessor's property valuations.
Cool Homes, Inc. v. Fairbanks N Star Borough, 860 P.2d 1248, 1262 (Alaska 1993);
Fairbanks N Star Borough v. Golden Heart Utilities, Inc., 13 P.3d263, 267 (Alaska
2000). "AS 29.45.21 O(b) requiresthat the taxpayer provefacts at the hearing .... It is not
enough merely to argue that the valuation was inadequate or demand a justification from
the taxing authority." Cool Homes, Inc., at 1263 (emphasis in original).
In Twentieth Century Investment Co. v. City of Juneau, 359 P.2d 783, 787 (Alaska 1961),
the court, addressing assessment standards under former, similar law (AS 29.53.140),
stated:
The valuation and assessment of property for taxes does not contravene
[constitutional principles] unless it is plainly demonstrated that there is
-3-
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involved, not the exercise of the taxing power, but the exertion of a different
and forbidden power, such as the confiscation of property. Such a
demonstration is not made simply by showing overvaluation; there must be .
something which, in legal effect, is equivalent to an intention or fraudulent
purpose to place an excessive valuation on.property, and thus violate
fundamental principles that safeguard the taxpayer's property rights.
(Emphasis added.) The court went on to state, at 788:
The City was not bound by any particular formula, rule or method, either by'
statute or otherwise. Its choice of one recognized method of valuation over
another was simply the exercise of a discretion committed to it by law.
Whether or not it exercised a wise judgment is not our concern. This court
has nothing to do with complaints of that nature. It will not substitute its
judgment for the judgment of those upon whom the law confers the authority
and duty to assess and levy taxes. This court is concerned with nothing less
than fraud or the clear adoption of a fundamentally wrong principle of
valuation. Neither has been shown here. The actions of the assessor and the
Board of Equalization are entirely compatible with a sincere effort to adopt
valuations not relatively unjust or unequal; their determinations have not
transgressed the bounds of honest judgment.
(Emphasis added.) This principle, that "taxing authorities are to be given broad discretion
in selecting valuation methods," was reaffirmed in CH Kelly Trust, 909 P.2d at 1382~and
Golden Heart Utilities, Inc., 13 P.3d at267 ("Provided the assessor has a reasonable basis
for a valuation method, that method will be allowed 'so long as there was no fraud or
clear adoption of a fundamentally wrong principle of valuation. '''). Similarly, in Cool
Homes, Inc., 860 P.2d at 1262, the court held:
Taxing authorities are to be accorded broad discretion in deciding among
recognized valuation methods. If a reasonable basis for the taxing agency's'
method exists, the taxpayer must show fraud or the 'clear adoption of a
fundamentally wrong principle of valuation.'
Thus, the assessor's valuations should be given substantial weight by the Board,
particularlywhere the. appellant offers little more than unsupported opinion that the
assessor's value is too high. In order to be considered an unequal, excessive, improper, or
under valuation, the valuation must be unequivocally excessive, or fundamentally wrong.

-4-
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This assumes that the assessor has reviewed the critical facts. Our court requires the
assessor to review all "directly relevant" evidence of the property value and "prevailing
market conditions." Faulk v. Bd. of Equalization, Kenai Peninsula Borough, 934 P.2d
750, 752 (Alaska 1997). Thus, it is important that the assessor,and the Board, make sure
that all relevant evidence is considered.
FINDINGS - BASIS FOR THE BOARD'S DECISIONS

Board of Equalization decisions are subject to judicial review, if an appeal to superior
court is filed within 30 days. Consequently, it is important for the Board to either make
specific findings (statement of reasons) for its decisions, or otherwise set out sufficient
information to enable a reviewing court to ascertain the reasons for the Board's action.
An appeal to superior court of a determination of the Board is heard on the record .
established at the Board hearing. AS 29.45 .210( d). It is important that the record be as
clear and complete as possible.
The Alaska Supreme Court outlined the requirements for board of equalization decisions
in Faulk, 934 P.2d at 751, as follows:
We have previously concluded that "[t]he threshold question in an
administrative appeal is whether the record sufficiently reflects the basis for
the [agency's] decision so as to enable meaningful judicial review." Fields v.
Kodiak City Council, 628 P.2d927, 932 (Alaska 1981). In answering that
question, "[t]he test of sufficiency is ... a functional one: do the [agency's]
findings facilitate this court's review, assist the parties and restrain the
agency within proper bounds?" South Anchorage Concerned Coalition, Inc.
v. Coffey, 862 P.2d 168, 175 (Alaska 1993).
The court remanded the case to the borough board of equalization because the board had
not provided an adequate basis for the court to determine whether it had reasonably
denied the property tax appeal. The court directed: "On remand, the superior court should
instruct the Board to state its reasons for rejecting the Faulks' appeal." Id. at 753.
Accordingly, the Board should take care to state its reasons for granting or denying ~n
appeal, or making an adjustment to the assessment different from that requested by the
appellant.

-5-
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ACTION BY THE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION

In taking action on appeals, a Board member should move and vote in the affirmative to
grant the appeal by the taxpayer. A Board member should vote in the negative to deny
the appeal and thereby affirm the assessor's determination.
Sample motions: ""Imove that the Board grant the appeal and I ask for a "yes' vote for
the reasons provided by the appellant;" OR ""Imove the Board grantthe appeal, and I ask
for a 'no' vote for the reasons providedby the Assessor;" OR "I move the Board grant the
appeal and I ask for a 'yes' vote to adjust the assessment to $X for the following reasons
[statement of reasons]."
For appeals that are not timely filed, the Board should first vote on whether or not to hear
the appeal; if the Board decides to hear the appeal, it should then be heard on its merits.
The Board is required to certify its actions to the assessor within seven days, and, except
as to supplementary assessments, the assessor must enter the changes and certify the .final
roll by June 1. AS 29.45.21 O(c). The rate of levy must be determined by the Assembly
by ordinance before June 15. AS 29.45.240. The CBJ budget must be adopted by May
31. If for any reason the Board hearing is continued to a later date, the date for
completing the hearing must be in the near future in order for the final assessment roll to
be certified and the rate of levy fixed in accordance with the required statutory time
frames.
Attachments

-'6-

15.05.180 - Notice of hearing of appeal.
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The assessor shall notify each appellant by mail of the date,
appeal by the board of equalization. Such notice shall be addressed
known address as shown on the assessor's records, and shall be
shall be mailed not later than ten days prior to the date of hearing
include the following information:

time, and place
to the appellant
complete upon
of the appeals.

of the hearing of the
at the appellant's last
mailing. Such notices
All such notices shall

(a)

The date and time of day of the hearing;

(b)

The location of the hearing room;

(c)

Notification that the appellant bears the burden of proof;

(d)

Notification that the only grounds for adjustment of assessment are proof of unequal, excessive,
improper, or under valuation based on facts that are stated in a valid written appeal timely filed
or proven at the appeal hearing; and

(e)

Notification that the appellant may be present at the hearing, and that if the appellant fails to
appear, the board of equalization may proceed with the hearing in the absence of the appellant.

(CBJ Code 1970, § 15.05;180; Serial No. 70~33, § 3,1971; Serial No. 87-36, § 2,1987)

State law reference- Appeal, AS 29.45.190; appellant fails to appear, AS 29.45.210(a);
grounds for adjustment, AS 29,45.21 O(b).
15.05.185 - Board of equalization.
(a)

Membership; duties; term of office; term limits.
(1)

Membership. The board of equalization shall comprise a pool of no less than six, and up to nine,
members, not assembly members, appointed by the assembly. There shall be up to three
panels established each year. Each panel hearing appeals shall consist of three members. The
board chair shall assign members to a specific panel and schedule the panels for a calendar of
hearing dates .. The esslqnrnent of members to panels and the establishment of a hearing
calendar shall. be done in consultation with the individual members. Additionally, members may
be asked to take the place of regular assigned panel members in the event an assigned panel
member is unable to attend a scheduled meeting.

(2)

Qualifications of members. Members shall be appointed on the basis of theirqeneral business
expertise and their knowledge or experience with quasi-judicial proceedings. General business
expertise may include, but is not limited to, real and personal property appraisal, the real-estate
market, the personal property market, and other similar fields.

(3)

Duties. The board, acting in panels, shall only hear appeals for relief from an alleged error in
valuation on properties brought before the board by an appellant. A panel hearing a case must
first make a determination that an error in valuation has occurred. Following the determination
of an error in valuation the panel may alter an assessment of property only if there is sufficient
evidence of value in the record. Lacking sufficient evidence on the record the case shall be
remanded to the assessor for reconsideration. A hearing by the board may be conducted only
pursuant to an appeal filed by the owner of the property as to the particular property.

(4)

Term of office. Terms of office shall be for three years and shall be staggered
approximately one-third of the terms shall expire each year.

(5)

Term limits. No member of the board of equalization who has served for three consecutive
terms or nine years shall again be eligible for appointment until one full year has intervened,

so that

provided, however, that this restriction shall not apply if there are no other qualified applicants at
Packet Page
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(b)

Chair. The board annually shall elect a member to serve as its chair. The chair shall coordinate all
board activities with the assessor including assignment of panel members, scheduling of meetings,
and other such board activities.

(c)

Presiding officer. Each panel shall elect its own presiding officer to act as the chair for the panel and
shall exercise such control over meetings as to ensure the fair and orderly resolution of appeals. In
the absence of the elected presiding officer the panel shall appoint a temporary presiding officer at
the beginning of a regular meeting. The presiding officer shall make rulings on the admissibility of
evidence and shall conduct the proceedings of the panel in conformity with this chapter and with
other applicable federal, state and municipal law.

(d)

Report to the assembly. The board, through its chair, shall submit an independent report to the
assembly each year by September 15 identifying, at a minimum, the number of cases appealed, the
number of cases scheduled to be heard by the board, the number of cases actually heard, the
percentage of cases where an error of valuation was determined to exist, the number of cases
remanded to the assessor for reconsideration, the number of cases resulting in the board altering a
property assessment, and the net change to taxable property caused by board action. Thereport
shall also include any comments and recommendations the board wishes to offer concerning
changes to property assessment and appeals processes.
(Serial No. 2005-51 (c)(am), § 4, 1-30-2006)

15.05.190 - Hearing of appeal.
(a)

At the hearing of the appeal, the board of equalization shall hear the appellant, the assessor, other
parties to the appeal, and witnesses, and consider the testimony and evidence, and shall determine
the matters in question on the merits.

(b)

If a party to whom notice was mailed as provided in this title fails to appear, the board of equalization
may proceed with the hearing in the party's absence.

(c)

The burden of proof in all cases is upon the party appealing.

(d)

The board of equalization shall maintain a record of appeals brought before it, enter its decisions
therein and certify to them. The minutes of the board of equalization shall be the record of appeals
unless the board of equalization shall provide for a separate record.
(CBJ Code 1970, § 15.05.190; Serial No. 70-33, § 3, 1971)

State law reference15.05.200 - Judicial

Hearing, AS 29.45.210.
review.

A person aggrieved by an order of the board of equalization may appeal to the superior court for
review de novo after exhausting administrative remedy under this title.
Code 1970, § 15.05.200; Serial No. 70-33, § 3, 1971)

State law reference-

Appeal to superior court, AS 29.45.21O(d).
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AS ~ 29. 45; 190
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C
West's Alaska Statutes Annotated Currentness
Title 29. Municipal Government
"[iI Chapter 45. Municipal.Taxation
"Ii Article 1. Municipal Property Tax
...... § 29. 45. 190. Appeal

(a) A person whose name appears on the assessment roll or the agent or assigns of that person
may appeal to the board of equalization for relief from an alleged error in valuation not adjusted by the assessor to the taxpayer's satisfaction.

(b) The appellant shall, within 30 days after the date of mailing of notice of assessment, submit to the assessor a written appeal specifying grounds in the form that the board of equalization may require. Otherwise, the right of appeal ceases unless the board of equalization finds
that the taxpayer was unable to comply.

(c) The assessor. shall notify an appellant by mail of the time and place of hearing.
(d) The assessor shall prepare for use by the board of equalization a summary of assessment
data relating to each assessment that is appealed.

(e) A city in a borough mayappeal an assessment to the borough board of equalization in the
same manner as a taxpayer. WIthin five days after receipt of the appeal, the assessor shall notify the person whose propertyassessment is being appealed by the city.

CREDIT(S)
SLA 1985, ch.74, § 12.

LIBRARY REFERENCES
Taxation ~
2648.
Westlaw Key Number Search: 371k2648.
NOTES OF DECISIONS
Decisions reviewable and right of review 1
© 2013 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.

http://web2.westlaw.com/printiprintstream.aspx?rs=WL

W13 .04&destination:::::atp&mt=Ala...
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AS 929.45.200
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C
West's Alaska Statutes Annotated Currentness
Title 29.· Municipal Government
"'iii Chapter 45. Municipal Taxation
"'iii Article 1. Municipal Property Tax
...... § 29. 45. 200. Board of equalization

(a) The governing body sits as a board of equalization for the purpose of hearing art appeal
from a determination of the assessor, or it may delegate this authority to one or more boards
appointed by it. An appointed board may be composed of not less than three persons, who
shall be members of the governing body, municipal residents, or a combination of members of
the governing body and residents. The governing body shall by ordinance establish the qualificafions for membership.

(b) Theboard of equalization is governed in its proceedings by rules adopted by ordinance
that are consistent with general rules of administrative procedure. The board may alter an assessment of a lot only pursuant to an appeal filed as to the particular lot.

(c) Notwithstanding other provisions in this section, a determination of the assessor as to
whether property is taxable under law may be appealed directly to the superior court.

CREDIT(S)
SLA 1985,ch. 74, § 12.
LIBRARY REFERENCES
Taxation €:=>. 2624.
Westlaw Key Number Search: 371k2624.
NOTES OF DECISIONS
Appeals from board determination 5
Judicial notice 4
Judicial powers 3
Payment under protest 1
Penalties for nonpayment of tax 2

1. Payment under protest
© 2013 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.

http://web2.westlaw.comiprintiprintstream.aspx?rs=WLW13.04&destination=atp&mt=Ala

... 4/19/2013
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West's Alaska Statutes Annotated Currentness
Title 29. Municipal Government
r;:[il. Chapter 45. Municipal Taxation
r;:fi Article 1. Municipal Property Tax
...... § 29.45.210. Hearing

(a) If an appellant fails to appear, the board of equalization may proceed with the hearing in
the absence of theappellant.

(b) The appellant bears the burden of proof. The only grounds for adjustmentof assessment
are proof of unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation based on facts that are stated in
a valid written appeal or proven at the appeal hearing. If a valuation is found to be too low,
the board. of equalization may raise the assessment.

(c) The board of equalization shall certify its actions to the assessor within seven days. Except
as to supplementary assessments, the assessor shall enter the changes. and certify the final assessment roll by June 1.
(d) An appellant or the assessor may appeal a determination of the board of equalization to the
superior court ~s provided by rules of court applicable to .appeals from the decisions of administrative agencies. Appeals are heard on the record established at the heanng before the board
of equalization.

CREDIT(S)
SLA 1985, ch. 74, § 12.

LIBRARY REFERENCES
TaxationCs= 2676,2691.
Westlaw Key Number Searches: 371k2676; 371k2691.
NOTES OF DECISIONS
Burden of proof 1
Judicial review 3
Record of hearing 2
© 2013 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig, US Gov. Works.

http://web2.westlaw.com/print/printstream.aspx?rs=WL

W13 .04&destination=atp&mt=Ala...

4/19/2013
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BOARD OF EQUALIZATION ORIENTATION
NOTE: Members are encourage to review, from your training material, the April 19, 2013
Memorandum prepared by former City Attorney John Hartle, for further helpful guidance.
A. Quasi-Judicial Role & Responsibilities - CBJ 15.05.185
1. Be a fair & impartial tribunal - no bias/preconceived ideas; no ex parte contact
a. Member may not deliberate or vote on any matter in which member has a
personal or financial interest (defined in CBJ 01.45.360); conflict of interest
check needed prior to hearing to allow substitution; may call legal advisor
b. Avoid expressing opinions or including commentary in questions to the
parties.
c. Opinions on the evidence/position of parties should await BOE
deliberations.
2. Afford both parties due process - fair notice and opportunity to be heard
Must allow both sides time to review new evidence presented at hearing
3. Decide appeals on evidence presented in packet and at hearing.
4. Make record of proceeding that clearly and accurately reflects:
a. Taxpayer/Appellant’s claim and factual evidence offered to support it
b. Assessor’s process/position and factual evidence offered to support both
c. That each side had adequate opportunity to present relevant evidence/review &
rebut other party’s evidence
d. BOE’s thorough deliberations & consideration of the evidence
e. BOE’s findings of fact & conclusions of law re burden of proof & the evidence
relied on as basis of decision
f. Rationale & evidentiary basis of BOE’s decision, to enable meaningful review
by the Superior Court in the event of an appeal
B. Legal Standard for Granting Appeal on Merits for Error in Valuation
1. Starting point: under AK law, Assessor’s assessments are presumed to be correct.
2. Burden of proof on Appellant to prove error - unequal, excessive, improper, or
under valuation based on facts that are stated in a valid written appeal or proven at the
appeal hearing
3. If and only if Appellant meets burden does burden shift to Assessor to rebut
Appellant’s evidence of error

BOE – Orientation

Page 1of 2
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4. Law does not bind Assessor to follow a particular formulas, rules or methods of
valuation, but grants broad discretion in selecting valuation methods-as long as
reasonable basis
5. Technical evidentiary rules don’t apply
Relevant evidence admissible if sort relied on by responsible persons
May exclude irrelevant, repetitious evidence
6. Only grounds for adjustment of assessment are proof of unequal, excessive,
improper, or under valuation based on facts
C. Alternative Actions for Appeals Heard on the Merits
a. Deny appeal because Appellant failed to prove error in valuation with factual
evidence.
b. Grant appeal & adjust assessment as requested by Appellant. (only if Appellant’s
valuation evidence supports proposed assessment value)
c. Grant appeal & adjust (lower or raise) assessment differently. (if and only if
supported by sufficient evidence of value in record.)
d. Grant appeal & remand to Assessor for reconsideration of value (remand is
mandatory if error found, but insufficient evidence of value in record.)
D. LATE-FILED APPEALS – Legal Standard for Accepting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Potential merit of appeal is irrelevant.
Jurisdictional authority to hear only timely-filed appeals
Appeal must be filed w/in 30 days from date assessment notice is mailed
Only “accepted” late-filed appeals may proceed to a hearing on the merits.
If 30 day deadline missed, RIGHT to appeal CEASES and BOE cannot accept or hear
appeal, unless BOE finds that taxpayer was unable to comply due to situation beyond
taxpayer’s control (See Hartle memo)
6. Burden to prove inability to comply is on Taxpayer.
7. BOE Action Alternatives: Deny Late-file or Accept, so hearing can be scheduled.

BOE – Orientation

Page 2of 2
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BOE HEARING GUIDELINE
I.
II.
III.

Call to Order
Roll Call - Chairs asks clerk to call the roll
Appeals will be heard first, followed by Timeliness Hearings on Late-filed Appeals

IV.

Introduce first Appeal case for hearing:
We’re on the record with respect to ‘Petition for Review of Assessed Value’ filed by
___________________ with respect to Parcel Id. No. ___________

IV.

Review Hearing Rules/Procedure (For each appeal, unless all in attendance at beginning)
A. Time allocated to each side: approx. 15 min, including BOE questions
B. State name for record and speak clearly in to mic, use surnames/maintain decorum
C. Appellant taxpayer goes 1st
Has burden to prove an error—an unequal, excessive, improper or under
valuation based on presented factual evidence
D. Assessor - presents Assessor’s evidence in response
E. Appellant rebuttal, if time reserved
F. Hearing closes after presentations
G. BOE action/deliberation
H. Any questions? Parties ready to proceed?

V.
VI.

Hearing - party presentations & all BOE questioning
Close Hearing, move to BOE action
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

VII.

BOE reviews/discusses evidence presented, or goes directly to B.
Member makes motion, Chair restates motion
Members speak to the motion/make findings
BOE votes/takes action on motion
Chair announces whether motion carries/fails

Call next appeal, repeat IV – VI

VIII. Late-Filed Appeals, if any (SEE LATE-FILED APPEALS – PROCESS)
IX.
Adjourn

BOE Action Options:
1.
Deny appeal because Appellant failed to prove error in valuation with factual evidence.
2.
Grant appeal & adjust assessment as requested by Appellant. (if Appellant’s evidence
supports proposed assessment value)
3.
Grant appeal & adjust (lower or raise) assessment differently. (if and only if supported
by sufficient evidence of value in record.)
4.
Grant appeal & remand to Assessor for reconsideration of value (remand is
mandatory if error found, but insufficient evidence of value in record.)
Page 1 of 2
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SAMPLE MOTIONS
1. To DENY appeal
I MOVE that the Board GRANT the appeal and I ASK for a NO VOTE
Because . . .
Appellant didn’t prove/provide evidence of error in assessment
and/or
For the evidence/reasons provided by the Assessor . . .
2. To GRANT appeal & ADJUST assessment AS REQUESTED
I MOVE that the Board GRANT the appeal and ADJUST the assessment AS
REQUESTED BY APPELLANT to $______ , and I ask for a YES VOTE
Because . . .
Appellant proved there was error . . .
[specify . . . unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation]
based on facts
AND
We find requested assessment is supported by sufficient evidence in the record
3. To GRANT appeal & ADJUST assessment OTHERWISE
I MOVE that the Board GRANT the appeal and ADJUST the assessment to
$________, and I ASK FOR A YES VOTE
Because . . .
Appellant proved there was error . . .
[specify . . . unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation]
based on facts
AND
We find sufficient evidence of value in record to support this assessment
4. To GRANT appeal & REMAND for RECONSIDERATION of ASSESSMENT
I MOVE that the Board GRANT the appeal and REMAND to the ASSESSOR for
RECONSIDERATION of the ASSESSMENT, and I ASK FOR A YES VOTE
Because . . .
Appellant proved there was error . . .
[specify . . . unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation]
based on facts
AND
We find insufficient evidence of value in the record

Page 2 of 2
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APPELLANT
MATERIAL
Appeal
2022-0158
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Petition for Review/ Correction of Assessed Value
Real Property

JUNEAU

Assessment Year

2022

Pa rcel ID Number

1 C070A040043

Office of th e Assessor

Name of Applicant

155 South Seward Street
Junea u, Alaska 99801

Emai l Address

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT CO.
gregadler@ mac .com

2022 Filing Deadline: Thursday April 7, 2022
Please attach all supporting documentation
ASSESSOR'S FILESARE PUBLIC INFORMATION - DOCUMENTS FILED WITH AN APPEAL BECOME PUBLIC INFORMA T!ON

Parcel ID Number

1C070A040043

Owner Name

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Primary Phone#

310-61 2-1 312

Email Address

gregadler@ mac.com

Physical Address

130 Seward St & 11 9 2nd St

Mailing Address

Greg Adler

Juneau, AK

426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402

Why are you appealing your value? Check box and provide a detailed explanation below for you r appeal t o be valid .
0 My property value is excessive/overvalued
THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT GROUNDS FOR APPEAL

0

My propert y value is uneq ual to similar propert ies

D

My property has been undervalued
My exemption(s) was not applied

10 My property was valued improperly/incorrectly

n

•
•
•

Your taxes are too high
Your value changed too much in one year.
You can't afford t he taxes

Provide specific reasons and provide evidence supporting the item(s} checked above:
Please see the attached Documentation , including a Summary, Reasoning a nd Arguments and
Appraisal
Have you attached additional information or documentation?

0 1Yes 0

No

Values on Assessment Notice:

I s1 ,216,278

Site

I Building I $5 ,376 .6 3 1

Total

I $6,592 .909

I Building

Total

I $4,?so,ooo

Owner's Estimate of Value:

I $Fairness

Site

I $Fairness

Purchase Price of Property:
Price

I Purchase Date

1$

Has the property been listed for sale? (0
Listing Price

Is

] Yes [0 ] No (if yes complete next line)

I Days on Market

Was the property appraised by a licensed appraiser within the last year? (0 ] Yes [ LJ No (if yes provide copy of opproisol}
Certification :
I hereby affirm that the foregoing information is true and correct, I understand that I bear the burden of proof and I must provide
evidence supporting my appeal, and that I am the owner (or owner's authorized agent) of the property described above.
Signature~
I

(/ {/

Phone/Fax
Phone: (907)586-5215
Fax: (907)586-4520

~

DateMarch 31 , 2 0 22

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office
Email
Website
Assessor. Office@j uneau .org
http://www.juneau.org/finance

\\C BJ FIL ES\dAssessor\Admini strati vc\fORMS

Address
155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801
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PARCEL#:

APPEAL#: _ _ _ __

---------

DATE FILED:

------

Appraiser to fill out
Appraiser

I Date of Review

I

I

Comments:

Post Review Assessment
Site

I Building I $

IS

Exemptions
Total Taxable Value

I Total I $

$
$
APPELLANT RESPONSE TO ACTION BY ASSESSOR

O

D

Reject the following assessment valuation in the amount of $
I hereby
Accept
If rejected, appellant will be scheduled before the Board of Equalization and will be advised of the date & time to appear.

Appellant's Signature

Date:

Appellant Accept Value
Govern Updated

~

Spreadsheet Updated
Corrected Notice of Assessed Value Sent

n
n

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

n

No (if no skip to Board of Equalization)

D

No
No
No

D

n

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION

D

D

Scheduled BOE Date
Yes
No
[ l) Yes
No
10-Day Letter Sent
The Board of Equalization certifies its decision, based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law contained within the
recorded hearing and record on appeal, and concludes that the appellant [01 Met [01 Did not meet the burden of
proof that the assessment was unequal, excessive, improper or under/overvalued.
Notes:

Site I$
Exemptions
Total Taxable Value

n

I Total IS

I Building I $
$
$

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office
Phone/Fax
Phone: (907)586-5215
Fax: (907)586-4520

Email
Assessor.Office@juneau.org

\\CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrati ve\FO RMS

Website

Address

http://www.juneau.org/fi nance

155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801
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MARKET VALUE APPRAISAL
GOLDSTEIN/FAN PROPERTY
130 SEWARD STREET & 119 2ND STREET
JUNEAU,ALASKA
JDC FILE NO. 2021-27 A

As of November 20, 2021

PREPARED FOR:

Martin Jannol, PC
8383 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 663
Beverly Hills, CA 90211

BY:
JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
Julie C. Dinneen, MAI
302 W. Chester Street
Lafayette, CO 80026
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JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
REAL ESTATE APPRAISALS

March 25, 2022
Martin Jannol, PC
8383 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 663
Beverly Hills, CA
90211

RE: Market Value Appraisal of Goldstein/FAN Property, 130 Seward Street and 119 2nd
Street, Juneau, Alaska. JDC File No. 21.
Dear Mr. Jannol:
At your request, I have completed an appraisal of the above referenced real estate, which is in
Juneau. The purpose of this appraisal is to determine the market value of the property for
purpose of in-house work product by the owner, Goldstein Improvement Company. The property
was inspected on July 20, of 2021 and the report was completed over the ensuing months. The
effective date of the appraisal is November 20, 2021.

This report has been completed in conformance with the appraisal reporting standards
formulated by the Uniform Standards of Professional Practice (USPAP) as formulated
by the Appraisal Foundation.
Based upon my research and analysis, I have formed the opinion that the market value of the
leased fee interest in the subject property, in-as condition, is $4,750,000.

Respectfully Submitted,

r

. Dinneen, MAI

302 WEST CHESTER STREET, LAFAYETTE, CO. 80026
(303) 579-3589
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CERTIFICATE OF APPRAISAL
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
-the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

- the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased professional
analyses, opinions, and conclusions.

- I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and
no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.

- I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the
property that is the subject of this report within the three-year period immediately preceding
acceptance of this assignment.

- I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties
involved with this assignment.

- my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.

- my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or
reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the
amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a
subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.

- my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared,
in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

.-

I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
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APPRAISAL REPORT
Purpose of the Appraisal
This appraisal estimates the market value of the leased fee interest in the subject
property, in as-is condition, for in-house work product by the owners.
Type of Report and Intended User
The intended user of this appraisal is the Goldstein Improvement Company.
Date of the Appraisal
The effective date of the appraisal is November 20, 2021.
Identification of Subject Property
Parcel# CBJ
1C070A020043

Name & Address
Goldstein Building and Flags of all Nations
Buildinq, 130 Seward Street & 119 Second Street

Leaal Descriotion
Lot 5A1 Block 2, Juneau
Townsite

Property Rights Appraised
This valuation reflects the market value of the leased fee interest in the subject
properties. A leased fee estate is an ownership interest held by a landlord with the rights
of use and occupancy transferred by the lease to others.
Definition of Market Value
The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each
acting prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by
undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition are the consummation of a sale as of a
specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer whereby:
1. Buyer and seller are typically motivated.
2. Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in
what they consider their best interests;
3. A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
4. Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms
of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and
5. The price represents the normal consideration for the property
sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales
concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY

•
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Source: Title 12, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 34, Subpart C (Office of the Comptroller of the Currency Final
Rule on Real Estate Appraisals, Section 34.42.

Scope of the Appraisal
The extent to which the property was inspected: The two subject buildings and parking
lot were inspected in the presence of Daniel Glidmann, with Goldstein Improvement
Company.
The type and extent of data researched:
Operating data was provided by the Goldstein Improvement Company for 2019 and
2021. Rent Roll information was provided by Daniel Glidmann. Files on the subject
properties at the CBJ Assessing Department were reviewed for this appraisal.
Economic reports pertaining to the state, regional and local economy were studied. The
State of Alaska website for office leasing in Juneau was reviewed, real estate property
managers, property managers and owners were interviewed for this appraisal.
Market data pertaining to leasing activity, sales activity, and active listings for rentals or
purchase of comparable properties was gathered and analyzed.
The type of analysis applied:
The approaches that are relevant for this property are the Income Approach and the Sales
Comparison Approach. These two approaches are included herein. Construction costs at
this time for a new office/mixed use development in downtown are too high to produce an
economically feasible product. As such the cost approach is not relevant and is not viewed
as important to buyers and sellers who are making transaction decisions in the
marketplace.

Exposure Time
An opinion based on supporting market data, of the length of time that the property
interest being appraised would have been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical
consummation of a sale at market value on the effective date of the appraisal.

Marketing Period
The marketing period is the amount of time it takes generally comparable properties in
the competing marketplace to sell.
The subject property is a successful investment property with a mix of uses located at a
highly visible of downtown Juneau. This property has enjoyed high occupancies over the
past several years. COVID has impacted this property and its tenants to varying degrees
and the owner has provided rent relief to those tenants that have been most impacted.
While have been several sales of buildings in the broad neighborhood over the past five
years, most were purchased for renovation projects that included significant capital

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY

•
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expenditures. These properties were under-performing at the time of sale. These sales
are noteworthy but do not provide good marketing period estimates.
Recent sales include the 225 Front Street building, which was not openly marketed. The
buyer approached the owner and a negotiated sale was completed within 9 months. The
Emporium Building at 174 South Franklin was marketed for sale and sold after about
three years. The buyer's intention was to maximize the potential of this property. The B.M.
Behrends building at 3rd and Seward streets sold within 30 days of being marketed. The
400-410 Willoughby office complex sold after an 18 month negotiation process. It was
never openly marketed for sale. The sale price was $15 million.
Based upon the foregoing, a reasonable exposure period is 18 months, and a reasonable
marketing period is 18 months, assuming the subject is marketed within a range
supported by market data.
Assessment Data

The 2021 assessment of the subject property is as follows:
1C070A020043

Land

Buildings

Total

2021 Taxes

$1,241 ,100

$5,485,752

$6,726,852

$71,033

The subject property is in a service area with a mill rate of 10.56 for FY 2021. This is a
decrease from the 2020 mill rate of 10.66.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY

•
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THE LABOR FORCE
DECREASED BY 5,910
JOBS TO 40,187 JOBS,

-13%,
TOTAL WAGES
DECREASED 8Y $190
MILLION TO $2.16
BILLION, -8%.

TOTAL PASSENGER
ARRIVALS DECREASED

BY 89% TO 191,000
(INCLUDES RESIDENTS)

STATE JOBS

DECREA.SED BY 267
JOBS, -6%

BY AUGUST 2021,

61 %

OF SOUTHEAST
RESIDENTS WERE FULLY

VACCINATED

POUNDS OF SEAFOOD
LANDED IN THE REGION

DECREASED BY 100
MILLION POUNDS,

-48%
SEPTEMBER 2021

2020

~n°~;eaf~~t~au~~e;:t
2020, but for the
remainder of the year the COVID-19
pandemic ravaged the Southeast Alaska
economy. Over the year as a whole the region
lost nearly 6,000 jobs and $190 million in total
wages. Private sector wages were down by
13% over 2019. The visitor industry was
particu larly devastated. An expected 1.4
million cruise ship passengers dwindled to
just 48 on the region's smallest cruise ships.
Total jobs in the visitor sector were cut by
45%, for a loss of 3,800 year-round-equivalent
jobs while tourism wages fell by $119 million.
On top of the pandemic Southeast Alaska
experienced one of its worst fishing seasons on
record. Dismal harvest levels were
compounded by reduced prices, as global
restaurant closures gutted seafood demand.
The 2020 regional seafood catch was 63%
below 10-year averages in terms of pounds
landed, and 55% lower in terms of value, even
when adjusted for inflation.
Federal relief proved to be a critical stabilizing
force. Communities and businesses received
more than a half billion in aid in the form of
grants and loans. Nearly a third of businesses
said they would have closed permanently
without this influx of cash. Still, there were
some bright spots in 2020. Federal and
construction employment were both up, and
the average regional wage increased by 5%.

Southeast Alaska is
headed into a
prolonged period of
economic recovery as regional business
leaders are finding ways to succeed in a
volatile but improving business climate.
Through mid-July there had been tremendous
optimism that the Fall of 2021 would bring a
return to normalcy. However, the highly
contagious Delta variant coupled with
declining vaccination rates has meant that
infection rates are going up, instead of down ,
threatening gains in health and economic
advancement.
Despite setbacks, there has been positive
economic news. A federal act allowed cruise
ships to return to Southeast Alaska in 2021,
suspending the Passenger Vessel Services Act
temporarily and permitting approximately 10%
of a typical cruise season to occur in 2021. The
salmon harvest is coming in well above the
record lows of 2020 - especially pink and
sockeye, seafood prices are significantly higher,
and processing jobs are way up. The 2020 US
Census showed overall population growth for
the region during the past decade.

2 021

While these are tumultuous times, the
resources of the region are extraordinary.
Southeast Alaska has a productive ocean,
valuable minerals, beautiful scenery, worldclass recreation opportunities, and its most
important resource - the tenacity of Southeast
Alaskans, organizations, and communities.

A SOUTHEAST CONFERENCE PUBLICATION BY RAIN COAST DATA
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The Whole Southeast Alaska Economy 2020
In 2020, Southeast Alaska lost nearly 6,000 year-round equivalent jobs an d $190 million in workforce earnings compared to 2019.

Annual Average Jobs

Employment Earnings

40,187 Jobs

$2.16 Billion Workforce Earnings

DOWN 5,910 JOBS IN 2020 -13%

DOWN $189.7 MILLION -8%

.

2020 Southeast Alaska Employment Earnings
.
•

r-~--------------..~---,,.,_
..

, Annual Ave, ,lgc

· Einployment
(2020)

Government (includes Coast Guard)

$727,921,874

$61,055,378*

$788,977,252

Visitor Industry

$132,209,534

$20,459,468

$152,669,002

4,023

11,856

$62,894,498

$107,722,240

$170,616,738

1,284

Trade: Retail and Wholesale

$1 23,884,718

$24,031 ,000

$147,915,718

3,607

Health Care Industry (private only)

Seafood Industry

-12,501

-493

576

4 ,599

-3,795

2,021

3,305

-438

524

4 ,131

-341

645*

$177,697,626

$14,808,180

$192,505,806

2,674

252

2,926

-99

Construction Industry

$95,005,835

$38,999,000

$134,004,835

1,362

584

1,946

43

Financial Activities

$57,840,241

$54,349,824

$112,190,065

1,038

737

1,775

-58

$79,291,373

$43,487 ,000

$122,778,373

1,503

1222

2,725

-216

$102,946,071

$307,000

$103,253,071

855

6

861

-73

$42,046,690

$3,977,000

$46,023,690

1,1 75

179

1,354

-60

$19,918,962

$1,179,093

$21,098,055

383

48

431

-104

$18,337,876

$1,824,974

$20,162,850

272

49

321

-51

$48,744,126

$13,267,922

$62,012,048

820

163

983

6

$57 ,419,864

$23,795,533

$81,215,397

1,507

821

2,328

-232

Professional and Business Services
Mining Industry
Social Services
Information (publishing, broadcasting,
telecom.)
Timber Industry
Warehousing, Utilities, & Non-Visitor
Transport
Other

: :
Sources: Alaska Department of Labor Employment & Wage data; (latest available) US Census Nonemployer (self-employment) Statistics; Active Duty Military Population, ADOL.
*These cells in Government refer to active duty Coast Guard personnel employment and wages, and not self-employment data.Notes: Seafood Industry includes animal aquaculture,
fishing & seafood product preparation, and Southeast Alaska resident commercial fishermen (nonresident fishermen & crew who did not report income are excluded). Visitor Industry
includes leisure & hospitality, and visitor transportation (air, water, scenic). Timber includ~
try and logging support activities for forestry, and wood product manufacturing.

...

Southeast Alaska by the Numbers 2021

Prepared by

Ra i n Coast Data
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CHANGE IN THE LAST YEAR .

tracks key s_oulheast_indicators over the
2019 to 2020 Table
past year, along with associated changes.

DEMOGRAPHICS

•'•

K-12 School District Enrol lment3

'!

GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Total Labor Force Gobs, includes self-employed
Total Job Earnings 1, 5, 6
Total Private Sector Payroll 1, 6
Averaqe Annual Waqe 1
Annual Unemplo

2019-2020

2019-2020

5%

-3%
-5%
-6%

i
46,097

40, 187
$2.15 billion
$1.37 billion
$53,635

& USCG)1,5,6

CHANGE

72,373
6,940
8,555
8,340
11,344

71,946
7,260
8,289
7,931
10,683

Population 1
Ages 70 and o lder 2
Under Age 1O 2
Twenty-somethings 2

%CHANGE

-13%
-8%
-13%

$2.35 billion
$ 1.56 billion
$50,873

·. ·;:·, ~~i_2g~q'"' ... ' ; ?~·"'i!~~1~·:: ··r ~~~ HAl'fo~,

) · Ti°oP'EcoNoM1c Si:cf6iis·.

PUBLIC SECTOR: _3i%(:>F ·Ai.i."'EMP-LO~
iM~ENT eARN-iNGs·· ·

GOVERNMENT
1, s

Total Government Employment
Federal Employment 1, 5 (8% of all employment earnings)
State Employment·, (14% of all job earnings)
City and Tribal Employment 1 (14% of all job earnings)
Total Government Payroll (includes USCG) 1- 5
Total State of Alaska Payroll

12,501
2,074
4,438
5,989

12,994
2,032
4,705
6,257

$789 mi llion
$278.9 mi llion

$780.7 mi llion
$284 million

-$190 million
-$198 million
$2,761

.~ Tc~r{c;E ..

~

· ·,

1 ,..·-: · :.~'.'.~:~:-" .;•

2.1%
-5.7%
-4.3%
1.1%

KEY INDUSTRY: 7% OF ALL EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS,

}"/,., V1s11 Ul'C m,uUSTRY

4,599
$152,669,002

8,394
$27 1,608,580

191 ,138

1,787,345

48
188,443
2,647

1,331,600
444,2 17
11,528

-100%
-58%

Total Seafood Employment (includes fishermen) 1 , 6
Total Seafood Employment Earninqs 1, 6
Value of Seafood Processed 7
Pounds Landed (commercial seafood whole pounds by SE residen ts) 8
Estimated Gross Earnin S (ex-vesselvalueofpoundslandedJ 8

3,305
$170,616,738
$270,914,859
108,772,607
$135,971,839

3,743
$238,027,072
$422,042,543
208,340,000
$228,312,316

-12%
-28%
-36%

Health Care Wag_es 1,6

$248,616,809

$242,049,223

2.7%

Total Visitor Industry Waqes/Earninqs 1. 6
Total Southeast Alaska Passenger Arrivals
Cruise Passenqers 10
Total Air Passenger Arrivals from Outside SE 11
Total AMHS Passe; ers from Outside SE 12

-$119 million
-1,596,207

-44%
-89%

-77% ~

-

li•1faM,j4ifQMl@M:jj$1N~¥ii•f•i•ll$l•Mi•d-@ijii-\@;Jii-iJ•ll·lil@4i•fi$1jijj•f\M@@. .- - - - .
-438
-$67 million
-$151 million

iciM;iili•¾iif.f.1$i-iW.;1;4;"4g;;g;;;;M11Ml1B&Mi¥---diMl·l%4WiH·iiUl9M4!•h$1foiiii;lfiifi¥Private Maritime plus USCG Employment 1,5 ,6

4,968
$289,144,738

Private Maritime plus USCG Wages 1,5 ,6

OTHER SELECTED STATISTICS
Construction Employment 1 , 6 (6% all employment earnings)
Mining Employment 1 (5% of all employment earnings)
Timber Employment 1
Price of Gold 7
Total Southeast AMHS Ridership 12
Cost of Living: Consumer Price lndex 1

'1

Housing Starts: Housing Permitted /Completed 4 -1
Avg. Daily Volume ANS Oil Production (mbbls/day) 14
.

Annual Avg. Domestic Crude WTI Oil Prices (in $/Barrel) 14
'

-

,

·.; .

'

I

2020

1,946
861
321
$1,769
38,596
226.2
130

6,544
$403,353,410

I

2019
1,903
934
372
$1,392
135,388
228.7
259

-24%

-28%

!

%

CHANGE

2%
-8%
-14%

27%
-72%
-1.1%
-50%

-2%

-$114.2 million

I

CHANGE
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Seafood Industry
3.7 43 An0ualized Jobs in 201 9
DO WN

438

JO B S IN

,0
202

E A RN ING S DO WN BY

2020
2 8%

While the total volume of crab harvested in
2020, especially for Dungeness, was
significantly above average, the tota l value of
the catch was still markedly below 2019
values.

represents a loss of more than 400 jobs
compared to 2019, and a loss of 1,000
seafood sector jobs since 2015.
In 2020, shore-based seafood facilities in
Southeast Alaska processed 76 million
pounds of seafood, with a wholesale value of
$271 million. This represents a 50% decrease
in seafood pounds processed compared to
2019, and a $151 million decline in the value
of processed product. While currently a small
part of the larger seafood economy, efforts to
develop a mariculture sector for shellfish and
seaweeds continue to expand.

The Southeast Alaska In 2020, the five salmon species represented
2020 seafood harvest just 40% of the regional seafood catch by exvessel value. Halibut, black cod, and crab
was one of the worst
accounted for nearly half of total catch value
on record. Compared to data over the past
in 2020. Typically, the majority of the
10 years, the 2020 catch was 63% below
average in terms of pounds landed, and 55% statewide catch of Chinook, coho, chum,
shrimp, Dungeness crab, and the dive
lower in terms of total value. Lower pink
fisheries
occurs in Southeast Alaska.
salmon harvest returns were primarily to
blame. Reduced seafood prices - due to the
The 2021 harvest to
KEY ECONOMIC DRIVER
shutdown of the global restaurant sector, as
date has been a
The regional seafood industry (including
well as impacts of the US-China trade war considerable
commercial fishing and seafood processing)
coincided devastatingly with one of the
improvement over 2020. Seafood processing
lowest salmon catches in more than 40 years. generated 3,300 annual regional jobs and
jobs are up by 11 %. In ASMl's August 24,
$171 mi llion in earnings in 2020, making up
Processors spent millions on mitigation
2021 update, Sockeye and Coho harvests are
8%
of jobs and earnings in the region. This
measures, further impacting
above 2020, Chum and King harvests
ex-vessel prices and
remain similar, and a massive pink harvest
THE 2020 SOUTHEAST CATCH
reducing workforce levels.
far exceeds expectations. Significantly
- _'.: ''. ! .,: _ '
j(J--. I , ·- - ·-. , I , ,
higher seafood prices have also helped
Fishermen caught nearly
10-year
avg.
2020 pounds Change from make 2021 a better year.
100 mill ion fewer pounds of
10-year avg.
pounds landed
landed
Species
pink salmon than they did,
SE Salmon Catch: 2021 vs. 2020
-78%
127,149,205
28,357,689
Year over year: week 34
on average, between 2010
Pin k Salmon
Sockeye
97%
-63%
6,356,304
2,330,899
Sockeye Salmon
and 2019 (-78%); and 52
Pink
77%
million fewer pounds of
86,626,657
34,784,994
-60%
Chum Salmon
Pink 1s compared
0%
Chum/Keta
10 2019,duoto2
chum (-60%).
16,711,752
7,383,065
-56%
Coho Salmon
30% year cydc
Coho
3,458,793
2,467,056
-2 9%
Chinook
The 2020 catch value of
-1%
Chinook
$136 million was less than
Herring
24,319,336
1,754,254
-93%
_25%
38%
100%
half of t he inflation-adjusted Halibut
6,998,796
6,800,425
-3% While the sector faces uncertainty due to
10-year average value of
Crab
4,663,317
7,772,985
6 7% changing ocean conditions, tariffs, state
$305 million. Generally,
Black Cod
9,519,259
9,661,862
1% budget cuts, and global farmed seafood
fishermen reported that they All Other
8,604,749
7,459,378
-13% competition, this season's highe r prices,
had never worked so hard to ,..... -. - - -- - - - - ------ - - -- -- - - - - - - . - . -.
_ increased jobs, and the potential for a
earn so little in 2020.
.
huge pink salmon return are all good news
...;:::;;;_-1
·
for the regiona l seafood industry.

2 021

I

L.:==------=-__;;~~=---=~--=::;;..____

Sources: Combination of ADOL Employment and Wage data; US Census Nonemployer (self-employme nt) Statistics; ADF&G Seafood Production of Shorebased Plants in Southeast
Alaska; ADF&G Southeast Alaska Commercial Seafood Industry Harvest and Ex-Vessel Value Information; Alaska Commercial Salmon Harvests and Ex-vessel Values, ADF&G. Weekly
Alaska Salmon Harvest Updates are produced for ASMI by McKinley Research. Seafood Industry includes animal aquaculture, fish ing, & seafood product preparation and Southeast
income are excluded). Photo: By Chris Miller.
Alaska resident commercial fishermen (nonresident fishermen & crew who did not report ,••••fl
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Visitor Industry
3,350 Annualized ._Jobs
$272 Million iri V\/ages n 2019
1

DOWN

3 , 7 9 5 Jo ss

IN

2020
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Instead, those working in the visitor industry
earned $153 million in 2020-just 7 percent
of all regiona l employment income,
compared to 12 percent the year before. The
average annualized wage in the visitor sector
was $33,195, the lowest of any industry.

2020

:~=s~~~a~i~i~:rno
other. Few tourists
arrived in the region, and those who did
found reduced opportunities to leave their
money here. However, because the visitor
industry includes all hotels, which were highly
utilized for quarantining - especially by the
mining sector - and restaurants, which quickly
pivoted to take-out menus and services,
employment levels were perhaps not as hard
hit as they could have been. Total j obs in the
visitor sector were cut by 45%, for a loss of
3,795 year-round-equivalent jobs. Wages fell
by $119 million, a drop of 44% compared to

2019.
In 2020, just 191,000 air, ferry, and cruise
passengers (including residents) arrived in
Southeast Alaska from outside the region.
Airline passenger traffic from outside the
reg ion decreased by 58%, cruise ship traffic
was reduced by 100%, and ferry passengers
from outside the region fell by 77% due to
the continued dramatic decreases in AMHS
funding and service (see page 10).
Tourists had been expected to spend nearly
$800 million across Southeast Alaska
communities in the summer of 2020, and the
visitor sector had been set to surpass the
state and municipal sectors to become t he
largest wage provider in the region overall.

2021

CRUISE SHIPS RETURN

Large cruise ships returned to the region for
the first time in 21 months in July of 2021 ,
thanks to a fed eraI act temporarily
suspending the Passenger Vessel Services
Act and allowing cruise ships to bypass
Canada. The 79 expected port calls will
provide Southeast Alaska with the equivalent
of one-t enth of a typical tourism season.

CRUISE SHIP SEASON CANCELLED

In 2020, 43 cruise sh ips were scheduled to
visit the region, carrying 1.41 million
passengers on 606 voyages. Two of the
region's smallest cruise ships with 48
combined passengers set sail in 2020, while
the remainder were cancelled, due to a
prohibition of cruise ships passing th rough
Canada.
BUSINESS LEADERS SURVEY

In April of 2021, leaders in the visitor sector
reported on how their businesses were
fairing:
., Tourism businesses reported that revenue
was down by 62% since the pandemic
began.
• One-third reported they would have
needed to close permanently without the
financial assistance made available through
federal relief programs.
• 50% were struggling to pay bills, rent, or
mortgage.
• 31% of tourism leaders said t hey remain
vulnerable to closure.

2021

(ti

(/)

Total ships
Total voyages
p lanned
Total projected
passengers
Weeks of service

10% to 12% of
a fu ll season
16

First ship
Last ship

July
Mid-October

8

79

In 2022 if sh ips sail
at normal capacity,
they are projected
to bring more than 1.5 million cruise ship
passengers to Southeast Alaska, and account
for 90% of all tourists in the region.
Developing enough capacity to serve this
number of visitors after two years of little to
no tourism w ill be a significant challenge for
regional businesses. Projected passengers for
3 of the region's largest ports of call are below:

~NA~:::~~ JET
5

While arriving air
passengers decreased by 56% in 2020, by
June 2021 passenger arrivals were up by 50%
across t he region compared to the first half of
2020, with June-only traffic up 260% above
June 2020.

2022

CRUISE PROJECTIONS
Projected

Community Voyages

Proj ected

Passengers

Juneau

639

1,570,602

Ketchikan

598
474

1,401,387
1,203,139

Skagway

Sources: Cruise Lines International Association Alaska. Combination of ADOL Employment and Wage data and US Census Nonemployer (self-employment) Statistics; Alaska Visitors
Suotistics Program (AVSP) VII; US Bureau of Transportation Statistics (RITA); Alaska Marine Highway System; Cruise Line Agencies of Alaska; Juneau International Airport Passenger
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Mining Industry

Timber Industry
3- 2 l\n•1ual;zec Jobs in 2C19

93--r .~1111ualized J'.)bs i1~ 2C,' 0

51 JO B S IN 2020
WAGES DO W N BY 1 0%

WAGES U P BY

DO WN

Mining saw the largest increase in wages of
any sector across the region in 2020, growing
by 9%. While mining industry employment in
the region was technically down, this was mostly due to how jobs are
counted. Shift change protocols were reconfigured in response t o
COVID-19 safety precautions. Longer schedules were developed in
early 2020, leading to an undercount in workers in some months.
There were 861 annual average mining jobs in Southeast Alaska, with
a payrol l of $103 million. The average annual mining wage was
$120,000 in 2020, more than double the overall reg iona l wage of
$53,635.

2 02 0

2020

These have not been
good years for the regional timber industry.
Timber jobs decreased by 14% in 2020 to 321
annualized workers and total wages dropped by 10%. Most of the
region's timber jobs are now concentrated on Prince of Wales Island,
home to Viking Lumber, the last remaining m id-sized sawmill in
Southeast Alaska.
·

Southeast timber jobs peaked at 3,543 annual average jobs in 1991
and have fallen by 91 % since that time.
In October of 2020, the Alaska Roadless Rule exemption was briefly
reinstated. Had this change been implemented the Tongass National
Forest would have been exempted from the 2001 regulation
protecting roadless areas in national forests nationally, making higher
levels of regional timber available for harvesting.

Three mines in the region account for nearly al l mining employment.
Hecla Greens Creek is one of the largest silver mines in the world ,
Coeur Alaska's Kensington Mine is exclusively a gold mine, and the
Dawson Mine is a smaller gold and silver project on Prince of Wales.
In 2020, Greens Creek had a record product ion of 10.5 million ounces
of silver and 56,814 tons of zinc. Kensington achieved a near record
production of 124,867 ounces of gold. There are several mining
exploration projects underway including Palmer in Haines, Herbert
Gold in Juneau, Bokan Mountain and Niblack, both on Prince of
Wales. Mining exploration activity in the reg ion was notably down in
2020 due to pandemic limitations.
In August 2021, Hecla Greens Creek had
450 f ull-time permanent employees (+10
from 2020), and Coeur Alaska Kensington
had a staff of 383 (-3 from 2020). Dawson

.

In July of 2021, the US Department of
Agriculture reversed this earlier decision,
restoring the 2001 Roadless Rule in the
Tongass, and announcing a new "Southeast
Alaska Sustainability Strategy" aimed at ending large-scale old growth
timber sales in the Tongass and refocusing US Forest Service
management on forest restoration, recreation, climate, wildlife habit,
and watershed improvements.

2 021

2 021

In 2021 the Sealaska Corporation, which had played a major role in
the region's timber economy for 42 years, announced a transition
away from the logging industry to focus on ocean-based food and
tourism opportunities.

Mine reported 40 full time workers. Metal prices, which rise in
response to economic turmoil, have been strong. Higher precious
metals values provide ongoing optimism for this sector.

Timber industry employment will continue to contract. While there are
some continued opportunities for timber sales in Asia, tariffs

Gold

imposed by China on imports of Alaska spruce logs have made it
difficult to negotiate agreements. Moreover, operators across the
region continue to face constant environmental litigation, further
disrupting harvest operations.

$ ,000

g~~ce

Silver

ou~i:

Average Gold and Silver Prices 2008 to Aug.2021

2

Gold

$35

Silver

$1,600

$25

$1,200

$15

$SOD

Sources: ADOL Employment and Wage data; Kitco Metals Inc; Coeur Mining Inc.

Annual Report; Hecla Mining Company Annual Report. U.S. International Trade
Commission. Photo credits: Tessa Axelson and Michael Penn.
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Construction Industry

Health Care Industry

1 90~ A11n'-,1a l1 zec Jobs :n 2019

3,8.36 Arv1ualizec Jobs i1; 2019

JOBS UP 43 IN 2 0 20, WAGES UP BY 2%

JO BS DO W N 1 5 0 IN 20 2 0 WAGES UP BY 3%

2 020

Health care became the nation's top prio rity
in 2020, as well as the region's. Southeast
Alaska's 3,675 public and private healthcare
workers comprised 9% of the regiona l workforce in 2020, earning
12% ($249 million) of all wages. Regional health care employment
fell by 150 annualized jobs in 2020. Despite a drop in jobs, tota l
earnings for the industry increased by 3%. Wages have been
increasing to attract workers. The region was already facing a
shortage of health care workers pre-pandemic due to an aging
populace and growing patient volumes. With the advent of
COVID-19, the demand for health care workers intensified
nationally and globally, making it even more difficult for the region
to attract and compete for workers.

For the first time in seven years
construction employment was up in 2020.
Jobs in this sector increased by 43 workers,
a two percent increase due to the prioritization of construction
projects during the pandemic. Construction workers in the region
earned $134 million in 2020, an increase of two percent over the
previous year. Construction was a larger portion of the overal l
regional economy in 2020, rising from four percent of all workforce
earnings to six, helping t o stabilize the larger economy.
Housing construction was down in 2020 by 50%, as only 130 new
units were permitted or completed across the reg ion, compared to
259 in 2019.
Early data shows that construction jobs in
the first half of 2021 were up
substantially - by nine percent. Tourism
projects helped drive this increase. Recently completed tourism
projects include a gondola and dock in Hoonah, a new dock and
facility at Ward Cove, the new Sitka Sound Cruise Terminal, and the
Juneau Archipelago project. As the tourism industry restarts in the
region, so do plans for future tourism projects. Federally-funded
projects and tourism infrastructure developments have become the
focus of current and future construction efforts. Due to budget
constra ints, state- and municipally-funded construction projects
have mostly waned. Cuts in state spending led to the reduction of
large-scale construction projects across the region.

2 021

The federal lnfrastru.c ture Investment and Jobs Act, which has not
yet passed, is expected to include funding for projects in Southeast
Alaska . In the meantime, the federal CARES Act waived matching
funds for some projects, making large infrastructure grants more
accessible for local municipalities. There remains some uncertainty
moving forward in the construction/eng ineering sector, as firms are
busy but will not yet have future project certainty until the federal
infrastructure bill passes.

2 0 20

The region's largest health care provider, SouthEast Alaska
Regional Health Consortium (SEARHC) has been expanding
services across the region. The newly-constructed Wrangell
Medical Center opened in 2021; in Petersburg the Oceanside
Dental Clinic and Mountainside Behavioral Health recently opened;
in Juneau the Ethel Lund Medical Center received an extensive
remodel and the new Mountainside Urgent Care opened; and in
Sitka an agreement was reached with t he Indian Health Service to
begin construction on a new state-of-the-art regional facility.

2 021

Early data indicates that health care j obs
are down incrementally in 2021 , by 0.5%.
This tracks with larger trends. Nationally
and regionally health care worker vacancies have been increasingly
harder to fill as the pandemic continues. Southeast health care
institutions have shown a high level of readiness in the face of the
COVID-19 crisis.
Southeast Alaska Health Care Employment Wages
(in millions)
$
$
$ 249

$250
$175

231

242

2018

2019

$175

Sources: Combination of Alaska Department of Labor Employment and Wage data and US

Census Nonemployer (self-employment) Statistics; State of Alaska. Photography credits:
SEARHC and Sander Schijvens.
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Government Jobs

Local-4,997 Jobs State4,438 Jobs Federal 2,074 Jobs
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Southeast State Jobs
State jobs in the region are down for the
8th year in a row, for a total of 1, 140 jobs
lost since 2012, a decline of 20%

Government

12,994 Annual:zec Jobs in 2019

5,600

493 JOBS IN 2020
WAGES UP BY 1%
DOWN

0

00

Government wages
made up 31% (12,501)
of the reg ion's jobs in
2020, and 37% of all regional employment
earnings ($789 million) and acted as a
significant economic stabilizer to the region,
as private wages fell by 13%. Overall public
sector wages actually grew by $8 million in
2020, an increase of one percent, although
government jobs were down by 4%,
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of 1,140 annualized workers. Comparatively,
outside Southeast, just 12.5% of State jobs
have been cut.
STATE BUDGET CRISIS

STATE GOVERNMENT LOSSES

For the past eight years, the region has
struggled with the impacts of decreased
State government employment and
spending . The state remains the region's
most important economic sector, providing
13% of all regiona l wages. From 2012 to
2020, state jobs have fallen by 20%, a decline
Avg. Daily Volume of the Trans Alaska Pipeline System
and Inflation Adjusted Price Per Barrel, 1978-2021

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Local government employment was down by
268 jobs, a 5% loss in 2020 Tribal
government jobs remained flat. Total local
wages increased by one percent.

Even before COVID-19, Alaska's budget was
in a state of crisis due to declining oil
production and prices. Historically, oil
accounted for up to 90% of the state
unrestricted general fund; currently, oil
provides less than 25 percent.
The State of Alaska has operated in deficit
mode for the past eight years, using $18.8
billion in savings to cover budget gaps sin ce
FY14, leaving these accounts almost ent irely
depleted. Alaska is the only state in the US
without broad-based taxes like a sales or
personal income tax.
However, there is some good news for State
coffers. The Alaska Permanent Fund ended
the fiscal year with a total value of nearly
$81.1 bill ion, 24% higher than it did at the
start of the year.

In a reversa l of long-term trends, the fed eral
government added 42 jobs in 2020, an
increase of two percent while wages
increased by one percent, mostly due to the
addition of federal census workers. Federal
jobs in 2020 remain 650 be low 2004 levels.
With such sign if icant pandemic revenue
losses, the saving grace for Southeast Alaska
was the $576.2 million in federal COVID-1 9
relief funds that were directed toward the
region in the form of g rants and loans. Relief
funding has been a critical support for
regional households, businesses, service
providers, and communities during the
COVID-1 9 crisis.
SE COVI0-19 RELIEF
Community

Juneau Borough
Ketchikan Borough
Sitka Borough
Petersburg Borough
Skagway Municipality
Prince of Wales-Hyder
Haines Borough
Wrangell Borough
Hoonah-Angoon Census Area
Yakutat Borough
Non-specific

Southeast Total

CARES$

$206,770,278
$126,280,581
$78,347,023
$36,201 ,167
$34,584,659
$29,253,805
$21,617 ,152
$14,899,910
$14,566,737
$6,489,640
$7,219,051

! $576.2 mill

Page 8
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Juneau Borough
13,948

Ketchikan Borough

2020 marked the
6th consecutive year
of population
decline in Southeast Alaska. In 2020,
regional births exceeded deaths by 170,
and 795 more people moved away than
moved into the region.

2 020

US CENSUS 2020 RE:SULT~
The 10-year US Census numbers, released
in August 2021, show a one percent overall
increase of 622 new residents over the last
decade. The region's share of the state
population shrank incrementally by 0.2%.
Juneau gained 980 people and Ketchikan
added 471 . Gains over the last decade
were most significant percentage-wise in
Gustavus +48% and Skagway +28%. The
most significant 10-years losses, according
to the US Census, took place in Haines
-428, Sitka - 423, and Wrangell -242. The
census shows the region has become more
d iverse. The Alaska Native population grew
from 23% to 26% of all residents, for a total
of 18,500 Alaska Native residents (+1,100).
THE MEDIAN AGE 15

Now 40+

Southeast has the state's oldest residents.
Since 2010, the most pronounced
demographic shift has been the aging of
the population. During that period, the 60plus population grew by 5,600 people, a
48% increase over 2010 due to aging in

place. A quarter of people in the region
are now age 60 or older. The median age
of every borough is 40 or older, with the
notable exception of Juneau. In the
Haines and the Hoonah-Angoon census
areas the median age is 48.6. The median
age of Southeast is 4.5 years o lder than
the state as a whole.
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT DOWN

In 2020, enrollment was down by 6%
across the region. While K-12 enrollment
increased regionally in 2019, the mostly
on line 2020 pandemic school year
reduced public school population by 661
students as parents chose homeschooling
programs, many of which did not direct
funds to local school districts. Wrangel l
saw the highest percentage loss at 41 %.
Juneau lost 569 students, a decline of
12% - but gained more than half of
t hose back during the first week of school
in 2021, according to early data. A loss of
funding allocation due to the loss of
students enrolled in regional school
districts could impact the financial
position of regional schools.
The elements that created population
losses in recent years, most notably the
reduction of state jobs and services, have
been exacerbated by the 2020 COVID
economy. Pandemic conditions will likely
lead to further population decline.

Sitka Borough

8,881

8,458

Petersburg Borough

3,203
2,369

3,398
2,127

2,508
1,405

2,080
1,454

968
1,201

1,240
1,036

Wrangel l Borough
Haines Borough
Metlakatla
Skagway Borough
Craig
Hoonah

760

931

Klawock

755

720

Yakutat Borough
Gustavus

662
442

662
655
543

557

Kake
Thorne Bay
Hydaburg
Angoon
Naukati Bay
Coffman Cove

476

37 6

380

459

357
142

113
176

Tenakee Springs

131
88

Pelican
Klukwan
Whale Pass
Port Alexander
Hollis
Hyder
Port Protection
Kasaan
Edna Bay
Elfin Cove
Game Creek
Point Baker
Remainder

I

Total

471

127
116
98

95

87

31
52

86
78

-17%
3%
28%
-14%
23%
-5%
0%
48%
-3%
1%
1%
-22%
26%
-28%
-11%
11%
-8%
177%
50%
-42%

112

65

87

48

48
49

36

42

25

27
18

24
23

-40%
-11%
28%

15
811

12
569

-20%
-30%

71,664

30

I 72,286 1

-45%
-25%
-39%

1%

Sources: Alaska Department of Labor (ADOL); ADOL Southeast Alaska Population by Ag"; Sex and Borough/Census Area; Alaska Population Projections.
Photography credit: Heather Holt
:•••
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Loss of Regional Jobs
Jobs plummeted across the region in 2020, as
expected. By far the hardest hit community
was Skagway, which lost nearly half of all
annualized jobs (-48%). Haines, Hoonah, and
Klukwan each lost approximately a quarter of
all jobs; while Ketchikan, Sitka, Angoon, and
Gustavus lost between 13 to 15%.
While some communities, such as Skagway
and Haines, lost a similar percentage of wages
and jobs, people in communities like Juneau
and Petersburg earned a similar level of
overall wages to 2019, despite significant job
decreases in 2020.
Yakutat defied pandemic trends, adding both
jobs and wages in 2020.

,,

,

~

This analysis excludes self-employment data,
which is not made available below the
borough/census area level. Still, tracking
change in labor figures 1s an important way to
track overall workforce changes in a
community.

ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT CHANGE BY SE COMMUNITY

2019

r

TO

(Self-employment excluded)

2020

-

17,957

15,872

$938.1

-1%

7,398
4,311
1,525

6,286
3,751
1,432

$329.9
$193 .0
$62.8

-8%

-1 ~
-15%

1,282
1,080
1,029
824
505

1,237
563
773
725
497

Hoonah SSA

43 1

Yakutat Borough

280
204
168
154
52

328
298
177
162
133
51

$55.2
$26.6
$31.4
$32.4
$23.9
$14.0
$16.2
$8.3
$5.5
$3.6
$2 .9

Juneau Borough
Ketchikan Borough
Sitka Borough
Prince of Wales
Petersburg Borough
Skagway Borough
Haines Borough
Wrangell Borough
Metlakatla

Gustavus SSA
Kake
Angoo n SSA
Hyder

-7%

-13%

-3%

-6%

0%

-4%

-43%

-48%

-25%

-25%

-8%

1%
- 13%

22%
-8%
2%

-12%
-2%

38

Jun eau
Skagway
•

•

"11:f.

Yakutat plus Hoonah-Angoon
Sitka
Haines

.........

67%
65%
64%
61%
55%
53%
53%
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NEIGHBORHOOD
The subject is located in the core area of downtown Juneau with boundaries of the State
of Alaska Capitol Building to the north, Franklin Street to the east, the waterfront to the
south, and the Willoughby District to the west.
With the completion of the new floating cruise ship docks in 2016, embarking and
disembarking positions of the cruiseships moved closer to the central downtown area.
The result was such that the walking patterns of passengers off the ships, which had
previously been heavily oriented to South Franklin Street, had now included the
Shattuck Way, Seward Street, and Front Street area of downtown.
South of Eastaugh Way in the downtown area, developments are typically oriented to
the cruiseship industry and typically include retail stores, often with apartments on the
upper levels. When the tourist season ends, this part of downtown Juneau becomes
very quiet, as nearly all stores shut down.
Within two to three blocks of the subject are the Alaska State Office Building and State
Courthouse, the State of Alaska Capitol Building, and the Legislative Office Building.
The people working at these locations frequent the downtown area. This neighborhood
offers an interesting blend of restaurants, services, galleries, breweries, distilleries,
cafes and coffee shops, as well as trendy boutique clothes stores.
The Triangle Building at 114 S. Franklin sold to Skagway Jeweler a few years ago and
longtime tenants have relocated as rents reportedly were significantly increased. The
1928 building is iconic but reportedly needs upgrading. Near to the Triangle Building, the
Hellenthal Building, originally designed for theatre uses, and more recently a bank branch
and movie theatre, is now the home of the Hellenthal Loft Apartments, new retail shops
on Front Street, and the Devils Club Brewery. 154 S. Franklin Street and 249 Front Street
were purchased and operate as trendy bars and pubs.
The Walter Soboleff Center was completed in 2015 and is a three-story mixed use
building of 30,000 SF with a LEED Gold certification and a design that incorporates native
Alaskan culture and art. The building has frontage on Shattuck Way, Seward and Front
Streets. Across Seward Street and conforming to the style of this building is the Sealaska
Heritage Arts Complex. This project increases public safety and is intended to draw more
visitors to the core of downtown. It will be a cultural experience and gathering place for
the public and for tourists with 6,000 SF of plaza area. Underneath it is underground
parking for the Sealaska Plaza office building.
Retail Market in Downtown Area
There are few vacancies of retail spaces in the downtown market that are advertised for
lease. There are four newer retail spaces at the rear of the Emporium Building on
Shattuck Way. Improvements were made to this west side to create four new rental
spaces now occupied by Barnaby Brewing, Sequence Board Shop, First Impressions

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Salon and Juneau Food Tours located at 165-167 Shattuck Way. At 116 Seward Street,
a vacant space has been spoken for and will open as Tease Salon in February of 2022.
The space was rented at its asking rate of $1.89 SF plus power.
A four-unit condominium development on Seward Street, called the Sommers on
Seward, has rented and/or sold two of the three retail units which are each just over
1,300 SF in size. The middle unit is available for sale or for lease. The walk up second
level office is available for sale and the seller will include plans to convert it to residential
units.
Office Space Sector

There is a wide variety of office space in the downtown area, including mid-rise buildings
with elevators, low rise buildings with walk up offices and offices located in older
residential buildings.
The subject's broad neighborhood includes many publicly owned office buildings,
predominantly owned by the State of Alaska, which are located near to the Alaska State
Capitol and Courthouse buildings at the corner of Main and 4th Streets. The Federal
offices are located in the Willoughby District to the west, as are the three office buildings
at 400-410 Willoughby and SLAM.
The SLAM (State Library and Archives Museum) was renovated and expanded over a
two-year period in the Willoughby District on Whittier Street. Upon completion of this
project in 2016, office space was freed up in other State-owned buildings in the area.
Reacting to State budget cuts and to the completion of the SLAM project, many State
agencies were downsized, and the metrics (space per employee) used by the State was
decreased, which resulted in less office space required.
The Legislative Council recently to accept the Juneau Community Foundation's
donation of the Assembly Building located at 211 Fourth Street in Juneau to the
Legislature's Capitol complex. With this gift, the complex now totals five adjacent
buildings. The Assembly Building will be refurbished once the House-Senate committee
Legislative Council determines the best use of the facility, which could include
legislative housing, consolidation of legislative offices not located in the complex, and
leased space for private entities. The building sold for $1,250,000 which equates to $52
SF of GBA.
The 400 - 41 0 Willoughby Buildings are located in the subject's neighborhood and
include 95,454 SF GBA. This office complex, has been significantly impacted by State
of Alaska downsizing and is now approximately 65% occupied by State agencies. In
2019, DEC renewed their lease in the 410 Willoughby Building for 10 years, incentivized
by a renovation of the space at a cost of over $2 million for their 22,270 SF space.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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This complex has recently sold and the buyers, The Tlingit and Haida Council, intend to
occupy at least half of the vacant space. The sale price for this complex was
$15,000,000.
In the Michael J. Burns building at 801 W . 10th Street, the State Department of Revenue
vacated 17,212 SF within the past year, and the Department of Education reduced its
leased area by over 3,000 SF this past year. Their term ends in June of 2022 and this
agency decided not to renew. A request for 14,000 SF of office space has been sent out
by the State of Alaska recently to accommodate this agency in Juneau. Private sector
leasing of 4,100 SF has taken place in this building on the ground level. With the exit of
the Department of Education, this building will be one-third vacant.
The Sealaska Plaza office building is fully occupied, as is the Senate Building; both are
served by elevators and are in the core downtown. The Goldstein Building has 1,715 SF
of vacant office space which is 4.8% of the office area in the building. It is noteworthy
that 73% of the vacant space is committed for, with a lease beginning on February 1 of
2022. Its upper four floors are offices and three state agencies occupy 48% of the area
on these floors.
In the 431 N. Franklin Street office building, HS&S recently renewed for an additional
five years. The rate is $1. 98 SF full service and moderate repairs/upgrades are required
by the landlord.
Carlton Smith, a commercial real estate broker with a downtown office, posted the
following blog on his website that pertains to offices. "Since the eighties and nineties,
office lease rates have been essentially dictated by the State and Federal governments,
with rates that government was willing to pay. This stable market lasted for three
decades until oil revenues dropped drastically. Today, office leasing in Juneau has
segmented itself by lease renewals of larger spaces with parking, mid-sized spaces with
less parking, and smaller spaces downtown in backfill locations with poor visibility.
Overall, the shortage of new space options has now resulted in rates that have
remained flat since 2015. We predict that the future of lease rates in Juneau will begin
to reflect real differences in the areas that feature different access and appeal to the
agencies involved. Even with moderate job loss, we see lease rates staying steady
because construction of new office space is still not feasible due to the high cost of land,
labor and materials."
Apartments
On Craigslist, several furnished apartments are available for rent until April 2022; all are
located on South Franklin Street. It is typical during the off season for seasonal
furnished apartments to be listed for rent. There are few listings for conventional
apartments in the downtown area at this writing.
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City and Borough of Juneau Projects

The neighborhood benefits from a multi-year rebuild of downtown streets including
reconstruction of North Franklin Street from Front Street to Second Street, and the
upgrading of Front Street with new light poles, asphalt, sidewalk and pedestrian crossing
work and storm drain installation. The CBJ Planning Commission is proposing parking
code revisions which include reorganization, establishing a "Town Center" parking
standard, revised parking district boundaries and allowing parking waivers downtown.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT SITE
Site

The subject is Lot 5A 1 of Block 2, Juneau Townsite and is depicted on the following page.
As shown, the site has 138.50 feet on Second Street, and 100 feet on Seward Street. On
Main Street, a CBJ landholding (Lot 8A) abuts the sidewalk and Lot SA 1 has 57.46 feet
along this landscaped area. The subject site, at its southwest corner, has an inset (18.95
feet by 25 feet) where it meets Lot 2A. The total site area is 15,912 SF.
Topography and Soils

This location in the downtown core is a sloped hillside as is evidenced by photos of the
street scenes. The soils conditions are assumed to be adequate to support the buildings
and parking area over their useful lives. Both of the buildings have full basements.
Access

Seward Street is a north/south street in the downtown core that allows for southbound
traffic only. Seward Street, at its south end, accesses Egan Drive which provides access
out of the downtown area and on to the northbound expressway. Egan Drive becomes
Marine Way, which becomes South Franklin Street and then Thane Road as it leaves the
downtown area and travels south. Thane Road is a two-lane highway and ends
approximately five miles south of downtown.
Second Street is a one way east bound public, paved streets with sidewalks on both
sides, curb and gutter, and street lights. It intersects with Main Street, Seward Street,
Franklin Street and Gold Street in the downtown core. Franklin Street is a one-way
northbound paved street, and Main Street is a north/south collector street that intersects
with Marine Way. Main Street has sidewalks and street lights on both sides.
Front Street is a westbound paved street in the downtown core that intersects with Main
Street, Seward Street, Shattuck Way and Franklin Street. In the past several years, street
improvements have been completed in the core area along Franklin Street between
Admiral Way and Second street, and along the length of Front Street. This work included
asphalt and sidewalk removal, replacement of light poles, storm drain installation and
improvements to pedestrian crossings.
There is on street parking on these streets with a two-hour limit during business hours.
Traffic is controlled by stop signs in the downtown core. There is a traffic light at the
Seward/Marine Way and Main Street/Marine Way intersections.
Utilities

Underground water, sewer, power and phone lines serve the downtown area. Cellular
service is widely available in Juneau.
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Juneau Downtown Historic District
The two subject buildings are located within this district. The Juneau Downtown Historic
District encompasses the historic commercial heart of the city. It extends along South
Franklin Street, from the cruise terminal in the south to Second Street in the north, and
westward along Second and Front Streets to Main Street.
This area was the center of Juneau's economic activity from its founding in 1880 as a
gold mining camp, through its growth into an urbanized area in the early 20th century,
including its eventual designation as the territorial capital in 1906.
The Juneau downtown buildings are an excellent representation of early twentieth
century commercial architecture in small Pacific Coast communities. Late Victorian, late
19th and Early 20th Century American Movements, and Modern Movement architectural
styles are represented by building in the Juneau Downtown Historic District which is
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Hazardous Waste Issues
None were observed and it is assumed that none exist.

Flood Plain
A review of the CBJ FEMA 2013 mapping, the subject is not in flood plain.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Juneau Downtown Historic District
The two subject buildings are located within this district. The Juneau Downtown Historic
District encompasses the historic commercial heart of the city. It extends along South
Franklin Street, from the cruise terminal in the south to Second Street in the north, and
westward along Second and Front Streets to Main Street.
This area was the center of Juneau's economic activity from its founding in 1880 as a
gold mining camp, through its growth into an urbanized area in the early 20th century,
including its eventual designation as the territorial capital in 1906.
The Juneau downtown buildings are an excellent representation of early twentieth
century commercial architecture in small Pacific Coast communities. Late Victorian, late
19th and Early 20th Century American Movements, and Modern Movement architectural
styles are represented by building in the Juneau Downtown Historic District which is
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Hazardous Waste Issues
None were observed and it is assumed that none exist.

Flood Plain
A review of the CBJ FEMA 2013 mapping, the subject is not in flood plain.
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COMBINED BUILDING AREAS-130 SEWARD AND 119 2No STREET
The subject property includes two adjacent buildings which are summarized on the table
below and are separately discussed on the following page.
BUILDING

GBA
ABOVE
GRADE
46,571
SF

NRA
ABOVE
GRADE
35,624
SF

EFFICIENCY

GBA
BASEMENT

76.5%

9,782 SF

119 2 nd
Street

1,900 SF

1,320
SF

69%

TOTALS

48,471
SF

130
Seward
Street

36,944
SF

76.2%

NRA
BASEMENT
STORAGE
6,085 SF

62%

934 SF

500 SF

54%

10,716 SF

6,585 SF

61%

EFFICIENCY

Description of 130 Seward Street- Goldstein Building
The site is improved with the Goldstein Building at 130 Seward Street, the Flag of All
Nations Building at 119 2nd Street, and a parking lot at the corner of 2nd and Main
Streets. The Goldstein Building is a five-story structure with a full basement. The
Goldstein Building is served by and elevator and is a reinforced concrete structure
dating to 1914. It was restored after a fire in 1939 and re-opened in 1946. Today, it is a
multi-tenant building with retail , restaurant and office spaces of good quality.

SUMMARY OF 130 SEWARD STREET BUILDING AREAS

Floor
Level1

Level2

GBA
9,674 SF
+1,821 =
11,495 SF
8,769 SF

Uses
Lobby and Elevator access, retail /service spaces,
restaurant. Mezzanines in Annie Kaills and Northwind
Architect spaces total additional 1,821 SF
Offices - 366 SF is State Agency and balance are
small to medium sized offices

Level3
LeveI4
Level5

8,769 SF
8,769 SF
8,769 SF

Basement

9,782 SF

Offices - 3,164 SF is State OCS office & small offices
Offices - 6,052 SF is State OCS office & small offices
Offices- 1,147 is State Ombudsman & 5,631 is State
WIC office
Mechanical, electrical, sprinkler and heating and
ventilation systems, maintenance work areas and
rented storage areas

Building Total

56,353 SF

Above Grade
Area Onlv

46,571 SF

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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The 130 Seward Street building was built by Charles Goldstein in 1914 and is located at
the northwest corner of the historic district. It is an early 20th century building of
commercial architecture. The five-story building is of reinforced concrete with a full
concrete basement. It was designed with five pronounced bays, each with a storefront
window on the first floor and a band of windows on the second floor, and double hung
windows on the third and fifth floors. The original design included a flat front with
rectangular fenestration patterns and a flat roof. The building was gutted by fire in 1939
but the concrete walls survived the fire and the building was rebuilt in the 1940s with a
re-opening in 1946.
Today, the five-story building is served by a 3,000-pound passenger elevator and by a
freight elevator. Significant improvements have been made in recent years, including a
new canopy along the sidewalks in front of the building on the Seward and Second Street
sides, work on a portion of the roof where it was pitched that required cleaning out and
filling of a cavity with cellulose insulation which management stated has significantly
reduced roof heat loss.
Replacement of all of the exterior windows in the building began a few years ago. The
windows that have been replaced were not air tight and there was water damage to
address as well. To date, 48 windows on 2nd Street and 30 windows on Main Street have
been replaced with double hung energy efficient windows in metal frames. All windows
have shades and are operable. There are 52 interior windows left to replace. Reportedly,
the cost per window has averaged $6,000.
This project required that tenants relocate within the building for an interim period while
work was being conducted. The full extent of the decrease in energy costs will not be
realized until the project is completed.
The basement has a high ceiling of 12 feet and houses the heating system, boilers, hot
water heaters, sprinkler system, ventilation system, electrical panels, etc. This area is
well lit and maintained. There are maintenance work areas for the building staff as well
as storage areas that are rented out. This level is served by a freight elevator, a restroom
and also the passenger elevator.
Street Level Tenant Spaces

The street level includes a small lobby area with an entrance from Seward Street. The
elevator is located in this area. Exterior doors on Seward Street access the tenant spaces
on this level, which include Northwind Architects, Annie Kaills, Capital Barber and Little
Tokyo. These tenant areas have varying interior finishes, as the photographs show. The
spaces have high ceilings; in the Northwind Architect and Annie Kaili spaces, there are
mezzanine areas, 861 SF in Annie Kaills and 960 SF in Northwind Architects that are
finished for retail or office uses. Annie Kaills has painted and slat walls with attractive
wood accents. The flooring is commercial carpet tiles and lighting is from mounted

J ULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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fluorescent and suspended decorative lights. The space has a high exposed ceiling
system, as shown.
The Northwind Architects space has a painted concrete floor, painted sheetrock walls, a
white painted ceiling with exposed pipes, painted ceiling beams, suspended lights, track
lights and mounted lights, and a ceiling fan. A stairwell at the rear of the space accesses
a mezzanine level work area for architects. The mezzanine half wall that is visible from
the front door has a black metal railed section that adds visual interest allows sight into
this work area. Below the mezzanine is a partially glassed in work area.
The Little Tokyo restaurant is an end unit with many windows along 2 nd Street and an
entrance from Seward Street.
Levels 2-5 of the building have U-shaped floor plans (see typical plan on a following page)
with many offices with exterior windows and a lesser amount of non-window spaces. Each
level has two sets of interior stairs. As the floor plans show, each floor has a men's and
women's restroom near the elevator bank, and a portion of offices are oriented to the west
facing courtyard, which houses mechanical ducting for a restaurant.
The layout of the floors includes small offices rented by the private sector and medium to
large sized rooms rented by the State of Alaska.
The ceilings have suspended acoustical systems and flush mounted lighting. The
sheetrock walls are painted and the flooring is commercial grade carpeting with carpet
baseboard. Heating is distributed by wall mounted registers in the offices, as is shown in
the photographs.
Each level has two restrooms with two stalls and two sinks each. The two restrooms on
each level have vinyl floors, rubber baseboard, washable wall surfaces, a counter with
two sinks, a mounted mirror, and two-bathroom stalls. On the third floor there is a south
facing break room with upper and lower cabinets, counter surface and a stainless-steel
sink.
The most significant improvement to the offices is the replacement of exterior windows,
mentioned earlier, as well as restoration of wall damage where necessary. The interior
doors are of good quality and are wood or epoxy finished doors with opaque glass inserts
in the upper portion.
Basement

The building has a full basement which is dedicated to the mechanical, plumbing,
electrical, hot water and fire sprinkler systems. This area has a high ceiling, slab floors
and good lighting. A portion of the basement has been divided into areas for storage
needs and workshops for the building maintenance crew, and storage of varying sizes
that are rented out for storage needs of tenants in the building and in the neighborhood.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Heating system relies upon a boiler and back up boiler, copper piping to provide a steam
heat system to the building.

Security
There are cameras on all floors of the building.

Overall Maintenance and Condition
This is a well-maintained building that is continually making improvements to the building
to improve its energy efficiency and lower maintenance over the long run. This includes
the window replacement project discussed earlier, and the roof project that added
insulation needed in specific area.
The overall maintenance and condition of this building is good. Its construction is sound
and if it continues to be well maintained and upgraded as needed to be competitive in
the marketplace, its remaining economic life can be extended indefinitely.
Pending projects include the replacing 52 windows, which will be the last phase of this
project. A skylight has been purchased to cover the open courtyard at the west side of
the building and it remains to be installed. It will protect this area from the elements,
protecting the mechanical ducting and windows there.
A $60,000 project on the 3rd floor will make an office are more efficient by reconfiguring
the layout to include window walls and more window offices.
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SUBJECT PHOTOGRAPHS

Street View along Seward Street - past 130 Seward Street

View north along Seward Street at 130 Goldstein Building
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View of front of 130 Goldstein Building

West View along Second Street at 130 Seward (near) and 119 Second (far, yellow)
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Above is picture of 130 Goldstein from Main Street,
light gray building is 119 Second Street.
To the left is a picture of the courtyard taken from
inside the 130 Goldstein building. Mechanical ducting
for the restaurants is in view. A skylight has been
purchased to cover this area and protect it from
weather
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF RETAIL SPACES IN 130 GOLDSTEIN BUILDING

Northwind Architects - 126 Seward Street interior

Little Tokyo Restaurant at 140 Seward Street - windows facing Seward and
Second Streets and Main Entrance from Seward Street.
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Annie Kaill's interior - 124 Seward Street

Capital Barber Shop - 128 Seward Street abuts building lobby
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Interior of Capital Barber Shop - 128 Seward Street

Office Interiors - Upper Levels 2-5
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Upper Levels 2-5 Hallway Views
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Typical common area restrooms

Break room
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Office of Children's Services
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BASEMENT STORAGE AREAS

Rented Storage Area - above
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Mechanical, Heating, ventilation, sprinkler and electrical panels in Basement

--··-- ----·

•
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DESCRIPTION OF FLAGS OF ALL NATIONS BUILDING-119 SECOND STREET

This building is located at 119 Second Street and abuts the 130 Goldstein Building. This
building is on the Alaska Historical building site and is referred to as the Koosher
Building (AHRS No. Jun-080). The history of this property is that J.C. Koosher, a Sitka
druggist, razed the Flag of All Nations cabin that served as Juneau's first post office
from 1880 to 1893.
The building does not does not have an architectural style and records state that is was
20 feet by 48 feet. When built it featured a sidewalk canopy and a simple bracketed
cornice. The two-story building has a flat roof, no parapet, and is of wood construction
wit h double hung windows. Mr. Koosher operated a drug store at this location from 1893
into the 1920's.
Today, the street front has two wood and glass entrance doors, a light emitting
decorative canopy above the entrances, transoms above the canopy, and two fixed
storefront glass windows at the 119A space. This space has a high ceiling and good
natural light. The level of interior finish includes a tin ceiling with recessed canned lights
and decorative track lighting and painted sheetrock walls with cove along at the floors
and trim at the ceiling. There are exposed pipes along the ceiling that are painted.
The access to the second-floor rental is from a street front door to an interior stairway
that has wainscoting and a railing. This rental space is demised into several rooms
providing offices, a central area, a kitchenette, and a bathroom. This space has a
skylight at the top of the carpeted stairs, painted sheetrock walls and ceilings,
suspended decorative light fixtures, carpeted floors in the office areas and vinyl square
flooring in the kitchenette and restroom .
This space has good natural light from many windows. The kitchenette has a counter
with stainless steel sink, a counter and upper and lower cabinet and wainscoting along
one wall. The restroom has a window.
There are no windows on the east side of the building as it lies very close to the
Goldstein Building. The street front space has four west facing windows, three south
facing windows and two fixed storefront windows. Seven of the windows are double
hung and operable. On the upper level, the space has two south facing windows, two
west facing windows and three north (2 nd Street facing) windows.
The basement is a converted crawl space with a height of 6.5 feet. It is an insulated and
water proofed area that is accessed from an interior stair adjacent to the Bauer Clifton
space. The usable area in the crawl space is used by Bauer Clifton for storage.
Each of the tenants in the building are provided all utilities except for power which is
directly billed to them by AEL&P.
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SUMMARY OF BUILDING AREAS
Floor
Level1
119A 2 nd
Street

GBA
950 SF

NRA
660 SF

Level2
119B 2nd
Street
Basement

950 SF

660 SF

934 SF

500 SF

Total of all
Areas
Above Grade
Areas Only

Comments
Rented to Bauer and Clifton which has
its own exterior entrance. 191 0 era tin
ceiling, seven double hung windows and
two fixed pane storefront windows on the
on-street side. Tenant since 2012
Interior stairs to second floor.

6.5 foot high, insulated, waterproofed,
liohted and accessed from interior stair

2,834 SF
1,900 SF

1,320 SF

Efficiency is 69%

SUMMARY OF TENANCY IN BUILDING
Floor
Level1
119A 2 nd
Street
Bauer Clifton
Level2
1198 2 nd
Street
Sonia
Hendricks

Leased Monthly Rent per
Area
Rent
SF
660
$1 ,571
$2.38
SF

660
SF

$1 ,576

$2.39

Utilities

Comments

Heat, w/s/g
included
tenant
pays power
Heat, w/s/g
included
tenant
pays power

Tenant since 2012. Tenant
has use of 500 SF in the
basement
Interior stairs to second
floor.

Overall Condition and Estimate of Remaining Economic Life

The subject is in good condition with tenant spaces of good quality. Historical buildings
that are well maintained and upgraded often have useful lives that are well beyond 100
years. The estimated remaining life of this property is not less than 30 years.
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Components of Building
Construction type - wood construction dating to 1893.
Foundation - the building has a crawl space that is insulated and waterproofed
Insulation - insulated throughout
Windows - energy efficient windows in wood casements - mix of fixed pane and operable
Roof - flat built-up roof reportedly in good condition
Heating - there is a forced air furnace on each floor. The oil is pumped in from the
Goldstein Building to serve the furnaces.
Power - the building has two electric meters, one for each tenant space
Fire Safety - the building is served by a sprinkler system.
Hot Water - domestic hot water heaters provide hot water to the building
Lighting - the lighting varies throughout the building and includes suspended ceilings with
canned or flush mounted lighting, suspended fluorescent and/or decorative pendant
lighting and/or track lighting.
Ventilation - the building has operable windows but no air conditioning system.
Water/sewer - CBJ provides water and sewer to the subject property.
Plumbing - Both levels are plumbed for bathrooms, breakrooms, etc.
Flooring - the flooring varies and includes wood floors, commercial carpeting, vinyl, vinyl
plank and concrete, depending upon the area.
Doors - the two rental spaces have wood and glass entrance doors from the street.
Interior doors are wood.
Wall finishes - the wall finishes vary and typically include painted sheetrock, some
wainscoting, and washable surfaces in restrooms and kitchens areas where appropriate.
Ceiling Finishes - painted sheetrock in upper space and tin ceiling in street level space
Ceiling Heights - 1o to 12-foot ceilings.
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Photographs of 119 2nd Street - Flags of All Nations Building

Street View looking South from 2nd Street

Suite 119 A - *Street Level
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Upper Tenant Space

Suite 119 B - Second Level
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SUBJECT PARKING LOT

The subject property has a parking lot that has an entrance from 2nd Street for 14 of its
19 spaces. As shown, the parking lot is striped and has a retaining wall on its south side.
At the bottom of this retaining wall is a parking lot that is accessed from Front Street,
which is at a lower grade. Five of the parking spaces on the subject property are pull in
spaces along this retaining wall.

14 of the 19 parking stalls are at the 2nd Street elevation

5 of the 19 parking stalls at located along the wall at Front St. elevation

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE

The definition of highest and best use is as follows:
The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an improved property, which is
physically possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and that results in the
highest value.
If vacant and unimproved, the subject site, with its MU zoning, would be suitable for a
mix of uses that are successful in this area, including retail, restaurants, coffee shops,
year-round businesses that serve both locals and tourists, offices and rentable parking
spaces.
Market conditions do not warrant new construction at this writing, given the impact of
COVID-19 on the economy and state budget issues. Further compounding these issues
is the spike in construction costs in large part stemming from the pandemic. New
construction is not economically feasible at this writing for an improvement that reflects
either of the two buildings on the subject site. As such, if vacant and unimproved, the
site, if vacant would be purchased for parking in the near to mid-term, and construction
at a time when it was economically feasible, which is likely several years off.
As Improved

The two buildings and parking lot are well maintained and are well located in the
downtown of Juneau. The owners of these buildings embrace of mission of keeping
their properties in good order and of being adaptable to economic conditions with a long
view. These two factors have resulted in high occupancy rates over the years. The
subject has been impacted by reductions in State rented office space, however, the
reductions have been modest, and some of the vacated space has been taken up by
the private sector. The implementation of new windows in the 130 Goldstein Building
and upgrades to the roof have resulted in a more energy efficient and comfortable office
environment. The 119 Second Street building is a walk-up building with a retail and
office level. The building has historical appeal and has enjoyed high tenancy over the
years.
Lying west of the Goldstein Building and adjacent to the Flags of All Nations building is
a paved parking lot with 14 striped stalls on the upper level and 5 on the lower level
along the retaining wall. The spaces are primarily for the tenants in the adjoining
properties owned by Goldstein Improvement Company. This practice is typical in the
downtown core as office and retail space leasing is improved if the landlord can offer
parking as well. Off street parking in the core area is a valuable amenity and is typically
in high demand.
Considering the foregoing, the existing use of the subject property does reflect a highest
and best use. In the valuation section, two approaches to value with the greatest
relevance, are the Income and Sales Comparison Approach. These approaches are
relied upon to value the subject property.
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INCOME APPROACH
It is an assumption of this approach that the value of the property is predicated upon the
income stream that it can produce. This approach determines value by capitalizing the
net income before recapture.
In this approach, the operating history of the subject property will be examined, and the
rentals rates being achieved will be measured against competing properties. A
stabilized income and expense forecast will be made for the subject property that
reflects the highest and best use findings. The stabilized NOi will be capitalized to form
a value conclusion for the subject property.
Projection of Revenues
The subject property generates income from the rental of retail and restaurant spaces,
office spaces and parking stalls. An analysis of the current rent roll indicates that
approximately 75% of revenues are from office leasing, 19% from commercial spaces
on the street level, 6% from basement storage uses and less than 1% from parking.
These revenue departments will be separately discussed below.
Office Space Leasing
Office space leasing is the most significant income producing department for this
building as the 130 Seward Street building has four floors of office space, as well as one
office in the 119 2 nd Street building. The offices range in size from 200 SF to 10,032 SF.
There are three State agencies leasing office space of 1,147 SF, 5,631 SF and 10,032
SF. The 10,032 SF space rental includes ten parking spaces to the rear of the building.
The rental range for these three agencies is $1 .40 SF to $1.82 SF, however, the HS&S
OCS lease of $1.76 SF needs to be adjusted downward for the value of the ten parking
spaces included in the lease, which, at $90 per month would equate to $.09 SF. The
rent attributed to the office space would be $1.67 SF. The adjusted rental rate range for
the three state agencies, then, would be $1.40 SF, $1.67 SF and $1 .82 SF.
The private sector and nonprofit sector have offices in the building that range from 200
SF to 2,296 SF. The rental rates range from $1.63 to $2.00 SF. The one office in the
119 2nd Street building is above this range, at $2.39 SF.
There are two recent leases in the building, both to the private sector; a 304 SF office
on the fifth floor has been rented for $2.14 SF including janitorial, and a 456 SF office
on the third floor has been rented for $1. 76 SF including janitorial.
There are leases negotiated recently that will begin on February 2022; a 513 SF, fifth
floor office for $2.14 SF including janitorial, and a 746 SF office on the third floor that will
also begin on February 1, 2022 at a rate of $1.92 SF including janitorial.
At this writing, there is 1,715 SF of vacant office space in the Goldstein Building or 4. 9%
of the office area in that building. The owners have a small office in the building used for
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administrative purposes. Its contributed value will be reflected in a lower administrative
expense to the building when operating expenses are addressed later in this section.
Office Rental Comparisons

In this section, office space leasing for both small and larger rental areas is presented in
order to determine if the current lease rates at the subject property fall in line with the
marketplace.
Office Rental Comparison No. 1 reflects office leasing in the Senate Building, a
renovated historical building at 175 South Franklin Street. This building is close to the
intersection of S. Franklin Street and Front Street and has a tenancy that is year-round.

This building has four levels and an elevator. Two levels are retail and/or service related
and the upper two levels are offices. The building is well maintained. The top floor
tenancy has been stable for years, and renewals took place in 2018 and 2019. There is
no off-street parking associated with this building. Office rental rates have remained
stable over the past five years. At $2.00 to $2.21 SF including utilities.
Oceana renewed in March of 2019 for five years. This tenant has 3,527 SF of fourth
floor view space and pays $2.10 SF including utilities. Altman Rogers occupies 1,697
SF on the fourth floor and pays $2.21 SF which includes utilities. The three-year lease
began in January of 2018. There is a newer lease on the third floor that required the
changing of the floor plan and new tenant finishes to create this leased space. This
contemporary space is rented for $2.00 SF and is 1,500 SF in size. Adding the cost of
janitorial service, at $. 11 SF, adjusts the above rentals to $2.11 SF to $2.32 SF
There are smaller rental spaces on the second mezzanine level which are dominated by
wellness and salon-oriented uses. These spaces range from 200 to 960 SF in size and
rent for $2.09 to $2.71 SF including utilities and common area charges. This range is
adjusted for janitorial service of $.11 SF, indicating $2.20 to $2.82 SF for smaller
spaces.
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Office Rental Comparison No. 2 reflects office leasing in the 225 Front Street building.
This is a two-story building with wide hallways and a front atrium, with many windows
along Shattuck Way bringing in natural light. The leased spaces in this elevator served
building are good comparisons for the small offices in the subject property. The leased
areas are 600 to 850 SF and rent for $1. 90 - $2.46 SF including all utilities. There is no
on-site parking. Adding janitorial service at $.11 SF adjusts this comparison to $2.01 to
$2.57 SF.
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Office Rental Comparison No. 3 reflects a 2019 renewal of the DEC office space at
the 410 Willoughby Office building. This location lies west of the core downtown area in
the Willoughby District. The threeMstory office building is of wood construction and abuts
paved parking areas. The State of Alaska renewed a lease for 22,270 SF of office
space at a rate of $2.40 SF that is full service and includes 129 parking spaces. The
renewal was negotiated based upon the owner upgrading the space at a reported cost
of $2,000,000 or approximately $73 SF. This is a full-service lease that includes
parking. The ten-year lease ends on February 28, 2029.

Assuming that the value of 129 parking spaces is $80-$90 per space per month at this
location, it would contribute approximately $.40 SF to the overall rate, leaving $2.00 SF
to the office area. This rate includes janitorial service.
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Office Rental Comparison No. 4 is the 431 N. Franklin Street building located at the
corner of 5th Street and N. Franklin Street. This four-story building is built into the sloped
hillside and has a partial first level and three floors above grade.

The State of Alaska HS&S Agency lease on the second floor was set to end, and was
renewed for five years in 2021. The 2,446 SF of office space is rented on a full-service
basis which includes janitorial serve, at $1.98 SF.
The renewal required that maintenance and service be completed on the elevator, door
hardware, broken windows and for carpet cleaning or replacement. There is no parking
included in this office lease.
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Office Rental Comparison No. 5 is located at 302 Gold Street in a building that has
two levels, one at grade with North Franklin Street and one at grade with Gold Street.
This is a concrete and glass, two story walk-ups with covered and open parking. In April
of 2019, a 1,500 SF office was leased for $2.00 SF on a full-service basis, including
utilities and four open parking stalls. The parking stalls are located at the Gold Street
entrance to the building. The space is contemporary in style and design and includes six
offices with windows, a reception area, and a shared kitchen/break room.
The value of parking stalls is $80 to $100 per month and $90 is applied in this analysis
to back into the rate applicable to the office area. The parking contributes $.24 SF
month, indicating an office rate of $1. 76 SF. This is adjusted upward by $.11 SF for
janitorial service, to $1.87 SF.
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Conclusion of Office Rental Comparisons
The office comparisons, adjusted for janitorial, range from $2.01 to $2.82 SF for small
spaces, with most falling between $2.00 and $2.50 SF. At the subject, the range is
$1.63 to $2.39 SF with outliers at both ends. Most tenants pay $1 .80 SF and higher. It is
noteworthy that there is a new lease at $2.03 SF, and a lease will start in February at
$2.14 SF. Considering the foregoing, the subject's rates are supported by the
marketplace. For the vacant offices in the subject, the projected market rent is $2.10
SF.
The medium sized rental comparisons indicate adjusted rates of $1.87 to $2.32 SF and
the one large rental comparison indicates a rate of $2.00 SF. he two state leases
comparisons, after parking is deducted, indicate a range of $1.98 SF to $2.00. In the
subject property, the lease rates fall below this range, at $1.40 SF to $1.76 SF.
The State of Alaska is very price sensitive regarding rental rates, which creates a
competitive marketplace for this type of leasing, that typically involves medium to large
spaces. This is demonstrated by the lease negotiations for the Department of Education
at the Michael Burns Building when in the process of renewing the 23,119 SF
Department of Education lease. In this instance, the State was willing to vacate after its
rental rate proposal was not accepted. As noted earlier, the State is now seeking
competitive bids in the Juneau marketplace.
While the rental rates for the State agencies in the subject property fall at the lower end
of the market range provided by the comparisons, they are considered market rates in
this analysis given the competitiveness in the market for this type of tenant. The
relatively lower rates at the subject, on balance, create a better chance that the subject
will retain its State of Alaska tenants.
Street Level Retail Rentals
The subject has street front rental spaces in the ground floor of the Goldstein Building
and on the ground floor of the FAN building. The following comparisons provide
indicators of rental rates for this type of space in the broad neighborhood.
Street Level Reta il Rental Comparisons No. 1 and No. 2 are located at 224 - 228
Seward Street in at two story building that has been converted to three condominiums
on Seward street and a walk up second level. 228 Seward Street is advertised for rent
at $1.60 SF plus electric and is a 1,320 SF space with a restroom and high ceilings. It is
available for sale as well. 224 Seward Street is a 1,335 SF condominium with its own
restroom and has very recently sold. Prior to the sale, it was renting for $1.50 SF plus
electric.
The two-story building has three retail condominiums on the street level and a second
level walk up office. There is a small parking lot at the rear, accessible from Main Street
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and the full basement has room for storage. Each of the street level spaces has its own
restroom and can access the rear entry to the building.
~

l

Street Level Rental Comparison No. 2 is located in the Senate Building which has a
large high ceiling atrium area with a double door entrance on South Franklin Street. A
wide stairwell and elevator access the upper floors from the atrium. The spaces in the
atrium are rented for $1 .79 to $3.09 SF including all utilities with the high end reflective
of a space with window exposure to the street.

To compare this range to the subject property, the cost of power, estimated at $.05 SF
per month, must be deducted, adjusting the range from $1 .74 to $3.05 SF for this
comparison.
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Retail Level Rental Comparison No. 3 is located at 116 Seward Street. This space
has been on the market for $1.89 SF plus power for several months and has been
leased to a salon that will be taking occupancy in February of 2022. The tenant is
renting the space at the asking rate. The space includes floor area as well as a good
sized storage area that is modestly elevated above the street level. This area is not
charged an additional amount of rent. This space has a restroom at the rear.
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Summary of Street Level Retail Rental Comparisons
The comparisons range from $1.50 SF to $3.05 SF with the high end reflecting an
outlier. The rental rates for the subject spaces reflect their floor areas (excluding the
mezzanines for comparative purposes) as none of the comparisons include finished
mezzanines.
The rates at the subject property range from $1.47 SF to $2.80 SF with the high end
being a small barber shop. The low end is a rental that is discounted 25% due to the
impact of COVID on the business.
On balance, the rates in the subject property do fall in line with the market in which it
competes and are considered to reflect market rates in this analysis.
Restaurant Rentals
The subject property has one leased restaurant space that is 2,510 SF and is rented for
$1.88 SF with the tenant paying for power. This rate reflects a 25% COVID discount.
Restaurant Rental No. 1 is located in the Airport Shopping Center in the Mendenhall
Valley at 9121 Glacier Highway Unit 7. This shopping center was built between 1963
and 1997 and has several one- and two-story buildings at a corner site. This space has
a rounded greenhouse feature that brings a lot of light into the space. The space was
rented to open the Bowl of Pho restaurant in the former Jovanny's location. This 2,450
SF restaurant rents for $1.91 SF plus power. There is on-site parking at this location.

Restaurant Rental No. 2 is at 134 N. Franklin Street, a corner location across from the
Baranof Hotel. This one-story building was built in 1936 as the Alaska Power and Light
Company building. It is of reinforced concrete construction with a full basement. Its style
is Art Deco. The interior has high ceilings and the two exposed sides of this space have
a significant number of windows. It had been used for retail purposes for many years
and was well advertised for rent several years ago.
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The lessee rented the 1,872 SF space at $1.60 SF with the intention of opening up a
new distillery in town (Amalga Distillery). The tenant occupies some of the basement
area at a rate of $.60 SF. The tenant pays for all utilities. There is no on-site parking.
This rental rate needs to be adjusted upward for water, heat and trash to be compared
to the subject property. These three utilities cost approximately $.14 SF based upon a
review of expense data collected for this appraisal. Adding for utilities adjusts this
comparison to $1.74 SF. The lessee purchased this property in early 2021 at an
undisclosed price.

Restaurant Rental No. 3 is the new restaurant at the corner of 2nd Street and Senate
called Good Vibes. This cafe replaces the former Subway location. This cafe's grand
opening was in early December. The tenant pays $1.74 SF for the 1,435 SF space plus
power.

Summary of Restaurant Rental Comparisons

After adjustments, the three comparisons indicate a range of $1.74 to $1.91 SF. The
subject is leased for $1.88 SF, which falls within this range. The current rent does reflect
a market supported rate.
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Summary of Restaurant Rental Comparisons
After adjustments, the three comparisons indicate a range of $1.74 to $1.91 SF. The
subject is leased for $1 .88 SF, which falls within this range. The current rent does reflect
a market supported rate.
Parking Stall Rentals
The subject parking lot has 19 spaces, 13 of which are rented to tenants in the building
or in nearby buildings. There are 6 spaces that are not committed to tenants and a
market rent will be applied based upon market comparisons which are presented below.
COVID has impacted the number of people who work downtown on a regular basis.
While parking was in high demand prior to COVID, the demand is much less so now as
many offices from home for varying parts of the work week. Parking lot owners
interviewed indicate that they are not reducing their parking stall rents.
Parking Stall Rental Comparison No. 1 is parking spaces adjacent to the Ebner
Building at 4th and Franklin Streets. The paved lot has 23 spaces that are rented for
$100 space per month. Some older agreements are less than $100 space and some
are more, however the $100 per stall rent reflects the tendency.
Parking Stall Rental Comparison No. 2 reflects parking space rentals for the lot next
to Shattuck and Grum met on Third Street at $100 month. This 4,238 SF lot has 14
stalls. REACH owns this lot and rents out some of the spaces.
Parking Stall Rental Comparison No. 3 is located on Harris Street next to an office
building and across street from the Catholic church. The lot has 34 spaces; office
tenants pay $84 month and non-tenants pay $100 month. Parking is not permitted on
weekends at this location.
Conclusions of Parking Stall Comparisons
Goldstein Improvement Company has three lots, two paved and one gravel. Monthly
rates for parking stalls range from $90 to $100 with most falling in the middle of this
range. The market data supports a market rent of $95 per stall.
Projection of Gross Revenues
It has been determined in the foregoing sections that the rates being charged to the
tenants in the subject property, with few exceptions, do represent market rates. Many
tenants are receiving reduced rents if their businesses are impacted by the pandemic.
When the pandemic is no longer a factor, rents will resume to their normal amounts,
which will be 15% to 25% higher. It is not possible at this time to estimate when this will
take place.
As shown on Page 62, the projection of gross revenues for the subject property,
applying actual rental rates and projected market rates for vacant spaces, is $764,716.
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Vacancy and Credit Loss

The subject has enjoyed high occupancy rates over the past several years, and
currently, 2. 7% of the net rentable area is vacant which accounts for 3.1 % of the
potential gross revenue. These two indicators support projection of stabilized vacancy
for the subject property of 3%.
Gross Effective Income

This is gross income less the vacancy allowance and is $741,775.
Operating Expenses

The owners of the subject property have provided two years of operating data that
reflect six properties in the immediate area of the subject, and the include the subject. in
the subject. The expenses provided are for 2019 and 2020 and represent 91,237 SF of
above grade retail, restaurant, office and parking stall rentals in six buildings in the
downtown area.
As shown on a following exhibit, the expenses are expressed on a dollar per square foot
basis. This information is carried forward to a table that includes the above information,
along with operating expense data from other Juneau buildings. The totality of this
information is to provide ample data to rely upon in making expense projections for the
subject property.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OPERATING HISTORY
TOTAL REVENUES

$

Gross Effective Income

$

GBA
$/GBA

$

Admin/General Expenses

Admin/Legal/Accounting
Legal fees
Security
Advertising
Contributions
Office Supplies
Postage and Delivery
Printing and Reproduction
Dues and Subscriptions
Bank Service Charges
Finance Charges
Licenses, Fees, Taxes, Permits
Misc.

2020
1,342,217
1,342,217
91,237
14.71
EXPENSE/YEAR

$
$
$
$
$

s

$
$
$
EXPENSE/SF

-

$
0.003 $

100 $
1,530 $
402 $

0.001 $
0.017
0.004

$

Subtotal Administration

$
$
$

GBA All Properties
Indicated Expense per SQ. FT.

s

925
311
95
3,132
52
6,784
91,237
0 .07

$
$

s
s

s
$
$

0.010
0.003
0.001
0.034
0.001

1,410,366
91,237
15.46
EXPENSE/YEAR

237 $

$

s
$
s

2019
1,410,366

$
$
$

s
$
$

s
s

EXPENSE/SF

105 $

-

0.001

s

0.001

2,599 $
206
165
925 $
98 $
469
2,523 $
2,409
9,599
91,237
0.11

0,028
0.002
0.002
0.010
0.001
0.005
0.028
0.026

2,626
4,241 $
46,557
113,581 $
3,877 $
19,284
31,574 $
221,740
91,237
2.43

s

0.03
0.05
0.51
1.24
0.04
0.21
0.35

s
s
s
s
s
s

2.49
0.73
0.06
0.10
0.06
0.01
0.10

s
s
s

0.13
0.35
0.03

100

s
s
s
s

Utiitles

Internet
Cell Phone
Electric
Fuel Oil
Telephone
Trash
Water

$

s
s
s
$
s

Subtotal Utilities

$
$

GBA All Properties
Indicated Expense per SQ. FT.

s

2,816
3,046
36,997
101,440
2,305
20,529
21,920
189,053
91,237
2.07

$
$
$

s
s
s
$

0.03
0.03
0.41
1.11
0.03
0.23
0.24

s
$
$
$
$

s
$
$

s

s

s

Maintenance Related

Building Repairs and Mtn.
Wages - Laborers
Payroll tax Laborers
Workers Compensation
Small tools and Equipment
Freight
Auto Expense
Subtotal

GBA All Properties
Indicated Expense per SQ. FT.

$
$

s
$

s
s
s
$

s
s

96,330 $
37,760
2,983 $
12,595 $
1,768

s
s

s

1.06
0.41
0.03 $
0.14
0.02

s

0 .09

s

s
s
$

8,418
159,854
91,237
1.75

s
$

s
s

227,627
66,430
5,248 $
9,513
5,662
859
8,673
324,012
91,237
3.55

Janitorial

Janitor Supplies
Janitor wages
Payroll Tax Janitor 7.9%

s
s

Subtotal

$
$

GBA All Properties
Indicated Expense per SQ FT

$

Insurance

s

GBA All Properties
Indicated Expense per SQ FT

$

Real Estate Taxes

$

GBA All Properties

$
$

s

9,395
34,705 $
2,742
46,842
91,237
0.51

s

s
s
s

0.10
0.38 $
0.03

$

12,197
32,266
2,549
47,012
91,237
0.52

36,135
91,237
0.40

$
$

27,266
91,237
0.30

131,691
91,327
1.44

$
$
$

129,578
91,327
1.42
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Operating Expense Summary - Comparisons & Subject Property
Comp.1

Comp. 2

Comp. 3

Comp. 4

Comp. 5

8390
Airport
Blvd.

Marine
V iew

Senate
Building

3225
Hospital
Drive

225
Front
Street

Goldstein
Properties

Goldstein
Properties

Stabilized
Projection
For Subject
Property

Building

Above Grade
Square
Footage

16,200

83,700

26,630

14,220

16,532

91 ,327

91 ,327

48,470

Year of Data

2020

2020

2020

2020

2019

2019

2020

2021

Office &
service

Retail,
off.&
Apt. &
Parking

Offices,
service &
retail

Offices &
Medical
Clinics

Offc,
food
service,
retail,
clinics

Offc, clinic,
service

Retail, food
service,
offices, 2
apt &
parking
stalls

Restaurant,
retail, offices

Admin.
Expenses

$.37

$.41

$.74

$.45

$.10

$.11

$.07

$ .26

Utilities

$3.59

$2.64

$1.86

$3.04

$2.31

$2.43

$2.07

$2.45

Mtn&
Repairs

$1 .13

$1.62

$1 .82

$1.77

$1.84

$3.55(1)

$1 .75

$1.60

n/ a

$.53

$.29

$.63

$.35

$.30

$ .40

$.50

$2.34

$.97

$1.14

$2.07

$1 .01

$1.42

$1 .44

$1.47

Use

Insurance
Taxes
(1)

Significant maintenance m this year for non-reoccurring proJects that are typically capItahzed

Professional Management - the owners of the subject property perform these duties,
however, for the purpose of this appraisal, a typical management fee is assumed. In
Juneau, professional management is typically 5% of collected income, which is projected
in this approach.
Administrative Expenses - a review of the table above indicates that the range for this
category is quite wide, at $.10 to $.74 SF. The tendency of the data supports a narrower
range of $.1 0 SF to $.45 SF. A $.35 SF expense is reasonable and is adjusted to $1.26
SF because the use of owner's bookkeeping office in the building lowers administrative
costs.
Utilities - the expense comparisons indicate a range of $2.07 SF to $3.59 SF with the
tendency in the narrower range of $2.30 to $2.64 SF. Given this range, an expense of
$2.45 SF is supported for tenants that are provided all utilities in their leases.

Some tenants pay for a portion of the utilities and this will be reflected when projecting
expenses. The landlord paid expenses will be less than $2.45 SF for these tenants.
Where tenants pay for power, the downward adjustment is $.05 SF or to $2.40 SF.
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Maintenance & General Upkeep - the 2019 indicator for the six Goldstein Improvement
Company owned buildings, all located in the same area of downtown Juneau as the
subject, was impacted by capital projects, which in 2020 were not a factor. 2019 included
significant expense in the window replacement project in the Goldstein Building at 130
Seward Street.
The expense comparisons indicate a range of $1 .13 SF to $3.56 SF; the high and low
ends of this range are outliers. The remaining indicators provide a narrower range of
$1 .62 SF to $1.84 SF. Based upon this range, $1.60 SF is applied in this analysis. The
expense for janitorial service and for parking lot upkeep will be addressed separately.
Janitorial - this applies to the spaces that receive janitorial service within their leased
area. Aii of the offices on floors 2-5 are provided service. Offices are vacuumed, dusted,
and trash collected three times a week and the common restrooms are cleaned five times
per week. The janitorial expense reported by Goldbelt Improvement Company of
approximately $47,000 the past two years reflects the service in this building.
Insurance - the subject's umbrella policy results in an expense that is favorable,
compared to stand-alone properties. The comparisons range from $.29 to $.63 SF and
the six GIG properties are lower, at $.30 to $.40 SF. The market data is given weight in
making a projection for the subject (as a standalone property) of $.50 SF.
Real Estate Taxes reflect the expense in the Juneau market before 2021, in which
assessments increased, primariiy a resuit of the assessors' increases to commercial land
values. While there have been many protests from tax payers regarding this issue, it
appears that for the time being at least, property taxes in Juneau will increase. The
projected expense reflects the 2021 assessment for the subject which equates to $1.47
SF.
Reserve Allowance - this allowance is a fund that builds up to be used as needed for
replacement of short-lived items such as boilers, roofs, carpet, etc. It is not commonly an
expense item in a profit and loss statement provided by owners. RealtyRates provides
reserve allowance requirements in its quarterly reports (see Addenda for table). The
indicate that the range for reserves for an office building is $.35 - $.90 SF year and for
retail uses is $.35 to $1.1 O SF. Based upon this information, and considering the number
of upgrades and repairs to this building in the recent past, a $.40 SF reserve allowance
is reasonable.
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Capitalization of Net Income

Below, capitalization rates from sales of commercial properties in Juneau are shown.
Sale Comparison

Sale Date

Cap Rate

Use & Comments

3100 Channel Drive

June 2020

7.37%

Good quality office building with 20% warehouse built
originally for Juneau Empire. At sale date, was mostly
occupied by tenants.

May 2018

7.85%

Mixed use commercial bldg. of streel frame and metal
construction with office, apartment, service, and shop uses.

April 2019

7.54%

Established State office tenant under new 10-year lease.
Building has been fully occupied for many years.

3225 Hospital Drive, Juneau

July 2021

7.00%

Fully occupied office and medical building in good condition

8390 Airport Boulevard, Juneau

August 2021

6.90%

Fully occupied office, retail service building in good condition

225 Front Street, Juneau

September
2021

8.07%

Renovated two story bldg. in downtown Juneau in good
condition. Purchased by dominant tenant

Juneau
5360-5368 Commercial Blvd.
Juneau
Willa Park 10002 Glacier Highway
Juneau

RealtyRates is a national service that quarterly provides investment criteria that pertains
to investment grade properties in the United States of all types. While not applicable to
the Juneau market, which has few properties that would be considered investment grade,
this publication does reflect national trends with respect to capitalization rates and other
financing criterion.
The 4Q report relies on third quarter data and the composite capitalization rate of 8.77%
is down from a year ago at 8.94%, based upon a decrease of 31 basis points in treasury
rates and no change in equity dividend rates.
The composite capitalization rates for the office sector were 8.16% in 2020 and are
currently 8.25%. The restaurant sector 2020 rate was 10.81% and is currently 10.86%.
The retail sector rate for 2020 was 8.58% and is now 8.60%. For apartments, the 2020
rate was 7.50% and is now 7.57% (see tables in the Addenda).
Below are the surveyed rates for each sector noted above, indicating the low, high and
average "Surveyed" capitalization rates for each sector as follows:

Summary of Surveyed Capitalization Rates 4Q 2021 - RealtyRates
Sector

Low

HiQh

AveraQe

All
All
All
All

4.52%
4.58%
5.09%
4.03%

12.79%
13.99%
16.53%
11.92%

9.10%
9.31%
11.69%
7.94%

Office
Retail
Restaurant
Apartments
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Considering the capitalization rates from the Juneau market and the information provided
by RealtyRates, and considering both the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this report, the 2018 to 2020 rates indicated by the Juneau market, are
considered low indicators for this analysis, and a rate of 7.50% is considered reasonable.
As shown, this rate applied to the projected NOi, value by this approach is $4,410,000.
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CAPITALIZATION OF NET INCOME
REVENUES
124 Seward -Annie Ka ills (main level)
126 Seward• Northwind Architects (main level)
128 Capital Barber
140 Seward - Little Tokyo Restaurant
Woodbury Financial
State of Alaska WIC Storage
119A 2nd Street• Bauer Clifton

RENTAL AREA
2,037
1,392
280
2,510
240
420
660

RENT MONTH
2,993
2,993
698
4,489

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Roof

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Suite 201 · Verizon (equlpmt rm for cell tower)
Verizon Monthly Electrical Expense
Suite 202-3 Deborah Mellison
Suite 204-5 Alaska Trollers Association
Suite 206 Otis Elevator Company
Suites 207-8 State of Alaska
Suite 209-Todd Montalbo
Suites 200, 210·16 AK Domestic Violence
Suite 217- Stellar Group
Suites 218-219-J.M. Walsh
Suite 220- Law Office Kathleen Strausbaugh
Suite 221- law Office of Kris Barnum
Suite 222 - Goldstein Bookkeeping Office
State of AK OCS lease 2277 Second Floor
East Care Acupuncture
State of AK OCA Lease 2277 3rd Floor
Suite 304/305 Marine Engineers Union
Suite 306 - vacant
Suite 307 - vacant
Suite 308/309 - lease begins 2/2022
State of AK OCS lease 2277 Fourth Floor
119B 2nd Street- Sonia Hendricks
5th Floor State of Alaska WIC
State of Alaska Ombudsman
Suite 504 • Cranor Counseling
Suite 505 • Vacant

444
480
240
375
475
2,296
361
403
240
204
200
366
540
3,164
456
228
228
746
6,052
660
5,631
1,147
304
513

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

Basement - In & Out Painting
Basement - Otis Elevator Company
Basement- State legislative Affairs Agency
Basement- Annie Kaills Storage
Basement - Shoefly Storage
Basement - Dalberg Design Storage
Basement - Sketch Storage
Basement - Plant Studio Storage

100
226
4,608
476
100
100
75
400

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

stalls
stall
stall
stall
stalls

$
$
$
$

Parking lot- parking in State OCS Lease
State of Alaska Legislative Affairs
Urban Eskimo Store
Clifton Bauer
Remaining Stalls Available for Rent
Gross Revenue
Stab!Hzed Vacancy & Credit Loss
Gross Effective Income
EXPENSES
Professional Management
Administration
Landlord provided Full Service Utilities
Landlord provided Utilities less Power
Building Maintenance & Repairs
Janitorial Service Floors 2 • 5
Parking Lot Upkeep, Security & Insurance
Building Insurance
Real Estate Taxes
Reserve Allowance
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Capitalization Rate
Indicated Value
Rounded

10
1
1
1
6

$

$
$
$
$
$
$

673

$
$
$
$
$

1,571

$

1,549
450
854
984
927

RENT/SF
ANNUAL RENT
35,916
1.47 $
35,916
2.15 $
2.49 $
8,376
1.79 $
53,868
2.80 $
8,076
2.38

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.92
2.05
3.86

$
1,038 $
$
801 $
$
$
1,008 $
$
1,576 $
7,863 $
2,090 $
618 $
1,045 $

1.76
1.92
1.76
1.85
2.10
2.10
1.82
1.76
2.39
1.40
1.82
2.03
2.14

808
3,800
659
784
475

333

192

$

2,270
371
100
200
79
399

$
$
$
$
$
$

1.70
1.66
1.83
1.95
1.98
1.63

$
$
$
$

$222
0.50
1.47
0.40
8.48

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

18,852
18,588
5,400
10,248
11,808
11,124
9,696
45,600
7,908
9,408
5,700
3,996

7,730
12,456
66,824
10,123
S,746
5,746
16,293
127,818
18,912
94,350
25,080
7,416
12,540
2,304

$
$
0.49 $
0.78 $
1.00 $
2.00 $
1.05 $
1.00 $

27,241
4,452
1,200
2,400
948
4,788

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,080
882
1,068
6,840
764,716
(22,941)
741,775

1.92

inc. in offc rent
90
74
89
95

3.0%

48,471 sfGBA
5%
$ 0.26
$2.45
$2.40
$ 1.60

$
$

(above grade)

SF
SF'
SF'
SF
per stall/year
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
3S,076 $
13,395 $

'19

$
$

$
$

{37,089)
(12,602)
{85,936)
{32,148)
(77,554)
(47,000)
{4,218)
(24,236)
(71,033)
(19,388)
(411,204)
330,571
7.50%
4,407,609
4,410,000
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH

The Sales Comparison Approach is a process by which comparable properties that have
sold or are for sale are compared to the subject property. The rationale behind this
approach is based upon the principle of substitution, and assumes that a typical buyer,
investor, or user would not pay more to buy the subject property than he/she would buy
a comparable or substitute property.
There are no highly comparable buildings that have sold in Juneau. The three sales
presented below include two in the downtown area and an office building in the
Mendenhall Valley.
Building Sale Comparison No. 1 is the Willo Park office building at 10002 Glacier
Highway in the Mendenhall Valley. This building was fully tenanted by State agencies at
the time of sale, and a new ten-year lease had been negotiated, at a lower rent. The
property sold at its asking price to a Juneau investor. The price paid for this building
was $107 SF.

The office was constructed in 1983 and is of wood construction with three floors of
offices and a fourth floor mechanical and storage area. It has an HVAC system and an
elevator. It is on a large site with ample parking.
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Building Sale No. 2 is the July 2021 sale of 225 Front Street. This is a two-story wood
frame building that was built at the turn of century and remodeled at a cost of $2 million.
It is served by an elevator, wide hallways and many windows along Shattuck Way but no
windows on the west side. The building efficiency ratio is 66%. There is no onsite parking
with this building. The buyer, SEARHC was the predominant tenant in the building and
entered into negotiations with the seller. No broker was involved in this transaction. This
building had modest vacancy at the time of sale. The indicated price per square foot is
$119.

Building Sale No. 3 is the December Pt, 2021 sale of the 400 - 41 0 Willoughby office
complex located in the broad neighborhood of the subject in the Willoughby District. The
three office buildings that comprise this sale are located a site of 113,644 SF that has
modest landscaping and paved and striped areas for parking. The complex had been
occupied by State agencies since it sold in 2007, but State reductions in leasing in

j
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privately owned buildings impacted this property significantly; its current vacancy is
approximately 35%. The buyer intends to occupy at least half of the vacant space.
The renewal of the DEC lease in the 410 Willoughby building in 2019 included $2 million
in tenant improvements to the leased area of 22,270 SF.
The sale took 18 months to negotiate and close. A Juneau broker contacted the owners
and pursued a transaction. The sale price was $15,000,000 and was a cash sale that
indicates a price per square foot of $157.

Conclusions of Sales Comparison Approach

The three sales range on price per square foot from $107 SF to $157 SF. For the two
downtown locations an adjustment is warranted for the difference in the land to building
ratio, which impacts the size of the land area associated with a development.
Comparison No. 2 and No. 3 are analyzed as follows: 1) the comparison land area
calculated using the subject's land to building ratio; 2) the difference between the
calculated area and the comparison's actual land area is determined; 3) the estimated
land value per square foot for the subject site is multiplied by the land area determined
in 3); 4) this dollar amount is divided by the square footage of the comparisons building
to indicate the appropriate adjustment.
In the case of Sale No.2 the adjustment is $-23 SF and the adjusted comparison is $96.
For Sale No. 3, the adjustment is $-56 SF, and the adjusted comparison is $101 SF.
The three comparisons, considering the adjustments noted above, range from $96 SF
to $107 SF. Based upon this range, the subject property is valued at $105 SF by this
approach.
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH - SUMMARY GRID
SUIUECTPROPERTY
GOlDSTEIN & FAN BUflOINGS
1305£WARD& 11.tlNDSTREET

BUILDING SA1£ NO. 1

$

W.E PRK.E

COMMISSK>N ADJUSTMENT
AG£ Of CONSTRUCTION
SALE DATt
GROSS BUILDING AREA
BASEMENT
SAL£ PRICE/SF
BUILDING TYPE
USE&LAYOUT

OVEMLL COHOCTON
ZONING
SITtAllEA
LANO TO BlHLDtNG RATIO

WILLO PAllk OfflC£
10002 GLACIEJt HWY JUNlAU
2.100.000 $
$
N/A
1983

,..,,.

1898 remodellilld/1"" wtth up1r1dt,

BUILDING SALE NO. l

22S fftONT STREO

.....10
W1LLOUGHSY AVENUE

JUNEAU

1,SS0,000
1,961,000
tum ofcentury/Nmod~2009

15,000,000

$
N/A
1983-1991
Dec-21

S.p•21

16,532

19,634

48,471

95,454

partial
107 • $

$
5 f/1:f relnf. Concrate & 2 !ty w,.
office, retal. rataul'lnt

119 $

WF, 3 office floors and •tti floor mechan\tal
& storac;e. E~at.or and HVAC, partlrc lot

WF construction, many windows

IOOd
LC

1ood

1ood
MU
15,912
0.3]

ADWSTMENT FOR LAND COMPONENT
ADJUSTtD INDtCATOft OF VALUE

BUILDING SALE NO. 2

eltvator, no partln1
2 flrs offt/servk• space
MU

PROJECTED SQ,". VAlUE FOO SU&J[CT
APPLIEDTOSUIJECT AMA

11,300
0.68
Ill) $

113,644
1.19

107

$

101

.

$
48,471
105:
S,089,455

INOM:ATEDVALUE

IWUNDED

MU

S4,SU
2.71
N/A

$

I

157
wood and steel const,
low to mid rlse office bldp
wttheltN'at:o,
:IYtl'llf:pk,s

$

{56)

I

5,090,000

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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RECONCILIATION AND FINAL VALUE ESTIMATE

Income Approach

$4,410,000

Sales Comparison Approach

$5,090,000

The value of the subject property falls within the range of the two indicators shown
above. The market value of the leased fee interest in the subject property is estimated
at $4,750,000.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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ADDENDA
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SUBJECT PROPERTY INFO
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Estimate Number
Parcel Number
Property Owner
Property Address
JUNEAU
ALASKA
99801

Page:
25
I C070A020043
Goldstein Improvement Co
124 ... 140 Seward Street

Juneau
Alaska
99801

Section I
Occupancy
100% Office Building
Total Area
Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Stories (Section)
Perimeter
Effective Age (years)

Class

Height

Rank

Reinforced concrete frame
9,674
5.00
1.00
411
35.00

12.00

2.0

Units/%

Other

Compouents
HV AC (Heating):
Hot Water
Sprinklers:
Dry Sprinklers
Miscellaneous:
Fire Alarm System
Elevators:

100%
100%
9,674
I

Passenger#

Stops

Exterior Walls:
Concrete, Formed

Basement
Office Building
Office Building
Number of Levels

Perimeter

6

100%

Type

Area

Unfinished
Unfinished
1.00
: 400

950
9,781

Depth

Rank

10.00
12.00

Section 2
Occupancy
I 00% Office Building
Total Area
Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Stories (Section)

Perimeter
Effective Age (years)

Components
Exterior Walls:
Concrete, Formed
HVAC (Heating):
Hot Water
Sprinklers:
Dry Sprinklers

Class

Height

Rank

Reinforced concrete frame
35,075
5.00
4.00
525
35.00

10.00

2.0

Units/%

Other

100%
100%
100%

Cost Data by Marshall & Swift

Climate

2
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Summary Report

10/12/2012
Estimate Number
99801

rage. :2

25
99801

Fire Alann System

35,075

Section 3
Occupaucy

Class

I 00% Office Building
Total Area
Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Stories (Section)
Perimeter
Effective Age (years)

Wood or steel framed exterior walls
: 934
2.00
1.00
140
35.00

Components

Units/%

Exterior Walls:
Stud -Textured Plywood
HYAC (Heating):
Hot Water

Height

Rank

12.00

2.0

Other

100%
100%

Climate

2

Section 4
Occupancy

Class

I 00% Office Building
Total Area
Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Stories (Section)
Perimeter
Effective Age (years)

Wood or steel framed exterior walls
: 950
: 2.00
1.00
135
35.00

Components

Units/%

Exterior Walls:
Stud -Textured Plywood
HYAC (Heating):
Hot Water
Cost as of

Height

Rank

10.00

2.0

Other

100%
100%

Climate

2

10/2008

Units/%

Cost

Total

Elevators
Sprinklers
Fire Alann System
Basic Structure Cost

46,633
46,633
46,633
1
44,749
44,749
46,633

125.47
27.13
17.27
171,250.00
5.06
2.12
180.43

5,850,988
1,265,194
805,369
171,250
226,223
94,868
8,413,892

Basement
Base Cost
Building Cost New

10,731
46,633

62.41
194.79

669,722
9,083,614

Basic Structure
Base Cost
Exterior Walls

Heating & Cooling

Extras
-------------- -----------------

Cost Data by Marshall & Swift

Packet Page 110 of 1973

:::tft/t'.WQU
Estimate Number
99801
Canopy
Replacement Cost New

Page:
25
99801
1,000
46,633

35.00
195.54

35,000
9,118,614

36.7%
46,633

123.82

5,774,136

Less Depreciation
Physical & Functional
Depreciated Cost

...

3,344,478

----- - - - - - · - ~ -

Cost Data by Marshall & Swift

-

.J

211912020 8:34:36AM

-Cost R@purt

ec,mm-@rcial

1287
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address
Effective Year Built
Year Built

Page 1
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Record
1 C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
119 SECOND ST
1991
1946

1

Number of Stories (Building)

02
1
411

Number of Sections
Perimeter
Class

D

Height

12
Average

Building Model

C- 15 Offices, Medical, Public Buildings

Rank

Building Type

Office Building

Total Area

44,750.00

Record

2

1287
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address
Effective Year Built
Year Built

1 C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
119 SECOND ST
1991
1946

Number of Stories (Building)
Perimeter

02
1
136

Class

D

Number of Sections

Height

10
Average

Building Model

C- 15 Offices, Medical, Public Buildings

Rank

Building Type

Office Building

Total Area

Section 1

Description

Base Cost

Units

Stud -Textured Plywood

44750

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

44750

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

44750

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Dry Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System
Basement

Percent Cost

44750

Exterior Wall

Unfinished

1,900.00

100%

+/-

90.50

4,049,875

14.35

642,163

603.00
100%

603

12.35

552,663

44750

6.80

304,300

55532

3.53

196,028

44750

1.46
34.50

65,335

9781

337,445
S6,148,410.46

Sub Total

Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
~eplacement Cost less Depreciation

2.06.2018 PER CANVAS COST DEP UPDATE FILE DMHP 02.06.2018
bonna_Prince - 21612018 10:01 :04 AM

Total

1.43
1.04

[-]

S8,792,227.00
SS,143,916.00
S9,143,916.00
S3,657,566.00

[-]

SO.DO

[-]
[-]

S5,486,350.00

[X]
[X]
[X]

40.00

100.00

SO.DO

S5,486,350

2/19/2020 8:34:36AM

Section 2

Page2
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Description

Units
1900

90.50

171,950

Exterior Wall

Stud -Textured Plywood

1900

13.68

25,984

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

603.00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

1900
1900
1900

6.80

12,920

Sprinklers

2850

5.03

14,336

1900

1.46

Base Cost

Architect Fee
Sprinklers
Fire Alarm System

Percent Cost

+!-

Total

603

12.35

23,465

2,774

Sub Total

$252,031.05

Local Multiplier

1.43
1.04

Current Multiplier

Neighborhood Multiplier

[X]
[X]
[X]

Depreciation • Physical

40.00

[·]

Depreciation • Functional

[·]

Depreciation • Economic

[·]

Percent Complete

100.00

[·]

$360,404.00
$374,820.00
$374,820.00
$149,928.00
SO.DO
S0.00
$224,892.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

Replacement Cost less Depreciation

$224,892

2.06.2018 PER CANVAS COST DEP UPDATE FILE DMHP 02.06.2018
honna_Prince - 21612018 10:02:03 AM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement

Canopy

[+]

29,700

02.06.2018 P

!TotaUmprovement Value

$5,740,900

2/6/2018 10:02:25AM

Page 1
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··Property R-ecora- Card - Comn1ercial for Parcel 1C0701\020TJ4-3

Assessor's Office
155 S. Seward St.
Juneau, AK 99801
Phone (907) 586-5220
Fax (907) 586-5367

PARCEL#

STREET ADDRESS

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

1C070A020043

119 SECOND ST

JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 5A1

PROPERTY INFORMATION
OWNER NAME & ADDRESS

PREVIOUS OWNER

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU

LAST TRANS

RECORDING INFO

130 SEWARD ST STE 001
JUNEAU AK 99801

ASSESSMENT INFORMATION
YEAR
APPRAISED VALUE

2018

TAXABLE VALUE

2018

LAND

TOTAL EXEMPTION TYPE

BUILDINGS

795 600

5 388 400

6184 000

test

6184 000

SITE INFORMATION
SERVICE AREA
PROPERTY USE CODE

Roaded
C-15 Offices, Medical, Public Buildings, C-15

WATER AVAILABILITY
WATER SOURCE

Yes
City

SEWER AVAILABILITY
SEWER SOURCE

Yes
City

Offices, Medical, Public Buildings

ZONING DESCRIPTION
LOT SIZE

(MU) Mixed Use
15912 SF (0.37 AC)

BUILDING INFORMATION
SECTION 1 - BLDG_ID 1510 -SECTION 0

BLDG VALUE

NAME
TOTAL AREA
AREA
CONSTR CLASS
#STORIES

YR BLT
EFFYR
WALL HGT
PERIMETER

Goldstein Bldg

44750
44750
D
02

BLDG USE
GRADE
HEAT TYPE
EXTERIOR WALL

Office Building
Average

Hot Water
Stud -Textured Plywood

SECTION 2- BLDG_ID 1510 - SECTION 1
NAME
TOTAL AREA
AREA
CONSTR CLASS
# STORIES

BLDG VALUE

Goldstein Bldg

1900
1900
D
02

BLDG USE
GRADE
HEAT TYPE
EXTERIOR WALL

YR BLT
EFFYR
WALL HGT
PERIMETER

Office Building
Average
Hot Water
Stud -Textured Plywood

5119200
1946
1990
12
135
209 900
1946
1990
10
400

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
BLDG_ID
1510
1510

SECTION

DESCRIPTION

AREA
9781
950

0

1
---

~.

- ------

-------

- ..• -··--------

--

·-

--

-

ADDITIONAL INTERIOR & EXTERIOR COMPONENTS
BLDG_ID

SECTION

TYPE
Miscellaneous Improvement

YR BLT
1990

SIZE
1100

GRADE

CONDITION

Average Quality

Average
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INVENTORY OF HISTORIC SITES AND STRUCTURES
City {Ind Borough of Juneau

AHRS#:

JUN-187

HISTORIC NAME:
DATE{S):

CBJ #:

A-26

Seward Building

1913

LOCATION:

145 S. Franklin Street

LOT /BLOCK #:

Lot FR-2 Block H Juneau Townsite

DESCRIPTION: 48'x68', 2-story structure, flat roof, wood frame construction,
double-drop siding; multiple decorated box cornices along roof-line;
decorative horizontal wood work with additional cornices between 1st and 2nd
floors. "Eyelid" display windows; recessed entry way; street canopy, concrete
foundation.

''·

SIGNIFICANCE: Constructed for Judge Thomas Lyons, Assistant Attorney General
and original trustee of township land cl aim entries, R.E. Robertson, one-time
mayor of Juneau and J.F. Muller, editor of Alaska Daily Record. The building
originally housed Simpkins & Freeman, a stationery story and book bindery.
SOURCES:

AHRS#:

4; 5; 7; 21.

,--,

CBJ #:

JUN-180

HISTORIC NAME:
DATE(S):
LOCATION:

A-27

Goldstein Building

1914
130 Seward Street

LOT /BLOCK #:

Lot 5 Block 2 Juneau Townsite

DESCRIPTION: lOO'xlOO', 5-story structure, flat roof, wood formed reinforced
concrete construction; full concrete basement. 1st floor vernacular store
front; 2nd· story cornice facing Seward and 2nd Streets; ornamental insignias
on corners.
SIGNIFICANCE: Originally constructed
of $75,000. At one time the building
the Governor's Office. Fire gutted
exterior concrete walls. Interior was
SOURCES:

26

5; llC; 21.

in 1914 for Charles Goldstein at a cost
housed the Alaska State Legislature and
the building in 1939 leaving only the
restored and building re-opened in 1946.
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GIC RENTAL ROLL

Goldstein Improvement Company
11/16/2021
Rental
Property

Tenants

Monthly
Rent

Non Taxable
Rent

TEMP REDUCTION

APPROX SQ FT

3,150.00

2037 MAIN 861 MEZZ

Goldsteln Bulldlnn 1GB)

124 Seward Street

Annie Kaills

4,200.00

126 Seward Street

NorthWind Architects

3,150.00

128 Seward Street

Capital Barber

140 Seward Street

Little Tokvo/ PhoTai

130 Seward Street

Main Buildina

Lobbv

Woodburv Financial - Karen Hansen

Lobby

State of Alaska - WIC Storaae

Basement

In & Out Paintina
Otis Elevator Companv

280

6,300.00

2510

0.00
201.94
0.00
2,270.10

Annie Kaills - Storaae

525.00

Shoeflv - Storaae

105.00

Dalbera Desian • Staraae

210.00

Sketch • Storaae

4,725.00

708.50

State of Alaska - Leaislative Affairs Storaae

Plant Studio Stora11e

1392 MAIN 960 MEZZ

735.00

390.00
100

83.33
420.00

440.00

Second Floor

201
202-203

Verizon

1,630.13

Verizon (electrical reimbursement)

450.00

Deborah Mellison

898.60

444
480

204 -205

Alaska Trollers Association

1,036.03

206

Otis Elevator ComPanv

1,002.51

207 • 208

State of Alaska

209

Todd Montalbo

200, 210 • 216

Alaska Network of Domestic Violence & Sexual Assault

0.00
475

850.00
3,999.80

361

217

Stellar Group

694.00

218 • 219

J.M. Walsh

825.00

403

220

Law office of Kathleen Strausbauah

500.00

240

221

Law office of Kris Barnum

222

Goldstein Bookkeeoina Office

-.

204

350.00
0.00

-

Third Floor

0.00

State of Alaska - OCS
East Care Acuouncture

1,093.27

540

843.60

456

304/305

MARINE ENGINEERS UNION

306

VACANT

1421.00)

228

307

VACANT

1421.00\

228

308

LAW OFFICE (RENT BEGINS 2/1/2022)

1421.001

309

SOA PUBLIC DEFENDER (PR0X 2/1/2022)

11008.00)

Fourth Floor

State of Alaska - OCS

Fifth Floor

State of Alaska - W IC

7,682.50

State of Alaska - Ombudsman

2,090.19

505

LOBBYING OFFICE (rent bealns 2/1/2022)

504

CRANOR COUNSELING

525

17,656.00

513

11100.00)

304

650.00

Parking not included in rent
90.00

State of Alaska - LAA
Urban Eskimo

73.50

Clifton / Bauer

94.00
26,266.94

.
33,788.59

GFS Bulldlna IGFSl

140 Front street

Heritaae Northwest - Coffee

11O Seward Street

Seaal Comoanv

7,980.00

8,925.00

3931 MAIN 1740 BASEMENT
350

650.00

Upstairs Offices
5

Bia Brothers Bia Sisters of Southeast Alaska

2

Rookerv

400.00

3

Mooncvcle Medicine

440.00

4

Yevette Soutiere

350.00

200

1

Carlton Smith

813.75

550

116 Seward Street

TEASE SALON

118 Seward Street

The Plant Studio

{rent '->ins 2/1/2022 l

1,000.00
300.00

378
200

1000

11890.001
1,900.00

2,257.50
13,1 44.44

1 000.00

825

Goldstein Annex (GA)

-

122 Front Street

Sketch

124 Front Street

Asiana Gardens

4,950.00

126 Front Street

Apartment - Asiana Gardens

2,350.00

!

525.00

'
3,450.00

7 433.75
Fla. a of All Nations Bulldlna (FAN)

..
i

'I

119B - 2nd street
119A - 2nd street

-

Sonia Hendricks

1,658.99

660

Bauer/Clifton

1 653.75

660 MAIN 500 BAHEMENT
I

3,147.10

I

;

Charles Goldstein Bulldlna (CG)

·-

'
201 Seward street

Good Vibes Cafe

3 000.00

205 Seward Strnet

Nana's Attic

1 149.00

860.00

209 Seward Street

Zoot's

2 ,100.00

1,680.00

213 Seward Street

IADartment

217 Seward Street

Don Moraan aallerv

221 Seward Street

Giono Barrett

216 2nd street

Rainforest Farms

3 000.00

storaQe Area

Ro,>kerv Warehouse

1 000.00

ParkinQ not included in rent

Ro,>kerv

2,625.00

1 450.00
1 050.00

850.00

835.00

·-

·-

90.00

VACANT
Capital Barber

94.50

Carlton Smith

90.00
11 788.08

·-

1,450.00

Pioneer House
3180 Pioneer Avenue

3,400.00

Seasonal tenant - September throuah Mav

Simpson Buildlna

·-

200 Seward Street

Salt - Restaurant

6,690.00

5,600.00

220 Seward street

Urban Eskimo

1 050.00

850.00

222 Seward Street

V's Cellar Door - Restaurant

1 260.00

945.00

·-
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6:34 PM

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Profit & Loss

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Rental Income
Taxable Rent
State of Alaska Rent
Non-Profit Rent
Residential Rent

859,794.30
411,950.46
59,997.60
33,475.00

Total Rental Income

1,365,217.36

Fee Income
Vending Commissions

11.46

Total Fee Income
Total Income
Expense
Security System
Rent -1099
Pass Thru
Reconciliation Discrepancies
Payroll Wages
Wages - Janitor
Wages - Laborer
Wages - Officer Monthly
Total Payroll Wages
Payroll Employer Taxes
Federal FICA 941
Federal FUTA 940
AlaskaSUTA
Califonia ETT
California UI
Total Payroll Employer Taxes
Contributions
Office Supplies
Postage & Delivery
Dues and Subscriptions
Small Tools & Equipment
Janitorial Supplies
Repairs & Maintenance
Sanding/Snow Removal - NEC
Windows - NEC
Sprinkler - NEC
Windows
Materials Only
Landscape
Building R&M
BoilerR&M
Plumbing R&M
Electrical R&M

11.46
1,365,228.82
237.26
4,410.00
286,400.78
0.10
34,704.96
37,760.00
322,228.00
394,692.96
30,217.68
252.00
720.65
14.00
238.00
31,442.33
100.00
1,530.46
402.48
925.00
1,768.43
9,394.74
7,608.51
6,869.18
8,581.83
3,012.65
1,687.78
987.00
10,487.89
259.86
21,716.66
4,506.52
Page 1
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6:34PM

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Profit & Loss

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20
Lighting R&M
Elevator R&M
Fire Alarm Service
Sanding/Snow Removal
Equipment Repairs
Repairs & Maintenance - Other
Total Repairs & Maintenance
Utilities
Internet
Cell Phone
Electric
Fuel Oil
Telephone
Trash
Water
Total Utilities
Equipment Rental
Automobile Expense
Auto Fuel
Auto Repair & Maintenance
Vehicle Registration
Auto Insurance
Parking Fees
Automobile Expense - Other
Total Automobile Expense
Construction Expense
Design-NEC
Labor-NEC
Waste
Construction Permits
Time and Materials
Materials
Total Construction Expense
Professional Fees
Recycling - NEC
Security - NEC
Accounting - NEC
Janitorial Services - NEC
Total Professional Fees
Insurance
Prop & Liability (Business)
Prop & Liability (Umbrella)
Workers' Compensation

5,020.00
10,721.54
10,906.89
2,834.66
213.74
915.16
96,329.87
2,816.00
3,045.88
36,996.54
101,439.55
2,304.99
20,528.66
21,920.27
189,051.89
251.95
3,075.81
2,574.69
268.00
2,101.78
50.00
348.00
8,418.28
7,750.00
5,275.38
504.86
3,142.68
100,804.94
7,216.92
124,694.78
3,286.50
1,323.00
18,198.05
21,453.82
44,261.37
28,810.57
7,323.80
12,595.00

Page2
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

6:34PM

Profit & Loss

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20
Total Insurance
Bank Service Charges
Finance Charge
Licenses, Fees, Taxes, Permits
Property Tax
Miscellaneous
Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income
Other Income/Expense
Other Income
Bristol-Myers Squibb Dividend
Interest Income
Other Income
Sales Tax discount
Other Income - Other
Total Other Income
Total Other Income
Net Other Income
Net Income

48,729.37
311.10
94.80
3,132.05
131,691.19
52.38
1,378,323.57
-13,094.75

6,235.20
14.47
300.00
-7,640.01
-7,340.01
-1,090.34
-1,090.34
-14,186.09

Page 3
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

7:12 PM

Profit & loss Prev Year Comparison

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Rental Income
Taxable Rent
State of Alaska Rent
Non-Profit Rent
Residential Rent
Total Rental Income
Fee Income
Vending Commissions
Total Fee Income
Total Income
Expense
Legal Fees
Family Disbursement
Security System
Rent - 1099
Pass Thru
Reconciliation Discrepancies
Payroll Wages
Wages - Janitor
Wages - Laborer
Wages - Officer Monthly

Jan - Dec 20

Jan - Dec 19

859,794.30
411,950.46
59,997.60
33,475.00

909,245.72
421,122.90
59,997.60
20,000.00

1,365,217.36

1,410,366.22

11.46

24.21

$ Change

-49,451.42
-9, 172.44
0.00
13,475.00
-45,148.86
-12.75

11.46

24.21

-12.75

1,365,228.82

1,410,390.43

-45, 161.61

0.00
0.00
237.26
4,410.00
286,400.78
0.10

105.00
27,501.00
0.00
4,410.00
0.00
125.62

-105.00
-27,501.00
237.26
0.00
286,400.78
-125.52

34,704.96
37,760.00
322,228.00

32,265.68
66,430.00
300,727.00

2,439.28
-28,670.00
21,501.00

Total Payroll Wages

394,692.96

399,422.68

-4,729.72

Payroll Employer Taxes
Federal FICA 941
Federal FUTA 940
Alaska SUTA
Califonia ETT
California UI

30,217.68
252.00
720.65
14.00
238.00

30,613.58
252.00
703.92
14.00
280.00

-395.90
0.00
16.73
0.00
-42.00

Total Payroll Employer Taxes
Advertising
Contributions
Office Supplies

Postage & Delivery
Printing and Reproduction
Dues and Subscriptions

Small Tools & Equipment
Janitorial Supplies
Freight
Construction Yard Storage
Repairs & Maintenance
Sanding/Snow Removal - NEC
Windows - IIIEC
Sprinkler - NEC
Windows

31,442.33

31,863.50

-421.17

0.00
100.00
1,530.46
402.48
0.00
925.00
1,768.43
9,394.74
0.00
0.00

100.00
0.00
2,599.09
206.17
164.99
925.00
5,662.35
12,196.77
859.41
1,470.00

-100.00
100.00
-1,068.63
196.31
-164.99
0.00
-3,893.92
-2,802.03
-859.41
-1,470.00

7,608.51
6,869.18
8,581.83
3,012.65

0.00
0.00
0.00
21,343.37

7,608.51
6,869.18
8,581.83
-18,330.72
Page 1
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

05/27/21

Profit & loss Prev Year Comparison
January through December 2020

Accrual Basis

Materials Only
Landscape
Building R&M
BoilerR&M
Plumbing R&M
Electrical R&M
Lighting R&M
Painting R&M
Elevator R&M
Fire Alarm Service
Sanding/Snow Removal
Equipment Repairs
Repairs & Maintenance - Other
Total Repairs & Maintenance
Utilities
Internet
Cell Phone
Electric
Fuel Oil
Telephone
Trash
Water
Total Utilities
Equipment Rental
Automobile Expense
Auto Fuel
Auto Repair & Maintenance
Vehicle Registration
Auto Insurance
Parking Fees
Automobile Expense - Other
Total Automobile Expense
Construction Expense
Design -NEC
Labor-NEC
Waste
Construction Permits
Time and Materials
Materials
Labor
Parking
Total Construction Expense
Professional Fees
Recycling - NEC
Security - NEC
Security

Jan - Dec 20

Jan - Dec 19

1,687.78
987.00
10,487.89
259.86
21,716.66
4,506.52
5,020.00
0.00
10,721.54
10,906.89
2,834.66
213.74
915.16

1,113.89
2,135.96
65,909.20
727.72
31,154.32
55,757.17
5,040.11
13,810.25
10,710.00
3,411.45
7,147.14
3,142.06
6,224.51

573.89
-1, 148.96
-55,421.31
-467.86
-9,437.66
-51,250.65
-20.11
-13,810.25
11.54
7,495.44
-4,312.48
-2,928.32
-5,309.35

227,627.15

-131,297.28

96,329.87
2,816.00
3,045.88
36,996.54
101,439.55
2,304.99
20,528.66
21,920.27

2,626.45
4,241.14
46,557.21
113,580.91
3,876.98
19,283.72
31,573.89

$ Change

189.55
-1,195.26
-9,560.67
-12,141.36
-1,571.99
1,244.94
-9,653.62

189,051.89

221,740.30

-32,688.41

251.95

4,328.00

-4,076.05

3,075.81
2,574.69
268.00
2,101.78
50.00
348.00
8,418.28
7,750.00
5,275.38
504.86
3,142.68
100,804.94
7,216.92
0.00
0.00

4,402.47
2,315.13
0.00
0.00
1,665.00
290.00
8,672.60
0.00
0.00
982.07
0.00
302,527.73
85,023.73
6,836.00
125.00

-1,326.66
259.56
268.00
2,101.78
-1,615.00
58.00
-254.32
7,750.00
5,275.38
-477.21
3,142.68
-201,722.79
-77,806.81
-6,836.00
-125.00

124,694.78

395,494.53

-270,799.75

3,286.50
1,323.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
5,376.00

3,286.50
1,323.00
-5,376.00
Page2
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Market Commentary
RealtyRates.com Investor Survey Reports Modest Cap Rate Index Decrease For All Property
Types During 3rd Quarter 2021
Coincident with a 31 basis point decrease in Treasury rates to which most commercial mortgage interest rates are
indexed, together with no change in equity dividend rates, the RealtyRates.com™ Investor Survey Weighted
Composite (Cap Rate) Index™ decreased a modest 16 basis points from 8.94 to 8.77 percent during the 3rd Quarter
of 2021.
The greatest quarter-over-quarter cap rate index decreases were recorded by the Apartment, Lodging and Self
Storage sectors, all down I 8 basis points, followed by the Restaurant and Special Purpose sectors, both down 17
basis points.
The smallest quarter-over-quarter cap rate index decreases were recorded by the Office and Retail sectors, down 15
basis points, followed by the Golf, Healthcare/Senior Housing and Industrial sectors, down 16 basis points.
Mortgage lending standards were somewhat eased on stronger demand for both multifamily and nomesidential loans
during the 3rd Quarter. Meanwhile spreads were unchanged overall, but average permanent mortgage rates were
down 32 basis points.
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Apanments
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$394

$425
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$1,295 $7,700
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$35

$310

$171

$0.25

Industrial
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I
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,
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f
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-um
Sprnad Over 10.Ye.ar Treasury

Debt Coverage Ratio
lnte-1est Rate
Amortization

1.30¾ DCR Technique

1.10 0.040305

0.90

3.99

1.10 Band of Investment Technique
2.61X Mortgage

40.0 Equity

90¾ 0.04 0305

0.036275

10¾ 0.060984 0.006098

0.040305 OAR

4.24

Loan-to-Value Ratio

so~,

4.03

Equity Dividend Rate

6.10¼

Spread Ovtr 10-Year Treas:ur,

6.00Y. OCR Technique

Mortgage Constant

--

Debt Cover agt Ratio

Interest Ra~e

Amortiution
Mong age Constant

Loan•to.Vah.1e Ratio

Equity Dividend Rate

Surue,ed Rates

1.86 0.109950

0.55

11.25

1.86 Band of Investment Technique
7.31¾ Mortg.age

15.0 Equity

55¼ 0.109950
451/.

0.060472

0.144495 0.065023

0.109950 OAR

12.55

55½ Surveg:ed Rates

11.92

14.45¼

Aw0<ap
SprHd Over 10-Year Treasury

Debt Coverage Ratio

2.99¾ OCR Technique
4.30¾ Mortgage

Amortization

26 Equity

loan-to-Value Ratio

Equity Dividend Rate

0.73

6.64

1.43 Band of Investment Technique

Interest Rate

Mortgage- Constant

1.43 0.063,S3

0.063383

73>< 0.063383 0.048437
27½ 0.106915 0.028585

OAR

7.50

73.3¼ Sun,e-,ed A.ates:

7.94

10.69¼
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Spread Over 10-Ye-ar Treasury

Debt Coverage,Ratio

Interest Rate
Amortization
Mortgage Constant
loan-to-Value Ratio
Equity Dividend Rate

1.30½ OCR Technique

1.10 0.040305

0.90

3.99

1.10 Band of Investment Technique

2.61¾ Mortgage

S:Ox 0.040305

0.036275

40 Equity

10X 0.060904

0.006098

4.24

0.040305 OAR
90:.~ Surveged Rates

4.03

6.10"

Masimumi
Spread Ove-r 10-V;;,ar Treasury

Debt Coverage Ratio
Interest Rate
Amortization

Mortgage Const.ant
Loan-to-V.ilue Ratio
Equity Dividend Rate

AINm&ge
Spread Over 10-YearTreasury
Debt Coverage Ratio

4.85X OCR Technique

6.16¼ Mortgage

15 Equit9

3.08¾ OCR Technique

RealtyRates.com™

1.31 0.062651

0.78

6.34

1.31 Band of Investment Technique
28 Equitg

Equity Dividend Rat(>

11.29
10.72

13.25¼

Amortiution

"3rd Qu~rttr 2021 D~t~

10.71

65" 0.102303 0.06S497
35Y. 0.132495 0.046373

65¾ Surve,ed Rates

4.39¾ Mortgage

Mortgage Constant

0.65

0.102303 OAR

Interest Rate

loan-to-Value Ratio

1.61 0.102303

1.61 Band of lnve-stm• nt Technique

0.062651 OAR
781/. Surveged Rates

7.S½ 0.062651
23¾

0.04$554

0.093164 0.020962
6.95
7.19

9.32X
Copyright 2021 Rt~ltyA~tt:.":.<.'.om ...
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Mmimu•
Spread Over 10•YHr Trea:s:ur,
Debt Cover.age Ratio

Interest Rate
Amorciz atlon

Mortgage Const,:mt
Loan-to-V.alue Rado

Equit9 Oi\ttdend Rat!>

t35½ OCR Technique

1.15 0.040640

0.80

3.74

1.15 Band of Investment Technique
2.66¼ Mortgage40 Equity

80¼ 0.040.40

0.032512

2\1¼

0.015020

0.075102

0.040640 OAR

4.75

4.52

80" Surveged Rates
7.51½

MalinlUID
Spread Over to-Ye.ar Treasury

Debt Coverage Ratio

5.75½ OCR Technique

lnti,,rest Rate

7.06¼ Mortgage

Amortiz.ation

15 Equit9

Mortga g+ Const.ant
Loan-to-V,alue Ratio

Equit9 Dividend Rate

2.15 0.108262

0.50

11.64

2.15 Band of Investment Technique
50¼ 0.1082S2
50X

0.161032

0.054131
0.080516

0.108262 OAR

13.46

50½. Surveged Rates

12.79

16.10¼

Averiige
Spre..id Over tO-Year Tr€>a:s:u19
Deibt Cover.age Ratio

3n5¼ OCR Technique

4.36¾ Mortgage

Amortiution

30 Equity

Mortgage Constant
Equity Dividend Rate

0,68

6.67

L65 Band of Investment Technique

lnte,est Rate

Lo.:in-to-Value Ratio

1.85 0.059808
68¼ 0,059808

0.040370

'33½

0,039768

0.122364

0.059808 OAR

8.01

67.5~..: Surveged Rates

9.10

12.24¼
C,:,pyrig:M 2021 R,;.~ltyR,;itc,:•.::om '™

-Std Q11ut,;.r 20210,;it,;i

Mmirnum
Spread Over 10.Year Treasur~
Debt Coverage Ra1lo

1.55½ OCR Technique

Interest Rate

2,86¼ Mortgag'i:'

Amortiz <1tion

30 Eq1Jlty

Mortgage Constant
Loan-to-V.atue Ratio

Equity Dividend Rate

140 0.049691

0.65

4.52

1.40 Band of lnvestme nt T E-ehnique
65½ 0.049691
35¼

0.032299

0.017102 0.026986

0.049891 OAR

5.93

65¼ Surveged Rates

5.63

7.71¾

Masimum
Spre.11d Over 10-Year Treasu1y

0(-bt Co Yer age Ratio

5.751/. DCR Technique

lnteiest Rate

7.06½ Mortgage

Amortii.ation

15 EqlJity

Mortgage Constant
Loan-to-Value Ratio
Equity Dividend Rate

2.15 0.108262

0.50

11.64

2.16 Band of Investment Technique
50¾ 0.108262

0.054131

0.161032

0.080516

50¼

0.108262 OAR

13.46

50½ Surveged Rates

12.79

16,10¼

A-•ll"
Sp1ead Ov1n10-Year Treasmg
OebtCo,.,erageRatio

3.65½ OCR Technique

4.96X Mortgage

Amortlz.atlon

23 Eqijit~

Lo.an-to-Value Ratio
Equity O ividend Rate
·srd G!1,1:irtcr 2021 O~t:i

RealtyRates.com™

0.58

7.54

1.78 Band of Investment Technique

Interest Rate
Mortgage Constant

t78 0.073847

0.073847

OAR

68¼ Surveg:ed Rates

58¾ 0.073847

0.042462

4'3X

0.048820

0.114871

9.13
9.38

11.49½
Cop11rigM.2021 Rc'3ltyR:itcc<,c,:,m ,w
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--

Spread Over 10•Ye-ar Treasury

Debt Coverage Ratio

Interest Rate
Amortiution

Mortgage Constant

lo.an•to-V.alue Ratio
Equity Dividend Rat+

2.25¾ OCR Technique

110 0.054288

0,80

4,79:

1.10 Band of Investment Technique
3.581/. Mortgage
$0

Equitg

$01/. 0.054288
20¾

0.043430

0.103471 0.020694

0.05428$ OAR

6.41

5.09

80" Surveged Rates
to.35"

Ma!ifi'lltffl

O>?bt Co 1erage Ratio

2.15 0.146267
10.98" OCR Technique,
2.15 B.and of lnveslment Technique

Interest Rat&

1229½ Mortgage,

Amortization

15 Equitg

Spread Over 10-Year Tre-asurg
1

Mo1t9age Constant
Loan.to-Value Ratio

Equity Dividend Rate

0.50

50½ 0.146287

0.013133

0.201164

0.100882

50¾

0.146261 OAR

15.74

17.40
16.53

50" Surveged Rates
20.18"

Av-er.age,
Sprtoad Over 10•Y(<ar Tr&asurg
Debt Coverage Ratio
tnte1e::t Rate

Amortiz.ation

Mortgage Const.ant

5.03¼ OCR Technique

1.59 0.083521

0.66

8.70

1.6$ Band of Investment Technique
6.34¾ Mortgage
23 Equity

66"/. 0.083521

34"

0.151532

0.054780
0.054210
10.S0

0.083521 OAR

Loan-to-Value Ratio

65.61/. Surveged Rates

Equity Dividend Rate

15.8¼

11.69

"3rd G!vuttr 2021 O;)t'I

-u.

Spread Over 10-Year Treaso1y

Ot;>bt Coverage Ratio

Interest Rate
Amoniz.ition
Mortgage Constant

2.461/. OCR Technique
3.76" Mortgage

20 Equity

s;;x

Equity Dividend Rate

10.55¾

Spread OV~r 10-Year Tre-asury

to.sax

Debt Cover.age Ratio

Interest Rate
Amortization
Mortgage Constant
Loan-to-Value Ratio

Equitg Dividend Rate,

0.65

65" 0.071209

0.0462$6

0.105471

0.036915

35"

6.25

8.32

0.071209 OAR

LoaMo-V.alue Ratio

M--

1.35 0.07121)9

1.35 Band of Investment Teotmique

7.99

Surveged Rates

DCR Technique

2.15 0.146267

0.50

15.74

2.15 Band of Investment Technique
12.291/. Mortgage
15 Equity

501/. 0.146261

0.073133

50¼

0.100882

0.201764

0.146281 OAR

17.40
16.53

50½ Surveged Rates

20.18¾

Aver.age
Sp1ead Over to-Year Treasu19

Debt Coverage Ratio
Interest Rate
Amortization
Mortgag(' Constant

Lo.an-to-Value Ratio

Equitg Oi\'idend Rat~
"3rd Q•.mttr 2021 o~i:.

RealtyRates.com™

S.72¾ OCR Technique

1.15 0.106527

0.58

10.73

1.75 Band of Investment Technique
8.03½ Mortgage
18 Equitg
0.106527 OAR
58¾ surveged Rates

581/. 0.106527

0.061253

0.140803

0.063241

43"

12.45
12.SI

14.88¼
Copyright 2021 Rtlll!!,!R~tH.ccrn m
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BUILDING SALE COMPARISONS
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COMPARABLE BUILDING SALE NO. 0
Location: Willo Park Office, 10002 Glacier Highway, Juneau
Legal Description: Lot 2 Wille Subdivision, Plat 2008-9, JRD.
Sale Date: April 5,2019
Grantor: Will-O LLC
Grantee: Carlson Commemorative LLC
Recording: WD 2019-001268
Price: $2,100,000
Terms: cash to seller
Building Size: 19,634 SF GBA with 15,260 SF of NRA (78%) efficiency
Building Age: 1983
Land Size: 54,513 SF
Access: Glacier Highway
Zoning: LC
Utilities: all available - phone & power lines are overhead
Description: A three story building with a fourth level mechanical and storage room
constructed in 1983 of wood framing with a flat built up roof. The exterior walls have
bands of windows, cedar shake and vertical wood siding. The atrium has a wide
stairwell to the second level with a skylight. The building is served by an elevator, has
oil fired heating and air handling, a fire alarm system, insulated double pane glazed
operable windows, and T-8 fluorescent lighting. The office space includes restrooms on
each level, kitchenettes, and open office areas, as well as many perimeter window
offices. The building has a large paved parking lot and a landscaped picnic area at the
rear.
The building has been fully occupied by State of Alaska agencies for many years The
lease expired prior to this sale and the parties negotiated a new 1O year lease in August
of 2017 at $1.80 SF including utilities and janitorial service. The NOi at the sale date
was 7.54%. The property was marketed at the sale price and was purchased by a local
investor.
Analysis: $2,100,000/19,634 SF= $107 SF
Confirmation: John Williams, broker by Julie Dinneen, MAI
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COMPARABLE BUILDING SALE NO. 8
Location: 225 Front Street, Juneau
Legal Description: Lot 1, Block 8, Juneau Townsite, JRD.
Sale Date: September 17, 2021
Grantor: R.H. Rentals LLC
Grantee: Southeastern Alaska Regional Health Consortium
Recording: SWD Deed 2021-005794
Price: $1,850,000 x 1.06 for broker's commission= $1,961,000
Terms: cash to seller
Building Size: 16,532 SF on two floors
Building Age: 1981 to 1991
Land Size: 11,300 SF
Access: Front Street and Shattuck Way
Zoning: MU/PD-1 parking district.
Utilities: water, sewer, power, phone
Soils/Topography: small area in crawl space can be impacted by very high tides to a
small degree. There is a crawl space and 3,562 SF of concrete basement
Description: The building is on the National Register of Historic buildings. Built in
1897, the building housed Jorgenson's Hardware; the first store in Juneau devoted to
hardware. Its architectural style is Late Victorian, and was placed on the registry in
1994. The building was occupied by Lyle's Hardware until 1995 and remodeled by Tom
Neubauer in 1997 at a reported cost of $2 million. The building is a two-story structure
with an irregular shape. It is supported by a partial concrete basement and by pilings.
The wood framing systems includes beams and posts and wood decking and flooring.
The roof is a metal gable type and 2/3 of it has been recently replaced. The exterior has
horizontal wood siding and 65 windows in vinyl casements. Most of the windows are
double hung style. When renovated, the building was taken down to the framing and
built back up with new plumbing, electrical, insulation and finishes.
As the photos show, the wide hallways in the building capture a great deal of natural light,
and tenant areas have window walls. The remodeling was done with the intention of
creating a year-round center for businesses. The interior is brightly lit and is well oriented
to natural light. The east wall of the building is windowless and lies close to surrounding
buildings. The atrium provides stairwell or elevator access to the second floor and each
level has a hallway that runs the length of the building. The wide hallways have carpeted
floors, 4-inch-high wood baseboard painted white, window walls, suspended signs for
tenants and entrances with wood doors.
The public restrooms are located on the second floor and include a men's and women's
restroom off an interior hallway with recessed lighting and tiled interiors. All plumbing is
to code and is found in the public restrooms and in many tenant areas. Several tenant
areas have plumbing for kitchens, clinic sinks, etc. The building has a 500-gallon fuel
tanks and an oil-fired heating system. As shown in the photographs, there are several
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ceiling mounted heating units on both levels. There are 65 argon filled, high energy
efficient windows that were installed in 1997. The windows are in vinyl casements and
are bronze tinted. Exterior doors with automatic locks were installed in 2012. The doors
are locked and unlocked by computer. The tenant doors are good quality wood doors with
wood trim.
The building has a passenger elevator and there is a shaft in place that could
accommodate a second elevator, if every needed. The basement includes both a
concrete area used for storage and shop uses as well as dirt/rock floor where pilings can
be seen driven into the ground.
Analysis: $1,961,000 / 16,532 SF= $119 SF
Confirmation: Rich Harris, seller, by Julie Dinneen, MAI

.,
•
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COMPARABLE BUILDING SALE NO. 0
Location: 400~410 Willoughby Avenue, Juneau
Legal Description: 400 Willoughby: Lots 1-6 Block 68, and a portion of Lot 12, Block 68 (metes and
bounds description) Tidelands Addition to the City of Juneau, per Plat 352, JRD; 410 Willoughby: Lot 2 ,
Kasaan City Subdivision, Plat 91-38, JRD
Sale Date: December 1, 2021
Grantor: Juneau Business Center LLC
Grantee: Central Council of Tlingit Haida Indian Tribes
Recording: Deed 2012-007331
Price: $15,000,000
Terms: cash to seller
Building Size: 95,450 SF and approximately 80,000 SF of NRA
Building Age: 1981 to 1991
Land Size: 113,644 SF
Access: Willoughby Avenue
Zoning: MU
Utilities: water, sewer, power, phone
Soils/Topography: moderate in topography with good soils
Description: These buildings have 95,967 SF and are in a five-story structure with parking and the
bufiding iobby on the first floor and four levels of office, and a two-story annex that was added and
attached (31 ,570 SF- 5 story) 7,216 annex with two storied. The building and Annex share a lobby and
elevator banks. 400 Willoughby is located directly across Willoughby Avenue from the State of Alaska
Office Building which is owned and occupied by the State of Alaska. The 410 Willoughby was built in
1991 and is of wood construction with 56,664 SF on three floors. It is elevator serviced.
Negotiatiohs involvlhg the buyer, seller l:itid Carlton Smith, broker for this transaction reportedly took 18
months. The buyer intends to occupy half of the vacant space in the buildings. All three buildings had a
high percentage of State agencies; however, the amount of space began shrinking several years ago and
presently takes up about 65% of the rentable space. In 2019 DEC renewed a lease of 22,270 SF for ten
years in the 410 Willoughby Building; the negotiations involved a $2 million investment in tenant
improvements by the owners and the rental rate was $2.40 SF plus 129 parking spaces.
Analysis: $15,000,000 / 95,450 SF= $157 SF
Confirmation: Carlton Smith, broker, by Julie Dinneen, MAI
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The Cit\' and 8oroug~, of J•Jr.ea•J is not respc,nsible and shall not be liable to the 1Jser for damages of any kind arising out of t~,e use c,f data or information prc,vided by the Cit·y and 8,,rough of Juneau.
including the installation of the data or information, its usEe, orthe resutts obtained frorn its use . .ANY DAT.A. OR llffOP~TION PRO'vlDEO BY THE City Borough of Jum,au IS PRO\,IOEO ''.f.\S IS"
WITHOUT 'ofVAARANTY OF MY KIND, EITHER 0(PRESSEO OR IMPLIED. INCLUDING. BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WAARANTIES OF MERCH.ANT.A.BILIT'i' .ANO FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Data c,r information provided by th<, City Borough of Jun,;au shall be used and relied 1Jpon only at the user's sole risk, and the user agrees to indemnify and hold harmless th~
City Borough of J1Jneau, its officials. officers and employees from any liability arising out oi the use of the data11nformation provided. NOT FOR ENGl~l EER ING PURP OSES
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Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS

•

No responsibility is assumed for the legal description or for matters including legal or title
considerations. Title to the property is assumed to be good and marketable unless otherwise stated.

•
•

The property is appraised free and clear of any or all liens or encumbrances, unless otherwise stated.
Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.

•

The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable. However, no warranty is given for its
accuracy.

•

All engineering is assumed to be correct. The plot plans and illustrative material in this report are
included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property.
It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, or
structures that render it more or less valuable.

•
•

No responsibility is assumed for such conditions, or for arranging of engineering studies that may be
required to discover them.

•
•

It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local
environmental regulations and laws, unless noncompliance is stated, defined and considered in this
appraisal report.

•

It is assumed that all applicable zoning and use regulations and restrictions have been complied with,
unless nonconformity has been stated, defined and considered in the appraisal report.

•

It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents, or other legislative or
administrative authority from any local, state or national government or private entity or
organization have been, or can be obtained or renewed, for any use on which the value estimate in
this report is based.

•

It is assumed that the utilization of the land and improvements, if any, lie within the boundaries or
property lines of the property described, and that there is no encroachment or trespass unless noted
in the report.

•

Unless otherwise stated int his report, the existence of hazardous material, which may or may not
be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser. The appraiser has no knowledge of
the existence of such materials on, or in, the property. The appraiser, however, is not qualified to
detect such substances. The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam
insulation, or other potentially hazardous materials, may affect the value of the property. The value
estimate is predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property that
would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions, or for any expertise
or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The client is urged to retain an expert in this
field, if desired.

•

Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of publication. It may not
be used for any purpose, or by any person other than the party to whom it is addressed without the
written consent of the appraiser, and, in any event, only with proper written qualification, and, only
in its entirety.
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•

The appraiser herein by reason of this appraisal in not required to give further consultation,
testimony, or be in attendance in court with reference to the property in question unless
arrangements have been previously made.
Neither all, nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to value, the
Identity of the appraiser, or the firm with which the appraiser is connected) shall be disseminated to
the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other media
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
JULIE C, DINNEEN, MAI
2061 S. Clayton Street
Denver, CO. 80210

(303) 579-3589
juliedinneen@hotmail.com

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Economics, Lewis & Clark College. Portland, Oregon, 1981

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
APPRAISAL INSTITUTE - Member Appraisal Institute #7898
STATE OF ALASKA - Certified General Real Estate Appraiser #AA90

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
1993-Present

Julie Dinneen Company - Sole Proprietor
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southeast Region of
Alaska
1991-1993

Manager of Juneau Office - Real Estate Services Corporation
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southeast Region
1989-1993

Associate Appraiser in Anchorage Office - Real Estate Services Corporation
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southcentral Alaska
1988-1989

Associate Appraiser in San Francisco Office - Arthur Gimmy International
Extensive travel in western states, predominantly skilled nursing facility
assignments
1982-1988

Associate Appraiser in Anchorage Office - Shorett & Riely
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southcentral Alaska
1981-1982

Research Assistant in Portland Office - Curtis, MacKenzie & Slocum

References
Available Upon Request
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ASSESSOR
MATERIAL
Appeal
2022-0158

*

Meeting
of 145
Board
of Equalization (BOE) and
Packet Page
429
of 1973
1798
Presentation of Real Property Appeal

CITY/BOROUGH OF JUNEAU
ALASKAS CAPITAL CITY

Date of BOE

Office Of The Assessor
155 South Seward Steet
Juneau, AK 99801

Location of BOE
Time of BOE
Mailing Date of Notice
Parcel Identification

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
130 SEWARD ST STE 001
JUNEAU AK 99801

Property Location
Appeal No.
Sent to Email Address:

Wednesday, June 29, 2022
Via ZOOM Webinar
5:30 pm
June 15, 2022
1C070A020043
119 SECOND ST
APL20220158
gregadler@mac.com

ATTENTION OWNER

Under Alaska Statutes and CBJ Code, you, as the appellant, bear the burden of proof. The only grounds for adjustment of an
assessment are proof of unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation based on facts that are stated in your written appeal
or proven at the appeal hearing.
Any evidence or materials you would like to include in your appeal must be submitted to the City Clerk's Office {preferred
method via email to city.clerk@juneau.org Attn.: Assessment Appeal} by 4:00 PM Wednesday, June 22, 2022 and will be
included in the packets for the Board so the members have an opportunity to review the materials before the hearing.
Your Board of Equalization packet will be ready for you to pick up in the Clerk's office after 2:00 PM Thursday, June 23, 2022
or it will be emailed and/or mailed to the above address(es) on this notice.
You or your representative may be present at the hearing {via Zoom Webinar, participation/log in information will be listed on
the agenda packet you receive for the hearing your appeal is scheduled for}. If you choose not to be present or be
represented, the Board of Equalization will proceed in the absence of the appellant.
It should be noted that, between the date of this letter and the Board hearing date, your appeal may be resolved between you
and the Assessor. If your appeal is resolved, you will not need to appear before the Board.
If you have any questions please contact the Assessor's Office.

Attachment: CBJ Law Department Memorandum April 19, 2013.

CONTACT US: CBJ Assessor's Office
Phone

Email

Website

Physical Location

Phone (907) 586-5215
Fax (907) 586-4520

assessor.office@juneau.org

http://www.juneau.org/finance/

155 South Seward St
Room 114

PROPERTY TAX BILLS MAILED JULY 1

PROPERTY TAXES DUE SEPTEMBER 30
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APPEAL #2022-0158
2022 REAL PROPERTY APPEAL PACKET
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION June 29, 2022

ASSESSOR OFFICE
Appellant: Goldstein / Greg Adler

Location: 119 Second St & 120/124/126/128/130/140 Seward St

Parcel No.: 1C070A020043

Property Type: Commercial-Mixed use

Appellant’s basis for appeal: excessive, unequal & improper

Site:
Buildings:
Total:

Appellant’s Estimate
of Value
<not provided>
<not provided>
$ 4,750,000

Original Assessed
Value
$ 1,216,278
$ 5,376,631
$ 6,592,909

Recommended
Value
$ 1,216,278
$ 5,376,631
$ 6,592,909

Subject Photo
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Appeal 2022-0158, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A020043
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OVERVIEW
The subject is a downtown multi-story retail and office building.

Subject Characteristics:




Land
o
o

15,912 SF lot
Including approx. 4,000 SF paved parking lot

Building
o Building 1 – 5-story mixed use retail/restaurant and office space
 44,750 SF GBA
o Building 2 – 2-story office building
 1,900 SF GBA

SUBJECT PHOTOS
From Seward St

Page 3

Appeal 2022-0158, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A020043
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From corner of Seward St &
Second St
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Appeal 2022-0158, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A020043
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Along Second St
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Appeal 2022-0158, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A020043
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Along Second St
Building 2 in foreground

From Second St
Building 2
Parking lot
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Appeal 2022-0158, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A020043
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From Main St
Building 2 in foreground
Parking lot

From Main St
Building 2 in foreground
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Appeal 2022-0158, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A020043
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From Front St

6th floor “Penthouse”
converted for use/support of
cell tower
Photo from CBJ Community
Development WCF2019-0004
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Appeal 2022-0158, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A020043
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AREA MAP & AERIAL
The salmon shaded parcels are the 6 Goldstein appeals.
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ASSESSED VALUES
Total assessed value is the primary test against market. The distribution of that value between the Land Component and
the Building Component is secondary and can vary from one model to another. The total assessed value is tested against
market indicators (sales, lease rates, etc.) and is adjusted to market value by application of market area and feature
adjustments.
All three approaches to value (Cost, Sales Comparison and Income) are considered for commercial properties.

LAND
Land values are developed on a market area basis. The land is examined to understand the typical land characteristics in
the market area. These characteristics include size, slope, view, water frontage, significant wetlands and others. The
characteristics are used to develop a market area land valuation model. This model is tested and refined in consideration
of sales of both vacant and developed parcels. The resulting model is then applied to all of the land in the market area or
to all of the properties in that subclass of properties to establish assessed site values.
The subject parcel’s land value is equitable and is not excessive.
Land Characteristics:
 15,912 SF lot
 Including approx. 4,000 SF paved parking lot
 Developed lot
 Located in downtown business area
Land Values
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BUILDING(S)
The building component may be based on market adjusted cost tables, residual from sales after extraction of the land
value or other appropriate means.
Ratio studies are performed to determine market adjustments.
Building Characteristics:
 Building 1 – 5-story mixed use retail/restaurant and office space
o 44,750 SF GBA
 9,674 SF 1st level Retail/Restaurant
 8,769 SF 2nd level Office space
 8,769 SF 3rd level Office space
 8,769 SF 4th level Office space
 8,769 SF 5th level Office space
 9,781 SF Unfinished basement
 276.5 SF 6th Floor maintenance area
 Building 2 – 2-story office building
o 1,900 SF GBA
 950 SF 1st level Office space
 950 SF 2nd level Office space
 950 SF Unfinished basement
Sketch of Improvements:
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COST REPORT
The cost report below was utilized in the review process in response to the filing of the Petition for Review by the
appellant. The cost report indicates that the building component is not overvalued.
The cost report matches the building value from 2018. For 2022 the downtown building values were reduced by 2%. In
the case of 1C070A020043 the assessed value is lower because there was an error when entering the value into the
system in that section 2 got dropped and was not included. This parcel also had slight increases to the building value in
2020 and 2021 for upgrades involving the replacement of many of the windows.
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INCOME APPROACH
The income approach was not the basis for setting most of the assessed value for 2022. The appellant did not submit
P&L information for the Review process.

COMMERCIAL MARKET & ASSESSMENT ANALYSIS
The 2022 sales analysis for commercial properties included 59 qualified sales from 5 years of sales covering January 1,
2017 through December 31, 2021. The sales volume for the commercial market increased in 2021 and indicate
continued appreciation.
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Assessment Year 2022 Summary for Commercial Properties
o Level of Assessment – 80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties
o Coefficient of Dispersion (COD) – 17.46% for the combined group, 14.45% for vacant land, and 18.71%
for improved properties (For these types of property groups the Standard that we work towards would
be 20% or less for the subsets of land and improved properties. The combined set would be expected to
have a higher COD.)
o Applied Time Trend for Sales Analysis – 5% per year for 2017, 2018 and 2019; 3% for 2020 and 2% for
2021 (actual market movement remained more than 5% movement each year over the 5 year period so
in applying a lesser trend we fell further behind the market.
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SUBJECT ASSESSMENT HISTORY
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SUMMARY
State statute requires the Assessor to value property at “full and true value”. According to appraisal standards and
practices set by the Alaska Association of Assessing Officers, the State of Alaska Office of the State Assessor, and the
International Association of Assessing Officers, correct procedures of assessment were followed for the subject. These
standards and practices include consideration of any market value increase or decrease as determined by analysis of
sales.
The assessed value was reviewed in response to the Petition for Review. Our findings are as follows.
The land and buildings are valued using the same methods and standards as all other properties in the Borough.
Normally the Assessor’s Office should recommend full market value to the BOE, however, because we are still working
on replacing and/or correcting outdated models we are, for the appeal process, placing a higher priority on uniformity
within existing models rather than uniformity with the whole which is being addressed through separate processes.
Based on current assessment levels for this neighborhood the full market value for this property, which the BOE may
adopt, would be $6,944,290.

Additional Details:







The appellant states that their assessed value is excessive.
o We find that, based on analysis of market sales, the value it is not excessive.
The appellant states that their value is unequal.
o We find that it was valued with the same methodology as other properties.
The appellant states that their property is valued improperly.
o The parcel was valued using proper methodology.
These are further addressed in the land, building, cost report, income, commercial market and assessment
analysis, summary and conclusion sections of our response in your packet.
For additional information on the assessment process, assessed values, analysis process, ratio studies and other
related areas please see the “Property Assessment Guide” included in the packet.
The appellant has submitted thousands of pages of paper copy and many electronic document files.
o We have reviewed all of this material and find no basis for a reduction of their assessed value

Also of note is that the BOE reviewed this property last year and upheld the value and that even though the sales
indicate that the downtown values have continued to increase the downtown assessments were decreased by 2% this
year in order to achieve greater uniformity in the commercial property values.
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CONCLUSION
The 2022 Assessed values were based on analysis of sales through ratio studies and subsequent trending of values based
on the analysis findings. Underlying this standard compliant trending are the prior approach decisions and the locational
and property feature models and adjustments that have been applied to Juneau commercial properties for many years.
The ratio studies indicate that after our adjustments to values the level of assessment for commercial properties was
80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties.
For the subject property:


The percentage change for this property from 2021 to 2022 was a reduction of -2%.

We find that no change to the 2022 assessed value of $6,592,909 is warranted and ask that the BOE uphold the assessed
value.

Addendum A - Communications
See separate document.

Addendum B – Additional Response Details
See separate document.
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Petition for Review/ Correction of Assessed Value
Real Property
Assessment Year
2022

JUNEAU

Parcel ID Num ber
Name of Applicant

Office of the Assessor
155 South Seward Street
Junea u, Alaska 99801

Email Address

2022 Filing Deadline: Thursday April 7, 2022
Please attach all supporting documentation
ASSESSOR'S FILESARE PUBLIC INFORMATION- DOCUMENTS FILED WITH AN APPEAL BECOME PUBLIC INFORMA TION

Parcel ID Number
Owner Name
Primary Phone#
Physical Address

1C070A040010
GOLDSTE IN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
310-61 2-131 2
201 , 205,209,213,2 17,221
Seward St & 216 Second S
Juneau, AK

Email Address
Mailing Address

gregad ler@ mac.com

Greg Adler
426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402

Why are you appealing your value? Check box and provide a detailed explanation below for your appeal to be valid .
0 My proper ty value is excessive/overvalued
THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT GROUNDS FOR APPEAL
0 My property value is unequal to similar properties
• Your taxes are too high
0 My property was valued improperly/incorrectly
• Your value changed too much in one year.
D My property has been underva lued
• You can't afford the taxes
My exemption(s) was not applied

n

Provide specific reasons and provide evidence supporting the item(s} checked above:

Please see the attached Documentation, including a Summary, Reasoning and Arguments and
Appraisal

0 1Yes 0

Have you attached additional information or documentation?
Values on Assessment Notice:

I s866.s6s

Site

No

I Building I s627.564

Total

I s1 ,494,129

I sFairness

Total

I ss7s.ooo

Owner's Estimate of Value:

I sFairness

Site

j Building

Purchase Price of Property:

I Purchase Date

Js

Pri ce

Has the property been listed for sale? [0
Listing Price

] Yes [0] No (if yes complete next line)

I Days on Market

Is

Was the property appraised by a licensed appraiser within the last year? [0 ] Yes [ LJ No (if yes provide copy of appraisal)
Certification:
I hereby affirm that the foregoing information is true and correct, I understand that I bear the burden of proof and I must provide
evidence supporting my appeal, and that I am the owner (or owner's authorized agent) of the property described above.

~

Signature -~

-

DateMarch 31 , 2022

V

Phone/Fax
Phone: (907 )586-5215
Fax: (907)586-4520

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office
Email
Website
Assessor.Office@ju neau .org

\\C B.I FILES\dAssessor\Administrati ve\FO RM S

http://www.juneau.org/finance

Address
155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801
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PARCEL#: _ _ _ _ _ __

APPEAL#: _ _ _ __

DATE FILED: _ _ _ __

Appraiser to fill out
Appraiser

I Date of Review

I

I

Comments:

Post Review Assessment
Site

I Building I $

IS

Exemptions
Total Taxable Value

I Total I $

$
$
APPELLANT RESPONSE TO ACTION BY ASSESSOR

O

D

I hereby
Accept
Reject the following assessment valuation in the amount of $
If rejected, appellant will be scheduled before the Board of Equalization and will be advised of the date & time to appear.
Appellant's Signature

Date:

Appellant Accept Value
Govern Updated
Spreadsheet Updated
Corrected Notice of Assessed Value Sent

n
n

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

n

D
0

n

No (if no skip to Board of Equalization)
No
No
No

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION

D

O

Scheduled BOE Date
Yes
No
10-Day Letter Sent
Yes
No
The Board of Equalization certifies its decision, based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law contained within the
recorded hearing and record on appeal, and concludes that the appellant [01 Met [01 Did not meet the burden of
proof that the assessment was unequal, excessive, improper or under/overvalued.
Notes:

n

I$

Site
Exemptions
Total Taxable Value

$

n

I Building I $

I Total I$

$

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office
Phone/Fax

Email

Website

Address

Phone: (907)586-5215
Fax: (907)586-4520

Assessor.Office@juneau.org

http://www.juneau.org/finance

155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801

\\CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrative\FORMS
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MARKET VALUE APPRAISAL
CHARLIE GOLDSTEIN BUILDING
201,205,209, .213, 217,221 SEWARD STREET
AND 216 SECOND STREET
JUNEAU,ALASKA
JDC FILE NO. 2021-27E

As of November 20, 2021

PREPARED FOR:

Martin Jannol, PC
8383 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 663
Beverly Hills, CA 90211

BY:
JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
Julie C. Dinneen, MAI
302 W. Chester Street
Lafayette, CO 80026
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JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
REAL ESTATE APPRAISALS

March 25, 2022
Martin Jannol, PC
8383 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 663
Beverly Hills, CA
90211
RE: Market Value Appraisal of Charlie Goldstein Building, 201, 205, 209, 213, 217
and 221 Seward Street, and 216 Second Street, Juneau, Alaska. JDC File No.
2021-27E.
Dear Mr. Jarmol'.
At your request, I have completed an appraisal of the above referenced real estate,
which is in Juneau. The purpose of this appraisal is to determine the market value of the
property for purpose of in-house work product by the owner, Goldstein Improvement
Company. The property was inspected on July 20, of 2021 and the report was
completed over the ensuing months. The effective date of the appraisal is November
20, 2021.
This report has been completed in conformance with the appraisal reporting standards

form.uJ.ated by the Unjform Standards of Professjonal Practice (USPAP) as formuJated
by the Appraisal Foundation.
Based upon my research and analysis, I have formed the opinion that the market value
of the leased fee interest in the subject property, in-as condition, is $875,000.

Respectfully Submitted,

C. Dinneen, MAI

302 WEST CHESTER STREET, LAFAYETTE, CO. 80026
(303) 579-3589
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CERTIFICATE OF APPRAISAL
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
- the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

- the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased professional
analyses, opinions, and conclusions.

- I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and
no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.

- I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the
properly that is the subject of this report within the three-year period immediately preceding
acceptance of this assignment.

- I have no bias with respect to the properly that is the subject of this report or to the parties
involved with this assignment.

- my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.

- my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or
reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the
amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a
subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.

- my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared,
in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice .

.-

I have made a personal inspection of the properly that is the subject of this report.

~ Cl VII ill'I

. Dinneen, MAI
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APPRAISAL REPORT
Purpose of the Appraisal
This appraisal estimates market value of the leased fee interest in the subject property in
as-is condition. The purpose of the report is for in-house work product.
Type of Report and Intended User
The intended user of this appraisal is the Goldstein Improvement Company.
Date of the Appraisal
The effective date of the appraisal is November 20, 2021.
Identification of Subject Property
The physical address of the subject property is 201 , 205, 209, 213, 217, 221 Seward
Street and 216 2nd Street. The legal description of the subject property is Lot 1, 2 and a
Fraction of Lot 7, Block 4, Juneau Townsite, Juneau Recording District, State of Alaska.
Property Rights Appraised
This valuation reflects the market value of the leased fee interest in the subject property.
A leased fee estate is an ownership interest held by a landlord with the rights of use and
occupancy transferred by the lease to others.
Definition of Market Value
The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting
prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus.
Implicit in this definition are the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the
passing of title from seller to buyer whereby:
1. Buyer and seller are typically motivated.
2. Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in
what they consider their best interests;
3. A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
4. Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms
of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and
5. The price represents the normal consideration for the property
sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales
concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.
Source: Title 12, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 34, Subpart C (Office of the Comptroller of the Currency Final Rule
on Real Estate Appraisals, Section 34.42.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Scope of the Appraisal

The extent to which the property was inspected: The subject property was inspected on
July 22, 2021 in the presence of Daniel Glidmann. Due to COVID, some areas in buildings
were not available for inspection, but a high percentage was available for viewing.
The type and extent of data researched:
Economic reports for the Southeast Alaska were read for this appraisal. The downtown
Juneau market was studied for comparable rental data and building sales and listings.
In this process, property owners, real estate brokers, tenants, and buyers and sellers of
commercial properties were interviewed.
Goldstein Improvement Company provided two years of income and operating expenses
for six commercial properties, which includes the subject. This information was analyzed
for use in this report.
The type of analysis applied:
The approaches that are relevant for this property are the Income Approach and the Sales
Comparison Approach. These two approaches are included herein. Construction costs at
this time for a new office/mixed use development in downtown are too high to produce an
economically feasible product. As such the cost approach is not relevant and is not viewed
as important to buyers and sellers who are making transaction decisions in the
marketplace.
Exposure Period

An opinion based on supporting market data, of the length of time that the property
interest being appraised would have been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical
consummation of a sale at market value on the effective date of the appraisal.
Marketing Period

The marketing period is the amount of time it takes generally comparable properties in
the competing marketplace to sell.
The subject property is a successful investment property with a mix of uses located at a
highly visible of downtown Juneau. This property has enjoyed high occupancies over the
past several years. COVID has impacted this property and its tenants to varying degrees
and the owner has provided rent relief to those tenants that have been most impacted.
While have been several sales of buildings in the broad neighborhood over the past five
years, most were purchased for renovation projects that included significant capital
expenditures. These properties were under-performing at the time of sale. These sales
are noteworthy but do not provide good marketing period estimates.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Recent sales include the 225 Front Street building, which was not openly marketed. The
buyer approached the owner and a negotiated sale was completed within less than one
year. The Emporium Building at 174 South Franklin was marketed for sale and sold after
three years. The buyer's intention was to maximize the potential of this property. The B.M.
Behrends building at 3rd and Seward streets sold within 30 days of being marketed and
the 400-410 Willoughby office complex sold after an 18-month negotiation process. It was
never openly marketed for sale.
Based upon the foregoing, a reasonable exposure period is 18 months, and a reasonable
marketing period is 18 months, assuming the subject is marketed within a range
supported by market data.
Assessment Data
The 2021 assessment of the subject property is as follows:
1C070A040010

Land
$884 250

Buildin
$640,100

Total
$1,524,350

2021 Taxes
$16,097

The subject property is in a service area with a mill rate of 10.56 for FY 2021. This is a
decrease from the 2020 mill rate of 10.66.
Ownership History
Title to the subject is vested in the Goldstein Improvement Company. There has not been
a sale of this property in the past five years.
Southeast Alaska Economy
The most recent publication regarding the economy of the region was completed in
September 2021 by Rain Coast Data and is a Southeast Conference Publication. The
conference was held in Haines in September of 2021. Southeast Alaska By the
Numbers 2021 is included in the following section.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Jobs and wages grew
in the first quarter of
2020, but for the
remainder of the year the COVID-19
pandemic ravaged the Southeast Alaska
economy. Over the year as a whole the region
lost nearly 6,000 jobs and $190 million in total
wages. Pl'ivate sector wages were down by
13% over 2019. The visitor industry was
particularly devastated. A n expected 1.4
million cruise ship passengers dwindled to
just 48 on the region's smallest cruise ships.
Total jobs in the visitor sector were cut by
45%, for a loss of 3,800 year-round-equivalent
jobs while tourism wages fell by $119 million.

On top of the pandemic Southeast Alaska
experienced one of its worst fishing seasons on
record. Dismal harvest levels were
compounded by reduced prices, as global
restaurant closures gutted seafood demand.
The 2020 regional seafood catch was 63%
below 10-year averages in terms of pounds
landed, and 55% lower in terms of value, even
when adjusted for inflation.
Federal relief proved to be a critical stabilizing
force. Communities and businesses received
more than a half billion in aid in the form of
grants and loans. Nearly a third of businesses
said they would have closed permanently
without this influx of cash. Still, there were
some bright spots in 2020. Federal and
construction employment were both up, and
the average regional wage increased by 5%.

Southeast Alaska is
headed into a
pro longed period of
economic recovery as regional business
leaders are finding ways to succeed in a
volatile but improving business climate.
Through mid-July there had been tremendous
optimism that the Fall of 2021 would brin g a
return to normalcy. However, the highly
contagious Delta variant coupled with
decl ining vaccination rates has meant that
infection rates are going up, instead of down,
threatening gains in health and economic
advancement.

2( 21

Despite setbacks, there has been positive
economic news. A federal act allowed cruise
ships to return t o Southeast Alaska in 2021 ,
suspending the Passenger Vessel Services Act
temporarily and permitting approximately 10%
of a typical cruise season to occur in 2021 The
salmon harvest is coming in well above the
record lows of 2020 - especial ly pink and
sockeye, seafood prices are significantly higher,
and processing jobs are way up. The 2020 US
Census showed overall population growth for
the region during the past decade.
While these are tumultuous times, the
resources of the region are extraordinary.
Southeast Alaska has a productive ocean,
valuable minerals, beautiful scenery, world
class recreation opportunities, and its most
important resource - the tenacity of Southeast
Alaskans, organizations, and communities.

A SOUTHEAST CONFERENCE PUBLICATION BY RAIN COAST DAT.ti,
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The Whole Southeast Alaska Economy 2020
In 2020, Southeast Alaska lost nearly 6,000 year- round equivalent jobs and $ 1 90 million in workforce earnings compared to 2019.

Annual Average Jobs

Employment Earnings

40, 187 Jobs

$2.16 Billion Workforce Earnings

DOWN 5,910 Jo as IN 2020 -13%

DOWN $189.7 MILLION -8%

Government (includes Coast Guard)

$727,921,874

$61,055,378*

$788,977,252

11,856

645*

12,501

.493

Visitor Industry

$132,209,534

$20,459,468

$152,669,002

4,023

576

4,599

3 795

$62,894,498

$107,722,240

$'1 70,6'16,738

1,284

2,021

3,305

-438

Trade: Retail and Wholesale

$123,884,718

$24,031,000

$147,915,718

3,607

524

4,131

-341

Health Care Industry (private only)

$177,697,626

$14,808,180

$192,505,806

2,674

252

2,926

-99

584

1,946

43

Seafood Industry

Construction Industry

$95,005,835

$38,999,000

$134,004,835

1,362

Financial Activities

$57,840,241

$54,349,824

$112,190,065

1,038

737

i,775

-58

1 ,503

1222

2,725

-216

Professional and Business Services
Mining Industry
Social Services
Information (publish ing, broadcasting,
telecom.)
Timber Industry
Warehousing, Utilities, & Non-Visitor
Transport
Other

$79,291,373

$43,487,000

$122,778,373

$102,946,071

$307,000

$103,253,071

855

6

861
1,354

-73

179

-60

$42,046,690

$3,977,000

$46,023,690

1,175

$19,918,962

$1,179,093

$21,098,055

383

48

431

-1 04

$18,337,876

$1,824,974

$20,162,850

272

49

321

-51

$48,744,126

$13,267,922

$62,012,048

820

163

983

6

$57,419,864

$23,795,533

$81,215,397

1,507

821

2,328

-232

:

;

Sources: Alaska Department of Labor Employment & Wage data; (latest available) US Census Nonemployer (self-employment) Statistics; Active Duty Military Population, ADOL.
*These cells in Government refer to active duty Coast Guard personnel employment and wages, and not self-employment data.Notes: Seafoo d Industry includes animal aquaculture,
fishing & seafood product preparation, and Southeast Alaska resident commerdal fishermen (nonresident fishermen & crew who did not repon income are excluded). Vi•itor Industry
includes leisure & hospitality, and visitor transportation (air, water, scenic). Timber includ!sS.
try and logging support activities for forestry, and wood product manufacturing.

l

Southeast Alaska by the Numbers 2021
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tracl<s key Southeast indicators over the
2019 to 2020 Table
past year, along with associated changes.

. THE LAST YEAR.·
CHANGE IN
.
.
DEMOGRAPHICS

.

.

~

.

2020

Population 1
Ages 70 and older2
Under Age 10 2
Twenty-somethings 2
l<-12 School District Enrollment 3

I

GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Total Labor Force Gobs, includes self-employed
Total Job Earnings1,S,6

USCG)1,S,6

&

Total Private Sector Pavroll 1,6
Averaqe Annual Waqe 1
Annua! UnP.mplovment Rate 1

TOP- ECONOMIC
SECTORS
----- -·- ----- - -·· - --· -· ---·- .. --·

.,,

GOVERNMENT

- ---

- ---

.

.

. ·- .

-- -

.

Total Government Emplovment 1, 5
Federal Employment 1, 5 (8% oi all employment earnings)
State Employment 1 (14% of all job earnings)
City and Tribal Employment ' (14% of all job earnings)
Total Government Payroll (includes USCG) 1,5
Total State of Alaska Pavroll
VISITOR INDUSTRY
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2019-2020
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46,097
$2.35 billion
$1.56 billion
$50,873
5.2%
. 2019

-8%
-13%
5%
3 .1%

%

CHANGE

-$198 rnillion

CHANGE

--~~!XSECTOR: 37% 0-;-;:mMPLOYMENT EARNiNGS · -

12,501
2,074
4,438
5,989

12,994
2,032
4,705
6,257

$789 million
$278.9 million

$780.7 million
$284- million

-3.8%
2.1%
5.7%
4 3%
'1.'1 %

8,394
$27 1,608,580
'l ,787,345
1,331,600
444,2'17
11,528

'191,138

Cruise Passenqers 10
Total Air Passenger Arrivals from Outside SE 11
Total AlviHS Passengers from Outside SE 12
COMMERCIAL FISHING & SEAFOOD INDUSTRY
Total Seafood Emplovment (includes fishermen) 1, 6
Total Seafood Employment Earninqs 1, 6
Value of Seafood Processed 7
Pounds Landed (commercial seafood whole pounds by SE residents) 8
Estimated Gross Earn inqs lex-vessel value of pounds landedl 8

..

48
188,443
2,647
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-12%
28°/co
36%
-48%
-4 0%

3,743
$238,027,072
$422,042,543
208,340,000
$228,312,316

3,305
$170,616,738
$270,914,859
108,772,607
$135,971,839

$67 million
$151 million

3,836
$242,049,223

KEY INDUSTRY: 13% OF ALL EMPLqYMENT EARNINGS

Private Maritime plus USCG Wages 1.s,6

2020

OTHER SELECTED STATISTICS
Construction Employment 1,6 (6% all employment earnings)
Mining Employment 1 (5% of all employment earnings)
Timber Employment 1
Price of Gold 7
Total Southeast AMHS Ridership12
Cost of Living: Consumer Price lndex 1

1,946
861
321
$ 1,769
38,596
226.2

Housing Starts: Housing Permitted /Completed 4 -1
14

Annual Av~. Dome~tic Crude WTI Oil Prices (in $/Barrel) 14

...-- ---l'IC:

-24%

6,544

4,968
$289,144,738

Private Maritime p lus USCG Employment 1.s,6

-

$119 million
-1. 596,207

KEY INDUSTRY: 8% OF ALL EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS

3,675
$248,616,809

Avg. Daily Volume ANS Oil Production (mbbls/day)

-4 5%
-44%
89%

KEY INDUSTRY: 12% OF ALL EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS

HEALTH

Hea lth Care Employment 1, 6
Health Care Wag_es 1,6

,, ,.

:

$2. '15 billion
$1.37 b illion
$53,635
8.3%
2020

4,599
$152,669,002

Total Visitor Industry Emplovment
Total Visitor Industry Waqes/Earninqs 1. 6
Total Southeast Alaska Passenger Arrivals

& PRIVATE

••

2019

CHANGE
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l<EY INDUSTRY: 7% OF ALL EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS

.
1,

HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY PUBLIC

·'

.' .
.. .••...
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%CHANGE

20_19-2020

-28%

$403,353,4'10

I

2019
1,903
934
372
$1,392
135,388
228.7
259
489,77 1
$65.49

o/o

CHANGE

-5114.2 m illion
CHANGE

2%
-8%
-14%
27%
-72°/('>

-1 1%
-50%
-2%

-51

$377
-96 , 792
-3

-129

1
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The Southeast Alaska
2020 seafood harvest
was one of the worst
on record. Compared to data over the past
10 years, the 2020 catch was 63% below
average in terms of pounds landed, and 55%
lower in terms of total va lue. Lower pink
sa lmon harvest returns were primarily to
blame. Reduced seafood prices - due to the
shutdown of the global restaurant sector, as
well as impacts of the US-China trade war coincided devastatingly with one of the
lowest salmon catches in more than 40 years.
Processors spent millions on mitigation
measures, fu rther impacti ng
ex-vessel prices and
reducing workforce leve ls.
Fishermen caught nearly
100 million fewer pounds of
pink salmon than they did,
on avera ge, between 2010
and 2019 (-78%); and 52
mil lion fewe r pounds of
chum (-60 %).
The 2020 catch value of
$136 million was less than
ha lf of the inflation-adjusted
1O-year average value of
$305 million. Generally,
fishe rmen reported that they
had never worked so hard to
earn so little in 2020.

While the total volume of crab harvested in
2020, especially for Dungeness, was
significantly above average, the total value of
the catch was still markedly below 2019
values.
In 2020, the five salmon species represented
just 40% of the regional seafood catch by ex
vessel value. Halibut, b lack cod, and crab
accounted for nearly half of tota I catch value
in 2020. Typically, the majority of the
statewide catch of Chinook, coho, chum,
shrimp, Dungeness crab, and the dive
fisheries occurs in Southeast Alaska.

represents a loss of more than 400 jobs
compared to 2019, a nd a loss of 1,000
seafood sector jobs since 2015.
In 2020, shore-based seafood facilities in
Southeast Alaska processed 76 million
pounds of seafood, with a wholesale value of
$27 '1 million. This represents a 50% decrease
in seafood pounds processed compared to
2019, and a $151 million decline in the value
of processed product. While currently a sma ll
part of the larger seafood economy, efforts to
develop a maricu lture sector for shellfish and
seaweeds continue to expand.

The 2021 harvest to
date has been a
considerable
improvement over 2020. Seafood processing
jobs are up by 11%. In ASMl's August 24,
2021 update, Sockeye and Coho harvests are
above 2020, Chum and King harvests
remain similar, and a massive p ink harvest
fa r exceeds expectations. Sign ificantly
.,...,i;;,i.;...,..,;;::....;...;.,...;:;,.,;=jj,.,._ higher seafood prices have also helped
10-year avg. 2020 pounds Change from make 2021 a better yea r.
pounds landed
landed
10-year avg,
Species
SE Salmon Catch: 2021 vs. 2020
-7 8%
127,149,205
28,357,689
Year over year: w eek 34
Pink Salmon
Sockeye
97%
-63%
6,356,304
2,330,899
Sockeye Salmon
Pink
77%
-60%
86,626,657
34,784 ,994
Chum Sa lmon
Pink i.5 compcreC
0%
Chum/Keta
10 2019, d ue to Z
-56%
16,711 ,752
7,383,065
Coho Salmon
%year eye.le
30
Coho
-29%,
3,458,793
2,467,056
Chinook
Chinook
He rring
24,319,336
1,754,254
-93%
_25%
38%
100%
Ha libut
6,998,796
6,800,425
-3°1e While the sector faces uncertainty due to
Crab
4,663,317
7 ,772,985
67% changing ocean conditions, tariffs, state
Black Cod
9,519,259
9,661,862
1% budget cuts, and global farmed seafood
Al l Other
8,604,749
7,459,378
-l 3% competition, this season's h igher prices,
,...
increased jobs, and the potentia l for a
·
huge p ink salmon return are all good news
r M ) I ✓ El
The regional seafood industry (including
commercia l fish ing and seafood processing)
gene rated 3,300 annua l reg ional jobs and
$171 million in earnings in 2020, making up
8% of jobs and earnings in the reg ion. This
•

[

<

-----------------------------,i

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - for the regional seafood industry.
Sources: Combination of ADOL Employment and Wage data; US Census Non employer (self-em ployment) Statistics; ADF&G Seafood Production of Shorebased Plants in Southeast
Alaska; ADF&G Southeast Alaska Commercial Seafood Industry Harvest and Ex-Vessel Value Information; Alaska Commercial Salmon Harvests and Ex-vessel Values, ADF&G. Weekly
Alaska Salmon Harvest Updates are produced for ASMI by McKinley Research. Seafood Indust ry includ es animal aquaculture, fishing, & seafood product preparation and Southeast
Alaska resident commercial fishermen (nonresident fishermen & crew who d id not report / ~
inc~~e are excluded). Photo: By Chris Miller.
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The 2020 visitor
season was like no
other. Few tourists
arrived in the region, and those who did
found reduced opportunities to leave their
money here. However, because the visitor
industry includes all hotels, which were highly
utilized for quarantining - especially by the
mining sector - and restaurants, which quickly
pivoted to take-out menus and services,
employment levels were perhaps not as hard
hit as they could have been. Total jobs in the
visitor sector were cut by 45%, for a loss of
3,795 year-round-equivalent jobs. Wages fell
by $119 million, a drop of 44% compared to
2019
In 2020, just 191,000 air, ferry, and cruise
passengers (including residents) arrived in
Southeast Alaska from outside the region.
Airline passenger traffic from outside the
region decreased by 58%, cruise ship traffic
was reduced by 100%, and ferry passengers
from outside the region fell by 77% due to
the continued dramatic decreases in AMHS
funding and service (see page 10).
Tourists had been expected to spend nearly
$800 million across Southeast Alaska
commun ities in the summer of 2020, and the
visitor sector had been set to surpass the
state and municipal sectors to become the
largest wage provider in the region overall.

Instead, those working in the visitor industry
earned $153 million in 2020-just 7 percent
of all regional employment income,
compared to 12 percent the yeaI· before. The
average annualized wage in the visitor sector
was $33,195, the lowest of any industry.
2020 CRUISE SHIP SEASON CANCELLED

In 2020, 43 cruise ships were schedu led to
visit the region, carrying 1.41 million
passengers on 606 voyages. Two of the
region's smallest cruise ships with 48
combined passengers set sail in 2020, wh ile
the remainder were cancelled, due to a
prohibition of cruise sh ips passing through
Canada.
~USINESS LEADERS SURVEY

In April of 2021, leaders in the visitor sector
reported on how their· businesses were
fairing:
" Tourism businesses reported that revenue
was down by 62% since the pandemic
began.
~ One-third reported they would have
needed to close permanently without the
financial assistance made available through
federal relief programs.
• 50% were struggling to pay bills, rent, or
mortgage.
• 31 % of tourism leaders said they remain
vulnerable to closure.

.I
202

INCREASING JET
PASSENGERS

Whi le arriving air
passengers decreased by 56% in 2020, by
June 2021 passenger arrivals were up by 50%
across the region compared to the first half of
2020, with June-only traffic up 260% above
June 2020.

2021

CRUISE SHIPS RETURN

Large cruise ships returned to the region for
the first time in 21 months in July of 2021 ,
than ks to a fed era I act temporarily
suspending the Passenger Vessel Services
Act and allowing cru ise ships to bypass
Canada. The 79 expected port calls will
provide Southeast Alaska with the equivalent
of one-tenth of a typical tourism season.

B

Total ships
Total voyages
p lanned
Total projected
passengers
Weeks of service
First sh ip
Last ship

79
10% to 12% of
a full season
16
July
Mid-October
In 2022 if ships sa il

at normal capacity,
they are projected
to bring more than 1.S million cruise ship
passengers to Southeast Alaska, and account
for 90% of all tourists in t he region.
Developing enough capacity to serve this
number of visitors after two years of little to
no tourism will be a significant challenge for
regiona l businesses. Projected passengers for
3 of the region's largest ports of call are below:

2022 CRUISE

PROJECTIONS

Projected

Community Voyages

Projected

Passengers

Juneau

639

1,570,602

Ketchikan

598
474

1,401,387
1,203,139

Skagway

Sources: Cruise Lines International Association Alaska. Combination of ADOL Employment and Wage data and US Census Nonemployer (self-employment) Statistics; Alaska Visitors
Statistics Program (AVSP) VII; US Bureau of Transportation Statistics (RITA); Alaska Marine Highway System; Cruise Line Agencies of Alaska; Juneau International Airport Passenger
Statistics. Note: In this analysis, the visitor industry includes leisure and hospitality businesses. along with air, water & scenic transportation companies. Photo Credit: Allen Marine
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Mining Industry
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Mining saw the largest increase in wages of
any sector across t he region in 2020, growing
by 9%. While mining industry employment in
the region was technica lly down, this was mostly due to how jobs are
counted. Shift change protocols were reconfigured in response to
COVID-19 safety precautions. Longer schedules were developed in
early 2020, leading to an undercount in workers in some months.
There were 861 annual average mining jobs in Southeast Alaska , w ith
a payroll of $103 million. The average annual mining wage was
$120,000 in 2020, more than double the overall regional wage of
$53,635.

_"""1J

2

,-.,
These have not been
good years for the regional timber industry.
Timbe r jobs decreased by 14% in 2020 to 321
annualized workers and tota l wages dropped by 10%. Most of the
region's timber jobs are now concentrated on Prince of Wales Island,
home to Viking Lumber, the last remaining mid-sized sawmill in
Southeast Alaska.
Southeast timber jobs peaked at 3,543 annual average jobs in 1991
and have fallen by 91 % since that time .
In October of 2020, the Alaska Roadless Rule exemption was briefly
reinstated. Had this change been implemented the Tongass National
Forest would have been exempted from the 2001 regulation
protecting roadless areas in national forests nationally, making higher
levels of regiona l timber available for harvesting.

Three mines in the reg ion account for nearly al l mining employment.
Hecla Greens Creek is one of the largest silver mines in the world,
Coeu r Alaska's Kensington Mine is exclusively a gold m ine, and t he
Dawson Mine is a smaller gold and silver project on Prince of Wales.
In 2020, Greens Creek had a record production of 10.5 million ounces
of silver and 56,8 14 tons of zinc. Kensington achieved a near record
production of 124,867 ounces of gold. There are several mining
exploration projects underway including Palmer in Haines, Herbert
Gold in Juneau, Bokan Mountain and Niblack, both on Prince of
Wales. Mining exploration activity in the reg ion was notably down in
2020 due to pandemic limitations.
In August 2021, Hecla Greens Creek had
450 ful l-time permanent employees (+10
from 2020), and Coeur Alaska Kensington
had a staff of 383 (-3 from 2020). Dawson
Mine reported 40 full time workers. Metal prices, which rise in

In July of 2021, the US Department of
Agriculture reversed this earlier decision,
restoring the 2001 Roadless Rule in the
Tongass, and announcing a new "Southeast
Alaska Sustainability Strategy" aimed at ending large-scale old growth
timber sales in the Tongass and refocusing US Forest Service
management on forest restoration, recreation, climate, wildlife habit,
and watershed improvement s.

1

202

In 2021 the Sealaska Corporation, wh ich had played a major role in
the region's timber economy for 42 years, announced a transition
away from the logging industry to focus on ocean-based food and
·
port n'it·e
t ounsm op
u I s.

response to economic turmoil, have been strong. Higher precious
metals values provide ongoing optimism for this sector.

Timber industry employment will continue to contract. While there are Gold
·
d
•· f
· b
I •
•
'ff
per
some continue opportunities or t1m er sa es in Asia, tan s
b unce
2
imposed by China on imports of Alaska spruce logs have made it
$ ,ooo
difficult to negotiate agreements. Moreover, operators across the
region continue to face constant environmenta l litigation, further
disrupting harvest operations.
Annual Report; Hecla Mining Company Annual Report. U.S. lnternationa I Trade
Commission. Photo credits: Tessa Axelson and Michael Penn.

Averaoe Gold and Silver F-rices 2008 to Aug.2021
~

Gold

Silver

Silver

OU~~~
$35

$1,600

$25

$1,200

$15

Sources: ADOL Employment and Wage dota; Kitco Metals Inc; Coeur Mining Inc.
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Construction Industry
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For the first time in seven years
constl"Uction employment was up in 2020.

Jobs in this sector increased by 43 workers,
a two percent increase due to the prioritization of construction
projects during the pandemic. Construction workers in the region
earned $134 million in 2020, an increase of two percent over the
previous year. Construction was a larger portion of the overall
regional economy in 2020, rising from four percent of all workforce
earnings to six, helping to stabilize the larger economy.
Housing construction was down in 2020 by 50%, as only 130 new
units were permitted 01· completed across the region, compared to
259 in 2019.
Early data shows that construction jobs in
the first half of 2021 were up
• substantially. by nine percent. Tourism
projects helped drive this increase. Recently completed tourism
projects include a gondola and dock in Hoonah, a new dock and
facility at Ward Cove, the new Sitka Sound Cruise Terminal, and the
Juneau Archipelago project. As the tourism industry restarts in the
region, so do plans for future tourism projects. Federally-funded
projects and tourism infrastructure developments have become the
focus of current and future construction efforts. Due to budget
constraints, state- and municipally-funded construction projects
have mostly waned. Cuts in state spend ing led to the reduction of
large-scale construction projects across the region.
The federal lnfrastru.cture Investment and Jobs Act, which has not
yet passed, is expected to include funding for projects in Southeast
Alaska. In the meantime, the federal CARES Act waived matching
funds for some projects, making large infrastructure grants more
accessible for local municipalities. There remains some uncertainty
moving forward in the construction/engineering sector, as firms are
busy but will not yet have future project certainty until the federal
infrastructure bill passes.

Health Care Industry
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Health care became the nation's t op prio rity
in 2020, as we ll as the region's. Southeast
Alaska's 3,675 public and private healthcare
workers comprised 9% of the regiona l workforce in 2020, earning
12% ($249 million) of all wages. Regiona l health care employment
fell by 150 annualized jobs in 2020. Despite a drop in jobs, total
earnings for the industry increased by 3%. Wages have been
increasing to attract workers. The region was already facing a
shortage of health care workers pre-pandemic due to an aging
populace and g rowing patient volumes. With the advent of
COVID-19, the demand fo1· health care workers intensified
nationally and globally, making it even more d ifficu lt for t he region
to attract and compete for workers.
The region's largest health care provider, South East A laska
Regiona l Health Consortium (SEARHC) has been expanding
services across the region. The newly-constructed Wrangel l
Medical Center opened in 2021 , in Petersburg the Oceanside
Dental Clinic and Mountainside Behavioral Health recently opened ;
in Juneau the Ethel Lund Medical Center received an extensive
remodel and the new Mountainside Urgent Care opened; and in
Sitka an agreement was reached with the Indian Health Service to
begin construction on a new state-of-the-art regional facil ity.

2 0 21

Early data indicates that health care jobs
are down incrementally in 2021 , by 0.5% .
This tracks with larger trends. Nationally

and reg ionally health care worker vacancies have been increasingly
harder to fill as the pandemic continues. Southeast health care
institutions have shown a high level of readiness in the face of the
COVID-19 crisis.

Southeast Alaska Health Care Employment Wages

$231 $242 $249

(in millions)

$250

$211
$175

$175

Sources: Combination of Alaska Department of Labor Employment and Wage data and US

Census Nonemployer (self-employment) Statistics; State of Alaska. Photography credits:
SEARHC and Sander Schijvens.
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Southeast State Jobs

Government
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-=,tate jobs in the region are down for the

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

8th year in a row, for a total of 1,140 jobs
lost since 2012, a de:::/me of 20%

Local government employment was down by
268 jobs, a 5% loss in 202C Tribal
government jobs remained flat. Total local
wages increased by one percent.

5,600

493 JOBS IN 2020
WAG ES UP BY 1%
DOWN

FtDERA'. GO\'EFNfvlE:",•

2

Government wages
made up 31% (12,501)
of the r·eg ion 's jobs ir.
2020, and 37% of all regional employment
earnings ($789 million) and acted as a
significant economic stabilizer to the reg ion,
as private wages fell by 13%. Overall public
sector wages actua lly grew by $8 million in
2020, an increase of one percent, although
government j obs were down by 4%,

4,900

In a reversal of long-term trends, the federal

4,200

government added 42 jobs in 2020, an
increase of two percent while wages
increased by one percent, mostly due t o th e
addition of federal census workers. Federal
jobs in 2020 remain 650 below 2004 levels.
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of 1,140 annualized workers. Comparatively,
outside Southeast, just 12.5% of State jobs
have been cut.
51,,TE:. BUDGET CRISIS

5Tf,TE GOVERNMENT LOSSES

For the past eight years, the region has
st ruggled with the impacts of decreased
Stat e government employment and
spend ing. The state remains the region's
most important economic sector, providing
13% of all regional wages. From 2012 to
2020, stat e jobs have fal len by 20%, a d ecl ine

.

Avg. Dally Volume of the Trans Alaska Pipeline System
and Inflation Adjusted Price Per Baro·el, 1978-2021

...

Even before COVID-19, Alaska's budget was
in a state of crisis due to declining oil
production and prices. Historically, oil
accounted for up to 90% of the state
unrestricted general fund; currently, oil
provides less than 25 percent.
The State of Alaska has operated in deficit
mode for the past eight years, using $18.8
billion in savings to cover budget gaps since
FY14, leaving these accounts almost entirely
depleted. Alaska is the only state in the US
without broad-based taxes like a sales or
personal income tax.
However, there is some good news for State
coffers. The Alaska Permanent Fund ended
t he fiscal year with a total value of nearly
$81.1 billion, 24% higher than it did at the
start of the year.

With such significant pandemic revenue
losses, the saving grace for Southeast Alaska
was the $57 6.2 million in federal COVID-19
relief funds that were d irected toward the
region in the form of grants and loans. Relief
funding has been a critical support for
regiona l households, businesses, service
providers, and communities during the
COVID-19 crisis.
SE COVID-19 RELIEF
Co mmunity
Juneau Borough
Ketchikan Borough
Sitka Borough
Petersburg Borough
Skagway Municipality
Prince of Wa !es-Hyder
Haines Borough
Wrangell Borough
Hoonah-Angoon Census Area
Yakutat Borough

Non-specific
Southeast Total

CARIES $

$206,770,278
$126,280,581
$78,347,023
$36,201,167
$34,584,659
$29,253,805
$21,617,152
$14,899,910
$14,566,737
$6,489 ,640
$7,219,051
S576.2 mill '

Sources: ADOL Employment and Wage data; Alaska Department of Revenue Crude Oi l Prices. Alaska Office 01
Management Budget. Photo of the Juneau Assembly by Juneau Empire.
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13,477

2020 marked the
,
6th consecutive year
of population
decline in Southeast Alaska. In 2020,
regional births exceeded deaths by 170,
and 795 more people moved away than
moved into the region.

0
l

I:

place. A quarter of people in the region
are now age 60 or older. The median age
of every borough is 40 or older, with the
notable exception of Juneau. In the
Haines and the Hoonah-Angoon census
areas th e median age is 48.6. The median
age of Southeast is 4 .5 years older than
the state as a whole.

J '

The 10-year US Census numbers, released
in August 2021, show a one percent overa ll
increase of 622 new residents over· th e last
decade. The region's share of the state
population shrank incrementally by 0.2%.
Juneau gained 980 people and Ketchikan
added 471 . Gains over the last decade
were most significant percentage-wise in
Gustavus +48% and Skagway +28%. The
most significant 10-years losses, accord ing
to the US Census, took place in Haines
-428, Sitka - 423, and Wrangell -242. The
census shows the region has become more
diverse. The Alaska Native population grew
from 23% to 26% of all residents, for a t otal
of 18,500 Alaska Native residents (+1, 100).

N
Southeast has the state's oldest residents.
Since 2010, the most pronounced
demographic shift has been the aging of
the population. During that period, the 60p lus population grew by 5,600 peopl e, a
48% increase over 2010 due to aging in

- Jl

I
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In 2020, enrollment was down by 6%
across the region. While K-12 enrollment
increased regionally in 201 9, the mostly
online 2020 pandemic school year
reduced public school population by 661
st udents as parents chose homeschooling
programs, many of which did not direct
funds to local school districts. Wrangell
saw the highest percentage loss at 41 %.
Juneau lost 569 students, a decline of
12% - but gained more than half of
those back during the first week of school
in 2021, according to early data. A loss of
funding allocation due to the loss of
students enrolled in regional school
districts could impact the financial
position of regional schools.
The elements that created population
losses in recent years, most notably the
reduction of state jobs and services, have
been exacerbated by the 2020 COVID
economy. Pandemic conditions will likely
lead to further population decline.
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Sources: Alaska Department of Labor (ADOL); ADOL Southeast Alaska Population by Ag ". Sex and Borough/Census Area; Alaska Population Projections.
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Jobs plummeted across the region in 2020, as
expected. By far the hardest hit community
was Skagway, wh ich lost nearly half of all
annualized jobs (-48%). Haines, Hoonah, and
Klukwan each lost approximately a quarter of
all jobs; while Ketchikan, Sitka, Angoon , and
Gustavus lost between 13 to 1 5%.
Wh ile some communities, such as Skagway
and Haines, lost a similar percentage of wages
and jobs, people in communitie$ like Juneau
and Petersburg earned a similar level 01
overa ll wages to 2019, despite significant job
decreases in 2020.
Yakutat defied pandemic trends, adding both
jobs and wages in 2020.
This c1nalysis excludes self-employment date,
which is not made available below the
borough/census area level. Still, tracking
change in labor figures 1s an important way to
track overall workforce changes in a
community.

.,.

... ·~

1-:

'

.

Loss of Regional Jobs

.

ANNUAL EMP.LOYMENT CHANGE BY

2019 TO 2020

r
Juneau Borough
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The Southeast Alaska panhandle extends 500 miles
along the coast from Metlakatla to Yakutat,
encompassing approximately 33,500 square miles of
land and water. The saltwater shoreline of Southeast
Alaska totals approximately 18,S00 miles. More than
1,000 islands make up 40 percent of the total land
area. The region is home to 34 communities. The
three largest communities - Juneau, Ketchi kan, and
Sitka - together are home to 75 percent of the
regional population.
CUL uHE

The dom inant culture in the region is indigenous.
Alaska Natives - the Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian - make
up more than a quarter (26%) of the region's population.
The Tlingit have resided in the region for 11,000 years. The
region's mild climate, abundant food and raw materials
supported the development of highly-organized and culturallyadvanced societies with extensive trade routes and rich artwork.
ECONOMIC TRENDS

Starting in the 1880s, the economy of Southeast Alaska experienced
a century of growth that intensified after statehood in 1959. From
statehooo into the 1990s, population and employment levels in
Southeast more than doubled as the workforce expanded in the
areas of mining, government, fishing, tourism, and timber. In the
beginning of the 1990's seafood and timber directly accounted for a
fifth of the regional economy. However, over that next decade pulp
mills and sawmills in the region closed, laying off 3,200 workers.
During the same period, the value of salmon declined and catch
levels fell. The population continued to decline through 2007.
Between 2008 and 2015, the region experienced a significant
economic recovery, rebounding to record numbers of jobs, wages,
and residents. However, the state budget crisis resulted in 1,140
State of Alaska jobs cut across the region, reversing the economic
trajectory. The strength of the visitor sector was poised to lead the
region to a stronger economic position in 2020, but the COVID-19
pandem ic wiped out the tourism season, wreaking havoc across the
regional economy. An extremely poor 2020 salmon season
exacerbated the economic impacts of the pandemic.

NEARLY ALL THE REST
(MOSTLY GLACIER BAY)

3.4%
2.5% •

o..,
0.05%

ALASKt N t,f,! E
ORGANIZATIONS ARE "t"H t
REGION'S NEXT LARG EST'
1..ANDOWNEP
STATE OF ALASKA
LANDS INCLUDE TH0SC.
MANAGED AS PART OF THE
MENTAL HEALTH TRU '>T

MUNICIPAL LANO

H

LAND O WNERSHIP

.__PRIVATE LANDOWNERS

'

Sources: State of Alaska; US Forest Service; Sealaska. Economies in transition: An assessment
of trends re/evantto management of the Tongass National Forest, USDA 1998. Image
Credits: Section of SHI clan house by Dav,d Boxley. Boat photo by N,ck Stanchenko.
t"•

A lack of privately-owned land and land available for development is
unique to Southeast Alaska and impacts the ability of the region to
nurture the private sector. (See infographic on the left.) Southeast
Alaska's land ownership is dominated by the federal government,
which manages 94 percent of the land base. Most of this (78%, or
16.75 million acres) is the Tongass National Forest. The remaining
federal lands are mostly in Glacier Bay National Park. The State
manages 2.5 percent of the total land base (511,500 acres), including
the Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority and University of Alaska
lands. Boroughs and communities own 53,000 acres-a quarter of
one percent of the regiona l land base. Alaska Native organizations,
including village, urban, regional corporations, and the Annette
Island Reservation, own 3 .4 percent (728,100 acres). Other private
land holdings account for 0.05 percent of the regional land base.
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Southeast Alaska Pandemic Economics
Change in Southeast Jobs: irst 16 Months of COVID-19 Job Losse. = -5,800
-45%
-41%

-20%

As the pandemic wears on, the full impacts

•·

of COVI D-19 on Southeast Alaska jobs and
the economy have become evident.
-17%
During the first 16 months of the pandemic,
,_· of SE jobs April 2020 through July 2021, jobs in Southeast
·•
los"I:
have been lost at a much higher rate than the rest of Alaska
or the US. Monthly job declines, compared to the same pre
pandemic month in 2019, range from a loss of 10,000 jobs in July
2020 to 2,300 jobs in March of 2021.

15%

Hardest hit were those sectors that provide tourism services. Combined, the
transportation, leisure, hospitality, and retail sectors shed 4,122 jobs (excluding selfemployment), with the transportation se::tor down by 45% due to the decline of
scenic and sightseeing transportation activities. For purposes of this analysis the first
16 months of pandemic employment losses were averaged.

- 13%
-12%
-8%

Local Gov1t -7%
Logging, Minfng -7%

State Gov't -5%

The seafood processing sector was down 12% overall in the first 16 months of the
pandemic. These jobs losses were exacerbated by the abysmal summer salmon
returns and compounded by low seafood prices.

Financial Activities -4%

The struggling state sector, which had already been cut deeply in prior years, was
down by 238 additional jobs (5%), compared to the same period prior to the
pandemic.

Tribal Gov't

-3%

Federal Gov't + 19 jobs

A 2021 July-only snapshot shows a decline of 7,300 regiona l jobs over July 2019, a 17%
decline. Comparatively, the US as a whole is down by 2.7% and Alaska is down by 10%.

Construction +38 jobs

Note that self-employment data for this dataset is not available and has not been
includeo in this analysis. Approximately one-fifth of Southeast
jobs are independent workers, including sole-proprietors and Loss of Alaska Jobs:
commercial fishermen. It is assumed that these jobs were lost at a
.J r..,, cy ,J,\ld5K
n:y 011
similar rate.
HowdoCOVID
Southeast job
losses compare?

Southeast COVID-19
Since the pandemic hit Alaska in March of 2020, jobs in the Southeast region have
been down sharply, especially in the summer months. In June of 2020, the region
was down by nearly a quarter of all jobs (24%) compared to June of 2019. A year
later, in June of 2021, jobs were down by 18%. In November 2020 through March
Southwest
2021, jobs were "only" down by seven to eight percent, but in a place where the
•7°/o
summer months are also referred to as the "working season" for several
industries, summer employment counts are the most critical.
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NEIGHBORHOOD

The subject is located in the core area of downtown Juneau with boundaries of the State
of Alaska Capitol Building to the north, Franklin Street to the east, the waterfront to the
south, and the Willoughby District to the west.
With the completion of the new floating cruise ship docks in 2016, embarking and
disembarking positions of the cruiseships moved closer to the central downtown area.
The result was such that the walking patterns of passengers off the ships, which had
previously been heavily oriented to South Franklin Street, had now included the
Shattuck Way, Seward Street, and Front Street area of downtown.
South of Eastaugh Way in the downtown area, developments are typically oriented to
the cruiseship industry and typically include retail stores, often with apartments on the
upper levels. When the tourist season ends, this part of downtown Juneau becomes
very quiet, as nearly all stores shut down.
Within two to three blocks of the subject are the Alaska State Office Building and State
Courthouse, the State of Alaska Capitol Building, and the Legislative Office Building.
The people working at these locations frequent the downtown area. This neighborhood
offers an interesting blend of restaurants, services, galleries, breweries, distilleries,
cafes and coffee shops, as well as trendy boutique stores.
The Triangle Building at 114 S. Franklin sold to Skagway Jeweler a few years ago and
longtime tenants have relocated as rents reportedly were significantly increased. The
1928 building is iconic but reportedly needs upgrading. Near to the Triangle Building, the
Hellenthal Building, originally designed for theatre uses, and more recently a bank branch
and movie theatre, is now the home of the Hellenthal Loft Apartments, new retail shops
on Front Street, and the Devils Club Brewery. 154 S. Franklin Street and 249 Front Street
were purchased and operate as trendy bars and pubs.
The Walter Soboleff Center was completed in 2015 and is a three-story mixed use
building of 30,000 SF with a LEED Gold certification and a design that incorporates native
Alaskan culture and art. The building has frontage on Shattuck Way, Seward and Front
Streets. Across Seward Street and conforming to the style of this building is the Sealaska
Heritage Arts Complex. This project increases public safety and is intended to draw more
visitors to the core of downtown. It will be a cultural experience and gathering place for
the public and for tourists with 6,000 SF of plaza area. Underneath it is underground
parking for the Sealaska Plaza office building.
Retail Market in Downtown Area

There are few vacancies of retail spaces in the downtown market that are advertised for
lease. There are four newer retail spaces at the rear of the Emporium Building on
Shattuck Way. Improvements were made to this west side to create four new rental
spaces now occupied by Barnaby Brewing, Sequence Board Shop, First Impressions
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Salon and Juneau Food Tours located at 165-167 Shattuck Way. At 116 Seward Street,
a vacant space has been spoken for and will open as Tease Salon in February of 2022.
The space was rented at its asking rate of $1 .89 SF plus power.
A four-unit condominium development on Seward Street, called the Sommers on
Seward, has rented and/or sold two of the three retail units which are each just over
1,300 SF in size. The middle unit is available for sale or for lease. The walk up second
level office is available for sale and the seller will include plans to convert it to residential
units.
Office Space Sector

There is a wide variety of office space in the downtown area, including mid-rise buildings
with elevators, low rise buildings with walk up offices and offices located in older
residential buildings.
The subject's broad neighborhood includes many publicly owned office buildings,
predominantly owned by the State of Alaska, which are located near to the Alaska State
Capitol and Courthouse buildings at the corner of Main and 4th Streets. The Federal
offices are located in the Willoughby District to the west, as are the three office buildings
at 400-410 Willoughby and SLAM.
The SLAM (State Library and Archives Museum) was renovated and expanded over a
two-year period in the Willoughby District on Whittier Street. Upon completion of this
project in 2016, office space was freed up in other State-owned buildings in the area.
Reacting to State budget cuts and to the completion of the SLAM project, many State
agencies were downsized, and the metrics (space per employee) used by the State was
decreased, which resulted in less office space required.
The Legislative Council recently to accept the Juneau Community Foundation's
donation of the Assembly Building located at 211 Fourth Street in Juneau to the
Legislature's Capitol complex. With this gift, the complex now totals five adjacent
buildings. The Assembly Building will be refurbished once the House-Senate committee
Legislative Council determines the best use of the facility, which could include
legislative housing, consolidation of legislative offices not located in the complex, and
leased space for private entities. The building sold for $1,250,000 which equates to $52
SF of GBA.
The 400 - 41 0 Willoughby Buildings are located in the subject's neighborhood and
include 95,454 SF GBA. This office complex, has been significantly impacted by State
of Alaska downsizing and is now approximately 65% occupied by State agencies. In
2019, DEC renewed their lease in the 41 0 Willoughby Building for 10 years, incentivized
by a renovation of the space at a cost of over $2 million for their 22,270 SF space.
This complex has recently sold and the buyers, The Tlingit and Haida Council, intend to
occupy at least half of the vacant space. The sale price for this complex was
$15,000,000.
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In the Michael J. Burns building at 801 W . 10th Street, the State Department of Revenue
vacated 17,212 SF within the past year, and the Department of Education reduced its
leased area by over 3,000 SF this past year. Their term ends in June of 2022 and this
agency decided not to renew. A request for 14,000 SF of office space has been sent out
by the State of Alaska recently to accommodate this agency in Juneau. Private sector
leasing of 4,100 SF has taken place in this building on the ground level. With the exit of
the Department of Education, this _building will be one-third vacant.
The Sealaska Plaza office building is fully occupied, as is the Senate Building; both are
served by elevators and are in the core downtown. The Goldstein Building has 1,715 SF
of vacant office space which is 4.8% of the office area in the building. It is noteworthy
that 73% of the vacant space is committed for, with a lease beginning on February 1 of
2022. Its upper four floors are offices and three state agencies occupy 48% of the area
on these floors. In the 431 N. Franklin Street office building, HS&S recently renewed for
an additional five years. The rate is $1. 98 SF full service and moderate
repairs/upgrades are required by the landlord.
Carlton Smith, a commercial real estate broker with a downtown office, posted the
following blog on his website that pertains to offices. "Since the eighties and nineties,
office lease rates have been essentially dictated by the State and Federal governments,
with rates that government was willing to pay. This stable market lasted for three
decades until oil revenues dropped drastically. Today, office leasing in Juneau has
segmented itself by lease renewals of larger spaces with parking, mid-sized spaces with
less parking, and smaller spaces downtown in backfill locations with poor visibility.
Overall, the shortage of new space options has now resulted in rates that have
remained flat since 2015. We predict that the future of lease rates in Juneau will begin
to reflect real differences in the areas that feature different access and appeal to the
agencies involved. Even with moderate job loss, we see lease rates staying steady
because construction of new office space is still not feasible due to the high cost of land,
labor and materials."
Apartments
On Craigslist, several furnished apartments are available for rent until April 2022; all are
located on South Franklin Street. It is typical during the off season for seasonal
furnished apartments to be listed for rent. There are few listings for conventional
ai::,artments in the downtown area at this writing.
City and Borough of Juneau Projects
The neighborhood benefits from a multi-year rebuild of downtown streets including
reconstruction of North Franklin Street from Front Street to Second Street, and the
upgrading of Front Street with new light poles, asphalt, sidewalk and pedestrian crossing
work and storm drain installation. The CBJ Planning Commission is proposing parking
code revisions which include reorganization, establishing a "Town Center" parking
standard, revised parking district boundaries and allowing parking waivers downtown.
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT SITE
Site

The subject site is shown on several exhibits in this section. This is an irregular shaped
site, with 105 feet of frontage on Seward Street, 98 feet of frontage on 2nd Street, and
average depth of 105 feet and an average width of 165 feet. As shown, the buildings hug
the two streets and behind the improvements there is vacant land surrounded by the
REAHC building to the north and west, where a gravel area is used for parking.
The land area is 12,282 SF and the land to building ratio is 1: 39: 1. As the As-Built Survey
shows, access to the rear parking lot is from a narrow triangular area that is about 18 feet
wide at 2nd Street, narrowing to less than 5 feet wide where it meets the rear parking area.
The above area is not adequate to provide any parking alongside the Rainforest Farm
building. A perpetual easement that allows ingress and egress to the rear parking area.
Topography and Soils

A review of the contour map for the area indicates that Seward Street, from 4th Street
south to Front Street, is a modestly sloping hillside. The subject site is level in topography.
South of Front Street, the topography of the area flattens out as it meets Gastineau
Channel. The soils conditions are assumed to be adequate to support the existing
improvements over the remaining economic life.
Access

Seward Street is a north/south street in the downtown core that allows for southbound
traffic only. Seward Street, at its south end, accesses Egan Drive which provides access
out of the downtown area and on to the northbound expressway or to Marine Way which
becomes South Franklin Street and then Thane Road, a two-lane paved road as it leaves
the downtown area and ends south of town.
Front Street is an eastbound paved street in the downtown core that intersects with Main
Street, Seward Street, Shattuck Way and Franklin Street.
In the past several years, street improvements have been completed in the core area
along Franklin Street between Admiral Way and Second street, and along the length of
Front Street. This work included asphalt and sidewalk removal, replacement of light poles,
storm drain installation and improvements to pedestrian crossings.
There is on street parking on these streets with a two-hour limit during business hours.
Utilities

Underground water, sewer, power and phone lines serve the downtown area. Cellular
service is widely available in Juneau.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Easements
Across 224 2nd Street is a perpetual access easement allowing access to the parking area
at the north end of the subject site.
Zoning
The subject is zoned MU - Mixed Use. This zoning classification accommodates a mix of
appropriate commercial and residential uses. MU zoning reflects the existing downtown
development pattern and is intended to maintain the stability of the downtown area.
Downtown Parking Districts
As a following exhibit shows, the subject is located in the PD-1 parking district. The PD-1
and PD-2 parking districts were adopted when zoning regulations were changed to apply
parking requirements in the downtown area. When parking requirements were enacted
for downtown zones, the PD-1 and PD-2 overlay zones were adopted to reduce the
impact of this change on downtown properties.
In the PD-1 district, there is no parking requirement for any change of use of an existing
structure, and the requirement for new construction is reduced to 60% of the normal
standard. As a following exhibit illustrates, the subject is located in a PD-1 parking district.
Within the PD-2 district, parking requirements are reduced to 30% of the normal standard.
The CBJ Planning Commission, reported in May of this year that it is considering
proposed changes to parking laws, giving special consideration to Downtown Juneau with
the goal of improving the viability of downtown development. The proposed revision
includes the following. The Case No. is AME2021 0003 and is ongoing as of the last
Planning Commission in September.
•

•
•

Establish a "Town Center" parking district to replace the existing Parking District 1
and 2. The required number of spaces would be reduced to 60 percent for "Town
Center'' parking.
Parking Waivers Downtown - Until this revision, properties in the parking districts
were not eligible to apply for waivers.
"Town Center" map revision - Current downtown parking district boundaries are
expanded to include the following :
One block uphill from the current boundary on 5th Street
The waterfront from the AJ dock to the 1(jh Street Bridge
The Flats area that includes the Federal Building, Parkshore
Condominiums, and Mountainview Apartments

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Juneau Downtown Historic District
The subject is located just outside of this district, as shown on a following exhibit. The
Juneau Downtown Historic District encompasses the historic commercial heart of the
city. It extends along South Franklin Street, from the cruise terminal in the south to
Second Street in the north, and westward along Second and Front Streets to Main
Street. The district border is the south side of 2nd Street and the subject property lies on
the north side of 2nd Street.
This area was the center of Juneau's economic activity from its founding in 1880 as a
gold mining camp, through its growth into an urbanized area in the early 20th century,
including its eventual designation as the territorial capital in 1906.
The Juneau downtown buildings are an excellent representation of early twentieth
century commercial architecture in small Pacific Coast communities. Late Victorian, late
19th and Early 20th Century American Movements, and Modern Movement architectural
styles are represented by building in the Juneau Downtown Historic District which is
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Hazardous Waste Issues
None were observed and it is assumed that none exist.

Flood Plain
A review of the CBJ FEMA 2013 mapping, the subject is not in flood plain.
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DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENTS

The subject improvements reflect the most prevalent type of construction at the turn of
the century in downtown Juneau, where one and story buildings, most with basements,
were constructed of wood framework and siding, with a combination of storefront and
double hung windows and flat roofs.
A review of the assessor's files indicates that the improvements date to the early 1900's
with additions and upgrades made over the years. The construction type is Class D with
wood framing with wood or metal siding on concrete foundations. The walls and ceilings
are insulated. The buildings front Seward Street and 2nd Street and all have storefront
entrances and windows and facades hiding the flat built-up systems.

SUMMARY OF BUILDING AREAS

Street Level
Gross
Building
Area

7,517 SF

Second
Level
1,309 SF

Total GBA

8,826 SF

Total
NRA
7,113 SF
81%
efficiency

The buildings front Seward or 2nd Street and all have windows and storefront retail
doors facing the sidewalk. All of the tenant shops are plumbed and heated and have
operating windows for ventilation. All of the building areas are sprinklered. The
Rainforest Farms building has a gable metal roof.
The finishes in the rental areas vary as to floor finish, wall finish and ceiling finish . Some
of the spaces have incorporated wood slats in their interiors. Some of the spaces have
exposed pipes and high sheetrock ceilings, some have suspended ceilings with
acoustical tiles. The floor finish varies from space to space and includes vinyl planks,
wood, ceramic tile and carpeting. Lighting also varies in the rental areas, and track lights,
flush mounted fluorescent lights, suspended lights and wall mounted lights all exist.
Each retail tenant has at least one restroom. Rainforest Farms has two and the apartment
has a kitchen and a bathroom. The Rainforest Farms has two restrooms. Rainforest
Farms has a processing area at the rear, with similar features to a commercial kitchen.
Good Vibes Cafe also has a commercial kitchen. The 217 Seward Street space has a
hand sink in the back room .
There is one apartment at 213 Seward Street. It is accessed by an interior stair to the
second level. Due to window placement and ingress/egress issues, this 1,100 SF
apartment is marketed as a large studio. It has a single and a double French door in the
apartment that separates areas while bringing in light. The double French door defines
the bedroom area, which has a large walk-in closet.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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The apartment has a full bath, a kitchen with all appliances, and a washer/dryer. It has
two street facing windows and one east facing window. The apartment is heated by a
Toyo Stove. Rent is $1,378 month and includes a parking spot behind the building.
Parking in this area is worth $95 month, which would indicate rent for just the apartment
of $1,283 month.
Windows and Doors
There are energy efficient fixed pane storefront windows in wood casements along the
street level of the building. There are transom operable windows for the corner cafe and
for the retail spaces (above the entrance doors). The apartment has operable windows
and Rainforest Farms has many operable windows along two sides of the building.
Power
Power lines are underground in this area and power serves all of the buildings. Each
tenant has its own electric meter and is directly billed by AEL&P for electricity.
Lighting
Lighting varies and includes flush mounted in suspended ceilings, track lighting,
suspended decorative lighting, etc.
Plumbing
All tenant spaces in the building, except for the warehouse, are plumbed.
Heating
This property has a heating system that is oil fired hot water heat. The underground fuel
tank is to the rear of the buildings and is 600 gallons. It serves all of the spaces except
the second floor apartment, which has a Toyo stove.
Fire Safety
The buildings are sprinklered throughout with dry or wet systems. CBJ records show 470
·
SF of dry sprinkler.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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TENANCY IN SUBJECT PROPERTY

Tenant

Rent

Area Rented

Rent /SF

Comments

201 Seward
Street - Good
Vibes Cafe
205 Seward
Street - Nana's
Attic
209 Seward
Street - loots

$2,494 (with
COVID discount)

1,435 SF

$1 .74 SF

$817
w/COVID discount

495 SF

$1 .65 SF

$1 ,596
w/COVID discount

1,079 SF

$1.48 SF

213 Seward
Street - 2 nd floor
Apartment
217 Seward
Street- Don
Mon::ian Gallery
221 Seward
Street - Giana
Barret
216 2nd Street Rainforest Farms

$1,378

1,100SF

$1 .25 SF

Non COVID rent is
$2,850 or $1 .99
SF
Non COVID rent is
$1 ,092 or $2.21
SF
Non COVID rent is
$1 ,995 or $1 .85
SF
Includes 1 parking
space behind
buildina

$808

494 SF

$1 .64 SF

$793

530 SF

$1 .50 SF

$2,850

1,230 SF

$2.32 SF

NHN - Rookery
Warehouse
Total

$950

750 SF

$1 .27 SF

Has a 120 SF
covered front
porch

7113 SF

Overall Condition and Estimate of Remaining Economic Life

As the photographs show, the building inside and out, has been well maintained and
offers restaurant/cafe, service, retail and apartment space that conforms to the market in
which it competes. Historical buildings that are well maintained and upgraded often have
useful lives that are well beyond 100 years. The estimated remaining life of this property
is not less than 30 years.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Components of Building
Framing System -Wood studs
Insulation - batt insulation in walls and ceilings
Exterior - wood siding at exposed areas and at non-exposed areas, wood or metal.
Windows - energy efficient windows in wood casements - mix of fixed pane and operable
Roof - flat built-up roofs on all buildings except for Rainforest Farms building which has
a gable metal roof.
Heating - the building has a boiler that heats and distributes hot water heat to the building
areas.
Hot Water - domestic hot water heaters provide hot water to the building
Lighting - the lighting varies throughout the building and includes suspended ceilings with
canned or flush mounted lighting, suspended fluorescent and/or decorative pendant
lighting and suspended track lighting.
Ventilation - the building has operable windows but no air conditioning system.
Water/sewer - CBJ provides water and sewer to the subject property.
Flooring - the flooring varies and includes wood floors, commercial carpeting, vinyl, vinyl
plank and concrete, depending upon the area.
Wall finishes - the wall finishes vary and included painted sheetrock, painted wood
wainscoting or wood panel, washable surfaces in restroom and kitchen areas.
Ceiling Finishes - these vary and include suspended acoustical grid systems, painted
sheetrock, and wood slats.
Ceiling Heights - 1O to 11 feet

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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SUBJECT PHOTOGRAPHS

~

View South on Seward Street

213 - 221 Seward Street

205-209 Seward Street
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I

217 Seward Street

209 Seward Street
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221 Seward Street

Good Vibes Cafe at 201 Seward Street
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201 Seward Street Good Vibes Cafe

216 2nd Street Rainforest Farms above & below

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Looking East at Rear of Subject Property
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE

The definition of highest and best use is as follows:
The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an improved property, which is
physically possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and that results in the
highest value.
As-Vacant

If vacant, the subject site, located centrally in the downtown area, would be suitable for a
mix of uses that are commonly found downtown, including services, offices, and
apartments. If vacant, it would be held in speculation until such time as development is
financially feasible.
As Improved

The subject enjoys a corner location in the core of downtown Juneau and is a multi-tenant
investment property that has retail, and restaurant spaces, a shop area and a second
floor efficiency apartment. There are several parking spaces at the rear of the buildings
on a gravel area. They are not striped.
The property is fully tenanted at this writing and some tenants are receiving rent discounts
due to the impact of COVID. The subject is a successful multi-tenant investment property
that is well managed. The building improvements add significant value to their existing
site and reflect a highest and best use of this property.
The Income Approach and the Sales Comparison Approach will be relied upon to value
this property.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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INCOME APPROACH
It is an assumption of this approach that the value of the property is predicated upon the
income stream that it can produce. This approach determines value by capitalizing the
net income before recapture.
In this approach, the operating history of the subject property will be examined, and the
rentals rates being achieved will be measured against competing properties. A
stabilized income and expense forecast will be made for the subject property that
reflects the highest and best use findings. The stabilized NOi will be capitalized to form
a value conclusion for the subject property.
Subject Revenues
The subject property generates income from the rental of retail, restaurant spaces an
apartment and a rear storage area. On the following table, the current tenancy at the
subject is summarized.
TENANCY IN SUBJECT PROPERTY

Tenant

Rent

Area Rented

Rent /SF

Comments

201 Seward
Street - Good
Vibes Cafe
205 Seward
Street - Nana's
Attic
209 Seward
Street - Zoots

$2,494 (with
COVID discount)

1,435 SF

$1 .74 SF

$817
w/COVID discount

495 SF

$1.65 SF

$1 ,596
w/COVID discount

1,079 SF

$1.48 SF

213 Seward
Street - 2 nd floor
Apartment

$1 ,378

1,100 SF

$1.25 SF

Non COVID rent is
$2,850 or $1.99
SF
Non COVID rent is
$1,092 or $2.21
SF
Non COVID rent is
$1,995 or $1 .85
SF
Includes 1 parking
space behind
building valued at
$80 month which
is $.07 SF

217 Seward
Street- Don
Morqan Gallery
221 Seward
Street - Giono
Barret
216 2nd Street Rainforest Farms

$808

494 SF

$1.64 SF

$793

530 SF

$1.50 SF

$2,850

1,230 SF

$2.32 SF

$950

750 SF

$1 .27 SF

NHN - Rookery
Warehouse
Total

Has a 120 SF
covered front
porch

7 113 SF

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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An important step in this approach is to determine whether the contractual rental rates
at the subject property, as summarized above, fall in line with the marketplace. To
measure, the quality of the income stream, it is necessary to determine whether these
rates fall in line with the marketplace, or are they above market rents or below market
rents? These questions will be answered by researching and analyzing rental
comparisons in the broad neighborhood.
Rental comparisons for restaurant, retail spaces and apartment spaces in the subject's
market area will be presented and analyzed in this section in order to determine if the
subject's rates fall in line with the market in which it competes.
Subject Restaurant Spaces
The Good Vibes Cafe enjoys a corner location and Rainforest Farms, prior to operating
in the MMJ market, was tenanted by Heritage Coffee. This space has features that
would be useful to a restaurant/cafe use.
Good Vibes is 1,435 SF and rents for $1.74 SF per month which reflects a reduced rate
for COVID. The normalized rate is $1.99 SF. This tenant pays for electricity. Rainforest
Farms is 1,230 SF and is rented for $2,850 per month or $2.32 SF plus electricity.
Restaurant/Cafe Rental Comparisons
Restaurant R~ntal Comparison No. 1 is Asiana at 124 Front Street. This rectangular,
deep space is 1,622 SF and is rented for $2.13 SF, which reflects a COVID discounted
rent. This tenant uses a relatively high amount of water and reimburses the landlord for
this utility. The tenant also pays for propane use in the commercial kitchen. The tenant
pays for electricity.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Rental Comparison No. 2 is at 134 N. Franklin Street, a corner location at Franklin and
2nd Streets. This one-story building was built in 1936 as the Alaska Power and Light
Company building. It is of reinforced concrete construction and reflects an Art Deco
style. The interior has high ceilings and the two exposed sides of this space have a
significant number of windows. The building has a full basement.

This space had been used for retail space for years. After being vacated, it was well
exposed to the marketplace before leasing in 2016. The lessee rented the 1,872 SF
space at $1.60 SF with the intention of opening up a new distillery in town (Amalga
Distillery). The tenant occupies some of the basement area at a rate of $.60 SF.
All utilities are paid by the tenant. Adding for water, sewer, heat and trash which are
included at the two subject locations, an adjustment of $.12 SF is necessary to bring
this comparison in line with the subjects. Assuming this tenant pays only power. A rate
of $1.72 SF is indicated after making the above noted adjustment.

Restaurant Rental No. 3 is located in the Airport Shopping Center in the Mendenhall
Valley at 9121 Glacier Highway Unit 7. This shopping center was built between 1963
and 1997 and has several one- and two-story buildings on a large, corner site.

This space has a rounded greenhouse feature that brings a lot of light into the space.
The space was rented to open the Bowl of Pho restaurant in the former Jovanny's
location. On site parking is available to this restaurant. This 2,450 SF restaurant rents
for $1.91 SF and includes all utilities except for power.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Conclusions of Restaurant Rental Comparisons
The three rental comparisons range from $1.75 to $2.13 SF after adjustments. The
Good Vibes Restaurant is rented for $1. 74 SF plus power which falls at the low end of
this range, and does reflect a market-oriented rate. The Rainforest Farms tenant is
paying $2.32 SF for 1,230 SF which falls above the high end of the range. The current
rate for this tenant reflects an above market rent.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Street Level Retail Spaces

The subject property has several street front spaces on Seward Street. The following
rental comparisons are located in the neighborhood.
Street Level Comparisons No. 1 and No. 2 are located at 224 - 228 Seward Street in
at two story building that has been converted to three condominiums on Seward Street
called "Sommers on Seward". There are three street front units and a walk-up office
level. There is a small parking lot at the rear, accessible from Main Street, and the full
basement has room for storage. Each of the street level spaces has its own restroom
and both a street front and rear door.

228 Seward Street is advertised for rent at $1.60 SF plus electric and is a 1,320 SF
space with a restroom and high ceilings. It is available for sale as well. 224 Seward
Street is a 1,335 SF condominium with its own restroom and has very recently sold.
Prior to the sale, it was renting for $1.50 SF plus electric.

Street Level Rental Comparison No. 3 is located in the Senate Building which has a
large high ceiling atrium area with a double door entrance on South Franklin Street. A
wide stairwell and elevator access the upper floors from the atrium. The spaces in the
atrium are rented for $1. 79 to $3.09 SF including all utilities with the high end reflective
of a space with window exposure to the street.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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To compare this range to the subject property, the cost of power, estimated at $.08 SF
per month, must be deducted, adjusting the range from $1.71 to $3.01 SF for this
comparison.

Street Level Retail/Service Comparison No. 4 is the 225 Front Street building, a
remodeled turn of the century building with two floors and an elevator. The floor plan
includes many small spaces that are suitable for retail, service or office uses. On the
street level, which has a large atrium, are tenants that occupy 600 SF to 850 SF
spaces, and pay rent of $1.90 to $2.46 SF including utilities and common area
maintenance.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Conclusions of Retail Comparisons
The four comparisons indicate a range of $1.50 SF to $3.01 SF with the high end an
outlier. Most of the comparisons fall between $1 .50 SF to $1.80 SF. The subject retail
spaces are rented for $1.48 SF to $1 .65 SF, a range that is well supported by the
market data.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Apartment Rental Income
There is one apartment at 213 Seward Street. It is accessed by an interior stair to the
second level. Due to window placement and ingress/egress issues, this 1, 100 SF
apartment is marketed as a large studio. It has a single and a double French door in the
apartment that separates areas while bringing in light. The double French door defines
the bedroom area, which has a large walk-in closet.
The apartment has a full bath, a kitchen with all appliances, and a washer/dryer. It has
two street facing windows and one east facing window. The apartment is heated by a
Toyo Stove. Rent is $1,378 month and includes a parking spot behind the building.
Parking in this area is worth $85 month, which would indicate rent for just the apartment
of $1,293 month which equates to $1.18 SF plus electric.
Apartment Rental Comparison No. 1 is the LeMann Bluff Apartments located at 361
Distin Avenue which is a 1933 concrete apartment development on a bluff site near the
Governor's Mansion with 30 units. This building was acquired several years ago and is
in the process of upgrading the interiors of the apartments. Efficiency apartments are
approximately 600 SF and are rented for $908 SF plus electric, or $1.51 SF. There is an
on-site laundry but no on-site parking. The efficiencies are in a that was acquired in
2016 and that has been steadily upgrading since then. The photographs below depict
the interiors of the units.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Apartment Rental Comparison No. 2 is located in the People's Wharf building which
is near to the Mt. Robert's Tram and to the seawalk. The street level spaces are retail in
this older building and the second level has walk up 1,250 SF apartments with 3b2b
floor plans. One of the apartments is rented on a year-round basis for $1,700 month or
$1.32 SF. The apartment has a washer and dryer. Tenants pay for electric heat and
lights.

Apartment Rental Comparison No. 3 is 259 S. Franklin Street, a contemporary low rise
in the subject's neighborhood. This building primarily has 3b2b, 1,350 SF apartments.
Tenancy in this building includes both short term and long-term rentals. A one-year rental
recently expired and is available for $1,996 month which equates to $1.48 SF.
Water/sewer and garbage are included and heat and lights are paid by the tenants. There
is a coin op laundry on site.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Conclusions of Apartment Comparisons
The three comparisons are located in the downtown area and rent for a gross amount
per month of $908 to $1,996 and from $1.32 to $1.51 SF with the tenants paying for
electric heat and lights.
The subject, after backing out the value of the parking spot, rents for $1,293 month or
$1.18 SF. It is truly an outlier given its large size of 1,100 SF with a studio type layout.
Other than a downtown location, it is not very comparable to the typical apartments in its
price range. While an outlier as to size and layout, the subject apartment does fall
within the gross monthly range, but at its low end. Its layout is most similar to the 361
Distin Avenue apartment building, where efficiencies rent for $908; the subject is almost
twice the size of these 600 SF units. The rental amount of $1,293 month is considered a
"market" rent in this analysis.
Parking Rental Income
There are a few parking spaces at the rear of the buildings that are used for parking. As
noted, one is used by the apartment tenant. Parking stalls close to the street rent for
$95-$100 in this area. At this rear location, $85 is estimated for four spaces.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Projection of Gross Revenues

It has been determined in the foregoing sections that the rates being charged to the
tenants in the subject property, with few exceptions, do represent market rates. Many
tenants are receiving reduced rents if their businesses are impacted by the pandemic.
When the pandemic is no longer a factor, rents will resume to their normal amounts,
which will be 15% to 25% higher. It is not possible at this time to estimate when this will
take place. ·
As shown on Page 51, gross revenues for the subject property, applying the rental
information presented, is $143,172.
Vacancy and Credit Loss

The subject has enjoyed high occupancy rates over the past several years.
Management has given several tenants COVID discounts to help them to weather this
difficult time. On balance, a 5% vacancy and credit loss which is an industry standard
for a successful development, is applied in this analysis.
Gross Effective Income

This is gross income less the vacancy allowance and is $136,241.
Operating Expenses

The owners of the subject property have provided two years of operating data that
reflect six properties in the immediate area of the subject, including the subject. These
expenses reflect 2019 and 2020 and are summarized on the following table.
The expenses are expressed on a dollar per square foot basis. Also included on the
following table are expenses from other commercial mixed-use properties in the
marketplace. The totality of this information is to provide ample data to rely upon in
making expense projections for the subject property.
On a table on a following page, expense comparisons are arrayed along with the
subject's actual and projected expenses. The projections made for the subject are
supported both by its history and by the expense comparisons.
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OPERATING HISTORY
TOTAL REVENUES

s

Gross Effective Income

$

GBA
$/GBA

s

EXPENSES

2020
1,342,217

s

2019
1,410,366

$

1,342,217
91,237
14.71
EXPENSE/YEAR

s
EXPENSE/SF

1,410,366
91,237
15.46
EXPENSE/YEAR

EXPENSE/SF

Adm in/Legal/Account ing
Legal fees
Security
Advertising
Contributions
Office Supplies
Postage and Delivery
Printing and Reproduction
Dues and Sua;criptions
Bank Service Charges
Finance Charges

Licenses, Fees, Taxes, Permits
M isc.

Subtotal Administration

s
s
s
$

s
s
s
s
$
$
$

s
s

GBA All Properties

-

237 $
100 $
1,530 $
402 $

925
311
95
3,132
52
6,784
91,237

s

O.Q7

Water

s
s
s
s
s
$
s

Subtotal Utilities

$

2,816
3,046
36,997
101,440
2,305
20,529
21,920
189,053
91,237
2.07

Indicated Expense per SQ. FT.

$
$
$
$
$

0.003

s
s
s
s
s

0.001
0.017
0.004 $
$
0.010 $
0.003 $
0.001
0.034 $
0.001 $

s

s
s

s

0.001

s

0.001

2,599
206
165
925
98 $
469 $
2,523 $
2,409
9,599
91,237
0.11

s
s
s
s

O.Q28
0.002
0.002
0.010
0.001
0 .005
O.Q28
0.026

2,626
4,241
46,557
113,581 $
3,877
19,284
31,574 $
221,740
91,237
2.43

s
s
s

0.03
0.05
0.51
1.24
0.04
0.21
0.35

227,627 $
66,430 $
5,248
9,513
5,662
859
8,673 $
324,012
91,237
3.55

2.49
0.73
0.06
0.10
0.06
0.01
0.10

12,197 $
32,266 $
2,549 $
47,012
91,237
0.52

0.13
0.35
0 .03

105

100

-

s

Utilities
Internet
Cell Phone
Electric
Fuel Oil
Telephone
Trash

GBA All Properties
Indicated Expense per SQ. FT.

$

s
s
s
s
s
s
s

s
s

0.03
0 .03
0.4 1 $
1.11
O.D3

s
s

0.23 $
0.24 $
$

s

s
s

M aintenance Related
Building Repairs and Mtn.

s

Wages - Laborers

$

Payroll tax Laborers
Workers Compensation
Small tools and Equipment
Freight
Auto Expense

Subtotal
GBA All Properties
Indicated Expense per SQ. FT.

s
s
s
s
s
$

$
$

s
s
s
s
s

96,330
37,760 $
2,983
12,595
1,768

8,418
159,854
91,237
1.75

s

1.06
0.41 $
0.03
0.14
0.02
0.09

s
s
s
s
s
$
$
$

s
s
s
s

Janitorial
Janitor Supplies
Janitor wages
Payroll Tax Janitor 7.9%

Subtotal
GBA All Properties

$
$
$
$

Indicated Expense per SQ FT

$

INSURANCE

$

9,395 $
34,705 $
2,742 $
46,842
91,237
0.51

Indicated Expense per SQ FT

$

36,135
91,237
0.40

REAL ESTATE TAXES
GBAAII Properties

$
$
$

131,691
91,327
1.44

GBA All Properties

0.10 $
0.38 $
0.03
$

s

$
$

$

27,266
91,237
0.30

$
$
$

129,578
91,327
1.42
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Operatin, 1 Expense Summarv - Comoarisons & Subiect Prooert·
Above Grade
Square
Footaae
Year of Data
Use

16,200

83,700

26,630

14,220

16,532

91,327

91 ,327

8,826

2020
Office&
service

2020
Retail,
off.&
Apt. &
Parking

2020
Offices,
service &
retail

2020
Offices &
Medical
Clinics

2019
Offc, food
service,
retail,
clinics

2019
Offc,
clinic,
service

2021
Restaurant,
retail, cafll,
apt.

$.41

$.74

$.45

$.10

$.11

2020
Retail, food
service ,
offices, 2
apt &
parking
stalls
$.07

$2.64
$1 .62

$1.86
$1.82

$3.04
$1.77

$2.31
$1.84

$2.43
$3.55(1)

$2.07
$1.75

$2.45
$1.70

$.29
$.63
$.35
$.30
$.40
$.53
$2.07
$1 .01
$1 .42
$1.44
$.97
$1.14
in this year for non-reoccurring proJects that are typically capitalized

$.50
$1.03

$.37
Admin.
Expenses
Utilities
$3.59
$1.13
Mtn &
Repairs
Insurance
n/a
$2.34
Taxes
(1) Significant maintenance

$.30

Professional Management - the owners of the subject property perform these duties. In
Juneau, professional management is typically 5% of collected income. In this analysis,
5% is projected.
Administrative Expenses - a review of the table above indicates that the range for this
category is quite wide, at $.1 0 to $. 74 SF. The tendency of the data supports a narrower
range of $.1 0 SF to $.45 SF and supports a projection of $.35 SF.
Utilities - the expense comparisons indicate a range of $1.86 SF to $3.59 SF with the
tendency in the narrower range of $2.30 to $2.64 SF. Given this range, an expense of
$2.45 SF is supported for tenants that are provided all utilities in their leases. The
subject's tenants all pay for power, which accounts for $.05 SF of the total. As such, the
landlord paid utilities at the subject are projected at $2.40 SF. 333
Maintenance & Repairs - the 2019 indicator for the six Goldstein Improvement Company
owned buildings, was impacted by capital projects, which in 2020 were not a factor. 2019
included significant expense in the window replacement project in the Goldstein Building
at 130 Seward Street. The other expense comparisons indicate a range of $1.13 SF to
$4.07 SF; the high and low ends of this range are outliers. The remaining indicators
provide a narrower range of $1.62 SF to $1 .84 SF. Based upon this range, $1.65 SF is
applied in this analysis.
Insurance - the subject's umbrella policy results in an expense that is favorable,
compared to stand-alone properties. The comparisons range from $.29 to $.63 SF and
the six GlC properties reflect a lower range of $.30 to $.40 SF. The market data is given
weight in making a projection for the subject (as a standalone property) of $.50 SF.
Real Estate Taxes reflect the expense in the Juneau market before 2021, in which
assessments increased, primarily a result of the assessors' increases to commercial land
values. The projected expense reflects the 2021 assessment for the subject which
equates to $1.82 SF.
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Reserve Allowance - this allowance is -a fund that builds up to be used as needed for
replacement of short-lived items such as boilers, roofs, carpet, etc. It is not commonly an
expense item in a profit and loss statement provided by owners. RealtyRates provides
information regarding reserve allowance requirements (see table in Addenda). The
ranges are $.35 - $.90 SF/YR for offices and $.35 - $1 .10 SF for retail uses. Considering
the number of upgrades and repairs to this building in recent years, a $.40 SF reserve
allowance is reasonable.
Capitalization of Net Income
The following table summarizes capitalization rates from sales of commercial properties
in Juneau.
Sale Comoarison

Sale Date

Cao Rate

3100 Channel Drive
Juneau

June 2020

7.37%

5360-5368 Commercial Blvd.
Juneau
Willo Park 10002 Glacier Highway
Juneau
3225 Hosoital Drive Juneau
8390 Airoort Boulevard Juneau
225 Front Street, Juneau

May 2018

7.85%

April 2019

7.54%

Julv2021
Auaust 2021
September
2021

7.00%
6.90%
8.07%

Use & Comments
Good quality office building with 20% warehouse built
originally for Juneau Empire. At sale date, was mostly
occuoied bv tenants.
Mixed use commercial bldg. of streel frame and metal
construction with office aoartment service and shoo uses.
Established State office tenant under new 10-year lease.
Buildina has been fullv occuoied for manv vears.
Fullv occuoied office and medical buildina in nood condition
Fullv occuoied office retail service buildinn in nood condition
Renovated two story bldg. in downtown Juneau in good
condition. Purchased bv dominant tenant

RealtyRates is a national service that quarterly provides investment criteria that pertain
to investment grade properties in the United States of all types. While not highly applicable
to the Juneau market, which has few properties that would be considered investment
grade, this publication does provide an indicator of national trends with respect to
capitalization rates and other financing criterion.
The 4Q report relies on third quarter data. The composite capitalization rate of 8. 77% is
down from a year ago at 8.94% based upon a decrease of 31 basis points in treasury
rates and no change in equity dividend rates.
The composite capitalization rate for the office sector was 8. 16% in 2020 and is currently
8.25%. The restaurant sector 2020 rate was 10.81% and is currently 10.86%. The retail
sector rate for 2020 was 8.58% and is now 8.60%. For apartments, the 2020 rate was
7.50% and is now 7.57%.
The tables from this survey that support the above indicators are included in the Addenda.
Below are the surveyed rates for each sector noted above, indicating the low, high and
average "Surveyed" capitalization rates for each sector:
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Summary of Surveved Caoitalization Rates 4Q 2021 - RealtvRates
Averaae
Hiah
Low
Sector
All Office
All Retail
All Restaurant
All Aoartments

4.52%
4.58%
5.09%
4.03%

12.79%
13.99%
16.53%
11.92%

9.10%
9.31%
11 .69%
7.94%

Considering the capitalization rates from the Juneau market and the information provided
by RealtyRates, and considering both the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this report, the 2018 to 2020 rates indicated by the Juneau market, are
considered low indicators for this analysis, and a rate of 7. 75% is considered reasonable.
As shown, this rate applied to the projected NOi, the market value by this approach is
$860,000.
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CAPITALIZATION OF INCOME
TENANT AREAS

RENTAL INCOME

MONTHLY RENT
2,494 $
$
817 $
$

1,435 SF

201 Good Vibes Cafe

495 SF

205 Nana's Attic

ANNUAL RENT
RENT/SF
1.74 $
29,928
9,804
1.65 $

209 Zoots

1,079 SF

$

1,596

$

1.48

$

19,152

213 Second Floor Apartment

1,100 SF

$

1,283

$

1.17

$

15,396

494 SF

$

808

$

1.64

$

9,696

217 Don Morgan Gallery
221 Giono Barret
216 2nd St. Rainforest Farms
Rear Rookery Warehouse
Four gravel parking spots

GROSS REVENUES
Stabilized Vacancy & Credit Loss

.,

530 SF

$

793

$

1,230 SF

$

2,850

$

1.50 $
2.32 -,$

34,200

750 SF

$

950

$

1.27

$

11,400

$

85

$

4,080

$

143,172

4
7,113 SF
5%

$

$

GROSS EFFECTIVE INCOME
EXPENSES
Professional Management
Administration

9,516

(7,159)

136,013

8,826 SFGBA
5%

$

(6,801)

$

(21,182)

(2,648)

$ 0.30 SF

Water, sewer, heat, trash

$2.40 SF

Maintenance and Upkeep

$ 1.65 SF

(14,563)

Insurance
Real Estate Taxes

$ 0.50 SF
$ 1.82 SF

(16,097)

Reserve Allowa nee

$ 0.40 SF

(4,413)
(3,530)

TOTAL EXPENSES

$

(69,234)

NET OPERATING INCOME

$

66,779

$
$

861,667
860,000

7.75%

CAPITALIZATION RATE
INDICATED VALUE
ROUNDED
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH

The Sales Comparison Approach is a process by which comparable properties that have
sold or are for sale are compared to the subject property. The rationale behind this
approach is based upon the principle of substitution, and assumes that a typical buyer,
investor, or user would not pay more to buy the subject property than he/she would buy
a comparable or substitute property.
The building sales presented below are located in the subject's neighborhood and provide
the best indicators of value for the subject property.
Building Sale No. 1 is the recent sale of the B.M. Behrends Bank building 254 Seward
Street. This is a corner location that front Seward, 3rd and Main Streets. Built in 1914, this
reinforced concrete building is on the historic register. The address is 254 Seward Street.
The asking price was $1,300,000. The sale closed in November of 2021 for a price of
$1,250,000. The buyers believe that this property would be marketable as a rental to a
retail operation and office uses given its layout. The full basement, accessed by stairs,
would provide for storage uses for tenants. The buyer inspected the building prior to the
sale and estimated that HVAC repairs would cost $200,000. This building has a small
parking area on its Main Street side.

Building Sale No. 2 is the July 2021 sale of 225 Front Street. This is a two-story wood
frame building that was built at the turn of century and remodeled at a cost of $2 million.
It is served by an elevator, wide hallways and many windows along Shattuck Way but no
windows on the west side. The building efficiency ratio is 66%. There is no onsite parking
with this building.

The buyer, SEARHC was the predominant tenant in the building and entered into
negotiations with the seller. No broker was involved in this transaction.
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Building Sale No. 3 is the December 2019 sale of the Emporium Mall which has frontage
on both South Franklin Streets and on Shattuck Way. The two-level turn of the century
building has a mix of retail, food service, services and second floor offices.

The building had many long-term tenants and the broker indicated that many leases were
below market. Over a year before the sale, the seller converted the large commercial
printing space at the rear corner of the building into four rental spaces that were ready for
tenant build out.
The buyer is an investor/contractor who saw upside potential in this property. The asking
price was $1,800,000 and the sale price was $1,600,000; the buyer felt that the building
needed at least $200,000 in upgrading, which impacted the price paid. The broker

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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indicated that lacking accurate building area information, the buyer and seller used the
net rentable area, which results in a price per square foot indicator of $84.
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH· SUMMARY GRID

BMKER COMMISSION ADJUSTMENT
AGE Of CONSTRUCTION
SALE DATE
GROSS BUIL.DtNG AREA

BASEMENT
EfflCIEHCY
SALE PIUCE/SF

BUii.DiNG TYPE
USE & LAYOUT
OVERAU CONDITON

ZONING
SITE AREA
LANO TO BUILDING RATIO

N/A
1900wlth UPlrades

-

110

$

16,532

$

119
eliwator, no parklna
2 fin offc/service space

av«acep._.s

1ood

MU

MU

12,US
1.08

1.39

I

PER SQUARHOOT INOICATOR
APPLIED TO SUBJECT AREA
INOtCATEDVALUE
ROUNDED

$
WF constn.idlon, two .W15
walk up. Retal, s.MCe & offc use
awraa• plus, nH<fed $200,000 In 'NOrk
MU

7,66S

11,300
0.158

$
$
$

$

..

estimated a t II)%.

66"

needs S200k fn work to buldlna

12,lSZ

19,160

no

WF construction, many 'Nfndows

masonry and ala» bank buldlna
walk up. Comer bcatJon

1ood
MU

1,600,000

N/A
1898wth upgrMt•s
Dec-21

P'rtitl

yos

1 & 2story wood fr.me
mt/rtta,Vservk:e/1 apt

S. FRANKi.iN STREET

$

1897/2009
Sep-21

11,:376

no

tn
1,961,000
2,078,660

$

1914 wl:h UP1rades
NOY-21

s.=

EMPORIUM BUILOING

225 FRONT STREET
JUNEAU

1,250,000 $

$

SALE PRICE

BUILDING SAL£ NO. 3

BUllotNG SALE NO, 2

BUILDING SALE NO. 1
BM BEHRENDS BANK
JUNEAU

SUBJECT PROPERTY
CHARUE GOLDSTEIN BUILDtNG

201-221 SEWARD. 216 2NDST.

MO

105 1
1,826
926,730
930,000

Summary of Sales Comparison Approach

The three sale comparisons indicate a range of $84 SF to $110 SF after being adjusted
for differences in the value of the land component. Based upon this range, a market value
estimate for the subject property of $105 SF is well supported, indicating a conclusion by
this approach of $930,000.
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RECONCILIATION & FINAL VALUE

The conclusions to the two approaches to value are indicated below.
Income Approach:
Sales Comparison Approach:

$860,000
$930,000

The two approaches relied upon in this appraisal form a tight range of value for this
property. More weight is given to the Income Approach, which is more fine-tuned to the
operation of this property, in concluding to a value of $875,000.
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ADDENDA
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SUBJECT PROPERTY INFO
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Property Record Card - Commercial for Parcel 1C070A040010

Assessor's Office
155 S. Seward St.
Juneau, AK 99801
Phone (907) 586-5220
Fax (907) 586-5367

PARCEL#

STREET ADDRESS

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

1C070A040010

201 SEWARD ST

JUNEAU TOWNS/TE BL 4 LT 1, 2 & 7 FR

PROPERTY INFORMATION
OWNER NAME & ADDRESS

PREVIOUS OWNER

LAST TRANS

RECORDING INFO

CHARLES GOLDSTEIN BLDG
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT
130 SEWARD ST STE 001
JUNEAU AK 99801

ASSESSMENT INFORMATION
YEAR

LAND

2018

APPRAISED VALUE

614100

TOTAL EXEMPTION TYPE

640 100

1 254 200

test

2018

TAXABLE VALUE

BUILDINGS

1 254 200

SITE INFORMATION
Roaded
C-13 Stores, Commercials

SERVICE AREA
PROPERTY USE CODE
ZONING DESCRIPTION
LOT SIZE

WATER AVAILABILITY
WATER SOURCE
SEWER AVAILABILITY
SEWER SOURCE

(MU) Mixed Use

12282 SF (0.28 AC)

Yes
City
Yes
City

BUILDING INFORMATION
SECTION 1 - BLDG_ID 1548 - SECTION 0
NAME
TOTAL AREA
AREA
CONSTR CLASS
#STORIES

8825
8825
D

02

BLDG USE
GRADE
HEAT TYPE
EXTERIOR WALL

Mixed Retail w/ Resid. Units
Average
Hot Water
Stud -Metal Siding

BLDG VALUE

626 800

YR BLT
EFFYR

1900
1990

WALL HGT
PERIMETER

401

ADDITIONAL INTERIOR & EXTERIOR COMPONENTS
BLDG_ID

SECTION

TYPE
Miscellaneous Improvement
Dry Sprinklers
1

YR BLT
1995

SIZE
470

GRADE
Average Quality

CONDITION
Average

1/24/2017 3:42:01 PM
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Cost I <eport - Co111mereic1I
1298

Record

1

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name

1C070A040010

Number of Stories (Building)

CHARLES GOLDSTEIN BLDG

Number of Sections

Parcel Address

201 SEWARD ST

Perimeter

02
1
402
D

Effective Year Built

1995

Class

Year Built

1900

Height

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Building Type

Retail Store

Total Area

8,825.00

Record

2

1298
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A040010
CHARLES GOLDSTEIN BLDG
201 SEWARD ST

Number of Stories {Building)
Perimeter

Effective Year Built

1995

Class

1900

Height

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Building Type

Retail Store

Total Area

Description

Base Cost

Units

Stud -Metal Siding

8825

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

8825

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

8825

Heating & Cooling

Package Unit

8825

Sprinklers

Dry Sprinklers

D
Average

Percent Cost

8825

Exterior Wall

Architect Fee

02
1

Number of Sections

Year Built

Section 1

Average

100%

+/-

63.61

561,363

12.34

108,901

611.00
100%

611

7.94

70,071

8825

6.60

58,245

9295

4.21

39,132
S838,322.23

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier

1.43
0.99

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

[X]
[X]
[X]

35.00

Depreciation - Functional

[-]
[-]

Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

Total

[-]

100.00

[-]

$1,198,801.00
$1,186,813.00
S1,186,813.00
$415,385.00
SD.OD
SO.OD
S771,428.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
Replacement Cost less Depreciation

/24/2017 PER PERMIT/CANVIS REVIEW UPDATED RECORD DMHP
donna_prince -1/24/2017 3:25:05 PM

S771,428
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GIC RENT Al ROLL

Goldstein Improvement Company
11/16/2021

Alcal
ProNrtv
Goldstein Bulldlna tGB)

Tenants

Monlhly

NonTuallle

Rant

Rant

124 Seward Street

AnnieKaills

4,200.00

126 Seward Street

NorthWlnd Architects

3150.00

128 Seward Street

C8Dital Barber

140 Seward Street

Little Tokvol PhoTai

130 Seward Street

Main Buildlna

Lobbv

Woodburv Financial - Karen Hansen

Lobby

State of Alaska - WIC Storaae

Basement

APPROX8QFT

3,150.00

2037 MAIN 861 MEZZ
1392 MAIN 960 MEZZ
280

735.00
4,725.00

6300.00

2510

708.50
0.00

201.94

In & Out Palntlna

0.00

Otis Elevator Com""nv

2270.10

State of Ala1ka - L""islative Affairs Storaae
Annie Kaills - Storaae

TEMP REDUCTION

I

Shoeftv - storana

105.00

Dalbera Dellon - Storaae

210.00

Sketch - Storaae
Plant StudiO storaae

390.00

525.00

100

83.33
420.00

440.00

Second Floor
201

Verizon
Verizon (electrical reimbursement)

1 630.13
I

450.00

202-203

Deborah Mellison

898.60

444

204-205

Alaska Trollers Association

1 036.03

480

206

Otis Elevator Comoanv

1 002.51

207-208

state of Alaska

209

Todd Montalbo

200. 210 - 216

Alaska Network of Domestic Violence & Sexual Assault

217

Stellar Grooo

0.00
475

850.00
3 999.80
694.00

361

218-219

J.M. Walsh

825.00

403

220

Law office of Kathleen Strausbauah

500.00

240

Goldstein Annex (GA)

122 Front Street

Sketch

124 Front Street

Asiana Gardens

4,950.00

126 Front Street

Apartment - Asiana Gardens

2,350.00

525.00
3,450.00

7,433.75
Flags of All Nations Building (FAN)

119B - 2nd St reet

Sonia Hendricks

1,658.99

660

119A - 2nd Street

Bauer/Clifton

1,653.75

660 MAI N 500 BASEMENT

3,147.10
Charles Goldstein Building (CG)

I

201 Seward St re.et

--

[205 Seward Street
· 209 Seward Street

~

213 Seward Street

~~

er--

217 Seward Street

---

221 Seward Street

216 2nd Street
I

Storage Area

~r

Parking not included in rent

Good Vibes Cafe

3,000.00

Nana's Attic

1,149.00

860.00

loot's

2,100.00

1,680.00

Apartment
Don Moroan oallerv
Giono Barrett

1,450.00
1,050.00

850.00

835.00

Rainforest Farms

3,000.00

Rookery Warehouse

1,000.00

Rookery

2,625.00

90.00

VACANT
Capital Barber

94.50

Carlton Smit h

90.00
11,788.08

1,450.00

Pioneer House

3180 Pioneer Avenue

Seasonal tenant - September through May

3,400.00

Simpson Building

200 Seward Street

Salt - Restaurant

6,690.00

220 Seward Street

Urban Eskimo

1,050.00

850.00

222 Seward Street

V's Cellar Door - Restaurant

1,260.00

945.00

5,600.00
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6:34PM

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Profit & loss

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Rental Income
Taxable Rent
State of Alaska Rent
Non-Profit Rent
Residential Rent

859,794.30
411,950.46
59,997.60
33,475.00

Total Rental Income

1,365,217.36

Fee Income
Vending Commissions

11.46

Total Fee Income
Total Income
Expense
Security System
Rent -1099
Pass Thru
Reconciliation Discrepancies
Payroll Wages
Wages - Janitor
Wages - Laborer
Wages - Officer Monthly
Total Payroll Wages
Payroll Employer Taxes
Federal FICA 941
Federal FUTA 940
AlaskaSUTA
Califonia ETT
California UI
Total Payroll Employer Taxes
Contributions
Office Supplies
Postage & Delivery
Dues and Subscriptions
Small Tools & Equipment
Janitorial Supplies
Repairs & Maintenance
Sanding/Snow Removal - NEC
Windows - NEC
Sprinkler - NEC
Windows
Materials Only
Landscape
Building R&M
BoilerR&M
Plumbing R&M
Electrical R&M

11.46
1,365,228.82
237.26
4,410.00
286,400.78
0.10
34,704.96
37,760.00
322,228.00
394,692.96
30,217.68
252.00
720.65
14.00
238.00
31,442.33
100.00
1,530.46
402.48
925.00
1,768.43
9,394.74
7,608.51
6,869.18
8,581.83
3,012.65
1,687.78
987.00
10,487.89
259.86
21,716.66
4,506.52
Page 1
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Profit & loss

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20
Lighting R&M
Elevator R&M
Fire Alarm Service
Sanding/Snow Removal
Equipment Repairs
Repairs & Maintenance - Other
Total Repairs & Maintenance
Utilities
Internet
Cell Phone
Electric
Fuel Oil
Telephone
Trash
Water
Total Utilities
Equipment Rental
Automobile Expense
Auto Fuel
Auto Repair & Maintenance
Vehicle Registration
Auto Insurance
Parking Fees
Automobile Expense - Other
Total Automobile Expense
Construction Expense
Design· NEC
Labor· NEC
Waste
Construction Permits
Time and Materials
Materials
Total Construction Expense
Professional Fees
Recycling - NEC
Security - NEC
Accounting - NEC
Janitorial Services - NEC
Total Professional Fees
Insurance
Prop & Liability (Business)
Prop & Liability (Umbrella)
Workers' Compensation

5,020.00
10,721.54
10,906.89
2,834.66
213.74
915.16
96,329.87
2,816.00
3,045.88
36,996.54
101,439.55
2,304.99
20,528.66
21,920.27
189,051.89
251.95
3,075.81
2,574.69
268.00
2,101.78
50.00
348.00
8,418.28
7,750.00
5,275.38
504.86
3,142.68
100,804.94
7,216.92
124,694.78
3,286.50
1,323.00
18,198.05
21,453.82
44,261.37
28,810.57
7,323.80
12,595.00

Page2
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

6:34PM

Profit & loss

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20
Total Insurance
Bank Service Charges
Finance Charge
Licenses, Fees, Taxes, Permits
Property Tax
Miscellaneous
Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income
other Income/Expense
Other Income
Bristol-Myers Squibb Dividend
Interest Income
other Income
Sales Tax discount
Other Income - Other
Total Other Income
Total Other Income
Net Other Income
Net Income

48,729.37
311.10
94.80
3,132.05
131,691.19
52.38
1,378,323.57
-13,094.75

6,235.20
14.47
300.00
-7,640.01
-7,340.01
-1,090.34
-1,090.34
-14,185.09

Page 3
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

7:12 PM

Profit & Loss Prev Year Comparison

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Rental Income
Taxable Rent
State of Alaska Rent
Non-Profit Rent
Residential Rent
Total Rental Income
Fee Income
Vending Commissions
Total Fee Income
Total Income
Expense
Legal Fees
Family Disbursement
Security System
Rent - 1099
Pass Thru
Reconciliation Discrepancies
Payroll Wages
Wages - Janitor
Wages - Laborer

Wages - Officer Monthly

Jan -Dec 20

Jan - Dec 19

659,794.30
411,950.46
59,997.60
33,475.00

909,245.72
421,122.90
59,997.60
20,000.00

1,365,217.36

1,410,366.22

11.46

24.21

$ Change

-49,451.42
-9,172.44
0.00
13,475.00
-45,148.86
-12.75

11.46

24.21

-12.75

1,365,228.82

1,410,390.43

-45,161.61

0.00
0.00
237.26
4,410.00
286,400.78
0.10

105.00
27,501.00
0.00
4,410.00
0.00
125.62

-105.00
-27,501.00
237.26
0.00
286,400.78
-125.52

34,704.96
37,760.00
322,228.00

32,265.68
66,430.00
300,727.00

2,439.28
-28,670.00
21,501.00

Total Payroll Wages

394,692.96

399,422.68

-4,729.72

Payroll Employer Taxes
Federal FICA 941
Federal FUTA 940
Alaska SUTA
Califonia ETT
California UI

30,217.68
252.00
720.65
14.00
238.00

30,613.58
252.00
703.92
14.00
280.00

-395.90
0.00
16.73
0.00
-42.00

Total Payroll Employer Taxes
Advertising
Contributions
Office Supplies

Postage & Delivery
Printing and Reproduction
Dues and Subscriptions

Small Tools & Equipment
Janitorial Supplies
Freight
Construction Yard Storage

Repairs & Maintenance
Sanding/Snow Removal - NEC
Windows - NEC
Sprinkler - NEC
Windows

31,442.33

31,863.50

-421.17

0.00
100.00
1,530.46
402.48
0.00
925.00
1,768.43
9,394.74
0.00
0.00

100.00
0.00
2,599.09
206.17
164.99
925.00
5,662.35
12,196.77
859.41
1,470.00

-100.00
100.00
-1,068.63
196.31
-164.99
0.00
-3,893.92
-2,802.03
-859.41
-1,470.00

7,608.51
6,869.18
8,581.83
3,012.65

0.00
0.00
0.00
21,343.37

7,608.51
6,869.18
8,581.83
-18,330.72
Page 1
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

7:12 PM

Profit & loss Prev Year Comparison

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020

Materials Only
Landscape
Building R&M
Boiler R&M
Plumbing R&M
Electrical R&M
Lighting R&M
Painting R&M
Elevator R&M
Fire Alarm Service
Sanding/Snow Removal
Equipment Repairs
Repairs & Maintenance - Other
Total Repairs & Maintenance
Utilities
Internet
Cell Phone
Electric
Fuel Oil
Telephone
Trash
Water
Total Utilities
Equipment Rental
Automobile Expense
Auto Fuel
Auto Repair & Maintenance
Vehicle Registration
Auto Insurance
Parking Fees
Automobile Expense - Other
Total Automobile Expense
Construction Expense
Design-NEC
Labor- NEC
Waste
Construction Permits
Time and Materials
Materials
Labor
Parking
Total Construction Expense
Professional Fees
Recycling - NEC
security - NEC
Security

$ Change

Jan - Dec 20

Jan - Dec 19

1,687.78
987.00
10,487.89
259.86
21,716.66
4,506.52
5,020.00
0.00
10,721.54
10,906.89
2,834.66
213.74
915.16

1,113.89
2,135.96
65,909.20
727.72
31,154.32
55,757.17
5,040.11
13,810.25
10,710.00
3,411.45
7,147.14
3,142.06
6,224.51

573.89
-1,148.96
-55,421.31
-467.86
-9,437.66
-51,250.65
-20.11
-13,810.25
11.54
7,495.44
-4,312.48
-2,928.32
-5,309.35

227,627.15

-131,297.28

96,329.87
2,816.00
3,045.88
36,996.54
101,439.55
2,304.99
20,528.66
21,920.27

2,626.45
4,241.14
46,557.21
113,580.91
3,876.98
19,283.72
31,573.89

189.55
-1, 195.26
-9,560.67
-12, 141.36
-1,571.99
1,244.94
-9,653.62

189,051.89

221,740.30

-32,688.41

251.95

4,328.00

-4,076.05

3,075.81
2,574.69
268.00
2,101.78
50.00
348.00
8,418.28
7,750.00
5,275.38
504.86
3,142.68
100,804.94
7,216.92
0.00
0.00

4,402.47
2,315.13
0.00
0.00
1,665.00
290.00
8,672.60
0.00
0.00
982.07
0.00
302,527.73
85,023.73
6,836.00
125.00

-1,326.66
259.56
268.00
2,101.78
-1,615.00
58.00
-254.32
7,750.00
5,275.38
-477.21
3,142.68
-201, 722. 79
-77,806.81
-6,836.00
-125.00

124,694.78

395,494.53

-270,799.75

3,286.50
1,323.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
5,376.00

3,286.50
1,323.00
-5,376.00
Page2
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Market Commentary
RealtyRates.com Investor Survey Reports Modest Cap Rate Index Decrease For All Property
Types During 3rd Quarter 2021
Coincident with a 3 l basis point decrease in Treasury rates to which most commercial mortgage interest rates are
indexed, together with no change in equity dividend rates, the RealtyRates.comTM Investor Survey Weighted
Composite (Cap Rate) Index™ decreased a modest 16 basis points from 8.94 to 8.77 percent during the 3rd Quarter
of 2021.
The greatest quarter-over-quarter cap rate index decreases were recorded by the Apartment, Lodging and Self
Storage sectors, all down 18 basis points, followed by the Restaurant and Specia1 Purpose sectors, both down 17
basis points.
The smallest quarter-over~quarter cap rate index decreases were recorded by the Office and Retail sectors, down 15
basis points, followed by the Golf, Healthcare/Senior Housing and Industrial sectors, down 16 basis points.
Mortgage lending standards were somewhat eased on stronger demand for both multifamily and nonresidential loans
during Lhe 3rd Quarter. Meanwhile spreads were unchanged overall, but average permanent mortgage rates were
down 32 basis points.
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Golf
Healt_h Care/Senior Ho~sing.
Industrial
lodging
Mobile Home/RV P<1rk
Office
Rest<1ur ants
Retail
Self•Sto.rage_

$0.30

$0.75

Special Purpose

$0.25

$1.15

"3rd Q11~ rter 2021 O:'Jt:'J

Copyright 2021 ReOJ!tyR:'JIC!:.(Om TN

Golf

Industrial

lodging

Mobile Home/RV P.arks

Office
Restaur .ants
Retail

F1t.fst1n_din~ Fr.tn_oh!std ~ Ht _Strv!.
Convenience StoreslGas Stations

G!ocery_Anchored Centers

Free Standing Credj~IFr.anc_hised
Self-Storage
_Special.Purpose .
. Marinas/Recreational Facilities

Public Assembly F .acilities
"3rd Q11~ rtcr 2021 O:'Jt:'J

RealtyRates.com'"

Cop9ri9t,t 2021 Re~ltyFMcMom TH
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Spre,3~ Ov_er_1~-Yea, Treasury
Debt Coverage Rat!o
Interest Rate
Amortization
Mortgage Const~nt
Loan-to-Value Ratio

l30X DC~. T!chnique

1.10 0.040305

0.90

3.99

1.10 Band.of lnvest~ent Technique
2.61X Mortgage
40.0 EquitJ

90¼ 0.040305 . 0.03827!
10¼: 0.060984

0.006088

0.040305 OAR

so;~

4.24
4.03

S•rv•1•d Rates

1.86 ~,. ~d of lnve:-stme nt Technique

Interest Rate
Amortiz.ation

Mortgage Constant
Loan-to• Value Ratio

7.31¼ Mortgage

15.0 Equity

11.92

0.73

6.64

1,43 Band of Investment Technique

4.30x Mortgag~
26 Equity

Equit~ Oi1Jidt2-nd Rate

12.55

1.43 0.0633S3 i

lnte1est Rate

Loan-to-Value Ratio

0,0i0472

0.144495, 0.081023

P5~~! S•r••1•d Ra~es:_

,<!\mortit:.ation

Mortgage Constant

45X

0.109950 OAR

~prea~--O~~~-10:!:ar ,r.~~~-S!J}Y
Debt Coverage Ratio

1

55¼ 0.109950

nx' 0.063383

21x"

0.046437

0.106915• 0.028585

0.063383 OAR

7.50
7.94

73.3X Surve1ed R~tes

10.69X

"3rd Q>J~t t-:t 2021 O~ta:i

ij~i~U~_·
Spread Over 10-Year Treasur~
Debt Cover age Ratio
lnt\\'r>l>st Rate
Amo1tiz.ation
Mortgage, Constant
Loan-to-V.alue Ratio

1.301/. OCR Technique

1.10 0.040305

0.$0

3.99

1.10 Band of lnvestme nt Technique
2.611/. Mortgage
40 Equity

SOX 0.040305

0.036275

101/. 0.0 60$$4 0.0060$8

0.040305 OAR

4.24

SOX Surveged Rates

4.03

Equity Dividend Rate

M.i:simUm
Spread 011er 10-Ye-ar Treasury

Debt Coverage Ratio
Interest Rate
Amortization
Mong age Constant
Lo.an-to-V.alu,r, Ratio

Equity Dividend Rate

4.85½ OCR Techniqut>

1.61 0.102303

0.65

10.71

1.61 Band of Investment Technique
6.161/. Mortgage
15 Equity

65X 0.102303
35¾

0.0664$7

O.ln495 0.046373

0.102303 OAR

11.29

S5X Surve5ed _Rates

10.72

13.25½

~ve·,age'
Spread Ov~r 10-Year Treasury
Debt Coverage Ratio

3.081/. OCR Techn~que
4.39x Mortgage

Amortization

28 Equity

Loan-to-V.alue Ratio
Equity Dividend Rate
·z1<1 Qy~t-er 2021 Oa:it~

RealtyRates.com™

0.78

6.34

1.31 Band of Investment Technique

Interest Rate
Mortgage Constant

1.31 0.062651

0.062651 OAR
78~! Sun,e9ed Rates

78¼ 0.062£51

23¾

0.048554

0.093184 0.020962

6.95
7.19

9.321/.
Copyright 2021 R-:'JltyR,.t,:,::,,:om'"
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Spread O~•er 10-Yt?-ar Treasury
Debt Coverage Ratio
Interest Rate
Amortization
Mortgage Constant
Loan-to-Value Ratio
Equ_ity_£?i_vidend_ Rate

t35X OCR Technique

1.15 0.040840

0.80

3.74

1.15 Band of Investment Technique-

2.SS¼ Mortgage

40 Equity

SOX 0.040640
20¾

0.075102

0.032512
0.015020

0.040640 OAR

4.75

801/. Surveged Rates

4.52

7.51X

.M&i1mum
Spread Over 10-Year Treasury
Debt Cover.age R<'ltio

5.75¼ DC R Technique
7.0SX Mortgage

.O.mortiz.ation

15 Equity

Mortgage Constant

Equity Dividend Rale

0.50

11.64

2.15 Band of Investment Technique

fnt<?rest Rate

Loan-to-V.alue Ratio

2.15 0.108262
50¼ 0.108262
50¾

0.161032

0.054131
0.080518

0.108262 OAR

13.46

50X Surve-ged Rates

12.79

16.101/.

A',ie,r~ge,.
Spread Over 10-Yea, Treasury
Debt Coverage Ratio

3.051/. OCR Technique
4.381/. Mortgage

Amortization

30 Equity

Loan-to.Value R<itio
Equit~ Di\1idend Rate

0.68

6.67

1.85 Band of Investment Technique

Interest Rate

Mortgage- Constant

ts5 0.059$08

68¾ 0.059808

0.040370

331/.

0.039768

0.122364

0.059808 OAR

8.01

67.51/. Surve9ed Rates

9.10

12241/.

"3rd G!lmttr 2021 Dlltll

C0p!Jri9M 2021 R,:11ltyR11tt:-:,.:0m,...

Mini_m~:rn
Spread Ove, 10-Year Tr>t-asur9
Debt Co-.•erage Ratio
Interest Rate
Amortization
Mortgage Constant
Loan-to-Value Ratio
Equi~y Dividend Rate

1.551/. OCR Technique-

1.40' 0.049691

0.65

4.52

1.40 Band of Investment Technique
2.861/. Mortgage

30 Equity
0.049691 OAR

651/. 0-049691
351/.

0.032299

0.077102 0.026986

5.93

651/. Su rve9ed Rates

5.63

7.71½

Maatrrium
Spread Over 10-Ye-ar Treasur!l
J?ebt Coverage Ratio

5.75¼ OCR Technique

lntl;"rest Rate

7.061/. Mortgage

Amortlz ation

15 Equ.ity

Mortgage Constant
Loan-to-Value Ratio
Equity Dividend Rate

2.15 0.108282

0.50

11.64

2.15 Band of Investment Technique
50¾ 0.108262

0.054131

50}-:

0.080516

0.1S1032

0.108262 OAR

13.46

50X Surveged Rates

12.79

16.10X

AV&rage
Spread Over 10.Yea, Treasur9
Debt Coverag"' Ratio

3.65¾ OCR Technique

Interest Rate

4.96X Mortgage

Amortization

23 Equity

Mortgage Constant
Loan-to-Value Ratio
Equity Dividend Rate

1.78 0.073847

0.58

7.54

1.78 Band of lnvestme nt Technique

0.073847 OAR
581/. Surveged Rates

581/. 0.073847

0.042462

431/.

0.048820

0.114871

9.13

9.38

ll.49X
Copvright 2021 R~~ltyR~tt:Mom,...
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MiDiniu'm
Spread Over 10-Yea, Treasury
Debt Coverage Ratio
Interest Rate
Amortization
Mortgage Constant
Lo.an•to-V.alue Ratio
_Eq1Jity O ividend Rate

2.25¼ OCR Technique-

uo

0.054288

0.80

80¼ 0.064288

0.043430

0.103471

0.020894

4.78

1.10 Band of Investment Technique
3.58¼ Mortgage
30 Equity

20½.

6.41

0.054288 OAR
80¼ Sun,eged Rates

5.09

10.35¼

M;11fmum
Spread Over 10-Year Treasury

10.SSX OCR Technique

2.15 0.148267

0.50

Debt Co•Jerage Ratio

2.15 Band of lnvestme nt Technique
12.291/. Mortgage
501/. • 0.146287

0.073133

Interest Rate
Amortization
Mortgage Constant
Loan-to-Value Ratio
Equitg O ividend Rate

15 Equity

15.74

501/., 0.201784. 0.100882

0.148267 OAR

17.40

50X Surve-ged Rates

16.53

20.18¼

AJlerage
Spread Over 10-Year Treasury
Debt Coverage Ratio

5.03½ OCR Technique
8.34¾ Mortgage

Amortization

23 Equity

Loan-to-\l.rilue Ratio
Equity Dividend Rat,:.

0.68

8.70

1.59 Band of Investment Technique

Interest Rate
Mortgage Constant

1.59 0.083521
661/. 0.083521

0.054780

34¼

0.054210

0.157532

0.083521 OAR

10.90
11.69

_ 65.8¼ Su rveged Rates

15.8X

"3rd Q1mkr 2021 D'll'l

Miilimu'ffl
Spread Over 10-Year Treasury\
O,:.bt Coverage Ratio

2.45}~ OCR Technique

lntt?rest Ratt?

3.76X Mortgage

,<\mortiz<ition

20 Equltg

Mortgage Constant
Loan-to-Value Ratio
Equity Di_vidend A-ate

1.35 0.071209

0.85

6.25

1.35 Band of Investment Technique
651/. 0.071209 . 0.046286
35¼ '0.105471

0.036915

0.071209 OAR

8.32
7.99

65X Surveged Rates
10.55X

Ma'iifflUm
Spread Over 10-Year Treasury
Debt CoveragE< Ratio

10.98¼ OCR Technique

fntE<rest Rate

12.29X Mortgage

Amortization

15 Equitg

Mortgage Constant
Loan-to-Value Ratio
Eq1Jity Dividend Rate

2.15 0.146267

0.50

15.74

2.15 Band of lnvestme nt Technique

0.146267

501/. 0.146267

0.073133

0.201764

0.100882

50X

OAR

11.40

16.53

501/. Surveged Rates

20.18¼

AV_er,age
Spread Over 10-'r'ear Treasurg
Debt Coverage Ratio

8.72X OCR Technique

Interest Rate

8.03X Mortgage

Amortiz atlon

18 Equity

Mortga gt' Constant
Loansto-V.alue Ratio
Equity Oio.•idend Rate
"3rd Qu~r,tr 2021 O')t')

RealtyRates.com™

1.75 0.106527

0.58

10.73

1.75 Band of lnvestme-nt Technique

0.108527 OAR
581/. Surve9ed Rates

581/. 0.106527

0.061253

43¾

0.063241

0.148803

12.45
12.91

11.88¼
Copvright 2021 R~~ltvR~t<:t:;.,::orn ...
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MillimUftl
Spread Over 10.Yea, Treasury

0.o?bt Coverage- Ratio
Interest Rate
Amortiz.ation
Mortgage Constant

Loan•tO•V<1lue Ratio
Equity ':'.)i~idend Rate

1.35½ OCR Technique

1.05 0.040640

0.80

3.41

1.05 Band of Investment Technique
2.66X Mortgage

00½ 0.04 0640

0.032512

40 Equity

20¾. 0.0 78602

0.015720

0.040640 OAR

4.82

80½ Surveged Rates

4.58

7.86¾

Mu:irrium
Spread Over 10-Year Treasury

Debt Cover age- Ratio

6.951/. OCR Technique

2.15

0.116487

0.50

Interest Rate

8.26x Mortgage

50¼

0.116487

P,mortiz.ation

15 Equity

50¾

0.178060 0.089030

Mortgage Constant

lo.an•to•Value Ratio
Equity Dividend Rate

12.52

2.15 Band of Investment Technique
0,058243

0.116487 OAR

14.73

50½ Surveged Rates

13.99

17.81½

:AtleJa-ge
Spread Over 10-Year Treasury
Debt Cov,nage Ratio

3.52½ OCR Technique

0.10

6.67

1.39 Band of Investment Technique

Interest Rate

4.83¾ Mortg•g•

Amortization

25 Equity

Mortgage Constant

1.39 0.068435
70¾ 0.068435

0.048043

30¾

0.039721

0.133304

0.068435 OAR

loan•to•Value Ratio

70.2:-~ Surveged Rates

Equity Oi•Jidend Rate

13.31/.

8.78

9.31

C,:,p11right 2021 Re::ittyR~te~.<:•m,...

$itffli~~m
Spread Over 10-Year Treasu1y

Debt Co,. ,m1ge Ratio
1

1.35½ OCR Technique

1.05 0.04 0640

0.80

!nt,;,rest Rate

2.66¾ Mo1t9age

80¾ 0,040840

0.032512

Amortization

40 Equity

20¾ 0.078602

0.015720

Mortgage Constant

loan•to-VGlue Ratio
~quity Dividend Rate

3.41

1.05 Band of Investment Technique

0.040840 OAR

4.02
4.58

80½ Surve9ed Rates

7.861/.

Ma;riitiu~<
Spread Over 10-Year T1ea:s:ury

Debt Co'.'erage Ratio

5.801/. OCR Technique

Interest Rate

7.11¾ Mortgage

Amortization

15 Equity

Mortgage Constant
loan-to-Value Ratio
Equity Dividend Rat,:

1.90 0.108599

0.60

12.38

1.90 Band of Investment Technique
SOX 0.108599
40½

0.065159

0.166060 0.066424

0.108599 OAR

13.16

SOX Surve,ed Rates

12.50

16.61½

AV,era!)~
Spread

o~:r 10-Ye,ar TrNsury

Debt Coverage Ratio
Interest Rate
Amorti.:ation
Mortgage Constant
loan•to•Va!ue- Ratio

Equity Dividend Rate
•3rd Qyukr 2021 o~t:.

RealtyRates.com™

3.58¾ OCR Tech!'ique

1.48 0.066183

0.70

6.83

1.4$ Band of Investment Technique
4.89¾ Mortgage

28 Equity
0.066163 O~.R
701/. Surveged Rates

701/. 0.066163

30¾

0.048314

0.117$58 0.035387
8.17
9.41

11.80¼
Copyright 2021 R1~ltyR~t<::.:,,:om'"
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BUILDING SALE COMPARISONS
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COMPARABLE BUILDING SALE NO. 1
Location: B.M. Behrends Bank Building, 234 Seward Street, Juneau
Legal Description: Lots 5 & 7 Block 5, Juneau Townsite, JRD.
Sale Date: November 24, 2021
Grantor: KeyBank National Association
Grantee: Goldbelt Improvement Company
Recording: Deed 2021-007199
Price: $1,250,000
Terms: cash to seller
Building Size: 11,376 SF - above grade, with full basement
Building Age: 1914 with modern upgrades
Land Size: 12,245 SF
Access: Seward Street and Main Street frontage
Zoning: MU
Utilities: water, sewer, power, phone - all underground
Description: This is a one-story structure of reinforced concrete construction with a flat
roof, decorative cornice and columns facing Seward Street, with a full concrete
basement. It was constructed by B. M. Behrends, who came to Alaska to prospect for
gold in 1887. He managed the store at this location and in 1896, he became the
operator of the B.M. Behrends bank which operated until July 16, 2021. After the
closure the building was placed on the market for $1,300,000 and sold within 30 days
for $1,250,000. The buyers own several properties in the area, and stated that about
$200,000 in HVAC repairs were needed to the building. The buyers purchased the
building to add to their portfolio and do not have immediate plans for its use. The
building has many large exterior windows and a modern interior that served as a bank
branch. The building has a small parking area at the rear, accessed from Main Street.
Analysis: $1,250,000/11,376 SF= $110 SF
Confirmation: Goldstein Improvement Company and Carlton Smith, broker, by Julie
Dinneen, MAI
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COMPARABLE BUILDING SALE N0.8
Location: 225 Front Street, Juneau
Legal Description: Lot 1, Block 8, Juneau Townsite, JRD.
Sale Date: September 17, 2021
Grantor: R.H. Rentals LLC
Grantee: Southeastern Alaska Regional Health Consortium
Recording: SWD Deed 2021-005794
Price: $1,850,000 x 1.06 for broker's commission= $1,961,000
Terms: cash to seller
Building Size: 16,532 SF on two floors
Building Age: 1981 to 1991
Land Size: 11,300 SF
Access: Front Street and Shattuck Way
Zoning: MU/PD-1 parking district.
Utilities: water, sewer, power, phone
Soils/Topography: small area in crawl space can be impacted by very high tides to a
small degree. There is a crawl space and 3,562 SF of concrete basement
Description: The building is on the National Register of Historic buildings. Built in
1897, the building housed Jorgenson's Hardware; the first store in Juneau devoted to
hardware. Its architectural style is Late Victorian, and was placed on the registry in
1994. The building was occupied by Lyle's Hardware until 1995 and remodeled by Tom
Neubauer in 1997 at a reported cost of $2 million. The building is a two-story structure
with an irregular shape. It is supported by a partial concrete basement and by pilings.
The wood framing systems includes beams and posts and wood decking and flooring.
The roof is a metal gable type and 2/3 of it has been recently replaced. The exterior has
horizontal wood siding and 65 windows in vinyl casements. Most of the windows are
double hung style. When renovated, the building was taken down to the framing and
built back up with new plumbing, electrical, insulation and finishes.
As the photos show, the wide hallways in the building capture a great deal of natural light,
and tenant areas have window walls. The remodeling was done with the intention of
creating a year-round center for businesses. The interior is brightly lit and is well oriented
to natural light. The east wall of the building is windowless and lies close to surrounding
buildings. The atrium provides stairwell or elevator access to the second floor and each
level has a hallway that runs the length of the building. The wide hallways have carpeted
floors, 4-inch-high wood baseboard painted white, window walls, suspended signs for
tenants and entrances with wood doors.
The public restrooms are located on the second floor and include a men's and women's
restroom off an interior hallway with recessed lighting and tiled interiors. All plumbing is
to code and is found in the public restrooms and in many tenant areas. Several tenant
areas have plumbing for kitchens, clinic sinks, etc. The building has a 500-gallon fuel
tanks and an oil-fired heating system. As shown in the photographs, there are several
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ceiling mounted heating units on both levels. There are 65 argon filled , high energy
efficient windows that were installed in 1997. The windows are in vinyl casements and
are bronze tinted. Exterior doors with automatic locks were installed in 2012. The doors
are locked and unlocked by computer. The tenant doors are good quality wood doors with
wood trim.
The building has a passenger elevator and there is a shaft in place that could
accommodate a second elevator, if every needed. The basement includes both a
concrete area used for storage and shop uses as well as dirt/rock floor where pilings can
be seen driven into the ground.
Analysis: $1,961,000 / 16,532 SF= $119 SF
Confirmation: Rich Harris, seller, by Julie Dinneen, MAI
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COMPARABLE BUILDING SALE NO. 3
Location: 174 South Franklin Street, Juneau
Legal Description: Lot 9 and a fraction of Lot 10, Block 81, Tidelands Addition to the
Townsite of Juneau, JRD.
Sale Date: December 31, 2019
Grantor: MacKinnon, Eric, Kathleen and John
Grantee: The Emporium Mall LLC
Recording: SWD Deed 2019-005923
Price: $1,600,000
Terms: cash to seller
Building Size: 19,160 SF used by buyer and seller
Building Age: 1901 with many upgrades.
Land Size: 7,665 SF
Access: Willoughby Avenue
Zoning: MU/PD-1 parking district.
Utilities: water, sewer, power, phone
Soils/Topography: moderate in topography with good soils
Description: This building has historical significance as it was the Alaska Steam Laundry
building when constructed in 1901. It is of Late Victorian style with a prominent turret that
has a conical roof. The laundry was on the ground floor and residences and offices were on
the second level. On the AHRS archives, this historical building is Jun-018.
The building has been upgraded over the years and has a mix of restaurant, retail,
commercial uses and services uses. The second level is accessed from interior stairs. The
broker indicated that the building was 98% full during the marketing period, but was underperforming because many leases were at below market rates. The property ·took about ·three
years to sell. The buyer is a contractor/investor in Juneau and saw upside potential. He
purchased at $200,000 under the asking price as he felt the building's deferred maintenance
was that amount. The buyer and seller used the NRA as the assessor's information on the
building was not accurate. The building has a Shattuck Way entrance and a S. Franklin
Str.eet.entrance. In early 2019, the Shattuck Way commercial sign business tenant area was
opened up and significantly improved to create retail spaces with windows and entrances on
this side of the building.

Analysis: $1,600,000 / 19,160 SF= $84SF
Confirmation: Tracy .Ricker, broker, by .Julie Dinneen, MAI
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Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
•

No responsibility is assumed for the legal description or for matters including legal or title
considerations. Title to the property is assumed to be good and marketable unless otherwise stated.

•

The property is appraised free and clear of any or a/I liens or encumbrances, unless otherwise stated.

•

Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.

•

The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable. However, no warranty is given for its
accuracy.

•

All engineering is assumed to be correct. The plot plans and illustrative material in this report are
included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property.

•

It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, or
structures that render it more or less valuable.

•

No responsibility is assumed for such conditions, or for arranging of engineering studies that may be
required to discover them.

e

It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local

•

environmental regulations and laws, unless noncompliance is stated, defined and considered in this
appraisal report.

•

It is assumed that all applicable zoning and use regulations and restrictions have been complied with,
unless nonconformity has been stated, defined and considered in the appraisal report.

•

It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents, or other legislative or
administrative authority from any local, state or national government or private entity or
organization have been, or can be obtained or renewed, for any use on which the value estimate in
this report is based.

•

It is assumed that the utilization of the land and improvements, if any, lie within the boundaries or
property lines of the property described, and that there is no encroachment or trespass unless noted
in the report.

•

Unless otherwise stated int his report, the existence of hazardous material, which may or may not
be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser. The appraiser has no knowledge of
the existence of such materials on, or in, the property. The appraiser, however, is not qualified to
detect such substances. The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam
insulation, or other potentially hazardous materials, may affect the value of the property. The value
estimate is predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property that
would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions, or for any expertise
or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The client is urged to retain an expert in this
field, if desired.

•

Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of publication. It may not
be used for any purpose, or by any person other than the party to whom it is addressed without the
written consent of the appraiser, and, in any event, only with proper written qualification, and, only
in its entirety.
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•

The appraiser herein by reason of this appraisal in not required to give further consultation,
testimony, or be in attendance in court with reference to the property in question unless
arrangements have been previously made.
Neither all, nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to value, the
Identity of the appraiser, or the firm with which the appraiser is connected) shall be disseminated to
the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other media
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QUALIFICATIONS OF APPRAISER
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
JULIE C. DINNEEN, MAI
2061 S. Clayton Street
Denver, CO. 80210

(303) 579-3589
juliedinneen@hotmail.com

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Economics, Lewis & Clark College. Portland, Oregon, 1981

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
APPRAISAL INSTITUTE - Member Appraisal Institute #7898
STATE OF ALASKA - Certified General Real Estate Appraiser #AA90
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
1993-Present
Julie Dinneen Company - Sole Proprietor
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southeast Region of
Alaska
1991-1993
Manager of Juneau Office - Real Estate Services Corporation
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southeast Region
1989-1993
Associate Appraiser in Anchorage Office - Real Estate Services Corporation
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southcentral Alaska
1988-1989
Associate Appraiser in San Francisco Office - Arthur Gimmy International
Extensive travel in western states, predominantly skilled nursing facility
assignments
1982-1988
Associate Appraiser in Anchorage Office - Shorett & Riely
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southcentral Alaska
1981-1982
Research Assistant in Portland Office - Curtis, MacKenzie & Slocum
References
Available Upon Request
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ASSESSOR
MATERIAL
Appeal
2022-0157

*
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of 266
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Presentation of Real Property Appeal

CITY/BOROUGH OF JUNEAU
ALASKAS CAPITAL CITY

Date of BOE

Office Of The Assessor
155 South Seward Steet
Juneau, AK 99801

Location of BOE
Time of BOE

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
INC
130 SEWARD ST STE 001
JUNEAU AK 99801

Wednesday, June 29, 2022
Via ZOOM Webinar
5:30 pm

Mailing Date of Notice

June 15, 2022

Parcel Identification

1C070A040010

Property Location
Appeal No.
Sent to Email Address:

201 SEWARD ST
APL20220157
gregadler@mac.com

ATTENTION OWNER

Under Alaska Statutes and CBJ Code, you, as the appellant, bear the burden of proof. The only grounds for adjustment of an
assessment are proof of unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation based on facts that are stated in your written appeal
or proven at the appeal hearing.
Any evidence or materials you would like to include in your appeal must be submitted to the City Clerk's Office {preferred
method via email to city.clerk@juneau.org Attn.: Assessment Appeal} by 4:00 PM Wednesday, June 22, 2022 and will be
included in the packets for the Board so the members have an opportunity to review the materials before the hearing.
Your Board of Equalization packet will be ready for you to pick up in the Clerk's office after 2:00 PM Thursday, June 23, 2022
or it will be emailed and/or mailed to the above address(es) on this notice.
You or your representative may be present at the hearing {via Zoom Webinar, participation/log in information will be listed on
the agenda packet you receive for the hearing your appeal is scheduled for}. If you choose not to be present or be
represented, the Board of Equalization will proceed in the absence of the appellant.
It should be noted that, between the date of this letter and the Board hearing date, your appeal may be resolved between you
and the Assessor. If your appeal is resolved, you will not need to appear before the Board.
If you have any questions please contact the Assessor's Office.

Attachment: CBJ Law Department Memorandum April 19, 2013.

CONTACT US: CBJ Assessor's Office
Phone

Email

Website

Physical Location

Phone (907) 586-5215
Fax (907) 586-4520

assessor.office@juneau.org

http://www.juneau.org/finance/

155 South Seward St
Room 114

PROPERTY TAX BILLS MAILED JULY 1

PROPERTY TAXES DUE SEPTEMBER 30
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APPEAL #2022-0157
2022 REAL PROPERTY APPEAL PACKET
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION June 29, 2022

ASSESSOR OFFICE
Appellant: Goldstein / Greg Adler

Location: 214/216 Second St & 201/205/209/217 Seward St

Parcel No.: 1C070A040010

Property Type: Commercial – Retail, Restaurant and Apartments

Appellant’s basis for appeal: excessive, unequal, and improper

Site:
Buildings:
Total:

Appellant’s Estimate
of Value
<not provided>
<not provided>
$ 875,000

Original Assessed
Value
$ 866,565
$ 627,564
$ 1,494,129

Recommended
Value
$ 866,565
$ 627,564
$ 1,494,129

Subject Photo
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Appeal 2022-0157, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A040010
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OVERVIEW
The subject is a downtown commercial property with 1 story and 2 story building sections and a parking lot.

Subject Characteristics:


Land
o
o
o



12,282 SF lot
 3,400 SF of which is unpaved parking
Developed lot
Located within the downtown business district

Building
o 8,825 SF GBA
 7516.5 SF 1st level
 1309 SF 2nd level

SUBJECT PHOTOS
From Seward St
2nd floor apartments
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Appeal 2022-0157, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A040010
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From corner of 2nd St & Seward
St

From 2nd St
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Appeal 2022-0157, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A040010
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Back
Parking lot

Back
Parking lot
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Appeal 2022-0157, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A040010
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AREA MAP & AERIAL
The salmon shaded parcels are the 6 Goldstein appeals.

Page 6

Appeal 2022-0157, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A040010
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ASSESSED VALUES
Total assessed value is the primary test against market. The distribution of that value between the Land Component and
the Building Component is secondary and can vary from one model to another. The total assessed value is tested against
market indicators (sales, lease rates, etc.) and is adjusted to market value by application of market area and feature
adjustments.
All three approaches to value (Cost, Sales Comparison and Income) are considered for commercial properties.

LAND
Land values are developed on a market area basis. The land is examined to understand the typical land characteristics in
the market area. These characteristics include size, slope, view, water frontage, significant wetlands and others. The
characteristics are used to develop a market area land valuation model. This model is tested and refined in consideration
of sales of both vacant and developed parcels. The resulting model is then applied to all of the land in the market area or
to all of the properties in that subclass of properties to establish assessed site values.
The subject parcel’s land value is equitable and is not excessive.
Land Characteristics:
 12,282 SF lot
o 3,400 SF of which is unpaved parking
 Developed lot
 Located within the downtown business district
Land Values
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BUILDING(S)
The building component may be based on market adjusted cost tables, residual from sales after extraction of the land
value or other appropriate means.
Ratio studies are performed to determine market adjustments.
Building Characteristics:
 8,825 SF GBA
o 7516.5 SF 1st level
o 1309 SF 2nd level

Sketch of Improvements:
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COST REPORT
The cost report below was utilized in the review process in response to the filing of the Petition for Review by the
appellant. The cost report indicates that the building component is not overvalued.
The cost report matches the building value from 2018. For 2022 the downtown building values were reduced by 2%.

INCOME APPROACH
The income approach was not the basis for setting most of the assessed value for 2022. The appellant did not submit
P&L information for the Review process.
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COMMERCIAL MARKET & ASSESSMENT ANALYSIS
The 2022 sales analysis for commercial properties included 59 qualified sales from 5 years of sales covering January 1,
2017 through December 31, 2021. The sales volume for the commercial market increased in 2021 and indicate
continued appreciation.


Assessment Year 2022 Summary for Commercial Properties
o Level of Assessment – 80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties
o Coefficient of Dispersion (COD) – 17.46% for the combined group, 14.45% for vacant land, and 18.71%
for improved properties (For these types of property groups the Standard that we work towards would
be 20% or less for the subsets of land and improved properties. The combined set would be expected to
have a higher COD.)
o Applied Time Trend for Sales Analysis – 5% per year for 2017, 2018 and 2019; 3% for 2020 and 2% for
2021 (actual market movement remained more than 5% movement each year over the 5 year period so
in applying a lesser trend we fell further behind the market.

SUBJECT ASSESSMENT HISTORY
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SUMMARY
State statute requires the Assessor to value property at “full and true value”. According to appraisal standards and
practices set by the Alaska Association of Assessing Officers, the State of Alaska Office of the State Assessor, and the
International Association of Assessing Officers, correct procedures of assessment were followed for the subject. These
standards and practices include consideration of any market value increase or decrease as determined by analysis of
sales.
The assessed value was reviewed in response to the Petition for Review. Our findings are as follows.
The land and buildings are valued using the same methods and standards as all other properties in the Borough.
Normally the Assessor’s Office should recommend full market value to the BOE, however, because we are still working
on replacing and/or correcting outdated models we are, for the appeal process, placing a higher priority on uniformity
within existing models rather than uniformity with the whole which is being addressed through separate processes.
Based on current assessment levels for this neighborhood the full market value for this property, which the BOE may
adopt, would be 1,573,761.

Additional Details:







The appellant states that their assessed value is excessive.
o We find that, based on analysis of market sales, the value it is not excessive.
The appellant states that their value is unequal.
o We find that it was valued with the same methodology as other properties.
The appellant states that their property is valued improperly.
o The parcel was valued using proper methodology.
These are further addressed in the land, building, cost report, income, commercial market and assessment
analysis, summary and conclusion sections of our response in your packet.
For additional information on the assessment process, assessed values, analysis process, ratio studies and other
related areas please see the “Property Assessment Guide” included in the packet.
The appellant has submitted thousands of pages of paper copy and many electronic document files.
o We have reviewed all of this material and find no basis for a reduction of their assessed value.

Also of note is that the BOE reviewed this property last year and upheld the value and that even though the sales
indicate that the downtown values have continued to increase the downtown assessments were decreased by 2% this
year in order to achieve greater uniformity in the commercial property values.
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CONCLUSION
The 2022 Assessed values were based on analysis of sales through ratio studies and subsequent trending of values based
on the analysis findings. Underlying this standard compliant trending are the prior approach decisions and the locational
and property feature models and adjustments that have been applied to Juneau commercial properties for many years.
The ratio studies indicate that after our adjustments to values the level of assessment for commercial properties was
80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties.
For the subject property:


The percentage change for this property from 2021 to 2022 was a reduction of -2%.

We find that no change to the 2022 assessed value of $1,494,129 is warranted and ask that the BOE uphold the assessed
value.

Addendum A - Communications
See separate document.

Addendum B – Additional Response Details
See separate document.
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CITY AND BOROUGt- Of

Petition for Review/ Correction of Assessed Value
Real Property

JUNEAU

2022

Assessment Year
Parcel ID Number
Name of Applicant

Office of the Assessor
155 South Seward Street
Junea u, Alaska 99801

1C070A040020
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT CO.
gregadler@ mac.com

Email Address

2022 Filing Deadline: Thursday April 7, 2022
Please attach all supporting documentation
ASSESSOR'S FILES ARE PUBLIC INFORMA TION - DOCUMENTS FILED WITH AN APPEAL BECOME PUBLIC INFORMATION

Parcel ID Number
Owner Name

1C070A040020

Primary Phone#

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
310-612-1312

Email Address

gregadler@mac.com

Physical Address

224 Second Street

Mailing Address

Greg Adler

Juneau, AK

426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402

Why are you appealing your value? Check box and provide a detailed explanation below for your appeal to be valid.
0 My property value is excessive/overva lued
THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT GROUNDS FOR APPEAL
10] My property value is unequal to similar propert ies
• Your taxes are too high
My property was valued improperly/incorrectly
• Your value changed too much in one year.
My property has been undervalued
• You can't afford the taxes
My exemption(s) was not applied

10
D

n

Provide specific reasons and provide evidence supporting the item(s) checked above:
Please see the attached Documentation , including a Summary, R eason ing and Arguments and
Appraisal

--

Have you attached additional information or documentation?
Values on Assessment Notice:

I s397 . 124

Site

0 1Yes

•

No

I Building

Is

Total

I s397. 124

I Building

I sFairness

Total

I s29s .ooo

Owner's Estimate of Value:
I sFairness

Site

Purchase Price of Property:
Price

I Purchase Date

Is

Has the property been listed for sale? [0
Listing Price

is

] Yes [0] No (if yes complete next line)

I Days on Market

Was the property appraised by a licensed appraiser within the last year? (0 ] Yes [ l J No (if yes provide copy of appraisal)
Certification:
I hereby affirm that the foregoing information is true and correct, I understand that I bear the burden of proof and I must provide
evidence supporting my appeal, and that I am the owner (or owner's authorized agent) of the property described above.
Signature
DateMarch 31 , 2022

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office
Phone/Fax
Phone: (907)586-5215
Fax : (907)586-4520

Email
Assessor .Office@ju nea u .orr,

\\CB.I F l LES\dAssessor\Admi nistrati vc\FO RMS

Website

Address

http://www.ju neau .org/fi na nee

155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801
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APPEAL#: _ _ _ __

PARCEL#: _ _ _ _ _ __

DATE FILED: _ _ _ __

Appraiser to fill out
Appraiser

I Date of Review

I

I

Comments:

Post Review Assessment
Site

I Building I $

IS

Exemptions
Total Taxable Value

I Total I $

$
$
APPELLANT RESPONSE TO ACTION BY ASSESSOR

O

D

I hereby
Accept
Reject the following assessment valuation in the amount of $
If rejected, appellant will be scheduled before the Board of Equalization and will be advised of the date & time to appear.
Appellant's Signature

Date:

Appellant Accept Value
Govern Updated
Spreadsheet Updated
Corrected Notice ofAssessed Value Sent

~

n

n

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

n

D

D
f l

No (if no skip to Board of Equalization)
No
No
No

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION

D

D

Scheduled BOE Date
Yes
No
10-Day Letter Sent
Yes
No
The Board of Equalization certifies its decision, based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law contained within the
recorded hearing and record on appeal, and concludes that the appellant [01 Met [01 Did not meet the burden of
proof that the assessment was unequal, excessive, improper or under/overvalued.
Notes:

n

Site

n

I Building I $

I$

Exemptions
Total Taxable Value

Phone/Fax
Phone: (907)586-5215
Fax: (907)586-4520

I Total

I$

$
$

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office
Email
Website
Assessor.Office@juneau.org

\\CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrative\FORMS

http://www.juneau.org/finance

Address
155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801
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MARKET VALUE APPRAISAL
224 SECOND STREET
JUNEAU, ALASKA
JDC FILE NO. 2021-270

As of November 20, 2021

PREPARED FOR:
Martin Jannol, PC
8383 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 663
Beverly Hills, CA 90211

BY:
JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
Julie C. Dinneen, MAI
302 W. Chester Street
Lafayette, CO 80026
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JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
REAL ESTATE APPRAISALS

March 25, 2022

Martin Jannel, PC
8383 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 663
Beverly Hills, CA
90211

RE: Market Value Appraisal of 224 Second Street, Juneau, Alaska. JDC File No.
2021-27D.
Dear Mr. Jannel:
At your request, I have completed an appraisal of the above referenced real estate,
which is in Juneau. The purpose of this appraisal is to determine the market value of the
property for purpose of in-house work product by the owner, Goldstein Improvement
Company. The property was inspected on juiy 20, of 202i and the report was
completed over the ensuing months. The effective date of the appraisal is November
20, 2021.
This report has been completed in conformance with the appraisal reporting standards
formulated by the Uniform Standards of Professional Practice (USPAP) as formulated
by the Appraisal Foundation.
Based upon my research and analysis, I have formed the opinion that the market value
of the fee interest in the subject property, in as-is condition, is $295,000.

Respectfully Submitted,

Juli C. Dinneen, MAI

302 WEST CHESTER STREET, LAFAYETTE, CO. 80026
(303) 579-3589
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CERTIFICATE OF APPRAISAL
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
- the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

- the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased professional
analyses, opinions, and conclusions.

- I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and
no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.

- I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the
property that is the subject of this report within the three-year period immediately preceding
acceptance of this assignment.

- I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties
involved with this assignment.

- my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.

- my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or
reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the
amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a
subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.

- my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared,
in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

.-

I

I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.

i'

I

'

I
l

V

/
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APPRAISAL REPORT
Purpose of the Appraisal
This appraisal estimates market value of the fee interest in the subject property, which is
a vacant lot used for parking. The purpose of the report is for in-house asset valuation.
Type of Report and Intended User
The intended user of this appraisal is the Goldstein Improvement Company.
Date of the Appraisal
The effective date of the appraisal is November 20, 2021.
Identification of Subject Property
The physical address of the subject property is 224 Second Street. The legal description
of the subject property is Lot 3, Block 4, Juneau Townsite, Juneau Recording District,
State of Alaska.
Property Rights Appraised
This valuation reflects the market value of the fee interest in the subject property.
Definition of Market Value
The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting
prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus.
Implicit in this definition are the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the
passing of title from seller to buyer whereby:
1. Buyer and seller are typically motivated.
2. Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in
what they consider their best interests;
3. A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
4. Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms
of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and
5. The price represents the normal consideration for the property
sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales
concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.
Source: Title 12, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 34, Subpart C (Office of the Comptroller of the Currency Final Rule
on Real Estate Appraisals, Section 34.42.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY

•
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Scope of the Appraisal
The extent to which the property was inspected: The subject property was inspected on
July 22, 2021 .
The type and extent of data researched:
Economic reports for the Southeast Alaska were read for this appraisal. The downtown
Juneau market was studied for comparable rental data and building sales and listings.
In this process, property owners, real estate brokers, tenants, and buyers and sellers of
commercial properties were interviewed.
The type of analysis applied:
The approach to value that is relevant to this appraisal is the Sales Comparison Approach.
Exposure Period
An opinion based on supporting market data, of the length of time that the property
interest being appraised would have been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical
consummation of a sale at market value on the effective date of the appraisal.
Marketing Period
The marketing period is the amount of time it takes generally comparable properties in
the competing marketplace to sell. The subject is a vacant interior lot on 2 nd Street in the
downtown core that is used for parking. Land sales in the subject property's neighborhood
are few as the area is built-up. Comparable properties are seldom marketed openly and
tend to seii by word of mouth. Some of the saies or negotiations that have taken place
have involved public entities including the City and Borough of Juneau and the Mental
Health Trust.
For the subject lot, which is a relatively small parcel, if placed on the market for sale, a
reasonable exposure and marketing period would be within 12 months.
Assessment Data
The 2021 assessment of the subject property is as follows:
1C070A040020

Land
$405,300

Im rovements Total
$0
$405,300

2021 Taxes
$4 280

The subject property is in a service area with a mill rate of 10.56 for FY 2021 . This is a
decrease from the 2020 mill rate of 10.66.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Ownership History
Title to the subject is vested in the Goldstein Improvement Company who acquired the
property in November of 2003 from the International Brotherhood of Electrical Engineers
Local 1547 by Warranty Deed 2003-011950. There has not been a transfer of ownership
over the past five years.
Southeast Alaska Economy
The most recent publication regarding the economy of the region was completed in
September 2021 by Rain Coast Data and is a Southeast Conference Publication. The
conference was he!d in Haines in September of 2021. Southeast Alaska By the
Numbers 2021 is included in the following section.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY

•
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VACCINATED
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LANDED IN THE REGION
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SEPTEMBER 2021

Jobs and wages g rew
in the first quarter of
2020, but for the
remainder of the year the COVID-19
pandemic ravaged the Southeast Alaska
economy. Over the year as a whole t he region
lost nearly 6,000 jobs and $190 million in t otal
wages. Private sector wages were down b y
13% over 2019. The visitor industry was
particularly devastated. An expected 1.4
million cruise ship passengers dwindled t o
just 48 on the region's sma llest cruise ships.
Total jobs in the visitor sector were cut by
45%, for a loss of 3,800 year-round-equivalent
jobs while tourism wages fell by $ 119 million.

20
,

On top of the pandemic Southeast Alaska
experienced one of its worst fishing seasons on
record. D ismal haNest levels were
compounded by reduced prices, as global
restaurant closures gutted seafood demand.
The 2020 regional seafood catch was 63%
below 10-year averages in terms of pounds
landed, and 55% lower in terms of value, even
when adjusted for inflation.
Federal relief proved to be a critical stabilizing
force. Communities and businesses received
more than a half billion in aid in the form of
grants and loans. Nearly a th ird of businesses
said they would have dosed permanently
without this influx of cash. Still, there were
some bright spots in 2020. Federal and
construction employment were both up, and
the average regional wage increased by 5%.

Southeast A laska is
headed into a
prolonged period of
econom ic recovery as reg iona l business
leaders are finding ways to succeed in a
volati le but improving business cl imate.
Through m id-Ju ly there had been tremendous
optimism that the Fall of 2021 wou ld bring a
return to normalcy. However, the highly
contagious Delta variant coupled with
declin ing vaccination rates has meant th at
infection rates are going up, instead of down,
threatening gains in health and economic
advancement .

2

Despite setbacks, there has been positive
economic news. A federal act allowed cruise
ships to ret urn to Southeast Alaska in 2021 ,
suspending the Passenger Vessel SeNices Act
temporarily and permitting approximately 10%
of a typica l cruise season to occur in 2021. The
salmon haNest is coming in well above the
record lows of 2020 - especial ly pink and
sockeye, seafood prices are significantly higher,
and processing jobs are way up. The 2020 US
Census showed overall population growth for
the region during the past decade.
While these are tumultuous times, the
resources of the region are extraordinary.
Southeast Alaska has a productive ocean ,
valuable minerals, beautiful scenery, worldclass recreation opportunities, and its most
important resource - the tenacity of Southeast
Alaskans, organizations, and communities.

A SOUTHEAST CONFERENCE PUBLICATION BY RAIN COAST DAT.l!.
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The \Nhole Southeast Alaska Economy 2020
In 2020, Southeast Alaska lost nearly 6,000 year-round equivalent jobs and $190 million in workforce earnings compared to 2019.

Annual Average Jobs

Employment Earnings

40,187 Jobs

$2.16 Billion Workforce Earnings

DOWN 5,910 J OBS IN 2020 -13%

DOWN $189.7 MILLION -8%

Government (includes Coast Guard)

$727,921,874

$61,055,378*

$788,977,252

11,856

645*

i 2,501

.493

Visitor Industry

$132,209,534

$20,459,468

$152,669,002

4,023

576

4,599

-3 795

$62,894,498

$107,722,240

$'170,6't 6,738

1,284

2,02,

3,305

438

Trade: Retail and Wholesale

$123,884,718

$24,031,000

$147,915,7"!8

3,607

524

4,13"1

-341

Health Care Industry (private only)

$177,697,626

$14,808,180

$192,505,806

2,674

252

2,926

-''19

584

1,946

43

Seafood Industry

Construction Industry

$95,005,835

$38,999,000

$134,004,835

1,362

Financial Activities

$57,840,241

$54,349,824

$112,190,065

1,038

737

1,775

-58

1,503

1222

2,725

216

Professiona l and Business Services
Mining Industry
Social Services
Information (publishing, broadcasting ,
telecom.)

Timber Industry
Warehousing, Utilities, & Non-Visitor

$79,291,373

$43,487,000

$122,778,373

$102,946,071

$307,000

$103,253,071

855

6

861

-73

179

1,354

-60

$42,046,690

$3,977,000

$46,023,690

1,175

$19,918,962

$1,179,093

$21,098,055

383

48

431

-104

$18,337,876

$1,824,974

$20, 162,850

272

49

321

-51

$48,744,126

$13,267,922

$62,012,048

820

163

983

6

$57,419,864

$23,795,533

$81,215,397

1,507

821

2,328

-232

Transport

Other

.,

Sources: Alaska Department of Labor Employment & Wage data; (latest available) US Census Nonemployer (self-employment) Statistics; Active Duty Military Population, ADOL.
*These cells in Government refer to active duty Coast Guard personnel employment and wages, and not self-employment data.Notes: Seafood Industry includes animal aquaculture,
fishing & seafood product preparation, and Southeast Alaska resident commercial fishermen (nonresident fishermen & crew who did not report income are excluded). Visitor Industry
includes leisure & hospitality, and visitor transportation (air, water, scenic). Timber includ;:_1;,
try and logging support activities for forestry, and wood p roduct manufacturing.

,.,c~

Southeast Alaska by the Numbers 2021
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. THE LAST YEAR.·
CHANGE IN

tracks key Southeast indicators over the
2019 to 2020 Table
past year, along with associated changes.

DEMOGRAPHICS

2020

Population 1
Ages 70 and older2
Under Age 10 2
Twenty-somethings 2

l<-12 School District Enrol lment3
GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Total Labor Force Uobs, includes self-employed
Total Job Earnings 1, s, 6

TOP ECONOMIC
SECTORS
- . -· - ·-- . -· - - --

-•-·--

GOVERNMENT

-~

···-·

'.

& USCG)1,S,6

Total Private Sector Payroll 7, 6
Averaqe Annual Waqe 1
Annua! UnP.mployment RatP. -,

- -·

.

-

. .

.

Total State of Alaska Payroll

. ?919~?0?Cl

.. .,,

.
'

.

'
''

.•

$2.15 billion
•
$1.37 billion
$1.56 billion
$53,635
$50,873
8.3%
5.2%
_. ___ 2020_ ____[___ ·_ 2019 _ _

13%

5%
3 1%

_ o/o CHANGE __

12,501
2,074
4,438
5,989

12,994
2,032
4,705
6,257

$789 million
$278.9 million

$780.7 mill ion
$284- million

-3.8%
2.1%
5.7%
43%
1.'1%

l(EY INDUSTRY; 7% OF ALL EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS

VISITOR INDUSTRY

4,599
$15.2,669,002

Total Visito1· Industry Emplovment 1, 6
Total Visitor lndustrv Waqes/Earninqs 1. 6
Total Southeast Alaska Passenger Arrivals

'19'1 ,138

48
188,443
2,647

Cruise Passenqers 10
Total Air Passenge1· A rrivals from Outside SE 11
Total AMHS Passengers from Outside SE 12

& SEAFOOD INDUSTRY

Total Seafood Emplovment (includes fishermen)
Total Seafood Employment Earninqs 1, 6

KEY INDUSTRY:

1, 6

Value of Seafood Processed 7
Pounds Landed (commercial seafood whole pounds by SE residents) 8
Estimated Gross Earninqs !es-vessel value of pounds landed) 8
HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY (PUBLIC

Health Care Employment
Health Care Wa g_es 1, 6

&

3,305
$170,616,738
$270,914,859
108,772,607
$135,971,839
3,675
$248,616,809

1,s,6

OTHER SELECTED STATISTICS
Construction Employment 1 , 6 (6% all employment earnings)
Mining
Employment 1 (5% of all employment earnings)
.,,f :·: ,:, .
Timber Employment 1
Gold 7

Price of
Total Southeast AMHS Ridership12
Cost of Living: Consumer Price lndex1
Housing Starts: Housing Permitted /Completed 4 -1
Avg. Daily Volume ANS Oil Production (mbbls/day) 14
Domestic Crude WTI Oil Prices (in $/Barrel) 14

-45%
-44%
89%

,nu
~ :·<-~

$119 million '
-1 596.207

8% OF ALL EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS

3,743
$238,027,072
$422,042,543
208,340,000
$228 ,312,316

-12%
28%
-.36%

3,836
$242,049,223

KEY INDUSTRY: 13% OF ALL EMPLqYMENT EARNINGS

4,968

6,544

-24%

$289, 144,738

$403,353,410

-28%

Private Maritime plus USCG Employment 1,s,6
Private Maritime plus USCG Wages

8,394
$27 1,608,580
'i ,78.7,34-5
1,331,600
444,217
11,528

KEY INDUSTRY: 12% OF ALL EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS

PRIVATE HEALTH

1, 6
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2019

CHANGE

PUBLIC SECTOR: 37% OF ALL EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS

Total Government Employment 1 . s
Federal Employment 1, 5 (8% of all employment earnings)
State Employment 1 (1 4% of all job earnings)
City and Tribal Employment , (14% of all job earnings)
Total Government Payroll (includes USCG) 1, 5

COMMERCIAL FISHING

.' .
••
: ...
..
• ..

% CHANGE
20,1 9-2020

I

I

1,946
861
321
$1,769
38,596
226.2
130

-~-~·

2019
1,903
934
372
$1,392
135,388
228.7
259

%

CHANGE

2%
-8%
-14%
27%
-72%

-1.1%
-50%

-2%

CHANGE
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The Southeast Alaska
2020 seafood harvest
was one of the worst
on record. Compared to data over the past
10 years, the 2020 catch was 63% below
average in terms of pounds landed, and 55%
lower in terms of total value. Lower pink
salmon harvest returns were primarily to
blame. Reduced seafood prices - due to the
shutdown of the global restaurant sector, as
well as impacts of the US-China trade war coincided devastatingly with one of the
lowest salmon catches in more than 40 years.
Processors spent millions on mitigation
measures, further impacting
ex-vessel prices and
reducing workforce levels.
Fishermen caught nearly

100 million fewer pounds of

Species

pink salmon than they did,
on average, between 2010
and 2019 (-78%); and 52

Pink Salmon

million fewer pounds of
chum (-60%).

Chum Salmon
Coho Salmon

The 2020 catch value of
$136 million was Jess than

Herring

half of the inflation-adjusted
10-year average value of

Halibut
Crab

Sockeye Salmon

Chinook

While the total volume of crab harvested in
2020, especially for Dungeness, was
significantly above average, the total value of
the catch was still markedly below 2019
values.
In 2020, t he five salmon species represented
just 40% of the regional seafood catch by exvessel value. Halibut, black cod , and crab
accounted for nearly half of tota I catch value
in 2020. Typically, the majority of the
statewide catch of Chinook, coho, chum,
shrimp, Dungeness crab, and the dive
fisheries occurs in Southeast Alaska.

represents a loss of more than 400 jobs
compared to 2019, and a loss of 1,000
seafood sector jobs since 2015.
In 2020, shore-based seafood facilities in
Southeast Alaska processed 76 million
pounds of seafood, with a who lesale va lue of
$27 '1 million. This represents a 50% decrease
in seafood pounds processed compared to
2019, and a $151 million decline in the va lue
of processed product. Whi le currently a small
part of t he larger seafood economy, efforts to
develop a mariculture sector for shellfish and
seaweeds continue to expand.

The 2021 harvest to
date has been a
The regional seafood industry (including
considerable
commercial fishing and seafood processing)
improvement over 2020. Seafood processing
generated 3,300 annual regional jobs and
jobs are up by 11%. In ASMl's August 24,
$171 million in earnings in 2020, making up
2021 update, Sockeye and Coho harvests are
8% of jobs and earnings in the region. This
above 2020, Chum and King harvests
remain similar, and a massive pink harvest
far exceeds expectations. Significantly
~L;;;.;...::fl~~~ higher seafood prices have also helped
10-year avg. 2020 pounds Change from make 2021 a better year.
pounds ianded
landed
'1 0-year avg.
SE Salmon Catch: 2021 vs. 2020
-7 8%
Year over year: week 34
127,149,205
28,357,689
:Ii/

6,356,304
86,626,657
16,711,752
3,458,793
24,319,336
6,998,796
4,663,317
9,5 19,259
8,604,749

2,330,899
34,784,994
7,383,065
2,467,056
1,754,254
6,800,425
7,772,985
9,661,862
7,459,378

Sockeye
Pink
Chum/Keta
Coho
Chinook

-63%
-60%

-56%

:::==_-=:._:-_-::._=_=_=:.

97%

77%

Pink is compared

0%

to2019.due to2

% year cycle

30

-29%
-1 %
-93%
_25%
38%
100%
-3'}c While the sector faces uncertainty due to
67% changing ocean conditions, tariffs, state
1% budget cuts, and global farmed seafood

$305 million. Generally,
Black Cod
-1 3%
competition, this season's higher prices,
f ishermen reported that they All Other
had never worked so hard to ,...- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --J-. - -- - -.- .-..... increased jobs, and the potential for a
earn so little in 2020.

1

·
c..:;c._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
· .
_

huge pink salmon return are all good news
for the regional seafood industry.

Sources: Combination of ADOL Employment and Wage data; US Census Nonemployer (self-employment) Statistics; ADF&G Seafood Production of Shorebased Plants in Southeast

Alaska; ADF&G Southeast Alaska Commercial Seafood Industry Harvest and Ex-Vessel Value Information; Alaska Commercial Salmon Harvests and Ex-vessel Values, ADF&G. Weekly
Alaska Salmon Harvest Updates are produced for ASMI by McKinley Research. Seafood Industry includes animal aquaculture, fishing , & seafood product preparation and Southeast
Alaska resident commercial fishermen {nonresident fishermen & crew who did not report ,••~
inco~e ore excluded). Photo: By Chris Miller.
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2020

The 2020 visitor
season was like no
other. Few tourists
arrived in the region, and those who did
found reduced opportunities to leave the ir
money here. However, because t he visitor
industry includes all hotels, which were highly
utilized for quarantining - especially by the
mining sector - and restaurants, which quickly
pivoted to take-out menus and services,
employment levels were perhaps not as hard
hit as they cou ld have been. Total jobs in the
visitor sector were cut by 45%, for a loss of
3,795 year-round-equivalent jobs. Wages fell
by $119 million, a drop of 44% compared to
2019.
In 2020, just 191,000 air, ferry, and cruise
passengers (including residents) arrived in
Southeast Alaska from outside the region.
Airline passenger traffic from outside the
region decreased by 58%, cruise ship traffic
was reduced by 100%, and ferry passengers
from outside the region fell by 77% due to
the continued dramatic decreases in AMHS
funding and service (see page 10).
Tourists had been expected to spend nearly
$800 million across Southeast Alaska
communities in the summer of 2020, and the
visitor sector had been set to surpass the
state and municipal sectors to become the
largest wage provider in the region overall.

Instead, those working in the visitor industry
earned $153 million in 2020-jus, 7 percent
of all regional employment income,
compared to 12 percent the year before. The
average annualized wage in the visit or sector
was $33,195, the lowest of any industry.

2020

CRUISE SHIP SEASON CANCELLED

In 2020, 43 cru ise ships were scheduled to
visit the region, carryi ng 1.41 million
passengers on 606 voyages. Two of the
region's smallest cruise sh ips with 48
combined passengers set sail in 2020, wh ile
the remainder were cancelled, due to a
prohibition of cruise ships passing through
Canada.
BUSINESS LEADERS SURVEY

In April of 2021, leaders in the visitor sector
reported on how t heir businesses were
fairing:
• Tourism businesses reported that revenue
was down by 62% since the pandemic
began.
~ One-third reported they wou ld have
needed to close permanently without t he
financial assistance made available through
federal re lief programs.
• 50% were struggling to pay bills, rent, or
mortgage.
• 31 % of tourism leaders sa id they remain
vulnerable to closure.

.I
202

INCREASING JET
PASSENGERS

Whi le arriving ai r
passengers decreased by 56% in 2020, by
June 2021 passenger arrivals were up by 50%
across the region compared to t he first half of
2020, with June-only traffic up 260% above
June 2020.

2021

CRUISE SHIPS RETURN

Large cru ise ships returned to t he region fm
the first time in 2 1 months in July of 2021 ,
t hanks to a federal act t emporarily
suspending the Passenger Vessel Services
Act and allowin g cruise ships to bypass
Canada. The 79 expected port calls w ill
p rovide Southeast Alaska with the equivalent
of one-tenth of a typical tourism season.

Total ships
Tota l voyages
planned
Total p rojected
passengers
Weeks of service
First ship

8
79
10% to 12% of
a full season
16

July
Mid-October

Last sh ip

In 2022 if ships sail
at normal capacity,
they are projected
t o bring more than 1.5 mi llion cruise ship
passengers to Southeast Alaska, and account
for 90% of all tourists in the region.
Developing enough capacity to serve this
number of visitors after two years of little to
no tourism will be a significant challenge for
regional businesses. Projected passengers for
3 of the region's largest ports of call are below:

2022 CRUISE PROJECTIONS
Projected

Community Voyages

Projected

Passengers

Juneau

639

1,570,602

Ketchikan

598

1,401,387

Skagway

474

1,203,1 39

Sources: Cruise Lines International Association Alaska. Combination of ADOL Employment and Wage data and US Census Nonemployer (self-employment) Statistics; Alaska Visitors
Stat istics Program (AVSP) VII; US Bureau of Transportation Statistics (RITA); Alaska Marine Highw ay System; Cruise line Agencies of Alaska; Juneau International Airport Passenger
Statistics. Note: In this analysis, the visitor industry includes leisure and hospitality businesses, along with air, water & scenic transportation companies. Photo Credit: Allen Marine
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Mining Industry
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WAGES UP BY

2020

1 0%

These have not been
good years for the regional timber industry.
Timber jobs decreased by 14% in 2020 to 321
annualized workers and total wages dropped by 10%. IV!ost of the
region's timber jobs are now concentrated on Prince of Wales Island,
home to Viking Lumber, the last remaining mid-sized sawmill in
Southeast Alaska.
Southeast timber jobs peaked at 3,S43 annual average j obs in 1991
and have fallen by 91 % since that time.
In October of 2020, the Alaska Roadless Rule exemption was briefly
reinstated. Had this change been implemented the Tongass National
Forest would have been exempted from the 2001 regulation
protecting roadless areas in national forests nationally, making higher
levels of regional timber available for harvesting.
In July of 2021, the US Department of
Agriculture reversed this earlier decision,
restoring the 2001 Roadless Rule in the
- Tongass, and announcing a new "Southeast
Alaska Sustainability Strategy" aimed at ending large-scale old growth
timber sales in the Tongass and refocusing US Forest Service
management on forest restoration, recreation, climate, wildlife habit,
and watershed improvements.

1

In 2021 the Sealaska Corporation, wh ich had played a major role in
the region's timber economy for 42 years, announced a transition
away from the logging industry to focus on ocean-based food and
.
rt •t·
t ounsm oppo uni ,es.

( 2,

lv'iining saw the; largest increase in wages of
any sector across the region in 2020, growing
by 9%. W hile mining industry employment in
the region was t echnically down, this was most ly due to how jobs are
counted. Shift change protocols were reconfigured in response to
COVID-19 safety precautions. Longer schedules were developed in
eady 2020, leading to an undercount in workers in some months.
There were 861 annual average mining jobs in Southeast Alaska, with
a payroll of $103 million. The average annual mining wage was
$120,000 in 2020, more than double the overal l regional wage of
$53,635.
Three mines in the reg ion account for nearly all mining employment .
Hecla Greens Creek is one of the largest silver mines in the world,
Coeur A laska's Kensington Mine is exclusively a gold mine, and the
Dawson Mine is a smaller gold and silver project on Prince of Wales.
In 2020, Greens Creek had a record production of 10.5 million ounces
of silver and 56,814 tons of zinc. Kensington achieved a near record
production of 124,867 ounces of gold. There are severa l mining
exploration projects underway including Palmer in Haines, Herbert
Gold in Juneau, Bokan Mountain and Niblack, both on Prince of
Wales. Mining exploration activity in the region was notably down in
2020 due t o pandemic limitations.
In August 2021, Hecla Greens Creek had
•
450 ful l-time permanent employees (+10
·
·
from 2020), and Coeur Alaska Kensington
had a staff of 383 (-3 from 2020). Dawson

2 021

Mine reported 40 full time workers. Metal prices, which rise in
response to economic turmoil, have been strong. Higher precious
metals values provide ongoing optimism for this sector.

Timber industry employment w ill continue to contract. While there are Gold
some continued opportunities for timber sales in Asia, tariffs
g~~ce
2
imposed by China on imports of Alaska spruce logs have made it
$ ,000
difficult to negotiate agreements. Moreover, operators across the
$1,600
region continue to face constant environmenta l litigation, further
$1,200
disrupting harvest operations.
Sources: ADOL Employment and Wage data; Kitco Metals Inc; Coeur Mining Inc.
Annual Report; Hecla Mining Company Annual Report. U.S. International Trade
Commission. Photo credits: Tessa Axelson and Michael Penn.
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2

Health care became the nation 's top priority
in 2020, as well as t he reg ion's. Southeast
Alaska's 3,675 public and private healthcare
workers comprised 9% of the regiona l workforce in 2020, earnin g
12% ($249 mi llion) of all wages. Regional health care employment
fell by 150 annualized jobs in 2020. Despite a drop in jobs, tota l
earnings for the industry increased by 3%. Wages have been
increasing to attract workers. The region was already facing a
shortage of health care workers pre-pandemic due to an aging
popu lace and growing patient volumes. With the advent of
COVID-19, the demand for health care workers intensified
nationally and globally, making it even more difficult for t he region
to attract and compete for workers.

I,

For the first time in seven years
construction employment was up in 2020.
Jobs in this sector increased by 43 workers,
a two percent increase due to th e prioritization of construction
projects during the pandemic. Construction workers in the region
earned $134 million in 2020, an increase of two percent over the
previous year. Construction was a larger portion of the overall
regional economy in 2020, rising from four percent of all workforce
earnings to six, helping to stabilize the larger economy.

(.

Housing construction was down in 2020 by 50%, as only 130 new
units were permitted 01· completed across the region, compared t o
259in2019.
Ea rly data shows that construction jobs in
the first half of 2021 were up
. substantially. by nine percent. Tourism
projects helped drive this increase. Recently completed tourism
projects include a gondola and dock in Hoonah, a new dock and
facility at Ward Cove, the new Sitka Sound Cruise Terminal, and the
Juneau Archipelago project. As the tourism industry restarts in the
region, so do plans for future tourism projects. Federally-funded
projects and tourism infrastructure developments have become the
focus of current and future construction efforts. Due to budget
constraints, state- and municipally-funded construction projects
have mostly waned. Cuts in state spending led to the reduction of
large-scale construction projects across the region.
The federal lnfrastru.c ture Investment and Jobs Act, which has not
yet passed, is expect~d to include funding for projects in Southeast
Alaska. In the meantime, the federal CARES Act waived matching
funds for some projects, making large infrastructure grants more
accessible for local municipalities. There remains some uncertainty
moving forward in the construction/engineering sector, as f irms are
busy but will not yet have future project certainty until the federal
infrastructure bill passes.
Sources: Combination of Alaska Department of Labor Employment and Wage data and US
Census Nonemployer (self-employment) Statistics; State of Alaska. Photography credits:
SEARHC and Sander Schijvens.
•

1

The region's largest health care provider, SouthEast Alaska
Regional Health Consortium (SEARHC) has been expanding
services across the region. The newly-constructed Wrangell
Medical Center opened in 2021 , in Petersburg the Oceanside
Dental Clinic and Mountainside Behavioral Hea lth recently opened;
in Juneau the Ethel Lund Medical Center received an extensive
remodel and the new Mountainside Urgent Care opened; and in
Sitka an agreement was reached with the Indian Health Service to
begin construction on a new state-of-the-art regiona l faci lity.

2 0 21

Early data indicates that health care jobs
are down incrementally in 2021 , by 0.5%.
_ This tracks with larger trends. Nationally
and regional ly health care worker vacancies have been increasingly
harder to fill as the pandemic continues. Southeast health care
institutions have shown a high level of readiness in the face of the
COVID-19 crisis.
Southeast Aiask,; Health Care Employment Wages
(in millions)
$
$
$ 249
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Southeast Stat e Jobs
.:,tat e jobs in the region are dovvn for the
8th year in a row, for a total of 1,140 jobs
lost since 2012, a de::/me of 20%

Government

12,994 Anri'-1al:zec Jc,I__,,_ i,.. ~ 1

DOWN

493

JOBS IN

5,600

2020

W AGES UP BY 1 %

2

Government wages
made up 31% (12,501)
of the region's jobs in
2020, and 37% of al l reg ional employment
earnings ($789 million) and acted as a
sign ificant economic stabilizer to the region,
as private wages fell by 13%. Overall public
sector wages actually grew by $8 million in
2020, an increase of one percent, although
government jobs were down by 4%,
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of 1,140 annualized workers. Comparatively,
out side Southeast, just 12.5% of State jobs
have been cut.
S11,TE B UDG ET CRISIS

STPE GOVERlsMENT LOSSES
For the past eight years, the reg ion has
strugg led with the impacts of decreased
State government employment and
spendi ng. The state remains the region's
most important economic sector, providing
13% of all regional wages. From 2012 to
2020, state jobs have fallen by 20%, a decline

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Local government employment was down by
268 jobs, a 5% loss in 2020 Tribal
government jobs remained flat. Total local
wages increased by one percent.

Even before COVID-19, Alaska's budget was
in a state of crisis due to declining oil
production and prices. Historically, oil
accounted for up to 90% of the state
unrestricted general fund; currently, oil
provides less than 25 percent.
The State of Alaska has operated in deficit
mode for the past eight years, using $18.8
billion in savings to cover budget gaps since
FY14, leaving these accounts almost enti re ly
depleted. Alaska is the only state in the US
without broad-based taxes like a sales or
personal income tax.
However, there is some good news for St ate
coffers. The A laska Permanent Fund ended
the fiscal yea r with a tota l value of nearly
$81.1 billion, 24% higherthan it did at the
start of the year.

In a reversal of long-term trends, t he federal
government added 42 jobs in 2020, an
increase of two percent whi le wages
increased by one percent, mostly due to t he
addition of federal census workers. Federa l
jobs in 2020 remain 650 below 2004 levels.
W ith such significant pandemic revenue
losses, the saving grace for Southeast Alaska
was the $57 6.2 million in federa l COVID-19
relief funds that were directed toward t he
region in t he form of grants and loans. Relief
funding has been a critical support for
regional households, businesses, service
providers, and commun ities during the
COVID-19 crisis.
SE COVID-19 RELIEF

Community
Juneau Borough
Ketchikan Borough
Sitka Borough
Petersburg Borough
Skagway Municipality
Prince of Wales-Hyder
Haines Borough
Wrangell Borough
Hoonah-Angoon Census Area
Yakutat Borough
Non-specific

Southeast Total

CARES$

$206,770,278
$126,280,581
$78,347 ,023
$36,201,167
$34,584,659
$29,253 ,805
$21,617 ,152
$1 4,899,910
$14,566,737
$6,489,640
$7,219,051
$576.2 mill

Sources: ADO L Employment and Wage data; Alaska Department oi Revenue Crude Oil Pnces. Alaska Office 01
Management Budget. Photo of the Junea u Assembly by Juneau Emp ire.
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Juneau Borough
13,477

13,948

3%

Sitka Borough

8,881

8,458

-5%

Petersburg Borough
Wrangel l Borough

3,203
2,369

3,398
2, 127

6%
10%

Ketchikan Borough

2020 marked the
6th consecutive year
of population
decline in Southeast Alaska. In 2020,
regional births exceeded deaths by 170,
and 795 more people moved away than
moved into the region.

20

c ,

o ,r

J,

The 10-year US Census numbers, released
in August 2021 , show a one percent overall
increase of 622 new residents over the last
decade. The region's share of t he state
population shrank incrementally by 0.2%.
Juneau gained 980 people and Ketch ikan
added 471 . Gains over the last decade
were most significant percentage-wise in
Gustavus +48% and Skagway +28%. The
most significant 10 -years losses, accord ing
to t he US Census, took p lace in Haines
-428, Sitka - 423, and Wrangel l -242. The
census shows the region has become more
diverse. The Alaska Native population grew
from 23% to 26% of all residents, for a total
of 18,500 Alaska Native residents (+1 , 100).
'
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Southeast has the state's oldest residents.
Since 2010, the most pronounced
demographic shift has been the aging of
the population. During that period, the 60pl us population grew by 5,600 people, a
48% increase over 2010 due to aging in

p lace. A quarter of people in the region
are now age 60 o r older. The median age
of every bo rough is 40 or older, wit h the
notable exception of Juneau. In t he
Haines and t he Hoonah-Angoon census
areas the median age is 48.6. The median
age of Southeast is 4.5 years older than
the state as a whole.
-l,J1

I

In 2020, enro llment was down by 6%
across the region. While K-12 enrollment
increased regionally in 2019, the mostly
on line 2020 pandemic school year
reduced public school population by 661
students as parents chose homeschooling
programs, many of which did not direct
funds to local school districts. Wrangell
saw the highest percentage loss at 41 %.
Juneau lost 569 students, a decline of
12% - but gained more than half of
those back during the first week of school
in 2021, acco rding to early data. A loss of
funding allocation due to the loss of
students enrolled in regional school
districts could impact the f inancial
position of regional schools.
The elements that created population
losses in recent years, most notably the
reduction of state jobs and services, have
been exacerbated by the 2020 COVID
economy. Pandemic conditions wil l likely
lead to further population decline.

Haines Bo rough

2 ,508

2,080

-17%

11/i etl akatl a

1,405

1,454

Skagway Bo rough

968
1,201

1,240
1,036

3%
28%

760

931

Craig
Hoona h
Klawock

755

720

5%

Yakutat Borough
Gustavus

662
442

0%
48%

557

662
655
543

471

476

1%

376

380

1%

459

357
142

-22%

113
176

127

131
88

116
98

-11 %

95

87

31
52

86

-8%
177%

Kake
Thorne Bay
Hydaburg
Angoon
Naukati Bay
Coffman Cove
Tenakee Springs
Pelican
Klukwan
Whale Pass
Port Alexander
Hollis

112

3°1,

26%
28%

11%

78

50%

-42%

Hyder

87

65
48

Port Protection

48

36

-25%

Kasaan

49

Edna Bay

42

30
25

39%
-40°lc

-45%

Elfin Cove

27

24

Game Creek

18

23

-11%
28%

Point Ba ker
Remainder

15

12

-20%

811

569

-30%

...

Sources: Alaska Department of Labor {ADOL); ADOL Southeast Alaska Population by Age,; Sex and Borough/Census Area; Alaska Population Projections.
Photo g raphy credit: Heather Holt
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Loss of Regional Jobs

ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT CHANGE ev SE COMMUNITY
(Self-employment excluded)
2019 _TO 2020

.

Jobs plummeted across the region in 2020, as
expected. By far the hardest hit community
was Skagway, which lost nearly half of all
annualized jobs (-48%). Haines, Hoonah, and
Klukwan each lost approximately a quarter of
all jobs; while Ketchikan, Sitka, Angoon, and
Gustavus lost between 13 to 15%.
While some communities, such as Skagway
and Haines, lost a similar percentage of wages
and jobs, people in cornmunitie~ like Juneau
and Petersburg earned a similar level 01
overall wages to 2019, despite significant job
decreases in 2020.
Yaku,at defied pandemic trends, adding both
jobs and wages 1n 2020.
Th1£ analysis excludes self-employmem dat2,
which is not made available below the
borough/census area level. Still, t1·acking
change in labor f igures rs an important way to
track overall workforce changes in a
community.
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NEIGHBORHOOD
The subject is located in the core area of downtown Juneau with boundaries of the State
of Alaska Capitol Building to the north, Franklin Street to the east, the waterfront to the
south, and the Willoughby District to the west.
With the completion of the new floating cruise ship docks in 2016, embarking and
disembarking positions of the cruiseships moved closer to the central downtown area.
The result was such that the walking patterns of passengers off the ships, which had
previously been heavily oriented to South Franklin Street, had now included the
Shattuck Way, Seward Street, and Front Street area of downtown.
South of Eastaugh Way in the downtown area, developments are typically oriented to
the cruiseship industry and typically include retail stores, often with apartments on the
upper levels. When the tourist season ends, this part of downtown Juneau becomes
very quiet, as nearly all stores shut down.
Within two to three blocks of the subject are the Alaska State Office Building and State
Courthouse, the State of Alaska Capitol Building, and the Legislative Office Building.
The people working at these locations frequent the downtown area. This neighborhood
offers an interesting blend of restaurants, services, galleries, breweries, distilleries,
cafes and coffee shops, as well as trendy boutique clothes stores.
The Triangle Building at 114 S. Franklin sold to Skagway Jeweler a few years ago and
longtime tenants have relocated as rents reportedly were significantly increased. The
1928 building is iconic but reportedly needs upgrading. Near to the Triangle Building, the
Hellenthal Building, originally designed for theatre uses, and more recently a bank branch
and movie theatre, is now the home of the Hellenthal Loft Apartments, new retail shops
on Front Street, and the Devils Club Brewery. 154 S. Franklin Street and 249 Front Street
were purchased and operate as trendy bars and pubs.
The Walter Soboleff Center was completed in 2015 and is a three-story mixed use
building of 30,000 SF with a LEED Gold certification and a design that incorporates native
Alaskan culture and art. The building has frontage on Shattuck Way, Seward and Front
Streets. Across Seward Street and conforming to the style of this building is the Sealaska
Heritage Arts Complex. This project increases public safety and is intended to draw more
visitors to the core of downtown. It will be a cultural experience and gathering place for
the public and for tourists with 6,000 SF of plaza area. Underneath it is underground
parking for the Sealaska Plaza office building.
Retail Market in Downtown Area
There are few vacancies of retail spaces in the downtown market that are advertised for
lease. There are four newer retail spaces at the rear of the Emporium Building on
Shattuck Way. Improvements were made to this west side to create four new rental
spaces now occupied by Barnaby Brewing, Sequence Board Shop, First Impressions

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Salon and Juneau Food Tours located at 165-167 Shattuck Way. At 116 Seward Street,
a vacant space has been spoken for and will open as Tease Salon in February of 2022.
The space was rented at its asking rate of $1.89 SF plus power.
A four-unit condominium development on Seward Street, called the Sommers on
Seward, has rented and/or sold two of the three retail units which are each just over
1,300 SF in size. The middle unit is available for sale or for lease. The walk up second
level office is available for sale and the seller will include plans to convert it to residential
units.
Office Space Sector

There is a wide variety of office space in the downtown area, including mid-rise buildings
with elevators, low rise buildings with walk up offices and offices located in older
residential buildings.
The subject's broad neighborhood includes many publicly owned office buildings,
predominantly owned by the State of Alaska, which are located near to the Alaska State
Capitol and Courthouse buildings at the corner of Main and 4 th Streets. The Federal
offices are located in the Willoughby District to the west, as are the three office buildings
at 400-41 0 Willoughby and SLAM.
The SLAM (State Library and Archives Museum) was renovated and expanded over a
two-year period in the Willoughby District on Whittier Street. Upon completion of this
project in 2016, office space was freed up in other State-owned buildings in the area.
Reacting to State budget cuts and to the completion of the SLAM project, many State
agencies were downsized, and the metrics (space per employee) used by the State was
decreased, which resulted in less office space required.
The Legislative Council recently to accept the Juneau Community Foundation's
donation of the Assembly Building located at 211 Fourth Street in Juneau to the
Legislature's Capitol complex. With this gift, the complex now totals five adjacent
buildings. The Assembly Building will be refurbished once the House-Senate committee
Legislative Council determines the best use of the facility, which could include
legislative housing, consolidation of legislative offices not located in the complex, and
leased space for private entities. The building sold for $1,250,000 which equates to $52
SF of GBA.
The 400 - 41 0 Willoughby Buildings are located in the subject's neighborhood and
include 95,454 SF GBA. This office complex, has been significantly impacted by State
of Alaska downsizing and is now approximately 65% occupied by State agencies. In
2019, DEC renewed their lease in the 41 o Willoughby Building for 1o years, incentivized
by a renovation of the space at a cost of over $2 million for their 22,270 SF space.
This complex has recently sold and the buyers, The Tlingit and Haida Council, intend to
occupy at least half of the vacant space. The sale price for this complex was
$15,000,000.
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In the Michael J. Burns building at 801 W . 10th Street, the State Department of Revenue
vacated 17,212 SF within the past year, and the Department of Education reduced its
leased area by over 3,000 SF this past year. Their term ends in June of 2022 and this
agency decided not to renew. A request for 14,000 SF of office space has been sent out
by the State of Alaska recently to accommodate this agency in Juneau. Private sector
leasing of 4,100 SF has taken place in this building on the ground level. With the exit of
the Department of Education, this building will be one-third vacant.
The Sealaska Plaza office building is fully occupied, as is the Senate Building; both are
served by elevators and are in the core downtown. The Goldstein Building has 1,715 SF
of vacant office space which is 4.8% of the office area in the building. It is noteworthy
that 73% of the vacant space is committed for, with a lease beginning on February 1 of
2022. Its upper four floors are offices and three state agencies occupy 48% of the area
on these floors. In the 431 N. Franklin Street office building, HS&S recently renewed for
an additional five years. The rate is $1. 98 SF full service and moderate
repairs/upgrades are required by the landlord.
Carlton Smith, a commercial real estate broker with a downtown office, posted the
following blog on his website that pertains to offices. "Since the eighties and nineties,
office lease rates have been essentially dictated by the State and Federal governments,
with rates that government was willing to pay. This stable market lasted for three
decades until oil revenues dropped drastically. Today, office leasing in Juneau has
segmented itself by lease renewals of larger spaces with parking, mid-sized spaces with
less parking, and smaller spaces downtown in backfill locations with poor visibility.
Overall, the shortage of new space options has now resulted in rates that have
remained flat since 2015. We predict that the future of lease rates in Juneau will begin
to reflect real differences in the areas that feature different access and appeal to the
agencies involved. Even with moderate job loss, we see lease rates staying steady
because construction of new office space is still not feasible due to the high cost of land,
labor and materials."
Apartments

n Craigslist, several furnished apartments are available for rent until April 2022; all are
located on South Franklin Street. It is typical during the off season for seasonal
furnished apartments to be listed for rent. There are few listings for conventional
apartments in the downtown area at this writing.
City and Borough of Juneau Projects

The neighborhood benefits from a multi-year rebuild of downtown streets including
reconstruction of North Franklin Street from Front Street to Second Street, and the
upgrading of Front Street with new light poles, asphalt, sidewalk and pedestrian crossing
work and storm drain installation. The CBJ Planning Commission is proposing parking
code revisions which include reorganization, establishing a "Town Center" parking
standard, revised parking district boundaries and allowing parking waivers downtown.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT SITE
Site
The subject site is shown on several exhibits in this section. This is rectangular site with
50 feet of frontage on 2nd Street and a depth of 98 feet for a total land area of 4,913 SF.
Topography and Soils
A review of the contour map for the broad neighborhood indicates that Seward Street,
from 4th Street south to Front Street, is a modestly sloping hillside. The subject site is level
in topography and its soil conditions are compacted gravel. The site was well drained at
the date of inspection.
Access
Seward Street is a north/south street in the downtown core that allows for southbound
traffic only. Seward Street, at its south end, accesses Egan Drive which provides access
out of the downtown area and on to the northbound expressway or to Marine Way which
becomes South Franklin Street and then Thane Road, a two-lane paved road as it leaves
the downtown area and ends south of town.
Front Street is an eastbound paved street in the downtown core that intersects with Main
Street, Seward Street, Shattuck Way and Franklin Street.
In the past several years, street improvements have been completed in the core area
along Franklin Street between Admiral Way and Second street, and along the length of
Front Street. This work included asphalt and sidewalk removal, replacement of light poles,
storm drain installation and improvements to pedestrian crossings.
There is on street parking on these streets with a two-hour limit during business hours.
Utilities
Underground water, sewer, power and phone lines serve the downtown area. Cellular
service is widely available in Juneau.
Easements
Across 224 2nd Street is a perpetual access easement allowing access to the parking area
at the north end of the subject site.
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Zoning

The subject is zoned MU - Mixed Use. This zoning classification accommodates a mix of
appropriate commercial and residential uses. MU zoning reflects the existing downtown
development pattern and is intended to maintain the stability of the downtown area.
Downtown Parking Districts

As a following exhibit shows, the subject is located in the PD-1 parking district. The PD-1
and PD-2 parking districts were adopted when zoning regulations were changed to apply
parking requirements in the downtown area. When parking requirements were enacted
for downtown zones, the PD-1 and PD-2 overlay zones were adopted to reduce the
impact of this change on downtown properties.
In the PD-1 district, there is no parking requirement for any change of use of an existing
structure, and the requirement for new construction is reduced to 60% of the normal
standard. As a following exhibit illustrates, the subject is located in a PD-1 parking district.
Within the PD-2 district, parking requirements are reduced to 30% of the normal standard.
The CBJ Planning Commission, reported in May of this year that it is considering
proposed changes to parking laws, giving special consideration to Downtown Juneau with
the goal of improving the viability of downtown development. The proposed revision
includes the following. The Case No. is AME2021 0003 and is ongoing as of the last
Planning Commission in September.
•

•
•

Establish a "Town Center" parking district to replace the existing Parking District 1
and 2. The required number of spaces would be reduced to 60 percent for "Town
Center'' parking.
Parking Waivers Downtown - Until this revision, properties in the parking districts
were not eligible to apply for waivers.
"Town Center" map revision - Current downtown parking district boundaries are
expanded to include the following:
One block uphill from the current boundary on 5 th Street
The waterfront from the AJ dock to the 1(jh Street Bridge
The Flats area that includes the Federal Building, Parkshore
Condominiums, and Mountainview Apartments
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Juneau Downtown Historic District
The subject is located just outside of this district, as shown on a following exhibit. The
Juneau Downtown Historic District encompasses the historic commercial heart of the
city. It extends along South Franklin Street, from the cruise terminal in the south to
Second Street in the north, and westward along Second and Front Streets to Main
Street. The district border is the south side of 2nd Street and the subject property lies on
the north side of 2 nd Street.
This area was the center of Juneau's economic activity from its founding in 1880 as a
gold mining camp, through its growth into an urbanized area in the early 20th century,
including its eventual designation as the territorial capital in 1906.
The Juneau downtown buildings are an excellent representation of early twentieth
century commercial architecture in small Pacific Coast communities. Late Victorian, late
19th and Early 20th Century American Movements, and Modern Movement architectural
styles are represented by building in the Juneau Downtown Historic District which is
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Hazardous Waste Issues
None were observed and it is assumed that none exist.
Flood Plain
A review of the CBJ FEMA 2013 mapping, the subject is not in flood plain.
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View Northeasterly along 2nd Street at Subject

Southerly View across at Subject Property
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE

The definition of highest and best use is as follows:
The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an improved properly, which is
physically possible, appropriately supporled, financially feasible, and that results in the
highest value.
As-Vacant

If vacant and unimproved, the subject site, zoned MU would be suitable for a mix of uses
that are successful in this area, including retail, restaurants, coffee shops, year-round
businesses that serve both locals and tourists, and offices.
Market conditions to not warrant new construction at this writing, given the impact of
COVID-19 on the economy, as well as state budget issues. Further compounding these
issues is the spike in construction costs, in large part stemming from the pandemic. New
construction is not economically feasible at this writing.
While surface parking is an interim use of the subject site, it does not reflect a highest
and best use.
The subject property is valued using the Sales Comparison Approach. Sales of generally
similar sites in the downtown area will be relied upon to value the subject property.
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH
The sales comparison approach is a process by which comparable properties that have
sold or are for sale, are compared to the subject property. The rationale behind this
approach is based upon the principle of substitution, and assumes that a typical buyer,
investor or user would not pay more to buy the subject property than she/he would to
buy a comparable substitute property.
The following land comparisons are located in the broad neighborhood and reflect the
most recent sales of generally comparable land parcels. Additional details to each sale
are included in the Addenda.
Land Sale No. 1 is the sale of 213 Front Street, where the Walter Soboleff building is
now located. This site had been improved with a turn of the century building that was
destroyed by a fire, leaving a vacant site for many years in the core area, referred to as
"the pit".
The site was purchased by Sealaska Corporation in August of 201 O for $850,000. It is
zoned MU and is in the PD-1 parking district. The 9,471 SF site has frontage on
Shattuck Way, Front Street, and Seward Street. This sale indicates a price per square
foot of land area of $89.75 SF.
Land Sale No. 2 reflects the November 2016 contract to purchase the CBJ North
Franklin Parking Lot where there is paid parking for 23 stalls. The sloping topography
and slightly irregular shape limited the number of stalls on this site. To boost downtown
housing, CBJ sought developers for the purchase of this site. The intended buyer was
Seattle based firm that had expertise in building affordable urban apartment buildings.
The contract price offered was based on an appraisal done for the CBJ at $530,000 or
$40 SF for the 13,261 SF site. The intent of the buyer was to develop affordable urban
housing without on-site parking. This negotiation did not close as the developer could
not create a development plan that was financially feasible. The sale had been
scheduled to close in May of 2018. The time period was extended an additional nine
months but did not result in a sale.
Land Sale No. 3 reflects the December 2016 agreement between the State of Alaska
Mental Health Authority and Develop Juneau NOW LLC for a site located between the
Coast Guard Station and Egan Drive. The sale of this 42,550 SF closed in 2017 for this
MU zoned site. The buyer intention was to build a three-story mixed use building above
a heat pump district heating facility that relies on saltwater.
This site is located in the PD-2 parking district, which requires that the developer meet
the normal parking standard. The price paid for the site was $1 ,300,000 or $30.55 SF.
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Land Sale No. 4 is the January 2021 sale of the subject property. The site was owned
by Southeastern Newspapers Company LLC, which was in the process of selling its
Juneau real estate holdings. The site was not openly marketed for sale. The seller and
the buyer, Goldstein Improvement Company, were both very knowledgeable of the
marketplace, negotiated the price of $286,000 for the 4,913 SF lot which equates to
$58.21 SF. The buyer will rent surface parking on this site until it is developed to its
highest and best use. The buyer acquired this site for future development. This
transaction did not include a broker's involvement.
Conclusions of Land Sale Comparisons
The four land sales range in price from $31 to $90 SF after making adjustments to two
sales for a broker's commission. Three of the sales are in the subject's immediate
neighborhood and range in size from 4,913 SF to 9,471 SF, have the same zoning and
are in the same PD-1 parking district. These three sales indicate a range of value of $41
to $90 SF.
The high end reflects a sale at Front and Shattuck Streets, which is a superior, corner
location. Sale No. 3 is a short distance away from the downtown core and is a 42,550
SF site zoned MU/PD-2. It sold for $31 SF (rounded). If developed, parking would need
to be provided to meet the parking code. While useful for informational purposes, this
sale is not a good indicator for the subject property.
Placing most weight on the range of $41 to $90 SF, and considering that the subject is
superior to Sale No. 2 and inferior to Sale No. 1, market value is estimated at $60 SF or
$295,000.
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SIZE OF PROPERTY IN SQ. FEET
ZONING
PRICE SQ.FT. INDICATOR

JUNEAU

JUNEAU

$

850,000
N/A
AU&•lO

$
$

90

ESTIMATED SQ.FT. VALUE

13,261

$

41

$

60
4,913

APPLIED TO LAND AREA

INDtCATEOVALUE
ROUNDED
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-mr-zz
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m
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n
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J>

z
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•

$

MU tone/PD-1 Puklna Dtstrkt

MU 1.0ne/PD-l P.arklna Olstrkt

$

513,000
543,780
Nov-16

9,471

4,913
MU zone/PD-1 P.ark~I Distrkt

LAND SALE NO. 3

294,780

$

295,000

$

SEC WHtnlER & EGAN DRIVE
JUNEAU
1,300,000
N/A
Dec:•16
4Z,SS0
MU/PD•2 Parkln1 Distrkt
31

LAND SALE NO. 4
224 2nd STREET

JUNEAU

$
$

286, 000
303, 160
J;an-21

4,913
MU mne/ PD-1 Par1dn1 District

$

62
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LAND SALE COMPARISON NO. 1
Location: 213 Front Street, Juneau
Legal Description: Lot 1A, Block 7, Plat 3-9W, JRD
Sale Date: August 17, 2010
Grantor: Thomas Huntington, Hugh Grant, Jeffrey Grant, Gerald Grant, David Grant
Grantee: Sealaska Corporation
Recording: SWD 2010-004530
Price: $850,000
Terms: cash to seller
Land Size: 9,471 SF
Access: Front Street and Shattuck Way
Zoning: MU, in PD-1 Parking District
Utilities: water, sewer, power located underground
Soils/Topography: gentle roll down from highway to water. Mature trees and good rock
and dirt floor.
Description: This corner site in the core downtown was improved with an older building
that was destroyed by a fire. The C.W. Young building was constructed in 1896 and
operated as a hardware store and warehouse until fire destroyed it in 2004. Clearing of
this site after the fire left a parcel that was below grade - it was referred to as "The Pit".
The site remained in this condition until it sold. The site was acquired for the
development of the Walter Soboleff Cultural Center, a three story building with a full
basement containing 28,000 SF. Front Street is a one way west bound street and
Shattuck is a one way south bound street.
SP/SF: $850,000/9,471 SF= $89.75 SF
Confirmation: Hugh Grant by Julie Dinneen, MAI

The City 111d ~ of JunHu Is not ,.sponslN 111d shall not M bble to the user for damagff of any kind llri$ing out ol tht use of daca Of' information p!'O¥ided by the C.-, 111d Borough of Juneau.
~ t h e instabdon of the data orillfonnatlon, itJ un, orlht ,.suits obtained fnlm 11s ust. NlY DATA OR IIIFORMl'ITIOll PRO\IIOEO BY THE City 9orollgh of JuMau IS PRO\IIOEO "PS- IS"

\

~

N

WITHOUT WAARANTY Of JIHY KIND, EITHER SIPRESSEO OR MPLIEO, INCLUDING. BUT NOT UMITEO TO, THE M'UEO W.AARNITIES OF t.ERCHAIITABILITY AHO FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Ou M infonnallon pro'rided by the City 8orovgll of Juneau shall M UAd and reled upon only a the user's solt risk. and tht user aQlftS to lndtmt,lfy and hold hllnnless the
City Borough of Juneau. Its officim, officers and employtts from any liablliy arising out of the use of the clataAnfonnation pro¥i6td. NOT FOR ENGINEERING PURPOSES.
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LAND SALE COMPARISON No. 2
Location: 31 0 Second Street- 324 Second Street, CBD
Legal Description: Lots 1, Lot 2, SW ½ of Lot 3 and SE 20 feet of Lot 8 of Block 11, Juneau
Townsite
Sale Date: 11/2016 contract to purchase
Grantor: City and Borough of Juneau
Grantee: Eagle Ventures LLC
Recording: n/a
Price: $530,000
Terms: cash to seller
Land Size: 13,261 SF - generally rectangular
Access: borders North Franklin Street and Second Street, both one-way paved city
streets in CBD. Curb cut is presently on Second Street
Zoning: MU - mixed use, allowing up to 60 units per acre
Parking District: PD-1
Utilities: water, sewer, power, phone
Soils/Topography: slopes up from North Franklin and then levels off. Surface parking lot at
sale date with 23 parking stalls. Lot is owned and operated by CBJ.
Description: The purchase price was based on an appraisal completed for CBJ which
determined the highest and best use of the site was to develop a low rise building, mixed use
building with mostly apartments and some retail. CBJ solicited developers who were interested
in building primarily multifamily residential units meet a perceived need for this type of housing
downtown.
The intended buyer is Seattle based and has developed urban apartments successfully in that
market. There was no development plan initially, however the general plan was to build
multifamily units with no on site parking. This aspect of the plan has created some controversy
within the community. The developer has requested an extension of nine months which would
place the finalization of this agreement to late 2018.

Analysis: $530,000/ 13,261 SF= $40 SF
Confirmation: Tracey Ricker, Ricker Real Estate Consulting LLC by Julie C. Dinneen, MAI
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LAND SALE COMPARISON NO. 3
Location: Downtown Juneau between Egan Drive and U.S. Coast Guard Station near
intersection of Whittier Street and Egan Drive.
Legal Description: Lot C2A Plat 2017-22, JRD
Sale Date: December 2016 - negotiated contract
Grantor: Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority
Grantee: Develop Juneau Now LLC
Recording: QCD 2017-003695, 8/24/2017
Price: $1,300,000
Terms: cash to seller
Land Size: 42,550 SF
Access: Whittier Street (65 ft. wide) and Heat Street (37 feet wide). 369 feet of frontage on
Egan Drive but no curb cuts at present.
Zoning: MU - Mixed Use
Utilities: water, sewer, power, phone
Soils/Topography: level and paved, at grade with streets.
Description: This level site is located on Whittier Street between Egan Drive and the Coast
Guard Buoy Dock. There is a lighted intersection at the Whittier and Egan streets. Operating as
Develop Juneau Now LLC, Keith Comstock plans to build North America's first seawater heat
pump district heating facility. The building alone will cost $12 million to $15 million, and that's
before the heat pump technology and infrastructure build-out is factored in. The nearly 30,000
SF, three-story facility will also include commercial retail space, several offices and nine
"showcase, high-quality apartments," according to Paul Voelckers, president of MRV Architects,
the firm designing the building. The design of the building is still subject to change; if the
economics pencil out, Comstock might add a fourth floor with more apartments, Voelckers said.
The schematics for the building show a parking lot with 53 spaces.
Analysis: $1,300,000/42,550 SF = $30.55 SF
Confirmation: Published data in Juneau Empire, and Tracey Ricker, of Ricker Real Estate
Consulting LLC by Julie C. Dinneen, MAI
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LAND SALE COMPARISON NO. 4
Location: 224 2 nd Street, Juneau
Legal Description: Lot 3, Block 4, Juneau Townsite, JRD
Sale Date: January 14, 2021
Grantor: Southeastern Newspapers Company, LLC
Grantee: Goldstein Improvement Company
Recording: SWD 2021-000060
Price: $286,000
Terms: cash to seller
Land Size: 4,913 SF
Access: 2 nd Street
Zoning: MU, in PD-1 Parking District
Utilities: water, sewer, power located underground
Soils/Topography: level, compacted dirt/gravel
Description: This is an interior site located between Seward and Franklin Streets, on
the north side. The seller owned the nearby Alaska Power and Light Building as well as
this site that was used for parking. The owners were in the process of selling their
Juneau real estate holdings.
There is a perpetual easement on this site that allows for access from the street to the
rear of Lot 2 Block 4. The buyer of this lot owns the buildings and land on Lot 2 Block 4
and acquired the site for future development.
2 nd Street is a one way east bound street with curbs, lights and sidewalks. Franklin
Street is a one way north bound street and Seward Street is a one way south bound
street.
The buyer will use the lot for interim parking until such time as development is feasible.
The buyer and seller negotiated privately for this lot. It was not advertised for sale.

SP/SF: $286,000/4,913 SF= $58.21 SF
Confirmation: Daniel Glidmann with buyers, by Julie Dinneen, MAI
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Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
•

No responsibility is assumed for the legal description or for matters including legal or title
considerations. Title to the property is assumed to be good and marketable unless otherwise stated.

•

The property is appraised free and clear of any or all liens or encumbrances, unless otherwise stated.

•

Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.

•

The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable. However, no warranty is given for its
accuracy.

•

All engineering is assumed to be correct. The plot plans and illustrative material in this report are
included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property.

•

It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, or
structures that render it more or less valuable.

•

No responsibility is assumed for such conditions, or for arranging of engineering studies that may be
required to discover them.

•

It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local

•

environmental regulations and laws, unless noncompliance is stated, defined and considered in this
appraisal report.

•

It is assumed that all applicable zoning and use regulations and restrictions have been complied with,
unless nonconformity has been stated, defined and considered in the appraisal report.

•

It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents, or other legislative or
administrative authority from any local, state or national government or private entity or
organization have been, or can be obtained or renewed, for any use on which the value estimate in
this report is based.

•

It is assumed that the utilization of the land and improvements, if any, lie within the boundaries or
property lines of the property described, and that there is no encroachment or trespass unless noted
in the report.

•

Unless otherwise stated int his report, the existence of hazardous material, which may or may not
be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser. The appraiser has no knowledge of
the existence of such materials on, or in, the property. The appraiser, however, is not qualified to
detect such substances. The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam
insulation, or other potentially hazardous materials, may affect the value of the property. The value
estimate is predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property that
would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions, or for any expertise
or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The client is urged to retain an expert in this
field, if desired.

•

Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of publication. It may not
be used for any purpose, or by any person other than the party to whom it is addressed without the
written consent of the appraiser, and, in any event, only with proper written qualification, and, only
in its entirety.
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•

The appraiser herein by reason of this appraisal in not required to give further consultation,
testimony, or be in attendance in court with reference to the property in question unless
arrangements have been previously made.
Neither all, nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to value, the
Identity of the appraiser, or the firm with which the appraiser is connected) shall be disseminated to
the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other media
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
JULIE C. DINNEEN, MAI
2061 S. Clayton Street
Denver, CO. 80210

(303) 579-3589
juliedinneen@hotmail.com

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Economics, Lewis & Clark College. Portland, Oregon, 1981

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
APPRAISAL INSTITUTE - Member Appraisal Institute #7898
STATE OF ALASKA- Certified General Real Estate Appraiser #AA90

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
1993-Present

Julie Dinneen Company - Sole Proprietor
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southeast Region of
Alaska
1991-1993

Manager of Juneau Office - Real Estate Services Corporation
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southeast Region
1989-1993

Associate Appraiser in Anchorage Office - Real Estate Services Corporation
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southcentral Alaska
1988-1989

Associate Appraiser in San Francisco Office - Arthur Gimmy International
Extensive travel in western states, predominantly skilled nursing facility
assignments
1982-1988

Associate Appraiser in Anchorage Office - Shorett & Riely
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southcentral Alaska
1981-1982

Research Assistant in Portland Office - Curtis, MacKenzie & Slocum

References
Available Upon Request
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Presentation of Real Property Appeal

CITY/BOROUGH OF JUNEAU
ALASKAS CAPITAL CITY

Date of BOE

Office Of The Assessor
155 South Seward Steet
Juneau, AK 99801

Wednesday, June 29, 2022

Location of BOE
Time of BOE
Mailing Date of Notice
Parcel Identification

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
130 SEWARD ST STE 001
JUNEAU AK 99801

Property Location
Appeal No.
Sent to Email Address:

Via ZOOM Webinar
5:30 pm
June 15, 2022
1C070A040020
224 SECOND ST
APL20220155
gregadler@mac.com

ATTENTION OWNER

Under Alaska Statutes and CBJ Code, you, as the appellant, bear the burden of proof. The only grounds for adjustment of an
assessment are proof of unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation based on facts that are stated in your written appeal
or proven at the appeal hearing.
Any evidence or materials you would like to include in your appeal must be submitted to the City Clerk's Office {preferred
method via email to city.clerk@juneau.org Attn.: Assessment Appeal} by 4:00 PM Wednesday, June 22, 2022 and will be
included in the packets for the Board so the members have an opportunity to review the materials before the hearing.
Your Board of Equalization packet will be ready for you to pick up in the Clerk's office after 2:00 PM Thursday, June 23, 2022
or it will be emailed and/or mailed to the above address(es) on this notice.
You or your representative may be present at the hearing {via Zoom Webinar, participation/log in information will be listed on
the agenda packet you receive for the hearing your appeal is scheduled for}. If you choose not to be present or be
represented, the Board of Equalization will proceed in the absence of the appellant.
It should be noted that, between the date of this letter and the Board hearing date, your appeal may be resolved between you
and the Assessor. If your appeal is resolved, you will not need to appear before the Board.
If you have any questions please contact the Assessor's Office.

Attachment: CBJ Law Department Memorandum April 19, 2013.

CONTACT US: CBJ Assessor's Office
Phone

Email

Website

Physical Location

Phone (907) 586-5215
Fax (907) 586-4520

assessor.office@juneau.org

http://www.juneau.org/finance/

155 South Seward St
Room 114

PROPERTY TAX BILLS MAILED JULY 1

PROPERTY TAXES DUE SEPTEMBER 30
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF

JUNEAU

APPEAL #2022-0155
2022 REAL PROPERTY APPEAL PACKET
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION June 29, 2022

ASSESSOR OFFICE
Appellant: Goldstein / Greg Adler

Location: 224 Second St

Parcel No.: 1C070A040020

Property Type: Commercial – Parking lot

Appellant’s basis for appeal: excessive, unequal, and improper

Site:
Buildings:
Total:

Appellant’s Estimate
of Value

Original Assessed
Value

Recommended
Value

$ 295,000
$0
$ 295,000

$ 397,214
$0
$ 397,214

$ 397,214
$0
$ 397,214

Subject Photo
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Appeal 2022-0155, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A040020
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The subject is a commercial property that is currently utilized as a parking lot.

Subject Characteristics:



Land
o

4,913 SF lot

Building
o None

SUBJECT PHOTOS
Front
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Back alcove
(on separate parcel owned by
same appellant)

From back looking toward
Second St
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AREA MAP & AERIAL
The salmon shaded parcels are the 6 Goldstein appeals.
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ASSESSED VALUES
Total assessed value is the primary test against market. The distribution of that value between the Land Component and
the Building Component is secondary and can vary from one model to another. The total assessed value is tested against
market indicators (sales, lease rates, etc.) and is adjusted to market value by application of market area and feature
adjustments.
All three approaches to value (Cost, Sales Comparison and Income) are considered for commercial properties.

LAND
Land values are developed on a market area basis. The land is examined to understand the typical land characteristics in
the market area. These characteristics include size, slope, view, water frontage, significant wetlands and others. The
characteristics are used to develop a market area land valuation model. This model is tested and refined in consideration
of sales of both vacant and developed parcels. The resulting model is then applied to all of the land in the market area or
to all of the properties in that subclass of properties to establish assessed site values.
The subject parcel’s land value is equitable and is not excessive.
Land Characteristics:
 4,913 SF lot
Land Values

Page 6
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BUILDING(S)
The building component may be based on market adjusted cost tables, residual from sales after extraction of the land
value or other appropriate means.
Ratio studies are performed to determine market adjustments.
Building Characteristics:
 None

COST REPORT
The cost report is not applicable as this parcel has no buildings.

INCOME APPROACH
The income approach was not the basis for setting most of the assessed value for 2022. The appellant did not submit
P&L information for the Review process.

COMMERCIAL MARKET & ASSESSMENT ANALYSIS
The 2022 sales analysis for commercial properties included 59 qualified sales from 5 years of sales covering January 1,
2017 through December 31, 2021. The sales volume for the commercial market increased in 2021 and indicate
continued appreciation.
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Assessment Year 2022 Summary for Commercial Properties
o Level of Assessment – 80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties
o Coefficient of Dispersion (COD) – 17.46% for the combined group, 14.45% for vacant land, and 18.71%
for improved properties (For these types of property groups the Standard that we work towards would
be 20% or less for the subsets of land and improved properties. The combined set would be expected to
have a higher COD.)
o Applied Time Trend for Sales Analysis – 5% per year for 2017, 2018 and 2019; 3% for 2020 and 2% for
2021 (actual market movement remained more than 5% movement each year over the 5 year period so
in applying a lesser trend we fell further behind the market.

Appeal 2022-0155, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A040020
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SUBJECT ASSESSMENT HISTORY
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SUMMARY
State statute requires the Assessor to value property at “full and true value”. According to appraisal standards and
practices set by the Alaska Association of Assessing Officers, the State of Alaska Office of the State Assessor, and the
International Association of Assessing Officers, correct procedures of assessment were followed for the subject. These
standards and practices include consideration of any market value increase or decrease as determined by analysis of
sales.
The assessed value was reviewed in response to the Petition for Review. Our findings are as follows.
The land and buildings are valued using the same methods and standards as all other properties in the Borough.
Normally the Assessor’s Office should recommend full market value to the BOE, however, because we are still working
on replacing and/or correcting outdated models we are, for the appeal process, placing a higher priority on uniformity
within existing models rather than uniformity with the whole which is being addressed through separate processes.
Based on current assessment levels for this neighborhood the full market value for this property, which the BOE may
adopt, would be 418,384.

Additional Details:







The appellant states that their assessed value is excessive.
o We find that, based on analysis of market sales, the value it is not excessive.
The appellant states that their value is unequal.
o We find that it was valued with the same methodology as other properties.
The appellant states that their property is valued improperly.
o The parcel was valued using proper methodology.
These are further addressed in the land, building, cost report, income, commercial market and assessment
analysis, summary and conclusion sections of our response in your packet.
For additional information on the assessment process, assessed values, analysis process, ratio studies and other
related areas please see the “Property Assessment Guide” included in the packet.
The appellant has submitted thousands of pages of paper copy and many electronic document files.
o We have reviewed all of this material and find no basis for a reduction of their assessed value.

Also of note is that the BOE reviewed this property last year and upheld the value and that even though the sales
indicate that the downtown values have continued to increase the downtown assessments were decreased by 2% this
year in order to achieve greater uniformity in the commercial property values.

Page 10
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CONCLUSION
The 2022 Assessed values were based on analysis of sales through ratio studies and subsequent trending of values based
on the analysis findings. Underlying this standard compliant trending are the prior approach decisions and the locational
and property feature models and adjustments that have been applied to Juneau commercial properties for many years.
The ratio studies indicate that after our adjustments to values the level of assessment for commercial properties was
80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties.
For the subject property:


The percentage change for this property from 2021 to 2022 was a reduction of -2%.

We find that no change to the 2022 assessed value of $397,194 is warranted and ask that the BOE uphold the assessed
value.

Addendum A - Communications
See separate document.

Addendum B – Additional Response Details
See separate document.
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/h'f'FA-L
' CITY AND BOROUGH OF

Petition for Review / Correction of Assessed Value
Real Property

JUNEAU

Assessment Year
Parcel ID Number

2022
1C070A050060
GREGORY ADLER

Name of Applicant
Emai l Add ress

Office of the Assessor
155 South Seward Street
Juneau, Alaska 99801

gregadler@mac.com

2022 Filing Deadline: Thursday April 7, 2022
Please attach all supporting documentation
ASSESSOR'S FILES ARE PUBLIC INFORMA TION- DOCUMENTS FILED WITHAN APPEAL BECOME PUBLIC INFORMATION
Parcel ID Number
Owner Name
Primary Phone#
Physical Address

Identification # 1C070A050060; JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LTS 5, 7 & 8
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
310-612-1 312
gregadler@mac.com
Email Address
234 Seward Street Juneau AK
Mailing Address 426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402

Why are you appealing your value? Check box and provide a detailed explanation below for your appeal to be valid.
My property value is excessive/overvalued
THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT GROUNDS FOR APPEAL
0 My property value is unequal to similar properties
Your taxes are too high
My property was valued improperly/ incorrectly
Your value changed t oo much in one year.
My property has been undervalued
• You can't afford the taxes
My exemption(s) was not applied
Provide specific reasons and provide evidence supporting the item(s) checked above:

0

•
•

10
D

n

The specific reasons and evide nce are p rovided in the Attac hed Supplement al Appeal

01

Have you attached additional information or documentation?
Values on Assessment Notice:

I s864,064

Site

Yes

D

(55 pages) .

No

I Building I s 1,683,454

Total

I s2,547,s20

I Building I s41 7, 477

Total

I s1 ,005,277

Owner's Estimate of Value:

I s587,aoo

Site

Purchase Price of Property:

I s1 ,25o,ooo

Price

I Purchase Dat e

Has the property been listed for sale?
Listing Price

[0 )

I s1,4es,ooo

Yes

[DJ

11 /15/2021

No {if yes complete next line)

I Days on Market

5 1/2 m o nths

Was the property appraised by a licensed appraiser within the last year? [0 ) Yes [ Iv J No (if yes provide copy of appraisal)
Certification:
I hereby affirm that the foregoing information is true and correct, I understand that I bear the burden of proof and I must provide
evidence supporting my appeal, and that I am the owner (or owner's authorized agent) of the property described above.

/dL_

Signat~

DateM a rch

30, 2022

II {I
Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office
Phone/Fax
Phone: (907)586-5215
Fax: {907)586-4520

Email
Assessor .Office@juneau.org

\ \CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrati ve\FO RMS

Website

Address

http://www .juneau.org/finance

155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801
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PARCEL#: _ _ _ _ _ __

APPEAL#: _ _ _ __

DATE FILED: _ _ _ __

."''

Apprai$.er,to tllhout)
APP'.raiser
Comments:

I

1·E>at~ ofReview:

· Po~t Review Assessment
Site.

I$

$

Exemptions
Jpt~ITaxable Va,J~~

I Building I$

.,-.

,.

•••',

,,,

,/

.•,

1:,; , .. ,·

,

....

,'

I

I Total I$

$

APPELLANT RESPONSE TO ACTION BY ASSESSOR

•

D

Reject the following assessment valuation in the amount of $
I hereby
Accept
If rejected, appellant will be scheduled before the Board of Equalization and will be advised of the date & time to appear.
Date:

Appellant's Signature

~

Appellant Accept Value
Govern Updated
Spreadsheet Updated
Corrected Notice of Assessed V~lqe Sent

BQ~RD OF EQlJALIZATION,:,

D

-

n

n

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

n

D
~

No (if no skip to Board of Equalization)
No
No
No

,,

.·

•n

No
Yes
Scheduled BOE Date
10.;Day Letter Sent·.
Yes
No
The Board of Equalization certifies its decision, based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law contained within the
recorded hearing and record on appeal, and concludes that the appellant [01 Met [01 Did not meet the burden of
proof that the assessment was unequal, excessive, improper or under/overvalued.
Notes:

n

I Building IS

Site_ I$
E~ern.ptions
T<>~~l:Jax<:1l>.le Valqe ,.

I Total IS

$
$

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office
Phone/Fax
Phone: (907)586-5215
Fax: (907)586-4520

Email
Assessor.Office@juneau.org

\\CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrative\FORMS

Website
http://www.juneau.org/finance

Address
155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801
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' CITY ANO BOROUGH OF

Petition for Review/ Correction of Assessed Value
Real Property

·-:-., JUNEAU

2022

Assessment Year

Ii,•"

1C070A050060
GREGORY ADLER

Pa rcel ID Num ber
Nam e o f Appli cant

Office of t he Assessor
155 South Sewa rd Street
Juneau, Alaska 99801

g reg adle r@ mac.com

Email Address

~

2022 Filing Deadline: Thursday April 7, 2022
Please attach all supporting documentation
ASSESSOR'S FILES ARE PUBLIC INFORMA TION - DOCUM EN TS FILED WITH AN APPEAL BECOME PUBLIC INFORMATION

Identification# 1C070A050060; JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LTS 5, 7 & 8

Parcel ID Number
Owner Name

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Primary Phone#

31 0-612- 1312

Email Address

gregadler@mac.com

Physical Address

234 Seward Street Juneau AK

Mailing Address

426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402

i

I

I
i Why are you appealing your value?

i0

:0
!0
\D

!n

Check box and provide a detailed explanation below for your appeal t o be valid.

My property value is excessive/overvalued
My property value is unequa l to similar properties
My property was valued improperly/incorrectly
My property has been underval ued
My exemption(s) was not applied

THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT GROUNDS FOR APPEAL

•
•
•

Your taxes are t o o high
Your value changed too much in one year.
You can't afford the t axes

Provide·speciflc reasons and pr0vide evidence supporting the item(s} checked above:
!The specific reasons and evidence are provided in the Attached Suppleme ntal Appea l

!

(55 pages).

iI

0 1Yes D

! Have you attached addit ional inform ation or documentation?
! Values on Assessment Notke:

I Build ing I s 1,683,454

I

I
s864,064
! Site
i
Owner's Estimate of Value:

I s5s7.soo

lI 5·It e

j Build ing

Purchase Price of Property:
!

i Price

I Has the property been listed for sa le?

Is1,49s.ooo

[0 ]

Yes

I s417,477

[D J No

,

-

I s2 ,547.s20
.

Total

---·1Purchase Date

I s1 .250,000

Listing Price

Total

No

..

I

I s1 .005,277

11 /15/2021

(if yes complete next line)

I Days on Market

5 1/2 m o nths

Was the property appraised by a licensed appraiser within the last year?

[0 ] Yes [ Iv I No

(if yes provide copy of appraisal)

Certification:
I hereby affirm that the foregoing information is true and correct, I understand that I bear the burden of proof and I must provide_
evidence supporting my appeal, and that I am the owner (or owner's authorized agent) of the property described above.
Signat~,..v,r-:(
(I

(/

ML

30, 2G-2c
~t,I,. 3 /l Z:J -z2--

DateMafch

·---------- - - ·

Phone/Fax
Phone: (907)586-5215
Fax: (907)586-4520

Contact Us: CBJ A ssessors Office
·- - - Website
Email
Assessor .Office@juneau .org

\\C BJFI LES\dAssessor\Adm inistrati ve\FO RMS

http://www.juneau.org/fi nance

-Address
155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801
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PARCEL#: _ _ _ _ _ __

APPEAL#: _ _ _ __

DATE FILED: _ _ _ __

Comments:

$

Building

O

D

Total

$

APPELLANT RESPONSE TO ACTION BY ASSESSOR

I hereby
Accept
Reject the following assessment valuation in the amount of $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
If rejected, appellant will be scheduled before the Board of Equalization and will be advised of the date & time to appear.
Appellant's Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·.,.,xpp~Jijnt Accept Value
·G.R.\{~m· l.Jpdated
:,~~f@!a-.:d~bg~tJ)P.d~~ed
r1~~~~~-~Nqti~-~ ;qfi~~S,~$$.~d. VPl.ue Sent

~

n

n

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

n

D

•n

No (if no skip to Board of Equalization)
No
No
No

The Board of Equalization certifies its decision, based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law contained within the
recorded hearing and record on appeal, and concludes that the appellant (01 Met [01 Did not meet the burden of
proof that the assessment was unequal, excessive, improper or under/overvalued.
Notes:

Building

Total

$

$

$
$

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office
Phone/Fax
Phone: (907)586-5215
Fax: (907)586-4520

Email
Assessor.Office@juneau.org

\ \CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrati ve\FO RMS

Website
http://www.juneau.org/finance

Address
155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801
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APPEAL

Radical Break from the Law
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l

RADICAL ERROR CHART: OVER CHARGES/OVER-ASSESSMENTS BY JUNEAU ASSESSOR

PARCEL#

ASSESSOR VALUE

APPRAISER VALUE

OVER-ASSESSED
AMOUNT

ACTUAL
A/V RATIO
% (1)

ASSESSOR OVER-VALUED
PROPERTY BY%

1C070A02011

2,063,831

850,000

1,213,831

2£063£831
850,000

2.4X

1C070A020030

1,929,966

1,200,000

729,966

1£9291966
1,200,000

1.6X

1C0701040020

397,194

295,000

102,194

397£194
295,000

1.4X

1C070A040010

1,494,129

875,000

619,129

1£494£129
875,000

1.7X

1C070A040043

6,592,909

4,750,000

1,842,909

61592£909
4,750,000

l.4X

"(1)-The A/V Ratio represents the ratio expressed by dividing the municipal assessed value (A) by the market price (V), and is
representative of the weighted mean ratio of real property only." [Alaska Taxable 2021 Report, p.28)

RADICAL ERROR: OVER CHARGES/OVER-ASSESSMENTS BY
JUNEAU ASSESSOR TOTALS: $4,508,029
MILL RATE: 10.56

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY OWNER TOTAL GROSSLY
EXCESSIVE TAXATION: $47,605

RADICAL ERROR CHART: OVER CHARGES/OVER-ASSESSMENTS BY JUNEAU ASSESSOR

2020
PARCEL#

ASSESSOR VALUE

APPRAISER VALUE

OVER-ASSESSED
AMOUNT

ACTUAL
A/V RATIO

ASSESSOR OVER-VALUED
PROPERTY BY%

% (1)

1C070A02011

1,572,900

850,000

722,900

1,572,900
850,000

1.9X

1C070A020011

1,639,600

1,200,000

439,600

116391600
1,200,000

1.4X

1(0701040020

270,200

295,000

<24,800>

270,200
295,000

.92X

1C070A040010

1,229,600

875,000

354,600

1,229,600
875,000

l.4X

1C070A040043

6,210,768

4,750,000

1,460,768

6)10,768
4,750,000

1.3X

"(1)-The A/V Ratio represents the ratio expressed by dividing the municipal assessed value (A) by the market price (V), and is
representative of the weighted mean ratio of real property only." [Alaska Taxable 2021 Report, p.28]

RADICAL ERROR: OVER CHARGES/OVER-ASSESSMENTS BY
JUNEAU ASSESSOR TOTALS: $2,953,068
MILL RATE: 10.56

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY OWNER TOTAL GROSSLY
EXCESSIVE TAXATION: $31,184
>>>>WITH NO BASIS FOR INCREASING COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY VALUES, WITH 2020 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
VALUES LOWER THAN ASSESSED VALUES, THE ASSESSOR AT
THE VERY LEAST MUST RETURN TO 2020 ASSESSED
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY VALUES.

RADICAL ERROR CHART: OVER-ASSESSMENTS BY JUNEAU ASSESSOR BY SQUARE FEET

2022
PARCEL#

ASSESSOR VALUE: ~UARE FEET

APPRAISER VALUE: ~UARE FEET

DIFFERENCE

1C070A02030

186

116

70

1C070A020010

169

99

70

1C0701040020

81

60

21

1C070A040043

136

98

38

1C070A040011

485

202

285
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Our property is "excessive/overvalued," "unequal to similar properties," and
"improperly/incorrectly" as valued by the Assessor by the following clear and
convincing proof:
The Assessor must use the following steps in assessing property:

Step

1-The Assessor MUST collect data from many sources,

not just Disclosure Statements from Buyers or Listings (See Alaska
Taxable 2021 Report, Volume LXI, January 2022, Part 3 Property
Taxation, Assessment Statistics and Ratio Studies, pp. 25-28, it states
"[the local assessor must] Collect sales data from all sources such as
recorders 1 of/ices, realtors, developers and bankers. 11 (p.25)

Step 2- Include all Market Sales, Assessment ReportCommercial Overview-Interim, City and Borough, For Assessment Vear
2022, Assessment Dated (Effective Valuation Date): January 1, 2022
Assessment Procedures,Sales Validation and Verification, Addendum
C, see below

Step 3-use the following Ratio to determine if the Assessed
Value is Market Value (from the citation in Step 1 above):
ASSESSED VALUE
SALES PRICE/APPRAISED VALUE

Step 4-Assessed Value=Sales Price/Appraised Value must be
true because of Step 5 below

Step 5- Alaska Statute 29.45.060 states, "Full and True
Value (a) The assessor shall assess property at its full and true
value as of January 1 of the assessment year ....The full and
true value is the estimated price that the property would
bring in an open market and under the then prevailing market
conditions in a sale between a willing seller and a willing
buyer both conversant with the property and prevailing
general price levels."
-

--· --- ------··---------------------------'
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The Assessor's Office failed to follow Steps 1-5 above in numerous and
flagrant ways without regard for commercial property owners, including giving
lip service to the plight of the property owners during a Pandemic and jacking
up assessed values in 2021 and 2022 with no stopping in sight.
For instance,
The Assessor must use Market Sales
On January 1
The Assessor cannot go back in time
Historically, assessments were made each year by the Assessor
There is no history of under-assessment
No tax shift occurred (See Alaska Taxable 202 Report, Volume LX
January 2021, Table 2, Summary of Assessed Values, p. 27 states, "City
and Borough of Juneau Reported A/V Ratio 97%. (1) The A/V Ratio
represents the ratio expressed by dividing the municipal assessed
value (A) by market price (V), and is representative of the weighted
mean ratio of real property." In 2020, Juneau property sales matched
assessed values 97% of the time and was the highest in the State.
There is no basis for higher assessments.
7. The Assessor has a duty to collect data from many sources, not just
Disclosure Statements from Buyers or Listings (See Alaska Taxable
2021 Report, Volume LXI, January 2022, pp. 25-28, it states "[the local
assessor must] Collect sales data from all sources such as recorders'

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

offices, realtors, developers and bankers. 11 (p.25)
8. The Assessor cannot exclude market sales
9. The Assessor with so few market sales, cannot exclude market sales
that "skew" or "lower" the value of commercial property values. The
BIG POINT is to include all market sales to obtain accurate values
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Assessment Procedures
Sales V.ilidation and Verification

Sales Validation
Sales Valid.ition is the procl.'SS of determining if a sale ocrnrred and, if so, if it is

r1

market sale.

The primary classifications for a "transaction" in the validation process are:
Non-Sale: These arc things like name c.orrcclions, deed ce>rrections, transl1 1 rs 10 a tru!.t, forcclosurc.•s. clrntcr;i. l he current
process in Govern is to not create a sclles record for the non ~.JI<' tr.insacl1ons. If after a sales rc•cord is crc.itcd it is discovered
10

be a non-sale it can be ,n;ukcd as "ltl•jccted" in the Qualification licld

Market Sale: These arc sales that are. to the best of our knowl<'dge, nMrket sales.
Non-market Sale: rhcse are transactions that arc siJIC!> but Mt? not considered market sale!>. I his would include salc5 that arc:
o

Non-Arms Ll!ngth Trano:;actions

(.•

Purchase of Contiguous Property (Plottage, Asscmbl;igc, c1c.)

a

family

r.>

[st.il.c

Divorce

o

Bank Sales (Sales After I orcclosurc)

o

Tax Sales c>nd Auctions

~)

Related Entity

(')

Prc-toreclosun.- ilnd Short S,1IP.s

,;

Sales thal were not listed on the upc•n market or wPrc? listed tor a ,;hortN than normal p1?riod of time
Multi-l'arcal Sal<.•<, (Unlc~~ the parcl.'1!. ilrc clearly an 1•1.onom,c unit U1Jt hkely would never he sold separately and

there is a mcch;mism lo ,mtornatically pull thP. t0l,1ls from th(• CAMI\ ~yswrn or th1~re is r<ic>sonablc opportunity lo
ii onc-timr spcci;il study.)
Any sale with known duress
manually adjust the data such as tor

While il is desirable to include as many sales as pfJs~ible in your s;ih.-s sarnple, this is not true if ii COITll'~ ,11 rhe r1xpcnsc of having c:lc;in

dala. It is well established that tht• above lislt'd sales conditions often lead to sale!> lhat .ire nol reµrc~:;1.•nt,1tivc of the overall market.
In rare circumstancas the deci~ion may bP mildc~ to include one of these s,,ks. however. it needs 10 hL• well sub!>tan1i.ited and
documented as lo why an e><ccption is bcin1~ made.
An example of this might be a scen,,rio suc:h as thi~: a residential est.HP ,.1le where the Assessor's Oflicl' know!. that there were no
ongoing mortgage payments. the heirs wcra local so it w;1s <!ilSy to wc.1lch ah<'r the property, the•, took their time sorting through the
personal effects. held garage s,1lr.s and then listed it with a rcaltor wilh 110 need for it 10 sell quickly. RMely do we have the kind of
knowledge sufficient to make

;in

('xception.

If adherence to the policy becomes lax it raise~ the potential lur appraiser bias to 1,1int the s,1le~ data.

Documentation in Govern
Govern Qualification 1:icld
Unverified·- Continued r(•sc.irch. J'his will be thC' dc•foull c.,wgc)ry for new s.alt•s n•co1ds. R!!cords in this category arc

sales that arc to be rescarc:hcd and catceorited.
,)

No Data·· Corltinued research. 1111.!!>C me salc.•s I hat have b1•cn rc•s1•archcd and rnay
validation is not complt!tl' or

WI!

would see some continued effort to finali1.c the categorization.

18

bl!

rn;irkl!t but for which the?

arc missing thl' sales price or other critical d.ita. lyp,cally sales in this category
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•

o
o

Qualified - These are market sales for which we have good data including the sales price.
Rejected - These are sales identified as or suspected to be non-market.

o

Not Qualified - Not being further researched. These are sales that have been researched but for which there is
inadequate information to make a determination. rypically these sales would not be actively researched further but
that, if we came across additional information, could be reclassified. An example would be a property that we know
sold but we could not find any listing information for, we don't know If it was marketed, we have no sales price and
there has been no response to the buyer/seller letters. If a number of months later it shows up as a comp in an
appraisal and from that we figure out that it was marketed (under an alternate address or some other reason that
caused us not to be able to find the listing) and we now have all of the information that we need to determine that
it was a market sale and to verify the sale price then we could reclassify it to Qualified.

Notes
o
o

•

As validation research is done it should be documented through notes in Govern.
If you have a possible but not verified sales price please do not put it in the sales price field but rather document it
in the notes. The only prices listed in the sales price field should be verified sales prices.

Govern Condition Code (Used for State reporting.)
o
o

For any "Rejected" sales a classification for the rejection needs to be selected.
Rejection classifications are:

o

Bank Sale
Divorce
Family Sale
Invalid - This classification is used as a last resort category to capture rejected sales that do not fit in one of
the other categories.
Related Entity
Tax Sale
"Valid" - This classification does not need to be filled in for qualified sales. While it is not required it is
preferable that it be filled in.
In addition, an "Adjustment Reason" needs to be selected in the Adjustment Reason field for each rejected sale.

Steps to Sales Validation
•

Check document (type of instrument, who signed, considerations, unusual terms, personal property mentioned?)

•

Review names for relationship potential (if sale involves LLC or other business look up principles)

•

Review Notes in Sales Information (under Functions)

•

Review Notes in Communication (Notes) Report

•

Check for Buyer and Seller Sales Inquiry Letter responses

•

Review I drive listings folder
Review internet for exposure indications and property data

•
Sales Verification
Sales Verification is the process for verifying our records against what actually sold. This usually involves an inspection of the property
as close to the time of sale as possible. Making sure that the condition is accurately reflected is a primary focus but attention is also
paid to other aspects such as is the quality grade correct and does the GLA appear correct. Also of note would be if any major work is
undertaken prior to or soon after the sale.
Currently, Sales Verification Inspections are not being conducted on a routine basis on all sales but rather only in select circumstances.
These should be done for all sales.
Currently there is not a sales record where corrections are made to the data related to a sale. Rather the data for the current year is
updated and the sales extracts pull property data from the CAMA's "current year." This means that in some cases corrections are
necessary to data such as Property Type, Sf, and/or even the AV.
Updates of data occur from review of listing data and from the property inspection.

19
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Based on the numerous and flagrant failure of the Assessor's
Office to follow the above Steps 1-5, there is no basis to increase
Assessed Commercial Property values in Juneau, Alaska.
The policies the Assessor uses to determine commercial
property values are Anti-Commercial Property Owners. These policies
are designed to rig and manipulate market data. Common sense must
prevail here because the Assessor's Office must not be allowed to
violate public policy, local and state laws and the U.S. Constitution.
Therefore, 2021 and 2022 City and Borough of Juneau
commercial property tax assessments must be overturned.
An ombudsman must be appointed to oversee the Assessor's
Office to ensure that public and commercial property owners are
protected against naked power grabs and ensured a fair system of
taxation exists for all citizens of Juneau.
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Summary of Over-Assessment
Steps 1-5 not followed by the Juneau Assessor
Juneau Commercial Property Sales Ratios not 1:1
Juneau Commercial Property Appraisal Ratios not 1:1
Assessor Modeling Rigs, Manipulates and Violates the Law
No Basis for Using Modeling Because the Sales and Appraisal Ratios are in
line or over-assess property in 2020
Assessor Actions: Manipulation of Market Sales in 2021 and 2022 is
Plainly Wrong By Clear and Convincing Proof Based On the Evidence
History of Assessor Over-Assessment at the Assessor's Office
Appoint An Ombudsman to Oversee the Assessor's Office
The Assembly Must Act to Ensure Compliance with the Written Policies of
the Assessor's Office, Local Laws, State Statutes and Laws
The Assessor's Office Actions Constitute An Unlawful "Taking" Without
Just Compensation Thereby Violating the Constitution
Commercial Property Owner's Rights to Due Process Have Been Violated
by the Assessor's Office Under the Constitution
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Identification No. 1C070A040010

Address: 201,205,209,213,217,221 Seward Street & 216
Second Street
Legal Description: Juneau Townsite BL 4 LT 1,2 & 7 FR

Assessor Value:$ 1,494,129
Cap Rate: 7.75%
Square Feet: 8,825
Range Appraised Market Sales Price/SF: $84-110*
Appraised Market Sales Price/SF: $105*
Assessor Sales Price/SF: $169*
Income Approach to Value: $860,000
Sales Comparison Approach to Value: $930,000
Appraiser Value: $875,000

Appraised Value/SF: $ 99

SALES RATIO'S:
Assessor Sales Ratio:

$1,494,129
$875,000

=1.7X

2020 Assessor Ratio:

$1,229,600
$875,000

=1.4X

2022 ASSESSOR RATIO:
@ FULL & TRUE VALUE
JANUARY 1

$ 875,000
$875,000

=lX

OVER-ASSESSED BY: $ 619,129
THEREFORE, THE ASSESED VALUE MUST BE $875,000. THE 2022 ASSESSOR IS WAY OUT OF
LINE. CAPITALIZATION RATES MUST NOT BE USED UNDER ALASKA LAW AND STATUTES. BUT AT
THE VERY LEAST, IF CAP RATES ARE USED BY THE ASSESSOR THEY MUST NOT BE TAINTED.
THERE IS NO HISTORY OF UNDER-ASSESSMENT ON THE FACE OF THE FACTS. IN FACT, THERE
ARE YEARS OF OVER-ASSESSMENT.
*-ASSESSOR VALUE AT $169/SF IS A GROSS ABUSE OF POWER.
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O ffice of the Assessor
I..'l
155 South Seward Street
Juneau, Alaska 99801
(907) 586-521 5

J U EA LJ

PRESORTED
FIRST CLASS ~!AIL
US POSTAGE PAID
PERMIT NO 61

JUNE.AU. ALASKA

OFFICE OF THE ASSESSOR

.

. ..

:.

.

.

IDENTIF ICATION #

.

.

.. ~ .

. .. .

1C070A040010

JUNEAU TOWN SITE BL 4 LT 1, 2 & 7
PROPERTY TAX YEAR
MAILI NG DATE

2022
3/8/2022

APPEAL FILING
DEADLINE

4/7/2022

..

:

·: ..

..· .._... . . .

RE/IL PROPERTY VALUE

SITE: S866,565

BLDG: S627,564

TOTAL REAL
PROPERTY VALUE

$1,494,129

TOTAL EXEMPT

$0

TOTAL TAXABLE

$1,494 ,129

B.O.E. MEETING DATE

To:
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY INC
Please review the back or th,s not,ce ro, information
regarding your valuation and tile appe;il procedure.
Make sure you keep th,s no1ice for your records
Please contact us if your ma,llng address 1s incorrect.

,·.,,

·.

·. ·: ·

130 SEWARD ST STE 001
JUNEAU. AK 99801

· *** THIS IS NOT A TAX BILL***

· .. : ·

:

· .·

•·

City and Borough of Juneau

Assessment History Report
1C070A040010
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY INC

201 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LTS 1 2 & 7 FR
V•HO V~Llll

MISC --.~LVE..

e.u:~ '• .. t UE

C!•f,P•

2022

$866 565 00

S 1 3 300 00

S'S 1-1 26 .t ·}0

S 1 .: 9-1

2021

$884 250 00

513. 300 00

$62~, 800 00

S 1 ~- 2 -1 3 50 00

2020

$589. 500 00

Si 3 300 00

~6 26 800 00

st

2019

S614 100 00

SD 300 00

1

S':3 2-5 80 0 JO

51 25-t 200 00

2018

S614 100 00

S 13. 300 00

S626 80CI
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Reserve Allowance - this allowance is a fund that builds up to be used as needed for
replacement of short-lived items such as boilers, roofs, carpet, etc. It is not commonly an
expense item in a profit and loss statement provided by owners. RealtyRates provides
information rega_rding reserve allowance requirements (see table in Addenda). The
ranges are $. 35 ~ $. 90 SF /YH for offices and S. 35 - ·t. 1O SF for retail uses. Considering
the number of upgrades and repairs to this building in recent years, a $.40 SF reserve
allowance is reasonable.

s

Capitalization of Net Income
The following table summarizes capitalization rates from sales of cornmerciai properties
in Juneau.
S<!I~ ~c~on~p~r.isor.j
3100 Chanrwl Drive

j Sale Date

I

Jll!H'

.:?O?O

Use & Comments
Good quality offiu~ buildin~J with 20% ward,ousc built
origmally for Ju11c.:111 Empire. Al sale date. w,H; mostly

: Cap R.itc

!

7.37~/,\

i

Juneau

. 01:':.l'_Pi!:i!I by_ ten!lnt~;.
'. 5360-5368 Com111ercial Blvd.
, Juneau
'· W.illo Park 10002 Glacier Highway

7.85(;{,
April 2019

7.54'¼,

. ~~'.!Y ?.0.? ! .

7.00%

Juneau

.. )i?I.H.~s.P.i!a.' priy~. -~~-!)~~~

_...•
:... ~-~-~9...~i!P.~~1.f:3.Qul~_y£)_rd. Juneau
' 225 Front Street, Juneau

Mixed rn~,! conunmcinl hldg. of i,lrnel lranw and n1etal
, C~J!l!>ll_~~~-l1on

A_ugusi 202 I
S<mternber
2021

6.90%
o O'i":I..,

.
.
•
.

\'-'.!!1'._C>ffic:~- .~Pil.11m~nt.

S(:rl!iCt!,

an<l shop

l1Sc5

Establisllec.l Slate orrice lcm111t undc1 nev,1 I 0-y,~a: h:;i:,e.
~llilrlinu hnr. bee11Jully O~Gupied f(?I 111a11y yea, s: . .
. .......
Fully occ;upie~J oflic,e, and ,nedical buildinH in good con~lition
Fully or.:cupic<I office. rctnil servi1;eb11ilclin9 in good conchlion
Rt:IIOVi!\t'CI two :.lory 1;1,i'9 in <io~~;lh';\.~11 Juneau in !)OOd
..:oncll!lon Pwcl1a::;cu hy domini1111 tenant

.

RealtyRates is a national service that quarterly provides investment criteria that pertain
to investment grade properties in the United States of all types. VVhile not highly applicable
to the Juneau market, wt1ich l1as few properiies that would be considered investment
grade, this publication does provici£~ an indicator of national trends with respect to
capitalization rates and other financing criterion
The 40 report relies on third quarter data. The composite capitalization rate of 8. 77% is
down from a year ago at 8. 94% based upon a cJecrease of 31 basis points in treasury
rates and no change in equity dividend rates.
The composite capitalization rate for the office sector was 8.16% in 2020 and is currently
8.25%. The restaurant sector 2020 rate was 10.81 % and is currently 10.86%. The retail
sector r.ate for 2020 was 8.58% and is now 8.60%. For apartments. the 2020 rate was
7.50% and is now 7.57%.
The tables from this survey that support the above indicators are included in the Addenda.
Below are the surveyed rates for each sector noted above. indicating tt1e low. high and
average "Surveyed" capitalization rates for each sector:

JULBE DBNNHEENI COMPANY
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Summary of Surveyed Capitalization Rates 4Q 2021 • RealtyRates
Sector
. . ; L2yy________ - ·-·· ·;.. H)iiti....
; Average .
All Ott;.:e
4. 52%
, 12. 79°/.1)
i 9.1 M'o
All Retai 1

•

4.58°/o

-Ai!Restaurant

·

5.09%;

. i:-ff.~p_a~tr!•~nts

. ·-4j53o1o

; 13.99.¾, · ............... j. 9 :31 %
. ·15 53%
! 1 ·1 .69%,

'.

11 .g"iYo

I · ; 94 %

Considering the capitalization rates from the Juneau market and tl1e information provided
by RealtyRates, and considering both the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this report, the 2018 to 2020 rates indicated by the Juneau market, are
considered low indicators for this analysis. and a rate of 7. 7 5% is considered reasonable.
As shown, this rate applied to the projected NOi, the market value by this approach is
$860,000.

JUL.HE DONINEEN COMPANY
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Summary of Sales Comparison Approach
The three sale comparisons indicate a range of $84 SF to $ ·1 "10 SF after being adjusted
for differences in the value of the land component. Based upon this range. a market value
estimate for the subject property of $105 SF is well supported. indicating a conclusion by
this approach of $930,000.

JULIE DBINNfEIEN COMPANY
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APPEAL

Turn of the Century Recording by Charles Goldstein, Alaskan pioneer,
Founder of the Goldstein Improvement Company:

"I was a small potato with no capital trying to compete with six
well established companies: Kohler & James, a million dollar concern,
Decker Bros, B.M. Behrends Company, Martin Bros, Van Gaskin and
Louie Levi. There were going to teach me a lesson, especially the
biggest operator, Kohler & James. I had to turn into cash the furs I
bought each day to a resident fur buyer who was stationed here most
of the time, and bought from the stores as agent for Hibbard and
Stewart. He always found out from the other stores what was being
paid for the furs and would squeeze me to a very small margin.
I hung on and didn't complain ...

I told him I knew he had been skinning me ..."
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EVIDENCE AND SPECIFIC REASONS SUPPORTING APPEAL OF
PROPERTY TAXES BECAUSE MY PROPERTY VALUE IS
EXCESSIVE/OVERVALUED, IS UNEQUAL TO SIMILAR PROPERTIES AND
AND VALUED IMPROPERLY/INCORRECTLY, AS FOLLOWS:

Assessor Policy
Assessed Value is not a product of a wayward "Assessor's
Property Tax Regulatory Scheme" run amok by an algorithm.
The Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property, Approved
2017 (See Exhibit K)(also See Exhibits L,M & N)_is the accepted
professional resource for understanding mass appraisal method's.
The best practice and "Preferred Approach" with the Mass
Appraisal Method is the Sales Approach. In Exhibit K, p. 8, Section 4.2
The Cost Approach, it states, The cost approach is more reliable for
newer structures. The Key Bank building was constructed in 1914.
Exhibit I confirms the workings of the Cost Approach has not worked
for the Juneau Assessor, as Michael Dahle's email to me March 22,
2022 (See Exhibit I) sets out how different cost approach software was
used and depreciation was not properly accounted over the years. His
email recounts what a "mess" the Cost Approach has been for the
Juneau Assessor.
Under Section 4.3 it states, The Sales Comparison Approach is
the "Preferred Approach" in valuing commercial and industrial
property.
On p. 9, Section 4.6.4, it states The Income Approach is not
appropriate because of repurposing the Key Bank building and
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insufficient data as the building was sold "As-Vacant." Further, it
states the Sales Comparison Approach is most akin to single-property
appraisal applications and has the advantage of being easily
explained.
We do not have any explanation of how the Juneau Assessor
Model was used. "Most models are used only to make adjustments to
the selected comparables. 11
This section cautions that algorithms can be "biased."
It is settled law to use the Sales Approach to Value with the
Mass Appraisal Method. The Cost Approach is best used with newer
properties, personal property and fixtures. The Income Approach
may be used with a knowable income stream. Our property was sold
to be re-purposed. The bank design and vaults are obsolete. It is
considerable expense to demolish the bank vaults, obsolete portions
of the building and dispose of them at the dump that charges by
weight and spend large sums of money to bring the building to
current commercial standards.
The Juneau Assessor's Office and the State of Alaska Assessor's
office stated to me the purpose of making "A considerable adjustment
to the value of commercial land" was that the prior Juneau Assessor
did not raise property assessments for five (5) to ten {10) years. The
prior Assessor used the Cost Approach. It is unconscionable to believe
commercial land doubled in value from 2020 to 2021 because our
property was assessed in 2020 and lowered; or over five (5) to ten
(10) years in Juneau.
Moreover, the Assessor has made a "substantial error" in
assigning any assessed value to Miscellaneous Value (See paragraph
entitled MISCELLANEOUS VALUE on page 17 herein this Appeal. We
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are entitled to be repaid by the Assessor for the Years 2018-2022 at
$54,400 x 4 Years=$217,600 x Mill Rate of 10.56 (See Exhibit CJ in the
amount of$ 2,297.86.
On its face, the Miscellaneous Value Error establishes that
Assessor has acted in BAD FAITH with its APPEAL PROCCESS.
THE NOTICE WE RECEIVED (See Exhibit B, City and Borough of
Juneau Assessment Card) ON THE ASSESSMENT CARD DOES NOT
MENTION THE MISCELLANEOUS VALUE ASSESSMENT!
WE ARE ONLY ABLE TO KNOW OF THE MISCELLANEOUS VALUE
BECAUSE I REQUESTED AND RECEIVED A HISTORY OF ASSESSMENTS
ON OUR PROPERTY (See Exhibit I}.
IT IS UNCONSCIONABLE TO BE LEFT IN THE DARK. THE ASSESSOR
CONDUCT IS THE SAME RESPECTING THE METHODOLOGY THEY
EMPLOY BEHIND CLOSED DOORS.
The Assessor stated the blanket reassessment was to equalize
the assessment of commercial and residential property. They stated
commercial property owners did not pay their fair share of property
taxes and this unfairly burdened residential property owners who
paid more. By clear and convincing proof this paragraph substantiates
we have overpaid our property taxes and are entitled to a refund. Is
this Miscellaneous Value inclusion a common practice of the Assessor
to take without just compensation?
I see no evidence to support this proposition.
Our property by clear and convincing evidence does not fall into
the stated policy objective of the Assessor.
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The policy of the Assessor is wrong, overbroad, unreliable and
not a best practice of appraisers in the United States.
Our land value was assessed for ten (10) years at or above fair
market value. For reference purposes, 2011 to 2019 our land was
assessed at $612,300; in 2020, at $587,800; in 2021, at $881,700; and
in 2022, at $864,066.
In Michael Dahle's email to me on March 22, 2022 he states, his
office used the "Govern Method 11 to value our property in 2020 at
$587,800 (See Exhibit I ). By his own admission, our property was
overvalued for ten (10) years. The facts prove the Assessor's policy of
"Substantial growth in property valuations 11 is a fiction. During Covid
our commercial land did not increase by double or over a five (5) to
ten (10) year period. The Assessor's behavior is troubling at best.
Noteworthy, is that the Assessor fails to differentiate
office/retail space from basement space. The building is assessed at
12,245 SF. The basement is 5,359 SF and much of it not usable.
Should the assessment be made of 6,886 SF not 12,245 SF?
Therefore, I question not only the methodology of the Assessor
but the raw data the Assessor is utilizing to input for their Govern
Method. The Cost Approach, Income Approach, Sale Approach and
Govern Method of the City must value the basement at a lower rate
than the first floor and second floor. And the first floor must be
treated differently from the second floor. Surely, this adjustment
should have been made during an inspection.
Please see the News Release (See Exhibit F) from the City and
Borough of Juneau dated June 15, 2021 entitled, BUDGET. In part, it
says " ... Despite being faced with a deficit, the Assembly maintained all
essential city services while lowering the property tax rate to 10.56
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mills. Even with the lower property tax rate, CBJ will collect
approximately $3.0 million more in property tax revenue in FY22 as a
result of a substantial growth in property valuations, including a
considerable adjustment to the value of commercial land. The
Assembly still needed to draw from savings to cover a remaining
budgetary shortfall.
[The imposition by the Assessor of artificial "Substantial
Growth" "In property valuations" runs counter to the market
suffering from Covid shutdowns and a dead leasing market reported
by real estate broker Carlton Smith]
[The unilateral actions of the Assessor's Office are oppressive].
The Assembly also restored $6.9 million of temporary
reductions to the Capital Improvement Plan that were made in FY21
to balance the budget, including the $3.3 million Augustus Brown Pool
deferred maintenance project."
The headline of the News Release is, "Juneau Assembly
passes Budget reducing the property tax rate." Is that the story?
An alternative accurate headline suggested to me is, "City
Devises Fake Regulatory Property Tax Scheme to Impose New Tax
Burden of $3 million dollars on Small Group of Commercial Property
Owners and Calls It a Gift to Fund the Augustus Brown Pool
Improvements of $3.3 million dollars."
Therefore, by clear and convincing evidence the Assessor
burdened a limited group: Commercial Property Owners
Said Commercial Property Owners were selected to pay for
improvements to the Augustus Brown Pool. The imposition of this tax
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is unrelated to the "police powers" of the City and fails to include all
citizens and therefore constitutes a taking without just compensation.
Why were Commercial Property Owners selected to
unburden the City Budget Shortfall?
Arguably, the Assembly wanted to appear as effective good
planners during a stressful budget time.
Secondly, unless I am missing something, it is bad public policy
to lower the tax rate when you are trying to collect more tax revenue
except for politically expedient reasons.
In hearings and in phone conversations, the Assessor is not
under oath to tell the truth.
Michael Dahle of the Assessor's Office graciously sent me our
property historical records, as below. By clear and convincing
evidence our property was assessed and taxed for more than ten {10)
years at or higher than fair market value.
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A050080
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After all, a property exposed in an open market (5 1/2 months)
to willing buyers and sellers at arms length and sold is the long-held
standard for setting Assessed Value under the Mass Appraisal
Method.
Marketing the Key Bank Building
Key Bank (See Exhibit R) selected the Carlton Smith Company, a
real estate broker with over thirty (30) years of local brokerage
experience, to sell a "As-Vacant" building "As Is."
"As-Vacant"-no occupants or current user or known income
stream.
"As ls"-Buyer accepts the obsolete old building with a broken
mechanical costing approximately $200,000, known conditions and
unknown conditions.
Carlton listed the property on his website, placed ads in the
Juneau Empire, placed large For Sale signs on the building and
reached out to regional brokers providing them with sales
information. It is his practice to not place the list price of a property
on ads in most cases to generate more phone calls. This has been his
practice for 30 years. He showed the building over ten (10) times. He
worked with a cooperating broker, Roger Porto, to sell the building.
Robert Porto showed the building many times. He exposed the
property to the market and it sold 5 ½ months after putting it for sale.
They were two competing offers to purchase the building. The
building was marketed as vacant because Key Bank had closed the
bank branch. The building was not sold as an investment with the
income stream being marketed. It was marketed as needing
reinvestment and improvements and repurposing to a new tenant(s).
Carlton has stated this was not a distressed sale. Carlton reported
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leasing was at a standstill in Juneau do to Covid and remains so today.
He compared the Assembly building which was put up for sale
originally for $2,100,000 and a very long time later sold for
approximately $750,000. Key Bank and Carlton positioned the
building to be sold in a timely manner. Please include the Assembly
Building as a comparable sales property.

Subject Property
Sale Price: $102.08

Assessed Value: $212.20

Comparable Sales:
234 Seward Street
$102.08/SF
101 North Franklin
$37.21/SF
108 South Franklin
$61.42/SF
200 Seward Street
$210/SF
134 North Franklin Street $200/SF
714 Front Street
$183.10/SF*
318 Willoughby
$50.88/SF
In short, our purchase price (See Exhibit A-D) is in line with fair
market value at $102.08. The assessed value is an excessive taking
(See Exhibits F, G and H) by the Assessor.
The Assessor cannot willy nilly declare our property purchase an
"Outlier Sale" without substantial supporting evidence using best
accepted appraisal practices. We must restrain the Assessor from
using improper appraisal methods to the detriment of commercial
property owners and exposing the City and Borough of Juneau to
liability.
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Our property has been over assessed for more than ten (10)
years.
The Key Bank Building Brief Value History
ASKING PRICE: $ 1,495,000 (June, 2021)
PURCHASE PRICE (Nov., 2021): $1,250,000
10-YEAR ASSESSED CAMA VALUE (est.): $2,300,000
2019 Assessed Land Value: $612,300
2020 Assessed Land Value: $587,800
2021 Assessed Land Value: $881,700
2022 Assessed Land Value: $864,066
On its face, our building has been over-assessed, and the prior
Assessor exercised restraint to not overburden commercial property
owners.
In accordance with the stated policy objectives of the Assessor's
Office, by clear and convincing evidence there is no justification to set
our property at a higher rate than the sale price.
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WISHFUL STATEMENT THAT SHOULD APPEAR ON THE JUNEAU
ASSESSOR'S WEBSITE REGARDING PROPERTY VALUE:
Model 1
SALES PRICE ALONG WITH OTHER FACTORS AND ADJUSTMENTS
GO INTO MODELING. OUR ASSESSMENT MODEL IS AVAILABLE ON
OUR WEBSITE.
Model 2 (Juneau Assessor Model)
Yet, in your letter to us and the public dated November 29, 2021
you state,
THE SALES DATA YOU PROVIDE WILL BE COMPILED WITH ALL
OTHER SALES DATA IN ORDER TO DETERMINE ASSESSED VALUES
USING STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. [Our property was excluded]
THE ASSESSED VALUE FOR YOUR PROPERTY WILL NOT BE BASED
SOLELY ON YOUR SALE PRICE AND IS NOT LIKELY TO BE THE SAME AS
THE SALE PRICE. [This creates a false narrative because the asseSSf!d

value should be close to the sale price with adjustments, if necessary]
In conversations I have learned that the Seller, Key Bank, set the
purchase price after determining they did not want the Key Bank
Building sitting on the market without a sale for a long period of time.
Key Bank's decision-making reflects the true condition of the
Juneau commercial real estate sub-market as the Assessor well
knows: There are few sales of similar commercial property in
downtown Juneau. The Assessor told me 13 out of 74 commercial
property sales were disclosed to the Assessor in 2021. I can only
assume the Assessor has not done their best to collect data.
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Moreover, the Juneau Assessor practice of declaring our
commercial property an "Outlier Sale," excluding it from the
"Assessor's Property Tax Regulatory Scheme" and failing to use the
Sales Approach as a place to find the Assessed Value is contrary to the
best practices of assessors.
MAJOR FACTS CONTRARY TO OUTLIER SALE:
KEY BANK SOLD US THIS PROPERTY-A SOPHISTICATED BANKER AND
REAL ESTATE ADVISOR PROFESS/ONALL Y-QUALIFIED TO ACCEPT THE
BEST OFFER OF $1,250,000-KEY BANK WAS VERY HAPPY WITH THE
SALE PRICE ACCORDING TO KAREN SNYDER OF KEY BANK AND FELT
THEY RECEIVED A GOOD PRICE FOR THE BUILDING.
CARLTON SMITH, REAL ESTATE BROKER, PRODUCED A BROKER
OPINION OF VALUE IN MAY, 2021 TO KEY BANK OF $1,495,000
KEY BANK IS A MOTIVATED SELLER-THIS IS NOT A DISTRESSED SALE
OUR ALL CASH OFFER WAS ATTRACTIVE TO KEY BANK BECAUSE THEY
DID NOT HAVE TO INCLUDE A LOAN CONTINGENCY IN THE
TRANSACTION. A LOAN CONTINGENCY MAY HAVE EXTENDED THE
TRANSACTION DURATION AND MAY NOT HAVE BEEN OBTAINABLE
FROM THE SECOND BUYER. OUR CASH OFFER WAS HIGHER THAN THE
BACKUP OFFER, THEREFORE NO ADJUSTMENT TO THE SALE PRICE IS
WARRANTED.
FLASH, FLASH, FLASH>>>>OUR TRANSACTION IS THE FAIR MARKET
VALUE>>>> NOT TO MANY BUYERS, PRICE YOUR PROPERTY RIGHT TO
GET IT SOLD>>>>Assessor Michael Dahle said in a phone call to me if
he was still in the commercial property business he would have
bought the Key Bank building because it was a great deal. The
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question is not whether he would have bought the building at
$1,250,000, but would he have bought the building at $2,600,000?
THERE ARE CHARACTERISTICS IN ARMS LENGTH REAL ESTATE
TRANSACTIONS WHERE THE ADJUSTMENT TO VALUE MECHANISM IS
A BEST PRACTICE.
OUR PROPERTY WAS BUILT IN 1914, THEREFORE IT HAS A SHORTENED
LIFESPAN AND THE ASSESSED VALUE SHOULD BE ADJUSTED
DOWNWARD.
!f_Model 1 above was used by the Assessor's Office, which is the
accepted assessor method pursuant to Exhibits E and K, the Assessor
would have used his toolbox to adjust the sale price accordingly
because Key Bank is a motivated seller. There motivation was to
avoid the costs of maintaining and operating a vacant building.
Arguably, Key Bank wanted to avoid the same fate that has occurred
to other commercial property owners, not selling (e.g. Assembly
Building), in the small downtown commercial marketplace of Juneau.
Key Bank was no more motivated than other sellers who make a
decision to sell property and want to move on and not incur further
costs which come out of the selling price in the end.
Arguably, the Key Bank sale does not require any adjustment to
Sales Price from the Assessor because Key Bank was motivated to sell.
It takes a motivated Seller and motivated Buyer to consummate a
sale.
By clear and convincing evidence, the Assessor has overassessed the fair market values of commercial property in downtown
Juneau for years.
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ADJUST THE ASSESSOR MODEL: IT IS OVERBROAD AND WE HAVE
ALREADY PAID OUR FAIR SHARE OF PROPERTY TAXES OVER THE
YEARS.
CONCLUSION: THE POLICY OF THE ASSESSOR'S OFFICE IS OVERBROAD
AND DOES NOT APPLY TO OUR PROPERTY.
ADJUST THE ASSESSOR MODEL: FEW COMMERCIAL SALES
COMPARABLES. THEREFORE, EXCLUDING A SALE IS A DELICATE
PROPOSITION.
ADJUST THE ASSESSOR MODEL: A WILLING SELLER WILL REDUCE
THE SALES PRICE TO MAKE A SALE (COMPARE THE DOWNWARD
TREND OF THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING OVER TIME AND OTHERS).
ADJUST THE ASSESSOR MODEL: HOW CAN YOU HAVE AN
EFFICIENT MODEL WHEN EXCLUDING COMPARABLE COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY? BY EXCLUDING OUR COMMERCIAL PROPERTY, OTHER
COMMERCIAL PROERTY OWNERS ARE HARMED AND THE ASSESSOR
MODEL IS NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF THE DOWNTOWN JUNEAU
COMMERCIAL MARKET.
THE SALE PRICE WAS WEIGHTED DOWN BY THE FOLLOWING
FACT: KEY BANK WANTED TO AVOID CARRYING THE PROPERTY WITH
REAL ESTATE TAXES AND OPERATING AND MAINTAINING A VACANT
BUILDING FOR A LONG PERIOD OF TIME. KEY BANK WAS MOTIVATED
TO SELL THE BUILDING. THERE ARE NOT MANY BUYERS IN
DOWNTOWN JUNEAU. YOU NEED A WILLING BUYER AND KEY BANK
WAS CONCERNED NONE WOULD EMERGE IF THE SALE PRICE WAS
TOO HIGH. THEREFORE, THE SALE PRICE WAS NOT AN ANOMOLY
WHEN CONSIDERED APPRAISERS ADJUST FOR THE "AS-VACANT" AND
"AS-IS" CONDITION OF OUR PROPERTY.
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CONCLUSION: THE KEY BANK SALE MUST BE RELIED UPON BY
THE ASSESSOR USING THE SALES APPROACH IN HIS MODEL.
MAJOR FACT: THE ASSESSOR MODEL IS FLAWED AND THE
POLICY BEHIND IT IS UNRELIABLE.
ADJUST THE ASSESSOR MODEL: JUNEAU IS A SMALL TOWN,
WITH A STAGNANT ECONOMY, WITH NO ROAD ACCESS OUTSIDE,
WHERE INTEREST RATES HAVE BEEN HISTORICALLY LOW, WITH VERY
LITTLE INFLATION AND APPRECIATION OF PROPERTY. WITHOUT
EVIDENCE TO THE CONTRARY, WE ARGUE THAT THE PRIOR JUNEAU
ASSESSOR WAS CORRECT IN NOT RAISING ASSESSMENTS.
THE ASSEMBLY IS FACING BUDGET SHORTFALLS BECAUSE OF THE
PANDEMIC, THEREFORE THEY ARE INFORMED BUSINESS IS BAD,
PEOPLE ARE WORKING FROM HOME, STORES ARE CLOSED, VACATED
OR JUST GETTING BY AND THIS OBVIOUSLY IMPACTS INCOME. WITH
INCOME DOWN TO BUSINESS OWNERS, IN A CITY WITH NO ROAD,
THAT YOU CAN ACCESS ONLY BY BOAT OR PLANE WHICH EITHER ARE
NOT OPERATING OR OPERATING AT A VERY REDUCED CAPACITY,
IMPACTS INCOME IN A SUBSTANTIAL WAY AND SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED IN ANY ASSESSOR MODEL.

Problem
ON ITS FACE, THE ASSESSOR, FINANCE OFFICE AND ASSEMBLY
ACT AGAINST THE CONSTITUTION BY TARGETING A SMALL GROUP OF
PROPERTY OWNERS TO RAISE REVENUE FOR IMPROVEMENTS FOR
ALL CITIZENS OF JUNEAU WITHOUT JUSTIFICATION.
Sales reflect real values. A sale is not an "outlier sale" because it
skews the Assessor's Model OUT OF RANGE. It is bad faith and
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punitive to exclude sales that are Market Sales. In this case, the
model is prima facie wrong. Our so-called "Outlier Sale" is the market
and the Assessor's Model is an "Outlier Model." An "Outlier Model"
does not follow customary and standard assessor procedure such as
using the Sales Approach in your model. Why does the Assessor's
office wish to destroy the property owners in the business
community.
Does the Assessor and Finance Office have an appreciation for
how hard the Juneau business commercial property owners and
residential owners have worked to own property and rely on
consistency to make assumptions about continuing to operate their
business. Switching from the Coast Approach to the Goven Method
and other methods by Assessor prevents us from being able to
forecast our commercial property taxes.

THE ASSESSOR MUST REACH OUT TO
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY OWNERS AND
DEVISE A FAIR COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
TAX ASSESSMENT SCHEME WITH THE HELP
OF THE ASSEMBLY.
NOW THAT DATA IS AVAILABLE, THE ASSESSOR REFUSES TO USE IT.

USE THE SALES PRICE, AS FOLLOWS:

We have a Pro Forma Model and estimated our taxes before we
purchased the Key Bank property and provided the same to the
Assessor when we disclosed our sales price in a timely manner. We
estimated the assessed value as follows:
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Sale Price; $1,250,000
Furnishings, Fixtures & Equipment: <$17,085>
Closing Fee: <$300>
Recording: <$40>
Assessed Value: $1,232,575
Property Tax Assessed Estimate Rate: 1.1%
Forecasted Property Tax Bill: $13,558
2022 Assessed Value: $2,547,520
Site: $864,066
BLDG: $1,683,454

Millage Rate: $10.56 per $1,000 of property value
Estimated Assessor Property Tax Bill: $ 26,902
Never in our wildest forecasting did we expect to pay double our
estimate of taxes at 1.1%. Our forecast was $13,558 in property
taxes. Our property tax bill is $$$$$$$$$.
PROPERTY VALUE IS EXCESSIVE/OVERVALUED-No one better
equipped to establish the fair market value than the EXPERT!
Key Bank is the expert on lending and financial matters. They
exposed the property to the open market. Two buyers emerged. An
arms- length transaction was done between a willing buyer and
willing seller. This is a textbook example of fair market value!
Redress this wrong regulatory scheme and use the sales price to
determine value. Our property assessment is excessive and
overvalued by about double what it should be.
PROPERTY VALUE IS UNEQUAL TO SIMILAR PROPERTIES-The Assessor
determine without justification our property is an "Outlier Sale." It is
not an "Outlier Sale." The sale price reflects the value. The property
was unfairly excluded from the "Assessor's Property Tax Regulatory
Scheme" because this is the wrong methodology to use for the Key
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Bank Building and other historic buildings in Juneau. The Sales
Approach is universally agreed to be the best practice with the Mass
Appraisal Method and best for treating similar property equally.
PROPERTY IS VALUED IMPROPERLY/INCORRECTLY-The Assessor
cannot arbitrarily double the assessed value of our property when the
Assessor used the Cost Approach one (1) year earlier to establish
lower commercial property values. The commercial property values
did not increase by double in one (1) during Covid. The City regulatory
scheme is improper and must be voided. The correct assessed value
for our property $1,232,575.
MISCELLANEOUS VALUE-INAPPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT IN ERROR
$54,400 IS ATTRIBUTED TO MISCELLANEOUS VALUE. IT IS EXPLAINED
BY THE ASSESSOR TO ME, AS FOLLOWS:
a. The Storage Area-Included in the 12,245 SF the Assessor
uses. Illegal to double assess.
b. The Canopy-Does not exist as SF.
c. An Enclosed Porch-Does not add to SF and actually
reduces SF; wrong to assess
d. The Vault-should not be included as part of 12,245 SF
already; obsolete; not usable as we contemplate and
prepare for repurposing the building; cost to demolish
and disposal should be subtracted from assessment at
Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($25,000).
THE MISCELLANEOUS VALUE ASSESSMENTS CONSTITUTES CLEAR
ERROR AND MUST BE REFUNDED TO US.

The Assessor has made a ''substantial error" in assigning any assessed
value to Miscellaneous Value. We are entitled to be REFUNDED by the
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Assessor for the Years 2018-2022 at $54,400 x 4 Years=$217,600 x Mill
Rate of 10.56 (See Exhibit C) in the amount of$ 2,297.86

FAIR MARKET VALUE=$1,232,575
Less: Cost to Remove Vaults <$25,000>
ADJUSTED FAIR MARKET VALUE=$1,207,575

SUMMARY

The City and Borough of Juneau "Assessor's Property Tax
Regulatory Scheme" of increasing property assessments without due
process is a violation of section 1983 of the constitution and
constitutes a taking without just compensation to all property owners
similarly situated.
The "Assessor's Property Tax Regulatory Scheme" is designed on
its face to shift the tax burden from all citizens to a small group of
commercial property owners. The small group of commercial
property owners is paying to renovate the Augustus Brown Pool at
$3.3 million dollars. I love the pool and swim in it often. My great
grandfather, Charlie Goldstein, donated to its original construction.
But, it is not within the accepted "police powers" of the City to place
this tax burden on a small group of commercial property owners
alone. The pool renovations must be paid for by all citizens.
Commercial property owners must have their assessed property
values returned to 2020 levels and/or in accordance with the Sales
Approach.
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The City and Borough of Juneau by their own news releases and
admissions reports:
Business during the 2020-2022 pandemic was down in Juneau a
city you must arrive at via airplane or boat. During the pandemic
many people traveled by car. This was not possible for Juneau. Large
cruise ship business was lost. Tourism was way down. Tourists were
not flying. Sales tax revenues were way down. The City attested
business was down, income was down, tourism was down, visitor
traffic was down, large cruise ship traffic was down, stores were
closed or barely hanging on, restaurants went of business, people
were out of the office, trends shifted and remote work is more
prevalent causing office vacancies.

What did the Assessor Office do?
THEY

CREATED {EMPHASIS ADDED) a fairy tale of

"A SUBSTANTIAL GROWTH IN PROPERTY VALUATIONS ...."
THEY

CREATED {EMPHASIS ADDED) a fairy tale of

"A CONSIDERABLE ADJUSTMENT TO THE VALUE OF

COMMERCIAL LAND."
Amen, the City brags about taking rights away from a small
group of community-minded commercial property-owning citizens.
Reality dictates the Assessor must make substantial lower
property adjustments across the board to property assessments using
the Sales Approach.
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The City proudly promoted they reduced the tax rate. Now, it is
time to promote lower the assessed property values based on a Sales
Approach. Our property was never under assessed.
There is a tax burden to be shared by all citizens of Juneau not
just property owners.
My family have been proud owners of property in Juneau for
over 100 years and the tax you impose may very well impact our
family for another 100 years which would come to more than we paid
for the property.

FINAL SUMMARY
It is a best and widely accepted practice to use the Sales
Approach with the Mass Appraisal Method (See Exhibits E, K-P ).
The Cost Approach may be used for newer buildings, personal
property and fixtures. Downtown Juneau consists mainly of historic
commercial property. The Cost Approach is not a best practice to use
here (See Exhibits O and P).
The Income Approach may be used where there is a reliable
method to capture an income stream. Where a building is sold to be
re-purposed there is no known income stream and considerable cost
to upgrade the build from obsolescence to market conditions.
By clear and convincing proof the Assessor's model is a mistake
and fails to use widely accepted best practices when determining
value.
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The Cost Approach to value has misrepresented the value of the
Key Bank Building for over ten (10) years.
The Sales Approach to Value with the Mass Appraisal Method is
settled as a matter of law and results in a value of:
$1,250,000
Additional adjustments to value we propose as:
Sale Price; $1,250,000
Furnishings, Fixtures & Equipment: <$17,085>
Closing Fee: <$300>
Recording: <$40>
Assessed Value: $1,232,575
Less: Miscellaneous Value <$2,297 .86>
Less: Mechanical Repairs & Cost to Cure <$200,000>
Less: Vault Removal <$25,000>

Adjusted Assessed Value: $1,005,277
Repurposing the building, bringing the building from obsolete to
current market conditions requires expense.
THE ASSESSOR'S OFFICE MUST BE INSTRUCTED TO USE THE
SALES APPROACH TO VALUE WITH THE MASS APPRAISAL METHOD
AND RECALCULATE ASSESSED COMMERCIAL PROPERTY VALUES FROM
JANUARY 1, 2021 AND ROLLBACK COMMERCIAL PROPERTY ASSESSED
VALUES IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SALES APPROACH.
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Rejoinder: On March 22, 2022 I received a friendly email from
Michael Dahle, Assessor, City and Borough of Juneau. He has a
section entitled, General Question (See Exhibit J, p.2), which indicates
to me he agrees with the Final Summary. He asks will another bank
occupy the space or will you repurpose the building. Therefore, he
cannot use the Income Approach because on January 1 he did not
know the use or type of tenant for the building. He knows the
building was built in 1914 and remodeled in 2007-08 and has a
shortened lifespan therefore the Cost Approach should not be used.
Therefore, he must use the Sales Approach because we have a sale
from a willing buyer and willing seller at arms length completing a
transaction in the open market where the property was exposed
through many channels.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH
''ALASKA STATUTE 29.45.110.
FULL VALUE AND TRUE VALE.

(a) The assessor shall assess
property at its full and true
value as of January 1 of the

assessment year, except as
provided in this section, AS
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29.45.060, and 29.45.230.The
full and true value is the
estimated price that the
property would bring in an
open market and under the
then prevailing market
conditions in a sale between a
willing seller and a willing
buyer both conversant with
the property and prevailing
general price levels."
AS A MATTER OF LAW, THE
SALES APPROACH MUST BE
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USED WITH THE MASS
APPRAISAL METHOD OR ANY
ASSESSOR METHOD.
[THIS ALASKA STATUTE DOES NOT SAY USE THE COST APPROACH
OR INCOME APPROACH.]
A PLAIN READING OF THIS STATUE EXPOSES THAT THE ASSESSOR
HAS NOT FOLLOWED ALASKA STATUTE 29.45.110 IN THE LAST TEN
{10) YEARS OR IN VALUING THE KEY BANK BUILDING THIS YEAR, AS
FOLLOWS:
A. VALUE OF KEY BANK BUILDING ON JANUARY 1, 2022-SALE ON
NOVEMBER 15, 2021 AT $1,250,000
B. FULL AND TRUE VALUE-YES; COMPETING OFFERS. OFFERRED
FOR SALE AT $1,495,00
C. ESTIMATED PRICE THE PROPERTY WOULD BRING-SEE THE
CLOSING STATEMENT
D. OPEN MARKET-SEE MARKETING HEREIN
E. UNDER THE PREVAILING MARKET CONDITIONS-YES; COVID
HAS SHIFTED VALUES PERMANENTLY WITH CHANGED
COMMERCIAL BEHAVIORS. THE ASSESSOR'S GENERAL
QUESTION, IN EXHIBIT I, IS A MUSING ABOUT THE REAL
ESTATE MARKET SUPPORTING THE PROPOSITION WE HAVE A
GOOD CHANCE OF REPLACING KEY BANK WITH A NEW A
BANK TENANT. TO DATE, THIS HAS NOT BEEN THE CASE.
F. WILLING SELLER AND WILLING BUYER-KEY BANK AND
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT FIT THIS DESCRIPTION AS HEREIN
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G. CONVERSANT WITH THE PROPERTY-KEY BANK IS A REAL
ESTATE EXPERT AND GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
HAS OWNED AND MANAGED SIMILAR COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY NEAR THE SUBJECT PROPERTY
H. PREVAILING GENRAL PRICE LEVELS-THE LEASING MARKET IS
WEAK PER CARLTON SMITH

THEREFORE, THE ASSESSOR MUST
RETURN TO FOLLOWING ALASKA
STATUTE 29.45.110 AND BE
INSTRUCTED TO REASSESS
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY UNDER THIS
STANDARD.
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EXHIBITS

A
B
C
D
E

F
G
H
I
J
K

L
M
N
O
P
Q
R

S

Disclosure of Purchase Price to Assessor; FF&E; Closing Statement
City and Borough of Juneau Assessment Card
CBJ Mill Rate
Mandatory Disclosure Letter from City and Borough of Juneau Letter Dated November
29,2021
Alaska Statute 29.45.110 Full and True Value (a) The assessor shall assess property at
its full and true value as of January 1 of the assessment year, except as provided in
this section, AS 29.45.060, and 29.45.230.The full and true value is the estimated price
that the property would bring in an open market and under the then prevailing
market conditions in a sale between a willing seller and a willing buyer both
conversant with the property and prevailing general price levels."
News Release from City and Borough of Juneau, Budget, June 15, 2021
Sintra, Inc v City of Seattle
Supreme Court Allows Immediate Filing of 1983 Claims for Takings Clause Violations
Michael Dahle Email to Greg Adler dated March 21, 2022
Michael Dahle Email to Greg Adler dated March 22, 2022
Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property, IAAO, International Association of
Assessing Officers, 2017. Entire text. In particular, paragraph 4.3 The Sales Comparison
Approach is the "Preferred Approach" when using the Mass Appraisal Method
State of Washington, Homeowner's Guide to Mass Appraisal
Chapter 2, Mass Appraisal Module Topics and Objectives, Assessment Administration
Law, Procedures and Valuation, Rev. 01/22
Mass Appraisal models are commonly based on the sales comparison approach
The Cost Approach to Value is the Method of Valuation Used Most Often to Value
Assessable personal property and fixtures
The Cost Approach to Value is Best Used When The Property in Question is Newer
Sales Comparables to Subject Property From California Title Company
Key Bank Grabs Servicer Title from Wells Fargo Bank; Key Bank Dominant Master Server
in the United States Commercial MBS Market; Key Bank Expert and Uniquely Qualified
to Provide Real Estate Valuation Services and Financial Advice
Costs to Cure: Mechanical and Related Work ($225,000) and Functional Obsolescence to
Remove, Dispose and Repair Vault Areas ($25,000)
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EXHIBIT A
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IQ\
CHICAGO TITLE
~ INSURANCE COMPANY

Chicago Title Insurance Company
1111 Superior Ave, Suite 600
Cleveland, OH 44114-2541
Phone: 216-696-1275 Fax: 216-696-8107
Settlement Statement

Estimated Date of CloslngNovember 15, 2021
Disbursement Date:
November 15, 2021
Order Number:
2137280348
Escrow Officer:
Linda Podojil
Buyer:
Goldstein Improvement Company, an Alaska Corporation
426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402
Seller:
KeyBank National Association, a national banking association
100 Public Square, Suite 600
Cleveland, OH 44113
Lender:
Property:
234 Seward Street
Juneau, AK 99801
Seller
Debit

Buyer
Credit

Debit

Sale Price
1,250,000.00 Purchase Price

1,250,000.00

Deposits
Earnest money deposit
Additional deposit In escrow

132.51

50,000.00
1,204,097.50

Commissions
Commission to Jones Lang Lasalle
Commission to The Carlton Smith Company

30,750.00
32,370.00

66.26

Credit

Proratlons/AdJustments
3,458.28 Prorate Taxes- Parcel 1C070A050060
46 days @ 75.18 per day at $27,439.1 O
11/16/21-01/01/22
Prorate Water
15 days@4.417 per day at $132.51
11/01/21-11/15/21
Credit Water 10-1-2021 to 11-1-2021

400.00
3.407.00
50.00
400.00

150.00

Printed on 11/15/202110:51:11 AM

Title Charges
Closing Fee
Owne...s Polley Premium
Deed prep Fee
Additional parcel Search Fee (need invoice)
Recording Charges
Deed Recording Fee to Alaska Escrow and Title
Insurance Agency, Inc.
Declaration Recording Fee to Alaska Escrow and
Title Insurance Agency, Inc.

3.458.28

66.26

132.51
300.00

40.00

2137280348
Page 1 of 3
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Settlement Statement

APPROVED AND ACCEPTED
The undersigned has/have carefully reviewed the Master Statement and to the best of its/his/her/their knowledge and
belief, it is a true and accurate statement of all receipts and disbursements made on its/his/her/their account or by It/him/
her/them in this transaction. The undersigned further certifies that it/she/he/they has/have received a copy of the Master
Statement.
BUYER
Goldstein Improvement Company, an Alaska Corporation

~
\J' (-c. I;,( ,_t::

BY: ]N\.(~
Its:

V" lt\ -

SELLER
KeyBank National Association, a national banking association
BY:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Diane Mannarino
Vice President

To the best of my knowledge, the Settlement Statement which I have prepared Is a true and accurate account of the
funds which were received and have been or will be disbursed by the undersigned as part of the settlement of this
transaction.
Chicago Title Insurance Company

BY:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Chicago Title Insurance Company

Printed on 11/15/202110:51:11 AM

2137280348
Page 3 of 3
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Settlement Statement
Seller
Debit
132.51
67,858.28

1, 185,600.00
1,253,458.28

Buyer
Credit

Debit

Miscellaneous Charges
Pay Water Bill to City and Bureau of Juneau
1,253,458.28 Subtotals
Balance Due TO Seller/Buyer
1,253,458.28 Totals

1,253,798.28

Credit

1,254,296.27

497.99
1,254,296.27

1,254,296.27

See signature page to follow
Printed on 11/15/2021 10:51:11 AM

2137280348
Page2 of 3
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Settlement Statement

APPROVED AND ACCEPTED
The undersigned has/have carefully reviewed the Master Statement and to the best of its/his/her/their knowledge and
belief, it is a true and accurate statement of all receipts and disbursements made on its/his/her/their account or by It/him/
her/them in this transaction. The undersigned further certifies that it/she/he/they has/have received a copy of the Master
Statement.
BUYER
Goldstein Improvement Company, an Alaska Corporation
BY:'"Wy~~
Its:

Y'-Ct\-

\J',... I;,('-±:

SELLER
KeyBank National Association, a national banking association
BY:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Diane Mannarino
Vice President

To the best of my knowledge, the Settlement Statement which I have prepared ·Is a true and accurate account of the
funds which were received and have been or wlll be disbursed by the undersigned as part of the settlement of this
transaction.
Chicago Title Insurance Company
BY:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Chicago Title Insurance Company

Printed on 11/15/202110:51:11 AM

·;..

2137280348
Page 3 of 3
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KEV BANK BUILDING-FURNISHINGS, FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT
234 SEWARD STREET, JUNEAU ALASKA

The following furnishings, fixtures and equipment are in good condition and do not show
excessive wear and tear:
Carpet-$2500
Light fixtures-$2,000
Table-$500 (1)
File cabinet-$50 (1)
Wood bookcase-$100 (2)
Credenza-$600 (12)
Office desk large w/ glass top-$7,000 (7)
Chairs-$200 {8)
Chairs ergonomic-$600 (6)
Conference table oval-$2,100 (3)
Conference table chairs-$450 {18)
Round kitchen table-$75
Kitchen table chairs-$50 {2)
Formal chairs-$850 (17)
Trash cans-$10 {10)

Totals-$17,085.
Therefore,
Purchase PriceFurnishings, Fixtures & EquipmentClosing FeeRecording-

$1,250,000
<$17,085>
<$300>
<$40>

Sales Price-

$1,232,575
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KEV BANK BUILDING-FURNISHINGS, FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT
234 SEWARD STREET, JUNEAU ALASKA

The following furnishings, fixtures and equipment are in good condition and do not show
excessive wear and tear:
Carpet-$2500
Light fixtures-$2,000
Table-$500 (1)
File cabinet-$50 (1)
Wood bookcase-$100 (2)
Credenza-$600 (12)
Office desk large w/ glass top-$7,000 (7)
Chairs-$200 (8)
Chairs ergonomic-$600 (6)
Conference table oval-$2,100 (3)
Conference table chairs-$450 (18)
Round kitchen table-$75
Kitchen table chairs-$50 (2)
Formal chairs-$850 (17)
Trash cans-$10 (10)

Totals-$17,085.
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1111 Superior Ave, Suite 600
Cleveland, OH 44114-2541

IQ\ CHICAGO
TITLE
INSURANCE C011PANY

Phone: 216-696-1275 / Fax: 216-696-8107

~

Goldstein Improvement Company, an Alaska
Corporation
426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402

Date:
December 6, 2021
Escrow No.: 2137280348
Buyer(s) :
Goldstein Improvement Company, an
Alaska Corporation
Seller(s):
KeyBank National Association, a national
banking association
Property:
234 Seward Street
Juneau, AK 99801

Dear Goldstein Improvement Company, an Alaska Corporation:
In connection with the above captioned escrow transaction, enclosed herewith please find the following:
•
•

Original FIRPT A Certificate
Original Quitclaim Bill of Sale

If you should have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Thank you for using Chicago Title Insurance Company.
Sincerely,

r1~~.1~
Linda Podojil
Commercial Escrow Officer, AVP
Linda. Podojil@CTT.com

Enclosure(s)

Enclosure Letter - Escrow
OHO1380.doc / Updated: 07.28.17

Page 1

Printed: 12.06.21 @ 04:55 PM by
OH-CT-FNOX-02100.453728-2137280348
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FIRPTA CERTIFICATE
Section 1445 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that a transferee ofa U.S. real property
interest must withhold tax if the transferor is a foreign corporation, foreign partnership, foreign trust or
foreign estate (as those terms are defined in the Internal Revenue Code and Income Tax Regulations). To
inform GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY, an Alaska corporation (the "Transferee" ), that
withholding of tax is not required upon the disposition ofa U.S. real property interest by KEYBANK
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a national banking association (the "Transferor"), Transferor, being first
duly sworn, hereby certifies the following:
1.
Transferor is not a foreign corporation, foreign partnership, foreign trust, or foreign estate (as
those terms are defined in the Code and the Income Tax Regulations promulgated thereunder).

2.

Transferor' s U.S. taxpayer identification is 34-0797057.

3.

Transferor's office address is:
127 Public Square
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

4.

Transferor is not a disregarded entity as defined in§ 301.7701-3 of the Income Tax Regulations.

Transferor understands that this Certificate, as required by§ l.1445-2-(b)(2)(iii) of the Income Tax
Regulations, may be disclosed to the Internal Revenue Service by Buyer and that any false statement
contained herein could be punished by fine, imprisonment, or both.
Under penalties of perjury the undersigned declare that the undersigned has examined this
Certificate and to the best of the knowledge and belief of the undersigned, it is true, correct and complete,
and the undersigned further declares that the undersigned has the authority to sign this document on behalf
of Transferor.
,r

Dated: November _b__, 2021.
KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a national
banking association
By:_~-----'--- -~--Diane Mannarino, Vice President

1
4871-1340-3136. l
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QUITCLAIM BILL OF SALE
KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a national banking association ("Seller"), in
consideration of TEN DOLLARS ($10.00), receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, does
hereby sell, assign, transfer and quitclaim to GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY, an
Alaska corporation ("Buyer"), all of Seller's right, title and interest in all fixtures and personal
property located on the real property described on Exhibit A (the "Personal Property").
ALL OF THE PERSONAL PROPERTY IS SOLD AND TRANSFERRED
HEREUNDER "AS-IS, WHERE-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND/OR FITNESS, AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES ARE HEREBY EXPRESSLY
DISCLAIMED AND EXCLUDED.

[Signatures appear on following page.]

4869-9438-9760. I
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Seller has executed this instrument as of November

t5 ,

2021.
SELLER:

KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a
national banking association
By:

~ ~
Diane Mannarino, Vice President

[Signature Page to Bill of Sale]
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EXHIBIT A
Description of the Real Property

Lots 5, 7 and 8, Block 5, Townsite of Juneau, Juneau Recording District, First Judicial District,
State of Alaska.
Excepting Therefrom that portion conveyed to the State of Alaska by deed recorded September
10, 1971 in Book 98 at Page 350.

A-1
4869-9438-9760.1
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EXHIBIT B
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OFFICE OF THE ASSESSOR

IDENTIFICATION#

.,

1

{

q}tyl~.·i /W

b~l4Usl1 ~flJ~Yl#litf'!!!!

155 South Seward St reet

Juneau, Alaska 9980 1
(907) 586-5215

1C070A050060

MAILING DATE

2022
3/8/2022

BLDG: $1,683,454

TOTAL REAL
PROPERTY VALUE

$2,547,520

TOTAL EXEMPT
TOTAL TAXABLE

APPEAL FILING
DEADLINE

PRESORTED
FIRST CLASS MA IL
US POSTAGE PAID
PERMIT NO 61
JUNEAU. ALASKA

REAL PROPERTY VALUE

JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LTS 5, 7 & 8 SITE: $864,066
PROPERTY TAX YEAR

11 11

O fice of the Assessor

$0
$2,547,520

8 .O.E. MEETING DATE
To:
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
Please review the back or this notice ror information
regarding your valuation and the appeal procedure.
Make sure you keep this notice ror your records.
Please contact us if your mailing address is incorrect.

426 E RUSTIC RD
SANTA MONICA, CA·90402

*** THIS IS NOT A TAX Bill***
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... -NOTICE OF ASSESSED VALUE

ATT6NTION OWNER:

•

1.

This card is your annual notice of the Assessor's determination of the fair market
value of your property as of January 1, of the current tax year. Taxes are calculated
on this assessed value times the millage rate. The millage rate is set by the
Assembly by June 15 of each year.

2.

If you find that the estimate of value contains errors or omissions, you must file a
..eetition with the Assessor's Office for a review.

3.

If you and the Assessor cannot agree as to value, you have the right of appeal to
the Board of Equalization (BOE). In order to appeal, you must file a written petitjon to a~pear before the BOE. Petitions are available at the Assessor's Office and
must be filed with the Assessor on or before the BOE filing deadline on the front of
this card. State statute provides that the appellant bears the burden of proof. You
must provide any verifiable information you have that would support your basis for
appeal. The BOE will be held at the City and Borough Assembly Chambers, 155
South Seward Street on the date shown on the front of this card.

4.

If you have any questions, or need assistance, please stop by the Assessor's Office
in Room 114 of the Municipal Building at 155 South Seward Street, Juneau, or call
at (907) 586-5215. Please use the Identification Number on the other side of this
card when referring to this property.
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Finance - CBJ M ill Ra t e - Cit y and Borough o f Juneau
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The CBJ has three overlapping taxing areas (Areawide. Roaded and Fire} plus a separate debt service mill levy Property may be subject to taxation based on one, two, or all
three of these levies, plus the debt service mill levy. Approx,mately 90.2% of taxable property Is subIec1 to the combined overtapp,ng m,11 levy for the three taxing areas. A levy
of one mill, assessed borough-wide, generates approximately $5.4 million in property tax revenues.
Understanding the mill rate· One mill is equal to one tenth of one percent (0 1%) In terms of dollars, one mill equals S1 per thousand dollars in taxable property value The
current mill rate is 10.56. That means that for every S1 ,000 in taxable property value, there is a tax of S10.56.
In 1995, the CBJ voters approved a 12-mill operational ~,operty tax levy restriction on taxable property. This means that the City Assembly cannot raise the mill rate above 12
mills ($12 for every $1 ,000 in taxable property value) to support general government operations. This restriction does not apply to tax levies for the debt service on general
obligation bonds. Debt service is the amount required to cover the repayment of interest and principal on voter-approved bonds and is in addition to the operational mill levy.
Applying the m,11 rate: This example assumes S300,000 in taxable property, located in all three operational areas (Areawide, Roaded, and Fire Service}.
• $300,000 (property value)= 300 (number of thousands) x $1,000
• 300 (number of thousands} x 10.56 (total mill rate)= S3, 168 (annual property tax}
• Of that $3,168 in property tax
o S2,808 per year or S234 per month helps support all aspects of local government including schools, police, fire protection, roads and sidewalks, libraries, pa rks.
recreatJOnal opportunities, public transportation, etc
o $360 per year or $30 per month pays for the voter-approved bonds
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How much is the average real estate tax
in Juneau Alaska?

Related searches
wisconsin property tax mill rates
projectelimination0.55

The typical annual real estate t ax payment in the borough is $1,595. Juneau is the
capital city of Alaska , but it's only reachable by plane or boat. The city is hemmed in
by the Coast Mountains, which limits the amount of space that's available.

what is the millage rate in Juneau alaska today
what is the millage rate in juneau alaska 2020
what is the millage rate in juneau alaska 2019

smartasset.com • taxes , alsska-property-tax-calculator

Alaska Property Tax Calculator - SmartAsset

what is the millage rate In juneau alaska m ap
millage rate definition
what is a millage rate

juneau.org , finance sales-tax

Finance - CBJ Mill Rate - City and Borough of Juneau
Tt1e current mill ra te is 10.56. Trial me;i11s tt1at for every $ 1,000 in taxat;le property value. there is

a tax of $10.56. In 1995. the CBJ voters approved a t 2-rnill operational property lax levy...
doa.alaska.gov , dof travel

January 2021, E-Travel News, Travel - Alaska
Beginning on January 1, 202 1. the sta1K1ard mileage rate for the use of a car (also vans, pickups
or panel trucks) will decrease to $0.56 per mile driven for business use. Tt1e lollowing reference ...

People also ask
How much is the average real estate tax in Juneau Alaska?
What is the average property tax rate in Kenai Alaska?

What does 30 a mill mean in Alaska?

A mill is equal to $1 o f tax for every $1 ,000 in assessed value. So. for example, if
your home is w orth $100,000 and your tota l m ill rate is 30, your tax w ill be

$3,000. The table below shows tax rates and average annual payments for all
A laska municipa lities and boroughs that collect p roperty tax.

Alaska Property Tax Calculator - SmartAsset
smartasset.com/taxes/alaska-property-tax-calculator
See all results for this question

How are p roperty taxes determined in Alaska?

www.labor.alaska.gov , we • bulletins

REFERENCE - Alaska
EHective Janu;iry 1. 2020, the mileage reimbursement rate when using a privately owned vehicle
within Aloska is S0.575 per mite. See the revisecl Alaska Department of Administration POV Rat. .

smartasset.com , taxes , alasko-property-tax-caiculotor

Alaska Pro perty Tax Calculator - SmartAsset
The average effective property tax rate in the Kenai Peninsula Borough 1s Iust 0.67%, which Is
quite low. The typical annual real estate tax payment 1n the borough is $1.595. Juneau City and ..
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C ITY A ND BOROUG H OF

Address: 155 Municipal Way, Juneau, AK 99801
Phone: 907-586-5215, Fax: 907-586-4520

JUNEAU
Date:

November 29,2021

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
426 E RUSTIC RD
SANTA MONICA CA 90402

RE: Mandatory Disclosure
Dear GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

You are receiving this letter because you recently purchased property in the City and Borough of Juneau. On
October 26, 2020 the City and Borough Assembly voted to require mandatory disclosure of sale prices of
property. This law requires those who purchase property in the City and Borough of Juneau to disclose to the
Assessors office how much they paid for their property. There are exceptions to the requirement to disclose
the sale price of your property. These exceptions include sales that are not typical market value transactions
Nherein the sale price is likely lower than it would be if the previous owner had sold the property to someone
else. Exceptions also include situations such as sales between close family members, sales between associated
business, sales for delinquent taxes or assessments, and sales that constitute a gift. The enclosed form
includes a full list of the exceptions. If your transaction was a result of one of these circumstances, please
identify which, then sign and return the form to our office. If your transaction does not fall into one of the
specific categories you are required to complete the whole form, sign it and return it to our office.
Please complete the enclosed form and return it to the Assessor office by email at
Assessor.Office@juneau.org, fax (907) 586-5215, mail or in person . You can also complete the form
electronically by going to Juneau.org/finance/assessor-forms choosing Ownership Record Update Forms, then
Disclosure Form Buyer.
The price you paid for your property will remain confidential. Only the date of the transaction will be included
in the information available to the public. The sales data you provide will be compiled with all other sales data
in order to determine assessed values using statistical analysis. The assessed value for your property will not
be based solely on your sale price and is not likely to be the same as the sale price.
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Alaska Statutes.
Title 29. Municipal Government
Cha12te r 45 . Municipal Taxati on
Secti on 110. Full and True Value.
previ ous: Secti on 105 . Errors in Taxation Procedures .
next: Secti on 120. Returns.

AS 29.45.110. Full and True Value.
(a) The assessor shall assess property at its full and true value as of January I of the assessment year, except

as provided in this section, AS 29.45 .060 , and 29.45.230. T he full and true value is the estimated price that
ht t ps ://www.touch ngo .com/lg lent r/a ks I a ts/statute s/Iitle29/cha pt er4 5/sec t ion11 0. ht m
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the property would bring in an open market and under the then prevailing market conditions in a sale between
a willing seller and a willing buyer both conversant with the property and with prevailing general price levels.
(b) Assessment of business inventories may be based on the average monthly method of assessment rather
than the value existing on January 1. The method used to assess business inventories shall be prescribed by
the governing body.

(c) In the case of cessation of business during the tax year, the municipality may provide for reassessment of
business inventories using the average monthly method of assessment for the tax year rather than the value
existing on January l of the tax year, and for reduction and refund of taxes. In enacting an ordinance
authorized by this section, the municipality may prescribe procedures, restrictions, and conditions of
assessing or reassessing business inventories and of remitting or refunding taxes.
(d) The provisions of this subsection apply to determine the full and true value of property that qualifies for a
low-income housing credit under 26 U .S.C. 42:

(1) when the assessor acts to determine the full and true value of property that qualifies for a low-income
housing credit under 26 U .S.C. 42, instead of assessing the property under (a) of this section, the assessor
shall base assessment of the value of the property on the actual income derived from the property and may
not adjust it based on the amount of any federal income tax credit given for the property; for property the full
and true value of which is to be determined under this paragraph, to secure an assessment under this
subsection, an owner of property that qualifies for the low-income housing credit shall apply to the assessor
before May 15 of each year in which the assessment is desired; the property owner shall submit the
application on forms prescribed by the assessor and shall include information that may reasonably be
required to determine the entitlement of the applicant;

(2) the governing body of the municipality shall determine by ordinance whether the full and true value of all
property within the municipality that first qualifies for a low-income housing credit under 26 U.S.C. 42 on
and after January 1, 200 I shall be exempt from the requirement of assessment under (I) of this subsection;
thereafter, for property that first qualifies for a low-income housing credit under 26 U.S.C. 42 on and after
January I, 200 I and that, by ordinance, is exempt from the requirement of mandatory assessment under ( 1) of
this subsection, the governing body
(A) may determine, by parcel, whether the property shall be assessed under (a) of this section or on the basis
of actual income derived from the property without adjustment based on the amount of any federal income
tax credit given for the property, as authorized by (I) of this subsection; and
(B) may not, under (A) of this paragraph, change the manner of assessment of the parcel of property if debt

relating to the property incurred in conjunction with the property's qualifying for the low-income housing tax
credit remains outstanding.
All content© 2008 by Touch N' Go/Bright Solutions, Inc.

Note to HTML Version:
This version of the Alaska Statutes is current through December, 2007. The Alaska Statutes were
automatically converted to HTML from a plain text format. Every effort has been made to ensure their
accuracy, but this can not be guaranteed. If it is critical that the precise terms of the Alaska Statutes be known,
https://www.touchngo.com/lglcntr/akstats/statutes/title29/chapter45/section110.htm
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it is recommended that more formal sources be consulted. For statutes adopted after the effective date of these
statutes, see, Alaska State Legislature If any errors are found, please e-mail Touch N' Go systems at E-mail.
We hope you find this information useful.
This page has been updated: 04/23/2015 14:25:52

https://www.touchngo.com/lglcntr/akstats/statutes/title29/chapter45/section110.htm
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June 15, 2021 - News

After two months of budget work by the Assembly Finance Committee, the
Juneau Assembly passed the Fiscal '(ear 2022 budg,:t at Monday night's
Regular Assembly Meeting . The Assembly vcted to lower the property tax rate
from 10.66 mills to 10 56 mills - the lowest property tax rate since 2013. The_

..

new budget, which beg ins July 1, expands the Assembly's support for childcare
services and also restores money to the •_>,p,1al lrnor'.':11e111ent Plan includin
imp rovements to the Augustus Brown Pool.
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The $420 .9 million budget includes reduced projections of sales tax revenues
and cruise ship passenger fees in anticipation of limited large cruise ship
visitation this current summer. To offset these depressed revenues, the budget
utilizes CBJ's $12.8 million allocation of federal stimulus funds from the
American Rescue Plan Act to replace lost revenues in FY21 and FY22.
Application of this federal aid to offset lost revenues in FY21 reduced the
anticipated $2.8 million deficit to zero, and in FY22 reduces the projected $15.8
million deficit to $5.9 million.
Despite being faced with a deficit, the Assembly maintained all essential city
services while lowering the property tax rate to 10.56 mills. Even with the lower
property tax rate, CBJ will collect approximately $3.0 million more in property tax
revenue in FY22 as a result of a substantial growth in property valuations,
ipcludinq a considerable adjustment to the value of commercial land. The
Assembly still needed to draw from savings to cover a remaining budgetary
shortfall.
The Assembly also restored $6.9 mil lion of temporary reductions to the Capital
Improvement Plan that were made in FY21 to balance the budget, including the
$3.3 million Augustus Brown Pool deferred maintenance project.
For more information, contact Finance Director Jeff Rogers at 723-6907 or
jeff rogers@juneau.org .

City and Borough Of Juneau
Phone: 907.586.5240
Fax: 907.586.5385
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JUSTIA
Receive free daily suinmaries of nelV opinions
from the Washington Supreme Court.

Sintra, Inc. v. City of Seattle
119 Wn.2d 1 (1992)
829 P.2d765
SINTRA, INC., ET AL, Appellants, v. THE CITY OF SEATTLE, ET AL, Respondents.
No. 57029-9.

The Supreme Court of Washington, En Banc.
May 14, 1992.
Richard B. Sanders, for appellants.
Mark H. Sidran, City Attorney, and Miriam Reed, Assistant, for respondents.
Ronald J. Zumbrun, Edward J. Connor, Jr., John M. Groen, and Ben J. Gantt, Jr., on behalf of
Pacific Legal Foundation, amicus curiae for appellants.
DURHAM,J.
In this land use action, we are asked to decide for the first time the impact of federal civil rights
actions on our takings jurisprudence. Increasingly, this court is called upon to resolve disputes
https://law.justia.com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/57029-9-1.html
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concerning land use regulation, and the trend is likely to continue. A body of cogent, workable
rules upon which regulators and landowners alike can rely is essential to the task.
*6 In 1989, this court affirmed a holding of contempt against the City of Seattle for enforcement of
the Housing Preservation Ordinance (HPO) after it had been ruled invalid by the Superior Court.
R/L Assocs., Inc. v. Seattle, 113 Wn.2d 402, 411, 780 P.2d 838 (1989). Once again, we are asked to
review the actions of the City in a similar situation. Plaintiffs, Sintra, Inc., and its shareholders,
Keith and Patty Harnack and Arthur and Susan Stanley (Sintra), appeal an order dismissing on
summary judgment all of their claims against Seattle and four of its employees. Sintra claims that
the City violated Sintra's federal rights to substantive due process and just compensation for a
taking of its property, and that it is entitled to damages under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. We reverse the
summary judgment in favor of the City and remand for further proceedings.
In September 1984, Sintra purchased the Larned Hotel on Westlake Avenue near downtown
Seattle. The building was in an advanced state of disrepair and was almost vacant. The previous
owners were unable to find new tenants for the building, despite their repeated attempts.
Sintra intended to renovate the building, and put retail shops on the ground floor and a bed and
breakfast on the upper two floors. The building was purchased for $670,000 $120,000 down and
an installment note payable over 3 years. The terms of the financing were not favorable, but Sintra
was unable to obtain alternative financing. After relocating the few remaining tenants, Sintra
learned that an adult entertainment business might be moving into the adjacent building, and it
became apprehensive about the possibilities for developing a bed and breakfast.
When the adult entertainment establishment opened its doors in July 1985, Sintra tried to sell the
building. Sintra hired real estate broker Wade Cole, but his attempts were unsuccessful. Sintra and
Cole also searched diligently for someone to develop low income housing at the building. In the
meantime, Sintra defaulted on its installment note, and ceased making payments.
*7 Eventually, Sintra concluded that the only profitable use to be made of the building was to
convert it to a ministorage warehouse. On October 29, 1985, Sintra applied to the City for a master
use permit for that purpose. Sintra was informed that a housing demolition fee of $219,840 would
be required under the HPO for the change of use.[1] Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) 22.210.
Sintra applied for a variance from the HPO fee on November 6, 1985. On November 12, 1985, the
sellers accelerated the note. The parties dispute the ensuing course of events. The City claims that
Sintra failed to provide requested information until August 1986. Sintra, however, claims that
https://law.justia.com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/57029-9-1.html
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despite repeated requests, the City failed to make any recommendation concerning relief until
September 1986. The record supports Sintra's allegations of a continuing course of requests to the
City to hasten the process. Many letters were directed to the Department of Community
Development (DCD). At every turn, Sintra informed the City of its financial hardship and its desire
to resolve the situation. Moreover, a memo from a city employee to David Moseley of DCD written
in January 1986 indicates that a ministorage warehouse would be acceptable. Nevertheless, no
recommendation was given. In a meeting with Sintra and its lawyers in March 1986, when Moseley
was questioned about his reasons for delaying action, he responded: "What are you going to do, sue
us?"
Although the City continually acknowledged that the Larned was entirely unsuitable for housing, it
insisted that the HPO fee must be paid. In addition, the City required Sintra to show that any
endeavor would be profitable if the HPO were not in effect.
*8 In the meantime, events occurring on a different front became relevant. In July 1986, King
County Superior Court found that the provisions of the HPO were an invalid tax unauthorized by
statute. A permanent injunction was issued prohibiting the City from enforcing the HPO against
another developer, San Telmo Associates. Although the decision was appealed, the City did not
seek a stay of the injunction.
Finally, in September 1986, Moseley recommended that Sintra be granted conditional relief.
Instead of simply waiving the HPO requirements, the conditional relief proposed by DCD would
allow a variance for a ministorage warehouse, but would require full payment of the $219,840 fee if
the use of the property were later changed. Sintra appealed, seeking a complete waiver of the fee.
Defendant Holly Miller, Director of the City's Department of Construction and Land Use, adopted
the recommendation given by Moseley in October 1986. Among the reasons given in a concurrent
memo, a city employee noted that granting complete administrative relief would "establish an
undesirable precedent". The memo also recognized that the City's law department recommended
granting the variance and full relief from the fee.
Sintra appealed further to a hearing examiner, who reversed Miller's action and remanded. The
examiner concluded that the conditional relief was not allowed under the SMC, but that Sintra
should still be granted some form of partial relief so that it could use its property. Sintra did not
appeal from this decision, which apparently was never carried out.
In April 1987, this court affirmed the trial court's order invalidating the housing replacement
provisions of the HPO. San Telmo Assocs. v. Seattle, 108 Wn.2d 20, 25,735 P.2d 673 (1987). We
https ://law.jus tia.com/cases/washingto n/supreme-cou rt/1992/5 7029- 9-1. html
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held that those requirements amounted to an unauthorized tax, as opposed to a regulation on
development. San Telmo, at 24. We reasoned that shifting the social cost of development from the
public at large to individual developers was a tax to "accomplish desired public benefits which cost
money ... "'. San Telmo, at 24 (quoting *9 Hillis Homes, Inc. v. Snohomish Cy., 97 Wn.2d 804, 809,
650 P.2d 193 (1982)). Such a tax can only be levied when authorized by the Legislature; it is not a
valid exercise of a city's police power. Moreover, under RCW 82.02.020, cities are expressly
prohibited from taxing development. We also noted, in dicta, that the high fees involved could
constitute a taking under the Washington Constitution. San Telmo, at 25.
On June 22, 1987, the City finally issued a change of use license and a master use permit to Sintra.
But by then, Sintra claims, it was too late. The market opportunity was gone, and the building was
in an advanced state of disrepair.
This court again considered the HPO in 1989, and struck down the tenant relocation provisions.
R/LAssocs., Inc. v. Seattle, 113 Wn.2d 402,409,780 P.2d 838 (1989). There, we held that RCW
82.02.020 also prohibited the imposition of the costs associated with tenant relocation, since those
requirements constituted an indirect charge on development. R/L Assocs., at 409. We declined to
reach the issue of whether a taking had occurred, R/L Assocs., at 410, and also refused to consider
the substantive due process claim because plaintiff had failed to plead it properly and had not
argued it to the trial court. R/L Assocs., at 412.
In addition, this court found that the City's continued enforcement of the tenant assistance
provisions after they had been ruled invalid by the Superior Court was contempt of court. R/L
Assocs., at 411. In response to the City's claim that the injunction applied only to R/L, we noted:
[T]he City's argument would lead to the absurd conclusion that it is free to enforce the provisions
of a facially invalid ordinance against the citizens of Seattle until and unless each aggrieved party
brings its own action challenging the ordinance ........ The City's decision to continue to enforce the
HPO was deliberate. Two days after issuance of the injunction in this case, the City issued a news
release that the city attorney had advised the Department of Construction and Land Use to
continue to enforce the tenant relocation requirements. The *10 release stated that the City had
been enjoined from enforcing this provision in one case. The courts need not tolerate this
intentional violation of a valid judgment that prohibited the City from enforcing those provisions.
R/L Assocs., at 411.
Sintra filed this action in October 1988. It claimed damages under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for deprivation
https://law.justia .com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/5 7029-9-1. html
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of its substantive due process rights and an unconstitutional taking. In addition, Sintra raised
claims of inverse condemnation and wrongful interference with a business expectancy. It also
requested attorney fees pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1988. In October 1989, in a separate action, the
trial court rescinded the sale of the Larned as the remedy for misrepresentation. In the case at bar,
cross motions for summary judgment were heard on February 2, 1990, and the trial court granted
summary judgment to the City. Sintra appealed directly to this court.
INTRODUCTION
This case primarily involves an action against the City of Seattle (City) and several officials under
42 U.S.C. § 1983. Essentially,§ 1983 provides remedies not otherwise available in tort as a matter
of federal statutory law. Sintra asserts two underlying causes of action: First, that its rights under
the Fifth Amendment and Const. art. 1, § 16 (amend. 9) were violated; that is, it claims that its
property was taken for public use without just compensation. Second, Sintra claims that it was
denied substantive due process by the enforcement of the HPO.
The ordinance, as explained above, has been declared invalid on previous occasions, and that issue
is not before the court here. However, because our prior cases were based on statutory grounds, the
constitutional questions raised by Sintra have not been addressed. Sintra now seeks reversal of the
summary judgment entered in favor of all defendants so that it may proceed to trial on money
damages for the losses it suffered from the prior enforcement of the HPO.[2]
l<·u 42 U.S.C. § 1983

[1-3] We begin with a review of the civil rights statute. Under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, a plaintiff may
recover money damages if it can show that it has been deprived of some federal right. State courts
have concurrent jurisdiction to hear and decide§ 1983 claims. Kenneth B. Bley, Use of the Civil
Rights Acts To Recover Money Damages for the Overregulation of Land, 14 Urb. Law. 223, 229
(1982). 42 U.S.C. § 1983 states:
Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State
or Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the
United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights,
privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured
in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress.
There are only two essential elements in a§ 1983 action: (1) the plaintiff must show that some
person deprived it of a federal constitutional or statutory right; and (2) that person must have been
htt ps :/flaw.just ia .com/cases/was hing to n/su pre me-cou rt/1992/5 70 29-9- 1. ht m I
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acting under color of state law. Parratt v. Taylor, 451 U.S. 527, 535, 68 L. Ed. 2d 420, 101 S. Ct.
1908 (1981); American Legion Post 32 v. Walla Walla, 116 Wn.2d 1, 12, 802 P.2d 784 (1991);
Jordan v. Oakville, 106 Wn.2d 122, 134, 720 P.2d 824 (1986). A local government is a "person" for
purposes of§ 1983. Monell v. Department of Social Servs., 436 U.S. 658, 56 L. Ed. 2d 611, 98 S. Ct.
2018 (1978); Turngren v. King Cy., 104 Wn.2d 293, 311, 705 P.2d 258 (1985). Land use disputes,
including takings claims, are an appropriate subject of§ 1983 actions. Front Royal & Warren Cy.
Indus. Park Corp. v. Front Royal, Va., 708 F. Supp. 1477, 1483 (W.D. Va. 1989).
To state a cause of action, then, a plaintiff need only allege that (1) defendant acted under color of
state law, and -x•12 (2) defendant's conduct deprived plaintiff of rights protected by the Constitution
or laws of the United States. Brower v. Wells, 103 Wn.2d 96, 105,690 P.2d 1144 (1984). The
language contained in Sintra's complaint is more than sufficient to state a cause of action.[3]
FEDERAL RIGHTS
[4] We have previously held that land use regulations which too drastically curtail property owners'
use of their property either may cause a constitutional taking or may constitute a denial of
substantive due process. Presbytery of Seattle v. King Cy., 114 Wn.2d 320, 329, 787 P.2d 907, cert.
denied, 498 U.S. 911 (1990); Orion Corp. v. State, 109 Wn.2d 621, 747 P.2d 1062 (1987) (Orion II),
cert. denied, 486 U.S. 1022 (1988). Presbytery set forth the appropriate analysis for claims of
overly severe land use regulation and delineated the tests to be used under the alternative analyses.
[5] Under Presbytery, a court inquires, as a threshold matter, whether the challenged regulation
safeguards the public interest in health, safety, the environment, or fiscal integrity. Presbytery, at
329. The court also asks if the regulation destroys one or more of the fundamental attributes of
property ownership the right to possess, to exclude others, and to dispose of property. Presbytery,
at 329-30 (citing Richard L. Settle, Regulatory Taking Doctrine in Washington: Now You See It,
Now You Don't, 12 U. Puget Sound L. Rev. 339, 356 (1988-1989)). If no fundamental attribute of
property is implicated, and the regulation protects the public -x·13 from a permissible harm, then a
constitutional taking does not exist, but a substantive due process claim may still be available.
1.

Takings Clause.

[6] Sintra claims that the HPO prevented economically viable use of its land, and that its property
was thus taken without just compensation. The Fifth Amendment provides in part: "[N]or shall
private property be taken for public use, without just compensation." The restriction is applied to
the states through the Fourteenth Amendment. See Chicago, B. & Q.R.R. v. Chicago, 166 U.S. 226,
https://l aw.just ia.com/cases/wa shington/su preme -court/1992/5 7029-9-1. ht m l
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41 L. Ed. 979, 17 S. Ct. 581 (1897). The Washington Constitution provides the same right.[4] In
addition to outright physical appropriation of property, a taking can be accomplished by
overregulation. A taking by regulation is often called an inverse condemnation, because the
condemnation is found by the court after it has already been implemented by the regulation.
Compensation is nonetheless required under the constitution if the property was taken for public
use.
In Presbytery of Seattle v. King Cy., supra, this court clarified regulatory takings analysis and made
plain the necessary steps to show that a taking had occurred. We *14 employ the Presbytery
framework here, and also refer to the rules set out by the United States Supreme Court in its 1987
trilogy ofland use regulation cases: Nollan v. California Coastal Comm'n, 483 U.S. 825, 97 L. Ed.
2d 677, 107 S. Ct. 3141 (1987); First English Evangelical Lutheran Church v. County of Los Angeles,
482 U.S. 304, 96 L. Ed. 2d 250, 107 S. Ct. 2378 (1987); Keystone Bituminous Coal Ass'n v.
DeBenedictis, 480 U.S. 470, 94 L. Ed. 2d 472, 107 S. Ct. 1232 (1987). This is for two reasons. First,
the United States Constitution sets a minimum standard that prescribes that compensation must
be given if a taking has occurred. Second, the issue before the court here concerns the deprivation
of a federal right. State law may provide useful guidance in this determination, but federal law is
ultimately controlling. [5]
[7] In Presbytery, this court identified a threshold inquiry, to be decided prior to application of a
takings analysis. If the challenged regulation is merely an exercise of the police power to safeguard
the public interest in health, safety, the environment, or fiscal integrity, it is not a taking.
Presbytery, at 329. The regulation may be a taking, however, if it "goes beyond preventing a public
harm [to] actually enhance[] a publicly owned right in property."[6] The City relies heavily on its
argument that Sintra has not met this threshold. It claims that the HPO was "enacted to prevent a
public harm displacement and homelessness of low-income tenants. By no stretch of the
imagination did it enhance a publiclyowned interest in property." Brief of Respondent, at 37.
·*15 A closer examination of the policies behind this threshold inquiry is necessary to resolve this
question. The threshold test is designed to prevent undue chilling on legislative bodies' attempts to
properly and carefully structure land use regulations which prevent public harms. Orion II, at 649.
It is permissible for legislative bodies to wield police power to prevent activities which are similar
to public nuisances. In Keystone, the Supreme Court discussed the difference between preventing
harm and providing a benefit as follows:
Under our system of government, one of the State's primary ways of preserving the public weal is
restricting the uses individuals can make of their property. While each of us is burdened somewhat
ht t ps://law.ju st ia .com/cases/was hing to n/su pre me- cou rt/199 2/5 70 29 - 9-1. ht m I
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by such restrictions, we, in turn, benefit greatly from the restrictions that are placed on others ....
Long ago it was recognized that "all property in this country is held under the implied obligation
that the owner's use of it shall not be injurious to the community," and the Takings Clause did not
transform that principle to one that requires compensation whenever the State asserts its power to
enforce it. ... "[A] taking, is, in essence, a determination that the public at large, rather than a single
owner, must bear the burden of an exercise of state power in the public interest," and we
recognized that this question "necessarily requires a weighing of private and public interests."
(Footnotes and citations omitted.) Keystone, at 491-92. Thus, land use regulation in the nature of
restricting nuisance-like activity is permissible. But regulations which enhance public interests,
and go beyond preventing harmful activity, may constitute a taking.
[8] The regulatory scheme here goes beyond preventing harm. The HPO required that landowners
who wished to alter the use of their property either replace the low-income housing or pay
extremely high sums of money into a housing replacement fund. The harm sought to be prevented
people standing on the street corner with nowhere to go was exceeded. The regulation required the
improper additional step of providing new housing. Moreover, this burden was *16 unfairly
allocated to individual property owners, rather than equally distributed among all citizens. This
"goes beyond preventing a public harm". Presbytery, at 333.
[9] In our previous decisions involving the HPO, we have said as much. In characterizing the HPO
as an invalid tax, this court said:
Requiring a developer either to construct low income housing or "contribute" to a fund for such
housin ives the develo er the o tion of a ·n a tax in kind or in mone .... The Ci is ... shifting
the public responsibility of providing such housing to a limited segment of the population. This
shifting is a tax, and pursuant to RCW 82.02.020, it cannot be allowed.
San Telmo, 108 Wn.2d at 24. Certainly, a regulatory scheme which is later determined to be a tax
surpasses the proper scope of the City's police power.[7] We, therefore, can determine, as a matter
of law, that the HPO was not a proper exercise of the City's police power, and Presbytery's
threshold requirements have been met here.
[10] Our inquiry does not end with this determination, however. A regulation effects a taking of
private property if "it 'does not substantially advance legitimate state interests, ... or denies an
owner economically viable use of his land."' Keystone, 480 U.S. at 485 (quoting Agins v. Tiburon,
447 U.S. 255, 260, 65 L. Ed. 2d 106, 100 S. Ct. 2138 (1980)); Nollan, 483 U.S. at 834. In
ht tps://law.j us t ia. com/cases/washing to n/s u pre me-court/199 2/5 70 29-9-1. ht ml
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Presbytery, the court expounded on the precise application of this test.
First, if the regulation does not "substantially advance[] legitimate state interests", then it
automatically constitutes *17 a taking. Presbytery, at 333; see Nollan, at 834-35. Here, the
regulation must fairly be said to substantially advance a legitimate interest of the City in protecting
its low income housing supply. If the regulation were valid, of course, the money raised could help
to alleviate any housing shortage.
[11] The question of economic viability of this particular property is more troublesome.[8] To
determine if the regulation's economic impact is excessive, and thus constitutes a taking, we have
suggested three factors to consider. The court should consider: "(1) the economic impact of the
regulation on the property; (2) the extent of the regulation's interference with investment-backed
expectations; and (3) the character of the government action." (Footnotes omitted.) Presbytery, at
335-36; see also MacLeod v. County of Santa Clara, 749 F.2d 541, 545-49 (9th Cir.1984).

j

Our review of the record indicates that there are insufficient facts to evaluate either the first or
second factor of the Presbytery analysis.[9] The extent of the economic impact of the HPO on
Sintra's property is unclear. The City contends that any economic problems were of Sintra's own
making, brought about by poor business decisions. Certainly, the extent that the regulation has
interfered with the expectations of Sintra, as well as the question of whether those expectations
were investment backed, has not been resolved, and is indeed hotly disputed. Again, the City
claims that Sintra could not have found investors in its plan to turn the Larned into a ministorage
warehouse, and never really expected to have a profitable business at that location. Sintra,
however, argues *18 that at least it would not have lost its investment entirely had it been allowed
to proceed, and claims to be able to produce expert opinions in support of its position.
The third consideration character of the government action has been resolved by our earlier cases.
That action has previously been determined to be in the nature of a tax. San Telmo Assocs. v.
Seattle, supra. A city may, in the proper exercise of its police powers, impose limitations on
development through regulation. See Presbytery, at 336 n. 30. However, the HPO amounted to a
cost-shifting device "under the guise of a regulation." San Telmo, 108 Wn.2d at 24. Thus, as above,
the provisions of the HPO exceed the regulatory authority of the City. Without such authority, the
government action here was essentially an appropriation. The third factor, then, indicates that a
taking has occurred.
In sum, Sintra has shown that there are issues of material fact which must be resolved at trial.
Thus, the order of the trial court granting summary judgment must be reversed. If Sintra is able to
https://law.justia .com/cases/wash ington/supreme-court/1992/5 7029-9-1. html
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show at trial that the economic burden placed on its property was so great that no viable use was
available, then compensation for that taking is available. Presbytery, at 336.
[12] Even a temporary taking is compensable under the Fifth Amendment, and Sintra need not
prove that the property remained unusable after the HPO was invalidated. First Lutheran, 482 U.S.
at 319; Wheeler v. Pleasant Grove, 833 F.2d 267, 270-71 (11th Cir.1987). Because any taking
occurred prior to Sintra obtaining a favorable rescission judgment against the original owners of its
property, the City's argument that the result of Sintra's lawsuit against the sellers impacts our
holding is incorrect. The City may therefore be liable to Sintra for a temporary taking. Damages
would be measured from the time of the interference to the time the HPO was no longer enforced.
First Lutheran, at 320-21.
[13] In addition, exhaustion of administrative remedies is necessary before a court can properly
determine a takings claim. Estate of Friedman v. Pierce Cy., 112 Wn.2d 68, 80, *19 768 P.2d 462
(1989). If the government entity responsible for administering the regulation in question has not
yet reached a final decision, the claim may be premature as a matter of federal law. Williamson Cy.
Regional Planning Comm'n v. Hamilton Bank, 473 U.S. 172,186, 87 L. Ed. 2d 126,105 S. Ct. 3108
(1985). The Supreme Court has emphasized "an insistence on knowing the nature and extent of
permitted development before adjudicating the constitutionality of the regulations that purport to
limit it." MacDonald, Sommer & Frates v. County of Yolo, 477 U.S. 340,351, 91 L. Ed. 2d 285,106
S. Ct. 2561 (1986). This requirement was imposed in Presbytery as well, and the rule was
established that a landowner must exhaust administrative procedures in an attempt to secure
permission to use the property. Presbytery, at 339.
On the record before the court, it appears that Sintra was diligent in pursuing administrative
avenues. Sintra applied for necessary permits, and requested a variance from the HPO. It appealed
adverse decisions, and communicated regularly with city officials. Although the City claims that
Sintra was offered the opportunity to develop and rejected it, administrative remedies were at least
attempted, and Sintra was informed that a $219,000 fee would be required. Moreover, the City did
not raise exhaustion as a defense at the trial court. It may well be that additional efforts would have
been futile, in light of the particular facts and circumstances of this case. See Estate of Friedman, at
80-81. However, because the trial court has not yet had the opportunity to resolve these questions,
we remand the issue.[10]
[14] In order for liability to arise under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, Sintra must also show that the takings
claim is ripe for review. Under federal law, if a landowner fails to seek compensation through state
judicial procedures, a takings claim *20 is said to be not yet ripe. Williamson, at 194; see also
https:lflaw.justia.com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/57029-9-1.html
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Richard L. Settle, Regulatory Taking Doctrine in Washington: Now You See It, Now You Don't, 12
U. Puget Sound L. Rev. 339, 357 (1988-1989). That is, as a matter of federal law, just compensation
has not been denied, and so no federal right is involved, until the state has denied a plaintiffs cause
of action in inverse condemnation. Bateson v. Geisse, 857 F.2d 1300, 1306 (9th Cir.1988); Abbiss v.
Delaware Dep't ofTransp., 712 F. Supp. 1159, 1162 (D. Del. 1989).
The federal rule was set forth in Williamson:

If the government has provided an adequate process for obtaining compensation, and if resort to
that process "yield[s] just compensation," then the property owner "has no claim against the
Government" for a taking.... [I]f a State provides an adequate procedure for seeking just
compensation, the property owner cannot claim a violation of the Just Compensation Clause until
it has used the procedure and been denied just compensation.
(Citations omitted.) Williamson, 473 U.S. at 194-95. Here, the proper procedures and standards for
a takings claim under state law are those set forth in Presbytery and explained above. Because we
have been guided by federal law in our formulation, the inquiry is essentially the same.
Nevertheless, the § 1983 claim here (a federal law claim) is unavailable to Sintra because it has not
obtained a decision under state inverse condemnation law.
In sum, we hold that the regulation passes the threshold test of Presbytery, and should be
subjected to a takings analysis under state law. We therefore remand for further proceedings, to
examine whether the exhaustion requirement has been satisfied; and if so, to determine if a taking
has in fact occurred, the time period of any taking, and appropriate damages.
2. Substantive Due Process.
[15] Sintra claims that the continued enforcement of the HPO after it had been declared invalid
arbitrarily deprived it of its property, and thus violated its right to due process. The Fourteenth
Amendment provides: "[N]or shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without
due *21 process oflaw". This clause is a limit on a state's ability to pass unreasonable or irrational
laws which deprive individuals of property rights. The inquiry here is distinct from the takings
analysis, and a separate standard is used. Nollan, at 834 n. 3. A substantive due process claim need
not show that no viable use of the property remains, Herrington v. County of Sonoma, 834 F.2d
1488, 1498, 857 F.2d 567 (9th Cir.1987), cert. denied, 489 U.S. 1090 (1989), but rather that any
interference with property rights was irrational or arbitrary. Usery v. Turner Elkhorn Mining Co.,
428 U.S. 1, 15, 49 L. Ed. 2d 752, 96 S. Ct. 2882 (1976). There is no question that Sintra has a
https:J/law.justia.com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/57029-9-1.html
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property right which is implicated here. Instead, the issue centers around whether the HPO was a
permissible regulation of that property.[11]
[16] To determine if a regulation results in a denial of due process, the court engages in a balancing
test. We ask: "(1) whether the regulation is aimed at achieving a legitimate public purpose; (2)
whether it uses means that are reasonably necessary to achieve that purpose; and (3) whether it is
unduly oppressive on the landowner." Presbytery, 114 Wn.2d at 330; Orion II, 109 Wn.2d at 64647; Lawton v. Steele, 152 U.S. 133, 38 L. Ed. 385, 14 S. Ct. 499 (1894).
The first part of the test is not seriously disputed. The HPO was designed to preserve low income
housing units. It attempted to achieve that purpose by offering property owners the option of
replacing lost units themselves or contributing financially to a housing replacement fund. This is a
legitimate goal. The second part reasonable means is highly suspect given the manner in which the
City conducted itself. However, we need not decide if the regulation violates substantive due
process on that basis alone.
*22 [17] The oppressive nature of the regulation is itself violative of due process. In Presbytery, the
court listed several nonexclusive factors which should be considered in determining if a regulation
is unduly oppressive, such as the nature of the harm, the availability and effectiveness of less
drastic measures, and the economic loss suffered by the property owner. Presbytery, at 331.
Additional factors involve consideration of both the public's interests and those of the regulated
landowner, and include:
On the public's side, the seriousness of the public problem, the extent to which the owner's land
contributes to it, the degree to which the proposed regulation solves it and the feasibility of less
oppressive solutions would all be relevant. On the owner's side, the amount and percentage of
value loss, the extent of remaining uses, past, present and future uses, temporary or permanent
nature of the regulation, the extent to which the owner should have anticipated such regulation and
how feasible it is for the owner to alter present or currently planned uses.
Presbytery, at 331 (citing Stoebuck, San Diego Gas: Problems, Pitfalls and a Better Way, 25 Wash.
U.J. Urb. & Contemp. L. 3, 33 (1983)).
In a strictly economic case, such as this one, certain of these factors are more relevant than others.
In particular, Sintra's property cannot be singled out as contributing to the problem of
homelessness in any pronounced way; the lack of low income housing was brought about by a great
number of economic and social causes which cannot be attributed to an individual parcel of
https://law.justia.com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/57029-9-1.html
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property. Moreover, the harm here can be solved by fiscal measures that would be less drastic in
regard to a particular landowner. Additionally, the entire burden of the regulation falls on
landowners who wish to develop their land. The economic impact on Sintra is enormous. It was
asked to pay a $219,000 fee to develop a $670,000 piece of property. As we have previously noted
in regard to the HPO, this is "shifting the public responsibility of providing such housing to a
limited segment of the population." San Telmo Assocs. v. Seattle, 108 Wn.2d 20, 24,735 P.2d 673
(1987). A regulation with such an unbalanced impact violates due process.
*23 [18] When money damages are sought, however, as opposed to a judgment invalidating the
ordinance, an additional requirement has been imposed. In discussing the availability of§ 1983, we
have said that "a land use decision 'denies substantive due process only if it is invidious or
irrational."' R/LAssocs., Inc. v. Seattle, 113 Wn.2d 402,412,780 P.2d 838 (1989) (quoting
Harding v. County of Door, 870 F.2d 430, 431 (7th Cir.1989)). Other courts have expressed the test
differently, but conveyed essentially the same test. Relief is said to be available for § 1983 claims
involving substantive due process only where there is a substantial infringement of state law
prompted by animus directed at an individual or a group, or a "deliberate flouting of the law that
trammels significant personal or property rights". Silverman v. Barry, 845 F.2d 1072, 1080 (D.C.
Cir.), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 956 (1988). Arbitrary, irrational action on the part of regulators is
sufficient to sustain a substantive due process claim under § 1983. Coniston Corp. v. Hoffman
Estates, 844 F.2d 461, 467 (7th Cir.1988); Abbiss, 712 F. Supp. at 1164.
The City claims that it acted rationally,[12] and relies on the rule that it cannot be liable for money
damages for the mere enforcement of an unconstitutional or void ordinance. R/L Assocs., at 412.
In addition, the City argues that Sintra cannot show that it was singled out in any way. The City
also claims that it was merely obeying city ordinances and acting on the advice of its attorney.
Sintra argues that the conduct complained of here was indeed irrational. Sintra first applied for a
master use permit in October 1985, and was told in November 1985 that it would need a change of
use license under the HPO, which it could obtain by payment of a $219,000 fee. In July 1986, the
King County Superior Court entered a declaratory judgment holding that the HPO was invalid.
Although the City did not seek a stay or order of supersedeas, it continued to *24 enforce the
provisions of the HPO until this court affirmed that judgment in April 1987. Thus, at the time that
conditional relief was offered to Sintra (September 1986), the HPO had already been found invalid.
In San Telmo, this court agreed that the HPO was invalid as an unauthorized tax. There was no
statutory authority for such a tax and, in fact, such authority was precluded by a statute preventing
any tax on the development of land. RCW 82.02.020; San Telmo, 108 Wn.2d at 23-24. The tenant
https://law.justia.com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/57029-9-1.html
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assistance provisions of the HPO were also found to be invalid by this court. R/L Assocs., at 409. In
addition, we held that the City's continued enforcement of the tenant assistance provisions in the
face of the superior court order was contempt of court. R/L Assocs., at 411.
We hold that Sintra may proceed on its§ 1983 claim against the City. The reasoning we applied in
R/L Associates could be applied here as well. Sintra argues that the City acted irrationally and
invidiously, and "deliberatley flouted" the law, because it continued enforcement of an ordinance
that it knew to be invalid. Intentional violations of court orders cannot be tolerated. Respect for the
rule of law lies at the heart of due process, and disregard of that law by government can only be
considered violative of that right. We are persuaded that Sintra's allegations merit further inquiry
into the facts, and should not have been disposed of on summary judgment.
Thus, we reverse the trial court's award of summary judgment. We hold that, as a matter of law, the
regulation violates the substantive due process test set forth in Presbytery. A determination of
whether the City's conduct violated Sintra's due process rights under § 1983 is still required.
Because this is a§ 1983 action, money damages are available.[13] We remand the case for further
proceedings in accordance with this opinion.
*25 INDIVIDUAL DEFENDANTS
[19, 20] The City argues that, as a matter of law, its individual employees are entitled to immunity
from Sintra's claims. Local government bodies are not immune from a§ 1983 suit merely because
the alleged violation involves a discretionary decision or a governmental function. Torngren v.
King Cy., 104 Wn.2d 293, 311, 705 P.2d 258 (1985). Absolute immunity is not available for
administrative acts of local officials. Creekside Assocs., Inc. v. Wood Dale, 684 F. Supp. 201, 20506 (N.D. Ill. 1988). However, qualified immunity has been found to exist. Government officials
performing discretionary functions are shielded from all liability for civil damages if their "conduct
does not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person
would have known." Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. Boo, 818, 73 L. Ed. 2d 396, 102 S. Ct. 2727
(1982); Front Royal, 708 F. Supp. at 1480. The issue of immunity is a question of law. Mitchell v.
Forsyth, 472 U.S. 511, 528, 86 L. Ed. 2d 411, 105 S. Ct. 2806 (1985).
The standard set forth in Harlow supplants the good faith standard previously applied. Cf. Wood v.
Strickland, 420 U.S. 308, 322, 43 L. Ed. 2d 214, 95 S. Ct. 992 (1975); Harper v. State, 110 Wn.2d
873, 884, 759 P.2d 358 (1988), rev'd on other grounds, 494 U.S. 210, 108 L. Ed. 2d 178, 110 S. Ct.
1028 (1990 ). Qualified immunity is not available unless the government official can show that his
or her conduct was objectively legally reasonable. Anderson v. Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 641, 97 L.
https:l/law.justia.com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/57029-9-1.html
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Ed. 2d 523, 107 S. Ct. 3034 (1987). Thus, a subjective, good faith belief that the conduct
complained of was not unconstitutional will not suffice to prove immunity; the defendant must
show that his or her conduct was objectively reasonable.
[21] The determination of whether a particular right is "clearly established" is a complex one.
Substantive due process claims have previously been found to be "well established" by the federal
court. Bateson v. Geisse, 857 F.2d 1300, 1304-05 (9th Cir.1988); Creekside, at 206. But it is not
clear *26 that this pronouncement ends our inquiry. The Supreme Court has addressed this very
problem:
[T]he right the official is alleged to have violated must have been "clearly established" in a more
particularized, and hence more relevant, sense: The contours of the right must be sufficiently clear
that a reasonable official would understand that what he is doing violates that right. This is not to
say that an official action is protected by qualified immunity unless the very action in question has
previously been held unlawful, ... but it is to say that in the light of pre-existing law the
unlawfulness must be apparent.
(Citations omitted.) Anderson, 483 U.S. at 640.
[22] There are insufficient facts on the record before us to decide if any or all of the individual
defendants are entitled to qualified immunity.[14] A reasonable person should have known that
enforcing the HPO in contravention of a court order prohibiting enforcement would constitute a
denial of someone's rights. As outlined above, various city employees informed their superiors,
defendants here, that relief should be granted in this case. In addition, Sintra consistently asserted
that its rights were being violated by the City's actions, thus putting the defendants on notice that it
intended to pursue those rights. But it is not at all clear what precise knowledge was held by the
particular individuals. The City rests on its assertion that the conduct was reasonable, because the
City's law department had recommended continued enforcement of the HPO. This single fact is not
a sufficient basis for the immunity sought here. Because we are unable to determine if immunity is
warranted here, we must remand this issue to the trial court.
We acknowledge the difficulty of the task: on remand, the trial court must determine, as a matter
of law, if the individual defendants acted in an objectively reasonable way, and are therefore
entitled to the protection of qualified immunity. That determination should be made on summary
judgment. Harlow, 457 U.S. at 818. In doing so, the court *27 should be guided by the underlying
principles expressed in Harlow:
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By defining the limits of qualified immunity essentially in objective terms, we provide no license to
lawless conduct. The public interest in deterrence of unlawful conduct and in compensation of
victims remains protected by a test that focuses on the objective legal reasonableness of an official's
acts. Where an official could be expected to know that certain conduct would violate statutory or
constitutional rights, he should be made to hesitate; and a person who suffers injury caused by
such conduct may have a cause of action. But where an official's duties legitimately require action
in which clearly established rights are not implicated, the public interest may be better served by
action taken "with independence and without fear of consequences."
(Footnotes and citations omitted.) Harlow, 457 U.S. at 819.

If the trial court decides that the individual defendants are not entitled to immunity, then the
determination of whether the conduct at issue here violated the substantive due process rights of
Sintra must be decided at trial. That does not necessarily entail a verdict in Sintra's favor, however.
Again, to obtain a favorable verdict, Sintra must show first, that the regulation was violative of due
process, and second, that the conduct here was irrational or invidious.
We have already determined that the regulation violated Sintra's due process rights. The remaining
inquiry, then, is similar to that presented in considering immunity: whether the individual
defendants acted irrationally. It may be that the question can only be settled by a factfinder. The
reasonableness of the defendants' conduct can only be determined based on a clear understanding
of the particular facts known by the individuals at any given time.[15]
OTHER CLAIMS
[23] Sintra also raised a claim of wrongful interference with a business expectancy. Although the
City asserts that *28 the claim was not properly pleaded, the complaint and attached claim for
damages provide a "short and plain statement of the claim". CR 8(a)(1). To make out a claim for
wrongful interference, Sintra must prove:
1. The

existence of a valid contractual relationship or business expectancy; 2. That defendants had
knowledge of that relationship; 3. An intentional interference inducing or causing a breach or
termination of the relationship or expectancy; 4. That defendants interfered for an improper
purpose or used improper means; and 5. Resultant damages.
Pleas v. Seattle, 112 Wn.2d 794, Boo, 804, 774 P.2d 1158 (1989).
Here, Sintra has made sufficient allegations to survive a motion for summary judgment. Sintra had
https:Jllaw.justia .com/cases/washington/su preme-cou rt/1992/5 7029-9-1. html
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taken steps to convert its property into a ministorage warehouse, and had pursued necessary
administrative procedures. Moreover, as explained above, there are many areas of disputed fact:
the existence of a valid expectancy, the extent of the economic interlerence, the causal relationship
between the City's interlerence and damages to Sintra, and the extent of such damages. In any
event, the means employed by the City to prevent development of Sintra's property the
enforcement of an invalid ordinance in the face of a court order were improper. We reverse the trial
court's award of summary judgment on the wrongful interference claim.[16]
Finally, Sintra contends that if it prevails, it is entitled to reasonable attorney fees under 42 U.S.C.
§ 1988 and RCW 8.25.075(3). The trial court granted fees to the City. Since we hold that Sintra
should be allowed to proceed, the award *29 of attorney fees to the City should be vacated. Any
award of attorney fees should await resolution of the case. See, e.g., State v. Buckley, 18 Wn. App.
798,801,572 P.2d 730 (1977).
CONCLUSION
In sum, we hold the following:
1. The

order of summary judgment in favor of the City is reversed, and Sintra may go forward on its
claim of a taking without just compensation, or inverse condemnation. Moreover, we hold that the
threshold requirements of Presbytery of Seattle v. King Cy., 114 Wn.2d 320, 329, 787 P.2d 907,
cert. denied, 498 U.S. 911 (1990) have been met. However, because it is not yet ripe, the related
claim under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 was properly dismissed. We remand for further proceedings
consistent with our opinion.
2. The order of summary judgment in favor of the City is reversed on Sintra's claim against the City
for a violation of substantive due process under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. We hold that the HPO violated
substantive due process, and remand for a determination of whether the City's conduct was
irrational or invidious.
3. The order of summary judgment dismissing Sintra's claims against individual defendants is
reversed, and we remand for the trial court to consider whether qualified immunity attaches.
Absent immunity, Sintra may proceed against the individual defendants for deprivation of its right
to substantive due process under 42 U.S.C. § 1983.
4. We reverse the order for summary judgment in favor of defendants as it pertains to the wrongful
interference claim.
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5. We reverse the award of attorney's fees and costs to the City, and reserve any award of fees
pending resolution of the remaining claims.
DORE, C.J., and BRACHTENBACH, DOLLIVER, ANDERSEN, SMITH, and GUY, JJ., concur.
*30 UITER, J. (concurring)
Although I agree with the majority opinion, I write separately to develop more fully the application
of the law of exhaustion, finality and ripeness to the 42 U.S.C. § 1983 takings claim and inverse
condemnation claim in this case. Clarity and correct use of terminology is important in this
complex area of the law. More is at stake than "mere jurisprudential fastidiousness." Wright, The
Timing of Judicial Review of Administrative Decisions: The Use and Abuse of Overlapping
Doctrines, 11 Am. J. Trial Advoc. 83 (1987).
I EXHAUSTION, FINALI1Y, AND RIPENESS
One commentator succinctly described the rationale behind the procedural requirements that must
be satisfied before a takings claim can be considered:
The procedural hurdles that landowners and other regulated interests must clear to raise just
compensation claims are a result of the unique nature of the clause. Under the just compensation
clause, governments are not prohibited from taking private property; rather they are required to
provide compensation when their actions constitute a taking. Thus, the Court treats as relevant
whether there are administrative and judicial mechanisms through which landowners and other
regulated interests may obtain approval for their desired use of their property or, failing that,
receive proper compensation.
(Footnote omitted.) 1 S. Steinglass, Section 1983 Litigation in State Courts§ 3.4(d)(1), at 3-35
(1989). In doctrinal terms, those procedural hurdles are ripeness, exhaustion of administrative
remedies, and finality.
The doctrines of ripeness and exhaustion both deal with the timing of judicial review, and have
similar purposes:
Both doctrines serve agency autonomy and judicial economy by allowing most administrative
proceedings to conclude prior to judicial intervention and, by deferring intervention in this
manner, courts allow agencies to perform their functions and assist their own later review of the
agency's action.
https:f/law.justia.com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/57029-9-1.html
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Power, Help Is Sometimes Close at Hand: The Exhaustion Problem and the Ripeness Solution,
1987 U. Ill. L. Rev. 547, *31 612. In the past we have recognized that exhaustion and ripeness are
related concepts. Estate of Friedman v. Pierce Cy., 112 Wn.2d 68, 76, 768 P.2d 462 (1989). When
we considered an inverse condemnation action in Presbytery of Seattle v. King Cy., 114 Wn.2d 320,
339,787 P.2d 907, cert. denied, 498 U.S. 911 (1990), we used the terms exhaustion and ripeness
almost interchangeably. A third doctrine, finality, is related to ripeness and exhaustion: "Problems
of finality are in the area where the law of exhaustion joins or overlaps with the law of ripeness." 4
K Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 26:10, at 458 (2d ed. 1983). Finality is not so much a
separate requirement as an element common to both exhaustion and ripeness. Power, 1987 U. Ill.
L. Rev. at 618.
II THE SECTION 1983 CLAIM
Although absolute doctrinal clarity may not be necessary in all cases, it is important in a § 1983
claim that we carefully distinguish between these doctrines. In Williamson Cy. Regional Planning
Comm'n v. Hamilton Bank, 473 U.S. 172, 87 L. Ed. 2d 126,105 S. Ct. 3108 (1985), the United States
Supreme Court grappled with these legal concepts in a case involving a § 1983 takings claim. The
Court declined to reach the takings issue because the case was not yet ripe. The Court stated two
reasons for the absence of ripeness:
Because respondent has not yet obtained a final decision regarding the application of the zoning
ordinance and subdivision regulations to its property, nor utilized the procedures Tennessee
provides for obtaining just compensation, respondent's claim is not ripe.
Williamson, 473 U.S. at 186. Thus, for a § 1983 case to be ripe, a plaintiff must seek a final
administrative decision as well as pursue state procedures to obtain just compensation.
The Court, however, differentiated ripeness and finality from exhaustion of administrative
remedies. The plaintiff claimed that it was not required to seek variances from regulations because
its suit was based on § 1983, and there *32 is no requirement that a plaintiff exhaust administrative
remedies in such a suit. Williamson, 473 U.S. at 192 (citing Patsy v. Board of Regents, 457 U.S. 496,
73 L. Ed. 2d 172, 102 S. Ct. 2557 (1982)). The Court, however, differentiated finality and
exhaustion:
While the policies underlying the two concepts often overlap, the finality requirement is concerned
with whether the initial decisionmaker has arrived at a definitive position on the issue that inflicts
an actual, concrete injury; the exhaustion requirement generally refers to administrative and
https:l/law.justia.com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/57029-9-1.html
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judicial procedures by which an injured party may seek review of an adverse decision and obtain a
remedy if the decision is found to be unlawful or otherwise inappropriate.
Williamson, 473 U.S. at 193.[17] The Court found that there was not a final agency decision because
the plaintiff had not sought variances from the Commission. It stated, however, that finality would
not have required appeals, for example, to the Board of Zoning Appeals. Williamson, 473 U.S. at
193.
Thus, when a plaintiff brings a § 1983 takings action, we should employ the 2-part test used in
Williamson to determine whether the action is ripe: (1) Has there been final agency action on the
application of the regulation? and (2) Has the plaintiff utilized state procedures for obtaining
compensation? The majority correctly concludes that Sintra has not utilized state procedures for
obtaining compensation. On that basis alone, this case is not ripe for purposes of§ 1983. Therefore,
we need not reach the issue of whether there was final agency action to resolve the § 1983 ripeness
issue.
*33 III THE INVERSE CONDEMNATION CLAIM
There remains, however, Sintra's inverse condemnation claim. Unlike the§ 1983 claim, it is
appropriate for us to use the term "exhaustion of administrative remedies" in considering that
claim. Moreover, we should not construe this term narrowly to mean only whether Sintra has
pursued its administrative appeals, as the Court in Williamson did in the § 1983 context. Instead,
the exhaustion inquiry should be "how far a party must pursue an administrative remedy before
going to court". 4 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise§ 25=1, at 350 (2d ed. 1983). The two
reasons for the exhaustion doctrine we listed in Estate of Friedman v. Pierce Cy., 112 Wn.2d 68, 7779, 768 P.2d 462 (1989) should be assessed in determining whether Sintra has exhausted its
administrative remedies. First, we noted the policies favoring the doctrine of exhaustion. Those
policies are to
(1) insure against premature interruption of the administrative process, (2) allow the agency to
develop the necessary factual background on which to base a decision, (3) allow the exercise of
agency expertise [in its area], (4) provide a more efficient process and allow the agency to correct
its own mistake, and (5) insure that individuals are not encouraged to ignore [its] procedures by
resort[ing] to the courts.
Estate of Friedman, 112 Wn.2d at 78 (quoting Orion Corp. v. State, 103 Wn.2d 441, 456-57, 693
P.2d 1369 (1985) (citing South Hollywood Hills Citizens Ass'n v. King Cy., 101 Wn.2d 68, 73-74,
https://law.justia.com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/57029-9-1.html
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677 P.2d 114 (1984))). The second reason, which is "at least as important" is that it is difficult to
assess a takings claim when administrative remedies have not been exhausted. Estate of Friedman,
112 Wn.2d at 78. Issues central to the takings inquiry, such as the economic impact of the
regulation, or its affect on investment backed expectations, may be impossible to assess if a
plaintiff has not sought administrative relief and there is no final agency action. The trial court
should consider the reasons we listed *34 in Estate of Friedman for the exhaustion doctrine when
it considers the exhaustion issue.
JOHNSON, J., concurs with UTTER, J.
Reconsideration denied June 17, 1992.
NOTES
[1] The HPO contained provisions requiring developers to either replace any low income housing
they destroyed, or to pay a fee, based on the number of units, into a housing replacement fund.
Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) 22.210.050, former SMC 22.210.12o(A)(4). It also contained
provisions requiring owners to pay tenant relocation fees, as well as providing notice and
protection against anticipatory eviction. SMC 22.210.080-.100. Only the housing replacement
provisions are at issue here.
[2] In considering an appeal from an order of summary judgment, this court engages in the same
inquiry as the trial court. Marincovich v. Tarabochia, 114 Wn.2d 271,274,787 P.2d 562 (1990). The
court considers all facts submitted and all reasonable inferences from the facts in a light most
favorable to the nonmoving party, here, Sintra. Marincovich, at 274. The motion should be granted
only when there is no genuine issue of material fact, and, as a matter of law, the moving party is
entitled to judgment. Wilson v. Steinbach, 98 Wn.2d 434, 437, 656 P.2d 1030 (1982).
[3] The complaint alleges that: "The defendants herein have violated the Civil Rights of the
plaintiffs by acting under color of law to enforce the HPO against plaintiffs in contravention of the
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution and 42 U.S.C. 1983.
Defendants have maliciously, recklessly and/or wantonly violated the constitutional rights of the
plaintiffs by willfully enforcing an ordinance unconstitutional on its face even after the ordinance
had been judicially declared invalid and/ or continued enforcement had been permanently enjoined
by judicial decree. Defendants have taken property from plaintiffs without Due Process nor have
they paid Just Compensation." Clerk's Papers, at 7.
[4] Const. art. 1, § 16 (amend. 9) reads as follows:
https:Jllaw.justia.com/cases/washington/supreme-court/1992/57029-9-1.html
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"Private property shall not be taken for private use, except for private ways of necessity, and for
drains, flumes, or ditches on or across the lands of others for agricultural, domestic, or sanitary
purposes. No private property shall be taken or damaged for public or private use without just
compensation having been first made, or paid into court for the owner, and no right-of-way shall
be appropriated to the use of any corporation other than municipal until full compensation
therefor be first made in money, or ascertained and paid into court for the owner, irrespective of
any benefit from any improvement proposed by such corporation, which compensation shall be
ascertained by a jury, unless a jury be waived, as in other civil cases in courts of record, in the
manner prescribed by law. Whenever an attempt is made to take private property for a use alleged
to be public, the question whether the contemplated use be really public shall be a judicial
question, and determined as such, without regard to any legislative assertion that the use is public:
Provided, that the taking of private property by the state for land reclamation and settlement
purposes is hereby declared to be for public use."
[5] See also Comment, Taking Issue With Takings: Has the Washington State Supreme Court Gone
Too Far?, 66 Wash. L. Rev. 545 (1991).
[6] A regulation may also be a taking if it destroys one or more of the fundamental attributes of
property ownership the rights to possess, to dispose, or to exclude others. Presbytery, at 329-30;
Nollan, 483 U.S. at 831. If an attribute of property is implicated, then it is likely that a taking has
occurred. Presbytery, at 333 n. 21 (citing PruneYard Shopping Ctr. v. Robins, 447 U.S. 74, 64 L. Ed.
2d 741, 100 S. Ct. 2035 (1980)).
[7] Sintra relies on an alternative method of passing the threshold. If the public is actually provided
with some use of the owner's land, such as an easement across it, a taking has almost certainly
occurred. Nollan, at 831. This type of situation may properly be called an "exaction", as opposed to
a "use", case. An analysis of an exaction case focuses on the nexus test set forth in Nollan. Nollan,
at 841. Any conditions on development must serve the same purpose as the ban on development,
or the regulation requiring those conditions will be a taking requiring compensation. Nollan, at
836-37. This type of inquiry is useful in determining if regulations which place conditions on
development will be allowed. This is not an exaction case, however, because no physical invasion
has been effected by the HPO. Thus, contrary to Sintra's arguments, the Nollan nexus test does not
apply.
[8] A facial challenge is treated differently than one involving application of the regulation to
specific property. Presbytery, at 333; Keystone, at 495. "[I]f the challenge to the regulation is a
facial one, and if the landowner succeeds in showing that a regulation denies all economically
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viable use of any parcel of regulated property, then a constitutional taking has occurred."
Presbytery, at 335; cf. Robinson v. Seattle, 119 Wn.2d 34, 830 P.2d 318 (1992). This is a stricter
standard than that used for as-applied challenges. Since a specific property is involved, this is an
as-applied challenge to the HPO.
[9] Determining if a taking has occurred is a question of fact. Front Royal, 708 F. Supp. at 1484.
[10] The exhaustion issue is a question of law for the trial court to decide, although it does involve
resolution of factual matters. Estate of Friedman, at 76. Additionally, even though this issue was
not fully developed originally, it may be considered by the trial court on remand. Cf. Bennett v.
Hardy, 113 Wn.2d 912, 918-19, 784 P.2d 1258 (1990).
[11] Exhaustion of administrative remedies is generally not required under § 1983. Patsy v. Board
of Regents, 457 U.S. 496, 516, 73 L. Ed. 2d 172, 102 S. Ct. 2557 (1982). The particular exhaustion
rules applied to the takings claim discussed above do not extend to the substantive due process
claim. Moreover, unlike an action for just compensation under the takings clause, an action for a
violation of substantive due process is ripe immediately (without regard to state remedies) because
the harm occurs at the time of the violation. See Bateson v. Geisse, 857 F.2d 1300, 1303 (9th
Cir.1988).
[12] The City also argues that Sintra did not plead irrational or invidious conduct, but this is
incorrect. Sintra's allegation that the City and its employees acted willfully, wantonly and/ or
recklessly is sufficient.
[13] In Presbytery, this court held that the only remedy for a substantive due process violation in
the land use context is the invalidation of the regulation. Presbytery, at 332. No § 1983 claims were
considered by the court, however.
[14] Our decision here applies only to the substantive due process action. Individuals are not
amenable to suit in inverse condemnation, and the § 1983 action has been resolved as it applies to
the taking claim.
[15] Unlike the current case, in Robinson v. Seattle, 119 Wn.2d 34, 830 P.2d 318 (1992), the
knowledge held by individuals is clearly on the record. Here, however, the only direct evidence in
the record is a memo to David Moseley dated October 15, 1986, from a city employee noting that
the ordinance had been "overruled" by the court.
[16] In a related matter, Sintra claims that an affidavit submitted to the trial court 3 days after the
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summary judgment hearing should not have been considered. The affidavit explained the City's
position regarding the tortious interference claim. It is within the discretion of the trial court to
consider affidavits which are filed late. Rainier Nat'l Bank v. Inland Mach. Co., 29 Wn. App. 725,
730, 631 P.2d 389 (1981).
[17] The Court's categorical distinction between exhaustion and finality in Williamson is, however,
questionable. The Court in Williamson unduly restricted the exhaustion of administrative remedies
doctrine by limiting its exhaustion of administrative appeals. Power, Help Is Sometimes Close at
Hand: The Exhaustion Problem and the Ripeness Solution, 1987 U. Ill. L. Rev. 547, 613 n. 294. A
better approach is to recognize, as Professor Davis does, that finality is an aspect of both ripeness
and exhaustion, and that issues of finality arise at the intersection of these two doctrines. 4 K.
Davis, Administrative Law Treatise§ 25:1, at 350, § 26:10, at 458 (2d ed. 1983).
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Supreme Court Allows Immediate Filing of
§1983 Claims for Takings Clause Violations
Business Litigation Update

Date: July 09, 2019
Key Notes:

•

Failure to exhaust state court remedies is no longer a bar to filing a federal Fifth Amendment claim.

• Section 1983 claims may be brought as soon as an unconstitutional taking occurs.

Property owners may now file a federal claim for a constitutional violation of property rights as soon as a government takes
private property for public use without paying for it. On June 21, 2019, the Supreme Court of the United States reconsidered
the issue of whether property owners have standing to bring Fifth Amendment §1983 claims in federal court at the time of a
taking or must first exhaust their remedies in state court. In Knick v. Township of Scott, Pennsylvania, et al., the Court
overturned a decades-old exhaustion-of-state-litigation requirement and held that when a government violates the Takings
Clause, a property owner has immediate standing to bring a § 1983 action in federal court, even if the issue of just
compensation has not been addressed by the state courts.
Under the old rule set forth in Williamson County Regional Planning Comm'n v. Hamilton Bank of Johnson City, which
controlled the issue for approximately 35 years, when a government took a property owner's land, the property owner could
not pursue an action in federal court until its property had been taken and it had exhausted all of its remedies to pursue just
compensation in state court proceedings. However, in practice, a state court's resolution of a claim for just compensation
under state law precludes any subsequent federal suits under the full faith and credit statute, as the Court recognized in San
Remo Hotel, L.P. v. City and County of San Francisco, 545 U.S. 323 (2005). The Knick court conclu~d that the statelitigation requirement under Williamson and the subsequent preclusion trap recognized in San Remo Hotel imposed an
impermissible burden on plaintiffs seeking to vindicate their rights under the Takings Clause and subjected them to hurdles
not faced by plaintiffs seeking redress under other constitutional protections through §1983 litigation.
What does this mean for property owners going forward? The Knick decision restores the Fifth Amendment property rights to
the same level of protection as other constitutional claims, which can be enforced in federal court as soon as an
unconstitutional _violation occurs. Under the previous Williamson framework, property owners affected by takings without just
compensation provided in advance were forced to exhaust state court remedies - often in the form of procedurally complex
inverse condemnation actions, essentially forcing condemning authorities to initiate formal proceedings - and then live with
the results of any just compensation resolution in state court proceedings. Now, under Knick, property owners facing
condemning authorities that are reluctant to come forward with a just compensation package or to initiate proper
condemnation proceedings have an immediate right to seek redress in federal court from the moment the taking occurs.
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Have a question?

U.S. Supreme Court says yes to i1n1nediate takings
clai1n

Speak with us now.
.) 781 890 360C

In a big change affecting property owners, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that people whose land is
taken for public use without payment may, as soon as the property is taken, file federal lawsuits for
constitutional violations of property rig hts.
The high court revisited the question of whether property owners have standing to bring §1983 claims
under the Fifth Amendment in federal court when a taking occurs, or if they must exhaust all state court
remedies first.

Legal Resources
All Articles
Business Law Articles

The court in June overturned a long-stand ing requirement that property owners must pursue all options
for compensation in state court before bringing federal claims, saying owners may bring claims right
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state courts have not considered the issue of just compensation.
The old requirement had been in place for nearly 35 years. The new
decision found that the rule made it too difficult for property owners to
exercise their rights under the federal takings clause.
The court also said the rule presented unfair obstacles that did not exist for
people looking to bring §1983 claims based on other constitutional
protections.
The decision makes it much easier for property owners to sue for federal
relief.
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Michael Dahle Michael.Dahle@juneau.org ~
..
RE: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as Requested
March 21, 2022 at 12:49 PM
Greg Adler gregadler@mac.com

Greg,
Thank you for forwarding the news item.
Attached is the assessment history for the "Key Bank" building property.
I will send more information regarding your other questions in an email to follow.
Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

•

City and Borough
ofPage
Juneau
Packet
457 of 1973
Assessment History Report
1C070A050060
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
234 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LTS 5 7 & 8
LAND VALUE
$864,066.00

MISC VALUE
$54,400.00

BLDG VALUE
$1,629,054.00

CAMA VALUE
$2,547,520.00

2021

$881,700.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,598,400.00

2020

$587,800.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,304,500.00

2019

$612,300.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,329,000.00

2018

$612,300.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,329,000.00

2017

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2016

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2015

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2014

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2013

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2012

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2011

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2010

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2009

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2008

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2007

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2006

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2005

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2004

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2003

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2002

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2000

$496,000.00

$0.00

$787,300.00

$1,283,300.00

YEAR ID
2022

AO Val Hist.rpt
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From: Michael Dahle Michael.Dahle@juneau.org #
Subject: RE: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as Requested
Date: March 22, 2022 at 3:20 PM
To: Greg Adler gregadler@mac.com
Cc: Mary Hammond mary.hammond@juneau.org

Greg,
In regards to your question about the $54,400 miscellaneous category on the assessed
value. The cost approach that was done in 2018 was done within our CAMA (Computer
Assisted Mass Appraisal) system. Previous cost reports also used the Marshall & Swift
valuation tables but were performed in a different software. With the current CAMA
software some items related to a building end up in the miscellaneous category. In your
case the items included in that section include a storage area, the canopy, an enclosed
porch and the vault.
You asked what model was used to value your property.
Land
The land value was set in 2005 at 612,300 based on a per SF model. It was decreased
by 4% on 07/01/2019 by Robin Potter to a land model in Govern, our CAMA system, of
$40 per SF with a 20% locational adjustment which appears to be for the corner
influence. (12,245 * 40 * 1.2 = 587,800)
·
In reviewing the sales as part of the analysis for setting commercial property values as of
01/01/2021 it was apparent that our commercial values were under market. As a first step
towards addressing this a trending was applied for the AY2021 values. For most
properties that meant a 50% increase to the land portion of the value. For improved
properties that resulted in a 20% increase to the value on average.
Your property received that trend. (587,800 + 50% = $881,700)
For assessment year 2022 a 2% decrease was applied to properties in the downtown
area. That was applied to both the land and the building components. The decrease to
downtown commercial properties was applied even though the sales indicated that we
were not overvalued in that area. It was applied in our effort to improve the uniformity of
commercial subgroup valuation levels.
For the land portion this meant a reduction to $864,066. (881,700 - 2% = $864,066)
I have reviewed the base rate and locational adjustment applied to this property and it is
uniform with surrounding properties.

Building
The building value is based on a cost report done in 2018 in Govern per an inspection.
Within Govern it splits the value into two segments, the main building and miscellaneous
components such as a storage area, the vault, etc. (1,662,300 + 54,400 = $1,716,700)
The 2% reduction was applied to the main building segment. (1,662,300 - 2% =
$1,629,054)
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The miscellaneous segment did not change for AY2022.
I have also attached a current cost report on the building. This is based on the last
routine inspection which was done in 2018. The effective year built and amount of
depreciation seems high based on the building having been remodeled in 2007 and 2008
and on my observations from the times I have walked by the building, however, we
certainly will take a look at the items detailed in the appraisal. Also of note is that when
the building was remodeled in 2007 and 2008 no change was made to the building value
as should have happened.
The valuation history is included again below.
In regards to the outlier classification, that refers not to the sale per se but to the sales
position within each data set of the analysis process. Part of the analysis of each data set
includes a step to determine if any of the data points in the set are an outlier. For a
particular sale, whether or not it is considered an outlier can change from one data set to
another. In one set it may be an outlier while in another set it may not be an outlier.
This is the definition of an outlier that we use:

We use the following definition for determining if a sale is an outlier. Any sale
that is more than 1.5 times outside the IQR (Interquartile Range), either
above or below, is considered a "Standard Outlier" and any sale that is more
than 3 times outside the IQR is considered an "Extreme Outlier." This is
based off of the following definition of an outlier from Appendix B of the IAAO
Standard on Ratio Studies: "The term outlier is often associated with ratios
that fall outside 1.5 multiplied by the IQR. A factor of 3.0 X IQR often is
chosen to identify extreme outliers."
For each study a decision must be made whether or not to include outliers.
As a general rule outliers are not included in normal studies but may be
included in a special study such as where you are specifically looking at the
impact of the outliers.
General Question:
Have you explored at all whether another bank may be interested in a downtown location
or whether you are thinking you will need to repurpose the building? From the quick
research that I have done I have seen mixed signals. Some of the statements that I have
seen are that there still are some branch closings but it has slowed from prior years,
some banks have announced plans to open a significant number of new branches, half of
the banks surveyed had plans to open new branches, closures are connected to less
profitable regions, that the branch is not going away but how they deliver services is
changing, and that the very significant number of people still physically going into the
bank branches provides a tremendous opportunity to banks if they will capitalize on it.
Branch density is declining but branches remain the predominant factor in new accounts
and customer retention so it is mainly the closing of duplicate or overlapping branches
that have seen closure.
The next tenants of closed branches were indicated as follows:
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7.5% other banks
26% stores
19% restaurants
17% health clinics
10.5% fitness
7.5% other financial services
The average time to sell was 9.5 months and the time to sublease just over a year.
I think that addresses all of the questions that you have asked so far that weren't
answered directly in our conversations.
Sincerely,

?ltideaetValde
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle @juneau.org
CIT f
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Cost Report - Commercial
Record

1309
Parcel Code Number
Owner Nnme
P,11cel A ddress
Efleclive Year Bull!
Ye,lr Built
Bullchno Model

Bulldlno Type

Section 1

1C070A050060
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEM ENT COMPANY
234 SEWARD ST
t9S7
1914

8

39 1

HeiQlll
Average

Bank

Toi.11 Areo

6,608 00

Description

Units

17 1 00
22 30

Ho1Wate1

6608
6608
6608

Spnnklers

6608
11698

Unfin:shed

6608
4630

Heaung 8 Coo!J1Q

He:i~og a. Cooling

H'!'atll'lC} &

Arch1ted Fee
Fue Alam1 Syst.ern

+/.

Percent Cost

6608
C.oncrete. Fornie<l

Basement

Ct.:iss
R.:ink

fatenor wali

Spnnklers

02

c- 15 O!f•ces. Me<!lc:iJ. PU!ll,c sv1or19s

Base CoSl

Cool1n9

Number of Stories (Buildlno)
Number or Sec1,ons
Pernneter

1, 129,%-9
1,17,'.lSS

61300
13.00

6 13
85,90-1

7.30

48,238

-l 06

47,-194

1.46

9,648
263,9 10

57.00

Sl.733, 133.36

SUI) Total

Locat MultlplJer
Currem M\,lllPlier

1 -13
I 13

Net9hbotflOod MultlplreJ

0'=1),ooabOn • PtlysiCJI

Total

34.00

[X]

[XJ
[XJ
[·}

$2,478,381 00
SV300.57 1 00
$2,800,57 1 00
5952. t~.oo
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OepreaabOrl • Function.11

[-]

Depreciation • Economic
Percent Complete

[·)

S0.00
$0.00

H

s1.84s. 3n oo

10000

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood MJustment
eplacen-.ent Cost less DeprecioUon

s1.848.3n
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STORAGE
2.1.2018PE
CANOPY
2.1.2018PER
ENCLOSED PORCH

jMisceH3neOuS Improvement
jM1sce11aneous Improvement

2.1.

I " ~ rmi,rovement

VAULT
2.1.2018PER

c

•)

3.800

[+]

13.400

(•]

2.200

M

35,000

$1,902,800

City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A050060
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
234 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LTS 5 7 & 8
LAND VALUE
$864,066.00

MISC VALUE
$54,400.00

BLDG VALUE
$1,629,054.00

CAMA VALUE
$2,547,520.00

2021

$881,700.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,598,400.00

2020

$587,800.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,304,500.00

2019

$612,300.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,329,000.00

2018

$612,300.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,329,000.00

2017

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2016

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2015

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2014

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2013

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2012

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2011

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2010

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732.400.00

$2,344,700.00

2009

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2008

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2007

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2006

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2005

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2004

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2003

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2002

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2000

$496,000.00

$0.00

$787,300.00

$1,283,300.00

YEAR ID
2022
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STANDARD ON MASS APPRAISAL OF REAL PROPERTY-2017

Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property
1.Scope

3.1 Overview

This standard defines requirements for the mass appraisal of real property.
The primary focus is on mass appraisal for ad valorem tax purposes.
However, the principles defined here should also be relevant to CAMAs
(CAMAs) (or automated valuation models) used for other purposes, such
as mortgage portfolio management. The standard primarily addresses the
needs of the assessor, assessment oversight agencies, and taxpayers.

Uniform and accurate valuation of property requires correct, complete,
and up-to-date property data Assessing offices must establish effective
procedures for collecting and maintaining property data (i.e., property
ownership, location, size, use, physical characteristics, sales price, rents,
costs, and operating expenses). Such data are also used for performance
audits, defense of appeals, public relations, and management
information. The following sections recommend procedures for
collecting these data.

This standard addresses mass appraisal procedures by which the fee
simple interest in property can be appraised at market value, including
mass appraisal application of the three traditional approaches to value
(cost, sales comparison, and income). Single-property appraisals, partial
interest appraisals, and appraisals made on an other-than-market-value
basis are outside the scope of this standard. Nor does this standard provide
guidance on determining assessed values that differ from market value
because of statutory constraints such as use value, classification, or
assessment increase limitations.
Mass appraisal requires complete and accurate data, effective valuation
models, and proper management of resources. Section 2 introduces mass
appraisal. Section 3 focuses on the collection and maintenance of
property data Section 4 summarizes the primary considerations in
valuation methods, including the role of the three approaches to value in
the mass appraisal of various types of property. Section 5 addresses
model testing and quality assurance. Section 6 discusses certain
managerial considerations: staff levels, data processing support,
contracting for reappraisals, benefit-cost issues, and space requirements.
Section 7 discusses reference materials.

2. Introduction
Market value for assessment purposes is generally determined through
the application of mass appraisal techniques. Mass appraisal is the
process of valuing a group of properties as of a given date and using
common data, standardized methods, and statistical testing. To
determine a parcel's value, assessing officers must rely upon valuation
equations, tables, and schedules developed through mathematical
analysis of market data Values for individual parcels should not be
based solely on the sale price of a property; rather, valuation schedules
and models should be consistently applied to property data that are
correct. complete, and up-to-date.
Properly administered, the development. construction. and use of a
CAMA system results in a valuation system characterized by accuracy.
uniformity, equity, reliability, and low per-parcel costs. Except for
unique properties, individual analyses and appraisals of properties are
not practical for ad valorem tax purposes.

3. Collecting and Maintaining Property Data
The accuracy of values depends first and foremost on the completeness
and accuracy of property characteristics and market data Assessors will
want to ensure that their CAMA systems provide for the collection and
maintenance of relevant land, improvement. and location features. These
data must also be accurately and consistently collected. The CAMA
system must also provide for the storage and processing of relevant sales,
cost. and income and expense data.

5

3.2 Geographic Data
Assessors should maintain accurate, up-to-date cadastral maps (also
known as assessment maps, tax maps, parcel boundary maps, and
property ownership maps) covering the entire jurisdiction with a unique
identification number for each parcel. Such cadastral maps allow
assessing officers to identify and locate all parcels, both in the field and
in the office. Maps become especially valuable in the mass appraisal
process when a geographic information system (GIS) is used. A GIS
permits graphic displays of sale prices, assessed values, inspection dates,
work assignments, land uses, and much more. In addition, a GIS permits
high-level analysis of nearby sales, neighborhoods, and market trends;
when linked to a CAMA system, the results can be very useful. For
additional information on cadastral maps, parcel identification systems,
and GIS, see the Standard on Manual Cadastral Maps and Parcel
Identifiers (IAAO 2016b). Standard on Digital Cadastral Maps and
Parcel Identifiers (IAAO 2015), Procedures and Standards for a
Multipurpose Cadastre (National Research Council 1983), and G/S
Guidelines for Assessors (URJSA and IAAO 1999).

3.3 Property Characteristics Data
The assessor should collect and maintain property characteristics data
sufficient for classification, valuation, and other purposes. Accurate
valuation of real property by any method requires descriptions of land
and building characteristics.

3.3.1 Selection of Property Characteristics Data
Property characteristics to be collected and maintained should be based
on the following:
•
Factors that influence the market in the locale in question
•
Requirements of the valuation methods that will be
employed
•
Requirements of classification and property tax policy
•
Requirements of other governmental and private users
•
Marginal benefits and costs of collecting and maintaining
each propeny characteristic
Determining what data on property characteristics to collect and
maintain for a CAMA system is a crucial decision with long-term
consequences. A pilot program is one means of evaluating the benefits
and costs of collecting and maintaining a particular set of property
characteristics (see Gloudemans and Almy 2011, 46-49). In addition,
much can be learned from studying the data used in successful CAMAs
in other jurisdictions. Data collection and maintenance are usually the
costliest aspects of a CAMA. Collecting data that are of little
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importance in the assessment process should be avoided unless another
governmental or private need is clearly demonstrated.
The quantity and qual ity of existing data should be reviewed. If the data
arc sparse and unreliable, a major rccanvass will be necessary. Data that
have been confirmed to be reliable should be used whenever possible.
New valuation programs or enhancements requiring major recanvass
activity or conversions to new coding formats should be viewed with
suspicion when the existing database already contains most major
property characteristics and is of generally good quality.
The following property characteristics arc usually important in
predicting residential property values:
lmprovemelll Dara

• Living area
• Construction quality or key components thereof
(foundation. exterior wall type. and the like)
• Effective age or condition
• Building design or style
• Secondary areas including basements, garages, covered
porches. and balconies
• Building features such as bathrooms and central airconditioning
• Significant detached structures including guest houses. boat
houses, and barns
Land Data

• Lot size
• Available utilities (sewer, water, electricity)
Location Data

• Market area
• Submarket area or neighborhood
• Site amenities, especially view and golf course or water
frontage
• External nuisances, (e.g.. heavy traffic, airport noise, or
proximity to commercial uses).
For a discussion of property characteristics important for various
com111ercial property types, see Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal
(Gloudemans and Al111y 20 11 , chapter 9).

A logical arrangement of the co llection fo rmat makes data collection
easier. For example, all items requiring an interior inspection should be
grouped together. The coding of data should be as objective as possible,
with measurements, counts, and check-off items used in preference to
items requiring subjective evaluations (such as "number of plumbing
fixtures·• versus •·adequacy of plumbing: poor, average, good"). With
respect to check-off items, the available codes should be exhaustive and
mutually exclusive, so that exactly one code logically pertains to each
observable variation ofa building feature (such as structure or roof type).
The data co llection format should promote consistency among data
collectors, be clear and easy to use, and be adaptable to virtually all types
of construction. Specialized data collection formats may be necessary to
collect in formation on agricultural property, timberland, commercial and
industrial parcels, and other property types.
3.3.2.3 Dara Collection Manuals

A clear, thorough, and precise data collection manual is essential and
should be developed, updated, and maintained. The written manual
shou ld explain how 10 collect and record each data item. Pictures,
examp les. and illustrations arc particularly helpful. The manual should
be simple yet complete. Data collection staff should be trained in the use
of the manual and related updates to maintain consistency. The manual
should include guidelines for personal conduct during field inspections,
and if interior data are required, the manual should outline procedures to
be followed when the property owner has denied access or when emry
might be risky.
3.3.2.4 Dara Accuracy Standards

The following standards of accuracy for data co llection are
recommended.
•

•

3.3.2 Data Collection
Collecting property characteristics data is a critical and expensive phase
of reappraisal. A successful data collection program requires clear and
standard coding and careful monitoring through a qual ity control
program. The development and use of a data collection manual is
essential to ach ieving accurate and consistent data collection. The data
collection progra111 should result in complete and accurate data.

•

3.3.2. I Initial Data Collection

A physical inspection is necessary to obtain initial property
characteristics data. This inspection can be perfor111cd either by
appraisers or by specially trained data collectors. In a joilll approach.
experienced appraisers make key subjective decisions. such as the
assignment of construction qual ity class or grade, and data collectors
gather all other details. Depending on the data required, an interior
inspection might be necessary. At a 111inimum, a co111prchcnsivc exterior
inspection should be conducted. Measurc111en1 is an important part of
data collection.
3.3.2.2 Dara Collecrion Format

Data should be collected in a prescribed for111a1 designed to facilitate
both the collecting of data in the field and the en try of the data into the
computer system.
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•

Continuous or area measurement data, such as living area and
exterior wall height, shou ld be accurate within I foot (rounded
to the nearest foot) of the true dimensions or with in 5 percent
of the area. (One foot equates to approximately 30 centimeters
in the metric system.) If areas, dimensions, or volumes must be
estimated, the property record should note the instances in
which quantities arc estimated.
For each objective, categorical. or binary data field to be
collected or veri fied, at least 95 percent of the coded entries
should be accurate. Objective, categorical, or binary data
characteristics include such attributes as exterior wall material,
number of full bathrooms. and waterfro nt view. As an example,
if a data co llector captures IO objective, categorical, or binary
data items for I00 properties, at least 950 of the 1.000 total
entries shou ld be correct.
For each subjective categorical data lield collected or verified,
data should be coded correctly at least 90 percent of the time.
Subjective categorical data characteristics include data items
such as qual ity grade, physical condition, and architectural
style.
Regardless of specific accuracy requirements, consistent
measurement is important. Standards including national, local
and regional practices exist to support consistent measurement.
The standard of measurement should be documented as part of
the process. (American Institute of Architects 1995; Marshall
& Swill Valuation Service 20 17; International Property
Measurement Standards Coalition n.d.; Building Owners and
Managers Association International 2017)

3.3.2.5 Data Collection Qua/iry Comrol

A quality control program is necessary to ensure that data accuracy
standards are achieved and maintained. Independent quality control
inspections should occur immediately after the data collection phase
begins and may be performed by jurisdiction staff. project consultants.
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auditing firms, or oversight agencies. The inspections shou ld review
random samples of finished work for completeness and accuracy and
keep tabulations of items coded correctly or incorrectly, so that stati stical
tests can be used to determine whether accuracy standards have been
achieved. Strmi fi caiion by geographic area, property type, or individual
data collector can help detect patterns of data error. Data that fail to meet
quality control standards should be recollected.
The accuracy of subjective data should be judged primarily by
conformity with written specifications and examples in the data
collection manual. The data reviewer should substantiate subjecti ve data
corrections with pictures or field notes.

3.3.3 Data Entry
To avoid duplication of effort, the data collection form should be able to
serve as the data entry form. Data entry should be routinely audited to
ensure accuracy.
Data entry accuracy should be as close to I 00 percent as possible and
should be supported by a full set of range and consistency edits. These
are error or warning messages generated in response to invalid or unusual
data items. Examples of data errors include missing data codes and
invalid characters. Warning messages should also be generated when
data values exceed normal ranges (e.g., more than eight rooms in a
1,200-square- foot residence). The warnings should appear as the data are
entered. When feasible, act ion on the warnings should take place during
data entry. Field data entry devices provide the ability to edit data as it is
entered and also eliminate data transcription errors.

3.3.4 Maintaining Property Characteristics Data
Property characteristics data should be continually updated in response
to changes brought about by new construction. new parcels. remodel ing.
demolition, and destruction. There are several ways of updating data.
The most efficient method involves building permits. Ideally. strictly
enforced local ordinances require building pem1its for all significant
construction activity, and the assessor's office receives copies of the
permits. This method allows the assessor lo identify properties whose
characteristics are likely to change, to inspect such parcels on a timely
basis (preferably as close to the assessment date as possible), and to
update the files accordingly.
Another method is aerial photography, which also can be helpful in
identifying new or previously unrecorded construction and land use.
Some jurisdictions use self-reporting, in which property owners review
the assessor's records and submit additions or corrections. Information
derived from multiple listing sources and other third-party vendors can
also be used to validate property records.
Periodic field inspections can help ensure that property characteristics
data are complete and accurate. Assum ing that most new construct ion
activity is identified through bu i lding permits or other ongoing
procedures, a physical review including an on-site verification of
property characteristics should be conducted at least every 4 to 6 years.
Reinspections should include partial remeasurement of the two most
complex sides of improvements and a walk around the improvement to
identify add itions and deletions. Photographs taken at previous physical
inspections can help identify changes.

3.3.5 Altemative to Periodic On-site lmpections
Provided that initial physical inspections are timely completed and that
an effective system of build ing permits or other methods of routinely
identifying physical changes is in place, jurisdictions may employ a set
of digital imaging technology tools to supplement field reinspections
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with a computer-assisted omce review. These imaging tools should
include the following:
• Current high-resolution street-view images (at a sub-inch pixel
resolution that enables quality grade and physical cond ition to be
veri fied)
• Orthophoto images (mini mum 6-inch pixel resolution in
urban/suburban and 12-inch resolution in rural areas, updated every 2
years in rapid-growth areas or 6-10 years in slow-growth areas)
• Low-level oblique images capable of being used for measurement
verification (four cardinal directions, mi nimum 6-inch pixel resolution
in urban/ suburban and 12-inch pixel resolution in rural areas, updated
every 2 years in rapid-growth areas or 6-10 years in slow-growth areas).
These tool sets may incorporate change detection techniques that
compare bu ilding dimension data (footprints) in the CAMA system to
gcorcferenced imagery or rcmot..: sensing data from sources (such as
Li DAR [light detection and ranging]) and identify potential CAMA
sketch discrepancies for further investigation.
Assessment jurisd ictions and oversight agencies must ensure that images
meet expected quality standards. Standards required for vendor-supplied
images should be spelled out in the Request for Proposal (RFP) and
contract for services, and images should be checked for compliance with
specified requ irements. For general guidance on preparing RFPs and
contracting for vendor-supplied services. see the Standard on
Co11/rac1ingfor Assessment Services (IAAO 2008].
In addition, appraisers should visit assigned areas on an annual basis to
observe changes in neighborhood condition, trends, and propeny
characterist ics. An on-site physical review is recommended when
significant construction changes arc detected. a property is sold, or an
area is affected by catastroph ic damage. Building permits should be
regularly monitored and properties that have significant change should
be inspected when work is complete.

3.4 Sale Data
States and provinces should seek mandatory disclosure laws to ensure
comprehensiveness of sale data files. Regardless of the availabi lity of
such statutes. a file of sale data must be maintained, and sales must be
properly reviewed and validated. Sale data are required in all
applications of the sales comparison approach, in the development of
land values and market-based depreciation schedu les in the cost
approach, and in the derivation of capitalization rates or discount rates in
the income approach. Refer to Mass Appraisal of Real Property
(Gloudemans 1999, chapter 2) or F1111da111e111als of Mass Appraisal
(Gloudcmans and A lmy 201 1 chapter 2) for guidelines on the acquisition
and processing o f sale data.

3.5 Income and Expense Data
Income and expense data must be collected for income-producing
propeny and reviewed by qualified appraisers to ensure their accuracy
and usability for val uation analysis (see Section 4.4.). Reier to Mass
Appraisal of /?ea/ Property (Gloudemans 1999. chapter 2) or
F1111da111entals ofi\4ass Appraisal (G loudemans and A lmy 20 11 , chapter
2) for guidelines addressing the collection and processing of income and
expense data.

3.6 Cost and Depreciation Data
C urrent cost and depreciation data adjusted to the local market are
required for the cost approach (see Sect ion 4.2). Cost and depreciation
manuals and schedules can be purchased from commercial services or
created in-house. Sec iv/ass Appraisal of /?ea/ Property (Gloudemans
1999, chapter 4) or Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal (G loudemans and
Almy 20 11, 180--193) for guidelines on creating manuals and schedules.
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4. Valuation
Mass appraisal analysis begins with assign ing properties to use classes
or strata based on highest and best use, which normally equates to current
use. Some statutes requi re that property be valued for ad va lorem tax
purposes at current use regardless of' highest and best use. Zoning and
other land use controls normally dictate highest and best use of vacant
land. In the absence of such restrictions, the assessor must determine the
highest and best use of the land by analyzing the four componentslegally permissible, physically possible. appropriately supported, and
financial ly feasible- thereby resu lting in the highest value. Special
,mention may be required for properties in transition, interim or
nonconforming uses. multiple uses, and excess land.

4. 1 Valuation Models
Any appraisal, whether single-property appraisal or mass appraisal, uses
a model, that is, a representation in words or an equation of the
relationship between value and variables representing factors of supply
and demand. Mass appraisal models attempt to represent the market for
a specific type of property in a specified area. Mass appraisers must first
specify the model, that is, identify the supply and demand facto rs and
property features that influence value, fo r example, square feet of living
area. Then they must calibrate the model, that is, determine the
adjustments or coefficients that best represent the value contribution of
the variables chosen, for example. the dollar amount the market places
on each square foot of living area. Careful and extensive market analysis
is required for both specification and calibration of a model that
estimates values accurately. Mass appraisal models apply 10 all three
approaches to value: the cost approach, the sales comparison approach.
and the income approach.
Valuation models arc developed for defined property groups. For
residential properties, geographic stratification is appropriate when the
value of propcny attributes varies significantly among areas and each
area is large enough to provide adequate sales. It is panicularly effecti ve
when housing types and styles arc relatively uniform withi n areas.
Separate models arc developed for each market area (also known as
economic or model areas). Subareas or neighborhoods can serve as
variables in the models and can also be used in land value tables and
selection of co mparable sales. (See Mass Appraisal of Real Property
[Gloudemans 1999, 118- 120) or Fundamentals of Al/ass Appraisal
[Gloudemans and Almy 20 11 . 139- 143] for guidelines on stratification.)
Smaller jurisdict ions may find it sufficient to develop a single residential
model.
Commercial and income-produci ng properties shou ld be stratified by
property type. In general. separate models should be developed lbr
apart ment, warehouse/industrial. ol1ice. and retail properties. Large
jurisd ictions may be able to stratify apartment properties fun her by type
or area or to develop multiple models fo r other income properties with
adequate data.

4.2 The Cost Approach
The cost approach is applicable to vi nually all improved parcels and. if
used )ro crl . ca ro 11cc accurate valuations. The cost approach 1s
more reliable fo · newer tructures o r standard materials, design. and
workmanship. It odu s an estimate of the value of the fee simple
interest in a property.
Reliable cost data arc imperati ve in any successful application of the cost
approach. The data must be complete, typical, and current. Current
construction costs should be based on the cost of replacing a structure
with one of equal util ity. using current materials. design. and building
standards. In addition to speci fie property types, cost models should
8

include the cost of individual construction components and bui lding
items in order to adjust for feat ures that differ from base specifications.
These costs should be incorporated into a construction cost manual and
related computer software. The soft ware can perform the valuation
function, and the manual, in addition to providing documentation, can be
used when nonautomated calculations are required.
Construction cost schedules can be developed in-house, based on a
systematic study of local construction costs. obtai ned from fi rms
specializing in such information, or custom-generated by a contractor.
Cost schedules should be verified for accuracy by applying them to
recently constructed improvements of known cost. Construction costs
also should be updated before each assessment cycle.
The most di11icult aspects of the cost approach are estimates of land
value and accrued depreciation. These estimates must be based on noncost data (primarily sales) and can involve considerable subjectivity.
Land values used in the cost approach must be current and consistent.
Often, they must be extracted from sales of improved property because
sales of vacant land are scarce. Section 4.5 provides standards fo r land
valuation in mass appraisal.
Depreciation schedules can be extracted from sales data in several ways.
See Mass Appraisal of Real Proper/), (Gloudemans 1999, chapter 4) or
Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal (Gloudemans and Almy 201 1, 189192).

4.3 The Sales Comparison Approach
The sales comparison approach estimates the value of a subject property
by statisticall y analyzing the sale prices of similar properties. I his
approach is usually the preferred approach fo r estimating values for
residential and other property types with adequate sales.
Appl ications of the sales comparison approach 111cludc direct market
models and comparable sales algorithms (st:c Mass Appraisal of Real
Property [Gloudemans 1999. chapters 3 and 4], Fundamentals of /11/ass
Appraisal [Gloudemans and Almy 20 I I, chapters 4 and 6]. and the
Standard on Automated Valuation Models (AVMs) [IAAO 2003]).
Comparable sales algorithms are most akin to single-property appraisal
applications of the sales comparison approach. I hey have the advantages
of bc111 iamti iar and easil expla111ed and Can compensate for less wells ecified or calibrated models, because t 1e mo es are use on y o ma e
,icljustments to these ectc compara er- 1ey can ~
~temmic if-the-selected comparables arc not well validated or representative of market
~
- Because they predict market value directly, direct market models
depend more heavily on careful model specification and calibration.
Their advantages include e11iciency and consistency, because the same
model is directly applied agai nst all properties in the model area.
Users of comparable sales algorithms should be aware that sales ratio
statistics will be biased if sales used in the ratio study are used as
comparables for themselves in model development. This problem can be
avoided by ( I) not us111g sales as comparables for themselves in
modeling or (2) using holdout or later sales in ratio sllldics.

4.4 The Income Approach
In general, for income-producing propenics, the income approach is the
preferred val uation approach when reliable income and expense data are
avai lable, along with well-supported income multipliers, overall rates,
and req uired rates of return on investment. Successful application of the
income approach requires the collection, maintenance, and careful
analysis of income and expense data.
Mass appraisal appl ications of the income approach begin with
collecting and processing income and expense data. (These data should
be expressed on an appropriate per-unit basis, such as per square foot or
per apanment unit.) Appraisers should then compute normal or typical
gross incomes. vacancy rates, net incomes, and expense ratios for various
homogeneous strata of propenies. These figures can be used to judge the
reasonableness of reponcd data for indi vidual parcels and to estimate
income and expense figures fo r parcels with unreported data. Actual or
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Table 1. Rank of typical usef ulness of the three approaches to value
reported figures can be used as long as they renect typical figures (or
typical figures can be used for all properties).
Al1crna1ivcly, models for estimating gross or net income and expense
ratios can be developed by using actual income and expense data from a
sample or properties and calibrated by using multiple regression
analysis. For an introduction to income modeling, sec Mass Appraisal of
Real Properly (Gloudemans 1999, chapter 3) or F11nda111emals of Mass
Appraisal (Gloudemans and A lmy 20 11, chapter 9). T he developed
income figures can be capital ized into estimates or value in a number or
ways. T he most direct method involves the appl ication or gross income
multipliers. which express the ratio or market value to gross income. At
a more refined level, net income multipl iers or their reciprocals, overall
capital ization rates, can be developed and applied. Provided there are
adequate sales, these multipl iers and rates should be extracted from a
comparison or actual or estimated incomes with sale prices (o lder
income and sales data should be adj usted to the valuation date as
appropriate). Income mu ltipliers and overall rates deve loped in this
manner tend to provide rel iable. consistent, and readily supported
valuations when good sales and income data are available. When
adequate sales arc not available. relevant publications and local market
participants can be consulted.

4.5 Land Valuation
State or local laws may require the value of an improvi::d parcel to be
separated into land and improvement components. W hen the sales
comparison or income approach is used, an independent estimate or land
value can be made and subtracted from the total property value to obtain
a residual improvement value. Some computerized valuation techniques
provide a separation or total value into land and building components.
Land values should be reviewed annually. At least once every 4 to 6 years
the properties should be physically inspected and revalued. The sales
comparison approach is the primaiy approach to land valuation an d is
always preferred when sumcient sales arc available. In the absence of
adequate sales. other techniques that can be used in land appraisal include
allocation, abstraction, anticipated use, capitalization or ground rents, and
land residual capi talization. (See Mass Appraisal of Real Properly
[Gloudemans 1999, chapter 3) or F11ndame111als of Mass Appraisal
[Gloudemansand A lmy20 I I, 178- 180).)

4.6 Considerations by Property Type
The appropriateness or each valuation approach varies with the type of
property under consideration. Table I ranks the relative use fulness of the
three approaches in the mass appraisal of m~jor types of propert ies. T he
table assumes that there are no major statutory barriers to using all three
approaches or 10 obtaining cost, sales, and income data. Although relyi ng
only on the single best approach for a given type of property can have
advantages i n terms o f emcicncy and consistency, the use of t wo or more
approaches provides helpful cross-checks and nexibility and can thus
produce greater accuracy, particularly for less typical properties.

in the mass appra isal of major types of property

Type of
Property

Cost
Approach

Sales
Comparison
Approach

Income
Approach

Single-family

2

1

3

Multifamily residential

3

1, 2

1, 2

Commercial

3

2

1

Industrial

1, 2

3

1, 2

Nonagricultural land

-

1

2

Agricultural'

-

2

1

1

2, 3

2, 3

residential

Special-purposeb

' Includes farm, ranch, and forest properties.
• Includes institutional, governmental, and recreation properties.

4. 6. I Single-Family Residential Property
The sales comparison approach is the best approach for single- fam ily
residential property, including condominiums. Automated versions o f
this approach arc highly cmcient and generally accurate for the majority
of these properties. The cost approach is a good supplemental approach
and should servt: as the pri mary approach when the sales data available
are inadequate. The income approach is usually inappropriate for mass
appraisal of single-fami ly residential properties, because most o f these
properties are not rented.

4.6.2 Ma1111factured Ho11si11g
Manufactured or mobile homes can be valued in a number of ways
depending on the local market and ownership status. Of\cn mobile
homes are purchased separately and situated on a rented space in a
mobile home park. In this case the best strategy is to model the mobile
homes separately from the land. At other times mobile homes arc
situated on individual lots and bought and sold similar to stick-bui lt
homes. Particu larly in rural areas they may be intermixed with stick-bui lt
homes. In these cases. they can be modeled in a manner similar to that
for other residential properties and included in the same models. as long
as the model includes variables to distinguish them and recognize any
relevan t differences from other homes (e.g., mobile homes may
appreciate at a rate different from that for stick-bui lt homes).

4.6.3 Multifamily Residential Property
The sales comparison and income approaches are preferred in valuing
multi family residential property when sumcient sales and income data
are available. Multiple regression analysis (MRA) and related techniques
have been successfu lly used in valuing this property type. Where
adequate sales are avai lable, direct sales models can be used. MRA also
can be used to calibrate clifTcrcnt portions of the i ncome approach.
including the estimation of market rents and development of income
multipliers or capitalization rates. As w ith other residential property, the
cost approach is useful in provid ing supplemental valuations and can
serve as the pri mary approach when good sales and income data arc not
available.

4.6.4 Commercial and Industrial Property
T he income a proach is the most appropriate method in valuing
commercial and industrial property I su 1c1en1 income ata ar~
avai lab le. D irect sales compariso n models can be equally effective in
largi:: juri ~dictions wi1l_
1sumcie,~t sales. When a sumcient supply of sales
data and income data 1s 1101 available. the cost approach should be
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applied. However, values generated should be checked against available
sales data. Cost factors, land values, and depreciation schedules must be
kept current through periodic review.

4.6.5 Nonagricultural Land
The sales comparison approach is preferred for valuing nonagricultural
land. Application of the sales comparison approach to vacant land
involves the collection of sales data, the posting of sales data on maps,
the calculation of standard unit values (such as value per square foot, per
front foot, or per parcel) by area and type of land use, and the
development of land valuation maps or computer-generated tables in
which the pattern of values is displayed. When vacant land sales are not
available or are few, additional benchmarks can be obtained by
subtracting the replacement cost new less depreciation of improvements
from the sale prices of improved parcels. The success of this technique
requires reliable cost data and tends to work best for relatively new
improvements, for which depreciation is minimal.
Another approach is a hybrid model decomposable into land and
building values. Although these models can be calibrated from improved
sales alone, separation of value between land and buildings is more
reliable when both vacant and improved sales are available.

4.6.6 Agricultural Property
If adequate sales data are available and agricultural property is to be
appraised at market value, the sales comparison approach is preferred.
However, most states and provinces provide for the valuation of
agricultural land at use value, making the sales comparison approach
inappropriate for land for which market value exceeds use value. Thus,
it is often imperative to obtain good income data and to use the income
approach for agricultural land. Land rents are often available. sometimes
permitting the development and application of overall capitalization
rates. Many states and provinces have soil maps that assign land to
different productivity classes for which typical rents can be developed.
Cost tables can be used to value agricultural buildings.

4.6. 7 Special-Purpose Property
The cost approach tends to be most appropriate in the appraisal of
special-purpose properties, because of the distinctive nature of such
properties and the general absence of adequate sales or income data.

4.7 Value Reconciliation
When more than one approach or model is used for a given property
group, the appraiser must determine which to use or emphasize. Often
this can be done by comparing ratio study statistics. Although there are
advantages to being consistent, sometimes an alternative approach or
method is more reliable for special situations and atypical properties.
CAMA systems should allow users to document the approach or method
being used for each property.

4.8 Frequency of Reappraisals
Section 4.2.2 of the Standard on Property Tax Policy (IAAO 20 I0)
states that current market value implies annual assessment of all
property. Annual assessment does not necessarily mean, however, that
each property must be re-examined each year. Instead, models can be
recalibrated, or market adjustment factors derived from ratio studies or
other market analyses applied based on criteria such as property type.
location, size, and age.
Analysis of ratio study data can suggest groups or strata of properties in
greatest need of physical review. In general, market adjustments can be
highly effective in maintaining equity when appraisals are uniform
within strata and recalibration can provide even greater accuracy.
However, only physical reviews can correct data errors and, as stated in
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Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, property characteristics data should be
reviewed and updated at least every 4 to 6 years. This can be
accomplished in at least three ways:
•
Reinspecting all property at periodic intervals (i.e., every 4 to 6
years)
•
Reinspecting properties on a cyclical basis (e.g., one-fourth or
one-sixth each year)

•

Reinspecting properties on a priority basis as indicated by ratio
studies or other considerations while still ensuring that all
properties are examined at least every sixth year

5. Model Testing, Quality Assurance, and Value
Defense
Mass appraisal allows for model testing and quality assurance measures
that provide feedback on the reliability of valuation models and the
overall accuracy of estimated values. Modelers and assessors must be
familiar with these diagnostics so they can evaluate valuation
performance properly and make improvements where needed.

S. I Model Diagnostics
Modeling software contains various statistical measures that provide
feedback on model performance and accuracy. MRA software contains
multiple sets of diagnostic tools, some of which relate to the overall
predictive accuracy of the model and some of which relate to the relative
importance and statistical reliability of individual variables in the model.
Modelers must understand these measures and ensure that final models
not only make appraisal sense but also are statistically sound.

S.2 Sales Ratio Analyses
Regardless of how values were generated, sales ratio studies provide
objective, bottom-line indicators of assessment performance. The IAAO
literature contains extensive discussions of this important topic, and the
Standard on Ratio Studies (2013) provides guidance for conducting a
proper study. It also presents standards for key ratio statistics relating to
the two primary aspects of assessment performance: level and
uniformity. The following discussion summarizes these standards and
describes how the assessor can use sales ratio metrics to help ensure
accurate, uniform values.

5.2.1 Assessment Level
Assessment level relates to the overall or general level of assessment of
a jurisdiction and various property classes, strata, and groups within the
jurisdiction. Each group must be assessed at market value as required by
professional standards and applicable statutes, rules, and related
requirements. The three common measures of central tendency in ratio
studies are the median, mean, and weighted mean. The Standard on
Ratio Studies (2013) stipulates that the median ratio should be between
0.90 and 1.10 and provides criteria for determining whether it can be
concluded that the standard has not been achieved for a property group.
Current, up-to-date valuation models, schedules, and tables help ensure
that assessment levels meet required standards, and values can be
statistically adjusted between full reappraisals or model recalibrations to
ensure compliance.

5.2.2 Assessment Uniformity
Assessment uniformity relates to the consistency and equity of values.
Uniformity has several aspects, the first of which relates to consistency
in assessment levels between property groups. It is important to ensure,
for example. that residential and commercial properties are appraised at
similar percentages of market value (regardless of the legal assessment
ratios that may then be applied) and that residential assessment levels are
consistent among neighborhoods, construction classes, age groups, and
size groups. Consistency among property groups can be evaluated by
comparing measures of central tendency calculated for each group.
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Various graphs can also be used for this purpose. The Standard on Ratio
Studies (IMO 2013) stipulates that the level of appraisal for each major
group of properties should be within 5 percent of the overall level for the
jurisdiction and provides criteria for determining whether it can be
concluded from ratio data that the standard has not been met.
Another aspect of uniformity relates to the consistency of assessment
levels within property groups. There are several such measures, the
preeminent of which is the coefficient of dispersion (COD), which
represents the average percentage deviation from the median ratio. The
lower the COD, the more uniform the ratios within the property group.
In addition, uniformity can be viewed spatially by plotting sales ratios
on thematic maps.
The Standard on Ratio Studies (IMO 2013) provides the following
standards for the COD:
•
Single-family homes and condominiums: CODs of 5 to IO for
newer or fairly similar residences and 5 to 15 for older or more
heterogeneous areas
•
Income-producing properties: CO Os of 5 to 15 in larger, urban
areas and 5 to 20 in other areas
•
Vacant land: CO Os of 5 to 20 in urban areas and 5 to 25 in rural
or seasonal recreation areas
•
Rural residential, seasonal, and manufactured homes: CODs of
5 to 20.
The entire appraisal staff must be aware of and monitor compliance with
these standards and take corrective action where necessary. Poor
uniformity within a property group is usually indicative of data problems
or deficient valuation procedures or tables and cannot be corrected by
application of market adjustment factors.
A final aspect of assessment uniformity relates to equity between lowand high-value properties. Although there are statistical subtleties that
can bias evaluation of price-related uniformity, the IAAO literature (see
particularly Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal (Gloudemans and Almy
201 I, 385-392 and Appendix B] and the Standard on Ratio Studies
[IMO 2013]) provides guidance and relevant measures, namely, the
price-related differential (PRD) and coefficient of price-related bias
(PRB).
The PRO provides a simple gauge of price-related bias. The Standard on
Ratio Studies (IAAO 20 I3) calls for PRDs of0.98 to 1.03. PRDs below
0.98 tend to indicate assessment progressivity, the condition in which
assessment ratios increase with price. PRDs above 1.03 tend to indicate
assessment regressivity, in which assessment ratios decline with price.
The PRB indicates the percentage by which assessment ratios change
whenever values double or are halved. For example. a PRB of -0.03
would mean that assessment levels fall by 3 percent when value doubles.
The Standard on Ratio Studies calls for PRBs of -0.05 to +0.05 and
regards PRBs outside the range of -0.10 to +0.10 as unacceptable.

reliable results for the range of properties that must be valued (holdout
samples of IO to 20 percent are typical). If too few sales are available,
later sales can be validated and used for the same purpose. (For a method
of using sales both to develop and test valuation models, see "The Use
of Cross-validation in CAMA Modeling to Get the Most Out of Sales"
(Jensen 2011 ).
Since they were not used in valuation, holdout samples can provide more
objective measures of valuation performance. This can be particularly
important when values are not based on a common algorithm as cost and
MRA models are. Manually assigning land values, for example, might
produce sales ratio statistics that appear excellent but are not
representative of broader performance for both sold and unsold
properties. Comparable sales models that value a sold property using the
sale of a property as a comparable for itself can produce quite different
results when tested on a holdout group.
When a new valuation approach or technique is used for the first time,
holdout sales can be helpful in validating use of the new method. In
general, however, holdout samples are unnecessary as long as valuation
models are based on common algorithms and schedules and the value
assigned to a sale property is not a function of its price. Properly
validated later sales can provide follow-up performance indicators
without compromising the number of sales available for valuation.

5.4 Documentation
Valuation procedures and models should be documented. Appraisal staff
should have at least a general understanding of how the models work and
the various rates and adjustments made by the models. Cost manuals
should be current and contain the rates and adjustments used to value
improvements by the cost approach. Similarly, land values should be
supported by tables of rates and adjustments for features such as water
frontage, traffic, and other relevant influences. MRA models and other
sales comparison algorithms should document final equations and
should be reproducible, so that rerunning the model produces the same
value. Schedules of rental rates, vacancy rates, expense ratios, income
multipliers, and capitalization rates should document how values based
on the income approach were derived.
It can be particularly helpful to prepare a manual, booklet, or report for
each major property type that provides a narrative summary of the
valuation approach and methodology and contains at least the more
common rates and adjustments. Examples of how values were computed
for sample properties can be particularly helpful. The manuals serve as a
resource for current staff and can be helpful in training new staff or
explaining the valuation process to other interested parties. Once
prepared, the documents should be updated when valuation schedules
change or methods and calculation procedures are revised.

5.5 Value Defense

5.3 Holdout Samples

The assessment office staff must have confidence in the appraisals and
be able to explain and defend them. This confidence begins with
application of reliable appraisal techniques, generation of appropriate
valuation reports, and review of preliminary values. It may be helpful to
have reports that list each parcel, its characteristics, and its calculated
value. Parcels with unusual characteristics, extreme values, or extreme
changes in values should be identified for subsequent individual review.
Equally important, summary reports should show average values, value
changes, and ratio study statistics for various strata of properties. These
should be reviewed to ensure the overall consistency of values for
various types of property and various locations. (See the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, Standards Rule 6-7, for
reporting requirements for mass appraisals [The Appraisal Foundation
2012-2013].)

Holdout samples are validated sales that are not used in valuation but
instead are used to test valuation performance. Holdout samples should
be randomly selected with a view to obtaining an adequate sample while
ensuring that the number of sales available for valuation will provide

The staff should also be prepared to support individual valuations as
required, preferably through comparable sales. At a minimum, staff
should be able to produce a property record and explain the basic

Because price is observable only for sale properties, there is no easy
correction for the PRB, which is usually due to problems in valuation
models and schedules. Sometimes other ratio study diagnostics will
provide clues. For example, high ratios for lower construction classes
may indicate that base rates should be reduced for those classes, which
should in tum improve assessment ratios for low-value properties.
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approach (cost, sales comparison, or income) used to estimate the value
of the property. A property owner should never be told simply that "the
computer" or ·•the system" produced the appraisal. In general, the staff
should tailor the explanation to the taxpayer's knowledge and expertise.
Equations converted to tabular form can be used to explain the basis for
valuation. In all cases, the assessment office staff should be able to
produce sales or appraisals of similar properties in order to support (or at
least explain) the valuation of the property in question. Comparable sales
can be obtained from reports that list sales by such features as type of
property, area, size, and age. Alternatively, interactive programs can be
obtained or developed that identify and display the most comparable
properties.
Assessors should notify property owners of their valuations in sufficient
time for property owners to discuss their appraisals with the assessor and
appeal the value if they choose to do so (see the Standard on Public
Relations [IAAO 2011 ]). Statutes should provide for a formal appeals
process beyond the assessor's level (see the Standard on Assessment
Appeal [IAAO 2016a]).

6. Managerial and Space Considerations
6.1 Overview
Mass appraisal requires staff, technical, and other resources. This section
discusses certain key managerial and facilities considerations.

6.2 Staffing and Space
A successful in-house appraisal program requires trained staff and
adequate facilities in which to work and meet with the public.

6.2. I Staffing
Staff should comprise persons skilled in general administration,
supervision, appraisal, mapping, data processing, anel seeretarial and
clerical functions. Typical staffing sizes and patterns for jurisdictions of
various sizes are illustrated in Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal
(Gloudemans and Almy 2011, 22-25). Staffing needs can vary
significantly based on factors such as frequency of reassessments.

6.2.2 Space Considerations
The following minimum space standards are suggested for managerial,
supervisory, and support staff:
•
Chief assessing officer (e.g., Assessor, director)-a private
office, enclosed by walls or windows extending to the
ceiling, of 200 square feet ( 18 to 19 square meters)
•
Management position (e.g., chiefdeputy assessor, head ofa
division in a large jurisdiction, and so on)-a private office,
enclosed by walls or windows extending to the ceiling, of
170 square feet ( 15 to 16 square meters)
•
Supervisory position (head of a section, unit, or team of
appraisers, mappers, analysts, technicians, or c/erks)-a
private office or partitioned space of 150 square feet ( 14
square meters)
•
Appraisers and technical staff--private offices or at least
partitioned, quiet work areas of 50 to I 00 square feet (5 to
IO square meters), not including aisle and file space, with a
desk and chair
•
Support staff-adequate workspace, open or partitioned, to
promote intended work functions and access.
In addition, there should be adequate space for
•
File storage and access
•
Training and meetings
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•
•
•
•

Mapping and drafting
Public service areas
Printing and photocopy equipment
Library facilities.

6.3 Data Processing Support
CAMAs require considerable data processing support.

6.3. I Hardware
The hardware should be powerful enough to support applications of the
cost, sales comparison, and income approaches, as well as data
maintenance and other routine operations. Data downloading, mass
calculations, GIS applications, and Web support tend to be the most
computer-intensive operations. Processing speed and efficiency
requirements should be established before hardware acquisition.
Computer equipment can be purchased, leased, rented, or shared with
other jurisdictions. If the purchase option is chosen, the equipment
should be easy to upgrade to take advantage of technological
developments without purchasing an entirely new system.

6.3.2 Software
CAMA software can be developed internally, adapted from software
developed by other public agencies, or purchased (in whole or in part)
from private vendors. (Inevitably there will be some tailoring needed to
adapt externally developed software to the requirements of the user's
environment.) Each alternative has advantages and disadvantages. The
software should be designed so that it can be easily modified; it should
also be well documented, at both the appraiser/user and programmer
levels.
CAMA software works in conjunction with various general-purpose
software, typically including word processing, spreadsheet, statistical,
and GIS programs. These programs and applications must be able to
share data and work together cohesively.
Security measures should exist to prevent unauthorized use and to
provide backup in the event of accidental loss or destruction of data.

6.3.2. I Custom Software
Custom software is designed to perform specific tasks, identified by the
jurisdiction, and can be specifically tailored to the user's requirements.
The data screens and processing logic can often be customized to reflect
actual or desired practices, and the prompts and help information can be
tailored to reflect local terminology and convention.
After completing the purchase or license requirements, the jurisdiction
should retain access to the program source code, so other programmers
are able to modify the program to reflect changing requirements.
The major disadvantages of custom software are the time and expense of
writing, testing, and updating. Particular attention must be paid to
ensuring that user requirements are clearly conveyed to programmers
and reflected in the end product, which should not be accepted until
proper testing has been completed. Future modifications to programs,
even those of a minor nature, can involve system administrator approval
and can be a time-consuming, costly, and rigorous job. (See Standard on
Contracting/or Assessment Services [IAAO 2008].)

6.3.2.2 Generic Software
An alternative to custom software is generic software, of which there are
two major types: vertical software, which is written for a specific
industry, and horizontal software, which is written for particular
applications regardless of industry. Examples of the latter include
database. spreadsheet, word processing, and statistical software.
Although the actual instruction code within these programs cannot be
modified, they typically permit the user to create a variety of customized
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templates, files, and documents that can be processed. These are often
referred to as commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS) packages.
Generic vertical software usually requires modification to fit a
jurisdiction's specific needs. In considering generic software, the
assessor should detennine
•
System requirements
•
The extent to which the software meets the agency's needs
•
A timetable for implementation
•
How modifications will be accomplished
•
Thelevelofvendorsupport
•
Whether the source code can be obtained.
(See Standard on Contracting for Assessment Services [IAAO 2008].)
Horizontal generic software is more flexible, pennitting the user to
define file structures, relational table layout, input and output procedures,
including form or fonnat, and reports. Assessment offices with expertise
in such software (which does not imply a knowledge of programming)
can adapt it for
•
Property (data) file maintenance
•
Market research and analysis
Valuation modeling and processing
•
Many other aspects of assessment operations.
•
Horizontal generic software is inexpensive and flexible. However, it
requires considerable customization to adapt it to local requirements.
Provisions should be made for a sustainable process that is not overly
dependent on a single person or resource.

6.4 Contracting for Appraisal Services
Reappraisal contracts can include mapping, data collection, data
processing, and other services, as well as valuation. They offer the
potential of acquiring professional skills and resources quickly. These
skills and resources often are not available internally. Contracting for
these services not only can allow the jurisdiction to maintain a modest
staff and to budget for reappraisal on a periodic basis, but also makes the
assessor less likely to develop in-house expertise. (See the Standard on
Contracting/or Assessment Services [IAAO 2008].)

6.5 Benefit-Cost Considerations
6. 5.1 Overview
The object of mass appraisal is to produce equitable valuations at low
costs. Improvements in equity often require increased expenditures.
Benefit-cost analysis in mass appraisal involves two major issues: policy
and administration.

6.5.2 Policy Issues
An assessment jurisdiction requires a certain expenditure level simply to
inventory, list, and value properties. Beyond that point, additional
expenditures make possible rapid improvements in equity initially, but
marginal improvements in equity diminish as expenditures increase. At
a minimum, jurisdictions should budget to meet statutory requirements
and the perfonnance standards contained in the Standard on Ratio
Studies (IAAO 2013) and summarized in Section 5.2.

6.5.3 Administrative Issues
Maximizing equity per dollar of expenditure is the primary responsibility
of assessment administration. To maximize productivity, the assessor
and managerial staff must effectively plan, budget, organize, and control
operations and provide leadership. This must be accomplished within the
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office's legal, fiscal, economic, and social environment and constraints
(Eckert. Gloudemans, and Kenyon 1990, chapter 16).

7. Reference Materials
Reference materials are needed in an assessment office to promote
compliance with laws and regulations, unifonnity in operations and
procedures, and adherence to generally accepted assessment principles
and practices.
7.1 Standards of Practice
The standards of practice may incorporate or be contained in laws,
regulations, policy memoranda, procedural manuals, appraisal manuals
and schedules, standard treatises on property appraisal and taxation (see
section 6.2). Written standards of practice should address areas such as
personal conduct, collection of property data, coding of infonnation for
data processing. The amount of detail will vary with the nature of the
operation and the size of the office.
7.2 Professional Library
Every assessment office should have access to a comprehensive
professional library that contains the information staff needs. A resource
library may be digital or physical and should include the following:
•
Property tax laws and regulations
•
IAAO standards
•
Historical resources
•
Current periodicals
•
Manuals and schedules
•
Equipment manuals and software documentation.
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Homeowner's Guide

to Mass Appraisal
JULY 2014

The 39 counties in the State of
Washington collectively perform
appraisals on millions of real
property parcels each year for
property tax assessment purposes.
In order to accomplish this, most
county assessors currently use mass
appraisal methods that analyze
properties grouped by similar
market influences and
characteristics rather than by
performing individual appraisals
on each parcel every year. Due to
the large numbers of properties
that need to be valued each year,
individual appraisal of each parcel
is not financially or logistically
possible in most assessment
jurisdictions. In addition, this
method of appraisal provides more
uniformity in taxation for taxpayers.
Because of greater standardization
in the va luation process together
with improved consistency in the
work of appraisers, similar homes
in similar neighborhoods should
receive similar market adjustments.
The benefit to taxpayers is the
knowledge that they are being
treated the same as other
property owners.

All Counties in the State of
Washington perform annual
valuation
In 2009, the Legislature enacted SSB
5368, which provided that by January
1, 2014, all counties in the State of
Washington will be required to
revalue all real property on an annual
basis.
Annual revaluation is intended to
result in greater uniformity and
consistency in property tax
assessments and a more equal
distribution of property taxes among
property owners within a jurisdiction.
One of the key components of annual
valuations is the use of the mass
appraisal process instead of a single
property appraisal.

Valuation and Physical Inspection
for Annual Revaluation
Th ere is sometimes confusion
between the valuation of a property
and the physical inspection of a
property. State law requires that all
property be valued annually and
physically inspected at least once
every six years. Property that is not
inspected in a given assessment year
is analyzed, and the values are
updated through the use of statistics
based on annual market data.
Homeowners should let the assessor's
office know of changes which have
occurred to their property, such as
remodeling, additions, or removal of
detached structures from the parcel.
This ensures that the assessor's office
has an accurate property profile from
which to determine the current
market value.
Continues...
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Individual Appraisal vs. Mass
Appraisal
An individual appraisal requires the
use of comparable sales which are
similar to the subject property. For a
valuation analysis of a single subject
property, as of a given date, sales are
identified that best represent the
subject property. An example of this
is a fee appraisal based on
comparable sales that is typically
required by the bank when a
homeowner refinances his loan.
In addition to sales, cost and income
information may also be used to
determine assessed value. To
accomplish the task of analyzing
thousands of parcels each year to
determine the current market value
for assessment purposes, county
assessors utilize a method of appraisal
ca lled "mass appraisal".
Mass appraisal is defined as "the
systematic appraisal of groups of
properties as of a given date using
standardized procedures and
statistical testing:' *It involves
analyzing data collected in mass
quantities, developing statistics from
the data, and applying the results to
large numbers of properties. Groups
of sales are used to provide va lue
indications for large populations
of properties.

Mass appraisal applies the same
appraisal principles as an individual
appraisal, but applies these principles
to groups of properties rather than an
individual property. For example, a
mass appraisal may be conducted for
a g roup of properties through
analyzing areas t hat are affected by
similar economic influences, such as
homes that are located near an
airport. Another example would be
analyzing similar types of properties,
such as good quality homes over
5,000 square feet in size.
For annual revaluation using mass
appraisal techniques, the assessor
statistically analyzes groups of sold
properties to determine t he annual
update of values. Conducting annual
review and updates to assessed
val ues is required to ensure assessed
values are representative of true and
fair value (market value) as of January
1 of any given year. State law requires
that assessed va lues reflect 100
percent of true and fair market va lue.
If the assessor determines there is a
change in va lue, the property owner
will receive a change of value notice
each year.

Mass Appraisal Models
In simple terms, mass appraisal is
a mathematical formu la created to
represent and compare property
characteristics that contribute to
value for a group of properties. These
may include items such as square
footage, quality of construction, lot
size, or view. These characteristics
become "variables" when placed in
the mathematical model. Va riables
in the model correspond to property
characteristics and allow for
comparisons and adjustments
when there are differences between
properties. Through t he ca lculation
process, the model accounts for
variations between properties
included in the mass appraisal
of a group of properties.
For example, the condition of a home
might be rated as excellent, good,
average, fair, or poor cond ition. In
order to represent this in a mass
appraisal model, a number is assigned
to those items ranking them from
one to five, with excellent condition
being a five. This allows property
characteristics to be represented in
a mathematical formula, assigning
a va lue to each of these condition
rankings. The chart below shows an
example of the condit ion ranking and
possible adjustments which might be
associated with it.

Condition

Ranking

* Dollar
Adjustment

Excellent

5

+$3500

Good

4

+$2000

Average

3

0

Fair

2

-$ 1000

Poor

-$2500

·These amount s are used as examples of
adjustments t o the base (average condition) with
actual adjustments determined by market analysis.

Continues...
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Other characteristics, w hich are
identified as important contributors
to value, can also be represented in
this manner in order to calculate a
total value for each property. Thi s
valuation is compared to the group
of current sales in the same area.
Models are "calibrated" or adjusted
to reflect what the sales are
indicating in the market place. This
process of mass appraisal creates a
consistent, uniform methodology
for analyzing properti es w hich
is equitable to property owners
because all properties w it hin a
category of properties are being
treated in the same manner.
The mass appraisal model is tested
by statistical analysis of sales as
compared to assessed value of those
sold properties. This includes an
analysis of the AS (Assessment/Sales)
ratio of the sales in a geographical
area or property category. This ratio,
expressed as a percentage, is an
expression of the level of assessed
value as compared to the current
sales price of that property.
For example, a property is assessed
at $92,000 and sold for $100,000.
The AS (Assessment/Sales) ratio is
expressed as 92,000/100,000 or 92%.

The property is being assessed at
92% of market value. Washington law
requires that property be assessed at
100% of market value. A ratio study
indicating a level of assessment
at less than 100% would be an
indication that the assessor may
need to statistica lly update values.
In annual revaluation sales are
analyzed as a group and a single
property analysis is no longer
performed. Groups of properties
are valued based on the sales and
other data in the market area. These
valuations are statistically tested
for accuracy and equity. Individual
appraisals are not done on each
individual property. Counties
may provide homeowners w ith
inform ation that includes the
neighborhood sales used in t he mass
appraisal of their property for that
year's property tax assessment.

Property Owners Questions
About New Assessed Values
If a property owner questions
their new assessed value, the first
step should include contacting the
count y assessor's office to verify
that the county records include
the correct information about the
owner's property. Th e next step
would include reviewing sales
and other information used by
t he assessor in the mass appraisal
process. The assessor w ill generally
have sales information available
in their office or through a county
website. A property owner m ay
bring recent neig hborhood sales
to the attention of the assessor for
consideration. The assessor's office
m ay review those sales in relation to
their neighborhood sales analysis to
confirm t hat their assessments are
within a reasonable range of value
compared to the sales.
• Robert J Gloudemans, The Mass Appraisal
of Real Property (Chicago: International
Association of Assessing Officers, 1999), I.

For more information, please
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CHAPTER 2
MASS APPRAISAL MODULE
TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

A.

TOPICS

I.

Definition of "Market Value" and "Mass Appraisal."

2.

Types of information needed to generate a sales file.

3.

Types of information needed to generate property values.

4.

Types of statistical analyses needed to gage assessment levels and equity.

5.

Types of valuation systems for residential, commercial and industrial properties.

6.

The details of reassessment programs.

B.

OBJECTIVES

I.

Participants will understand what detennines "Market Value" and how a "Mass
Appraisal" is done.

2.

Participants will understand what information needs to be included in the sales
file.

3.

Participants will understand what information is needed to generate property
values.

4.

Participants will understand the different types of statistical analyses and what
they measure.

5.

Participants will understand the differences in the types of valuation systems used
to value all real property.

6.

Participants will understand what is expected of them in undergoing a
reassessment program.
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CHAPTER 2
MASS APPRAISAL MODULE
1.0

OVERVIEW AND DEFINITIONS

1.1

Property Valuation
The primary responsibility of assessors is to value a11 real and personal property
in their municipality each year for tax assessment purposes.
Every five years, these valuations must be reviewed by the Department of Revenue
(DOR) and certified as meeting legal standards. Valuations in years between this
five year certification must also meet legal standards, but they are not certified by
DOR.

1.2

Market Value
Assessors are required by Massachusetts law to assess all real and personal
property at its fair cash value as of January I each year. 1 Fair cash value means
fair market value, which is the price a willing buyer and a willing seller would
settle upon in an open market transaction. 2
To determine market value, assessors must evaluate a number of factors that
impact the amount a willing buyer and seller would agree to, including:

1.3

•

Sales - The time, volume, and price of sales for the same type of property
in the general area.

•

Location - The location of the property.

•

Supply and demand - The number of properties available for sale
relative to the number of buyers seeking them.

Mass Appraisal
Mass appraisal is defined as the use of standardized procedures for collecting data
and appraising property to ensure that al1 properties within a municipality are
valued uniformly and equitably. It is the process of valuing a group of properties
as of a given date, using common data, employing standardized methods and
conducting statistical tests to ensure uniformity and equity in the valuations.
Assessors use mass appraisal procedures and techniques when determining the
fair cash value of properties in their municipalities.
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2.0

SALES DATA

2.1

Sales Information
Assessors must gather and analyze property sales data in m der to conduct a mass
appraisal program. The sales prices of comparable properties that sold in close
prox imity to the assessment date are the primary indicators of property values in a
municipality .

2.2

Sales Identification
Assessors should use a variety of sources to identify all of the real property sales
that occurred in their communities.

2.3

2.2.1

Registry of Deeds
T he registry of deeds generally sends to each of the communities in its
jurisdictio n, copies of new deeds recorded each mo nth with their book and
page numbers shown on the copies. The registry informatio n w ill
generally li st all of the real estate included in each sale and disclose the
selling price.

2.2.2

Real Estate Transfer Publications
Periodicals like Bankers and Tradesman regularly publish infotmation
about real estate sales transactions, setting out selling prices, names of
buyers and sellers, and property classes and uses.Multiple Listing Service
is also used by many assessors to research sales data.

2.2.3

Newspaper Articles
Newspapers frequently conta in real estate sections w ith information about
real estate transactions.

2.2.4

Local Real Estate Brokers
Real estate brokers generally have information about property sales.
Frequently, they can provide distinctive info rmatio n, such as w hat was
included in a sale.

2.2.5

Bank and Estate Appraisers
Bank and estate appraisers may also have information about a
community's sales market.

Sales Selection
T he validity of a sales analysis depends on the identification and selection of
arms-length sales.
2.3.1

Arms-Length Sales
An arms-l ength sale is a transfer of pro perty ownership between:
•
A w illing seller not under compuls ion to sell, and
•
A w illing buyer not under compul sion to buy .
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The transaction is between two unrelated parties, each of which is
reasonably know ledgeable of market conditions and under no pressure to
buy or sell. The prope1ty should be exposed to the m arket for a reasonable
period of time.
A sale is not considered arms-length if there is some special situation that
does not reflect market value. Examples of sales not usua lly considered
indicative of market value include sales involving any of the following
circumstances:
•
Family sales - Sales between fami ly members, invo lving reduced
or nominal prices.

2.3.2

•

Foreclosure sales - Sales involving properties foreclosed by a
bank or another lending institution where the creditors are trying to
make the best of a bad bargain and w illing to sell property at
whatever they can get to mitigate their loss.

•

Paper transactions - Transfers involving bus inesses reassigning
assets for bookkeeping purposes.

•

Donations - Sales to charitable, educational or religio us
organizations that involve or are tantamount to donations.

•

Co urt ordered sales - Sales ordered by a court that are
tantamount to no more than the buyout price between the former
co-owners, e.g., a property settlement as pa11 of a di vorce.

Sales Verification
Assessors can use a number of methods to determine if a sale involved any
special circumstances. These methods inc lude:
•
Sales questionnaires - Questionnaires are sent to new property
owners asking them for details about the sale and if any special
circumstances were present.
•

Propertv visits- A visit can be made to the property shoti ly after
the sale to interview the new owner about any specia l
circumstances and to inspect the property to determine its
condition at the time of sale.

•

Interviews or phone calls - The se ller can a lso be interviewed in
person or by phone, as can any real estate agents, appraisers, o r
other third paities who may have knowledge of the the sale and
the detail s surrounding it.
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Sales Database and Maps
After verifying arms-length sales, assessors should create a sales database
containing information about each sale property.
The database should include a photograph of each property depicting the
physical condition of the property at the time of sale.
Also included as part of the database should be a set of property maps
showing the location of all arms-length sales. Sales maps are a valuable
tool for identifying market trends within the municipality. The maps
should provide the following information:
•
Locations of sale parcels.
•
Sale prices.
•
Sale dates.
•
Property types, e.g., single family home, residential lot, etc.

3.0

TAX MAPS

3.1

Land Valuation Tool
Assessors must prepare tax maps that locate and provide essential land area
information about every real property in their municipality. In mass appraisal
programs, tax maps are essential to the development and application of a land
valuation schedule with accurate measures of market value, such as square
footage, front footage and site. The maps must be updated annually to reflect
changes in parcel configurations.

3.2

Parcel Identification System
Tax maps establish a unique identification number for each parcel of real estate.
Most mapping systems identify the parcels by map-lot number or map-block-lot
number. Each map is numbered. If the maps also contain divisions, they are
called blocks and are identified by a different number. A unique number is then
assigned to each parcel.

3.3

Parcel Information
Tax maps must accurately delineate every parcel and display its land area, based
on the legal description in the deed or other title document. All roadways should
be displayed and identified by name.
Maps that include the following information about each parcel enable assessors to
more precisely analyze market influences:
•
Frontage and depth - Road frontages and property depth measurements
on tax maps assist assessors determine conformity to zoning by-laws and
development potential.
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•

Zoning, improvements and topographv - Boundaries of zoning areas,
diagrams, or footprints of buildings and o ther improvements, and
topographical data also assist assessors in determining conform ity to other
land use regulations, such as wetlands protection laws and local by-laws.

4.0

PROPERTY INVENTORY DATA

4.1

Property Record Card
Assessors must collect and maintain data on each parcel of real , and item of
personal property. Accurate property data is essentia l for developing uniform
valuations of comparable propert ies in a mass appraisal program. This data is
usually referred to as a property inventory or property record card.

4.2

Real Property Descriptive Data
Property inventories for real property parcels should include the fo llowing
informatio n about ownership and physical characteristics that may affect
valuation:
Ownership history - The current and prior owners, acq uisition dates and
•
title refere nces.

•

Land information - Acreage, frontage and other data needed to apply the
land valuation system.

•

Building measurements - The precise external measurements for each
structure on the property in order to calculate usable or living areas.

•

Construction quality - The quality of the craftsmanship of the builder
and the worth and durability of the materials used in the construction of
each building and other structure.

•

Story heights - T he story height of each section of a ll bui ldings in o rder to
calculate living area above the first floor.

•

Stvle -The style of the building, e.g., colonial, ranch, cape, etc .

•

Construction date - The date of construction of each building, i. e., its
age.

•

Current condition - The current physical conditio n of every building,
i.e., its degree of m aintenance.

•

Other amenities - All o ther amenities of a property that affect the
property's market value, such as additiona l bathrooms, central air
conditioning, garages, in-ground swimmi ng poo ls, sheds and barns.
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Moderating features - Any features or characteristics that diminish the
property's value, such as easements, nuisances and rights-of-way.

Property Inspections
Assessors must conduct a periodic, cyclical inspection program to continuously
inspect properties to verify and update existing data. The time period depends on
a number of factors, such as quality of the original data collection effort, the
absence of data on certain characteristics needed to accurately measure market
trends in a new valuation system, the frequency of property renovation and
remodeling and the level of property reinspections. Generally, DOR certification
guidelines require that all real properties be inspected at least once every IO years
and each personal property account should be inspected at least once every 5
years.
4.3.1

Community-wide Data Collection ("Full Measure and List")
A program to recollect all exterior and interior data at one time, i.e. a full
measure and list program, usually takes place during a relatively short
period of time, such as one calendar year. A full measure and list program
is time consuming and generally requires the hiring of extra temporary
staff or a revaluation company.

4.3.2

Cyclical Data Collection
Assessors using a cyclical program continually check their data over a set
period, depending on property turnover in their community and their
resources. This data collection procedure spreads costs over a longer
period and minimizes the need for additional staff.

New Construction Data
Assessors must collect data on properties that have had new construction,
alterations or demolitions each year and update their property inventory records to
reflect the physical status of each parcel as of January I, or June 30 if the
municipality has accepted a local option reflecting the physical status of real
property as of June 30 assessed on January 1. 3
4.4.1

Building Permits
Assessors should make arrangements to receive copies of all building and
demolition permits issued in the municipality so they can identify and
collect the following construction data:
•
New structures.
•
Additions to existing structures.
•
Renovations and other remodeling.

4.4.2

Partial Construction Valuation
Assessors must determine the percentage of completion of any new
construction on the status date. That percentage is applied to the estimated
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value of the structure as completed. That amount is then added to the land
value to determine the property's valuation for the year.

Example
For fiscal year 1, a new house is 60% complete. The parcel's
valuation equals the land value plus 60% of the full value of the
house as completed.
For fiscal year 2, an additional 20% of the construction is
completed. The parcel's valuation equals the land value plus 80%
of the full value of the house as completed.
For fiscal year 3, the house is completed. The parcel's valuation
e uals the land value lus the com letion value of the house.
4.5

4.6

Property Data Conversions
When a municipality changes valuation systems, assessors must include as a
component of their mass appraisal program a full field review of every parcel.
This is required by DOR reassessment program guidelines regardless of whether a
new data collection program is being conducted or existing data is being used.
The purpose is to ensure the data has been accurately captured and the new
valuations are uniform.
4.5.1

Drive-by Inspection or Desktop Review
To perform a full field review, assessors should first conduct a drive-by
inspection of all properties, checking building style, quality and condition
and examining other visible data characteristics. The Bureau of Local
Assessment (BLA) will consider a community's request for a desktop
review of the data from a conversion provided certain criteria are met as
found in DOR's certification standards.

4.5.2

Physical Inspection
For all properties appearing to have numerous discrepancies in their
visible data, assessors must conduct a physical inspection.

Data Quality Analysis
A data quality analysis is a tool to determine the quality of the existing property
data and assess the scope of data collection or verification required as part of a
mass appraisal program. Properties are selected at random for inspection and a
complete check of all of the information in the existing database is made.
4.6.1

Sample Method and Size
The sample should consist of a randomly selected two to five percent of
all properties, and should be representative of all the typical property
attributes, in the municipality. The sample should include:
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•

Neighborhoods - Representative properties from all the
community's typical neighborhoods.

•

Property types - Representative properties from each of the
residential, commercial and industrial property classes. Within
each class, the sample should contain buildings of all styles, types
of construction and age.

Property Data Comparison
The preferred method for inspecting properties and comparing the results
is to use blank property record cards and measure and list each property as
if it were a new data collection.
An alternative method is to conduct a data verification inspection and
mark discrepancies on the existing property record cards at the time of
inspection.

4.6.3

4.6.4

Sample Classification
The first step in analyzing the results of the data quality study is to classify
the reviewed properties into the following four categories:
•
None - Properties with no discrepancies found between the
existing data and the data obtained upon reinspection.

•

Drive-by inspection - Properties for which a field review would
have identified the discrepancies found, i.e., discrepancies are for
features such as building sty le, quality of construction, condition
and/or story height.

•

Exterior measurement - Properties for which an exterior
measurement would have been required to identify the
discrepancies found.

•

Interior inspection - Properties for which an interior inspection
would have been required to identify the discrepancies found, i.e.,
discrepancies are for features such as an extra bathroom or
fireplace or a finished living area in a basement or attic that was
believed to be unfinished.

Statistical Analysis
A statistical analysis must be completed to evaluate the results of the data
quality study.
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Compute Dollar and Percentage lml!act of DiscreJ!ancies
• For each property, calculate the dollar difference between
the existing assessed value and the value the property
would have had if the data had been accurate.

•

For each property, determine the percentage difference by
dividing the dollar difference by the existing value.

Example
Assessed valuation

$100,000

Valuation with accurate data

$115,000

Dollar difference
Percentage difference

$15,000
15%
(15,000 + 100,000)

Step 2

Step 3

4.6.5

Calculate Mean Dollar and Percentage Difference

•

For the entire sample, and for each of the discrepancy
categories identified in Section 4.6.3 above, calculate the
mean dollar and mean percentage difference.

•

The mean for each is the average difference and is
calculated by adding the difference for each property and
dividing that total by the number of properties.

Calculate Median Dollar and Percentage Difference

•

For the entire sample, and for each of the discrepancy
categories identified in Section 4.6.3 above, calculate the
median dollar and median percentage difference.

•

The median for each is found by arraying the differences
from high to low (or low to high) and locating the
midpoint, with an equal number located above and below.

Corrective Action
The results must be evaluated to determine whether corrective actions are
needed.
•
Median over 10% - Assessors should conduct a full data
collection program if the median in any category, class or type of
property is greater than IO percent.
•

Median between 5% and 10% - Assessors should begin a three
or six year, cyclical inspection program.

•

Median below 5% - Assessors should continue ongoing
maintenance and carry out a six or IO year, cyclical inspection
program.
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5.0

MARKET ANALYSIS

5.1

Analysis Period
Once arms-length sales have been identified and verified, assessors must conduct
a sales analysis to determine assessment level and uniformity. An analysis is
conducted before beginning a mass appraisal program to compare the level and
uniformity of existing assessments with the current market and identify the
valuation adjustments that need to be made. Once the program is complete,
another analysis is conducted to ensure that the resulting values comply with
DOR certification standards of fair cash value.
Taxes for a fiscal year are assessed as of the January 1st preceding the fiscal year.
January I is the effective date of the analysis since assessors are to determine the
value of properties as of that date. The sales analysis should be based on sales
that occurred during the preceding calendar year.

Example
January 1, 2022 is the assessment date for fiscal year 2023, which begins on
Jul 1, 2022. Calendar ear 2021 sales are anal zed for fiscal ear 2023.
5.2

Sample Size
Assessors must include all valid arms-length sales that occurred in the analysis
period. In the example above, all valid sales that took place in calendar year 2021
would be used.
5.2.1

5.2.2

Minimum Sample
The sample should be at least two percent of the number of parcels in the
class, or IO sales in the class, whichever is greater. For residential
properties, a separate analysis should be conducted for each of the
following:
•
Single-family homes.
•
Condominiums.
•
Two-family homes.
•
Three-family homes.
•
Apartment buildings (4 units and above).
•
Residential vacant land.
Insufficient Sample

If the sample is less than two percent, or IO sales, the assessors should
include an additional 12 months of sales in the analysis in order to obtain
an adequate sample. The additional months can be from either the year
before the base year, or the six months before and the six months after the
base year. The time period used must be the same for all classes analyzed
that require an additional year.
Assessment Administration: Law, Procedures and Valuation
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Example
Calendar year 2021 sales of apartment buildings are insufficient.
The assessors use the last 6 months of 2020 and the first 6 months
of2022 to obtain an adequate sample. The sales study for any other
class requiring sales in a second year such as single-family homes,
condominiums, two-family homes, three-family homes or
residential vacant land, must also include sales from those months.
5.3

Time Adjustments
Assessors may need to adjust the sales prices forward or backward to the
assessment date before conducting the analysis if the real estate market is
changing at a dramatic pace. This is only one method of determining the time
adjustment. Other methods may be obtained from IAAO's publication, Property

Appraisal & Assessment Administration.
5.3.1

Inflation/Deflation Rate
To determine a proper adjustment, assessors should first compute the
sales/assessment ratio for earlier months of sales.

SIA Ratio Example
An analysis of s/a ratios for 2021 sales shows that:
•
January sales were, on average 100% of the current
assessments.
•
July sales were on average, 95% of the current assessments.
•
December sales were, on average 90% of the current
assessments.
Deflation occurred at a 10% rate over the year.
90 % -100 % = - 10% (decrease)
100%
5.3.2

Monthly Trend Factor
Adjustments in the sales price are made by computing a monthly
adjustment factor. The factor is calculated by dividing the annual inflation
rate by 12 months.
Example
Deflation occurred at a 10% rate over the year. The monthly
adjustment factor is .83% (10 + 12).
•
October sales occurred 3 months before the assessment date
and are adjusted by - 2.5% (-.83 x 3).
•
May sales occurred 8 months before the assessment date
and are ad·usted b - 6.67% -.83 x 8 .
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5.4

Ratio Studies
Ratio studies can be used to analyze existing assessments by (1) assessment level
and (2) assessment uniformity. Assessment level measures the degree to which
the assessments approximate current market value. Assessment uniformity
measures the degree to which properties in the same class or subclass are assessed
at the same percentage of current market value.
5.4.1

Assessment Level
5.4.1.1 Assessment/Sales Ratio
Assessment level is determined by calculating the median
assessment/sales ratio (ASR) for the class or subclass being
analyzed. The first step is to calculate the ASR for each property
in the sample. The ASR is calculated by dividing the current
assessed valuation of the property by the sales price.
An ASR of 1.00 represents I 00% market value. An ASR below
1.00 indicates the property is assessed for less than its market
value. An ASR above 1.00 indicates the property is assessed for
more than its market value.

Example
A property assessed at $100,000 sold for $135,000. The ASR
is . 74 (100,000 + 135,000). This property's assessment is
below market value, i.e., is 74% of its market value.
5.4.1.2 Median Assessment/Sales Ratio
The median ASR is then calculated for the municipality, class or
subclass being analyzed. The median is generally a better
measurement of assessment level than the mean (average) because
it is not swayed by outlying sales.
Step 1

Calculate ASRs
•

Step 2

5.4.2

Compute the ASR for each sale in sample.

Calculate Median ASR
•

Array the AS Rs from high to low (or low to
high).

•

The median is the midpoint, with an equal
number of ASRs located above and below.

Assessment Uniformity
Assessment uniformity is determined by calculating the coefficient of
dispersion (COD) for the class or subclass being analyzed. The COD
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measures how sales prices for properties within the sample vary from the
median ASR.

Step 1

Step 2

Calculate Absolute Deviation from Median
•

Compute the amount by which the ASR for each
sale in the sample deviates from the median ASR,
e.g., if the median ASR is .97 (97%), the deviations
for sales with ASRs of .95 and .99 would both be
.02.

•

The deviation for the sale or sales that established
the median should be calculated and included.

•

If I sale determined the median, the deviation
for that sale would be 0.

•

If 2 sales determined the median, one at .96 and
the other at .98, resulting in a median of .97, the
deviations for both sales would be .01.

Calculate Average Absolute Deviation from Median
•

Add the absolute deviations of each sale in the
sample.

•

Divide the total by the number of sales.

Example
The total of absolute deviations for a sample of25
sales is 2.56 (256%). The average absolute deviation
is (2.56 + 25) which equals .102 or 10.2%
Step 3

Calculate the Coefficient of Dispersion
•

Divide the average absolute deviation by the median
ASR.

•

Multiply that quotient by I 00.

Example
The average absolute deviation is 10.2%. The
median ASR is 97%. The COD is (.102 + .97 x 100)
which equals 10.5
5.5

Certification Statistical Standards
5.5.1 ASR and COD Standards
For certification, the sales analysis must indicate the following mass
appraisal standards of assessment level and uniformity for each type of
property for which there is a sufficient sales sample:
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Single-family
Condominiums
Two-family
Three-family
Apartments
Vacant Land
Commercial
Industrial
Mixed Use
5.5.2

Use Classes

101
102
104
105
111-112
130-132
300s
400s
013-031

MedianASR
(Rane:e)
90-110%
90-110%
90-110%
90-110%
90-110%
90-110%
90-110%
90-110%
90-110%

Rev. 01/22

COD
(Maximum)
10%
10%
12%
12%
15%
20%
20%
20%
20%

ASR Differential
Certification standards also require that the difference in the median ASR
of the residential subclass with the largest number of parcels and the
median ASR of any other subclass of residential property should be five
percent or less. The difference in the median ASR of the residential class
use code with the largest number of parcels and the median ASR of any
other class should be 5% or less, but the median may not go below 90% or
above 110%.
Example
The largest or predominate residential class is single-family homes
and has a median ASR of 97%. All other residential classes would
be required to have a median ASR of92% to 102% to meet
certification standards.

5.6

Sales Stratification
Assessors can and should stratify sales in a residential class into subgroups in
order to more precisely identify the factors influencing market value. Subgroups
can be based on such factors as:

•
•

•
•
•

Neighborhood .
Building style .
Building grade.
Building age .
Selling price .

The median ASR and COD should be calculated for each subgroup. The median
for each subgroup should fall within five percent of the median of the
corresponding residential use class. The COD for each subgroup should be within
the range allowed for the class.
Assessment Administration: Law, Procedures and Valuation
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6.0

VALUATION METHODOLOGIES

6.1

Valuation Systems
Communities should already have a valuation system in place, commonly
referred to as a Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal (CAMA) System. These
systems have the ability to apply market changes to all comparable properties
within the municipality.
6.1.1

Adiustment of Existing Valuation System
Sales analyses and other market data are used to identify what adjustments
need to be made to the existing valuation system for improvements and
land. This typically involves updating the CAMA system valuation
models, such as land, cost, and depreciation tables. Adjusting these tables
maintains the integrity of the existing system because the values of all
comparable properties would change at the same rate.
Examples
The existing land valuation schedule would be adjusted if the
source of dispersion appears to be neighborhood differences.
The existing building valuation models, base cost tables or
depreciation schedules would be adjusted if the source of
dispersion appears to be a specific style or age of property.

6.1.2

Trending or Factoring Existing Valuations
In some cases, sales analyses may be used to adjust the assessments of a
group of properties by a uniform percentage, rather than adjusting the
CAMA system valuation models. This approach is effective when the
underlying data is current and accurate and when separate trending factors
are developed for comparable properties (such as by location, age, style,
etc.) that appreciated or depreciated in value at the same rate. It may be an
inappropriate appraisal technique where values have been previously
factored and applying another factor would magnify underlying inequities.
Example
Sales of homes in a particular neighborhood indicate an ASR of
90%. The current valuations of all homes in a particular
neighborhood are increased by I 0%.

6.2

Residential Property

The sales comparison approach or "market approach" is most often relied upon
to value residential properties.
Assessment Administration: Law, Procedures and Valuation
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However, it's important to remember that when using a mass appraisal system,
the unique components of an individual property have to be identified and
valued, such as number of bathrooms, heating system, finished basement, etc.
Within the database, there are pricing tables. These tables provide a base price
per square foot for each style and grade of a dwelling. There are also tables used
to identify the unique attributes of an individual property that are applied to help
fine tune the value.
Usually this is calculated applying the replacement cost new of the structures,
less the depreciation and adding in the market value of the land. "RCNLD
"is a common acronym used to describe Replacement Cost New Less
Depreciation." Thus, the total value will equal RCNLD of the building(s)
plust the Land Value. Quite often, assessors will refer to this approach in
CAMA as applying "Market Adjusted Cost", but essentially, they are relying on
the market sales for the valuation model.
Example
Subject property is a 20-year-old, 2,000 square feet (SF) single family home.
Updated construction costs are $175/SF. The RCN = $250,000 (2,000SF x
$125/SF).
Updated depreciation tables indicate a 20-year-old home has lost 10% of its value.
RCNLD = $225,000 (250,000-25,000 (10% of 250,000)).
Residential house lot market value is $175,000.
Final value is $400,000 (225,000 (RCNLD) + 175,000(Land Value)).

6.3

Vacant and Improved Land
The approach to valuing vacant and improved land depends on the sales database.
The most reliable method is to analyze sales of vacant, raw land. Additionally, a
land residual analysis should be conducted. This method subtracts the value of all
improvements on a parcel from its sales price leaving an indicated land value.
The results of both approaches should support the adjustments the assessors make
to existing land valuation schedules for all classes to ensure that their application
reflects current market value.
Example
A single-family home sells for $300,000.
The RCNLD = $200,000.
The residual or indicated land value is $100,000.

6.4

Commercial and Industrial Property
Commercial and industrial properties are bought and sold on investor
expectations. In valuing these properties, adjustments are specific to the
approaches to value that were used to determine their original base values.

Assessment Administration: Law, Procedures and Valuation
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Certification guidelines require that assessors use at least two valuation methods
to estimate the values of all investment properties.
The three methods used to value commercial and industrial properties are:

6.4.1

Cost Approach
This method calculates the current cost to replace the building, adjusts for
depreciation due to age or condition and adds a separately determined land
value.
Example
Subject property is a 10-year-old, 20,000 SF office building.
Updated construction costs for this type of structure are $50/SF.
The RCN = $1,000,000 (20,000SF x 50/SF).
Updated depreciation tables indicate a 10-year-old office building has lost
10% of its value.
RCNLD = $900,000 [l,000,000-100,000 (10% of 1,000,000)].
Commercial land value is $200,000.
Final value is $1,100,000 (900,000 + 200,000).

6.4.2

Income Approach
This method requires the assessor to estimate the rental income from a
property and capitalize that income into an estimate of current value. The
approach recognizes that potential buyers demand property because they
anticipate a future income stream. Assessors should collect current
information on a community and regional level about rents, income,
expenses, financing rates and terms and other data needed to develop
capitalization rates. The necessary information can be obtained from a
questionnaire, interviews with taxpayers, or from third party sources.
The formula that relates income to value under this approach is:

Value (V) = Income (I) + Capitalization Rate (R).
Example
Subject property is expected to provide a perpetual net income of
$50,000 a year.
The rate of return on investments of similar safety is 10%.
Final value is $500,000 (50,000 + .10).
6.4.3

Market Approach
This method analyzes recent commercial and industrial sales to develop
units of value. These unit values may then be applied to comparable nonsold properties. Sales from surrounding communities with comparable

Assessment Administration: Law, Procedures and Valuation
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property bases and market influences may also be used for analytical
purposes.

Example
A 40,000 SF office building sells for $3,000,000.
The dollar per square foot unit of value is $75/SF (3,000,000 + 40,000SF).

7.0

REASSESSMENT PROGRAMS AND WORKPLANS

7.1

Interim Years
Assessors must value all property at fair cash value as of January I each year. In
the years between the five year certification review of their assessments, this
means they must adjust valuations to reflect changes in the tax base due to new
construction, alterations, demolitions or other physical changes. They must also
monitor the market and, if there has been a change in market conditions, adjust
their valuations as needed, so that all property valuations reflect current fair cash
value.
7.1.1

Valuation Adiustment Plan
Assessors may undertake or complete a valuation adjustment program in
years between their five year certification review without the prior review or
approval of BLA. Appropriate analytical and appraisal methods must be
used to develop any valuation adjustments. Once the program is completed,
the new valuations must be equitable and consistent within and between all
property classes, i.e., they must meet the same mass appraisal measures of
assessment level and uniformity as required for certification. See Section
5.5 above.
Example
Initial analysis indicates the following ASRs for subclasses of residential
properties:
•
75% Single family.
•
70% Condominiums.
•
95% Vacant land.
•
96% Two-family.
Assessors must adjust single family and condominium valuations. After
adjustments are made, all residential subclasses must have ASRs between
90-110% and the ASRs must be within 5% of each other.

Assessors must prepare and retain documentation supporting the new
valuations. This documentation might include, for example, income,
expense and capitalization rate analyses, sales ratio studies or any other data
Assessment Administration: Law, Procedures and Valuation
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that support the type and extent of the valuation changes made by the
assessors.

7.1.2

7.2

Valuation Adiustment Report
Assessors must report the results of their analyses to BLA whether or not
any valuation adjustments are made. The report is made on the form LA-15
"Interim Year Adjustment Report" in Gateway (see page 2-23). It should be
submitted as early as possible during the tax rate process, but must be
received by the time the Form LA-4 "Assessment/Classification Report" is
submitted.

Certification Year
Assessors must develop a reassessment program for meeting certification
requirements and submit a workplan to accomplish it to BLA.
7.2.1

Evaluate Current Capability
Assessors must thoroughly evaluate the resources available to them to
complete a reassessment program, including the following:
7.2.1.1 CAMA System
The current CAMA system must be evaluated to determine if it has
the capability to maintain the database, update the current valuation
tables and produce required certification documentation.
7.2.1.2 Personnel
A reassessment program requires a substantial amount of time and
labor. Assessors must determine if they have sufficient, qualified
personnel to complete the program in-house in a timely manner.
In-house personnel must have the appraisal knowledge, training
and experience, and working knowledge of the CAMA system
required to complete assigned tasks.
7.2.1.3 Professional Assistance
Assessors may contract for professional assistance if they
determine that in-house resources are not sufficient to complete all
or portions of the program. Assessors may select from a wide
range of data processing, appraisal, consulting or other
professional services to revalue property, update an existing
valuation system or otherwise assist them. Assessors are legally
responsible for ensuring that valuations meet legal standards even
if professional assistance is used.

If the plan includes any professional assistance, assessors should
review procurement procedures and standards with their
procurement officer and municipal counsel. The Uniform
Procurement Act4 covers procurement of professional services
Assessment Administration: Law, Procedures and Valuation
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generally, but the specific bidding procedures that apply depend on
the type and value of the contract. Additional information is
available from the Office of the Inspector General at
www.mass.gov/ig. There may also be local bidding provisions
that apply.
Assessors should consider a number of factors in addition to cost
when choosing a contractor, including the contractor's:
•
Familiarity with the municipality and area.
•
Familiarity with the CAMA system used.
•
Experience working with municipalities of similar size and
complexity.
•
Performance record.

7.2.1.4 Budget
Assessors must review the financial resources needed to implement
and complete the program, prepare a program budget and request
any additional funds needed. Funds should be appropriated two
years in advance of the year certification is scheduled.
7.2.2

Prepare Workplan
Assessors must determine the program components needed to meet
certification standards based on their analysis of market trends, data
quality, CAMA system capability and BLA certification directives.
They must then prepare and submit a workplan in Gateway (see page 224) to document program components, personnel and timetable. The
workplan is a valuable tool that allows assessors to:
•
Define specific project tasks.
•
Manage their limited human and financial resources.
•
Monitor the progress of the program.
The workplan submitted to BLA includes following:
•
Data maintenance and valuation system information.
•
Program data collection, valuation and field review components
for all property classes and who is responsible for completing
them, in-house personnel or a contractor.
•
Public disclosure activities (Individual impact notices required for
certification only for full revaluation programs, i.e., new data
collection and valuation system, or, to second-home owners).
•
Appropriation status.
•
Schedule for completing major steps in certification process. BLA
will not accept a workplan unless a work schedule with projected
completion dates is submitted.

Assessment Administration: Law, Procedures and Valuation
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For their own monitoring purposes, assessors should prepare a more
detailed projectworkplan based on realistic estimates of the necessary
work and time needed to complete it.
1

G.L. c. 59, § 38.

2

Boston Gas Company v. Assessors of Boston, 334 Mass. 549 (1956) defines fair cash value as "fair
market value, which is the price an owner willing but not under compulsion to sell ought to receive from
one willing but not under compulsion to buy."
3
G.L. c. 59, § 2A(a), as added by St. 1989, c. 653, § 40.
4
G.L. c. 308.
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LA15 Interim Year Review
The LA15 is located on the LA3 Tab in Gateway. To complete the submi ssion process
for the Interim Year Adjustment program, you must go to the LA15 form. The Parcel

Counts for the LA15 will be auto filled fro m prior year's LA4. Statistics will display.
This form is not available to Ce,t ification communities.
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After reviewing the resulting sales statistics for compliance with program requirements,
and answering the questions pertaining to the C & I updates, if ready fo r fo rmal
submission, the majority of the Board of Assessors (or its authorized designee) should
save and sign and submit the fo rm at the bottom of the screen.
Note: Reviewing C&l adjustments, "No " is the default (no adjustments.) When you click
Yes, all the boxes become active.
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I. Revaluation Workplan is submitted in Gateway:
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MASS APPRAISAL
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
The following are additional resources on Mass Appraisal produced by DLS that are
available on our website: www.mass.gov/dls.

•

DLSLA W Library - A searchable data base of current DLS Informational
Guideline Releases (IGRs), Local Finance Opinions (LFOs) and Bulletins that is
accessed by clicking the "Search DLSLA W Library" link appearing under "Public
Reports and Databases" on the DLS Gateway login page.

•

Certification Standards (Guidelines for Development of a Minimum
Reassessment Program)(April 2019) - Explains requirements for developing
reassessment programs that will result in fair cash values meeting triennial
certification requirements. Addresses sales analyses, property inspections,
valuation methodologies and public disclosure programs. Supplements the
course handbook.

•

Propertv Type Classification Codes, Non-Arms Length Codes and Sales Report
Spreadsheet Specifications (April 2019) - Guidelines that establish coding system
assessors must use in designating usage classification of property and
documenting sales analysis. Supplements the course handbook.

•

Guidelines for Annual Assessment and Allocation of Tax Levy - Annual
Informational Guideline Release (IGR) that details standards and procedures for
annually determining property tax assessments, including five-year certification,
classifying property according to use and allocating the tax levy among the
property classes.

•

In-house Revaluation Cost-Benefit Analysis (March 2003) - Provides
framework for local assessors to evaluate the activities required to complete an inhouse revaluation program and determine the associated costs.
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mass appraisal method and the cost approach - lmali Yahoo Search Results
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All
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Mass appraisal is commonly used to compute real estate tax. There are three

Related search es

traditional real estate valuation methods: the sales comparison approach, income
approach, and the cost approach. Mass appraisal models are commonly based on

cost approach appraisal example

the sales comparison approach.

cost approach appraisal calculator

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S 1568494609002579

income approach appraisal form example

The mass appraisal of the real estate by computational ...

appraisal cost approach formula
income valuation approach formula
sales comparison approach vs cost approach

People also ask
What are mass appraisal models?

the cost approach to value
cost approach in real estate

What is the cost approach to valuation?
What is the most accurate mass appraisal method?
What is the d ifference between fee and mass appraisal?

study.com · academy , lesson

Mass Appraisal: Definition & Process - Study.com
Mass appraisal models use all three approaches to value: the cost approach, the sales
comparison approach and the inco m e approach. Many use a compu1er-assisted assessment.. .
www.iaao.org • StanrJ3rdOnMassAppra,sal

Standard on - IAAO
Mass appraisal requires complete and accurate data. effective valuation models. and proper
management of resources. Section 2 introduces mass appraisal. Section 3 focuses on the ...
File Size: ?49KB

Page Count: 1'.l

www.gunnisoncounty.org , 677

Market Approach Methods for Mass Appraisal I Gunnison Cou ...
II is generally impractical in mass appraisal due to the quantity of sales 10 individually analyze
each attribute adjustment. Market-Adjusted Cost Approach Method. Market-Adjusted Cost. ..
blog.squaredeal.tax , Valuation-models-and

Valuation models and approaches for Computer Assisted Mass ...
Feb 10 2021

Mass appraisal moclels apply to all three approaches to value. 1he cost approach,

the sales comparison approach, and the income approach. The Cost Approach. It 1s applica ...

dor.georgia.gov . documenl • document

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
Georgia Department of Revenue, Cost Approach to Value Revised 8-17-2019 6 I Page The Mass
Appraisal Process "Mass Appraising" connotes accurately the appraisal of a large number .. .
Author: GHJlton

Created Date: S/1712021 3:26:-1 1 PM

www.douglas.co.us • assessor • market-approach

Market Approach methods for Mass Appraisal - Douglas Count...
Market Approach methods for Mass Appraisal. Colorado State Statutes [39-1-103 (5) (ai and (8)
(a}] require all county Assessors to value residential real propeny solely by the market approach .. .
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Lesson 1 - Overview (Valuation of Personal Property and Fixtur...
The Cost Approach to value is the method of valuation used most often to vatuc assessable
personal property ancl fixtures. j his is because the cost approach fends itself 10 mass appraisal..
www.sjcad.org , data • uploadecl

last review. Mass Appraisal Appraised Value and the Tax Rate
People also search for
cost approach appraisal example

cost approach appraisal calculator

income approach appraisal form example

appraisal cost approach formula

income valuation approach formula

sales comparison approach vs cost approach

the cos! approach to value

cost approach in real estate

Searches rel ated to mass appraisal method and the cost
approach
cost approach appraisal example
cost approach appraisal calculator
income approach appraisal form example
appraisal cost approach formula
income valuation approach formula
sales comparison approach vs cost approach
the cost approach to value
cost approach in real estate
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About Us

Contact

California State
Board of Equalization
Property Tax

Alcoho lic Beverage Tax

· nl-Overview,

Tax on Insurers

3

Forms & Pubs

l oe

l

Legal Resources

nd Fixtures)

Using Assessors' Handbook Section 581 (Equipment Index, Percent Good, and Valuation Factors)
Appraisal Training: Self-Paced Online Learning Sessi on
Introduction

EJ EJ I

Lesson 3

11

Lesson 4

EJ I

l

Lesson 6

EJ I

I

summary

B

I

Th is lesson is intended as an introduction to the topic and d iscusses t he following:

--

lle-tle-fi.A it:i0A-s-ef- 1=>er-s0na l...p.r.:o p ect.~o d-ti-xtuFes,aA d-other terms-tJ secl-th FG ugb out th is Iearn ing session.

The cost a

roa ch to valuation and the mass appra isal method for valuation of personal property and fixtures

~~

The Board of Equalization's role in promoting uniform assessment, and

•

Use of Assessors' Handbook Section 581, Equipment and Fixtures Index, Percent Good and Valuation Factors

------......11 ,,. ·.
[±] Definitions
[±]The Cost Approach to Valuation
[±] Uniformity of Assessment
[±] Use of Assessors' Handbook Section 581
Next Lesson
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Cost Approach Appraisal I The Motley Fool
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• Property value= $35,000 ($50 X 2,000) - (25% x ($50 x2,ooo)))
• Property value= $35,000 + $100,000 - (25% x $100,000)
• Property value= $35,000 + $100,000 - $25,000
• Property value = $115,000

Electric utility stocks

Cyclical stocks

These companies generate

These businesses generally

predictable revenue, which

follow the economic cycle of

makes them attractive to

expansion and recessions.

low-risk investors.

Consumer stagles

Marijuana stocks

stocks

Learn the risks and how to

These companies provide
things you rely on every day,

evaluate companies in the
nascent industry.

including: food, cleaning and
household products.

When is the cost approach best
used?
As you 1night guess, the cost approach is best used when the property in

qgestim1 is newer. T~ , _ it'~easier to find the figures for cost new

and there's less to estin1ate where depreciation is concerned.
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Unfortunately, the more the property ages, the more guess,,vork is
involved, and it beco1nes harder to find a valuation using this approach.

Notably, th cost ap_proa~also '"' 11-suited for properties that ar~
either underilnpr_we.clnr_mLerimproved, as those types of properties ,vill
likely not be good candidates for the sales co1nparison approach and
would need an appraiser to take a look at their unique features. Special
use property, like churches and libraries, also falls into this category.

The bottom line
The cost approach 1nay not be the n1ost con1n1only used method of real
estate valuation. Hovvever, when a building is nevver or there aren't many
con1parable properties on the 1narket, it can be extremely useful. With
that in mind, use this as your guide to understanding the cost approach.
Arn1ed with this knowledge, you should have a better understanding of
how to value properties in which you intend to invest.

Where to invest $1,000 right now
When our award-winning analyst tea1n has a stock tip, it can pay to
listen. After all, the newsletter they have run for over a decade, Motley
Fool Stock Advisor, has quadrupled the n1arket. •xThey just revealed ,,vhat they believe are the ten best stocks for
investors to buy right no,,v...

See tl1e

10

stocks

'Stuck Adl'isor rdums os of Mw·d 13. 20;?2

disclosw·e policy
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CHAPTER 2: PERCENT GOOD FACTORS
Percent good factors may be used in conjunction with the index factors to estimate reproduction
cost new less normal depreciation.
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT PERCENT GOOD FACTORS

Table 4, Machinery and Equipment Percent Good Factors, is designed to assist the appraiser in
estimating reproduction cost new less normal depreciation of commercial and industrial equipment
in conjunction with index factors as discussed in Chapter 1. 5 This .table was derived using the
"individual method" of computation. The rationale and the mathematics of the methods of
computation are explained in Assessors' Handbook Section 582, Explanation of the Derivation of
Equipment Percent Good Factors.
The rate ofretum used to compute the factors shown in Table 4 is calculated annually and is shown
at the top of the table. The column headings represent the average service life expectancy of the
equipment under consideration. Each column contains the percent good factor for the
corresponding age. 6 No minimum percent good factor is intended in this table. If the County
Assessor uses a minimum percent good factor, it must be determined in a supportable manner. 7

5 Separate

percent good tables are provided for construction mobile equipment {Table 5) and agricultural mobile
equipment (Table 6).
6
Life expectancies are derived from the R-3 survivor curve.
7
Revenue and Taxation Code section 40 l. I6(b ).
AH 581

II

January 2021
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TABLE 4: MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT PERCENT GOOD FACTORS

Individual Pro erties-Avera e Service Life-4.25% Rate ofReturn
Year

Year

Acq'd AGE 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 17 18 20 22 25 30 35 40 AGE Acq'd
2020
I 66 75 80 84 86 88 90 91 92 93 93 94 94 95 96 96 97 97 98 98 99 1 .2020
2019
2 37 51 61 68 72 76 79 82 84 85 87 88 89 91 91 92 93 95 96 97 97 2 2019
2018
3 16 31 43 52 59 65 69 72 75 78 80 82 83 86 87 88 90 92 94 95 96 3 20 I 8
2017
4 6 16 28 38 47 53 59 63 67 70 73 75 77 81 82 84 86 89 92 93 95 4 2017
2016
5
8 17 26 35 43 49 54 59 63 66 69 71 76 77 80 83 86 89 92 93 5 2016
2015
6
3 9 17 25 33 40 4651 55 59· 62::66 70 73 76 79 83 87 90 92: 6 2015
2014
7
5 10 17 24 31 38 43 48 52 56 60 65 68 72 75 80 85 88 91 7 2014
2013
8
1 6 11 18 24 30 36 41 46 50 54 60 63 68 72 76 82 86 89 8 2013
2012
9
3 7 12 18 24 29 35 40 44 48 55 58 63 68 73 80 84 88 9 2012
2011
10
4 9 13 18 23 29 34 39 43 50 54 59 64 70 77 82 86 10 2011
2010 11
1 6 10 14 19 23 28 33 38 45 49 55 60 67 75 80 84 11 2010
2009 12
3 7 11 15 19 24 28 33 41 44 51 56 63 72 78 83 12 2009
2008 13
4 8 11 15 19 23 28 36 40 47 53 60 69 76 81 13 2008
2007 14
l 5 9 12 15 20 24 32 36 43 49 57 67 74 79 14 2007
2006 15
3 6 10 13 16 20 28 32 39 45 53 64 72 78 15 2006
2005 16
1 4 7 IO 13 17 24 28 35 41 50 61 69 76 16 2005
2004 17
2 5 8 11 14 21 24 31 38 47 58 67 74 17 2004
2003 18
3 6 9 12 17 21 28 34 44 56 65 72 18 2003
2002 19
1 4 7 9 15 18 25 31 40 53 63 70 19 2002
2001 20
2 5 8 13 16 22 28 37 50 61 68 20 2001
2000 · 2 i
3 6 11 13 19 25 34 48 58 66 . 21 . 2000
1999 22
2 4 9 12 17 23 32 45 56 64 22 1999
1998 23
2 8 10 15 20 29 42 53 62 23 1998
1997 24
1 6 8 13 18 26 40 51 61 24 1997
1996 25
4 6 11 16 24 37 49 58 25 1996
1995 26
2 5 10 14 22 34 47 57 26 1995
1994 27
1 4 9 12 20 32 44 54 27 1994
1993 28
2 7 11 18 30 42 53 28 1993
1992 29
1 5 9 16 28 40 50 29 1992
1991 30
4 8 14 26 37 48 30 1991
1990 31
3 6 13 24 35 46 31 1990
1989 32
1 5 12 22 33 44 32 1989
1988 33
4 10 20 31 42 33 1988
1987 34
2 9 18 29 40 34 1987
1986 35
1 8 17 28 38 35 1986
1985 36
6 16 25 37 36 1985
1984 37
5 14 24 35 37 1984
1983 38
4 13 22 33 38 1983
1982 39
3 12 21 31 39 1982
1981 40
1 11 20 30 40 1981

No Minimum Percent Good Intended
This table is intended for use in the mass appraisal of equipment and fixtures when determining
value for taxation purposes. However, relevant data pertinent to the assessment of a specific
property should always be reviewed and considered.
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Profile

Pro

Property Data
Site Address:
234 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU, AK 99801-1236
Mall Address:
PO BOX 9222
COPPELL, TX 75019-9240
Primary Owner (s):
KEY BANK OF ALASKA

APN: 1C070-A05-0060
Census Tract: 000500
Housing Tract Number:

Legal Block/Lot: LOT:5, 6, 7 BLOCK:5
Legal Description: JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LTS 5, 6 & 7
Subdivision:
Property County JUNEAU COUNTY
Vesting:

Property Characteristics
Bedrooms: 0

Year Built: 1914

SQFT:

Baths (F/H): 0 / 0

Use Code:· COMMERCIAL (NEC)

Lot Size: 12245

Total Rooms: 0

Number of Units:

Garage:()

Zoning: MU

Building Style:

Coords: 58.301439137771,
-134.409051647053

Number of Stories:

Transfer Date:

Seller:

Document:

Transfer Value: $0.00

Cost/Sq Feet: $0.00
Lender:

Title Company:

First Loan Amt: $0.00

Assessed & Tax Information
Assessed Value: $2,598,400.00

Percent Improvement: 66.07%

Homeowner Exemption:

Land Value: $881,700.00

Tax Amount: $27,439.10

Improvement Value: $1,716,700.00

Delinquent Year:

Tax Rate Area:
Tax Year: 2021
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Sales Comparables
Update Comps

(1) 214 FRONT, JUNEAU, Af{ 9980rl-1228
Beds: Baths (H/F): /0

Lot Size: 5287 SOFT

APN: 1 C070A030020 Keep
Transfer Date: 3/22/2021

Square Feet: 11435 Sq. Ft.

Assessed Value: $1,638,450.00

Transfer Value: $2,093,750.00

Year Built: 1900
Use Code: COMMERCIAL (NEC)

Proximity: 0.08 miles

First Loan: $1,675,000.00

Owner (s): VIKING HOLDINGS LLC

Cost/SQFT: 183 .1 0
Subdivision: JUNEAU

Document Number. 2021.1808

Transfer Date: 12/17/2021

Lot Size: 4314 SQFT
Assessed Value: $741,500.00

Transfer Value: $277,970.00

Vear Built: 1925

Proximity: 0.15 miles

First Loan: $209,000.00

Use Code: COMMERCIAL (NEC)

Owner (s): PARKER TRENT PARKER

Cost/SQFT: 50.88

Document Number: 2021. 7729

LOREN

Subdivision: TIDELANDS ADD

Beds: Baths (H/F): /0
Square Feet 5463 Sq. Ft.

L'J
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Site Address:
234 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU, AK 99801-1236
Mall Address:
PO BOX 9222
COPPELL, TX 75019-9240
Primary Owner (s):
KEV BANK OF ALASKA

APN: 1 C070-A0S-0060
Census Tract: 000500
Housing Tract Number:
Legal Block/Lot: LOT:5, 6, 7 BLOCK:5
Legal Description: JUNEAU TOWNSITE Bl 5 LTS 5, 6 & 7
Subdivision:
Property County JUNEAU COUNTY
Vesting:

Bedrooms: O

Year Built: 1914

Baths (F/H): 0 / 0

Use Code: COMMERCIAL (NEC)

Lot Size: 12245

Total Rooms: 0

Number of Units:

Garage:()

Zoning: MU

Building Style:

Number of Stories:

Transfer Date:

SQFT:

Coords: 58.301439137771,
·134.409051647053

Seller:

Document:

Transfer Value: $0.00

Cost/Sq Feet: $0.00

Title Company:

First Loan Amt: $0.00

Lender:

Assessed Value: $2,598,400.00

Percent Improvement: 66.07%

Homeowner Exemption:

Land Value: $881,700.00

Tax Amount: $27,439.1 0

Tax Rate Area:

Improvement Value: $1,716,700.00

Delinquent Year:

Tax Vear: 2021
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Property Data
SHe Address:
211 4TH ST #305
JUNEAU, AK 99801-1172
Mail Address:
5302 COMMERCIAL BLVD
JUNEAU, AK 99801-7214
Primary Owner (s):
ASSEMBLY PROPERTY LLC

APN: 1 C070-A09-0060
Census Tract: 000500
Housing Tract Number:
Legal Block/Lot: LOT:6 BLOCK:9
Legal Description: JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 9 LT 6 FR, 7 & 8
Subdivision:
Property County JUNEAU COUNTY
Vesting:

Year Built: 1932

SQFT: 23840

Baths (F/H): 0 / 0

Use Code: OFFICE BUILDING

Lot Size: 9809

Total Rooms: 0

Number of Units:

Garage:()

Zoning: MU

Building Style:

Bedrooms: O

Coords: 58.3020723133318,
-134.409036331867

Number of Stories:

Sale & loan information
Transfer Date:

Seller: SCHMIDT AUSTYN H

Transfer Value: $0.00

Cost/Sq Feet: SO. 00

First Loan Amt: $0.00

Lender:

Document:
. Title Company:

Assessed Value: $1,484,500.00

Percent Improvement: 52.43%

Homeowner Exemption:

Land Value: $706,200.00
Improvement Value: $778,300.00

Tax Amount: $15,676.33

Tax Rate Area:

Delinquent Year:

Tax Year: 20-21
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Sales Comparables

Beds: Baths (H/F): /0

Lot Size: 8223 SOFT

Transfer Date: 6/2/2021

Square Feet: 4250 Sq. Ft.

Assessed Value: $809,800.00

Transfer Value: $625,000.00

Vear Built: 1971

Proximity: 0.36 miles

First Loan: $500,000.00

Use Code: OFFICE BUILDING

Owner (s): JUNEAU ECONOMIC

Cost/SQFT: 147.06

Document Number: 2021.3759

DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

Subdivision:
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Sales Comparables
UpdatP Ceirnps

(1) 612 WILLOU.GHBY, JUNEAU, AK 99801-1732
Beds: Baths (H/F}: /0
Square Feet: 4250 Sq. Ft.

Lot Size: 8223 SQFT
Assessed Value: $809,800.00

Year Built: 1971
Use Code: OFFICE BUILDING

Proximity: 0.36 miles
Owner (s): JUNEAU ECONOMIC

Document Number: 2021.3759

DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

APN: 1C060K700011 Keep~
Transfer Date: 6/2/2021
Transfer Value: $625,000.00
First Loan: $500,000.00
Cost/SQFT: 147 .06
Subdivision:
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Sales Comp Summary
Sales Comp Map

4lMaps

Sales Comp Summary
Characteristic

Low

Average

High

Sale Price

$625,000

$625,000

$625,000

Listed Price

$625,000

$625,000

$625,000

Assessed Value

$809,800

.$809,800

$809,800

Square Footage

4,250

4,250

4,250

Cost/Sq Feet

$147.06

$147.06

$147.06

Bedrooms

0

0

0

Bathrooms

0

0

0

Year Built

1971

1971

1971

Lot Size

8,223

8,223

8,223
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Sales Comp Summary

•

•Maps
Sales Comµ S1,.1mmary
Characteristic

Low

Average

High

Sale Price

$277,970

$1,185,860

$2,093,750

Listed Price

$277,970

$1,185,860

$2,093,750

Assessed Value

$741,500

$1,189,975

$1,638,450

Square Footage

5,463

8,449

11,435

Cost/Sq Feet

$50.88

$116.99

$183.1

Bedrooms

0

0

0

Bathrooms

0

0

0

Year Built

1900

1913

1925

Lot Size

4,314

4,801

5,287
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California Title Company I Los Angeles

3/20/22, 2:40 PM
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coMQ. Ca~irf~ rn.~aRoeR

DOCUMENTS

RATES

COMMERCIAL

title company

BUYERS & SELLERS

CONTACT

TITLE LIBRARY

AGENT TOOLS

REAL ESTATE LIBRARY

LOGIN

In Los Angeles, California Title Company has developed a reputation where
seasoned professionals provide timely, quality products to protect a buyer's
and lender's rights in a real estate transaction.

Real Estate Title Services in Los
Angeles
California Title Company provides comprehensive and timely title insurance
protection for homebuyers (including first-time homebuyers ), sellers,
veterans and military personnel, seniors, real estate agents and brokers,
mortgage lenders, and commercial real estate professionals.
TITLE INSURANCE provides coverage against loss due to liens and defects
on title. Before causing a title insurance policy to be issued, California Title
Company will search and examine those "public records" related to real
estate. In certain circumstances, an inspection of the property is ordered.
This is done to verify off-record matters such as encroachments, completion
of construction, unrecorded easements and parties in possession. Title
insurance also provides coverage in the event someone else tries to claim
ownership of the property.

Los Angeles Title Team
Every day across Los Angeles, our team helps dozens of people with their
title insurance and closing needs. Contact us today for more information
about how we can assist you with your real estate transactions.
California Title Company- Los Angeles
100 N. First Street, Suite 404
Burbank, CA 91502
P:818.382.9889
Title Department: titlela@caltitle.com
Customer Service: cs@caltitle.com I 844.544.2752
')';

https://caltitle.com/losangeles.asp
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214 FRONT ST, JUNEAU, AK 99801 I RE/MAX

3/20/22, 2:45 PM
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Overview

Details

Area

My

Property

Info

Commute

History

<:

SCHEDULE /.i..
SHOWlt,lG

~

~

SHARE

0

Elementary
schools

Pedestrian
friendly

Powered by

L

1
;

~

Grocery stores

ltP·

tJiah•lifc

Leave feed back

LOCAL LOGIC

$1,379,400

214 FRONT ST

(ESTIMATED)

JUNEAU, AK 99801

11,435
TOTAL
BEDROOMS BATHS

l..Jll

SQUARE
FULL BATHS FEET

I'm Interested

OFF
MARKET

0.12

1900

ACRES

YEAR BUILT STATUS

MLS#

https:IJwww.remax.com/ak/juneau/home-details/214-front-st-juneau-ak-99801/11940370667661519359
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214 FRONT ST, JUNEAU, AK 998011 RE/MAX

3/20/22, 2:45 PM
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FIRST NAME

Deta i Is
LAST NAME

~

~

Year
Built
1900

Cooling
No Info

Price

p

a

Pa rkingc:)
No Info

Heatin~
No Info

/ Sq
Ft
$121

~11

On
Websit~
No Info

HOA
No
Info

EMAIL ADDRESS

PHONE (OPTIONAL)

Acres
0.1214

Our site uses cookies
This site uses cookies and related technologies for site operation, analytics,

ACCEPT

and third party advertising purposes as described in our Privacy Notice.

Living Area

11,435 Sq Ft.

03/23/202

Select Tirr

CCNTINUE

~ Building And Construction

Property Type
Commercial

~ Exterior And Lot

Total Acres

0.1214

https:/fwww.remax.com/ak/juneau/home-details/214-front-st-juneau-ak-99801/11940370667661519359
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214 FRONT ST, JUNEAU, AK 99801 I RE/MAX

3/20/22, 2:45 PM
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Additional Info

Building SqFt

Tax Amount

VIEW ALL

My Commute
Find commute times from this listing to
your favorite locations.

Add location or address

https://www.remax.com/ak/juneau/home-details/214-front-st-juneau-ak-99801/11940370667661519359
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Key Grabs Servicer Title From Wells
After IO years as the dominant master servicer in the U.S.
commercial MBS market, Wells Fargo gave up the lead to KeyBank last year amid a retreat from the single-borrower sector.
Wells' volume of servicing assignments fell 26% to $30.8 billion of conduit and single-borrower deals, even as total new
issuance in the U.S. jumped 26% from the previous year, according to Commercial Mortgage Alert's CMBS Database. The
bank's market share shrank to 32.1 % from 54.7%.
Key filled much of the void, with its full-year tally surging
87% to $35.1 billion and its market share growing to 36.6%
from 24.6%. Third-place Midland Loan Services also capitalized
on Wells' pullback, fielding $29.6 billion of assignments - a
92% increase from its 2018 total. The PNC unit's market share
shot up to 30.8%, from 20.2%, putting it within spitting distance of Wells.
Wells' conduit business declined only marginally. But its share
of the single-borrower market fell dramatically, to just $8.9 billion of deals from $18.3 billion in 2018. 'foe reason: As issuers of
floating-rate transactions began amending their deal documents
last year to address the pending phase-out of Libor, Key and Midland signaled their willingness to play a lead role in managing
the transition. Wells took more of a wait-and-see approach.
As a result, Wells was named master servicer for just one of
the 21 floating-rate deals that priced in the second half. Floating-rate issues accounted for nearly two-thirds of the singleborrower CMBS deals in 2019.
Wells executive vice president Alan Kronovet said the bank
remains committed to the CMBS market, but acknowledged
uncertainty about the roles master servicers will play in converting floating-rate securities to a new benchmark ahead of
Libor's demise at the end of next year. "We want to make sure
we are operationally ready for the Libor transition, to be sure
the documentation effectively manages the transition and that
we manage that operational risk;' he said. "I can't speak to how
others view it, but for us it is a concern:'
Bryan Nitcher, head of commercial-mortgage servicing and
asset management at Key, said the bank's rise to the top of the
league table is the result of a plan it put in place three years ago
to become the dominant player in the single-borrower market.
"Our focus was on delivering quality customer service, consis-

tent execution, technology solutions and effective data delivery
to our partners and clients:' he said. "We collaborate with the
attorneys to examine and define the impact oflanguage (in deal
documents Land were able to get comfortable with our role" in
the Libor transition.
Key owned a whopping 64% of the single-borrower market
last year.
Midland focuses more on servicing conduit deals, which
have larger "floats;' or reserves, and throw off more interest
income, said executive vice president Stacey Berger. CMBS servicing is "a complicated business that has a lot of operational
risk and interest-rate risk:' Berger said. "We are happy about
where we are in the marketplace, and we do expect 2020 to be
up volume-wise. We're generally optimistic about where the
market will play out this year and next:'
Until 20 I9, Wells commanded more than 50% of the servicing market every year since the market crash, with Key and
Midland splitting most of the balance. Wells' slide began in the
first half of last year, with Key in first place at midyear, Midland in second and Wells in third. But when conduit issuance
exploded in the fourth quarter, Wells picked up a big chunk of
the business - enough to bump Midland to third place in the
full-year ranking.
Loan servicing is largely a fixed-cost operation, so the nonagency CMBS sector has long been dominated by a few players
that benefit from economies of scale when bidding for assignments. They seek to generate returns on the "float;' including
interest earned on reserves and on loan payments held briefly
before being forwarded to bondholders.
Wells continues to be the most-active servicer of securitizations issued by Freddie Mac, with a 34.2% market share, up
from 33. 1% a year earlier. Midland was second with a 26.6%
share, followed by Key (22.3%). Freddie, whose 20 19 issuance
volume totaled $70.1 billion, handled servicing responsibilities
for 16.9% of its own deals.
Wells also held on to a big lead among servicers of commercial real estate CLOs, which experienced explosive growth last
year. 1l1e bank earned league-table credit for 36.9% of the $19.2
billion market, followed by No. 2 SitusAMC (20.6%) and No. 3
Key (13.1%). ❖

COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE ALERT: January 24, 2020
Start a free-trial subscription at CMAlert.com. Or call 201 -659-1700.
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RANKINGS

Master Servicers for CMBS and CLOs Issued in 2019
US CMBS
KeyBank
2 Wells Fargo
3 Midland Loan Services
4 NCB
TOTAL

Freddie Mac CMBS
1
2
3
4

Wells Fargo
Midland Loan Services
KeyBank
Freddie Mac
TOTAL

CRE CLOs

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Wells Fargo
SitusAMC
KeyBank
Trimont Real Estate
Arbor Multifamily
Midland Loan Services
C-111 Asset Management
Greystone Servicing
Northmarq Capital
A10 Capital
RED Mortgage Capital
TOTAL

ConduiU
Pooled
($Mil.)

Single
Borrower
($Mil.)

$5,943.5
21,960.1
22,140.1
493.9
50,537.7

$29,151.7
8,852.7
7,430.6
0.0
45,435.0

No. of
Deals

Market
Share
(%)

Total
($Mil.)

No. of
Deals

Market
Share
(%)

81
65
66
6
139

36.6
32.1
30.8
0.5
100.0

$18,757.8
41,775.7
15,376.6
399.8
76,309.8

48
84
40
6
121

24.6
54.7
20.2
0.5
100.0

'18-'19
% Chg.
87.1
-26.2
92.3
23.6
25.8

No. of
Deals
23
20
15
22
80

Market
Share
(%)
34.2
26.6
22.3
16.9
100.0

2018
Total
($Mil.)
$23,035.1
17,614.5
16,215.1
12,678.8
69,543.5

No. of
Deals
21
17
15
25
78

Market
Share
(%)
33.1
25.3
23.3
18.2
100.0

'18-'19
% Chg.
4.0
5.7
-3.5
-6.4
0.8

Market
Share
(%)
36.9
20.6
13.1
7.7
6.7
4.0
3.6
3.1
2.6
1.7
0.0
100.0

2018
Total
($Mil.)
$5,756.0
3,531.5
1,033.3
830.4
560.0
1,000.0
514.2
300.0
0.0
0.0
350.0
13,875.4

2019

Total
($Mil.)
$35,095.3
30,812.8
29,570.7
493.9
95,972.7
2019
Total
($Mil.)
$23,963.3
18,614.9
15,651 .1
11,872.0
70,101 .4
2019
Total
($Mil.)
$7,103.8
3,967.1
2,515.6
1,484.9
1,285.0
778.2
687.2
600.0
500.0
320.0
0.0
19,241.8

No. of
Deals
11
5
4
2
2

0
29

2018

No.of
Deals
11
4
3
2

1
0
0

25

Market
Share
(%)
41.5
25.5
7.4
6.0
4.0
7.2
3.7
2.2
0.0
0.0
2.5
100.0

'18-'19
% Chg.
23.4
12.3
143.5
78.8
129.5
-22.2
33.6
100.0

-100.0
38.7

TREASURER-TAX COLLECTOR
www.sbtaxes.org

SANTA BARBARA
SANTAMARIA

ADMINISTRATION BLDG, 105 E ANAPAMU ST, RM 109, SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
Packet511Page
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1973SANTA MARIA, CA 93455
BETTERAVIA GOVERNMENT CENTER,
E LAKESIDE

(805) 568-2920
(805) 346-8330

rAX PAYMENT INFORMATION: Payments may be made by check, credit card, or Electronic Check ASSESSED VALUE: Examine the property description carefully to be sure that all of your property is noted
and correctly described. All matters pertaining to assessments must be directed to the County C'
1,ayment (ACH).
·axpayers have the option of paying both installments when the first installment is due. Each Installment corder-Assessor's Office. Santa Barbara (805) 568-2550 Santa Maria (805) 346-8310
1ust be paid by 5:00 p.m. or U.S. postmar11ed by December 10 or April 10 lo avoid penalties. If such dates
ASSESSMENT REVIEW PROCEDURE: ·uyou disagree wjth the assessed value as shown OIJ the tax bill
ill on a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday, the time of delinquency is 5:00 p.m. on the next business day.
you have the nqht to an inforr11a1 assessment review by contactjna lhe county c1ens-Recorder-Assessor·s
'AYMENT BY CHECK: Taxes are payable at the County Treasurer-Tax Collector's Office between the ~ (805) 568-2550. If the taxpayer and the assessor are unable to reach an agreement through the
1ours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Saturdays, Sundays and holidays excepted, or by mail. Two party informal review, the taxpayer has the right to file an application for a reduction assessment with the County
hecks, partial payments, or payments for more than taxes indicated on the tax bill will not be accepted; Assessment Appeals Board or the Board of Equalization, as applicable. The filing period is July 2 through
ubmit only the exact amount due. All checks must be drawn on a US Bank In US dollars and made November 30. If the bill is an escape assessment or other assessments made by the assessor outside the
regular assessment period, an appeal may be filed within 60 days from the date of the assessment notice.
,ayable to Harry E, Hagen, Treasurer-Tax Collector. "
Forms are available from the Clerk of the Assessment Appeals Board, 105 E. Anapamu Street, Room 407,
1AY BY CREDIT,CARD OR ELECTRONIC CHECK:
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 , at https·//www countvofsb orglceo{coblassessmentappea\s sbc or by phoning
(805) 568-2240.
:an Q!lli be made by phone or online at www.sbtaxes.org.
HOMEOWNER'S, WELFARE, PUBLIC AGENCY, AND VETERANS' EXEMPTIONS: Contact the County
:lnline: w1W1.sbtaxes.org
By Phone: (805) 724-3008 or Toll Free (877) 399-8089
Clerk-Recorder-Assessor's office for inforr11ation. Santa Barbara (805) 568-2550 Santa Maria (805)

! .S~ [
015

-~
·~
dVISA

346-8310.

HOMEOWNER'S EXEMPTION REQUIREMENTS: If you filed a claim for the Horneowner's Property Tax
Exemption, you declared under penalty of perjury that you are the owner or this property and that It is your
principal place of residence. You are required by law to terminate this claim if either or both of the following
Electronic Payments are subject to a convenience fee charged by the service provider. Please see
events occur prior to 12:01 a.m. January 1, 2021 : (1) ownership of the property transfers to another party,
Nebsite for complete details.
(2) your principal place of residence changes to another location. If you are not eligible for the exemption
ION-NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS: A special handling fee of $40 will be added for all non-negotiable
as of 12:01 a.m. January 1, 2021 , you must notify the County Cler11-Recorder-Assessor's Office, in writing,
,ayments, including checks, electronic checks and/or credit card payments, along with the appropriate
on or before December 10, 2021 , or you will be subject to payment of the amount or taxes the exemption
,en al ties.
represents plus applicable penalties and interest. If you have questions regarding the Homeowner's
UPPLEMENTAL TAXES: Supplemental Tax Bills are in addition to the regular property tax bill. Exemption, please contact the County Clerk-Recorder-Assessor's Office. Santa Barbara (805) 568-2550
upplemental taxes are determined in acccrdance with Article XIIIA of the California Constitution, which Santa Maria (805) 346-8310
enerally requires reappraisal of property whenever a change in ownership occurs or new construclion
LANDLORD/TENANTS RIGHTS: See Santa Barbara County Code Chapter 44 at
ccurs (Rev. & Tax Code 75.51).
https://www.countyofsb.org/ceo/cob/ccde.sbc or contact Santa Barbara County Counsel at (805) 568-2950
ELINQUENT PRIOR YEAR TAXES: If a year appears under the heading tiUed "DELINQUENT PRIOR
EAR TAXES' on your tax bill, it is an indication of delinquent taxes for a prior year. To determine the
11ount necessary to redeem, ccntact the office of the Treasurer-Tax Collector, or visit our website at RIGHT TO FARM: See County Code Chapter 3-23 at YNIW.countyofsb.org or the Santa Barbara County
Agricultural Commissioner's Office website at http://www.agcommissloner.com
ww.sbtaxes.org.
IENDATE: Taxes are levied and become a fien on real property, as it exists at 12:01 a.m. on January 1.
ubsequent removal or change of ownership does not relieve the real estate tax lien.

EXEMPTION FOR A QUALIFIED SPECIAL TAX: If a school district in Santa Bartlara County prov· '0r
an exemption for a qualified special tax pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 50079 or the Gov"-""11
Code and contracts or enters into an agreement with the County to collect the qualified special tax within
the district, Information Indicating that school district parcel tax exemption Information is available on the tax
collector's Internet website: WWI sblaxes 0llJ

~FORMATION COPY OF TAX BILL: If "Information Copy" appears on the front of the tax bill, the tax
tatement for this property was requested by a mortgage company, bank, or other lending agency, An
1formation copy provides you with a duplicate of your current secured property tax statement for your
icords. If you believe tliat U1e bill was incorrectly requested and you wish to pay the taxes, please include IMPORTANT REMINDERS
1e attached payment stub(s) with your remittance.
Property Tax Postponement for Senior Citizens, Blind, or Disabled Persons • The State Controller'!
SCAPE ASSESSMENTS: Escape assessments are the responsibility of the person owning, claiming, Office (SCO) administers the Property Tax Postponement (PTP) program, which allows eligible homeowner:
ossessing, or controlling the property on the lien date for EACH bill. If your escape assessment tax bill is to postpone payment of current-year property taxes on their primary residence. PTP applications ar1
ver $500 an installment payment plan can be setup. Please contact the Treasurer-Tax Collector if you accepted from October 1 to February 10 each year.
•ant to setup an installment plan. (California R&T Code sec. 4837.5)
Go to the SCO website at WIVIY.ptp.scc.ca.gov for more information. If you have any questions, call
I\X BILLS ARE MAILED TO THE LATEST ADDRESS ON THE COUNTY CLERK-RECORDER·
(800) 952-5661 or email postponement@sco.ca.gov.
SSESSOR'S ROLL. Failure to receive a tax bill does not relieve the taxpayer of the liability. If taxes are
1paid, it will be necessary, as provided by law to pay (a) delinquency penalties, (b) costs, (c) redemption
enalties, (d) redemption fee. _ _ _ ____ _ . _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SEND THIS STUB WITH YOU R SECOND
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT

PRINT ADDRESS CHANGE AND CHEC K BOX ON REVERSE

Owner's Name

Permanent Mailing Address

City/State/Zip

Owner's Signature
PLEASE LIST ALL ADDITIONAL PARCELS:

(required for address change)
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RANKINGS

Special Servicers for US CMBS Issued in 2019

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

ConduiU
Pooled
($Mil.)

Single
Borrower
($Mil.)

Midland Loan Services
S16,761.3
SitusAMC
1,727.7
KeyBank
5,645.4
LNR Partners
10,877.7
Rialto Capital
11,272.5
Aegon USA Realty
365.0
CWCapital Asset Management
1,757.1
Trimont Real Estate
281.5
Wells Fargo
74.7
C-111 Asset Management
856.0
NCB
493.9
Pacific Life
425.0
Cohen Financial
0.0
Berkadia
0.0
Torchlight Loan Services
0.0
TOTAL
50,537.7

S5,872.8
13,566.6
7,690.7
1,364.2
390.0
7,795.1
4,025.8
3,174.9
950.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
305.0
300.0
0.0

2019
Total
($Mil.)
$22,634.1
15,294.2
13,336.1
12,241.9
11 ,662.5
8,160.1
5,782.8
3,456.4
1,024.7
856.0
493.9
425.0
305.0
300.0
0.0

45,435.0

95,972.7

Market
Share
(%)

2018
Total
($Mil.)

No. of
Deals

Market
Share
(%)

S13,509.8
362.6
10,341.6
11,848.3
8,572.3
11,888.3
7,651.2
1,502.9
6,869.2
0.0
399.8
0.0
700.3
0.0
2,663.5

39
1
29
36
29
40
26
4
32
0
6
0
6
0
14

17.7
0.5
13.6
15.5
11.2
15.6
10.0
2.0
9.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.9
0.0
3.5

67.5
4,118.3
29.0
3.3
36.0
-31.4
-24.4
130.0
-85.1

1
0

23.6
15.9
13.9
12.8
12.2
8.5
6.0
3.6
1.1
0.9
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.0

139

100.0

76,309.8

121

100.0

25.8

No. of
Deals

54
44
40
41
42
13
28
12
3
4
6
5

'18-'19
%Chg.

23.6
-56.4
-100.0
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Businesses & Institutions

> Commercial Banking

Overview
Running a middle market company is complex. We understand. At Key, we leverage our
extensive industry expertise to deliver relevant, actionable and tailored solutions for middle
market companies. Our Relationship Managers engage the entire bank to determine your
needs and develop solutions. We are a team of experts working on your behalf. Our ideas- and
solutions-based approach is backed by best-in-class products and services, including Key's
comprehensive capital markets, investment banking and wealth management capabilities.
ht t ps://www.kcy.com/busi nesse s- inst it ut ions/solut ions/banking/com me re ial .js p
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• Loans & Lines of Credit
• Commercial Payments
• Egui12ment Finance
• Asset-Based Lending

The Key Difference

Safeguard
your business

Manage

Finance

your cash

your future

Plan
your fnancial
strategies

KeyBank's integrated approach addresses your needs across four interconnected areas:
Manage, Safeguard, Finance, Plan. By developing a comprehensive game plan tailored to your
unique goals, we help you take advantage of every opportunity.

https://www.key.com/bus i nesse s-ins tit u t ions/sol u t ions/banking/com me re ia I.js p
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Safeguard Your Business
Manage Your Cash
Finance Your Future
Plan Your Financial Strategies

Articles & Whitepapers
Client success story: ACES at Chase

High note at end of 202'1 muted by inflation, supply chain , and labor challenges

Middle market enters expansion mode after one year of pandemic impacts

Webinars & Videos
KeyBanc Capital Markets Industrial Forum: Preparing For & Executing a Liquidity Event

•

Preparing for the LIBOR Transition

Experts

htt ps://www.key.com/bus ine sse s- inst it u t ions/solution s/ba nki ng/com me re ia I.js p
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Joseph Markey
East Regional Sales Executive
Send an Email

Skip Watson
Great Lakes Regional Sales Executive
Send an Email

Laurie Muller-Girard
West Regional Sales Executive
Send an Email

Gary Quenneville
Upstate New York/Western PA Regional Sales Executive
Send an Email

Recent Deals

h tips ://www.key.com/bu s i nesses- i n st it ut ions/sol ut ions/bank i ng/comme re ia I. j s p
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Probo
MEDICA L

a portfolio company of

~.r
1n,lml~Tl=
T. rY
Knn~i11
. .

I

HEALTHC ARE PARTNERS

has agreed to be acquired
by

AVISTA
C A fl l .A l

f' AIITNfff S

CAIN BROTHERS
A divWonol

KeyBanc Capital Markets <>,r,

$225 Million
Add-On Senior Notes
Co-Manager

Sell-Side Advisor

Debt Capital Markets

Mergers & Acquisitions

ht t ps ://www.key.com/businesses- institutions/solutions/banking/com me re ia I .js p
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Securities products and services such as investment banking and capital raising are offered by KeyBanc Capital Markets Inc.
Banking products and services are offered by KeyBank National Association. All credit, loan and leasing products subject to
credit approval. Key.com is a federally registered service mark of KeyCorp.

KeyBank is Member FDIC.
Investments are:
NOT FDIC INSURED

•
NOT BANK GUARANTEED

•
MAY LOSE VALUE

•
NOT A DEPOSIT

•
NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL OR STATE GOVERNMENT AGENCY

f3y lndusi-ry

Solu~ion

https://www.key.com/businesses-institutions/solutions/banking/commercial.jsp
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Business Expertise
industry Expertise

KeyBan~{ links
Customer Service
Center
,
About Key
Careers
Investors
Braner, & ATM Locations

User AgreernentOnline Privacy StatementYour Privacy and Security

https:Jlwww.key.com/businesses-institutions/solutions/ba nking/commercial.jsp
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3/20/22, 2:28 PM

Get the latest updates on IRS stimulus payments, hardship assistance, branch hours and
more. Our COVI D-1 9 ResQonse
[

..

Personal

' I

Small Business

ONLINE BANKING

Wealth Management

---Businesses & Institutions

--

[_ _ _ _
s,gn_ on _ ]

About Key
Enroll in Online Banking

PROBLEM SIGNING ON?
Forgot My User ID
Forgot My Password
Unlock My Account

OPEN AN ACCOUNT

you can do things you never thought
possible.
n t t ps://www. key.com/perso na I/index .jsp
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We can help. Let's get started.

KEY SMART CHECKING@

no monthly
maintenance fees, no minimums,
.
no worries .

Open our most popular account.

KEY CASHBACK® CREDIT CARD

https://www.key.com/pe rsona I/index .js p
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EXHIBITS
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Daniel glidmann@gmail.com
Fwd: Behrends Bank Mechanical Repairs
March 21, 2022 at 6:25 PM
Gregg Adler gregadler@mac.com

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Richard Behrends <behrendsmech@gci.net>
Date: March 21. 2022 at 3:53:58 PM AKDT
To: Daniel Glidmann <glidmann@gmail.com>
Subject: Behrends Bank Mechanical Repairs

Good afternoon Daniel,
The estimated cost to replace the unit on the roof and associated ductwork, to fix the
controls, and replace the condenser, coil, and piping for the unit in the basement is:
$190,000.00.
Does not include electrical, hoisting, lifting, or roof repairs.
Thanks
Dick
Richard Behrends
President
Behrends Mechanical, Inc.
PO Box 020347
Juneau, AK 99802
Phone: 907.780.6766
Cell: 907.723.7892
Fax: 907.780.6063
Confidentiality Note: This e-mail, and any attachment to it, contains privileged and
confidential information intended only for the use of the individual (s) or entity named on
the e-mail. If the reader of this e-mail is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that reading it is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please immediately return it to the sender and delete it from your system.
Moreover, any confidential information contained in this e-mail (and any
attachment) may only be used for the specific purpose for which it is being transmitted.

\
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TO: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
FROM: DANIEL GLIDMAN
DATE: MARCH 21, 2022
RE: KEY BANK MECHANICAL RELATED WORK
I ESTIMATE THE ELECTRICAL, HOISTING, LIFTING AND ROOF REPAIRS TO BE
APPROXIMATELY $35,000.
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ASSESSOR
MATERIAL
Appeal
2022-0131

*

Meeting
of 553
Board
of Equalization (BOE) and
Packet Page
837
of 1973
1798
Presentation of Real Property Appeal

CITY/BOROUGH OF JUNEAU
ALASKAS CAPITAL CITY

Date of BOE

Office Of The Assessor
155 South Seward Steet
Juneau, AK 99801

Wednesday, June 29, 2022

Location of BOE
Time of BOE
Mailing Date of Notice
Parcel Identification

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
426 E RUSTIC RD
SANTA MONICA CA 90402

Property Location
Appeal No.
Sent to Email Address:

Via ZOOM Webinar
5:30 pm
June 15, 2022
1C070A050060
234 SEWARD ST
APL20220131
gregadler@mac.com

ATTENTION OWNER

Under Alaska Statutes and CBJ Code, you, as the appellant, bear the burden of proof. The only grounds for adjustment of an
assessment are proof of unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation based on facts that are stated in your written appeal
or proven at the appeal hearing.
Any evidence or materials you would like to include in your appeal must be submitted to the City Clerk's Office {preferred
method via email to city.clerk@juneau.org Attn.: Assessment Appeal} by 4:00 PM Wednesday, June 22, 2022 and will be
included in the packets for the Board so the members have an opportunity to review the materials before the hearing.
Your Board of Equalization packet will be ready for you to pick up in the Clerk's office after 2:00 PM Thursday, June 23, 2022
or it will be emailed and/or mailed to the above address(es) on this notice.
You or your representative may be present at the hearing {via Zoom Webinar, participation/log in information will be listed on
the agenda packet you receive for the hearing your appeal is scheduled for}. If you choose not to be present or be
represented, the Board of Equalization will proceed in the absence of the appellant.
It should be noted that, between the date of this letter and the Board hearing date, your appeal may be resolved between you
and the Assessor. If your appeal is resolved, you will not need to appear before the Board.
If you have any questions please contact the Assessor's Office.

Attachment: CBJ Law Department Memorandum April 19, 2013.

CONTACT US: CBJ Assessor's Office
Phone

Email

Website

Physical Location

Phone (907) 586-5215
Fax (907) 586-4520

assessor.office@juneau.org

http://www.juneau.org/finance/

155 South Seward St
Room 114

PROPERTY TAX BILLS MAILED JULY 1

PROPERTY TAXES DUE SEPTEMBER 30
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APPEAL #2022-0131
2022 REAL PROPERTY APPEAL PACKET
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION June 29, 2022

ASSESSOR OFFICE
Appellant: Goldstein / Greg Adler

Location: 234 Seward St

Parcel No.: 1C070A050060

Property Type: Commercial

Appellant’s basis for appeal: excessive, unequal, and improper

Site:
Buildings:
Total:

Appellant’s Estimate
of Value
$ 587,800
$ 417,477
$ 1,005,277

Original Assessed
Value
$ 864,064
$ 1,683,454
$ 2,547,520

Recommended
Value
$ 864,064
$ 1,683,454
$ 2,547,520

Subject Photo
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The subject is a 6,608 SF commercial building, which was previously utilized as a bank, and a parking lot.

Subject Characteristics:



Land
o

12,245 SF lot

Building
o 6,608 SF (GBA)
 4,275 SF 1st level
 2,332 SF 2nd level
o 4,630 SF Unfinished basement

SUBJECT PHOTOS
Exterior- Front & Side
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Exterior- Back & Side

Back & Parking
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Parking

1 s t floor
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2 n d floor / mezzanine

Kitchen
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Basement

Basement
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AREA MAP & AERIAL
The salmon shaded parcels are the 6 Goldstein appeals.
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ASSESSED VALUES
Total assessed value is the primary test against market. The distribution of that value between the Land Component and
the Building Component is secondary and can vary from one model to another. The total assessed value is tested against
market indicators (sales, lease rates, etc.) and is adjusted to market value by application of market area and feature
adjustments.
All three approaches to value (Cost, Sales Comparison and Income) are considered for commercial properties.

LAND
Land values are developed on a market area basis. The land is examined to understand the typical land characteristics in
the market area. These characteristics include size, slope, view, water frontage, significant wetlands and others. The
characteristics are used to develop a market area land valuation model. This model is tested and refined in consideration
of sales of both vacant and developed parcels. The resulting model is then applied to all of the land in the market area or
to all of the properties in that subclass of properties to establish assessed site values.
The subject parcel’s land value is equitable and is not excessive.
Land Characteristics:
 12,245 SF lot
 Developed lot
 Located within the downtown business district
Land Values

Page 9
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.
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BUILDING(S)
The building component may be based on market adjusted cost tables, residual from sales after extraction of the land
value or other appropriate means.
Ratio studies are performed to determine market adjustments.
Building Characteristics:
 6,608 SF (GBA)
o 4,275 SF 1st level
o 2,332 SF 2nd level
 4,630 SF Unfinished basement

Sketch of Improvements:

Page 11
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COST REPORT
The cost report below was utilized in the review process in response to the filing of the Petition for Review by the
appellant. The cost report indicates that the building component is not overvalued.
The cost report matches the building value from 2018. For 2022 the downtown building values were reduced by 2%.

INCOME APPROACH
The income approach was not the basis for setting most of the assessed value for 2022. The appellant did not submit
P&L information for the Review process.
Page 12
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COMMERCIAL MARKET & ASSESSMENT ANALYSIS
The 2022 sales analysis for commercial properties included 59 qualified sales from 5 years of sales covering January 1,
2017 through December 31, 2021. The sales volume for the commercial market increased in 2021 and indicate
continued appreciation.


Assessment Year 2022 Summary for Commercial Properties
o Level of Assessment – 80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties
o Coefficient of Dispersion (COD) – 17.46% for the combined group, 14.45% for vacant land, and 18.71%
for improved properties (For these types of property groups the Standard that we work towards would
be 20% or less for the subsets of land and improved properties. The combined set would be expected to
have a higher COD.)
o Applied Time Trend for Sales Analysis – 5% per year for 2017, 2018 and 2019; 3% for 2020 and 2% for
2021 (actual market movement remained more than 5% movement each year over the 5 year period so
in applying a lesser trend we fell further behind the market.

SUBJECT ASSESSMENT HISTORY

Page 13
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SUMMARY
State statute requires the Assessor to value property at “full and true value”. According to appraisal standards and
practices set by the Alaska Association of Assessing Officers, the State of Alaska Office of the State Assessor, and the
International Association of Assessing Officers, correct procedures of assessment were followed for the subject. These
standards and practices include consideration of any market value increase or decrease as determined by analysis of
sales.
The assessed value was reviewed in response to the Petition for Review. Our findings are as follows.
The land and buildings are valued using the same methods and standards as all other properties in the Borough.
Normally the Assessor’s Office should recommend full market value to the BOE, however, because we are still working
on replacing and/or correcting outdated models we are, for the appeal process, placing a higher priority on uniformity
within existing models rather than uniformity with the whole which is being addressed through separate processes.
Based on current assessment levels for this neighborhood the full market value for this property, which the BOE may
adopt, would be 2,683,294.

Additional Details:








The appellant states that their assessed value is excessive.
o We find that, based on analysis of market sales, the value it is not excessive.
The appellant states that their value is unequal.
o We find that it was valued with the same methodology as other properties.
The appellant states that their property is valued improperly.
o The parcel was valued using proper methodology.
These are further addressed in the land, building, cost report, income, commercial market and assessment
analysis, summary and conclusion sections of our response in your packet.
For additional information on the assessment process, assessed values, analysis process, ratio studies and other
related areas please see the “Property Assessment Guide” included in the packet.
The appellant has submitted thousands of pages of paper copy and many electronic document files.
We have reviewed all of this material and find no basis for a reduction of their assessed value.

Also of note is that the BOE reviewed this property last year and upheld the value and that even though the sales
indicate that the downtown values have continued to increase the downtown assessments were decreased by 2% this
year in order to achieve greater uniformity in the commercial property values.
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CONCLUSION
The 2022 Assessed values were based on analysis of sales through ratio studies and subsequent trending of values based
on the analysis findings. Underlying this standard compliant trending are the prior approach decisions and the locational
and property feature models and adjustments that have been applied to Juneau commercial properties for many years.
The ratio studies indicate that after our adjustments to values the level of assessment for commercial properties was
80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties.
For the subject property:


The percentage change for this property from 2021 to 2022 was a reduction of -2%.

We find that no change to the 2022 assessed value of $2,547,520 is warranted and ask that the BOE uphold the assessed
value.

Addendum A - Communications
See separate document.

Addendum B – Additional Response Details
See separate document.
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COMMON
DOCUMENTS
BETWEEN APPELLANT
AND ASSESSOR
SOME MAY BE
DUPLIATED EARLIER IN
THE PACKET
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AY2022 Property Assessment Guide
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Assessment Overview
Property Taxes




Property taxes represent about half of the locally generated CBJ revenue.
Property taxes fund general government services, police, fire, schools, parks, streets and other services.
If we did not have property taxes there would have to be some other form of taxes.

Property Assessments




The Assessor’s Office strives to keep the taxes fair and equitable by ensuring that the assessed values are
uniform.
There is no one, absolute, precise market value for any given property. Appraisal Judgement is a necessary part
of setting assessed values.
While the concept of setting assessed values for every parcel in Juneau may sound simple there are many
complexities to actually making it happen.

Assessed Values versus Taxes





Most tax increases are due to a budget increase, passed either by the assembly or by the taxpayers.
An increase in assessed value does not mean an increase in taxes.
The budget determines the amount of taxes to be collected. The budget is set by the Borough Assembly. The
assessed values determine how that tax burden is distributed.
The Assessor’s Office does not have an active role in budgeting or the taxes. We are focused on the assessed
values.

Examples:





If everyone’s assessed values doubled but the budget stayed the same your taxes would not change.
If everyone’s assessed values doubled and the budget increased by 10% your taxes would go up by 10%.
If the budget stayed the same and one type of property was going up while all the others were not, owners of
that type of property would see a higher tax bill and everyone else would see a lower tax bill.
If your assessed value went up and everyone else’s stayed the same, you would see an increase in your taxes
even if the budget stayed the same.

6/14/2022 3:11 PM
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In the following example you can see that with the assessed values doubling and the budget staying the same the actual
taxes did not change.

Assessed Value -vs- Amount of Tax
$50,000
$50,000 Example Taxing District Budget
$1,000,000 $2,000,000 Total Assessed Values
0.050
0.025 Rate
$100,000 $200,000 Property Assessed Value
$5,000
$5,000 Taxes
Assessed Value VS Amount of Tax
$250,000
$200,000
$150,000
$100,000
$50,000
$0
1
Example Taxing District Budget

6/14/2022 3:11 PM
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Property Assessed Value
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Sales Validation (Also see the “Market Sales” topic for more specifics on Market Sales)










Sales validation is critical. Sales data is foundational to everything that we do.
All sales are considered.
Only some sales are deemed to be a market sale.
Of those that are market sales we only have prices on some of them. While a mandatory disclosure ordinance
took effect in November 2020, we have, so far, not seen much of an increase in the disclosure rate.
Generally we get sales prices on about 35 to 40% of the commercial sales.
The word “considered” is also sometimes used to refer to the sales that were “included” in the ratio studies as a
market sale.
The guidelines for sales validation and the validation processes are critical. Maintaining standards in the sales
validation process is critical.
All of what we do in the area of valuations is dependent on the quality and accuracy of the sales data. Having
good, clean, accurate sales data is critical.
The sales validation and verification processes are continual and ongoing.
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is closely tied to the “Sales
Validation”

To be a Market sale, a sale must meet these criteria at a minimum
o Arms length transaction
o No Duress
o Marketed (see below)
o Reasonable exposure time (see below)
Invalid Sales- With rare exceptions, the following conditions make a sale an invalid (non-market) sale:
o Multi-Parcel sales are invalid – an exception would be if they clearly are an economic unit that will
always sell together
o Family sale
o Related party sale/transfer- one corporation sells to a parent corporation
o Sale between parties that have pre-existing relationship (is non-arms-length)
o Estate sale
o Bankruptcy sale
o Sheriff sale / tax auction
o Tax Deed
o Gifts
o Transfer of interest
o Trade / Exhange
o Partial interests
o Forced sales- Transfers in lieu of foreclosure, condemnation or liquidation
o Easement or Right of Way (although these can be used for special studies on easements or Right of
Ways)
o Fulfillment of Contract
o Plottage/Assemblage/Adjacent (This is referring to situations where a land owner purchases property
next door or adjacent to the property he already owns. Or where a number of separate parcels are
bought for the purpose of consolidating them into one larger parcel. An alternate use of the word
plottage refers to the increase in value due to bringing the properties under the same ownership.)
o Lease assignment or option
Sales are not thrown out because of their ratio.
To be a market sale the property has to have had exposure to a broad market and to have been actively
marketed for a reasonable period of time
In The Appraisal Institutes Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal part of the definition of the requirements for a sale
to be considered a market sale is that there was “reasonable exposure in a competitive market, under all
conditions requisite to a fair sale, with the buyer and seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably, and for selfinterest, and assuming that neither is under undue duress.” [Emphasis added] If a property is sold under duress,
which needing to sell quickly would fall under, it is to be considered not a market sale. Under the market sale
guidelines a sale that occurs in less than usual market time is also suspect. One of the aspects that is to be
inspected besides exposure is marketing time. It should be noted that the typical marketing time for commercial
properties is substantially longer than for residential properties.
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Analysis Process


















The work that we do is not a controlled laboratory environment
We will likely never have thousands of data points for commercial properties in Juneau.
We work with the best data that we have available at the time.
It is normal that subsequent to an analysis being done additional information comes to light that changes the
validation or verification conclusions of a few sales. This does not invalidate the analysis and ratio studies. This
reality is mitigated by the testing for outliers, the focus in the analysis on central tendencies rather than the
fringes, and the review of different data groupings and subsets. The mitigation of any potential effect is one of
the advantages of mass appraisal.
There are multiple facets to the analysis process. It usually includes the review of many ratio studies, starting
from before any changes are made to the results after the final changes, but it also involves much more than
that. Here is a partial list:
o The sales validation and verification process is highly integrated with the analysis.
o With each ratio study the decision of whether to include standard and/or extreme outliers
o A study of the outliers
o The relativeness of the sample
o The uniformity and/or variance within the total set and all of the various subsets
o The uniformity and/or variance between the total set and all of the various subsets
o Market area uniformity and/or variance evaluated at Region, District and Neighborhood levels
o The confidence level – this is a factor on all the decisions made and all aspects of the analysis and can
vary greatly from one part of the analysis to another
o The adjustments that need to be made and the best mechanism for applying them
Data Sets- typical analysis structures will have a primary data set and then major type division data sets
o For assessment work the primary data set is all of the property sales within the Borough.
o A typical first level or major type division of the data set would be land, residential and commercial
properties. All properties are placed into one of those three subsets based on appraisal judgement.
Subsets- from the primary and the major type sets you typically have many subsets that are analyzed
corresponding to things such as location, zoning, property type, and property characteristics
The analysis should have an established structure. This often encompasses looking at the total primary set first,
then doing land value analysis and adjustment, next incorporating the new land values into your analysis of
building values, followed by a neighborhood factor analysis off of the new values which then leads to your final
values.
The data quality is critical to the analysis process.
The analysis process is critical to the uniformity of your values.
Analysis options / Mass Appraisal Techniques
o Adaptive Estimation Procedure (AEP or Feedback)- most frequent method used by smaller jurisdictions
o Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA)- requires a larger set of sales data
o Nonlinear Regression Analysis- requires a larger set of sales data
o Spatial Model Analysis (uses GIS)
Regardless of the number of sales, we are required to set assessed values each year. In setting assessed values
we must do so for all taxable properties in the Borough.
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Model Specification



Model specification is the process whereby you choose which property characteristics you feel effect value.
Model Types- Additive, multiplicative, hybrid

Model Calibration


Model calibration is the process whereby you determine by how much each characteristic effects value.

Approaches and Methodologies






All three approaches- the sales comparison, cost and income approaches- are considered.
New calculations versus trending
o There are advantages to both and which is best to use is situational.
In trending the assessed values the underlying considerations such as the 3 approaches to value and locational,
property type and property characteristic adjustments are all accounted for in the original models and
incorporated and carried forward into the new assessed values. That is one of the advantages of making a
correction to assessed values through trending.
Your CAMA (Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal) system will play a role in which options are available for setting
and adjusting values.

Review & Appeal Processes








Valid Reasons for Appeal
o Value is excessive/overvalued – To show that an assessment is excessive, an appellant must show that
the assessment is more than just overvalued. It must be shown that the assessment is grossly
disproportionate when compared to other assessments (or, it can be shown that there is an intentional
or fraudulent purpose to place an excessive valuation on the property.)
o Value is unequal – To show that an assessment is unequal, the appellant must show that there are other
properties in the same class as the property being appealed and that there is no basis that would justify
different valuations of the property.
o Valued improperly – To show that an assessment is improper, it must be shown that the assessor used
an improper method of valuation, which amounts to fraud or a clear adoption of a wrong principle of
valuation.
o Undervalued – To show that an assessment is undervalued, an appellant must show that the assessment
is more than just undervalued. It must be shown that the assessment is grossly disproportionate when
compared to other assessments (or, it can be shown that there is an intentional or fraudulent purpose
to place an undervaluation on the property.)
Reasons that are NOT Valid
o Taxes are too high
o Value changed too much in one year
o Can’t afford the taxes
In response to a Petition for Review, we review the assessed values for each appeal and if there is an error or an
indication of the property’s assessed value being excessive, inequitable, and improper we make the appropriate
corrections.
The appellant has the opportunity to submit information to the Assessor and once we have reached a
conclusion, to accept our findings or to continue to a BOE hearing.
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AY2022 Commercial Property Assessment Particulars















We strive to treat all properties equitably.
We have done our work with the highest of ethical standards.
We have followed the applicable assessment standards.
The basis for the 2022 commercial property assessed values is a market analysis based upon available sales data
of commercial property sales. The analysis adhered to assessment standards.
Trending was the best option for most commercial properties for our circumstances.
There have been questions about the historic valuation model. Actually, more correctly it is models, as in a
plural. For instance there is a model specific to S Franklin St properties while there is a separate model specific
to Concrete Way, another one for land in the Vintage area and at least one applicable to the core downtown
business district. Some of these models we have had opportunity to inspect and, while in some cases our
appraisal judgement would suggest a slightly different approach to the adjustments, the models certainly
appear reasonable. The basis and time frame for the various models of course differs. As an example, the S
Franklin St model was done in 2010 and adjusted slightly in 2011 and appears to be based on a study of sales in
the area. The Concrete Way model was updated in 2013. Another test of those models is what happens when
we apply trending. The fact that the trending tended to improve the COD and COV would suggest that the
models are reasonable and still are representative of the market.
The trending adjustment to commercial properties was applied as follows:
o Overall- 2% to land and 2% to buildings
o Downtown- -2% to land and -2% to buildings
o Rock Dump- 2% to land and 35% to buildings
o Warehouse Condos- No change
o Boathouses- -2%
o Sommers on Seward- Back out 2021 trending (put at 2020 AV as that was new and full market)
One of the advantages of mass appraisal and of the analysis work that the Assessor’s Office does is that we do
not focus on one sale (low or high) but instead look at all of the sales. We then set values based off of the mean
and median indicators for all of the sales. That way we are not isolating to the lowest sale or the highest sale in
determining what the market value is. Within this process we look at the overall market as well as indicators for
sub-groups such as locational factors, property features, types of property, etc.
Others have focused on one sale that was a market sale (the NCL/sub-port sale), claiming it is inappropriately
skewing the results. That is not true. It is a market sale. Whether or not it qualifies as an outlier under IAAO
standards varies depending on the ratio study. As a general rule, it is not an outlier except for when you have a
small subset of data.
A proper sales validation process was applied to the sales prior to the analysis. We have analyzed numerous
times whether or not changing the inclusion or exclusion of a few sales would have had any impact on the
valuations. In most cases it does not significantly change the ratios and would not have resulted in any different
action in setting the assessed values. Generally the only cases where it would significantly change the ratios
would be very small subsets in which case, due to the low number of sales you are relying less on the ratio and
more on appraisal judgment and analysis of additional factors.
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The values for 2022 were set based on market analysis. As a result of the analysis a trending was applied to the
assessed values. In trending the assessed values the underlying considerations such as the 3 approaches to value
and locational, property type and property characteristic adjustments are all accounted for in the original
models and incorporated and carried forward into the new assessed values. That is one of the advantages of
making a correction to any undervaluation through trending until new valuation models can be developed and
applied. Because there is not a wealth of sales data, often an overall trending is applied for various subgroups.
In the Petition for Review and the review process appellants are encouraged to submit specific evidence of an
incorrect value. Each appellant has been given opportunity to discuss our findings with the Assessor’s Office.
Our review of commercial assessed values has consistently indicated that we are still undervalued for
commercial properties. This is born out through the sales analysis, the cost approach and the income approach.
Normally, at the BOE level, we will propose increases to value when appropriate. The assessment level for the
vast majority of properties in the borough is very close to market, therefore, when through the review and
appeal process we have opportunity to correct an error and bring a property closer to market value that should
be done.
Two primary reasons cited for the appeals are that our assessed values are excessive and that our trending was
not proper.
o
For perspective on those issues I would like to note some information from a source
outside of the Assessor’s Office. We have had the opportunity to read two commercial
appraisals, both for one particular property on Salmon Creek Ln near the hospital. One has
a valuation date of April 05, 2013 and the other a valuation date of August 11, 2021. Both
appraisals are done by Mr. Wold who has been presented as an expert witness in many
BOE hearings.
Mr. Wold indicates that the land value in 2013 was $330,000. Our land value for that year
was just $229,800.
Mr. Wold indicates that the land value in 2021 is $570,000. Our land value for that year was
just $392,100 which happens to be less than 69% of his stated value which puts the ratio
close to our median ratio for that year.
The land value indicated in the appraisals increases by 73% over an 8 year period. Our
increase to commercial land values in 2021 year was 50% over an 11 year period. In
percentages Mr. Wold’s increase of 9.1% per year is double ours which is 4.5% per year.
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AY 2022 Commercial Property Analysis & Appraisal Summary
The population or universe of properties to be assessed is all taxable properties in the Borough of Juneau. Those
properties are divided into two primary classifications: residential and commercial. The focus here is on the commercial
properties. So, our universe of properties for this part of the analysis is all commercial properties within the Borough.
Correspondingly, the sales population is all sales that occurred for commercial properties within the Borough. Those
sales then go through both validation and verification processes. In the validation process sales are classified by other
transactions vs sales, then market sales vs non-market sales, then market sales for which we have a sales price. The
market sales with sales price are the sales utilized in the ratio studies and analysis.
The following page includes a summary report for the 2022 Assessed Values based on the sales information at the time
of the analysis. Because this is a dataset that includes all commercial types (vacant and improved) other than
boathouses a COD of 17.6308 is a good COD that indicates good uniformity in the assessed values across the varied
types and locations of the properties. The scatter diagram indicates that a more aggressive trending of sales prices
would have been appropriate. If that had been applied it would result in an indication of the assessed value ratios being
lower than stated. These ratios and statistics are based on AY2022 values after the adjustments to values were made.
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AY2022- Com- After Adj- V4- 20220307a- All No 19s Trended
Summary Report
IAAO Standards for COD
Statistics
SFR
15.0 or less
Current Proposed
SFR-newer/homog 10.0 or less
48
48 Count
(Number of Records with Ratio)
Income Properties 20.0 or less
0.3594
0.3594 Minimum Ratio
Income-Urban area 15.0 or less
1.1616
1.1616 Maximum Ratio
Vacant Land
20.0 or less
0.8022
0.8022 Range
0.8512
0.8512 Mean
(This is the average ratio for your sample.)
0.8328
0.8328 Median (This is the mid-point value for your sample. Preferred measure of central tendency.)
0.8433
0.8433 Weighted Mean
1.5481
1.5481 Sum of the Square of Deviations
0.1468
0.1468 AAD
0.1815
0.1815 Standard Deviation
Coefficients (0=Normal Distribution)
17.6308 17.6308 COD
(Good indicator of confidence level.)
Kurtosis
-0.1117
21.3218 21.3218 COV
Skewness
-0.1857
1.0093
1.0093 PRD- Price-Related or Factor Differential
Alt.Cyhelsky's Skew
0.0417
(PRD s/b between 0.98 & 1.03, IAAO)
Alt.Pearson's Skew
0.3040
(PRD over 1=Regressive)
Trending Factors
Normal / Skewed Distribution Evaluation
0.85 Target Level
-0.0184 Differential Mean to Median
0.9986 Factor on Mean
25 Number of data points below the mean.
1.0207 Factor on Median
23 Number of data points above the mean.
1.0079 Factor on Weighted Mean
*Note- # below/above works on data sets up to 5,000 pts.
Ratios by Sale Date

2.0000
1.9000
1.8000
1.7000
1.6000
1.5000
1.4000
1.3000
1.2000
1.1000
1.0000
0.9000
0.8000
0.7000
0.6000
0.5000
0.4000
0.3000
0.2000
0.1000
0.0000

1.4000
1.2000
1.0000
0.8000
0.6000
0.4000
0.2000
0.0000
Summary

Histogram of Ratio Frequency
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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Ratio Study Notations











Note that the scatter diagram indicates that a higher rate of time/market trending of sales prices was in order
for the ratio studies. If that higher rate were applied it would show that we are even more undervalued than
these statistics indicate.
Regarding the histogram, it is normal to have ratios above 1.00. In fact, if your level of assessment were set
based on the median and right at market (1.00) half of your data points would be below 1.00 and half would be
above 1.00.
If you reviewed many histograms from many different jurisdictions you would typically find a larger percentage
of ratios over 1.00 and that the top ratios would be far above 1.50.
It is normal that subsequent to an analysis being done additional information comes to light that changes the
validation or verification conclusions of a few sales. This does not invalidate the analysis and ratio studies. This
reality is mitigated by the testing for outliers, the focus in the analysis on central tendencies rather than the
fringes, and the review of different data groupings and subsets. The mitigation of any potential effect is one of
the advantages of mass appraisal.
Regarding the COD and COV: the numbers listed in the box at the top of the ratio study summary report are
guidelines. The COD and COV and associated guidelines help guide your analysis of the market, the valuation
models, confidence levels in adjusting values, effects of adjustments and other considerations. They are an
indicator of central tendency and not an absolute criteria or test that a study has to meet to be valid. The image
below is of the actual table from the IAAO Standard on Ratio Studies-2013.

If your ratio study involves a mix of property types it is typical that your CODs and COVs will be higher.
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Sales List
This is a list of Qualified Market Sales. (Market Sales for which we have a confirmed price.) The total potential
commercial property sales for use in studies for AY2022 was 59.
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Review of Particular Sales
Again, the exclusion and inclusion, as done in the analysis, was proper.
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Questions & Answers










Grandfathered Uses – Do they end with the sale of a property?
o Not necessarily. The rights to a non-conforming use usually transfer with the sale. If a continued use is
not permitted it is often considered a “taking” and the property owner must be compensated.
Highest & Best Use
o This is a key principle
o The four “tests” are physical, legal, financial and maximal
o While some aspects involve legal definitions or financial comparison the interpretation of all of the
factors is often very subjective.
Is there a set format and cap rate for an income approach?
o There is no one set format when it comes to income approaches. It is common, when used for property
tax assessment purposes, that the following expenses are excluded: property taxes, depreciation, debt
service, income taxes, capital improvements, owner business expenses and replacement reserves. Those
factors can vary considerably from one investor or property owner to another. Excluding them produces
a more consistent model that reflects the market overall. Note that items such as the cap rate need to
be developed or calibrated for each specific model structure. Different models may arrive at different
NOI amounts, different cap rates, different standard expense percentages, etc. due to what income or
expenses are included or excluded.
o For the income approach our model used a cap rate of 6% for AY2021. Our research indicated that an
appropriate cap rate would have been 5%. Testing that against local sales and market information that
we had available, we found that the 5% would bring us to market and that using 6% produced values in
line with the 85% to 90% level of valuation that we were achieving with the ratio study and trending. A
cap rate has not been adopted for AY2022 as of the writing of this document.
o Remember that the cap rate is an inverse number to the value so a higher cap rate results in a lower
indicated property value.
Can a comparable sale be from a different location?
o Some questions have been asked about Comparables in appraisal and assessed valuation work. First, in
utilizing mass appraisal you do not have specifically identified comparables as you would in a classic
sales comparison methodology, rather you are looking at all of the sales. That said, there is far more
latitude in comparables than is being recognized. Comparable selection is highly subjective and each
appraiser will have their own opinion as to which sales are the best comparables. Adjustments are then
made to those comparables to “bring them” to the subject’s characteristics. While a residential appraisal
for financing, which is the appraisal application that you are probably most familiar with, usually has
fairly tight parameters, there actually can be great latitude in the comparable selection. There are many
cases where, due to lack of sales, appraisers utilize different types of properties and properties from
different neighborhoods, different cities and even different states. The adjustments become even more
critical in these cases. Can a property from the valley be utilized in an appraisal for a downtown
property? Absolutely, if the appraiser feels that that is the best comparable available. In such a case the
locational adjustment would be more critical than if you have a comparable that is only a block away.
Full Market Value Recommendation to the BOE
o Normally the Assessor’s Office should recommend full market value to the BOE, however, because we
are still working on replacing and/or correcting outdated models we are, for the 2022 appeal process,
placing a higher priority on uniformity within existing models rather than uniformity with the whole
which is being addressed through separate processes. Therefore, in most cases full market value will be
listed but not as our recommended value.
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An Example


Consider a scenario- State law and assessment standards indicate that you should assess all classes of property
at similar levels. You are setting assessed values for all commercial property types including retail, offices, and
warehouses. All non-commercial property types are at market (100%). You have 50+ sales from all commercial
types, clustered fairly tightly, showing an overall ratio for all commercial type properties as being 70%. You have
12 sales of retail properties that are not a real tight cluster but showing that you are 70% of market. You have 6
sales of warehouses that are tightly clustered. They also show that you are at 70% of market. You have no office
building sales. All of the subgroups that you have sales for have ratios close to the 70%. State law says that you
must place a value on all of these properties. What are you going to do with assessed values for retail
properties? What are you going to do with warehouse values? What are you going to do with office building
values? Are you going to ignore the evidence and leave the values the same or are you going to apply the best
correction that you can? Are you going to change some and not others just because there are fewer sales or no
sales for that particular type? If so, what is your justification for treating them differently?
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Attachment A: 2022 Assessment Report
The following pages are a copy of the 2022 Assessment Valuations Summary Report (appraisal report).

There is some duplication of information between the Guide and Attachments A and B, however, we felt it was best to
present the documents in their entirety. They do both present additional information from the Guide.
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Attachment B: BOE Training
There is some duplication of information between the Guide and Attachments A and B, however, we felt it was best to
present the documents in their entirety. They do both present additional information from the Guide.
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Monday, March 21, 2022 8:51 AM
Michael Dahle
Email Exchange

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Here is my email so you may send me information.
Thank you,
Greg Adler
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Monday, March 21, 2022 11:27 AM
Michael Dahle
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as Requested
City and Borough of Juneau News Release.pdf

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Thank you for speaking with me earlier today.
Attached please find the City and Borough of Juneau News Release dated June 15, 2021.
Briefly the article says,
1. Headline-Assembly reduces the tax rate
2. Even with the lower tax rate,
a. CBJ collected $3 million more dollars in property tax revenue
b. Substantial growth in property valuations
c. Considerable adjustment to the value of of commercial land
3. $3million dollars used for
a. $3.3 million for Augustus Brown Pool deferred maintenance and
b. $6.9 million dollars to restore temporary reductions to the Capital Improvement Plan
In summary, arguably the city raised property taxes $3 million dollars and spent it for deferred maintenance on the
pool. This constitutes a taking without just compensation. This type of expense does not relate to the police power of
the state, but rather is a special expenditure that all citizens not just property owners should pay.
Thanks for your help,
Look forward to receiving your materials soon.
Greg Adler

1
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Juneau Assembly passes budget reducing the property tax ra te - City and Borough of Juneau
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June 15, 2021 - News

After two months of budget work by the Assembly Finance Committee, the
Juneau Assembly passed the Fiscal Year 2022 budget at Monday night's
Reg ular Assembly Meeting. The Assembly voted to lower the property tax rate
from 10.66 mills to 10.56 mills - the lowest property tax rate since 2013. The
new budget, which begins July 1, expands the Assembly's su pport for childcare

"
s~rvices
and also restores money to the C::ipiral Improvement Plan, including_
imp rovements to the Augustus Brown Pool,
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Juneau Assembly passes budget reducing the property tax rate - City and Borough of Juneau
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3/2 1/22, 5:34 AM

The $420.9 million budget includes reduced projections of sales tax revenues
and cruise ship passenger fees in anticipation of limited large cruise ship
visitation this current summer. To offset these depressed revenues , the budget
utilizes CBJ's $12.8 million allocation of federal stimulus funds from the
American Rescue Plan Act to replace lost revenues in FY21 and FY22.
Application of this federal aid to offset lost revenues in FY21 reduced the
anticipated $2.8 million deficit to zero, and in FY22 reduces the projected $15.8
million deficit to $5.9 million.
Despite being faced with a deficit, the Assembly maintained all essential city
services while lowering the property tax rate to 10.56 mills. Even with the lower
property tax rate, CBJ will collect approximately $3.0 million more in property tax
revenue in FY22 as a result of a substantial growth in property valuations,
ipcluding a considerable adjustment to the value of commercial land . The
Assembly still needed to draw from savings to cover a remaining budgetary
shortfall.
The Assembly also restored $6.9 million of temporary redu ctions to the Capital
Improvement Plan that were made in FY21 to balance the budget, including the
$3.3 million Augustus Brown Pool deferred maintenance project.
For more information, contact Finance Director Jeff Rogers at 723-6907 or
jeff.rogers@juneau.org.

City and Borough Of Juneau
Phone: 907.586.5240
Fax: 907.586 .5385

ht t ps://i u neau .o rg/news room- item/ju neau -assembly- pa sses - budget - reducing -the - prope rt y - t ax-rate
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Michael Dahle
Monday, March 21, 2022 11:49 AM
'Greg Adler'
RE: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as
Requested
1C070A050060- 234 Seward St- Key Bank Bldg Assessment History.pdf

Greg,
Thank you for forwarding the news item.
Attached is the assessment history for the "Key Bank" building property.
I will send more information regarding your other questions in an email to follow.
Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 11:27 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as Requested
EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Thank you for speaking with me earlier today.
Attached please find the City and Borough of Juneau News Release dated June 15, 2021.
Briefly the article says,
1. Headline-Assembly reduces the tax rate
2. Even with the lower tax rate,
a. CBJ collected $3 million more dollars in property tax revenue
b. Substantial growth in property valuations
1
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c. Considerable adjustment to the value of of commercial land
3. $3million dollars used for
a. $3.3 million for Augustus Brown Pool deferred maintenance and
b. $6.9 million dollars to restore temporary reductions to the Capital Improvement Plan

In summary, arguably the city raised property taxes $3 million dollars and spent it for deferred maintenance on the
pool. This constitutes a taking without just compensation. This type of expense does not relate to the police power of
the state, but rather is a special expenditure that all citizens not just property owners should pay.
Thanks for your help,
Look forward to receiving your materials soon.
Greg Adler

2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Tuesday, March 22, 2022 7:17 AM
Michael Dahle
Key Bank Building Question re Misc Value

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Thank you for the historical records.
I do not know what Misc Value of $54,400 represents?
Please explain what this represents from 2018.
Thank you,
Greg

1
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Tuesday, March 22, 2022 9:01 PM
Michael Dahle
Re: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as
Requested

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Thank you for your email.
At present, the Key Bank building is vacant.
Have a nice evening.
Greg Adler

On Mar 22, 2022, at 3:20 PM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
In regards to your question about the $54,400 miscellaneous category on the assessed value. The cost
approach that was done in 2018 was done within our CAMA (Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal)
system. Previous cost reports also used the Marshall & Swift valuation tables but were performed in a
different software. With the current CAMA software some items related to a building end up in the
miscellaneous category. In your case the items included in that section include a storage area, the
canopy, an enclosed porch and the vault.
You asked what model was used to value your property.
Land
The land value was set in 2005 at 612,300 based on a per SF model. It was decreased by 4% on
07/01/2019 by Robin Potter to a land model in Govern, our CAMA system, of $40 per SF with a 20%
locational adjustment which appears to be for the corner influence. (12,245 * 40 * 1.2 = 587,800)
In reviewing the sales as part of the analysis for setting commercial property values as of 01/01/2021 it
was apparent that our commercial values were under market. As a first step towards addressing this a
trending was applied for the AY2021 values. For most properties that meant a 50% increase to the land
portion of the value. For improved properties that resulted in a 20% increase to the value on average.
Your property received that trend. (587,800 + 50% = $881,700)
For assessment year 2022 a 2% decrease was applied to properties in the downtown area. That was
applied to both the land and the building components. T he decrease to downtown commercial
1
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properties was applied even though the sales indicated that we were not overvalued in that area. It
was applied in our effort to improve the uniformity of commercial subgroup valuation levels.
For the land portion this meant a reduction to $864,066. (881,700 – 2% = $864,066)
I have reviewed the base rate and locational adjustment applied to this property and it is uniform with
surrounding properties.
Building
The building value is based on a cost report done in 2018 in Govern per an inspection. Within Govern it
splits the value into two segments, the main building and miscellaneous components such as a storage
area, the vault, etc. (1,662,300 + 54,400 = $1,716,700)
The 2% reduction was applied to the main building segment. (1,662,300 – 2% = $1,629,054)
The miscellaneous segment did not change for AY2022.
I have also attached a current cost report on the building. This is based on the last routine inspection
which was done in 2018. The effective year built and amount of depreciation seems high based on the
building having been remodeled in 2007 and 2008 and on my observations from the times I have walked
by the building, however, we certainly will take a look at the items detailed in the appraisal. Also of note
is that when the building was remodeled in 2007 and 2008 no change was made to the building value as
should have happened.
The valuation history is included again below.
In regards to the outlier classification, that refers not to the sale per se but to the sales position within
each data set of the analysis process. Part of the analysis of each data set includes a step to determine if
any of the data points in the set are an outlier. For a particular sale, whether or not it is considered an
outlier can change from one data set to another. In one set it may be an outlier while in another set it
may not be an outlier.
This is the definition of an outlier that we use:

We use the following definition for determining if a sale is an outlier. Any sale that is
more than 1.5 times outside the IQR (Interquartile Range), either above or below, is
considered a “Standard Outlier” and any sale that is more than 3 times outside the IQR
is considered an “Extreme Outlier.” This is based off of the following definition of an
outlier from Appendix B of the IAAO Standard on Ratio Studies: “The term outlier is
often associated with ratios that fall outside 1.5 multiplied by the IQR. A factor of 3.0 X
IQR often is chosen to identify extreme outliers.”
For each study a decision must be made whether or not to include outliers. As a general
rule outliers are not included in normal studies but may be included in a special study
such as where you are specifically looking at the impact of the outliers.
General Question:
Have you explored at all whether another bank may be interested in a downtown location or whether
you are thinking you will need to repurpose the building? From the quick research that I have done I
have seen mixed signals. Some of the statements that I have seen are that there still are some branch
closings but it has slowed from prior years, some banks have announced plans to open a significant
2
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number of new branches, half of the banks surveyed had plans to open new branches, closures are
connected to less profitable regions, that the branch is not going away but how they deliver services is
changing, and that the very significant number of people still physically going into the bank branches
provides a tremendous opportunity to banks if they will capitalize on it.
Branch density is declining but branches remain the predominant factor in new accounts and customer
retention so it is mainly the closing of duplicate or overlapping branches that have seen closure.
The next tenants of closed branches were indicated as follows:
7.5% other banks
26% stores
19% restaurants
17% health clinics
10.5% fitness
7.5% other financial services
The average time to sell was 9.5 months and the time to sublease just over a year.
I think that addresses all of the questions that you have asked so far that weren’t answered directly in
our conversations.
Sincerely,

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

<image001.png>

<image012.jpg>
<image013.jpg>
<image014.jpg>
The map below illustrates the base rate and the location adjustment percentages from the underlying
valuation model. Note that other adjustments such as size, shape and others are not shown on this
map.<image015.jpg>
The following map shows the value per SF for the land portion of parcels in the area.
<image016.jpg>
-----Original Message----From: Michael Dahle
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 11:49 AM
To: 'Greg Adler' <gregadler@mac.com>
Subject: RE: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as Requested
Greg,
Thank you for forwarding the news item.
3
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Attached is the assessment history for the "Key Bank" building property.
I will send more information regarding your other questions in an email to follow.
Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 11:27 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as Requested
EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,

Thank you for speaking with me earlier today.
Attached please find the City and Borough of Juneau News Release dated June 15, 2021.
Briefly the article says,
1. Headline-Assembly reduces the tax rate
2. Even with the lower tax rate,
a. CBJ collected $3 million more dollars in property tax revenue
b. Substantial growth in property valuations
c. Considerable adjustment to the value of of commercial land
3. $3million dollars used for
a. $3.3 million for Augustus Brown Pool deferred maintenance and
b. $6.9 million dollars to restore temporary reductions to the Capital Improvement
Plan
In summary, arguably the city raised property taxes $3 million dollars and spent it for deferred
maintenance on the pool. This constitutes a taking without just compensation. This type of expense
does not relate to the police power of the state, but rather is a special expenditure that all citizens not
just property owners should pay.
Thanks for your help,
Look forward to receiving your materials soon. Greg Adler

4
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Michael Dahle
Tuesday, March 22, 2022 2:21 PM
Greg Adler
Mary Hammond
RE: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as
Requested

Greg,
In regards to your question about the $54,400 miscellaneous category on the assessed value. The cost approach that
was done in 2018 was done within our CAMA (Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal) system. Previous cost reports also
used the Marshall & Swift valuation tables but were performed in a different software. With the current CAMA software
some items related to a building end up in the miscellaneous category. In your case the items included in that section
include a storage area, the canopy, an enclosed porch and the vault.
You asked what model was used to value your property.
Land
The land value was set in 2005 at 612,300 based on a per SF model. It was decreased by 4% on 07/01/2019 by Robin
Potter to a land model in Govern, our CAMA system, of $40 per SF with a 20% locational adjustment which appears to
be for the corner influence. (12,245 * 40 * 1.2 = 587,800)
In reviewing the sales as part of the analysis for setting commercial property values as of 01/01/2021 it was apparent
that our commercial values were under market. As a first step towards addressing this a trending was applied for the
AY2021 values. For most properties that meant a 50% increase to the land portion of the value. For improved properties
that resulted in a 20% increase to the value on average.
Your property received that trend. (587,800 + 50% = $881,700)
For assessment year 2022 a 2% decrease was applied to properties in the downtown area. That was applied to both the
land and the building components. The decrease to downtown commercial properties was applied even though the
sales indicated that we were not overvalued in that area. It was applied in our effort to improve the uniformity of
commercial subgroup valuation levels.

For the land portion this meant a reduction to $864,066. (881,700 – 2% = $864,066)
I have reviewed the base rate and locational adjustment applied to this property and it is uniform with surrounding
properties.
Building
The building value is based on a cost report done in 2018 in Govern per an inspection. Within Govern it splits the value
into two segments, the main building and miscellaneous components such as a storage area, the vault, etc. (1,662,300 +
54,400 = $1,716,700)
The 2% reduction was applied to the main building segment. (1,662,300 – 2% = $1,629,054)
The miscellaneous segment did not change for AY2022.
1
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I have also attached a current cost report on the building. This is based on the last routine inspection which was done in
2018. The effective year built and amount of depreciation seems high based on the building having been remodeled in
2007 and 2008 and on my observations from the times I have walked by the building, however, we certainly will take a
look at the items detailed in the appraisal. Also of note is that when the building was remodeled in 2007 and 2008 no
change was made to the building value as should have happened.
The valuation history is included again below.
In regards to the outlier classification, that refers not to the sale per se but to the sales position within each data set of
the analysis process. Part of the analysis of each data set includes a step to determine if any of the data points in the set
are an outlier. For a particular sale, whether or not it is considered an outlier can change from one data set to another.
In one set it may be an outlier while in another set it may not be an outlier.
This is the definition of an outlier that we use:

We use the following definition for determining if a sale is an outlier. Any sale that is more than 1.5
times outside the IQR (Interquartile Range), either above or below, is considered a “Standard Outlier”
and any sale that is more than 3 times outside the IQR is considered an “Extreme Outlier.” This is based
off of the following definition of an outlier from Appendix B of the IAAO Standard on Ratio Studies:
“The term outlier is often associated with ratios that fall outside 1.5 multiplied by the IQR. A factor of
3.0 X IQR often is chosen to identify extreme outliers.”
For each study a decision must be made whether or not to include outliers. As a general rule outliers
are not included in normal studies but may be included in a special study such as where you are
specifically looking at the impact of the outliers.
General Question:
Have you explored at all whether another bank may be interested in a downtown location or whether you are thinking
you will need to repurpose the building? From the quick research that I have done I have seen mixed signals. Some of
the statements that I have seen are that there still are some branch closings but it has slowed from prior years, some
banks have announced plans to open a significant number of new branches, half of the banks surveyed had plans to
open new branches, closures are connected to less profitable regions, that the branch is not going away but how they
deliver services is changing, and that the very significant number of people still physically going into the bank branches
provides a tremendous opportunity to banks if they will capitalize on it.
Branch density is declining but branches remain the predominant factor in new accounts and customer retention so it is
mainly the closing of duplicate or overlapping branches that have seen closure.
The next tenants of closed branches were indicated as follows:
7.5% other banks
26% stores
19% restaurants
17% health clinics
10.5% fitness
7.5% other financial services
The average time to sell was 9.5 months and the time to sublease just over a year.
I think that addresses all of the questions that you have asked so far that weren’t answered directly in our
conversations.
Sincerely,
2
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Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

3121/2022 4:06:21PM

Page 1

Cost Report - Commercial
1309
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
P reel Address
Effective Yeor BuUl
Year Built
Bu11cllng Model
Bullclfng Type

~ection 1

Record
1C070A050060

GOLD T'EIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
234 EWARD T
1987
t9l4
C-15 Offloes. Medical. PIA)ltc 8\Jildngs

Units

Exte!10f'Wllll'
He,iling & Cooling
Healing & Coo ng

R,mk

Average
6,608.00

+/-

Percent Cost
171 .00

Total
1,1i9,968

Concrete, Formed

6608

22.30

147,358

6608
6608
6608

613,00

11698

4.06
1.46
57,00

613
85,904
48,238
47,494
9,648

Hot Wll1er
Sprinklefs

13.00
7.30

6608

Fiie Alarm System

Sa:58rnenl

B

Hf:!a •ng & Cooling

Ard'litecl Fee

SJ)linklers

1

391

TotJIAfea

6608

Base Cost

02

Height

Ban~

Description

Number of Stories IBullcling)
Number of ectlons
Perimeter
Class

Unfinistled

46,30

263,910
$1 ,733,133.36

Sub Total

Local Mu pier
current MulliPli«

1.43
1.13

Ne!Qllbortiooo IYlJ plier
Oepced3ti0n • Pl'lySical
Oepced3oon • Ft.m:oonal
Oepreciallon • Economil;
Percenl Complete
CostloQJre
Nel91lll0mood ~ment

34.00

100,00

(X)
(X)

$2,478,381 .00
$2,800,S7 1.00

[X]

$2,800,571 .00
s.952, 11:14.00
$0.00
S,0.00

[-I
[-I
[-I
[-I

~epla<:ement COS{ less DecpreCi,ltlOn

$1 ,848,377.00

S1 ,MB,3n

Miscellaneous Improvements
!Mlscelaoeous lrnprovemen

STORAGE
2.12018PE

[+)

3,800

IMiscelbneous lmprovemen

CANOPY

[+J

13,400

IMlscelllneous Improvement

2.1.2018 PER
ENCLOSED PORCH

[•)

2.200

IMiscelaneous rmprovemem

VAULT

[+)

35,000

2.1.
2.1.2018 P,ER

otal Improvement Value

$1 ,902,800
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A050060
GOLDST EIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
234 S EWARD ST
JUNEAU T OWNSITE BL 5 ILTS 5 7 & 8
LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

2022

$864,066.00

$54,400.00

$1,629,054.00

$2,547,520.00

2021

$881 ,700.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,598,400.00

2020

$587,800.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,304,500.00

2019

$612,300.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,329,000.00

2018

$612,300.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,329,000.00

2017

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2016

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2015

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2014

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2013

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2012

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2011

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344 ,700.00

2010

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2008

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2007

$612,300.00

$000

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2006

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2005

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1 ,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2004

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2003

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1 ,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2002

$496,000.00

$000

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2000

$496,000.00

$0.00

$787,300.00

$1,283,300.00

YEAR ID

2009

BLDG VALUE

4
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The map below illustrates the base rate and the location adjustment percentages from the underlying valuation model.
Note that other adjustments such as size, shape and others are not shown on this

map.
The following map shows the value per SF for the land portion of parcels in the area.

-----Original Message----From: Michael Dahle
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 11:49 AM
To: 'Greg Adler' <gregadler@mac.com>
Subject: RE: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as Requested
Greg,
5
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Thank you for forwarding the news item.
Attached is the assessment history for the "Key Bank" building property.
I will send more information regarding your other questions in an email to follow.
Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 11:27 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as
Requested
EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Thank you for speaking with me earlier today.

Attached please find the City and Borough of Juneau News Release dated June 15, 2021.
Briefly the article says,
1. Headline-Assembly reduces the tax rate
2. Even with the lower tax rate,
a. CBJ collected $3 million more dollars in property tax revenue
b. Substantial growth in property valuations
c. Considerable adjustment to the value of of commercial land
3. $3million dollars used for
a. $3.3 million for Augustus Brown Pool deferred maintenance and
b. $6.9 million dollars to restore temporary reductions to the Capital Improvement Plan
In summary, arguably the city raised property taxes $3 million dollars and spent it for deferred maintenance on the
pool. This constitutes a taking without just compensation. This type of expense does not relate to the police power of
the state, but rather is a special expenditure that all citizens not just property owners should pay.
Thanks for your help,
Look forward to receiving your materials soon. Greg Adler
6
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Wednesday, March 23, 2022 12:34 PM
Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Can you please send me 10 years historical assessments for the Goldstein Improvement Properties,
1C070A020011 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 2A
1C070A020030 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 3 FR & 4
1C070A040010 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 1,2 &7 FR
1C070A020043 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 5A1
1C070A050040 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LET 4
1C070A040020 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 3
1C070A040010 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 1,2
1C070A040010 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT1,2 & 7
1CO70A020030 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 3 FR
1C070A020030 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 3 FR & 4
1D050L280130 CHANNEL HEIGHTS II BL B LT 31
1D050L270130 CHANNEL HEIGHTS II BL B LT 6
THANK YOU,
GREG ADLER

1
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Wednesday, March 23, 2022 3:29 PM
Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company-Key Bank

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Thank you for help.
I FedExed our Appeal to you.
The delivery date is Monday.
Greg
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Wednesday, March 23, 2022 11:34 PM
Michael Dahle
Re: Goldstein Improvement Company

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 23, 2022, at 5:02 PM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
Here are the histories.

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036

1
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment H istory Report
1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE Bl 2 LT 2A
Y!;A R IQ
2022

$1,567, 167.00

!.e,ND VA!.UE

BLQI, VALUE
$496.664.00

52 ,063,831.01

2021

S1 ,599, 150.00

S506,800.00

52,105,950.01

2020

$1 ,066,100.00

S506,800,00

$1 ,572, 900.01

20 19

S1 ,087,900.00

S506,800.00

$1 ,594,700.01

20 18

$1 ,087,900.00

$506,800.00

51 ,594,700.01

2017

S1 ,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$486,500.00

$1 ,577, 400.01

2016

S1 ,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$486,500. 00

S1 ,577, 400.01

2015

$1,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$498,400.00

S1 ,589,300.01

20 14

$1,087,900.00

$495,800.00

S1 ,583.700.01

20 13

$1,087,900.00

$495,800.00

$1 ,583,700.01

20 12

$1 ,087,900.00

S0 .00

$495,800.00

S1 ,583,700.01

20 11

$1 ,087,900.00

S0 .00

$495,800.00

$1 ,583,700.01

2010

$1,087,900.00

S0 .00

$421 ,400.00

S1 ,509.300.01

MISC VALU E

2

CAMA VA!.\
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LTS 3 FR & 4
YEt,B IQ

~~Q

~ALUE

MIS!:. ll6L.!.IE

aL.Qlz ll6L.!.IE

!:.6!.!6 ll6L.

2022

$967,848.00

S27, 100.00

5935,018.00

S1 ,929.966.C

2021

5987,600.00

S27, 100.00

S954. 100.00

$1 ,968,800.C

2020

$658,400.00

S27, 100.00

$954,100.00

S1 ,639,600.C

20 19

$671,800.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

S1 ,653,000.C

2018

$671 ,800.00

S27, 100.00

$954,100.00

$1,653,000.C

2017

$671,800.00

S38, 100.00

$933,500.00

$1,643,400.C

20 16

$671,800.00

S38, 100.00

$933,500.00

S1 ,643,400.C

2015

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

S965, 100.00

S1 ,675,000.C

20 14

$671,800.00

S834,300.00

S1,506,100.C

2013

S671 ,800.00

$834,300.00

$1,506, 100.C

20 12

$671,800.00

S0.00

$834,300.00

$1,506, 100.t

20 11

$671,800.00

S0.00

S834,300.00

$1,506, 100.C

2010

$671,800.00

S0.00

$762,400.00

$1,434,200.C

3
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
11 9 SECOND ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 5A1
2022

$1 ,216,278.00

S29,700 .00

$5,346,931.00

!;;AMA ~Al.I
$6,592,909.0

2021

$1 ,24 1, 100.00

S29, 700.00

$5,456,05200

$6,726.8520

2020

$827,400.00

$29,700 00

$5,353,668.00

$6 ,.2 10, 768.0

2019

$795,600.00

$29,700 .00

$5,11 9,200.00

$5,944,500.0

2018

$795,600.00

$29,700 .00

$5,11 9,200.00

$5,944,500.0

2017

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6 ,569,700.0

2016

$795,600.00

$5,774, 100.00

$6,569,700.0

2015

$795,600.00

$5,774, 100.00

$6,569,700.0

2014

$795,600.00

$5,774,1 00.00

$6 ,569,700.0

2013

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6 ,569,700.0

2012

$795,600.00

$0 .00

$4,812.200.00

$5,607,800.0

2011

$795,600.00

S0 .00

$4 ,812,200.00

$5,607,800.0

2010

$795,600.00

S0 .00

$4 ,8 12,200.00

$5,607,800.0

YEAR IQ

MISQ VA L!,1 1;;

!.ANQ VAl.!Jf

4

l;!I.Ql, VALU E
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A040010
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY INC
201 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LTS 1 2 & 7 FR
YEAB Ill

1.6~Hl ~aLUE

M l~Q

llAL!.!E

Bl.CG ~ALUE

QA!,!A llaLI

2022

S866,565.00

S13,300.00

$614,264.00

$1,494. 129.01

2021

S884.250.00

S13,300.00

S626.800.00

S1 ,524,350.01

2020

S589,500.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

S1 ,229,600.01

2019

S614, 100.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

S1 ,254,200.01

2018

$614,100.00

$13,300.00

S626,800.00

$1,254,200.01

2017

$6 14,100.00

$578,100.00

S1 . 192,200.01

20 16

S6 14. 100.00

$578. 100.00

$1 ,192,200.01

2015

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1 ,192,200.01

2014

S614, 100.00

$578,100.00

$1 ,192,200.01

201 3

S614. 100.00

$578,100.00

S1 ,192,200.01

201 2

S6 14, 100.00

S0.00

$652,200.00

S1 ,266,300.0I

20 11

$6 14,100.00

S0.00

$652,200.00

$1 ,266,300.01

201 0

$6 14, 100,00

S0.00

$652,200.00

51 ,266,300.01

5
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A040020
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
224 SECOND ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 3
l'.E6B II:!

~t:Ul ~.aLUE

L!ISQ ~AL!.!E

i!Ll:!S:. ~L!.!E

QAMA ~ALI

2022

S397. 194.00

S397.194.0

2021

S405. 300.00

S405,300.0

2020

$270,200.00

$270.200.0

2019

$245,700.00

$245,700.0

2018

S245,700.00

$245,700.0

2017

S246.000.00

S246,000.0

2016

S246,000.00

S246.000.0

2015

S246,000.00

S246,000.0

2014

S246,000.00

S246.000.0

2013

S246,000.00

S246,000.0

2012

S246,000.00

S0.00

S0.00

$246.000.0

2011

$246,000.00

S0.00

S0.00

$246.000.0

2010

S246,000.00

$0.00

S0.00

$246.000.0

6
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A050040
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
200 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LT 4
Le.t:11.2 ~6LUE

MIS~ ~e.LUE

llLl.2!. ~LUE

~6fi!6 ~6LI

2022

S346, 626.00

$14.300.00

$595,350.00

$956,276.0

2021

$353. 700.00

$14,300.00

$607, 500.00

$975,500.0

2020

S235.800.00

$14,300.00

$607,500.00

$857,600.0

2019

S245. 700.00

$14,300.00

$607,500.00

$867,500.0

2018

$245. 700.00

$14,300.00

$607,500.00

$867,500.0

2017

$246,000.00

$411 ,200.00

$657, 200.0

2016

$246,000.00

$411 ,200.00

$657,200.0

2015

S246,000.00

$411 ,200.00

$657,200.0

2014

$2 46,000.00

$411 ,200.00

$657,200.0

2013

$246,000.00

$411 ,200.00

$657,200.0

2012

S246,000.00

S0 .00

$573,200.00

$819,200.0

2011

S246,000.00

S0.00

$573,200.00

$819,200.0

2010

$246,000.00

S0 .00

S573.200.00

$819,200.0

YE6B 11.2

7
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1D050L270130
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
3180 PIONEER AVE
CHANNEL HEIGHTS II BL 8 LT 6
Y~B IQ

~~Q

:-LaL.UE

Mllz~ :-LaL.UE

Ill.QI. :-LaL.UE

~aMa :-Lal.I

2022

S160.500.00

S597.500.00

S758.000.01

2021

S160.500.00

S524. 100.00

S684.600.01

2020

S154.400.00

S567.900.00

$722,300.01

2019

$1 54.400.00

S566,200.00

$720,600.01

2018

S155,800.00

S554, 100.00

$709,900.0,

2017

S148,470.00

$550,349.00

S698,819.01

2016

S156,600.00

$544,900.00

S701,500.01

20 15

S1 43,000. 00

$544,900.00

S687,900.01

20 14

S1 38,600.00

S592,200.00

$730,800.01

20 13

$1 38,600.00

S560, 700.00

5699.300.01

20 12

$100,000.00

S0.00

$633,500.00

S733.500.01

201 1

S1 00, 000. 00

S0.00

S566.500.00

S666,500.01

2010

S1 00, 000. 00

S0.00

S566,500.00

S666,500.01

8
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment H istory Report
10050L280130
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
FOSTER AVE
CHANNEL HEIGHTS II BL BLT 31
YE6R IQ

L,ANQ VAL!.!!;;

MISC VALU E

BLQ~ l/AL!.!E

CAMA VALl

2022

$1 21 ,000.00

$121 ,000.0

2021

$1 21 ,000.00

$1 21 ,000.0

2020

$121 ,000.00

$1 21 ,000.0

2019

$ 121 ,000.00

S1 21 ,000.0

2018

S115,200.00

$115,200.0

201 7

S115,200.00

$1 15, 200.0

2016

S76,600 .00

$76,600.0

2015

$76,600.00

$76,600 .0

201 4

$76,600. 00

$76,600 .0

2013

$76,600 .00

$76,600 .0

2012

$60,000.00

S0.00

S0 .00

$60,000 .0

2011

$60,000 .00

S0 .00

$0 .00

$60,000.0

2010

$60,000 .00

S0 .00

S0 .00

$60,000.0

-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 12:34 PM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Goldstein Improvement Company
EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Can you please send me 10 years historical assessments for the Goldstein Improvement Properties,
1C070A020011 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 2A
1C070A020030 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 3 FR & 4
1C070A040010 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 1,2 &7 FR
1C070A020043 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 5A1
1C070A050040 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LET 4
1C070A040020 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 3
9
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1C070A040010 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 1,2
1C070A040010 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT1,2 & 7
1CO70A020030 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 3 FR
1C070A020030 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 3 FR & 4
1D050L280130 CHANNEL HEIGHTS II BL B LT 31
1D050L270130 CHANNEL HEIGHTS II BL B LT 6

THANK YOU,
GREG ADLER

10
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Michael Dahle
Wednesday, March 23, 2022 4:02 PM
Greg Adler
Mary Hammond
RE: Goldstein Improvement Company

Greg,
Here are the histories.

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036

City and Borough of Jun,eau
Assessment History R,eport
1

1C070A0200 11
GOLDSTEIIN IIMP1ROVEMENl CO:MPA!NY
122 FRONT Sl
JUNEAU TOWNSIITE BL 2 LT 2A
YE.AIR ID
20 22
1

20,21

1,5 _9 50.0D

06,800.00,

S2 105.9 0.00

2,0,20

$1 .0 6, 0 .00,

06,800.00,

1,512,900.00

2,0 19

1,087,9 0 .0

S506,800.00

1,59 , 100.00

20 8

1 ,08,7 ,90 .00

20 7

: 1,11)8,7 ,90 .00

,OO~l-0 0

- 86, 00.00

20 6

: ,087,90 .00

$3,000.00

86,500.00

S1 ,577, 00.00

1 08,7 ,900.00

$3,00 .00

93. 00.00,

1,589,300.00

' 1,087,900.00

95,800.00

S1 ,583, 700.00

20 13

$1 ,087 900.0CI

'95,800.00

1,583,700.00

20 12

1,087,9'0 .00,

$49 ,800.00

,1 ,583, 700.00

2iCH 1

' 1 ,087,900.0_

9 ,800.00

1,583,700.00

2,0, 0

1.087,900.00

- 21 , 00.00

1,509,3 00.00

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
,

1

1

1

0 ,11100.00
1

0 .00

o.oo,
0.00

1

1

1

1, 9 ,700.00

1.sn.

1

00.oa
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LTS 3 FR & 4
YEt,B IQ

~~Q

~ALUE

MIS!:. ll6L.!.IE

aL.Qlz ll6L.!.IE

!:.6!.!6 ll6L.!.IE

2022

$967,848.00

S27, 100.00

5935,018.00

S1 ,929.966.00

2021

5987,600.00

S27, 100.00

S954. 100.00

$1 ,968,800.00

2020

$658,400.00

S27, 100.00

$954,100.00

S1 ,639,600.00

20 19

$671,800.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

S1 ,653,000.00

2018

$671 ,800.00

S27, 100.00

$954,100.00

$1,653,000.00

2017

$671,800.00

S38, 100.00

$933,500.00

$1,643,400.00

20 16

$671,800.00

S38, 100.00

$933,500.00

S1 ,643,400.00

2015

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$965, 100.00

S1 ,675,000.00

20 14

$671,800.00

S834,300.00

S1,506. 100.00

2013

S671 ,800.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

20 12

$671,800.00

S0.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

20 11

$671,800.00

S0.00

S834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

20 10

$671,800.00

S0.00

$762,400.00

$1,434,200.00

2
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
11 9 SECOND ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 5A1
YEAR IQ
2022

!.ANQ VAl.!Jf
$1 ,216,278.00

MISQ VAL!,1 1;;
S29,700 .00

l;!I.Ql, VALU E

$5,346,931.00

QAMA l/Al.!Jf
$6,592,909.00

2021

$1 ,24 1, 100.00

S29, 700.00

$5,456,05200

$6,726,85200

2020

$827,400.00

$29,700 00

$5,353,668.00

$6 ,.2 10, 768.00

2019

$795,600.00

$29,700 .00

$5,11 9,200.00

$5,944,500.00

2018

$795,600.00

$29,700 .00

$5,11 9,200.00

$5,944,500.00

2017

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6 ,569,700.00

2016

$795,600.00

$5,774, 100.00

$6,569,700.00

2015

$795,600.00

$5,774, 100.00

$6,569,700.00

2014

$795,600.00

$5,774,1 00.00

$6 ,569,700.00

2013

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6 ,569,700.00

2012

$795,600.00

$0 .00

$4,812.200.00

$5,607,800.00

2011

$795,600.00

S0 .00

$4 ,812,200.00

$5,607,800.00

2010

$795,600.00

S0 .00

$4 ,8 12,200.00

$5,607,800.00

3
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A040010
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY INC
201 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LTS 1 2 & 7 FR
YEAB Ill

1.6~Hl ~aLUE

M l~Q

llAL!.!E

Bl.CG ~ALUE

QA!,!A llaL!.!E

2022

S866,565.00

S13,300.00

$614,264.00

$1,494. 129.00

2021

S884.250.00

S13,300.00

S626.800.00

S1 ,524,350.00

2020

S589,500.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

S1 ,229,600.00

2019

S614, 100.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

S1 ,254,200.00

2018

$614,100.00

$13,300.00

S626,800.00

$1,254,200.00

2017

$6 14,100.00

$578,100.00

S1 .192,200.00

20 16

S6 14. 100.00

$578. 100.00

$1 ,192,200.00

2015

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1 ,192,200.00

2014

S614, 100.00

$578,100.00

$1 ,192,200.00

201 3

S614. 100.00

$578,100.00

S1 .192,200.00

201 2

S6 14, 100.00

S0.00

$652,200.00

S1 ,266,300.00

20 11

$6 14,100.00

S0.00

$652,200.00

$1 ,266,300.00

201 0

$6 14, 100,00

S0.00

$652,200.00

51 ,266,300.00

4
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A040020
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
224 SECOND ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 3
l'.E6B II:!

~t:Ul ~.aLUE

L!ISQ ~AL!.!E

i!Ll:!S:. ~L!.!E

QAMA ~AL!.!E

2022

S397. 194.00

S397.194.00

2021

S405. 300.00

S405,300.00

2020

$270,200.00

$270.200.00

2019

$245,700.00

S245,700.00

2018

S245,700.00

$245,700.00

2017

S246.000.00

S246,000.00

2016

S246,000.00

S246.000.00

2015

S246,000.00

S246,000.00

2014

S246,000.00

S246.000.00

2013

S246,000.00

S246,000.00

2012

S246,000.00

S0.00

S0.00

$246.000.00

2011

$246,000.00

S0.00

S0.00

S2 46. 00 0. 00

2010

S246,000.00

$0.00

S0.00

$246.000.00

5
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A050040
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
200 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LT 4
Le.t:11.2 ~6LUE

MIS~ ~e.LUE

llLl.2!. ~LUE

~e.Me. ~e.LUE

2022

S346, 626.00

$14.300.00

$595,350.00

$9 56,276.00

2021

$353. 700.00

$14,300.00

$607, 500.00

$975,500.00

2020

S235.800.00

$14,300.00

$607,500.00

S857,600.00

2019

S245. 700.00

$14,300.00

$607,500.00

$867,500.00

2018

$245. 700.00

$14,300.00

$607,500.00

$867,500.00

2017

$246,000.00

$411 ,200.00

$657, 200.00

2016

$246,000.00

$411 ,200.00

$657,200.00

2015

S246,000.00

$411 ,200.00

$657,200.00

2014

$2 46,000.00

$411 ,200.00

$657,200.00

2013

$246,000.00

$411,200.00

$657,200.00

2012

S246,000.00

S0 .00

$573,200.00

$819,200.00

2011

S246,000.00

S0.00

$573,200.00

$819,200.00

2010

$246,000.00

S0 .00

S573.200.00

$819,200.00

YE6B 11.2

6
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1D050L270130
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
3180 PIONEER AVE
CHANNEL HEIGHTS II BL 8 LT 6
Y~B IQ

~~Q

:-LaL.UE

Mllz~ :-LaL.UE

Ill.QI. :-LaL.UE

~aMa

:-lal.UE

2022

S160.500.00

S597.500.00

S758.000.00

2021

S160.500.00

S524.100.00

S684.600.00

2020

S154.400.00

S567.900.00

$722,300.00

2019

$154.400.00

S566,200.00

$720,600.00

2018

S155,800.00

S554, 100.00

$709,900.00

2017

S148,470.00

$550,349.00

S698,819.00

2016

S156,600.00

$544,900.00

$701,500.00

20 15

S1 43,000. 00

$544,900.00

S687,900.00

20 14

S138,600.00

S592,200.00

$730,800.00

201 3

$138,600.00

S560, 700.00

5699.300.00

20 12

$100,000.00

S0.00

$633,500.00

S733.500.00

201 1

S100, 000. 00

S0.00

S566.500.00

S666,500.00

2010

S1 00, 000. 00

S0.00

S566,500.00

S666,500.00
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment H istory Report
10050L280130
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
FOSTER AVE
CHANNEL HEIGHTS II BL BLT 31
YE6R IQ

L,ANQ VAL!.!!;;

MISC VALU E

BLQ~ l/AL!.!E

CAMA VAL!.!!;;

2022

$121 ,000.00

$121 ,000.00

2021

$121 ,000.00

$121 ,000.00

2020

$121 ,000.00

$121 ,000.00

2019

$121 ,000.00

S121 ,000.00

2018

S115,200.00

S115,200. 00

2017

S115,200.00

$115, 200.00

2016

S76,600 .00

$76,600.00

2015

$76,600.00

$76,600 .00

2014

$76,600. 00

$76,600 .00

2013

$76,600 .00

$76,600 .00

2012

$60,000.00

S0.00

S0 .00

$60,000 .00

2011

$60,000 .00

S0 .00

$0 .00

$60,000.00

2010

$60,000 .00

S0 .00

S0 .00

$60,000.00

-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 12:34 PM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Goldstein Improvement Company
EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Can you please send me 10 years historical assessments for the Goldstein Improvement Properties,
1C070A020011 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 2A
1C070A020030 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 3 FR & 4
1C070A040010 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 1,2 &7 FR
1C070A020043 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 5A1
1C070A050040 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LET 4
1C070A040020 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 3
8
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1C070A040010 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 1,2
1C070A040010 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT1,2 & 7
1CO70A020030 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 3 FR
1C070A020030 JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 3 FR & 4
1D050L280130 CHANNEL HEIGHTS II BL B LT 31
1D050L270130 CHANNEL HEIGHTS II BL B LT 6

THANK YOU,
GREG ADLER

9
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Thursday, March 24, 2022 6:19 AM
Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company-Misc Value
Goldstein Improvement-Misc Value.pdf; ATT00001.htm

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Please see the attached Goldstein Improvement Company properties with Miscellaneous Value Assessed.
Please provide an explanation and documentation of each assessment.
Thank you,
Greg

1

City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COM PAN
110 SEWAAD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 L
Y!;;~ R IQ

2022

LANQ VAbfJ~
$9 67,848 00

2021

~MM ~AL!..!§

S2 7, 100 .00

VA !,.!,.!f.
5935,018.00

S1 .929.966.00

$ 987.600 00

S27, 100 .00

S954. 100 00

S1 ,968.SOO 00

2020

S658.400 00

S27. 100 00

S954 100 00

s·, .639.soo oo

20 19

$671,800 00

S27. 100 .00

S9541 0000

S1 ,6 53,000. 00

20 18

567 1.800 00

S27,100 00

S9 54 100 00

$ 1,653.000 00

20 17

$6 71 ,800 00

S38. 10-0 . 00

5933.500 00

S1 ,6 43, 400.00

20 16

$67 1,800 00

538. 100 00

$933.500 00

$1 .643, 400 00

20 15

S67 1,800 00

S38, 100. 00

$9 65. 100 00

$1,675.000 00

20 1-l

5671,800 00

$834.300 00

S1 .5 06, 1 00.00

2013

S6 7 1.800.00

S834. 300 00

51 ,506,1 00.00

20 12

$67 1.800 00

S0 .0 0

S834.300 00

S 1.506, 1 00. 00

20 11

S6 71,800.00

S0.00

S834.300 00

S1 ,506. 100.00

20 10

$67 1,800.00

S0.00

$762.400 00

$1 ,434,200.00

C ity and Borough of Juneau
Assessment H istory Report
1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST
JUNEAU TO WNSITE BL 2 LT 2A
YEAR IQ
2022

LA NQ VALU~
51.567. 167 00

~AU A VAL!Jf;

MISC VA LU E

S2.0&3,831 00

202,

S1 599. 150 00

52.105.950 00

2020

51.066.100 00

$1 ,572 900 00

2019

$1,087,900 00

5506.800 00

S1 .594, 700 00

2018

S1 ,087.900.00

8506,800 00

$1 ,594.700 00

2017

S1 .087,900 00

S3 .000 00

5486.500 00

S1.5TT.-i 00 00

2016

S1,087,900.00

S3 .000 00

$486,500.00

S 1 77, 4 00 00

2015

51 .087.900.00

S.3.000 00

$498,400 00

S1.589.300 00

201 4

St ,087,900.00

54 95.800 00

S 1.583.7 00 00

2013

S1 ,087,900.00

$495,800.00

$1 ,583.700 00

20 12

S1.087.900 00

SO 00

$495.800 00

~-1.583.7 00 00

20 11

S1 .087,900.00

so 0 0

$495,800.00

S 1.583.700 00

2010

51 .087,900.00

sooo

$421,400.00

S1 .509. 300 00

.s

City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report

Yl;.AB IQ

2022

LA~Q ~61..~l;
5346 626 00

202 1

YA1..\.!E

,U.Q~ VA!.1c!E

~AM A VAL.\.Jf.

$14,300 00

$595.350 00

S956 276 00

$353.700 00

s, 4 300 00

S607, 500 00

S9 75. 500 00

2020

S235.800 00

S 1.! 300 00

S607,500 00

S857 600 00

20 19

S245 700 00

$1 4 300 00

$607.500 00

5867.500 00

2018

S245.700 00

$14 300 00

S607,500 00

S867 500 00

2017

S246 000.00

5411 ,20000

S657.200 00

2016

S246.000.00

S411. 200 00

$657 200.00

2015

$246,000.00

$411 .200.00

$657.200 00

2014

$2 46.000 00

5411.200 00

$657 200 00

20 l3

$246,000 00

5411 ,200 00

$657.200.00

2012

5246.000 00

S573.200 00

$819.200 00

2011

S246.000.00

so 00
so 00

5573,200.00

$8 19 200 00

2010

S246.000.00

so 00

$573,200 00

SS 19.200 00

MI S~

City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment H istory Report
1C070A020043

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT CO
11 9 SECOND ST
JUNEAU T W
E BL LT 5A1
LAND VALUE

BLOG VALU E

YE.A.R IQ
2022

$1 ,216 278.00

$5 ..346,931 00

S6 592.909 00

2021

$1.241 ,100.00

SS.456.0 52 00

S6.726.852 00

2020

S827 400 00

SS.353.668.00

56 .210.768 00

20 19

S795 600.00

$5 ,11 9,200 00

55 .9 44,500 00

2018

$795.600 00

S5 ,119.200.00

S5 .9 4J .500.00

2017

S795,600.00

55,774 ,100 00

56 .569 700 00

2016

S795.600.00

S5.774,1 00.00

S6 569.700.00

2015

$795, 600.00

S5,774. 1 00.00

S6 569 700 00

201 4

S7 95,600. OD

$5 ,774,1 00 00

56 .569. 700 00

2013

S795.600 00

55,774. 100 00

S6 .569. 700 00

20 12

5795 600.00

so 00

54 ,8 12,200.00

S5 ,607.800.00

20 11

$795,600 00

S0 .00

$4 ,8 12, 200.00

$5 ,607 800 00

20 10

S795 600.00

S0 .00

54.8 12,200.00

S5 607 .800 00

C A.MA VA LUE

City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A040010
GO LDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COfv1PAN
201 SEWARD ST
JUNEAUT
TE
4LT

Y;,AB

IQ
2022

!,.f..NQ VA~ !Jti
$8 66 565 00

202 1

S8 84 250 00

2020

~fif.l A

VALUE

5614,2•,4 00

$1 494 129 00

$13.300 00

5625.800 00

s, ,524.350 00

$589 500 00

S13.300 00

$626.800 00

S1 .229.600. 00

2019

S6 14 100 00

S13,300 00

5626.800 00

$ 1,254.200 00

2018

S6 14 100 00

$13,300 00

So26 800 00

S 1 254.200 00

20 17

S61-! 100 00

5578. 100 00

$1 ,192 200 00

2016

$61 4 100 00

S578. 100 00

$ 1,192.200 00

2015

$61.! 100 00

s:1a 100 oo

S1 .192.200 00

201 4

S6 14. 10000

$.5781 0000

$1. 192, 200 00

20 13

S614 10 0 00

S578 100 00

$ 1,192.200 00

2012

S6 14. 100 00

so 00

S652.200 00

S 1 ,266.300.00

201i

S6 14, 100 00

S0 .00

S652 200 00

$1.266,300 00

2010

$61410000

S0.00

$652. 200 00

S1 ,266, 300.00
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Michael Dahle
Thursday, March 24, 2022 1:45 PM
'Greg Adler'
Mary Hammond
RE: Goldstein Improvement Company-Misc Value

Greg,
Here are the miscellaneous improvements.
1C070A020030

-

Miscellaneous Improvements
11

1C070A020011
No longer has a miscellaneous improvement value. It looks like this is what they were applying it for back in 2017.
·Miscellaneous Improvements
I l

1C070A050040
Miscellaneous Improvements
[+)

1C070A020043
Miscellaneous Improvements
Cacopy

1C070A040010
Miscellaneous Improvements
Ca opy

{+)

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

1
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From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 6:19 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Goldstein Improvement Company-Misc Value

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Please see the attached Goldstein Improvement Company properties with Miscellaneous Value Assessed.
Please provide an explanation and documentation of each assessment.
Thank you,
Greg

2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Thursday, March 24, 2022 4:07 PM
Michael Dahle
Re: Goldstein Improvement Company-Misc Value

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Would you be so kind to send me the Comparable Sale of the Assembly Building with square feet and any
adjustments.
Thank you,
Greg Adler

On Mar 24, 2022, at 2:45 PM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
Here are the miscellaneous improvements.
1C070A020030
<image003.jpg>
1C070A020011
No longer has a miscellaneous improvement value. It looks like this is what they were applying it for
back in 2017.
<image005.jpg>
1C070A050040
<image008.jpg>
1C070A020043
<image010.jpg>
1C070A040010
<image015.jpg>

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

1
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From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 6:19 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Goldstein Improvement Company-Misc Value

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Please see the attached Goldstein Improvement Company properties with Miscellaneous Value
Assessed.
Please provide an explanation and documentation of each assessment.
Thank you,
Greg

2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Friday, March 25, 2022 12:01 PM
Michael Dahle
Assembly Building and Key Bank Building

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Wondering out loud about something—
You report the Assembly Building, the Assessor “received indication of a sale price of $1,250,000.”
What does this mean?
I heard the Assembly Building sold for $750,000. The asking price was in this neighborhood when we looked at
it to buy.
Hypothetical Scenario:
Assembly Building sold for $750,000 was marked up to transfer to legislature and receive a higher gift
deduction value at $1,250,000.
Assessor used this hypothetical scenario to justify the value of the Key Bank Building. We bought it for
$1,250,000 and assessed at $2,600,000.
Assembly Building-23,840 SF/$750,000=$31.46 or, 23,840 SF/$1,250,000=$52.43
Key Bank Building-12,245 SF/$$1,250,000=$102.08 or 12,245 SF/$2,600,000=$212.33
Just wondering, does this look right to you?
Please add this email to our Appeal.
Thanks,
Greg

1
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jillian Olson
Friday, March 25, 2022 1:12 PM
gregadler@mac.com
Michael Dahle; Mary Hammond
Assessment History Report
1C070A020011.pdf; 1C070A020030.pdf; 1C070A020043.pdf; 1C070A050040.pdf;
1D050L270130.pdf; 1D050L280130.pdf; 1C070A040010.pdf; 1C070A040020.pdf

Mr. Adler,
Please see the attached as requested. Let me know if there’s anything else you may need.
Thank you.
Properties:
1C070A020011
1C070A020030
1C070A020043
1C070A040010
1C070A040020
1C070A050040
1D050L270130
1D050L280130

Jillian Olson
Assessors Office
Administrative Assistant II
155 S. Seward Street
Juneau, Alaska 99801
(907) 586-5215 ext 4034

*/
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JUNEAU
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jillian Olson
Friday, March 25, 2022 2:26 PM
Mary Hammond; Michael Dahle
FW: Assessment History Report

From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 2:01 PM
To: Jillian Olson <Jillian.Olson@juneau.org>
Subject: Re: Assessment History Report

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Jillian,
Thank you.
The Assembly Building sold for $850,000 prior to the sale on 8/20/2021 at $1,250,000 as reported to me by
Michael.
Please provide the supporting documentation on the 1st sale of the Assembly Building.
It is common knowledge there are few commercial sales, therefore why exclude sales that are Market Sales such
as the Key Bank Building and Assembly Building?

I cannot accept that they are outside your statistical range.
They are the exact sales an assessor would use in market analysis.
It appears the assessor is plainly wrong on this point.
Please send the Assembly 1st sale.
Also, if you have any documentation to support an across the board five percent (5%) increase when in inflation
and wages were increasing over the prior ten years at approximately 1.5%.

Moreover, our purchase of the Key Bank Building was not “Confidential.” We disclosed the information in a
timely manner to the Assessor and it was not provided in your statistics.
Thanks for your help and explanations,
GREG ADLER
On Mar 25, 2022, at 2:12 PM, Jillian Olson <Jillian.Olson@juneau.org> wrote:
Mr. Adler,
Please see the attached as requested. Let me know if there’s anything else you may need.
1
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Thank you.
Properties:
1C070A020011
1C070A020030
1C070A020043
1C070A040010
1C070A040020
1C070A050040
1D050L270130
1D050L280130

Jillian Olson
Assessors Office
Administrative Assistant II
155 S. Seward Street
Juneau, Alaska 99801
(907) 586-5215 ext 4034
<image001.gif>

<1C070A020011.pdf><1C070A020030.pdf><1C070A020043.pdf><1C070A050040.pdf><1D0
50L270130.pdf><1D050L280130.pdf><1C070A040010.pdf><1C070A040020.pdf>
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Friday, March 25, 2022 8:27 AM
Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company Properties

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Regarding all Goldstein Improvement Properties, please clarify all Mass Aopraisals Methods used and various data
sets and models used to value the properties.
Please separate your response by year so I understand why the values were lowered in 2020 and raised in 2021 and
2022.
Also, why were some values unchanged. Also, why property assessments raised and lowered. Also, how depreciation
was accounted for each year.
Thanks
Greg
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Michael Dahle
Friday, March 25, 2022 11:38 AM
'Greg Adler'
Mary Hammond
RE: Goldstein Improvement Company Properties
2022 Annual Assessment Report 202203a- Overview- Commercial- Interim.pdf; 2021
Summary Report- Commercial 20210528a.pdf

Greg,
I have attached reports regarding the commercial valuations for 2021 and 2022. The 2022 report is an interim report as
the confidentiality clause still applied to some of the sale prices. That will expire on 03/28 so a final copy of the report
will be released on 03/29 that includes all of the sales prices.
I will have our administrative assistant scan the property record cards for these properties and email them to you so
watch for that separate email.
In regards to the 2020 land value changes, I would have to do more research but most of those small variations were
due to refinements that the previous assessor made prior to leaving in order to move more of the commercial models
into the CAMA system.
Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:27 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Goldstein Improvement Company Properties
EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Regarding all Goldstein Improvement Properties, please clarify all Mass Aopraisals Methods used and various data
sets and models used to value the properties.
Please separate your response by year so I understand why the values were lowered in 2020 and raised in 2021 and
2022.
Also, why were some values unchanged. Also, why property assessments raised and lowered. Also, how
depreciation was accounted for each year. Thanks, Greg (sent from my iphone)
1
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CITY AN D BO RO
UG H OF

JUNEAU

Finance
Department
Assessor Division
155 S Seward St.
Juneau AK 99801
(907)586-5215

Assessment Report- Commercial Overview- Interim
City and Borough of Juneau
For Assessment Year 2022

Assessment Date (Effective Valuation Date): January 1, 2022

2022 Report Date: March 23, 2022

1
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Introductory Message for 2022
We continue to work on the model specification and calibration for all Juneau commercial properties. We started
this with the 2021 values and it will continue for a number of years as a special emphasis. Beyond the special
emphasis, valuation model specification and calibration is an annual, ongoing, and perpetual activity.
Commercial property valuations are challenging in Juneau. We are a somewhat isolated market with a limited
number of commercial properties available and a fairly low number of sales. The CBJ Assembly has been
establishing sales disclosure regulations that hopefully will lead to increased sales data to work with by the end
of 2022.
Overall, residential assessed property values increased 9.21% from 2021 to 2022.
Overall, commercial assessed property values increased 2.31% from 2021 to 2022.
Overall, vacant land assessed property value decreased by 0.62% from 2021 to 2022.
Business Personal Property Values increased less than 1% from 2021 to 2022.

Valuation Summary
Assessment Process Overview
Sales Data Procedures
Sales data was gathered and considered through a sales validation and verification process. A sales validation
criteria and policy was implemented in 2021 and documented for commercial property for 2022.
For commercial properties the sales utilized for analysis are from the range of January 1, 2017 to December 31,
2021. There were a total of 59 market sales with confirmed sale prices for use in the studies. Counts for
additional subsets are included in charts below.
Model Specification & Calibration Procedures
Mass appraisal models utilized in generating values have gone through the processes and Specification and
Calibration.
Three Approaches to Value
Cost Approach – is calibrated through trends in costs.
Sales Comparison Approach – utilizes market sales.
Income Approach – utilizes standard rates and/or individual property data.
For many classes of properties our CAMA utilizes a model that is a hybrid of the Cost and Sales Comparison
approaches; a Market Adjusted Cost Approach.
Analysis and Valuation Overview
Additional work was done this year on cleaning up the commercial property sales data. There is still more work
to be done but good progress was made. After the sales validation process we had 59 qualified sales from the
past 5 years with confirmed sale prices for the analysis set. The 59 sales include 8 boathouse sales which were
broken out into a separate study and were not included in the main study.
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Commercial and residential property levels of assessment are summarized in the table below. The table
summarizes the ratios from comparing assessed values to sales. A ratio of 1.00 would be right at market, a ratio
under 1.00 indicates that the assessed value is below market value.
Property Class (After Adjustments)

Count

Mean

Median

Commercial Properties Overall (without boathouses)
Residential Properties

49
1040

0.8507
0.9752

0.8265
0.9748

I

I

Summary of Performance Tests and Measures (Statistics)
Ratios, COD, & COV
The table below shows our starting and ending ratios for various classes of property. It is followed by two
summary reports showing statistics for the starting and ending points for assessment year 2022.
Ratios
Count Mean
Median
Notations
Starting
Ending
Starting Ending
Commercial- Overall (No
50/49 0.8187
0.8507
0.8057
0.8265
Boathouses)
This breakdown was not
Commercial- Improved
40
0.8404
0.8529
Commercial- Vacant (Land)

10

Commercial- Downtown (No
Boathouses or Rock Dump
Area)
Commercial- Rock Dump
area
Commercial- Boathouses

6/6

0.9864

0.9164

0.9662

0.9494

4/4

0.6364

0.8592

0.5939

0.8018

7/7

0.9822

0.9569

0.9891

0.9636

COD & COV (Measurements
of Assessment Uniformity)

Count COD

0.8053

COV
Starting
24.1573

Notations

Starting
50/49 19.9792

Ending
17.4590

Commercial- Improved

40

18.7109

23.7267

Commercial- Vacant (Land)

10

14.4455

19.1771

Commercial- Downtown (No
Boathouses or Rock Dump
Area)
Commercial- Rock Dump
area
Commercial- Boathouses

6/6

10.5249

22.3959

13.3208

33.7287

4/4

12.3297

12.3285

15.4194

15.4199

7/7

9.3722

9.3722

11.1691

11.1691

Commercial- Overall (No
Boathouses)

4

0.8426

included in the starting set.
This breakdown was not
included in the starting set.
Change is partially due to
change in captured sales
and outlier designations.

Ending
21.1151

Note the 2.5%
improvement in COD. This
is a good COD for a sample
with varied property types.
This breakdown was not
included in the starting set.
This breakdown was not
included in the starting set.
Change is due to change in
captured sales and outlier
designations.
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This summary report shows statistics from the starting Packet
point for
assessment
year 2022.
AY2022- Com- Starting Point V3- at 20220223b- All No 19s 532 Trend
Summary Report Before Calibration
IAAO Standards for COD
Statistics
SFR
15.0 or less
SFR-newer/homog 10.0 or less
50
Count
(Number of Records with Ratio)
Income Properties 20.0 or less
0.3594
Minimum Ratio
Income-Urban area 15.0 or less
1.1779
Maximum Ratio
Vacant Land
20.0 or less
0.8185
Range
0.8187
Mean
(This is the average ratio for your sample.)
0.8057
Median (This is the mid-point value for your sample. Preferred measure of central tendency.)
0.6837
Weighted Mean
1.9165
Sum of the Square of Deviations
0.1610
AAD
0.1978
Standard Deviation
Coefficients (0=Normal Distribution)
19.9792
COD
(Good indicator of confidence level.)
Kurtosis
-0.3459
24.1573
COV
Skewness
-0.1410
1.1973
PRD- Price-Related or Factor Differential
Alt.Cyhelsky's Skew
0.0400
(PRD s/b between 0.98 & 1.03, IAAO)
Alt.Pearson's Skew
0.1964
(PRD over 1=Regressive)
Trending Factors
Normal / Skewed Distribution Evaluation
1.00 Target Level
-0.0129 Differential Mean to Median
1.2215 Factor on Mean
26 Number of data points below the mean.
1.2411 Factor on Median
24 Number of data points above the mean.
1.4625 Factor on Weighted Mean
*Note- # below/above works on data sets up to 5,000 pts.
Ratios by Sale Date
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AY2022- Com- After Adj- V4- 20220307a- All No 19s Trended
Summary Report
IAAO Standards for COD
SFR
15.0 or less
SFR-newer/homog 10.0 or less
Income Properties 20.0 or less
Income-Urban area 15.0 or less
Vacant Land
20.0 or less

Statistics
49
0.3594
1.1616
0.8022
0.8507
0.8265
0.8398
1.5487
0.1443
0.1796
17.4590
21.1151
1.0130

Count
(Number of Records with Ratio)
Minimum Ratio
Maximum Ratio
Range
Mean
(This is the average ratio for your sample.)
Median (This is the mid-point value for your sample. Preferred measure of central tendency.)
Weighted Mean
Sum of the Square of Deviations
AAD
Standard Deviation
Coefficients (0=Normal Distribution)
COD
(Good indicator of confidence level.)
Kurtosis
#DIV/0!
COV
Skewness
#DIV/0!
PRD- Price-Related or Factor Differential
Alt.Cyhelsky's Skew
0.0612
(PRD s/b between 0.98 & 1.03, IAAO)
Alt.Pearson's Skew
0.4033
(PRD over 1=Regressive)
Trending Factors
Normal / Skewed Distribution Evaluation
1.00 Target Level
-0.0241 Differential Mean to Median
1.1755 Factor on Mean
26 Number of data points below the mean.
1.2099 Factor on Median
23 Number of data points above the mean.
1.1908 Factor on Weighted Mean
*Note- # below/above works on data sets up to 5,000 pts.
Ratios by Sale Date
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Market Trend
For Market Trend we reviewed the sales from the past 5 years and again tested various trend rates. We applied a
trend of 5% for 2017, 2018 and 2019; a trend of 3% for 2020 and a trend of 2% for 2021. The middle “Scenario 2”
in the chart below illustrates that trending. The trending that we applied was, once again, a conservative
trending. The indicated actual market trend is 5% for each of the 5 years.
To maintain the same assessment level for commercial property we would have had to apply a 5% increase
across the board. Applying an overall increase of 2% is more conservative and as a result we fell behind the
market a little more and ended up with a lower level of assessment. However, while being more conservative
increases the inequity between the residential and commercial classes of property, after partially closing that
gap last year, our focus this year was to try to bring more equity into the commercial subclasses. We appear to
have achieved that. (Refer to the chart in the “Overview Reconciliation & Conclusions” section.)
In the charts below, the three sales with high ratios in the last 6 months are high not because of a market change
but because of other known issues with those sales. Also note that no trending was applied when we were
analyzing the boathouse class of properties.
 Scenario 1 shows the results of a more minimal 2% per year with the downward trend line indicating that
the market increase is higher than the 2%.
 Scenario 2 shows the results of the rates that we applied. The downward trend line indicates that while
this trending is closer to market it is still less than market.
 Scenario 3 shows the results of the 5% per year. The trend line shows that the 5% is slightly less than but
very close to market.
Scenario 1

Scenario 1

7

2.00%

0.17%

5.00%

0.42%

5.00%

0.42%

4 Yr. Back

2018

2.00%

0.17%

5.00%

0.42%

5.00%

0.42%

3 Yr. Back

2019

2.00%

0.17%

5.00%

0.42%

5.00%

0.42%

2 Yr. Back

2020

2.00%

0.17%

3.00%

0.25%

5.00%

0.42%

1 Yr. Back

2021

2.00%

0.17%

2.00%

0.17%

5.00%

0.42%

Scenario 2

Scenario 3
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Data Set Counts
The following chart shows the dataset counts by Class and/or Subgroup.
Dataset Counts
Note that most of these counts are after the removal of any sales that were indicated as
an outlier by IAAO standards. The calculation for whether or not a sale is an outlier is
done on a per dataset basis. So, a particular sale may be considered an outlier in one set
and not an outlier in another. Therefore, the counts below may not mathematically add
up even though they are correct for the particular set or subset.
Also, the numbers can change from one version of a dataset to another and from the
starting point to the ending point as refinements are made to the sales data.
Counts of Sales Used in Ratio Studies After Removal of Outliers
Commercial
Starting Point
Class / Subgroup
AY2021 AY2022
Overall
57
57
Boathouses
7
Overall w/o boathouses
45
50
Land
Improved
Downtown
6
Rock Dump
4

Ending Point
AY2021 AY2022
57
57
4
8
53
49
12
10
40
40
12
6
4

Overall and Subset Counts: 2021 to 2022
60
57

57

53
50

49

40

40

40

:

10
8
6
4

30

20

12

10

•

4

0

AY2021

-+- Overall
-+- Land
-+- Rock Dump

AY2022

-+- Boathouses
-+- Improved

-+- Overall w/o boathouses
-+- Downtown

See Addendum B for explanation of various count changes.
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Outlier Explanation
Whether or not a sale is a market sale is dependent on the circumstances or conditions of the sale and
applies across the different studies. Whether or not a sale is an outlier is dependent on the dataset being
studied and can change from one dataset or study to another.
We use the following definition for determining if a sale is an outlier. Any sale that is more than 1.5 times
outside the IQR (Interquartile Range), either above or below, is considered a “Standard Outlier” and any
sale that is more than 3 times outside the IQR is considered an “Extreme Outlier.” This is based off of the
following definition of an outlier from Appendix B of the IAAO Standard on Ratio Studies: “The term
outlier is often associated with ratios that fall outside 1.5 multiplied by the IQR. A factor of 3.0 X IQR
often is chosen to identify extreme outliers.”
For each study a decision must be made whether or not to include outliers. As a general rule outliers are
not included in normal studies but may be included in a special study such as where you are specifically
looking at the impact of the outliers.

9
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Neighborhood Statistics
The following tabular data and chart show the medians by neighborhood for the commercial properties.
Commercial Neighborhood Summary
Neighborhood
AURORA BASIN C 19
AUKE BAY C
AUKE MOUNTAIN C
BUILDERS PLAZA C 24
BEAR DEN YACHT CONDO C 24
BACK LOOP NORTH C
BACK LOOP SOUTH C
BRANDY LANE YACHT C 24
CASEY SHATTUCK C
CHINOOK C 24
CENTRAL VALLEY C
DOUGLAS C
DOWNTOWN C
EAGLECREST C
FIFTH & FRANKLIN C 21
GLACIER SPUR C
HIGHLANDS C
JORDAN CREEK C 24
JUNEAU TOWNSITE C
LEMON CREEK C
LEEWARD YACHT C 24
MENDENHALL BUSINESS C 24
MENDE PENINSULA C
MARINER YACHT C 24
MONTANA CRK C
NORTH DOUGLAS C
NORTHEAST VALLEY C
OUT THE ROAD C
PROFESSIONAL PLAZA C 24
POSESSORY INTEREST
P & J BUSINESS C 24
P & J WAREHOUSE C 24
POINT LOUISA C
RIVERFRONT COM & MAR C 24
REMOTE C
RIVERVIEW YACHT C 24
SOUTH DOUGLAS C
SOUTHEAST INSURANCE C 24
SE VALLEY C
SEAGULLS EDGE C 24
SHELTER ISLAND C
SAFE HARBOR C 24
SOMMERS ON SEWARD_C_24
SOUTH VALLEY C
TH ANB C 21
TAKU RIVER C
THANE C
TEE HARBOR C
THANE CONDO C 24
TWIN LAKES C
WEST DOUGLAS C
WEST JUNEAU C
WEST VALLEY C
Rock Dump C

10

-Count

-Median

1

0.9462

1

0.9422

5

0.9518

4

0.6832

7

0.8911

5

0.7728

3
1
1

1.1398
0.5448
0.3594

3

0.6730

1

0.5514

4

0.9578

5

0.7823

1
3

0.9687
0.8265

4

0.8018

Median

Target
0.0000 0.2000 0.4000 0.6000 0.8000 1.0000 1.20001
1
AURORA BASIN C 19 
1
AUKE BAY C
1
1; 0.9462
AUKE MOUNTAIN C
1
BUILDERS PLAZA C 24 
1

BEAR DEN YACHT CONDO C 24
1
BACK LOOP NORTH C 
1
BACK LOOP SOUTH C 
BRANDY LANE YACHT C 24 
1
1; 0.9422
CASEY SHATTUCK C
1
CHINOOK C 24 
1
CENTRAL VALLEY C 
1
DOUGLAS C 
1
5; 0.9518
DOWNTOWN C
1
EAGLECREST C 
1
FIFTH & FRANKLIN C 21 
1
GLACIER SPUR C 
1
HIGHLANDS C 
1
4; 0.6832
JORDAN CREEK C 24
1
JUNEAU TOWNSITE C 
7; 0.8911
1
LEMON CREEK C
LEEWARD YACHT C 24 
1
MENDENHALL BUSINESS C 24 
1
5; 0.7728
MENDE PENINSULA C
1
MARINER YACHT C 24 
1
MONTANA CRK C 
1
NORTH DOUGLAS C 
1
NORTHEAST VALLEY C 
1

OUT THE ROAD C
1
3; 1.1398
PROFESSIONAL PLAZA C 24
1
1;
0.5448
POSESSORY INTEREST
1
1; 0.3594
P & J BUSINESS C 24
1
P & J WAREHOUSE C 24 
1
POINT LOUISA C 
RIVERFRONT COM & MAR C 24 
1
REMOTE C 
1
3; 0.6730
RIVERVIEW YACHT C 24
1
SOUTH DOUGLAS C 
1
SOUTHEAST INSURANCE C 24 
1
SE VALLEY C 
1
1; 0.5514
SEAGULLS EDGE C 24
1
SHELTER ISLAND C 
1
4;
0.9578
SAFE HARBOR C 24
1
SOMMERS ON SEWARD_C_24 
1
5;
0.7823
SOUTH VALLEY C
1
TH ANB C 21 
TAKU RIVER C 
1
THANE C 
1
TEE HARBOR C 
1
1; 0.9687
THANE CONDO C 24
1
3; 0.8265
TWIN LAKES C
1
WEST DOUGLAS C 
1
WEST JUNEAU C 
1
WEST VALLEY C 
I
1
: 4; 0.8018 :
:
Rock Dump C :
I
1
1
1

I

I

Overview Reconciliation & Conclusions
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Note that this is an overview of the reconciliation and conclusions. Much deliberation and review occurs within
the analysis process that cannot be captured here.
If we were a larger jurisdiction with thousands of sales and hundreds of sales in particular subsets, then we
could make more precise changes to correct the imbalance between residential and commercial properties.
Over the next few years we will continue to work to:
 Bring more uniformity between the commercial and residential property classes
 Bring more uniformity between the commercial subclasses
 Correct the imbalance in the distribution of the value between the land component and the building
component(s).
We took a first step in this process with the Assessment Year 2021 values. In Assessment Year 2022 we are
applying a smaller overall increase but are also making increases and decreases to bring more uniformity
between commercial classes. The subsets receiving additional adjustment include the Rock Dump area, the
Downtown area, warehouse condominiums and the boathouses. The work to bring all commercial properties
closer to market, to bring more parity to residential and commercial properties and to bring more uniformity
between commercial classes will continue.
The adjustments being applied to commercial properties this year will result in:
 a 2% increase overall
 a 2% decrease to downtown commercial properties
 a 2% decrease to boathouses
 no change to warehouse condominiums
 a 35% increase to Rock Dump area land and a 2% increase to Rock Dump building values.
Note that the decrease to downtown commercial properties was applied even though those properties were
not overvalued. It was applied in our effort to improve the uniformity of commercial subgroup valuation levels.

Submarkets, Stratifications and Characteristics Adjustments
Commercial Properties
In doing the analysis we looked at subtypes or submarkets to determine if any type of property needed to be
excluded from the general adjustment. Influences that we looked at included date ranges, price ranges,
property types/use classifications and market areas (neighborhoods). We hope to add more categories back
into the mix next year including service areas, zoning, land grade, acreage size, building size and other feature
adjustment categories.
In looking at market areas, special attention was paid to the downtown area in 2020 and in 2021, as it would
seem that they would be most impacted by the Covid restrictions. A graph of market areas (neighborhoods)
was presented above. There were only 4 market areas for which we had 5 or more sales. There was only 1
neighborhood with a ratio over 1.00 and that was based on 3 sales. That neighborhood is a known challenge
and is slated for a new valuation model as the properties in that neighborhood were originally valued on an
allocation basis.

11
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The following charts are from the audit analysis AFTER Packet
the calibration
They include scatter
diagrams for market areas (neighborhoods) and/or other select subgroups that had 5 or more sales.

The scatter diagram below shows the distribution of ratios by neighborhood, with each column being a
separate neighborhood. The numbers along the horizontal (x) axis are neighborhood code numbers. The red
line is the target of market value.
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The following scatter diagrams show the distribution of the ratios within particular neighborhoods. The
numbers in the horizontal (x) axis of these diagrams is simply a sale count number and they arrayed in ratio
order.
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Lemon Creek
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The chart below shows the change from 2020 to 2022.
Ratios from the Mean
AY2020
0.9629
0.7149
0.4095
0.7748

Residential
Comm Overall (1)
Comm Land
Comm Improved

AY2021
0.9800
0.8526
0.6143
0.9142

AY2022
0.9752
0.8070
0.8426
0.8404

(1) Does not include boathouses.
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Commercial Market Information
The following chart shows the number of sales per year in three groups- total transactions, market sales and
market sales for which we know the sales price. You can see that in spite of the pandemic the sales volume held
steady in 2020 and actually increased in 2021. You can also see that in spite of the ordinance requiring
disclosure of sales prices, for commercial sales we actually received prices on a lower number and a lower
percentage of sales in 2021 compared to 2020.
2016
56
40
12

Year
Total Transactions
Market Sales
Market with Price

2017
69
59
13

2018
70
49
8

2019
65
46
11

2020
61
42
16

2021
74
62
13

Chart Title
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60
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30
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0

2016

2017

.....

Total Transactions

2020

2019

2018
Market Sales

.....

2021

Market with Price

General Reconciliation & Conclusions Summary
After consideration of the data, the various models, and the performance measurements and tests, we have
applied the changes to the assessed values for 2022 as indicated by market sales as outlined in the above
sections and in further detail in the Annual Valuations Summary Report.
All three approaches were considered for all properties. Similar appraisal methodologies were applied to
similarly classed properties in order to promote equity and uniformity. For some classes of properties one or
more of the approaches were not given significant weight. Additional information in this regard can be found in
the supporting documentation.
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Addendum A – Commercial Sales List
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This is a list of Qualified Market Sales. (Market Sales for which we have a confirmed price.) The total potential sales for use in studies
for AY2022 was 59.
Parcel Num
4B1701090228
5B1201060140
1C030C280080
4B1701090223
7B0901030071
4B1701090226
4B1601050030
1C020K01E220
1C020K01E230
4B1601010040
3B1501020030
1C110K150900
5B15011109B0
1C070K820030
5B1601000023
4B1601080070
4B2901020010
1C020K01G200
5B1601140070
5B1501040020
5B1201020041
1C020K01G290
1C110K120150
5B15011103A0
1C020K01G280
1C070B0N0011
5B1601140043
4B1601050160
1C110K120120
5B1201000060
5B1201300110
4B1701080020
4B1701090056
1C110K120140
1C110K120051
1C020K01E300
7B0901030031
5B1201300110
1C060K010031
1C060K660110
5B1401050010
4B1701020020
5B1201060260
4B1701090218
5B15011107E0
5B1401050100
5B1201410060
4B1601050010
5B1501050040
5B15011121E0
1C020K01G280
1C060K700020
7B0901040110
4B1701100200
1C060K700011
5B1201260020
1C020K01E240
5B1601140092
1C070A050060
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Sale Date
01/10/17
01/18/17
01/30/17
02/14/17
04/11/17
04/24/17
06/13/17
09/07/17
09/07/17
09/19/17
10/12/17
12/13/17
12/22/17
02/02/18
02/15/18
03/05/18
06/29/18
07/25/18
08/21/18
11/16/18
01/15/19
02/28/19
04/01/19
04/02/19
06/28/19
07/01/19
07/16/19
07/30/19
10/02/19
10/04/19
12/24/19
02/13/20
02/28/20
03/10/20
03/10/20
06/23/20
06/25/20
09/24/20
10/09/20
10/30/20
11/03/20
11/17/20
11/23/20
12/04/20
12/07/20
12/22/20
02/05/21
02/09/21
05/03/21
05/11/21
05/14/21
06/10/21
06/11/21
06/11/21
06/16/21
07/30/21
09/14/21
10/22/21
11/24/21

Sale Price
150,000
1,400,000
930,000
150,000
1,540,000
130,000
104,000
32,000
32,000
750,000
65,000
160,000
300,000
950,000
968,750
73,000
1,000,000
27,500
240,100
900,000
1,780,000
25,000
597,938
370,000
25,000
2,300,000
145,000
115,000
378,818
2,205,832
225,000
800,000
1,567,000
378,818
612,788
17,500
9,744,050
300,000
20,000,000
1,400,000
2,009,000
650,000
486,000
Confidential
Confidential
479,138
371,000
160,000
Confidential
325,000
25,000
Confidential
3,100,000
Confidential
Confidential
410,000
Confidential
499,900
Confidential

Trended SP
180,250
1,680,778
1,114,967
179,521
1,831,103
154,339
122,749
37,387
37,387
875,000
75,626
184,778
346,083
1,090,389
1,110,161
83,473
1,127,361
30,903
268,912
997,125
1,957,258
27,337
651,171
402,889
26,920
2,475,694
155,774
123,322
402,862
2,345,228
236,688
837,756
1,638,995
395,875
640,380
18,135
10,095,918
308,558
20,545,556
1,435,739
2,059,616
665,618
497,435
Confidential
Confidential
489,253
377,802
162,898
Confidential
329,243
25,322
Confidential
3,135,133
Confidential
Confidential
413,531
Confidential
501,872
Confidential

I

I

AV Total Number Street
Buyer
Use Type INeighborhood
172,300
10011 CRAZY HORSE
30
SAFE HARBOR C 24
1,265,423
5720 CONCRETE WAY ALCOR LANDS LLC
24
LMNC_C
1,050,560
712 W TWELFTH ST
712 W 12TH ST LLC
21
CASH_C
172,300
10011 CRAZY HORSE DR BENTON AND MEIER MANAGEMENT
30
SHRC_C_24
LLC
2,054,226
3161 CHANNEL DR
FRONTIER PROPERTIES LLC 21
TWLKS_C
149,800
10011 CRAZY HORSE DR PAUL J THOMAS & AMANDA30THOMAS
SHRC_C_24
108,800
2274 INDUSTRIAL
30
RIVERVIEW YACHT C 24
26,500
1435 HARBOR
19
AURORA BASIN C 19
26,500
1435 HARBOR WAY
BLAKE RIDER
19
ABBC_C_19
839,562
2450 INDUSTRIAL BLVD BAD DOG INVESTMENTS 24
MNDP_C
41,200
1669 CREST ST
CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU
24 &PINT_C
AIRPORT
179,000
125 MILL ST
ALASKA SUSTAINABLE SEAFOODS,
30
LLC
THNC_C_24
230,384
2231 JORDAN AVE
TAMAR MARY BOYD
21
JDCC_C_24
1,175,611
254 S FRANKLIN ST
TIMOS GIAMAKIDIS & ARIANA
20 MANOLAKAKI
DWNTN_C
868,428
9151 GLACIER HWY
ST VINCENT DEPAUL SOCIETY
24
SVLY_C
30,000
2278 INDUSTRIAL
30
P & J BUSINESS C 24
1,066,665
10200 MENDENHALL LOOPGLACIER
RD
NALU LLC
31
AUKM_C
26,500
1435 HARBOR WAY
WILLIAM J GOERTZEN
19
ABBC_C_19
308,850
9309 GLACIER HWY
RNL LLC
21
PFPC_C_24
745,824
8855 MALLARD ST
GLACIER HOLDINGS LLC
24
SVLY_C
1,481,142
5433 SHAUNE DR
AKBEV GROUP LLC
24
LMNC_C
26,500
1435 HARBOR
19
AURORA BASIN C 19
505,400
0 MILL ST
M & M TOURS LIMITED
17
RKDP_C
341,836
2207 JORDAN AVE
SOUTHEAST ALASKA CONSERVATION
21
JDCC_C_24
COUNCIL IN
26,500
1435 HARBOR
19
AURORA BASIN C 19
2,122,380
259 S FRANKLIN ST
RBG HOLDINGS LLC
20
DWNTN_C
169,350
9309 GLACIER
21
PROFESSIONAL PLAZA C 24
83,000
2276 INDUSTRIAL BLVD JUNEAU INTERIORS STAGING
30LLC RVYC_C_24
320,200
0 MILL ST
GASTINEAU GUIDING PROPERTIES
17
LLC
RKDP_C
2,135,104
5245 GLACIER HWY
PETRO 49 INC
24
LMNC_C
274,941
1783 ANKA
17
LEMON CREEK C
565,539
10012 CRAZY HORSE DR RPA INVESTMENTS
24
MNDP_C
980,577
10009 CRAZY HORSE DR R & L LEASING INC
17
MNDP_C
320,200
0 MILL ST
BONNELL DEVELOPMENT LLC
17
RKDP_C
676,800
0 EASTAUGH WAY EASTAUGH WAY LLC
17
RKDP_C
26,500
1435 HARBOR WAY
RESOURCE INC & ROGER ENGEN
19
ABBC_C_19
8,344,671
3100 CHANNEL DR
SOUTHEAST ALASKA REGIONAL
24 HEALTH
TWLKS_C
CONSORT
274,941
1783 ANKA ST
MICHAEL HULL & ANGELA HULL
17
LMNC_C
7,373,814
0 EGAN DR
NCL (BAHAMAS) LTD
24
DWNTN_C
1,366,511
711 W WILLOUGHBY AVE
GOLD LODGE LLC
18
DWNTN_C
1,482,111
7900 HONSINGER DR
49ER INVESTMENT GROUP LLC
17
SVLY_C
538,254
10011 GLACIER HWY
ALASKA ON POINT PROPERTIES
24 LLCMNDP_C
274,300
5719 CONCRETE WAY SETH M KOCH
21
SGEC_C_24
145,000
10011 CRAZY HORSE DR JEFF CARPENTER & GINA CARPENTER
30
SHRC_C_24
234,498
2221 JORDAN AVE
FAMILY PROMISE OF JUNEAU
21
JDCC_C_24
399,789
0 HONSINGER DR
GSA LLC
17
SVLY_C
302,940
0 COMMERCIAL BLVDLINKUP ALASKA LLC
17
LMNC_C
108,800
2274 INDUSTRIAL BLVD SHEILA GOOD & JAMES PAPOI
30
RVYC_C_24
1,224,918
8717 MALLARD ST
PETE J THIBODEAU & ROSEMARY
30 THIBODEAU
SVLY_C
227,766
2211 JORDAN AVE
STEVEN M TORRENCE & COLLEEN
21
M
JDCC_C_24
TORRENCE
26,500
1435 HARBOR WAY
JAMES L SPRAGUE
19
ABBC_C_19
355,250
607 W SEVENTH ST
JUNEAU ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
24
DWNTN_C
COUNCIL
2,034,222
3225 HOSPITAL DR
SOUTHEAST ALASKA REGIONAL
30 HEALTH
TWLKS_C
CONSORT
187,578
10155 JENSINE ST
KURT S TVENTEN & RUNGSRI
30SEEHAWONG
MNDP_C
793,604
612 W WILLOUGHBY AVE
JUNEAU ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
21
DWNTN_C
COUNCIL
458,493
1995 LEMON CREEK RD BRYSON REAL ESTATE LLC 18
LMNC_C
26,500
1435 HARBOR WAY
ZACH DECKER & ALISHA DECKER
19
ABBC_C_19
572,050
9309 GLACIER HWY
BLANC DE BLANC PROPERTIES
21 LLC PFPC_C_24
2,547,520
234 SEWARD ST
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT24
COMPANY
DWNTN_C
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Addendum B – Count Variations
Commercial

Dataset Count Variations

AY2022 Ending Point Studies
Class / Subgroup
Overall
Boathouses
Overall w/o boathouses
Land
Improved
Downtown
Rock Dump

17

Potential

Used

59
8
51
10
41
7

57
7
49
10
40
6
4

Notations
2 Outliers (1C020K01E300 & 1C070A050060)
1 Outlier (1C020K01E300)
2 Outliers (1C060K010031 & 1C070A050060)
1 Outlier (1C070A050060)
1 Outlier (1C070A050060)

Addendum C – Sales Validation Policy

*JUNEAU
CITY AND BOROUGH OF
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Assessment Procedures
Sales Validation and Verification

Sales Validation
Sales Validation is the process of determining if a sale occurred and, if so, if it is a market sale.
The primary classifications for a “transaction” in the validation process are:





Non-Sale: These are things like name corrections, deed corrections, transfers to a trust, foreclosures, etcetera. The current
process in Govern is to not create a sales record for the non-sale transactions. If after a sales record is created it is discovered
to be a non-sale it can be marked as “Rejected” in the Qualification field.
Market Sale: These are sales that are, to the best of our knowledge, market sales.
Non-market Sale: These are transactions that are sales but are not considered market sales. This would include sales that are:
o Non-Arms-Length Transactions
o Purchase of Contiguous Property (Plottage, Assemblage, etc.)
o Family
o Estate
o Divorce
o Bank Sales (Sales After Foreclosure)
o Tax Sales and Auctions
o Related Entity
o Pre-foreclosure and Short Sales
o Sales that were not listed on the open market or were listed for a shorter than normal period of time
o Multi-Parcel Sales (Unless the parcels are clearly an economic unit that likely would never be sold separately and
there is a mechanism to automatically pull the totals from the CAMA system or there is reasonable opportunity to
manually adjust the data such as for a one-time special study.)
o Any sale with known duress

While it is desirable to include as many sales as possible in your sales sample, this is not true if it comes at the expense of having clean
data. It is well established that the above listed sales conditions often lead to sales that are not representative of the overall market.
In rare circumstances the decision may be made to include one of these sales, however, it needs to be well substantiated and
documented as to why an exception is being made.
An example of this might be a scenario such as this: a residential estate sale where the Assessor’s Office knows that there were no
ongoing mortgage payments, the heirs were local so it was easy to watch after the property, they took their time sorting through the
personal effects, held garage sales and then listed it with a realtor with no need for it to sell quickly. Rarely do we have the kind of
knowledge sufficient to make an exception.
If adherence to the policy becomes lax it raises the potential for appraiser bias to taint the sales data.

Documentation in Govern
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Govern Qualification Field
o Unverified – Continued research. This will be the default category for new sales records. Records in this category are
sales that are to be researched and categorized.
o No Data – Continued research. These are sales that have been researched and may be market but for which the
validation is not complete or we are missing the sales price or other critical data. Typically sales in this category
would see some continued effort to finalize the categorization.

o
o
o





Page
995
708
of 1973
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Qualified – These are market sales for which wePacket
have good
data
including
the sales price.
Rejected – These are sales identified as or suspected to be non-market.
Not Qualified – Not being further researched. These are sales that have been researched but for which there is
inadequate information to make a determination. Typically these sales would not be actively researched further but
that, if we came across additional information, could be reclassified. An example would be a property that we know
sold but we could not find any listing information for, we don’t know if it was marketed, we have no sales price and
there has been no response to the buyer/seller letters. If a number of months later it shows up as a comp in an
appraisal and from that we figure out that it was marketed (under an alternate address or some other reason that
caused us not to be able to find the listing) and we now have all of the information that we need to determine that
it was a market sale and to verify the sale price then we could reclassify it to Qualified.

Notes
o
o

As validation research is done it should be documented through notes in Govern.
If you have a possible but not verified sales price please do not put it in the sales price field but rather document it
in the notes. The only prices listed in the sales price field should be verified sales prices.
Govern Condition Code (Used for State reporting.)
o For any “Rejected” sales a classification for the rejection needs to be selected.
o Rejection classifications are:
 Bank Sale
 Divorce
 Family Sale
 Invalid – This classification is used as a last resort category to capture rejected sales that do not fit in one of
the other categories.
 Related Entity
 Tax Sale
 “Valid” – This classification does not need to be filled in for qualified sales. While it is not required it is
preferable that it be filled in.
o In addition, an “Adjustment Reason” needs to be selected in the Adjustment Reason field for each rejected sale.

Steps to Sales Validation









Check document (type of instrument, who signed, considerations, unusual terms, personal property mentioned?)
Review names for relationship potential (if sale involves LLC or other business look up principles)
Review Notes in Sales Information (under Functions)
Review Notes in Communication (Notes) Report
Check for Buyer and Seller Sales Inquiry Letter responses
Review I drive listings folder
Review internet for exposure indications and property data

Sales Verification
Sales Verification is the process for verifying our records against what actually sold. This usually involves an inspection of the property
as close to the time of sale as possible. Making sure that the condition is accurately reflected is a primary focus but attention is also
paid to other aspects such as is the quality grade correct and does the GLA appear correct. Also of note would be if any major work is
undertaken prior to or soon after the sale.
Currently, Sales Verification Inspections are not being conducted on a routine basis on all sales but rather only in select circumstances.
These should be done for all sales.
Currently there is not a sales record where corrections are made to the data related to a sale. Rather the data for the current year is
updated and the sales extracts pull property data from the CAMA’s “current year.” This means that in some cases corrections are
necessary to data such as Property Type, SF, and/or even the AV.
Updates of data occur from review of listing data and from the property inspection.

19
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Addendum D – CBJ Determination of Full and True Value
CBJ 15.05.100 Determination of full and true value:
Property shall be assessed at its full and true value in money, as of January 1 of the assessment year. In
determining the full and true value of property in money, the person making the return, or the assessor, as the
case may be, shall not adopt a lower or different standard of value because same is to serve as a basis of
taxation, nor shall the assessor adopt as a criterion of value the price for which the property would sell at
auction, or at a forced sale, either separately or in the aggregate with all of the property in the taxing district,
but the assessor shall value the property at a sum which the assessor believes it is fairly worth in money at the
time of assessment.
(CBJ Code 1970, § 15.05.100; Serial No. 70-33, § 3, 1971)
State law reference(s)—Full and true value, AS 29.45.110.

20
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AY 2021 Summary Report - CBJ Commercial Property Valuations

Broad Brush Overview
We are in the process of a major review of the valuation models, the assessed values and the assessment level
for all Juneau commercial properties.
A brief background. By State law we are to value properties at market value. Information that is looked at in
determining market value includes sales prices, construction costs, income and expenses, lease rates, and
capitalization rates.
Commercial property valuations are challenging in Juneau. We are a somewhat isolated market with a limited
number of commercial properties available and a fairly low number of sales. Up until late this last year there was
no requirement that the sales price be disclosed in real estate transactions. So, besides starting with a low
number of sales we only have data on a portion of those.
It would seem that those challenges resulted in assessed values for commercial properties, on a whole, not
being increased for the past 10 or more years causing the commercial property assessed values to lag behind
the market. This caused a tax shift. A tax shift occurs when the tax burden that should be paid by one party is
shifted to being paid by another party. In this case the shift was from commercial properties onto residential
properties.
To rectify this tax shift the commercial property assessed values must be brought up to market. This means that
commercial properties will see increases that should have occurred in smaller increments for the past 10 plus
years being applied in a few years. Because the increases will represent multi-year corrections they may seem to
be significant increases.
This first year we are addressing the land component. Next year we will refine the land adjustments and also
start making adjustments to the improvement portion of the commercial values.
As a commercial property owner you can help improve the assessed values of Juneau’s commercial property!
The more sales, market and lease information we can gather the better our basis for market analysis.
For sales, the primary year we look at is the last year. For property types with fewer sales, which include all
commercial property types, we expand the sales data up to 5 years back until we have a large enough sample.
For special studies we occasionally go back 10 or more years.
It would be helpful if you would provide information on commercial property sales or purchases that you have
made as well as rental, lease and income and expense information.
Thank you for any information you provide.

Assessed Values In The Midst Of A Pandemic
We recognize and are sympathetic to the fact that the past year has been difficult for some businesses in
Juneau. Some businesses have seen drastic reductions in revenue, in some cases almost a complete elimination
of revenue. At the same time, other businesses had a good year in 2020.
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In the midst of that, what State statutes require of us is to determine the market value of the real estate. While
a particular business may go out of business the underlying real estate value may decrease, may stay the same,
or may even increase.

Compounding Circumstances
Compounding this situation is the fact that it has become recognized and documented that most of the
commercial assessed values have not changed in ten plus years while the actual market values have increased
during that time. So, we need to take steps to correct that neglect.

Analysis Conclusions
A lot of work was done this year cleaning up the commercial property sales data. There is still more work to be
done but good progress was made. That resulted in us having 57 market sales from the past 5 years for which
we had sales prices.
Below is a table that summarizes some of the ratios from comparing assessed values to sales. A ratio of 1.00
would be right at market, a ratio under 1.00 indicates that properties are undervalued. This analysis compares
01/01/2020 assessed values to 01/01/2021 market value.
Property Class
Commercial Land
Commercial Improved Properties (Core Types)
Commercial Properties Overall
Residential Properties (for class equity comparison)

Count
12
35
57
1025

Mean
0.4095
0.7748
0.7149
0.9629

Median
0.3928
0.8112
0.7411
0.9653

Adjustments To Assessed Values
If we were a larger jurisdiction with thousands of sales and hundreds of sales in particular subsets, then we
could make more drastic changes to correct the imbalance between residential and commercial properties more
quickly but with limited sales we need to be a little more cautious.
Over the next few years we will work to:




Bring more uniformity between the commercial and residential property classes
Bring more uniformity between the commercial subclasses
Correct the imbalance in the distribution of the value between the land component and the building
component(s).

This year will just be a first step. For most properties the increase will be applied to just the land component. For
some classes of properties that have no land component or only a token land value, the increase will be applied
to the buildings. This will bring all commercial properties closer to market. Next year we will take another step
towards parity with residential properties. This will likely involve a further increase in land and, at least in some
cases, a reduction in the building component.
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The adjustment being applied this year will result in a 50% increase in the land component for most commercial
properties. On average this results in a 20% increase to commercial property values. One class of properties,
boathouses, will actually see a 20% reduction this year.

Future Refinements
In the coming years we will be:




Refining the valuation models for all of the commercial property types- retail, office, medical, industrial,
etc.
Refining the locational adjustments
Refining the value adjustments for things like quality, condition and other attributes.

Charts & Maps
This first chart shows the number of sales per year in two groups- market sales and market sales for which we
know the sales price. You can see that the sales volume held steady through 2020 in spite of the pandemic.
Commercial Sales Volumes by Year
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The next chart (below) shows the change in total assessed values by classification over the past 8 years. It
includes both new construction and market trend increases. You can see that the residential assessed values
have been increased each year while the land assessments and commercial assessments have remained flat.
Economic data from the same time period would suggest that over the past 8 years the actual market value of
residential property, land and commercial property have all actually increased.

Tax Role by Property Classification Grouped
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AV 2021 Starting & Ending Ratios - Mean
1.1
1

0.9
0.8
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0.4
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0.3
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0.1
0
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~
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~
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Ending Ratio
Comm Land ~

Comm Improved

This chart shows the ratios based on Assessment Year 2020 (Starting Ratio) and the results of our adjustments
for the Assessment Year 2021 (Ending Ratio). Note that the adjustments we made brought the commercial
valuations closer to, but not up to, the residential assessment level. Still lagging far behind is commercial land
valuations.
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The following map shows Market Areas (Neighborhoods) utilized in the Assessment process. Market Areas are
one of the adjusting factors.

Market Areas - Borough Wide
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The next chart is from the JEDC Economic Indicators Report 2020 and shows the growth in sales over the past 10
years.
Figure 52: Business Sales in Juneau by Business Category (in Millions), 2010- 2019 (Preliminary)

$2,343

$2, 393

$2,408

$2,418

$819

$765

$732

$622

$694

$300

$309

$2,083
$870

$2,539

$ 2,562

$ 737

$841

$2,448

$676

$2,600
$2,485

$791

$891

$658
$682
$592

$245

$684

$737

$636
$301

$115

$311

$313

$301

$305

$Z2J

$ZJ1

$275

$256

$257

$111

$UO

2010

2011

•

•

Real estate

$689

2012

Restaurant/Liquor

2013

$112

$119

2014

2015

2016

• Transportation/Freight • Cont ractors • Professional Services

2017
Retall Sales

2018
Other

2019 Prellm.
Total Sales

Source : City & Borough of Juneau Sales Tax Office and CBJ Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, July 1, 2018- June 30, 2019,
St atistica l Section. Note: "Other• cat egory Incl udes mineral sales, w holesale equipment, food suppliers, and fuel companies.

Next we have a summary report of the analysis. The first Summary shows the data for commercial properties
prior to this years adjustments and the second summary report shows the data after the corrections that were
applied this year.
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AY2021- Comm- Set 2- 20210316- No19- All, 5 Yr, 5% Trend
Summary Report
Statistics
Current
54
0.1959
1.1908
0.9950
0.6879
0.7286
0.5418
2.3448
0.1720
0.2103
23.6036
30.5772
1.2696

+

+

+

IAAO Standards for
SFR
SFR-newer/homog
Income Properties
Income-Urban area
Vacant Land

+

+

+

COD
15.0 or
10.0 or
20.0 or
15.0 or
20.0 or

less
less
less
less
less

Count
(Number of Records with Ratio)
Minimum Ratio
Maximum Ratio
Range
Mean
(This is the average ratio for your sample.)
Median (This is the mid-point value for your sample. Preferred measure of central tendency.)
Weighted Mean
+
+
Sum
of
the
Square
of
Deviations
+
+
AAD
Standard Deviation
Coefficients (0=Normal Distribution)
COD
(Good
indicator
of
confidence
level.)
Kurtosis
-0.3111
+
COV
Skewness
-0.2814
+
PRD- Price-Related or Factor Differential Alt.Cyhelsky's Skew
-0.1481
(PRD s/b between 0.98 & 1.03, IAAO)
Alt.Pearson's Skew
-0.5808
(PRD over 1=Regressive)
Normal / Skewed Distribution Evaluation
Trending Factors
0.98 Target Level
0.0407 Differential Mean to Median
1.4246 Factor on Mean
23 Number of data points below the mean.
1.3450 Factor on Median
31 Number of data points above the mean.
1.8087 Factor on Weighted Mean
*Note- # below/above works on data sets up to 5,000 pts.
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Ratios by Sale Date
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AY2021- Comm- Set 2 Updated AVs Live1- 20210316- No 19- All, 5 Yr, 5% Trend
Summary Report
IAAO Standards for COD
Statistics
SFR
15.0 or less
+
+
+
Current
SFR-newer/homog
10.0 or less
+
+
53
Count
(Number of Records with Ratio)
Income Properties 20.0 or less
0.2932
Minimum Ratio
Income-Urban area 15.0 or less
1.4091
Maximum Ratio
Vacant Land
20.0 or less
1.1159
Range
0.8526
Mean
(This is the average ratio for your sample.)
0.8853
Median (This is the mid-point value for your sample. Preferred measure of central tendency.)
0.6981
Weighted Mean
+
+
3.0313
Sum
of
the
Square
of
Deviations
+
+
0.1908
AAD
0.2414
Standard Deviation
Coefficients (0=Normal Distribution)
21.5490
COD
(Good
indicator
of
confidence
level.)
Kurtosis
-0.0245
+
28.3180
COV
Skewness
0.0181
+
1.2214
PRD- Price-Related or Factor Differential Alt.Cyhelsky's Skew
-0.0943
(PRD s/b between 0.98 & 1.03, IAAO)
Alt.Pearson's Skew
-0.4059
(PRD over 1=Regressive)
Normal / Skewed Distribution Evaluation
Trending Factors
0.85 Target Level
0.0327 Differential Mean to Median
0.9969 Factor on Mean
24 Number of data points below the mean.
0.9601 Factor on Median
29 Number of data points above the mean.
1.2176 Factor on Weighted Mean
*Note- # below/above works on data sets up to 5,000 pts.
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Friday, March 25, 2022 12:23 PM
Michael Dahle
Re: Goldstein Improvement Company Properties

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Thank you for your Reports.
Under "Market Trend,” p. 7, where does "the indicated actual market trend is 5% for each of the 5 years” come
from?
Thanks,
Greg

On Mar 25, 2022, at 12:38 PM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
I have attached reports regarding the commercial valuations for 2021 and 2022. The 2022 report
is an interim report as the confidentiality clause still applied to some of the sale prices. That will
expire on 03/28 so a final copy of the report will be released on 03/29 that includes all of the
sales prices.
I will have our administrative assistant scan the property record cards for these properties and
email them to you so watch for that separate email.
In regards to the 2020 land value changes, I would have to do more research but most of those
small variations were due to refinements that the previous assessor made prior to leaving in order
to move more of the commercial models into the CAMA system.
Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:27 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Goldstein Improvement Company Properties
1
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EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Regarding all Goldstein Improvement Properties, please clarify all Mass Aopraisals Methods
used and various data sets and models used to value the properties.
Please separate your response by year so I understand why the values were lowered in 2020
and raised in 2021 and 2022.
Also, why were some values unchanged. Also, why property assessments raised and lowered.
Also, how depreciation was accounted for each year.

Thanks
Greg
Sent from my iPhone
<2022 Annual Assessment Report 202203a- Overview- Commercial- Interim.pdf><2021
Summary Report- Commercial 20210528a.pdf>

2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Michael Dahle
Friday, March 25, 2022 10:01 AM
'Greg Adler'
Mary Hammond
RE: Goldstein Improvement Company-Misc Value

Greg,
Here is the information we have on the Assembly Building.
Owner: Alaska State Legislature
AY2022 AV: Exempt
Last Sale Date: 08/20/2021
Last Sale Price: Gifted to legislature
Prior Sale Date: 08/20/2021
Prior Sale Price: Unverified at the time of the AY2022 analysis but since then we have received indication of a sale price
of $1,250,000.
SF: 23,840

Michael Dahle

Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 4:07 PM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Re: Goldstein Improvement Company-Misc Value

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Would you be so kind to send me the Comparable Sale of the Assembly Building with square feet and any
adjustments.
Thank you,
Greg Adler
On Mar 24, 2022, at 2:45 PM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
Here are the miscellaneous improvements.
1
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1C070A020030
<image003.jpg>
1C070A020011
No longer has a miscellaneous improvement value. It looks like this is what they were applying it for
back in 2017.
<image005.jpg>
1C070A050040
<image008.jpg>
1C070A020043
<image010.jpg>
1C070A040010
<image015.jpg>

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 6:19 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Goldstein Improvement Company-Misc Value

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Please see the attached Goldstein Improvement Company properties with Miscellaneous Value
Assessed.
Please provide an explanation and documentation of each assessment.
Thank you,
Greg

2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Friday, March 25, 2022 10:27 AM
Michael Dahle
Re: Goldstein Improvement Company-Misc Value

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
I have information the prior sale was at $850,000?

On Mar 25, 2022, at 11:01 AM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
Here is the information we have on the Assembly Building.
Owner: Alaska State Legislature
AY2022 AV: Exempt
Last Sale Date: 08/20/2021
Last Sale Price: Gifted to legislature
Prior Sale Date: 08/20/2021
Prior Sale Price: Unverified at the time of the AY2022 analysis but since then we have
received indication of a sale price of $1,250,000.
SF: 23,840

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 4:07 PM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Re: Goldstein Improvement Company-Misc Value

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Would you be so kind to send me the Comparable Sale of the Assembly Building with square
feet and any adjustments.
Thank you,
Greg Adler
1
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On Mar 24, 2022, at 2:45 PM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
wrote:
Greg,
Here are the miscellaneous improvements.
1C070A020030
<image003.jpg>
1C070A020011
No longer has a miscellaneous improvement value. It looks like this is what they were
applying it for back in 2017.
<image005.jpg>
1C070A050040
<image008.jpg>
1C070A020043
<image010.jpg>
1C070A040010
<image015.jpg>

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2022 6:19 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Goldstein Improvement Company-Misc Value

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR
FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Please see the attached Goldstein Improvement Company properties with
Miscellaneous Value Assessed.
Please provide an explanation and documentation of each assessment.
Thank you, Greg
2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Tuesday, March 29, 2022 5:01 PM
Michael Dahle
Appeal-Supplemental KEY BANK BUILDING (234 Seward Street)
20211115_2022 Filing Deadline Thursday April 7, 2022.pdf; Supplemental Appeal-234
Seward Street.docx

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Attached please find a Supplemental Appeal for Goldstein Improvement Company.
Please confirm receipt and attach it to our First Appeal submittal which you received today.
Please confirm receipt of the Appeal and Supplemental Appeal.
Thank you for your help,
Greg Adler
310-612-1312

1
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' CITY AND BOROUGH OF

Petition for Review / Correction of Assessed Value
Real Property

JUNEAU

Assessment Year
Parcel ID Number

2022
1C070A050060
GREGORY ADLER

Name of Applicant
Emai l Add ress

Office of the Assessor
155 South Seward Street
Juneau, Alaska 99801

gregadler@mac.com

2022 Filing Deadline: Thursday April 7, 2022
Please attach all supporting documentation
ASSESSOR'S FILES ARE PUBLIC INFORMA TION- DOCUMENTS FILED WITHAN APPEAL BECOME PUBLIC INFORMATION
Parcel ID Number
Owner Name
Primary Phone#
Physical Address

Identification # 1C070A050060; JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LTS 5, 7 & 8
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
310-612-1 312
gregadler@mac.com
Email Address
234 Seward Street Juneau AK
Mailing Address 426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402

Why are you appealing your value? Check box and provide a detailed explanation below for your appeal to be valid.
My property value is excessive/overvalued
THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT GROUNDS FOR APPEAL
0 My property value is unequal to similar properties
Your taxes are too high
My property was valued improperly/ incorrectly
Your value changed t oo much in one year.
My property has been undervalued
• You can't afford the taxes
My exemption(s) was not applied
Provide specific reasons and provide evidence supporting the item(s) checked above:

0

•
•

10
D

n

The specific reasons and evide nce are p rovided in the Attac hed Supplement al Appeal

01

Have you attached additional information or documentation?
Values on Assessment Notice:

I s864,064

Site

Yes

D

(55 pages) .

No

I Building I s 1,683,454

Total

I s2,547,s20

I Building I s41 7, 477

Total

I s1 ,005,277

Owner's Estimate of Value:

I s587,aoo

Site

Purchase Price of Property:

I s1 ,25o,ooo

Price

I Purchase Dat e

Has the property been listed for sale?
Listing Price

[0 )

I s1,4es,ooo

Yes

[DJ

11 /15/2021

No {if yes complete next line)

I Days on Market

5 1/2 m o nths

Was the property appraised by a licensed appraiser within the last year? [0 ) Yes [ Iv J No (if yes provide copy of appraisal)
Certification:
I hereby affirm that the foregoing information is true and correct, I understand that I bear the burden of proof and I must provide
evidence supporting my appeal, and that I am the owner (or owner's authorized agent) of the property described above.

/dL_

Signat~

DateM a rch

30, 2022

II {I
Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office
Phone/Fax
Phone: (907)586-5215
Fax: {907)586-4520

Email
Assessor .Office@juneau.org

\ \CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrati ve\FO RMS

Website

Address

http://www .juneau.org/finance

155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801
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PARCEL#: _ _ _ _ _ __

APPEAL#: _ _ _ __

DATE FILED: _ _ _ __

."''

Apprai$.er,to tllhout)
APP'.raiser
Comments:

I

1·E>at~ ofReview:

· Po~t Review Assessment
Site.

I$

$

Exemptions
Jpt~ITaxable Va,J~~

I Building I$

.,-.

,.

•••',

,,,

,/

.•,

1:,; , .. ,·

,

....

,'

I

I Total I$

$

APPELLANT RESPONSE TO ACTION BY ASSESSOR

•

D

Reject the following assessment valuation in the amount of $
I hereby
Accept
If rejected, appellant will be scheduled before the Board of Equalization and will be advised of the date & time to appear.
Date:

Appellant's Signature

~

Appellant Accept Value
Govern Updated
Spreadsheet Updated
Corrected Notice of Assessed V~lqe Sent

BQ~RD OF EQlJALIZATION,:,

D

-

n

n

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

n

D
~

No (if no skip to Board of Equalization)
No
No
No

,,

.·

•n

No
Yes
Scheduled BOE Date
10.;Day Letter Sent·.
Yes
No
The Board of Equalization certifies its decision, based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law contained within the
recorded hearing and record on appeal, and concludes that the appellant [01 Met [01 Did not meet the burden of
proof that the assessment was unequal, excessive, improper or under/overvalued.
Notes:

n

I Building IS

Site_ I$
E~ern.ptions
T<>~~l:Jax<:1l>.le Valqe ,.

I Total IS

$
$

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office
Phone/Fax
Phone: (907)586-5215
Fax: (907)586-4520

Email
Assessor.Office@juneau.org

\\CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrative\FORMS

Website
http://www.juneau.org/finance

Address
155 South Seward St. Rm. 114
Juneau AK 99801
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SUPPLEMENT TO APPEAL
After receiving your “Assessment Report-Commercial OverviewInterim, City and Borough of Juneau, For Assessment Year 2022,
Assessment Date (Effective Valuation Date): January 1, 2022, 2022
Report Date: March 23, 2022 I submit this Supplement to My Appeal.
The crux of this Appeal is that the Juneau Assessor office failed
to follow its own Sales Validation Policy, Addendum C which defines
Market Sale. The last sentence of the policy states:
“If adherence to the policy becomes lax it raises the potential for
appraiser bias to taint the sales data.”
Sales and Appraisal ratio’s determine “Full and True
Value.” “Full and True Value is considered to be 100% of
Market Value.” Market Value is the Sales Price.
The Sales Ratio for the Key Bank Building sale is double
what it should be, therefore the Assessed Value must be
reduced.
Assessed Value
Sales Price

$2,547,520
$1,250,000

A more than 100% increase in Assessed Value is oppressive.
The “Full and True Value” of our property is the Sales Price. The
Market Value is $1,250,000. In accordance with Alaska Statute
29.45.060 the Assessed Value of this property on January 1 was
$1,250,000.
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By Clear and Convincing Evidentiary Proof
Under Alaska Law the Assessor’s Actions
Constitute a Taking Without Just
Compensation and are a Denial of Due
Process Under the Law
The Juneau Assessor must use Sales Price and Prevailing General Price
Levels to determine Assessed Value of Commercial Property
Sales Validation and Verification to the Assessment Procedures must
be used
The Assessor does not use Sales Validation
There exists Assessor bias
The Sales Data the Assessor inputs into his “Algorithm Models” are
tainted
The Assessor’s “Algorithm Models” must be rejected because they are
LAX
Assessed Values must return to 2020 assessed values
The Assessor Value to Sales Price Value Ratio proves commercial
property values are overvalued more than 100%
Commercial Property Values have been over-assessed for 10 years
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The Assembly Building 1st Sale and Key Bank Building Sale are not
--“Outlier Sales.”
The Assembly Building 1st Sale and Key Bank Building Sale are
“Market Sales.”
The Assembly Building 1st Sale and Key Bank Building Sale represent
the BEST and fit the exact parameters of a Market Sale.
It is only by manipulating data that the Assessor construes these sales
as “outlier sales.”
Nothing could be further from the truth that these two sales are
“outlier sales.”
The Juneau Assessor robs commercial property owners of their
livelihood by over-assessment, lack of ability to forecast and the
promise of further assessed property value increases.
These wrongful actions by the Juneau Assessor depresses business
activity in Juneau.
In 2020, Juneau property sales were matched to assessed value.
Over the last ten (10) years the CPI-U in Alaska was 1.5-2%. The CPI-U
is the Prevailing General Price Levels the Assessor is required to use in
his “Algorithm Model”
Juneau Prevailing General Price Levels annually were not 5% over ten
years
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Over the last ten (10) years Juneau business sales did not increase by
5% annually or 50% over 10 years, but were varied and went down in
some years.
The Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property, Approved 2017
states algorithms can be “Biased.”
The “Algorithm Models” used by the Juneau Assessor are “Biased.”
To employ “Biased” “Algorithm Models” during a Pandemic is
unscrupulous under any standard.
The Juneau Assembly must not use increased commercial property
revenue, about $3 million dollars, to make “Improvements,” such as
the Augustus Brown Swimming Pool, because such outlays are against
the “Public Purpose.”
There is no doubt the Juneau Assessor’s conduct is against the law and
constitutes a taking.
REJECT “BIASED” ALGORITHM MODELS!
In March this year, Appraiser Julie Dinneen Company provided a
Summary Grid Using the Sales Comparison Approach which must be
adopted, as follows:
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH· SUMMARY GRID.
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Appraised Value by Julie Dinneen As Above
Appraised Sale Price=$ 1,194,480
Above Grade Building Area=11,376
Appraised Sales Comparison Approach Per Square Foot
Indicator=$105
Assessor Sales Ratio:
$2,547,520
$1,250,000

>>>100%

The Sales Ratio at over 100% shows the Assessed Value is more
than double the Sales Price. This proves the Assessor Value is out of
line and needs to be lowered.
In conclusion, the Juneau Assessor’s unilateral “Tainted
Algorithm Models” are contrary to well-established methods of
assessment. By statute the Juneau Assessor has failed to use Sale
Price and Prevailing General Price Levels to determine value. The
Juneau Assessor has designed “ALGORITHM MODELS” that are unfair,
inaccurate and oppressive. By clear and convincing proof herein the
Assessor has acted against well-established assessor principles to
over-assess commercial property. The Juneau Assessor’s Office must
be rebuked and the Key Bank Building must be assessed following
Alaska law at the Sale Price of $1,250,000 less adjustments or
$1,005,277.
Prior unfair assessments in 2021 and this 2022 must be refunded
to commercial property owners.
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EVIDENCE AND SPECIFIC REASONS
SUPPORTING APPEAL OF PROPERTY TAXES
BECAUSE MY PROPERTY VALUE IS
EXCESSIVE/OVERVALUED, IS UNEQUAL TO
SIMILAR PROPERTIES AND AND VALUED
IMPROPERLY/INCORRECTLY, AS FOLLOWS:
Lawful Model: The Assembly Building 1st Sale and Key Bank Building
Sale are PRISTINE MARKET SALES in accordance with the intent of the
Alaska Legislature and statutes because they are:
1. Sales
2. At Prevailing General Price Levels
Tainted Algorithm Model: The properties the assessor uses in his
model as “MARKET SALES-NOT” FAIL the intent of the Alaska
Legislature and Statutes, because they are:
1. Assessed Values
2. Not At Prevailing General Price Levels
Alaska Statute 29.45.060 states, “Full and True Value (a) The assessor
shall assess property at its full and true value as of January 1 of
the assessment year, except as provided in this section, AS
29.45.060, and 29.45.230.The full and true value is the estimated
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price that the property would bring in an open market and
under the then prevailing market conditions in a sale between a
willing seller and a willing buyer both conversant with the
property and prevailing general price levels.”
Lawful Model: The assessor is required by law to follow this model.
Tainted Algorithm Model: “MARKET SALES-NOT” MODEL AND
IMPROPER MODEL. This improper model is against the intent
and laws of the Alaska Legislature. “Manipulating Model,” using
different non-market sales as subsets no matter how inputted
corrupts Sales because it doesn’t use Sales it uses Artificial High
Assessed Property Values that are inputted as Fifty Percent
(50%) above Market Value. They do not reflect “Prevailing
General Price Levels.” The two excluded sales comparables, The
Key Bank Building and The Assembly Building 1st Sale, set the
base and not the misidentified Assessed Property Values
inputted into Models. The two comparable sales look out of
place, but it is the other way around and the Assessor must be
instructed to use 2020 property values as his base.
Yes, the assessor excludes the Assembly Building 1st Sale and
Key Bank Building Sale from the Tainted Algorithm Model
without justification.
The “Assessment Report-Commercial Overview-Interim, City and
Borough of Juneau, For Assessment Year 2022, Assessment Date
(Effective Valuation Date): January 1, 2022, 2022 Report Date:
March 23, 2022, p.16, Addendum A-Commercial Sales List is a list
of Qualified Market Sales. (Market Sales for which we have a
confirmed price.).
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The total potential sales for use in studies for AY2022 was
59 and it excludes the Assembly Building 1 st sale and reports the
Key Bank Building as “Confidential” and excludes it.
The Alaska Taxable 2021 Report, from the State of Alaska, sets
forth the standard for the Juneau Assessor to follow in collecting
sales data, as follows,

“Collect sales data from all sources such
as recorders’ offices, realtors,
developers and bankers.”
Even though buyers of property have a duty to disclose
sales prices, the Assessor is required to look beyond their
reporting as above.
The assessor reported to me most sales have gone
unreported by Buyers. Therefore, the Assessor knows or should
have known he has a duty to undertake a reasonable
investigation of sales and a duty to disclose those sales to the
public and include them in his Tainted Algorithm Model.
I have obtained three (3) sales easily. They are as follows:
A. Assembly Building 1st from an appraiser;
B. Assembly Building 2nd from the assessor;
C. Key Bank Building from us.
On March 24, 2022, I asked Michael Dahle, Juneau
Assessor,
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“Would you be so kind to send me the Comparable Sale(s)
of the Assembly Building with square feet and any adjustments.”
He sent one (1) sale. The Assembly Building 2nd Sale. This
sale was a gift. It says,
Last Sale Date: 08/20/2021
Last Sale Price: Gifted to legislature
Prior Sale Date: 08/20/2021
Prior Sale Price: Unverified at the time of the AY2022
analysis but since then we have received indication of a sale
price of $1,250,000.
Michael Dahle knew or should have known of the
Assembly Building 1st Sale and failed to disclose it. He also
should have told me the Assessor designated this Sale an
“Outlier Sale.” It is not an “Outlier Sale.”
On the same day I sought the Sale Price of the Assembly
Building 1st Sale, I received the information as follows:
Listed for Sale: May 29, 2015
Listing Sale Price: $2,650,000
Listing Price/SF: $ 111.16
Days For Sale on Market: 1,240
Last List Price: $850,000
Size: 23,840 Square Feet
Price/SF: $35.65
Sale Price: $ 750,000
Sale Date: 4/1/2019
Price/SF: $31.46
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On the same day I sought the Sale Price of the Assembly Building 2nd
Sale, I received the information as follows:
Listed for Sale: February 13, 2021
Sale Date: August 20, 2021
Sale Price: $ 1,250,000
Price/SF: $ $52.43
Broker Details: This was an arms-length transaction.
Multiple offers were received on the property. Backup offer was
at $ 1,150,000. Good marketing helped sell the property.

211 FOURTH STREE T ( ASSEMBLY BUILDING

Juneau, Alaska 99801

--

-

- --

- - ---

---~----------

FOR SALE
BU I LD ING SIZE:

23,840 SF (3 - STORY +
PARK ING GARAGE)

ZONING:

MU (MIXED USE)

SITE SIZE :

9, 809 SF (0 .23 ACRES)

YEAR BUILT:

1932

PRICE :

$1,250 , 000

GARRETT W. SCHOENBERGER
COMMERCIA L I INVESTMENT PROP ERT IE S
RE/MAX o f Juneau
30:l 1 C linton Drive - Suite 100
JtJ n eau , AK 99801
(602) 790-6144
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Comments: This is the sale of a multi-tenant office in
Juneau. The building required a sprinkler system that would
cost an additional $100,000. Thus, this was added to the sale
price of $750,000 for an analysis price of $850,000.* At the time
of sale, the building had significant vacancy with no reliable
income or expenses. The buyers plan on spending $900,000 to
remodel the building into an apartment. However, in order to
remodel the building into apartments, the buyer will have to
acquire a conditional use permit to change the use to office.
THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING 1ST SALE AND THE KEY BANK BUILDING SALE
ARE GOOD MARKET COMPARABLES AND SHOULD NEVER HAVE
BEEN EXCLUDED FROM THE ASSESSOR’S ALGORITHM!
SALE PRICE AVERAGE OF THE TWO BUILDINGS=$41.95
There are serious breaches going on at the Assessor’s Office, as
follows:
1. The Assessor knew or should have known he has a duty to
collect sales per the above Alaska Taxable 2021 Report and
breached his duty
2. The Assessor failed to collect data; or
3. The Assessor collected both of the Assembly Building sales
comparables and acting in bad faith chose not to disclose the
first Assembly Building sale to me.
4. I believe it is common knowledge the Assembly Building sold
for $750,000, therefore to knowingly exclude it constitutes a
breach of fiduciary duty, is an abuse of authority and was
done in bad faith with the intention to keep commercial
property values artificially high
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5. The Juneau Assessor complains of a lack of sales data. Yet
two (2) market sales above are in plain sight as Sales at
“prevailing general price levels” AND
6. To not Report the Assembly Building 1st Sale and Key Bank
Building Sale constitutes market manipulation by the
Assessor’s office.
7. The Juneau Assessor complained to me the Key Bank Building
sale skewed his results and were outside his statistical
modeling and were thereby identified as “Outlier Sales.” Such
a statement shows an utter disregard for the State of Alaska
definition of “Outlier Sale.” According to the State of Alaska
there are two kinds of “Outlier Sales”: Namely, Explained and
Unexplained.
(a)“Explained Outlier Sale-A sale that occurs of an
improved piece of property but the assessed value may
represent only the vacant land due to construction
occurring after the assessment was made, causing the
ratio to be low.”
(b) “Unexplained Outlier Sale-One that may have
included property other than the real property being
analyzed.”
8. What the Juneau Assessor calls an “Outlier Sale” re The Key
Bank Building and Assembly Building 1st Sale are beyond clear
and convincing evidence a “Market Sale.”
9. The Assessor has arbitrarily excluded two (2) market sales and
both are the norm in any computer modeling.
10. If the Tainted Algorithm Model does not result in an
Assessed Value close to the Sale Price and Prevailing General
Price Levels, then ON ITS FACE the model must be adjusted
with delicate professional skill to embrace the Sale Price and
Prevailing General Price Levels or discarded.
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Let’s compare the definition of “Outlier “ in the Alaska Taxable
2021 Report from the State of Alaska, p. 26 and the “Outlier
Explanation” in the “Assessment Report-Commercial OverviewInterim, City and Borough of Juneau, For Assessment Year 2022,
Assessment Date (Effective Valuation Date): January 1, 2022, 2022
Report Date: March 23, 2022, p. 9.
This comparison is like comparing apples to oranges because the
Juneau definition does not follow Alaska State law.
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State of Alaska Definition:

3 . Compi le Usable Data (Cbnt lnued)
c . ArT'lly ratios so outlie rs can be pin-po
inted. T ypical ly. outlier s ran into two catego
ries,
explai ned and unexp lained . An examp
le oran explai ned outl ier is a sale. that
occurs ofan
improv ed piece of proper ty but the assess
ed value may repres ent onl'y the vacant
land due to
constr uclion occurr ing after the assess
ment was made. caus ing the rat io to
be low. An examp le
ofan unexp lained ratio is one that may
have includ ed proper ty other than the reaJ
proper ty being
analyz ed.
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Juneau Report Definition:

r
~

er E•pla nation
Out l h Whether or not a sale is a market s;,le is d"1)"ndent on the circumstances o r conditions of the sale and
applies across the different studies. \'i/hethe, o, not a sale is an outlier is dependent on the dataset being
studied and can change from one datase't or/Study to another-.
We use the folloWing_~efinition for"1tefe'r,;ining if a sale is an out lier. Any sale that is mor e t ha_!!..l.S-liro_e!
outskte the IQR (I er-quartile Range). eithe, above o, below~ is co'nsider ed ai "'Stand ar d Outlier"' and any
sale that is mor than 3 times o ~id"e the IQR is considered an " Extreme Out liet ... Thi:s i:s based o ff o f the

following defini~ u t t r ' e ' r from Appendix 8 of the IAAO Standard on Ratio Studies: ..The term
out'.lie, is often associat ed with ratios that fall outside 1.5 mulHplied by the IQR. A factor of 3.0 X IQR
often is chosen to id enti fy extreme outliers."
For each study a decision must ~do/hether or not to include outliers. As a general rule outliers a r e
not lnduded in normal st udies
t ma
included in a ~ al study such as where you are specifically
looltin.g at the impact of the out ,ers.
-----
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Under the “Assessment Report-Commercial Overview-Interim, City
and Borough of Juneau, For Assessment Year 2022, Assessment Date
(Effective Valuation Date): January 1, 2022, 2022 Report Date: March
23, 2022, p. 9., Addendum C-Sales Validation Policy the following is
true:
Market Sale: The Assembly Building 1st Sale 4/1/2019
Non-Market (Gift) Sale: The Assembly Building 2nd Sale Dated
8/202021 (Gift to Legislature)
Market Sale: The Key Bank Building Sale Dated November 15,
2021
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The Juneau Assessor Sales Validation Policy, Addendum C is
CRUX OF THIS APPEAL and set forth as:

a]es Validation Policy
~sment PJoce
·,t,:· , .......

res

ti ()!!

JUNEAU

$,ales ½I Ida .;

Sal s Valida en ~ t h process ol dt"termir,i111s if a sale o«-t,:,rr d and, ff w, II it is a marl,;et s le.
The p ,rna:ry cl ssi m iDns 1or

•·

•
•

"tr ns.ic,tlon" In, th -~IJda~on Fl~OC!l'.$$ ,arc:

10n•Sillle; These ilre thinp Ii e n.ame correcliOf'IS, ifaed torm«iom, 11ander$ to l~U$1, f• re-clo,11,,u, illcetera. The cvrn
proc1m, ·n Govern i~ 10 • t create s, I I re-oard f • r the n1in-sale tran~l!ICtiOn$. ,falter a s11le11 f'IOllOrd is created i Ii disco
lo be ii 1110n-, It ii c;a be
1,,e,:t s "Rejected" 111 th QualLficiltlQill Ii Id.
Martet S-al'e : ~
-iil'I! sales tha1 , '10 the but of 011, kno •iedf!e. m~l:ut salei.
NOIWnarket Sule: Th s illl'll! lri111.~actl01» 1~.al ~ · sa es but r11 not consl~raed m rloo't sa les. This would incfucl e sales tili
Cc1ilon,,
o Ngn.klms•Le111s Tr.a
o l'Yrdiase cf C-0ntlg111ow Property (Pl• tage, Sl!mb age, e1ic.l
o Famil';'
o 1Enate
o
O«:
o lt:ln'k Sales ISales Ahe; Fo11!clom,el
o
Too: $a es and Avelions
o A.e ·o,d Entity
o Pr1-foredosure and Short S.ile:s
,:, ~ I s t hat we1e no lined on the o,pe11 marloii'c or were i1$Wd for a sl"IOrte,r than I\Qrm.ir IPl!riod ,o r time
o Multi•Parcel Sale$ (Uri!~ the p.ar,cets are<! ;uly an ea,,nomi,c u!1it thal lltelv wo d !'IC-V r be sold ~ t I iv ar
th(!re is a rnecn .iS,n ro automa,tiea ~ ,..11 the tolal~ from I CAM s:yastem or ll'lci is reillliOnabl Oj)l)Qrtu11lt~
m,muallv illd]u$ ~ cf.itil such a$ ro, ~ o
irne sp,ed al mrdy.j
o
Arly sale th kmown dureis

Wliil' it is deslr;able to nclude .is man s.a~s it p«nsiblt in r • m sales s pie, lhis rs nol tru if it Gomes .at the e~~~rnt o ha'tling
wel , it lisiiled lhat ihe bo" - l~t'l!ld sales roridltioM oftel'l le.ad to sgl s ~hat ;)re n • t repr,e.~enia1iv of tile ove'l', 11 Illar
In r. re •C il'al~1til~ the de-cis>Of'I
v be made to ,nehld o. e of the~ s I LS, 0weve1. It needs to e wen rubst anr . ted ind
docurnented as to why ~n ~~11tion is bei111: ,., d11.
data, It

An e1tarnple of tt:iis mieht be .a :Kenario sudl as lhls: .a resld mial estal'e s.are h
100 Arn!·S'SOr's Offlce kn0-m thla,t lhele we,r n
motl!iage payments,, tli heirs were loct1I $0 i Wil 5 •easy l'o ,.., . l•Cl'I ilft'l!'r the p.ro,,perty, 1. ll'I' tool !heir timi: sorti through
p,eBOlkll effects,, ti ((I Jaiage sa es ~nd 11'1 •n listed II wllh a reiltor with no need lo, it 10 $ell q ukkly. A:a:rely do .-re have the lndl c
liiRowl d,g-e S'llffklenl to
~ • ,m eJC-ept lon.

011£.01

po icy becomes la:,: it rai s th~ poll!'nli.al far _,ppr:1is r bias to tain·1 the ~ ,s d:i-1a,

In Conclusion, the Key Bank Building and Assembly Building 1st
are not “Outlier Sales.”
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The “Juneau Outlier Explanation” completely disregards the
State policy. The State policy is clearly stated. The Juneau policy
contravenes State policy and is designed to subvert the State policy
and create an obtuse mathematical formula to undermine market
sales.
The “Juneau Outlier Explanation” must be rejected on its face
because it allows the Juneau Assessor undue power to define a
market sale. The Assessor abuses this discretion!
The Addendum C clearly states, in its LAST SENTENCE, what
happens when the Assessor does not follow the Sales Validation and
Verification to the Assessment Procedures,

“If adherence to the policy becomes lax
it raises the potential for appraiser bias to
taint the sales data.”
The Juneau Assessor by clear and convincing proof has violated
their own stated rules regarding assessing commercial property, as set
forth below:
1. At best, “LAX” adherence to Sales Validation; at worst,
intentional manipulation of the Sales Validation Procedure. A
detail analysis of the Assembly Building 1st Sale and Key Bank
Building sale establish beyond any doubt that they are
“Market Sales.” Please see the data regarding these sales
herein.
2. The appraiser is “BIASED” against market sale comparable
properties at variance with their contrived models
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3. The subsets of groups the assessor assembles to establish
their so-called “Assessed value” are contrary to “Market
sales” and must be rejected
4. The Juneau Assessor has manipulated all of the commercial
property assessed values higher so naturally true “market
sales” would be at variance of “Manipulated Sales.”
5. A better name for Assessed Value is “Manipulated Sales.”
6. The Assessor’s “MARKET SALES-NOT” have no place in the
assessment or Tainted Algorithm Model. The Assessor’s
Tainted Algorithm Model is full of only over-assessed
commercial property. Commercial property sales must
returned to 2020 levels because there is no basis for Fifty
Percent (50%) increases as CPI-U during this 10-year period
has been about 1 ½ % to 2%.
7. Juneau Property is assessed at approximately at 96% of sale
prices. Therefore, there is no imbalance.
THE JUNEAU ASSESSOR DID NOT ADHERE TO HIS OWN SALES
VALIDATION POLICY.
RATHER, THE ASSESSOR INTENTIONALLY VIOLATES THE SALES
VALIDATION POLICY TO CREATE A WORLD OF HIGH-ASSESSED
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY VALUES.
The Assessor is not acting in the public interest by
maintaining the current Assessor regulatory scheme even if
they use different model sets.
ACROSS THE BOARD ASSESSED VALUES ARE WRONG.
THE JUNEAU ASSESSOR USES PROPERTY (LAND) VALUES
THAT HAVE INCREASED EVERY YEAR BY FIVE PERCENT
(5%) FOR TEN YEARS. THEREFORE, ARGUES A FIFTY
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PERCENT (50%) INCREASE IN ASSESSED VALUE IS
TIMELY. THIS MANUFACTURED ASSESSOR POLICY IS
UNSUBSTANTIATED AND NOT TRUE.
PLEASE SEE THE HISTORY OF CPI FOR ALASKA
WHICH IS APPROXIMATELY 1 ½-2% ANNUALLY DURING
SAID TEN-YEAR PERIOD. CPI REPRESENTS THE
“PREVAILING GENERAL PRICE LEVELS” IN ACCORDANCE
WITH Alaska Statute 29.45.060, as follows:
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Further, see Business Sales reported by the Assessor
Office which clearly over a ten-year period were not five
percent (5%) per year. For example, Year 2018 business
sales were down five percent (5%), as follows:
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In 2020, the Alaska Taxable 2020 Report, Volume LX,
published January 2021, Table 4A, p. 29, Local Assessments
vs Full Values Real Property shows the ratio of Juneau Real
Property Locally Assessed as compared to the Real Property
Full Value was 96.5%. Therefore, there is no basis for an
increase in assessed commercial property.
Please see Table 4A, as follows:
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Table 4A
Local Assessments vs Full Values Real Property
•
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Also, in Alaska Taxable 2021 Report, Volume LXI,
published January, 2022, Table 6, Full Value Determination
Summary Ten Year History the Percentage Change of ten
years averaged 2.56%.
Therefore, there is no basis for the Juneau Assessor’s
Claim that commercial values rose Five Percent (5%) per year
for ten (10) years.
There simply is no evidence to support the Assessor’s
assumption when the State of Alaska chart shows a 2.56%
increase each year. This chart does show that the Juneau
Assessor’s increase of commercial property assessed is
clearly wrong.
Table 6, Full Value Determination Summary, Ten Year
History, as follows:
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Table 6
Full Value Determination Summary
Ten Year History
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S7UI0,024,000

2.34%

$U,649.6S0,040

16.98%

SI07.4S9,674,040

s.88%

201 4

$81,248,)07,)00

3.09%

$27,J89,6S7,S90

-4.40%

SI03,637,96S, 190

1.10%

201s

S8l,131,J96,IOO

l.)2%

$28,6 19,6S7,l60

4.49%

$1I 1,7S I.OSl,460

2.87%

2016

S37.S20.474.200

S.28%

$27.710.nS.430

.J.18%

$ I I S.230.699.630

3.11%

o.~

2017

$88.71S.S49.400

1.)7%

Sl8.JS8.292.l 10

2.34%

$111,073.841.S I0

1.60%

2018

$89,275. 118, 700

0.63%

S28.179. IS0. 120

-0.63%

SI l 7.4S4.268.820

0.32"

2019

S'90.984.293.009

1.91%

$'28,476.S60,()40

1.06%

$1 19,460.Sj),049

1.71%

2020

S9S,S87,4S6,8S6

S.06%

$28,991,424.380

1.8 1%

$1 24.578.. 881 .236

4.28"

2021

$97,636,0J4,9S3

2.14%

$28.203.212,240

-2.72%

Sl2S,839.247,193

1,01%

llfunkip I Fall Value

lite /use.su d full Value

Total Full Value

The full and INC vali,c of all property Wtablc under SUic w (AS 29.4S); this
includes propcny excmpced by local opcion.
The alue of oil & ps explOfUion. produe1ion and uansponation prollCf1Y as
determined by tllc l~pt ofRcvcnuc (AS 4J.S6).
l'hc full and true value ufall (W'Opcny taxllblc under Alaska urtulc 29.45 and 43.56.
os ddcnni cd by 1~ Ol.-p.nmcn1 ndtr siandnrds dctincd in Attorney Oencm
Opinion o. 18. 1962.
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Table 2
The A/V n,IJCII
• end CODs •ID this l abl Core wm>,lied bIY local uscs:smcnt o m·
icools. and !'MC"'Cd 1,y tbc omIOCO r11w: slate A$$CS$10r.
lAall)'
AH>U:Sed

LoaQrASHsKd
RulProp,n7

Muldpeliey
Mualclpellt)'

or AocboraJt

SJ13CM.l71.ll2 Sl.647.971,9'1

Bristol 811 BorouaJt

5 1'9,874,750

F,l,.,.ak, Nonh Star Boroqll

I/

IJl1IDtS Boroogta
City and Boroqh .r Junu•
Krul Pt• lat• II Bo,ocll

NIA

•

Kenai NIA

S72t.267,S20 S

u 1e,u,111

S4'.l39, 7<1t S

46,JJ9,74'

•

so

IN/A

Kttcblka• Catnl'I)' Bof'Mlli

SI.SIS.l&S,100

U0..714.'8t

Kodiak Wartd Born~h

Sl ,l91,319,U9

Sl57,4,S.t7J

M1t1 • 11Ska Sos,tna Boro• Jb

$5',t7S,49I

S9.9'G,ffU4S

Wasilla NIA

IN/A

Palma NIA

IN/A

INonh Sloot S.routh

S84U$7,561

Pcl~lll'I Boroup

S3J I ,"5,190

so
so

Sl,126,l:04,MO

SO.Ul.)40

SJS9,4 10.SSO

so
so
so

or Sitka
.rs11ap111
Cit7 and U.routh .r Wra"1!cll

City and e.,.uth
Mu.a1c1,-u17

IClt7 and Boroqh of Vakotal
T•tal U.rocb ~ Vahte

Sl~9 12,lto
S52.l09,,..

•

$67,4' I ,51J,l9

Ul
13.,s

st

SJ7 .usµ.c
$307,927,,42.,

CODQJ

U4
U6

lt1,,u.saa

S376Jl4,100

%(1)

o.96

so s

NIA

$4,7 U41.91S
U,6",423,.0

Toc1IADaKd

$ I 52,o«.5'(1 S 3-4,7M,217,.S14

$197,799.831

S7,S,0,6$4,S91

Fi l~

I

Rq,ontd
A/VRatlo Rtpor1ed

bit~
Oil&Cu
Proptn7

Pcr,oul
Proper1y

U9

so s

3 76.ll4, I to

.AM

s

S, 117.~.419

( 0.,1

Sl,493,,428,710 S

8,467,779,S.W

\o~

12.3J

SSJ,100,810 S

53.200;120

so s
so s

l.57',otl,700

0-'5

l,4SS,.s27,74t

O.,.J

,.,,

S7.90JMO S 10,054"47,116

0.,.

Ul

St

$#6,190 S

446,190

SISS.130 S

IIS,IJO

Sll.56J.'7SA20 S 12,41 0J35.S81
331,U5.lt0
St s

so
so
so
so

S).84',084, 154 Sll,93',312,190

s
s
s
s

u,
UI

'J""

Ul

6.45

9JA

9.39
21 ,12

I, 170,"5,J,40

O..S7

I I.IS

35"410.SSO

0.14

14.78

ISSJl2.l00

0.79

U8

Sl.l09JOO

0.91

9.)7

$9$,l43J89,7JI

IACall)'

ltt - 4
Oil&Cu
Property

Aucsscd

LocaQrAsHUed
Rul Proptl1)'

llfukfpelley

Ptl'IOUI
Praper1y

Total~

Rcpontd
A/V Ratio Reponed
%(1)
COD(?)

Co"'°"11

nl9.516.'.1S

so

$8,98'.SU

$238,516,4'5

o.aa

Cral:t

Sll2,1)74Mt

so

SI 11.07 ,6'0

1.00

8.95

0.1lialtll1m

S l '4JI0.817

SJ9,177,8l6

nM,258,703

o.aJ

UI

8.7•

Ncmu
Nome
Pelican

•

S16,81 S. 131

S2,93J,6"t

so
so
so

$19,741.773

0.,6

SJ 12.S,S.700

$42,Jl 4,ss6

so

S3SM I0,156

us

Sll.573.047

SIIIJl l

so

Sll,7S4J:68

031

so

5'94,50S,ll9

t.89
UJ

•

Ua1lub

S4•"'51A1S

Valda
Whlttkr

n89,4U,1St

so

S 1"50,6$2,640

S2.l 0,974,790

$47,ISS.SOO

$62,508,768

Sl,478,MO

Slll,1 1.608

SI ,631,101. IS

SJ9 .86U17

Sl.961,120.SOO

SJJ17.oa8.732

so

so

SJ,09JJII.S90

SJMJJll.590

$69,092.614,709 S4.J . OJSOJ7 I

SllJ9l, 24,.),o

S101,315,060,060

Tocal Clllct As--t Valut

UD0111Uiud 0.rMdl A-4 VeliM
Scacewlde Valoc

or" - 4 PnHK~

•

SW,850,81

•

•

27

•

•

•

0.98

9.11

s.92

'-''

UI

IOAI
6.12
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The ASSESSMENT STATISTICS AND RATIO STUDIES,
Alaska Taxable 2021 Report, Volume LX, published January
2022 is the “BIG TEST” of the fairness commercial property
values. These studies “measure the level and uniformity of
assessments….” “The ratios can be used in tests to see if
unequal taxation exists and how, and if, assessments need
to be adjusted.”
“There are two types of ratio studies: Sales ratio
studies and appraisal ratio studies. The sales ratio study is
commonly used in Alaska.”
These ratio’s determine “Full and True Value.” “Full and
True Value is considered to be 100% of Market Value.”
The ASSESSMENT STATISTICS AND RATIO STUDIES,
Alaska Taxable 2020 Report, Volume LX, published January
2021 is as follows,
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Table 2
The A/V nolios and coo, in lhis llblc ll'C Wllolied by local wcssmcnt omci1ls. and n:vlc-.'Cd by tbc omoc or the Stoic Aaessior.
IMalry

lltt:Hd

1.MaQrA-..cl
Rul Proptt17

Muldpoliey

v

,l1l11t1 Bo,-p
Cl17 and 0.1'9U&h er JuntH
Kcul Pt11hu• la Bo.-wll

st

$7,S,0,6$4,591

F1ltbanu IN/A

N/A

•

so

SJ76,21 ,100

••

•

S ,7 U41.9"
SJ7 ,ll.~
U,"6, lJ,<400
$307,927. 2'
KtNi NIA
NIA

•

Kctcblka• C1tnoa7 Boro• p

S1,51S.J'I, 100

KecUak Wand Boro•ill
ttlolnuka SoJilu 8oro• 1tb

$1,298,329.669

•

•

•

Palma NIA

Cl11 and Borou(h erwraoetll
Cl17 and 8o1'9U&h erYaklllat
Tetal 0.1'9111111 A-41 ValN

sa•a,257.$62

A/V Ratlo Repot1tcl

T OC1I Aaastcl

•

•

• •

•

NIA

so

Sl. 93. 2t,710 S
SSJ.280,810 S

t, 67,779-"'
SJ,200,810

so s
so s

I .S7U'1,700

•

••

Sl,126,20 ,MO

S l.161,3 0

so s

SJ59, IO.SSO

so

st s

Sl~Jl2Jt0
S52,209,MO

~

so s
so s

•

•

$67, 61.513,29

•

•

• •,

•

•

so

•

•

I • 5$.Sl7,7 2
$7,903, 80 S 10,osc.,,.,.al6
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$ 4.290 S
IIS,IJO
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nt.56?.'7Y20 S ll, IO,lS,512
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•

•
•, •

•

so
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•
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•
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•
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Table 2 with clear and convincing evidence shows the
Reported A/V Ratio for Juneau in 2020 was 97%! Therefore,
there is not inequality and no basis for doubling commercial
property assessed values.
If the A/V Ratio was 50%, there would be evidence to raise
Assessed Values by double, however there is no evidence to
support raising assessed values.
The A/V Ratios of the Key Bank Building is evidence to
support lowering assessed commercial property
assessments….not raising them! They are not “Outlier
Sales.” They are “Market Sales.”
The end result of the wrong practices of the Juneau
Assessor is a “Taking” from commercial property owners.
The actions of the Juneau Assessor depresses business
activity because commercial property is over-assessed and
businesspersons making sounds decisions do not want to
pay double taxation.
Businesspersons rely on certainty and there is no
certainty that business costs can be forecasted and, in
particular, because the Juneau Assessor reports further
commercial property assessments are coming very soon
forecasting business expenses is not possible. This practice
is unlawful.
The Juneau Assessor wants to lower the tax rate and appear
“good” in the public eye, and behind the scenes raise
assessments to gouge commercial property owners.
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It is an abuse of power to not roll back commercial
property owners ASSESSMENTS (Land, Misc and Bldg
Value) to 2020 LEVELS.
On its face, the Assessor reduced property taxes in
2020. This is prima facie evidence that defeats the Assessor
position that Assessments were too high for the last ten (10)
years.
It also shows the Assessor is depreciating commercial
property which he has not done over the past ten (10) years.
Additionally, the Assessor’s own business sales figures
show business sales dropped five percent (5%) in 2018 and
did not increase five percent (5%) across the board. Table 4A
shows Juneau sales were occurring at 97% of Assessed
Value. Table 6 shows a ten-year history of Municipal Full
Value increasing at 2.56%.
The commercial property tax assessments in 2021 and
2022 are a penalty, unsupportable and wrong.
News releases, hearings, reports and newspapers from
around the world and in Juneau, including the City and
Borough of Juneau report the pandemic and some of the
worst economic conditions in the history of Juneau e.g. no
visitors, no big cruise ships, restaurants closed and going
out of business, office workers working remotely, no
business caused depression-era thinking and shut down of
commercial life as Assessor knew it. Of course, some
citizens of the United States chose to drive places but
Juneau would not be one of them because there is no road
into Juneau.
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The Assessor must be enjoined from abusing its
mission, statutes and laws and the well-known facts of the
time.
We live in a world where “skinning” a small
segment of the population (e.g. commercial property owners)
for special improvement projects or “pork belly” is not
permitted under the constitution.
This issue is ripe for a determination the federal
courts.
Rather than continue down a path of illusions, with
no supporting documentation, please do the right thing and
roll back property taxes to 2020 levels and refund the $3
million dollars you have taken from commercial property
owners.
The Alaska Taxable 2021 Report, p.7, states under The
Legal Framework, Articles IX and X of the Alaska
Constitution and Title 29 of the Alaska Statutes, that “No tax
shall be levied …except for a public purpose.”
Look at the News Release from the Legislature.
Improving the swimming pool is not a “Public purpose.” It is
unlawful under the constitution and immoral governmental
action to take from commercial property owners for
governmental improvements that do not benefit the health
and welfare of all citizens.
Commercial property owners do believe the Assessor is
not acting in good faith.
How did property values double during a pandemic?
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The assessor gives lip service to this difficult time and
goes about its business to sock it to commercial property
with more tax increases on the way.
Even if the assumptions the Assessor were correct, and
they are not, the Assessor cannot return five (5) to ten (ten)
years in the past and recapture property taxes. He must use
the January 1 date of the year being assessed to assess
value.
The Assessor has stated his reason for raising property
assessments, particularly land values, is because land
values have not been raised for five (5) to ten (10) years.
The facts are otherwise. Property assessed values were
high already and the prior Assessor was aware of this fact
and kept them high. The evidence shows high property
assessed values over the last ten (10) years.
Arguably, if the Assessor appraised property values
over the last ten (10) years he would have lowered the values
as he did in 2020.
Property assessed values were not low. Property
assessed values were too high!
The Assessor cannot continue to hide behind the
“Models.”
The assessments in 2021 and 2022 must be
reconsidered through a “RECONCILATION APPROACH TO
VALUE” with the good citizens, commercial property owners
and residential property owners of Juneau.
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FOR STARTERS, 2022 VALUES SHOULD BE RETURNED
TO 2020 ASSESSED VALUES.
Moreover, using the Cost Approach to Value dictates
that older, historic buildings be appropriately depreciated
over time.
The history of the Assessment History Report states,
the CAMA value went down from 2012 to 2013; was flat from
2013 to 2017; increased from 2017 to 2018; and lowered in
2022. The Land Value was flat from 2010 to 2019; lowered in
2020; and raised in 2021 and 2022.
The history of this property is contrary to the Assessor
stated policy of redressing a low fixed assessed value over
five (5) to ten (10) years justified and supported a DOUBLE
INCREASE in the assessed value of our property.
There is no evidence to support an across the board
increase of five percent (5%) over ten years or fifty percent
(50%).
DOUBLE TAXATION BY ANY NAME IS ILLEGAL UNDER THE
CONSTITUTION.
Assessment History Report:
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Assessor Policy
Assessed Value is not a product of a wayward “Assessor’s
Property Tax Regulatory Scheme” run amok by an algorithm.
The Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property, Approved
2017 (See Exhibit K)(also See Exhibits L,M & N) is the accepted
professional resource for understanding mass appraisal method’s.
The best practice and “Preferred Approach” with the Mass
Appraisal Method is the Sales Approach.
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In Exhibit K, p. 8, Section 4.2 The Cost Approach, it states, The
cost approach is more reliable for newer structures. This is a historic
building. Exhibit I confirms the workings of the Cost Approach has not
worked for the Juneau Assessor, as Michael Dahle’s email to me
March 22, 2022 (See Exhibit I) sets out how different cost approach
software was used and depreciation was not properly accounted over
the years. His email recounts what a “mess” the Cost Approach has
been for the Juneau Assessor.
Under Section 4.3 it states, The Sales Comparison Approach is
the “Preferred Approach” in valuing commercial and industrial
property.
On p. 9, Section 4.6.4, it states The Income Approach is approach
is appropriate where an established income stream is available for
study. Further, it states the Sales Comparison Approach is most akin
to single-property appraisal applications and has the advantage of
being easily explained.
We do not have any explanation of how the Juneau Assessor
Model was used. “Most models are used only to make adjustments to
the selected comparables.”
This section cautions that algorithms can be “biased.”
It is settled law to use the Sales Approach to Value with the
Mass Appraisal Method. The Cost Approach is best used with newer
properties, personal property and fixtures. The Income Approach
may be used with a knowable income stream. Our property was sold
to be re-purposed. The bank design and vaults are obsolete. It is
considerable expense to demolish the bank vaults, obsolete portions
of the building and dispose of them at the dump that charges by
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weight and spend large sums of money to bring the building to
current commercial standards.
The Juneau Assessor’s Office and the State of Alaska Assessor’s
office stated to me the purpose of making “A considerable adjustment
to the value of commercial land” was that the prior Juneau Assessor
did not raise property assessments for five (5) to ten (10) years. The
prior Assessor used the Cost Approach. It is unconscionable to believe
commercial land doubled in value from 2020 to 2021 because our
property was assessed in 2020 and lowered; or over five (5) to ten
(10) years in Juneau.
Moreover, the Assessor has made a “substantial error” in not
depreciating Miscellaneous Value. We are entitled to be refunded by
the Assessor for the Years not depreciated as shown above.
On its face, the Miscellaneous Value Error establishes that
Assessor has not followed common and accepted Assessor practices.
THE NOTICE WE RECEIVED (See Exhibit B, City and Borough of
Juneau Assessment Card) ON THE ASSESSMENT CARD DOES NOT
MENTION THE MISCELLANEOUS VALUE ASSESSMENT!
WE ARE ONLY ABLE TO KNOW OF THE MISCELLANEOUS VALUE
BECAUSE I REQUESTED AND RECEIVED A HISTORY OF ASSESSMENTS
ON OUR PROPERTY (See Exhibit I).
IT IS UNCONSCIONABLE TO BE LEFT IN THE DARK. THE ASSESSOR
CONDUCT IS THE SAME RESPECTING THE METHODOLOGY THEY
EMPLOY BEHIND CLOSED DOORS.
The Assessor stated the blanket reassessment was to equalize
the assessment of commercial and residential property. They stated
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commercial property owners did not pay their fair share of property
taxes and this unfairly burdened residential property owners who
paid more. By clear and convincing proof this paragraph substantiates
we have overpaid our property taxes and are entitled to a refund. Is
this Miscellaneous Value inclusion a common practice of the Assessor
to take without just compensation?
I see no evidence to support this proposition.
Our property by clear and convincing evidence does not fall into
the stated policy objective of the Assessor.
The policy of the Assessor is wrong, overbroad, unreliable and
not a best practice of appraisers in the United States.
The facts prove the Assessor’s policy of “Substantial growth in
property valuations” is a fiction. During Covid our commercial land did
not increase by double or over a five (5) to ten (10) year period. The
Assessor’s behavior is troubling at best.
Noteworthy, is that the Assessor fails to differentiate
office/retail space from basement space.
Therefore, I question not only the methodology of the Assessor
but the raw data the Assessor is utilizing to input for their Govern
Method. The Cost Approach, Income Approach, Sale Approach and
Govern Method of the City must value the basement at a lower rate
than the first floor and second floor. And the first floor must be
treated differently from the second floor. Surely, this adjustment
should have been made during an inspection.
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Please see the News Release (See Exhibit F) from the City and
Borough of Juneau dated June 15, 2021 entitled, BUDGET. In part, it
says “…Despite being faced with a deficit, the Assembly maintained all
essential city services while lowering the property tax rate to 10.56
mills. Even with the lower property tax rate, CBJ will collect
approximately $3.0 million more in property tax revenue in FY22 as a
result of a substantial growth in property valuations, including a
considerable adjustment to the value of commercial land. The
Assembly still needed to draw from savings to cover a remaining
budgetary shortfall.
[The imposition by the Assessor of artificial “Substantial
Growth” “In property valuations” runs counter to the market
suffering from Covid shutdowns and a dead leasing market reported
by real estate broker Carlton Smith]
[The unilateral actions of the Assessor’s Office are oppressive].
The Assembly also restored $6.9 million of temporary
reductions to the Capital Improvement Plan that were made in FY21
to balance the budget, including the $3.3 million Augustus Brown Pool
deferred maintenance project.”
The headline of the News Release is, “Juneau Assembly
passes Budget reducing the property tax rate.” Is that the story?
An alternative accurate headline suggested to me is, “City
Devises Fake Regulatory Property Tax Scheme to Impose New Tax
Burden of $3 million dollars on Small Group of Commercial Property
Owners and Calls It a Gift to Fund the Augustus Brown Pool
Improvements of $3.3 million dollars.”
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Therefore, by clear and convincing evidence the Assessor
burdened a limited group: Commercial Property Owners
Said Commercial Property Owners were selected to pay for
improvements to the Augustus Brown Pool. The imposition of this tax
is unrelated to the “police powers” of the City and fails to include all
citizens and therefore constitutes a taking without just compensation.
Why were Commercial Property Owners selected to
unburden the City Budget Shortfall?
Arguably, the Assembly wanted to appear as effective good
planners during a stressful budget time.
Secondly, unless I am missing something, it is bad public policy
to lower the tax rate when you are trying to collect more tax revenue
except for politically expedient reasons.
In short, our purchase price is in line with fair market value at
$102.08. The assessed value is an excessive by the Assessor.
The Assessor cannot willy nilly declare our property purchase an
“Outlier Sale” without substantial supporting evidence using best
accepted appraisal practices. We must restrain the Assessor from
using improper appraisal methods to the detriment of commercial
property owners and exposing the City and Borough of Juneau to
liability.
Our property has been over assessed for more than ten (10)
years.
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On its face, our building has been over-assessed, and the prior
Assessor exercised restraint to not overburden commercial property
owners.
In accordance with the stated policy objectives of the Assessor’s
Office, by clear and convincing evidence there is no justification to set
our property at a higher rate than the sale price.
WISHFUL STATEMENT THAT SHOULD APPEAR ON THE JUNEAU
ASSESSOR’S WEBSITE REGARDING PROPERTY VALUE:
Model 1
SALES PRICE ALONG WITH OTHER FACTORS AND ADJUSTMENTS
GO INTO MODELING. OUR ASSESSMENT MODEL IS AVAILABLE ON
OUR WEBSITE.
Model 2 (Juneau Assessor Model)
Yet, in your letter to us and the public dated November 29, 2021
you state,
THE SALES DATA YOU PROVIDE WILL BE COMPILED WITH ALL
OTHER SALES DATA IN ORDER TO DETERMINE ASSESSED VALUES
USING STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. [Our property was excluded]
THE ASSESSED VALUE FOR YOUR PROPERTY WILL NOT BE BASED
SOLELY ON YOUR SALE PRICE AND IS NOT LIKELY TO BE THE SAME AS
THE SALE PRICE. [This creates a false narrative because the assessed
value should be close to the sale price with adjustments, if necessary]
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If Model 1 above was used by the Assessor’s Office, which is the
accepted assessor method pursuant to Exhibits E and K, the Assessor
would have used his toolbox to adjust the sale price.
By clear and convincing evidence, the Assessor has overassessed the fair market values of commercial property in downtown
Juneau for years.
Adjust The Tainted Algorithm Model:: IT IS OVERBROAD AND WE
HAVE ALREADY PAID OUR FAIR SHARE OF PROPERTY TAXES OVER THE
YEARS.
CONCLUSION: THE POLICY OF THE ASSESSOR’S OFFICE IS OVERBROAD
AND DOES NOT APPLY TO OUR PROPERTY.
Adjust The Tainted Algorithm Model: FEW COMMERCIAL SALES
COMPARABLES. THEREFORE, EXCLUDING A SALE IS A DELICATE
PROPOSITION.
Adjust The Tainted Algorithm Model: A WILLING SELLER WILL
REDUCE THE SALES PRICE TO MAKE A SALE (COMPARE THE
DOWNWARD TREND OF THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING 1 st SALE OVER
TIME).
Adjust The Tainted Algorithm Model: HOW CAN YOU HAVE AN
EFFICIENT MODEL WHEN EXCLUDING COMPARABLE COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY? BY EXCLUDING OUR COMMERCIAL PROPERTY, OTHER
COMMERCIAL PROERTY OWNERS ARE HARMED AND THE ASSESSOR
MODEL IS NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF THE DOWNTOWN JUNEAU
COMMERCIAL MARKET.
MAJOR FACT: THE ASSESSOR MODEL IS FLAWED AND THE
POLICY BEHIND IT IS UNRELIABLE.
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Adjust The Tainted Algorithm Model: JUNEAU IS A SMALL
TOWN, WITH A STAGNANT ECONOMY, WITH NO ROAD ACCESS
OUTSIDE, WHERE INTEREST RATES HAVE BEEN HISTORICALLY LOW,
WITH VERY LITTLE INFLATION AND APPRECIATION OF PROPERTY.
WITHOUT EVIDENCE TO THE CONTRARY, WE ARGUE THAT THE PRIOR
JUNEAU ASSESSOR WAS CORRECT IN NOT RAISING ASSESSMENTS.
THE ASSEMBLY IS FACING BUDGET SHORTFALLS BECAUSE OF THE
PANDEMIC, THEREFORE THEY ARE INFORMED BUSINESS IS BAD,
PEOPLE ARE WORKING FROM HOME, STORES ARE CLOSED, VACATED
OR JUST GETTING BY AND THIS OBVIOUSLY IMPACTS INCOME. WITH
INCOME DOWN TO BUSINESS OWNERS, IN A CITY WITH NO ROAD,
THAT YOU CAN ACCESS ONLY BY BOAT OR PLANE WHICH EITHER ARE
NOT OPERATING OR OPERATING AT A VERY REDUCED CAPACITY,
IMPACTS INCOME IN A SUBSTANTIAL WAY AND SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED IN ANY ASSESSOR MODEL.
NOW THAT THE STATE IS FLUSH WITH A BUDGET SURPLUS
THERE IS ROOM TO REMEDY THE WRONGS DONE HERE.

Problem
ON ITS FACE, THE ASSESSOR, FINANCE OFFICE AND ASSEMBLY
ACT AGAINST THE CONSTITUTION BY TARGETING A SMALL GROUP OF
PROPERTY OWNERS TO RAISE REVENUE FOR IMPROVEMENTS FOR
ALL CITIZENS OF JUNEAU WITHOUT JUSTIFICATION.
Does the Assessor and Finance Office have an appreciation for
how hard the Juneau business commercial property owners and
residential owners have worked to own property and rely on
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consistency to make assumptions about continuing to operate their
business. Switching from the Coast Approach to the Goven Method
and other methods by Assessor prevents us from being able to
forecast our commercial property taxes.

THE ASSESSOR MUST REACH OUT TO
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY OWNERS AND
DEVISE A FAIR COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
TAX ASSESSMENT SCHEME WITH THE HELP
OF THE ASSEMBLY.
FORECASTING NOT POSSIBLE AND
METHODOLGY UNRELIABLE
NOW THAT DATA IS AVAILABLE, THE
ASSESSOR REFUSES TO USE IT.
Never in our wildest forecasting did we
expect to pay double our estimate of taxes
at 1.1%. Our property tax bill is
$$$$$$$$$.
PROPERTY VALUE IS EXCESSIVE/OVERVALUEDRedress the Juneau Assessor “Tainted Algorithm Models” and use the
Sales Price to determine property value. Reset commercial property
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values to 2020 levels. Our property assessment is excessive and
overvalued by about double what it should be.
The Juneau Assessor “Tainted Algorithm Models” have not faced
public scrutiny because they have not been shared with the public.
The methodology is improper. The historical assessed value was fair
from 2020 and before. The 2020 property value is a fair market
indicator of Market Value. Depreciation over the years, to historic and
all property should be deducted from the Assessed Value. At least,
commercial property owners should be able to rely upon the Sales
Price as Market Value and forecast for expenses.
PROPERTY VALUE IS UNEQUAL TO SIMILAR PROPERTIESThe Mass Appraisal is the best model to use when used properly with
sales as determinant factor along with adjustments for historical
properties and the conditions of the market such as the pandemic.
The “Tainted Algorithm Models” have not faced public scrutiny
because it has not been shared with the public. The Assessor
methodology is improper. The Assessed value was fair in 2020 and
before, taking out depreciation. An across the board increase imposed
by the Assessor treats commercial property owners on an unequal
basis.
PROPERTY IS VALUED IMPROPERLY/INCORRECTLYThe “Tainted Algorithm Models” have not faced public scrutiny
because it has not been shared with the public. The methodology is
improper. The Assessed Value in 2020 was generally a fair
assessment of market value adding in depreciation. At least property
owners could rely upon the value and forecast for expenses. The Sales
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Price should have been used to establish the Assessed Value. The Sale
Price is Market Value. On January 1, the full and true value less
capital repairs needed to bring the Key Bank Building to current
standards was far less than the Assessed Value. The Assessed Value is
a figure with no basis. Accounting for CPI-U adjustments of 1.5% to
2%, there is no basis for an overbroad policy to raise commercial
property owner’s taxes across the board 100%. The property value
must mirror the ratio provided herein which is $1,250,000.

FAIR MARKET VALUE=$1,005,277
The City and Borough of Juneau “Tainted Algorithm Models” of
increasing property assessments without due process is a violation of
section 1983 of the constitution and constitutes a taking without just
compensation to all property owners similarly situated.
The Juneau Assessor’s “Tainted Algorithm Models” are designed
on its face to shift the tax burden from all citizens to a small group of
commercial property owners. The small group of commercial
property owners is paying to renovate the Augustus Brown Pool at
$3.3 million dollars. I love the pool and swim in it often. My great
grandfather, Charlie Goldstein, donated to its original construction.
But, it is not within the accepted “Police powers” of the City to place
this tax burden on a small group of commercial property owners
alone. The pool renovations must be paid for by all citizens.
Commercial property owners must have their assessed property
values returned to 2020 levels and/or in accordance with the Sales
Approach.
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The City and Borough of Juneau by their own news releases and
admissions reports:
Business during the 2020-2022 pandemic was down in Juneau a
city you must arrive at via airplane or boat. During the pandemic
many people traveled by car. This was not possible for Juneau. Large
cruise ship business was lost. Tourism was way down. Tourists were
not flying. Sales tax revenues were way down. The City attested
business was down, income was down, tourism was down, visitor
traffic was down, large cruise ship traffic was down, stores were
closed or barely hanging on, restaurants went of business, people
were out of the office, trends shifted and remote work is more
prevalent causing office vacancies.

What did the Assessor Office do?
CREATED

THEY
(EMPHASIS ADDED) a fairy tale of
“A SUBSTANTIAL GROWTH IN PROPERTY VALUATIONS….”

CREATED

THEY
(EMPHASIS ADDED) a fairy tale of
“A CONSIDERABLE ADJUSTMENT TO THE VALUE OF
COMMERCIAL LAND.”
Amen, the City reports about taking rights away from a small
group of community-minded commercial property-owning citizens.
Reality dictates the Assessor must make substantial lower
property adjustments across the board to property assessments using
the Sales Approach.
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The City proudly promoted they reduced the tax rate. Now, it is
time to promote lower the assessed property values based on a Sales
Approach. Our property was never under assessed.
There is a tax burden to be shared by all citizens of Juneau not
just property owners.
My family have been proud owners of property in Juneau for
over 100 years and the tax you impose may very well impact our
family for another 100 years which would come to more than we paid
for the property.
It is a best and widely accepted practice to use the Sales
Approach with the Mass Appraisal Method (See Exhibits E, K-P ).
The Cost Approach may be used for newer buildings, personal
property and fixtures. Downtown Juneau consists mainly of historic
commercial property. The Cost Approach traditionally was used by
the Assessor. This methodology may be good to keep using. At least
property owners can forecast properly. For years, property owners
were able to forecast but not in 2021 and 2022. (See Exhibits O and
P).
The Income Approach may be used where there is a reliable
method to capture an income stream. Where a building is sold to be
re-purposed there is no known income stream and considerable cost
to upgrade the build from obsolescence to market conditions.
By clear and convincing proof the Assessor’s model is a mistake
and fails to use widely accepted best practices when determining
value.
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IN ACCORDANCE WITH
“ALASKA STATUTE 29.45.110.
FULL VALUE AND TRUE VALE.
(a) The assessor shall assess
property at its full and true
value as of January 1 of the
assessment year, except as
provided in this section, AS
29.45.060, and 29.45.230.The
full and true value is the
estimated price that the
property would bring in an
open market and under the
then prevailing market
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conditions in a sale between a
willing seller and a willing
buyer both conversant with
the property and prevailing
general price levels.”
AS A MATTER OF LAW, THE
SALES APPROACH MUST BE
USED WITH THE MASS
APPRAISAL METHOD OR ANY
ASSESSOR METHOD.
[THIS ALASKA STATUTE DOES NOT SAY USE THE COST APPROACH
OR INCOME APPROACH.]
A PLAIN READING OF THIS STATUE EXPOSES THAT THE ASSESSOR
HAS NOT FOLLOWED ALASKA STATUTE 29.45.110 IN THE LAST TEN
(10) YEARS OR IN VALUING THE KEY BANK BUILDING THIS YEAR, AS
FOLLOWS:
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THEREFORE, THE ASSESSOR MUST
RETURN TO FOLLOWING ALASKA
STATUTE 29.45.110 AND BE
INSTRUCTED TO REASSESS
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY UNDER THIS
STANDARD and MAKE ADJUSTMENTS
WHERE APPROPRIATE.
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Wednesday, March 30, 2022 8:59 AM
Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company-Appeal and Supplemental Appeal

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Michael,
Please confirm back that you have received the Appeal and Supplemental Appeal for 234 Seward Street.
Also, I am confirming I left a voicemail for you this morning confirming the same thing.
Thank you,
GREG ADLER

1
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Thursday, March 31, 2022 9:52 PM
Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company Appeal 1C070A020011; 122, 124 & 126 FRONT
STREET

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Attachments available until Apr 30, 2022

Michael,
Thank you for sending your email address and agreeing to accept our Appeals via Email.
Attached please find our Appeal.
Thank you,
Greg Adler
Click to Download
APPEAL FORM 0011.pdf
569 KB

Click to Download
APPEAL RADICAL BREAK FROM THE LAW 0011.pdf
1.9 MB

Click to Download
APPEAL FACTS 0011.pdf
7.1 MB

Click to Download
122,124 & 126 Front Part1B.pdf
10.6 MB

Click to Download
122,124, 126 Front St Part1A.pdf
13.5 MB

Click to Download
122,124,126 FRONT ST PART 2.pdf
2.6 MB

Click to Download
ALASKA TAXABLE 2021.pdf
7.5 MB

Click to Download
1
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ALASKA TAXABLE REPORT 2020.pdf
7.9 MB

Click to Download
2022 Juneau Assessment Report-Commercial Overview-Interim .pdf
3 MB

Click to Download
2021 ASSESSMENT VALUATIONS SUMMARY REPORT.pdf
2.5 MB

Click to Download
AY 2021 SUMMARY REPORT-CBJ COMMERCIAL PROPERTY VALUATION.pdf
1 MB

2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Thursday, March 31, 2022 10:49 PM
Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company Appeal 1C070A020020; 224 Second Street

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Attachments available until Apr 30, 2022

Michael,
Thank you for sending your email address and agreeing to accept our Appeals via Email.
Attached please find our Appeal.
Thank you,
Greg Adler

Click to Download
Appeal Form 0020.pdf
570 KB

Click to Download
Appeal Radical Break from the Law 0020.pdf
1.8 MB

Click to Download
APPEAL 0020.pdf
7 MB

Click to Download
224 SECOND ST FILE NO. 202127D.pdf
15.7 MB

Click to Download
ALASKA TAXABLE 2021.pdf
7.5 MB

Click to Download
ALASKA TAXABLE REPORT 2020.pdf
7.9 MB

Click to Download
2021 ASSESSMENT VALUATIONS SUMMARY REPORT.pdf
2.5 MB

Click to Download
1
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2022 Juneau Assessment Report-Commercial Overview-Interim .pdf
3 MB

Click to Download
AY 2021 SUMMARY REPORT-CBJ COMMERCIAL PROPERTY VALUATION.pdf
1 MB

2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Thursday, March 31, 2022 10:10 PM
Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company Appeal 1C070A020030; 130 and 140 Front St & 106,
110 and 118 Seward St

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Attachments available until Apr 30, 2022

Michael,
Thank you for sending your email address and agreeing to accept our Appeals via Email.
Attached please find our Appeal.
Thank you,
Greg Adler

Click to Download
APPEAL FORM 0030.pdf
584 KB

Click to Download
APPEAL RADICAL BREAK FROM THE LAW 0030.pdf
2 MB

Click to Download
Appeal 0030_001.pdf
7 MB

Click to Download
Heritage Part 1A.pdf
14.2 MB

Click to Download
Heritage Part 1B.pdf
9.8 MB

Click to Download
HERITAGE FILE PART 2.pdf
3.2 MB

Click to Download
ALASKA TAXABLE 2021.pdf
7.5 MB

1
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Click to Download
ALASKA TAXABLE REPORT 2020.pdf
7.9 MB

Click to Download
2022 Juneau Assessment Report-Commercial Overview-Interim .pdf
3 MB

Click to Download
2021 ASSESSMENT VALUATIONS SUMMARY REPORT.pdf
2.5 MB

Click to Download
AY 2021 SUMMARY REPORT-CBJ COMMERCIAL PROPERTY VALUATION.pdf
1 MB

2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Thursday, March 31, 2022 11:04 PM
Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company Appeal 1C070A040010; 201, 205, 209, 213, 217,221
Seward St & 216 Second St

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Attachments available until May 1, 2022

Michael,
Thank you for sending your email address and agreeing to accept our Appeals via Email.
Attached please find our Appeal.
Thank you,
Greg Adler

Click to Download
APPEAL FORM 0010.pdf
576 KB

Click to Download
APPEAL RADICAL BREAK FROM THE LAW 0010.pdf
1.9 MB

Click to Download
APPEAL 0010.pdf
7 MB

Click to Download
Charlie Goldstein Part 1A.pdf
14.7 MB

Click to Download
Charlie Goldstein Part 1 B.pdf
9.1 MB

Click to Download
Charlie Goldstein Part 2.pdf
2.9 MB

Click to Download
ALASKA TAXABLE 2021.pdf
1
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7.5 MB

Click to Download
ALASKA TAXABLE REPORT 2020.pdf
7.9 MB

Click to Download
2022 Juneau Assessment Report-Commercial Overview-Interim .pdf
3 MB

Click to Download
2021 ASSESSMENT VALUATIONS SUMMARY REPORT.pdf
2.5 MB

Click to Download
AY 2021 SUMMARY REPORT-CBJ COMMERCIAL PROPERTY VALUATION.pdf
1 MB

2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Thursday, March 31, 2022 8:12 PM
Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company Appeal 1C070A040043; 130 Seward St & 119 2nd St

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Attachments available until Apr 30, 2022

Michael,
Thank you for sending your email address and agreeing to accept our Appeals via Email.
Attached please find our Appeal.
Thank you,
Greg Adler

Click to Download
2022 Appeal Form 0043.pdf
574 KB

Click to Download
Appeal Radical Break from the Law 0043.pdf
1.9 MB

Click to Download
Appeal Facts 0043.pdf
7 MB

Click to Download
GOLDSTEIN FAN FILE 2021-27A PART 1.pdf
17.7 MB

Click to Download
GOLDSTEIN FAN PART 2.pdf
15 MB

Click to Download
ALASKA TAXABLE 2021.pdf
7.5 MB

Click to Download
ALASKA TAXABLE REPORT 2020.pdf
7.9 MB

Click to Download
1
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2022 Juneau Assessment Report-Commercial Overview-Interim .pdf
3 MB

Click to Download
2021 ASSESSMENT VALUATIONS SUMMARY REPORT.pdf
2.5 MB

Click to Download
AY 2021 SUMMARY REPORT-CBJ COMMERCIAL PROPERTY VALUATION.pdf
1 MB

2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Thursday, March 31, 2022 8:24 PM
Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company-2nd Supplemental Appeal Submission

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Attachments available until Apr 30, 2022

Michael,
After receiving your Assessment Report-Commercial Overview-Interim, please accept and attach this 2nd
Supplemental Appeal Submission and add it to the file for further review.
Thank you for your help,
GREG ADLER

Click to Download
Juneau Appeal Form-1C070A050060 2ND SUPPLMENTAL SUBMISSION.pdf
514 KB

Click to Download
2022 Juneau Assessment Report-Commercial Overview-Interim .pdf
3 MB

Click to Download
2021 ASSESSMENT VALUATIONS SUMMARY REPORT.pdf
2.5 MB

Click to Download
ALASKA TAXABLE REPORT 2020.pdf
7.9 MB

Click to Download
ALASKA TAXABLE 2021.pdf
7.5 MB

Click to Download
AY 2021 SUMMARY REPORT-CBJ COMMERCIAL PROPERTY VALUATION.pdf
1 MB

Click to Download
Appeal Radical Break from the Law 0043.pdf
1.9 MB

Click to Download
1
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Appeal Facts 0043.pdf
7 MB

2
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Michael Dahle
Thursday, June 9, 2022 8:55 AM
'gregadler@mac.com'
Mary Hammond
RE: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS

Greg,
So far, I have not seen or heard anything that would change our results of the review. Your demand that we reverse it
and establish the owner’s estimate as the assessed value is denied.
I will continue to review relevant information up until the time of the BOE hearing.
Regarding the value on the notice versus the full market value, it is common knowledge that due to a number of years of
neglect the commercial property values are signifi cantly less than market. We are working at correcting this and bringing
them up to market value.

State law allows that the BOE has the option of increasing the assessed value as a result of a hearing. Disclosing that to
appellants is not a threat or intimidation. It is disclosure to the appellants, who frequently do not realize that, so they
can weigh all of the considerations in pursuing an appeal. If we did not disclose that possibility and the BOE adopted the
higher full market value without the appellant knowing that was possible the appellant would understandably be very
upset. From a full disclosure standpoint to enable the BOE to consider uniformity and equity considerations the full
market value should be disclosed to them, however, even if it wasn’ t, they could ask us in the hearing, we would need to
answer truthfully and they could adopt that higher assessed value.
You mentioned in our earlier conversations that you were going to submit an appraisal done for the purchase of the Key
Bank building. I do not see that appraisal in any of the documentation that was submitted. If you intend for that to be
considered please submit is as soon as possible.

Michael Dahle

Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 12:16 PM
To: Assessor Office <Assessor.Office@juneau.org>
Subject: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Dear Assessor’s Office,
1
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We hereby file and attach Appellant Response for Assessment Year 2022 Petition for Review and appeal all
said cases.
On its face, we challenge your section Results of Review as backwards, inadequate and misleading based on the
first paragraph of your letter to us June 7,2022 and demand that it be reversed and that “Owner’s Estimate of
Value” be the established as the “Full and True Value” on January 1, 2022.
In addition, I received a phone call from Jillian of the Assessor’s Office at 11:00 a.m. Friday, June 3, 2022
instructing me that Assessor Michael Dahle was “going through our Appeals” “had questions” and would call
me to discuss at the beginning of this week. I called Mr. Dahle today and left message as he did not come to the
phone.
Further, your June 7,2022 letter p. 2, form has a box for Assessed Value on Notice. This box must be the “Full
and True Value” on January 1, 2022 under the laws and statures of Alaska. You claim this is not the “Full and
True Value” of our property. You cannot claim you may be entitled to a. Higher Assessed Value. This is
absurd and usurpation of the powers of the Assessor’s Office.
You say your “Assessed Value on Notice” is not
- the “Full and True Value” on our properties. You state the
“Full and True Value” is your box called “Full Market Value (May be recommended to the BOE). Translated,
you threaten us that the Assessor “may” impose EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED
FORTY DOLLARS ($800,340) MORE ASSESSED VALUE IF WE APPEAL. This is outrageous! Moreover,
if in fact our properties were undervalued you certainly would not be doing your job and should be fired!
APPEAL AND OWE $800,340 MORE! Your actions are unconscionable, wrong and a violation of due
process.
You are estopped to claim that your box entitled "Full Market Value (May be recommended to the BOE)” may
be unilaterally imposed and threatened to scare off Appeals. I fully assert your actions are meant to intimidate,
harass and undermine confidence of citizens in a fair review with due process. On its face, your form seeks to
censor and limit Appeals and is an abuse of power. I demand you rescind the June 7 Letter to all Appellants.
Imagine if you thought of commercial owners as hard working Juneau citizens struggling during the pandemic
to stay afloat.
Where are your manners?
Sincerely,
Greg Adler
The Goldstein Improvement Company
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Friday, June 10, 2022 6:42 AM
Michael Dahle
Fwd: Juneau Assessor

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Please review the attached letter from Carlton.
Please reverse your decision because it’s clear the sale happened because they wanted it sold-an objective of
sellers. If it was priced at $2.5 we would not have bought it and there would have been no other buyers. The
property would still be on the market. This was a market sale.
“Full market sal” ha! You didn’t use this value on Jan 1 ? Please explain fully.
Thank you
Greg Adler
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Carlton Smith <carltonsmith@gci.net>
Date: June 10, 2022 at 6:10:09 AM AKDT
To: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Subject: Re: Juneau Assessor
Greg: that’s half the story. The banks’ asset manager, JLL gave that direction because some
vacant assets in downtown Juneau are still “on the market“ after four plus years. So they (Jones
Lang La Salle) had the choice to list the property— or to sell it. They chose to sell it, and gave
me that direction. The first national sale on Front Street is the other best illustration of this. In
that case, they listed it at appraisal—$600,000
Carlton
Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 10, 2022, at 6:50 AM, Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com> wrote:
Carlton,
1
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I had the pleasure of walking into the Assessor’s Office yesterday. They told me
the Key Bank sale was an outlier property because the instructions Key Bank
gave you was to sell the property in 60 days and that they have statistics that bank
buildings are exposed 9 months to the market before selling.

Is this true? A penny for your thoughts.
Thanks
Greg
Sent from my iPhone
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Friday, June 10, 2022 5:24 AM
Michael Dahle
Re: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Michael,
Good to meet you.
Please provide me with all of the Downtown Commercial studies you have done, any and all backup
documentation used in analysis for our properties.
I need this information to analyze how you arrive at your over-assessed values.
I never said as I stated when I saw you we have an appraisal for the 234 Seward property. We do not. You
have a market sale. Use it.
Our properties were over-assessed for 10 years. We challenged your assertions. Nevertheless, our market
value is of any year January 1 and you now assert you can go back in time? If so, please revisit year 2021 and
reduce this assessment because our properties are over-assessed.
Again, provide all of your documentation to us so we have the data you use to tax us before any hearing date
so we have sufficient time to study it. Also, your timelines to appeal are to short because you have not shared
the data you are using to over-assess our property.
Thank you, in advance, for providing the data we request.
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 9, 2022, at 8:55 AM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
So far, I have not seen or heard anything that would change our results of the review. Your demand that
we reverse it and establish the owner’s estimate as the assessed value is denied.
I will continue to review relevant information up until the time of the BOE hearing.
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Regarding the value on the notice versus the full market value, it is common knowledge that due to a
number of years of neglect the commercial property values are significantly less than market. We are
working at correcting this and bringing them up to market value.
State law allows that the BOE has the option of increasing the assessed value as a result of a hearing.
Disclosing that to appellants is not a threat or intimidation. It is disclosure to the appellants, who
frequently do not realize that, so they can weigh all of the considerations in pursuing an appeal. If we
did not disclose that possibility and the BOE adopted the higher full market value without the appellant
knowing that was possible the appellant would understandably be very upset. From a full disclosure
standpoint to enable the BOE to consider uniformity and equity considerations the full market value
should be disclosed to them, however, even if it wasn’t, they could ask us in the hearing, we would need
to answer truthfully and they could adopt that higher assessed value.
You mentioned in our earlier conversations that you were going to submit an appraisal done for the
purchase of the Key Bank building. I do not see that appraisal in any of the documentation that was
submitted. If you intend for that to be considered please submit is as soon as possible.

Michael Dahle

Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 12:16 PM
To: Assessor Office <Assessor.Office@juneau.org>
Subject: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Dear Assessor’s Office,
We hereby file and attach Appellant Response for Assessment Year 2022 Petition for Review
and appeal all said cases.
On its face, we challenge your section Results of Review as backwards, inadequate and
misleading based on the first paragraph of your letter to us June 7,2022 and demand that it be
reversed and that “Owner’s Estimate of Value” be the established as the “Full and True Value”
on January 1, 2022.
In addition, I received a phone call from Jillian of the Assessor’s Office at 11:00 a.m. Friday,
June 3, 2022 instructing me that Assessor Michael Dahle was “going through our Appeals” “had
questions” and would call me to discuss at the beginning of this week. I called Mr. Dahle today
and left message as he did not come to the phone.
Further, your June 7,2022 letter p. 2, form has a box for Assessed Value on Notice. This box
must be the “Full and True Value” on January 1, 2022 under the laws and statures of
Alaska. You claim this is not the “Full and True Value” of our property. You cannot claim you
2
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may be entitled to a. Higher Assessed Value. This is absurd and usurpation of the powers of the
Assessor’s Office.
You say your “Assessed Value on Notice” is -not the “Full and True Value” on our
properties. You state the “Full and True Value” is your box called “Full Market Value (May be
recommended to the BOE). Translated, you threaten us that the Assessor “may” impose EIGHT
HUNDRED THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED FORTY DOLLARS ($800,340) MORE
ASSESSED VALUE IF WE APPEAL. This is outrageous! Moreover, if in fact our properties
were undervalued you certainly would not be doing your job and should be fired!
APPEAL AND OWE $800,340 MORE! Your actions are unconscionable, wrong and a violation
of due process.
You are estopped to claim that your box entitled "Full Market Value (May be recommended to
the BOE)” may be unilaterally imposed and threatened to scare off Appeals. I fully assert your
actions are meant to intimidate, harass and undermine confidence of citizens in a fair review with
due process. On its face, your form seeks to censor and limit Appeals and is an abuse of power. I
demand you rescind the June 7 Letter to all Appellants.
Imagine if you thought of commercial owners as hard working Juneau citizens struggling during
the pandemic to stay afloat.
Where are your manners?
Sincerely,
Greg Adler
The Goldstein Improvement Company
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 12, 2022 10:44 AM
Michael Dahle
Re: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS

Michael,
Please explain the difference between the following:
1. Assessed Value
2. Full Market Value
3. Sales Price not Full Market Value
4. Juneau statistics on bank buildings accepted standard is 9 months exposure to the market before selling
Thank you,
Greg
Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 10, 2022, at 5:24 AM, Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com> wrote:
Michael,
Good to meet you.
Please provide me with all of the Downtown Commercial studies you have done, any and all
backup documentation used in analysis for our properties.
I need this information to analyze how you arrive at your over-assessed values.
I never said as I stated when I saw you we have an appraisal for the 234 Seward property. We
do not. You have a market sale. Use it.
Our properties were over-assessed for 10 years. We challenged your assertions. Nevertheless,
our market value is of any year January 1 and you now assert you can go back in time? If so,
please revisit year 2021 and reduce this assessment because our properties are over-assessed.
1
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Again, provide all of your documentation to us so we have the data you use to tax us before
any hearing date so we have sufficient time to study it. Also, your timelines to appeal are to short
because you have not shared the data you are using to over-assess our property.
Thank you, in advance, for providing the data we request.
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 9, 2022, at 8:55 AM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
So far, I have not seen or heard anything that would change our results of the review.
Your demand that we reverse it and establish the owner’s estimate as the assessed
value is denied.
I will continue to review relevant information up until the time of the BOE hearing.
Regarding the value on the notice versus the full market value, it is common knowledge
that due to a number of years of neglect the commercial property values are
significantly less than market. We are working at correcting this and bringing them up to
market value.
State law allows that the BOE has the option of increasing the assessed value as a result
of a hearing. Disclosing that to appellants is not a threat or intimidation. It is disclosure
to the appellants, who frequently do not realize that, so they can weigh all of the
considerations in pursuing an appeal. If we did not disclose that possibility and the BOE
adopted the higher full market value without the appellant knowing that was possible
the appellant would understandably be very upset. From a full disclosure standpoint to
enable the BOE to consider uniformity and equity considerations the full market value
should be disclosed to them, however, even if it wasn’t, they could ask us in the hearing,
we would need to answer truthfully and they could adopt that higher assessed value.
You mentioned in our earlier conversations that you were going to submit an
appraisal done for the purchase of the Key Bank building. I do not see that appraisal in
any of the documentation that was submitted. If you intend for that to be considered
please submit is as soon as possible.

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org
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From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 12:16 PM
To: Assessor Office <Assessor.Office@juneau.org>
Subject: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR
FOLLOWING LINKS
Dear Assessor’s Office,
We hereby file and attach Appellant Response for Assessment Year 2022 Petition
for Review and appeal all said cases.
On its face, we challenge your section Results of Review as backwards,
inadequate and misleading based on the first paragraph of your letter to us June
7,2022 and demand that it be reversed and that “Owner’s Estimate of Value” be
the established as the “Full and True Value” on January 1, 2022.
In addition, I received a phone call from Jillian of the Assessor’s Office at 11:00
a.m. Friday, June 3, 2022 instructing me that Assessor Michael Dahle was “going
through our Appeals” “had questions” and would call me to discuss at the
beginning of this week. I called Mr. Dahle today and left message as he did not
come to the phone.
Further, your June 7,2022 letter p. 2, form has a box for Assessed Value on
Notice. This box must be the “Full and True Value” on January 1, 2022 under the
laws and statures of Alaska. You claim this is not the “Full and True Value” of
our property. You cannot claim you may be entitled to a. Higher Assessed
Value. This is absurd and usurpation of the powers of the Assessor’s Office.
You say your “Assessed Value on Notice” is not the “Full and True Value” on our
properties. You state the “Full and True Value” is your box called “Full Market
Value (May be recommended to the BOE). Translated, you threaten us that the
Assessor “may” impose EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED
FORTY DOLLARS ($800,340) MORE ASSESSED VALUE IF WE
APPEAL. This is outrageous! Moreover, if in fact our properties were
undervalued you certainly would not be doing your job and should be fired!
APPEAL AND OWE $800,340 MORE! Your actions are unconscionable, wrong
and a violation of due process.
You are estopped to claim that your box entitled "Full Market Value (May be
recommended to the BOE)” may be unilaterally imposed and threatened to scare
off Appeals. I fully assert your actions are meant to intimidate, harass and
undermine confidence of citizens in a fair review with due process. On its face,
your form seeks to censor and limit Appeals and is an abuse of power. I demand
you rescind the June 7 Letter to all Appellants.
Imagine if you thought of commercial owners as hard working Juneau citizens
struggling during the pandemic to stay afloat.
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Where are your manners?
Sincerely,
Greg Adler
The Goldstein Improvement Company
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Wednesday, June 15, 2022 2:58 PM
Mary Hammond; Michael Dahle
Goldstein Improvement Company

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Mary and Michael,
Juneau is a small town with few sales. I have requested from Michael all of your work and method at arriving at our
assessed values previously. He has not answered me. Until you provide this information please withdraw the hearing
date. We have the burden of proving our case with no documentation on how you arrived at your figures. How do I
know if your work is correct if you have the wrong square footage for properties, for example. Or, exclude the most
recent comps because you mislabel them outlier property when your own Sales Validation states for them to be
included. How can a taxpayer have faith in a system that lacks candor?
One must conclude our appeals have been denied because Michael unequivocally told me this last Thursday in your
office. To my great disappointment how can anyone conclude this is a fair appeal with due process.
Again, delay all of our hearings until you provide “open books” to us.
Sincerely,
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
Sent from my iPhone
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Michael Dahle
Friday, June 17, 2022 11:20 AM
'gregadler@mac.com'
Mary Hammond
RE: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS
1C070A020011 Property Records.pdf; 1C070A020030 Property Records.pdf;
1C070A020043 Property Records.pdf; 1C070A040010 Property Records.pdf;
1C070A040020 Property Records.pdf; 1C070A050060 Property Records.pdf

Greg,
I have added your last message to this email string so that your last 3 emails are all included here.
To recap, we have already provided:
 Verbal answers in phone calls and counter conversation
 Written answers via email
 Assessment History for 235 Seward Street
 The inside pages of the property record cards for each of the 6 appeals plus 2 additional Goldstein properties;
these records include references to land area, zoning, building sf, building sketches, date built and other
information
 Details on what our system calls miscellaneous improvements, the most common of which are canopies
 2021 Summary Report on commercial valuations
 2022 Annual Assessment Report
 In addition, your company had opportunity to review all of these records a year ago when these same properties
were appealed with the exception of the building at 235 Seward St. for which we also previously provided a cost
report
Attached to this email are pdf files for each of the 6 appeals. These files include:
 Assessment History
 Another copy of the historic property record cards
 A cost report which references sf, quality, type of construction, etc
 Building sketches
 Photos
 And in some cases a plat
The cost reports in the attached pdf files match the building value from 2018 for each property. For 2022 the building
values were reduced by 2%. In the case of 1C070A020043 the assessed value is lower because there was an error when
entering the value into the system in that section 2 got dropped and was not included. This parcel also had slight
increases to the building value in 2020 and 2021 for upgrades involving the replacement of many of the windows.
Again, we continue to review your submitted materials in preparation for the BOE hearing. If we identify any changes
between now and the hearing we will let you know.

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
1
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907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

Wed 6/15/2022 2:58 PM
Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Goldstein Improvement Company
To Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>; Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Mary and Michael,
Juneau is a small town with few sales. I have requested from Michael all of your work and method at arriving at our
assessed values previously. He has not answered me. Until you provide this information please withdraw the hearing
date. We have the burden of proving our case with no documentation on how you arrived at your figures. How do I
know if your work is correct if you have the wrong square footage for properties, for example. Or, exclude the most
recent comps because you mislabel them outlier property when your own Sales Validation states for them to be
included. How can a taxpayer have faith in a system that lacks candor?
One must conclude our appeals have been denied because Michael unequivocally told me this last Thursday in your
office. To my great disappointment how can anyone conclude this is a fair appeal with due process.
Again, delay all of our hearings until you provide “open books” to us.
Sincerely,
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
Sent from my iPhone

From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2022 10:44 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Re: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS

Michael,
Please explain the difference between the following:
2
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1. Assessed Value
2. Full Market Value
3. Sales Price not Full Market Value
4. Juneau statistics on bank buildings accepted standard is 9 months exposure to the market before selling
Thank you,
Greg
Sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 10, 2022, at 5:24 AM, Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com> wrote:
Michael,
Good to meet you.
Please provide me with all of the Downtown Commercial studies you have done, any and all
backup documentation used in analysis for our properties.
I need this information to analyze how you arrive at your over-assessed values.
I never said as I stated when I saw you we have an appraisal for the 234 Seward property. We
do not. You have a market sale. Use it.
Our properties were over-assessed for 10 years. We challenged your assertions. Nevertheless,
our market value is of any year January 1 and you now assert you can go back in time? If so,
please revisit year 2021 and reduce this assessment because our properties are over-assessed.
Again, provide all of your documentation to us so we have the data you use to tax us before
any hearing date so we have sufficient time to study it. Also, your timelines to appeal are to short
because you have not shared the data you are using to over-assess our property.
Thank you, in advance, for providing the data we request.
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 9, 2022, at 8:55 AM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
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So far, I have not seen or heard anything that would change our results of the review.
Your demand that we reverse it and establish the owner’s estimate as the assessed
value is denied.
I will continue to review relevant information up until the time of the BOE hearing.
Regarding the value on the notice versus the full market value, it is common knowledge
that due to a number of years of neglect the commercial property values are
significantly less than market. We are working at correcting this and bringing them up to
market value.
State law allows that the BOE has the option of increasing the assessed value as a result
of a hearing. Disclosing that to appellants is not a threat or intimidation. It is disclosure
to the appellants, who frequently do not realize that, so they can weigh all of the
considerations in pursuing an appeal. If we did not disclose that possibility and the BOE
adopted the higher full market value without the appellant knowing that was possible
the appellant would understandably be very upset. From a full disclosure standpoint to
enable the BOE to consider uniformity and equity considerations the full market value
should be disclosed to them, however, even if it wasn’t, they could ask us in the hearing,
we would need to answer truthfully and they could adopt that higher assessed value.
You mentioned in our earlier conversations that you were going to submit an
appraisal done for the purchase of the Key Bank building. I do not see that appraisal in
any of the documentation that was submitted. If you intend for that to be considered
please submit is as soon as possible.

Michael Dahle

Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 12:16 PM
To: Assessor Office <Assessor.Office@juneau.org>
Subject: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR
FOLLOWING LINKS
Dear Assessor’s Office,
We hereby file and attach Appellant Response for Assessment Year 2022 Petition
for Review and appeal all said cases.
On its face, we challenge your section Results of Review as backwards,
inadequate and misleading based on the first paragraph of your letter to us June
4
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7,2022 and demand that it be reversed and that “Owner’s Estimate of Value” be
the established as the “Full and True Value” on January 1, 2022.
In addition, I received a phone call from Jillian of the Assessor’s Office at 11:00
a.m. Friday, June 3, 2022 instructing me that Assessor Michael Dahle was “going
through our Appeals” “had questions” and would call me to discuss at the
beginning of this week. I called Mr. Dahle today and left message as he did not
come to the phone.
Further, your June 7,2022 letter p. 2, form has a box for Assessed Value on
Notice. This box must be the “Full and True Value” on January 1, 2022 under the
laws and statures of Alaska. You claim this is not the “Full and True Value” of
our property. You cannot claim you may be entitled to a. Higher Assessed
Value. This is absurd and usurpation of the powers of the Assessor’s Office.
You say your “Assessed Value on Notice” is -not the “Full and True Value” on our
properties. You state the “Full and True Value” is your box called “Full Market
Value (May be recommended to the BOE). Translated, you threaten us that the
Assessor “may” impose EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED
FORTY DOLLARS ($800,340) MORE ASSESSED VALUE IF WE
APPEAL. This is outrageous! Moreover, if in fact our properties were
undervalued you certainly would not be doing your job and should be fired!
APPEAL AND OWE $800,340 MORE! Your actions are unconscionable, wrong
and a violation of due process.
You are estopped to claim that your box entitled "Full Market Value (May be
recommended to the BOE)” may be unilaterally imposed and threatened to scare
off Appeals. I fully assert your actions are meant to intimidate, harass and
undermine confidence of citizens in a fair review with due process. On its face,
your form seeks to censor and limit Appeals and is an abuse of power. I demand
you rescind the June 7 Letter to all Appellants.
Imagine if you thought of commercial owners as hard working Juneau citizens
struggling during the pandemic to stay afloat.
Where are your manners?
Sincerely,
Greg Adler
The Goldstein Improvement Company
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Assessment History Report
1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 2A
YEAR_ID
2022

LAND_VALUE
$1,567,167.00

MISC_VALUE

BLDG_VALUE
$496,664.00

CAMA_VALUE
$2,063,831.00

2021

$1,599,150.00

$506,800.00

$2,105,950.00

2020

$1,066,100.00

$506,800.00

$1,572,900.00

2019

$1,087,900.00

$506,800.00

$1,594,700.00

2018

$1,087,900.00

$506,800.00

$1,594,700.00

2017

$1,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$486,500.00

$1,577,400.00

2016

$1,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$486,500.00

$1,577,400.00

2015

$1,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$498,400.00

$1,589,300.00

2014

$1,087,900.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2013

$1,087,900.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2012

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2011

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2010

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,509,300.00

2009

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,509,300.00

2008

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,509,300.00

2007

$707,100.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,128,500.00

2006

$707,100.00

$0.00

$388,000.00

$1,095,100.00

2005

$707,100.00

$0.00

$159,200.00

$866,300.00

2004

$110,300.00

$0.00

$277,200.00

$387,500.00

2003

$110,300.00

$0.00

$277,200.00

$387,500.00

2002

$110,300.00

$0.00

$277,200.00

$387,500.00

2000

$110,300.00

$0.00

$131,500.00

$241,800.00

AOValHist.rpt

1

-- -----------------------Parcel No.
l - A- 008Size:
General Land Description:
Appraisal Year

(pfrl /I?

002- 2&3

PLUS

19
MINUS

PLUS

19
MINUS

19

PLUS

MINUS

~

M INUS

PLUS

MINUS

I

A 12.'i. E\'q'V\ P, a-oo2
ti 1-// r; oo
( D5 :£rnPP.OV )< • 5'?-){ • O;).

01·

-

LAND

VALUE

-

-

-

--

COMPUTATIONS

1=

SITE VALUE COMPUTATIONS
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UNIT COST
BASE LOT VALUE

I

'J, 4-tfq 9

t -r

19

PLUS

I

APPRAISAL YEAR

I

Land Use:
19

INFLUENCES:
Depth
Topography
Size
Site Prep.
Drainage
Physical Barriers
Access
Comer
Water
Sewer
Paving
Other
TOTAL
Net : ( )

'1

cJ

Use Code:
UseZone:

20 t:>~2o eJ;"
20
20
20
TOTAL UNIT COST TOTAL UNIT COST
TOTAL UNIT COST TOTAL UNIT COST
TOTAL

/1/JZ:J,:J,,,

j(p<
I

~~-

1n '9"7q

r7o,t3.! ,-

I
NET ADJUSTMENT
JJUSTED SITE VALUE
~

Year

Site

Owner

rlo71/JO

_l ~()t:;'"
) :).()()(,,,

7"7/o:J

01

-

~o~

-

~01 1
REMARKS:

. ·--

70,,aO

4

I')

c; cf- /0

to ~-=,t:Jao
1./YnfOC:

- . -. .Repson for Change
Total
JSCl:i.oo :'irl, (., 1 <Al' ✓ fv/or .k. ~~
38~oo0 I.Cf15 10.
<1~1v,oO Ii I1-'3',\\JO ~~ t") ~ Crvi•~"1:..:... \ "I
...

Buildings

w
l/J..I 'fOO /1 JbC, 56;,
'-/q ; 8CO 11' zc, Ta o C A-~ v ~s. !>

r-: 4
I •

-

Parcel No

1C070A020011

Pro ert Address
City

PLACE PICTURE HERE

1241126 Front Street

.J;?wner
-

Client
. Appraiser Name

2s.o·
0
<O

N

Breakroom
650.0 SF

0
<O

N

Restaurant

Main Leve/
1800.0 SF

Apartment
Upper Leve/
1800.0 SF

I

I

1C070A020011

I

YEAR

JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 2A
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
130 SEWARD ST STE 1
JUNEAU AK 99801

'
I

v...,.--,-. - • - -

-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
OBS E RVED PH Y SI CAL CO NDITION
Good • Normal • Fair • Poor •
OBSERV ED PH Y SI CAL CON DITI ON
Good • Normal O Fai r • Poor •

I

OBSERVED P H YSICA L CO NDITION
_ _
Normal
Fair
Poor
Good

I

Date Built __1 898 , __Remodeled _1 927__ & _1 970 ______

I rJ!l' O ffice

p

Apt.

n

Hotel
Chu r ch

•

IO L oft
r;a'Sto re

h Bank

4. EX TERIOR

~

•
•

•

ood
Stucco

Cone. B lock

•

•
•

.•

Space Heater
Non e
Hot Air, Forced

0

5. ROOF

O Concrete Bl ock

(;itFlat

•

Gable

2. BASEMEN T

• Shakes 0 Shingle
~ Bui lt-up
• Comp.
• A lumin um O G,I.
• Rol l • T ar Paper
• Concret e
• Reinfor ced Concret e

lx1 None

6. I NTER IO R

I

~ Wood Postr

0

Piling
Si ze

No.

L ength

• ·Full H eight
S.F.
• Partia l
• Unfi nished Parking
• Storage 0 Utility
• A par tment
• Office
• Floor
X

'·

0
0

•

•

•

~ Re in f orced

•

l

I

''

-

:11
,.
''
'N

'

:'
:

''

I

'!'

'i

!

: I

IN

I

I

'

''

:'
:12'>
:w :'
:' :''

''
''
:'

Deck

I

I

;

,,2-I/

.W )( ~,71' 'J(/,10 X/.</4 :

,1 ~J

v i II Xl,'/'i'x. J,0(.1-/r
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-

Rms. 3F 2F

lF

S ..u:-
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NF

5

6

p(,

.;/ 4/

~

M

I .~ 0

/

(

•

"><

I

-,,ss-~

V

I

,,

'i't/

1.U-,,,h

I,,,

Extra Fixtur es

10. ELECT RICAL
~

•

16

•
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?

✓

:/i _t;

/

,, rd , ,,, /, ,

t,.,£'5;<, o

<ti

O7 7

I

/1(1V'fV/:

,:, •I ;

Con d uit
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~
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(Ve,-J

/ 2

tJ

=

01?7

....-

-
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,r /, :; ::, X /. 0 7 7

-

- -I
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• Concr et e Panels

:'

Gl azed Porch

''

W allboa r d
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• Other
• Story H eight
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•

:"l

Closed Porch

''

-

V
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[] Fireproofed Steel

'12'>
:w

''

( ~7)
NF

;;
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ffWood
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:
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A pts. 3F 2F

''
:8

l
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n
(I)

: I-'

:

I

:

,,..,j}" -

..,

Q

Lump Su ms
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~ 2nd

1i?] WootF/

0

Open Stud

::l<'] l st

3. FRAM E

• Sto re
O Garage
• W arehouse

'

I

Riser s .

.,,

:N

-

,,,.IJ

Number of Fi xtures

Hip

I

''

9. PLUM B I N G

•

'

BIGP

•
•
•
•
•

'

l:

I

I
I

:
'':

years

0

:J

"<

O BICP

• T heater O Gar age
• Comb. H eat & Coo lin g
•
Industrial
• Gas Statn .
• Ai r Condit ion ing
• Other
• Warehse. • Greenhouse • Fenestration
FIREPLACES
• Hospital • Restaurant • Tri m
• 1st Floor _ _ _T y pe
• Non e • Minimum • Base mnt.
T y pe
1. FO U NDATION
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rl'.Concr ete -:rt--z_

<
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i,,('H ot W ater

Brick
O Concrete Reinforced

_ _

CXI

C

"'
<'
iA' '
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(J)

0..

..,C

yea rs

t'.D

CJ'" n

(J)
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8. HEAT
Metal

>S ,- , ,_
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(J)
Econ . Life

CONDITION

_{

BUILD ING T Y PE & U SE

r)

OBSERVED PH YSICAL CO NDITION
Poor O _ _ yea rs
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F ai r
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- ~- ~

--,
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• Excel lent Fixtures
• Buil ding Elevat ors
#

T ype No. Cap.

•

<"~ ••

,.

'.JS
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n Frgt.

~ Carpet

/,-~ If.>

°Jr!,,,

.,.-,....

/

/"

\

Year............ Year............ Year... , ....... , Year ............
Year(g ,':f), Year...<;!/.... , Year............
CTION........ SECTION....... SECTION........ SECTION .......
, SECTION....... SECTION....... SECTION........ SECTION ....... SE
Year.if?,q.J,
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s.

s.

1, No. of stories & height per story
8. Average f loor area
l1f'D
9 . Average perimeter
Age and condition
.20 y,;,41;.
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U

io.

-

Cls..... Qual .... CJs..... nual...
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,-

s

.
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12.
,.
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Cost Report - Commercial

1

Record

1281
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

02
1
246

Effective Year Built

2004

Class

D

Year Built

1898

Height

11

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resid. Units

Total Area

2,450.00

Record

2

1281
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

02
1
0

Effective Year Built

2003

Class

D

Year Built

1898

Height

10

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resid. Units

Total Area

1,800.00

Section 1

Description

Base Cost

Units

Percent Cost

+/-

Total

I

2450

68.49

167,796

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

2450

12.57

30,787

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

2450

611.00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

2450

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

100%

2450
Dry Sprinklers

2450

100%

611

7.57

18,547

6.60

16,170

5.35

13,108
$247,017.36

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
Replacement Cost less Depreciation
Canvass. Resketched, Revalued.
John_Sahnow - 7/14/2014 3:04:19 PM
01.30.2018 PER CANVAS COST, RECORD UPDATES DMHP 1.30.2018
Donna_Prince - 1/30/2018 9:42:42 AM

1.43
1.02
18.00

100.00

[X]
[X]
[X]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

$353,235.00
$360,300.00
$360,300.00
$64,854.00
$0.00
$0.00
$295,446.00

$295,446

6/16/2022 3:45:54PM
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Packet Page 817 of 1973

Cost Report - Commercial
Section 2

Description

Base Cost

Units
1800

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

1800

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

1800

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

1800

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Percent Cost
10%

1800

100%

123,278

12.28

22,111
611

7.57

13,626

6.60

11,880

5.35

9,630
$181,135.95

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

1.43
1.02
20.00

100.00

[X]
[X]
[X]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

$259,024.00
$264,204.00
$264,204.00
$52,841.00
$0.00
$0.00
$211,363.00

$211,363

Replacement Cost less Depreciation
2 FLOOR ADDITION COMPLETE REMODEL 2009
01.30.2018 PER CANVAS COST, RECORD UPDATES DMHP 1.30.2018
Donna_Prince - 1/30/2018 9:42:30 AM

Total Improvement Value

TotalI

68.49
611.00
100%

1800
Dry Sprinklers

+/-

I

$506,800
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SKETCH/AREA TABLE
ADDENDUM
Parcel No

...

1C070A020011

Property Address

(.)

City

m

Owner

w
-,
~

124/126 Front Street
State

Zip

Client

,tn

Appraiser Name
..

l

25'

1,;

25'
Sec 1 of 2

:c

~

Sec2of2

~

WH=11

tn

WH=9

f!?
z

co
CJ>

w

2

w

00

1-FLR
2450.0'

en

~

"',-..

a::

fl.

2-FLR
1800.0'

"',-..

I

I,,,,
;,

Restaurant

Apartment

'.

'.

25'

25'

'

,,,
Scale:

1 = 28

AREA CALCULATIONS SUMMARY

'

Code

Description

GBAl
GBA2

1-FLR
2-FLR

Factor

Net Size

Perimeter

1.00
1.00

2450.0
1800.0

246.0
194.0

Net Totals

2450.0
1800.0

·:'.:,

tn

z

0

5
~

g

c(
(.)

ilia::
~

Hi
I:

t

Net BUILDING Area

{rounded w/ factors)

4250

.. ,,:
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Assessment History Report
1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LTS 3 FR & 4
YEAR_ID
2022

LAND_VALUE
$967,848.00

MISC_VALUE
$27,100.00

BLDG_VALUE
$935,018.00

CAMA_VALUE
$1,929,966.00

2021

$987,600.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,968,800.00

2020

$658,400.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,639,600.00

2019

$671,800.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,653,000.00

2018

$671,800.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,653,000.00

2017

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$933,500.00

$1,643,400.00

2016

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$933,500.00

$1,643,400.00

2015

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$965,100.00

$1,675,000.00

2014

$671,800.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2013

$671,800.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2012

$671,800.00

$0.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2011

$671,800.00

$0.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2010

$671,800.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,434,200.00

2009

$671,800.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,434,200.00

2008

$671,800.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,434,200.00

2007

$436,700.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,199,100.00

2006

$436,700.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,199,100.00

2005

$436,700.00

$0.00

$635,300.00

$1,072,000.00

2004

$302,400.00

$0.00

$630,300.00

$932,700.00

2003

$302,400.00

$0.00

$630,300.00

$932,700.00

2002

$302,400.00

$0.00

$630,300.00

$932,700.00

2000

$302,400.00

$0.00

$592,200.00

$894,600.00

AOValHist.rpt

1

1-c 02- 0 -A 0). •

Parcel No.
Size:

Area:
'
Land Use:

General Land Description:
Appr aisal Year
INFLUENCES:
Depth
Topography
Size
Site Prep.
Drainage
Phys ical Barriers
Access
Comer
Water
Sew er
Paving
Other
TOTAL
Net +(-)

19_
PLUS

19
PLUS

MINUS

Use Code:

:c:-r
Cooi--J

Use Zone:

~

(rJMfYI

fJO 'J- 0

7/,f, f 22 ¢
19
PLUS

MINUS

19
PLUS

MINUS

19
PLUS

MINUS

MINUS
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GENERAL LAND DESCRIPTI ON

LAND VALUE COM PUT ATIONS
Appraisal Y ear

19_~.s

Base Lot V alue

{., 1/k" 977 '< ~ -

-- -

19.2k.

~

ff~

"fl_: I\
<....:LJ.;

"~t1. £: ~ 3 / I go£
-

/'._75

l.9:::::D.>

19..R..Zif#

.:J 'ZS/ t'l, '1 ,235/C:,'f

t/f::

?o2 l ~

kt.. >"

L/-?,(;,

7s'.'3

Item 13

Net Adjust
A dj, Land Value

J~ J ~0 .5 i;>.::516 1/

~

-

Year

Owner

ASSESSED VALUATION
Buildings Total

Reason for Change

t./¼ 7CO ~bG30o I, 07J.r,M.

-

)N\_c;

-

;2008' 4-oq

0~ Fl o

Site

;-z~5/ t, e/

7

93C7 o o

7{,, ).'7 O D I ,I °lq 1 /DO

&,-:,.., goo 7bJ.-

'-luO

/ ,43'-f

').Cit.,

ft,11 ,<oOD 7r.,,'; ~60 I ,'{ :;J, qQC
~552.00 S'3~ 300 /4/l, , co

2010
l.O \\

CL,

• u .

-

-

parcel No 1C070A020030

PLACE PICTURE HERE

Property Address 140 Front Street & 118 Seward Street

F

c~

~rea

Owner
Client
Appraiser Name
38.6'

o
,---- - -' r-..:
30 .0'

Upper Level
3485.0 SF

76.3'
59.0'

0

en
..,.

4.0' 2 Story Restaurant & Office Bldg
Main Level
6220.5 SF
0
..,.
..,.

5.0'

~---~ ~ ~--~ ~
34.0'

·,-.,_

27 .0'

_.,...

I

Ow,
Mail
------

Prof

1C070A020030

AR

I,

COND ITION

JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 3 FR & 4
CENTRAL COUNCIL OF TLINGIT & HAIDA
ELIAS DURAN
9097 GLACIER HWY
JUNEAU AK 99801

OBSERVED PHYS ICAL COND IT ION
Good O Normal O Fair
Poor O _ _

•
OBSERVE D P H YSICA L CONDITION
Good O Normal O Fair • Poor O

4. EXTERIOR

I

O Apt. I llYCSffice O Loft [fl-Wood
O Meta l
O Hotel
Store
O Stucco
n Church n Bank
Cone. B lock
Brick
O T heater
Garage
O Concrete Reinforced
O Gas Statn. D Indust ria l
O Other
O Wa r e hse. O Greenhouse O Fenestration

•

•

•

•

Hospital

r.zR estaurant

.•

years

• Trim
• None

1. FO!JNDATION

O Average [B-E'l<{ensive

[II-Con crete

5. ROOF

•

~

Concrete Block

D Wood Posts
D Pi l ing
No.

Size

D

O A ir Condition ing
F IREP LACES

O Gable

•

•

Height I
X
P artial
Full

•
•

S.F.

Unfinished P arking

D Storage D
D Apartment

•

Utility

Office
Floor

D

3. FR_foME
17-vWood

D Con e .

D Steel
Block
D

NF

'

lF

NF

i
I
I
I
I

z

0

'

!A
:~
I

:"-J
II
I

IC)

:I

~
!N
:
'
:a

!~
'

iI
'JO

I
I

-

I

i'3

.

l\...,I
:o
!'\- !\,&

i
I

-------,, l,,,,J

!

,

x 1 ,-~ v

:'
I
I
I

;

D

~)) "'

~

,i"°'
..... '
!';;f ,'\O 0
: :'
'
'

I
I
I
I

/,-.

n

.- - ,
I

--

I ou)O r7 Y ,,_,.,."

rt ,,

1-Z..

<,y]

, '

//_

.A,!.-, ,, t:,,.

•

Stud

~

l
Rms. 3F

2F

h~
70-'

.11/4 ---'-- (

,.,. r7=

rr-,, y,,,

S-'r-,?

::t. / ) v 1

,., .,,.,

~

\

)'

P lasterboard

.

"~" -

J.., .,,,,

O Plaste r

•

Concrete Block

O Extra F ixtures

0 Other
0 Story Height

D

O Basement

10. ELECT R ICAL

•
•

r::;i

1st

It/

2nd

12-'

S a una - Grade
,1,..

.,

tJ..r.,,,,u..c. r.

•

Romex

7. FLOORS

..

,,,,/., I,~

.. R~, --;..~. ,_ -

--~ qt. L ights & F ixtures

•

O Dirt

wood
Con c rete on Grade

D Good Fixtu res
D Exce ll ent Fixtures

D

Fireproofed Steel

O Cone. on Grade, Reinf.

O Building Elevators

D

/-:, l.'t:.

Con d uit
O Min . Lights & F ixtures

Brick
Reinforced Concrete

Concrete Panels

~

'
'''
'''
''

"""";.,.,
lF

•
•

,

,,

m,Wallboard

•

I

~

I
I
I
I
I
I

surr{l'f8b/

L ump
~

O Apts. 3F 2 F

Re inforced C oncrete

D Open

' I

I
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Store
Garage

6. INTERIOR

None

D

O Risers

:
l
:'
'

~ t'
'

I

O Warehouse

O Tar Paper
Roll
O C o ncrete

•

O Deck

T ype

Basemnt

Number of Fixtures

•

2. BASEMEN T

Type

D

•
•

:'

O Glazed Porch

O 1st Floor

O Hip

O Shing le
comp.
A luminum
O G ,I.

''
''
'

I
I

:

D Open Porch
D Closed Porch

Ill

o·
:::,

'
'''
''

O B ICP

b. Heat & Cooling

'7',"

<
ct>

"<

O BIGP

-f:n, ,.

9. PLUMBING

O Sha,kes
u;::i,-B'u ilt-up
Length

O BIOP

Hot Air, Forced

~

O Minimum

•

O None O Space Heater

r;:::i.-Rot Water

years

OBS E RVED PHYSICAL CONDITION
Good O Normal
Poor O _ _
Fair
12. PORCHES

•

_ _

years

8. HEAT

C

n

0.

~:

u,

years

_

•

C u, c::, -0
C
0 0'"I
u, er
'"I

OBS E RVED P H YSICA L CONDITION
Good O Norma l O Fai r O Poor O _

D~~J¾~ t ~---r::lck.____£_{:__~_!_e:.l__f-'f.3£--------------B U ILDING TX PE & USE

Est. Rema in .
Econ . Life

O ReinJ . Conc., Supported
(D,Tlle ✓-rv'~ ,c.
lZI Carpet f'J{

,-~

#

T ype No. Cap.

•

~

_,.,-

·....

/},';;,-

g.,,n

S,1 0\

H.r.,./ '.1-

-:£:~c /., ,I, f

Year,,,.,.,.,,,.

Year,.,.,.,.,.,.

Firs.

P ass .

O Frgt.
Year,..~,

.:V-

~, I>' Year,./[~~

. Year,..M;,:i> i.. Year _____ q

___

Year,.,..,.,.,.,

Year.,.,.,.,..,.

SECTION .,.,.,. SECTI ON ,..,,,. S ECTI ON.,,,,,,, SECTION,.,,.,, SECTION,,,,,,,, SECTION ,..,.,.. SECTION ,,.,,,., isECTION.,, ,,.,

?f~1.!. ~~ sr.,..,,

4. Occupancy

Of.he.~

5. Building crass a nd quality
6. Exterior Wall

Cls . .D, Quald

7.
8.
9.
10.

No. of stories & height per story
Average floor area
Average perimeter
Age a nd condition
Marshall & Swift Manual

t=rF-'

IJJ/1;
wi .. "' ~
Cls.Ll.Qual.(:J, Cls.L Qual.4.
~~aJ w •. J
No.,!.,,, Ht./..~ No. /.,,,Ht./1/., No .. l, ,Ht.',~,
,:;,_ ,,,, -,
~ '-/st,
C. irl
J,;1.,7
L<';
75" .i!...
Ag./,'J.,Con,,,,, Ag], Con,,,,, Ag/.£con,,,,,
Sect.!E~;.r.,,, Sect. D.::l.f.. Sect ..!1,~(.Y,,,,
;.:..J

Cls.,,,, Qual,,,, Cls... ., Qual.,,, Cls.. ,,,Qua l.. ,, Cls.. ___ Qual .. ,, Cls.,,,, Qual .. ,
No.,.,,,, Ht.. ,,,, No .. ,,,,, Ht,,,,,. No. ,,,, Ht., ,,., NO.,,,,,, HI.. ,.., No.,,,,,, Ht.... ,,
Ag,,,..,Con,,,.. Ag.. ,,,,Con.,,,. Ag,,,,,,Con,..,,. Ag,,,,.,Con,,.,,, Ag.,,.,,Con .. ,..
Sect. ,, ..,......, Sect.,, . .,,,,,,,,, Sect.,,.,.,,,..,., Sect.. ,, .. ,,.,,,,. Sect.,, .......,,,,

,~ ~, ,c,,,J"

h

I

11. BASE SQUARE FOOT COST
SQUARE FOOT REFINEMENTS
12. Heating, cooling, ventilation
.
13. Elevator deduction
14. Miscella neous
Tota l lines 11 through 14
15.
HEIGHT AND SIZE REFINEMENTS
16.
17.
18.
19.

L 'I ,.

'/O, JlT

>pr"'

Jr/~,.-

Number at stories-multiplier
Heig ht per story-multiplier (see Line 7)
Floor a rea-perimete r multiplier (see Lines B & 9)
Combined ht. & size multipl ier (lines 16x17x18)

+

2.~o

+

/. )')__

41./,S-S-

r-1--

I

/ , 11.

70 "7

I

I

/'I, , V

i- l,J l
, , , Jt,J
I
I
~

I . o"/1.

I

I

'i7~
q7~

/, ii 5'

I ,

)- 7

II )

I, l I. :i..,

J,11b7

i,

/ 1,?. 'l.

FINAL CALCULATIONS

7 t.

20.
21.
22.
23.

Refined sq. tt. cost (Line 15 x Line 19)
current cost multiplier (Sect. 99, p. 3)
Local multiplier (Sect. 99, p. 5 & 6)
Final sq. ft. cost (I. 20 x I. 21 x I. 22)

IJ~.L/l/

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Area
Line 23 x 24
Lump s ums (line 32)
REPLACEMENT COST (Line 25 + line 26)
Depreciation % (Sect. 97)
Depreciation a mount (line 27 - Line 29)

< ~s-1
L/!~96(} ILJJ:l. J;: o

30. OEPRECIATEO COST (line 27 - Linc 29)
31. Total Building Appraisal

J '(J t)
I ,S' J
I,'-·"(,,

J ,o (J
1 ,,S'J
I~,:-, ~ '1

J, n

'.:'.) C. '.'1 -1·

C .2 'IV

Ull/f60 11./J::l.3~0
,f'

2

, I U

f(-,
eco

l'1'11&/
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I) tJ C n

?,71/72.

o
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1,- 1

0/ 7
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loo
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Cost Report - Commercial
Record

1283

1

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

01
1
250

Effective Year Built

1993

Class

D

Year Built

1896

Height

13

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Total Area

3,763.00

Record

2

1283
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

01
1
0

Effective Year Built

1993

Class

D

Year Built

1896

Height

10

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Total Area

2,887.00

Record

1283

3
01
1
0

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

Effective Year Built

1993

Class

D

Year Built

1896

Height

10

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Total Area

3,709.00

6/16/2022 3:40:58PM
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Cost Report - Commercial
Section 1

Description

Base Cost

Units
3763

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

3763

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

3763

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

3763

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

100%

Unfinished

+/-

TotalI

70.27

264,426

13.07

49,171

611.00
100%

611

7.57

28,486

6.60

24,836

4.42

26,264

3763

1.46

5,494

2179

30.83

3763
Dry Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System
Basement

Percent Cost

5942

100%

67,179
$466,465.51

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

1.43
1.02
43.00

100.00

[X]
[X]
[X]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

$667,046.00
$680,387.00
$680,387.00
$292,566.00
$0.00
$0.00
$387,821.00

$387,821

Replacement Cost less Depreciation
42% incomplete, check 12/05 for finish Sold 6/1/2007 for $1.5M
Canvass. Entered data into Govern. Resketched, revalued.
John_Sahnow - 7/14/2014 4:14:31 PM

3.5.17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS, ADDED PHOTO, GOVERN UPDATES, CALLBACK FOR 2017 FOR INCOME AND MARKET RESEARCH. DMHP
3.5.17
Donna_Prince - 3/5/2017 2:18:13 PM
01.31.2018 PER CANVAS COST, DEP, UPDATES DMHP 01.31.2018
Donna_Prince - 1/31/2018 9:43:04 AM

Section 2

Description

Base Cost

Units

Percent Cost

+/-

TotalI

2887

70.27

202,869

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

2887

12.25

35,359

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

2887

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

2887

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

611.00
100%

2887
Dry Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System

2887
2887

100%

611

7.57

21,855

6.60

19,054

5.18

14,955

1.46

4,215
$298,918.30

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
Replacement Cost less Depreciation

1.43
1.02
43.00

100.00

[X]
[X]
[X]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

$427,453.00
$436,002.00
$436,002.00
$187,481.00
$0.00
$0.00
$248,521.00

$248,521

6/16/2022 3:40:58PM
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Cost Report - Commercial
Section 3

Description

Units

Base Cost

3709

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

3709

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

3709

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

3709

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Percent Cost
100%

3709

Fire Alarm System

3709

100%

TotalI

70.27

260,631

12.25

45,427

611.00
100%

3709
Dry Sprinklers

+/-

611

7.57

28,077

6.60

24,479

4.74

17,581

1.46

5,415
$382,221.78

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

1.43
1.02
43.00

100.00

[X]
[X]
[X]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

$546,577.00
$557,509.00
$557,509.00
$239,729.00
$0.00
$0.00
$317,780.00

$317,780
Replacement Cost less Depreciation
3.5.17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS, ADDED PHOTO, GOVERN UPDATES, CALLBACK FOR 2017 FOR INCOME AND MARKET RESEARCH. DMHP
3.5.17
Donna_Prince - 3/5/2017 2:27:02 PM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement

Total Improvement Value

CANOPY
01.31.2018 P

[+]

I

27,100

$981,200

Packet Page 826 of 1973
SKETCH/AREA TABLE
ADDENDUM
Parcel No

1C070A020030

.,•
. Property Address 140 Front Street & 118 Seward Street

t-

(.)

w
,-,
m

City

Zip

State

Owner

:::, Client

"'

Appraiser Name

\

'/

,,"

r

'

I

-

3t:3

r-.:J

60'

U\

V

Sec2 of3
WH:::10

t-

w

~
ti)

co
V

f!?

Sec3 of3
WH=9
a>

2-FLR
3705.3'

;,.

:c
t)

U!

~

~

1-FLR
2891.1'

76.8'

zw

66'

:E

~-

-~

43'

70'

0

~

Sec 1 of 3
WH:::13
1-FLR
3763.0'

0..

I

O>
V

.
..

___,

38.7'

>

~

O?
(11

0

F-Bsmt
2245.4'

CJ!

to

~

,

5' (,)

.

~

1i,;

35'

~

27'

Q)•

37'

,.

9.f

:;,
.,.
. ,t
.

·.•

Scale:

AREA CALCULATIONS SUMMARY

'-"
,<

1 :::45

Code

Description

GBAl

l-FLR

GBA2
BSMT3

l-FLR
2-FLR

F-Bsmt

Factor

Net Size

Perimeter

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

2891.l
3763.0
3705.3
2245.4

218.0

Net Totals

250.2
254.3
189.2

6654.1

3705.3
2245.4

u,

z

0

~

:3:::,

g

c(
(.)

:~
~

<
'

,'''

,;,

Net BUILDING Area
City and Borot.111h of Juneau

\

(rounded w/ factors)
APEX SOFTWARE 8Q0.85B-9958

10359
Apx7100-w Apex Medina

City and Borough
ofPage
Juneau
Packet
827 of 1973
Assessment History Report
1C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
119 SECOND ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 5A1
YEAR_ID
2022

LAND_VALUE
$1,216,278.00

MISC_VALUE
$29,700.00

BLDG_VALUE
$5,346,931.00

CAMA_VALUE
$6,592,909.00

2021

$1,241,100.00

$29,700.00

$5,456,052.00

$6,726,852.00

2020

$827,400.00

$29,700.00

$5,353,668.00

$6,210,768.00

2019

$795,600.00

$29,700.00

$5,119,200.00

$5,944,500.00

2018

$795,600.00

$29,700.00

$5,119,200.00

$5,944,500.00

2017

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6,569,700.00

2016

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6,569,700.00

2015

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6,569,700.00

2014

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6,569,700.00

2013

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6,569,700.00

2012

$795,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,607,800.00

2011

$795,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,607,800.00

2010

$795,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,607,800.00

2009

$795,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,607,800.00

2008

$795,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,607,800.00

2007

$733,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,545,800.00

2006

$733,600.00

$0.00

$4,534,800.00

$5,268,400.00

2005

$733,600.00

$0.00

$4,525,400.00

$5,259,000.00

2004

$392,800.00

$0.00

$2,677,900.00

$3,070,700.00

2003

$392,800.00

$0.00

$2,677,900.00

$3,070,700.00

2002

$392,800.00

$0.00

$2,677,900.00

$3,070,700.00

2000

$392,800.00

$0.00

$1,428,200.00

$1,821,000.00

AOValHist.rpt

1

.____
/,.5;Cf I ';;J.. dJ

'f /1 J.(0 7
Parcel No.
Size:

'b/'l/e; ~

l-A- 010- 002- 5&6

19_
PLUS

Depth
Topography
Size
Site Prep.
Drainage
Physical Barriers
Access
Comer
Water
Sewer
Paving
Other
TOTAL
Net -:--(-)

~

(.Jfti•r •
COOM

Use Code:
Use Zone:

U-1 u

Land Use:

Appraisal Year
INFLUENCES:

(_,")~

~ , t3 :rn. 6~6-sy_ft

Area:

General Land Description:

14 J

\._

19_
MINUS

PLUS

19_
MIN US

19_

PLUS

MINUS

19_

PLUS

MINUS

PLUS

MINUS

SITE VALUE COMPUTATIONS
20 OS-

APPRAISAL YEAR

UNIT COST
BASE LOT VALUE

J,c;o"'

I

TOTAL UNIT COST

-

.e.~,-0

\,·

NET lDJOSTMENT
ADJUSTED LAND VALUE

I
I

'

I

3 06

-,

I

8 96

i-

=

I

I

-

---

l 3Z 4' 0?3 l

."? ;;l'/0 i 3

ASSESSED VALUATION
Site
Buildings Total
Reason for Change
3q:i.fu) Jli77CJoo 3 ,07070C
t./4/ ax) tf 38b,9:0 </V}!:>o)
l73~(ooo </~.2.:;"4()(_ 5 1<9{)• I"\ Lo+ l:ou~o\\do..4-id"\'\
l733<oro L/-53'-/?100 -S-.lC..& Yu

Owner

;JoO)

c;

;ioo1.,

c,7

-,

R'"· __A

I

I

.i•1S.s17

l:Jootf
I')

TOTAL

1:!>~S"~ 0

~

NET ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTED SITE VALUE

Year

20

TOTAL UNIT COST

i.JCJ J{)J"J

I

-
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TOTAL UNIT COST

I

q 5?~o/J<
14 (o,ff11

~~

20

TOTAL UNIT COST

~

,(,,(D

>--

r--

-~

«L.£.r"8'U D

l/. ~f;l.. W C>

~
JIU•~=

,.fC,·~
I

1

,,._ ,..

1✓

PLACE PICTURE HERE

TOTAL AREA
No...,

~-..
Cit,

°"""

Cioni
~

Nam,e

""'

'

..,

-- ~-

I·

.._.

SKETCH/AREA TABLE ADDENDUM
--··----- S!ala -- -- - Zip-·
-- ..
---- - -----

--....
....

....,

~

I

11U

IC' .f'

..

-....

!

9984.0

. ,.. -

~

q

9984.0

,

S1 -1s1 Floor

.

,..
•c;i:;
..,_

!

5th Floor

-··

--

Ii\;

_,

~

!
our S1 • 2nd Floor
9984.0

/

- -

.,

....., Iii.
....

~

-

*'
S1 • Basement
9984.0

!

.

4th Floor

!

9984.0

_,

-

-

(?

....

~~ ~ ;

°>.,.

no- St - 3rd FJoor !

I !...,i..

-

°"'"""°"AAl:A CALCULATIONS Sl:IMMARy
Fae-tor

-z:

I~

I

Penthour
Floors 1
Base·

9984_0

Cod.

N.t Size

--

Ptrbtt.r

::;

H.c Tota11

rr JIJ.·1·
'

I

I I I

.

-

M..,1I>...C..~e..-

r1

'' '

I

.'

.'
~ ,·

I I I I LI

______________

--

~_.,......

JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT SA 1
CENTRAL COUNCIL OF TLINGIT & HAIDA
ELIAS DURAN
9097 GLACIER HWY
JUNEAU AK 99801

r'r
--·

BUILDING TYPE & USE
A pt.

I0

O ffice

IO

L oft

-

OBSERVED PH Y SICA L CO NDITION
Good O Normal O Fair O Poor D _ _
OBSERVED PH YS ICAL CO NDITI O N
Fair O Poor O _
Norm al
Good

O

Hotel

ists tore

r.>rSt ucco

n

Church

n

n

Ban k

•

Non e

O A v er age O

[a'Con cret e

5. ROO F
Ji?(Flat

W ood Posts
O Piling

No.

Length

Size

17-'

Height

O Partial

•

S.F.

X

Unfinished Parking

D Storage

•

Utility

O Apartment

•

Office

•

• Cone. Block

Steel

O Brick
&'Reinforced Concrete

•

Heat & Cooling

0

G able

0

•

•

•

O G,I.

•

Apts. 3F

:N

'8
0

JI-'
I

§ i

I

::x:-

I
I

l I

:
:

;o
• I-'
:o

Ci

Hi

:§

Porch

O Gl azed

•
•

''
'
I

'3-6 ,.,

-

I

:

'

i
!

:' O'I :''

!
:

:
:

''

i

U,

lO'\
!

I

I

I
I

I

:c
:
:
:

I

: I

:!1'>

I
I
I

' >
:!1'

I
I

:

R isers

....

:

: lJl

I
I

i

Deck

: I

: (D

• Ill

Porch

'
I

'

"'1 ). ,·;

2F

NF

IF

7

700 X J,0'{

/

'f

,

✓

1,51;><

-

,.o ]'z'

I/

I

----l'.14 '( Q " e, c..s - ( ; eo.~..J...) ___Jid• L
NF _ t ~ !.x 1J.._?£..x._1~'l x , .ss-" 1. o Z'1 "

1F

-

]/;,t1 1 ;. ~ J':(20O,/

_ _ ,2._J~:!ll.fS • fo,J•, Doo'

p, 1..,'rl't~ ;..,:.:..!.~ r,

~o

:J ::,_

_,::p ., , ...,(L<!. YS

-

Con cr ete Block

- O Romex

1st

.•

O Good

•

Conc rete on Grade

O Cone. on Grade, Reinf.

Con cr ete Pan els

O

O

Reinf. Cone., Supported

D
.

SECTION

SECTION ....

C!s.

Qual.

Cls.

No. of stories & height per story
Average f loor area
Average perimeter
Age and condition
Marsha!! & Swift Manual

No.

Ht.

No.

Ag .

Con

Sect.

;;, ,l 2-:.L.J.

#

Flrsl

e/•'I

Year
SECTION ..

Ht.. .. No.

Ht.

Ag
Con
Sect.

~0 0

J, (

.,,

1!..00,,.~"-.1!.

,.

1 /,J../3>f

-/

:.

1 ,;,'II!'. I Of,(?

J J l / v J•. {9

,r JO''-

:.

1 I
//

VJ I

'117C',l

SECTION

I J.
,__

I

.. . SECTION ...... SECTION ........ SECTION ........ isECTIOIL....

C!s.

Qual.

No.

Ht.

Ag
Con
Sect.

ti

? l

I ' " D~

I

\ (llf~-

I I .J,

'

-

sP, ,~AlcrS

Qua!. .. C!s. ... Qual.

Ag
Con
Sect. . .

:-

p.5)

I'!.?

't

foi D. 711~ e-

Pass.

..

•1000

, , G- R

Buildin g Elev ators

Year ..

l~(J.,.

y, ,;.

Fixtures

4. Occupancy
5. Building class and quality
6. Exterior WaH

& Fix ture!

(
/

.:, ;).,OQ O
l"r f.t.- l
~- .l / z .,...,() (.i!.,oe.s l = t 'i
'
_jf. {,on )( /.0 :), X 1-.S 't .. /() t;

_,,1

Ex cellent Fi xtures

Year UJ

EL e ""- / c

1

~ Conduit

T y pe No. Cap.

6efT i le

l~r,- 2 ~

M in . Lights & Fix tures

~ Adqt. Lights

• wood

1. 079

I l"l I

10. ELECTRICAL

2nd

//

( se!c...,,,:;,--,'\

F ix tures

Basement

·•

.f!Sn, -t.

'l'/JQ .U</1' L2;>.y I. II x; 1.sS ><

• Sa l .1 a - Grade

•

I
I

0 BICP
O O pen

-

Other

Dirt

I

I
I

Q BIGP

Plasterboard

0

:

r- :' 0o
0
: rv

Wallboard

7. FLOORS

I
I

i

I
I
I

fi3',. F , cc, h f /;Levo.for. rc~c.:.t,-1, )
r
I of L/, 02~
O o '--

Rms. 3F 2F

'fief Pl ast er

•
•

I

:::s

Lum
p Sums
Packet Page
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A /. 4 oa/·

Open Stud

<
CD
"'<

z0

:

0

•

(✓

F i r eproofed Stee l

7.
8.
9.
10.

Type

Store
G ar age

Reinforced Concrete

iii'
0

""'l

CD

i

I
I
I

O W ar ehouse

0

<

Ill
I-'·

Number of Fix tures

O Hip

a..

rt

Ca11Q 1-- ·' - / 2

Shingl e
comp.

C
""'l
0- n
.,,_. n

• Closed Por ch

FIREPLACES
1st F loor _ _ _T y pe

"'ti

CD

Exten siv e

Alum inum

•
•
•

•
•
•

3. FRAME

CJ

/'

-~

O Basemn t

• Story Height

O Floor

:J Wood

•

0

BI O P

0

Space Heat er

6. INTERIOR

None

~ Full

years

9. PLUMB ING

Shak es
Bu i lt-up

•

OBSERVED PH Y SICAL CO NDITI ON
Good O Norm al D Fair O Poor O _ _

• A ir Conditioning

.0 Roll
• Tar Paper
D Concr ete

2. BASEMENT

•

•
~
•

years

Hot A ir, Forced

O Com b.

Min i mu m

1. FOUNDATION

•

Non e

0:,

C

12. PO RCHES

h(f bl ot W ater

Bric k
Concret e Reinfor ced

•

•

O

.•

Cone. Block

C
• Theat er • G arage
• G as St atn . • Industr ial • Other
• W ar ehse. O Greenhouse O F en estration
• H osp ita l • Rest aurant • T r i m

• Conc r et e Bl ock

•

M etal

CJ)

I

_

8. HEAT

0

wood

•

•

CJ)
C

yea rs

--

4. EXTE RIOR

•

CJ)

OBSERVED PHY SI CAL CO ND IT ION
G ood 0 Normal O Fai r O Poor O _ _ year s

Date Built 19 10 ,___ rebuilt __l 9 46 ________________________

p

C

Est . Rema in.
Econ . Life

CONDITION

YEAR

1C070A020043

--

C!s. .. Qual.
No.

..Ht.

Ag
Con
Sect.

Cls.

Qual. .. Cls.

No.

.Ht. ..... No. .. .. Ht ...... No. ... Ht.....

I

Qual. .. Cls. .. Qual ...

l

Ag .Con ...... Ag . ... Con .... Ag. .Con .....
Sect.
Sect............
Sect. ....

11. BASE SQUARE FOOT COST
SQUARE FOOT REFI NEMENTS
12. Heating, cooling, ventilation
13. Elevator deduction
14. Misce!!aneous
15.

Tota! fines 11 through 14

I

HE!GHT AND SIZE REF!NEMENTS
16. Number of stories-multiplier
17. Height per story-mu!tip!ier (see Line 7)

I

18. Floor area-perimeter mult iplier (see Lines 8 & 91

.

19. Combined ht. & size multipl ier (Lines 16x17x18J
~

FINAL CALCULATIONS

"I
20. Refined sq. ft. cost (Line 15 x Line 19)
·21. Current cost multiplier (Sect. 99, p. 31

'-I 'It,' o 'i'?

: 24. Area
:25. Line 23 x 24
: 26. Lump sums (Line 32)
: 27 . REPLACEMENT COST (Line 25

-

-

-

:22. Local multiplier (Sect. 99, p. 5 & 6)
: 23. Fi nal ~q. ft. cost (1. 20 x I. 21 x I. 22)

'-tt.J

- --

l
.

2 (77J' l"I(

+ Li ne 26)

-

: 2e. Depreciation % (Sect. 97)
:29, Depreciation amo unt (Line 27 - Line 29)
" 30. DEPRECIATED COST (Line 27 - Line 29)
~

,

31. Tota! BU i!dinK Appraisal

;;. ~ S°70
7b

Y,Dl.. . <

-

-

-

6/16/2022 3:51:06PM
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Cost Report - Commercial

1

Record

1287
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
119 SECOND ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

02
1
411

Effective Year Built

1990

Class

D

Year Built

1946

Height

12

Building Model

C- 15 Offices, Medical, Public Buildings

Rank

Average

Building Type

Office Building

Total Area

44,750.00

Record

2

1287
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
119 SECOND ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

02
1
136

Effective Year Built

1990

Class

D

Year Built

1946

Height

10

Building Model

C- 15 Offices, Medical, Public Buildings

Rank

Average

Building Type

Office Building

Total Area

1,900.00

Section 1

Description

Base Cost

Units
44750

Exterior Wall

Stud -Textured Plywood

44750

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

44750

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

44750

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Dry Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System
Basement

Percent Cost

Unfinished

100%

+/-

3,918,757

13.91

622,648
603

12.00

537,000

44750

6.80

304,300

55532

3.43

190,475

44750

1.46

65,335

9781

33.46

327,272
$5,966,390.89

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
Replacement Cost less Depreciation
02.06.2018 PER CANVAS COST DEP UPDATE FILE DMHP 02.06.2018
Donna_Prince - 2/6/2018 10:01:04 AM

I

87.57
603.00
100%

Total

1.43
1.00
40.00

100.00

[X]
[X]
[X]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

$8,531,939.00
$8,531,939.00
$8,531,939.00
$3,412,776.00
$0.00
$0.00
$5,119,163.00

$5,119,163

6/16/2022 3:51:06PM
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Cost Report - Commercial
Section 2

Description

Units

Base Cost

Percent Cost

+/-

TotalI

1900

87.57

166,383

Exterior Wall

Stud -Textured Plywood

1900

13.26

25,194

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

1900

603.00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

1900

12.00

22,800

1900

6.80

12,920

2850

4.89

13,936

1900

1.46

2,774

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System

603

$244,610.45

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

1.43
1.00
40.00

100.00

[X]
[X]
[X]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

$349,793.00
$349,793.00
$349,793.00
$139,917.00
$0.00
$0.00
$209,876.00

$209,876

Replacement Cost less Depreciation
02.06.2018 PER CANVAS COST DEP UPDATE FILE DMHP 02.06.2018
Donna_Prince - 2/6/2018 10:02:03 AM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement

Total Improvement Value

Canopy
02.06.2018 P

[+]

j

29,700

$5,358,700

Packet Page 832 of 1973

SKETCH/AREA TABLE ADDENDUM

Parcel No 1C070A020043
Property Address

,~i---C_ity"-----------------------------=S..:.:ta:.:.te:..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _=Zi:..!:p_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- J
Owner
'.::, Client

ii

:'f!:t------------------------------------------------------J
-..:- Appraiser Name jcs

WH=10

WH=10
100.0'

100.0'

100.0'

50.0'

~ l....___~_:o_~~-·__,/ ~

Bldg 1 of 2

Sec2of2

45 _0,

WH=10

Bldg 2 of 2

Sec2of2

Floors 2 - 5, TTL GBA 35,075

WH=10

50.0'
~

· U-Bsmt

950.0'

N

45.0'

~S8~J?Y

50.0'

Bldg 2 of 2

Sec 1 of2

100.0'

WH=12
100.0'

100.0'

WH:::12avg

WH=12

U-Bsmt

Bldg 1 of 2

1-FLR

Sec 1 of2

· 9674.4'

9781$

First floor
0 13,0'a,

100.0' ·

.____ _--"q).,_'

·o. 43.0'

40.0'
Scale:

BUILDING AREA BREAKDOWN

AREA CALCULATIONS .SUMMARY
Code

Description

GBAl

1-FLR
1-FLR
2-FLR
2-FLR
3-FLR
4-FLR
5-FLR
0-Bsmt
0-Bsmt
Canopy
Canopy

GBA2
GBA3

GBA4
GBA5
BSMT2
P/P5

Factor

Net Size

Perimeter

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

9674.4
934.5
8768.7
950.0
8768.7
8768.7
8768.7
9781.5
950.0
1001.4
100.0

410.9
140.4
525.6
135.6
525.6
525.6
525.6
400.0
135.6
361.9
51.2

10608.9
9718.7
8768.7
8768.7
8768.7
10731.5

1-FLR
0.5
0,5
0,5
0,5
0.5
0.5

X

0,5
0.5
0,5

X
X
X

0.5

X
X
X

1.2
2.7
43.0
19.0
2.7
0.6
5.8
2.8
81.0
38.2
19.0
1.8
7.7
7.8
4.5
47.7
7.8
2.7
3.2

(rounded w/ factors)

X

11.3

X

X
X
X
X

1101.4

0.5
2-FLR
0,5

Net BUILDING Area

46634

Subtotals

Breakdown

Net Totals

0.5

,i.,;

1 :::70

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

2.3
45.0
43.9
7.7
1.7
1.2
0.0

3.6
123.5
249.4
847.8
17.1
0.8
4.3
11.9
7235.9
324.6
847.8
7.7
8.7
352.1
196.1
368.0
6.5
1.7
1.3

ss.o

310.6

5.8
45.7
5.8
89.3
12.7
2.7
1.5
8.5
89.3
8.5

89.3
8.5

Stl Items N{rollltated<W/o factors) 354683'

tfH.:,1
City and Borough of Juneau

APEX SOFTWARE 800-858-9958

A9X7100-W Apex Madina

--------- ----
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Assessment History Report
1C070A040010
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY INC
201 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LTS 1 2 & 7 FR
YEAR_ID
2022

LAND_VALUE
$866,565.00

MISC_VALUE
$13,300.00

BLDG_VALUE
$614,264.00

CAMA_VALUE
$1,494,129.00

2021

$884,250.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

$1,524,350.00

2020

$589,500.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

$1,229,600.00

2019

$614,100.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

$1,254,200.00

2018

$614,100.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

$1,254,200.00

2017

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1,192,200.00

2016

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1,192,200.00

2015

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1,192,200.00

2014

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1,192,200.00

2013

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1,192,200.00

2012

$614,100.00

$0.00

$652,200.00

$1,266,300.00

2011

$614,100.00

$0.00

$652,200.00

$1,266,300.00

2010

$614,100.00

$0.00

$652,200.00

$1,266,300.00

2009

$614,100.00

$0.00

$652,200.00

$1,266,300.00

2008

$614,100.00

$0.00

$652,200.00

$1,266,300.00

2007

$614,100.00

$0.00

$569,800.00

$1,183,900.00

2006

$614,100.00

$0.00

$569,800.00

$1,183,900.00

2005

$614,100.00

$0.00

$555,400.00

$1,169,500.00

2004

$491,300.00

$0.00

$275,200.00

$766,500.00

2003

$491,300.00

$0.00

$275,200.00

$766,500.00

2002

$491,300.00

$0.00

$275,200.00

$766,500.00

2000

$491,300.00

$0.00

$126,300.00

$617,600.00

AOValHist.rpt
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______
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Parcel No.

__,.

l-A-021- 004-1 27

----------~~~.:_---------====__

Size:

Area:
Land Use:

-G_en_e_r _
al_L_a~nd
.:.:.-=.
D.:.:es:.::c:_:ri!:.:pt::.:io::.:n.:...:
Appraisal Year

19

INFLUENCES:
Depth
Topography
Size
Site Prep,
Drainage
Physical Barriers
Access
Comer
Water
Sewer
Paving
Other
TOTAL
Net : ( )

MINUS

PLUS

- - -

,•~
n A tJ

u_se_ Zone: ~

I

19
MINUS

COOM

Use Code:

12, 281. 791 sqft

19

PLUS

-CorYJ.4~,

PLUS

MINUS

19

I
l

19

I

PLUS

MINUS

PLUS

t ,'ve. ~~rvr

MINUS

I

C2(;f; ;;k;o3
( tJZ ./,,fY\ prov) ( oJ)

r'l?t
"J) =
1

- (!,, Sd1

I 3,l>'f1/

/3/000

I
~

P-v-' ~), \o~

I AUft
UAI 1111:'
SITE VALUE COMP

I APPRAISAL YEAR

20

20 Oc
UNIT COST

~ ~ ~'T'A'T'III IU~
Packet Page 836
1124ofof1973
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20
20

TOTAL UNIT COST

TOTAL UNIT COST

TOTAL UNIT COST

20
TOTAL

TOTAL UNIT COST

I

BASE LOT VALUE

/2 ,..,,;,/
,

dl50Jf~

I

/,,/J rf. '

'

NET ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTED SITE VALUE

I

"""~ O OUlflTVALl.Jl:

- Year

r-

l"""::>7:"...-r SI

Owner

/"\;:;;;:,r:-:;;::;t:u v~.--

,-

I

I

--

I

I IVl'4

Buildings Total
Reason for Change
11,,,,.... . /,,,,
4q 130 0 rl-7~(:t') 7 (J;S~()
Iv/
,,
''
555"</ (.}J I Jl,t; S"w
l It/ I uo
T
I
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oilu C n/1.. - V r..,rd 4
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-
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uv

- ·

•
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PLACE PICTURE HERE
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(,)

__.

S2 - 2nd Floor
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__. -~·

29.0'
b

a:i 25.5'
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S2 - 1st Floor

7596.5

., 0
~

75.0'

S2- 1stF
- 673.5

18.7'

()

t~

en

~
::
~

-0

f-'-

JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 1,2 & 7 FR
CHARLES GOLDSTEIN BLOG
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT
130 SEWARD ST STE 001
JUNEAU AK 99801

Pr

Est. Re m ain . C
U>
Econ . Life

COND ITION

YEAR

1C070A040010

M

I '7).J
/
c-

O BSERVE D PHY S IC AL CONDITION
1,,.... ~
Good O Norma l
F a ir D Poor D _5_ via r s

U>

OBSERV ED PHY SI CA L C O NDIT ION
Good
No r m a l
F a ir D P oor D _
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•

_

•

•

n
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'
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I
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:
'
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12. PORCHES

8. HEAT
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"'l

•

OBSERVED PHY S ICAL CON DITION
Good
Norma l D Fa ir D P oor D _ _

-0
0

"'l

"'
~z0
!!!.
0

OBSERVED P HYS ICAL CO ND ITION
Good
No rma l
Fair D P oo r D _ _ yea rs

Date Built ___l 90CJ _____________________________________________ _

er

0..

C

years

c:,
0

C

<

•

U>

I

!t-n

•

G as Statn.
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•

Hos pita l

•
•
•

Industria l
Greenhouse
Res t a ura nt

•
•

•
• A ir Conditi onin g

Othe r

FIREPLACES

c; 1

F en e strat ion

• T rim

I. FOUN DATION

• Min imum
[J A verage • Extensive

(;8'C o n c r e t e

5. RO O F

~ C on c rete B lock

0:J F lat

•

Non e

~

_ _ _T y pe

D Ba semnt .

T ype

Packet
Num ber of Fixtu
r es

G abl / D Hi p

Wood P osts

D Sh ing le
c omp.
Q G.I .

Length

!C
I

O _D
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I

: 1-1

'

:

D R ise rs

'
I
I
I
I
I
I

:
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,

I-'
I

0
0

~

I

I-'
-.J

..

O G lazed Porch

illl

rv

rv

,: I-'
' IV
:--H)

: (l)

C losed P orch

0

I
I

: -.J
I

:'
:
I

!

D Store
D G a r age

•

S ize

D 1s t Floor

9. PLUMB ING

O Pi l ing
No.

•

....

0

'''-t
: i: ''
:::i :

,_,_.;:.;.;..:;:.;...::...c.._"-'-_:;;Bccacc
ncc
k'--_---1_,O C one. B lock .D....:B:..:r..:.ic::..:k-=--+-l'u....:.=::.....:..:-=::..:..:.,,1,,J--'= - ~ - +D-=B:.:l..:::
C:..:.P_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Open Por ch
C omb. Heat & Cooling
D Theat e r
D Garage
O C on cret e R e inforced

I-'
I
:i:,
I

D W a r e house

D T a r Paper

Q A pts. 3 F

2F

1F

NF

0 Rms. 3 F

2F

1F

NF

2. BASEMENT
[a Non e

0 Full

•
•

6. INT ER IOR
Height

D Open Stud

X
S .F.
P artial
Un f in ished P a r kin g

D Storage

O Utility

0 Wa ll board
::,

[&P lasterboard

•

Plaster

D Apa rtment

D Concrete B lock

• Office

D Ex tra F ixtures

~ O the r

D S a un a - G r a d e

• Floor

,j'

_/

0 Story H e ig ht
0 Ba sem e nt

10, ELECTRICAL

1-

- - - - - - - -- - - - 1--='lll=-l_s_t _l_ Z
__
' _
C:----'-f_' -~---l-0 R omex
Q~on d uit
3. F RA ME
~ 2nd --'~': / / E.f
-~
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,4 Wood

p Co ne,

O Steel
B lock

•

7. F LOO RS
Bri ck

• R e in fo rced C on crete

p

F irepr oofe d Steel

O Adqt. L ig hts & Fix tures

•

D ir t

• Good F ixtures

•

Cone. on Gra de, R ein f.

Wood

• Con crete on Grad e

• Excell ent Fixtures

•
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Average floo r a rea
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Age and condition
Marsha ll & Swift Manual

--, ) ' •I
11i
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t 7-(J

,1,, ..

I
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'I)

Ag .... Con .... . Ag ... Con .... Ag . Con .
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11 . BASE SQUARE FOOT COST
SQUARE FOOT REFINEMENTS
12. Heating, cooling, ventilation

J? .
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-;... u.,,--

I . 7)

- ' '0

1f.1P

Jt,JI

,:Z.y, 'I<

3 J. !';'O

- . o~'

13. Elevator deduction
14. Misce lla neous
Total lines 11 t hrough 14
15.

i r; ..

-.

...,/'/

; 'l,S 2

16. Number of stories-multiplier
11. Height per story-multiplier (see Line 7)
18. Floor a rea-perimeter multiplie r (see Lines 8 & 9)
19. combined ht. & size multiplier (Lines 16x17x18)

I, <,;, O

'

~

HEIGHT AND SIZE REFINEMENTS

;i_(,

I

I

<n Cf

I

I

'q 7

7"

c; 7')

'o/7 9
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'. ov
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FINAL CALCULATIONS
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20. Refined sq. ft. cost (Line 15 x Line 19)
21 . c urrent cost multiplier (Sect. 99, P· 3)
6
22 . Local multiplier (Sect. 99, P• 5 & )
23. Fi nal sq. ft. cost (I. 20 X I. 21 X I. 22)
24. Area
2s . Line 23 x 24
26 _ Lump s ums (Line 32)
27. REPLACEMENT COST (Line 25 + Line 26)
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Cost Report - Commercial

1

Record

1298
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A040010
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY INC
201 SEWARD ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

02
1
402

Effective Year Built

1990

Class

D

Year Built

1900

Height

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resid. Units

Total Area

8,825.00

Section 1

Description

Units

Base Cost

8825

Exterior Wall

Stud -Metal Siding

8825

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

8825

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

8825

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

8825

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Percent Cost

Dry Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System

100%

+/-

68.49

604,407

12.83

113,225

611.00
100%

TotalI

611

7.57

66,805

8825

6.60

58,245

9295

4.21

39,132

8825

1.46

12,885
$895,309.23

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

1.43
1.02
52.00

100.00

[X]
[X]
[X]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

$1,280,292.00
$1,305,898.00
$1,305,898.00
$679,067.00
$0.00
$0.00
$626,831.00

$626,831
Replacement Cost less Depreciation
1/24/2017 PER PERMIT/CANVIS REVIEW UPDATED RECORD DMHP
donna_prince - 1/24/2017 3:25:05 PM
3.5.17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS, ADDED PHOTO, GOVERN UPDATES, CALLBACK FOR 2017 FOR INCOME AND MARKET RESEARCH. DMHP
3.5.17
Donna_Prince - 3/5/2017 2:35:36 PM
1.31.2018 PER CANVAS COST, DEP, UPDATE FILE DMHP 1.31.2018
Donna_Prince - 1/31/2018 1:26:43 PM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement

Total Improvement Value

Canopy
01.31.2018 P

[+]

l

13,300

$640,100

Packet Page 839 of 1973

Sec 1 of2
WH=11 avg

1-FLR
7516.5'

2-FLR
1308.9'

32.5'

1C070A040010 1 10152012

1C070A040010 2 10152012

I

1C070A040010 3 10152012

City and Borough
ofPage
Juneau
Packet
841 of 1973
Assessment History Report
1C070A040020
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
224 SECOND ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 3
YEAR_ID
2022

LAND_VALUE
$397,194.00

MISC_VALUE

BLDG_VALUE

CAMA_VALUE
$397,194.00

2021

$405,300.00

$405,300.00

2020

$270,200.00

$270,200.00

2019

$245,700.00

$245,700.00

2018

$245,700.00

$245,700.00

2017

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2016

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2015

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2014

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2013

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2012

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2011

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2010

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2009

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2008

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2007

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2006

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2005

$245,600.00

$0.00

$0.00

$245,600.00

2004

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,000.00

2003

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,000.00

2002

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,000.00

2000

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,000.00

AOValHist.rpt

1

-~ - Parcel No.

l - A - 022- 0 0 4 - 0 0 3

Use Code:

~S_
ize
_:-;-:---:--::--::---- - - - - - - - - -_::A::-.r_.:::ea:_::_ _ _4:...!''.....:9'...:'l:..:2~
. .:...:7...::
l :..::6~s~q=-f-=t------ -General Land Description:
Land Use:
Appraisal Year

19

INFLUENCES:
Depth
Topography
Size
Site Prep.
Drainage
Physical Barriers
Access
Comer
Water
Sewer
Paving
Other
TOTAL
Net +-(-)

19

PLUS

MINUS

LAND

I

APPRAISAL YEAR

PLUS

VALU~

TOTAL

PLUS

UNIT COST

19
MINUS

PLUS

OV

-~~

.::'.
U~se:._:Z:::o:::n:.::
e:....
:

19
MIN US

PLUS

MINUS

COMPUTATIONS

20_Q;_

20..Q..2.
UNIT COST

19
MINUS

V A(,

20

20

Packet
Page 842
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UNIT COST
TOTALofof1973
UNIT COST

TOTAL

I-

20
TOTAL

UNIT COST

TOTAL

BASE LO I VALUE
4'

v/1

rt,

p-

15<~

~\\') IJ

S7J

J ?/t; 5<,'

I

"

~

L

f

._

NEl ADJUS I IYICl'4 I
ADJUSI t:U LAND VALUE

....,.
-

-

-

ITEM 13

-

....

-~

Year
J...it\;
lr);'lf~ J

REMARKS:

ASSESSED\/7\COAIIOO
Site
Buildings Total

Owner

?.'-i\lo{)O

(':}..,

S O

!). 4 ~().).)

L

D ' 1?

.< t:> ~ ")

p/ e,')

PLACE PICTURE HERE

--

Reason for Change

.o..L:J,c:; (mi
1~.tlL(J.J}

--

BUILDING AREA CALCULATION
Square Feet- Ground Area
Floor or Part
Width
Length

TOTAL AREA
Perimeter

;::.,

I
/.

Area

- -,
~ 4 s~ l-O (\d St ve.Q.1

1C070A040020
JUNEA U TOWNSITE BL 4 L 3
SOUTHEASTERN NEWSPAPER CORP
3100 CHANNEL DR
JUNEAU AK 99801

YEAR

-

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION
Good D Normal D Fair D Poor D _ _

!] Apt. I D Office I D Loft D Wood
Hotel
St-ore
0 Stucco

•

•

• Bank
D Theater • Garage
D G as Statn. • Indust r i al
n Church

•

n Con c. Block

8. HEAT

D None

Metal

•

N o.

Size

D Built-up
D Comp.
D Aluminum
D G.I.
D Roll
• T ar Paper

Length

0
0- n

0

:c:·
iii.

~

CJ)

a..
0

~

:
I
I
I
I

'n"'

z0

:::s

B IOP

I

:I"

I
0
IV
IV
I

0
0

O B IGP

,i,.

I

0
0

w

O G l azed Porch

1st Floor

_ _ _T ype

Basemnt.

T y pe

•
•

Deck
Risers

9. PLUMBING

D Flat D Gable D Hip
0 Shakes
O Shingle

D Wood Posts
D Pilin g

•

Space Heater

FIREPLACES

•
•

5. ROOF

Concrete

•

• Comb. Heat & Cooling • Open Por ch
• Air Conditioning
• Closed Porch

D None D Minimum
O A ver age D Ex tensive

D Concrete Bl ock

•

.O,_B_r_i c
_k_ ........n.....__H-'-o_tc....W
.;..c...;.a~te.:..;r_ _ _ _ _--1_O B I CP

D W arehse. D Greenhouse 0 Fenestration
D Hospital D Restaurant D Trim

CJ)

C

I-'

12. PORCHES

O Hot Air, Forced

D Con crete Re inforced
D Other

I. FO U NDATION

•

.,,

CJ)

years

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION
_ _ years
G ood
Norm al D Fair
Poor

•

0:,

C

•
•
•
C
'"'
OBSERVED PH YSICA L CONDITION
<
Good • Normal • F air • Poor D _ _ years ' CD
- - - - --+-- -- - -, (

Date Built ________ ··----------------------------------------------4. EXTER IOR

Est. Remain.
Econ. Life

CONDITI ON

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION
Good
Normal
Fair
Poor D _ _ years

- -- - - - - - -----,'f'- --~-=-"°'--=-":.
- -CC--="
--"'-'::':--:"1'¥=
-.i -,.-~

BUILDING TYPE & USE

I

Number of Fixtures
Packet

Lump
Sums
Page
1131
843
ofof1973
1798

D Store
D Garage
D Warehouse
0 Apts. 3F 2F 1F NF

- - - - - - - - - - - - - l ~o~c_o_n_c_re
_t_e_ _ _ _ _ _t - -- - - - -- -- - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2· BASEM ENT
O Rein forced Con crete

0 None
0 Full Height

•
•

6. INTER IOR

0 W allboard

X
S.F.
Partial
Un finished Parking

D Storage

• Apartment
• Office

0 Rms. 3F 2F IF NF

O O p en Stud

D Plasterboard

•

O Utility

Plaster

D Concrete Block

D Extr a Fix tures
D Sauna - Grade

D Other
0 Story Height
0 Basement

D F loor

10. ELECTRICAL

----------- -'•= -1_s_t _ __ _ _ _ __ -1_0 Romex • Conduit
3. FRAME
O 2n d
..• Min . L ights & Fixtures
-----------1-----------,
• Wood O Stee l
7. FLOORS
O Adqt. Lights & Fi xtures
D Good Fixtures
• Cone. Block 0 Brick O Dirt • wood
• Excellent Fixtures
• Concrete on Grade
O Reinforced Concrete
• Cone.on Grade, Reinf. • Bui ldin g Elevators
C Firepr oofed Steel
• Reinf. Cone., Supported Type No. Cap. # Firs.
O ~onc r ete Panels

• Pass.

O T ile

D

D Carpet

4.

Occupancy

s.

Build n1 class and quality

Year.
SECTION

Frgt.
Year............ Vear............ Year............ Year............ Year............ Year............ Year........... .
SECTION ....... SECTION ........ SECTION ........ SECTION ......., SECTION........ SECTION........ ~ECTION.......

-Cls.

Qual.

Cls.

Qual .... Cls..... Qual .... Cls..... Qual .... Cls. ...Qual. . Cls ..... Qual .... Cls..... Qual.... Cls .....Qual ...

No.

Ht.

No.

Ht., .... No ....... Ht ...... No ....... Ht ...... No .... .. Ht . .... No . ... Ht...... No ....... Ht...... No ....... Ht ..... .

6. Extenor Wall

7. No, of ,tories & height per story
Avera t floor area

a.

-+----+- - - - + - - --+--- -i------l------lf----i

9. Avera1e perimeter

Ag
con
Sect.

1o. A1e and

condition
Marshall & Swift Manual

con
Ag
Sect.

con ...... Ag...... con ...... Ag ...... Con .... .
Sect....... ....... Sect.............. Sect..... .... .... Sect. . .... ... sect. ............ Sect............. .

Ag ..... Con ..... Ag..... ,Con ..... Ag...... Con...

Ag

11. BASE SQUAR E FOOT COST
SQUARE FOOT REFINEMENTS

12. Hea!in1, cooling, venti lation
13. Elevator deduction
14. Miscellaneous

Total lines 11 through 14

15.

HEIGHT AND SIZE REFINEMENTS
.
16 . Number of stories-multiplier
7 Height per story-multi plier (see Line 7)
perimeter multiplie r (see Lines 8 & 9)

1 •

18 Floor area-

.
b. cl ht & size mu lti plier (Lines 16x17x1B)
·
19. com 1ne
FINAL CALCULATIONS

·ned sq ft. cost (Line 1 s x Line 19)

20 . Ref I

•

t multi plier (Sect.

21 . current cos

99

' p.

3)

--==t====+===~

s & 6)

. rer (Sect. 99, P·
22. Local mult1p I
(I 20 X I. 21 X 1. 22)
23. Fi nal sq . ft. cost .
24. Area
2 5 . Line 23 x 24

s (Line 32)
26- Lump sum
T (Line 25 + Line 26)
27 REPLACEMENT COS
·
. .
% (Sect. 97)
.
_ Line 29)
2 e. oepreciat,on
. .
mount (Line 27

'2.9, oeprec1at1on a

.

otCl~1EO cos"t tL1ne

~o. ~t?"

?.i - Li ne 29)

--·-l

I

\

I
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City and Borough
ofPage
Juneau
Packet
845 of 1973
Assessment History Report
1C070A050060
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
234 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LTS 5 7 & 8
YEAR_ID
2022

LAND_VALUE
$864,066.00

MISC_VALUE
$54,400.00

BLDG_VALUE
$1,629,054.00

CAMA_VALUE
$2,547,520.00

2021

$881,700.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,598,400.00

2020

$587,800.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,304,500.00

2019

$612,300.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,329,000.00

2018

$612,300.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,329,000.00

2017

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2016

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2015

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2014

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2013

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2012

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2011

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2010

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2009

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2008

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2007

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2006

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2005

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2004

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2003

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2002

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2000

$496,000.00

$0.00

$787,300.00

$1,283,300.00

AOValHist.rpt

1

Par cel No.

c vfl"rrn u-

1-A-031-005- 578

Size:

Area :
L and Use:

General Land Description:
Appra isa l Year

19

I NFLUENCES:
Depth
Topography
Size
Site Prep.
Drainage
Physical Barriers
Access
Comer
Water
Sewer
Paving
Other
TOTAL
Net -+- ( - )

~-

PLUS

LAND
APPRAISAL
BASE LOT

PLUS

19
MINUS

VALUE

19

PLU S

MINUS

19

PLUS

M INUS

MI NUS
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19 5? c.:,

19
Unit Cost Total

Unit Cost

v-e 3

Total

L
19 .:

19-:::::~

_v__Jl_

Unit Cost Total

VALUE

I~ ~L6Y/c2,

PLUS

COMPUTATIONS

·r~

19 ~'/
Unit Cost Total

YEAR

1 2 , 245 sqft

19
MINUS

Use Code: COOM
Use Zone: ~ , MU

0

7- Unit Cost Total

;;u,, .0

L:iS'I og_i'

0

lt8'l7tf)

_?__3_ ~

2Z E!!

q-oqo,rs

~

-

u_g,,,

..;,o,n;/1'

,-.

C(o .::;

lft'ri t'C!D

-

-

I

..

ITEM 13 PA V I.IJ6-NET ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTED LAND VALUE

•

t.;;L/t

(, 7

1..'.l b03 30

c,, 7-'I C:,

'I~

3.1\L((,/(.

'/O'{Of;.S-

/, ]_<ft,

L//0 3 3 /

;,,<if, o'-4:

-

A-SSt:.SSl:D \/ALUA I l UN

'

Year

Owner
C)/ ~DL

dOOt-°
0~

Site

Buildings Total

Reason for Change

'ff? D ~
G, 12- 3cJ0

I 73:J..l/uO :}.;Jc-N, Jc])

' /2.'}ot)

J 71'l..'/uJ ~~ '-l_l/_?tL

/JJ2.f,,o-:, I/ i"J..&' C,,o.:,

REMARKS:

BUILDING A REA CALC ULA T ION
Squ are Feet - Groun d A r ea
Floor or Part
Widt h
L ength

PLACE PICTURE HERE

1C070A050060
12/10/2007

A r ea

E= .A

l
ro

'JI

vett- =

S S

I

B

,

CD
3 00 1

'

1
I

1

1

L~ .
J
VO

J'i

77

.,'

---

1C070A050060
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LTS 5, 6 & 7
KEY BANK OF ALASKA
CORELOGIC COMMAND REAL ESTATE SERVICES
PO BOX 961009
FT W O RTH TX 76161

--

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION
_ _
Fair O Poor
Good O Normal

p

Apt.

I1B' Office I D

Loft

•

O Hotel

Store
Ira Bank

D Church

• wood
• Stucco

--

O Cone. Block

O Brick

Q(Con c rete Reinforced
• Theater • Garage
• Gas Statn. O Industrial O Other
• Warehse. O Greenhouse l3f Fenestration G'o,,../
• Hospital D Restaurant • Tr i m
• None • Minimum
l. FOUNDATION

O

Conc r ete B l ock

No.

Size

D

0 Shakes
R]'Bu i lt-up

Piling

•
•

Length

D

•

O Air Conditioning

•

•

6. IN T ER I OR

•
•

H eight

91

0

Cl(Storage

0

U til ity

O Cone.

B l ock

S.2. -

Or,llt.

"'f

p,,r.. .....nc. r..JJe

f'"

,..: :.,· 7

O Romex

yI

.

• wood

4. Occupancy

X , P9 K l,:r)

y / ,cJ7t,, ,

•
•

J...

•t

!],,. }f

V'lJr,

fS -,~,
;J.D,.,

X. 1,., 3 YI S-7 X /,0 7i,. :,

/1,7

1,>'4

(ffi_i)5";1·1{
2 (!' </ ,,

p;rconc

3

3'-1800
/-:i'tO O

/I

Min. Lights & Fixi

50 7 00

Adqt. Lights & Fii

)(i.0'3<f, !i7,l076

•

:

88

;1

I

8

B u ilding Elevaton

T ype No. Cap .
O Pass.

-

#
1
. I.

0/...

-

--

Year ........... Year... ········ Year............ Year............
SECTION ...... .. SECTI ON ... .. .. SECTION ,..... .. !SECTION ...... ,_

DANK
Cls... Qual. .. Cls.

Cls. . .Qual.

Cls. .Qual,.

Cls. ...Qual .... Cls..... Qual .... Cls..... Qual.... :

No.

No. .. .. Ht. ..

No. ...Ht .....

Qual. .. Cls.

Qual.

Ht.

No.

Ht ..

No.

Ht.

Ht.

No....... Ht ...... No.

..Ht .. ...

,

1

Ag...... Con .
Sect. ....

..

Ag...... Con ..... Ag ...Con.. .. " Ag. ... Con...... Ag...... Con .. .. I
I
Sect. . . ..... Sect. ········· Sect ............ Sect ...... ·•·····J

Con.... Ag .. Con .... Ag.. ...Con
Sect. ..
Sect . .
Sect ......

Ag ..

'
I'
,_1

I

-

j

!

HEIGHT AN D SIZE REFINEMENTS
16. Number of stories-multiplier
17, Height per story-multiplier (see Line 7)

'

I
I

.,

18. Floor area-perimeter multiplier (see Lines e & 9)
19. Combined ht. & size multiplier (Lines 16x17x1BJ
'
FINAL CALCULATIONS

1

- - -

-

2 D. Refined sq. ft. cost (Line 15 x Line 19)

9. Depreciation amount (Line 27 - Line 29)

13 / (,,J

Yea~
. Year( "!]) .. Year ....
Year....
SECTION ..
SECTION ....... SECTI ON ... ... SECTION ..

No.

SQUARE FOOT REFINEMENTS
12. Heating, cooling, ventilation
13. Elevator deduction
14. Miscellaneous
1S.
Total lines 11 through 14

7. REPLACEMENT COST (Line 25 + Line 26)
e. Oeprec iation % tSect. 97)

!

Sf,-/,

11. BASE SQUARE FOOT COST

6. Lu mp su ms (Line 32)

!

~-.J

J

No. of stories & height per story
Average floor area
Average perimeter
Age and co ndition
Ma rshall & Swift Manual

Current cost multi plier (Sect. 99, p. 3)
Local multiplier (Sect. 99, p. 5 & 6)
Final sq, ft. cost (I, 20 x I, 21 x I. 22)
4. Arca
5. Line 23 x 24

:oo

(D

O Excell en t Fixture!

-

~

5. Building class and quality
6. Exterior Wall

2 2.
2 3.

:

-.J

@"Good Fixtures

Con e.on Grade, Reinf.

2 1.

l"

I

U1

= 7 ~-.,~
~ 31 0 ~
'I~

10. ELECTRI CAL

O Reinf. Cone., Supported

Concret e Panels

llll

U1

J y 30:,

:

]"

O Concret e on G r ade

•

I

·:c

!

-

:ro

''
:::i :u,

I
I
I
I

'I

rfA/iut'(

''

I
0
0

J('

'-e?, 1/,, :

1-e Tile
n Caroet

7.
e.
9.
10.

Deck

lF

Stor y Height

O Dirt

B r ick

R einforced Con cret e

'7 Fireproofed Steel

•

2F

O Other

7. F L OORS

Steel

O

O Rm s. 3F

O Sauna - G r ade

l st <U ' <5

:

w

lF

Wallboard

62) 2nd

3. F RAME

g

2F

O Extra F ixt ures

®

-

:c...i
•C

0

u

Reinforced Concrete

nt Basement

•

Apts. 3F

O Concrete Block

0

Floo r

'7 Wood

0

~ 7 C,

I

I

I
I

II
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O P laster

0 0ffice

•

n.J· '''
:

'i? 7CJJ1

Gl azed Porch

i?g'Plasterboar d

O Apar tmen t

I

I-'
I
:J:,l
I

O Warehouse

0

O Open Stud

X
S.F.
Par t ial
Unfinished Parking

'
:u,
:8
'0 :
:~
:
:::i
:u,

C losed Porch

~

Basemnt.

'
I

i'

''

years

~

.A,,le ~u ~le

2. BASEMENT

IQ- F u ll

:::J

-<

n

z0

:'

0

..,

O Store
O Garage

O Concrete

None

FIREP L ACES
1st Floor _ _ _Type

I

iii. ''

<
(l)

C.

•
•

Number of Fixtu1

O Tar Paper

Roll

..,C:

•rt

( 2J j;:jp,jX 13,,-0

Q G.I.

A l uminum

~

<.

I

~ Open Porc h

Shingle
comp.

a..

.,,
Q

tro '
'0 r!t-n 0

O Comb. Heat & Cool ing

H ip

0

0- n

BIOP

O BICP

Extensiv e

Gabl e

0

Space Heater

9. PLUMBING

0

~ Flat

•

~ Hot Water

5. ROO F

:=:J W ood Posts

0

D

[J Aver age

_efConcr ete

0,

12. PORCHES

Q BIGP

•

C,/)

C

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION
Good O Nor mal O Fair O Poor O _ _ years

('3.Hot Air, Forced

D

C,/)

years

OBSERVED PHYS ICAL CONDITION
_ _
Good O Normal O Fair O Poor O

O None

O Metal

•

•

--

8. HEAT /

4. EXTERIOR

C,/)

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION
_ _ y ear s
Good 0 Normal O Fair O Poor O

Date Bui It _____l..9l 4. ____________________________________________
B U ILDI NG TYPE & USE

C

Est. Remain.
Econ. Life

CONDITION

Y EAR

- - - a

=

-

-

0. DEPRECIATED COST (Line 27 - Line 29)

=

,1. Total Building Appraisal

'

-

i I 7. 0 "/

? 3 ,75"

(_ 7 ').;L.J1'

•f 6S'-I

"7'i? 7 079 ' ( J630 ~
C · -.
8 ~,l / i ·· -l..AC
:....JO
~ 1,;- :i. 9 7 3os-,,11
J<

7 I I :)..

l? I

(I
- ~

10 -r I 1

- - -

I 't.1-b J ol?

fu ' ,

78

7 0 8 "I'll i_ 3~;z ~ I

-¥°1'17,

·~

--

/31!,.. ~)1

-

I

;l. I ?..
.7

"

6/16/2022 3:59:40PM
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Cost Report - Commercial

1

Record

1309
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A050060
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
234 SEWARD ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

02
1
391

Effective Year Built

1986

Class

B

Year Built

1914

Height

Building Model

C- 15 Offices, Medical, Public Buildings

Rank

Average

Building Type

Bank

Total Area

6,608.00

Section 1

Description

Base Cost

Units

Percent Cost

+/-

TotalI

6608

159.01

Exterior Wall

Concrete, Formed

6608

20.67

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

6608

613.00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

6608

12.00

79,296

6608

7.30

48,238

11698

3.74

43,751

6608

1.46

4630

52.58

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System
Basement

Unfinished

1,050,738
136,572
613

9,648
243,445
$1,612,301.18

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

1.43
1.03
30.00

100.00

[X]
[X]
[X]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

$2,305,591.00
$2,374,759.00
$2,374,759.00
$712,428.00
$0.00
$0.00
$1,662,331.00

$1,662,331

Replacement Cost less Depreciation
per ph w/Carol Davis 9/24/99;BLD2007-00461 incomplete, reinspect 12/08.-km;
6/11/10 Chg Mail Addr Per Rtn Mail & Per UB Screen/tlu;
8/15/11 Chg Mail Addr Per 2011 Tax Statement Addr Corr Form. See File for Form/tlu;
11/15/12 Canvass. Updated sketch, cost, photo. jcs
02.01.2018 PER CANVAS COST AND DEP UPDATE FILE DMHP 02.01.2018
Donna_Prince - 2/1/2018 9:25:46 AM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement
Miscellaneous Improvement
Miscellaneous Improvement
Miscellaneous Improvement

Total Improvement Value

STORAGE
2.1.2018 PE
CANOPY
2.1.2018 PER
ENCLOSED PORCH
2.1.
VAULT
2.1.2018 PER

I

[+]

3,800

[+]

13,400

[+]

2,200

[+]

35,000

$1,716,700
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Mary Hammond
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

Mail Delivery System <MAILER-DAEMON@smtp.ci.juneau.ak.us>
gregadler@mac.com
Friday, June 17, 2022 11:20 AM
Undeliverable: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND
DUE PROCESS

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups:
gregadler@mac.com

The recipient's mailbox is full and can't accept messages now. Please try resending this message
later, or contact the recipient directly.
The following organization rejected your message: mx02.mail.icloud.com.

Diagnostic information for administrators:
Generating server: smtp.ci.juneau.ak.us
gregadler@mac.com
mx02.mail.icloud.com
Remote Server returned '<mx02.mail.icloud.com #5.2.2 smtp; 552 5.2.2 <gregadler@mac.com>: user is over quota>'
Original message headers:
Return-Path: <michael.dahle@juneau.org>
X-CBJ-Spam-Status: No
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner-Watermark: 1656098395.73227@AKFV3LQ5LvPQx/kveeNJVQ
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner-From: michael.dahle@juneau.org
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner-SpamCheck: not spam (too large)
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner: Found to be clean
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner-ID: 28AD6100248.A374E
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner-Information: Please contact postmaster at ci.juneau.ak.us for more
information
Received: from City-Exch-DB1.cbj.local (city-exch-db1.cbj.local [199.58.55.200])
(using TLSv1.2 with cipher ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384 (256/256 bits))
(No client certificate requested)
by smtp.ci.juneau.ak.us (Postfix) with ESMTPS id 28AD6100248
for <gregadler@mac.com>; Fri, 17 Jun 2022 11:19:54 -0800 (AKDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/simple; d=juneau.org;
s=default; t=1655493594;
bh=DPRGmfR0DJ5knL1quUu2jfEsDja8XcjDZ+NjMmuXeZM=;
h=From:To:CC:Subject:Date:References:In-Reply-To:From;
b=MeUsCVEkjC9SMOTdK6xQ1zWwh3UJbzNXdBjO5iIu8/H2oyIIupAiYQltRsGXgqosh
MAKixEJXGE7TdefjlWYyQxlMhhIjRaeVftv52vz2QyAiyzFDmfGIdLxME8zoUaHx2d
2ESnxPLJlFt3/hXM+9NQJI3klw8JJk7FzFyInyO4=
Received: from CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local (199.58.55.201) by
1
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City-Exch-DB1.cbj.local (199.58.55.200) with Microsoft SMTP Server (TLS) id
15.0.1497.36; Fri, 17 Jun 2022 11:19:51 -0800
Received: from CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local (199.58.55.201) by
CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local (199.58.55.201) with Microsoft SMTP Server (TLS) id
15.0.1497.36; Fri, 17 Jun 2022 11:19:47 -0800
Received: from CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local ([fe80::45b9:2361:70e6:667c]) by
CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local ([fe80::45b9:2361:70e6:667c%13]) with mapi id
15.00.1497.036; Fri, 17 Jun 2022 11:19:47 -0800
From: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
To: "gregadler@mac.com" <gregadler@mac.com>
CC: Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>
Subject: RE: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS
Thread-Topic: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND
DUE PROCESS
Thread-Index: AQHYfoxb7kg4eUVswEyjvlM/hrsBL61SUqHggABGLJCAAV5dgA==
Date: Fri, 17 Jun 2022 19:19:47 +0000
References: <87581f55136e42199f7cfd95468d22a9@city-exch-cas3.cbj.local>
<566c55ee17bc4be483c07903aa36b47b@CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local>
<e6809e8f48ca42b98ebd4d015b6fd1b8@CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local>
In-Reply-To: <e6809e8f48ca42b98ebd4d015b6fd1b8@CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local>
Accept-Language: en-US
Content-Language: en-US
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator:
x-ms-exchange-transport-fromentityheader: Hosted
x-originating-ip: [199.58.55.96]
Content-Type: text/plain
MIME-Version: 1.0
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Hammond
Monday, June 20, 2022 7:49 AM
Michael Dahle; Greg Morris
FW: Goldstein Improvement Company Appeals-FedEx Tracking Number 274503188755

Mary Hammond she/ her
Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
(907) 586-5215 ext. 4033
Please notice that our phone number has changed. All finance department calls must go to (907)586-5215. My new
phone number is 586-5215 ext. 4033
-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, June 18, 2022 6:15 PM
To: Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>
Subject: Goldstein Improvement Company Appeals-FedEx Tracking Number 274503188755
EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
Mary,
Thank you for speaking with me the other day.
I have Fedexed a Supplement to our Appeal to your office.
Please attach it to our Documents at the Hearing.
Also, please call me to discuss.
Thank you,
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company

1
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 18, 2022 2:35 PM
Mary Hammond; Michael Dahle; Greg Morris; Jillian Olson
Juneau Assessor's Appeals re Your June 7 Letter to Us

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Attachments available until Jul 18, 2022

Dear The Juneau Assessor’s Office:
Please find attached our Response to your Determination Letter.
Please include the attached Response along with all of our correspondence as part of the file and documents
submitted at our June 29, 2022 BOE hearing.
Please attach them to our hearing Zoom meeting prior to our meeting.
I would be happy to discuss the attached Response prior to our hearing date.
I am also confirming that I asked for our hearing date to be withdrawn or postponed so that you will be able to
provide me with the documents I have requested.
Thank you,
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
310-612-1312

Click to Download
Juneau Assessor Appeal.pdf
1.7 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT A_003.pdf
397 KB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT B_001.pdf
1.4 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT C_001.pdf
478 KB
1
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Click to Download
EXHIBIT D_001.pdf
1 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT E_002.pdf
257 KB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT F.pdf
571 KB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT G.pdf
1.5 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT H.pdf
4.7 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT I.pdf
12 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT J.pdf
1.1 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT K.pdf
523 KB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT L.pdf
534 KB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT M.pdf
898 KB
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 18, 2022 2:38 PM
Mary Hammond; Michael Dahle; Greg Morris; Jillian Olson
Re: Juneau Assessor's Appeals re Your June 7 Letter to Us

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
SORRY FOR ANY CONFUSION, PLEASE FIND THE APPEAL AND EXHIBITS A-M. THANK YOU,
GREG ADLER

On Jun 18, 2022, at 3:35 PM, Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear The Juneau Assessor’s Office:
Please find attached our Response to your Determination Letter.
Please include the attached Response along with all of our correspondence as part of the file and documents
submitted at our June 29, 2022 BOE hearing.
Please attach them to our hearing Zoom meeting prior to our meeting.
I would be happy to discuss the attached Response prior to our hearing date.
I am also confirming that I asked for our hearing date to be withdrawn or postponed so that you will be able to provide
me with the documents I have requested.
Thank you,
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
310-612-1312

Click to Download
Juneau Assessor Appeal.pdf
1.7 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT A_003.pdf
397 KB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT B_001.pdf
1.4 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT C_001.pdf
478 KB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT D_001.pdf
1 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT E_002.pdf
1
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257 KB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT F.pdf
571 KB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT G.pdf
1.5 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT H.pdf
4.7 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT I.pdf
12 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT J.pdf
1.1 MB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT K.pdf
523 KB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT L.pdf
534 KB

Click to Download
EXHIBIT M.pdf
898 KB
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mary Hammond
Monday, June 20, 2022 4:22 PM
gregoryladler@gmail.com; Michael Dahle; Greg Morris
FW: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS
1C070A020011 Property Records.pdf; 1C070A020030 Property Records.pdf;
1C070A020043 Property Records.pdf; 1C070A040010 Property Records.pdf;
1C070A040020 Property Records.pdf; 1C070A050060 Property Records.pdf

Hi Greg,
Please see the email which was previously sent to your email address that is not working.

Mary Hammond she/ her
Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
(907) 586-5215 ext. 4033

Please notice that our phone number has changed. All finance department calls must go to (907)5865215. My new phone number is 586-5215 ext. 4033

From: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:20 AM
To: gregadler@mac.com
Cc: Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>
Subject: RE: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE PROCESS
Greg,
I have added your last message to this email string so that your last 3 emails are all included here.
To recap, we have already provided:
 Verbal answers in phone calls and counter conversation
 Written answers via email
 Assessment History for 235 Seward Street
 The inside pages of the property record cards for each of the 6 appeals plus 2 additional Goldstein properties;
these records include references to land area, zoning, building sf, building sketches, date built and other
information
 Details on what our system calls miscellaneous improvements, the most common of which are canopies
 2021 Summary Report on commercial valuations
 2022 Annual Assessment Report
 In addition, your company had opportunity to review all of these records a year ago when these same properties
were appealed with the exception of the building at 235 Seward St. for which we also previously provided a cost
report
Attached to this email are pdf files for each of the 6 appeals. These files include:
1
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Assessment History
Another copy of the historic property record cards
A cost report which references sf, quality, type of construction, etc
Building sketches
Photos
And in some cases a plat

The cost reports in the attached pdf files match the building value from 2018 for each property. For 2022 the building
values were reduced by 2%. In the case of 1C070A020043 the assessed value is lower because there was an error when
entering the value into the system in that section 2 got dropped and was not included. This parcel also had slight
increases to the building value in 2020 and 2021 for upgrades involving the replacement of many of the windows.
Again, we continue to review your submitted materials in preparation for the BOE hearing. If we identify any changes
between now and the hearing we will let you know.

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

Wed 6/15/2022 2:58 PM
Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Goldstein Improvement Company
To Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>; Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Mary and Michael,
Juneau is a small town with few sales. I have requested from Michael all of your work and method at arriving at our
assessed values previously. He has not answered me. Until you provide this information please withdraw the hearing
date. We have the burden of proving our case with no documentation on how you arrived at your figures. How do I
know if your work is correct if you have the wrong square footage for properties, for example. Or, exclude the most
recent comps because you mislabel them outlier property when your own Sales Validation states for them to be
included. How can a taxpayer have faith in a system that lacks candor?
One must conclude our appeals have been denied because Michael unequivocally told me this last Thursday in your
office. To my great disappointment how can anyone conclude this is a fair appeal with due process.
Again, delay all of our hearings until you provide “open books” to us.
Sincerely,
2
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Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
Sent from my iPhone

From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2022 10:44 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Re: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS

Michael,
Please explain the difference between the following:
1. Assessed Value
2. Full Market Value
3. Sales Price not Full Market Value
4. Juneau statistics on bank buildings accepted standard is 9 months exposure to the market before selling
Thank you,
Greg
Sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 10, 2022, at 5:24 AM, Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com> wrote:
Michael,
Good to meet you.
Please provide me with all of the Downtown Commercial studies you have done, any and all
backup documentation used in analysis for our properties.
I need this information to analyze how you arrive at your over-assessed values.
I never said as I stated when I saw you we have an appraisal for the 234 Seward property. We
do not. You have a market sale. Use it.
Our properties were over-assessed for 10 years. We challenged your assertions. Nevertheless,
our market value is of any year January 1 and you now assert you can go back in time? If so,
please revisit year 2021 and reduce this assessment because our properties are over-assessed.
3
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Again, provide all of your documentation to us so we have the data you use to tax us before
any hearing date so we have sufficient time to study it. Also, your timelines to appeal are to short
because you have not shared the data you are using to over-assess our property.
Thank you, in advance, for providing the data we request.
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 9, 2022, at 8:55 AM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
So far, I have not seen or heard anything that would change our results of the review.
Your demand that we reverse it and establish the owner’s estimate as the assessed
value is denied.
I will continue to review relevant information up until the time of the BOE hearing.
Regarding the value on the notice versus the full market value, it is common knowledge
that due to a number of years of neglect the commercial property values are
significantly less than market. We are working at correcting this and bringing them up to
market value.
State law allows that the BOE has the option of increasing the assessed value as a result
of a hearing. Disclosing that to appellants is not a threat or intimidation. It is disclosure
to the appellants, who frequently do not realize that, so they can weigh all of the
considerations in pursuing an appeal. If we did not disclose that possibility and the BOE
adopted the higher full market value without the appellant knowing that was possible
the appellant would understandably be very upset. From a full disclosure standpoint to
enable the BOE to consider uniformity and equity considerations the full market value
should be disclosed to them, however, even if it wasn’t, they could ask us in the hearing,
we would need to answer truthfully and they could adopt that higher assessed value.
You mentioned in our earlier conversations that you were going to submit an
appraisal done for the purchase of the Key Bank building. I do not see that appraisal in
any of the documentation that was submitted. If you intend for that to be considered
please submit is as soon as possible.

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

4
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From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 12:16 PM
To: Assessor Office <Assessor.Office@juneau.org>
Subject: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR
FOLLOWING LINKS
Dear Assessor’s Office,
We hereby file and attach Appellant Response for Assessment Year 2022 Petition
for Review and appeal all said cases.
On its face, we challenge your section Results of Review as backwards,
inadequate and misleading based on the first paragraph of your letter to us June
7,2022 and demand that it be reversed and that “Owner’s Estimate of Value” be
the established as the “Full and True Value” on January 1, 2022.
In addition, I received a phone call from Jillian of the Assessor’s Office at 11:00
a.m. Friday, June 3, 2022 instructing me that Assessor Michael Dahle was “going
through our Appeals” “had questions” and would call me to discuss at the
beginning of this week. I called Mr. Dahle today and left message as he did not
come to the phone.
Further, your June 7,2022 letter p. 2, form has a box for Assessed Value on
Notice. This box must be the “Full and True Value” on January 1, 2022 under the
laws and statures of Alaska. You claim this is not the “Full and True Value” of
our property. You cannot claim you may be entitled to a. Higher Assessed
Value. This is absurd and usurpation of the powers of the Assessor’s Office.
You say your “Assessed Value on Notice” is not the “Full and True Value” on our
properties. You state the “Full and True Value” is your box called “Full Market
Value (May be recommended to the BOE). Translated, you threaten us that the
Assessor “may” impose EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED
FORTY DOLLARS ($800,340) MORE ASSESSED VALUE IF WE
APPEAL. This is outrageous! Moreover, if in fact our properties were
undervalued you certainly would not be doing your job and should be fired!
APPEAL AND OWE $800,340 MORE! Your actions are unconscionable, wrong
and a violation of due process.
You are estopped to claim that your box entitled "Full Market Value (May be
recommended to the BOE)” may be unilaterally imposed and threatened to scare
off Appeals. I fully assert your actions are meant to intimidate, harass and
undermine confidence of citizens in a fair review with due process. On its face,
your form seeks to censor and limit Appeals and is an abuse of power. I demand
you rescind the June 7 Letter to all Appellants.
Imagine if you thought of commercial owners as hard working Juneau citizens
struggling during the pandemic to stay afloat.
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Where are your manners?
Sincerely,
Greg Adler
The Goldstein Improvement Company
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mary Hammond
Monday, June 20, 2022 4:22 PM
gregoryladler@gmail.com; Michael Dahle; Greg Morris
FW: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS
1C070A020011 Property Records.pdf; 1C070A020030 Property Records.pdf;
1C070A020043 Property Records.pdf; 1C070A040010 Property Records.pdf;
1C070A040020 Property Records.pdf; 1C070A050060 Property Records.pdf

Hi Greg,
Please see the email which was previously sent to your email address that is not working.

Mary Hammond she/ her
Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
(907) 586-5215 ext. 4033

Please notice that our phone number has changed. All finance department calls must go to (907)5865215. My new phone number is 586-5215 ext. 4033

From: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:20 AM
To: gregadler@mac.com
Cc: Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>
Subject: RE: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE PROCESS
Greg,
I have added your last message to this email string so that your last 3 emails are all included here.
To recap, we have already provided:
 Verbal answers in phone calls and counter conversation
 Written answers via email
 Assessment History for 235 Seward Street
 The inside pages of the property record cards for each of the 6 appeals plus 2 additional Goldstein properties;
these records include references to land area, zoning, building sf, building sketches, date built and other
information
 Details on what our system calls miscellaneous improvements, the most common of which are canopies
 2021 Summary Report on commercial valuations
 2022 Annual Assessment Report
 In addition, your company had opportunity to review all of these records a year ago when these same properties
were appealed with the exception of the building at 235 Seward St. for which we also previously provided a cost
report
Attached to this email are pdf files for each of the 6 appeals. These files include:
1
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Assessment History
Another copy of the historic property record cards
A cost report which references sf, quality, type of construction, etc
Building sketches
Photos
And in some cases a plat

The cost reports in the attached pdf files match the building value from 2018 for each property. For 2022 the building
values were reduced by 2%. In the case of 1C070A020043 the assessed value is lower because there was an error when
entering the value into the system in that section 2 got dropped and was not included. This parcel also had slight
increases to the building value in 2020 and 2021 for upgrades involving the replacement of many of the windows.
Again, we continue to review your submitted materials in preparation for the BOE hearing. If we identify any changes
between now and the hearing we will let you know.

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

Wed 6/15/2022 2:58 PM
Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Goldstein Improvement Company
To Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>; Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Mary and Michael,
Juneau is a small town with few sales. I have requested from Michael all of your work and method at arriving at our
assessed values previously. He has not answered me. Until you provide this information please withdraw the hearing
date. We have the burden of proving our case with no documentation on how you arrived at your figures. How do I
know if your work is correct if you have the wrong square footage for properties, for example. Or, exclude the most
recent comps because you mislabel them outlier property when your own Sales Validation states for them to be
included. How can a taxpayer have faith in a system that lacks candor?
One must conclude our appeals have been denied because Michael unequivocally told me this last Thursday in your
office. To my great disappointment how can anyone conclude this is a fair appeal with due process.
Again, delay all of our hearings until you provide “open books” to us.
Sincerely,
2
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Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
Sent from my iPhone

From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2022 10:44 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Re: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS

Michael,
Please explain the difference between the following:
1. Assessed Value
2. Full Market Value
3. Sales Price not Full Market Value
4. Juneau statistics on bank buildings accepted standard is 9 months exposure to the market before selling
Thank you,
Greg
Sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 10, 2022, at 5:24 AM, Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com> wrote:
Michael,
Good to meet you.
Please provide me with all of the Downtown Commercial studies you have done, any and all
backup documentation used in analysis for our properties.
I need this information to analyze how you arrive at your over-assessed values.
I never said as I stated when I saw you we have an appraisal for the 234 Seward property. We
do not. You have a market sale. Use it.
Our properties were over-assessed for 10 years. We challenged your assertions. Nevertheless,
our market value is of any year January 1 and you now assert you can go back in time? If so,
please revisit year 2021 and reduce this assessment because our properties are over-assessed.
3
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Again, provide all of your documentation to us so we have the data you use to tax us before
any hearing date so we have sufficient time to study it. Also, your timelines to appeal are to short
because you have not shared the data you are using to over-assess our property.
Thank you, in advance, for providing the data we request.
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 9, 2022, at 8:55 AM, Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
So far, I have not seen or heard anything that would change our results of the review.
Your demand that we reverse it and establish the owner’s estimate as the assessed
value is denied.
I will continue to review relevant information up until the time of the BOE hearing.
Regarding the value on the notice versus the full market value, it is common knowledge
that due to a number of years of neglect the commercial property values are
significantly less than market. We are working at correcting this and bringing them up to
market value.
State law allows that the BOE has the option of increasing the assessed value as a result
of a hearing. Disclosing that to appellants is not a threat or intimidation. It is disclosure
to the appellants, who frequently do not realize that, so they can weigh all of the
considerations in pursuing an appeal. If we did not disclose that possibility and the BOE
adopted the higher full market value without the appellant knowing that was possible
the appellant would understandably be very upset. From a full disclosure standpoint to
enable the BOE to consider uniformity and equity considerations the full market value
should be disclosed to them, however, even if it wasn’t, they could ask us in the hearing,
we would need to answer truthfully and they could adopt that higher assessed value.
You mentioned in our earlier conversations that you were going to submit an
appraisal done for the purchase of the Key Bank building. I do not see that appraisal in
any of the documentation that was submitted. If you intend for that to be considered
please submit is as soon as possible.

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org
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From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 12:16 PM
To: Assessor Office <Assessor.Office@juneau.org>
Subject: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR
FOLLOWING LINKS
Dear Assessor’s Office,
We hereby file and attach Appellant Response for Assessment Year 2022 Petition
for Review and appeal all said cases.
On its face, we challenge your section Results of Review as backwards,
inadequate and misleading based on the first paragraph of your letter to us June
7,2022 and demand that it be reversed and that “Owner’s Estimate of Value” be
the established as the “Full and True Value” on January 1, 2022.
In addition, I received a phone call from Jillian of the Assessor’s Office at 11:00
a.m. Friday, June 3, 2022 instructing me that Assessor Michael Dahle was “going
through our Appeals” “had questions” and would call me to discuss at the
beginning of this week. I called Mr. Dahle today and left message as he did not
come to the phone.
Further, your June 7,2022 letter p. 2, form has a box for Assessed Value on
Notice. This box must be the “Full and True Value” on January 1, 2022 under the
laws and statures of Alaska. You claim this is not the “Full and True Value” of
our property. You cannot claim you may be entitled to a. Higher Assessed
Value. This is absurd and usurpation of the powers of the Assessor’s Office.
You say your “Assessed Value on Notice” is not the “Full and True Value” on our
properties. You state the “Full and True Value” is your box called “Full Market
Value (May be recommended to the BOE). Translated, you threaten us that the
Assessor “may” impose EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED
FORTY DOLLARS ($800,340) MORE ASSESSED VALUE IF WE
APPEAL. This is outrageous! Moreover, if in fact our properties were
undervalued you certainly would not be doing your job and should be fired!
APPEAL AND OWE $800,340 MORE! Your actions are unconscionable, wrong
and a violation of due process.
You are estopped to claim that your box entitled "Full Market Value (May be
recommended to the BOE)” may be unilaterally imposed and threatened to scare
off Appeals. I fully assert your actions are meant to intimidate, harass and
undermine confidence of citizens in a fair review with due process. On its face,
your form seeks to censor and limit Appeals and is an abuse of power. I demand
you rescind the June 7 Letter to all Appellants.
Imagine if you thought of commercial owners as hard working Juneau citizens
struggling during the pandemic to stay afloat.
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Where are your manners?
Sincerely,
Greg Adler
The Goldstein Improvement Company
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Mary Hammond
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

Mail Delivery System <MAILER-DAEMON@smtp.ci.juneau.ak.us>
gregadler@mac.com
Monday, June 20, 2022 8:39 AM
Undeliverable: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND
DUE PROCESS

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups:
gregadler@mac.com

The recipient's mailbox is full and can't accept messages now. Please try resending this message
later, or contact the recipient directly.
The following organization rejected your message: mx01.mail.icloud.com.

Diagnostic information for administrators:
Generating server: smtp.ci.juneau.ak.us
gregadler@mac.com
mx01.mail.icloud.com
Remote Server returned '<mx01.mail.icloud.com #5.2.2 smtp; 552 5.2.2 <gregadler@mac.com>: user is over quota>'
Original message headers:
Return-Path: <michael.dahle@juneau.org>
X-CBJ-Spam-Status: No
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner-Watermark: 1656347917.23605@wfiXU0EsJItOpDALJ0TjEQ
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner-From: michael.dahle@juneau.org
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner-SpamCheck: not spam (too large)
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner: Found to be clean
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner-ID: 31DF510005D.A10D0
X-CBJSMTP-MailScanner-Information: Please contact postmaster at ci.juneau.ak.us for more
information
Received: from City-Exch-DB1.cbj.local (city-exch-db1.cbj.local [199.58.55.200])
(using TLSv1.2 with cipher ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384 (256/256 bits))
(No client certificate requested)
by smtp.ci.juneau.ak.us (Postfix) with ESMTPS id 31DF510005D
for <gregadler@mac.com>; Mon, 20 Jun 2022 08:38:36 -0800 (AKDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/simple; d=juneau.org;
s=default; t=1655743116;
bh=VH5JIPb2qhALsjwZnLu+TOx2HHLwygPQpCEivNhyI2M=;
h=From:To:Subject:Date:References:From;
b=KcPzVIiLanBSt0MU7SK4F/p6CPz5Nwyzmzg9ahgS3mvitJZSZ+dP4XblvMkwiwjN+
X3S3ke157BSQtMsL7c8ZGzn+Xrlt4JXDEcDx0/Krs+31XfHLfT/PS4qEGgPiRxvpV+
lDWXUL2c/ZdjPbdNXGsbFxFM8uSMMaiMYKOC6eag=
Received: from CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local (199.58.55.201) by
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City-Exch-DB1.cbj.local (199.58.55.200) with Microsoft SMTP Server (TLS) id
15.0.1497.36; Mon, 20 Jun 2022 08:38:29 -0800
Received: from CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local ([fe80::45b9:2361:70e6:667c]) by
CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local ([fe80::45b9:2361:70e6:667c%13]) with mapi id
15.00.1497.036; Mon, 20 Jun 2022 08:38:29 -0800
From: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
To: "gregadler@mac.com" <gregadler@mac.com>
Subject: FW: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS
Thread-Topic: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND
DUE PROCESS
Thread-Index: AQHYfoxb7kg4eUVswEyjvlM/hrsBL61SUqHggABGLJCAAV5dgIAEkm9A
Date: Mon, 20 Jun 2022 16:38:28 +0000
References: <87581f55136e42199f7cfd95468d22a9@city-exch-cas3.cbj.local>
<566c55ee17bc4be483c07903aa36b47b@CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local>
<e6809e8f48ca42b98ebd4d015b6fd1b8@CITY-EXCH-DB2.cbj.local>
Accept-Language: en-US
Content-Language: en-US
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator:
x-ms-exchange-transport-fromentityheader: Hosted
x-originating-ip: [199.58.55.96]
Content-Type: text/plain
MIME-Version: 1.0
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Tuesday, June 21, 2022 3:03 PM
Mary Hammond; Michael Dahle; Greg Morris
Appraisal Methods

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
________________________________
The Juneau Assessor’s Office,
Will you explain why you rely on the Govern Approach or Cost Approach to Value?
With Investment property, with income and expenses, it is my belief the Income Approach is the standard appraisal
method; with the second method being the Sales Comparison Approach to Value.
Please explain this including what professional resource you use to come up with your Costs.
It is anathema to use the Cost Approach or Govern Approach when it is not feasible to build new construction in
Juneau.
Thank you,
Greg Adler

1
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Mary Hammond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Hammond
Tuesday, June 21, 2022 8:34 AM
Michael Dahle
FW: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS

Michael,
Please add this to the communication folder. Let’s work on a response to this when we have time.

Mary Hammond she/ her
Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
(907) 586-5215 ext. 4033

Please notice that our phone number has changed. All finance department calls must go to (907)5865215. My new phone number is 586-5215 ext. 4033

From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2022 8:29 AM
To: Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>
Subject: Re: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Mary,
Please provide a listing, descriptive data and the model you said you use which you called a “Cost
Approach/Sales Comparison Approach for ALL SIX PROPERTIES that are in your computer model for
downtown commercial properties, a list of all commercial properties excluded from your model because they
are to high or to low and a full explanation on the Norwegian property on why it’s included in your model and
not an outlier because the CEO of Norwegian Lines states, “The Sales Price and Assessed Value is a business
value not a property value.
Thank you,
Greg Adler
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 21, 2022, at 8:59 AM, Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
1
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At this time I am unable to extend any hearings. That said, we will be working on your packets until
Wednesday, packets for the evening following your hearing until Thursday, then we will be available for
discussion. I asked Mr. Glidmann to let me know if there was anything specific to each property that he
thought we should see. He said he would get back to me.

Mary Hammond she/ her
Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
(907) 586-5215 ext. 4033

Please notice that our phone number has changed. All finance department calls must go to
(907)586-5215. My new phone number is 586-5215 ext. 4033

From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2022 6:37 PM
To: Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>
Subject: Re: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Mary,
In the interests of fairness and trying to come to an agreement, I respectfully request a new
hearing date and that it be extended 14-30 days.
Greg

On Jun 20, 2022, at 5:21 PM, Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>
wrote:
Hi Greg,
Please see the email which was previously sent to your email address that is not
working.

Mary Hammond she/ her
Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
(907) 586-5215 ext. 4033

Please notice that our phone number has changed. All finance department
calls must go to (907)586-5215. My new phone number is 586-5215 ext. 4033

From: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:20 AM
To: gregadler@mac.com
Cc: Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>
2
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Subject: RE: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS
Greg,
I have added your last message to this email string so that your last 3 emails are all
included here.
To recap, we have already provided:
 Verbal answers in phone calls and counter conversation
 Written answers via email
 Assessment History for 235 Seward Street
 The inside pages of the property record cards for each of the 6 appeals plus 2
additional Goldstein properties; these records include references to land area,
zoning, building sf, building sketches, date built and other information
 Details on what our system calls miscellaneous improvements, the most
common of which are canopies
 2021 Summary Report on commercial valuations
 2022 Annual Assessment Report
 In addition, your company had opportunity to review all of these records a year
ago when these same properties were appealed with the exception of the
building at 235 Seward St. for which we also previously provided a cost report

Attached to this email are pdf files for each of the 6 appeals. These files include:
 Assessment History
 Another copy of the historic property record cards
 A cost report which references sf, quality, type of construction, etc
 Building sketches
 Photos
 And in some cases a plat
The cost reports in the attached pdf files match the building value from 2018 for each
property. For 2022 the building values were reduced by 2%. In the case of
1C070A020043 the assessed value is lower because there was an error when entering
the value into the system in that section 2 got dropped and was not included. This
parcel also had slight increases to the building value in 2020 and 2021 for upgrades
involving the replacement of many of the windows.
Again, we continue to review your submitted materials in preparation for the BOE
hearing. If we identify any changes between now and the hearing we will let you know.

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org
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Wed 6/15/2022 2:58 PM
Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Goldstein Improvement Company
To Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.org>; Michael Dahle
<Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Mary and Michael,
Juneau is a small town with few sales. I have requested from Michael all of your work
and method at arriving at our assessed values previously. He has not answered me. Until
you provide this information please withdraw the hearing date. We have the burden of
proving our case with no documentation on how you arrived at your figures. How do I
know if your work is correct if you have the wrong square footage for properties, for
example. Or, exclude the most recent comps because you mislabel them outlier
property when your own Sales Validation states for them to be included. How can a
taxpayer have faith in a system that lacks candor?
One must conclude our appeals have been denied because Michael unequivocally
told me this last Thursday in your office. To my great disappointment how can anyone
conclude this is a fair appeal with due process.
Again, delay all of our hearings until you provide “open books” to us.
Sincerely,
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
Sent from my iPhone

From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2022 10:44 AM
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>
Subject: Re: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE
PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR
FOLLOWING LINKS

Michael,
Please explain the difference between the following:
4
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1. Assessed Value
2. Full Market Value
3. Sales Price not Full Market Value
4. Juneau statistics on bank buildings accepted standard is 9 months exposure
to the market before selling
Thank you,
Greg
Sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 10, 2022, at 5:24 AM, Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
wrote:
Michael,
Good to meet you.
Please provide me with all of the Downtown Commercial
studies you have done, any and all backup documentation used in
analysis for our properties.
I need this information to analyze how you arrive at your overassessed values.
I never said as I stated when I saw you we have an appraisal for
the 234 Seward property. We do not. You have a market sale. Use
it.
Our properties were over-assessed for 10 years. We challenged
your assertions. Nevertheless, our market value is of any year
January 1 and you now assert you can go back in time? If so,
please revisit year 2021 and reduce this assessment because our
properties are over-assessed.
Again, provide all of your documentation to us so we have the
data you use to tax us before any hearing date so we have
sufficient time to study it. Also, your timelines to appeal are to
short because you have not shared the data you are using to overassess our property.
Thank you, in advance, for providing the data we request.
Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
Sent from my iPhone
5
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8 On Jun 9, 2022, at 8:55 AM,
Michael
<Michael.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:

Greg,
So far, I have not seen or heard anything that would
change our results of the review. Your demand that we
reverse it and establish the owner’s estimate as the
assessed value is denied.
I will continue to review relevant information up until
the time of the BOE hearing.
Regarding the value on the notice versus the full market
value, it is common knowledge that due to a number of
years of neglect the commercial property values are
significantly less than market. We are working at
correcting this and bringing them up to market value.
State law allows that the BOE has the option of
increasing the assessed value as a result of a hearing.
Disclosing that to appellants is not a threat or
intimidation. It is disclosure to the appellants, who
frequently do not realize that, so they can weigh all of
the considerations in pursuing an appeal. If we did not
disclose that possibility and the BOE adopted the higher
full market value without the appellant knowing that
was possible the appellant would understandably be
very upset. From a full disclosure standpoint to enable
the BOE to consider uniformity and equity
considerations the full market value should be disclosed
to them, however, even if it wasn’t, they could ask us in
the hearing, we would need to answer truthfully and
they could adopt that higher assessed value.
You mentioned in our earlier conversations that you
were going to submit an appraisal done for the
purchase of the Key Bank building. I do not see that
appraisal in any of the documentation that was
submitted. If you intend for that to be considered
please submit is as soon as possible.

Michael Dahle
Deputy Assessor, City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

6
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From: Greg Adler <gregadler@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 12:16 PM
To: Assessor Office <Assessor.Office@juneau.org>
Subject: APPEAL OF ALL PROPERTIES AND DENIAL OF
DUE BASIC FAIRNESS AND DUE PROCESS

EXTERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN
OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING LINKS
Dear Assessor’s Office,
We hereby file and attach Appellant Response for
Assessment Year 2022 Petition for Review and
appeal all said cases.
On its face, we challenge your section Results of
Review as backwards, inadequate and misleading
based on the first paragraph of your letter to us June
7,2022 and demand that it be reversed and
that “Owner’s Estimate of Value” be the
established as the “Full and True Value” on January
1, 2022.
In addition, I received a phone call from Jillian of
the Assessor’s Office at 11:00 a.m. Friday, June 3,
2022 instructing me that Assessor Michael Dahle
was “going through our Appeals” “had questions”
and would call me to discuss at the beginning of this
week. I called Mr. Dahle today and left message as
he did not come to the phone.
Further, your June 7,2022 letter p. 2, form has a box
for Assessed Value on Notice. This box must be
the “Full and True Value” on January 1, 2022 under
the laws and statures of Alaska. You claim this is
not the “Full and True Value” of our property. You
cannot claim you may be entitled to a. Higher
Assessed Value. This is absurd and usurpation of
the powers of the Assessor’s Office.
You say your “Assessed Value on Notice” is not the
“Full and True Value” on our properties. You state
the “Full and True Value” is your box called “Full
Market Value (May be recommended to the
BOE). Translated, you threaten us that the Assessor
“may” impose EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND
THREE HUNDRED FORTY DOLLARS
($800,340) MORE ASSESSED VALUE IF WE
APPEAL. This is outrageous! Moreover, if in fact
our properties were undervalued you certainly
would not be doing your job and should be fired!
7
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APPEAL AND OWE $800,340 MORE! Your
actions are unconscionable, wrong and a violation
of due process.
You are estopped to claim that your box entitled
"Full Market Value (May be recommended to the
BOE)” may be unilaterally imposed and threatened
to scare off Appeals. I fully assert your actions are
meant to intimidate, harass and undermine
confidence of citizens in a fair review with due
process. On its face, your form seeks to censor and
limit Appeals and is an abuse of power. I demand
you rescind the June 7 Letter to all Appellants.
Imagine if you thought of commercial owners as
hard working Juneau citizens struggling during the
pandemic to stay afloat.
Where are your manners?
Sincerely,
Greg Adler
The Goldstein Improvement Company
<1C070A020011 Property Records.pdf><1C070A020030 Property
Records.pdf><1C070A020043 Property Records.pdf><1C070A040010 Property
Records.pdf><1C070A040020 Property Records.pdf><1C070A050060 Property
Records.pdf>

8
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APPEALS: Multiple
2022 REAL PROPERTY APPEAL PACKET
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION June 29, 2022

ASSESSOR OFFICE
Appellant: Goldstein / Greg Adler

Appeal Number
2022-0131
2022-0154
2022-0155
2022-0156
2022-0157
2022-0158

Parcel Number
1C070A050060
1C070A020011
1C070A040020
1C070A020030
1C070A040010
1C070A020043

This document contains a common Addendum B – Additional Response Details for the above listed appeals.

Page 1

Appeal 2022-0156, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A020030
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Addendum B – Additional Response Details
This section contains additional response details regarding information submitted by the appellant.










Page 2

The appellant has submitted paper documentation in the neighborhood of 2,000 plus pages as well as numerous
electronic file submissions. All of that information has been reviewed and taken into account in our conclusions.
To document all of the issues and explain them fully would require a massive project. What we present here are
just a few highlights.
The appellant submitted appraisals from Julie Dinneen for 5 out of the 6 appeals. While on the surface they
seem to indicate lower market values, none of these appraisals truly show that the properties are over assessed.
Without addressing all of the issues within the appraisals here is one example.

In material submitted on 06/18/2022 the appellant includes a document titled “Appeal.” (There are several
other documents with a similar title in the material.) This document is filled with incorrect statements,
misquotes, incorrect interpretation and projections of our statements, false statements about what we have
said or emailed, misapplication of principles and practices, misapplication of IAAO standards and other issues
that would take many pages to correct. This statement would hold true to much of what the appellant has
submitted.
The above mentioned “Appeal” and exhibit A of the material submitted on 06/18/2022 once again try to claim
that the sales and subsequent analysis were inappropriately manipulated. We have repeatedly addressed and
corrected these inaccurate claims.
The appellant continually states that the Key Bank building was excluded from the considered sales. This is not
true. The sale was considered. Through the sales validation process we identified that it was not a market sale.
In spite of that, because of the pressure that our office has received regarding particular sales, we included it to
demonstrate what would happen. Having been included in the sales study it indicated as a statistical outlier in
Appeal 2022-0156, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company
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Page 3

every data set that it was included in and therefore, per IAAO standards, was not included in the final set of
market sales in any of the ratio studies.
In material submitted on 06/18/2022 the appellant includes as exhibit C pages from the “Fundamentals of Mass
Appraisal” book and has underlined a section that says, “The quality of the available data has a greater effect
than anything else on valuation accuracy.” This is the very reason why in the last couple of years the Assessor’s
Office adopted and implemented a sales validation procedure and why we do not include non-market sales.
In material submitted on 06/18/2022 the appellant includes as exhibit F a page from book section titled the
“Data Collection and Management.” Bracketed and underlined are the following sentences, “Outliers- Outliers
are properties with very high or low sales ratios. They may result from poor or outdated appraisals, non-arm’slength sales, or a mismatch between the property sold and the property appraised. Particularly when the sample
is small, outliers can distort ratio studies and therefore should be reviewed carefully. Again, the very reason that
we follow a sales validation process to identify non-arm’s-length or non-market transactions and why, when
doing the actual ratio study a test, per IAAO standards, is applied to each study to identify any sales that indicate
as an outlier in that given sample.
In material submitted on 06/18/2022 the appellant includes as exhibit B pages that appear to be from Chapter 2,
Data Management from the book the “Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal.” Underlined is a section on location
which reads, “Data on the location of properties are needed, because location helps to identify properties and
affects the value of both land and buildings. Location can be described as follows: Belonging to a market area or
neighborhood or zone. These areas usually are delineated by experts in local real estate markets, although
geostatistical techniques can be employed. The areas need to be large enough to ensure sufficient sales (or
other market evidence) for analysis and model building. Neighborhoods should be large enough to generate at
least 15 sales for use in modeling and preferably 30 or more.” We do adjust values for neighborhood influences
and we do look at various subsets in order to evaluate segments of the market. If you were to follow the
implications of the above statement without understanding other factors, considerations and aspects of
implementation of model building and valuations you would have to treat Juneau as one neighborhood with no
distinction between the downtown core, S Franklin, the Valley, Douglas, etc.
In material submitted on 06/18/2022 the appellant includes as exhibit J a list of Key Bank furnishings from an
undisclosed source and a section from the Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal on adjustments for personal
property. We certainly do apply such adjustments when warranted. In the case of this particular sale, while we
did not have that information at the time that we were doing the analysis, applying that adjustment would just
result in the sale indicating even more significantly as an outlier and therefore would not change the impact on
the ratio study.
In material submitted on 06/18/2022 the appellant includes as exhibit I a Wold appraisal from 08/17/2015 for
the First National Bank Building. This appraisal does not demonstrate what the appellant claims, that
“commercial property has been over assessed for decades.” This building sold as a refurbishment project and
has been significantly upgraded since the sale. When the condition of the building was discovered the
assessment was adjusted. This kind of adjustment is routine. Sometimes it comes about through our regular
inspections, sometimes as we review real estate listings and sometimes the property owner brings it to our
attention. It in no way proves that our models were wrong or that we were over valuing property. Today’s
assessed value in no way compares to the property at the time of the sale.
A document that appears with at least most of the appeals in both paper and electronic form is a 55 page
narrative often titled “Appeal” or “Appeal Facts.” Again, it would take a lengthy document to respond point by
point. The comments above regarding the “Appeal” document basically apply here as well. A few points: We are
not California and as such the sale price for a particular property does not become the assessed value. We set
value based on the evidence of all of the sales not on one sale. We did not use some hidden algorithm, we
applied a simple trending. In addition we have explained the historic valuation models, which basically amount
Appeal 2022-0156, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company
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to land based on sf adjusted by features and building based on a unit cost adjusted to market sales, as best we
can. Another appraiser’s opinion is just that, a separate, non-uniform opinion. The Key Bank sale was actually
included in our study. We do work at gathering sales data. The quotes from the State Assessor regarding the
word “outlier” is applying the word in a broader sense and in a different application in his report than we are
using the term. I have explained that we are using it in a statistical application and reference. There is no
“Govern” model per se. We do use mass appraisal adjusted by sales.
In material submitted on 06/18/2022 the appellant includes as exhibit L pages that indicate that they are from
Chapter 1 with either a chapter title or book title of “Introduction to Mass Appraisal.” Starting a little before the
underlined section and continuing through and slightly past the underline the resource says, “Customary
practice and USPAP requirements lay out single-property appraisal documentation and reporting requirements
in considerable detail. The basic reporting requirement is, “In reporting the results of a real property appraisal,
an appraiser must communicate each analysis, opinion, and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading” (TAF
2010, U-21) Often a detailed narrative report is required, although form reports can suffice for some purpose.
Such detail usually is impractical when appraisals are made for property tax purposes. However, reporting
requirements in mass appraisal are evolving in the direction of more detail, largely as a result of USPAP, the
opportunities presented by the Internet and government Web sites, and the level of detail required by
assessment hearings. The most general form of mass appraisal reporting has been the public assessment roll,
which minimally contains property or tax payer identifiers and the assessed value. Good practice also stipulates
an individual assessment notice, especially when an assessment is changed.”
To clarify, under USPAP, there are separate Standards addressing single-property appraisal reports and mass
appraisal reports. Standard 2 addresses Real Property Appraisal Reporting and applies to single-property
appraisals. Standard 6 addresses Mass Appraisal Reporting.
To the best of my knowledge CBJ had not been producing any kind report in recent history other than the
assessment roll and the assessment notices. To improve the level of reporting we implemented the generation
of the “Annual Assessment Report” the past two years. This report is far beyond what many jurisdictions report
and makes far more information regarding the valuations available to the CBJ taxpayer than what has been
available in the past.
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CHARLIE GOLDSTEIN STORYSTARTING OUT FLAT BROKE IN
JUNEAU
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f 12 t bro:< z, but ~ - e. L,. nd y w i=f.a an.:i

Al and Micky.

t·;10

young boys,

I had to make a 1 i vi ng for them and had

to start from scratch.
wife dien't co~~laln.

It was really tough, but my dear
I had been in th~ grocery business

in San Francisco for seven years; I worked 16 to 18 hours
a day including Sundays, and lost the two thousand dollars
I had when I started.

When 1 was leaving, three whplesaie

houses wanted me to take stock with me even tho they
k~ew I was flat broke. I said i didn't know what you was
goin-~ to do, or where we would land.

I left my little family with my parents and started
out looki~g for some favorable place to begin agair..

First

I went to Skagway and Dyea but they d·idn't look good, so

went on to Dawson which sure was a tough s_;)ot.
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I till tell
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drifted back to Jur.eau and decided to get into some ki~d
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I rented an old dance nall and fixed up two rooms
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with a kit ch e n 6 b y 6 a nd s :a rl 2d bu si n e s s o n a sh o e s t r in g .
1 took the S a n Fr a ncis c o whol esa l es at their word a nd

o rde r ed enough t o get st a rted .

l

got tea , c o ffee and spices

fror:1 Shil l ings , c e rea l s and f l our frc :-:i Cel:.:onte t.\ il ls and
bu tt e r, e g gs , bacon and l ard f r o~

r

~hitney Co ~?any .

·rhe

firm who p r o;-:1is e d me the canned goods wa s the on l y t ha t
dec i ded th ey didn't want busi~ess i n Al ask a . You ca n be
sure Alber t Noan Company didn' t get a di ~as wo r th of business
from me th e r eafter .
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·.:-. e :;irand rush .
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You ca n see by the li s t of stuff I
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l ot
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of que2S:tions about financ es , 8 r.d l said I h a d none ,
bu t don't owe anyth i ng .

rle asked my how much credit I

Gou l d wa nt a nd l told no t to exce e d $1COO . OO.

He to l d

Ads it to take the order and ~a 1 traded with West Coast
for 35 years.

I neve r for got th a t bit of Kindnes s f r om

Hyde and wi l l a l ways remembe r him a s a very good

A

f r iend .
l was a s~al l ~otato wit~ n o cap it a l

trying to co ~pe t e

wi th 'six ·..ve ll establ i shed c o:71panies : Koh l er & Ja mes , a
~ecker S ro s , :::, .

rn i l li'On doll a r concer:1 ,
Com~any, ~artin 3 :-o s ,

op e r 2. t c :- . ::: :: :-. ~
furs

2 :-

:,

~ a~

8eh r ends

}ask i n 2nd Lo uie Levi .

T~ey

· had t o tu r n int o cash the

_ ::. _. -:: : •

·- - .. - ·- ..

_ :- ~s id ent fur buyer who was
-_.-. :z time , ad d bo ught fro~ al l

·_ .- . ~

-

~--=-~=
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-

:

·- ·-- • C- -• ........ a i1d St w,vart. He a l ways

• -

- - - -: :- :; -_::- :zs ·..11h2.t ·JJas bei n g ?aid for the

:Q

2

very small ~a r g i n.

1 hung
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DETERMINATION LETTER
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Response to Petition for Review/ Determination Letter

Finance Department

CITY AND BOROUGH OF

Assessor Division
155 S Seward St.
Juneau AK 99801
(907) 586-5215 Ext. 4906

JUNEAU
Petition/Appeal Number: See List

Site Address: Varied

Parcel Number: See List

Owner/Appellant: Goldstein

June 7, 2022
This is our response and determination after review of your assessed value(s) based on your Petition for Review. This
letter is being sent to get processes and timelines started. We can still discuss this and it can still be withdrawn or can
become an administrative correction up to the point of a BOE hearing. If you desire to go to the BOE please let us
know by June 14, 2022.

µo p1MDiN6--~1 ~ Nb Oi<;uWSc/1~
Petitions for Review and Appeals

/

•

The appeal proces
arts wit a Review by the Assessor's Office. If, at the co y ~on of the Review, you do not
wish to accept t \ indings o the Assessor's Office then you have the op ·or, for the Review to be converted into
he
rd of Equalization. (One form serves bot
e s.

•

Definitions of reasons for appeal - The appellant must provide ~ ence proving one of the following.
o Excessive - grossly disproportionate when compare.9--tc> other assessments
o Unequal - treated differently than other proper ·✓s'in the same property class
o
o

Improper-valuation methodology was imp
er
Undervalued - valued less than market
disproportionately lower than other assessments

•

Be advised that if you choose to continue fr
a Review to a formal Appeal, if your value is not at full market
alue we ma in accordance with law, r. ommend an increase to full market value. This is one difference
between the Review process, wher
e honor the va lue that was sent o w ith the notice, and the Appeal
process, where after closer rev·
of an individual parcel we may recomm .nd market value. The BOE may
choose to increase your va
from the amount in the Assessment Notice to ull market value.

•

State statute require
at the burden of proof is upon the appellant to
above conditions as been met (AS 29.45.210).

ovide evidence that one of the

Results of Revi

Based upon the evidence that you provided we have made the following determination
assessment valuation.
•

No ch,ange is indicated for any of the appeals.
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Appellant Response for Assessment Year 2022 Petition for Review

(This is the section where you indicate your acceptance or rejection of the Assessor's Office conclusion. Initial your
choice below and then sign and return this part of the form.)

My acceptance or rejection of the conclusion(s) of the Review is/are indicated below.

Initial your choice for ea~

ce-1 elow.

Parcel Number
from Review
recommended to
the BOE.)

2,547,520

2,547,520

2,683,295

Initial here to
Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

Parcel Number
from Review

2,063,381
commended value determinati

Initial here to

Full Market Value
(May be
recommended to
the BOE.)

2,173,353

r.
Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

Parcel Number

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

Assessed VJJ e
from Revi w
recommended to
the BOE.)

1C070A040020
Initial here to
Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.
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Parcel Number
recommended to
the BOE.}

1C070A02003
Initial here to

1,929,966

Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

Parcel Number
on Notice

pel/ant's
E timate of
Jue

Assessed Value
from Review

II Market Value
(May be
recommended to
the BOE.}
1,573,761

Assessor.
Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

Parcel Number

Appellant's
stimate of
alue

1C070A020043
Initial here to

from Review

6,592,909
e recommended value determinatio

recommended to
the BOE.}
6,944,290

Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

I understand that I will be expected to provide specific evidence to the Board which clearly illustrates that
my parcel valuation is: excessive, unequal, valued with improper methodology or is less than market value.
Appellant's Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please return to Assessor's Office via email, fax or mail.

•

Email: Assessor.Office@juneau.org

•

Fax: 907-586-4520

•

Mail: 155 South Seward St. Juneau, AK 99801

Please indicate above if you accept our conclusion or you desire to appeal to the Board of Equalization. Please return
your response to our office within 7 days which would be by June 14, 2022. If we do not hear back from you we will
close the review/appeal.
If you have any questions you are welcome to contact us.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS
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Public Relations and Customer Service, Assessment Administration,
International Association of Assessment Officers, 2003, Chapter 14,
pp. 353-4, states:
"Public Relations in an assessment office often functions as an afterthought or a means
to address an impending crisis. Instead, public relations should be an integral part of the office
with a long-term goal of better informing the public. An effective public relations program
requires good communication between the assessment office and the public."
"Assessment valuation appraisal and the functions of an assessment office may be
difficult for the public to comprehend. Technical terms and procedures used by the assessor

must be understandable."
"Typically, the better informed the public, the fewer number of appeals and
complaints ... and a public more willing to provide information requested by the assessor...Too
often there is a perception by the public that assessment offices are uncaring and
inefficient .... Another way to think about it is to treat the property owner the way a customer at
a store should be treated."

The Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal, International Association of
Assessment Officers, 2011, Chapter 1, Introduction to Mass Appraisal,
p. 15, states:
"In reporting the results of a real property appraisal, an appraiser must communicate
each analysis, opinion and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading. (TAF 2010, U-21)

The Juneau Assessor has acted in an improper manner resulting in excessive assessed
value, in the following manner:
1. Used a "Hybrid Cost Approach/Sales Comparison Approach to Value"
a. Never disclosed different data sets inputted into computer modeling
b. Cost Approach-did not use real building costs
c. Cost Approach-manipulated building costs
d. Sales Approach-excluded lower sales to obtain higher assessed values
e. Sales Approach-did not disclose sales had been excluded from computer
modeling
f. Falsely claimed they were unable to obtain Sales Comparables
g. Excluded the pt and 2nd Assembly Building sales from computer modeling
h. Falsely defined "Outlier" property to exclude property from computer
modeling
i. Failed to admit that Assessed Value has been too high for decades
j. Used inflated Assessed Values to claim Sales were at variance beyond a

l.Sx
k.

Used inflated Assessed Values to exclude Sales
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I have expressed to Michael Dahle a willingness to "Settle" our differences and he stated we do
not settle cases. In our first conversation, he stated to me he was in commercial real estate and
we "Got A Steal" and "He Would Have Bought the Property." He clearly has a conflict of
interest. His comments got me thinking .... he would have bought 234 Seward for $1.250,000.
He never said he would have bought the property for $2,547,520. If 234 Seward was priced at
$2,547,520 it would have met the same fate as the Assembly Building which was priced at$
2,650,000 and sold 1,240 days later for$ 750,000. The Seller was motivated to sell and not
continue to have a vacant and obsolete building on its books. Key Bank's representative, Jones,
Lang La Salle in Ohio (Kristen Schneider) said yesterday, "It would make more sense to
11
reappraise" the property after the improvements that are being made now can be taken into
account. That should take place in 2023, not in 2022 at the time of sale." The sales price must
be the assessed value less personal property. obsolescence and the costs to bring the
property in rentable condition.

Mary Hammond has accused me of seeking "Special Treatment" and "Circular
Reasoning." Pejorative name-calling has no place in the Assessment Office. We have never
sought "Special Treatment" or done ''Circular Reasoning" rather like many Appellants we feel
we have been excellent stewards of commercial property in Juneau. Our income and expense
statements show we are not fortune seekers We are hard-working, good people, with a long
history of community involvement in Juneau seeking to understand the Assessment Office and to
be treated fairly.

We are not looking for "special treatment" as the
Assessor has stated to me. We are looking for
equity and openness of public records.
The Assessor has stated, our models are right. / have no idea about your models

because they have not been disclosed I The Assessor Models are the tainted by the sales data
inputted and excluded.
The Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property, Approved 2013, paragraph 5.5

"The assessment office staff must have confidence in the appraisals and be able to
explain and defend them. The confidence begins with application of reliable appraisal
techniques, generation of appropriate valuation reports, and review of preliminary values. It
may be helpful to have reports that list each parcel. its characteristics, and its calculated
value. Parcels with unusual characteristics, extreme values, or extreme changes in values
should be identified for subsequent individual review. Equally important, summary reports
should show average values, value changes, and ratio study statistics for various strata of
properties. These should be reviewed to ensure the overall consistency of values for various
types of property and various locations. {See the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
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Practice, Standards Rule 6-7, for reporting requirements for mass appraisals [The Appraisal
Foundation, Appraisal Standards Board 2012-2013].)
The staff should also be prepared to support individual valuations as required, preferably
through comparable sales. At a minimum, staff should be able to produce a property record
and explain the basic approach (cost, sales comparison or income) used to estimate the value

property owner should never be told simply
that "the computer" or "the system" produced the
appraisal. In general, the staff should tailor the explanation to the taxpayer's

of the property.A

knowledge and experience. Equations converted to tabular form can be used to explain the
basis for valuation.
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ADAM GOTTSCHALK, CITY
ATTORNEY, PAID PRICE IS
MARKET PRICE
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Adam Gottschalk, City Attorney, said in the
Juneau Empire on June 20, 2022:
"THE BOARD PROCESS IS TO CORRECT ERRORS, (E.G. BEING ASSESSED
SUBSTANTIALLY MORE THAN JUST PAID)."

NOVERMBER24, 2022-PAID

$ 1,250,000

JANUARY 1, 2022-ASSESSED $ 2,547,000
Description:
Basement-below grade oil tanks; massive uninsulated ducting; concrete walls dividing up space;
1st Floor-Operating costs for historical building well above average (Mezzanine & Basement)
Mezzanine-Separate building systems; including close mezzanine from overlooking 1st floor
space
Personal Property-$17,085

Functional Obsolescence-Yes. 1 tenant building; massive windows not energy efficient; no
insulation; ducting no insulation; mechanical system not operable; 20' ceilings on first floor;
bank vaults; no elevator; access to mezzanine through 1st floor and stairs; historical building
Obsolescence Estimated at $200,000
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5
MARKET SALE-CARLTON
SMITH, BROKER
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MARKETING STEPS 234
SEWARD STREET FROM
CARLTON SMITH
CO-BROKER AGREEMENT SIGNED 7/23/2021
1sr FACE BOOK EXPOSURE AD-8/11/2021
1sr JUNEAU EMPIRE AD-8/13/2021
BUYER INTEREST BEFORE LOI SIGNEDFROM THE FOLLOWING:
TRACEY R, STEVES, IBEW, GARRETT (WHO REPRESENTED CHRISTY ERIKSEN,
KINDRED POST DID SUBMIT AN OFFER, GLIDMAN (GOLDSTEIN), JAKE HAAS, TOM MOLLEY.
BUYER INTEREST AFTER LOI SIGNED:
SIMPSON, PAT RACE, ETC.
FINAL LOI DATE-9/7 /2021
CLOSING EXTENDED TO 11/24/2021

EXPOSURE TO MARKET AND SALE
FOUR (4) MONTHS

7/23/2021 TO 11/24/2021
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Carlton Smith carltonsmith@gci.net
FW: Key Bank Building
June 23, 2022 at 9:31 AM
Greg Adler gregadler@me.com
Toma Alario tomaa@ak.net

Good morning Greg:

#

Toma has added her responses based on our files in RED.

My responses to questions 4, 5, 6, and 7 are:
4. From initial listing (7-23) to the date of the Purchase and sale agreement (9-27) took
9 weeks. Before the final PSA was accepted, we had another offer, which was rejected
because it required a financing contingency and we had no knowledge of the capability
or experience of the buyer. We had over one dozen showings, involving four outside
Brokers. One interested party was looking at a hotel conversion for the site; Another
was looking to convert it to retail; Another was looking to purchase it for a union hall and
associated space for lobbyists to the legislature. (IBEW)
5. Wells Fargo Bank sold its building in Lemon Creek before it was even known to be
available for purchase. We don't have those dates, but as I recall, it was vacated about
18 months ago, and Wells Fargo Corporate sold it directly to an adjacent property owner
without listing it with a Broker for sale. (Odom Corporation) The sale price was not
disclosed.
6. The sellers' asset manager (Jones Lang La Salle) considered the fact that the Elks
Building, (originally listed at $1,547,000) is still vacant and on the market for over four
years and the $600,000 sale of the FNBA downtown Branch building (2015) were
examples of vacant buildings that needed to be priced appropriately if they were to sell.
They took those facts into consideration that led to the list price decision.
7. The Assembly building is a current example of how much cost is associated with repurposing a building, and taking that into account when bringing a property to market. I
believe you have that information from its initial list price to its sale to a government
related entity.
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Common sense and
Fundamentals of Mass
Appraisal, 2011 tells us Sales
Price is Market Value.
The Alaska Supreme Court
defines Market Value as, "The
price in money that the
property could be sold for on
the open market under fair
conditions between an owner
willing to sell and a buyer
willing to buy, with a
reasonable time allowed to
find a purchaser."
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Our burden of proof
has been met that a
Market Sale happened
when we bought 234
Seward Street for

$ 1,250,000.
*Open Market
* Property Exposed to
Market Four (4)
Months
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REAL ESTATE SALE AGREEMENT
THIS REAL ESTATE SALE AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is dated as of September
27, 2021 (the "Effective Date"), by and between KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a
national banking association ("Seller") and GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY, an
Alaska corporation ("Purchaser").
BACKGROUND
A.
Seller owns the real property located at 234 Seward Street, Juneau, Alaska 99803
and more particularly described on Exhibit A attached to and made a part of this Agreement,
together with all buildings, improvements, appurtenant rights, privileges and easements with
respect to such property (collectively, the "Property").
B.
Seller wishes to sell, and Purchaser wishes to purchase, all of Seller's right, title
and interest in and to the Property, on the tenns, conditions and provisions set forth in this
Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises set forth in this Agreement,
and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are acknowledged
by each party, Seller and Purchaser agree as follows:
1.
Purchase and Sale; Conveyance. Purchaser agrees to purchase from Seller, and
Seller agrees to sell to Purchaser, all of Seller's right, title and interest in and to the Property upon
the terms, conditions and provisions set forth in this Agreement. Seller shall convey the Property
to Purchaser by special warranty deed (the "Deed") subject only to the Permitted Exceptions (as
defined below) and matters that would be shown by an accurate survey of the Property.
2.
Purchase Price. The purchase price for the Property shall be ONE MILLION TWO
HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($1,250,000.00) (the "Purchase
Price"). Purchaser shall pay the Purchase Price as follows:
(a)
FIFTY THOUSAND AND 00/l 00 DOLLARS ($50,000.00) in cash,
certified check, or other immediately available funds, as earnest money (the "Deposit")
shall be deposited into an interest-bearing escrow account (the "Escrow Account") with
the Title Insurer (as defined below) within five (5) business days after the full execution of
this Agreement. All interest earned on the Deposit shall be deemed to be included in the
tenn "Deposit."
(b)
The balance of the Purchase Price (less the Deposit, including any interest
earned thereon), plus or minus the prorations authorized by this Agreement, shall be
delivered to Seller at the Closing (as defined below) in cash, certified check, or other
immediately available funds.
3.
Title Commitment. Seller shall obtain a commitment for an ALT A Owner's Form
policy of title insurance (the "Commitment"), together with copies of all title exceptions shown
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or referenced in the Commitment (the "Underlying Documents"). The Commitment shall be
(i) in the amount of the Purchase Price, (ii) dated as of the most recent date available from the
Title Insurer, (iii) issued by the Cleveland, Ohio office of Chicago Title Insurance Company (the
"Title Insurer"), and (iv) show fee simple title to the Property in Seller or an affiliate of Seller.
4.
Survey. If Purchaser elects, Purchaser may, at its sole cost and expense, obtain an
AL TA survey of the Property prepared by a surveyor licensed by the State of Alaska (the
"Survey").
5.

Title and Survey Review.

(a)
Purchaser shall have thirty (30) days from the Effective Date (the "Title
Review Period") to review the Commitment, Underlying Documents, and if obtained by
Purchaser, the Survey. If, within the Title Review Period, Purchaser serves written notice
(the "Title Notice") on Seller that the Commitment or Survey contains any matter,
exception or exceptions, other than those described in the last sentence of this Paragraph
5(a), which Purchaser deems unacceptable (the "Unpermitted Exceptions"), then Seller
shall have the right, but not the obligation, within thirty (30) days after the date of such
notice (the "Cure Period") to cure such defects by (x) removing such Unpennitted
Exceptions, or (y) causing the Title Insurer to provide an affinnative endorsement insuring
Purchaser over the effect of such Unpennitted Exceptions, except for monetary liens which
Seller may discharge on the Closing Date (as defined below). If applicable, the Closing
Date shall be extended to permit the running of the Cure Period. All existing exceptions
not objected to in the Title Notice as being Unpennitted Exceptions are hereinafter referred
to as "Permitted Exceptions". In addition, the following matters shall also be deemed
Permitted Exceptions: ( 1) then current general and special real estate taxes and assessments
which are a lien but are not due and payable at the time the Deed is filed for record, (2)
matters created, suffered or pennitted by or through the Purchaser, (3) roads, highways and
other public rights of way, (4) zoning, land use and other governmental laws, rules and
regulations, and (5) matters which would be revealed by an accurate survey of the Property.
(b)
If Seller is unable or unwilling to cause any or all of the Unpennitted
Exceptions to be removed or insured over by endorsement as described above, Purchaser
shall have the right to:
(i)
tenninate this Agreement by sending written notice of such
tennination to Seller within ten ( 10) days after the expiration of the Cure Period, in
which event the Deposit shall be refunded to Purchaser promptly as Purchaser's
sole and exclusive remedy, and thereafter neither Seller nor Purchaser shall have
any further obligations under this Agreement except as explicitly stated herein; or
(ii)
waive its objection to such Unpermitted Exceptions and accept title
to the Property subject thereto without reducing the Purchase Price or providing a
credit thereto, in which case such Unpennitted Exceptions shall be deemed
Pennitted Exceptions (Purchaser being deemed to have elected this option (ii) if it
fails to tenninate this Agreement in accordance with the immediately preceding
option (i)).
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(c)
If Purchaser has not delivered the Title Notice to Seller by the expiration of
the Title Review Period, Purchaser shall be deemed to have waived the provisions of this
Paragraph 5.
6.

Purchaser's Review.

(a)
Within three (3) business days after the Effective Date, Seller shall provide
to Purchaser, to the extent such items are contained in Seller's electronic central property
file and relate to the Property, site plans, surveys, previous title searches, commitments and
title policies, as-built drawings, soil reports, environmental reports, leases, and pennits
(collectively, the "Seller Property Documents"). The Seller Property Documents will be
provided without representation or warranty of any kind whatsoever.
(b)
Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 7 below, Purchaser shall have thirtyfive (35) days from the date the Seller Property Documents are delivered to Purchaser (the
"Feasibility Review Period") to conduct a physical inspection of the Property and perfonn
such examinations and inspections reasonably necessary to ascertain whether the condition
of the Property (including the environmental condition) is acceptable to Purchaser (the
"Feasibility Review").
(c)
If the Feasibility Review discloses any matters which are not acceptable to
Purchaser ("Property Defects"), Purchaser shall so advise Seller in writing (the
"Feasibility Notice") prior to the expiration of the Feasibility Review Period. Seller shall
have the right, but not the obligation, within twenty (20) days after the date of such notice
(the "Property Defects Cure Period") to cure such defects. If applicable, the Closing Date
shall be extended to permit the running of the Property Defects Cure Period. If Seller is
unable or unwilling to cause any or all of the Property Defects to be cured during such
Property Defects Cure Period, Purchaser shall have the right to:
(i)
tenninate this Agreement by sending written notice of such
tennination to Seller within ten ( I 0) days after the expiration of the Property
Defects Cure Period, in which event the Deposit shall be refunded to Purchaser
promptly as Purchaser's sole and exclusive remedy, and thereafter neither Seller
nor Purchaser shall have any further obligations under this Agreement, except as
explicitly stated herein; or
(ii)
waive its objection to such Property Defects and accept the Property
subject thereto without reducing the Purchase Price or providing a credit thereto
(Purchaser being deemed to have elected this option (ii) if it fails to tenninate this
Agreement in accordance with the immediately preceding option (i)).
(d)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement,
Purchaser shall conduct no surface or subsurface invasive testing or sampling of the
Property ("Invasive Testing") without Seller's prior written approval, which may be
withheld in Seller's sole discretion.
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(e)
If Purchaser has not delivered the Feasibility Notice to Seller by the
expiration of the Feasibility Review Period, Purchaser shall be deemed to have waived the
provisions of this Paragraph 6 and proceed to Closing without reducing the Purchase Price.
7.

Purchaser's Right of Entry.

(a)
Seller shall pennit Purchaser and its authorized employees, agents,
engineers and other representatives to enter upon the Property to conduct the Feasibility
Review within the Feasibility Review Period. This right of entry shall be conditioned upon
(i) Seller, or a representative or agent designated by Seller, having the right to be present
on the Property with Purchaser or its representatives at the time or times that Purchaser is
on or about the Property, (ii) Purchaser complying with Seller's security requirements, and
(iii) Purchaser not interfering with the use of the Property by Seller or Seller's employees,
agents, invitees or tenants. Purchaser shall make appropriate arrangements with Seller for
access in each instance and shall give Seller not less than two (2) business days' prior notice
of the dates and times at which Purchaser desires to enter the Property.
(b)
Purchaser shall have no right to alter the Property in any way or to damage
the Property in any respect in connection with its inspections. In the event Purchaser takes
any soil borings, the holes shall be filled and the surface restored after the conclusion of
such tests. Purchaser hereby agrees to indemnify and hold Seller absolutely hannless from
and against any and all claims, demands, actions, suits, judgments, liabilities, costs and
expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees (such fees also to include those in
connection with all post-judgment and appellate proceedings), for injury to persons and
physical damage to property related to or arising from, directly or indirectly, Purchaser's
entry upon the Property and the perfonnance (by Purchaser or its duly authorized
employees, agents, engineers or other representatives) of the inspections and investigations
during the Feasibility Review Period. The obligations of this Paragraph 7 shall survive the
tennination of this Agreement or the Closing (as hereinafter defined).
(c)
Purchaser and its employees, agents, engineers and other representatives
agree to keep the results of the Feasibility Review, together with any other infonnation
obtained from Seller or third parties about the Property, including without limitation, the
Seller Property Documents ( collectively, the "Confidential Information"), strictly
confidential and shall not disclose the Confidential lnfonnation to any third party other
than the independent contractors, consultants, lenders, engineers, employees and attorneys
of Purchaser who are involved in the substantive evaluation of the Property on behalf of
Purchaser (provided that Purchaser shall impose on all such third parties the same
confidentiality obligations set forth herein). Purchaser and such third parties shall not use
the Confidential Infonnation other than in connection with their examination of the
Property. Purchaser shall provide Seller with copies of all reports and other documentation
generated as part of the Feasibility Review. If the transaction contemplated by this
Agreement is not consummated, Purchaser shall deliver (or cause to be delivered) all such
documentation to Seller (provided no additional charge shall be incurred by Purchaser for
such delivery), or at Seller's request, Purchaser shall destroy (or cause to be destroyed) all
documentation related to the Feasibility Review.
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(d)
In view of the difficulties of placing a monetary value on the Confidential
Information and the foregoing confidentiality obligations, it is agreed and understood that
in the event of any breach or threatened breach of Paragraph 7(c) by Purchaser, its
employees, agents, engineers and other representatives or any third parties, Seller shall be
entitled to injunctive and other equitable relief in any court of competent jurisdiction, and,
in the event of a willful or intentional breach hereof by Purchaser or by any person
employed by or working as an agent of Purchaser in any manner, Seller shall be entitled to
recover its damages attributable to such breach (including reasonable attorneys' fees
through all post-judgment and appellate proceedings).
(e)
Purchaser shall, at its sole expense, obtain and maintain prior to entering the
Property, and shall cause any of its independent consultants ("Consultants") to obtain and
maintain prior to entering the Property, from a financially sound insurance company or
companies acceptable to Seller, policies of insurance for the following types of coverage
and with limits of liability not less than the minimum amounts set forth below:

( 1)

workers' compensation and occupational disease insurance with statutory
limits and employers' liability insurance with limits of not less than
$500,000; and

(2)

commercial general liability insurance with limits of not less than
$1,000,000 combined single limit, which may be arranged through a
combination of primary and excess policies if necessary, for claims of
bodily injury and/or property damage, written on an "occurrence" basis and
including coverage for personal injury liability, products and completed
operations, independent contractors, blanket broad fonn contractual
liability, and explosion, collapse, and underground hazards.

Each such policy shall contain a clause or endorsement under which the insurer waives all
right of subrogation against Seller, its agents or employees, with respect to losses payable under
such policy.
Prior to entering the Property, Purchaser or any of its Consultants, whichever of them is then
entering the Property, shall provide Seller (directed to Diane_Mannarino@KeyBank.com, with a
copy to Cathryn.Greenwald@ThompsonHine.com) with a certificate(s) of insurance evidencing
that the foregoing policies of insurance have been obtained and are in full force and effect and,
except for Purchaser's and the Consultants' workers' compensation insurance coverage, that Seller
has been named an additional insured under said policies and said policies shall primary and not
contributing to any insurance available to Seller. Said ce11ificate(s) shall also show the expiration
date of each policy and provide that Seller shall be given at least ten ( l 0) days' prior written notice
of any cancellation or material modification thereof. Neither the purchase of any policy of
insurance nor the furnishing of evidence thereof to Seller pursuant hereto shall relieve Purchaser
of its indemnification obligations hereunder.

8.

Representations and Warranties.
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(a)
Seller's Representations.
Seller hereby makes the following
representations, each of which is true and shall be true on the Closing Date in all material
respects:
(i)
Seller has full power and authority to enter into this Agreement and
to perform all the obligations of Seller hereunder and no further consent or approval
is required in order to constitute this Agreement a legal, valid and binding
obligation of Seller;
(ii)
Seller is not a foreign person, as that tenn is defined under
Section 1445 of the Internal Revenue Code, and at Closing, Seller shall provide
Purchaser with an affidavit, in customary fonn (the "FIRPTA Affidavit"),
establishing that Purchaser is not required to withhold any portion of Seller's
proceeds; and
(iii)
To Seller's knowledge, Seller has not received written notice of any
continuing violation, either by Seller or by any other person for which Seller is or
may likely be liable, of any Environmental Law, emanating from or occurring on
the Property. As used in this Subparagraph 8(a)(iii), "Environmental Law" means
any federal, state, or local law, statute, ordinance, regulation, rule, or code ("Law"),
relating to the protection of the environment or governing the use, storage,
treatment, generation, transportation, processing, handling, production, or disposal
of any substance, material, or waste, which is designated, classified, or regulated as
being "toxic" or "hazardous" under any Law in effect as of the date of execution of
this Agreement.
As used in this Paragraph 8(a), the tenn "knowledge" (or tenns similar
thereto) shall mean the current actual knowledge of Diane Mannarino (Seller's Vice
President handling this sale transaction) and Adam Burcher (Seller's Facilities Manager
for the Property) (collectively, "Seller's Representative"), without the duty to investigate.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, Seller's
Representative shall have no personal liability hereunder.
(b)
Purchaser's Representation.
Purchaser hereby makes the following
representation, which is true and shall be true on the Closing Date in all material respects:
Purchaser has full power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to perform all the
obligations of Purchaser hereunder and no further consent or approval is required in order
to constitute this Agreement a legal, valid and binding obligation of Purchaser.
(c)
Survivability of the Representations. The representations and warranties of
Seller and Purchaser set forth in this Paragraph 8 shall survive the Closing for a period of
six (6) months.
'
9.
"AS IS" Condition. THE TRANSACTION CONTEMPLATED BY THIS
AGREEMENT HAS BEEN NEGOTIATED BETWEEN SELLER AND PURCHASER, THIS
AGREEMENT REFLECTS THE MUTUAL AGREEMENT OF SELLER AND PURCHASER,
AND PURCHASER HAS CONDUCTED ITS OWN INDEPENDENT EXAMINATION OF
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THE PROPERTY. EXCEPT FOR THE REPRESENTATIONS SET FORTH IN PARAGRAPH
~ ABOVE, PURCHASER HAS NOT RELIED UPON AND WILL NOT RELY UPON, EITHER
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTY OF SELLER
OR ANY OF SELLER'S AGENTS OR REPRESENTATIVES, AND PURCHASER HEREBY
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT NO SUCH REPRESENTATIONS HA VE BEEN MADE. SELLER
SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS, AND NEITHER IT NOR ANY OTHER PERSON IS MAKING
ANY REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY OR ASSURANCE WHATSOEVER TO'
PURCHASER AND NO WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND OR
CHARACTER, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ARE MADE BY SELLER OR RELIED
UPON BY PURCHASER WITH RESPECT TO THE STATUS OF TITLE TO OR THE
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, CONDITION, DESIGN OR MARKETABILITY OF THE
PROPERTY, OR ANY PORTION THEREOF, INCLUDfNG BUT NOT LIMITED TO (a) ANY
IMPLIED OR EXPRESS WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, (b) ANY IMPLIED OR
EXPRESS WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, (c) ANY IMPLIED
OR EXPRESS WARRANTY OF CONFORMITY TO MODELS OR SAMPLES OF
MATERIALS, (d) ANY RIGHTS OF PURCHASER UNDER APPROPRIATE STATUTES TO
CLAIM DIMINUTION OF CONSIDERATION, (e) ANY CLAIM BY PURCHASER FOR
DAMAGES BECAUSE OF DEFECTS, WHETHER KNOWN OR UNKNOWN, WITH
RESPECT TO THE IMPROVEMENTS OR ANY PERSONAL PROPERTY COMPRISING A
PORTION OF THE PROPERTY, (f) THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OR PROSPECTS OF
THE PROPERTY AND (g) THE COMPLIANCE OR LACK THEREOF OF THE PROPERTY
OR THE IMPROVEMENTS WITH GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONS, IT BEING THE
EXPRESS INTENTION OF SELLER AND PURCHASER THAT, EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY
SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROPERTY WILL BE CONVEYED AND
TRANSFERRED TO PURCHASER IN ITS PRESENT CONDITION AND STATE OF
REPAIR, "AS IS" AND "WHERE IS", WITH ALL FAULTS. PURCHASER REPRESENTS
THAT IT IS A KNOWLEDGEABLE, EXPERIENCED AND SOPHISTICATED PURCHASER
OF REAL EST ATE, AND Tl-IA T IT IS REL YING SOLELY ON ITS OWN EXPERTISE AND
THAT OF PURCHASER'S CONSULTANTS IN PURCHASING THE PROPERTY.
PURCHASER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES Tl-IA T IT WILL HA VE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO CONDUCT SUCH INSPECTIONS, INVESTIGATIONS AND OTHER
INDEPENDENT EXAMINATIONS OF THE PROPERTY AND RELATED MATTERS,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS THEREOF, DURING THE FEASIBILITY REVIEW PERIOD AND WILL
RELY UPON SAME AND NOT UPON ANY STATEMENTS OF SELLER OR OF ANY
OFFICER, DIRECTOR, EMPLOYEE, AGENT OR ATTORNEY OF SELLER. PURCHASER
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE PURCHASE PRICE REFLECTS THE "AS IS, WHERE IS"
NATURE OF THIS SALE AND ANY FAULTS, LIABILITIES, DEFECTS OR OTHER
ADVERSE MATTERS THAT MAY BE ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROPERTY.
PURCHASER, WITH PURCHASER'S COUNSEL, HAS FULLY REVIEWED THE
DISCLAIMERS AND WAIVERS SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND
UNDERSTANDS THE SIGNIFICANCE AND EFFECT THEREOF.
PURCHASER
ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT THE DISCLAIMERS AND OTHER
AGREEMENTS SET FORTH HEREIN ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THIS AGREEMENT,
AND THAT SELLER WOULD NOT HA VE AGREED TO SELL THE PROPERTY TO
PURCHASER FOR THE PURCHASE PRICE WITHOUT THE DISCLAIMERS AND OTHER
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AGREEMENTS SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT. THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF
THIS PARAGRAPH EXPRESSLY SURVIVE THE CLOSING AND WILL NOT MERGE
WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE DEED OR ANY OTHER CLOSING DOCUMENTS.
10.

Purchaser's Release of Seller.

(a)
Seller Released From Liability. Seller is hereby released from all
responsibility and liability to Purchaser regarding the condition (including its physical
condition and its compliance with applicable laws, and the presence in the soil, air,
structures and surface and subsurface waters, of hazardous or toxic materials or substances
that have been or may in the future be detennined to be toxic, hazardous, undesirable or
subject to regulation and that may need to be specially treated, handled and/or removed
from the Property under current or future federal, state and local laws, regulations or
guidelines), valuation, salability or utility of the Property, or its suitability for any purpose
whatsoever except to the extent that such responsibility or liability is the result of the
material inaccuracy (if any) of Seller's representations under Paragraph 8(a) hereof.
(b)
Purchaser's Waiver of Objections. Purchaser acknowledges that it has
inspected the Property, observed its physical characteristics and existing conditions and
had, or will have, the opportunity to conduct such investigation and study on and of said
Property and adjacent areas as it deemed necessary, and subject to Seller's responsibility
for any breach of the warranties and representations contained in Paragraph 8(a) of this
Agreement, hereby waives any and a11 objections to or complaints (including but not
limited to actions based on federal, state or common law and any private right of action
under CERCLA, RCRA or any other state and federal law to which the Property is or may
be subject) regarding physical characteristics and existing conditions, including without
limitation structural and geologic conditions, subsurface soil and water conditions and solid
and hazardous waste and hazardous or toxic materials on, under, adjacent to or otherwise
affecting the Property. Purchaser further hereby assumes the risk of changes in applicable
laws and regulations relating to past, present and future environmental conditions on the
Property, and the risk that adverse physical characteristics and conditions, including
without limitation the presence of toxic or hazardous materials or other contaminants, may
not be revealed by its investigation.
(c)
Survival. The foregoing waivers and releases by Purchaser shall survive
either (a) the Closing and the recordation of the Deed, and shall not be deemed merged into
the Deed upon its recordation, or (b) any tennination of this Agreement.
11.

Possession. Seller sha11 deliver possession of the Property to Purchaser at Closing.

12.
Closing Date. Closing of the transaction contemplated hereby ("Closing") shall be
held on or before ten ( 10) days after the expiration of the Feasibility Review Period (the "Closing
Date") at such time as shall be mutually agreeable to the parties hereto in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement.
13. Closing. Closing shall be through an escrow (the "Closing Escrow") established with
the Title Insurer, as escrowee. This Agreement shall serve as escrow instructions to the Title
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Insurer, subject to its Standard Conditions of Acceptance of Escrow; provided, however, that this
Agreement shall govern in the event of any conflict between said Standard Conditions and any of
the tenns hereof. The Closing Escrow shall be auxiliary to this Agreement, and this Agreement
shall not be merged into, nor in any manner superseded by, the Closing Escrow. The Closing
Escrow costs and fees shall be equally divided between Purchaser and Seller. On the Closing Date,
if all the funds and documents set forth in Paragraph 18 and Paragraph 19 have been delivered to
the Title Insurer and if the Title Insurer is in a position to issue and will issue the Title Policy as
described in Paragraph 14, the Title Insurer shall:
(a) Cause the Deed to be filed for record;
(b) Make the prorations set forth in Paragraph 15, paying all amounts of taxes and
assessments which are applicable to the Property and which are due and payable at such
time and appropriately charging or crediting the respective accounts of the parties;
(c) Charge to each of Seller and Purchaser the Closing Costs as set forth in
Paragraph 20 below;
(d) Cause the issuance and delivery to Purchaser of the Title Policy, as described
in Paragraph 14; and
(e) Pay to or upon the order of Seller the cash balance of the Purchase Price after
deducting all amounts herein required to be paid from the Closing Escrow by Seller.
The Title Insurer shall deliver to Seller a copy of the recorded Deed; original executed
counterparts of all other documents delivered by Seller and Purchaser into the Closing Escrow;
and its escrow statement in duplicate showing all the charges and credits affecting the account of
Seller. The Title Insurer shall deliver to Purchaser the recorded Deed; original executed
counterparts of all other documents delivered by Seller and Purchaser into the Closing Escrow;
copies of any recorded mortgage deposited by Purchaser; the Title Policy; the balance, if any, of
the funds deposited by Purchaser remaining after disbursement in accordance with these
directions; and its escrow statement in duplicate showing all charges and credits affecting the
account of Purchaser.
14.
Title Policy. At Closing, the Title Insurer sha11 issue to Purchaser or be irrevocably
committed to issue to Purchaser an ALT A Owner's Policy of Title Insurance in the amount of the
Purchase Price and dated as of the Closing Date, insuring title to the Property in Purchaser, subject
only to the Pennitted Exceptions and the Title Insurer's so-called "standard exceptions" (the "Title
Policy").
15.

Closing Adjustments.

(a)
Real and personal property taxes and assessments, property owners
association dues or assessments, if any, and other similar charges attributable to the
Property (collectively, the "Taxes") will be prorated as of the Closing. If the amount of
any Tax is not ascertainable at Closing, the adjustment thereof shall be on the basis of the
most recently ascertainable bill therefor. Such prorations shall be final. Notwithstanding
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the foregoing, Purchaser shall be responsible for any recoupage for any amount of tax
exemptions, such as agricultural exemptions.
.. (b)
All prepaid and unpaid operating expenses of the Property, including,
without limitation, public utility charges, maintenance, repair, management and other
service charges, and other normal operating charges shall be prorated as of the Closing
Date based upon the best available infonnation. As part of Closing, water and sewer
charges wi11 be prorated as of the Closing Date, as calculated by Escrow Agent based on
the most recent bills therefor. Such prorations shall be final. Outside of Closing, Seller
will receive final readings of all other utilities and shall remain liable for final payments of
its utility accounts. Seller intends to have its utility accounts closed and the utility services
provided pursuant to such accounts shut off as of the Closing Date and, as of the Closing
Date, Purchaser will be solely responsible for an-anging for all of the utility accounts to be
established in Purchaser's name and the utility services provided pursuant to such accounts
furnished to the Prope11y. Seller shall have no liability for, and Purchaser hereby releases
Seller from, all responsibility and liability regarding any loss, cost or damage to the
Property or any other consequence resulting from Purchaser's failure to cause utility
services to be provided to the Property following Closing, including any loss, cost or
damage resulting from Purchaser's failure to open utility accounts in its name.

16.

Intentionally Deleted.

17.
Personal Property. On the Closing Date, Seller shall convey to Purchaser by
quitclaim bill of sale all personal property owned by Seller and located on the Property at the time
of Closing and listed on Exhibit 8 attached hereto. In no event shall Seller convey to Purchaser
any registers, cash drawers, under counter steel, after hours depositories or automatic teller
machines or any items or money located therein.
18.
Seller's Closing Deliveries. On or before the Closing Date, Seller shall deposit the
following into the Closing Escrow:
(a)

The Deed subject to the Pennitted Exceptions;

(b)
The Bill of Sale, conveying all personal property owned by Seller and
located on the Property, as described in Paragraph 17 above;
(c)

Seller's executed FIRPTA Affidavit;

(d)
Seller's executed ALT A statement, Owner's Affidavit or similar statement,
in form and substance acceptable to Seller in its reasonable discretion, which may be
required by the Title Insurer pertaining to mechanics' liens and parties in possession;
(e)

All keys necessary to access the Property or items thereon;

(f)
Seller's executed counterpart of any applicable state, county or local realty
transfer tax declarations;

(g)

Seller's executed counterpart of an agreed proration statement; and
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(h)
Such other documents, instruments, certifications and confirmations as may
be reasonably required and designated by the Title Insurer to fully effect and consummate
the transactions contemplated hereby.
19.
Purchaser's Closing Deliveries. On or before the Closing Date, Purchaser shall
deposit, or cause to be deposited, the following into the Closing Escrow:
(a)
The balance of the Purchase Price, by, at Seller's option, either certified
check or wire transfer of immediately available funds;
(b)
Purchaser's executed ALT A statement, affidavit or similar statement which
may be required by the Title Insurer;
(c)
Purchaser's executed counterpart of any applicable state, county or local
realty transfer tax declarations;
(d)

Purchaser's executed counterpart of an agreed proration statement; and

(e)
Such other documents, instruments, certifications and confirmations as may
be reasonably required and designated by the Title Insurer to fully effect and consummate
the transactions contemplated hereby.
20.
Closing Costs. Seller shall be responsible for payment of (i) any applicable real
estate transfer taxes; (ii) one half(½) of the Closing Escrow charges, if any; (iii) the cost of the
basic premium for the Title Policy; and (iv) the cost of recording the Declaration (as hereinafter
defined). Purchaser shall be responsible for (i) the cost of the title examination and Commitment;
(ii) one half(½) of the Closing Escrow charges, if any; (iii) the cost of the Survey, if applicable;
(iv) the cost of any coverage in excess of the Purchase Price or any affirmative coverage or other
endorsements requested by the Purchaser in excess of the basic Title Policy; and (v) any other
customary buyer's charges including but not limited to recordation of the Deed.
21.

Default.

(a)
In the event of a default by Seller hereunder which Seller fails to cure within
ten ( 10) days after receipt of written notice describing such default in reasonable detail,
Purchaser shall be entitled to terminate this Agreement by written notice to Seller, in which
event the Deposit shall be returned to Purchaser, and, in addition, the amount of $1,000.00
shall be paid to Purchaser, all as liquidated damages, and neither party shall have any
further rights, obligations, or liabilities hereunder except as explicitly set forth herein. The
parties acknowledge and agree that the actual damages in such event are uncertain in
amount and difficult to ascertain, and that said amount of liquidated damages was
reasonably detennined.
In the event of a default by Purchaser hereunder, Seller shall be entitled to
(b)
either (i) tenninate this Agreement by written notice to Purchaser, in which event the
Deposit shall be paid to Seller as liquidated damages and neither party shall have any
further rights, obligations, or liabilities hereunder except as explicitly set forth herein or
(ii) maintain an action for breach of this Agreement, damages, specific perfonnance or any
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other relief available at law or in equity. The parties acknowledge and agree that the actual
damages in the event of a default by Purchaser are uncertain in amount and difficult to
ascertain, and that said amount of liquidated damages was reasonably detennined.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties acknowledge and agree that this Subparagraph
nill shall in no way limit Seller's rights under Paragraph 7.
22.
Condemnation. If, after the date of this Agreement and prior to the Closing Date,
all or any material portion of the Property is taken by exercise of the power of eminent domain or
any proceedings are instituted to effect such a taking, Seller shall promptly give Purchaser notice
of such occurrence, and if Purchaser reasonably detennines that such taking would hinder, or result
in the Property being unsuitable for, Purchaser's intended use thereof, Purchaser may, within
fourteen ( 14) days after receipt of such notice, elect (by providing written notice of such election
to Seller) to either (a) terminate this Agreement, in which event the Deposit shall be immediately
returned to Purchaser and all obligations of the parties hereunder shall cease and this Agreement
shall have no further force and effect except as expressly stated herein, or (b) close the transaction
contemplated hereby as scheduled (except that if the Closing Date is less than fourteen (14) days
following Purchaser's receipt of such notice closing shall be delayed until Purchaser makes such
election), in which event Seller shall assign and/or pay to Purchaser at Closing all condemnation
awards or other damages collected or claimed with respect to such taking.
23.
Damage and Destruction. If, after the date of this Agreement and prior to the
Closing Date, any building on the Property shall be destroyed or materially damaged by fire or
other casualty not caused by Purchaser's negligence or acts, Seller shall promptly give Purchaser
notice of such occurrence, and if Purchaser reasonably detennines that any such damage or
destruction would hinder or result in the Property being unsuitable for Purchaser's intended use
thereof, Purchaser may, within fourteen (14) days after such notice, elect (by providing written
notice of such election to Seller) to either (a) tenninate this Agreement, in which event the Deposit
shall be promptly returned to Purchaser and neither party shall have any rights, obligations, or
liabilities to the other hereunder except as explicitly set forth herein, or (b) close the transaction
contemplated hereby as scheduled (except that if the Closing Date is less than fourteen (14) days
following Purchaser's receipt of such notice, the Closing shall be delayed until Purchaser makes
such election), in which event Seller shall assign and/or pay to Purchaser at Closing all insurance
awards collected with respect to such damage or destruction.
24.
Notices. Any notice, request, demand, instruction or other document to be given
or served hereunder or under any document or instrument executed pursuant hereto shall be in
writing and served either personally or sent by United States registered or certified mail, return
receipt requested, postage prepaid or by pre-paid nationally recognized overnight courier service,
and addressed to the parties at their respective addresses set forth below. A party may change its
address for receipt of notices by service of a notice of such change in accordance herewith.
If to Seller:

by mail to:

KEY BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION (PID 4044)
Attention: Real Estate Asset Manager
P.O. Box 94839
Cleveland, Ohio 4410 I

12
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by overnight courier to:

Mail Code: OH 01-10-0605
I 00 Public Square, Suite 600
Cleveland, Ohio 441 13

With a copy to:

Thompson Hine LLP
Attention: Cathryn Greenwald, Esq.
3900 Key Tower
127 Public Square
Cleveland, Ohio 441 14

If to Purchaser:

Goldstein Improvement Company
Attention: Gregory Adler
426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, California 90402

With a copy to:

Goldstein Improvement Company
Attention: Daniel Glidmann
130 Seward Street, Suite 001
Juneau, Alaska 9980 I

Notices given hereunder shall be deemed to have been given on the date of
personal delivery (or the first business day thereafter if delivered on a non-business day),
three (3) days after the date of certified mailing or the next business day after being sent
by overnight courier.

25.
Brokerage. Seller and Purchaser each represent and warrant to the other that it has
not dealt with any agents, brokers or finders in connection with the transaction covered by this
Agreement other than Jones Lang LaSalle and The Carlton Smith Company (collectively, "Seller's
Broker"), representing Seller. Each of the parties hereto agrees to indemnify and hold the other
hannless from and against any claims, actions, liabilities, costs and expenses with respect to any
brokerage commission or finder's fee asserted by a person, finn or corporation (other than Seller's
Broker) claiming to have been engaged by, through or under the indemnifying party. Seller and
Purchaser hereby acknowledge that the foregoing representation and warranty shall survive the
Closing. Seller shall be responsible for paying any brokerage commission due to Seller's Broker
pursuant to a separate agreement.
26.
Entire Agreement, Amendments and Waivers. This Agreement contains the entire
agreement and understanding of the parties in respect to the subject matter hereof, and the same
may not be amended, modified or discharged nor may any of its tenns be waived except by an
instrument in writing signed by the party to be bound thereby.
27.
Further Assurances. The parties each agree to do, execute, acknowledge and
deliver all such further acts, instruments and assurances and to take all such further action before
or after the Closing as shall be necessary or desirable to fully carry out this Agreement and to fully
consummate and effect the transactions contemplated hereby.

13
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28.

Intentionally Deleted.

29.
Declaration of Restrictions. Seller shall cause a Declaration of Restrictions (the
"Declaration") in the fonn attached hereto as Exhibit C to be recorded in the real estate records
of Juneau Recording District, Alaska prior to the recording of the Deed. The parties acknowledge
that the Declaration shall be deemed to be a Pennitted Exception.
30.

Miscellaneous.

(a)
This Agreement and any document or instrument executed pursuant hereto
may be executed in any number of counterparts each of which shall be deemed an original,
but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.
(b)
Whenever under the terms of this Agreement the time for perfonnance of a
covenant or condition falls upon a Saturday, Sunday or holiday, such time for perfonnance
shall be extended to the next business day. Otherwise all references herein to "days" shall
mean calendar days.
(c)
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the
laws of the state in which the Property is located.
(d)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

(e)
This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of, and shall be binding upon, the
pennitted successors and assigns of the parties hereto; provided, however, that Seller shall
have the right to approve in advance, in its sole discretion, any assignment by Purchaser;
provided, however, in the event of any assignment, that Purchaser shall not be relieved of
its obligations under this Agreement.
(f)
In the event any tenn or provision of this Agreement shall be held illegal,
invalid, unenforceable or inoperative as a matter oflaw, the remaining tenns and provisions
of this Agreement shall not be affected thereby, but each such tenn and provision shall be
valid and shall remain in full force and effect.

(g)
During the tenn of this Agreement, Seller shall have the right to discuss the
Property with other prospective purchasers, but Seller shall not enter into a definitive
agreement with any prospective third party purchasers for the purchase of the Property,
other than with a governmental or quasi-governmental authority having power of
condemnation, so long as Purchaser is not in default hereunder.
(h)
All actions required pursuant to this Agreement necessary to effectuate the
transaction contemplated herein has been or will be taken promptly and in good faith by
Purchaser and Seller and their representatives, employees and agents.
(i)
In the event any litigation is undertaken to enforce the provisions of this
Agreement, the party obtaining a judgment in its favor in connection therewith shall also
receive, as part of the judgment, an amount equal to its reasonable attorneys' fees and other

14
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costs incurred in connection with such litigation, including without limitation post-closing
and appellate proceedings.
[balance of page intentionally left blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed
as of the day and year written above.
SELLER:

KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIJ\TION
By:
Its:

0LutltCJ }IVWV(\{((kt1if

VP

PURCHASER:

. GdLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

By:~

a_,jL._

Its: VICE--PRESIDENT

[Signature Page to Purchase Agreement]
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EXHIBIT A

Legal Description of the Property

Lots 5, 7 and 8, Block 5, Townsite of Juneau, Juneau Recording District, First Judicial District,
State of Alaska.

A-1
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EXHIBIT B
Personal Property

1. Desks

Eights

2. Chairs

Twelve

3. Filing Cabinets

Three

4. Tables

Four

8-1
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EXHIBITC
Declaration of Restrictions
[SEE ATTACHED]

C-1
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WHEN RECORDED, MAIL TO:
KeyBank National Association
Mailcode: 0H-01-10-0605
I 00 Public Square, Suite 600
Cleveland, Ohio 44113-2207
Attention: Real Estate Asset Manager (PIO No. 4044)
THIS INSTRUMENT PREPARED BY:
Thompson Hine LLP
Attention: Cathryn Greenwald, Esq.
3900 Key Tower
127 Public Square
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIONS
THIS DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIONS ("Declaration") is made the _ _ _ day
of _ _ _ _ _ , 20_, by KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a national banking
association ("Declarant")

A.

B.

RECITALS:
Pursuant to a Real Estate Sale Agreement (the "Agreement"}, dated September 27,
2021, Declarant agreed to sell and convey that certain parcel of real property
located at 234 Seward Street, Juneau, Alaska 99803 and described on Exhibit A
attached hereto (the "Restricted Property").
Declarant desires to impose certain restrictions on the Restricted Property, subject
to the tenns and conditions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above premises and of the covenants herein
contained, the Declarant does hereby declare that the Restricted Property and all present and future
owners, lessees and occupants of the Restricted Property shall be and hereby are subject to the
terms, covenants, and restrictions hereinafter set forth and shall be used in full compliance

2
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with and subject to this Declaration and, in connection therewith, Declarant covenants and agrees
as follows:
1.

2.

Restriction on Use. During the Term (as hereinafter defined), neither the Restricted
Property, nor any portion thereof, shall be operated, used or occupied for any of the
following purposes:
(a)

As (i) a retail banking facility or a financial institution, including, without
limitation, branch banking, savings and loans, credit union and check cashing,
payday lending and the operation of a "branded" automated teller machine (i.e. an
automated teller machine affiliated with a bank or other financial institution; for the
avoidance of doubt, a non-branded automated teller machine shall not be
prohibited), (ii) a facility engaged in any other banking use (including, without
limitation, mortgage, financial, trust, investment, lending or securities brokerage
services), provided the Property may be operated by an independent financial
advisor not affiliated with a bank or other financial institution, or (iii) a facility
engaged in insurance sales; or placing signage on the Restricted Property for any
entity engaged in any of the foregoing uses, or for placing any signage on the
Restricted Property for any entity engaged in, or any of, the foregoing prohibited
uses (collectively, the "Financial Uses Restrictions").

(b)

In any manner (including the display of signage) which is reasonably offensive,
disreputable, immoral or illegal, which prohibition shall include, but not be limited
to, use or occupancy (i) as a brothel or for adult entertainment or the sale or renting
of adult books, magazines, videos or other adult products, (ii) for the sale of
paraphernalia related to the use of illegal drugs (the tenn "illegal drugs" specifically
being deemed to include marijuana or related products, even if the same presently
are or subsequently do become legal), or (iii) for the sale or consumption of
marijuana or related products, even if the same presently are or subsequently do
become legal, or for placing any signage on the Restricted Property for any entity
engaged in, or any of, the foregoing prohibited uses (collectively, the "Noxious
Uses Restrictions").

Tenn. This Declaration restricting the use of the Restricted Property shall commence on
the date of this Declaration, and shall extend until (and expire and have no further force or
effect following (in each such case, the "Term"): (A) as to the Financial Uses Restrictions,
on the earlier of (a) the date that none of the following parties owns, leases or otherwise
occupies the Benefitted Property (as hereinafter defined): (i) Declarant, (ii) any entity
resulting from a merger or consolidation with Declarant or any organization purchasing
substantially all of the assets of Declarant, (iii) any entity succeeding to substantially all
the business and assets of Declarant, (iv) any subsidiary, affiliate or parent of Declarant, or
(v) any entity controlling, controlled by or under common control with Declarant, or (b)
the date which is five (5) years following the date of this Declaration; and (8) as to the
Noxious Uses Restrictions, on the date which is two (2) years following the date of this
Declaration.

3
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3.

Benefitted Property. This Declaration runs with and for the benefit of that certain real
property located at 8800 Glacier Highway, Juneau, Alaska 9980 I and described in Exhibit
B attached hereto (hereinafter the "Benefitted Property") and shall inure to the benefit of
Declarant and its successor(s) and assign(s).

4.

Specific Perfonnance. Declarant confirms that damages at law may be an inadequate
remedy for a breach or threatened breach of any provisions hereof. The rights and
obligations hereunder shall be enforceable by specific perfonnance, injunction, or other
equitable remedy, but nothing herein contained is intended to or shall limit or affect any
rights at law or by statute or otherwise of Declarant or the owners(s) of the Benefitted
Property for a breach or threatened breach of any provisions hereof. The rights and
obligations of Declarant hereunder shall be enforceable in equity as well as at law or
otherwise.

5.

Severabil ity. In the event that any portion of these restrictions shal I be detennined by any
court of competent jurisdiction to be unenforceable, such restrictions shall be modified,
rewritten, or interpreted to include as much of their nature and scope as possible as wil1
render them enforceable. Each of the provisions herein shall be deemed a separate and
severable covenant.

6.

Successors and Assigns. This Declaration shall restrict the use of the Restricted Property
for the full Tenn and shal1 be binding upon each party having any fee, leasehold or other
interest therein and their successor(s) and assign(s), and shall inure to the benefit of
Declarant and its successor(s) and assign(s).

7.

Attorneys' Fees. If any action is brought because of any breach of or to enforce or interpret
any of the provisions of this Declaration, the party prevailing in such action shall be entitled
to recover from the other party reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs incurred in
connection with such action, the amount of which shall be fixed by the court and made a
part of any judgment rendered.

8.

Intemretation. This Declaration shall be governed by and construed in accordance with
the internal laws of the State in which the Restricted Property is located. The section
headings contained in this Declaration are for purposes of reference only and shall not
limit, expand, or otherwise affect the construction of any provisions of this Declaration.
Exhibits A and B attached hereto are by this reference incorporated herein and made a part
hereof.
[BALANCE OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY BLANK]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Declarant has executed this Declaration as of the day and
year first above written.
DECLARANT:
KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a
national banking association
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name:
Its:

4832-7354-9563.4
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STATE OF OHIO
COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA

)
)
)

SS:

BEFORE ME, a Notary Public in and for said County and State aforesaid, on this date
personally appeared _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ofKEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a national banking association, known to me to be
the same person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and he/she acknowledged
that he/she signed and delivered said instrument in the capacity indicated above, as his/her own
free and voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act of the Declarant therein for the uses and
purposes therein set forth.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this_ day of
2021.

Notary Public for the indicated State
My Commission Expires: _ _ _ _ __

4832-7354-9563 .4
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EXHIBIT A

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RESTRICTED PROPERTY

Lots 5, 7 and 8, Block 5, Townsite of Juneau, Juneau Recording District, First Judicial District,
State of Alaska.

4832-7354-9563.4
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EXHIBIT B
DESCRIPTION OF THE BENEFITTED PROPERTY

[TO BE PROVIDED]

4832-7354-9563 .4
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6
MR. ERIC EHMANN LETTERPATTERN AND PRACTICE IN
THE ASSESSOR'S OFFICE TO
INCREASE THE LAND
COMPONENT OF THE
ASSESSMENT WITHOUT
SUPPORT
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November 2 1", 20 I0

Dear Assembly Members:

My name is Eric Ehmann and I am a former CB.I employee who worked as an appraiser under Robin
Potter from January 11 th , 20 I 0, until my res ignation on June 411\ 20 I 0. 1 am writing to in form you of
certain facts regarding my experiences during my tenure with CBJ, so that you might be able to do
something to remedy the situation in the assessor's office. Since my departure from CBJ, more than
ha!f of Ms. Potter's staff have tendered their resignations, and there has even been an investigation into
Ms. Potter resultant of all egations of harass ment and violence in the workplace. Surprisingly, CB.I
found no wrong-doing by Ms. Potter, despite testimony from her staff (including me) supporting the
allegations.
Recently, I was named by Ms. Potter in an interview with the Juneau Empire as a "problem employee"
who improperly represented CBJ, and she went on to asse1t that I was accused by property owner
David Coates of behaving inappropriately. These statements are fabrications from whole cloth. At no
time during the course of my emp loyment with CB.J was I ever warned, reprimanded, written-up, or
otherwise accused of any impropri ety, misrepresentation or problem-causing. 1nstead, my personnel
record and the testimony of my coworkers support the fact that I was a va lued, efficient and productive
employee with great integrity. 1 had the pleasure of meeting and interacting with scores of property
owners throughout the Borough, as well as many fellow CB.I employees, and I beli eve there isn't a
sing le person who wou ld characteri ze my behavior or actions as a representa ti ve of CBJ as anyth ing
but professiona l.
There were, however, serious problems that I did expe rience first hand during the course of my
employment with CB.I and, contrary to everything Ms. Potter has stated (in the press and elsewhere),
those problems were due to Ms. Potter's lack of management abili ty and her blatant disregard for ethi cs
and the law. Ms. Potter on numerous occasions made statements to her staff that she was beholden to
Mr. Cra ig Duncan, Finance Director, who had demanded that she a11iticial ly infla te the tax base (i.e.,
the total value of the assessed property within the Borough) in order to mcrease property tax
collections. I heard Mr. Duncan inform Ms. Potter that she was ex pected to bring in an outside
apprais~r to assess the newly operationa l (and soon -to-be taxed) Kens mgton mme, and that the value
shou ld be in excess of a certain amount (I do not recall the figure Mr. Duncan stated so I won't
speculate as to what it was) in order to maximize tax co llections from the mine.
Perhaps the most serious impropri ety committed by Ms. Potter occurred when Ms. Potter rece ived a
telephone call from Mr. John Hartle, CBJ Attorney, on or about Wednesday, May 12 1\ 20 I 0, during
wh ich Mr. Hartle asked, in Ms. Potter's words, that she raise the assessment on his property because it
was on the market and he wanted to se lI it for more than the assessed value. There were several of us
present during this conversation and afterward we all talked about it with Ms. Potter, who pointed out
th at when Mr. Hartle asks a favor of her he expects her to do it, but when she has asked him for certain
th,ings in the past he cons istently fai led to deliver. We talked about the fact that the statutory deadline
for appea l had passed nearly two weeks prior, rendering moot the basis for his request and in fo llowing
days it remained a top ic of periodi c discussion among the staff in the assessor's office. We all knew it
would be illega l to make a change to an assessed value without satisfying the statutory requirement fo r
proper notice, whi ch is 30 days prior to board of equa lization hearings (and which was well past), not
to mention the fact that a property owner's desire to se ll hi s property for more than its assessed value
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does not amount to ethica l or lega l justification to increase its assessment.
Sho1tly after Mr. Ha1tle's request, Ms. Potter menti oned to me that an "office correction" might be in
order. Office corrections, under Alaska law, are permissible when there is something discovered 111 a
fil e or record wh ich, on its face, shows that an error or om ission has occ urred, without requiring expert
evaluation or investigation outside the fil e. An examp le would be a typographical error in which an
extra zero is placed at the end of a sum. Office corrections can be made at any time and at the
assessor's discretion but are not statutorily Iimited by deadlines or timetab les.
Ms. Potter asked me to look at Mr. Ha11le's fi le, which I reviewed but fo und no basis for an office
correction. Upon reportmg this to Ms. Potter she asked me to perform a phys ica l inspection of the
property and make any change to the )'.'.alue that would be justifiable, but not to go overboard. SJ1e sa id
no one other than we in the assessor' office wou ld know that it occurred after the appeal de.ad li ne and
that the record could be made in such a way as to J1ide that fact from anyone who mi ght later review it.
She said we would just call it an "offi ce correction" and leave it at that. It was at that moment when I
became certain I woul d not be ab le to continue my empl oyment with CBJ. When Ms. Potter asked me
to perform th is inspection I lied to her, saying I had to go to another part of the city for previously
scheduled inspections, to which she rep lied that I could do it later.
My initial feelings of di scomfo1t grew into signifi cant fee lings of anxiety and stress, and when Ms.
Potter asked me again to make the inspection I fidgeted and began to offer some excuse when she
apparently sensed my discomfort and sa id she wou ld just have Jeff Hurt (a staff appraiser) do it.
Sometime shortly thereafter Mr. Hurt made the inspection of Mr. Hartle's property, rendered a new
assessment based on hi s inspection whi ch Ms. Potter approved , and subsequently when I was alone in
the offi ce I made photocopi es of most of the contents of the fi le which show the progress ion of work
and resultant change to the assessment, done in violation of Alaska law.
I have it on good infom1ation that, since my departure from CBJ, Ms. Potter has been asked about this
in spection and that she still claims on ly an "office correction" occurred. Unfo1tunately, the facts prove
that an office correction could not have occurred. The land value component of the assessment was
in creased yet there was no mi stake, omiss ion or mi scalculation in the fi le (or anywhere else) to support
\he change. The value of the home was also increased, according to Ms. Potter, because of an error in
the ca lculations based on its square footage however, if you rev iew the fi le, you wi ll see that the
"corrected" square footage used to ca lculate the new value was obtained only when Mr. Huit performed
an on-site inspection of the property. None of this is lega lly perm issible in the course of performing an
office correction or when revaluing a property under normal circumstances - any and all changes must
have a basis in accepted va luation principles and the law because arbitrary increases (as occurred with
the land value component of Mr. Hartle's property) are improper and ill egal.
Furthermore, the fa lse identification of the re-va luation as an "offi ce coITection" proves Ms. Potter's
intent to conceal the illegal act she had committed. Interestingly, if you compare the note in the file
written by Ms. Teny Ullmayer, administrati ve assistant to Ms. Potter, you will see that in the appeal
record Ms. Ullmayer recorded on ly the month and year - without the day - for Mr. Hartle's appea l.
Th is is a marked contrast to, literally, the dozens of other appea l fi les in whi ch Ms. Ul lmayer recorded
day, month and year. Ms. Ullmayer was well aware of the illegal nature of the re-valuation and I
beli eve Ms. Ullmayer intentional ly om itted the day - which would prove that Mr. Ha1tle's request for
appeal was untimely - to avoid complicity in Ms. Potter's illega l reva luation of the property.
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Yours,
Eric. Ehmann
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INCOME AND SALES
COMPARISON APPROACH TO
VALUE-BEST APPROACH
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Income and Sales Comparison Approach to Value-best approach
Income Approach to Value-Best Approach for Investment Property; once rent stabilized
property can be reappraised.

Cost Approach-Not a feasible approach to value with building costs
estimated at $500 to $700 SF and rental rates in the $2 SF range.
Private investors have not built commercial property in Juneau for
decades and no private investor will build commercial space in the
near future. The lack of building is also an indication that property
values have not risen in the last decade and inflation has been low to
January 1, 2022.

According to the Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property2013 p. 11, 4.6.4 Commercial and Industrial Property:
"The income approach is the most appropriate method in
valuing commercial and industrial property if sufficient income
data are available. Direct sales comparison models can be
equally effective in large jurisdictions with sufficient sales.
When a sufficient supply of sales data and income data is not
available, the cost approach should be applied. However, values
generated should be checked against available sales data. Cost
factors, land values, and depreciation schedules must be kept
current through periodic review."

The Cost Approach/Sa/es Approach Hybrid
Model the Juneau Assessor uses is improper
and results in excessive assessed values and
they must be instructed not to use it. The
Juneau Assessor should revisit 2021 and 2022
of all commercial property owners.
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8

ASSESSOR REFUSED TO
COLLECT DATA FROM ALL
SOURCES
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The Alaska Taxable 2021 Report, from the State of Alaska, sets forth the standard for
the Juneau Assessor to follow in collecting sales data. as follows.

"Collect Sales Data
from all sources such
as recorders' offices,
realtors, developers
and bankers."
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9

ASSESSED VALUE HAS BEEN TO
HIGH FOR DECADES
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The Assessor proclaims, "Assessed Values
Have Been Low for a Decade."
False, see below.
234 Seward Av

224 2" d St

238 Front St

Sale Date

11/24/2021

1/5/2021

2/2015

Sales Price/Market Value

1,250,000

286,000

600,000

2,547,520
2,598,400
2,304,500
2,329,000
2,329,000
2,329,000
2,329,000
2,329,000
2,329,000
2,329,000

405,300
397,194
405,300
270,200
245,700
246,000
246,000
246,000
246,000
246,000

1,726,900

Assessed Value

2022
2021
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013

0utlier11 Definition from The Assessment
Administration, International Association of
Assessing Officers {IAAO), 2003 "Outliers result
from poor or outdated appraisals."
11

The Assessor has used a Cost Approach/Sales Approach (freely
discarding Sales that are below Assessed Value) Computer Model with
data in/data out that suits his purpose which is higher assessed values
and taking property taxes from commercial property owners through
gross negligence, fraud or incompetence. This can only lead to
increased costs for the City and Borough of Juneau as they defend
wayward actions.
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10
FORMER JUNEAU ASSESSOR
EMPLOYEE SAYS PROPERTY
WAS RAISED ON AVERAGE 23% ANNUALLY DURING HIS
TENURE
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John Skan Phone
Conversation June 23,
2022, Former
Employee of Juneau
Assessor Office
John reported it was
the practice of the
Assessor's Office during
his tenure to raise
property taxes on
average 2-3% yearly
during his tenure.
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UNDISCLOSED SALES BY THE
ASSESSOR OFFICE

• Indicates Excluded from Juneau Assessor's Addendum A-Commercial Sales List
And Computer Modeling

Date

LI.I

u

listing

LL.
LL.

Pending

0

...V\
c:::
0

V\
V\

LI.I

V)
V)

C3:
LU

:::c

I-

>
C0
C

LIJ
V)

0

..J

u
V)

-z
C

:>

Seller

Buyer

Address

Paree! No

Aki•;ama ~ar..i!y Re;•n;a!5

N/A

0 River!>ide Or

5816014300~5

Harbor Ughts Enter;:irise~

N/A.

1000 Harbor 1Nay

lC060K510040

2021 AV

Sales Price

•• ~_> _M_V_S_ _ _Jl._V_'½_o_l\i_n_,_

12/2021
$5S9,0(:,(j

203%

C:

12/2021
12/2021
Pending

Ga:eway ?ropert1e5
lli2L;/21 Key Sank of AK · ·
®11/13/2~ \AJ&B Rer:tals LLC

Coriii::ier.:ia!
8390 Ai~p_o_~_r_ _
Goldstein Improvement Co 234 Se~.;ard St

:.ware in,:.

201 Co:do·Ja

st·

661000

·.:

SB1501C1GO:~----·--·--------- $3,300,000
1C070AOS0060
51.250.000
1D060LC3CO:!

$/ICO,COD

~.~.!-.CJ/i,.~·,,;

1

,l,1,•.r:

·:.·,tJ•1 .. ,•,i:

SV,98.,ioc,
. .

:1• ...

.

/( 1::··,,,

$1.-1:-,~0~)

•:.. l',,I l: \ l

$1,lOu, ',',i!

:1.·.•1,,

58120104G-JS2

Constr:JCt1on Machi:le~y
it
~
®
©
~

9/30/21 ind:.;striaf LLC
CCTHTA
9/28/71 ~.;::,,fie Investment 3rou;, SEARHC

1721/1725 A:ika St
J Vi:1:age 5ivd

SB 12010liCD5 2
S8160;a3G0l7

S4.000,GOO

SS,:06,550

$:;;:_(}47,GCO

S2,521.3SC

$474,3S0

9/ 17 /2: R;-; Rentals LLC
3/23;"2::. N::n~west H-:;ldinES .. !.C
2/25/21 SE r>Jewspapers

225

1C070K810010

$1,850.00G
S !,t.5,:i.OCD
S L3SCH):JC;

$581,000
$188,450
$225,450
$!19,300

112%
}~2%

~

3~/27/20 ra:::1i:c !r..-es~:r.er.t G~ovp R&S Cc,-istn.:ctic'.1

$2,t:31.00C
51.638,45C
$2,075,450
$405,3:JO
51.C25,962
$?.13~.20C

S46i,962

·•1a2%

9 :J.;.n/19 ;'/1::i<innonet ai
g
9/5/19 Faoc·anc, i.1c.

SEAR HC
Vik1:-:g Hc;di'15:, !.~C

'ro:1!

St

JCG7GA.C3C020

Ama:ga Distillery

"'!"f-H! ::r"'OC'!'Jr."\ M,1'f

:D7C.~G3QiJ7~
1C070A0<1C02J

UC

Juneau Supermarkets U.C

') C:into:i Dr

58.i.60144200}

170 s ;:-,;:-:~fj•~

iGJ70;(8!C140

501 W \-V;lfc .. gn!;v Ave

lCC60K55009C

I51GA,,ka 5!

SS-5S,COO
5:.600,00C
$1 l,25C,~O~
$l;J70,000

z

-C

; )!."·:.

SS31,20G

133%

$14,670, 15C

$3,420,150

130%

$1,746,929

$676,929
$112,910
$234,100

j/3,~
202'l'<,

$734,SOC

1983/o,

$B7.60C
%8.750

i.' ....

5B1201J100H)

e

9/3/:9

1$·

3/2/:9 Ta':<,.: O:! Sales

~ 7/U.,}9
® 4/1/19
©1 !/16/18
3/21/:S

..,,,e;:,, ~a-go S;ini< !\iA
Br.:~;:ie Brae Par"~.~t>rship

Asser.-ibly Assoc

ac

Stanlc.\} & Sen~

Ma~:, S Rtae':ie~

:.~c

Gas N '.3·::: U.C

S53l S!ac;er Hwy

5B12Cl010030
5B120105GOG1

Poc•~er ?i:(•i

,J ~:igla:; Hig~•.r:c1y

60030::.110010

.:,,sse~b!'I Asscc ~~c
Af:ord,1:Jf-2 .t,,,:o !:nt. lLC
R:'!l :.LC

211 4t~ St

1C070A.J90050

$750,C.OO

Sj64,100
$1,484,SOG

3825 ivlai:,l~d S!

58;S0l040030
56i50:.j40C70

$750,00:)

$837,500

$240.100

$308,SSG

OD£)(

Jt;n('JU

93C9 G!ac;er Hwy

SSOO.GO-J
S23G.C-OO

!I.·'·' ..

1C060U06CC20

1C060UOSC-020
2.C060U:JSC023
1CO6CU05CD25
@ 7/2G;'18 f•~st i\iat:ona 1 Bank:.:<

3!13/18 1:'1.:i;r.er·s Wha~f t;_c
2/2/!8 r.s~ate o:- Dav~d Safv-d~=__.._2L1z/17S&K Ve:1tcres ____ ..
1211s;:s ::--:,rrest Reetz LLC
3/30/15 ~irst Naticr!2i Bank :,K
3/1/15 James L W~ite
~

DO Comrneri:ia! i.LC
Rccc•;,{:h LL-:::

r:~~os Gla~ak;d·~
Sad Dog :nvb trn•~~t~ -Caelurr. AK d.C

lC05WOSCC2!!

Sl. 750.000

;,.' .-1t,.'. •j',: J

141%

1CG7CK83004G
lCC?0:<820030
2450 hd..is_,_r_:~i_!_s_:,_1d____4_8_1_6_0_1_0_i_O_O..._"C

s,1. ,.so.one

·!,b:~

~

155%

11C8 PS!
4G5 S ;:r,rnkL~ 5t
254 S :'r:l:ikl:11 St

Spici<etfs P;;!.,c~ !.LC

800 Glader Ave
238 Fret St

1C060004C040 1C070A03004G

C&M Ren,al:>

10221 Glacier Hwv

461071 !0017C

J

1 ,.(, 1 ,\

,_;i,Jq,1_ 1 i'J(]
:,<i')r,,(\l()
•_; !.99,tl :i.J
120%
$ l:-:-',1:-:-'!,-=0-::-()-:-(:_ _ _ _~,-S--:-:37::-:6::--··,~0(-=}(cc::-_;_ _ _ _--:S""'l:,-::2c:::6,-,,C..-,·O:,-:O:-·_ _ _1,..,:..,·7,.,.%. ,. o_ _ __

SL IOO.IJiJ0
$600,(,'00

$697,000

$1,457,000
$2,639,300
S813.00C

Property and Data Excluded from Addendum A-Commercial Sales List
In All Cases Sales Price is Lower Than Assessed Value
21 Commercial Properties Excluded from Market Analysis
And Computer Modeling {CAMA)

5357,000

132%

$2,039,300

439%

S116,CGO

117%

0
.,,
.,,

-nm
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NORTHWIND ARCHITECTSJUNEAU BUILDING COSTS ARE
$700 PER SQUARE FOOT

Packet Page 1127 of 1973

From: James Bibb james@northwindarch.com
Subject: Goldstein Builidng Const Cost estimate
Date: June 22, 2022 at 9:40 AM
To: Gregoryladler@gmail.com
Cc: Sean Boily sean@northwindarch.com

Greg, based on current construction costs, (public projects, competitively bid), $700/sf is
looking like a medium at the moment. Mindful of current market trends and strains of
both transportation and the local trades for available managers and labor. We don't see
this changing locally for the time-being. Private development may have a bit more
leeway on the delivery.
This would include development costs including design, permitting and contingency .... so,
full project costs.
Basic tabulation would simply be an area~ sf costs.
Does this give you enough information for a back of the napkin budget?

James bibb

James Bibb
NorthWind Architects, LLC
Principal Partner
126 Seward Street
Juneau, AK 99801
p.907.586.6150 (x202)
f.907.586.6181
c.907.321.4265
www northwindarch.com
www.facebook.com/northwindarchitects
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TABLE OF BUILDING COSTS
COMPARISON SHOWING THE
COST APPROACH TO VALUE IS
NOT FEASIBLE

PROPERTY AQDRESS

ASSESSOR PARCEL #

ASSESSQR BLD~

sgu~E F~ET

~

ASSESSOR IMPROVEMENTS NQRTH WIND ARCHITECTS NQRTHWIND TOTAL
IMPROVEMENTS $ PER SF IMPROVEMENT YALUE

~SESSQR TQIA~
IMPRQVEMENT VAlUE"

LAND VALUE ASSESSOR '8MA

YAW!

$ PER SQUARE FOOT

U0SEWARDST

1C070A020030

10,3S9

935,018

$981.000

$90

$700

$7,251,300

967,848

201 SEWARD ST

1C070A040010

12,282

614,264

$640,100

$50

$700

$8,597,400

866,S65

LAND VALLUE ONLV

NORTHWIND ARCHITECTS
~

$1,929,966
1,494,129

8,219,148
9,463,965

397,194

224 SECOND ST

1C070A040020

0

0

234 SEWARD ST

1C070A050060

6608

1,629,054

1,716,700

260

$700

4,625,600

864,066

2,493,120

5,490,200

119 SECOND ST
(130 SEWARD ST)
122 FRONT ST

1C070A020043

44,750

5,346,931

5,358,700

120

$700

31,325,000

1,216,278

6,592,909

32,541,278

1C070A020011

4,250

496,664

S06,800

117

7,615,300

1,567,167

2,063,831

9,182,467

0

700

0

"·ASSESSOR TOTAL IMPROVEMENT VALUE MUST BE THE THREATENED HIGHER VALUE If YOU APPEAL. THE ASSESSOR TOTAL IMPROVEMENT VALUE IS A MADE UP FIGURE AND NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF BUILDING COSTS PER SF
••-210 Seward has Misc Value of $13,300; 110 Seward has Misc Value of $27,100; 234 Seward has Misc Value of $54,400; and 119 Second has Misc Value of $29,700
•u•Northwind Architects Improvements Per SF is taken from the Northwind Email to Greg Adler. Different building types are built at different prices per SF, but in no event in Juneau would I estimate
the figure less than $500 to $600 per SF as adjusted by the Local Multiplier as set forth on the Assessor's Worksheet. Greg Adler is a licensed building contractor.
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IMPROPER USE OF THE MASS
APPRAISAL METHOD AND
EXCESSIVE ASSESSED VALUE

Packet Page 1131 of 1973

Improper Use of the Mass Appraisal
Method and Excessive Value
Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal, International Association of
Assessing Officers, 2011, p.141 says,

"As a guideline, a stratum, submarket, or
neighborhood in which fewer than 15 sales
normally occur is too small. A better
benchmark is 30 or more sales."
The "Downtown/Commercial" Submarket
has 6 sales. The 6 sales are not disclosed.
Massive sales, more than 21, are excluded
and in all cases the Sales Price is lower
than the Assessed Value. This "Computer
Sleight of Hand" Covers Up the Data that
must be entered into "The Computer" or
"The System" to skew Sales Data higher to
justify higher Assessed Values.

Packet Page 1132 of 1973

1 of the 6 Sales is the Norweigian Sales
which Kim Wold, Appraiser, has told me is
an "Outlier Sale" because the CEO of
Noreweigian said the value is a "Business
Value" not a "Property Market Value."

Packet Page 1133 of 1973
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JULIE DINNEEN, APPRAISERUSES THE INCOME APPROACH
TO VALUE AND THE SALES
COMPARISON APPROACH TO
VALUE

Packet Page 1134 of 1973

JULIE DINNEEN, APPRAISER
INCOME APPROACH AND SALES COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALUE
RECONCILIATION

110 SEWARD ST

1C070A0200030

$1,200,000

201 SEWARD ST

1C070A040010

$875,000

224 SECOND ST

1C070A040020

$ 295,000

234 SEWARD ST

1C070A050060

$ 1,005,277 (SALES PRICE LESS OBSOLESENCE)

119 SEOND ST

1C070A020043

$4,750,000

1C070A020011

$850,000

(130 Seward St)

122 FRONT ST
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF
JUNEAU PRESS RELEASE
SAYING HIGHER COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY VALUES BROUGHT
IN $3 MILLION MORE IN TAX
REVENUE-TAKING
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
MONEY WITHOUT DUE
PROCESS

Packet Page 1136 of 1973

Home

COVI0-1\:

~

/\ssernl)ly

Contact

v

v

COVID-19
I f~.R~~NT CORONAVIRUS
~ORMATION

I

,.

I

\

I

June 15, ?.07.1 -- !-.:, ,,_. ,_.

J\fter two mont11s o f t)udge t work by t11c 1\ssembly Fi11 ;-:inc0. Commi ttee, t11 e

Juneau Asseml)ly p,issccl ti H, i ·,_,,,_:; ·! '":· ,, . IT '/ i:,.:d(J,t at Mo nd,1y 11inl1t's

F~,~nular Assembly rvle(,ting . ~rl~l' _f,_ss!!n1~1ly vct(xl_to lowc-~r _the_ u1 m.1,:1 tv 1_:::x_1-_c:1!1:
i; (,!°1 1 i;_·: fj:j 1T111ls tr_
_, 11.J ,_,c; mills ... tlio ICJW(') ~l profH·,rtr t,1x rntC:! s1nc:e_20 1 J. T l1e.
------·--- ----- ----·---··-···--··---·····- -_!!:w budget, which begins July _1. expmHls__ tl1c 1\ssembly's_'.>t1[_.)po_r_t_fo1 cl 11l1is.:aru
seNicc~s and .-1lso restorPs mone y to t11 ri · .; ,,,.:.l !: : •:; : -- ,; , -111:,: ., H .:,: 111clucti119
· · - - -• • ·· · -·•-·•· - - · -•--·- ---··-·-···- - •• --------•-·•~•---···-·-·· --·-·--·· l . . •-- •·• · -· --·--- - ._..
-~OV81n811t~_t_~ _t_!_l_~_!il:!.9.~(~~1!::!_~_(:l_i:9_~\1!U~Q.QJ.
· - -· - • - - - - '"··-· - •· •· •·••- ·• ··• · ~

P ,Hj 0 .
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Juneau Assembly passes budgel reducing the property tax rate - Cily nnd Borough of Juneau

3/21/22, 5:34 A

The $420.9 million budget includes reduced projections of sales tax revenues
and cruise ship passenger fees in anticipation of limited large cruise ship
visitation this current summer. To offset these depressed revenues, the budget
utilizes CBJ's $12.8 million allocation of federal stimulus funds from the
American Rescue Plan Act to replace lost revenues in FY21 and FY22.
Application of this federal aid to offset lost revenues in FY21 reduced the
anticipated $2.8 million deficit to zero, and in FY22 reduces the projected $15.8
million deficit to $5.9 million.
Despite being faced with a deficit, the Assembly maintained all essential city

services while lowering the property tax rate to 10.56 mills. Even with the lower
property tax rate, CBJ will collect approximately $3.0 million more in property tax
revenue in FY22 as a result of a substantial growth in property valuations,
including a considerable adjustment to the value of commercial land. The
Assembly still needed to draw from savings to cover a remaining budgetary
shortfall.
The Assembly also restored $6.9 million of temporary reductions to the Capital
lmprovem~nt P!an that were made in FY21 to balance the budget, including the
$3.3 million Augustus Brown Pool deferrP.d maintenance project.
For more information, contact Finance Director Jeff Rogers at 723-6907 or
jeff.rogers@juneau.org.

City and Borough Of Juneau
Phone: 907.586.5240
Fax: 907.586.5385

https:1/iuneau.org/newsroom-item/juneau-a ssemblv- pas:;es • budge I· reducing• the· pro pert v •,ax.rate
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APPENDIX-LIST OF 6 APPEAL
PROPERTIES-COST REPORT
COMMERCIAL
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APPENDIX
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APPENDIX

110 SEWARD ST

Packet Page 1141 of 1973
L022 3:40:58PM

Page 1

Cost Report - Commercial

1283
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parer.I Addrr.ss
Effective Year Built

Record
Number o f Stories (Building)

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

01

Number o f Sections
Perimeter

250

1993

Class

Year Built

1896

Height

13

Building Model

C- 1J Stores. Commercials

Rank

Avcr,,ge

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

otal Arca

2

Number of Stories (Building)

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

1

Perimeter

0

1993

Class

Year Built

1896

Height

Building Model

C- 13 Stores. Commercials

Building Type

Mixen Retail w/ Office Units

Rank

I)

10
_ __ __ _ _ _,_A,ve~

1 Total Arca
Record

1 283

Nurnher of Stories (Building)

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

01

Number of Sections

Effective Year Built

Parce l Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

3.'163.00

t-<ecord

1283
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

[)

'i/,,,,,.✓..887 .00 ? Cffl
3

01

Number o f Sections
Perimeter

0

1993

Cl.iss

D

Year Built

1896

Height

10

Building Mo del

C- 13 Stores. Commercials

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Effective Year Built

/r---~~:f~~
ak;I .A
_ r_c_a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .3~~

l

:t-,,
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Page 2

Cost Report - Commercial
:,:ction 1

Description

lt:c$-; : osI

Units
3763

E. ·-c·or Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

3763

--e.~:ing & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

3763

--eaung & Cooling

Hot Water

3763

~ ·chilect

Fee

S;irinklers

100%

Unfinished

5942

+/-

Total

70.27

264,426

13.07

49,171

611 .00
100%

3763
Dry Sprinklers

~ire Alarm System
3asemenI

Percent Cost

100%

G11

7 57

?.8.486

6 GO

24,836

4.42

26,264

3763

1 46

2179

:10 .83

5,494
67,179
$466.465.51

Sub To tal
Local Multiplier

1.43

Curren! Multiplier

1 02

Neighborhood Multiplier
Deprecialion • Physical

43 00

DepreciaI,on - Functional
Depreciation • Economic
f'ercenl Complele

100.00

IXJ
IX]
IXJ

1-1
1-1
1-1
l·l

$667.04G 00
$680.387 00
$680,387 00
$292.566 00
$0 00
$0.00
$387,1321 00

Cost to Cure
Nc,ghllorlloocl AdJustment
eplacement Co st less Depreciation

$:1137,8?1

2% incomplete. check 12/05 for finisl1 Sold 6/1/2007 for $1 .SM
Canvass. Entered data into Govern. Resketched. revalued.
John_Sahnow - 7/1412014 4:14:31 PM
3.5.17 l'E'R FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS. ADD[[) PliOTO, GOVERN Ul'DA f l: S, CAI .L.BACK I ·OR 7.017 FOR INCOME AND MAHKF1 RESEARCH DMHP
3.5.17
'.)onna_Prince. 3/5/20 17 2: 18:13 PM
: . 31.2018 PER CANVAS COST, DEP, UPDATES OMHP 01 .31 .2018
::orna_Prince - 1/31/2018 9:43:04 AM

Section 2

Description

Units

Percent Cost

+/-

Total

2887

70.27

202,869

::x:erior Wall

Slud Walls-Wood Siding

2887

12.25

35,359

-,eating & Cooling

Healing & Cooling

2887

611.00

··ea11ng & Cooling

I tot Waler

2887

3ase Cost

:,,ct11IecI Fee
S:nrklers
~

100%

26!l7
Ory Sprinklers

·e Alarm Syslem

7.8!)7
268/

100%

611

7 57

21.855

G GO

19,054

5.18

M,955

1.46

4,215
$298.918 30

Sub Total
.ocal Mulliplier

1 43

::Jrrcnl Multiplier

1 02

,e,ghborhood Mulliplier
Depreciation - Physical

43 00

'.~epreciation • Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

100 00

IX)
IX]
IX)

M 27,4o3 .00

l·l
l·I
l·l
l·l

$187.481 .00

$4 36 .00? .00
$436,002 .00
$0.00
$0.00
$24!l.521 00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$248,5?.1

Packet Page 1143 of 1973
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Page 3

Cost Report - Commercial
Section 3

Description

Units

?.60,631

12.25

45.4 27

3709

100%

611.00
7.57

20.077

3709
370~

G.60

24 .479

100%

474

17,501
5,4 15

3709

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

3709

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water
Dry Sprinklers

F,re Alarm System

Total

70.'J.7

Stlld Walls-Wood Siding

Architect Fec

+/-

100%

Exterior Wall

Sprinklers

Percent Cost

3709

3ase Cost

3/09

1

611

46

$302 ,?21 70

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43
1.02

Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier

$546,577.00
$557,509.00
$557,509.00
$239.729 00
$0.00
$0.00
$317,780 00

IX)
IX)
IXJ

Depreciation - Physical

43 00

llepreciat,or, - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

l·I
l·I
1-1

100.00

l·I

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
cplacemcnt Cost less Depreciat ion
$317.780
3 5 .17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS. ADDEO PHOTO. GOVERN tJPDArES, CALLBACK FOR 2017 rOR INCOME A ND MARKET RESEARCH. DMHI'
.5. 17

llonna_f'rince - 3/5/2017 2:27:02 PM

Miscellaneous Improvements
1.liscellaneous Improvement

01.31 .2018 P

I1-T_o_t_a_l_lm_ p_r_o_v_e_m_e_n_t_V_a_lu_e_

27. 100

CANOPY

(±j)

____________________ _
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APPENDIX

201 SEWARD ST
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P..ige 1

Cost Report - Com mercial
1298

Re cord

P arce l Code Number

1C070A040010

Number of Stories (Bu ilding)

Owner Name

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY INC
201 SEWARD ST

Number of Sections

Pa rce l Address

02

Perim eter

402

Effec tive Year Built

1990

Class

D

Year Built

1900

Heig ht

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Building Type

Mixed 1,etail w/ flesid. Units

Section 1

Description

Average
8,825.00

Units

Base Cost

8825

Exterior Wall

Stud -Metal Siding

8825

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

8825

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

8825

Heating & Cooling

Hot Wa ter

8825

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Dry Sprinklers

f"'ire Alarm System

-

ost
100%

+/=-

60~.407

12.83

113,22!;

611.00
100%

Total

6849

611

7.5 7

66,805

8825

6 .60

58,245

9;>95

~ .?1

mm,

39.132

1.46

12,885

Sub Total

$895,309.23

Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier

143

IX]

1.02

IX]

$1,305,898 00

IX]

$1 ,305,898.00

52.00

[-]

$679,067 .00
$0.00

100.00

1-1
1-1
1-1

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Funclional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Cu111plete

Cost to Cure

$1,280,292 00

$0.00
$626,83 1 00

Neighborhood Adjustment
cplacemcnt Cost less Depreciation
$626,831
/24/201 7 PER PERMIT/CANV IS REVIEW Ul'DATED 1,ECORD DMHP
donna_prince - 1/24/2017 3:25:05 PM
3.5.17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS. ADDED PHOTO. GOVERN UPDATES, CAL.UlACK FOi< 2017 FOfl INCOME AND MARKET RESEARCH . DMHP
3.5.17
Donna_Prince - 3/5/2017 2:35:'.36 PM
1.31.2018 PER CANVAS COST. DEP, Uf'DAT[ f' II.E DMHP Ll l .2018
Donna_Prince - 1/31/2018 1 26:43 PM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement

jrotal Improvement Value

Canopy
01.31.2018 1'

l+I

13,300
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234 SEWARD ST
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6/16/2022 3:59:40PM

Page 1

Cost Report - Commercial
1309

Recor d

Parcel Code Number

1 C 070A05006 0

Number of Stories (Building)

O w ner Na m e
P arcel Address

GOLDSTEIN IM PROVEMENT COMPAN Y
234 SEWARD ST

Number of Sections

Effective Year Built
Year Built

Perimeter

391

1986

Class

B

1914

Hei!Jht

Building Model

C- 15 Offices. M edical. Public Ou1ldings

Building Type

Bank

Section 1

02
1

Description

Base Cost

Avera~
6.608.00

Units

:t-:-

Percen

Total

660!1

159 01

Exterior Wall

Concretn. Formetl

6608

20.67

Heating & Cooling

Healing & Cooling

6608

61300

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

6608

12.00

79.296

6608

7 30

48.23tl

11690

3.74

43,751

660tl

1 46

4630

5Vi8

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System
Basement

Unfinished

1.050.7311
136.572
613

!l,648
243.445
$1.612,301 .18

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43

IXI

Current Multiplier

1.03

IX]

$2.3"/4. 759.00

IX]

S2.374. 759.00

1-l
1-1

S712.428.00

Neighliorhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

30.00

Deprecialion - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

100.00

1-1
1-1

S2.305.591 .00

$0.00

SO.OD
$1,662.331 00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$1 ,662.331

er ph w/Carol Davis 9/24/99:BLD2007-00461 incomplete. rcinspecl 12/01.l.-km:
6/11/10 Chg Mail Addr Per Rtn Mail & Per UB Screen/llu;
8/15/11 Chg Mail Addr Per 2011 Tax Statement Addr Corr Form. Sec File for Form/llu;
11/15112 Canvass. Updated sketch. cost. photo. jcs
02.01 .2018 PER CANVAS COST AND DEP UPDATE FILE OMHP 02.01 .2018
Donna_Prince - 2/ 112018 9:25:46 AM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous lmprovemenl
JMiscellaneous Improvement
JMiscellaneous Improvement
JMiscellaneous Improvement

!Total Improvement Value

STORAGE
2. 1.2018 PE
CANOPY
2.1.2018 PEH
ENCLOSED PORCH
2. 1.
VAULT
2.1.2018 PEH

I •I

3.800

I •I

13,400

I• l

2.200

(•]

35.000

(5§)
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119 SECOND ST

6/16/2022 3:51:0GPM

?c;~ -
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Cost Report - Commercial

Record

1287
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections

1

411
D

119 SECOND ST

Perimeter

Effective Year Built

1990

Cl ass

Year Built

Height

Building Model

1946
C- 15 Offices, Medical, fJublic Buildings

Building Type

Office Building

12

,,.---

Average

Ran k.

1287
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

02

1 C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

1C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
119 SECOND ST

I

Total A r ca

-

Rec ord

44,75~

136

Perimeter

1990

Class

1946

D

Height

10

Building Model

C- 15 Offices, Medical, Public Buildings

Rank

Average

Bu ilding Type

Office Building

Tot al Arca

Units

[xtcrior Wall

Stud -Textured Plywood

44750

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

44750

Hot Water

44750

Heating & Cooling
Architect Fee

1,900.00

+/-

Percent Cost

44 ,50

0ase Cost

I

02

Number of Stories (Bu ilding)

Year Built

Description

~

Number of Sections

Effective Year Built

Section 1

1
~

100%

Tota

87.57

3,918.75

13.91

622.E,:
60

603.00
12.00

537.00

44750

6.80

304,30

55532

100%

44/!iO

3.43
1.46

190.4 7

fire Alarm System
13asement

9i'B1

33.46

327,27

Sprinklers

Dry Sprinklers

Unfinished

65,33

$5.966.390.c

Suh Total
l_ocal Multiplier

1.43

[X]

$8,531,939.0t

Current Multiplier

1.00

[X]
[X]

$8,53Ul39.0•
$8,531 ,93~).0

1\0 .00

[-]

$3.41 2, 776.0

Depreciation - Functional

[-]

$0.0

Depreciation - Economic

[-]

Percent Complete

[-)

$0.0
$5,119,163.0

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

100.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
cplaccmcnt Cost less Depreciation

2.06.2018 PER CANVAS COST DEP UPDATE FILE DMHP 02.06.2018
onna_Prince - 2/6/2018 10:01:04 AM

$5,119,16

6/16/2022 3:51 06PM
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Page 2

Cost Report - Comme rcial
Section 2

Description

Units

Base Cost

Percent Cost

+/-

Tota

1900

87.57

161i,38:

Exterior Wall

Stud -Textured Plywood

1900

13.26

25,19,

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

1900

603.00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

1900

12.00

1900

6.80

12,92(

Sprinklers

2850

4.89

13,93(

1900

1.46

2,77,

Arcl1itect Fee
Sprinklers
Fire Alarm System

60:
22,80(

Sub Total

$244,610.4:

Local Multiplier

1.43

[XI

$349,793.00

Current Multiplier

1.00

[XI

$349,793.00

[XI

$349,793.00

[-]

$139,917.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

40.00

Depreciation - Functional

[-]

$0.00

Depreciation - Economic

1-1

S0 .00

[-]

$209,876.0C

Percent Complete

100.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
cpl ac eme nt Cost less Depreciatio n

S209.8 76

)2.06.2018 PER CANVAS COST DEP UPDATE FILE DMI IP 02.06.2018
onna_ Prince - 2/6/2018 10:02:03 AM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement

Canopy
02.06 2018 P

[+]

_,,

Total Improvement Value

c_
/

$5.358.700
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122 FRONT ST
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Cost Report - Commercial
1281
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address
Effective Year Built
Year Built

Record
1 C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST

246

Perimeter
Class

1898

Height

11

Ran

Averaqe

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resid. Units

1281

Parcel Address

Number of Sections

2004

Building Model

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name

02
1

Number of Stories (Building)

D

{

~J_lPl--fJ<rr.~
-,-- - - - - - - - - ~2-::-_":'45
":::0~.0::0: - - ~

'

"ec ord

; ,n '

"

2

1C070A020011

Number of Stories (Building)

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST

Perimeter

02
1

Number of Sections

0

Effective Year Built

2003

Class

D

Year Built

1898

Height

10
Average

Bui lding Model

C- 13 Stores, Commmci.:ils

Rank

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resid . Units

Total Are11

Section 1

1,800.00

Description

Units
2450

68.49

167,79E

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Sidin9

2450

12,57

30,78,

HP.ating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

2450

611,00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

2450

Base Cost

/\rc:hitect Fee
Sprinklms

Percent Cost

100%

2450
Dry Sprinklers

2450

100%

+/-

611

7.57

18,54,

6,60

16, 17(

5.35

13. 10(

Sub Total
l_oc:al Multiplier
Current Multiplier

$247.017 ,3(
1.43
1,02

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

(X]
[X]
[X]

18.00

Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

Tota

100,00

[-]

$353,235.00
$360,:l00.00
$:160,300,00
$64,854.00

[-]

$0,00

(-]

$000
$29/i,4/46,00

(-]

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation
,;mvass. Resketched, Revalued.
.Jol1n_Sahnow - 7/14/2014 3:04:19 PM
0U0.2018 PER CANVAS COST, RECORD UPDATES DMHF' U0.201!!
Donna_Prince - 1/30/2018 9:42:42 AM

$295,446

6/16/2022 3:45:54PM

Page 2
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Cost Report - Commercial
Section 2

Description

Units
1800

BasP. Cost
l::xterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Sidin!'.)

1800

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

1800

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

1800

Sprinklers

10%

100%

Dry SprinklP.rs

1800

100%

Total

68.49

123 ,278

12.28

22,111

611.00

1800

Arc:l1itP.Ct Fee

+/-

Percent Cost

fi 11

7.57

13,626

6.60

11,880

5.35

9,630
$181,135.95

Sub Total

Lor.al Multiplier

1.43

[X]

$259,024 .00

Currnnt Multiplier

1.0?

(X]

$?64 .;,o4 .on

[X]

$264,204.00

[-]

$52,841.00

Depreciation - Functional

[-]

$000

Depreciation - Economic

[-]

$0.00

l-1

$211,363.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

Percent Complete

20.00

100.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation
FLOOR ADDITION COMPLETE REMODEL 2009
0 1.30.2018 PER CANVAS COST, RECORD UPDATES DM Hf' 1.30.2018
Donna __Prince - 1/30/2018 9:42:30 AM

\Total Improvement Value

$211 .363
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1
Hearing Motion to Use Appraiser Julie
Dinneen's Appraised Values
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HEARING
THE FOLLOWING MOTION IS MADE: I MOVE THAT THE BOARD GRANT OUR APPEALS
AND ADJUST THE ASSESSMENT AS REQUESTED BY APPELLANT PER JULIE DINNEEN'S
APPRAISALS, AS FOLLOWS:

JULIE DINNEEN, APPRAISER
INCOME APPROACH AND SALES COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALUE
RECONCILIATION

110 SEWARD ST

1C070A0200030

$1,200,000

201 SEWARD ST

1C070A040010

$875,000

224 SECOND ST

1C070A040020

$ 295,000

234 SEWARD ST
1C070A050060
$ 1,005,277 (SALES PRICE LESS OBSOL
ESENCE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY)

119 SEOND ST
(130 Seward St)

1C070A020043

$4,750,000

122 FRONT ST

1C070A020011

$850,000

AND I ASK FOR A YES VOTE BECAUSE I HAVE PROVED THERE WAS ERROR IN IMPROPER
ASSESSMENTS, EXCESSIVE ASSESSMENTS AND UNEQUAL ASSESSMENTS THAT IS SUPPORTED BY
SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE IN THE RECORD. I HAVE FOUND FRAUD AND FUNDAMENTALLY WRONG
PRINCIPLES OF VALUATION USED BY THE ASSESSOR.
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FURTHER, I HEREBY INCORPORATE BY REFERENCE ALL WRITTEN MATERIALS I HAVE PROVIDED
TO DATE OF APPROXIMATELY 1500 PAGES OR MORE, THE WRITTEN MATERIALS I PROVIDE
TODAY AND THE FUNDAMENTALS OF MASS APPRAISAL. IAAO, 2011, 2013 AND UPDATES AND
ASSESSMENT ADMINISTRATION, IAAO, 2003 AND UPDATES.
WHAT IS THE STANDARD FOR AN APPEAL TO BE GRANTED: SHIFTING THE BURDEN OF PROOF
TO THE ASSESSOR OR THE NEW FRAUD STANDARD OR FUNDAMENTALLY WRONG PRINCIPLE OF
VALUATION?

0
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2
Correspondance from Robert Gloudemans,
Author, Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal,
IAAO, 2011 and leading mass appraisal
expert.
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Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Gregory Adler <gregadler27 @me.com>
Date: June 26, 2022 at 10:38 :43 PM PDT
To: Robert Gloudemans <rgloudemans @earthlink.net>
Subject: Re: JUNEAU ALASKA ASSESSMENT APPEAL

Thank you so much. Take care.
Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 26, 2022, at 10:12 PM, Robert Gloudemans
<rgloudemans @earthlink.net> wrote :

Hi Greg. I can help a bit with a few items.
• The.hybrid cost/sales method is a common
valuation method in which values are initially
estimated based on re lacement cost new RCN)
less estimated depreciation plus land value and
then adjusted based on the ratio of recent sales
prices (or time-adjusted sales prices) to estimated
_y_aJ_ue_:_

Base value (BV) = RCN - Depreciation + Land Value
Market adjustment Factor (MAF) = typical ratio of
Sale Price to Initial Value for similar properties
Estimated Value= BV * MAF
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• Govern is a mass appraisal software system used
by various assessors. It facilitates value
calculations (much like Excel facilitates
calculations) based on the assessor's input data
and valuation rates.
• The best source of mass appraisal standards is
the Internal Association of Assessing Officers
(iaao.org). You can download copies of their
standards free
athttps://www.iaao.org/store/SearchResults.aspx?
Category=ST AN DAR DS&hkey=53a07 438-a21 d40c4-b2d7-d4886cd90137
Bob Gloudemans
On 6/25/2022 10:50 PM, Gregory Adler wrote:
ROBERT,
I AM IN JUNEAU ALASKA.
WE BOUGHT A VACANT
BANK BUILDING FOR 1,250,000 AND THE CITY
ASSESSED THE PROPERTY AT 2,500,000.
THE
PURCHASE WAS A MARKET SALE.
THE JUNEAU ASSESSOR
USES THE MASS APPRAISAL METHOD, GOVERN METHOD HE
SAYS. HE USES A HYBRID COST/SALES COMPARISON
METHOD.
THE SAMPLE SIZE IS 6 PROPERTIES.
THEY
EXCLUDED 21 SIMILAR COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES FROM
THEIR SAMPLE SIZE.
THIS SEEMS UNFAIR.
THEY ARE TRYING TO GENERATE TAX REVENUE
FROM MY OPINION.
WHAT IS THE RIGHT METHOD?
WHAT IS A MINIMUM SAMPLE SIZE?
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THE ASSESSOR EXCLUDES AS OUTLIER 21
PROPERTIES WHERE THE SALES PRICE WAS LESS THAN
THE ASSESSED VALUE.
THERE MUST BE A STANDARD SO THE ASSESSOR
CANNOT MANIPULATE DATA.
PLEASE ADVISE.
I HAVE A HEARING NEXT WEEK.
THANK YOU
GREG ADLER
310-612-1312
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3
Analysis of Cost Report-Commercial: 122
Front Street (1C070A020011)
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Analysis Cost Report-Commercial: 122 Front Street
(1C070A020011)

Summary: There is a total of 4,250 SF.
The building costs per SF the Assessor uses is $146.94 (not a net rentable figure). This
figure is improper and excessively low. The building costs in Juneau range from $500 SF to $700
SF. Applying this range to the building SF results in a building cost of $2,125,000 to$ 2,975,000.
The average replacement cost to build 4,250 SF is$ 2,550,000. No private investor would
invest in a project like this with rents in the $2 SF range. A private investor would receive about
at $2 per SF or $102,000 annually on an investment of 2,550,000 plus land costs of $1,567,167
totaling $4,117,167.

USING REAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS, NOT "MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS CONSTRUCTION COSTS"
Private Investor Estimated lnvestment-$4,117,167
Private Investor Annual Estimated Return-$102,000
Conclusion: Not a feasible investment
Conclusion: Not a feasible Model
USING CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF $145 SF WHEN TH EV ARE $500 TO $700 SF
IS IMPROPER AND EXCESSIVE, MISLEADING AND MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS

~---------------

---

--·

--------

----

No one would make this investment. Therefore, the Hybrid Cost Sales Model or any
Cost Model is improper and results in excessive value. Alternative methods of appraisal must
be used. With income producing property the standard, according to The Fundamentals of
Mass Appraisal is the Income Approach.
We have provided Income and Expense Reports to the Assessor. I received a call
today, June 27, 2022, from Michael Dahle stating I had not provided any such Reports. I
reminded Michael Dahle we had submitted appraisals for our properties and they included
Income and Expense Reports.
Michael Dahle's email past 6 p.m. on June 27,2022 yesterday stated, "We have not
received Income and Expense data, sometimes referred to as Profit and Loss Reports. The
data in Julie Dinneen's appraisals is totals, summaries and averages. What we need is full
income and expense details for the last 3 years for each individual property. Including
indications of whether or not the rents are normal market rents or were discounted due to
Covid." Michael Dahle's statement " ... Of whether or not the rents are normal market rents or
were discounted due to Covid" is clear evidence he knows business activity is depressed in
Juneau with a loss of revenue of $190 million, 6,000 jobs lost, rents abated, concessions
given, businesses closed (such as restaurants) and a State of Alaska contraction in the office
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market. The state of the economy in Juneau is not rosy and not even good. Therefore, it
clear that using a Capitalization Rate in the 5%-6% is without merit. Using a low capitalization
leads to higher assessed values. This is a trick, a sleight of hand, misleading, and "Massive
Funny Business" the Assessor employs. Julie Dinneen's Appraisal states capitalization rates
are in the 7.5%-7.75% range. She states capitalization rates as follows: "Office: 8.25%;
Restaurant 10.86%; Retail 8.6%; and Apartments 7.57%. It is improper and excessive to use
capitalization rates in the 5%-6% range. In fact, it is unconscionable and "Massive Funny
Business" to target commercial property owners to pay higher taxes based on false
information.
Moreover, Michael Dahle has stated he used the Income Approach to Value in his
computer modeling. How could he possibly complete valuation modeling if he does not have
the information he needs. I submit based on this email Michael Dahle's computer modeling
is in error, unequal, improper and excessive.
The Sales Approach would be the second approach to use, but the Assessor has tainted
these numbers by excluding Market Sales, improperly calling Market Sales Outlier properties,
mainitaining over-Assessed Values, engaging in improper Data Management by failing to
"Collect sales data from all sources" and failing to disclose his methodology to the public so
they could understand it. I would submit the Assessor believes new disclosure laws hamper his
ongoing massive "Funny Business."
Additionally, I do not know how the Assessor comes up with his Depreciation figures.
The Depreciation figures are substantial and must be recognized in any Sales or Income
Approach to Value with proper adjustments. I do not see any such adjustments. This is
improper and results in excessive value.
I was and remain very concerned about understanding what is going on in the Assessor's
Office. The fundamental book on the Mass Appraisal Method is written by Robert Gloudmans.
I have been in contact with Robert and he is helping me understand this expert area. Please
see his email to me explaining the methodology the Juneau Assessor is using. Clearly, the
Juneau Assessor has acted improperly because the Replacement Cost New (RCN} Value he
comes up with is politely a fiction. The numbers are not close to reality. Julie Dinneen states in
her Reports this methodology is improper and would not consider it. Architects say the Juneau
Assessor's office is using building costs in a major, significant and corrupt way. I am a licensed
contractor and I could never replace our buildings for $145 SF. The actual building cost figure is
closer to $500 tp $700 SF.

Address: 122 Front Street
SF: 4,250
Assessor Total Building Replacement Costs Before Depreciation: $624,504
Assessor Building Costs $/SF: $145
Architect, Appraiser and Contractor Estimated Building Costs $/SF: $600
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Architect, Appraiser and Contractor Total Estimated Building Costs: $2,550,000
Assessor Depreciation: $117,695
Depreciation Costs with Building Costs of $2,550,000: Unknown, not disclosed
Assessor Total Replacement Cost: $506,800*
Total Assessed Building Value: $496,664
*-This number is not good public relations. It does not warn taxpayers. This Total Replacement
Cost Value threatens taxpayers and chills appeals. It is improper and excessive.
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DESCRIPT ION OF SUBJECT IMPROVEIVIENTS
Tt1e 124 and ·126 Front Street ~Juilding is !1slecl on the Alaska Historic records site as the
Koba ch Studebaker Building (AH RS) f\Jo. Jun- ·182 It was constructed in 1898 witl1 no
architectura l style and had a saloon on th e ground floor. When con structed, the twostory building was of wood construction and measured 25 feel in width and 71 feet in
deptt1 . The origi nal construction included a flat roof. a concrete perim eter wall with no
basement, storefront windows on tt1e first level and sinall plate glass w ind ows on the
second level. In ·1984, T-111 siding replaced the original wood sid ing The building has
retained its original massi,ng , windows and cornice
The A HRS records do not include ti1e one story 25x?G toot building that butts up to the
original bui lding. The owners of the property stated that they believe this was built at the
sa n,e time as the original building and 1s of concrete construction.

The improvements described above are located along the ec1stern edge of the site and
lie c lose to the Heritage Coffee f~oasters building to the eost. To the west of the
improvements is a paved parl<ing area vvith 18 pa rk111g spaces. there a,·e 23 spaces.
however five are not located on the s ubject's legally desu1bed land area and belong ro
the Goldstein/FAN development lo t11e 11orth/northw<-)St.
Today, the improvements, per the City and Borough of Juneau assessment records.
include a two-story building with a ground level measuring 25 feet wide by 98 feet cleep.
and a second level of 25 feet w ide by 72 reet in lengU1. The south and west exposed
walls have wood siding and nurnerous cioublE-) hung and fixed windows. and the north
and east wall s have metal siding. The) building l1c1s mounted exterior ligl,ts, three
electrical meters, a flat built up roof. and a ceiling t,01ght of -11 feet on tl1e ground level
and 9 feet on t1'1e second lr:~vel. There arc two glass and wood e ntrance doors on the
Front Street s ide, one for the restaurant and one for access to the stai rs accessing the
second floor apartment. and tl,('.;re is a west side metal door !hat accesses the rear part
of the restau rant. The one.-story po1~_io11 at the north end. where Sketch Stud io is located
has a metal and glass entrance cJoor r1djacent to a window

--

;:>5x72 hiet
1.800 SF

124 front Street

---

..

\i8 SF

25x26 fe,it
=650 S F

!

126 Front Street

Net Rc11lilll lc Arc;,

GBA

BUILDING ..
122 Front Street

-f

=

25x7? fr,~t

1.622 SF

--!

i .300

SF

'

Elf1ciency
~8':,·.

USE
Sketc.11 A1t Studio

90'~t

A~;1r.111(1

100'1

R,tsiau, ant

:,h2b ,ipa:·l111011t

= 1.800 SF
Totals

3 eoo SF

4 250 SF

r,g ',,

'
JUUIE PllfMINllEE~i COMPANY
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Analysis of Cost Report-Commercial: 110
Seward Street (1C070A020030}
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Analysis Cost Report-Commercial: 110 Seward Street
(1C070A020030)

Summary: There is a total of 12,604 SF not 10,359 SF as used by the Assessor.
The Appraiser's inspection discloses the Assessor understates building SF by 2,245 SF. This is an
approximately 20% under reporting of the SF of the building. Therefore, the Assessor's data is
not accurate or clean. By inputting improper data for analysis the Assessor's results are
misleading. Specifically, by using a building size 20% less than the actual building size is not
only misleading, but the Total Improvement Value is distorted lower, the building cost per
square foot is increased and the Assessor is able to back into any number his heart desires.
Moreover, the building costs per SF the Assessor uses is $132.81 if the SF is 12,604; and
if you use the Assessor SF figure the building costs are $161.59 (not a net rentable figure). Both
these figures are improper and excessively low. The building costs in Juneau range from $500
SF to $700 SF. Applying this range to the building SF results in a building cost of $6,302,000 to$
8,822,800. No private investor would invest in a project like this with rents in the $2 SF range.
A private investor would receive about $302,496 annually on an investment of$ 7,562,400 plus
land costs of $967,848 totaling $8,530,298 .. No one would make this investment. Therefore,
the Hybrid Cost Sales Model or any Cost Model is improper and results in excessive value.
Alternative methods of appraisal must be used. With income producing property the standard,
according to The Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal is the Income Approach. We have provided
Income and Expense Reports to the Assessor. I received a call today, June 27, 2022, from
Michael Dahle\ stating I had not provided any such Reports. I reminded Michael Dahle we had
submitted appraisals for our properties and they included Income and Expense Reports. The
Sales Approach would be the second approach to use, but the Assessor has tainted these ·
numbers by excluding Market Sales, improperly calling Market Sales Outlier properties,
mainitaining over-Assessed Values, engaging in improper Data Management by failing to
"Collect sales data from all sources" and failing to disclose his methodology to the public so
they could understand it. I would submit the Assessor believes new disclosure laws hamper his
ongoing massive "Funny Business."

USING REAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS, NOT "MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS CONSTRUCTION COSTS"
Private Investor Estimated lnvestment-$8,822,800
Private Investor Annual Estimated Return-$302,496
Conclusion: Not a feasible investment
Conclusion: Not a feasible Model
USING CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF $133 SF WHEN THEY ARE $500 TO $700 SF
IS IMPROPER AND EXCESSIVE, MISLEADING AND MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS
····-·•·•·--~-------------'
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Additionally, I do not know how the Assessor comes up with his Depreciation figures.
The Depreciation figures are substantial and must be recognized in any Sales or Income
Approach to Value with proper adjustments. I do not see any such adjustments. This is
improper and results in excessive value.
I was and remain very concerned about understanding what is going on in the Assessor's
Office. The fundamental book on the Mass Appraisal Method is written by Robert Gloudmans.
I have been in contact with Robert and he is helping me understand this expert area. Please
see his email to me explaining the methodology the Juneau Assessor is using. Clearly, the
Juneau Assessor has acted improperly because the Replacement Cost New (RCN} Value he
comes up with is politely a fiction. The numbers are not close to reality. Julie Dinneen states in
her Reports this methodology is improper and would not consider it. Architects say the Juneau
Assessor's office is using building costs in a major, significant and corrupt way. I am a licensed
contractor and I could never replace our buildings for $132 SF to $162 SF. The actual building
cost figure is closer to $500 tp $700 SF.
Address: 110 Seward
SF: 12,604
3763-Street level
3705-2d level
2245-Basement level
9713-Total
Address: 116-118 Seward
2891-Street level
Total Area-12,604
Total Above Grade-10,359
The above characteristics must be incorporated into Appraisal.
Total Building Replacement Costs Before Depreciation: $1,673,898
$/SF: $161.59
Depreciation: $719,776
Total Replacement Cost: $981,200
Total Assessed Value: $967,848*
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*-This number is not good public relations. It does not warn taxpayers. This Total Assessed
Value threatens taxpayers and chills appeals. It is improper and excessive.

.
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DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENTS
The subject \mprovements reflect the most prevalent type of construction at the turn of
the century in downtown Juneau, where one and story buildings. most with basements.
were constructed of wood framework and siding. with a combination of storefront and
double hung windows and flat roofs.
The subject building was constructed in 1899 and on the AHRS records. is identified as
#JUN205 and referred to as the Lewis Building. According to the records, it has no
architectural style and was built as a two-story structure measuring 41 feet by 67 feet. It
was built with wood framing and siding. a full concrete basement and a flat roof. Above
the sidewalk canopy were fixed windows. On the second level were double hung
windows. The building had a flat projecting cornice with decorative corbels.
The AHRS records report that in 1985 the owners added a similar cornice to the back.
placed new double hung windows that matched the historic ones on the second floor.
and added storefront windows (similar to the originals} on the street level. The transom
windows were filled but appear as recessed panels and depict the original massing. The
Goldstein Improvement Company acquired the building in 2005 and have upgraded and
maintained as necessary to support the existing retail and office uses.
The two-story building abuts a one-story building with three retail spaces {116-118
Seward Street) that lies between the corner building and the 1 30 Seward Street five
story Goldstein Building. The west side of the building has T-111 siding. As the
photographs show, there are canopies above the sidewalks along the street side of both
buildings.
As the photographs that follow show, the rented spaces in this building are attractive
and include a mix of historical and contemporary finishes. The rear areas or utility areas
of the building have relatively modest finishes that are functional.

r -· - ··-

,

SUMMARY OF BUILDING AREAS

·l 110 Seward

.... ; 1· 16-118

; Street

I

I

! ·sfreet Level
; 2nd Level

Basement Level

i

: Street

: 3. 763 SF

; 2.891 SF

; 3.705 SF
l 2,245. SF

l

n/a
n/a

2.8~J1 SF

Total Above .,
7,468 SF
Grade Only (exc.
~- Bsmt)
..... ___ ..

2,891 SF

6. 106 SF

3.705 SF

2.502 S~

: 2.245 SF

12.604 SF
i
I

Rented
Areas

6.654 SF

I

1

1

Seward

9. 713 SF

j Total All Areas

Totals

10.'359 SF

O

. 1.740 SF

Use
Coffee shop and retail
Offices
area for· . _....
Heritage Coffee storage ;
& Mechanical, electrical
_ ~nd he_ating sy~t~~-~...

: Rented

10,348 SF
or82%
8.608 SF
or 83%

JUlL.DIE IOlONNIEIEfM COMIPANV

\,,
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Analysis of Cost Report-Commercial: 130
Seward Street (1C070A020043)
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Analysis Cost Report-Commercial: 130 Seward Street
and 119 Second Street

( 1C070A020043)

Summary: There is a total of 59,187 SF not 44,750 SF as used by the Assessor.
The Appraiser's inspection discloses the Assessor understates building SF by 14,437 SF. This is
an approximately 25% under reporting of the SF of the building. Therefore, the Assessor's data
is not accurate or clean. By inputting improper data for analysis the Assessor's results are
misleading. Specifically, by using a building size 25% less than the actual building size is not
only misleading, but the Total Improvement Value is distorted lower, the building cost per
square foot is increased and the Assessor is able to back into any number his heart desires.
Moreover, the building costs per SF the Assessor uses is $198.47 if the SF is 44,750; and
if you use the Appraiser SF figure of 59,187 the building costs are $150.06 (not a net rentable
figure). There is also excavation and a basement to replace. Both these figures are improper
and excessively low. The building costs in Juneau range from $500 SF to $700 SF. Applying this
range to the building SF results in a building cost of $29,608,000 to$ 41,451,200. Based on
Northwind Architects reputation and figures we believe the building cost to be closer to $700
SF at $41,451,000. No private investor would invest in a project like this with rents in the $2 SF
range. A private investor would receive about 36,944 net rentable space above grade at $2 per
SF or $886,656 and for the basement about 6,585 x .35 or $27,657 totaling $914,313 annually
on an investment of 41,451,200 plus land costs of $1,216,278 totaling $42,667,478.

USING REAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS, NOT "MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS CONSTRUCTION COSTS"
Private Investor Estimated lnvestment-$42,667,478
Private Investor Annual Estimated Return-$914,313
Conclusion: Not a feasible investment
Conclusion: Not a feasible Model
USING CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF $150 SF WHEN THEY ARE $500 TO $700 SF
IS IMPROPER AND EXCESSIVE, MISLEADING AND MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS

No one would make this investment. Therefore, the Hybrid Cost Sales Model or any
Cost Model is improper and results in excessive value. Alternative methods of appraisal must
be used. With income producing property the standard, according to The Fundamentals of
Mass Appraisal is the Income Approach.
We have provided Income and Expense Reports to the Assessor. I received a call
today. June 27,. 2022, from Michael Dahle stating I had not provided any such Reports. 1
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reminded Michael Dahle we had submitted appraisals for our properties and they inclu1
Income and Expense Reports.
Michael Dahle's email past 6 p.m. on June 27,2022 yesterday stated, "We have Ii
received Income and Expense data, sometimes referred to as Profit and Loss Reports.
data in Julie Dinneen's appraisals is totals, summaries and averages. What we need is
income and expense details for the last 3 years for each individual property. Including
indications of whether or not the rents are normal market rents or were discounted du
Covid." Michael Dahle's statement " ... Of whether or not the rents are normal market ri
were discounted due to Covid" is clear evidence he knows business activity is depresse~
Juneau with a loss of revenue of $190 million, 6,000 jobs lost, rents abated, concessions
given, businesses closed (such as restaurants) and a State of Alaska contraction in the o
market. The state of the economy in Juneau is not rosy and not even good. Therefore,
clear that using a Capitalization Rate in the 5%-6% is without merit. Using a low capital
leads to higher assessed values. This is a trick, a sleight of hand, misleading, and "Mass
Funny Business" the Assessor employs. Julie Dinneen's Appraisal states capitalization re
are in the 7.5%-7.75% range. She states capitalization rates as follows: "Office: 8.25%; '
Restaurant 10.86%; Retail 8.6%; and Apartments 7 .57%. It is improper and excessive to~
capitalization rates in the 5%-6% range. In fact, it is unconscionable and "Massive Funny \
Business" to target commercial property owners to pay higher taxes based on false
information.
Moreover, Michael Dahle has stated he used the Income Approach to Value in his
computer modeling. How could he possibly complete valuation modeling if he does not have
the information he needs. I submit based on this email Michael Dahle's computer modeling
is in error, unequal, improper and excessive.
The Sales Approach would be the second approach to use, but the Assessor has tainted
these numbers by excluding Market Sales, improperly calling Market Sales Outlier properties,
mainitaining over-Assessed Values, engaging in improper Data Management by failing to
"Collect sales data from all sources" and failing to disclose his methodology to the public so
they could understand it. I would submit the Assessor believes new disclosure laws hamper his
ongoing massive "Funny Business."
Additionally, I do not know how the Assessor comes up with his Depreciation figures.
The Depreciation figures are substantial and must be recognized in any Sales or Income
Approach to Value with proper adjustments. I do not see any such adjustments. This is
improper and results in excessive value.
I was and remain very concerned about understanding what is going on in the Assessor's
Office. The fundamental book on the Mass Appraisal Method is written by Robert Gloudmans.
I have been in contact with Robert and he is helping me understand this expert area. Please
see his email to me explaining the methodology the Juneau Assessor is using. Clearly, the
Juneau Assessor has acted improperly because the Replacement Cost New (RCN) Value he
comes up with is politely a fiction. The numbers are not close to reality. Julie Dinneen states in
her Reports this methodology is improper and would not consider it. Architects say the Juneau
Assessor's office is using building costs in a major, significant and corrupt way. I am a licensed
contractor and I could never replace our buildings for $150 SF. The actual building cost figure is
closer to $500 tp $ 700 SF.

~

1

1.
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Address: 130 Seward and 119 2ND Street
SF: 59,187
48,471-Gross Building Area Above Grade
10, 716-Gross Building Area Below Grade (including basement and excavation)
59,187-Total Gross Building Area
36,944-Net Rentable Area Above Grade
6,585-Net Rentable Area Basement Storage
The above characteristics must be incorporated into Appraisal.
Assessor Total Building Replacement Costs Before Depreciation: $8,881,732
Assessor Building Costs $/SF: $150.06
Architect, Appraiser and Contractor Estimated Building Costs $/SF: $700
Architect, Appraiser and Contractor Total Estimated Building Costs: $41,451,000
Assessor Depreciation: $3,552,693
Depreciation Costs with Building Costs of $42,667,478: Unknown, not disclosed
Assessor Total Replacement Cost: $8,881,732
Total Assessed Building Value: $5,346,931
Total Improvement Value: $5,358, 700*
*-This number is not good public relations. It does not warn taxpayers. This Total Assessed
Value threatens taxpayers and chills appeals. It is improper and excessive.
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COMBINED BUILDING AREAS-130 SEWARD AND 119 2Nn STREET
The subject property includes two adjacent buildings which are summarized on the table
beiow and are separately discussed on the following page.
I

sTi1i.:.

•1NG r - "c:;·sA
l

I
• · .•• w. ·~·-~·

•••

~

_,.

~·

:··NRA

ABOVE

ABOVE

GRADE

GRADE

wo,

- • - -•

•;•~ •~•~

,

46.571
SF

; 130
'Seward
· Street
119 2nd
Street

•. ••

•

w

_,.,.

·I

•v-'¥, -----•

35,624
SF

76.5%

i
!

GBA
· NRA · · •·· ·
BASEMENT '. BASEMENT
STORAGE
9,782 SF
6.085 SF

69%

.320

-·--r i~-i=1=1cfEfJcv· ·

!

· EFF1c1ENcv

934 SF

500 SF

1

62%

'!54%

SF
48,471
SF

TOTALS

76.2%

36,944
SF

10.7'16 SF

6.585 SF

Description of 130 Seward Street- Goldstein Building

The site is improved with the Goldstein Building at ·130 Seward Street, the Flag of All
Nations Building at 119 2nd Street, and a parking lot at the corner of 2nd and Main
Streets. The Goldstein Building is a five-story structure with a full basement. The
Goldstein Building is served by and elevator and is a reinforced concrete structure
dating to 1914. It was restored after a fire in 1939 and re--opened in ·t 946. Today, it is a
multi-tenant building with retail, restaurant and office spaces of good quality.

SUMMARY OF 130 SEWARD STREET BUILDING AREAS

I Floor

GBA

j' Level 1 .
!

I'

I

I·

·············
. Level 2

I

l

!

t · -- .......

Level3
Level4
Level5

s/s·rsr=· .
8,7f3~ SF
8.769 SF

l Basement
~Building

9,674 SF
+1,821 =
_ 11,495 SF
8,769 SF

Total

9,782 SF

· Uses
Lobby and Elevator access. retail iservice spaces,
restaurant. Mezzanines in Annie Kaills and Northwind
. Ar~hj!~ct _sp~ces _total ?:t~_qition 91___1_._?~).9E....... ___ .........
• Offices -~ 366 SF is State Agency and balance are
: small to medium sized offices
•

.....

•----•

..

,_ .,._, '

'

~-

V

.. -

•••

-

••

,o

"

• •

•

¥

...

~

.,,

•

-

...

•. . .

Offices-· 3,164 SF is State OCS office & small offices
I Offices - 6,052 SF is State ocs office & small-offices
Offices-· 1. 147 is State Ombudsman & 5,631 is State
WIC office
Mechanical. electrical, sprinkler and heating and
'

r--fi(lj.SfS_F_ . . _,-

¥

•

.,.

~:~t~~t~~~r:1~;::

-

-

--

•

5maintenance

•

·•··•---•····--

work

••••

· • - " · · · · · · · · · • ..

··-·~•-••·-··-··••-•···"

areas and

Above Grade
46,571 SF
.. Area Only ..._, _____________________

...UJlBE D8NINHEEN COMPANY
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Analysis of Cost Report-Commercial: 201
Seward Street (1C070A040010)
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Analysis Cost Report-Commercial: 201 Seward Street
{1C070A040010)

Summary: There is a total of 8,826 SF. Street level there is 7517 SF. Second
level there is 1309 SF.
The building costs per SF the Assessor uses is $147.98 This figure is improper and
excessively low. The building costs in Juneau range from $500 SF to $700 SF. Applying this
range to the building SF (not net rentable SF) results in a building cost of$ 4,413,000 to $
6,178,200. No private investor would invest in a project like this with rents in the $2 SF range.
A private investor would receive about $211,824 annually on an investment of$ 5,295,600 plus
land costs of$ 866,565 totaling $6,162,165. No one would make this investment. Therefore,
the Hybrid Cost Sales Model or any Cost Model is improper and results in excessive value.
Alternative methods of appraisal must be used. With income producing property the standard,
according to The Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal is the Income Approach. We have provided
Income and Expense Reports to the Assessor. I received a call today, June 27, 2022, from
Michael Dahle stating I had not provided any such Reports. I reminded Michael Dahle we had
submitted appraisals for our properties and they included Income and Expense Reports. The
Sales Approach would be the second approach to use, but the Assessor has tainted these
numbers by excluding Market Sales, improperly calling Market Sales Outlier properties,
mainitaining over-Assessed Values, engaging in improper Data Management by failing to
"Collect sales data from all sources" and failing to disclose his methodology to the public so
they could understand it. I would submit the Assessor believes new disclosure laws hamper his
ongoing massive "Funny Business."

USING REAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS, NOT "MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS CONSTRUCTION COSTS"
Private Investor Estimated lnvestment-$6,162,165
Private Investor Annual Estimated Return-$211,824
Conclusion: Not a feasible investment
Conclusion: Not a feasible Model
USING CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF $148 SF WHEN THEY ARE $500 TO $700 SF
IS IMPROPER AND EXCESSIVE, MISLEADING AND MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS

Additionally, I do not know how the Assessor comes up with his Depreciation figures.
The Depreciation figures are substantial and must be recognized in any Sales or Income
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Approach to Value with proper adjustments. I do not see any such adjustments. This is
improper and results in excessive value.
I was and remain very concerned about understanding what is going on in the Assessor's
Office. The fundamental book on the Mass Appraisal Method is written by Robert Gloudmans.
I have been in contact with Robert and he is helping me understand this expert area. Please
see his email to me explaining the methodology the Juneau Assessor is using. Clearly, the
Juneau Assessor has acted improperly because the Replacement Cost New (RCN) Value he
comes up with is politely a fiction. The numbers are not close to reality. Julie Dinneen states in
her Reports this methodology is improper and would not consider it. Architects say the Juneau
Assessor's office is using building costs in a major, significant and corrupt way. I am a licensed
contractor and I could never replace our buildings for $147.98 SF. The actual building cost
figure is closer to $500 tp $700 SF.

Address: 201 Seward
SF:8826
7517-Street level
1309-2d level
8826-Total
Total Area-8826
Total Above Grade-10,359
The above characteristics must be incorporated into Appraisal.
Total Building Replacement Costs Before Depreciation: $1,305,898
$/SF: $147.98
Depreciation: $679,067
Total Replacement Cost: $614,264
Total Assessed Value: $640,100*
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*-This number is not good public relations. It does not warn taxpayers. This Total Assessed
Value threatens taxpayers and chills appeals. It is improper and excessive.
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DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENTS
The subject improvements reflect the rnost prevalent type of construction at the turn of
the century in downtown Juneau, where one and story buildings, most with basements,
were constructed of wood framework and siding, with a combination of storefront and

double hung windows and flat roofs.
A review of the assessor's files indicates that the improvements date to the early 1900's
with additions and upgrades made over the years. The construction type is Class D with
wood framing with wood or metal siding on concrete foundations. Tl,e walls and ceilings
are insulated. The buildings front Seward Street and 2nd Street and all have storefront
entrances and windows and facades hiding the flat built--up systems.

SUMMARY T..
OF BUILDING
....................-• ... AREAS
. .
: Street Level I Second i Total GBA
Level
!
7,517 SF • i 1,309 SF
8.826 SF

---•• ······•·•···········••"O••·-~···••·••·--•····-•-·•-•······--·• ..........

·
l,·

Gross
Building

'-·······-·- ~r,~~··· ·····- .. ,..... -··-·

i

Total

NRA
7. 113 SF

8'1%
effici~nc~.Y. !
l

The buildings front Seward or 2 nd Street and all have windows and storefront retail
doors facing the sidewalk. /\II of the tenant shops are plumbed and heated and have
operating windows for ventilation. All of the building areas are sprinklered. The
Rainforest Farms building has a gable metal roof.
The finishes in the rental areas vary as to floor finish. wall finish and ceiling finish. Some
of the spaces have incorporated wood slats in their interiors. Some of t11e spaces have
exposed pipes and hi~1h sheetrock ceilings, sorne have suspended ceilings with
acoustical tiles. The floor finish varies from space to space and includes vinyl planks,
wood, ceramic tile and carpeting. Ligllting also varies in the rental areas, and track lights,
flush mounted fluorescent lights, suspended lights and wall mounted ligllts all exist.
Each retail tenant has at least one restroom. Rainforest Farms llas two and the apartment
has a kitchen and a bathroom. The Rainforest Farms has two restrooms. Rainforest
Farms has a processing area at the rear, with similar features to a commercial kitchen.
Good Vibes Cafe also has a commercial kitchen. The 217 Seward Street space has a
t1and sink in the back room.
There is one apartment at 213 Seward Street. It is accessed by an interior stair to the
second level. Due to window placement and ingress/egress issues, tllis ·1, 100 SF
apartment is marketed as a large studio. It has a. single and a double French door in the
apar1ment that separates areas while bringing in light. The double French door defines
the bedroom area, which has a large walk-in closet.

JUUE DONNEIEN COMPANY
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Analysis of Cost Report-Commercial: 234
Seward Street (1C070A0S0060}
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Analysis Cost Report-Commercial: 234 Seward Street
{1C070A050060)
SALE PRICE IS MARKET VALUE.

Summary: There is a total of 12,284 SF not 6,608 SF as used by the Assessor.

The

Appraiser's inspection discloses the Assessor understates building SF by 5,676 SF. This is an
approximately 46% under reporting of the SF of the building. Therefore, the Assessor's data is
not accurate or clean. By inputting improper data for analysis the Assessor's results are
misleading. Specifically, by using a building size 46% less than the actual building size is not
only misleading, but the Total Improvement Value is distorted lower, the building cost per
square foot is increased and the Assessor is able to back into any number his heart desires.

USING REAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS, NOT "MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS CONSTRUCTION COSTS"
Private Investor Estimated lnvestment-$8,211,064
Private Investor Annual Estimated Return-$273,024
Conclusion: Not a feasible investment
Conclusion: Not a feasible Model
USING CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF $194 SF WHEN THEY ARE $500 TO $700 SF
IS IMPROPER AND EXCESSIVE, MISLEADING AND MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS
·---··-····---------·---~--

--

---------·

____________________

Moreover, the building costs per SF the Assessor uses is $359.38 at $2,374,759 divided
by 6,608 SF; the proper SF figure is 12,284; and if you use the SF figure 12, 284 the building
costs are $193.94. Both these figures are improper and excessively low. The building costs in
Juneau range from $500 SF to $700 SF. Applying this range to the building SF results in a
building cost of $6,122,500 to$ 8,571,500. No private investor would invest in a project like
this with rents in the $2 SF range and net rentable space of 11,376 SF. A private investor would
receive about $273,024 annually on an investment of$ 7,347,000 plus land costs of$ 864,064
totaling $8,211,064. Of course, this building has been vacant since it was purchased (7
months) with no rental income whatsoever because it is under improvement to deal with
obsolescence. No one would make this investment. Therefore, the Hybrid Cost Sales Model or
any Cost Model is improper and results in excessive value. We did not use a Cost Approach to
Value when analyzing Key Bank. We used an Income Approach to Value by estimating rental
income and Expenses. Our pro forma used a property tax estimate based on our purchase price
of $1,250,000. Alternative methods of appraisal must be used. With income producing
property the standard, according to The Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal is the Income
Approach. We have no income. The Sales Approach would be the best approach to use, but

__,
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the Assessor has tainted these numbers by excluding Market Sales, improperly calling Market
Sales Outlier properties, maintaining over-Assessed Values, engaging in improper Data
Management by failing to "Collect sales data from all sources and failing to disclose his
methodology to the public so they could understand it. I would submit the Assessor believes
new disclosure laws hamper his ongoing massive "Funny Business. Therefore, the Sale Price is
the Market Price and must be the Assessed Value. When tenant's move-in the property can
undergo re-assessment/re-appraisal based on the Income Approach to Value.
Additionally, I do not know how the Assessor comes up with his Depreciation figures.
The Depreciation figures are substantial and must be recognized in any Sales or Income
Approach to Value with proper adjustments. I do not see any such adjustments. This is
improper and results in excessive value.
I was and remain very concerned about understanding what is going on in the Assessor's
Office. The fundamental book on the Mass Appraisal Method is written by Robert Gloudmans.
I have been in contact with Robert and he is helping me understand this expert area. Please
see his email to me explaining the methodology the Juneau Assessor is using. Clearly, the
Juneau Assessor has acted improperly because the Replacement Cost New (RCN) Value he
comes up with is politely a fiction. The numbers are not close to reality. Julie Dinneen states in
her Reports this methodology is improper and would not consider it. Architects say the Juneau
Assessor's office is using building costs in a major, significant and corrupt way. I am a licensed
contractor and I could never replace our buildings for $193.94. The actual building cost figure is
closer to $500 tp $700 SF.
11

11

Address: 234 Seward
SF: 12,245
4,280-Street level
2,645-Mezzanine level**
5,359-Basement level**
12,284-Total
11,376-Net rentable area
The above characteristics must be incorporated into Appraisal.
Total Building Replacement Costs Before Depreciation: $2,374,759
$/SF: $193.94
Depreciation: $712,428
Total Replacement Cost: $1,716,700
Total Assessed Value: $1,683,454*
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*-This number is not good public relations. It does not warn taxpayers. This Total Assessed
Value threatens taxpayers and chills appeals. It is improper and excessive.
**-Assessor Hammonds recently toured our building because I explained to her we had a
basement and mezzanine and they must be assessed based on lower $/SF. Based on the
Appeal language, this is a period of time to make corrections. There has been no
communication of what the Assessor found during her inspection and whether she made any
adjustments to value or findings. She did not inform me that she made any adiustment or
Findings to the Assessor's use of 6,608 as the SF for our building which is an improper and
excessive figure.

Code Analysis
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COIVIPA!~ABL.E 8U iLD ll\lG S,'-\LE 1\10. 'I
Locati on: B.M. Behrencls B an k 8uilc!ins1 , 23,,t Sev..1ai-ci S treet. Juneau
Legal Descripti on: Lots 5 & 7 Block 5. June au T m,vnsii e . J R D.
Sa l e Date : November 24, 202 ·1
Gra ntor: KeyBank National A ssociation
Grantee: Goldbelt Improvement Compan y
Record i ng: Deed 202·1 -007 19 9
Pric e: $1 ,250,000
Terms : cash to seller

Building Size: '\ 1,376 S F - above grade, w ith ful l basement
Bu ilding Age: 1914 with modern upgrades
Land S ize: 12,245 SF
Access: Seward Street and Main Street frontage
Z.on ing: MU
Uti lit ies: wate r. sew<:~r . po1Ner, phone -- all unde1·grouncj
Descri ption: T his is a one -story structure of rein forced concrete co nstruction wiH1 a flat
roof, decorative cornice and columns facing S ewa rd Street, w1 t11 a ful l concrete
basement. It was constructed by B. IVI. Behrends, who c ame to Alaska to prospect for
gold in 1887. He managed the store at this location and in 1896, l1e became• the
operator of the B .f\/1 . Behre nds bank w hich operated until Ju ly 16, 202 1. After the
closure the bui lding was placed on the market fo r $ 1,300,000 and sold within 30 days
for $·1 ,250,000. T he buyers own seve~ral properties in the area , and stat ed that about
$200,000 in HVAC repairs were needed to the building . The buyers purchased the
building to add to their portfolio and do not have immediate plans for its use. The
buil ding has rnany large exterior windows and a modern interior that served as a bank
branch. The b uilding has a smal l parki ng area at the rear, accessed from M ain Street.
A nalysis: $1 ,250,000/'11 .376 SF ::: $ 110 S F

Confirma'i:ion: Golclste,n lrnprovernen t Compr:1ny a ncl Ca rl ton Srrn th , b roker, by Julie
Dinneen, MAI
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8
Capitalization Rates Impacted By Covid and
State of Alaska Reducing Office Space

Julie Dinneen Appraisals: Income Approach to Value
(adjust for Covid impact on Juneau with lost revenue of $190 million and 6,000 jobs; with rent concessions, abatement and
closures; and the State of Alaska taking less space)
Address

Income Approach
Starting page

Cap Rate

Cap Rate Pages

Reality Rates
Starting page

62

7.5%

80-81

105-111

188

Office: 8.25%
Restaurant: 10.86%
Retail: 8.6%
Apartments: 7.57%

206-208

265-271

358

7.5%

378-380

409-414

491

7.75%

508-509

530-535

1C070A020011
122, 124 & 126 Front

1C070A020030
130 & 140 Front & 106 & 110 & 118 Seward

1C070A040043
130 Seward & 119 Second
1C070AO40010
201,205,209,213,217, 221 Seward

·Zu/ 7AJ'~ 2 0 '1 2-/ 3; 2--, ~ 22}

=a: •;e:
Fage
508ofof1973
144 1
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St?t~ rr~ Zl(;.Ju~/sr

.~um.~~ry_<_?_t.? ~~Y.~Yed CaP!1a_lj~~!~~,r.!....f3_a~es 40 20 21 -_Rea lty Rates _
_Sect~r

l. AJ_I_QJ!ice
1

All Retail
Restaurant
/\!I Ap~r:ments

·.i:1.11

~ Lo~ ----

_

+ ~22%__

! 4.58%
_ . ~~~-Q.§J.~f
4 .03%

.

! Hig h

, 12.79_

0
~ _

1

.
··--··

1

____

13.99%,

Averag e

L. 9.1Q%

I

9 31 %

I 16. 5f%

111. G9%

. ·11 92%

7 94%

Considering the capitalization rates from the Juneau n,arket and tl,e information provided
by RealtyRates, and considering boH1 the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this report , the 2018 to 2020 rates indicated by the Juneau market, are
considered low indicators for th is analysis, and a rate of 7. 75% is considered reasonable.
As shown. th is rate applied to the proiected NO i. the market value by this approach is
$860,000.

JUILiE !ODNNEEN COMPANY
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CAPITALIZATION O F INCOME
1

RENTAL INCOME

TENANT AREAS

MONTHLY RENT
2,494

$

l . '/t.1

,195 SF

$

8 I"!

$

$

9,804

1,079 SF

<

ll\8

$

19,1 5 2

1,100 SF

-·

J,~;yc;

~~

,.
·'

l.65

l ,28.1

$

l.17

$

15)96

sog

i.G4

$

9,696

150 $
7.32. r $

34,200

1

Eltl SI

$

221 Giono BaJTi':

l.i30 '.->I

s
s

2,850

$

950

Hea r Rookery WMe house
Four gravel par king spots

ANNUAL f{ENT

$

2 17 D011 1\io:s;2 ....:-" c, .....
216 2nd St. H;iinfor,"•;\ f';;1n·,,

RENT/SF

sr-

1/l"l'.i

l,2.30 SI
"/SO SF

793

,·,,
$
$

U7

$

$

29,928

9,S l 6

$

1..l,400
;__---;
•l,080

$

143, 17?. I

________________$ _____________ ___

GROSS REVENUES

,j

.....;_

7,1 L3 SF

8 .)''

.:.._

Stabilized Vacanr.y & Cred it LO$!i
GROSS EFFECTIV E INCOME

EXPENSES

136,01.3
8,BLG S!· CB1\

Profess ion,)/ Managemen t

Adrninistralio n
Wa te r, sewei , hea l, trnsh

,·,>

!,C}i

s

(6,801)

0 .30 SF
;,) .40 SI

s

(2 ·1, l8 2)

Real Estate Tdxe~

~; l .6', '.->I·
$ 0.'.,0 ~., I·
$ .I _g2 Sf·

Hest~rve Allowa nee

$ 0.tl0 SF

Maintena nce and Upkeep
Insurance

1

(2,648)

(H,563)
(ti,.113)
(H,,09 /)
(3,530)

TOTAL EXPENSES

s

(69,23L1)

NET OPERATING INCOME

s

66,T/9

CAPITALIZATION RATE

1 - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

INDICATED VALUE

$

861, 667

ROUNDED

$

860,000

~ - - - - - - - -------------------------·- - - -- - --------'

JUILIE D ~IN!NEEN COMPANY
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retail uses is $.35 to $1.1 0 SF. A reserve allowance of $.30 SF is reasonable for tile
subject property.
Capitalization of Net Income

Below, capitalization rates from sales of commercial properties in Juneau are shown.
Sale Comparison

i

, 3100 Chanr,el Drive

Sale Datii

Cap Rate

I June 2020

7 .17'':i,

: Juneau

I Use & Comments
: Good quality office buildinq with 20'½, warehouse built ;
I
~·
I
; orioinnlly fN .June.uJ Emrirn. At sale date, was rnostly i
occupied by l<rnilnts.

l
i

.

············•··••···-·· ·····-····

; Mixed use commercial bldg. of streel frame and metal
construclion with office ;ipartment. Sl':rvice. and shop uses.

Juneau
Willo Park 10002 Glacier t-lif11lway

·1

·Ap1il

2ci1 O

·: ? 54';,;,

'1

b;tabl1slwd Stale offiGe tenant under new' 10-yNH lease.
Building has been fully occupied for many years.

Juneau
,_,.,

·•-•········

...... .

3225 Hospital Drive ..Juneau

July 2021

7.00%

1

Fully occ;upiecl oihci-: .-ind medical buildinu in good co11ditio,1

!..

, 8390 Airport Boulevard. Junt1au

r :i25 FroriStr13et.· Junemi .

August 2021

.

.'

...

6.90'¼,

I Fu!ly occupied oflke. ,etail service building in good condition

8 ()7%.

1 Renovnteri two story blcln. in

i

Septembc:r
: 2021

'.

dO~·llllown june.clll ir~ g~wci

: condilio!I. Pu,ch,i:-:,t~cl hy dominant tenant
i

RealtyRates is a national service that quarterly provides inve~strnent criteria that pertains
to investment grade properties in the United States of all types. While not applicable to
the Juneau market, which has few properties that would be considered investment grade,
this publication does reflect national trends with respect to capitalization rates and other
financing criterion. The 40 report relies on third quarter data and the composite
capitalization rate of 8.T7% is down from a year ago at 8.94%. based upon a decrease of
31 basis points in treasury rates and no change in equity dividend rates.
The composite capitalization rates for the office sector were 8. 16% in 2020 and are
currently 8.25%. The restaurant sector 2020 rate was 10.81 % and is currently 10.86%.
Tl1e retail sector rate for 2020 was 8.58% and is now 8.60%. For apartments, the 2020
rate was 7.50°/c) and is now 7.57% (see tables in the Addenda). Below are the surveyed
rates for each sector noted above, indicating the low. high and average "Surveyed''
capitalization rates for each sector as follows:

Summary of Surveyed Capitalization Rates 4Q 2021 - RealtyRates
. . . . . . -~ .

~•-·••···-·"' ...»

.... ,.,_,_ ........... .

, Sector
' Al I Office

: Low
'. 4_. 52% -· ..

All Retail
·-··- ... ·-~ 4.58%
All Restaurant
i 5.09%

t. A.'! Ai?irfi~~r)~i_·~ · . _. ~__fQ.~ 'Vo .

'_H!gh
12 79%
.. 13. 99<1/o

rn.53%
11.92%

Average
9.10%
9.31%
·11.69%
i 94%

JULBE DDININIEEN COMPANY

•
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Considering the capitalization rates from the Juneau market and the information provided
by ReaftyRates, and considering both tt,e regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this report some of the lowest cap rates from the 2018 to 2020 sales
in Juneau are considered too low for the present time. A rate of 7.50% is considered
reasonable. As shown, tt1is rate applied to the projected NOi, value by this approach is
$830,000.
·---···...
CAPITALIZATION OF INCOME ANALYSIS

REVENUES
124 Front Street - .'\sii.lna nestaurant.
122 Front Street - Skelch /\rt Studio

126 Front Street • 2nd Floor Apartment
Parking 1.ot Revenue
Gross nevenue

Area Rented

Rent per SF

Hent per Month

sr

$

3/8 SF·

s

1,62?

1,soo sr

~)

IB '.,t;1l1 i

,)

$

5,300

.,,C

1.31

$
$

:rn,2.00

$

96,420

~n;)

Stabilized Vacancy & Credit Loss

$

$

3% x Sh.900
I'

Utilities Paid by Landlord

$) Ji~, Sl-x
$1..21 Sf" X
S0.80 Sf x
$ 1.2:, SI

,)

Utilities Paid by Landlord
Utilities P,1id by Landlord

Building Maintenance
Parking Lot Maintenance

,.

Insurance

;,

0.20

12.?.77)

sr

l\drninistn.ltion

Total Expenses

93,527

sf GBt,..

Professional Management Buikiinf{ Tenants

Real Estate Taxes
Reserve Allowance!

(2.,893)

...... w

Gross Effective Income

,u~,O

20,520

$

- - - ~ --·•-·--------••-----•·-·-·-

EXPENSES

,n,,wo

1.39

'h

-·

sr

Rent per Year

:u3 ,.

.,'·

:):; s s
2,3'.,0

.

C

1

3.Sl8

3.:i:>U

(8SO)

3/8

sr-

(92fi)

sr

(J,585)

l,300 SF

(1,440)

1,G22

(~,.:313)

$2(,7 per •;t,1II ppr year J.8 S!:.:111•;

(4,716)

CJ.SO SI·

(2,1?.Sj

(!J.000)

-

:) (UO

(1,775)

SI·

s

Net Operating Income

$

Capitalization Rate
Indicated Value

s

Rounded

$

(3150G)

62,021
7.50 1X,
826,949
830,000

--·---

JUUE DINNEEN COMPANY

)°3(!}J /1/{J

~/Jr

57 y-/z::;f,/ //{);L
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Insurance - the subject's umbrell a poli cy results in an expen se that is favorabl e.
compared to stand -alone properties. The co mparisons range from $ .29 to S.63 SF and
weight in making a projection for the subject (as a standalone property) o f $ .50 SF .
Real Estate Taxes reflect the expense ,n the Juneau marke t before 202 1. in w hich
assessments increased. prim arily a result of the assessors· increases to commercial land
values. Th e projected expense reflects the 202 1 assessment for the subject which
equates to $1 .60 SF

Reserve All owance - thi s allowance ,s a fund that builds up to be used as needed for
replace ment of short-lived item s such as boilers. roofs, ca rpe t. e tc. It is not commonly an
expense item in a profit and loss statement provided by owners. RealtyRates provides
information regard ing reserve all owance requirements (see table in Addenda). The
ranges are $.35 - £.90 SF/YR for offices and S. 35 - S1 . ·10 SF for retail uses. Considering
the number of upgrad es and repairs to this building in the recent past. a $.40 SF reserve
allowance is reasonable.
Capitalization of Net Income
The following table summarize s capitalization rates from sales of commercial properties
in Juneau.

r- ~~~~ ~~l:~;i~~:~~:. - . ·• -.·-·--1.
i Juneau
~·sJso:sJGf ComnlerCf,11Blvl1

May 2018

i Juneilu
r- Willo Park 10002 Glacier Hiuhvmy

!' April 2019
l. ......

1 Juneau
0

3225.~iospita l_Drive-. Jurica;; .
~ 8390 Airpp rt_Boulcvard. Junea u
i 225 Front Stree t. Junc,ni

:

I

-i~;1: ~~~~--- .:· ~if~ ai~- .·1i
7 54 %

; 7 _00¾
_J uly 20_21
_ L.~~J(JUSJ 2_02_1_ :' 6.90%
..

.

J

Scptcmhcr

.

I 2021
.

.

8.07%

·us·c & Co.riimc nts

-

- -· .... . ·;

Goiic1 q,;nltty n ff,c:1:

h u1tdi119 with 20¾ war c h o,1~c- ·t>uifl
: 1>ti!)ttt,dly fo, Junem , E 111p;11: At ~die ual e, w as m oslly
: occup,ecf hy tcnant5
. Mixed use (.OllltllCJClil f l)idH of ~IICCI lr i1111C ;incl metal
r.on struc tion with ofl,r.e. ilf)ilfl mcinl. ~r.rvice . ;ind s hop uses.
: E:;t;il,f;si,r:d Stal<: o ffice l{:11.lllt I lllliP.C tll!W ·10-yca·,. iens~

i

. Bull1_ftn9 '"'·" IJf!t:ll fully _ll!:'c.lljllt:d for 1~1any_yi.:,u s
. : Fully O!:Cll[lil!IJ o!fi_cf: ;rnd 11_1cdici1f liuil((•.r.~9 i~ !]c,>_od _<:O!l!:!!_l!on .
. Fully OC:f.llJ-l.'C\1 office •. !..C~~t_:1~!~iC_!) tl_lJ_t! ding !!,..!J~~?- ~onclilio_!.l. __ ,
Henov:ifc:cl two :story llldg 111 downtow11 Juneau in 9oocl
r:onclilion Purr.h;iscd by do11Hr)i1111 l~ll'.!':11

RealtyRates is a national service that quarterly provides investment criteria that pertain
to investment grade properties in the United States of all types. Wl1ile not l1 ighly applicab le
to the Juneau marke t , which has few properties that would be considered investment
grade, this publicati on does provide an indicator o f national trends with respect to
capitalization rates and ott1er financing criterion.
The 40 report relies on third quarter data . The composite capitaliza tion rate of 8.77% is
down from a year ago at 8 .94% based upon a decrease of 31 basis points in treasu ry
rates and no cha nge in eq uity dividend rates
The composite capitalizntion rate for t~1e office sector was 8 16% 1r1 2020 ancJ is currently
8.25%. The restauran t sector 2020 rate was 10 81 % and ,s currently 10.86%. The retai l
sector rate for 2020 was 8 .58% and ,s now 8.60%. For apart ments. the 2020 rate was
7.50% and is now 7.57%.

JQJJ!l.,J IE D ~ININIEIE!Nl COMIPANIV
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The tables from this survey that support the above indicators are included in the Addenda.
Below are tf1e surveyed rates for each sector noted above. indicating the low. high and
average "Surveyed'' capitalization rates for each sector:

Considering the capitalization rates from the Juneau market and the information provided
by RealtyRates, and considering both the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this report. the 2018 to 2020 rates indicated by the Juneau market, are
considered low indicators for this analysis, and a rate of 7. 75% is considered reasonable.
As shown. this rate applied to the projected NOi, the market value by this approach is
$1,130,000.

JULBfE DHfNlfNJEIEN COMPANY
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CAPITALIZATION OF INCOME

RENTAL INCOME
Heritage Coffee Roasters
110 -Seward Segal Company
Suite 1 Carlton Smith Company
Suite 2 • Rookery Storage
Suite 3 Mooncycle Medicine
Suite 4 • Yvette Soutie1e Lc1w
Suite 5 • 13i~ Brothers Big Si!:.lt!1~
116 Seward Street· Vacant
118 Seward - Plant Studio

Gross Revenue

773

$

.178 SF

s

28~j

.>oo si:

s
s

,118

s
,.

.\.U

$

ANNUAL RENT
90,972
1.77 $
7,416
l .'1 .l
9,276
0.75 $
3,420
2.09
5,016
I. f 1 /
3,996

'J',O

s

0.81

ABOVE GRADE SF

MONTHLY RENT

RENT/SF

3,931 SF

s

7,581

3~,o s~

$

618

s

s

550 SF

.~00 SF

1.1111

sr:

~)

s

1,000 SF

s

82~, SF

l,i'96

1,805

s

·'

("

l.93

s
s

s

~

l.80

s

2.19

8,608

Stabilized Vacancy & Credit Loss

~-'.;%

Professional Management

$

1 J ,400

s

21,552

s
s
$

s

Gross Effective Income

EXPENSES

s

10,359 SF GOA (above grade)
5%

$

21.,660
l 74,708
(6,.L 1.5)

168,593

(8,430)

Administration
All Utilities to 2nd Floor
All But Power to Retail/Rest.
Building MaintenanC£!

s

Insurance

s

O.~U SF

(5,180)

,:

.;,

l c,o SF

(17,478)

s

0.'-HI SI·

Real (~tale Taxe~
Reserve Allowance

0.30 SF

(3,108)

$2.4$ SF

3,705

$2.tlO

sr

6,654

$ l."70

si:

5

(9,077)
(15,970)

(]7,610)

(4,144)

Total Expenses

s

(80,996)

Net Operating Income

s

8i',598

Capitalization Rate
Indicated Value

Rounded

-

l.75¾

s

s

1,130,292

1,130,000

JllJJIL.OIE IDD!NIINIIEIEINJ COMPANY
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Capitalization of Net Income
Below, capitalization rates from sales of u)rnn·irsrc:ai properties in ,Juneau are shown.

·-sate Comparison
· 31- oO Channel Drive

l

· Junt~ 2020

7.J /'·/_;

Good quality office building with 20%1 warehouse. built
ori~1inally ro, .Juneau Empire. At sale date, was mostly ;
oca:upi1:d by it~rnmh;.

May 2018

i .65%

t-.4ixed. l"Jse

I

! .Juneau

Is3Go:5}iiii c~n,m.;c1a1 81\1,i.
I
, .Juner111

Willa Park 10002 -GlaciefHifjhWay

April 20 19

~

co,nrner~ia1"••-b·i(i9 ... ()t stre~i"•'frart~;•-•-and ·-,netal

com,truc:tio11 witl! oiti<.:e. apart:ne11l. service. and shop uses.
~

7.04 %

-

•

•

••

•

................

- · •• --

Established State office tenant under new 10-year lease.
Buildill!,I has hce11 fully occupied for many years,

: Juneau
L .. ....

.. . . ._. -•.

-·..

·-

. ...

.. .• ...

..

.

..

: Fully occupied office and rned1Gal buil<finu in tiood 1.:or1di!io'."
- .

- ···-····---·--~-- ---••·•--·--····--·

.. , .

~

---- ·-

8390 Airport Boulevard, Juneau
225 Front Stre;~et, Juneau

Au9w;t 202·1

Fully occupied ollic:e. retail StHvic1e• builc:1n~; i:1 ;,0c.;c1 r:.:nr:1t:0·1

· G.90'½,

; Renovated two slo1 y bid~; ;;: duv, 11\0\·m Jun,::,!u
'. co11dition. Pu1cl1:•1~;,~d by dom1n:.m1 t(:11,i:n

St'!plember

2021

!! ,

:J:.,, ci,;

RealtyRates is a national service that quarterly provides investment criteria that pertains
to investment grade properties in the United States of all types. While not applicable to
the Juneau market, which has few properties that would be considered investment grade.
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The 4Q report relies on third quarter data and the composite capitalization rate of 8. Tl%
is down from a year ago at 8.94%. based upon a decrease of 3·1 basis points in treasury
rates and no change in equity dividend rat.es.
The composite capitalization rates for tile office sector were 8.16% in 2020 and are
currently 8.25%. The restaurant sector 2020 rate was 10. 81 % and is currently 10.86%.
The retail sector rate for 2020 was 8.58% and is now 8.60%. For apartments. the 2020
rate was 7.50% and is now 7.57% (see tables in the Addenda).
Below are the surveyed rates for each sector noted above, indicating the low, l1igh and
average "Surveyed,, capitalization rates for each sector as follows:

Summary of Surveyed Capitalization Rates 4Q 2021 - RealtyRates

!-Sector
: Low
t· ........ - ...,.
.
.. ; .
•.. .
I/.\IJ.Q.f.rt<?~...._. . ., ..... l j ..5l~~
;. A)I B.~~?iJ
. . .l {j_s"l'.?· .

! ~ti Restaurant
:. _1,\11 AP?~JQJ§.QtS

j 5.09%

rHi.9.h

,! 13.99°/ii

.

·12.79'% .
... l ..............
"1653%
i 1 9~.?(½J

. Average
9.10%
9.31%
·11.69%

7.94%

JUL.DE DDNNEENI COMPANY
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Considering rhe capi1al:zat.::;r· ,-2,~t:S fr~:-:--r--. r-·;e ..L.meau rnarket and the information provided
by RealtyRates, anci ::ons;d6.-ing i]oth ti1e regional and state economic information
provided earlier in th\5 i-eport, thE~ 20"18 to 2020 rates indicated by the Juneau marl<et 1 are
considered low indicators for this analysis. and a rate of 7.50% is considered reasonable .
.A.s shown. this rate applied to the projecied NOi. value by this approach is $4,410 1000.

Jl»ll.DE 9lUfNINfEfEINJ COMPANY
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CAPITALIZATION OF NET INCOME

REVENUES

124 Seward - Annie Kaills (main level)
126 Seward. Northwlnd Archilects (main level)
128 Capital Barber
140 Seward. Little Tokyo Restaurant
Woodbury Financial
State of Alaska WIC Storage
l l SA 2nd S1reet • Rauer Clifton

1:~

Basement• In & Out P;iinting
B;isement • Olis Elevator Company
Basement - State Legislative Affairs Agency
B.1sement • Annie Kaills Storace
Basement• Shcefly Storace
Basement • Oalberc Design Stor.1co
Basemenl - Sketch Starace
Basement - Plant Studio Storage
Parkinc Lot. parking In State OCS Lease
State or Alaska Legislative Affairs
lJrban Eskimo Store
CliftonBlluer
Remainin11 Stalls Available for Rent
Gross Revenue
Stablli1cd V.lcancy & Credit Loss
Gross Effective Income
EXPENSES
Profossional Manacement
Administration
l.andl01d provided Full Seivice lJtilitiP~c;
Landlord provldl?d Utilities less Power
Building Maintenilncc & Repairs
Janitorial Service Floors 2 • 5
Parking lot Upkeep, Si!curity & ln~ur;ince
Building lnsuranr.e
Heal Estate Taxes
Rcseivr. Allowance
Total EKpcnser.
Net Operating Income
c.apltallz.atlon Rate
Indicated Value
Rounded

s
s

240 SF
420 SF
660 SF

nnof

s
s
s
s
s
s
s

4411 Sf
480 Sf

2110 SF
375 SF

s

475 SF

s
s
s

2,296 Sf!
361 SF
403 SF

.?.04 SF

s
s

200 SF

~

7.40 SF

366 SF

540 SF
3,164 SF
456 SF

(i73

s

1.79
2.80

1,571

s

2.38

18,852

450
854
984

!127
1108

475
333

801

s
s
s
s
s

1.92
2.05

:¾.86
1.70

1.Gn

s
s

1.83
l.9S
1.98
1.63

$

1.76

s

s

s
s
s
$
$
$

$

s
s

18,588
S,'100
10,2'18
11,808
11.124
9,696

45,600
7,908
9,408
S,700
3,996

s
s
s

2,270

$

371

stalls

inc. in offr. rent
90
$
711
$

1,00S
1,576
7,863
2,090
618

1,0115

$

2.10

$

s

I.82
1.76

$

16,293
127,818

s

$

2.39

$

}.110

s
s

s

s
s
s

s

100

$

200

$

79
399

s

s
$

7,730
17.,456

s
s

s
s
s
s

192

s

s
$
s

1.92
J.76
1.8!,
7..10

$

Sf
SF
.':.F
SF
Sf
SF
SF
SF

s
s

2.49

s

$

100
226
4,608
4.,Ci
100
100
75
400

1 slall
1 stall
6 stalls

s
s
s
s

s

SF
SF
SF
SF

l stall

2.15

784

s

$
$
$

$
$
$

659

1.038

s
s

l,.C:7

$
$
$

3,800

s
s

s

$

1,549

228
228
7'16
6,057.
660
5,631
1,147
3011
513

10

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

il£tH/SF

AW,UAL 1:ENT
3$,916
35,916
$
8,376
$
$
53,S68
8,076

s
s

2,510 SF

S\Jrte 201 • Verizon (equipmt rm for cell tower)
·/!!n:on Monthly Electrical Expense

s,.:,:e 202-.3 Deborah Mellison
S1.; !e 204-5 Alasl:a Trailers Association
S:. 20S Otis Elevator Company
5,.,,tes 2Ci-S s1.:1e or Alaska
51.ite W9 -io:id Montalbo
Suites 2CO. 210-16 AK Domenic Violence
Suite 217· Stellar Group
Suites 218·219 -J.M. Walsh
Suite 220- Law Office Kathleen Straushauuh
Suite 221 • law Office of Kris Bamum
Suite 222 -Goldstein Bookkeeping Office
State of AK OCS Lease 2277 Second Floor
East Care Acupuncture
State of AK OCA Lease 2277 3rd Floor
Suite 304/305 Marine Encineers Union
Suite 306 • vacant
Suite 307 • vacant
Suite 308/309 - lease beeins 2/2022
State of AK OCS Lease 2277 Fourth Floor
1198 2nd Street - Sonia Hendricks
Sth Floor State of Alaska WIC
State of Alaska Ombudsm,Jn
Suite 504 • Cranor Counseling
Suite SOS • V.icant

RENT MONTH
2,993
$
2,993
$
698
4,489

RENTAL AREA
2,037 SF
1,392 SF
280 SF

s

$

li6.R7.4
10,123
S,7'1G
5,746

18,912

}.,]4

$

9•1,350
2S,080
7,4]6
12,540

l.92

$

.7.,304

1.82
2.03

s
s

s
0.119

$

0.'/8
1.00
2.00
I.OS
1.00

$
$

s
s
$

n.241
4,452
1.200
2,1100
948

4,788

s
s
$

s
s
s
s
s

89
95

3.0%

(nbovc grade)
S%
S 0.26 SF

l.080
882
1,068
&,841)

1611,116
(22,941)
741,775

48,471 dGRA

$2.45 SF x
$2.40 SFx
$ 1.60 SF

$222 per ~tall/yedr

35,076
13,39S

s
s
s
s

.rc19

s 0.50 SF
s 1.47 SF
s 0.40 sr
$ 8.48 SF

i:17,089)
(12,602)
(85,936)
(32,1'18)
(77,554)
(47,000)
(11,218)

(2•1,236)
(71,033)
$

s
$
$

(19,388)
(411,204)
.130,571
7.50~:.
4,407,609
4,410,000
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH

The Sales Comparison Approach 1s a process by which cornparable properties that have
sold or are for sale are comparP-d to the subject property. Tt1e rationale behind tl1is
approach is ba sed upon the principle of substitution. and assumes that a typ ical buyer.
investor, or user would not pay more to buy the subject property than t1e/sl1e would buy
a compa rable or substitute prope1·ty
There are no highly comparable buildings that have sole! in Juneau. Tile three sales
presented below includP. two in the downtown area and an office building in the
Mendenhall Valley.
Bu ild ing Sale Comparison No. 1 is tile Willo Park office building at 10002 Glacier
Highway in t11e Mendenhall Valley This building was fully tenanted by State agencies at
the time of sale, and a new ten--yec-1r le3se had been negotiated. at a lower r·en t. The
property sold at its asking price to ,.:l Juneau investor The price paid fo( tl1is budcirr-;
was $107 SF .
Tile office was constructed in ·1983 and is of wood construction with t11ree floors of
offices and a fou1ih floor mechanical anci storage area. It has Em HVAC system and an
elevator. It is on a large site wit11 arnple parking .

.....

JUlUIE lt»DNNEIEN COMPANY
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Sales Disclosure Form/Buyer-Personal
Property Disclosed of $17,085
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SALES DISCLOSURE FORM/ BUYER

JUNEAU

·

j 1 C070A050060

!Parcel Number :

fA.:,, CITY AN D BOROUGH OF

Legal
Description:

JUNEAU TOWN SITE BL 5 LTS 5. 6 &

Pmperty

1'34 SEWARD ST

71

I

_Address:

I
Filer Name ·
Primary Phone
Mailing
Address

I~/)
;; 1

I ;:I

~z 1,1

FILER CONTACT INFORMATION
I Filer Email
1
I ] Secondary Phone

O - /,:; I 2. ✓ /'3 / ·2,,---

lJU

(;ft!;

l.cc-,:tt1,ui l0'i> n1,., 1, ,7m'>'

·.i::,n "'<-.-k,t·l\r'.-r/ ?- ·,. /\.· ·'-'

r p.. v,£ '''-

tt1 /rt) 5-_.17.lf")'r

'.J
i~,/J i1 cl/ i;.f 9cVtiL-

.J

Please identif•{ which, if any of the following apply:
0 The instrument recorded to confirm, correct, modify or §.W)Jl~QL~ previous deed, no ;ale took place;
0 The transitr was madt pursuant to a merger, consolida,ion. or rtorganization ci my busine;s;

D The transfer was by a subsidiarv corporation to its parem corporation without actual consideration or in sole consideration of
the cancellation or surrender ot a subsidiary stock;

D The transitr was a giit oi more than one-half (1/2) of the actual value:

•

A tran_sfer VJas not b/jsed on the ,•alu_e ancl was between immediate fomily members. lmrn ediatf: famill' m_embers are clefif\f:9
as mother, father, brother, sister, son, daughter, spouse, grandparent, 5randcl1ilcl, brother- or sister-in-law, son· or daughter-inlaw, father- or mott1er·in-law, stepfather, stepmo.her, s1epsister, stepbrorl1er, stepson, ancl stepda ughter;

0 The instrument •.vas recorded to transfer the property to myseli, no sale to ok p:ace; or
0 P.. sale for delinquent taxes or assessments, or a sale or a transfer pursuan t to a foreclosure.
If the transfer was the result of any of tt:e above, please sign and date this form and return to the Assessor office. If not, you
must'answertheJollo\~ing questi ons per CB) Code 15.05.105:
fl_,j}, ,
Name of Gramor,(Seller)
crr-v{ j' r ,, ,:u:-f1~0
fl.,,:•-- II
(,;,,id
Name of.Grantee (Buyer) ·
Le,--i,,,,.AI>-'~, ✓'
11 v·r'Vr, ,,.""""'
I
Date..of Transfer
If
'{'v-1)--,/'(_Aa A ,J,,,.....-I S"" ·2-0 :?- J
I
·oate,_of Sale

ti

1v t:-17

,·r,-,, ,~ ·r::rvi

Legal.
.tten _
o n your
.. ' !)escrip_
. . .tiot\(as-wri
'
deed)

C,U)

'

What,\Vas'tlie,a·c hial fuli amo unt paid o'ito be baid-forthe pro~ertv-? (sale price)
What were the terms of the sale?

/.. vl,'t,-v"-C..,,

- ~:t"
l; ·23-z-1 57.S

$

r

)~

6lZG~!

0 Ne1•1 locn from a financial institution t;av,11 Cash 0 Stller Financing O Trucie of Property
0 Assumption of existing loan 0 IRS 1031 Exchange D Other
Was-personal propert\' included in the sale price? (such as furniture, equipment, inventory; .machinery etc.}

D No ~Yes, if yes please describe and estimate t~,e: vaiue attach additioniJI paper 1f needed:

n. as. c;

.'

7

Oicl the sale ·price include an operating business?
~No O Yes, if 1•es please describe and estimatt the •,•a lue attach additional paper if needed:

Was the.proper.w oifered to other potential bu•,·ers?
~es; Advertised~ internet, yard sign, word of mouth,
0 No: Private purchase (not offered on !he open market}

~.H;.l

Are there any additional facts that would cause this sale to be a distressed. forced, or non-arm's length exchange?
k/No O Yes if ves. olease describe
Certifica_tioni I hereby certify that the answers given on this form are true and correct to the best of my·knowledg·e. I understand
that a \Villful misstatement is punishable b\' a fine or imprisonment under AS 11.56.210.
Sig11atur~

I
Phone:
Phone# (907) 586-5215
E-F ax # (907) 586--4520

I/

Date :

tvd&-✓

I

2--J t

2✓-o·2-1

0
/

COio/TACT US: C!lJ Assessor's Cfi,c~

Email:

\V ebsit!:

Ph\•~ical Location

Ass~sse, Gf fice i?v1unc2 u.or;

hi tr- 5 :i/iune au .orgifin ;;.: t :i ass;;s" nr-o ffice

155 5 Seward St RM 114
Juneau Al: 998{)i

CBJ 15.05.105 Transaction disclosures.
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KEY BANK BUILDING-FURNISHINGS, FIXTURES AND• EQUIPMENT
234 SEWARD STREET, JUNEAU ALASKA

The following furnishings, fixtures and equipment are in good condition and do not show
excessive wear and tear:

Carpet-$2500
Light ftxtures-$2,000
Table-$500 (1)
File cabinet-$50 (1)
Wood bookcase-$100 (2)
Credenza-$600 (12)
Office desk large w/ glass top-$7,000 (7)
Chairs-$200 (8)
Chairs ergonomic-$600 (6) ·
Conference table oval-$2,100 (3)
Conference table chairs-$450 (18)
Round kitchen table-$75
Kitchen table chairs-$50 (2)
Formal chairs-$850 (17)
Trash cans-$10 (10)

TotaJs..$17,085.
Therefore,
Purchase PriceFurnishings, Fixtures & EquipmentClosing FeeRecording-

<$17,085>
<$300>
<$40>

Sales Price-

$1,232,575

$1,250,000

Packet Page 1206 of 1973
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Chicago Title Insurance Company
1111 Superior Ave, Suite 600
Cleveland, OH 44114-2541
Phone: 216-696-1275 Fax: 216-696-8107

CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Settlement Statement
Estimated Date of Closing November 15, 2021
Disbursement Date:

November 15, 2021

Order Number:

2137280348

Escrow Officer:

Linda Podojil

Buyer:

Goldstein Improvement Company, an Alaska Corporation
426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402

Seller:

KeyBank National Association, a national banking association
100 Public Square, Suite 600
Cleveland, OH 44113

Lender:
234 Seward Street
Juneau, AK 99801

Property:

Buyer

Seller
Credit

Debit

Debit

Credit

Sale Price

1,250,000.00 Purchasa Price

1,250,000.00

Deposits

Earnest money deposit

50.ooo.oo

Additional deposit in escrow

1.204.097.50

Commissions

30,750.00

Commission to Jones Lang Lasalle

32,370.00

Commission to The Carlton Smith Company
P rorations/Adjustments

3,458.28 Prorate Taxes- Parcel 1C070A050060
46 days@75.18 per day at $27,439.10
11 /16/21-01 /01 /22
66.26

Prorate Water
15 days @4.417 per day at $132.51
11/01 /21-11/15/21

132.51

Credit Water 10-1-2021 to 11-1-2021

3,458.28

66.26

132.51

Title Charges

400.00
3,407.00
50.00
400.00

Closing Fee

300.00

Owner's Policy Premium
Deed prep Fee
Additional parcel Search Fee (need invoice)
Recording Charges

Deed Recording Fee to Alaska Escrow and Title
Insurance Agency, Inc.
150.00

Printed on 11/15/202110:51:11 AM

40.00

Declaration Recording Fee to Alaska Escrow and
Title Insurance Agency, Inc.

2137280348
Page 1 of3
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Settlement Statement

APPROVED AND ACCEPTED
The undersigned has/have carefully reviewed the Master Statement and to the best of its/his/her/their knowledge and
belief, it is a true and accurate statement of all receipts and disbursements made on its/his/her/their account or by it/him/
her/them in this transaction. The undersigned further certifies that iVshe/he/they has/have received a copy of the Master
Statement.
BUYER
Goldstein Improvement Company, an Alaska Corporation
BY:
Its:

]Iv\.<~

~

V" <.A - \j' ,.._ I ,·,t_ "-t

SELLER
KeyBank National Association, a national banking association
BY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Diane Mannarino
Vice President

To the best of my knowledge, the Settlement Statement which I have prepared is a true and accurate account of the
funds which were received and have been or will be disbursed by the undersigned as part of the settlement of this
transaction.
Chicago Title Insurance Company
BY:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Chicago Title Insurance Company

Printed on 11/15/2021 10:51:11 AM

2137280348
Page 3 of 3
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TITJ..E
\!!I. CHICAGO
INSURANCE COMPANY

Chicago Title Insurance Company
1111 Superior Ave, Suite 600
Cleveland, OH 44114-2541
Phone: 216-696-1275 Fax: 216-696-8107
Settlement Statement

Estimated Date of Closing November 15, 2021
November 15, 2021
Disbursement Date:
2137280348
Order Number:
Escrow Officer:
Buyer:

Seller:

Lender:
Property:

Linda Podojil
Goldstein Improvement Company, an Alaska Corporation
426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402
KeyBank National Association, a national banking association
100 Public Square, Suite 600
Cleveland, OH 44113
234 Seward Street
Juneau, AK 99801
Buyer

Seller
Debit

Debit

Credit
Sale Price
1,250,000.00 Purchase Price

Credit

1,250,000.00

Deposits
Earnest money deposit
Additional deposit in escrow

50,000.00
1,204,097.50

Commissions
Commission to Jones Lang Lasalle
Commission to The Carlton Smith Company

30,750.00
32,370.00

Prorations/Adjustments

66.26

132.51

3,458.28 Prorate Taxes- Parcel 1C070A050060
46 days@75.18 per day at $27,439.10
11 /16/21-01/01/22
Prorate Water
15 days@ 4.417 per day at $132.51
11/01/21-11/15/21
Credit Water 10-1-2021 to 11-1-2021

400.00
3,407.00
50.00
400.00

150.00

Printed on 11/15/2021 10:51:11 AM

Title Charges
Closing Fee
Owner's Policy Premium
Deed prep Fee
Additional parcel Search Fee (need invoice)
Recording Charges
Deed Recording Fee to Alaska Escrow and Title
Insurance Agency, Inc.
Declaration Recording Fee to Alaska Escrow and
Title Insurance Agency, Inc.

3,458.28

66.26

132.51
300.00

40.00

2137280348
Page 1 of 3
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Settlement Statement
Buyer

Seller
Debit

Debit

Credit

Credit

Miscellaneous Charges
Pay Water Bill to City and Bureau of Juneau

132.51
67,858.28

1,185,600.00
1,253,458.28

1,253,458.28 Subtotals

1,253, 798.28

1,254,296.27

Balance Due TO Seller/Buyer
1,253,458.28 Totals

497.99
1,254,296.27

1,254,296.27

See signature page to follow
Printed on 11/15/2021 10:51:11 AM

2137280348
Page 2 of3
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10
Obsolescence Costs
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From:
SubJect:
Date:
To:

Danlol gtidmann@gmail.com
Fwd: Behrends Bank Mechanical Repairs
March 21, 2022 at 6:25 PM
Gregg Adler gregadler@mac.com

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Richard Behrends <behrendsmech@gci.net>
Date: March 21. 2022 at 3:53'.58 PM AKOT

To: Daniel Glidmann <glidmann(g)grnail.com:>
Subject: Behrends Bank Mechanical Repairs

Good afternoon Daniel,
The estimated cost to replace the unit on the roof and associated ductwork, to fix the
controls, and replace the condenser, coil, and piping for the unit in the basement is:

$190,000.00.
Does not include electricalt hoisting, lifting, or roof repairs.
Thanks
Dick
Richard Behrends
President
Behrends Mechanical, Inc.
PO Box 020347
Juneau, AK 99802
Phone: 907. 780.6766
Cell: 907.723.7892
Fax: 907.780.6063
Confidentiality Note: This e .. mail, and any attachment to it, contains privileged and
confidential information intended only for the use of the individual (s) or entity named on
the e .. mail. If the reader of this e-mail is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that reading it is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please immediately return it to the sender and delete it from your system.
Moreover, any confidential information contained in this e-mail (and any
attachment) may only be used for the specific purpose for which it is being transmitted.

Packet
PacketPage
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TO: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
FROM: DANIEL GLIDMAN
DATE: MARCH 21, 2022
RE: KEY BANK MECHANICAL RELATED WORK
I ESTIMATE THE ELECTRICAL, HOISTING, LIFTING AND ROOF REPAIRS TO BE
APPROXIMATELY $35,000.
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Assembly Building Listing

211 FOURTH STREET

I

ASSEMBLY BUILDING

Juneau, Alaska 99801

la
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•-u

COM MER CIAL/ INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
RE/MAX of Ju neau
3031 Clinton Drive• Suite 100
Juneau, AK 99801
(602) 790-6144

The Assembly Building is locat ed in the
heart of downtown Juneau, just steps away
from the State Capitol Building, Rainbow
Foods, and a plethora of restau rants and
shops. Orig inally constructed in 1932 as
apartments, this building was co nverted to
office space in the 1980s and is currently
home to many long

standi ng Juneau

businesses. Th is property presents a great
opportunity for a new owner to keep as
commercial or convert back to residential,
taking advantage o f it's prime location <rnd
parking garage.
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l ···:·. •·

·:::·7 ~] ::='

- ...

I~

11==
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GARAGE :

4 , 137SF-21 SPACE S

1 ST FLOOR :

6,337 SF

2ND FLOOR:

6,683 SF

3RD FLOOR:

6,683 SF

TOTAL:

2 3,840 SF

Juneau, A l aska 99801

I
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Wells Fargo Bank Listing-Anchorage
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From: Carlton Smith carltonsmith@gci.net
Subject: Fwd: Former Wells Fargo Bank Building For Sale I Downtown Anchorage
Date: June 24, 2022 at 3 :59 PM
To: Greg Adler gregadler@mac.com
Greg: my former colleague Marc Dunne has listed this former Wells Fargo branch building for sale in Anchorage . Note the asking price .
Carlton
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Marc Dunne -::not1t1cat1oni,• tc C(>:itarm;1,I r;orn>
Date: .June 24. 2022 c1t :3.24 2·1 PM PDT
To: car1tnnsn11ll1'{\JC1 nr:t
Subject: Former Wells Fargo Bank Building For Sale I Downtown Anchorage
Reply-To: Marc Dunne -::mwclunne:a:ala;;l,a n,-,\>

Office For Sale
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Highlights
• Main Building : 14,204 SF.
• 3 Parcels totaling: 40,935 SF.
• 480 SF ATM Buildin g .
• Zoned B-2C.
• Great opportun ity for owner user or redevelopment .

Attachments

m:1:1

"PACKAGE BY REQUEST"

Listing Details
Price

$1,275,000

Sale Type

Investment Or Owner/User
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I

1VfJV1lJ

' J fJV

Building Class

B

RBA

14,204 SF

Lot Size

0.94 AC

Year Built

1966

Parking Ratio

44 Spaces/3.1 Ratio

Description
14,204 SF cast concrete and brick office bu ilding situated on 3 downtown
parcels . This iconic 2-story bui ld ing was the forme r home to Wel ls Fargo
Bank w ith a drive through ATM around the back of the build ing. This is a
great opportunity for an owner user, or possible redeve lopment.

Contacts
Marc Dunne
CCIM , SIOR, Associate Broker
11 1wc!ur111e@alasl,a.net
0:(907) 229-5525
M:(907) 229-5525
Lie/I 13791

Jack White Commercial
380 1 Centerpoint Dr
Anchorage, AK , 99503

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

.•

.

.
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.

This marketing email was sent by Costar Realty Information, Inc. ("CoStar"), 1331 L St
NW Washington, DC 20005. acting as a data processor on behalf of Marc Dunne, the
data controller, 3801 Centerpoint Dr, Anchorage, AK, 99503, 9072295525.
mwdunne@alaska.net. You may unsubscribe from receiving marketing emails from
the CDX email service and from CoStar by clicking here.
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Charlie Goldstein Story-Starting Out Flat
Broke in Juneau

.,.

. 1-
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When .. I ca::ie bac~ to Ju:1ea·..: i=1 L:98 I was n~t o:"'lly

f 12 t bro'.-< e, but ~ - e L.,; el J w i=-~3-- an~ t·;.ro young boys,

Al and Micky.

I had to makt a 1 i vi ng for them and had

to start from scratch.
wife dien't co~plaln.

It was really tough, but my dear
I had been in the grocery business

in San Francisco for seven years; I worked 16 to 18 hours
a day including Sundays, and lost the two thousand dollars
l had when I started.

When 1 was leaving,

three whplesaf.e

houses wanted me to take stock with me even tho they

k~ew

1

was flat broke. I said i didn't know what you was

going to do, or where we would land.
I left my little family with my parents and started
out looki~g for some favorable place to begin agair..

first

I went to Skagway and Dyea but they d1dn't look good, so

went on to Dawson which sure was a toug~ s~ot.
you a cout go l c rush conditions sor~e other ti :::e.

I till ~11
S-:> I

drifted back to Jur.eau and decided to get into some ki~d
of busir.ess.
I rented an old dance nall and fixed up t·.110 rooms
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with a kitch e n 6 by 6 and s:arted b usiness on a shoes tri ng .
1 took the San Francisco w~olesales at their word an d

orde r ed enough to get star t ed .

l

got tea , coffee and s pice s

fror:i Shi lli ngs , ce reals and f l our frc::i Cel'..'.onte r.\ills 2nd
bu tt er , eggs, bacon and l a rd fr o:.1 :::: . 'h;. itney Co:n?any .
f l rm wh o

~

r o .:1 i s e d me t he c a n n e d good s

was

The

t he on 1 y tha t

decided th e y d idn't wan t bus in ess in Al aska . You can be
su r e Al ber t Noan Company d i dn 't get a di~es wo r th o f busi ness
fr om me thereafter .

You can see by the list of stuff I

had t o se ll I was in a h2c ·.i: -=.y fo r th~ :jr 2. nd ope:.ing .

o.

Ads it, agen t for ·.-: e s ·. -oast 'J r o::e ry ~a . i n Tacorr.a

suggested

~or fresh fruit and v ega t ab l es .

c. ..

--- . . - -- -·- -- -

- :: :

~

d i d::-. I

·. ::e ]rand ru s h.

:

f : :- : ·. :

up a long benc h outs i de and

...

- - :- - -

were the

. ~ ;: ·.:1 0lesl and in a coup le

~- ?

o:

We

--

;::.

:~e l a st cele ry stalk .

=:: ; -: ·_

st ar t ed,

s e v e r a l we ek s

: · ~ =-:~ ~-·.. of t he West Coas t Gro cery

- - ~ :. :ne .

He

as~ed ~ e a l o t
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of que 111: t i ons about fi nances , 8r.d l
but don 1 t owe anyth in g.

sa i d I h ad none,

He asked my how much credit I

u ou l d wa nt and l told not to exceea $1COO . OO .
Adsit t o take the order an d
for 35 years .

He told

t r aded with ~es t Coas t

~B 1

I never for got that b it of kindness f r om

Hyd e and will always r emembe r h im a s a very good

A

fri end .
l was a sna ll ?otato wit~ n o cap it a l

-

t ryin g to co~p ete

with 'six ·Nell estab li shed co:71pani es : Koh l e r & J ames , a
mi 11 i'On do llar conc er:1 ,

~ecke r S ros, ~ - M. aeh r e nds

Co:n_.:; any , :.: a r t i n J :- o s ,

3-as;<in

we r e goi~; • operate:- .
furs

~

: .-.

-

~~ a =~

~a -

~

::.

:"'

2.n d

Lo u i e Le vi •

: asson, es?ec i al ly the b i ;gas t

- . -:: : .

· had t o turn into cash the
_ :- a sident fu r buyer who was
: .-. ~ t i se , add bo u ght fro~ a ll

st.::: ·. :

.

.. . .
-

.. -

-

-

-

-

C •

-'I

""'

a i1 d Ste-.var t. He a l·,11ays

s : ::-~s what wa s being ?a i d f o r th e
: o a very sma ll ~a r g in.

I !1 ung
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to th e good 2 nd th e n to l d him t h at

'>JOU

1 :i

to t r ea t

rne th e same as the othe r t r 2de r s or l wo~lj shi? ~y furs
e 1 s ewh e re.

I told him l knew t ha t he had been s kinnin g

me , but those days are over .

F r oc that time on he was a

good dog ~n d 1 began to be 2b l e to ma~e soilie ~oney , and g et
our sh a r e of the fur b usi~ess .

In fact du r ing my sec~nd

year I was ge ttin g th e bi ;; es~ ~o rtion.
Juneau wa s the ~ai~ trading cente r fo~ Indians as

•

f a r s o u t h a s ·: ·.: e 2:. ::: :-. 2. :-: :

t he ir s~ 3. c ·. t. e:- ,

5~= -, ~ 2. :-te:1 and mi:.k, and other fers .

The Si t~a .. -.:: :~-. 5 ·- - - .. - 1 n d i 2. :-. s

- - - -. . .

t e 1 s 13. n d wh o c a r1 e h e r e w i th

:

- - ·. .-. ?

..

:-. ?. : :-1

: :. -; ·.: ·_ 2. :

: -_ .-. ~ ~ - - .

-

1 y f u r s e a 1 , b u t t h e H o on ah

s , b r o u gr, t b o th s ea o t t e r

.
~ ~e

.

- -- - -

. ::,

Int e rior Indi a ns on the

a s they w~ re s l a ves of the

:-1.: rs fror:1 them

- -- - -~ :~ j i g ca!!aes .

::.

,:_

a t Skagway

l thinl-< I told

ca noes t h a t could hold

--.:?. :i ~f

furs .
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:- ~- ~h3t is now
:::':..!C:1 p rized sea

Co r dova a~d V2 11ez ;
otter.

i:' :/ 'J l! l oo~ at_ - =-

By

our tradi:--.;

· - ...
- -

,... .....

-:::.

-

~

""

see the extent of

J

1; : c

t he de~and for ca sh
the ba l ance in

had ri sen
trade.

Of course, ln~~an tr2~e w~s not the only source of

revenue, 2s golt ~~nes were flourshing in this section.
The lre a d·..:2 : : ::-. ::-. :z
1500 men ,

2~ c

'·.: s t. 2.c:oss t:1e channel hi red abou t

: ~e 7~2~e ~:~e only three mil es from Juneau

h ad n e 2. r. 1 ·: _ _ :-:-.2. :-<.' ,

2. :--. ;:

~ •- :-. e r

s ma 11 e r p 1 a c e r o r q u a r t z

And too, of
-_ .-. -?

~ ~

... ::.

~
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Determination Letter
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Response to Petition for Review/ Determination Letter

Finance Department
Assessor Division
155 S Seward St.
Juneau AK 99801
(907) 586-5215 Ext. 4906
Petition/Appeal Number: See List

Site Address: Varied

Parcel Number: See List

Owner/Appellant: Goldstein

June 7, 2022
This is our response and determination after review of your assessed value(s) based on your Petition for Review. This
letter is being sent to get processes and timelines started. We can still discuss this and it can still be withdrawn or can
become an administrative correction up to the point of a BOE hearing. If you desire to go to the BOE please let us
know by June 14, 2022.

µo

p1#-IDiN6-Si ft1V\? {JD Oi~U1tt$

Petitions for Review and Appeals

/

•

The appeal proces
arts wit a Review by the Assessor's Office. If, at the c~e'~on of the Review, you do not
wish to accept tH indings o the Assessor's Office then you have the op ·d'ri for the Review to be converted into
an official Appeal t he
rd of Equalization. (One form serves bot
e s.

•

Definitions of reasons for appeal - The appellant must provide ~ · ence proving one of the following.
o Excessive - grossly disproportionate when compared/a other assessments
o Unequal - treated differently than other proper ·✓sin the same property class

o
o

Improper-valuation methodology was imp
Undervalued -valued less than market

er

disproportionately lower than other assessments

•

a Review to a formal Appeal, if your value is not at full market
Be
alue we ma in accordance with law, r om mend an increase to full market value. This is one difference
between the Review process, wher
e honor the value that was sent o with the notice, and the Appeal
process, where after closer rev·
of an individual parcel we may recomm nd market value. The BOE may
choose to increase your vaj.kr from the amount in the Assessment Notice to ull market value.

•

State statute require hat the burden of proof is upon the appellant to
above conditions as been met (AS 29.45.210).

ovide evidence that one of the

Results of Revi

Based upon the evidence that you provided we have made the following determination
assessment valuation.
•

No ch? nge is indicated for any of the appeals.
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Appellant Response for Assessment Year 2022 Petition for Review

(This is the section where you indicate your acceptance or rejection of the Assessor's Office conclusion. Initial your
choice below and then sign and return this part of the form.)

My acceptance or rej ection of the conclusion(s) of the Review is/are indicated below.

Initial your choice for eaclioarce

elow.

Parcel Number
from Review
recommended to
the BOE.)

"iC070A0S00 , 0

2,547,520

2,683,295

Initial here to
Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

Parcel Number

el/ant's
Es imate of
;
V ue

recommended to
the BOE.)

2,173,353
Initial here to
Asse

r.

Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended va luation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

Parcel Number
from Revi w
recommended to
the BOE.)

1C070A040020
Initial here to
Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.
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Parcel Number

1C070A02003
Initial here to

1,929,966

recommended to
the BOE.}
2,032,827

Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

on Notice

pellant's
E timate of
Jue

Assessed Value
from Review

II Market Value
(May be
recommended to
the BOE.}

Assessor.
Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

Parcel Number

Appellant's
stimate of
alue

from Review
recommended to
the BOE.)

1C070A020043
Initial here to
Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

I understand that I will be expected to provide specific evidence to the Board which clearly illustrates that
my parcel valuation is: excessive, unequal, valued with improper methodology or is less than market value.
Appellant's Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please return to Assessor's Office via email, fax or mail.

•

Email: Assessor.Office@juneau .org

•

Fax: 907-586-4520

•

Mail: 155 South Seward St. Juneau, AK 99801

Please indicate above if you accept our conclusion or you desire to appeal to the Board of Equalization. Please return
your response to our office within 7 days which would be by June 14, 2022. If we do not hear back from you we will
close the review/appeal.
If you have any questions you are welcome to contact us.
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Public Relations
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Public Relations and Customer Service, Assessment Administration,
International Association of Assessment Officers, 2003, Chapter 14,
pp. 353-4, states:
"Public Relations in an assessment office often functions as an afterthought or a means
to address an impending crisis. Instead, public relations should be an integral part of the office
with a long-term goal of better informing the public. An effective public relations program
requires good communication between the assessment office and the public."
"Assessment valuation appraisal and the functions of an assessment office may be
difficult for the public to comprehend. Technical terms and procedures used by the assessor
must be understandable."
"Typically, the better informed the public, the fewer number of appeals and
complaints ... and a public more willing to provide information requested by the assessor ... Too
often there is a perception by the public that assessment offices are uncaring and
inefficient .... Another way to think about it is to treat the property owner the way a customer at
a store should be treated."

The Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal, International Association of
Assessment Officers, 2011, Chapter 1, Introduction to Mass Appraisal,
p. 15, states:
"In reporting the results of a real property appraisal, an appraiser must communicate
each analysis, opinion and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading. (TAF 2010, U-21)

The Juneau Assessor has acted in an improper manner resulting in excessive assessed
value, in the following manner:
1. Used a "Hybrid Cost Approach/Sales Comparison Approach to Value"
a. Never disclosed different data sets inputted into computer modeling
b. Cost Approach-did not use real building costs
c. Cost Approach-manipulated building costs
d. Sales Approach-excluded lower sales to obtain higher assessed values
e. Sales Approach-did not disclose sales had been excluded from computer
modeling
f. Falsely claimed they were unable to obtain Sales Comparables
g. Excluded the ist and 2nd Assembly Building sales from computer modeling
h. Falsely defined "Outlier" property to exclude property from computer
modeling
i. Failed to admit that Assessed Value has been too high for decades
j. Used inflated Assessed Values to claim Sales were at variance beyond a
1.Sx
k. Used inflated Assessed Values to exclude Sales
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I have expressed to Michael Dahle a willingness to "Settle" our differences and he stated we do
not settle cases. In our first conversation, he stated to me he was in commercial real estate and
we "Got A Steal" and "He Would Have Bought the Property." He clearly has a conflict of
interest. His comments got me thinking .... he would have bought 234 Seward for $1.250,000.
He never said he would have bought the property for $2,547,520. If 234 Seward was priced at
$2,547,520 it would have met the same fate as the Assembly Building which was priced at$
2,650,000 and sold 1,240 days later for$ 750,000. The Seller was motivated to sell and not
continue to have a vacant and obsolete building on its books. Key Bank's representative, Jones,
Lang La Salle in Ohio (Kristen Schneider} said yesterday, "It would make more sense to
"reappraise" the property after the improvements that are being made now can be taken into
account. That should take place in 2023, not in 2022 at the time of sale." The sales price must
be the assessed value less personal property, obsolescence and the costs to bring the
property in rentable condition.

Mary Hammond has accused me of seeking "Special Treatment" and "Circular
Reasoning." Pejorative name-calling has no place in the Assessment Office. We have never
sought "Special Treatment" or done "Circular Reasoning" rather like many Appellants we feel
we have been excellent stewards of commercial property in Juneau. Our income and expense
statements show we are not fortune seekers We are hard-working, good people, with a long
history of community involvement in Juneau seeking to understand the Assessment Office and to
be treated fairly.

We are not looking for "special treatment" as the
Assessor has stated to me. We are looking for
equity and openness of public records.
The Assessor has stated, our models are right. / have no idea about your models

because they have not been disclosed! The Assessor Models are the tainted by the sales data
inputted and excluded.
The Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property. Approved 2013. paragraph 5.5
states,

"The assessment office staff must have confidence in the appraisals and be able to
explain and defend them. The confidence begins with application of reliable appraisal
techniques, generation of appropriate valuation reports, and review of preliminary values.

!!

may be helpful to have reports that list each parcel. its characteristics, and its calculated
value. Parcels with unusual characteristics, extreme values, or extreme changes in values

should be identified for subsequent individual review. Equally important, summary reports
should show average values, value changes, and ratio study statistics for various strata of
properties. These should be reviewed to ensure the overall consistency of values for various
types of property and various locations. (See the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
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Practice, Standards Rule 6-7, for reporting requirements for mass appraisals [The Appraisal
Foundation, Appraisal Standards Board 2012-2013).)
The staff should also be prepared to support individual valuations as required, preferably
through comparable sales. At a minimum, staff should be able to produce a property record
and explain the basic approach (cost. sales comparison or income) used to estimate the value

property owner should never be told simply
that "the computer" or "the system" produced the
appraisal. In general, the staff should tailor the explanation to the taxpayer's

oftheproperty.A

knowledge and experience. Equations converted to tabular form can be used to explain the
basis for valuation.
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Adam Gottschalk, City Attorney, Paid Price
is Market Price
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Adam Gottschalk, City Attorney, said in the
Juneau Empire on June 20, 2022:
"THE BOARD PROCESS IS TO CORRECT ERRORS, {E.G. BEING ASSESSED
SUBSTANTIALLY MORE THAN JUST PAID)."

NOVERMBER24,2022-PAID

$ 1,250,000

JANUARY 1, 2022-ASSESSED $ 2,547,000
Description:
Basement-below grade oil tanks; massive uninsulated ducting; concrete walls dividing up space;
ist Floor-Operating costs for historical building well above average (Mezzanine & Basement)
Mezzanine-Separate building systems; including close mezzanine from overlooking 1st floor
space
Personal Property-$17,085

Functional Obsolescence-Yes. 1 tenant building; massive windows not energy efficient; no
insulation; ducting no insulation; mechanical system not operable; 20' ceilings on first floor;
bank vaults; no elevator; access to mezzanine through 1st floor and stairs; historical building
Obsolescence Estimated at $200,000
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Market Sale-Carlton Smith, Broker;
Marketing Steps and Market Value
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,-

MARKETING STEPS 234
SEWARD STREET FROM
CARLTON SMITH
CO-BROKER AGREEMENT SIGNED 7/23/2021
1sr FACEBOOK EXPOSURE AD-8/11/2021
1sr JUNEAU EMPIRE AD-8/13/2021
BUYER INTEREST BEFORE LOI SIGNEDFROM THE FOLLOWING:
TRACEY R, STEVES, IBEW, GARRETT (WHO REPRESENTED CHRISTY ERIKSEN,
KINDRED POST DID SUBMIT AN OFFER, GLIDMAN (GOLDSTEIN), JAKE HAAS, TOM MOLLEY.
BUYER INTEREST AFTER LOI SIGNED:
SIMPSON, PAT RACE, ETC.
FINAL LOI DATE-9/7 /2021
CLOSING EXTENDED TO 11/24/2021

EXPOSURE TO MARKET AND SALE
FOUR (4) MONTHS

7/23/2021 TO 11/24/2021
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Begin forwarded message:
From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@qmail.com>
Subject: Re: responses
Date: June 27, 2022 at 12: 17:04 PM PDT
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>

Michael,
We have supplied all of our Income and Expense Data in Julie Dinnenn's
Appraisals. You have this information. Please use it and rely on it. To not use it is a
travesty of justice.
Once again, your office states it has collected only 35-40% of Sales Data, you
say our Sales Price was Confidential yet we returned the Sales Disclosure in a timely
manner, you excluded at least 21 sales where the sales price was substantially lower
than the assessed value. I submit you office would not get a passing grade in Data
Management. Include the 21 sales I provided you. Enter them into your computer
modeling. It is prudent and proper to include them.
Most appraisers get Cost Data from local architects and contractors, not
Swift. The Cost Data I have falls between $450-$700 SF. With rents in the $2 range it is
not feasible to use the Cost Approach. Thus, you must use the Income Approach
1st. It is best approach under the IAAO for investment property. This is common
knowledge as you assert falsely, to compare that commercial values have shot up
double.
Why did you send out a Press Release stating the funds raised through this
property tax scheme was used for the local pool and community grants because these
are general services such as the police department.
Our 234 SEWARD ST is market sale. I have heard you assert it is not a market
sale because it was not exposed to the market. This is false. It was exposed to the
market, as follows:
7/23/2021 Co-Broker Agreement signed 7/23/2021
1st Facebook Exposure-8/11 /2021
1st Juneau Empire ad-8/13/2021
Purchase Contract signed-9/27/2021 (2 months and 1 week)
Purchase Contract Contingency Ends-10/27/2021
Buyer Interest Before LOI signed: Tracey R, Steve S, IBEW, Garrett (for
Christy Eriksen), Kindred Post, Goldstein, Jake Haas, Tom Malley
Buyer Interest After LOI signed: Simpson, Pat Race, etc.
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The property was exposed to the Market for 3 months and 1 week. This is
normal exposure to the market.
The property closed on November 24,2021 for $1250,000 this was a market sale
taking 4 Fourth Months less personal property ($17085) which you have ignored and
obsolescence which we estimated at about $235,000 on January 1.
We rely on the IAAO to understand the Assessment Process and are in touch
with Robert Gloudemans who wrote the Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal.
Thank you for your consideration,
Hopefully we can resolve the appeals before Thursday.
Let me know. We are willing to settle using our market sale at 234 Seward and
the Appraisal Values Julie Dinnenn uses-the Income Approach and the Sales
Approach. She concludes it is not feasible to use the Cost Approach. I suggest you
throw out your Cost Approach because it is misleading and inaccurate as you
know. You need 2 methods to do the Assessment and the two methods Julie uses are
the best method.
Greg

On Jun 27, 2022, at 11 :49 AM, Michael Dahle <Michael_.Dahle@juneau.org> wrote:
Greg,
Here are responses to items in two of your recent emails.
I received this Bank Building listing last week.
•

We will forward that to the Clerk's Office.

Will you explain why you rely on the Govern Approach or Cost Approach to Value?
•

•

There is no such thing as the "Govern Approach." Govern is the CAMA {Computer Assisted
Mass Appraisal) software that we use. Within Govern you can apply the standard Cost, Sales
and Income Approaches to value.
As I have explained most commercial properties are valued based on sales applied through a
market (sales) adjusted price per sf for land which also includes features adjustments and a
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•

market (sales) adjusted per sf value for the buildings which is also adjusted for characteristics
such as type, quality, condition and features. This total value is then compared again against
the market (sales) and adjusted as needed.
When a fee appraiser does an individual appraisal, in doing the Market or Sales Comparison
Approach they have to adjust the comparables to the subject. The above described process
does the same thing on a mass appraisal scale.

With Investment property, with income and expenses, it is my belief the Income Approach is
the standard appraisal method; with the second method being the Sales Comparison Approach
to Value.
Please explain this including what professional resource you use to come up with your Costs.
It is anathema to use the Cost Approach or Govern Approach when it is not feasible to build
new construction in Juneau.
•

•
•

In regards to the income approach, your company has not submitted profit and loss
information for any of this year's appeals, therefore, it has been considered but not applied for
this year.
The income approach is reliant on sales data so it is impacted by the limited sales data.
The tables for the Cost Approach are supplied by Marshall & Swift along with factors to
adjust them to the local market.

?lttdaet7)aite

Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org
<image00l.png>
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From: Carlton Smith carltonsmith@gci.net
Subject: FW: Key Bank Building
Date: June 23, 2022 at 9:31 AM
To: Greg Adler gregadler@me.com
Cc: Toma Alario tomaa@ak.net

Good morning Greg:

#

Toma has added her responses based on our files in RED.

My responses to questions 4, 5, 6, and 7 are:
4. From initial listing (7-23) to the date of the Purchase and sale agreement (9-27) took
9 weeks. Before the final PSA was accepted, we had another offer, which was rejected
because it required a financing contingency and we had no knowledge of the capability
or experience of the buyer. We had over one dozen showings, involving four outside
Brokers. One interested party was looking at a hotel conversion for the site; Another
was looking to convert it to retail; Another was looking to purchase it for a union hall and
associated space for lobbyists to the legislature. (IBEW)
5. Wells Fargo Bank sold its building in Lemon Creek before it was even known to be
available for purchase. We don't have those dates, but as I recall, it was vacated about
18 months ago, and Wells Fargo Corporate sold it directly to an adjacent property owner
without listing it with a Broker for sale. (Odom Corporation) The sale price was not
disclosed.
6. The sellers' asset manager (Jones Lang La Salle) considered the fact that the Elks
Building, (originally listed at $1,547,000) is still vacant and on the market for over four
years and the $600,000 sale of the FNBA downtown Branch building (2015) were
examples of vacant buildings that needed to be priced appropriately if they were to sell.
They took those facts into consideration that led to the list price decision.
7. The Assembly building is a current example of how much cost is associated with repurposing a building, and taking that into account when bringing a property to market. I
believe you have that information from its initial list price to its sale to a government
related entity.
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Common sense and
Fundamentals of Mass
Appraisal, 2011 tells us Sales
Price is Market Value.
The Alaska Supreme Court
defines Market Value as, "The
price in money that the
property could be sold for on
the open market under fair
conditions between an owner
willing to sell and a buyer
willing to buy, with a
reasonable time allowed to
find a purchaser."
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Our burden of proof
has been met that a
Market Sale happened
when we bought 234
Seward Street for

$ 1,250,000.
*Open Market
* Property Exposed to
Market Four {4)Months
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REAL ESTATE SALE AGREEMENT
THIS REAL ESTATE SALE AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is dated as of September
27, 2021 (the "Effective Date"), by and between KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a
national banking association ("Seller") and GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY, an
Alaska corporation ("Purchaser").
BACKGROUND
A.
Seller owns the real property located at 234 Seward Street, Juneau, Alaska 99803
and more particularly described on Exhibit A attached to and made a part of this Agreement,
together with all buildings, improvements, appmtenant rights, privileges and easements with
respect to such property (collectively, the "Property").
B.
Seller wishes to sell, and Purchaser wishes to purchase, all of Seller's right, title
and interest in and to the Property, on the tenns, conditions and provisions set forth in this
Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises set forth in this Agreement,
and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are acknowledged
by each party, Seller and Purchaser agree as follows:
1.
Purchase and Sale; Conveyance. Purchaser agrees to purchase from Seller, and
Seller agrees to sell to Purchaser, all of Seller's right, title and interest in and to the Property upon
the tenns, conditions and provisions set forth in this Agreement. Seller shall convey the Property
to Purchaser by special warranty deed (the "Deed") subject only to the Pennitted Exceptions (as
defined below) and matters that would be shown by an accurate survey of the Property.
2.
Purchase Price. The purchase price for the Property shall be ONE MILLION TWO
HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($1,250,000.00) (the "Purchase
Price"). Purchaser shall pay the Purchase Price as follows:
(a)
FIFTY THOUSAND AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($50,000.00) in cash,
certified check, or other immediately available funds, as earnest money (the "Deposit")
shall be deposited into an interest-bearing escrow account (the "Escrow Account") with
the Title Insurer (as defined below) within five (5) business days after the full execution of
this Agreement. All interest earned on the Deposit shall be deemed to be included in the
tenn "Deposit."
(b)
The balance of the Purchase Price (less the Deposit, including any interest
earned thereon), plus or minus the prorations authorized by this Agreement, shall be
delivered to Seller at the Closing (as defined below) in cash, certified check, or other
immediately available funds.
3.
Title Commitment. Seller shall obtain a commitment for an ALT A Owner's Fonn
policy of title insurance (the "Commitment"), together with copies of all title exceptions shown
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or referenced in the Commitment (the "Underlying Documents"). The Commitment shall be
(i) in the amount of the Purchase Price, (ii) dated as of the most recent date available from the
Title Insurer, (iii) issued by the Cleveland, Ohio office of Chicago Title Insurance Company (the
"Title Insurer"), and (iv) show fee simple title to the Property in Seller or an affiliate of Seller.
4.
Survey. If Purchaser elects, Purchaser may, at its sole cost and expense, obtain an
ALT A survey of the Property prepared by a surveyor licensed by the State of Alaska (the
"Survey").

5.

Title and Survey Review.

(a)
Purchaser shall have thirty (30) days from the Effective Date (the "Title
Review Period") to review the Commitment, Underlying Documents, and if obtained by
Purchaser, the Survey. If, within the Title Review Period, Purchaser serves written notice
(the "Title Notice") on Seller that the Commitment or Survey contains any matter,
exception or exceptions, other than those described in the last sentence of this Paragraph
5(a), which Purchaser deems unacceptable (the "Unpermitted Exceptions"), then Se11er
shall have the right, but not the obligation, within thirty (30) days after the date of such
notice (the "Cure Period") to cure such defects by (x) removing such Unpennitted
Exceptions, or (y) causing the Title Insurer to provide an affinnative endorsement insuring
Purchaser over the effect of such Unpennitted Exceptions, except for monetary liens which
Seller may discharge on the Closing Date (as defined below). If applicable, the Closing
Date shall be extended to pennit the running of the Cure Period. All existing exceptions
not objected to in the Title Notice as being Unpermitted Exceptions are hereinafter referred
to as "Permitted Exceptions". In addition, the following matters shall also be deemed
Pennitted Exceptions: (I) then current general and special real estate taxes and assessments
which are a lien but are not due and payable at the time the Deed is filed for record, (2)
matters created, suffered or pennitted by or through the Purchaser, (3) roads, highways and
other public rights of way, (4) zoning, land use and other governmental laws, rules and
regulations, and (5) matters which would be revealed by an accurate survey of the Property.

If Seller is unable or unwilling to cause any or all of the Unpennitted
(b)
Exceptions to be removed or insured over by endorsement as described above, Purchaser
shall have the right to:
(i)
tenninate this Agreement by sending written notice of such
tennination to Seller within ten ( I 0) days after the expiration of the Cure Period, in
which event the Deposit shal1 be refunded to Purchaser promptly as Purchaser's
sole and exclusive remedy, and thereafter neither Seller nor Purchaser shall have
any further obligations under this Agreement except as explicitly stated herein; or
(ii)
waive its objection to such Unpermitted Exceptions and accept title
to the Property subject thereto without reducing the Purchase Price or providing a
credit thereto, in which case such Unpennitted Exceptions shall be deemed
Pennitted Exceptions (Purchaser being deemed to have elected this option (ii) if it
fails to tenninate this Agreement in accordance with the immediately preceding
option (i)).

2
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(c)
If Purchaser has not delivered the Title Notice to Seller by the expiration of
the Title Review Period, Purchaser shall be deemed to have waived the provisions of this
Paragraph 5.
6.

Purchaser's Review.

(a)
Within three (3) business days after the Effective Date, Seller shall provide
to Purchaser, to the extent such items are contained in Seller's electronic central property
file and relate to the Property, site plans, surveys, previous title searches, commitments and
title policies, as-built drawings, soil reports, environmental reports, leases, and permits
(collectively, the "Seller Property Documents"). The Seller Property Documents will be
provided without representation or warranty of any kind whatsoever.
(b)
Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 7 below, Purchaser shall have thirtyfive (35) days from the date the Seller Property Documents are delivered to Purchaser (the
"Feasibility Review Period") to conduct a physical inspection of the Property and perfonn
such examinations and inspections reasonably necessary to ascertain whether the condition
of the Property (including the environmental condition) is acceptable to Purchaser (the
"Feasibility Review").
(c)
If the Feasibility Review discloses any matters which are not acceptable to
Purchaser ("Property Defects"), Purchaser shall so advise Seller in writing (the
"Feasibility Notice") prior to the expiration of the Feasibility Review Period. Seller shall
have the right, but not the obligation, within twenty (20) days after the date of such notice
(the "Property Defects Cure Period") to cure such defects. If applicable, the Closing Date
shall be extended to permit the running of the Property Defects Cure Period. If Seller is
unable or unwilling to cause any or all of the Property Defects to be cured during such
Property Defects Cure Period, Purchaser shall have the right to:
(i)
tenninate this Agreement by sending written notice of such
tennination to Seller within ten ( I 0) days after the expiration of the Property
Defects Cure Period, in which event the Deposit shall be refunded to Purchaser
promptly as Purchaser's sole and exclusive remedy, and thereafter neither Seller
nor Purchaser shall have any further obligations under this Agreement, except as
explicitly stated herein; or
(ii)
waive its objection to such Property Defects and accept the Property
subject thereto without reducing the Purchase Price or providing a credit thereto
(Purchaser being deemed to have elected this option (ii) if it fails to tenninate this
Agreement in accordance with the immediately preceding option (i)).
(d)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement,
Purchaser shall conduct no surface or subsurface invasive testing or sampling of the
Property {"Invasive Testing") without Seller's prior written approval, which may be
withheld in Seller's sole discretion.

3
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(e)
If Purchaser has not delivered the Feasibility Notice to Seller by the
expiration of the Feasibility Review Period, Purchaser shall be deemed to have waived the
provisions of this Paragraph 6 and proceed to Closing without reducing the Purchase Price.

7.

Purchaser's Right of Entiy.

(a)
Seller shall pennit Purchaser and its authorized employees, agents,
engineers and other representatives to enter upon the Property to conduct the Feasibility
Review within the Feasibility Review Period. This right of entry shall be conditioned upon
(i) Seller, or a representative or agent designated by Seller, having the right to be present
on the Property with Purchaser or its representatives at the time or times that Purchaser is
on or about the Property, (ii) Purchaser complying with Seller's security requirements, and
(iii) Purchaser not interfering with the use of the Property by Seller or Seller's employees,
agents, invitees or tenants. Purchaser shall make appropriate arrangements with Seller for
access in each instance and shall give Seller not less than two (2) business days' prior notice
of the dates and times at which Purchaser desires to enter the Property.
(b)
Purchaser shall have no right to alter the Property in any way or to damage
the Property in any respect in connection with its inspections. In the event Purchaser takes
any soil borings, the holes shall be filled and the surface restored after the conclusion of
such tests. Purchaser hereby agrees to indemnify and hold Seller absolutely hannless from
and against any and all claims, demands, actions, suits, judgments, liabilities, costs and
expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees (such fees also to include those in
connection with all post-judgment and appellate proceedings), for injury to persons and
physical damage to property related to or arising from, directly or indirectly, Purchaser's
entry upon the Property and the perfonnance (by Purchaser or its duly authorized
employees, agents, engineers or other representatives) of the inspections and investigations
during the Feasibility Review Period. The obligations of this Paragraph 7 shall survive the
tennination of this Agreement or the Closing (as hereinafter defined).
(c)
Purchaser and its employees, agents, engineers and other representatives
agree to keep the results of the Feasibility Review, together with any other infonnation
obtained from Seller or third parties about the Property, including without limitation, the
Seller Property Documents (collectively, the "Confidential Information"), strictly
confidential and shall not disclose the Confidential Infonnation to any third party other
than the independent contractors, consultants, lenders, engineers, employees and attorneys
of Purchaser who are involved in the substantive evaluation of the Property on behalf of
Purchaser (provided that Purchaser shall impose on all such third parties the same
confidentiality obligations set forth herein). Purchaser and such third parties shall not use
the Confidential Infonnation other than in connection with their examination of the
Property. Purchaser shall provide Seller with copies of all rep011s and other documentation
generated as part of the Feasibility Review. If the transaction contemplated by this
Agreement is not consummated, Purchaser shall deliver (or cause to be delivered) all such
documentation to Seller (provided no additional charge shall be incurred by Purchaser for
such delivery), or at Seller's request, Purchaser shall destroy (or cause to be destroyed) all
documentation related to the Feasibility Review.

4
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(d)
In view of the difficulties of placing a monetary value on the Confidential
Infonnation and the foregoing confidentiality obligations, it is agreed and understood that
in the event of any breach or threatened breach of Paragraph 7(c) by Purchaser, its
employees, agents, engineers and other representatives or any third parties, Seller shall be
entitled to injunctive and other equitable relief in any court of competent jurisdiction, and,
in the event of a willful or intentional breach hereof by Purchaser or by any person
employed by or working as an agent of Purchaser in any manner, Seller shall be entitled to
recover its damages attributable to such breach (including reasonable attorneys' fees
through all post-judgment and appellate proceedings).
(e)
Purchaser shall, at its sole expense, obtain and maintain prior to entering the
Property, and shall cause any of its independent consultants ("Consultants") to obtain and
maintain prior to entering the Property, from a financially sound insurance company or
companies acceptable to Seller, policies of insurance for the following types of coverage
and with limits of liability not less than the minimum amounts set forth below:
( 1)

workers' compensation and occupational disease insurance with statutory
limits and employers' liability insurance with limits of not less than
$500,000; and

(2)

commercial general liability insurance with limits of not less than
$1,000,000 combined single limit, which may be arranged through a
combination of primary and excess policies if necessary, for claims of
bodily injury and/or property damage, written on an "occurrence" basis and
including coverage for personal injury liability, products and completed
operations, independent contractors, blanket broad fonn contractual
liability, and explosion, collapse, and underground hazards.

Each such policy shall contain a clause or endorsement under which the insurer waives all
right of subrogation against Seller, its agents or employees, with respect to losses payable under
such policy.
Prior to entering the Property, Purchaser or any of its Consultants, whichever of them is then
entering the Property, shall provide Seller (directed to Diane_Mannarino@KeyBank.com, with a
copy to Cathryn.Greenwald@ThompsonHine.com) with a certificate(s) of insurance evidencing
that the foregoing policies of insurance have been obtained and are in full force and effect and,
except for Purchaser's and the Consultants' workers' compensation insurance coverage, that Seller
has been named an additional insured under said policies and said policies shall primary and not
contributing to any insurance available to Seller. Said certificate(s) shall also show the expiration
date of each policy and provide that Seller shall be given at least ten ( l 0) days' prior written notice
of any cancellation or material modification thereof. Neither the purchase of any policy of
insurance nor the furnishing of evidence thereof to Seller pursuant hereto shall relieve Purchaser
of its indemnification obligations hereunder.
8.

Representations and Warranties.

5
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(a)
Seller's Representations.
Seller hereby makes the following
representations, each of which is true and shall be true on the Closing Date in all material
respects:
(i)
Seller has full power and authority to enter into this Agreement and
to perform all the obligations of Seller hereunder and no further consent or approval
is required in order to constitute this Agreement a legal, valid and binding
obligation of Seller;
(ii)
Seller is not a foreign person, as that tenn is defined under
Section 1445 of the Internal Revenue Code, and at Closing, Seller shall provide
Purchaser with an affidavit, in customary fonn (the "FIRPT A Affidavit"),
establishing that Purchaser is not required to withhold any portion of Seller's
proceeds; and
To Seller's knowledge, Seller has not received written notice of any
(iii)
continuing violation, either by Seller or by any other person for which Seller is or
may likely be liable, of any Environmental Law, emanating from or occurring on
the Property. As used in this Subparagraph 8(a)(iii), "Environmental Law" means
any federal, state, or local law, statute, ordinance, regulation, rule, or code ("Law"),
relating to the protection of the environment or governing the use, storage,
treatment, generation, transportation, processing, handling, production, or disposal
of any substance, material, or waste, which is designated, classified, or regulated as
being "toxic" or "hazardous" under any Law in effect as of the date of execution of
this Agreement.
As used in this Paragraph 8(a), the term "knowledge" (or tenns similar
thereto) shall mean the current actual knowledge of Diane Mannarino (Seller's Vice
President handling this sale transaction) and Adam Burcher (Seller's Facilities Manager
for the Property) (collectively, "Seller's Representative"), without the duty to investigate.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, Seller's
Representative shall have no personal liability hereunder.
(b)
Purchaser's Representation.
Purchaser hereby makes the following
representation, which is true and shall be true on the Closing Date in all material respects:
Purchaser has full power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to perfonn all the
obligations of Purchaser hereunder and no further consent or approval is required in order
to constitute this Agreement a legal, valid and binding obligation of Purchaser.
(c)
Survivability of the Representations. The representations and warranties of
Seller and Purchaser set fo11h in this Paragraph 8 shall survive the Closing for a period of
six (6) months.
'
9.
"AS IS" Condition. THE TRANSACTION CONTEMPLATED BY THIS
AGREEMENT HAS BEEN NEGOTIATED BETWEEN SELLER AND PURCHASER, THIS
AGREEMENT REFLECTS THE MUTUAL AGREEMENT OF SELLER AND PURCHASER,
AND PURCHASER HAS CONDUCTED ITS OWN INDEPENDENT EXAMINATION OF
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THE PROPERTY. EXCEPT FOR THE REPRESENTATIONS SET FORTH IN PARAGRAPH
ABOVE, PURCHASER HAS NOT RELIED UPON AND WILL NOT RELY UPON, EITHER
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTY OF SELLER
OR ANY OF SELLER'S AGENTS OR REPRESENTATIVES, AND PURCHASER HEREBY
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT NO SUCH REPRESENTATIONS HA VE BEEN MADE. SELLER
SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS, AND NEITHER IT NOR ANY OTHER PERSON IS MAKING,
ANY REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY OR ASSURANCE WHATSOEVER TO
PURCHASER AND NO WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND OR
CHARACTER, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ARE MADE BY SELLER OR RELIED
UPON BY PURCHASER WITH RESPECT TO THE STATUS OF TITLE TO OR THE
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, CONDITION, DESIGN OR MARKETABILITY OF THE
PROPERTY, OR ANY PORTION THEREOF, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO (a) ANY
IMPLIED OR EXPRESS WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, (b) ANY IMPLIED OR
EXPRESS WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, (c) ANY IMPLIED
OR EXPRESS WARRANTY OF CONFORMITY TO MODELS OR SAMPLES OF
MATERIALS, (d) ANY RIGHTS OF PURCHASER UNDER APPROPRIATE STATUTES TO
CLAIM DIMINUTION OF CONSIDERATION, (e) ANY CLAIM BY PURCHASER FOR
DAMAGES BECAUSE OF DEFECTS, WHETHER KNOWN OR UNKNOWN, WITH
RESPECT TO THE IMPROVEMENTS OR ANY PERSONAL PROPERTY COMPRISING A
PORTION OF THE PROPERTY, (t) THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OR PROSPECTS OF
THE PROPERTY AND (g) THE COMPLIANCE OR LACK THEREOF OF THE PROPERTY
OR THE IMPROVEMENTS WITH GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONS, IT BEING THE
EXPRESS INTENTION OF SELLER AND PURCHASER THAT, EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY
SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROPERTY WILL BE CONVEYED AND
TRANSFERRED TO PURCHASER IN ITS PRESENT CONDITION AND STATE OF
REPAIR, "AS IS" AND "WHERE IS", WITH ALL FAULTS. PURCHASER REPRESENTS
THAT IT IS A KNOWLEDGEABLE, EXPERIENCED AND SOPHISTICATED PURCHASER
OF REAL ESTATE, AND THAT IT IS REL YING SOLELY ON ITS OWN EXPERTISE AND
THAT OF PURCHASER'S CONSULTANTS IN PURCHASING THE PROPERTY.
PURCHASER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT IT WILL HA VE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO CONDUCT SUCH INSPECTIONS, INVESTIGATIONS AND OTHER
INDEPENDENT EXAMINATIONS OF THE PROPERTY AND RELATED MATTERS,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS THEREOF, DURING THE FEASIBILITY REVIEW PERIOD AND WILL
RELY UPON SAME AND NOT UPON ANY STATEMENTS OF SELLER OR OF ANY
OFFICER, DIRECTOR, EMPLOYEE, AGENT OR ATTORNEY OF SELLER. PURCHASER
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE PURCHASE PRICE REFLECTS THE "AS IS, WHERE IS"
NATURE OF THIS SALE AND ANY FAULTS, LIABILITIES, DEFECTS OR OTHER
ADVERSE MATTERS THAT MAY BE ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROPERTY.
PURCHASER, WITH PURCHASER'S COUNSEL, HAS FULLY REVIEWED THE
DISCLAIMERS AND WAIVERS SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND
UNDERSTANDS THE SIGNIFICANCE AND EFFECT THEREOF.
PURCHASER
ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT THE DISCLAIMERS AND OTHER
AGREEMENTS SET FORTH HEREIN ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THIS AGREEMENT,
AND THAT SELLER WOULD NOT HA VE AGREED TO SELL THE PROPERTY TO
PURCHASER FOR THE PURCHASE PRICE WITHOUT THE DISCLAIMERS AND OTHER

~
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AGREEMENTS SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT. THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF
THIS PARAGRAPH EXPRESSLY SURVIVE THE CLOSfNG AND WILL NOT MERGE
WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE DEED OR ANY OTHER CLOSING DOCUMENTS.
10.

Purchaser's Release of Seller.

(a)
Seller Released From Liability. Seller is hereby released from all
responsibility and liability to Purchaser regarding the condition (including its physical
condition and its compliance with applicable laws, and the presence in the soil, air,
structures and surface and subsurface waters, of hazardous or toxic materials or substances
that have been or may in the future be detennined to be toxic, hazardous, undesirable or
subject to regulation and that may need to be specially treated, handled and/or removed
from the Property under current or future federal, state and local laws, regulations or
guidelines), valuation, salability or utility of the Property, or its suitability for any purpose
whatsoever except to the extent that such responsibility or liability is the result of the
material inaccuracy (if any) of Seller's representations under Paragraph 8(a) hereof.
Purchaser's Waiver of Objections. Purchaser acknowledges that it has
(b)
inspected the Property, observed its physical characteristics and existing conditions and
had, or will have, the opportunity to conduct such investigation and study on and of said
Property and adjacent areas as it deemed necessary, and subject to Seller's responsibility
for any breach of the warranties and representations contained in Paragraph 8(a) of this
Agreement, hereby waives any and all objections to or complaints (including but not
limited to actions based on federal, state or common law and any private right of action
under CERCLA, RCRA or any other state and federal law to which the Property is or may
be subject) regarding physical characteristics and existing conditions, including without
limitation structural and geologic conditions, subsurface soil and water conditions and solid
and hazardous waste and hazardous or toxic materials on, under, adjacent to or otherwise
affecting the Property. Purchaser fm1her hereby assumes the risk of changes in applicable
laws and regulations relating to past, present and future environmental conditions on the
Property, and the risk that adverse physical characteristics and conditions, including
without limitation the presence of toxic or hazardous materials or other contaminants, may
not be revealed by its investigation.
( c)
Survival. The foregoing waivers and releases by Purchaser shall survive
either (a) the Closing and the recordation of the Deed, and shall not be deemed merged into
the Deed upon its recordation, or (b) any tennination of this Agreement.
11.

Possession. Seller shall deliver possession of the Property to Purchaser at Closing.

12.

Closing Date. Closing of the transaction contemplated hereby ("Closing") shall be
held on or before ten ( 10) days after the expiration of the Feasibility Review Period (the "Closing
Date") at such time as shall be mutually agreeable to the parties hereto in accordance with the
tenns of this Agreement.
13. Closing. Closing shall be through an escrow (the "Closing Escrow") established with
the Title Insurer, as escrowee. This Agreement shall serve as escrow instructions to the Title
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Insurer, subject to its Standard Conditions of Acceptance of Escrow; provided, however, that this
Agreement shall govern in the event of any conflict between said Standard Conditions and any of
the tenns hereof. The Closing Escrow shall be auxiliary to this Agreement, and this Agreement
shall not be merged into, nor in any manner superseded by, the Closing Escrow. The Closing
Escrow costs and fees shall be equally divided between Purchaser and Seller. On the Closing Date,
if all the funds and documents set forth in Paragraph 18 and Paragraph 19 have been delivered to
the Title Insurer and if the Title Insurer is in a position to issue and will issue the Title Policy as
described in Paragraph 14, the Title Insurer shall:
(a) Cause the Deed to be filed for record;
(b) Make the prorations set forth in Paragraph 15, paying all amounts of taxes and
assessments which are applicable to the Property and which are due and payable at such
time and appropriately charging or crediting the respective accounts of the parties;
(c) Charge to each of Seller and Purchaser the Closing Costs as set forth m
Paragraph 20 below;
(d) Cause the issuance and delivery to Purchaser of the Title Policy, as described
in Paragraph 14; and
(e) Pay to or upon the order of Seller the cash balance of the Purchase Price after
deducting all amounts herein required to be paid from the Closing Escrow by Seller.
The Title Insurer shall deliver to Seller a copy of the recorded Deed; original executed
counterparts of all other documents delivered by Seller and Purchaser into the Closing Escrow;
and its escrow statement in duplicate showing all the charges and credits affecting the account of
Seller. The Title Insurer shall deliver to Purchaser the recorded Deed; original executed
counterparts of all other documents delivered by Seller and Purchaser into the Closing Escrow;
copies of any recorded m01tgage deposited by Purchaser; the Title Policy; the balance, if any, of
the funds deposited by Purchaser remaining after disbursement in accordance with these
directions; and its escrow statement in duplicate showing all charges and credits affecting the
account of Purchaser.
14.
Title Policy. At Closing, the Title Insurer shall issue to Purchaser or be irrevocably
committed to issue to Purchaser an AL TA Owner's Policy of Title Insurance in the amount of the
Purchase Price and dated as of the Closing Date, insuring title to the Property in Purchaser, subject
only to the Permitted Exceptions and the Title Insurer's so-called "standard exceptions" (the "Title

Policy").
15.

Closing Adjustments.

(a)
Real and personal property taxes and assessments, property owners
association dues or assessments, if any, and other similar charges attributable to the
Property (collectively, the "Taxes") will be prorated as of the Closing. If the amount of
any Tax is not ascertainable at Closing, the adjustment thereof shall be on the basis of the
most recently ascertainable bill therefor. Such prorations shall be final. Notwithstanding

9
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the foregoing, Purchaser shall be responsible for any recoupage for any amount of tax
exemptions, such as agricultural exemptions.
~

(b)
All prepaid and unpaid operating expenses of the Property, including,
without limitation, public utility charges, maintenance, repair, management and other
service charges, and other nonnal operating charges shall be prorated as of the Closing
Date based upon the best available infonnation. As part of Closing, water and sewer
charges will be prorated as of the Closing Date, as calculated by Escrow Agent based on
the most recent bills therefor. Such prorations shall be final. Outside of Closing, Seller
will receive final readings of all other utilities and shall remain liable for final payments of
its utility accounts. Seller intends to have its utility accounts closed and the utility services
provided pursuant to such accounts shut off as of the Closing Date and, as of the Closing
Date, Purchaser will be solely responsible for arranging for all of the utility accounts to be
established in Purchaser's name and the utility services provided pursuant to such accounts
furnished to the Property. Seller shall have no liability for, and Purchaser hereby releases
Seller from, all responsibility and liability regarding any loss, cost or damage to the
Property or any other consequence resulting from Purchaser's failure to cause utility
services to be provided to the Property following Closing, including any loss, cost or
damage resulting from Purchaser's failure to open utility accounts in its name.

16.

Intentionally Deleted.

17.
Personal Property. On the Closing Date, Seller shall convey to Purchaser by
quitclaim bill of sale all personal property owned by Seller and located on the Property at the time
of Closing and listed on Exhibit B attached hereto. In no event shall Seller convey to Purchaser
any registers, cash drawers, under counter steel, after hours depositories or automatic teller
machines or any items or money located therein.
18.
Seller's Closing Deliveries. On or before the Closing Date, Seller shall deposit the
following into the Closing Escrow:
(a)

The Deed subject to the Pennitted Exceptions;

(b)
The Bill of Sale, conveying all personal prope11y owned by Seller and
located on the Property, as described in Paragraph 17 above;
(c)

Seller's executed FIRPTA Affidavit;

(d)
Seller's executed ALT A statement, Owner's Affidavit or similar statement,
in fonn and substance acceptable to Seller in its reasonable discretion, which may be
required by the Title Insurer pertaining to mechanics' liens and parties in possession;
(e)

All keys necessary to access the Property or items thereon;

(f)
Seller's executed counterpart of any applicable state, county or local realty
transfer tax declarations;

(g)

Seller's executed counterpart of an agreed proration statement; and

10
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(h)
Such other documents, instruments, certifications and confinnations as may
be reasonably required and designated by the Title Insurer to fully effect and consummate
the transactions contemplated hereby.
19.
Purchaser's Closing Deliveries. On or before the Closing Date, Purchaser shall
deposit, or cause to be deposited, the following into the Closing Escrow:
(a)
The balance of the Purchase Price, by, at Seller's option, either certified
check or wire transfer of immediately available funds;
(b)
Purchaser's executed ALT A statement, affidavit or similar statement which
may be required by the Title Insurer;
(c)
Purchaser's executed counterpart of any applicable state, county or local
realty transfer tax declarations;
(d)

Purchaser's executed counterpart of an agreed proration statement; and

(e)
Such other documents, instruments, certifications and confinnations as may
be reasonably required and designated by the Title Insurer to fully effect and consummate
the transactions contemplated hereby.
20.
Closing Costs. Seller shall be responsible for payment of (i) any applicable real
estate transfer taxes; (ii) one half(½) of the Closing Escrow charges, if any; (iii) the cost of the
basic premium for the Title Policy; and (iv) the cost of recording the Declaration (as hereinafter
defined). Purchaser shall be responsible for (i) the cost of the title examination and Commitment;
(ii) one half(½) of the Closing Escrow charges, if any; (iii) the cost of the Survey, if applicable;
(iv) the cost of any coverage in excess of the Purchase Price or any affirmative coverage or other
endorsements requested by the Purchaser in excess of the basic Title Policy; and (v) any other
customary buyer's charges including but not limited to recordation of the Deed.
21.

Default.

(a)
In the event of a default by Seller hereunder which Seller fails to cure within
ten ( 10) days after receipt of written notice describing such default in reasonable detail,
Purchaser shall be entitled to terminate this Agreement by written notice to Seller, in which
event the Deposit shall be returned to Purchaser, and, in addition, the amount of $1,000.00
shall be paid to Purchaser, all as liquidated damages, and neither party shall have any
further rights, obligations, or liabilities hereunder except as explicitly set forth herein. The
parties acknowledge and agree that the actual damages in such event are uncertain in
amount and difficult to ascertain, and that said amount of liquidated damages was
reasonably determined.
(b)
In the event of a default by Purchaser hereunder, Seller shall be entitled to
either (i) tenninate this Agreement by written notice to Purchaser, in which event the
Deposit shall be paid to Seller as liquidated damages and neither party shall have any
further rights, obligations, or liabilities hereunder except as explicitly set forth herein or
(ii) maintain an action for breach of this Agreement, damages, specific perfonnance or any
11
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other relief available at law or in equity. The parties acknowledge and agree that the actual
damages in the event of a default by Purchaser are uncertain in amount and difficult to
ascertain, and that said amount of liquidated damages was reasonably detennined.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties acknowledge and agree that this Subparagraph
lli1ll shall in no way limit Seller's rights under Paragraph 7.
22.
Condemnation. If, after the date of this Agreement and prior to the Closing Date,
all or any material portion of the Property is taken by exercise of the power of eminent domain or
any proceedings are instituted to effect such a taking, Seller shall promptly give Purchaser notice
of such occurrence, and if Purchaser reasonably detennines that such taking would hinder, or result
in the Property being unsuitable for, Purchaser's intended use thereof, Purchaser may, within
fourteen (14) days after receipt of such notice, elect (by providing written notice of such election
to Seller) to either (a) tenninate this Agreement, in which event the Deposit shall be immediately
returned to Purchaser and all obligations of the parties hereunder shall cease and this Agreement
shall have no further force and effect except as expressly stated herein, or (b) close the transaction
contemplated hereby as scheduled (except that if the Closing Date is less than fourteen ( 14) days
following Purchaser's receipt of such notice closing shall be delayed until Purchaser makes such
election), in which event Seller shall assign and/or pay to Purchaser at Closing all condemnation
awards or other damages collected or claimed with respect to such taking.
23.
Damage and Destruction. If, after the date of this Agreement and prior to the
Closing Date, any building on the Property shall be destroyed or materially damaged by fire or
other casualty not caused by Purchaser's negligence or acts, Seller shall promptly give Purchaser
notice of such occurrence, and if Purchaser reasonably detennines that any such damage or
destruction would hinder or result in the Property being unsuitable for Purchaser's intended use
thereof, Purchaser may, within fourteen (14) days after such notice, elect (by providing written
notice of such election to Seller) to either (a) tenninate this Agreement, in which event the Deposit
shall be promptly returned to Purchaser and neither party shall have any rights, obligations, or
liabilities to the other hereunder except as explicitly set forth herein, or (b) close the transaction
contemplated hereby as scheduled (except that if the Closing Date is less than fourteen (14) days
following Purchaser's receipt of such notice, the Closing shall be delayed until Purchaser makes
such election), in which event Seller shall assign and/or pay to Purchaser at Closing all insurance
awards collected with respect to such damage or destruction.
24.
Notices. Any notice, request, demand, instruction or other document to be given
or served hereunder or under any document or instrument executed pursuant hereto shall be in
writing and served either personally or sent by United States registered or certified mail, return
receipt requested, postage prepaid or by pre-paid nationally recognized overnight courier service,
and addressed to the parties at their respective addresses set forth below. A party may change its
address for receipt of notices by service of a notice of such change in accordance herewith.

If to Seller:

by mail to:

KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION (PIO 4044)
Attention: Real Estate Asset Manager
P.O. Box 94839
Cleveland, Ohio 4410 I

12
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by overnight courier to:

Mail Code: OHO 1-10-0605
I 00 Public Square, Suite 600
Cleveland, Ohio 44113

With a copy to:

Thompson Hine LLP
Attention: Cathryn Greenwald, Esq.
3900 Key Tower
127 Public Square
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

If to Purchaser:

Goldstein Improvement Company
Attention: Gregory Adler
426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, California 90402

With a copy to:

Goldstein Improvement Company
Attention: Daniel Glidmann
130 Seward Street, Suite 001
Juneau, Alaska 9980 I

Notices given hereunder shall be deemed to have been given on the date of
personal delivery (or the first business day thereafter if delivered on a non-business day),
three (3) days after the date of certified mailing or the next business day after being sent
by overnight courier.

25.
Brokerage. Seller and Purchaser each represent and wairnnt to the other that it has
not dealt with any agents, brokers or finders in connection with the transaction covered by this
Agreement other than Jones Lang LaSalle and The Carlton Smith Company (collectively, "Seller's
Broker"), representing Seller. Each of the parties hereto agrees to indemnify and hold the other
harmless from and against any claims, actions, liabilities, costs and expenses with respect to any
brokerage commission or finder's fee asserted by a person, firm or corporation (other than Seller's
Broker) claiming to have been engaged by, through or under the indemnifying party. Seller and
Purchaser hereby acknowledge that the foregoing representation and warranty shall survive the
Closing. Seller shall be responsible for paying any brokerage commission due to Seller's Broker
pursuant to a separate agreement.
26.
Entire Agreement, Amendments and Waivers. This Agreement contains the entire
agreement and understanding of the parties in respect to the subject matter hereof, and the same
may not be amended, modified or discharged nor may any of its tenns be waived except by an
instrument in writing signed by the party to be bound thereby.
27.
Further Assurances. The parties each agree to do, execute, acknowledge and
deliver all such further acts, instruments and assurances and to take all such further action before
or after the Closing as shall be necessary or desirable to fully carry out this Agreement and to fully
consummate and effect the transactions contemplated hereby.

13
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EXHIBIT A
Legal Description of the Property

Lots 5, 7 and 8, Block 5, Townsite of Juneau, Juneau Recording District, First Judicial District,
State of Alaska.

A-1
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EXHIBIT 8
Personal Property

1. Desks

Eights

2. Chairs

Twelve

3. Filing Cabinets

Three

4. Tables

Four

B-1
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EXHIBITC
Declaration of Restrictions
[SEE ATTACHED]
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WHEN RECORDED, MAIL TO:
KeyBank National Association
Mailcode: OH-01-10-0605
l 00 Public Square, Suite 600
Cleveland, Ohio 44113-2207
Attention: Real Estate Asset Manager (PIO No. 4044)
THIS INSTRUMENT PREPARED BY:
Thompson Hine LLP
Attention: Cathryn Greenwald, Esq.
3900 Key Tower
127 Public Square
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIONS
THIS DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIONS ("Declaration") is made the _ _ _ _ day
of _ _ _ _ _ , 20_, by KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a national banking
association (" Deel a rant")

A.

B.

RECITALS:
Pursuant to a Real Estate Sale Agreement (the "Agreement"), dated September 27,
2021, Declarant agreed to sell and convey that certain parcel of real property
located at 234 Seward Street, Juneau, Alaska 99803 and described on Exhibit A
attached hereto (the "Restricted Property").
Declarant desires to impose certain restrictions on the Restricted Property, subject
to the tenns and conditions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above premises and of the covenants herein
contained, the Declarant does hereby declare that the Restricted Property and all present and future
owners, lessees and occupants of the Restricted Property shall be and hereby are subject to the
terms, covenants, and restrictions hereinafter set forth and shall be used in full compliance

2
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with and subject to this Declaration and, in connection therewith, Declarant covenants and agrees
as follows:
I.

2.

Restriction on Use. During the Tenn (as hereinafter defined), neither the Restricted
Property, nor any portion thereof, shall be operated, used or occupied for any of the
following purposes:
(a)

As (i) a retail banking facility or a financial institution, including, without
limitation, branch banking, savings and loans, credit union and check cashing,
payday lending and the operation of a "branded" automated teller machine (i.e. an
automated teller machine affiliated with a bank or other financial institution; for the
avoidance of doubt, a non-branded automated teller machine shall not be
prohibited), (ii) a facility engaged in any other banking use (including, without
limitation, mortgage, financial, trust, investment, lending or securities brokerage
services), provided the Property may be operated by an independent financial
advisor not affiliated with a bank or other financial institution, or (iii) a facility
engaged in insurance sales; or placing signage on the Restricted Property for any
entity engaged in any of the foregoing uses, or for placing any signage on the
Restricted Property for any entity engaged in, or any of, the foregoing prohibited
uses (collectively, the "Financial Uses Restrictions").

(b)

In any manner (including the display of signage) which is reasonably offensive,
disreputable, immoral or illegal, which prohibition shall include, but not be limited
to, use or occupancy (i) as a brothel or for adult entertainment or the sale or renting
of adult books, magazines, videos or other adult products, (ii) for the sale of
paraphernalia related to the use of illegal drugs (the tenn "illegal drugs" specifically
being deemed to include marijuana or related products, even if the same presently
are or subsequently do become legal), or (iii) for the sale or consumption of
marijuana or related products, even if the same presently are or subsequently do
become legal, or for placing any signage on the Restricted Property for any entity
engaged in, or any of, the foregoing prohibited uses (collectively, the "Noxious
Uses Restrictions").

Tenn. This Declaration restricting the use of the Restricted Property shall commence on
the date of this Declaration, and shall extend until (and expire and have no further force or
effect following (in each such case, the "Term"): (A) as to the Financial Uses Restrictions,
on the earlier of (a) the date that none of the following parties owns, leases or otherwise
occupies the Benefitted Property (as hereinafter defined): (i) Declarant, (ii) any entity
resulting from a merger or consolidation with Declarant or any organization purchasing
substantially all of the assets of Declarant, (iii) any entity succeeding to substantially all
the business and assets of Declarant, (iv) any subsidiary, affiliate or parent of Declarant, or
(v) any entity controlling, controlled by or under common control with Declarant, or (b)
the date which is five (5) years following the date of this Declaration; and (B) as to the
Noxious Uses Restrictions, on the date which is two (2) years following the date of this
Declaration.

3
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3.

Benefitted Property. This Declaration runs with and for the benefit of that certain real
property located at 8800 Glacier Highway, Juneau, Alaska 99801 and described in Exhibit
B attached hereto (hereinafter the "Benefitted Property") and shall inure to the benefit of
Declarant and its successor(s) and assign(s).

4.

Specific Perfonnance. Declarant confinns that damages at law may be an inadequate
remedy for a breach or threatened breach of any provisions hereof. The rights and
obligations hereunder shall be enforceable by specific perfonnance, injunction, or other
equitable remedy, but nothing herein contained is intended to or shall limit or affect any
rights at law or by statute or otherwise of Declarant or the owners(s) of the Benefitted
Property for a breach or threatened breach of any provisions hereof. The rights and
obligations of Declarant hereunder shall be enforceable in equity as well as at law or
otherwise.

5.

Severability. In the event that any portion of these restrictions shall be detennined by any
court of competent jurisdiction to be unenforceable, such restrictions shall be modified,
rewritten, or interpreted to include as much of their nature and scope as possible as will
render them enforceable. Each of the provisions herein shall be deemed a separate and
severable covenant.

6.

Successors and Assigns. This Declaration shall restrict the use of the Restricted Property
for the full Tenn and shall be binding upon each party having any fee, leasehold or other
interest therein and their successor(s) and assign(s), and shall inure to the benefit of
Declarant and its successor(s) and assign(s).

7.

Attorneys' Fees. If any action is brought because of any breach of or to enforce or interpret
any of the provisions of this Declaration, the party prevailing in such action shall be entitled
to recover from the other party reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs incurred in
connection with such action, the amount of which shall be fixed by the court and made a
part of any judgment rendered.

8.

Intemretation. This Declaration shall be governed by and construed in accordance with
the internal laws of the State in which the Restricted Property is located. The section
headings contained in this Declaration are for purposes of reference only and shall not
limit, expand, or otherwise affect the construction of any provisions of this Declaration.
Exhibits A and B attached hereto are by this reference incorporated herein and made a part
hereof.
[BALANCE OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY BLANK]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Declarant has executed this Declaration as of the day and
year first above written.
DECLARANT:
KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a
national banking association

By:--------------

Name:
Its:

4832-7354-9563.4
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STATE OF OHIO
COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA

)
)
)

SS:

BEFORE ME, a Notary Public in and for said County and State aforesaid, on this date
personally appeared _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
of KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a national banking association, known to me to be
the same person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and he/she acknowledged
that he/she signed and delivered said instrument in the capacity indicated above, as his/her own
free and voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act of the Declarant therein for the uses and
purposes therein set forth.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, l have hereunto set my hand and seal this_ day of
- - - - - 2021.

Notary Public for the indicated State
My Commission Expires: _ _ _ _ __

4832-7354-9563 .4
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EXHIBIT A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RESTRICTED PROPERTY

Lots 5, 7 and 8, Block 5, Townsite of Juneau, Juneau Recording District, First Judicial District,
State of Alaska.
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EXHIBIT B
DESCRIPTION OF THE BENEFITTED PROPERTY

[TO BE PROVIDED]
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Mr. Eric Ehmann Letter-
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November 2 1", 20 I 0

Dear Assembly Me mbers:

My name is Eric Ehmann and I am a fo rmer CBJ emp loyee who worked as an appraiser under Robin
Potter from Janua1y 11 '", 20 I 0, unti l my resignati on on June 4'11, 20 I0. I am writing to inform you of
certa in facts regarding my experiences during my tenure with CBJ, so that you mi ght be able to do
something to remedy the situation in the assessor's office. Since my departure from CBJ, more than
half of Ms. Potter's staff have tendered their resignations, and there has even been an in vestigation into
Ms. Potter resultant of allegations of harassment and violence in th e workplace. Surpri singly, CBJ
found no wrong-doing by Ms. Potter, despite testimony from her staff (including me) supporting the
allega tions.
Recently, I was named by Ms. Potter in an interview with the Juneau Empire as a " problem employee"
who improperly represented CBJ, and she went on to assert that I was accused by property owner
David Coates of behaving in appropriately. These statements are fab rications from whole cloth. At no
time during the course of my empl oyment with CBJ was I ever warned, rep rimanded, written-up, or
otherwi se accused of any impropriety, misrepresentation or problem-causing. Instead , my personnel
record and the testimony of my coworkers support the fact that I was a va lued, effi cient and productive
empl oyee with great integrity. I had the pl easure of meeting and interacting with scores of property
owners throughout th e Borough, as well as many fell ow CB.I emp loyees, and I be lieve there isn't a
single person who would characteri ze my behavior or actions as a represe ntati ve of CBJ as anything
but professiona l.
There were, however, serious problems that I did experience first hand during the course of my
employment with CBJ and , contra1y to everything Ms. Potter has stated (in the press and elsewhere),
those problems were due to Ms. Potter's lack of management abi lity and her blatant disregard for ethi cs
and the law. Ms. Potter on numerous occasions made statements to her staff that she was beholden to
Mr. Craig Dun can, Finance Director, who had demanded that she artilicially inflate the tax base (i.e. ,
the total value of the assessed property within th e Borough) 111 order to increase property tax
collections. I heard Mr. Duncan inform Ms. Potter that she was expected to bring in an outside
apprais,~.r to assess the newly operationa l (and soon-to-be taxed) Kensmgton mme, and that the value
should be in excess of a certain amount (I do not recall the fi gure Mr. Duncan stated so I won't
speculate as to what it was) in order to max imize tax coll ections from the mine.
Perhaps the most serious impropriety committed by Ms. Potter occurred when Ms. Potter received a
telephone call from Mr. John Hartle, CBJ Attorn ey, on or about Wednesday, May 12111 , 20 I 0, during
which Mr. Hartle asked, in Ms. Potter's words, that she raise the assessment on hi s prope1ty because it
was on the market and he wanted to se ll it for more than the assessed value. There were several of us
present during this conversation and afterward we all talked about it with Ms. Potter, who po inted out
that when Mr. Hartle asks a favor of her he expects her to do it, but when she has asked him for ce1tain
th.ings in the past he consistently fa il ed to deli ver. We ta lked about the fact that the statuto1y deadli ne
for appea l had passed nearly two weeks prior, rendering moot the basis for his request and in fo ll owing
days it remained a topic of period ic discuss ion among the staff in the assessor's office. We all knew it
would be illega l to make a change to an assessed va lue without satisfy ing the statuto1y requirement for
proper noti ce, which is 30 days prior to board of equa lization hearings (and which was well past), not
to mention the fact that a property owner's des ire to se ll his property fo r more than its assessed value
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does not amount to ethical or lega l justification to increase its assessment.
Shortly after Mr. Ha1tle's request, Ms. Potter mentioned to me that an "offi ce co1Tection" might be in
order. Offi ce corrections, under Alaska law, are penniss ible when there is something discovered 111 a
fil e or record which, on its face, shows that an error or omiss ion has occurred, without requiring expert
eva luation or investigation outside the fil e. An example would be a typographical error in whi ch an
extra zero is placed at the end of a sum. Office con ections can be made at any time and at the
assessor's di scretion but are not statutorily limited by deadlines or timetables.
Ms. Potter asked me to look at Mr. 1-lartl e's fil e, which I reviewed but found no basis for an offi ce
correction. Upon repo1t 111g this to Ms. Potter she asked me to perfo rm a physical inspection of the
property and make any change to the ~alue that would be justifiable, but not to go overboard. She said
no one other than we in the assessor' offi ce would know that it occurred after the appea l deadline and
that the record could be made in such a way as to J1ide that fact from anyone who might later review it.
She said we would just call it an "office correction" and leave it at that. It was at that moment when I
became certain I would not be abl e to continue my employment with CBJ. When Ms. Potter asked me
to perform thi s in specti on I lied to her, saying l had to go to another part of the city fo r previous ly
scheduled inspections, to which she replied that 1 could do it later.
My initial fee lings of discomfo1t grew into signifi cant feeli ngs of anxiety and stress, and when Ms.
Potter asked me again to make the inspection I fidgeted and began to offer some excuse when she
apparently sensed my discomfo1t and sa id she would just have Jeff H u1t (a staff appraiser) do it.
Sometime shortly thereafter Mr. Hurt made the inspection of Mr. Hartle's property, rendered a new
assessment based on hi s inspecti on which Ms. Potter approved, and subseq uently when I was alone in
the offi ce I made photocopies of most of the contents of the fil e which show the progress ion of work
and resultant change to the assessment, done in violation of Alaska law.
T have

it on good in formation that, since my departure from CBJ, Ms. Potter has been asked about thi s
inspection and that she still claims only an "offi ce correction" occurred. Un fortunate ly, the facts prove
that an offi ce correcti on coul d not have occurred. The land value component of the assessment was
increased yet there was no mi stake, omission or miscalculation in the fil e (or anywhere else) to support
the change. The value of the home was also increased, accordi ng to Ms. Potter, because of an error in
the calculations based on its square footage however, if you review the fil e, you will see that the
"corrected" square footage used to ca lculate the new value was obtained onl y when Mr. Hurt performed
an on-site inspection of the property. None of this is lega lly permissible in the co urse of performing an
offi ce correction or when reva luing a property under normal circumstances - any and all changes must
have a basis in accepted valuati on principl es and the law because arbitrary increases (as occurred with
the land va lue component of Mr. Hartle's property) are improper and illega l.
Fu1t hermore, the fa lse identifi cation of the re-valuation as an "office correction" proves Ms. Potter's
intent to conceal the illegal act she had commi tted. Interestingly, if you compare the note in the fil e
written by Ms. Teny Ullmayer, admini strative assistant to Ms. Potter, you will see that in the appeal
record Ms. Ullmayer recorded only the month and year - without the day - for Mr. Hartle's appea l.
This is a marked contrast to, litera lly, the dozens of other appea l fi les in whi ch Ms. Ullmayer recorded
day, month and year. Ms. Ullmayer was we ll aware of the ill ega l nature of the re-va luation and I
be lieve Ms. Ullmayer intentionally omitted the day - which woul d prove that Mr. Ha1tle's request for
appeal was untimely - to avoid compli city in Ms. Potter's illega l revaluation of the prope1ty.

y
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Yours,
Eric .Ehmann
715 360 4868
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Income and Sales Comparison Approach to
Value-Best Approach
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Income and Sales Comparison Approach to Value-best approach
Income Approach to Value-Best Approach for Investment Property; once rent stabilized
property can be reappraised.

Cost Approach-Not a feasible approach to value with building costs
estimated at $500 to $700 SF and rental rates in the $2 SF range.
Private investors have not built commercial property in Juneau for
decades and no private investor will build commercial space in the
near future. The lack of building is also an indication that property
values have not risen in the last decade and inflation has been low to
January 1, 2022.

According to the Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property2013 p. 11, 4.6.4 Commercial and Industrial Property:
"The income approach is the most appropriate method in
valuing commercial and industrial property if sufficient income
data are available. Direct sales comparison models can be
equally effective in large jurisdictions with sufficient sales.
When a sufficient supply of sales data and income data is not
available, the cost approach should be applied. However, values
generated should be checked against available sales data. Cost
factors, land values, and depreciation schedules must be kept
current through periodic review."

The Cost Approach/Sales Approach Hybrid
Model the Juneau Assessor uses is improper
and results in excessive assessed values and
they must be instructed not to use it. The
Juneau Assessor should revisit 2021 and 2022
of all commercial property owners.
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20
Assessor Ref used to Collect Data From All
Sources including real estate brokers, the
Recorder's office and others
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The Alaska Taxable 2021 Report, from the State of Alaska, sets forth the standard for
the Juneau Assessor to follow in collecting sales data, as follows,

"Collect Sales Data
from all sources such
as recorders' offices,
realtors, developers
and bankers."
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REAL ESTATE BROKERS
FACT: THE ASSESSOR DOES NOT COLLECT DATA FROM
REAL ESTATE BROKERS AS REQUIRED.
FACT: THE ASSESSOR DOES NOT COLLECT DATA FROM
ALL SOURCES AS REQUIRED.
THIS METHODOLOGY RESULTS IN EXCLUDING SALES FROM ANALYSIS AND IS CLEARLY
IMPROPER RESULTING IN EXCESSIVE VALUES.
THE ASSESSOR INTENTIONALLY DISREGARDS REAL ESTATE BROKERS.
THE ASSESSOR PRACTICE IS FUNDAMENTALLY A WRONG PRINCIPLE OF VALUATION
THEY IGNORE BROKERS.

THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THE RECORDER'S
OFFICE ROUTINELY CALLS DEVELOPERS, BA·NKERS
OR REAL ESTATE BROKERS.
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From: Garrett Schoenberger garrett.wade@me.com
Subject: Re: Assembly Building Comp

Date: June 26, 2022 at 10:20 AM
To: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Hi Greg - I was never contacted by Assessor's office about the Assembly Building. Happy to help in any way. Given current
disclosure law, I imagine they have the comp since the new owner is required to disclose purchase (sales) price.

Garrett W. Schoenberger
RE/MAX of Juneau
3031 Clinton Drive - Suite 100
Juneau, AK 99801
(602) 790-6144

On Jun 26, 2022. al ~l:"IS AM, Greg Adler <9f..Q9.9J:Yl~1£H!~!.Ei:.9!'.D..ill!.&.Qf11> wrotr::.
Garrett.

Sorry to bu9 you.
We have our lwaring !his com1nc,1 wr:ek Tliursddy

Did you ev1::~r speak 1;vith Midlael Dal1le or anyone d:~e in ihe /\:,,s~':'sx :, atmu! th~ sale and prov1cit: H1em the 1niorrnation.

Have you ever been called by the

Asst';S'.,C1r ~.,

otf ,r.r-: to qi::! sah7!s comp:,·;

Greg
garrett.wade<fi!rne.com
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From: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com

Subject: Assessor Contact
Date: June 26, 2022 at 10:17 AM
To: carltonsmith carltonsmith@gci.net

Carlton,

I presume the Assessor calls you to get Sales from you in many cases.
Is this the case?
Thanks,
Greg
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From: Carlton Smith carltonsmith@gci.net

Subject: Re: Assessor Contact
Date: June 26, 2022 at 10:32 AM
To: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
No. Until recently sales data has not been public information. A new ordinance has reversed that. The only parties that routinely call
us for sales data are Commercial Appraisal firms.
Sent from my iPhone

Carlton.
I presume the Assessor caHs you to fjet Sah~s frorn you in many ca:;es.
Is this the case?

Thanl<s.
Greg
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RECORDER'S OFFICE
THE RECORDER'S OFFICE HAS A WEBSITE: recorder.alaska.gov and anyone can look up
recorded property.

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY MADE TWO
PURCHASES THAT ARE EXCLUDED FROM COMPUTER
MODELING OF THE ASSESSOR, YET THEY ARE LISTED ON THIS
WEBSITE.
IF THE ASSESSOR HAD MADE ANY EFFORT THEY WOULD HAVE DISCOVERED OUR TWO
PURCHASES, NAM ELV:

1/5/2021224 2ND STREET
121/24/2021234 SEWARD ST

FACT: THE ASSESSOR DOES NOT COLLECT DATA FROM
ALL SOURCES AS REQUIRED.
THIS METHODOLOGY RESULTS IN EXCLUDING SALES FROM ANALYSIS AND IS CLEARLY
IMPROPER RESULTING IN EXCESSIVE VALUES.
THE ASSESSOR INTENTIONALLY DISREGARDS THE RECORDER'S OFFICE WEBSITE.
THE ASSESSOR PRACTICE IS FUNDAMENTALLY A WRONG PRINCIPLE OF VALUATION
THEY IGNORE BROKERS AND THE RECORDER'S OFFICE.

THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THE RECORDER'S
OFFICE ROUTINELY CALLS DEVELOPERS, BANKERS
OR OTHERS.

DNR Recorder's O ffi ce
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...
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Alaska Department of Natural Resou rces

.

RECORDER' S OFFICE

..... "· -· -~ ,,•
_

6/27/22 , 3: 16 PM

.~

CD Attention

Mining Customers:

You can now schedule appointments with the Recorder's Office outside of office hours for large volumes of documents to be recorded.
Alt hough an appointment is not required, if you have 100 or more documents to record, call and make an appointment today!
Appointments can be made by calling the Recorder's Office in Anchorage at 907-269-8875 and in Fairbanks at 907-452-3521.

RECORDER'S OFFICE
The State Recorder's Offi ce administers the statewide record ing system and

Recording Resources

the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) Central File. Our mission is to provide a

• D

secure, accessible, and impar tial place to r ecord and to preserve the permanen t

•

Recorder's Office Partners

Recording requirements.

public record of Alaska as directed by st atutes under nineteen separate t it les
and by regu lations in 11 AAC 06. The UCC Central File System maintai ns t he

• Our current fees.
• Recording District addresses and
phone numbers.
• Help finding your Recording District.
• Recorder's Office District Map.

public record of filed documents related to security interests in personal
property.
The statewide recordi ng system consists of 34 separate record ing districts
serviced by a total of 3 separate offices located throughout Alaska.

• Online Copy Request
• e-Recording information.
•

Search and Index Guidelines.

Search t he Recorder's Office statewide database
Office Closures and other Public Notices

• Recording District Hi~,tory, and
Miscellaneous District Facts.
• Last Document M,1iled to Customer

Notice:
Recorded and/or filed documents and ALL information contained within t hose instruments become the permanent public
record and are available for public viewing and/or purchase.
COPYRIGHT© STATE OF ALASKA · DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES· EMAIL THE WEBMASTER

ht t p://d n r. a la ska .go v/s sd/reco ff/
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6/27/22, 3:16 PM

Alaska Depanmenc of Natu ral Resou rces

RECORDER'S OFFICE

..,/

CD Attention Mining Custom ers:
You can now schedule appointm ents with the Recorder's Office outside of office hours for large volum es of documen ts to be recorded.
Al though an appointment is not required, if you have 100 or more clocuments to r·ecord, call and make an appointment today!
Appointmen ts can be made by calling the Recorder's Office in Anchorage at 907-269-8875 and in Fairbanks at 907-452-3521.

RECORDER'S OFFICE SEARCH
Notice:

Recording Resources

• D

Reco rded and/or filed documents and ALL information contained wi thin those

Recorder's Office Partners

• Reco rding requirements.

instruments becom e the permanent public record and are available for public
viewing and/or purchase.

• Our current fees.

The foll owing types of search es a re availa ble:

• Recording District addresses and
phone numbers.

Name Search

Plat Search

•

Date Search

Survey Search

Help finding your Recording District.

• Recorder's Office District Map.

fVlTRS Search

• Online Copy Request
• e-Hecording information.

Document Type Search

Subdivision Name Search

Book and Page Search

Subdivision Name - No Plat Number

Historic Book Sear ch

Document Input & Unverified Status

• Search and Index Guidelines.
• Recording District History, and
Miscellaneo us District F,,cts.
• Last Document Mailed to Custome,·

Documents are entered in nonsequential batches. Temporary document number gaps may exist in current data.

If you identify a possible indexing error (typo, reversed names, etc) or can not locate the record you are trying to find
please Contact Us

All documents are provided as a public service for your conven ience. Updates and corrections occur on a daily basis; however, the
State of Alaska shall not incur any liabi lity for errors or omissions wit h respect to the information provided on this web site.

Recorder's Office Home Page

I

UCC Centra l Horne Page

I

Dept.of Natural Re~ou rces Horne Page

COPYRIGHT © STATE OF ALASKA· DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES· EMAIL THE WEBMASTER

h t t p://d n r. ala ska. gov/s sd/reco ff/sea re h
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Alaska Department of Natural Resources

RECORDER'S OFFICE

Recorder's Office - Document Display
Document: 2021-007199-0 (@
District:

101 - Juneau

Document Year:

2021

Date and Time

11/24/2021 10:15 AM

Number:

007199

Suffix:

0

Recorded:
Pages:

4

Index:

D - DEEDS

Description:

SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

See Index Codes

Parties
TYPE

NAME

Grantor

KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Granter

KEY BANK OF ALASKA

Grantee

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Legal Descriptions
Lot: 5

Block: 5

No Plat Subdivision: TOWNS/TE OFJUNEAU
Lot: 7

Search for Plat Legal

Block: 5

No Plat Subdivision: TOWNS/TE OF.JUNEAU
Block: 5
Lot: 8

Search for Plat Legal

No Plat Subdivision: TOWNS/TE OF.JUNEAU

Search for Plat Legal

Comments
ER ECORDED DOCU M ENT

All information has been displayed.

Documents are entered in nonsequential ba t ches. Temporary document number gaps may exist in current data.

If you identify a po ssible indexing error (typo, reversed names, etc) or can not locate the record you are trying to find
ht I p://d n r. a la ska .gov/ssd/reco ff/sea re h/d ocd is play? District = 101 & Select eel Doc = 202 1007 199 0

Page 1 o f 2

DNR Recorder's Office
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6/27/22, 3:14 PM

please Contact Us
All documents are provided as a public service for your convenience. Updates and corrections occur on a daily basis; however, the
State of Alaska shall not incur any liability for errors or omissions with respect to the information provided on this web site.

Recorder's Office Home Page

I

UCC Central Home Page

I

Dept.of Natural Resources Home Page

COPYRIGHT© STATE OF ALASKA· DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES· EMAIL THE WEBMASTER

http://dnr.alaska.gov/ssd/recoff/search/docdisplay?District=101&Selected0oc=20210071990
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A
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2021.-007199-0
Recording Dist: 101 - Juneau
11/24/2021 10: 15 AM Pages: 1 of 4

K
A

II I11111111111111111! 111111111111111 llllllllllllllll~IIII ~111111111111111 ~I I~
AFTER RECORDING, RETIJRN TO:
Goldstein Improvement Company
426 East Rustic Road
Santa Monica, California 90402

~1., (o"30l l
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
The Grantor, K.EYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, a national banking association,
formerly known as Key Bank of Alaska, as more particularly set forth on the certificate attached
hereto as Exhibit A, whose address is P.O. Box 94839, Cleveland, Ohio

44101, for and in

consideration of TEN DOLLARS ($10.00) and other good and valuable consideration in hand paid,
the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, does hereby GRANT and CONVEY to

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY, an Alaska coiporation, Grantee, whose mailing
address is 426 East Rustic Road, Santa Monica, California 90402, the following-described real
estate:

Lots 5, 7 and 8, Block 5, Townsite of Juneau, Juneau Recording District,
First Judicial District, State of Alaska.
Excepting Therefrom that portion conveyed to the State of Alaska by
deed recorded September 10, 1971 in Book 98 at Page 350.

SUBJECT TO reservations, exceptions, easements, covenants, conditions and restrictions of
record, if any.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the premises aforesaid. with all and singular, the rights,
privileges, appurtenances and immunities thereto belonging or in any wise appertaining unto the
said Grantee and unto Grantee's heirs, successors and assigns forever, the said Grantor hereby
covenanting that the premises are free and clear from any encumbrance done or suffered by
Grantor; and that Grantor will warrant and defend the title to said premises unto the said Grantee
and unto Grantee's heirs, successors and assigns forever, against the lawful claims and demands of
all persons claiming by, under or through Grantor.

Page 1

http://dnr.alaska.gov/docimages/Relea SEU mages_2021_11/101··20 21 ·· 00 7199- 0.TIF
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eRecorded Document
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Alaska Depanrnem of Narural Resources

RECO RD ER'S OFF ICE
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Recorder's Office - Document Display
Document: 2021-000060-0 S
District:

101 - Juneau

Document Year:

2021

Date and Tim e

01/05/2021 09:50 AM

Number:

000060

Suffix:

0

Recorded:
Pages:

3

Index:

D - DEEDS

Description:

STAT WARRANTY DEED

See In dex Codes

Parties
TYPE

NAME

Grantor

SOUTHEASTERN NEWSPAPERS COMPANY LLC

Grantee

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Legal Descriptions
Lot: 3

Block: 4

Plat: JT

Search for Plat Legal

Comments
ERECORDED DOCUMENT

A ll information has be en displayed.

Documents are entered in nonseque nti al batches. Temporary document number gaps may exist in current data.

If y ou identify a possible ind exing error (typo, reve rsed names, etc) or can not locate th e record you are trying to find
please Con tact Us

Al l documents are provided as a public service for your convenience. Updates and corrections occur on a dai ly basis; however, the
State of Alaska shall not incur any liability fo r e rro rs or omissions with respect t o t he infor mation provided on t his web site.

h 11p ://d nr. a la ska .g ov/ssd/reco ff/ sea re h/d ocd is p l ay? Dis t ric t = 1O1& Sc Ice I eel Ooc .. 7 O210000600

Page 1 o f 2

DNR Recorder's Office
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Recorder1s Office Home Page

I

UCC Central Home

6/27/22, 3:31 PM

Page I Dept.of Natural Resources Home Page
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A
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202 l-000060-0
Recording Dist: 101 - Juneau
1/5/2021 09:50 AM Pages: 1 of 3

K
A

I

~

II I1~1111111111111 111111111111111 ~I llllll 111111111111111 111111111 I~ 1111 ~I
JUNEAU RECORDING DISTRICT

After recording return to:

Golcl~n /~1'W~ (luup~
1'3'0 Sew~ S\-. , S-\c. 001
' J ~ ,A.~ ctqeor

(Ae'rlA "'O'S30)
STATUTORY WARRANTY DEED
[AS 34.15.030]
The grantor~ SOUTHEASTERN NEWSPAPERS COMPANY, LLC, a Georgia limited
liability company (who acquired titled as Southeastern Newspapers Corporation), whose address
is 725 Broad Street, Augusta. Georgia 30901. for and in consideration of the sum of Ten Dollars
($10.00) lawfi.tl money of the United State of America and other good and valuable consideration
in hand paid, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, does hereby CONVEY
and WARRANT to GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY, whose address is 130 S~wen/
Sk. OOt , UiA.tU~ 1 lie~ 'it:180 \
, the following described real property:

s+.

Lot 3~ Block 4, Juneau Townsite, Juneau Recording District, First Judicial
District, State of Alaska.
together with all rights, privileges, easements, tenements, and heriditaments appurtenant thereto to
have and to hold forever subject to the reservations. exclusions. limitations and restrictions set
fo1th on Exhibit "A'".

(SIGNATURES ON FOLLOWING PAGE)

http://dnr.alaska.gov/doc images/Re lea se_lmages_2021_01/101- 2021-000060-0. T IF
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eRecorded Document
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Our property is "excessive/overvalued," "unequal to similar properties," and
"improperly/incorrectly" as valued by the Assessor by the following clear and
convincing proof:
The Assessor must use the following steps in assessing property:

Step 1- The Assessor MUST collect data from many sources,
not just Disclosure Statements from Buyers or Listings (See Alaska
Taxable 2021 Report, Volume LXI, January 2022, Part 3 Property
Taxation, Assessment Statistics and Ratio Studies, pp. 25--28, it states
"[the local assessor must] Collect sales data from all sources such as

recorders 1 of/ices, rea/tors, developers and bankers." {p.25}

Step 2- ,nclude all Market Sales, Assessment ReportCommercial Overview-Interim, City and Borough, For Assessment Year
2022, Assessment Dated (Effective Valuation Date): January 1, 2022
Assessment Procedures,Sales Validation and Verification, Addendum
C, see below

Step

3-use the following Ratio to determine if the Assessed

Value is Market Value (from the citation in Step 1 above):
ASSESSED VALUE
SALES PRICE/APPRAISED VALUE

Step 4-Assessed Value=Sales Price/Appraised Value must be
true because of Step 5 below

Step S. Alaska Statute 29.45.060 states, "Full and True
Value (a) The assessor shall assess property at its full and true
value as of January 1 of the assessment year ....The full and
true value is the estimated price that the property would
bring in an open market and under the then prevailing market
conditions in a sale between a-willing seller and a willing
buyer both conversant with the property and prevailing
general price levels."_-··--····-··--·-·-·-----··--····-·--··----..-·--···----------------

Packet
Page
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The Assessor's Office failed to follow Steps 1-5 above in numerous and
flagrant ways without regard for commercial property owners, including giving
lip service to the plight of the property owners during a Pandemic and jacking
up assessed values in 2021 and 2022 with no stopping in sight.
For instance,
The Assessor must use Market Sales
On January 1
The Assessor cannot go back in time
Historically, assessments were made each year by the Assessor
There is no history of under-assessment
No tax shift occurred (See Alaska Taxable 202 Report, Volume LX
January 2021, Table 2, Summary of Assessed Values, p. 27 states, "City
and Borough of Juneau Reported A/V Ratio 97%. (1) The A/V Ratio
represents the ratio expressed by dividing the municipal assessed
value (A) by market price (V), and is representative of the weighted
mean ratio of real property." In 2020, Juneau property sales matched
assessed values 97% of the time and was the highest in the State.
There is no basis for higher assessments.
7. The Assessor has a duty to collect data from many sources, not just
Disclosure Statements from Buyers or Listings (See Alaska Taxable
2021 Report, Volume LXI, January 2022, pp. 25-28, it states "[the local
assessor must] Collect sales data from all sources such as recorders'
offices, realtors, developers and bankers. 11 (p. 25 J
8. The Assessor cannot exclude market sales
9. The Assessor with so few market sales, cannot exclude market sales
that "skew" or "lower" the value of commercial property values. The
BIG POINT is to include all market sales to obtain accurate values

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
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From: julie dinneen juliedinneencompany@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Hearing Appeal
Date: June 25, 2022 at 9:14 AM
To: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Page 15 - I did not appraise 234 Seward
Can Assessor provide industry definition in Mass Appraisal for Full Market Value and Market Value?
Can Assessor provide information in Mass Appraisal that speaks of and shows example of a Cost Approach/Sales Hybrid Approach?
And how widely is this used in the U.S.? Appraisals typically rely on three approaches to value - The Cost Approach, the Income
Approach and the Sales Comparison Approach. Each is a separate approach that is reconciled. The appraiser must explain why an
approach is relevant or not relevant.
Cost Approach - Please explain, given high construction costs in Juneau, why Economic Obsolescence is not included in Assessor
analysis.
What local costs does Assessor rely on? And does assessor give credence to local costs. Where do their cost estimates come from?
Julie

On Fri, Jun 24, 2022 at 4:13 PM Greg Adler <qreqorvladledi:grnail corn> wrote:
Julie,
Attached is my Hearing Appeal.
Could you please take a look, especially at my cost approach reasoning, and give me your thinking.
Thank you,

Greg Adler

JUUE DINNEEN, MAI
(303) 579~3589
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

julie dinneen juliedinneencompany@gmail.com
Re: Hearing Appeal
June 26, 2022 at 6:46 AM
Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com

No, I do not use Marshall Swift. I call contractors and architects and engineers and follow up on any new construction in the region to
find out actual costs.
To the first question - everything is separate. What would the building cost to build today that offers the same function?. What are the
kinds of depreciation that exist and separately
The most important points are that the Income Approach is most relevant for an income producing property. And if it had been done
and compared to a cost approach using construction costs that
can be backed up by local or regional projects, it would be clear that economic obsolescence exists. To ignore the actual income and
expenses for a property, especially when they fall in line with rents and expenses
in the marketplace, to not include an Income Approach, would produce a value that is not credible. A credible report is a key factor - if
a report is not credible, the appraisal profession will lose trust in the eyes of public.
On Sun, Jun 26, 2022 at 12:24 AM Greg Adler <oreqorylacller@omail.com> wrote:
Regarding the Cost Approach, if say a historic building has only 30 years left of life, as you suggest in one of your appraisals, is the
replacement cost adjusted to show the replacement cost is 30% of what a replacement cost on a new building is?
Also, do you have the building costs 2022 from Marshall and Swift for commercial buildings in ,Juneau handy?
Thanks
Greg

Page 15 - I dicJ not appraise :234 Se\:varcl
Can Assessor provide industry definition m kt1ass Apprrnsai for Full Market Value ancl Market Vaiue?
Can Assessor provide inforrnat1on in fV1ass 1\ppi aisai ti'l,.11 sp(:ak~; uf and si1ows example of a Cost
Approacl1/Sales Hybrid Approacl,') J\ncl l,ov-., 1;videly is trw:~ used in t:1e U.S.? Appraisals typically rely on
three approaches to value - The Cost Approacr·1. tt10 Income Approach and the Saies Comparison
Approac!1. Each 1s a separate approach t11at :S reconci!ect Tl1E; appraiser must explain why an approacl1 is
relevant or not relevant.
Cost Approach - Please explc:in. q1ven r1:gh construction cc)st~, :n Jw1e(-1u wt1y Econorrnc Obsoiescence is
not included in Assessor analysis.
What local costs does Assessor rely en? /\nd rJoes assessor give credence to local costs Where do their
cost estimates come from?

Julie

On Fri, Jun 24, 2022 at 4:1J Pfvl G,eq Mk;r <gre~Joryladk• r«_1/g1nail.corn> wrutE::
Julie,
Attached is my Hearing Appeal.
rnasoninfJ. and 9ive rne your thinking.
T!1ank you.

Greg Adler

1111 Tr: J)JNNFFN M~T
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28.

Intentionally Deleted.

29.
Declaration of Restrictions. Seller shall cause a Declaration of Restrictions (the
"Declaration") in the fonn attached hereto as Exhibit C to be recorded in the real estate records
of Juneau Recording District, Alaska prior to the recording of the Deed. The parties acknowledge
that the Declaration shall be deemed to be a Pennitted Exception.
30.

Miscellaneous.

(a)
This Agreement and any document or instrument executed pursuant hereto
may be executed in any number of counterparts each of which shall be deemed an original,
but all of which together sha11 constitute one and the same instrument.
(b)
Whenever under the terms of this Agreement the time for performance of a
covenant or condition falls upon a Saturday, Sunday or holiday, such time for perfonnance
shall be extended to the next business day. Otherwise all references herein to "days" shall
mean calendar days.
(c)
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the
laws of the state in which the Property is located.
(d)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

(e)
This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of, and shal1 be binding upon, the
permitted successors and assigns of the parties hereto; provided, however, that Seller shall
have the right to approve in advance, in its sole discretion, any assignment by Purchaser;
provided, however, in the event of any assignment, that Purchaser shall not be relieved of
its obligations under this Agreement.

(t)
In the event any tenn or provision of this Agreement shall be held illegal,
invalid, unenforceable or inoperative as a matter of law, the remaining tenns and provisions
of this Agreement shall not be affected thereby, but each such tenn and provision shall be
valid and shall remain in full force and effect.
(g)
During the tenn of this Agreement, Seller shall have the right to discuss the
Property with other prospective purchasers, but Seller shall not enter into a definitive
agreement with any prospective third party purchasers for the purchase of the Property,
other than with a governmental or quasi-governmental authority having power of
condemnation, so long as Purchaser is not in default hereunder.
(h)
All actions required pursuant to this Agreement necessary to effectuate the
transaction contemplated herein has been or will be taken promptly and in good faith by
Purchaser and Seller and their representatives, employees and agents.
In the event any litigation is undertaken to enforce the provisions of this
(i)
Agreement, the party obtaining a judgment in its favor in connection therewith shall also
receive, as part of the judgment, an amount equal to its reasonable attorneys' fees and other

14
4832-7354-9563.4
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costs incurred in connection with such litigation, including without limitation post-closing
and appellate proceedings.
[balance of page intentionally left blank]

15
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed
as of the day and year written above.

SELLER:
KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIJ\TION
By:
Its:

QLlVV VVWvMM<i

ve

PURCHASER.:

GOLDSTEINIMPROVEl\lIENTCOMPANY
By:~

Q_,jL..___

Its: VICE-PRESIDENT

[Signature Page to Purchase Agreement]
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JUUE DINNEEN, MAI
(303) 579~3589
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From: julle dinneen juliedinneoncompany@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Hearing Appeal
Date: June 26, 2022 at 2:·13 PM
To: Greg Adler gregoryladler@grnail.com
Absent Northwinds info that you got, mine would have been $450 SF or highor. based on info in my files, but this info is not in my
reports as I included the two strongest approaches to value. Can CBJ defend their use of a cost approach as relevant given the
prevailing rental rates for offices in the ,Juneau market and the downsi:ting of State offices?

If I had done a Cost Approach. I would have had to make a downward adjustment for oconornic obsolescence • the way that I would
prove this is that the capitalized NOi would indicate a value much lower than tho Cost Approach. When this happens, the appraiser
needs to state why this is so •· and why thn two appronr:tins to value don't line up.
The chosen Sales Comparison sales should be similar to the subject in as many regards as possible - location, age, size, condition,
tenancy, land to building ratio, parking, featurns such as HVAC and elevators. fo ho able to understand the assessment, a taxpayer
would need to see the sales used •- i~ order to make reasonable challongcs and comments.

On Sun, Jun 26, ?.022 at 9:33 AM Greg Adler <~)f.!:9Gryt,J(,jlf:.r:•ii;oma:iJ:(,fi,> wrote:
OK Thank you, I agree but for purposes of my Appeal I want to clearly make the point using the Cost Approach is crap. You stated
this in your appraisals. I have $"/00 SF from Northwind. You dic1nt consider the Cost Approach because you think it costs to much
to build in Juneau. What is your estimate of cost por SF? Thanks

0

\
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

julie dinneen juliedinneencompany@gmail.com
Re: Hearing Appeal
June 26, 2022 at 4:31 PM
Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com

Economic obsolescence is external - not within tho property itself. The impacts of the State budget, pandemic etc. have made the
office market more competitive: an impact that would have a downward impact on NOi, the cap rate and value
You need to see the sales and how the cap rate was derived. The cap rate of a sale is the net income I saleprice. One must have
good info from the sale property regarding income, vacancy and operating expenses that are typical for the type of building in order to
develop a cap rate that
can be relied upon. The income and expenses provided by the owner or the buyer are usually the most relevant.Often, brokers of the
sale will have this info. Cap rates are derived based upon the actual income and expenses of the property that the buyer and seller
relied upon to negotiate the sale. The net income divided by the sale price indicates the cap rate. A 5% or 6% cap rate would be
unusually low for the Juneau market.
On Sun, Jun 26, 2022 at 4:10 PM Greq Adler <greqoryladler@gmailcorn> wrote:
Juneau assessor states he used 6 cap and 5 is appropriate. These seem very low. What would you use and why?
Sent from my iPhone

Sent frorn my iPl10n<0

1uhedinneencompanyS,~~9mail.com

qreqory!adler(ii\qmail.com

j9l1edinneencompany_s_~:9lils!lLf.QLU
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Re: responses
June 27, 2022 at 12:17 PM
Michael Dahle Michael.Dahle@juneau.org

Michael,
We have supplied all of our Income and Expense Data in Julie Dinnenn's Appraisals. You have this information. Please use it
and rely on it. To not use it is a travesty of justice.
Once again, your office states it has collected only 35-40% of Sales Data, you say our Sales Price was Confidential yet we
returned the Sales Disclosure in a timely manner, you excluded at least 21 sales where the sales price was substantially lower than
the assessed value. I submit you office would not get a passing grade in Data Management. Include the 21 sales I provided you.
Enter them into your computer modeling. It is prudent and proper to include them.
Most appraisers get Cost Data from local architects and contractors, not Swift. The Cost Data I have falls between $450-$700
SF. With rents in the $2 range it is not feasible to use the Cost Approach. Thus, you must use the Income Approach 1st. It is best
approach under the IAAO for investment property. This is common knowledge as you assert falsely, to compare that commercial
values have shot up double.
Why did you send out a Press Release stating the funds raised through this property tax scheme was used for the local pool and
community grants because these are general services such as the police department.
Our 234 SEWARD ST is market sale. I have heard you assert it is not a market sale because it was not exposed to the market.
This is false. It was exposed to the market, as follows:
7/23/2021 Co-Broker Agreement signed 7/23/2021
1st Facebook Exposure-8/11/2021
1st Juneau Empire ad-8/13/2021
Purchase Contract signed-9/27/2021 (2 months and 1 week)
Purchase Contract Contingency Ends- t 0/27 /2021
Buyer Interest Before LOI signed: Tracey R, Steve S, IBEW, Garrett (for Christy Eriksen), Kindred Post, Goldstein, Jake
Haas, Tom Malley
Buyer Interest After LOI signed: Simpson, Pat Race, etc.

The property was exposed to the Market for 3 months and 1 week. This is normal exposure to the market.
The property closed on November 24,2021 for $1250,000 this was a market sale taking 4 Fourth Months less personal property
($17085) which you have ignored and obsolescence which we estimated at about $235,000 on January 1.
We rely on the IAAO to understand the Assessment Process and are in touch with Robert Gloudemans who wrote the
Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal.
Thank you for your consideration,
Hopefully we can resolve the appeals before Thursday.
Let me know. We are willing to settle using our market sale at 234 Seward and the Appraisal Values Julie Dinnenn uses-the
Income Approach and the Sales Approach. She concludes it is not feasible to use the Cost Approach. I suggest you throw out your
Cost Approach because it is misleading and inaccurate as you know. You need 2 methods to do the Assessment and the two
methods Julie uses are the best method.
Greg

Greg,
Here are responses to items in two of your recent emails.
I received this Bank Builcjing listing last week
1

We will forward that to the Clerk s Office.
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21
Assessed Value Has Been to High for
Decades
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The Assessor proclaims, "Assessed Values
Have Been Low for a Decade."
False, see below.
234 Seward Av

224 2"d St

238 Front St

Sale Date

11/24/2021

1/5/2021

2/2015

Sales Price/Market Value

1,250,000

286,000

600,000

2,547,520
2,598,400
2,304,500
2,329,000
2,329,000
2,329,000
2,329,000
2,329,000
2,329,000
2,329,000

405,300
397,194
405,300
270,200
245,700
246,000
246,000
246,000
246,000
246,000

1,726,900

Assessed Value

2022
2021
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013

"Outlier" Definition from The Assessment
Administration, International Association of
Assessing Officers {IAAO), 2003 "Outliers result
from poor or outdated appraisals."
The Assessor has used a Cost Approach/Sales Approach (freely
discarding Sales that are below Assessed Value) Computer Model with
data in/data out that suits his purpose which is higher assessed values
and taking property taxes from commercial property owners through
gross negligence, fraud or incompetence. This can only lead to
increased costs for the City and Borough of Juneau as they defend
wayward actions.
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22
Former Juneau Assessor Employee Says
Property was Raised on Average 2-3%
Annually During His Tenure
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John Skan Phone
Conversation June 23,
2022, Former
Employee of Juneau
Assessor Office
John reported it was
the practice of the
Assessor's Office during
his tenure to raise
property taxes on
average 2-3% yearly
during his tenure.
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Undisclosed Sales by the Assessor's Office

• Indicates Excluded from Juneau Assessor's Addendum A-Commercial Sales List
And Computer Modeling

Date

Seller

Buyer

Address

Paree! No

w

12/ 202 i
lis:ing
12/2021

Akiyama ;:ami!y Re:ir,1:s

N/ ~.

0 Rive;;,ide Or

5B16014300i6

Li-

Pendii!g

Harbor Ughts ~nterprise~

N/A

1000 Harbor way

1C060K51C040

Ga :eway ?ropert1e~

Cortfider.~ia!

8390 Ai:po~t

ss1s01c::.~=-:__________ --··--· _S_3_,_3_w_ri,_o_o_o_____~·,_i,~0/i •.~· :: ;

u

-u.
0

a:
0
V)
V)

LU
V)
V)

. l

1i 2t:./21

Goldsteir. Improvement Co 234 Seward St

Key Sar.k of Al<

G!J/13/2 ~ \N&B Rer.!als U.. C

Aware in,:.

201 Co~dova St ·

CCTHTA
SEARHC

l 72 !/ l 72S A:-ika St
Ci \/f:i:agc B~vd
225 ~ro:1t St

Construct1cn Machi:,e~y

'm 9/3D/21 ,r.d1:stria! LLC
~ 9/28/i, ::,3::;riic Investment ~,ou;i
® 9/!7/2l R:-iRentalst..LC
,e 3/23/2".. No-,~-.,.:esr HGldings :.~C

SEt.HHC
;✓ iki::g Hoidirig:. L~C

?.:4 Fron! St

~- 2/25/21 S: !\,ewspapers
Am.;lga 0:stillery
:34 N :=ran!<lin St
1 !5/2 l '.:>o~t11eas:em Nev,<,r,,;pers Gc:<'!stei:~ :mprove:-:1e~1~ Cc 22~ 2r'd S;
cr 3~'27/20 ra:::tf:c :r.vestmen, Groi..ip R&5 Ccristructic:-:
'.) Oi:itv:. Dr
1l

®

9/5/19 Fooc!'anc:, i:)c.

:::c
I-

>
CQ
C
w

V)

0

...J

u
V)

-z
C

::>

! I l'>H(l(;

~: _:~.•.{;

6bi000

A.V%MV

203%

C

:.:1 ,1,1,',f:

1CD70AOSOC60

WG6CL03C01 l

5812010400S2
SB l2010aC•J5:

58160143GG17

1CC70K81C-010
1CG7GA.G3CC2~
:.C07C.4C301J70

J• l . ' I I ,t ,'

:!',".

$2,~9B.,io,,

:·,1. ,.rn .. 1:~1

.·11::",,,

$'1~11:,.. 00~1

•,:.1 I 1,!I! \)

: I.'\,

$4.00J,GCC

SS.:06,550

$2 .C•,!?7 ,CGO
SJ.85:J.OOC
S :,t.S•:i,OCC
SU60.Ci:J,J

S2.521,3SC

$1,lOi.J,',',il
$474,3~.,)

51,250,0;JO

$'100,COC. ·-·- --

1C07C-A04C02G
5Si60144200J
iCJ701<81C140

5:,Gm,no~:

1CC60K55009C

$11,2SC ..80C

SS6S,COO

S2,t31,0C-C
$l,538.4$C
$2,075,450
$405,300
S1,C25,962
$7.13UOC
$J.4,670,15C

:·, I I~

.

$581,000
$188,4S:J

: i ! ·-:,

$225,450
S!l9,3GO

1i2%
J421~

$461,962
S531,2CG
$3,420,150

·•132½

z

C

:.33%
130%

5Sl20i:Jl0G10

<(
LU

$5S9,0C,()

AV> MV $

12/2021
Pending

V)

-..

Sales Price
2021 AV
------·---------------

8/2/:9 Ta!.(..; Oi! Sales
® 7FU.1~9 Br..,nie Brae PM~;~t•rship
$
4/ 1/ 19 Asse~bh; Assoc :.. LC
@11/16/18 Stan!(:.\~ & Sens

3/21/:S Ma<~

Assemb~v Asscc t~C
:\ff0rd(.1bie ;~~::o tnt. lLC
,,,..., ,1:-

S Ree::!e~

l61GA.,1k<i St
S631 :3!ac:er Hwy

5S12Cl010030
SB12010500Gl

5l:J7:J.C-OG

G Do:.iglas Highway

600801.110010

$230.GOJ
$750,COO
$750,00:J

211 4t~ St
3825 Mai;¥d S!
9309 G!acjer Hwy

:,,.-...1.,. ......

1C070AOS0050
58; SOl:'.)40030
56150:j40C70

$500,C-0:)

52d0.100

$1,746.929
$612,310
$j64,10C
$1,484,500
$837,500
$308.S5G

$676,929
$112,910
$234,lCC
$734,SOC
$B7.60C
$68,750

1?3%
202%
i98'Y..
ll.·'•·.,
I'

1· ..

lC060U0GC~:?20
1C06CUOSC::J20
.'.:.C06GUOSC023
1C060UOSCD2 5
@ 7/2G.'l8 F;~s~

i\a,:on3 1 Sank.:.:<

@- 3/13;'18 v1.:i:-ner"s '·N~a~f t

:.c

Rocc•:,ch !..LC

___ --~.!J9/U 5&!< '/e:1ti.:res --·· ....... -·· Bad r',og_:nvbtm•:~ts -·-·
!2/15i:5 =-~rrest Reetz U.C
Caelurr. AK :.LC
3/30/15 ~;rst Natic~ai Bank AK
3/1/lo James L. \Vhite

llC8 F S!
4'.Jfi S ;r,rnki;I"! St
254 S ~r:1:1kli.-. St

1-:06WOSX2a
1C070K83004C
1CC70K820030

2450 l:-:-:::us:r:a 1 s:_:E_

4816010iGOCC

800 Glader A·~·e

1C0600040C40

238 Fret St
10221 Glacier 1-iwv

1C070A03004G

.

S:.750,0CO

:'i.' ,,1t:.'. ,,, ,: J

5,1.: c;o,ono

·:"·b,·~ I ',J, 1 , \ ~

~-,9,J',,C~t)O
~; 1, J 9,:, ,1 t_J(]
5 /r,r!,Cli(!
$376,0GO
-·---------•---··--- ..•~----------,,-----

S U00.000
$600,COO
$697,000

$1,457,000

$2,639,300

Property and Data Excluded from Addendum A-Commercial Sales List
In All Cases Sales Price is Lower Than Assessed Value

21 Commercial Properties Excluded from Market Analysis
And Computer Modeling (CAMA)

5813,C<A'::

141%
155%

S:.'.i9, 1l5;J
S126,COO
5357,COO
$2,039,300
$116,CC-O

--~----

120%

E7%
132%

439%
117%

,,-n0

-mn
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Northwind Architects-Juneau Building
Costs
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From: James Bibb james@northwindarch.com
Subject: Goldstein Builidng Const Cost estimate
Date: June 22, 2022 at 9:40 AM
To: Gregoryladler@gmail.com
Cc: Sean Baily sean@northwindarch.com

Greg, based on current construction costs, (public projects, competitively bid), $700/sf is
looking like a medium at the moment. Mindful of current market trends and strains of
both transportation and the local trades for available managers and labor. We don't see
this changing locally for the time-being. Private development may have a bit more
leeway on the delivery.
This would include development costs including design, permitting and contingency .... so,
full project costs.
Basic tabulation would simply be an area~ sf costs.
Does this give you enough information for a back of the napkin budget?

James bibb

James Bibb
NorthWind Architects, LLC
Principal Partner
126 Seward Street
Juneau, AK 99801
p.907.586.6150 (x202)
f.907.586.6181
c.907.321.4265
www northwindarch.com
www.facebook.com/northwi ndarchitects
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From: James Bibb <james@northwindarch.com>

Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 10:19 AM
To: Sean Baily <sean@northwindarch.com>
Subject: FW: Juneau Building Costs
Greg's looking to carry the conversation of a potential building replacement costs
modifying our WAG of $700 for the Goldstein to more of a 1-2 story, privately
developed.
I'm not sure how much to modify the $700/sf range other than to back it down to
potential $600 addressing more of a stream-lined or contractor negotiated
scenario.
Thoughts?
James

From: Sean Boily <sean@northwindarch.com>

Date: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 at 11:05 AM
To: James Bibb <james@northwindarch.com>
Subject: RE: Juneau Building Costs
For a private client your numbers may be a bit high.
DIA (private non-profit) office building is a 3200 sf, half reno half new, wood
framed construction, adding up to $670/sf including utility upgrades site work and
landscaping (small site). 2 floors, no elevator. Complicated framing associated
with
ProHNS (privately owned company) is a 6000sf wood frame building on a flat
graded site 70% offices 30% industrial space. 2 stories, no
elevator. $450/sf includes some utility development. Pretty simple construction
and finishes.
This the same contractor for both projects. I think if the scale goes up there is
economy. Also I think there is economy in new construction over fussy
renovation.
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Improper Use of the Mass Appraisal
Method and Excessive Value
Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal, International Association of
Assessing Officers, 2011, p.141 says,

"As a guideline, a stratum, submarket, or
neighborhood in which fewer than 15 sales
normally occur is too small. A better
benchmark is 30 or more sales."
The "Downtown/Commercial" Submarket
has 6 sales. The 6 sales are not disclosed.
Massive sales, more than 21, are excluded
and in all cases the Sales Price is lower
than the Assessed Value. This "Computer
Sleight of Hand" Covers Up the Data that
must be entered into "The Computer" or
"The System" to skew Sales Data higher to
justify higher Assessed Values.
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1 of the 6 Sales is the Norweigian Sales
which Kim Wold, Appraiser, has told me is
an "Outlier Sale" because the CEO of
Noreweigian said the value is a "Business
Value" not a "Property Market Value."
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26
JULIE DINNEEN, APPRAISER-USES THE
INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE ANDA THE
SALES COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALUE
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JULIE DINNEEN, APPRAISER
INCOME APPROACH AND SALES COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALUE
RECONCILIATION

ll0SEWARDST

1C070A0200030

$1,200,000

201 SEWARD ST

1C070A040010

$875,000

224 SECOND ST

1C070A040020

$295,000

234 SEWARD ST

1C070A050060

$ 1,005,277 (SALES PRICE LESS OBSOLESENCE)

119 SEOND ST
(130 Seward St)

1C070A020043

$4,750,000

122 FRONT ST

1C070A020011

$850,000
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27
CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU PRESS
RELEASE SAVING HIGHER COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY VALUES BROUGHT IN $3
MILLION MORE TAX REVENUE-TAKING
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MONEY
WITHOUT DUE PROCESS OF LAW
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Juneau Assembly passes budget reducing the property tax rate - City nnd Dorough of Juneau

3/21/22, 5:34 A

The $420.9 million budget includes reduced projections of sales tax revenues
and cruise ship passenger fees in anticipation of limited large cruise ship
visitation this current summer. To offset these depressed revenues, the budget
utilizes CBJ's $12.8 million allocation of federal stimulus funds from the
American Rescue Plan Act to replace lost revenues in FY21 and FY22.
Application of this federal aid to offset lost revenues in FY21 reduced the
anticipated $2.8 million deficit to zero, and in FY22 reduces the projected $15.8
million deficit to $5.9 million.
Despite being faced with a deficit, the Assembly maintained all essential city
services while lowering the property tax rate to 10.56 mills. Even with the lower
property tax rate, CBJ will collect approximately $3.0 million more in property tax
revenue in FY22 as a result of a substantial growth in property valuations,
including a considerable adjustment to the value of commercial land. The
Assembly still needed to draw from savings to cover a remaining budgetary
shortfall.

The Assembly also restored $6.9 million of temporary reductions to the Capital
lmprovem~nt P!an that were made in FY21 to balance the budget, including the
$3.3 million Augustus Brown Pool deferrP.d maintenance project.
For more information, contact Finance Director Jeff Rogers at 723-6907 or
jeff. rogers@juneau .erg.

City and Borough Of Juneau
Phone: 907 .586.5240

Fax: 907.586.5385

hltps://juneau.org/newsroom-item/juneau-assembly-pas:;ei;-budget-reducing•lhe-property-tax-rate
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APPENDIX-LIST OF 6 APPEAL PROPERTIESCOST REPORT COMMERCIAL
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28
APPENDIX-LIST OF 6 APPEAL PROPERTIESCOST REPORT COMMERCIAL-130 & 140
FRONT STREET & 106 & 110 &118 SEWARD
STREET
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Page 1

Cost Report - Commercial
1283

Record

1

Parcel Code Number

1 C070A020030

Number of Stories (Bui lding)

Owner Name

GOLDSTEIN IMPR OVEMENT COMPANY

Number of Sections

Parcel Address

110 SEWARD ST

Effective Year Built
Year Built

01
1

Per imeter

250

1993

Class

0

1896

Height

13

Rank

Average

Bui lding Model

C- 13 Stores. Commercials

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

r ,otal Arca

1283

3.763.00

2

Kecord
1 C070A020030

Number of Stories (Bu ilding)

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Number of Sections

1

Parce l Address

110 SEWARD ST

Perimeter

0

Effective Year Built

1993

Class

1896

Hei!jht

Building Model

C- 13 Stores. Commercials

Bu ilding Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Rank

I

Total Arca

-

10
Av~
2.887.00

~

3

1 C070A020030

Number o f Stories (Building)

O wner Name

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Number of Sectio ns

1

Parcel Address

110 SEWARD ST

Perimeter

0

Parcel Code Number

~

I)

Record

1283

~

01

Parcel Code Number

Owner Name

Yea r Built

'

01

Effective Year Built

1993

Class

I)

Year Bui lt

1896

Height

10

Rank

3~~ :t-

Building Model

C- 13 Stores. Commercials

Bu ilding Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

I

l

Total A rca

I'
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Page 2

Cost Report - Comme rcia l
::.:-. :tion 1
=

Description

.:ost
Wall

Units
3763

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

3763

-~; ting & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

3763

- 7aung & Cooling

Hot Water

3763

':::. 7-o r

~-c.hitect Fee
S;:,rinklers

100%

Unfinished

5942

+/-

Total

70.27

264,426

1:1 07

49,171

611 .00

611

100%

7 5-,

7.8.486

6 GO

?.4,836

100%

4.42

26.264

3763
Dry Sprinklers

="e Alarm System
:lasement

Percent Cost

37G3

1 46

5.494

?.179

:l0.83

67. 179
$466.465.51

Sub Tot al
Local Multiplier

1 43

Current Multiplier

1 02

IX]
IX)
{X)

$680.387 00

43.00

l·I

$2g2,566 00

100.00

1-1
1-1

$387.1321 00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

$667 .04G 00
$680,387 00

eprec,a ,on - unc ,ona
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

$0 00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhoocf Adjustment
eplace ment Cost less Dep reciat ion

$387,8?1

2% incomplete. check 12/05 for finish Sold 6/1/2007 for $1 .5M
Canv.iss. Entered data into Govern. Resketched. revalued.
John_Sahnow - 7/14/2014 4:14:31 PM
3 5.17 l'ER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS, ADDED PliOTO, GOVl: RN Ul'DAI ES. CALLBACK 1·0R :>017 FOR INCOM E AND MAHKE I RESEARCH DMHP
3.5.17
'.)onna_Prtnce - 3/5/2017 2:18:13 PM
: · 31 2018 PER CANVAS COST, DEP , UPDATES DMHI' 01.31 .2018
::orna_Prince - 1/31/2018 9:43:04 AM

Section 2

Description

Units

+/-

Percent Cost

Total

2887

'/0.27

202,869

c: c e•ior Wall

Stud Wolls-Wood Siding

2887

1?..25

35,359

·· eating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

2887

611 .00

· •i;a1tng & Cooling

l lot Water

?.887

:lase Cost

.._.cll,tect Fee
S:1·wklers

100%

2887
Dry Sprinklers

'· ·e Alarm System

2887
288.,

100%

61 1

7 57

21 ,855

G GO

19.054

5 18

14,955

1.46

4,215
$298.9Hl 3C

Sub Total
_ocal Multiplier

1 '13

'.:J'rent Multiplier

1 O?

I

' ,;;,ghborhood Multiplier
:)epreciation • Physical

IXJ
{XI
{X)

$1\27 .453.00
$436,002.00
$'136,002.00
$187,481 .00

43 00

$0 00

::epreciation - Functional

1-1

Jepreciation • Economic

l·I

S0 .00

l·I

$248,521 00

"ercent Complete

100 00

Cost to Cure
\leighborhood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$248,5?.1

Packet Page 1325 of 1973
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Pago 3

Cost Report - Commercial
Section 3

Description

Units

Base Cost

Percent Cost

3709

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Sid ing

3709

Healing & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

3709

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

3709

Architect Fee

100%

Ory Sprinklers

370~

Fire Alarm System

3709

Total
260,631

1?..25

45,427

611.00
100%

3709

Sprinklers

+/-

70.27

100%

G11

7.57

7.8,077

6.60

24.479

4.74

17,581

1.46

5,415

Sub Tow!

$382,7.21.78

Local Mulliplier

1.43

Current Multiplier

1.02

Neiqhborhood Mulliplier
f

. .

.

lleprec1a11on - l'liys,r.al

4:l.00

Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

100.00

Cost to Cure

IX)
IX)
[X)

$546,577 .00

l·I
l·I
1-1
l·I

$239 729 QQ___

$557,509.00
$557,509.00
$0.00
$0.00
$317.780.00

Neighborhood Adjustment
c ptacemc nt Cost less Depreciation

$317.780

3.5.17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS, ADDED PHOTO, GOVERN UPDATES. CAL.U3ACK FOi~ 2017 FOR INCO ME AND MARKET RESEAf~CH DMHI,
.5. 17
Donn<1_l'rince - 3/5/2017 2:27:02 PM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement

CANOPY
01.3 1.2018 P

i•I

27,100

t!!!J)

LIT_o_t_a_l_lm_p_r_
ov_e_m_e_n_t_V_a_lu_e_ __ _ _______ _ _ ______ _ _ _
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APPENDIX-LIST OF 6 APPEAL PROPERTIESCOST REPORT COMMERCIAL-201 SEWARD
STREET

Packet Page 1327 of 1973
6/16/2022 3:56: 14PM
Page 1

Cost Rep ort - Commercial
1 298

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

Record

1C070A040010

Num ber of Stories (Build ing)

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY INC
201 SEWARD ST

Number of Sec tio ns

1

Perimeter

402
D

Effective Year Built

1990

Class

Year Built

1900

Height

Buil d ing Model

C- 13 Stores. Commercials

Building Type

Mixed f"<eli.lil w/ f~esit!. Units

Section 1

Description

Units

Base Cost

OS

8825

68.49

604.407

100%

12.83

113.225

100%

7.57

66,805

6825

6 60

58,245

~l✓.95

4 ;,1

39. 132

eB2~,

1 46

Exterior Wall

Stud -Metal Si,Jing

8825

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

8825

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

8825

Heating & Cooling

Ho t Water

6825

Arcl1itect Fee
Sprinklers

Dry Sprinklers

r:ira Alarm System

02

6 11.00

611

12,885

Sub Total

$895,309.23

Local Multiplier

1.43

Current Multiplier

1.02

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Pt1ysical

52.00

Depreciation - r:unctional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Comple!Q

100.00

Cost to Cure

IXJ
IXJ
(XI
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1

$1,280,292.00
$1,305,898.00
$1,305,89800
$679,067 .00
$0 .00
$0 00
$626,831 .00

Neigl1borllood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$626,831

/24/2017 PER PERMIT/CANVIS REVIEW Uf'DA TFI) !<ECORD DMI 11>
donna_prince - 1/24/2017 3:25:05 f>M
3.5.17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS, ADDEO Pl !OTO, GOVEf~N lJl>OATES. CALI.BACK FOi< 2017 FOR INCOME AND MARKET RESEARCH. DMHP
3 5 .17
Donna Prince - 3/5/2017 2:35 :36 f'M
1.312018 PER CANVAS COST, DEP, UPDATE FILE DM HP 1.31.2018
Oonna_Prince - 1/31/2018 1:26:43 PM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement

Canopy
01 .31 .2018 P

l+J

13,300

;;..;.....:;::s

!Total Improvement Value

( =-=

$640,100

~

~
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APPENDIX-LIST OF 6 APPEAL PROPERTIESCOST REPORT COMMERCIAL-234 SEWARD
STREET
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Page 1

Cost Report - Commercial
1309
Par cel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

Record

1 C070A050060

Number of Stories (Building)

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
234 SEWARD ST

Number of Sections

1

Perimeter

39 1

0

Effective Year Built

1986

Class

Year Bui lt

191 4

Height

Buil ding Model

C- 15 Offices. Medical. P111lhc D111ldings

Building Type

Bank

Section 1

Description

Base Cost

02

--------

Units

Aver,!~
6.608.00

+;:--

Percen

Total

6608

159 01

Exterior Wall

Concrete. rormed

6608

20.67

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

6608

613 00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

6608

12.00

79,296

6608

7.30

48,2:18

11698

3.74

43,7 G1

6608

1 46

4630

52.[i8

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System
Basement

Unfinished

1,050,731!
136.572
613

9.64A
243,445
$1,612,301.18

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43

IX]

$2,305,591.00

Current Mult1pher

1.03

IX]

$2.374,759.00

IXI

$2,374,759.00

Neighborl1ood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

30.00

Depreci.ation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
100.00

Percent Complete

1-1
1-1

1-1
1-1

$7 12,428.00
$0 00

SO.OD
$1 ,662,331 .00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
$1 ,662,331

eplacement Cost less Depreciation

ier ph w/Carol Davis 9/24199:BLD2007-00461 incomplete, reinspe ct 12/08.-km:
6/1 1/1 0 Chg Mail Addr Per Rtn Mail & Per UB Screen/tlu:
8/15111 Chg Mail Addr Per 2011 Tax Statement Addr Corr Form See Fite for Form/tlu;
11/15112 C.anvass. Updated sketch, cost. photo. jcs
02.01 .2018 PER CAN VAS COST A ND DEP UPDATE FILE OMHP 02.01.20 1!1
Donna_Prince - 2/112018 9:25:46 AM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscell~ncous lmprovoment
JMiscellaneous Improvement
JMiscellaneous Improvement
JMiscellaneous Improvement

!Total Improvement Value

STORAGE
2.1 .2018 PE
CANOPY
2.1 2018 PER
ENCLOSED PORCH
2. 1.
VAULT
2.1.2018 PER

I•I

3,800

1•1

13,400

(• ]

2,200

[•I

35,000

V)
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APPENDIX-LIST OF 6 APPEAL PROPERTIESCOST REPORT COMMERCIAL-130 SEWARD
STREET & 119 SECOND STREET

6/16/2022 3:5 1:06PM

'
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Cost Report - Commercial

Record

1287
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parce l Address
Effective Year Built

1 C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
119 SECOND ST
1990

Bu i lding Mode l

1946
C- 15 Offices, MedicHI. Public Buildings

Building Type

Office Building

Year Built

Number of Sections
Perimeter

411

C lass

D

Height

12

~
44,750.00
/

Rank.

I --

Tota l Area

2

Record

1287
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Add ress

02

Number of Stories (Building)

1 C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVE MENT COMPANY

Number of St o ries (Building )

119 SECOND ST

Perimeter

;...:::::-»

02
1

Number of Sections

136
D

Effective Year Built

1990

Class

Year Built

1946

Height

10
Average

Build ing Model

C- 15 Offices. Medical. Public 8uildings

Rank

Building Type

Office Building

Total Arca

Section 1

Description

ease Cost

Units

3,91U.75
G22.6,:

Heating & Cooling

HeHting & Cooling

44750

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

44750

rire Alarm System
Basement

UnfinisherJ

Tota

13.91

44750

Dry Sprinklers

+/-

Percent Cost
87.57

Stud -Textured Plywood

Sprinklers

1,900.00

44i'50

[xterior Wall

Architect Fee

'¥c'

100%

60

603.00
12.00

537.00

44750

6.80

304,30

!55S32

343

190.47

44i'50

1.46

65,33

9i'U1

33.46

100%

32'/ ,27
$5,966,390.t

Sub Total
l.ocal Multiplier

1.43

Current Multiplier

[XI
[X]
[X]

$8,531 ,939.01

1.00
40.00

[·]

$3,412.776.0

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

$8,531,939.0

[·I

Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation • Economic
Percent Complete

$8,531,939.0•

100.00

[·]

$0.0

[·]

$5,119.16:l.O

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
cplacement Cost less Depreciatio n

2.06.2018 PER CANVAS COST DEP UPDATE Fll.E DMHP 02.06.2018
onna_Prince • 2/6/2018 10:01 :04 AM

$5,1'19,16

6/16/2022 3 51 :06PM
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Page 2

Cost Report - Commercial
Section 2

Description

Units

Base Cost

Percent Cost

+/-

Tota

1900

87.57

166,38:

Exterior Wall

Stud - Textured Plywood

1900

13.26

25,19,

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

1900

603.00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

1900

12.00

22,80(

1900

6.80

12,92(

2850

4.89

13,93(

1900

1.46

2,77,

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System

Go:

Sub Total

$244,610.4:

Local Multiplier

1 43

Current Multiplier

1.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

40 .00

Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

100.00

[XI
[XI
[XI

$349.793 00

1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1

$139,91"/.00

$349,793. 00
$349,793.00
$000
S0.00
$209 ,876.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation

S209.816

l2.06.20Hl PER CANVAS COST DEP UPDATE FIL E DMHP 02.06.2018
)onna_ Princc - 2/6/2018 10:02:03 AM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement

Total Improvement Value

Canopy
02 06 2018 P

29.'/0(

[+]

7

/

\
$5,358,700
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APPENDIX-LIST OF 6 APPEAL PROPERTIESCOST REPORT COMMERCIAL-122 FRONT
STREET

6/16/2022 3:45:54PM

Pa £:: ·
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Cost Report - Commercial

1281

Record

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Pa rcel Address

1 C070A020011

Number of Stories (Building)

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST

Number of Sections

1

Perimeter

246

Effective Year Built

200'1

Class

D

Year Built

1898

Heig ht

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resid . Units

02

11

Avera e
2,450.00

2

1281
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1 C070A020011

Number of Stories (Building)

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST

Number of Sections

1

Perim eter

0

02

Effective Year Built

2003

Class

D

Year B uilt

1898

Height

10

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Rflsid . Units

Total Arca

Description

Units
2450

68.49

167.79E

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

;.>'150

12.57

30,78,

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

2'150

611 .00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

2'150

Section 1
Base Cost

100%

2'150

Arr.hitect Fee
Sprinklers

Percent Cost

Dry Sprinklers

2450

100%

Tota

61 1

7.57

11l,54i

6.60

16,17(

5 3S

13,10f.
$247,017.31

Sub Total
Lor.al Multiplier

1.43

(X]

$353,235.00

Current Multiplier

1.02

[X]

$360,300.00

[X]

$360,300.00

(-]

$64,854 .00

DP.preciation - Functional

[-]

$0.00

DP.prnciation - Economic

[-]

$0.00

[-]

$295,446.00

NP.ighborhooct Multiplier
Deprncialion - Physical

Percflnt Complete

18.00

100.00

Cost to Curfl
Neighborhood Adjustment
eptacement Cost less Depreciation
: r1nvass. Resketched, Revalued .
.Jolin_Sahnow - 7/14/2014 3:04:19 PM
0 1.30.20 18 PER CANVAS COST, RECORD UPDATES DMHP 1.30 .2018
Donn.i __Prince - 1/30/2018 9:42:42 AM

$295,'146

Packet Page 1335 of 1973
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Page 2

Cost Report - Commercial
Section 2

Description

Units
1800

Hase Cost
Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

1800

Heating & Coolinri

Heating & Cooling

1800

Heating & Coolinri

Hot Water

1800

Sprinklers

10%
100%

Dry SprinklFJrs

1800

100%

Total

68.49

123,278

12.28

22,11 1
611

61 1.00

1800

Architect Fee

+/-

Percent Cost

7.57

13,626

6.60

11,880

5.35

9,630
$181,135.95

Su b To tal

[XI
[XI
[XI

$259,024.00

(-1

$52,841 .00

Depreciation - Functional

[-]

$0.00

Depreciation - Economic

(-1
1-1

$211,363.00

Local Multiplier

1.43

Currnnt Multiplier

1.02

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

Percent Complete

20.00

100.00

$264,204 .00
$264,204.00

$0.00

Cost to Cure
Neirihborhood Adjustment
epla cemen t Cost less D ep reciation

f'LOOR ADDITION COMPLETE REMODEL 2009
01.30.2018 PER CANVAS COST, RECORD UPDATES DMHf' 1.30.2018
Donna_Prince - 1/30/2018 9:42:30 AM

!Total Improvement Value

$211 .363
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8
Capitalization Rates Impacted By Covid and
State of Alaska Reducing Office Space

Julie Dinneen Appraisals: Income Approach to Value
(adjust for Covid impact on Juneau with lost revenue of $190 million and 6,000 jobs; with rent concessions, abatement and
closures; and the State of Alaska taking less space)
Address

Income Approach
Starting page

Cap Rate

Cap Rate Pages

Reality Rates
Starting page

62

7.5%

80-81

105-111

188

Office: 8.25%
Restaurant: 10.86%
Retail: 8.6%
Apartments: 7.57%

206-208

265-271

358

7.5%

378-380

409-414

491

7.75%

508-509

530-535

1C070A020011
122, 124 & 126 Front

1C070A020030
130 & 140 Front & 106 &110 & 118 Seward

1C070A040043
130 Seward & 119 Second
1C070AO40010
201,205,209,213,217,221 Seward

·Zu/ ~ <1'~ 2o? "&/31 2-10 22 /

Sgtv-v-id rr~ ZIC, .Ju~!sr

=a: •:e: ;::age 508 of 1441
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~!Jrl]~~IY- ~!.§.!:!~VJ~yed Cap\ta_li~a!io,r_U~~tes 4Q 2021 - Rea ltyRates_
Sect~r
_Lo~-·! High .
_
Average
1
All Office
4 52%
, 12 79%
· 9 ·10%
I _
All ·R-et~I_
-· _::__ T 4~58~o- 13.99~/o - -- . -·
9 31 %

I

All Restaurant
All Ap~rtments

__{?.:.9~~~
4.03%

I

j 16 .53%
' 11 92%

1-·
J

11 .69%
i 9 4%

Considering the capita lization rates from the Juneau market and the information provided
by RealtyRates, and considering botl1 the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in th is report, the 20H3 to 2020 rates indicated by the Juneau market, are
considered low indicators for this analysis, and a rate of 7.75% is considered reasonable.
As shown, this rate applied to the pm1ected NO i. the market value by t11is approach is
$860,000.

JU!LiE DDNNE!EN COMPANY

GE)

Packet
PacketPage
Page1339
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CAPI TALI ZATION O F INCOME
1

RENTA L INCOME

TENA NT AREAS

MONTHLY RENT

1,4 3.'i SF
1

-~1,;1-;

.. :·•_- - .::;

~:J Si:c..:-·;:: :· .., .

$

,.
1,079 'T

.,

<j('

four gr·avel parking spo t s
GROSS REVEN U ES

7, l 13

Stabilized Vacancy & Credit Loss

$

793

,·_,

9,696

$

1.50

$

9/,16

s

2,S!iO

s

7. :·l:/.

$

34,200

950

$

1.27

$

11,400

.$

4,08()

$

143, 177.

t<J_/

.,.) I ~l

GROSS EFFECTIVE INCOME
EXPENSES

8.13:!(,

-s•'

Profe ssiona l Ma nagernen t

l ,.,9b

~)

1,283

s

w·
.)

15,196

p

:·.:'· :~ I'

s

136,013 !

$

(6,801)

$ 0 .:l0 Si·

(2,648)

s

W a ter, sewe,, heat, trnsh

$7 ,1() SI

Maintenance a nd Up keep

~; 1.6' , SI

Insurance

$ 0.'.,0 '.,I·

(ti,,1.1.3)

$

1.B2 SI'

(J 6,097)

s

OAO SF

Real Estate

Ta x<i~

He se rve Allowa nee

(2 1, l8 ))
(ltl,S63)

(3,530)

TOTAL EXP ENSES

$

(69,234)

NET OPERATING INCOME

s

r,G,T/9

CAP ITALIZATION RATE

"/. 75~·~

...

INDICATED VALUE

$
$

ROUNDED

!

s

<,Bl',
~')~~

Administra tion

19,1.5 2

1.17

$
$
·-·

sr-

9,804

1 .4 8

29,928

1.GI\

l,,'30 Sf

'/~,() SF
,i

$

.)

~.i30 SI

He;ir Rookery W.tre house

S

,.

221 Giono Barri':
216 2nd St . H;ii11 fwr, '.; t ~.,u,-,;,

U4
l.65

8()f;

s
s

1,100

ANNUAL RENT

$
$

494 SI

·,;:c,··"1•:· r11

RENT/SF

$

195 SF

217 Don ,._ ic: ga ;·. •.: , , c·:

~

2,494

861, 667
860,000

·-

..BUllE ID~NNIEEN COMPANY

Packet
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retail uses is $.35 to $1.1 o SF. A reserve allowance of $.30 SF is reasonable for the
subject property.
Capitalization of Net Income

Below, capitalization rates from sales of commercial properties in Juneau are shown.
··••-•••-•······••··•

, Sale Comparison

'. Sale Date

Cap Rate

Use~ & Comments

, 3100 Channel Drive

\ June 2020

7.17%.

Good qllality office builcii110 with 20'% warehouse built ;
orifJirrnlly tor .J11ne;rn Empirn. At salt~ date, was mostly
occupied by l<~nants .

. '5jifo::s36a·commercia·i··£31v·,c· ... -.. ·; ·---r~~av 201 s

7.85°/.,

----· -·-··-........ ... -~
-

: Juneau

.............................

Juneau

, Mixed use conunercial bldg. of strec!I frame and metal
' construction with office. c1partmcnl. service. and shop uses.
E~~t;;1blislnid Stak o(fk:e tenant under new 10-year lease.
Building has been iully occupied for many yecus.

Juneau

7.00'1/.,

: July 20~?1

3225 Hospital Drive ..Juneau
: 8390 Airpori Boulevard. Junt:au

F111fy occupiecl ofilci·: ,ind medical buildillfl in good co11dilto11

August 2021

' 6.90%

Fully occupied office. retail service building in good condition

Septemb<!r

'. 8.07°/.,

Renovn!c:d two 5tory bidn. in downtown Juneau in !-JOOd ·
; condihon. Purcf1c1S1!d by dominant !ena11t

'2021

RealtyRates is a national service that quarterly provides investment criteria that pertains
to investment. grade properties in the United States of all types. While not applicable to
the Juneau market, which has few properties that would be considered investment grade,
this publication does reflect national trends wiU-1 respect to capitalization rates and other
financing criterion. The 40 report relies on third quarter data and the composite
capitalization rate of 8. Tl% is down from a year ago at 8. 94°/4), based upon a decrease of
31 basis points in treasury rates and no change in equity dividend rates.
The composite capitalization rates for the office sector were 8.16% in 2020 and are
currently 8.25%. The restaurant sector 2020 rate was 10.81 % and is currently 10.86%.
Tile retail sector rate for 2020 was 8.58% and is now 8.60%. For apartments, the 2020
rate was 7.50°/c) and is now 7.57% (see tables in the Addenda). Below are the surveyed
rates for each sector noted above, indicating the low, t1igh and average Surveyed"
capitalization rates for each sector as follows:
11

Summary of Surveyed Capitalization Rates 4Q 2021 - RealtyRates
. Sector

•· Afi-o"ttfce

~ H!g~.

: Low

.... ·• ! 4.52%

J

,

All Retail
___ .
4.58°;:)
All Restaurant
\ 5.09%

[. ~I.! AP·~·ii65~r)t~.:~: · . . . :__ i:.9.~

1
~ .•

,

,

........12
~-.. _,79%
.... .........
13.99%
~

1G.53%
11.92%

_ Average
9.10%
9.31%
·11 69%

7 94(¼,

JULOE DBNNEEN COMPANY

PacketPage
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Considering the capitalization rates frorn the ~Juneau market and the information provided
by RealtyRates, and considering both the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this report, some of the lowest cap rates from the 2018 to 2020 sales
in Juneau are considered too low for the present time. A rate of 7.50% is considered
reasonable. As shown. this rate applied to the projected NOi, value by this approach is
$830,000.

CAPITALIZATION OF INCOME ANALYSIS

REVENUES
124 Front Street. · Asiana fkstc1urant
12:! Front Street - Sketch /\rt Studio

U6 Front Street • 2nd Floor Apartrnent
Parking t.ot Revenue~
Gross Revenue

Area Hc-?nted

Rent per SF

Rr:~nt pt~r Month
$

3,:1\(J

•..,

:>.-u

,>

,1·1,1100

3/S SF

s

:):JS

.s

1..39

$

5,300

~)

2 .3:)0

.,,C

1.31

$

ZB,200

C
,,

9:)

1,soo sr
IB ~; t ;111 •;

sr

3.318

:r;~.

Stabililed Vacancy & Credit Loss

-·---•·---·· ----··•--·-·-----

(.

<·.,)

20,520

$

96,420

$
•-------

....... - . - - - · -

12,S~B)

-···-

$

Gross Effective Income
EXPENSES

Rent per Year

sr

1,6:U

93,527

,1.2~,0 sf CiBA
]'\; x ~~h.900

Professional Management Buikling Tent1nts

$

(2,277)

~; 0.20 sr

Administration

(8SO)

Utilities Paicf by Landlord

$J. .4~:.l

sr-

Utilities Paid by l.anrllord

$.U.1

sr x
sr x

Utilitie:. Paid by Landlord

S0.80
$

Building Maintenance
Parking Lot Maint<-:.-nance

x

J/8 SI;

(926)

(J,58S)

1,G2J. SF
:I ,300 SF

(1,440)

1.2:> SI

(S,313)

S2(i7 p(~r -;t,lll pN year J.8 :-tall•;

(4,716)

$ CJ.SU SI

Insurance

(2.1?.S)

Real Estate Tr.1xcs
Reserve Allowance!
Total Expenses

(9,000)

-

,,

(1,27:;)

O.:·W '-,I·
\'

(Jl./>06)

62,021
7.50%

.)

Net Operating Income

$

Capitalization Rate
Indicated Value

$

Rounded

$

•-..-

826,949
830,000

..

JUlff E !DU\9NEEN COMPANY
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Insurance - the subject's umbrella policy results in an expense that is favorable.
compared to stand-alone properties. The comparisons range from $ .29 to S.63 SF and
weight in making a p rojection for tt,e surJject (as a standalone property) of $.50 SF.
Real Estate Taxes reflect the expense in the Juneau market before 202 1. in which
assessm ents increased , primarily a result of the assessors' incre ases to com mercial land
values. The projected expense reflects the 2021 assessment for the subject which
equates to $1 .60 SF
Reserve Allowance - this allow,rnce 1s a fund th at builds up lo be u sed as needed for
replacement of sho rt-lived ite ms such as boilers. roofs. carpet. e tc. It is not com monly an
expense item in a profit and loss statement provided by owners. RealtyRates provides
information regard ing reserve allowance requirements (see table in Addenda ). The
ranges are $.35 - S.90 SF/YR for offices and S.35 •· s1 .·10 SF for retail uses. Con sidering
the number of upgrades and repa irs to this building in tile recen t past. a $.40 SF reserve
allowance is reasona ble.
Capitalization of Net Incom e
Tt1e following table summarizes ca pita liza tion rr.1tc~s from sa les of commercia l properties
in Juneau.

r- ~~~~

~~l:~:i~~:~·."-.... -···-·,.·t~I:: ~~~~·· .~-'c:JPRatc·- .·1i
: 7 37%

j Juneau
r · - - -- - -- - .

.

...

May :w1s

7 85%

i April 2019

7 5 4%

• 5J60•5J68 Commercial Blv<f.
; Juneau
Willo Park 10002 Glac:ier Highwa y
Juneau
! J 2i5_~iospital Driv·~·._j'u11·ea·1; . .

r

I
~

!

r_july 2021

:

8390 A irpnrt.Boulcv ard. Jw1ea 11_ ..1../\ ~~(Jl.'S..I 2..0 2_1.

i 225 Front Strcel. Junc;iu

I ·········-·· ····· ·· -··--

I

September

. ,2021

.

i

7 .00¾
(i.90°(,:

, 8 .07%
. ·

·us-c &-c·~·,t1ri1~nts
- · --· · · ··,
Good q1;<1illy olf1c:c huilctinu w 1tll 2 0% w;u cho,,se- .lllrill l

: or i!J111;,lly fo, J1111t:;, u E rnpac At s illt.: dal e. was most ly
: occ11p1ecf hy Ie11anI~
Mixe<I use C.UllllllCI Clill h id!) o l ~lr c cl lr amc 11ml metal
. r.onslw~l ion w11l1 o ff,r.e. ap.artI11enl. f.ervice. ;in_cf sh~p. 11 ~1,.s .. ,
: E:;t;ilJhslwcl Sta\i, o ffice t1:n;111t 1111c1er new 10-yc;ir lease . ·
Bui.ld,ng hi!_!; tH!en fully. o<:~.up1ed (01 , ~Iariy. yr.:ill s
_ ...
. . : f'ully o::cup ,ed oJl,.ce ;11Hl .!.'.1cdicc1I l~uik(,.r.19 i0. u~.r>d _co.!_1~J!on . .
. r- 11lly occ upie cf ol lic e .. !:_C~il ::~:r vic.!? t1.uild.in9 j(l.JJO.~~- condition .• ,
Henov;itc:cl two story hldg 111 downtown Juneau in !JOOcl
. c:c,ncl1tion Purc:h;iscct b_y <10111111.int tf!l1'.1nl

RealtyRates is a national service that quarterly provides investment criteria tha t pertain
to investment gra d e properties in the United States o f all types . While not highly applicable
to the Juneau market, whi ch has few properties t11at would be considered investment
g rade, thi s publication does provide an indica tor of national trends with respect to
capitalization rates and other fina ncing criterion.
The 40 report relies o n third quarter data The composite capita lizatio n rate o f 8. 77% is
down from a year ago at 8 .94% based upon a decrease o f 31 basis poin ts in treasury
rates and no change in equ ity dividend rates
The composite capi tali zation rate for tt1e office sector was 8 16% in 2020 and is currently
8.25%. The restaurant sector 2020 ra te was 10 81 % a nd 1s currently 10.86%. The reta il
sector rate for 2020 was 8 .58% and 1s now 8.60%. For apartments. the 2020 rate was
7.50% and is now 7.57%.
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The tables from this survey that support the above indicators are included in the Addenda.
Below are the surveyed rates for each sector noted above. indicating the low. high and
average "Surveyed'' capitalization rates for each sector:

Considering the capitalization rates from the Juneau market and the information provided
by RealtyRates, and considering both the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this report. the 2018 to 2020 rates indicated by the Juneau market, are
considered low indicators for this analysis, and a rate of 7. 7 5% is considered reasonable.
As shown. this rate applied to the projected NOi, the market value by this approach is
$1,130,000.

JUlL.BE DDrNIIMEIErNI COMPANY
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CAPITALIZATION OF INCOME

RENTAL INCOME
Heritage Coffee Roasters

MONTHLY RENT
$
7,581

ABOVE GRADE SF

3,931 SF

RENT/SF

s

l.93

ANNUAL RENT

s

90,972

110 -Seward Segal Company

3~,0 SF

s

618

s

1.77

$

7,416

Suite 1 Carlton Smith Company

550 SF

$

773

$

l.'1.1

9,276

Suite 2 - Rookery Storage

.178 SF

$

28!j

s

s

.>oo s1=
.?oo sr

s
s

,1l8

,.
·'

0.75

Suite 3 Mooncycle Medicine

.\.U

$

l .l,/

s

s

5,016
3,996

0.81

$

11,400

s

21,552
21,660

Suite 4 • Yvette Soutie1e U1w

2.09

Suite 5 - Big Brothers Big Sistt!r ~

I, I '/fl ~f

~>

,,,,n

116 Seward Street - Vacant

1,000 SF

$

l,i'96

1.80

82S SF

s

s

1,805

$

2.19

118 Seward - Plant Studio

Gross Revenue

.

8,608

Stabilized Vacancy & Credit Loss

$

10,359 SF GOA

$

11)

s

0.30 SF

All Utilities to 2nd Floor

$2.4!.i SF

All But Power to Retail/Rest.

$2.t'IO

sr

$ 1.70

sr:

Building MaintenanC£!
Insurance

neal (~tale Taxe~
Reserve Allow a nee

,. O.~,O
>

~·

(

s

3,420

L74,708

(6,l 1.5)

168,593

(above g,adf!)

501

Professional Management

Administration

s
s
~,

3.'.;%

Gross Effective Income

EXPENSES

s
s

(8,430)

{3,108)

3,705
6,654

5

(9,077)
(15,970)

(17,610)

SF

(S,180I

I hO SF

(17,478)

O.t.10 SI·

(4,144)

Total Expenses

s

(80,996}

Net Operating Income

s

8"/,598

Capitalization Rate
Indicated Value

Rounded

-

7.75%

s

s

1,130,292
1,130,000

JlUllLBE (Q)DINllNIIEIENI COMPANY
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Capitalization of Net lncorne
Below, capitalization rates from sales of cor;"J:;"if.-;i·c:ai properties in ,Juneau are shown.
·-Sal_e_C_o_m_p_ar-is_o_n--·-·~··--·· ·-

Ust~ & Comments
!

1

i

June 2020

3100 Channel Drive

Good quality office building with 20% warehous<! built
ori~1inally fo, Juneau Empire. At sale dr1te, was mostly '.
. occupi1:d by iem111ts.

.Juneau

I ·-····--···---·-·· ·•••··•·-•···•·" .... ·••·· · .........

II 5360-53138 Crm1merdal Blvd.

•··

May 2018

' t~lix(~d t·1se ~0111rnercizil. b1,ii1. ··(~f ·stre·el ·rra;ne and·-,net~i
const1uctio11 with office. apartrm~11l, service, and shop uses.

7.85i}C:i

! .Juneau

: Establisheu St~te

, -Willo Park 10002 Glacier Hi~Jhway . April 20 19

l

office t'er,anl

unci(;f r1ew 1O~yE?ar

l Btulclinu lias bef:11 fully occupied for many ytiars.

Juneau

lease ..

I

l Jlily 2021
8390 Airport Boulevard. Juneau

L .

i

I.·• ....

-·· ...

Au~1w;t 202·1

. •. ··-· .. • .

......

-

.

......

. ..• ,.,

..

- •- •.

: Fully occupied office and medical builclinu :n tio<Jd 1.:or1di!1l1r0

1.00%

i' _.
.
'
'
.
.
'
: hilly occupied oll1(;e. retail $erv:c(' bu11c::n~; 1n puc(i

· 6.90'1/:,

c,:n.-:1i:•Y1

l

j

' 225 Front Street, Juneau

8.0T~.,

St~ptembe1

1

! 2021
l

Renovalcd two sto,y bid!)

;,,

d:iv,;;\11-.•111

Jun,:,i.i •!: :Ji.1,,,.:

'. c;011ditio11. Purcha~;,!cf by donm1;,mt t(:mi:1t

RealtyRates is a national service that quarterly provides investment criteria that pertains
to investment grade properties in the United States of all types. While not applicable to
the Juneau market, which has few properties that would be considered investment grade.
this publication does reflect natlona: trends vv·ith respect to capitalization rates and othe,
financing criterion.
The 4Q report relies on third quarter data and the composite capitalization rate of 8. 77%
is down from a year ago at 8.94%. based upon a decrease of 3·1 basis points in treasury
rates and no change in equity dividend rate8.
The composite capitalization rates for tile office sector were 8. 16% in 2020 and are
currently 8.25%. The restaurant sector 2020 rate was 10.81 % and is currently 10.86%.
The retail sector rate for 2020 was 8.58% and is now 8.60%. For apartments. tt1e 2020
rate was 7.50% and is now 7.57%, (see tables in the /\ddenda).
Below are the surveyed rates for each sector noted above, indicating the low, high and
average "Surveyed" capitalization rates for each sector as follows:

Summary of Surveyed Capitalization Rates 4Q 2021

,-sector

.....•

Low

l All 6ffice

I.······ ....................·-·----· .. ·-·· ..•·"···

:i····All
Retail
... , ..........-.............
! A!.LF<e.::;J9 LJra_ni

'

'..J,ILAP.?.E.~.Q:t.~Qt? . ,

4.52%
···•··· .. ----· -·~~····
4.58%
5.09%
4.03°/«)

rl Hi.g_h
·12.79 1/o

..

,

1

........ , .... .

!. 13.99°/41
..
'16 5;3')1(,
11. 92 1¾1

~

RealtyRates
, Average
9.10%
~1.31°/c
·1·1.69%
7.94%

JUL.HE DDNNIEEN COMPANY
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Considering rhe ::apitai:zai.::~:-· ··2.c::.:~ fr~:T. r··=e ..L..1neau rnarket and the information provided
by RealtyRates, and cons;ck~i"ing :;oth the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this n::port. the 20"\8 to 2020 rates indicated by the Juneau market, are
considered low indicators for this anaiysis. and a rate of 7 .E,0% is considered reasonable.
As shovm. this rate applied to H1e projected NOi, value by this approach is $4,410,000.
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C'APITALIZATION OF NET INCOME

REVENUES
124 Seward. Annie Kaills (main level)
126 Seward. Northwind Architects (main level)

128 Capital Barber
140 Seward• little Tokyo Rest.iurant
Woodbury Financial
Srate of Alaska WIC Storaoe
~ 19A 2nd Slrcet - Bauer C'Jiflon

S,..ite 201 • Verizon (cquipmt rm for cell tower)
·:er,:on Monthly Elemical Expense
5'.:, :e .202-3 Deborah Mellison
5\.; :e 204-5 Alasl:a Trollers Association
5:..':~ 2,::,s Otis Elevator Company
S•J1tes 207•8 St~reol Alaska
St.:ite :ms -,o::id Montalbo
SuitH 2C<l. 210-16 AK Dome.stic Violence
Suite 217• Stellar Group
Suites 218·219 - J.M. Walsh
Suite 220 - law OHice Kathleen Strnusbauoh
Suite 221 • law Office of Kris Barnum
Suite 222 - Goldstein Bookkeeping Office
State of AK OCS lease 2277 Second Floor
fast Care Acupuncture
State of AK OCA Lea.se 2277 3rd Floor
Suite 304/305 Marine Encineers Union
Suite 306 • vacant
Suite 307 • vacant
Suite 308/309 - lease heeins 2/2022
State of AK OCS Lease 2277 Founh Floor
1198 2nd Strel't. Sonia Hendricks
5th Floor State of Alaska WIC
State of Alaskn Ombudsmiln
Suite 504 • Cranor Counseling
Suite SOS - vacant
Basement • In & Out Painting
Baseml!nt • Otis Elevator Company
Basement• State Lecislative Affairs Agency
Basement• Annie Kaills Storage
Basement • Shoefly Starace
Basement• Dalberc Desian Storace
Basement • Sketch Storage
Basement - Plant Studio Stonee
Parkinc lot• parking in Stille OCS I.ease
State of Alaska Legislative Affairs
Urban Eskimo Store
Clifton 8.:iuer
Remainins Stalls Available for Rent
Gross Revenue
St:ibllizcd Vacancy & Credit Loss
Gros!. Effoctlvc Income
EXPENSES

Professional Manacement
Administration
Landlord provided Full Service lJtilitiP~~
Landlord provided Utilities less Power
Building Mainlen;ince & Repairs
Janitorial Service Floors 2 • S
Parking Lot Upkeep. Security & Insurance
Ouildlng Insur.mer.
Heal Estate Ta,ms
Reserve Allowance
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Capit.illmtion Rote
Indicated Valuc
Rounded

RENT MONTH
2,993
2,993
$

RENTAL AREA

s

2,037 SF
1,392 SF

ilf.tH/SF

$

1,,:7

$

2.15

280 SF

s

698

2,510 SF
240 SF
420 SF

$

rl,489

s

s
s

673

$

2.8CJ

660 SF

$

1,571

s

2.38

$

1,549
450
8S4

s
s
s
s
s

444 SF
480 Sf
2110 sr
375 SF

SF
Sf
SF
SF

240
204
200
366
540
3,164

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$

s

s
s
s,.

,}

984

!127
808
3,800
659
784
47S
333

s
s

456 SF

$

1,038

s

801

s

sr-

660
S,631
1,147
304
513

SF

100
22G
'1,603
•HG
100
100

s
s

1,00S

Sf
Sf
SF

$
$

1,576
7,863
2,090
618
1,045

s1:

$

)92

SF

$

s
s

s1:
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$

7~ SF

s
s

400 SF

$

1.92

2.05
'.i.86

$
$

1.70
1.6&

l.83

$

1.95
1.98
l.liJ

$

7.,270
371
100

200
·19
399

s

s
s
s
s
$

1.76
l.92

s
s

18,588
S.'100
10,248
11,808
11,1211

s

s
s
$
$

$
$

s
s

$

90

1 SI.ill

$

1 stall
6 stalls

s

74
89

$

95

s
s

l.7(j

s

1.85

$

;uo

$

2.JO

$
$

$

1.82
1.76

~

2.39

s

S 0.26
$2.45
$2.40
$ 1.60

$

16,293

s
s
s

s

2.03

s

2.14

$

7,1116
12,540

s

].92

s

7..)011

$
$
$

17,241
'1,452

s

z..rno

s
s

s

s
s
$

$

s

0.49
0.78
1.00
2.00
I.OS
l.00

s
s

uoo
948

it,788

s
$

..

;J

$

$

s
s

1,080
882

1,068
6,841)
764,716
(22,941)

741,775

(ilht>VC grade)

SF
SF X
SF X
SF

$222 1>er 5tall/ye,u
a.so .SF

$ 1.47 SF
0.110
$ 8.48 SF

s

li6,R7.4
10,123
S,74G
5,746

s

3.0%

s,~

7,730

17.,456

1.40
1.87.

,.

$

s
48,471 ~fGIIA

9,696
4S,600
7,908
9,408
5,700
),996

127.818
18,912
94,350
25,080

inc. in oflr. rent

10 stalls
l Sliill

18.852

s

s
s

s

$

2'28 SF
746 SF

$

s
s
s

$

228 SF

G,m:,7.

$

$

llnof

475
2,296
361
403

2.49
1.19

ANNUALf:ENT
3$,916
$
35,916
$
8,376
$
53,868
s
8,076
$

s
s
35,076
13,39S

s
s

d9

{37,089)
(12,607.)

(85,936)
(32,1'18)
(77,554)
(47,000)
(4,218)

(2'1,236)

$

(11,033)
(19,388)
(411,204)

s

.330,S71

s

4,407,609
4,410,000

sr

7.!,0;i.
$
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SALES COMPAR ISON APPROACH

The Sales Comparison Approach ,s a process by which comparable properties that have
sold or are for sa le are compared to the subject property. The rationale behind this
approach is based upon th e principle of substitution. and assumes that a typical buyer.
investor, or user would not pay more to buy tl,e subject property than he/she would buy
a compa rable or substitute property.
There are no highly comparable buildings tt1at have sole! in Juneau. Tl,e th ree sales
presented below includP. two in the downtown area and an office building in the
Mendenhall Valley.
Bu i lding Sale Compa rison No. 1 is t11e V\/illo Park office building at 10002 Glacier
Highway in the Mendenhal l Valley This building was fully tenanted by State agencies c:1t
the time of sale. and a new ten--ye<'!r le3se had been negotiated. at a lower rent. The
property sold at its asking price to a Juneau investor The price paid for tl1is bu1 icii1-:;
was $107 SF.
The office was construc ted in ·1983 and is of wood construction with t11ree floors of
offices and a fou1ii1 flo or mechanical anci storage area. It l1as an HVAC system and cHl
elevator. It is on a large site w ith amp le parking.

JUUIE lOiNNIEIEN COMPANY
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EXHIBIT A

• Indicates Excluded from Juneau Assessor's Addendum A-Commercial Sales List
And Computer Modeling

w

u

-

LL
LL

0
...V,
a::
0

V,
V,

w

V,
V,

<(

w

:c
I>
cc
C
w

V,

0

..J

u
V,

C

z

Da t e
12/2021
Listing

Seller

Buyer

Address

Aki'lama ~am ily Rema:!>

N/A

0 River~ide

12/2021
Pendi ng

Harbor Lights Emerprise~ N/il.

12/2021
Ga :eway Propert,e~
Pending
Uj24/2 l Key Bank of AK
• 11/ 13}2 " Wc:s.B Rer.tals LLC

o,

1000 Harbor Way

8390 Ai,por:
Confider.:ial
Golds tein Improvement Co 234 Seward St
,\ \·...are inc.
201 Co,do·, a

s:

Construction Machinery

CCTHTA
• 9/30/21 ,r.d~st rial LLC
• 9/?8/'Jl ".;c,fic Investment GroJ;> SE .::.RhC
e 9/17/21 RH Rental; cl(
SEhRHC
3/23/2! No-:hwes1 Hcldings i.~C 'Jik,~g Hoidir,g, LLC
Arn;:ga O:s1;jlery
2/25/21 SE Ne\'.'spapers
l /5/21 So'-ltheas:em Newsr:apcrs Gc,cstei:, :mprovernent Co
3/ 27/20 r w f'c !nves:ment G~oup R&S Const ruc:ion
The :r1oo••um 11/1,1'1 LLC
• '. 2/31/ l 9 :'.!'.:Kinnon et ai
9 / 5119 Food'ana, Inc.
Juneau Supermarkets LLC

•
••

•

•

••

•

•

9/3/ :9 we:,s fa•go Bank NA
8/ 2/:9 Ta~u 0:1 Sales
7/27.,119 Bc:nnie Brae Partr~crsh1p

4/ J/19 Asser.1bly Assoc LLC
e 11/l6j l8 Stan!e\ & Sons
8/21/18 Mark S. Reeder

•

•

7/ 20/18
3/13/18
2/2/!8
9 / 19 17
12/15/15
3/30/15
3/1/;5

F'',t Nation3! Ban< .C.K
w a,ner's Wharf Ll.C
cs:;;te of Da1;id Salv'cfo,
S&i< Ventures
Forrest Reetz LLC
°irst Na tier.al B;rnk AK
:a:nes l. White

ODEY. Jt.:,eau ~LC
Gcs N Go LLC
0

; 72 1/ 1725 A~ka St
J v 1 ,~agc 6i'-d
225 "ro,it St
214 Front St
: 3c N F'an~lin St
224 2r\j s~
0 Clinto'1 Or
; 70 S F•a:-:kli•·,
501 W \1/;llc,gh!.:y Ave
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2021 AV
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SilCo,c:xl

1108 f S,
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800 Glacier Ave
238 Fret St
10221 Glacier Hwy

1C06CU06C020
1C060UOSC020
1C060UOSC023
1C06CU050025
1C06W050024
1C07CK83004C
1C070~82C030
4B 160101 ooi:c
1(0600040040
1C070A030040
48 107 ! 100; 70

$4,000,Gv"'O
S2.04 7,GCO
$ 1,850,000
Sl,GSO,OCO
51,850,000
$286,000

ssGs,ooo
SJ,6O0,DO:

511,250,:JO~
$ 1,070.GOG

$500,GOJ
S230,GOO
$750,00J
$750,000
5240,100

$536,800

203%

812650

$i51,6SC

,23%
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$2,598,400
5445,jjQ
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$45,000

i 15%
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•
:1:%

S5,106,SSO
S2,52 i ,3SC
S2,431,orJO
Sl 638,450
$2,075,450
$405,300
51,025,962
$7,131, 200
$14,670,150

$1,106,550
$474,350
$581,000
$ 188,4 so
5225,450
$11 9,300
S461,962
S53i,200
S3,420, i50

128%
!23%
131%

$1,746,929
$612,910
$! 64,100
$1,484,500
$837,500
S308,SSO

$676,929
$E2,910
$234,100
S734,SOC
S87.60C
$68,750
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J12%
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132%
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]29%
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$1,750,000
$4,150,000
5995,0:JO
$750,000
$1. lOO,ODO
$6000-JO
$697,000

52,462,950
S6,415,6SO
Sl,194,450
$876,000
1,457,000
52,639,300
5813,000

~

Property and Data Excluded from Addendum A-Commercial Sales List

:::)
In All Cases Sales Price is Lower Than Assessed Value
21 Commercial Properties Excluded from Market Analysis
And Computer Modeling (CAMA}
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Chapter 2
Data Management

Chaprer 2 addresses rhe followin g all- important dara issues: rhe darn needed in
mass app raisal, the collecrion of suc h data, a11d the systems for organizing, sco ri ng,
retrieving, and updating dara. C:haprc r 3, "Dara Co nceprs, A 11alysis, and Tools,"
addresses how data are pre- pared for marke r analysis and model building.
As bac kground , the totality of the information on maps and in records used ro
administer a property tax constitu tes a fiscal cadttstre. O rga ni zing land and building
records geographica lly and displaying parcel bou ndaries 011 maps enables assessors
to ide11Lify and describe correcrly all assessable parcels. A rnode rn map-based focal
cadasrre combines ( I) large-scale cad astral maps rhar accurarely d e pict parcel
bo undaries and other geographic fcarnres, (2) f-!l es o r registers contai ning inFormation
abour land parcels, buildings, and taxpaye rs, and (3) a cadasrral numbering system
that uniquely links rhe parcels sh own 011 maps w irh their relared records.
Building and maintaining t he focal cadastre usuall y are the rnosr labor-intensi ve
and, hence, m osr expensive aspects
property tax adminisrrario11. Co nsequen rly,
these activiries need to be well planned, design ed , and managed. Dara managcmenr
res ponsibilities en co mpass the d eterrninacion of <lara needs, collect ion me thods, and
data sroragc and retrieval faciliries. Work (or business) processes related to building
and mai n taining the cadastre are as tollows:

or

•
•
•
•

Compilation of cadastral maps and assignme nt of prope rty identifiers
Maintenance of land and bui lding characte ristic records
Maintenance of sales records a nd othe r evide nce
market values
Mainte nance of records of taxpaye rs (usually owners), taxes assessed , and
tax payme nrs.
This book co n cenrrares on the first three processes and the database manageme nt
systems chat support these processes.

.

.

~'.

or
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agency is to bear the costs of collecting and maintaining the addi t ional data. Before
a data in venrory system is redesigned, ir is important to evaluate the qualiry and
quantity of existing data.

Quality
Q u ali ry is measured by how accurately recorded informat ion used to estima te
values reflects the c urre nt featu res and condi tion of the p ro perty. lnformario n
often is accurate fo r prope rties that have been visited rece nrly (e.g., to verify new
construction based on a bu ilding pe rrnir), bur it may be our o f date for properries
that have not been visited recently.
O blique aerial phorography a nd Field srudies a re effective in evaluati ng rhe
quality of existing d ata. The Field study uses a sample of properties from d ifferent
a reas and classes, re presen t ing a good c ross section of rlie jurisdic tion. Data
collecco rs take cop ies of ex isting property records to the Field fo r verification an d
nore correcrions on the copies so srarisrical measu res of the rype a nd size of e rro rs
can be identified. E rrors often can be catego rized acco rding to thei r effect o n value.
If erro rs exceed toleran ces, a canvass of the type or gro u p of prope rties in q uesrion
is called for.
Photographs from a single fli gh t can be used in a similar fas hion. If repeated
flights have been made, c hange d etection soft ware ca n be used ro au tomat:e the
process.
If rime is not available fo r a field stud y o r if oblique ae rial photograph y has
no t been obtained, sales ratios can help ind icate the qualiry o f existing d ata. Poo r
uniformity is likely to be a result o f poor data quali ty. Och er indicators of poor
qualiry are data errors in appealed properties .

Quantity
Q uantity refers to h ow m uch data are currently available or need to be co llected .
Introduc tio n of n ew sofrware o r a sur vey of exisring property record info rma t io n
often reveals rhar additional data need to be collected. D etermi ni n g wh at dara, and
in what form , requires carefu l evaluation. As n oted , locarion data, sire characte ristic
d ata, and struc rure cha rac teristic data will be needed ; collecting in significant or
difficult- co-o btain info rmatio n can waste available resources.
Dara o n the Location of prope rties are needed, because locarion h el s to icle nri
properties an a feces the value of bo th land and buildings. Location can be
desc ri bed as fo llows:
• 13elo nging ro a marker a rea or neighborhood or zo n e. T h ese areas
usu ally a re d elineated by ex pe rrs in local real esrare m arkers, alr ho ugh ·
geostatistical tech niques can be ernployed. I he areas need to be large
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Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal

enough to ensure sufficienr sales (or ocher market evidence) for analysis
and model building. Neighborhoods should be large enough to generate
~t least 15 sales for use in modeling and preferably 30 o r more.
• Adjoining a feature that affects value positively or negatively, such as
front ing on a body of warer or next to a rail road track.
• Being within a cerrain distance of such a feature, such as having a clear view
of a body of water. Altirnde and terrain differences can have similar effects.
W ith respect to Land attributes, a property record should contain the following
information:
• Size and dimensions of land plot (wirh units of measure, such as square
meters, clearly identified)
• l f applicable, the dimensions of components of the parcel (such as excess
land or various soil classes)
• Land use code (actual use and presumed highest and best use)
• Site characteristics chat significantly contribute to the desirabil ity of the
parcel, such as terrain.
A property record should provide for record ing essential building and structure
elemenrs. Use of the sales cornparison approach for residenrial properties requires
the fo llowing information :
• Size (usually measured in f1oor area, although the areas of components
may be needed)
• Q uality raring (design, quality of materials, quality of workmanship)
• Year built and condition (scare of repair)
• Sign ificant consrrucrion fearures (such as materials used , wall and roof
type, and sto ry heighr for commercial and industrial structures)
• O cher componenrs chat sign ificantly contribute co desirability or
construction coses in the locale (in che United Scates, important housing
features :i.re air condirioning, .\wimming pools, wood-burning fi replaces,
and garage spaces) .
The cosr approach to value has more extensive data requirements. Data requirements
for the income approach relate to the type of properries being appraised, although
size, construction quality, effective age or condition, and location are almost always
11n portant.
The need for derails of interior fearures and conditions of buildings (and, in
general, anyth ing thar cannot be easily observed from the street) should be carefu lly
weighed . Prices obviously can be affected by th e desira bil iry ofinreriors. Yet personal
caste can influence the effect; chat is, condition can be highly subjective. The
presence or absence of a condition can be q uire trivial. In addition, attempting an
interior inspection is time-consu ming and ofte n unsuccessful, as discussed below.
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sm dy, shows wherher values are accurate and reliable and suggests improvements
in merhods ;111d procedures.
Data Collection. Once dara needs have been determined and rhe required
fo rms and procedmes developed, tested, and approved, dara collection can begin.
Quality co nrrol is crucial; property characteristics dara sho ul d be thoroughly
edJ.ced a nd tested before being used fo r valuation. At the same time, sales, cost,
and inco me and ex pense dat'.1 sho uld be assembled and edited. T he quali ty of rhe ~
available data has a grearer effecr rhan anythi ng else on valuation accuracy.
Valuation. Valuation in itially involves market analysis, model development,
model calib ration, and calculation of preliminary values . A ratio study then
evaluares rhe accuracy and consistency of values. When results are srarisrically
acceptable, fi eld reviews are conducted. T he assessor lists values on the roll in a
form sarisfyi ng legal requirements, cerrifies rhe roll , and mails value notices.
Value Defense. Assessors should plan fo r informal and fo rmal appeals. Informal
appeals give property owners t:he opporr1111ity ro make ill(p1iri es and contest values
in an inf·~mnal serting. T he assessor ca n ofrrn resolve many appeals sarisfaccorily
at chis level. Good publ ic rdari o ns and preparario n arc essenrial. In rhe formal
appeals process, assessors 111usr be ready ro support values with comparable sales
and oche r evidence.
Final Performance Analysis. T he assessor conducrs a fi nal rario study to
rneasure and evaluate the accuracy and uniform icy ol the new values . T his study
plays a key role in su mmarizing the achievements of the reappraisal and planning
fumre reappraisal acrivity.

Summary
A mass appraisal system provides for rhe systematic appraisal of properties as of
a given dare usi ng srand ardized procedures and starisrical resting. Effective mass
appraisal requ ires an ackqu are budget:, .~raff, and resources. Mass appraisal sysrems
have grown wich reclrno logy a nd are contin ually improving in bo rh eHecrivcness
and efficiency.
Mass appraisal involves periodic reval uations. There are ten essential steps in
a reappraisal: perfc.mnance analysis, the revaluarion decisio n, analys is of available
resources, planning and organ izarion, system developmenr, pilot srudy, daca
collecrion, valuario n, va lue defense, a nd a fi nal ratio srud y. So me jurisdictio ns
reappraise annually; others do so 011 a fixed cycle or as the need dicrares. Ratio
srndics can be used to rnon iror curren t performance and make imeri rn adjustments
benveen revaluatio ns.
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The total potential sales for use in studies for AY2022 was
59 and it excludes the Assembly Building pt sale and reports the
Key Bank Building as "Confidential" and excludes it.
The Alaska Taxable 2021 Report, from the State of Alaska, sets
forth the standard for the Juneau Assessor to follow in collecting
sales data, as follows,

"Collect sales data from all sources such
as recorders' offices, realtors,
developers and bankers."
Even though buyers of property have a duty to disclose
sales prices, the Assessor is required to look beyond ~ r,S"'ucl,
reporting as above.
The assessor reported to me most sales have gone
unreported by Buyers. Therefore, the Assessor knows or should
have known he has a duty to undertake a reasonable
investigation of sales and a duty to disclose those sales to the
public and include them in his Tainted Algorithm Model.
I have obtained three (3) sales easily. They are as follows:
A. Assembly Building 1st from an appraiser;
B. Assembly Building 2nd from the assessor;
C. Key Bank Building from us.
On March 24, 2022, I asked Michael Dahle, Juneau
Assessor,
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"Would you be so kind to send me the Comparable Sale(s)
of the Assembly Building with square feet and any adjustments. 11
He sent one (1) sale. The Assembly Building 2nd Sale. This
sale was a gift. It says,
Last Sale Date: 08/20/2021
Last Sale Price: Gifted to legislature
Prior Sale Date: 08/20/2021
Prior Sale Price: Unverified at the time of the AY2022
analysis but since then we have received indication of a sale
price of $1,250,000.
Michael Dahle knew or should have known of the
Assembly Building 1st Sale and failed to disclose it. He also
should have told me the Assessor designated this Sale an
"Outlier Sale." It is not an "Outlier Sale."
On the same day I sought the Sale Price of the Assembly
Building 1st Sale, I received the information as follows:
Listed for Sale: May 29, 2015
Listing Sale Price: $2,650,000
Listing Price/SF: $ 111.16
Days For Sale on Market: 1,240
Last List Price: $850,000
Size: 23,840 Square Feet
Price/SF: $35.65
Sale Price: $ 750,000
Sale Date: 4/1/2019
Price/SF: $31.46
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On the same day I sought the Sale Price of the Assembly Building 2nd
Sale, / received the information as follows:
Listed for Sale: February 13, 2021
Sale Date: August 20, 2021
Sale Price: $ 1,250,000
Price/SF: $ $52.43
Broker Details: This was an arms-length transaction.
Multiple offers were received on the property. Backup offer was
at$ 1,150,000. Good marketing helped sell the property.
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Comments: This is the sale of a multi-tenant office in
Juneau. The building required a sprinkler system that would
cost an additional $100,000. Thus, this was added to the sale
price of $750,000 for an analysis price of $850,000. * At the time
of sale, the building had significant vacancy with no reliable
income or expenses. The buyers plan on spending $900,000 to
remodel the building into an apartment. However, in order to
remodel the building into apartments, the buyer will have to
acquire a conditional use permit to change the use to office.
THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING 1sr SALE AND THE KEY BANK BUILDING SALE
ARE GOOD MARKET COMPARABLES AND SHOULD NEVER HAVE
BEEN EXCLUDED FROM THE ASSESSOR'S ALGORITHM!
SALE PRICE AVERAGE OF THE TWO BUILDINGS=$41.95

There are serious breaches going on at the Assessor's Office, as
follows:
1. The Assessor knew or should have known he has a duty to
collect sales per the above Alaska Taxable 2021 Report and
breached his duty
2. The Assessor failed to collect data; or
3. The Assessor collected both of the Assembly Building sales
comparables and acting in bad faith chose not to disclose the
first Assembly Building sale to me.
4. I believe it is common knowledge the Assembly Building sold
for $750,000, therefore to k.nowingly exclude it constitutes a
breach of fiduciary duty, is an abuse of authority and was
done in bad faith with the intention to keep commercial
property values artificially high
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5. The Juneau Assessor complains of a lack of sales data. Yet
two (2) market sales above are in plain sight as Sales at
"prevailing general price levels" AND
6. To not Report the Assembly Building 1st Sale and Key Bank
Building Sale constitutes market manipulation by the
Assessor's office.
7. The Juneau Assessor complained to me the Key Bank Building
sale skewed his results and were outside his statistical
modeling and were thereby identified as "Outlier Sales." Such
a statement shows an utter disregard for the State of Alaska
definition of "Outlier Sale." According to the State of Alaska
there are two kinds of "Outlier Sales": Namely, Explained and
Unexplained.
(a)"Explained Outlier Sale-A sale that occurs of an
improved piece of property but the assessed value may
represent only the vacant land due to construction
occurring after the assessment was made, causing the
ratio to be low."
(b) "Unexplained Outlier Sale-One that may have
included property other than the real property being
analyzed."
8. What the Juneau Assessor calls an "Outlier Sale" re The Key
Bank Building and Assembly Building 1st Sale are beyond clear
and convincing evidence a "Market Sale."
9. The Assessor has arbitrarily excluded two (2) market sales and
both are the norm in any computer modeling.
10. If the Tainted Algorithm Model does not result in an
Assessed Value close to the Sale Price and Prevailing General
Price Levels, then ON ITS FACE the model must be adjusted
with delicate professional skill to embrace the Sale Price and
Prevailing General Price Levels or discarded.
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Let's compare the definition of "Outlier " in the Alaska Taxable
2021 Report from the State of Alaska, p. 26 and the "Outlier
Explanation" in the "Assessment Report-Commercial OverviewInterim, City and Borough of Juneau, For Assessment Year 2022,
Assessment Date (Effective Valuation Date): January 1, 2022, 2022
Report Date: March 23, 2022, p. 9.
This comparison is like comparing apples to oranges because the
Juneau definition does not follow Alaska State law.
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Improved Commercial Comparable
Property Name

Assembly Building - 10655

C it y

Juneau

S1:11c

AK

Tax

IC070A090060

II)

Gra ntor

Assembly Associmcs. cl al

G rantee

Assembly l'rope ny LL.C

Legal Description

Lis 6. 7 & 8. 111k 9 . .J uneau
Townsit..:

Date

04/0I /2019

Price

S850.000

Price Per Unit
Transaction Type

C losed Sa le

Financing

Conven tional

Property Rights

Fee Simple

\ 'l•ritication

Days On :vtarket
ID

C:,ption

10655

Site
Acres

o.:n

Topography

( iencra ll y l.c,-cl

Land S F

9.809

:t.oning

MU

Road Frontage

200

Flood

I.one X

S hape

Rcctangt1lar

Enrnmhr:llH"l' Or Easem en t

Typical. peri,ne ler

Utilities

All 1\ va ilablc

J-:n\"ironmcntal lsSul'S

N,me Nuied

i'.0111•

tvtixed lJse

Improvements & Financial Considerations

Ren table Arca

23.840

!'GI

0

EG I

~o. Of Units

Expcns1· Ratio

Year Buill

I9."\2 / periodic

:'>IO I

Renova tions

Periodic

Cap Rat,•

Co ndition

ECl\·I

Comments
This is 1he sale ora 111ulti-1ena111 olfo:e in .Juneau. The building required a sprinkler system 1ha1 " ·,nild cost an addi1io11a l
S 100.000. Thus, 1h is was added to the sale price o !'S750.000 for an analysi, price ofSX.50.000. .1\1 the 1i1ne ,,r sa lc. the' buildi ng had
signilicanl vancancy wi th no reliable income or expenses. The buyers plan on spending S900.000 10 remoclcl the building into an
apanmenl. However. in order 10 remode l ihe building in10 apanments. lhe buyer \\"ill ha ve 10 acquire a condit iona l use pn mit 10
change the use 10 office.

Improvements Comments
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sold ar the same time equals 100 percenr and all th e sales were ar arm's lengrh.
Plom1ge should be considered. H owever, rhese sales often involve related parties and
may nor represent full marker value. Inclusion in a rario srudy is only possible if a
combination of sales conveying full interest occurs ar one rime. (Even in chis rare
situation , the sale sho uld be used only if needed ro produce an adequate sample.)
Land Contracts-This is an insrallmenr sale in which che buyer initially pays
only part of rhe purchase price and agrees to make additional paymenr< "' er
intervals. Title does not transfer uncil che final pav1w·
ts or Excludes \mprop
•
.
. , .
ssor \npu
es Above
of sale 1s the dace on ,,.1•
The }uneau Asse
.
Assessed VaIu
-- · · • ,
.
cause outliers- . 1 Mode1•1n g causing
ted Appra1sa1s
""ass Appra1sa
1"

.
computer ,v,
Poor or outda
. oatainto
nd Excessive
~u\\ Market Value

-

: _

•

- - ..., 1,..1y

to

be

_ ......,uues nems of real or personal property as a portion of the

r111ce. rhe transaction should nor be used if the items traded consricuce the entire
price. Otherwise, if rhe value of rhe rra<led irems is stipulated, can be ascertained,
or is small in comparison wirh rhe coral price, the sale can be used by including rhe
value of rhe irems traded in the rocal purchase price. As a general rule, however,
exclude sales involving trades if rhe fu ll price can nor be reliably established and rhere
is an otherwise adequate number of valid sales.
Outliers-Outliers are properries wirh very high or low sales ratios. They ma}'
result from poor or outdated appraisals, non-arm's-length sales, or a mismatch
between the property sold and che property appraised. Particularly when che sample
is small , ourliers can discon ratio srudies and th erefore should be reviewed carefull y.
One reasonable approach is to Hag for review all ratios rhat lie above or below selected
cur-off points, say 0.25 and 2.00. Another approach is to review all ratios chat fall
more than two standard deviations from the mean ratio (usually about 5 percent of
the ratios).
W irh an outlier ratio, if the sale is invalid, its elimination wi ll improve the
accuracy of rario statistics calculated for the sample. When samples are large, outliers
can be ignored or, preferably, automatically excluded by cuc-off poincs sec ro exclude
predominantly invalid sales.
Alth ough sales screeni ng and verification are necessary, their goal is ro obtain an
adequare number of valid sales, nor co find reasons to exclude sales. Mose sales are
usable for the sales comparison approach and ratio studies, although many require
adjustments. ln large samples, rhe accid ental inclusion of a few invalid sales will
have lirrle effect on ratio studies. Research, in the form of office or fi eld review,
should be performed on ou tlier sales. Often che outlier sales status can be resolved
based on data supplied by a rhird-parcy sales source in the office. In situa tions in
which data from a chird-p,ncy sales source cannot resolve the outl ier sales status,
field inspection of these sales can ohen reveal pro perry data characteristic errors char,
when correcred, transfo rm rhe outlier sale inro a usable sale.
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IAAO
IAAO Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct
Preamble
Members and certfficanls (re/erred to herein collectively as "memhers ") <?/'the International
Association ofAssessing qf!icers ("IAAO"). as well as non-members <?f"IAAO involved in IAAO
activities, should conduct themselves in a pr<?fessional manner that re/lects.fi.1vorably upon
themselves, the organization. the appraisal pr<?fession. and the property tax .\ystem. and should
avoid any action that could discredit themselves or these entities. They should exhibit
appropriate professional conduct in their interactions with all individuals whom they encounter
in connection with their pr<?fessional roles, including colleagues. employees. clienls, and owners
<?{property su~ject lo assessment.
This Code <?f Ethics and Standard\· <?f'Pr<?fessional Conduct (the "Code") estahlishes the
minimum standards of conduct lo which all /AA O members mus/ adhere. We mus/ do more,
however, than simply obey the rules. Puhlic trust in our pe,:fhrnumce is the.foundation <four
credibility. We must there.fore embrace the highest ethical principles, and the pursuit <?l
excellence. accountability, transparency, inclusivity. and responsiveness must he integral lo our
behavior. This is embodied in the IAAO Statement of
. Values. which se1Tes as a . foundation ./hr
the Code.

IAAO Core Values
The core values of the International Association of Assessing Officers include the following:
• We are committed to diversity, equity, and inclusion.
• We embrace transparency~ integrity~ honesty, and stewardship of resources.
• We respect the worth and dignity of all individuals.
• We are dedicated to excellence in assessment administration and the prope11y tax
system worldwide.
• We are accountable to the public good.
• We encourage the appropriate use of technology and tools for fair and
equitable assessment administration.
These core values are reflected in the following Code of the International Association of
Assessing Officers.

I. The Code
This Code sets out Canons of Ethics, to which all members should strive to adhere in their
professional roles and in their activities as a member of IAAO. Each Canon is accompanied by
enforceable Ethical Rules. Violation of an Ethical Ruic. supplying misleading or false
information to the Ethics Committee or refusing to cooperate with an Ethics Committee
proceeding may subject a member to disciplinary action. sanction. or revocation of membership.
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Exceptions

If compliance with or adherence to any Canon or Ethical Ruic set forth in the Code would
constitute a violation of the law of any jurisdiction. such Canon or Ethical Rule shall be
void and of no force or effect in such jurisdiction.
In stating each individual Canon or Ethical Rule. no attempt has been made to enumerate all of
the various circumstances and conditions that will excuse an IAAO member from strict
observance; however, IAAO recognizes that illness, acts of God, and various other events
beyond the control of an IAAO member may make it inequitable to insist upon a strict
observance in a particular case. When an IAAO member. in the exercise of reasonable care.
commits a violation due to illness, acts of God, or other circumstances beyond their control. it is
expected that the Ethics Committee will act in a manner that will avoid an inequitable result.

Canon 1: Professional Duties
Members shall conduct their professional duties and any activities as a member oflAAO in
a manner that reflects credit upon themselves, their profession and the organization.
Ethical Rules

ER 1-1 Members shall not conduct their professional duties in a manner that could reasonably be
expected to create the appearance of impropriety.
ER 1-2 Members shall not accept an appraisal or assessment-related assignment which they are
not qualified to perform.
ER 1-3 Members shall follow local laws and regulations relating to the appraisal. assessment.
and taxation of property within their jurisdictions.
ER 1-4 Members must make available all public records in their custody for public review,
unless access to such records is specifically limited or prohibited by law. or the information has
been obtained on a confidential basis and the law permits such information to be treated
confidentially.
ER 1-5 Members must make reasonable etfo11s to inform the public about their rights and
responsibilities under the law and the property tax system.
ER 1-6 Members shall cooperate with public officials to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the property tax system. and of public administration in general.
ER 1-7 Members shall not engage in misconduct of any kind that leads to a conviction. guilty
plea, or no contest plea, for a crime directly related to the membe(s professional role or
involving fraud, dishonesty, or false statements, or for which the underlying facts relating to the
conviction constitute a violation of these Canons or Ethical Rules.

2
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ER 1-8 Members shall not violate an applicable law in the performance of a member's
professional role or in interactions with those a member encounters in connection with the
member's professional role, including laws prohibiting harassment. discrimination. or
retaliation in the workplace.
ER 1-9 Members shall not engage in harassment, discrimination. or retaliation in connection
to IAAO activities.

Canon 2: Truthfulness
Members shall not make false or misleading statements (written or oral) in the course
of performing their professional duties.
Ethical Rules
ER 2-1 Members shall not provide inaccurate, untruthful, or misleading information to solicit
assessment-related assignments or use misleading claims or promises of relief.
ER 2-2 Members shall not claim or imply that they have specific qualifications unless they in fact
have such qualifications.
ER 2-3 Members shall not claim. imply. or hold themselves out as having an IAAO professional
designation unless authorized by IAAO to do so.
ER 2-4 Members shall provide appropriate attribution to the sourcc(s) of any materials quoted or
cited in writings or speeches.

Canon 3: Conflict of Interest
Members shall not engage in any activities in which they have, or may reasonably be
considered by the public as having, a conflict of interest.
Ethical Rules
ER 3-1 Members shall not accept an appraisal or assessment-related assignment that can
reasonably be construed as being in conflict with their responsibility to their jurisdiction.
employer, or client, or in which they have an unrevealed personal interest or bias.
ER 3-2 Members shall not accept an assignment or responsibility in which there is a personal interest
(whether individually or of a member's family or close personal connection) without full disclosure
of that interest.
ER 3-3 Members shall not accept an assignment or participate in an activity where the member is
or could reasonably be perceived as being unable to conduct the assignment or activity in an
unbiased, objective manner.

3
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Canon 4: Support of IAA()
Members shall abide by and support the provisions of the IAAO governing documents,
rules, and policies.
Ethical Rules

ER 4-1 Members shall not violate the IAAO governing documents, rules, or policies.
ER 4-2 Members shall not knowingly make false statements or submit misleading information
when completing an IAAO application for membership or professional designation. and shall
promptly submit any significant information in the possession of such member when
requested to do so as part of an IAAO application.
ER 4-3 Members shall cooperate fully with the IAAO Board of Directors. Ethics Committee
and the staff of IAAO in all matters related to the enforcement of this Code. as set forth in
the IAAO governing documents and specific rules and procedures for enforcement. as may
be adopted and amended by the Board of Directors from time to time. including by timely
providing complete and accurate information as requested.

ER 4-4 Members shall submit promptly any significant information in the possession of a
member concerning the status of litigation related to an ethics matter when requested to do so
by the chair of the Ethics Committee; and shall not knowingly submit misleading information
to the chair of the Ethics Committee concerning the status of litigation.

ER 4-5 Members shall not knowingly provide any false information to the IAAO, or cheat or
assist another in cheating in connection with any course or examination. including any IJ\AO
professional designation test.

Canon 5: Compliance with Appropriate Professional Practice Standards
Members shall comply with the applicable standards of practice in their jurisdiction.
Ethical Rules
ER 5-1 Members in the United States shall observe the requirements of the Unfform Standards<~/'
Professional Appraisal Practice and members residing outside the United States shall follow
appraisal standards that govern appraisers within their jurisdiction.

4
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II. ENFORCEMENT
Anyone who believes that an IAAO member has violated the IAAO Code of Ethics may submit a
written complaint to IAAO.
IAAO may also initiate a review of a member's actions or behavior without the filing of a formal
complaint.

Filing a Complaint
Formal complaints or allegations shall be signed by the complainant and officially filed at IAAO
Headquarters within one year of the alleged violation. The complaint or allegation shall include
the following information:
•

The name of the person(s) submitting the complaint and the name and any other
identifying detail (e.g., title.jurisdiction) of the person(s) r-·respondent(sr] alleged to
have committed the violation.

•

A description of the event, including the date and circumstances of the alleged violation.

•

A statement explaining any relevant prior interactions or professional or personal
relationship that the person filing has with the person(s) named in the complaint.

•

Names and contact information of witnesses. if applicable.

To the extent practical, the complainant should provide details. specific facts, and documentation
of the allegations. Additionally, the complainant(s) should provide their contact information,
including a phone number and email address.
The complaint shall also include the following statement:

I aulhorize JAAO lo conlacl me regarding this complaint. {/'deemed necesswy. I aulhorize IAAO
lo release this complaint and all other supporting ma/erial I have provided. or may provide in
!he.future, to the subject <?f the complain!. members <?flAAO ·s Ethics Commillee. !he IAAO
Board of Directors, IAAO 's allorney(.\), and others as deemed appropriale hy IAAO or as
required by law.
The complainant may include verifiable supporting documentation, including signed witness
statements. Complaints shall be submitted to 1/\AO's Headquarters using the Code qf El hies
Complaint Form.

5
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IAAO has the sole discretion to determine which complaints should be pursued, how they should
be pursued, and what action, if any, should be taken. IAAO may also, in its sole discretion, defer
review of, or action on, a complaint unless and until the allegations have been investigated by a
third-party entity with jurisdiction over the actions and greater investigative authority than
IAAO, such as the member's employer or a court.

Process of Evaluating Violations
Upon receiving a complaint. the IAAO Executive Director will conduct a preliminary review to
detem1ine whether the complaint, on its face, alleges a violation of the IAAO Code of Ethics. In
conducting this preliminary review of a complaint, the IAAO Executive Director may
communicate with complainant to clarify or request more information, and/or may supplement
the complaint with information that it develops through its own investigation but has no
obligation to do so.
If, based on the preliminary review of the complaint the allegation does not indicate a violation
of IAAO's Code of Ethics (e.g., because it relates to matters outside the scope of this Code of
Ethics or the conduct does not rise to the level of a violation). the IAAO Executive Director may
administratively close the complaint without further action. The complainant and respondent will
be notified of this closure. The complainant has the right to appeal the Executive Director's
decision, in writing, to IAAO Headquarters within 30 calendar days. In that event, IAAO's
Ethics Committee will conduct an independent review and determine whether to uphold the
dismissal of the complaint or return the matter to the Executive Director for initiation of a full
disciplinary proceeding. The complainant and respondent will be notified of the Ethics
Committee's decision.
If the IAAO Executive Director determines the allegation presents evidence of a violation of the
Code of Ethics, the IAAO Executive Director shall convene the Ethics Committee and share the
complaint with them for further review. The IAAO Executive Director shall also forward the
complaint to the respondent unless the Ethics Committee determines that consideration of the
complaint should be deferred.
The respondent shall have 30 calendar days from the date of notice of a complaint to respond in
writing to the allegations. The respondent should provide a full statement of relevant facts and
verifiable supporting documentation, which may include signed witness statements. If the
respondent does not respond to the notice or dispute the allegations within 30 calendar days. the
allegations against the respondent in the complaint may be deemed to be fact. While the Ethics
Committee or the IAAO Executive Director may seek additional information. it is not the duty of
the Ethics Committee or any other representative of IAAO to find evidence outside the case
presented by the complainant. All submissions from the complainant or respondent and any other
information presented to the Ethics Committee for consideration shal I be provided to the
respondent before the Ethics Committee hearing or determination of the case.

6
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The respondent may also request a virtual hearing on the matter before the Ethics Committee.
The respondent may provide a brief statement and respond to questions from the Ethics
Committee. The hearing will not include witnesses. If the respondent is represented by an
attorney, the attorney may share the respondent's time for presenting a statement but may not
appear in lieu of the respondent. If the complaint alleges misconduct towards the complainant.
the complainant may also elect to participate in the hearing, make a brief statement, and respond
to questions from the Ethics Committee, but the complainant is not obligated to appear for the
hearing. If the complainant participates. the respondent may listen to the complainant's portion
of the hearing and may respond during the hearing. Documents not submitted to the Ethics
Committee in advance of the hearing will not be considered by the Ethics Committee.
If the respondent does not request a hearing, the Ethics Committee will render a decision based
on the written record.
The Ethics Committee will meet in executive session to decide on the complaint. The Ethics
Committee shall decide, based solely on the record before it, whether the respondent has
committed a violation of the Code of Ethics and any sanctions to be imposed.
Notice of the disposition of the proceeding will be given to the complainant and respondent
within 30 calendar days. Notice of any disciplinary sanction will be sent to the respondent within
30 calendar days of its issuing. If a disciplinary sanction is imposed, the notice will include an
explanation of the basis for the decision and a statement of any appeal rights.
Sanctions
Sanctions for violation of this Code of Ethics may include one or more of the following. in
IAAO's discretion:
•
•

Assignment of remedial education
Private reprimand and warning

•
•

Public letter of censure
Removal from IAAO volunteer position(s)

•
•

Restrictions on privileges and rights as a member, including holding leadership or
committee roles
Suspension or expulsion from participating in IAAO events or activities

•

Suspension or revocation of IAAO instructor credentials

•
•

Denial or non-renewal of professional designation(s)
Suspension or revocation of professional designation(s)

•
•

Suspension or expulsion from membership or
Other corrective or disciplinary action. as determined in IAAO's discretion.

7
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Appeals
All respondents have the right to appeal an adverse decision resulting in a sanction (other than
assignment of remedial education or a private reprimand and warning) regarding an alleged
violation of the IAAO Code of Ethics. Such appeals shall be submitted in writing to IAAO
Headquarters within 30 calendar days of the date of the determination notice and shall state with
specificity the grounds for appeal. If no request for appeal is made within 30 calendar days, the
decision, as issued, will become final.

The IAAO Executive Committee shall review an appeal within 60 calendar days ofreceipt of the
appeal. Appeals shall include a signed statement from the subject of the disciplinary action
containing their full statement of the facts relevant to the alleged violation and the specific basis
for appeal. New information will not be considered for appeal unless it was unavailable at the
time of the Ethics Committee's determination. If such new information is provided, the appeal
will be remanded to the Ethics Committee for a determination as to whether it warrants
modification of the Ethics Committee's determination or sanction.
The IAAO Executive Committee will conduct an initial review of the appeal to determine
whether the specific grounds for appeal raise a question of: (I) a procedural error, or (II) an
arbitrary and capricious decision by the Ethics Committee. Appeals that do not meet that
threshold standard shall be denied. If an appeal meets that threshold standard, the President shall
forward the appeal to the IAAO Board of Directors for review. The Board of Directors shall
review the record in the case. including the request for appeal. The Board's review shall be
limited to a determination of whether: (I) a procedural error contributed to the Ethics
Committee's decision, or (II) the Ethics Committee·s decision was arbitrary and capricious. The
Board of Directors may affirm, modify, or reverse the adverse decision made by the Ethics
Committee. The decision on appeal is final and binding. Notification of the decision on appeal
and an explanation of the basis for the decision will be sent to the appellant within 14 calendar
days of its issuing.
Reinstatemcn t
If an individual has been expelled from membership or had their professional designation
revoked, eligibility for reinstatement may be reconsidered on the following basis:

•

•

In the event of a felony conviction related to the individual's professional role, no earlier
than three years from the conviction or completion of sentence (if any), whichever is
later.
In any other event, no earlier than two years from the final decision of expulsion or
revocation.

In addition to other facts required by IAAO, an individual seeking reinstatement of eligibility for
membership or professional designation shall fully set forth the circumstances of the expulsion
8
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or revocation decision, as well as all relevant facts and circumstances since the decision that are
relevant to the application for reinstatement. When expulsion or revocation was because of
felony conviction, the individual bears the burden of demonstrating that the individual has been
rehabilitated.
Application for reinstatement, relevant documentation required of all applicants for membership
or professional designation, and all relevant evidence supporting the reinstatement request shall
be submitted in writing to IAAO Headquarters. The IAAO Ethics Committee shall determine
whether the reinstatement shall be granted. Unless and until IAAO makes a decision to
reestablish eligibility for reinstatement, the individual will remain ineligible for reinstatement.
The applicant will be notified of the decision within 60 calendar days of receipt by IAAO of all
the required documentation from the applicant. The decision of the IAAO Ethics Committee may
be appealed to the IAAO Board of Directors.

Deliberations
An attorney representing IAAO may be present and offer advice for any deliberations
contemplated under these procedures.
Majority vote applies, where a quorum is present. for all actions taken by the Ethics Committee
or the Board of Directors.
No individual who is a member of the Ethics Committee or the Board of Directors, or the
Executive Director, will participate in deliberations or decisions involving the Code of Ethics
where the individual has a significant past or current family, business. or personal/social
relationship with the complainant or respondent based on the information disclosed by either or
otherwise has a conflict of interest.

Publication and Reporting
IAAO may, as deemed appropriate, report sanctions other than assignment of remedial education
or a private reprimand and warning, and the underlying facts of the violation, to interested
parties, including without limitation to persons seeking information about an individual's
membership or professional designation status, as solely determined by IAAO. IAAO also may
publish the information on IAAO's website. If the sanction resulted from a violation reported to
IAAO in a disciplinary complaint, IAAO will notify the complainant that it has completed its
disciplinary proceeding and, if any public sanction has been imposed, of the disciplinary action
taken.
Notifications to the complainant or third parties will not occur until either the time for an appeal
has expired or a decision on an appeal is made.

9
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Responsibility for Notifying IAAO of Current Contact Information
IAAO members are solely responsible for ensuring that their IAAO account includes their
current mailing and email addresses. If an individual does not receive notice(s) from IAAO
related to disciplinary proceedings. actions, or appeals due to the individual's failure to notify
IAAO in a timely manner of a change of address, that lack of notification shall not be considered
as the basis for an appeal or reconsideration of any decision in the matter.

Revisions to the Code of Ethics were adopted by the IAAO Board of Directors on November 5, 2021; the
£11/orcement Section was adopted by the IA.4O Board <?/Directors on May 26, 20:!2.

10
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Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property

1. Scope
This standard ddi11<.·s requin·11H·11h Ii,, 1lie 111;1-., ;1p·
praisal of real property. Tlw pri111;1ry li,n1s is 1111 111ass
appraisal for ad valnrcm lax ptirpow .... I lrn\'t'\t·1. 1lw
principles defined here should also lw rdc,·a111 111 <:.-\\J.
Ali (CAMAs) (or automated \'alua1io11 111oclds) 11-.<'d li,r
other purposes, such as morig·agl' ponlnlio 111a11agrmcnt. The standard primarih· addn·-.,t·, till' IH.Tds ( IIll'
assessor, assessment oversigh1 agc1H"i(·s. a1ul 1;1xp;1\lT".

,r

This standard addresses mass appraisal prolTcl1m·, h,·
which the fee simple interl'sl i11 prnpn1,· can lw ap·
praised al market \'aluc, including 1uass apprais.tl application of the three traditional appro;1clws to ,·;1hw (n,s1.
sales comparison, and inconw). Si11gll' propt'rl\ ·'I ipr;1i-.
als, partial interest appraisals. ;11ul .ipp1;1i,;1b 111,ull' 1111
an othcr-Lhan-market-,·aluc hasi, ;in• rn11sid<' tlw -.n,IH'
of this standard. :'\or does 1ltis s1;111d,ircl prrn·iclt· ~~11idance on determining assessed ,·ahH·, that diffn l'rn111
market value hecause ofstaluton· cons1r;1i111s s11cl1 ;1s ust·
value, classificalion, or asscss11H·111 increase li111i1;1tio11s.
Mass appraisal requir<.'s co111plt·1t· ;111d ;1cn11;1t<' ,l;i1;1. d
fecti\'e valuation modds. a11cl prnpl'r 111;111;1g1·11H'nt ()I
resources. Senion ~ prrn·id1·s ;111 i111 rocl11c1 irn I to 111;1-.,
appraisal. Sect.ion:{ fc>CllS<:S OIi th<' nillt-ctio11;111<1111;1i11
Lenance of property data. Senion I s1111rn1ari1.1·s I lie primary considerations in ,·alua1ioi1 111t·thocls. i11dll<li11g
the role of the three approaches 10 ,·ah1t· i11 tltl' 111;1ss
appraisal of various types
prnp(·1w. Sl'clio11 ;~, ;1<1·
dresses model testing and q11ali1~· as-.11r.111n·. S1·c1i1111 Ii
discusses certain managerial n ,11siclt T;11 ifl11,: -.1;111 It ·,rls.
data processing- support. rrn11 ran i 11g 101 n ·.1ppr;1isak
and bendi1~cost issul's.

or

2. Introduction
Market value for asst'SSllll'lll purpos1·s is g1·11t·ralh clt·ln
mined through the applica1io11 of m;1ss ;1ppr;1i,;1I 1echniqucs. Mass appraisal is the prrnTs, ol,·;1h1i11g a group
of properties as ofa g-ivl'n dale and 11'i11g co11111H 111 cla1.1.
standardized methods, and s1;11is1ic;d tl's1i11g. ·11, ck1t·1
mine a parcel's ,·,tlul'. assessing ollin·r-. 11111,1 n·h 11po11
valuation equations. tahks. and vlll'cl11l1·-. dt·,·dopt·d
through mathematical a11ah·sis ol m;1rkc1 dat;1. \';tl1H·,
for individual parcels shrn1ld 1101 lw l>;1s1·d solch· 011 t Iii'
sale price ofa property; ralh<.'r. ,·alt1a1irn1 ,cl1l'd1il<"s ;11ul
models should be consistt'ntly applit'd to propnt, d;11;1
that are correct. compktl'. ;111d 1qHo--cla1('.
Properly adminisll'rl'cl. the d<'n·I, •1>11H·111. ( • 111,11111 1i1 ,11.
and IIS(' of' a C:\~ I:\ s,·s1t·111 res11lts i11 .1 ,.d11.11io11 ,,,11·111
characterizl'd hy acnirary. 1111il111rni1,. njl1i1,. 1di;1hilil\.
1

and Im\' per-pared costs. Fxn·pt for 1111iqu<.' properties,
i1Hli,·icl11;tl ;111;tlYs<·s ;111<1 appraisals or prnp<'rties are not
pr;1n ic;1 I Ii ,r ;u I \';tlrnTIII tax pu rpost's.

3. Collecting and Maintaining Property Data
Tlw acn1racy or ,·,tl11es depends lirs1 and foremost on
IIi<" n unpl<·H·tu·ss all(I accuracy of property characteristic, ;111<1 lllarkl't data . .-\ss<.'ssors \\'ill \\'a111 10 ensure
1lta1 thl'ir ( :.\\I:\ s~·sH·111s pro\'ide l«>r 1lw collection and
111ai111c11;111n· or n•lcya111 land. impron·11H·111, and loca1io11 h-;1111n·s. Thcsl' data must also he accurately and
c011sist<.'nth· collected. The CA:\1.-\ s,·stem must also
pro,·icll' li,r th<' sloragl' and processing of rdl·,·ant sales,
cos1. ;111cl i11n,1111· ;111CI 1·xp1·11st· data.

:t I Overview
l ·11ili,r111 ;mcl accurate valuation of property requires
corrl'ct. complt·ll', and up-to-date prop<.'rt)' data. Assessing ortin·s 11111s1 ('Slahlish elfi:ni\'l' procl'dUH'S for coll<-c1i11g ;111cl mai111aining propcr1y data (i.e., property
c>\\"Jwrship. loca1irn1. sill'. use, physical characteristics.
,all's price. rl'nts. costs, and op<.'ra1ing nq)('llSl's). Such
1L11;1 arl' ;dso 11st·cl li,r pl'rliirma11n· ;1ll(lits. dd<.·nsl' of
;1pp(';tls. p11hlir relations. and 111a11agt•me111 i11forma1io11. Thl' li,llowing sections recomml'nd procedures
liir colll't'ling thl's<' data.

3.2 Geographic Data
.\sst·ssors sho11lcl 111ai111ai11 acn1ratl'. up-w-datc cadas1r;tl 111;ips ( also k11rnrn as assessm(·n 1 111aps. tax maps.
p;11'l'd hrn111cl;1ry maps. ancl property mrnership maps)
t on·ri11g tit(· l'lllirl' j11risdiction wi1lt a unique iden1ili1 a1io11 1111111l)('r lor l'ach parcel. Such cadastral maps
allrn,· ;issl'ssi11g· ortin-rs to identil~· ancl locate all parl'l'k both i11 th<" lidd and in th(.' onicc. ~laps hl'come
1·,pccialh· ,·,d11;thlt· i11 lh(.' mass appraisal process whl'n
a g<·og-rapltic i11l'or111a1ion system (( ;1s) is used. :\ CIS
pn111its graphic displays of sale pric<"s. assessed ,·ah1es.
i11,pcctio11 clat<",. \\'ork assig1111H·11ts. land 11scs, and
11111rlt 111on·. 111 addi1io11. a CIS pl'r111i1s high-lt·,·1·1 analy-.j, ol 1w;11 ll\· ,;,h·s. 11cighhorhoocls. a1HI market trends;
,dH·11 li11kt'cl to a ( :.-\.\I:\ sys1t·111. lhl' rl's11lts can he \'l'ry
11s<'h1l. For acldi1ional inl<>rma1io11 on cadastral maps.
p;11n·I idc11tilic1tio11 systl'ms, and (;!S, Sl'l' the S/mulrml
011 .\/m11wl C:(/d({s/m/ .\la/1s and /'({m'I 1t1,,111Uin:'i (IA:\O
'....!1111 I). St,1111/md 1111 !>~!.!,·ital (."(ldas/m/ ,\/((/1.\ (II/I/ l'r,rrd ld,,11
/1/11·1, (1.\.\() '..!lll~l. l'mrn/11w., mu/ Stmularr{.\Jina Mu/Ii
;,1u/111"· ( .'ml,1,111· ( ~at i1111al Rl'scarcl1 ( :( 1111Kil Im-t\). and
(,/.\L1/lllrli11n/111 ·""'""n (l'RIS.-\ I:\.\() l~l~l~I).
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3.3 Property Characteristics Data
The assessor should collect and mai11tai11 pr<>pt ·1w char·
acteristics data sufficient lc>r dassil ic.11 io11. , ;tl11;11 i1111.
and other purposes. Accurate yalt1a1io11 c11' n·;d p1npn1,
by any method requires d('snip1io11s ol Lt11d a11d h11ild
ing characteristics.

3.3.1 Selection of Property Characteristics Data
Property characteristics to he collected a11cl 111;1i111ai11<"d
should be based on the follo\\'ing:
•

Factors that influcnn· t IH' 111arkc1 i 11 1lit· loc;tlt'
in question

S<'n 111clary ar<'as i11d11ding bas<.'me11ts, garages,
con-rl'cl pordu:s, and balconies

•

l\11ildi11g lt-at11n·s s11cli as bathrooms and ce111r; ii ;1ir·•l' o I u Ii I i1111 iII g

•

Sig11ilica111 cl<"t;1dll·d sl rncttir<·s i11d11di11g guest
h1111st·s. boat ho11s<'s. and barns

/.((llfl 1>0111

• I .111 si1t·

I .111 ol im, I >01,,

Requirements or th<.' ,·al11a1io11 11H·1 lwcls I lt;11
will be employed

•

.\Ltrkt·I ;1rl'a

•

S11h111arkt·t ar<'a or neighborhood

•

Requirements of' classilicatio11 ;111cl prnpn1,
tax policy

•

Sit<· ;1111t'11itil's. ('S))('Cially vil'w and golf C<Hll'sc
cir \\';tt<'r frc1111ag('

•

Requirements of' other go\'<-r1111H·111;tl
private users

•

E'.-1:tl'!'ll;d 1111is;1nn·s. (e.g .. lw,l\'y traf'lir. airport
1wisl'. ()J' proxirni1y Lo ("Ollllll('ITial IISCS).

•

Marginal benefits and costs ol' collcni11g ;111CI
maintaining each propl'rty cli;1r;uw1i-.1ic

•

;11HI

Determining what data 011 prop<'l't,· cli;1r;wt<Ti-.1ic-. 111
collect and maintain for a C:.-\:\1:\ systt·111 i-. ;i <rnci;tl ch·
cision with long-term conscqu<·nn·s . .-\ pilot progTa111
is one means of e\'aluating the lw11di1s a11d cos1s ol
collecting and maintaining a partinilar •wt ol' prop
Crl)' characteristics. (sec ( ;1oud('ma11s ;111d . \'111,· ~o I I.
46-49). In addition, much ca11 I)(' ll';mwd lrn111 ,twh
ing the data used in s11ff('sshtl <:.\\1.\-. i11 ( ,IIH'1 j111 i,di,
tions. Dam coll<.'nion and main1t·11;111n· ;trt· 11-.;11;tlh 1lw
most costly aspect" of a CA\·I:\. ( :otlt-ni11g cb1;1 1h;11 ;11t·
oflittle importance in the ass<•ss11H·111 prnn·ss ,lio1dcl lw
avoided unless another gover111rn.·n1al or pri,·;11t· JJ<Td is
clearly dcmonstrmcd.
The quantity and quality or existing cbt;1 ,ho11lcl ht· it·
viewed. If the data an· spars<' and 1111rl'li;1hlt·. ;1 111.1jc 11
rccanvass will he neccssarv. Dat;1 1lia1 kl\t' ht·t·11 11111
firmed Lo be reliable should h(' 11st'd \\'IH·111·,·1·1 p11s-.;ihll'.
New valuation programs or c11ha11n·111t'11ts rl'q11iri11g
m,~jor rccanvass activity or cotl\'l'l'sio11s to IH'\\' coding
formats should be \'iewed with suspicion \\'h<"11 th<' t ''.'I:
isting database already contains most m;1jor pmpt·.-i,
charactcrisLics and is of generally good q11;1li1,.
The following property charactt·ri,t ic, ;11 l' 11:--11;tlh i111
portant in prcclict.ing residential propnl\· ,;d11c--.;:
Imj1m11nnn11 /)ala

6

•

•

Living area

•

Construction quality or kt·,· co111 po1H·11 h
thereof (foundation, cxt<"rirn ,rail 1,-p1·. ;111<1
the like)

•

Em.'.ctive age or conditio11

•

Building design or styll'

Return to Table of Contents

For ;1 clisn1ssio11 of prnp<Tt~· charactl'ristirs imporiant
prop('rly
S('(' F1111da11w11
/(fl, 11/ .\/,"' . \j,Jnai.\(/1 (( ~lo11de111a11s and .-\lmy 2011.
cli;1p1n !I).
for ,·ari1111, ('()Jl)Jll('ffi;tl

•~v('s,

3.J.2 Data Collection
( :oll<"C1i11g propt·n~· rliararteristics data is a critical and
c·:-;1w11sin· phas<· 1,r rt'appraisal. A s1icccssf"ttl data collec1io11 program l'l'<jllir<'s dt'ar ;md standard coding and
c;11d 111 1111111 itori11g Ih rough ;1 q11alitY co111 rol program.
l'lw dt'n·lop111<·111 ;111<111st· 0L1 data rollt-nio11 manual is
<·ss<·111i;tl to ;1Cllit·,·i11g acc11ratc and consist('llt data collcnirn1. Th(' data collt·ctio11 program should rl'suh in
complt·tl' and acn1ra1t· data.

1. ,.:?. I fllili11I /)((/a (.'ol/('('/io11
.\ pln·-.ic;tl i11sp('ctio11 is IH't'<.'ssary to obtain initial propn1, < h;1r;1nni,1i,, ,l;i1;1. This insp('ctio11 can h<' J)l'I:.
l11rn1<'cl <·i1hn ))\· ;1ppr;1isns or h~· sp<"cialh· 1rai11ed data
collt·nors. 111 ;1 _joi111 ;1pproach. <'Xp<"ri('11n·cl appraisers
1u;1kt· kl'~- s11l~jl'ctin· decisions, such as th<' assignment
ol' co11strnrtion quality dass or grade, and data collect11r, gatli<'r all othl'r cll'tails. Depending 011 the data req11ir<'cl. ;111 i111t·rior i11spl'<'lion migh1 h(' IH'('(•ssary. At a
111i11i11111111. ;1 <·0111prl'h('11sin· l'Xtl'rior inspection should
lw, 011cl11e11·cl.

,. ,. ?. :> /Jot,, <.'11l/1'11i1111 hm,1111
lb1;1 slirntlcl I)(' colkctl'cl in a pn:scril)('cl format de,ig·1H·d lo L1<'ili1;11t· ho1h lhl' colll'ni11g- of data in lh<'
li<'lcl ;111cl t lH· 1·111 n· c ,rt hc cl.t1c1 into the comp11H·r systt'm.
.\ IC1gic;il arr;111g·(·11J<·111 ()r th(' coll<'clion l<>nnat makes
1 Lt1;1 collt·n ion c;1sit-r. For ('Xampl<.·. all itl'ms rl'quiri11g ;111 i11tt'rior i11spt·ctirn1 should he g-rrntp<'d Log-('thcr.
TIil' coding or data sho11lcl h<' as ol~jl'ctin· as possible,
\\·ith 1tH';1s1m·1rn·11ts. co11111s. and ch<'('k-off it<'llls us<'d
i11 p1d1.'J'<·1J< <· ICl il<'lll, n·q11iri11~ sul~j<'nin· t'\'aluations
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(such as "number of plumbing lix11m·,·· u-r-.11, ";1dt·q11;1
cy of plumbing: poor, a\'(•rag<·. good"1. \\'ith n•-.;JH't 1 111
check-off items, the available cod<"s sho11lcl I)(' 1·:,d1;1w,tive and mutually exclusin·. so 1ha1 cxanh· 011t· cod(· logically pertains to each obser\'ahlc Y;1ria1io11 or ;1 IH1ildi11g
feature (such as st.ructure or roof' 1,·1w l. Till' cl;1L1 collection format should prollH>I<' n 111-.;istt·t 11, ;11111111g, Lt1;1
collccLOrs, he clear and easy to us(·. ;11111 lw ;HLq>t;tl,k 111
virtually all types of' co11s1ruc1io11. Sp<'ciali1t·d ,L11;1 1111lection formats may lw n<.·n·ss;u·~- to colll'ct i11lo1111;11i1111
on agriculLUral property, timlwrlancl. c1 ,n1111t·rci;tl ;111cl
industrial parcels, and other propn1,· 1,-p<·'-.
3.3.2.3 Data <:ollfflion ,\/a111ut!,
A clear, thorough. and pnTist· 1bt;1 1"lkc1i,111 111.11111;!1
is <·ssential and should I)(' <l<'\('l11pt'd. 1qHb11·1I. ;111d
maintained. The written 111a1111al -.;hrnild t·:,.;pbi11 l1ow 10
collect and record each data i1e111. l'ic11m·s. l'Xan1pl<·'-.
and illustrations ar(' panin1l;1rh· hl'lpf11I. Till' 11w111;il
should be simple yet crnllpl<-1<·. Data n>lll'C'lio11 s1;1ll
should he trained in th(' 11s<.· or 1hc 111a1111al ;11ul n·L11t·d
updates to maintain co11sis1<·11n. Th(' 111;11111;tl ,11111 tld
include guidelines fi>r p<'rso11;tl l'o1uh111 d111i11g lit·ld
inspcnions, and. if interior <L11;1 ;in• n·q11in·d. 1lw 111;111
ual should out.line proccd11n·, 10 ht' Jollrnn·cl ,dl<'11 till'
property owner has d('ni<.'d acn·,s Ill whl'11 l'llll"\' 111ight
be risky.
3.3.2.4 Data t\tmrm)· Struulrm/,
The following- standards of' acn1r;1<·,· f, 11 <Lt1;1 cc ,lll'ni, 111
are recommended.
• Continuous or are;1 11w;1-.;11n·111<·111 d;11;1. ,11ch
as li\'ing area and <.·x l<.'rior ,r;1II IH ·igh 1. ... 11, 11 lid
be arcurat(' wi1hi11 I f'ollt (111111,dt·cl 111 lht·
nearest foot) of' tlw 1n1<· cli111t•11-.;ic1n-. (Ir "itl1i11
f1 percent of the an·a. (( >1H· (0111 <'q11;11t·, 111
approximately ~O n·111 imt·tl'rs i II tlH· IIH'I ril'
system.) Ir areas, dinwnsirn1s. 01 ,·11lt111H·s 11111st
be estimated, th(' properi, record ... 1i()ulcl 1101t·
the instances in which q11an1i1il•, ;11 <· (·s1i111;11t·1l.
•

•

For each ol?jcnin·. c;11<"g()ri1 ;11. 01 lii11;11, d,11;1
field LO be rolll'ctl'd or \'l-rifit·<I. ;11 ll',1,-1 ~,.-, pt·1
cent of the coded l'lltrit's ,hrntld hl' ;1n 11r;11t·.
O~jectivc, C.-ll('g-orical. or hi11a1Y <L1L1 ch;11~
aCLeristics include such .111 rih111t·s ;1-. <':\ll'rior
wall material, m1111lwr of' I 11II hath roe ,in,. ;111cl
waterfront ,·iew. .-\s an <.'Xa111pll'. ii;, d;1t;i t ollt·1
tor captures 10 ol~jccti\'l·. c11q~11rit ;1I.111lii11;11,
data it('lllS for I 00 propnl in. ;11 11 ·;1,1 q:,O of t lw
l,000 total <.'lltrics slirnild lw c1111t·1 I.
For each sul~j<.'ctin· Cltl'goric;d d;11;1 li1·ld t 111
lcCLed or vcrifi<."d, data shrn1lcl lw t ll<lt·d 101
rcctlyat least 90 p<.·rcc11101'1!1<· 1i111t·. S11hj1·cti\'l·
categorical data l'har;1cl<'li-.1ic, i111ltulc ,Lt1;1
items such as quali1y grad<'. pln,ir;tl cc 111diti1111.
and architectural sl\'I<'.

,. ,. ?. 5 l>fllll <:11/ln/io11 (!_ualil_)' <:011/m/
.\ q11ali1, crn11rnl program is 11<·n·ssary to ens1ir<.· that
,l;i1;1 ;wn1r;1n· s1;111dards ar<.' achic\'<.'cl and maintained.
l11clq)('11clt·111 q11ali1y control i11spee1ions should occur
im11H·clia1l'I~· afl<'r the data collcctio11 phase begins and
111a,· h<" p<'rl<ll'lll('d IH·_j11risdic1io11 staff. pn)jec1 co11sul1,111i.... ;111diti11g lirr11-.. or rn·<-rsigh1 ;1g·<·1H·ies. Th<.' i11spcc1ions ,hn11 Id n·,·i<'w r;111<lom sampl<·s of li11ishcd \\'ork
lor <ompll'll'lll'SS ;111d accuracy and kt·<.·p 1ahulatio11s of'
itl'lllS l oclccl n >l'r<"Clly or i11c01T<.'CII~·. so that statistical
ll·s1s can lw 11sl'd 10 det('l'llline wh<.'thcr acn1racr stall·
danls han· hcc11 ;Khicn·d. Stratification hy geographic
;in·;1, proper!\' I\Vl', or individual data collector can
ll('lp dt"l<'l"I p;11H·rns of' data crror. Data 1hat fail to m<.·cl
q11;tli1, co11trol ,1;111danls sho11lcl J)(' n·-n,lll'rt<.·cl.
l'lll' ;1<T111 ;1n , 1I ,1il~j<.'nin· data should lw judged pri111;iril~ h, n,11Jorr11i1y with wrill<·n specifications and
t·xc1111plcs i11 1hc data collcctio11 ma1111al. The data re,·i<'W<T should s11hs1c111tiat<.· sul?j<.Tlin· da1a corrections
,rith pinun·s or lil'lcl notes.

1.13 Data J.:1111:v
Ii, ;1n,icl ch1plic;11io11 of' dfort. thl' data collection fc>rm

-.;ho11ld hl' ahll' to S<'l'\'t• as th<.' data <·111n· l<mll. Data <.'ll·
It'\' should hl' n ,111 in<"lr audi1ed to <·11s1ir<.· accuracy.
I );11a <·111 r~- ;1cn1r;1n· should h<.' as close lo IOO perc<.·lll as
p11ssihl(·. and should hl' s11pp<>rtl'd hy a hill S<.'t or rang(.'
.111cl crn1si,1t·11n· l'di1s. Th<."se arc <.'rror or warning mes,;1gt·, gl'll<'Ltll'cl i11 r<'spons<' 10 im·;tlid or 111111sual data
il<"lll:o.. l·::-;;1111pks ol <bta errors i11cl11cl(.' missing data
cock, ;111<1 im·;1lid charan<.-rs. Warning lll(.'ssages should
;11-..o I)(' gt·1H-r;1tl'd ,,·hl'll cla1a ,·al11l's <.'xn·cd normal
r;111gt·'- k.g .. lllorl' t h;111 eight rooms i11 a l.~OO-sq11arelcio1 n•-.;id<"IHTL Thl' warnings should app<.'ar as th(.'
d;11a an· <'111<.'n·d. \\'h<.·11 l<.-asihl(', ae1io11 on th<.' warnings
,hrnilcl 1ak<' pbcl' during data <.'Ill ry. Field cla1a <.'ntry de,·in·s pro,·idl· tlw ahili1y to l'dit data as ii is <.·nter('d and
;1lso l'li111i11;t1<' data Iransniption <.'rrors.

1.1A Maintaining Property Characteristics Data
1'1 opn1, < h;1r;1nnis1ics data should ht· co11ti1111ally up<btl'cl i11 rt·spo11st· 10 chang<."s hro11gh1 aho11t h~· 11<·,,·
ro11s1rnnio11. 11<
p;1rcds, 1"<.·111ocldi11g. d('molition,
and cl<·s1r11c1in11. Tli<'r<" ar<' s<.·,·<.·ral ways or 11pdatingcla1a. Thl' most d"fici<.'III 111<.'thod i1m>l\'l'S building per111i1s. ldl'ally. s1rinl~· enforced local ordina11c('s n·<p1irc
h11ildi11g 1wrr11ii-. lor all sig11ilica11t co11s1rnnion acti,·ity.
;11ul tlH' ;1sst·,:-.or\ orlin· l'lT<'in·s copi<"s of the p<.'rmits.
Thi, 1111·1h11cl allCl\\"'- th<' assl'ssor In id<"tllifr prop<.'rti<.'S
,,Jillsl' t h;11;1c1<-ris1ics ar<.' likd~· I<> cliangl'. to inspect
,11d1 p;11n·ls rn1;11i111l'h· basis (pr<'fl.'rahly as rlos<.' to th<.'
;1s,t·ssnH·n1 <lat<" as possible). and to update the fil<."s acrordi11gh·.
0

\\·

.\1101hn 11H'llirnl is al'rial photogr;1pln·. which also can
Ii(' IH'lpllil i11 id<·111ih·i11g 11<·\\· or pr<',·irn1sly 11nr<Tord<."cl
c1111-.;1r11nio11 ;111d land IIS<.'.
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Some jurisdictions use.· s<.'ll:.r<.'porti11g. i11 ,, liit Ii p1111wrn
owners review the assessor's r<'<"ords ;111cl ,11h111i1 ,l(ldi
tions or corrections. Information ch-rin·cl I r11111 111111! iph·
listing sources and other Lhird-pany n·11clors c;i11 ;dso hc
used Lo validate property records.
Periodic field inspections can h<.'lp c11s1m· 1h;11 pr11p

cny characteristics data ar<.' co111pll'1t· ;111CI ;1cn11;1t<".
A~srnning that most new cons1r11c1io11 ;u·1i,·il\ i-.. idc111i
lied through building p('rmi1s or 111lin,111g11i 11g pr11n·
dures, a physical rc\'icw includin~ a11 oil-silt· n·rili<;iti,111
of property characteristics should lw c011cl11c1t·cl ;11 k;1s1
every 4 Lo 6 years. Reinspections slto11ld i11rl11<lt' p;1r
tial remea~uremcnt or the two lllOSI ('(1111pll':-. sicll'S or
improvemenL~ and a walk around lh<' i111pro,·(·11w111 10
identif)' addit.ions and dcle1io11s. Plio1og-r;1ph-.. t;1k1·11 ,11
prc\'ious physical inspce1io11s c;111 ltt"I)> idt·111ih <li;111g1·-..

3.3.5 Alternative to Periodic On~sile Inspections
Provided that initial physical inspl'clions an· 1inwh
completed and that an dfrcti\'<' sys1t·m or h11ildi11g p<"r
miL\i or other mcLhods of rou1i1wl\' id<'111ih·i11g phP,ic;il
changes is in place, jurisclirtirn1s ma,· t·nipln,· ;1 s<"I ol
digital imaging lcchuology toob to s11pplt·11H·111 I il'ld
re-inspections with a compu1cr-:issist('(l ol'li«· n·,·it·,,.
Thesc imaging 1ools should i11d11cll' 1lw loll1Mi11g:
•

Current high-rcsolu1io11 slnTH'il'w i111;tgl's L11
a sub-inch pixel resolut.io11 1'1;11 t·11ahlt-s q11ali1Y
grarlc and physical co11ditio11 to I)(' n-rilit"d l

• Orthophoto images (mi11i11111111 Ii .. pi-...:l·l rl's<>··
lution in urba11/suh11rha11 alld I'..! .. n·,ol111i1111
in rural areas, upcla1ed cn·n· '..! n·;1rs i11 1;1picl
growth areas, or 6-10 n:;1rs in •d11\r gro,\'tlt
areas).

•

L.mv lc\'el oblique ima~<'s c;ip;1hll', 11 h<"i 11g 11,1 ·cl
for n1<.·asun·mc.·111 ,·crili<'alio11 ( 111111' , ;1nli11;d
directions, minimum 6-inch pixl'I rn11lt11io11 i11
urban/suburban and I ~-i11<'h 1>ix<'I n·,, 1h11 i, 111
in rural areas, updated cn·ry '..! n·;11s i11 rapid
growth areas or, fi-lO ~·cars in ..;lrn, grrn,·1lt
areas).

These tool set.~ may incorporat<' d1;111gl· cl('11·1tio11 1(•1 Ii
niqucs that comparc building < li11H·11-..ic 111 , l.11;1 ( le 11 ,1
prinL~) in tht· CAYIA sys1em 10 gt·ordc.·n·111 ('cl i111;1g<"n
or rcmolc sensing data from sm11n·s (s11cli ;1s I .iD.\R
l)ight detection and ranging I) and iclt-111 ih p11tt·111 i;il
CAMA sketch discrepancies for f'lmlwr i1m·s1ig;11i<>11.
A~scssrncnt jurisdictions and on-rsigl11 ;1gl'1tl'i(·, 1111i-.1
ensure that images meel <·xpt·ct(·cl q11;tli1, -.u1Hl.111l-...
Standards required l<>r n.-11clor-s1q>plil'cl i111;1g1 ·-. ,;he 11dcl
he spelled mil in thl' Rl'<)ll<"SI for Pr11pm;tl ( RFP 1 ;111d
contract f<>r scr\'iccs. and i111ag,·s ,tirntlcl IH' dw< k1·cl
for compliance wilh sp<.'cified n.-q11in·11w111s. l-'111 g1·11
cral guidance on prcparing RFPs a11cl 111111r;H 1i11g lor
vendor-supplied services. sn· Ilic .\ff11ulr11t! 1111 ( .'1111/1t11/111g
for Asse.5sm.enl Sn·oirt'.5 [ IAAO ~OOH I.

8
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l11 ;1clcli1i1111. appraisNs should ,·isi1 assig1H:d ar<.'as on
;111 ;1111111;tl l>;i,is 10 ohst'rn· changes ill neighborhood
<011cli1i1111. 11r11cls. a11cl property characl<"ris1ics. :\n 011,ill' ph,·si<'al n·,·in\' is nTomnwnd<"d wll<'11 sig·nilkant
co11strnctio11 cha11gt·s ar<' del<'cled. a propc.-rty is sold.
or ;111 arl'a is alfrnl'cl hy ca1astrophic damage. Huilding
pn111i1s sho11ld ))(' rq~11larly 111<mi1or<"d a11cl propcnics
1li;11 han· sig11ilic1111 chang<' should h<' i11spc.·c1ed when
\\'( >lk i-. (( 1111ph-11·.

3.4 Sale Data
S1.tl<'s a11d prrn·inn·s should scek ma11da1ory disclosttr<.'
l;1w, 111 t·11s1m· cornprclH·11sin·m·ss of salc da1a files. R<.'g;11cllt•-;s c ,r the.· a,·ailal>ili1,· of' such stallltc:s, a lik of sale
d;11;1 11111,1 lw 1n;1i111;1i11('d and sales m11s1 hl' prop<'rly re, il'\\l·cl ;11111 ,;did;1tl'd. S;tlc cla1a an· req11in·d in all appli1 ;11i<>11-.. 1111lw s;tll's c11111p;iriso11 appro;1d1. in lhl' den·lop11w111 ol l;111d ,·altH·s and market-has<.'d deprc.Tia1io11
sclH"cl11l(.'s ill lh<" cos1 approach, and in the derh·,uion of'
<"apit;1li1.a1io11 rail's or discount rates in Ill<.' income appro;1d1. Rdt·r to :\las.,. \/1/m1isal o/R('(I/ l'm/wrty {Cloudcll1;111s I q~1~1. chap!< -r ~) <1r Fu 11tlm111,11tal.'i o/;\/oss, \/1/mtisal
/( ;1,11111<'111;i11s and .\l11l\· ~OJ I chapter~) li1r g11ideli11es
011 tlw ;icq11isi1io11 ,11HI pr<>C<'ssi11g ol' s;tl<' cla1a.

3.5 Income and Expense Data
l11n11ll(' ;incl <''.ll:p<·11se dala 111t1s1 he collcncd l<>r incomeI >re >dt 1ci11g I >r< 1pn1y a11d n.·,·iewt'd hy q11alilicd appraisl'r, 111 l'llstm· IIH'ir ;wniran· and 11sahili1,· l<>r ,·al11atio11
;111;1h·,i,. h1'l' Sl'C1io11 I. I.) Rdt·r to .\/a,s. \/1/m1i.ml rf
Nm/ l'm/wrl_Y (( ;J1111dt·ma11s 19~)~). chapl<'r :!) or F1111d"
1111·11/(I/, of .\In". \j,/mti.\f,/ (( ;1011clema11s a11cl .-\lmy '.!011.
, li;1pH·r '..!l li1r g11iddi11t's ;ulclressi11g 1hc i:olknion and
pH 1n·,-.;i11g ol i11n111w ;111rl c.·xp<'IIS<' cla1a.

:{.6 Cost and Depreciation Data
( :11rn·111 cos1 ;111d d(.'pr<"ria1ion data ac!j11slt'd 10 1hc Ioctl 111;1rkl'I arc r<'q11irccl lc1r 1lw rost apprnarh {sec Sec1io11 I.'..!). ( :ost ;11HI d<'pn·cia1io11 ma1111als and schedules
c;111 ht' p11rd1asl'd from cornnH·rcial sen-ices or created
i11 It, lllW. s('(' ,\II/.\\ . \/'f11ai\ftl o/ Nm/ l'm/11 1'~\' (( ;!oudc111;11i-. I ~1~1~1. cl1;1pll ·r I l , >r Ff111d,11111•11tol., 11/.\/a'i'i. \/J/1rai.ml
((;lo11d<·111;111, ;111cl .-\h11y ~Ill I. IXO-t~n) 1<,r µ;11ideli11es
1111 nt';1ti11g n1a1111;tls ;11111 sd1<.'clt1lt.·s.
1

4. Valuation
\Lt,-. ;1pp1;iis;tl ;111;tl\'sis ))('gi11s \\'ith assigning properIic-. 111 11,,. cb-..s,·, 01 ,1ra1a based 011 highcs1 a11d hest
11,1·. ,d1i1h 11ori11;tlh t'1p1;11l·s I<> n11Tt'III IIS<'. So111c stal1111·-. n·q11in· 111.11 propt·1w he ,·al11<'d for ad ,·alon·m lax
p11rposl's ;ti , 11rr,·111 11s<· regarcll<.'ss ol' higlwsl and hcst
11s(·. /.011i11g a11cl 01hcr Lind usc conlrols 11or111ally dic1;11t· highl'st ;111d hl'sl 11st· of \'acant land. l11 th(' absence
111 'ill< It r1·,1ric1i111is. lilt' assessor 11111s1 clc1crmi11e 1hc
liiglw,1 ;111el h,·,1 11w ol tlw land by a11aly1.inµ; 1hc l<11ir
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appropriaLdy supported. ;111d li11;1111 i;ilh ll-.1,ihltLhereby resulting in Lhe hig·h<·s1 ,·alt1t·. Sp1·1 i;d ;1111·111io11
may be required for properties in 1r;111si1io11, i111ni111 or
nonconforming uses, multipl<· 11sl's. ;incl 1·\n·s:-. l;111d.

4.1 Valuation Models
Any appraisal, whether si11gkprc 1pnl\ .1ppr;1i,;d or
mass appraisal, uses a 111odt'I. 1)1;11 i,. ;1 rqin·,1·111;11i1111
in words or an equa1io11 of' IIH' n·l;11ic111,d1ip lwl\\"t'<'II
value and variables n:pn·st·111i11g L1n11r, ol ,11pph ;111d
demand. Mass appraisal rnocll'ls ;ilt<'111p1 111 n·pn·,t·111
Lhe market for a speci(ic typl' or prnp<·1w i11 ;1 "J><'<"ili('cl
area. Mass appraisers must lirs1 sp1·1 ih tht' 111oclt-l. 1li;11
is, identify Lhe supply and d(.'111a11d Lu·101, ;111d prop('rl\
fcaLUrcs that infh1encc ,·ahw. for 1·x;u11pl<'. sq11an· ltTI
of living area. Then. th<"y 11111st c;dihr;11l· Ill<' 11111cll'I.
that is, determine· the a<!j11s1111<·111:-. 11r 1clt'lli1i1·11i... 111;11
best rcpresc.·11L Lhc ,·alttt· crn11rih111 io1 t , ii III<' ,·;1ri.tl ,It·-.
chosen, for example, the dollar ;1111oi1111 1111· 111;1rk1·1
places on each square foot or li,·i11g ;1r(';1. <:;1rl'l1il ;111cl
extensive markcl analysis is r(.'q11in·cl Ii ,r 1>01 Ii sp<'cilicaLion and calibration of a 11wcll'I Ili;11 t·s1i111;11cs Yalt1cs
accuraLCly. Mass appraisal 111odcls apph· 111 ;di 1lin·1· ;ip
proaches LO ,·alul': th<' cost appni;wl1. t Ill' ,al(',<• ,111p;1ri
son approach. and th(.' i11c1111w ;1pp1n.11 11.
ValuaLion models are dc:\'(·lop<'cl lc11 cldi1l<'d prnJHTI\
groups. For residential pn 1p1·r1 it':-.. g1·11gr;q 1lii, ,, 1;11 if i
cation is appropriate when th(.' ,·al11t· ol prolH'II\' ;111ribules vaiics significantly a111011g ar<'as ;11ul c;1cl1 an·;1 is
large enough to pro\'idc adt·cp1att' s;1)1 ·s. 11 is p;1r1 in 1Lirh·
cffc.·ct.ive when housing· typt·s ;111cl ,1\-lt-:-. .m· tl·L11i\'(·h
uniform within areas. Separat<' 11111clt'I, .m· d1·,rl11p1·cl
for each market area (also k110,,·11 ;is n c1111 n11i< 111 11111d
el areas). Subareas or 1wighhorlu1ocl, c;111 ,c·1Y1· ;1.., ,.iii
ables in the models and can also h<' 11:-.1·cl i11 l;11ul ,·;d11t·
tables and selection or compar;1hk sale..;_ h1·1· .\Im, . \j,
/m1i.ml <?f Real Pm/m·t_)' ICl011cl<-111;111s I ~)~I~). 11 X- · I ~O I or
Fundr11111mtalr,; <!/ Moss :\/J/1mi.\ft! I< ;)<>11< 1<'111;111, ;11u I . \1111\
2011, 139-143] for guid('linl's 1111 ,11a1ilic ;11i1111. l S111.dl
crjurisdictions may lind it s11llicit·111 10 clt·,·l'lnp ;1 ,i11gltrcsidenLial model.
Commercial and inconw-prrnltu i11g p1opn1i1·, ,hottld
be stratified by propl'rty 1~-,H·. l11 gl'11l'r;1l. "'j>,1r;1ll' 11111dds should h<' den-l<>p<'cl l<,r .q1;111111t·111. \\,11l'lic111w
indusLrial, oflic(', and rc:1ail prop1·1 lil·, I .;11g1· j111i,dic
tions may he abk 10 s1ra1ih· ap;1r111w111 propn1ic, 1111
Lhcr by Lypc or area or to cll'n·lop 1111iltipl<' 111ocll'b 1111
other income propcrtit's \\'ith ;1cl('q11atl' d;11;1.

4.2 The Cost Approach
The cost approach is applic;1hk 111,·i1111;dh ,di i 11q 11 " ' <'d
parcels and, if used propt'rh. l ;111 prnd11• t· .1<, 111.111' ,.ti
uaLions. The cost approach j.., 111111 l' rl'li;1hll' 1111 lll'\\l'I
strnclllrcs of sLandard materials. dt·..,ig11. ;111d ,rnrk111;111

,hip. 11 p111cl11n·, ;111 ('Stirna((•
,i111pll' i11tl'n·s1 i11 ;1 prop('rty.

or tilt·

,·aim· of the It•('

Rt·liahlt· cost data art' imperatin· in any successful appli('atio11 ol' till' cost approach. The clata 11111st he complete,
1,-piral.;111cl n 1rrt·111. ( :111-rclll crn1stnictio11 costs should
lw h;1s( ·cl 1111 1lien 1s1 of rl'placing a str11n 11n· with one.· or
('q11al 111ili1,·. 11si11g n11n·n1 matl'rials. cit-sign. and building ... 1;111cbrcls. 111 ;1clcli1io11 to spt·ci(ic propl'rty types.
cost 11111cll'ls slirnilcl i11clt1dc the cost of individual co11:-.1r11ni1111 c11111pc1111·111s and building items in order to
;1clj11,1 Ii 1r It-at 1m·s I h;11 dilfr·r from hast· spl'cif-ications.
Tlwst· costs -.hrnild he incorporatt'cl into a constnic1io11 cost 111;11111;d ;111cl rl'lated computer software. The
"11'1warl' c;111 pl'rlc1r111 the ,·aluation ft111nion, and the
111;11111al. i11 aclcli1io11 to pro\'iding clon1111c11taLion, can
lw 11s1·cl \\'h1·11 11011;11111>111ated calntlatio11s an.· n.·<p1ired.
( :1111,1runi1111 cos1 sclH'dules c-;111 he dl'n·lopl'd in-hous<.'.
h;1s1·cl <>11 a s,·s11·111;11ic study or local co11s1ruc1io11 costs.
11h1;1i1u·cl fro111 lin11, ,pc:ciali1.i11g i11 s1u-h information.
11r c;111 h<" n1st< 1111-gt·11<.'ra1ed hy a Ct 1111 ran or. ( :ost sch<.'d1d1·s sl1111ilcl hl' n·rilicd fc1r an-11racy hy applying- Lh<.'m
to n·n·111l~· crn1s1n1n(.'cl imprm·c.·111t·111s of known cost.
<:011s1runio11 cos1s also should hl' 11pdatl'd before each
;1sst·,s11H·111 cn·ll'.
TIH· 1110,1 clil'lintl1 ;"pt·cts of th<· cost approach are cs1i111;11<·, ol L111<l ,·;tl11t· ;111d anT1t<"cl ckpr<'ria1io11. Th<'Sl'
1·,1i111;111·, 11111,1 lw h;tsl'cl 011 11011-cosl data (primarily
..;;1h-s) and c;111 itm 1ln· considl'rahll' s11l~jccti\'ity. 1.ancl
,·;1h1l'S 11sccl i11 1lit· cost approach must he nllTl'IH and
consis1c11t. Of'it-11 th<',· must h<.' l'Xtrac-tcd from sales of
i111pron·cl propt-rt,· ))('cause sail's of ,·acant land arc
sc;1ff1•. St·ctirn1 I.:> prm·icks standards f<>r land \'al11a1io11 i11 111;1s, appr;1is;1l.
I kpn-ci;11ic 111 ,dll'cl11l<"s can h(' cxtraned from sales
cla1;1 in S<"H'r;tl w;1~·s. St·c .\/u.u . \J1/1misol o/ Nl'III l'm/Jl'rl_y
(( ;Jrn1dt·111a11s I ~•~1~1. chapter ·l) or F1111dr111wntal.'i 1{ Moss
. \J1/1mi",! (( ;1rn1dt·ma11s and Almy ~O I I, IH9-192).

1.~{ The Sales Comparison Approach

1

J'l1l' -.;il1·s t'11111p;1ri,rn1 apprnad1 l'Slimatcs 1lw ,·ahtt· ofa
s11l~j<Tl pro1ll'r1~· h~- statistically a11aly1.i11g the sail' prices
111 si111ibr pmpcrtil's. This approach is usually the prc1<-rrl'CI ;1ppr11;id1 le 1r <.'SI ima1i11g ,·alt1t·s for residential
;11111111lin prop1·1w 1\"pt·s with adl'qti.1t<· sail's.
\pplica1 ion, ol Ilie sales comparison approach inchic lt· dir<"ll 111;1rkt·1 111mll'ls and comparahlc saks algn-

ri1li111s (sec ;\/ms .\/1J1mi.'ifll ,~jRl'fll l'm/wrty [(aouckmans
I ~l~l~I. chaplns :~ a11d ·I], F1111dmm•11tal.'i o/ i\foss ,\JJ/Jmi.ml
I< arn1cl1·111a11s a11cl .-\lmy ~O I I. chapters land 6]. and 1he
Stff111!tml 1111 • \ 11ln111t1ll'fl \ 'rtl11fllio11 .\1()(1,,/s I 1.-\.-\() ~00:fa I).
< :c 1111p;11 ;d 11<- ,;tl1·, ;dgori1 h111s arl' 111os1 ;1ki11 to single
p1 CljltTI\ .1ppr;1i,;d ;1pplic11io11s of Il1t· -.;tl(.'s comparison
;1pp111;11'h. Thl'y li;1n- tile acl\·;1111;1g1·s ol being familiar
;111<1 t';1sih l'XJ>bi11l'cl a11d can compc.·11sat(· l<>r less well"P<'ri(i(.'cl or calihratl'd modds. ht·c111st· the models arc
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in 1hi, 1n;11111<·1 l<"llcl to p1H,·idc r<'liahll', ('(lllsis1cn1. and
11·.ic Ii h ..,,,pp111 tl'd ,·;ti 11;11 ions ,du·11 good sales and in• 111111· 1Lt1;1 ;11(· ;1,;1iL1hl1·. \\'lu.·11 ;1cll'q11aH· sail's ar<.' 1101
,1,;1ibhll'. rl'll',·;1111 p11hlic;11ions and local markcl particip;111h <"all Ill' ('OllSllltl'd.

used only to make ac!jus111w111s 10 llw ,t'IC"< l<'d <0111p;1
rabies. They can hc.· prohkma1 i< ii I lt1 · ,1 ·In !I'd 1011 q ,.1
rabies are not well \'alidat<"d or rq)1t•-.;<•111.11i,1·, d 111.11 k1·1
value. Because they predict markt't ,·;1hw din·, th. di1<·11
market models depend mon.· lw;l\·ily <>11 c;1rd1tl 1111,dd
specification and calibration. Th<"ir ach-;1111;1g1·s i11d1HI<'
efficiency and consistency, hccaus<' 1IH· sa1H1· 111ocld i-.;
directly applied against all propl.'rtit"-.; i11 1I)(' 11111cl1·I ;11r;1.

4 .5 I .and Valuation

Cscrs of comparable sal<.'s algori1li1n-.; ,lie111ld lw ;n,·;in•
that sales rat.in stat.istics will h<.' hia-..1·d ii ,;ti(', 11-.;1•d i11
the ratio study arc used as comp;1r;1hll"-. Ii ,1 1l1<·111-.;1·l\l',
in model development. This prohl<'tll c111 IH' ;1,·oidl'd
by (I) not using sales as comparahks (i,r 1li1·1ns1·h·1·s
in modeling or (2) using holdout or latN sales i11 r;11io
studies.

S1;1ll' or Ioctl bws 111;1y r<"q11in: th(· ,·ah1c or an impron·d
p;11 n·I 111 IH' s1·p;11atl'cl into land and imprm·c.·mc111
1c,111p< •111·11h. \\'l1<·11 tlw sales c111npariso11 or itKOlll(' apprn;11 l1 i, 11sl'd. ;111 i11clqll'tHl<.'1ll ('Stimal<' of land ,·aim·
c111 ht· mack a11d s11h1ract<'d from the total propcrty\'al11<· I<> oh1;1i11 a residual imprm·<.'mcnt ,·;due. Som<.' comp111<'ri1rcl ,·ali1a1io11 tl'd111iq11cs provide a s<.'paration of'
11 >1;d ,·;1li ll' in10 l;111cl ;111<1 h11ildi11g- comprnw11ts.

I .;111cl ,·;tl111"s -.;hrntlcl hl' n·,·i<'W('d a1rnualh·. .-\1 least otK<.'

4.4 The Income Approach
In general. for i11<·0111<.·-procl11ci11g pre>p<Tti1·,. till' i11
come approach is the prclt-rn·d ,·al11;11irn1 .1ppro;u Ii
when reliable income and cxpl'11sc cL11;1 ;m• a,·;1il;ihl1·.
along with wcll-supp<>rt<.'d inconH· n11tl1iplin-.. o,·1·r.dl
rates, and required rates or n:111r11 Clll i11u•-.;t111l·111. S11c
cessful application of tlw incrn11<· appro;1d1 t'<'q11in·s tlw
colleclion, maintenance. and car<'f'11I ;111;1h·,i . . Ill i1111 >llH'
and expense data.
Mass appraisal applications or till' i11n >llll' .1pprn;u It I)('
gin with collcct.ing and proc<.'ssing i11c11nH· .111<11·x1H·11,1·
data. (These data should h<' <'Xpn·s-.1·d 1111 .111 ;1pp1 opri
ate per-unit basis, such as pn sq11ar<' 1'1101 01 pl'r ;1p;11 I
ment unit.) Appraisers should 1'1<"11 l"Cl111p1111· 11on11;d
or typical gross inc<>tn<.'s, ,·ac:111n· rail·,. 11<"1 i11cCl11H·,.
and expense ratios for \'arious liomog·1·rn·o11s s11;11a
of properties. These figures can IH' 11s('(l 10 _j11dgr I It('
reasonableness of rep<>rl<'d data li,r i11di,·ich1;tl p;11n·I-.
and Lo estimate income and <·xp1·11s1· lig-1111·, lc,r p.1111·1,
with unreported data . .-\ctnal Cll' r('po1wd lig1111·, 1.111
be used as long as th<.'y r<.'flen 1,·pical lig11rn (11r l\pic ;ti
figures can he used l<>r all prop<'rt it·s l.
Alternatively, models for cstima1ing gross or 1w1 i11co11w
and expense ratios can he dcn·lop1·d h\' 11si11g ;1e111;tl
income and expense data from ;1 sample 111 pre>pl'rtil's
and calibrated by using· mullipl1· n·gn·,-.i1111 ;111.1h ... i,.
For an introdunion to income lll<>dl'ling ....1·1· .\ Ir," .\/1
/nnisal of Rnd Pmjwrly (Clou(kma11s I !1!1!1. < li;1p1n :~, or
Fu:ndrwumlal'i r!f' J\tlas.\· ,.\J>Jm,i.\ftl (( ;Jrn1Clt-m;11i-. ;111d .\Inn
(2011, chapter 9). The dcn·lop<'d i11cotll(' lig·1m•-.; c;111
he capitalized into estimates ol' ,·;tl1H· in ;1 11111nhn of
ways. The most direct method im"Oln·s tlH' ;1pplic,11io11
of gross income multipliers, which l'XJ m·s-. t hl" r;11 ic,, >I
market value to gross incom<'. :\t ;1 rnon· rl'li11l'd h-,1·1.
net income mult.iplicrs or their rcC'ipror;1b. o\'l'r;1II c;1pi
talization rates, can he dc\'('lop<'cl and ;1ppli1·cl. Pro,·icl
ed there an.· ad<'quatc s;dcs, th('s(· 11111hiplin.... 111<1 r;111· ...
should hecxtrancd from an,111p;1ri ...1111 e>l .tc 111.tl 111 c·,1i
mawd incomes with sail- prices (11ld1·1 i111, ,1111· .111cl ,.ti,·,
data should be acHustcd to th<" ,·;tl11;1tie>11 1Lt11· ;i.., ;1pp111
priate). Income multipli<.'rs and rn·1·r;1II r;111·" dl'n·l11p1·d

to
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I IC> Ii \'l';1rs till' propl'rtics sho11ld hl' physically in"l>l'c l<'d a11d n·y;tl1wd. Thi' sales comparison approach
is I Ill' pri111;1n· ;1ppro;1d1 10 land \'aluatio11 and is always
pidt•ffnl wh<.'ll s11Hici<·111 sales an: a,·ailahk. In 1lw ah,1·11n· ol ;1Clt·q11a1<· sal<'s. othl'r t<.'clrniq11cs that can h('
11-.;<•cl i11 l;111cl ;ippraisal i11d11d<' allocation. abstraction,
;1111icipa11·cl 11sc. c1pi1ali1a1ion or ground r<'nls, and land
n· ... id11;tl c1pi1;di1;11iC>11. (S<'l' .\/m.'i. \j>Jm1i.\ftl o/Rntl l'mj>t'r/y I ( ~lrn 1cl<'m;111s I ~l~l~I. <" liaptl'r :\ I or F" J1da111,,111ahi rf A/ass
. \j1/m1i",I I ( ;)01ul<.'111a11s and Almy W 11. l 78-l80J.)
<'\IT\

4 .6 Considerations by Property Type
Tlil' ;1ppropri;111·11<·ss ol 1·ad1 ,·;tl11a1io11 ;ipproach ,·arics
\\'ilh tlw l\p<· ol prnpn1~· 1111cl<.'r nmsid<"ratio11. 'fable l
r;111ks lltl' n·la1in· 11sd11lt1t·ss of th<.' 1hr<'l' approaches
i11 tlil' 1ll;1ss appraisal or m;1jor typ('s or propl'rti<.'S. The
1;1hlt- ;1ss11111c-s 1h;11 I hl'r<.· ;in· 110 m;~jor statutory harriers
1,, 1,..,i11g .tll I h n·<· ;1pprc ,aches or I<> oh1ai11i11g cost, sales.
;111d incc111u· cb1;1. .\l1hrn1gli n·l~·i11g 11111~· 011 th(' singll'
h1· . . 1 ;1ppn,;1d1 (e>r ;1 g·i,·<·11 1,-p1· ol' prop1·n~· can ha\'c
:1Ch;1111;1g1·.., i11 l<Tlll'i ol <'l'li<'i<'ncy and co11sistl'11Cy, the
11-.1· ol two or 111or(· approaches prm·id<.'s helpful crossch<"C'k-. and I ll'xihilit~· and can thus produce grcaler acn1r;1n·. panintlarly lc,r less 1ypical propcni('s.

'l.6.1 Sing/e-Fami(v Residential Pro/Jerty
Tlw ... ;ill' ... ro1np;1riso11 ;1pproach is th<.' h<'sl approach
t, 11 ..,i11gl<'--l;11nih· 1rsicl1·111ial prnp<.'r1~·. i11d11cli11g conclo1llini11111s .. \111rnnal<"d n-rsions of this approach arc
ltiglih· d'fici1·111 and g1·1wrally accurat<' l<>r 1lw m;~jority
ol 1IH·s1· prnpnlit·s. TIH.· cost approach is a good suppl1·11w111al ;1ppro;1<'h ;11ul should S<'I"\"<.' as th<" primary
;1ppr11;1d1 \dw11 Ilw s;tll's cbla a,·ailahl<' an· i11adt'q11alt'.
Tlw i11c<>llH' ;1pprc ,ad1 is 11sually inappropri;1tc for mass
;1ppr;1is;tl or si11gk--1';11nil~· r<.'sid<.'11tial propenit's. he1;111..,1 · lll<>SI ol thl'S<' prop<'rlit's ar<' 1101 l"l'lll<.'d.

·l.6.2 Mam~/actured /lousing
\l.11111Lu 111n·d < ,r 11111/11/,· lie >llll'S can))(' ,·altll'd i11 a m1ml,1·1 ol \,;"" ch·1)('11di11g 011 lhl' local m;trkl.'t and ownl.'r... ltip ... ,;1111-.. ( )J't1·11 111ohilc homes ar<' purchased sepa-
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Table 1. Rank of typical usefulness of the three approaches to value in the mass appraisal of major types of property
Cost approach

Sales comparison approach

Income approach

Single-family residential

}

1

3

Multifamily residential

1

1,2

1,2

Commercial

~

)

1

1,2

3

1,2

1

2

Industrial
Non-agricultural land
Agricultural*
Special-purpose**

1

l

1

2,3

2,3

•Jnc/udes farm, ranch, and forest properti<'\.
**Includes institutional, governm<'ntal, and wueation prop<'rtirs

rately and situated on a n.·111<.'cl sp;1n· i11 ;1 111ohil<' lio11H·
park. In this case the best strall'g~· is 10 n11Hh-l tlH· 111ohik
homes separately from the land .. \1 othn 1i11H·, 111ohilt'
homes arc silllatcd on indi\'id11al lots and h1111g-li1 ;11HI
sold similar to stick-buill hom('s. l\1r1i111b1h i11 n11;d .tr
cas they may be intermixl'd \\'itli ,tick h11ilt 1101111·,. 111
these cases they can hl' mocldt'cl i11 ., 111;1111HT ,i111iL11 11,
that forotlwrrcsidcntial prnp<·1tit·,,11icl i111 l11d1·d i11 till'
same models, as long as 111<: 11111cl('I i111 h1dt•, y;1riahli·, 11,
distinguish them and n·cog11i1.t· am r<'k,;1111 dill<T<"IH
cs from other homes (e.g .. mohil<" '111111<·, 111a, ;1ppr<"ci
ate al a rate difl<.·re111 l'rom 1ha1 li1r ,1ick h11il1 lie1111n).

4.6.3 Multifamily Residential Pro/Jerty
The sales comparison and i11n1n1<· ;1ppro;u lws ;11t· pn·
fcrrcd in \'aluing nrnltifamil~· rcsicl<"111i;1I propt·1w wlil'11
suflicient sales and incon1<· <LIia an· ;1\';1iLthh-. \l1tl1iph·
regression analysis (:VlR.-\) a11cl r<"Lllt·d tt·1 l111iq11<·, li;m·
been successfully us<.'d in ,·;tl11i11g 1Jii, 11111p('11, 1,pt·.
Where adequate sal<.'s arc a,·;1ibhl<'. din·, 1 ,.,k, 111(1(lt'I,
can be used. :VIRA also ca11 h<" 11s<"d 10 cilihr;11<· clill1·n·111
portions of the income approa<"h. i11d11Cli11g 11lt· t·,tilll;1tion of markc1 rents and clcn·l11pmt·111 ol i11co1111· 111111tipliers or capitaliza1io11 ratl's .. \s ''"ill, 01hn n·,id1·11
tial property. the cost appro;wli i, 11,l'ltrl i11 p111,icli11g
supplcnwntal yaJ11a1io1is ;111cl 1,111 ,1·1,1· .1, till' p1i111.11,
approach whcn good sal<"-. ;111CI i,11111111· d.11.1 .111· 11111
available.

4.6.4 Commercial and Industrial Property
The income approach is thc mo,t ;1pprop1-i;111· 111<·1hocl
in valuing comm<.•ffial and i11d11stri;tl propn1, ii ,111li
cicnt inconw data arc aYailahlc. I li n 'l'I ,;iii·, < 11111 p;i1i
son models can lw eq11alh· <'llt·1 ti\t· i11 brg1· j111 i,di,
tions with suf'lkit·nt sales. \\'lw11 ;1 ,1illil'it·111 ,11pph 111
sales data and income data is 1101 ;1,·;1iL1hl<'. tlw co-.1 ,tp·
proach should be applied. I lrnn·,·<·r. ,·;1lill's g1·1H•r;111·cl
should be clwckcd against ;l\·ailahh- sales cb1;1. ( :0-.1 l.w-tors, land \'alucs, ancl dq>r<:cia1i1111 ,1 lil'cl11h·, 11111,1 hl'
kept current 1hrm1gh p<.'rioclic n·,·i,·"·

,1.6. 5 No11ag1·icultura/ Land
Th<" sales comparison approach is prelt·rrcd for \'aluing
11011agTintl111ral land . .-\pplica1im1 of' 1hc sales compari,1111 approach to y;1ca111 land im'Oln·s 1lw collcrtio11 of
,;ii<",< b1;1. Ill<' pc ,.._,i11g of salcs data OIi maps, the calc11L11 ic 111 c1l,1;111Cbnl 1111i1 Yah1<·s (such as ,·;tl11l' pcrsquar<.'
10111. pn lr11111 (1101. or p<.'r parcl'I) lw area and typt' of
l;i11cl 11st·. ,11HI 111<· ckn·lop11a·111 or la11d ,·;tluation maps
or co111p11t<.-r-gc11l'ratt'd 1abl<:s in which 1lw pattern of
,·;il11l's is clisplan·cl. \\'h<.'n \'a<:ant land sail's arc not a\'ail;1hh· or ar<" Ii:,,·. aclcli1ional ))('nchmarks can he obtained
h, ,11htr;11"1i11g tli<' n·plan·nwn1 cost new less dcprccia1i1111 ol i111prc1n·111<·111s ln1111 thl' sal<' prict's of impron·d
p;11n·ls. TIH' s11<T<·....s ol 1his tt"cl111icpw n:quin·s n:liahk
c11s1 cbla ;111cl l<"11cls 10 \\'ork h(.'sl for rdatin·ly ncw imprrn·t·111t·111s. for \\'hid1 cl<.'pr<.'ciation is minimal.
.\111 ,1 lit·r ;1pprc 1ach is a hybrid mocld clt'n 1mposahk i1110
I.incl ;111cl lu1ilcli11g ,·;1hu.-s . .-\ltho11gh IIH"sl' modds can
lw c;ilihr;t1t·cl rrrn11 impro,·<.·d saks ;ilonc. separation of
,·;1lt11· lwt,nT11 L11ul ;111<I h11ilclings is more rdiahl(' when
hci1h ,·;1c;1111 a11cl impro,·c.·d sales arl' a,·ailahlc.

4.6.6 Agricultural Property
II ;u l('q11;11t· ,;ii<', cla1a ar<" a\'ailahlt" a11cl agrintlu1ral
p1op<-rl\· j, 111 I)(' ;1ppraist'd al 111;u-kc·1 Y;tlm·. the sales
11111q 1;1ri,c 111 ;1pp1e 1;1< It is pr<.'knrcl. I lo\\'<.'\'<.'I', most
,1;11t ..... ;111<1 pre)\ i11n·s J>l'O\'id<.' lc>r th(' Yal11ation of agrintl1111';1I bncl ;11 11sc· ,·al11t'. making th<.' sail's comparison appro;1clt inapprnp1iitc l<>r land for which market \'aim·
l':-.:n·t·ds 11Sl' ,·alil<'. Th11s it is often i111pcrati\'<.' to ob1ain
good i11c11111l· cbt;1 ;111cl 10 US<.' th<.' i11comt· approach for
;1gri11tl1111al brnl. l.a11cl n·111s arc 01'1<·11 a\'ailahl<.'. some1i111<·, pnllli1ti11g llu· ckn·lopm<.·111 and application ol'
c>\l'r;tll c.q1it;tli1a1io11 r;11<·s. \Ian,· s1all·, ;111cl prm·i11<.TS
li;1,·<· ,11il Jll;1ps 111;11 assign land to dilli.-rt·111 prnd11e1i,·i1y
class(.'s for \\'hich typical r<.'nls ran hl' cl<.',·doped. Cost
t;1hlt·s ca11 h<" 11st·cl I<> ,·;iluc agricultural h11ildi11gs.

,t.6. 7 Sjwcial-Pwpose Property
1·11<' 1ml ;1ppro;1ch l<'llcls l<l h<.' most approprial<.' in the
;1ppr;1i,,d 111 'IH'I i;ilp11rpos(.' prop(.'rli<·s. hl'ca11sc of th<.'
cli,1i11lli\<' 11;1111n· or s11ch pr<>p<"rti<.'s ,IIHI Ilic g·<.'ncral ah,1·111T or ;1cl<"1p1;11t· ,;tll'S or i11n11ll(.' d;11a.
Return to Table of Contents
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4. 7 Value Reconciliation
When more Lhan one approa<'h or 1n11ckl i, 11"·cl 11>1
a given propeny group. the appraisn 11111,1 cl<"ln111i1w
which to use or ernphasiz<.'. Oftc11 this <";111 lw clc11w ti,·
comparing rmio study statistics ..\ltlirn1gh 1lw1t· ,m· .111
vantages to hcing consis1c11t. sn111t·ti11H·, .111 ;tl1n1i;11iH·
approach or method is mon: rdiahl<" 1111 ,pt·< i;tl ,i111;1
Lions and atypical propcrtil's. ( :.\\I.\ ,,·,1<·111, ,lie 11ilcl ;dlow users to document the approach 111 111t·1hod lwi11g
used for each property.

4.8 Frequency of Reappraisals
Section 4.2.2 of the Stmulmd 011 l'm/infy '/in / 111l1n (I.\.\(>
2010) states Lhat curr<.'nt markt·I ,·altw illlpli<·, ;1111111,d
assessment of' all properly. .-\111111al asst·,,111t·111 cl,•<·, 111 ,1
necessarily mean, howen·r. 1ha1 each prnp<·tw 11111s1 ))('
re-examined each year. Instead. rnoclt-ls c;111 I)(' rl'ctlibrated or market acljustment fanors dniH'd lro111 ratio
studies or other market analyses applied h;1S<'cl rn1 nill·
ria such as property type. locatio11. si1t·. ;111cl ;1g·1·.
Analysis of' ratio study daia cu1 ..,11ggn1 gr111q1, 111 ,11;1
ta of properties in gr<"atest lll'<'cl 111 pll\,ic:d n·,it·,, 111
general, market ac!justmc111s c;111 ))(' liighh t'llt·t Ii\'<· i11
maimaining equity whc11 appraisals an· 1111il'11n11 \\'ii Ii i11
strata and recalibration can prm·idl' t·,·<·11 gn•;11n ;1n 11
racy. However, only physical re\'i('\\'s c;111 rnn<·< 1 cb1;1 <T
rors and, as staled in Scnions :t:~. I ;11ul :••. :~.:,. prnp1·rn
characteristics data should he n·,·it·,n·d ;111<I 1quL11t·cl ;11
least every 4 to fi years. This can h<' aff11111pli,lwcl i11 ;11
least th rec ways:
•

Rc-inspcning all prop('n,· al )ll'ri, ,cli, in 1(·n.d,
(i.e., every ·l Lo (i ~-('ars)

•

Re-inspecting prop<'rl i<.'s 011 .i n·cl i( ;ii h;,..,j,
(e.g., one-fourth or 01w-six1h c;1ch ,r;1r1

•

Re-inspecting properties 011 ;t priori,, hasis ;I',
indicated by ratio studil's or ollll'r ( 011,ickr-;uions while sLill c11s11ri11g I h:11 ;1II pr• 1pn1 it·,
arc examined at l<'as1 t·,·t·1'\ ,i,11, ,t·.11

5. Model Testing, Quality Assurance, and
Value Defense
Mass appraisal allows for mOfkl 1<·s1i11g ;111<I q11;tli1,· ;1s
surance measures that pro\'idl' lc.Tdhack 1111 lh<' 1diahiliL)' of valuation models and IIH' on'l;tll ;u n1r;11, 111
estimalccl \'alucs. :\ lodekrs and ;1..,,l'._s, >1-. 11111-.1 I)(' L1111il
iar with these diagnostics so 1hc,· c:111 t·,·;!111;11(' ,;d11;11i1111
performann.· properly and makt· i111prll\t·111<·11h ,,ll('rl'
needed.
1

5.1 Model Diagnostics
Modeling sof'twarc crnHains ,·;1rio11, st;11i,1ical 111t-;1,11H·,
that provide fr·edhack on rnodd )H'rlrn111,1111 t· ;111d ,l(
curacy. MRA software contains 1mtl1iph- ,c·h 111 di.1g110,
tic tools, soml' of which rdah· lo llw 11\<T,ill p11·di11i\(·

12
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;1tT11r;1n c ,r tlH· moclt-1 ;11ul som<.· of which n·late 10 the
rl'b1i,·c· i111por1;111n· ;111cl 'ila1is1ical n·liahili1,· of' individ11;!1 ,;1ri;1hl<"s i11 llw 111ocld. \-loddcrs lllt1st 11ndcrstand
ll1t·,t· 11H';1s11n·s ;111d t·11s11n· that linal modt'ls tH>I onlv
111;1kl' ;1pprais;tl st·11sc h111 also arc sta1is1ically sound.

5.2 Sal<~s Ratio Analyses
R<•g;1rclll'ss ol hrnr ,·ahu:s \\'<.'I'<.' generated. sales ratio
s111Cli<·, prrn·iclt- ohj<'<"tiH·. hot10111-li1H· i11clicators of as,t·,s1111·111 pl'rl<1rn1;111n·. The l:\;\O litt'raturt' contains
t'XH·11sin· disn1ssio11s of 1his important topic. and th<.'
S1r11u/({ld 011 Uatio .\'/1u/i,,s (~O 1:\.1) prm·idt·s guidanc<.' for
n 111cl11n i11g ;1 propt·r ,111dy. It also pr(.'st'1lls slanclards
101 kt·\ r;11in 'it;11is1ic, n·bti11g 10 1lw n,·o pri111ary aspl'CI."
ol d"l'"IIH'llt )><'llo1111;111cl': lt·,·t·I and 1111iformi1y. The
lnllrn\'i11g clisn1ssio11 s11111111ari1.<.·s th('S<.' standards and
clt·'itTiht·s how thl' asst•ssor can us<.· sal<.'s ratio metrics to
li<"lp <·11s1m· acniral<'. 1111i1<,rm ,·,ll11cs.

5.2. l Assessment l,l'l'el
.\..,..,,·,-.i1w111 l<"n·I rt'LIH''i lo the rn·<'rall orgl'11l'ral k\'el of'
;1..,..,t·,,1111·111 0L1 j11risclic1io11 and ,·arirn1s prop<'rty classes.
,1r;11;1. ,111<1 gro11ps ,,·ithi11 1hc ,iurisdinirn1. Fa<'h group
1111i-.1 I)(' ;ts,<·sst·d ;11 111;1rkc1 ,·,due as rcquircd hy prol<.·s-.ic 111;11 ,1a11d;1rcls a11cl applicable stalttl<.'S, mies, and rclatt·cl l'<'()llin·mt·nts. Till' t hrcc common measures of' ren1r;tl l<'t1<h-11n· i11 r;11io s111di<'s an: the llll'<lian. mt'an. and
,,t·igltlt'd 111c;111. TIH· .\/r111dmd 011 Nalio S!11di1•., (~Ol'.\.1)
,1ip1il;1l<''i th;11 1l1t· l!l('dia11 ra1io should h<.' ht·tw<.Tll (UI()
.111<1 1.10 a11cl prn,·iclcs nit<.'ria fi>r cktl'rmi11i11g wlw1hn ii t·;111 ht' crnH·l11clt-cl 1ha1 llw standard has 1101 hl'<.'n
.11 liil'wd lor ;1 prop1·1w gro11p. ( :urn·111. 111>--10-clatt· \'alu;11i1111 111oclt'ls. ,dH'cl11k,. ;uHl 1ahlcs hl'lp t·1ts1ir<.· that
.1s-.<·"11H·111 l<"\'t'ls 111<·t·1 rl'q11irl'd s1a11cbrcls and \'alul's
<.111 lw ,1a1is1icall\' adj11stt·cl hctw<.'<.'11 1'1111 reappraisals or
11111cl<'I rl'calihr;11io11s 10 <'IISIII"<.' romplia11n:.

.5.2.2 Assessment Uniformity
.\,..,t·ss11H·111 1111ili1n11i1, 1dates to thl' ro11sis1t·nn· and
l'1p1i1, ol ,·alt1t·,. l '11il111111i1,· li;1s st·,·t-r;tl aspt·cis. 1hc lirsl
•ii ,,111111 1t·L1tt·-. 1111c,11sis1t·11n· i11 asst·ss111t·111 ll'\'<.'ls ))('l\\t'<'II pt ll)>l'f'I\ g1 <111ps. I I is import~llll IO l'JlSIIJ'(.', for
t·x,11npk. 1h;11 r<"sick111ial and co111111<.·t'<'ial properties
;m• ;1ppr;tised ;11 si111ilar p<.·rct·ntagcs of' markC't \'al11e
( n·g;mll<"ss ol' thl' lcgal ass('ssrnctll ratios 1ha1 may 1hcn
h<· appli<'cl) ;111d 1ha1 rl'sickn1ial assl'SSlll<'llt lc\'ds arc
c 1111,i,1t·111 a1111111g ll<'ighhc1rhcu1ds. n111s1n1ctio11 classes.
.tg(' g11>11p,. ;111cl ,i11· gr1111ps. ( :011sis1t·11n ;1111011g propt·11, 1~1 c 111p, 1;111 I)(' t·,·;1h1a1cd lw crnt1p;1ri11g 111casures
c,I < t·111r;tl ln1<k1H,. <";ilntl;11ecl l<>r <.'a<"h gro11p. \'arious
gr;1phs t a11 also))(' 11st·d li1r this purposl'. The Slr111drml
1111 U111i11 .\tudin (1.\.-\0 ~OUa) stipulatl's 1hat th<' level
ol ;1ppr;1isal li>r <'a<'h 1najor gro11p of' pmpl'rti<.'s should
I)(' ,,i1lti11 :> pt•fft•111 111 Iii<' on·rall lcn·l li,r llu:_j11risdic1i, 111 .111<I prrniclt·s l'l'ilt·rfa lor dt'tl'rmi11i11g wlw1her ii
1 .111 I)('< 1111t )ll(h-cl 110111 r;1tio data that 1)1<· st;111cl;1rcl has
Ill •I ht'('II IIH'I.
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Another aspect of uniform it~· rl'latt·:-. to I Ill' c1111,i,tl'll·
cy of asscssmclll le\'ds withi11 pmpt·1'1\' grrnq>,. TIH'n·
are several such 111<.'asur<.'s. tll<' pn·t·111i11t·111 111 \,liicli i,
the coefficient ofdispl'rsion ((:<>l>I. \\'liiil1 n-pn·,,·111'
the avcrag<.' pcrn·rnag-c d<"\'i.11io11 1111111 tll<' 11wdi;111 1;1
tio. The lower the con. tlH· lllon· 1111ilon11 111,· 1;1tio-.
within the property gro11p. 111 aclcli1in11. 1111il111111il\ <;111
he viewed spatially by plo11i11g- s;1lt·s r;uio, 011 1IH'111a1ic
maps.
The Stmulrml 011 Ratio St11di1·, (I.\.\(> '..!II I :b I p1rn idt·, 1111 ·
following standards for th<' ( :c >I>:
• Single-family homes and co11drn11i11i11111•-: <:<>I)...
of :j Lo IO for 1H·m·r or L1irh· sirniLt, n·,icl,·11n·,
and 5 LO l:l l<>r olcll'r or n11in· IH·t<"r11gr11,·1111,
areas
•

Incom,·-prod11ci11g prnpn1i,·,: <:<>I>, 111 .~, 111
15 in larg<.'r. urban ;in·as ;111<1 :-, 10 '..!O in otlH·1
areas

• Vacant land: cons or :1 to '..!O i11 11rh;111 ;11r;1,
and 5 to 25 in rural t>r Sl·aso11;il n·n1•;11irn1 ;1n·;1s

SonH·tilll<"S othn ratio study diagnostics will pro\'icle
chl('s. For t·xa111pk. high ratios l<>r lower conslntclion
cL1s:-.l's rn;1,· i11clicall' 1ha1 hasl' rat<'s should he reduced
101 tli11sl' d;1s,t·s. \\'hich should in t11r11 improve assessllH'llt r;11io-. lor lrn\'..,·;tlt1(' prnp<.'rti('s.

5.:{ I loldout Samples
I lolclrn11 sarnplt·s ar<' ,·alidat('d sales Ihat an· not used in
,·;tl11;11io11 h111 i11sl<·acl ;1rl' 11sl·d to t<"SI ,·al11alio11 perf<>r111;111<T. I lolcl11111 ,;1rnpks should I)(' r;11ulornly selc<.'lt.'d
\,·i1h ;1 ,·it·\,· 10 oh1;1i11i11g a11 ad<"<Jllal(' sample whik <.'ll,11ri11g 1h;11 th<' 1111111lwr of' sales ,l\'ailah)(' Ji,r valuation
,,·ill prn,·icl(' n·liahl<" results l<>r the rangl' of propt.'rties
1h;i1 11111st hl' ,·;tl1wd (holdout sarnplt.'s of 10 to~() pcrn·111 arl' 1ypic;tl ). II 1110 t<.-,,. sail's arl' ,l\·ailahk. later sales
1;111 I)(" ,·;tlicLt1('cl ;11HI 11scd li>r tlH· sarnt.' purpose. (For
;1 11w1 liocl ol 11,i11g ,;il<'s both to clen·lop and lest \'al11a1i1111 11111cl,·ls. ,,.,. 'The l 'sc of' Cross-,·alida1ion in C:\yt\
\lncll'li11g to (~t·I tlw \losl Out ol'Sa)('s" (l<.'llS('ll 2011)

Lion where necessary. Poor 1111ilc,r111i1, \\°ithi11 a prnpnt\·
group is usually indicatin· or data prohll'ms or cldicil'II I
valuation procedures or 1ahks a11cl c;1111101 lw co1n·ctt·cl
by application of mark<.'t adj11s111H·11 t Lt111 >1-..

Si11cc I h(',. \\'l'l'l' 1101 used in ,·alualion, holdout samples
c;111 pro,·id<' 111on· ol~j('ctin· mcastm·s of' ,·aluation pcrlorn1;111n·. This c;111 I)(' particularly important when Yal1w, ;m· 1101 h;1-.i·cl 011 ;1 crn11111011 algorithm ;1s cos1 and
\IR\ 111rnlt-ls ;in·. \la1111;tlh· assig11i11g land ,·alll('S, lc>r
1·....:;11npk. 111igh1 p1od11n· sail's r;11io st;11is1ics that appear
,·xn·ll<-111 h111 ;m: 1101 n-pn·s<.·111atin· ol' hroacl('r perl<>r111;111n· lc,r ho1h sold and unsold prnpeni('s. Compar;1hl<" sail's 111ockls I hat ,·ah1c a sold property using the
,;ill' 0L1 prop<"rl\' as ;1 comparahk li,r itsl·lf' can produce
cp1itl' clillnt·111 n·s11lts \\'h('ll leslt.'cl Oil .i holclotll group.

1,, 1·q11i1,
between low-and higlH·altH· pnipt·r1i1·-. .. \l1lt1111gl1 1lw11·
arc statistical s11htlcties tlia1 c:111 hi.t:-. 1·,·.tl11;11i1 ,11, ,I Jllltl'
related uniformity. the 1:\..\0li1n;11111 ,. (-.l'<' pa1 t in1brh
Funda11wnlal'i <!/ Afos.'i ,\/Jfmti.\/11 I< ; lot 1clt'111;111s ;11 HI .\I Ill\
201 I, 385-392 and Appendix Bl ;111cl tlH· .\1111,dmd 011
Ratio Studi,~'i) [IAAO ~OI:t1] pro\'icl(' g11icL111<T ;111cl n·I·
cvant measures, namely. th(' prin· n·bt,·cl clilkr<'llli;il
(PRO) and rneHkient or prin• .. n·Ltt,·cl lii;i-. ( l'RI\,.

\\'lw11 ;1 rn·\,· ,·;tl11;11 ion approach or tcd111iq11c is used
lor 1lw li1,1 tillll'. lioldo111 sail's Clll hl' hdpl'ttl in ,·;tlidc11i11g 11s1· ol tlil' ta·,,· IIH'thocl. l11 g(·11eral. hm,'<.'\'<.•r.
lwlclrnu sa111pks ;trl' 11n11(·n·ssary as long- as ,·aluation
1111 •ckls ;11'l' hasecl 011 common algorithms and sch<.'dtill', ;11ul the ,·altH· assigned 10 a sale prop('rt~· is not a
I 1111ctio11 ol i1s prir('. Properly Yalidatecl later sales can
pro,·icll' Ii ,llow·11p 1wrli ,rmann· indicators witho11t compromising tlw 1111111h('r ol' sail's a,·ailahlc l<>r ,·al11atio11.

•

Rural residential. seasonal. ;111cl 111;1111!1;1111in·cl
homes: cons or:> I<> '..!II

The entire appraisal stall 11lll,1 IH' ;1\, .i 11 · ol .11u I 111,111 i1111
compliance with thes<.' s1a11clarcls ;111cl 1;1k<" 1"' n·c 1in· ;ir-

A rinal aspect orassl'SSlll('lll 1111ilonni1, 1t·L11,·,

The PRD pnl\'idcs a simple g·;111gt· ol pri11· 1t·bt1·d hi;i-..
Th<.' S!rmdrml 011 Notio Stlfdi,·, ( /. l. \ () ~!fJ I,,, 1 1;ill, 1'01
PRDs of 0.98 to I.O:t PRDs lwlo\\' ll.~IS ll·11cl 111 i11di1;1t<'
assessment progr<.'ssi\'ity. th<' c11ncliti<111 in \\'liicli ;1,,1·"·
mcnl ratios increase with pricl'. PRl>s ahrn1· I.In tl'11cl
to indicate assessment rc~ressi,·il\·. i11 ,,hid, ;i,,c...-.111t·111
ratios decline with price.

The PRB indicates the p('rn·ntag<" Ii, \,·hi, It ;1s"·,,111<·111
ratios change wlWllt.'\'('r ,·alt1t·-. cl"11 hll' 111 ,11 ,. lt;1hnl.
For example. a PRB or 11.1n \\'111ilcl 1111·.111 11!.11 ·'"''"
menl levels (;ti) by:\ pt·rrt·111 \,lw11 ,.tl1w dci11hlt-,. I Ill'
Stmulrml 011 N"tio St11di1•., c;ill, Ii 11 l'RB, 111 11.11.-, 111 •11.W,
and regards PRBs outsid<.' th(' ra11g1· ol II. JO to di. Ill .1,
unacceptable.
Because price is obscn·ahll' 011 h Ii >r ,;1k pr"pnt i,·,.
there is 110 <.'asy corrl'C1io11 for 1lw l'RB. \,lii<l1 i, 11,11
ally due to problems i11 ,·aluatio11 111odt'I, ,llHI ,1 !lt'd11l<·,.

5.4 Documentation
\';tl11;11io11 prn1ccl11n·s and mocll'ls shrnalcl he clon1me111\pprais;tl s1;1ff shrnald han· ;11 ll'as1 a gelH:ral under,1;11uli11g ol ho\\' Ilic 111oclds work ;u1cl th(' ,·ario11s ral<'S
;11HI ;tc!j11s1111(·111s 111acll' by thc models. ( :ost manuals
,lie II tld hc n11n·nt ;111<1 c0111ain the rail's ;111d ac!jusmwnls
11,l'cl 10 ,·;1hw i111pron·11H·1Hs hY tlw cosl approach. SimiLtrh. L111cl ,·;1111<', shrnalcl he suppo1wcl hy 1ah)('s or rates
.111d .11lj11,111H·11i-. lor lt·a111n·s ,11d1 as wat('r frontag·l'.
t1.1lli1. ;11ul 111lw1 n·lt·\·a111 i11ll11t·11n·s. \IR·\ models and
c 11'1,·1 ,alt·-. 11>11q1;1risc111 alg-ciritl11ns shonlcl clont11H'lll li11;il l'<jlt;11io11s ;111cl should he reprml11rihlc. so that l"<'lllll11i11g tll(' mocll'I prod11n·s the same ,·al11e. Schedul<.'s or
n·111;il rail's. ,·;1ca11c~· rates, <.'XJ)l'nS(' ratios. income m11l1iplin,. a11cl c.ipit;1li1.a1ion rates should donlllH'lll ho\\"
,;tl11<', ha,<'cl CJII Iii<' i11collll' approach \\'l'l'l' derived.
<·cl ..
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It can he panicularly hdphil I<> prqi;tn· ;1 111;11111.tl.
booklet, or report for each lll;\j<>r prnpn1, 1, pt· ii 1;11
provides a narrative summary< ,r IIH • ,·a I11;11 i« ,11 ;11 >1 >n@ ·I 1
and mcLhodology and crnHains at k;1s1 lilt· 111on· t C1111
mon rates and ac~jusLmcnt-.;. Examplt's C>I '111,r ,·;tl11t·,
were computed for sample propt·rti('-. c;111 lw p,tr1i111
larly helpful. The manuals s<.·1'\'t' as a n·,rn11 ff 1111 , 111
rent staff and can he h<.'lpl'11I i11 1r;1i11i11g 1H·,, ,1;tll 111
explaining thc \'aluation prrn <''" 111 01lw1 i11tt·l(·s1t·d
panics. Once preparcd, tlw clon111H·11h ,lirntld llt' 11p
dated when valuation sd1cd11ks rh;111gl' 111 llll'I hod,
and calculation procedures are n·,·ist'cl.

5.5 Value Defense
The assessment ollice staff m11s1 h;1n· 11111lidt·11n· i11
the appraisals and he ahk to explain ;11HI <klt-1ul 111('111.
This confi.dcnn· begins with applicuio11 ol n·li;1hl<' ap
praisal techniques, generation <11' ;1p1 >1·c 1p1i11t· ,·;1h1;11 ic 111
reports, and review or prelin1ina1Y ,·;tl11t·s. 11 111;i, I)('
helpful to havc.· reports that list t'acll p;11n·I. ii', cli;1r;11
lcristics, and it~ calculated valiH·. P;trffl, ,,·i1l1 111111,11;tl
characteristics, extreme values, or l':-,.;tn·nH· <lt;111gt·, i11
values should he idcntifil'd lc,r s11IN·q11t·111 i1uli,·id11;il
review. Equally important. s11mman rqH111, ,lte11ilcl
show average values, ,·ali1e chang-t·~. a11cl r;11ic1 ,1wh ,1;1
tisLics for ,·arious strata or propnlil·,. Tl1nl' -..li111dd lw
reviewed to c.·nstir<.· the rn·<-rall n11,._i,11·111, ,,l ,;tlw·, l,11
various types or property alld ,·arirn1, lrn ;iti1111~. 1 Sn· 1lw
Uniform Staudanl,· n.f Pn!fssio110I. \/1/m1i,ol l 11r1t1i11', S1;111
<lards Rule 6-7, for reporting n·<p1in·nl<'11h li11 m;1~,
appraisals [The Appraisal Fo111ldatio11 .. \ppr;ii~;,I S1;111
dards Board 2012-201 ~~ J.)
The sLaffshould also he prepan·cl I«> ,11pp• 111 i111li, id11;tl
valuaLions as rcquirl'cl. pn·krahh 11l11>11gl11,11111>d1;1hlt·
sales. Al a minimum. staff sl1011ld lw ;1hll' 10 pr11d1H <· .,
property record and explain th<' hasic ;1ppro;Jl'li (r11~1.
sales comparison, or income) ust'd 10 l's ti Ill all· 1ht· ,·;tltH'
of the property. A property o\\'lic.·r sllrn1lcl 1H·,·<·r lw told
simply that .. the computer" or "tli<" w,1t·111" prrnliw<'cl
the appraisal. In general. the staff ,hrn1ld 1;1ilo1 till' t"\
planation lo th<' taxpaycr's k11rnrll'clg<" ;111<1 1·,1><·11i,1·.
Equations com·cned to tah11lar li,1111 c;111 lw 11,1·d 11, 1·,
plain the basis for ,·al11a1io11.

In all cases, the assessment ollin· -.;1;1ll ,d11111ld ht· ;1hh·
to produce sales or appraisals of silllil;1r propnt it·, i11
order to support (or at least cxplai11) Iii{' ,·;tl11;11i1,11 ol
the property in question. C:omp;1rahl<' -.;1lt·, !';111 lw 11h
Lained from reports that list sale~ In ,11< Ii lt-;1111n·, ;1,
type of prop<.'rty, area, sizt'. ;111d ;1gl' .. \l1n11;11i,l'h. i11
tcractivc programs can ht.· ohtailll'd 111 cl<'n·lop<"d I lt.11
identify and display the.· most ron1par;1hk prnpnt ic ·,.
A~scssors should notif~· prop<'rt,· rnrnn, ol tlil'ir ,·;d11;1
tions in sufficient time li,r pr<>p<'tW <n\lH'I, I«> di,n1"
their appraisals with tht' assessor and ;1ppt•;tl llw ,·;1l1w ii
they choose to do so (see 1hc S1t1111/md ,,,, /',,h/11 l:dff/111,n
[IAAO 2011] ). Statutes sho11ld prn,·idl' 1111 ;1 l111111;tl ;1p
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pt·,tl, pirn c·ss hc·,111ul IIH· ;1sSl'ssor's 1<-n·l ('it'l' the Stan
rlolfl 1111. \ w·,"11r11t. \/1/,,."/ I I.\:\()~() I :~h I).

6. Managerial Considerations
6.1 Overview
\I.,~, ,1pp1;1is;tl n·q11irl's l111111an. comp111ing. ancl other
I(·-.., 11111 n 111 I><· m·II ll1;111;1gt·d. This Sl'<"tio11 disc11sst's
t t ·1 I;1i11 kt·, 1n;111;1gt ·1-i;tl co11sidcra1 ions.

6.2 Staffing
.\ st1l'n·ssfttl i11-lwust' appraisal program requir<.'s a stif:.
li1it·111h· largl' ,t;tlf c-rnnprisillg- pnso11s skill<·d in gl'nn.tl ;u lini11is11;11 irn1 ;11 HI s11pc:r\'ision. ;1ppraisal; mappi 11g ;111d dral1i11g. da1;1 prnn·ssi11g·, alld s<·crc.·tarial and
dnit;tl lt111n io11,. 'h-piral stalli11g· sizes a11d patterns
l1>1_j11ri~clinio11s or,·arirn1s sit.cs ar<" illus1r;1tt'cl in l'm/J
rl'I\'. \j,/mti",I and.\"'''""''"'. \d111it1istmlim1 ( Eckert el al.
1~1~111. d1aptl'r )(;) ;11HI i11 Ft111dalllf'11/al, of.\la.u .\fJ!m1i.w/
( ( ;11111clc·111;111s ;111d .\1111\ ~011. '.2~-~:-l).
l '11lt·~" l'lfo il'11n· or pranical crnKt·rns dina1c.· oth(.'r,,·i,l'. pt'rsons 1wrlortlli11g the ,·arirn1s mass appraisal
l1111ni011s sho11ld ht.· ('lllployccs or th<.' aSS(.'SSOI'. \Vhen
tlll',t· l1111nio11s an· IH>I pt·rl<>rnH·d hy asst·ss11a·111 staff,
it i, i111pn;11in· 1lt;11 th<",. ht· ;1dcq11atl'h· prm·idcd lw oth<·1 dt·p.111111t·n1~. ;111 o,·t-r-.;ight ;1~c.·11cY. a st·1Tin· h11rca11. a
q11.rlili<·d < 11111r;1ctrn. or ;111otlwr SOllllT. Stro11g- lines or
< 111111111111ic;11io1111111st IH' l'Slahlislwd ht'twcen lh<" asscss11H·111 ,1;1IL111d till' dcsig11a1ecl support groups.

6.3 Data Processing Support
n·q11in· co1hid<"r;1hlt· data pron·ssillg· support.
llll' .\fmlfl111d 1111 F,11 iliti1·,. /-.'q11i/m11·11t. (.'om/111/,•n, mu/
\11/1/il1n 11.\.\< > '.!1111:~hl.l

< :.\\1.\,
1 ~<'l'

63. l I /ardware
Thl' liardw;1rc ... 1w11ld he powerh1l c.•nough to support
;1pplic;11 ions oft hl' cost. sales comparison. and income
;1pp111;11 It<·,. ;1, ,n·II ;1s data mait1tl'llanc<" and other routi11<· c11ic·r;11i1111,. ll;i1;1 d,,,r11loadi11g. 111;1ss c;tln1latio11s.
< ;1s ;1pplic;11i1111,. ;11111 \\'l'h ,11ppon tt·lld 10 IH' the most
<111111H11tT.. i111,·11,i\'l· «>p<'r;11i()11s. Proct'ssillg spt'ecl and
dlicit·11<T rl'q11il't'IIH'llls sho11ld he estahlisht'd heli>r<.'
lt;mlw;1rc acq11isi1io11. ( :omputer eq11ipnH'nt ran he
p1ird1;1sl'd. ll';1scd. r<"nl<"d. or shar<.'d with other_jurisdic1io11,. If tltl' p11rch;1~<· op1irn1 is chos<.'n. lht' <"qt1ipmcn1
,lt1111ld Ill' l';ts\ to 1q>gradt· to take ach·;1111age of' terh11e ilogic;il dC'n·lop111<·111s wit '10111 purchasing an entirely
Ill'\\ ,\,lt'lll.

6.1.2 s,~fiware
( :.\\I.\ ..... ,lt\\';11<· c;111 lw clcn·lop<'d intl.'l'llally, adapL<.'d

l tc 1111 ....c 111,,·an· cl<·n·lopt·cl ll\· other public agl.'11cics, or
jH11«li;1s<'d (i11 \\'liolt' or i11 part) from pri,·aH· ,·c11Clors.
( l11t·,·i1;1hh 1IH·1 t· ,,ill lw sollH' tailoring JH•t·cled lo adapt
1·\tl'rn;ilh cl('n·lopl'cl ~ol'twarc to the r<"q11irclll<.'Jlls of
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the user's cnvironmenL.) Fach alt<"rn;11in· h,1s ,1<h'a111ages and disadvantages. The sortwar<" ,lirndrl lw rlt·,ig1wcl
so that it can he easih· modilit·d: i1 ,h1111lcl ;d .... 1 IH' ,,,·II
document(•d. al both the appraisn 11,n ;111cl p111g1;1111
mer levels.
CAMA software works in co11j111H 1i1111 ,,i1li ,;11 i1111, g1·11
eral-purpose software, typically i11cl11<li11g ,rnrcl pre Ht'"·
ing, spreadsheet, statistical. and ( ~IS program,. Tltt·st·
programs and applications m11s1 h<" ;1hl<" 111 ,li;in· 1b1a
and work together colwsin·I~·.

Security measures should c:-;is1 I<, pn·,·1·11t 1111,111111111 ill·cl
use and LO provide backup i11 1lw <"\'l'III ol ;1fficlt·111;1l
loss or dcstrunion of data.

References
Lckt·r1.JK .. RJ <;Jrn1cl<.'mans, and R.R. .-\lmy. ('els. 1mm.
rul111i11islmlion. Chirag-o:

l'n,;w,ty ff/J/11fli",I flt1d fl.\.\f'.'iSJ/lt'III

I.\.\(>.

( ;Jrnu 1<·111.111,. RJ I ~l~l~I. ,\las.\ "/'/mti\fll of m,I j,mf,nl_\'.
( :l1ic;igo: l1lll'rn;11i1111;tl .\SS()(.'ia1io11 or .-\SS('SSi11g- Of'li<TI',.

<;101u km ans, RJ. and R.R. Almy. ~O 11. F11mla11111 11tal"
I11a" t1/Jj1mi"il. l,;111sas ( :i1~·: IA:\(}.

,f

I 111n11 ;11 ic 111;tl . \s-.t H·ia Iit lll of' .-\ss('ssi 11g ( }Hin·rs ( J..\.-\0).
011 1111/m11otnl 1Jfll11al io11 11wrlr l\. ( :hicago:
I.\.\(>.

'21 II 1:',;1, S/fl/{(/rml

. ~oo:~h.

Stmulr11d

1

OIi

p,ri/iti,~'i. ('(J/11/J/llf'I'.\', f'(flfi/JJJlf'III,

,nu/ ,11/J/Jlin. ( :hirago: 1.\,\0.

6.4 Contracting for Appraisal Services
Reappraisal contracts can ind11d<" 111;1ppi11g. d.11.1 colh-ction, data processing, and othn s<"n·in·,. ;1, ,,·1·11 as ,;tl11ation. Theyoflt-r the potential olacq11iri11g prolc.·,,i1111;tl
skills and resources quick)~·. Tht·st· skills ,11HI n·,011rct·-..
often arc- not available i111crnalh·. ( :0111r;1l'ti11g· lor 1IH·,t·
services not only can allow I lw j1irisclic1 io11 111111ai111ai 11 ;1
modest staff and IO h11dg<'I Ii •r n·;1pp1.,i,,d,111 .1 pni, ,di,·
basis. hut also mak<.'s lh<' a,s1·,s111 I,·,, l1k(·h lfl (!<-n·lop
in-house cxpenis('. (S('(' 1hl' .\'/f//u/111,/ 1111 L1111!1111!111p: /111
A.'i!i(!.'i.'illll-!JII

Sm,iffs [ 1:\:\0

~oox I.)

6.5 Benefit-Cost Considerations
6.5.1 Overoiew
Th<:' ol~ject of mass apprais;tl is 111 pr11d111 (' 1·q11i1;1lil('
valuations at low cosls. l1Hprrn·<·111t·11i-. i11 l'q11i1, 11111·11
require increased exp<'tHli111n·s.
Benefit-cost analysis in mass apprai-...il i1m,ln·, 1,,·11 m;,jor issues: policy and adminis1r;11io11.

6.5.2 Policy Issues
An assessmcntjurisdic1io11 n·q11in·, a I n1.1i11 1·,1H·1Hli
tllr<:' le\'cl simply IO im c11101Y. lis1. ;111d ,·ahll' p1111H·1 ti1·,.
Beyond that point, adclitio11al <''.'\jl<'llclit11n·, 111;1kl' pm·
sihlc rapid imprm·c11H·111s i11 1·q11i1, i11iti;tlh. li11t 111,11
ginal impro\·eme111s i11 <'q11i1, di111i11i,li ;1, (·,p1·11<li1111(·,
increase. AL a minin1ttm._j1trisdinio11, ,h111dcl l>11clg1·1 to
mcctsLatutory n·<p1ir('nH'11ls and till' 1H·rl111111;11111· ,1;111
dards contained in the Stmulon/ 1111 lt"1i11 .\/11,/in (I.\.\<)
2013a) and summarized in S<"nirn1 .-,.:!.
1

6.5.3 Administrative /sstws
Maximizing equity pn doll.tr ol 1·,p1·1ulit111<· i, llw }ll i
tnary responsibility <1r ;1s•w,,111t·11t .11l111111i,11;1111111 111
maximiz(' producti,·ity. 1IH' ;1,-.<'"'-' ,1 .1111 I 111;111;1g1 ·ri;d
staff must effecti\'dy plan. h11dg<·I. ,,rga11i11·. ;111cl 11111
trol opcraLions and pro\'idc lcaclt-r-..hip. 1'11i-. 11111,1 IH'
accomplished within the of'lict''s }('g·al. lisc;tl. <·1·111111111ic.
and social ctwironnwnt and co11s1 r;1i11 i-. (I.\.\(> I ~1~11 I.
chapter I fi).

. '..!00 I. Stm11/md 1111 111m11wl mrla,tml "'"/H mu/ />am'/
id,·11/i/11·1.,. < :1tic1g11: 1.\.\0.

. :!rn 1:-;_ S1a11donl 1111 m11/mf'/i11gJi,r a.'i.\1 .,s11w111 s1 1·oi('( .'i.
K;111,;is <:it\': I.\.\C >.
1

1

1

. '..!0 IO. Str11ulrml 011 />m/N'rl_)' lox Jmfir)·· Kansas City:
I.\.\(),
. ~11) I . .\/l//1d,nd

1111

JmMir

wlr1/i1111,.

Kansas ( :i1~·:

I.\.\(),

. '..!O I'..! . .\!f//ulmd 011 d,:~ilfll mdflslml 111t1/1., and Jmm•I
i,!,,11/i/11'1:,. Kansas ( :i1y: IA·\O .
. ~O I :'ta. Stmulr11d 011 mlio st11tli1'.'i.

. ~() I :1ih. S!rnulrml

OJI

Kansas City: IAAO.

ass1 ss1111 11/ a/>/>ml. Kansas City:
1

1

I.\.\(>.

_l<·11,l'11.I>.I .. '.2011. Th<" 11st· of noss-,·;1Jida1io11 in ( :,.\:\f:\
111od<'li11g to g·1·1 Ill<' 111os1 out ol' salt's . .f1111rnrt/ 1!/ l'm/>nl_r
Frn ~.:. l,,,."1111·11!. \d111i11islmlio11 8 n): 19-·IO.

c:ounril. Imtl l'mrnl11n~'I fllld stall
Washi11gw11. DC: '.\:at i1111;tl Rt'Sl'.tffh ( :rn11H·il.
\'atiot1;1)

R('Sl'.ll'Ch

"""/.' /11r ,, 11111/ti/1111/m,P rmlasln'.

llll' . \ppr;tis;il Frn111da1io11 (T.-\F) . .-\ppraisal Standards
'..!0 I'.! '.20 I:~. { '11i/on11 .'i/mulmd'i of' /m>J', ssio11al ap
Jm1i"il /1mdi,,·. \\';1slti11gto11. I)(:: T.-\F.
l\11;tn I.

1

l 'rha11 and Regional l11l<ffmatio11 s,·s1<·ms .-\ssociation
,t ·RtS.\) a11c1 1.\.-\0. 1~•~•9. <;ts g11irldi11,,., Ji,,· 11ss,,ssm:,·.
1';11k Riclgl'. II.: l 'RIS.\: C:hicag-o: 1.\.-\0.

Suggested Reading
( :111111i11gli;u11. K. ~007. Thc us<: of' l.idar lc,r change ck1<·cti<111 ;11HI 11pda1i11g of' rlw ( :XVI:\ cla1ahase . .fo11rno/ 1{
/'111/11·1/y Fo.\ .\w·\\1111•11/ 0i .\d111i11i,tmlio11 I(:',): :-i-1~.
I.\\(>. ~0111. .\/11111/f/1,I 1111 1•11l110/i1111 11/ Jmi/wrt_y rt//{'(kd by
,·1n•111,111111·11tfll, 11J1/1111111lf1li1111. (

I.\.\(>. ~(HI:\ . .\/f/lulorrl
K.111,;1s <:ii\·: I.\.\(>.

011

:hicag( ,: 1.-\. \( }.

11rt/11(1/io11 o//Jf'nmut! Jnn/Jf'rl_Y.
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Glossary
Abstraction Method-~lc1hod ol' l;i11cl ,·;d11;11ic,11 i11 1lw

.-\ppraisal Ratio Stud~·- -·.\ ratio s1wh· 11si11g ind(.'pl'n ..
d(·1111·xp1-rt ,1ppr;1i-..;d, as i11clica1<>rs or 111arkl't ,·aha·.

absence of vacant land sales. whcrchy i111prnn·111<·111 ,·al
ues obtained from the cost model ar<.' s11h1 r;u t<"d lrnlll
sale prices of improved parcels l<> ~kid rl'sicl11;il la11cl
value estimates. Also call<'d land r<"sicl11;il l<"cl111iq1l<'.

:\rm•s-Lt•ngth Sale-~-.\ sail' hctw<.·<.·n l\\'o 1111rdatcd par-

Accrued Depreciation-( I) Tli<' ;1111011111 1>I cll·p1<·c i.1
tion, from any and all so111Tcs. 1li;11 .dfr1 h Ill<' ,·,1hll' nl
the property in (Jlll'Stio11 011 th<' dfrcli\l· 1Lt1l· (II till' ;1p
prais,11. (2) In accounting. tlw ;1111rn1111 ll''-<'IY{'(I (';1th
year or accumulated to date i11 llw an-1111111i11g s,s1t·111
for replacement of a huilding or other ;1ss1·1. WIH·11 dt·prcciation is recorded as a dollar ;1111rn1111. i1 111;1, IH' cit·
ductihle from total plant ,·alrn· or imr,111H·111 111 ;111i,1·
al the rate base for public 111ili1i1·s. S,·r fll\11 /hjJJtnr1/i1111.

Acquisition Value-An asst'Ss<'cl ,·;tl1w h;1-.1·d 011 tlw <11,1
of acquiring the propeny: i11cn·;1s<·s i11 1lii-. ,·;d111·
usually limited until the nexl q11alil~·i 11g -..;ti<'.

;in·

Adaptive Estimation Procedure (AEP)

.\ , 0111p111n
izcd, iterative, set1:.refr·rc111ial prnn·d11n· 11si11g pr11p1·1
tics for which sales prices an.· k11ow11 10 prnd11< <' ;1 11111d
el Lhat can be used to ,·,tl11c prop<-rlit·, 101 ,,lii«'li ,;il<'s
prices arc not known. Also call<'d F<·l'clh;1rk.

Adjusted Sale Price-Th<' sale pri('<' 1h;11 n·-..1ilh ln1111
acHustmcnts ma<k to th<' stal<'cl -..;ill' pi in· 111 .11, 1111111
for t.hc dl<.·cts or linw. J}l'l"SOll;tl p1 c'IH'l l\. li11;111( in~. cII
the like.

Adjustments-Modifications i11 th<" r<'po1wcl ,·;1hu· ol .1
variable, such as sale price or g-ross i11c11111<·. For 1•x;1111
pie, ac~just.ment.s can he used 10 <.·s1i111;1tl' lllarkc·I ,·;1hw
in the sales comparison approach I)\' ;ulj11,1i11g l11t· -..;ii<'
price or the comparahlt' lc,r clilkn·111 ('', h('l\\('('11 (11111
parable and sul~j<.·ct prop<'rti<.·,.

t it·s. h111 h S<'l'ki11g to 111axirnize their posi1ions from the
I ra11,;l('lit lll.
.\ssl•ssmt•nt Cydt'---. \ lq.~·;tl h· s,111Cl irn ll'cl r<'appraisal pcri11d g1•11t·1alh 1;111gi11g lro111 I to 10 ~-<·ars.
:\swssment Datt• Tlil' -..1at11s datt· Ji,r tax p11rposl's . ..\ppr;,i-..<·d ,·;1hH''- 1dll'l"I llil' status or Lill" propl'rty and any
pan iall~· compll'lt·d c011s1rnnio11 as of this datc.
Assessment fa1uity-Thl' dcgrce lo which asscssmcnt."i
lw;1r ;1 ,·1111sis1,·111 n·latilll1ship to market ,·alit<.·.
.-\sSl'ssmt•nt L,•n•l-Tl1<· common or on·rall ratio of as-

,1-......1·d ,·;d11t·-. 1c, 111;1rk1·1 ,·;d11t·s.
.\sst·ssmt•nt Ma1>s-.\,•,· <:ruins/ml Mop.
Asst•ssmcnt Ratio-( I) The franional rl'la1ionship an
;1-..st'"<'cl ,·;tl11t· h<"ar..; 10 IIH' markct \'alue oft hc property
i11 q111·,1io11. ('..!l B,· l':,.;t1·11sion. 1lw rranional r<'lation-..liip llw 1111;11 c,r till' ;}SS('SSllll'lll roll hl';1rs Ill IIH' l<>tal
111;11 kt·t ,·;tl11<' 111 all t;1xahlt· propl'rty i11 it_j11risclinion. s,,,,
l.1'i'rl 11/, '"''\\/I/I'll/.

..-\sSl'ssnll'nl Ratio Stud~·~.-\11 im·<.·s1iga1io11 i11tcndcd to
cit ·1<'IllIi11t · 1II<' ;1ss< ·,-.1 lit ·111 ratio and ;1sst·ssm<.·t 11 l'q uily.
.\mlit .\ -..,·,(l·111;11ic i11n·s1igalirn1 or ;1pprais;tl or pro<"dim·-.. 111 111H-ra1ioi1s ror thl' purpose ol cll'tl'rmini11g
c1111lor111i1,· ,ri1h sp<Tilically prcsnihl'd crill'l"ia.

<

:\udit. Pcrfornrnncr-·.-\11 analysis or an oq~·a11iza1io11 to
cl<·l<'n11i1H· \\'h<'llwr or 1101 lhl' q11a111i1y and quality or
,rnrk p<-rli,rnH'd IIH'<·ts s1andards. Ratio s111clil's are an
i111pc ,11;1111 p;1rt 111 1wrli ,nu;111n· ~11uli1s ol' an ass<"ssing
>I g,lllil,llic Ill.
C

Ad Valorem Tax-A 1ax 1<.·,kcl i11 pr11p()11io11 111 1lw

:\uclit. Prondurnl•-- •.\11 l':,.;ami11a1io11 or a11 oq.~·;111i1.a1io11

value of the thing(s) being taxl'd.

to dt 'l<'l'l1Ji1w wlll't lier <·s1ahlislwd or n·co111mct1d<.'d
pron·clt1r<"s an· lll'i11~ Ii ,llowcd.

Aerial Photograph-A pho1ograph ol ;1 p;1r1 ol lilt'
earth's surface taken hy au airna1'1-s11pp1 n'l<'d c;111wr;1.
Agricultural Property-lmprowcl 011111i111p1c1,1·d L11J(I
devoted to or a\'ailahk for th<' p1od1111ic,11 ol I ICII'' CIJ
other agricultural produns. li\'<·s111, k .. 1111 I .,~~, in ii 1111 .ii
support buildings.

Audit Program---Tli<' procedures 111Hln1akl'n or par-

1i, 11L11 wc,rk d1111t· ll\
l'\;1111i11;i1ic111.

;111

;1<To11111a111 i11 co11cl11ni11g a11

.\mlit Trail -.\ ,1·1 11l 1tTorcls ol' th<" d1a11g-<'s madl' to
,111011!1·1-..<·I o( n•cc,rds.

Allocation Method-A ml'thod usl'cl 111 ,;d11<· b11d. i11

:\utomatcd Valuation Model-A romp11tl'r program for

the absence of' vacant land sales. ll\ 11si11g ;1 1,·pi< ;ii 1;1
tio ofland to imprm·cm<.·111 ,·,tl11l' .. \lso c;ill,·d L1111I r;11io
method.

prop<Tt,· ,·;tl11a1io11 tlia1 ;111alyz<.'s data using a11 au10ma1t'd pn II t ........ \,.,. ,,/,11 ( .'11m/111/1•r. \s.'ii.'i/n/ .\/(/\.,. lf1/m1is11/.

Appraisal Foundation, The-Th(' rng;111i1;11ic,11 ;111tl111
rizcd hy the t'niled Stall's ( :011gn·s, ;1, llw ,c ,1111 ,. cd .q>
praisal standards and appraist·1 q11;tlili< ;11io11-...

Appraisal Ratio-( I) Th(.' ra1io ol tlw .1ppi;1i-..l'cl ,·;tl111·
to an indicator of markl't ,·aht<:. ('..!) B, l':-:l(·11-..i1111. ;111
estimated fractional rdalio11sliip lw1mT11 1lw ;1pp1ai-..
als and market values of a group or prop(·nic·-.. ..\,.,· ,tl,11
/ .,tmel ,ifr\/JfJrai.wtl.
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Base· \'l•ar \'alue-•111;111011markc1-,·alt1<· ass<·ss111<.·111 sys11·111. 1lw ;1,st·,"'·d ,·;d11(' <·s1ahlishl'd as ol' a spl'cific yl'ar.
Bl•rwhmark- (I).\ ll'rtll 11sl'cl in land ..;11rn·,·i11g 10 mean
;1 t...1111\\11 point ol ll'l<'l'<'l1n·. (:!) 111 propnt,· appraisal.
ii pi 11p1·1H ol k11rnrn ,·;1hlt' and ol' k11mrn dh·nin· age
.111d l('j>LH l'lll<'lll cost. cq By (.'Xll'IISirn1, ;1 model prop<'11\ 1c, h,· 11s(·cl i11 ck1cn11i11i11g hy comparison thl' grade
c,1 <I' 1;ili 1, c-1;1-., ol 01 li<'I' properties.
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Cadastral Map-A seal(' 111ap cli-.pL1, i11g p111p< ·11, c1,, 11
crship houndari('s and sho\\'i11g tll<' di11ll'11,i1J11, cd <·,11 It
parcel with related inl<>rn1atio11 ,11cli ;i-. p;m t·I icl<·111i
f-ier, survey lines, and eas<.·nH·111s.
Calibration-The process of ('sti111ati11g th(' n)('llicie11ts
in a mass appraisal model.

CAMA-St't' Com/min msi\t,·tl .\ lo" . \/1/m1i",t.
Capitalization Rate-.-\m r;1t<· 11,<·d 10 <111nt·11 .111 ,·,11
mate of li.1111r<.· itH'OJlH' to ;111 t·,1i111.11c· 1JI 111,11 kc·I ,;dill':
the ratio of'm·t operating i11co111t· ICI 111;1rk<'t ,·;tl1w.
Capitalization of Ground Rents- -.-\ 111l't lt()(I ol <·,t i111a1ing land value in the ahs<.'nn· of co111p;1rahll' ,;ti<',: ;1p·
plicablc where there is an i11co111<· ... trl'a111. 1111 <·\;1111plc.
to farmland and comnwrci;il bnd lt·a,l'cl 1111 .1 111·1 h;1si,.
Class-A set of items ddin<'cl In c, 1111111011 1 li;11 .1< t< 'li:-.
tics. (I) In property taxation. propt·1'1\' d;1s:-.l', ,1wlt .is
residential, agricultural. a1HI i11d11s1ri;d 111;1\ lw d('li11l'd.
(2) In assessment, building dassilic.11i1111 "''-l<'lll'- l,;1s('cl
on type of' building design. q11ali1,· ol n111-.1nwti(l11. 111
structural type arc ('OllllllOll. en 111 ,1;i1i,1i1,. ;1 p1r
defined category into which da1a 111;1, he p111 1111 11111 )l<'r
analysis. For exampk. ratios 111a~· ll<' grrnqH"d i1110 1111·
following classes: less than 0.:100. 0.;-1IHI to O.:>~l~I. 11.(illO
to O.fi99. and so fc,rth.
Coding-( I) The act ot' rl'cl111 i11g .1 d1·,1 1il'1i1111 111 ;1
unique ol~jen. suclt as ;1 p;1rn·I 111 n-;d 1·,1.111·. Ii> ;1 ,<·t ()I
one or more measures or c1>11111s 1,I <<·t1;1i11 c11 ii:-. cli;1r;11
tciistics, such as square fiu11ag·t·. rn1111IH"111( h;11lt1111111i--.
and the like. (2) Encoding. ;1 rl'lat<'d 1n111. is 11s11alh·
used to refer to the act of' transb1i11g codl'cl cll',niptions usefi1I to human lwing·s in10 a lor111 t li;it 1;111 lw
processed hy compt1t<'rs. (:\) ( :odi 11g i, s1 ,11w1 i11w, .11,o
used to rd<.'I' lo IIH.' \ffiti11g ol i11-.111w1i<111, 1!1.11 di1l'I 1
the processing don<' hy crn111 >111< ·1,.
Coefficient-( I) In a ma1la·111;11ic;d l'Xl'n·,,ion. ;1 1111111
ber or letter preceding and 1111tl1iph·i11g a11011ln q11;111
ti Ly. For example, in the expn·ssio11. :>.\". :-, is t hl' n )('(licienl of X. and in the expr<'ssio11 ,,L ,, i-. lhl' < ol'lfo it·111
of}". (2) :\ dimensionless s1;11istir. 1i--1'11il .1, ;1 111<·;1-.1in·
of change or relationship. 101 <·x;1111plt ·. < c111 l'l.11ic111 1
efficient.
(I

Coefficient of Price-Related Bias (PRB) .\ 11H·.,,1111·
of vertical equity hclw<.·cn lown ;111d liigl1n ,·;1hw properties. The PRB indicates the pcrn·111;1gt· I>\ ,d1iil1 a-.sessment ratios chang<.' wlw1wnT ,·;d11<·, drnil,ll' 111 ;in·
halved, for example. a PRB ol 11.0:F, 111l';111, 1h;i1 1;11im
fall hy ~.5 pt-rn·111 when ,·ahws d<111hlt· ;111d i11< 1(';1-.t· II\
35 percent when ,·alu<.'s ar<' h;1ln·cl.

Commercial Property-In gl'11n;1l. .111, 111111i11<111,1 ri,tl.
nonresidential realty of' a u111111H·n i.tl 1·11tl'q11i-.t·. 111cludcs realt,· used as a t'<.'lail or \\'hc ,lt·,.d<' t·,1;1hli,lt11H'11t.
hot.cl or motel. servin· stati< 111. n 111111wni;d g;11 .1gl'.
warehouse, lh<.'ater. hank. 1111rsi11g '111111<·. ;11ul 1lw lik<·.

( ·omparahlt• Salt's: Comparahles- ·-( I ) Rcc<.'11tly sold

p111pntin 1li;11 ;11<· similar in important respt·cts to a
pr11pn1, lwi11g appr;1ised. The sak pric<.' and the physi1;11. li111ctio11al. ;11HI locational d1arancris1ics of each of'
till' propt·rti<·s ar<" crnnparcd to 1hosl' of' the property
h('i11g appr;1is<'d i11 orcll'r to arrin· al an estimate of ,·al1u·. (~) B,· t'\:tl'nsion. the term mm/mm/JI,,,. is sonwtimes
11,<·d 111 r('kt to propt'rlies with rc111 or i11co111<· pa11erns
cc 111q >;ir;ilil<- 111 t ltml' 0(;1 prop<.'ny Iwing ;1pprais<.'d.
Comparatin· Unit 1\1<.•thod--( I) .\ llll.'tlwd of' appraisi11g land parn·ls i11 ,rhich an an·rag<.' or typical valul'
is estimated f'or each stratum of land. (~) :\ llH.'Lhod
ot' <·sti111ating r<.'pla<Tmenl cost in which all the dirt.'Cl
;111d indir('l't cosls or a stnKt11n· (l'xcq,1 p<'rhaps arch ii<'( 1·s lt·t·-.) ;in· ;1ggn·g;11<.'d and sp<.'rili<'cl ,,·ith rdc.·n·nn·
111 .1 1111i1 11( compariso11. such as square ltTl of g-rmmd
;m•;1 c,r lie H >r ;1rl';1 c,r n1hic cont<.'111. Scparalc fan ors ar<.'
< c 11111111111h sptTili<'cl Ji,r dilfrr<.'111 i111t·n·als of' th<.' unit
11( crn11p;1ris1111 ;11ul lnr clilfrn·n1 story hdghLs, and S<'par;II<.' ,cli<'cl11lt-s arl' corHrnonh· 11s<.'d fc>r dilh·n·1H huildi11g 1,-pt·, ;111cl q11;tli1,· cbsws.

( ·ompuh'r-:\ssiskcl Assessment System-.-\ system for
;1......,1•..,..,i11g rl'al ;111cl pnso11al prop<.'rt~· with th<' assistanc<.'
, ,I ;1 n 1111p11tt-r.. \ crnnp11t<.·r may Ill' 11sl'd. for example.
i11 lhl' ;1ppr;1is;d process. in kel'ping track of' own<'rship
;11ul (':Xt·111ptio11 ,1;1111s. in printing· 1ht· ass('ssmcnt roll.
i11 < c111rcli11;11i11g till' \\'orkload or rl'al property appraisn, ;111< I pt·r,1111;11 pr()pt·rty appraist·rs ,,·it Ii t'<'spcn to the
;1..,..,t·,-.r1H·111 ol co111111<...-cial and i11cl11strial prop<.'rti<.'s.
;11ul i11 a 11111ulwrofotherarcas.
Computer-Assisted Mass Appraisal (CAMA)-,\ syst<.'m
111 ;1ppr;1isi11g pmp<'rly, 11suall~· only C<.'rtain 1yp"s or real
pr<>p<TI\. t h;11 i11corpora1cs rotnplltl'r-support('d s1atis1i1 .d ;111,1h-.<', ,11rh ;1s multiple regression anal~·sis and
.u Ltpt in· 1·,1 i111;11 io11 proct'cl11re to assis1 Ihe appraisl'r i11
t·,1i111;11i11g ,;d11l'.
Cost - The 11H>1H·\· t'XJ><'lldcd i11 ohtai11i11g au ol~jt•ct or
a11ai11i11g ;111 ol~jenin·: g<'nerally used in appraisal to
111<';111 till' t·x1H·11sc. clirl'Cl and imlinTI. or constructing
;Ill i111pr11\'l'llll'lll.

Cost :\pproad1- ( I l One or till' thn·t· approad1<.'s to
\ ;ii 11t ·. t I1< • c 1...,, ;q 'I >I c,;1tl1 is hast·cl 1111 1lw pri11cipl<' ofs11h,1 i1111 io11 -1li;11 ;i r;11io11al. in1<,rn1l'cl purchaser would
p;t\ 1111 llllll"l' 101 ;1 prnpl'rty than lhc ('OSI or building
an ;1ffq>tahl<' s11hsti1111c with like 111ili1y. Th<.' cost appr11ad1 sel'ks 10 cktermine tll<.' r<.'plan·11H.·111 cost new of
;i11 i111pn1,·t·11H·111 less dcpr<.'ciation plus land ,·aluc. ('.!)
TIit' llll'tliocl ol t·s1i111ati11g IIH' ,·ah1t· ot' property hy (a)
(''-li111;1ti11g tll<' ('()SI or ('OIISll'l1C1io11 has('cl Oil n·placellll'III 111 rq >re 1cl11c1 i< ,11 cost 11c.·,,· or Irc11dl'd his1oric cost
lnltl'II ;1<lj11stt·d I>\· ;1 local m1tltiplicr). (h) suh1raning
dqm·cia1io11. ;111cl (c) adding the es1imatNI land \'alu<.'.
Tlw l;111cl ,·;d11l' is 11111st fr<'qt1<.·111h· cletennined by the
,.d<·, <11111p;1ri"111 ;ipproach.
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Cost Schedules-Charts. tahks. Ltct11r,. 111nn. ('(j11;1
Lions, and the like imcndcd 10 h<"lp 1·,1i111;1H· 1111·, ml rd
replacing a structurc from a k11cnrkdg,· 111 "'11111· 11tlll'1
factors, such as its <p1ali1,· cbss ;111<1 1111111h,-i 111 "'ll'·trt·
feet.

Data-The general term l<>r massl's ol 111111il)('r,. 111dl',.
and symbols. Data is thc plural or cb111111. 0111· ('k11w111
of data.
Data Edit-Thc process of cx,11ni11i11g nT111dl'd <L11;1
to ensure that each dcnu.·11t ol' d;11a i-. 11-;1,1111;d1lt- .111d
is consistent with othcrs recordt'd 101 1IH' ,;11111· 11hjn t.
such as a pared of real estate. Data 1·di1i11g. \,Iii( Ii 111.1,
he done by persons or by comput<"r. i, 1·,s1·111i;tlh ;1 1111·
chanical process, distinct from n·ril\i11g 1)H' 1111n-c1111·"
of the recorded information hy calling or \\Tiling pmp
erty owners.
Data Management-Thl' l111ma11 (;1111 I ,11111<·1 i1111·, cc 1111
putcr) procedures employ<'d 10 1·11-.1111· 111.11 1111 i1dc11
mation is lost throug-h 11t'g·lig('111 li;111clli11g cil ,,., 1111!,
from a file. that all infonna1i1111 i, pr11p1·1 h ""l'l'l,·1111·111
cd and up-LO-date, and that all inti m11;11 io11 i, 1';1sih ,ti'
ccssible.

Depreciation-Loss in value of ;111 ohj('<'I. r<"Lttin· 111 ii-.
replacement cosL new. reprod11c1 irn1 c11-.1 I It'\,. or orig
inal cost, regardless of' th<' ca11s1· ol !Ill' l11s, i11 ,;tltll'.
Depreciation is sonwtimcs s11hcli,·id('d i111<1 1lin·,· 1,p,·,:
physical deterioration (\\'<'ar a11d 1t·;11 l. 1111111i1111;tl Clh
solcsccncc (suboptimal <l<'sig11 i11 ligh1 ol n11n·111 11·< linologics or tastes), and economic ohs1111',n·111't' (poor
location or radically diminished d('111;111d li1r 1l11· prnd
uct). Sn, alm Atrrltl'd /)1,/Hniolio11.

Depreciation Schcdules-·fahks 11sl'cl i11 111;1-., ;1pp1;1i,;tl
that show the typical loss in ,·ah11· at ,;11iC111-. .igt·, 111 l'I
fcxtivc ages for different 1yp<'s ol' pr11pn1 i(·,.

or rc111rn 1111 i11\nll11t·111: llw
rate an in\'estor requires 10 cli,n,11111 li11111t· inc 111111· 111
it~ present worth.

Discount Ratc----The ra1c

Economic Area-s,,,, A'/mi"'' . \mi.

Equity-( 1) In assessme111. 1hc ckgTt·t· 111 which ;,....._,."
mcnts bear a consistent rda1i1111ship 111 111;1rk1·1 ,·;tl11t·.
Measures include t.hc codfo:i<'II I or cli,pn,io11. ('C )('n j
cient of \'aria1ion, and prin·-rel;t1<"cl <Iii l<-n·111 i.d ( ~! 1 I 11
popular usage, a synonym li1r 1;1, L1i111,·"· ,:~1 111 0\,11
ership, the net ,·ahu: of propcr1,· ;din lic·11, .111<! 111111·1
charges have been suhtraned.

Expense Ratios-The ratio or expc·11-.1·s 111 grnss i11
come.

Factor-(1) An undl'rlyi11g d1ar;u 1ni,1i, ,d ,1111wli1i11g
(such as a house) that Illa\' co111ril1111,· 1c1 1!ll' ,;il1w 111 .1
variable (such as i1s sal<" prin·I h111 i, 11IN·n.tl1lt- 1111h
indirectly. For exampll'. co11s1 rn1 1io11 1I' 1;tli1, i, .1 Lie 1111
defined by workmanship. spaci11g ol j11is1,. ;11111 111.111·
rials used. Factor derinition and 11w;1s11n·1111·n 1 111;1\ II('
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<111111· ,11hjl'ctin·h 111 h, a co111p11t('r-assis1<.'cl s1a1istiral
;tlg·c ,rit '1111 k111 l\\'11 ;1, fa('tor anal~·sis. (~) I .oosdy. any
c k11;it 1,·ri-.1i1 11,l·d in ;1clj11s1i11g lhl' salt- prict's of comp;11;il1lt-,. 1:\) Tlil' n·c iprocal of a rate . .-\ssc·ssnH.'tlls may
11(' 1·q11;ili11·cl ti,· 11111ltiph·i11g them h~· ;1 l;tclor t'(Jllal 10
1Iii' n ·cipr11c1I 11( llll' assessment ra1io. a11cl ,·alt1<· can hl'
,·,1 i111;1tt'd 11sing 1IH' income approach hy m11l1iplyi11g i11c111111· h,· a Ian or <'q11al tot he reciprocal of Ila· discount
r;llc.

Ft•t•clhack-

-S,·,·. \d11/11i1't /·.'sti111otio11

l'Hu'f'll11n·.

Front Foot---,Tl11· 1111i1 or s1;i11dard or li11t'ar 1111.·astm·
11,l'd i11 1111·as11ri11g l1c1n1;1g<'.
(;pohrraphic Information Syst<!m (GIS)-( I).-\ datahas<'
111;111agc·11H·111s,·s11·11111sc·d to store. l'<.'lri1.·,·1.·. rna11ip11latl'.
a11;1h·1c·. ;111cl clispby spatial information. ('..?) ( )m• typ('
of 11111111111ni1l'd mapping s~·st<.·m capable of i11tcg-rati11g ,p;11i;tl d;11;1 (b11cl i1ili1r111at.io11) and a11rih111t.· da1a
.11111111g dill1T1·111 Ll\1·rs 1111 a hase map.
Cross lnconw- - 1'111' p;l\l11<·111s l<l a11 0\\"11<'1' 1ha1 a prop1-r1, L111 gl·111·ra11· l)('fiirc t'Xpl'llSl'S arc d<'dlKtccl.
Cross Income Multiplier-.-\ capitalization technique
1lt;11 11s1·s llil' ra1io ht'lw1.·<·n the sale prin· 0L1 propcn~·
;111d il'i poH·111ial gro-.;s i11romc or its dfr·ctin· gross i111 c1111t·.

I lo)clout Sampl<>- -,.\ -.ampk not 11scd i11 model den:l11p1111·111 h111 ralhl'r 111 lt'Sl lh(' rnocl<'I. Th<' sampl<' is
1i..11;tlh clr;l\rn r;11ul11111h· and pro,·idcs ;111 ohjee1in· lest
11( Ill<' lll()(lt-1 \dl('II ;1pplic·d lo prop<'rti('s IHII used to
cl,·,rlop 1'11· 11111dd.
lmprm·,•ments B11ilcli11gs. othl.'r str11n1m·s. and att;u )1111<·111,; or a11111•:-.:;11io11s 10 land 1ha1 arl' illl<'lldl.'d lo
rl'111;1111 ,o ;1ILH lwd or allll('X('d, s11ch ;1s siclt'\\'alks or
,1 '\\IT,.

lnconw Approach- C>111' or the tlll'('t' apprnarlws to
,·.d1w. h;1,,·d 1111 1111· cc111n·p1 1ha1 n11n·111 ,·al11<· is th('
lllc·,1·111 \\'11rlh of 1!111111· f}('tJdits 10 he dc·rin·d through
i11!'011H· p111cl1H·1io11 h\· ;111 asset on·r lh<' remainder of
ih 1·c1111111nil' Iii<·. Tilt· income.· approach IIS<'s capitaliza1io11 (() ('(IIJ\'('('( 1111' a111icipall'd lw11di1s or the OWll<.'r-.hip of prC>pl'n~- i1110 an t.'Slimate or present \'alue.

lnclustrial Property-~·111 gc11cral. any property used in a
111.11111L1t 1111 i11g ;1ni,·i1,. -.;11ch as a fano1Y. whol<"salc hakc·n. 11111cl pron·,,i11g pl.1111. mill. rni11c. or q11;11T,·.
lnt<•grity -Th<" q11ali1,· oi' a data ('kllH'lll or prog-ram
hl'i11g \\'lt;11 ii s;1~·s ii i-.;: 11s11ally disting11islwd from ,·;tlidi1,. 1111' 1p1;1li1,· ol its lwi11µ; what it should he i11 terms
nl ,1111H' 11lli111;11c· purpose. :\ftt.'r dala ar<" <·dill'd and
1·111 t1dc·d ;11ul p111gr;1111, ;1n· prcpart'cl. lh<"ir irlll.'g-ri1y is
1·11,11n·cl II\ ,;ilt'g11;ml-. 1'1.11 pr('H'lll ;icridc·111al or 1111;1111!1C 11t/1·1l 1,11111u·1i11g \ritli 1lw111.

I.and ( I l 111 1·1 c1110111ic,. Iii(' s11rl~11T ol 1h1.· ('arth and
;di 1111' 11;1111ral n·srn11'1'1·s a11cl natural procl11nin· powers
o,·1 ·r \\'liich poss1'ssiC>11 ol I he earth's surface gives man
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control. (2) In law. a por1io11 ol' 1!It' t ·;1111i ·, ,111Lu t·. 111
gether with the earth hclrnr ii. tht' ,p;1< 1· .1hrnt· i1. ,111d
all things annexed 1lwrc10 In 11;11111t· «>1 h, 111,111. \n 0/,11
lmjnrmn11n1 Is.

Land Residual Technique~--.\,·,.. \l"/1111/11,11 .\/,.1h11d.
Legal Description-.-\ dt·li11<';11 irn1 1>l di1111·11,i1>11,.
boundaries, and rek·,·a111 a11rih111n or ;1 n·;d p1opt-r1,
parcel that serve to idc111il\ IIH' 1wn·I lor ;111 p111po,(',
of law. The descrip1ion ma~· lw i11 ,r1,1cl, 01 tocln. ,111 h
as metes and bounds or coonli11a1t·:-.. For ;1 ,11hcli,·iclt·d
lot, the legal description wrnald proh;1hh i11d11clt· 101
and block numbers and s11hdh·isi1111 11;111w.

Level of Appraisal-Th<"

,,1 ,,,,·r;dl.

ol
appraised \'al11es 10 mark<'I ,·;1ltH·,. 1"111t·1· c 11111 c·ph ;11c·
usually of interest: thc lc.·n·I rt·cp1ir<'cl h, LI\\. 1h1· 1nw or
actual level, and the romp11l<'d lt-n·I. hast·cl <>11 ;1 1;11io
study.
crn111n1111.

1;11i11

Level of Assessment; Assessment Ratio---Tllt' co111111011
or overall ratioofassc.-sscd ,·aim·, to 111;1rk<"I ,;tl1w,. ( :nm
pan· I.en·) oL\ppraisal. :\ot<': lilt' 1,,1, 1c·rn1, .111· ,1,11H·
timcs distinguished. h111 thcn· i, 111111111\1·11111111 d1·11·1
mining th<.'ir n1<.·,u1i11~s wl1t·11 1hn ;111·. l'l1H·1·, 1111< c·p1,
arc commcmly of i11t<"n:st: \\'h;11 IIH' ,,..,..,c·s,111t·111 1.11io i,
legally required to he.', what lh<' ;1sst·,s111t·11t r;11ic, ;u 111alh·
is, and what the asscssm<"nl ra1io st·t·111s to lw. 1111 lh<'
hasis of a sample.' and the applic1tic ,11 <>I' i1ilnt·111ial ,1;1tistics. When levcl or ass<"ss11H·111 is di,1 i 11grn,J wcl I ro111
assessment ratio. lr,wl of 11.,"'"111,·111 11,11;ilh· 1111 -;111, c·i IIlt'r
tlw legal rc.-quirement or tht· tn1<· 1.11i<> .. 111cl 11"'·"111,·111
mliousually means th<" 1nw r.11i11111 1l11· ,.1111pll' ,1;11i,1i1.
Linear Regression-:\ kind 11l' ,1;11i,1ic ;ti ;111;1h,i, 11,t'(I 10
investigate whether a depc11dl'tll ,·ariahlt· ;111<1 a ,('t 111"
one or more independ<.'11I ,·;11-i.thlt·, ,li;in· ;1 li1lt';11 , 111
relation and, if they do. to pn·clin tilt' ,·;tl1w ol 1lw cit·
pendent variahl(' on th<' hasi, 111 tilt' ,·;il1H·, 1d 1lw 111llt'1
variables. Regression anal~·sis 111111H· clqH'11cl1·111 ,;1ri
able and only one indqw11cl<'111 ,;1ri;1hlt- i,, ;dlt'cl ,i111pl<'
linear regression. hu1 it is tilt' word ,1111/d1· 111111 li1w;11 l
that distinguish('S it rro111 1111d1iplt· 1c·g-11•..;si1111 ;111;1h,i,
with its multiple indt·p<.·11dt·111 ,·;1ri;1hlt-,.

Location-The nunwrical or other iclt·111ilic;i1i1111 111 ;1
point (or ol~jcct) s11Hici<"11ll~· pr('( is<· ,o lilt' poi111 c;111
be situated. For <.'Xampk. till' l11c;i1io11 ol ;1 poi111 011 ;i
plane can he specified hy a pair ol 1111111lwrs (pl;11l<' tH
ordinates) and the loratio11 ol ;1 pc ,i111 i11 ,p;11 t • 1;111 lw
specified by a Sl't or 1hr('t' Ill 1111 IH't, hp,11 <' I ()(If di11.111·, l
1-lowever, location may alsC> ht· 'P<"< ilil'cl 111 11·1111, 111111·1
than coordinal<.'S . .-\ loc1tio11 111;1\' I)('
ilicd ;1, l)('i11g
al the interscnion of 1wo spffili1 li11t·, In idc·111ih·i11g i1
with some prominent and k110,\'11 lt';1111n· k.g .. ··1111 t1>p
of Pikes Peak" or "at 1lw_j1111ctio11 or tilt' Pc,111111;1( ;111d
Anacostia Ri\'ers").

c.il l<·;i111n·:-. (11a111r;1I. ;1r1ilicial. or both) of' a pan or thc
\\ lie ,Jc, 111 illl' 1·;1rth \ ..;11rfon·. F<'.1t1m·s arc icll'nlilicd hY
111c·;111, 11l,ig1i.... ,11ul s~·mhols. a11cl g<'ographical oril'nla1i1111 i, i11cli1;11t·cl.
!\lap. Tax~~.\ m;1p drawn 10 scale and ddinc.·atcd for
101 li11<·s or propt·t'I\' li11<'s or holh. \\"ith diml'nsions or
;11r;1..; ;111cl icl<"11tih·i11g 1111mbcrs. kll<.'rs. or 11am<'s for all
cldi11t-;1tt'cl lots or parcels.
l\larkt•l ( I l Th<" tC>pical ar<.'a of com111011 i11tnc.·st in
,,·hich h11n·rs ;11ul s<.'ll<.'rs inl<.'ran. (~) The collenin·
hrnh· of' lrnn-rs a11d sellers for a paninilar product.
l\larkt•l Adjustnwnt Factors-\lark<"I ac!j11s111wnt fac101,. n ·l lt·c I i11g ,11pph- and dt:111;11HI prl'krt:11n·s. ar<"
, ii 1c·11 l<'Cjl 1i n ·cl I<, ;1clj1 isl ,·al11t.'s oh1ai11<"cl from lh<' cost
;1ppro;1d1 10 tilt' 111;1rk1.·1. Th<'St.' a<!j11s11m·11ts should he
;1ppli1·d h,· tYpl· ol' prop<.-rty and ar<.'a and ar<.' has<'d on
,;tll', ra1io s111cli1·s or other mark<'t anah·s<.·s . .-\ccura1e
10-.1 sclwd11l1·s. co11di1io11 r~llings. and deprecimion
"' lit'ch,l<·s \\'ill 111i11i111i1.c the 11<.'<"d l<>r marke1 a<!just111t ' 111 I; Il' Io r,.
\lark<·t Analysis- .\ ,111Ch· ol r<"al <'st;ll<· 111ark1·1 co11di1i1111, I, 11 ;1 'JH·cilic 1,·pt· c>I' propt.'rty.

:\lark<.•t A n•a---. \ g<'ographic area. typically ('t1compassi11g a gro11p (,r 11t.'ighh1 irhoods. d<.'fincd on the basis 1hat
th<' propnlil·s within i1s boundaries are sul~jc.-ct to simiLlt t'l'111u,111ir 1'01n·s and s11pply and cll'111a11d factors . .-\
,1·p;i1;it<· y;iJ11;11i1111 model is ol'it.-11 cl<-n·lopecl for each
111;11 kt·t ;11r;1. S111;tllc-r or micl-sit.t'd j11risdinions ma,·
1, ,11,1i1111< · ;1 :-.i 11gl<' 111;1rkl'l arl'a.
1\lark<.•t Vuhll'· -·\Ltrkl'I ,·aht<' is thl' 111;\jor li>nts of most
n•;tl prop1.·1w ;1ppr;1isal assig1111w11ts. Both <.·co1wmir
;111cl ll·gal cldi11i1io11s or market ,·;d1t(' han· been ck\<"lopt'cl ;111CI rdi1lt'cl .. \ n11n·111 <·co110111ic definition
;1g1 l'l'cl 11pc 111 I)\ ;1gr111i<·s that n·g11la1t.· kckr;1l li11ancial
i11,1i1111iC>11s i11 till' l '11i1cd Stall's is:
Tlil' 111os1 prnh;thh- prirt.' (in tt.'rms of 111C>11<.·y) which a
propt-rt,· shrnilcl hri11g in a compcti1in· and open markc·1 111Hlt'1 ;di co11di1io11s rl'q11isitc to a fair sale. the.- huyt'I ;11HI ,din 1-;1ch aning pntclc111ly and knowledgeably.
;11ul ;1,s11111i11g lilt' pric<' is 1101 arlc.·n<·d hy u11d11c.· stim11l11,. l111pli1i1 in 1'1is cldi11itio11 is lht.' COIISllllllllatio11 ora
,;tit· ;1:-. ol ;t SJ>t'l'ilil'cl cbtc.· and th<.' passing or tilk from
"'llt'I 10 h11n·r 1111clt.T co11ditio11s wherdl\':

• Thi' h1m-r ;111cl s<'ller arc 1~-picall~· mo1ivatl'd;
•

,,w,

Map-A co11vc111ional rqirc•..;c•111;11i1111. 11,11.ilh c111 ;1

plane surfacc and at a11 l'st;1hli,lwd

,1

.1h-. 111 ilw pll\,i

Ht 11 I I p;1rt i1·, ;1r<' \\'l'II i11 l'ornwd or \\'<'II ach·isc.-cl.
;i11cl ;111i11g i11 \\'hal lhl'\' <011sidl'r their b<'st
itll<'lt'Sh:

• .\ rl';1so11;1hll' tilll<' is allowl'd for l'xposurl' in
Ilil' np<·11 111;1rk1·1;
•

1';1n11<·111 is 111acll' i11 ll'l'lllS of cash in l 'nitcd
S1;11l·, d1,ll;ir, or in tl'r111s ol'li11a11cial arrang·c111t·11h t 11111p;1r;1hlt- thl'rt')O;
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• The price repn·sen1s the 11c,n11;il c 111i-.i1l<-1;11i,111
for the property sold 1111,dfrnc·d ll\ ,,wci;il 111
creative financing or sales crnH·t·ssi1111, gT;111 t<'d
by anyone associated with the salt·.

Market-Value Standard-A req11in·11H·111111' );m 11r pr;l(
tice that the asscssnwn1 ratio oLtll propc·riic·, lw <'<1'1;il
to one. Two issues arc implici1 h<"r<': 1h;11 I r;i, 1i1111;tl ;1,
sessmcnt levels he avoided and 1h.11 .di p1opn1, IH' ,I',
scssed on the basis or its 111arkc·1 ,·al1w .111d 11111 1111 1111'
basis of iL-; value in some par1inil;1r 11,t· le II c·x;1111pl<".
agriculture-unless that use is 1lw 011h 11-..c· 10 ,d1ic Ii 1lw
property can legally he put (in which c;1sc its 11sc· ,·;ilt1t·
would he equal to its market ,·al11<'L
Mass Appraisal-The process or ,·;1lt1i11g ;1 grn11p ol
properties as of a given daH·. 11si11g s1;11uLml 111c·1li11d,.
employing common data, and all11,,i11g 1111 ,1;11i,1i1;tl
testing.
Mass Appraisal Model-A ma1lw111;11ic;d c·'.':pn·.....,ic111 ol
how supply and demand fan ors i111c·r;1c1 i11 .1 111;1rk('t.
Model-(1) A representation <>l'ho\, '-<111w1hi11g \\'11rks.
(2) For purposes of appraisal. a rqm·,c·111;11i1111 1i11
words or an equation) that explains 1h(' n·b1i,111,liip
between \'alue or <.'stimat('d sak pric<' a11cl ,·;11'i;1hlc·, I<')>
resenting factors of supply and cl<"111;11 HI.
Model Area-s,,,, Madu•/. \m,.
Model Calibration-Th<.' cl<.-n·l11p111t·111 ol .11lj11,11111·11i-..
or coefficients, based 011 markc1 ;111ah·sis. 1h;11 id<'lll ii in
specific factors with an actual cllcn 011 111;1rkt·1 ,·;tl1w.
Model Specification-The 1<,rm;tl ckwlop111t·111 ol ;1
model in a statement or equation. h;1sc·d, 111 1b1;1 .111;1h
sis and appraisal theory.
Multiple Regression, Multiple l{(•gn•ssion :\nalysis
(MRA)-A particular statistical tC'd111iq1w. ,i111il;11 10
correlation, used to analyze data in 11rdn 111 )ll<'din 1l1t·
value of one variable (the clq)('11cll'11l ,·;11'i;1hlC'l. ,11d1 ;1,
market value, from the known ,·al11t·s ol 01 hl'r ,·;1ri;1hh·,
(called ind.tt/JPnrf,,11/11mia/J/,~,), s11cli ;i, l111,i1c·.1111111IH"1 11I
rooms, and so on. If only one i11clqw11d1·111 ,;11-i;1hl<" i,
used, the procedure is railed simpl<' rq~1n,i1111 ;111.11\,i,
and differs from corrda1io11 ;111;1h·,i:-. 1111h i11 1h.11 1111
relation measures the str<'11g1h c1lrd;11i1111,l1i11. ,,Ju·11·.1,
regression predicts the ,·aht<· ol 011<· ,·;1ri;1hlc· 1111111 1li1·
\'alue of the other. \Vlwn l\\·o or 111011· , ;11i;1lilc-. .1n·
used, the procedure is call<.'d 1111il1iplc· 1c·g1 t· ...... i• 111 .111;1h
sis. SPt' U11n1r U1~4m'ssio11.
Neighborhood-( I) Th<.' <.·m·iro1111w111 ol ;1 ,11hjt·l'I prop
eny that has a direct and immeclia1<· l'll<TI 011, ;11! H'. ( ~ 1
A geographic area (in which 1lwr<' ;tn· 1, picdh k\\c-r
than several thousand propcnit·,) cldi1ll'd 101 ,0111<·
useful purpose. such as to <·1i-.1m· 1111 Lt11·1 1111d1ipl1·
regression modeling that lhl' prnpc·11ic·, ,11,· 11·l.11iH·h
homogeneous and share impor1;1111 loc11io11.tl d1;1r;1<
teristics.
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Th<" i111, 1111t· <'Xpcct<.'cl rrc 1111
<le'( ltw1 i1 Ill c ,r ;tllc ,,,;1hk (':\P(.'JIS('S.

:\l•I lm·onwlt'I

;i

prop<.'rty at:.

Net hl<'ome Multiplier--.-\ factor <.':\pressing the rdat io11ship llt'l\\'tTII ,·alt1t· and IH'I opcra1ing income: the
n·c iprnc;tl or IIH' <>\'l'1';1II rat<.'.
Ohjl'l'lin--Th<" q11;tlil\ 111' hl'ing ddi11ahk hy spcci(ic
<1itni;1 ,,i1li11111 tlw 11t·c·d lor_juclgmc111.

Opt•n :\larkct•- -.\ ln·l'h t'o111p<'ti1in· 111;trkl't in which
;1m lul\rr or '.'><'lln 111;1\· 1radc and in which prices are
cl<'ln111i11('cl h~· 1·01111w1i1ion.
On•rall Rate (OAR)-.\ capitalization ra1e that hlencls
;di 1r1p1irc1m·111s 111' disnu1111. recaplun·. ancl dfrcli\'e
1;1:-. 1;11c·, li1r h111h l;111d ;111cl imprrn·c111<.·111s: used to cor1\c·11 ;1111111;tl 1w1 111wr;11i11g inconH· in111 a11 i11dicatccl
11,·1·1;ill 11rc1pc·r1,· ,·;tl1w.

Parn•I .\ co111ig11011s ;1rea of land ckscrilwcl in a single
lq.~;il clt·,11ip1i1111 or ;1s orn· of'a numlwr of lots on a plat;
,c·p;1r;1t<'h ow1H·<I. <'illin p11hlid~· or pri,·atdy: and cap;1hlc- 111' l}('i11g sC'p;1ra1l'h· rom·cy<.'d.
Parn•I hkntifil'r--·. \ cc >ell'. 11s11ally 1111111l'rical. rt'pr<.'s('nti II g ;1 ,p<'cilic land p;11n·l's legal clescriptio11. Th<.' pmpo'-<' 111 p;nn·I icl<"111ilic·rs is to permit rdc.·n·11n· to legal
dl',nip1io11s IH 11,i11g ;1 cod<.' of' 1111il'orm and 111;111ag<.'.tl>II' ,i1c·. thc·n·ll\ L1cili1a1i11g rl'cord Kt'cpi11g ;incl ha11dli11g .. \I"' rallc-d p;11n·I icll'11tilira1io11 1111111lwr.
Pl•rsonal Prop<'rt)· -( :1111sis1s of <.•\'('ry 1yp<· of property
1Ital i, 111 >I real prop<'ny. P<.'rsonal property is mm·ahlc
'"i1hc1111 cl;11nag·(' 11> i1sdl' or the r<.'al cstat<.' and is suhcli,·iclt·d into tangihl<- a11cl in1ang-ihk.

l,rk<•, .-\cljustecl Sal<•~TIH' sale pric<' 1ha1 n·s11lts from
;11lj11,1111c·11i... 111;1dc· 111 Iii<' ,1;1ll'd sale pricl' 10 affrnllll for
1111' ('lkri-. 1>1' 1i111('. pc-r,onal prnpc1'1\'. ;1tYpic;il linanci11g .. 111d Ill<' likt·.
Pri<'l', Market- ··Th<.· ,·alt1<.· or a unit or goods or S('J'\'ice,
t·xprn,<'cl i11 1<'1"111'.'> or 11101H:y. as cstahlislwd in a free
;11ul opc·11 111arkc·1. ~ot<": This term is sonH·limes clisting11i,ll<'d 11111H 111,nl,·r! i'r1fo,·011 the gro1111cl 1ha1 llw lauer
1c-r111 ;1"11111t·, 1h;11 h11n·r, and s<.'ll<.'rs arc inliirnwcl, hut
1hi, ,l'.'>'-11111pti1111 i, ;il,o i111pli<"d by th<" phrase /in· mu/
11/H'II 111ml,·,·1. <:, ,m p;tn · Prin ·. Sale.·.

Prkl'. Salt'•--( I) TIH· ;l('lllal a111olllll or 1)1011(.'\' <.'X( lt;111gc·d (or ;1 1111i1 ol goods or sc1Yin:..;. \\'lll'lh('r or not
c·,1.1hli,lwd ill ;1 ln'l' ,111cl opt.'11 markcl. .\11 i11clica1or or
111;11 kt't ,·;tl11C'. (~) I .oos<·h· 11secl syno11y111011sly wi1h o/fi•r
111_!.!·01 mlif',/ pri< t·. ~oil': The sak pricl' is 111<.' s,,/li11g/nfr,,
1111hc· ,,·1ul11r ;111cl Ill<' rn.,/ /nfr,,to th<.' n·1Hk-<.·.
Prop<.•rt)·· •(I) .\11 aggn·ga1c of' things or rights to

1lii11g,. Th<"s<' rights ;in· prnl<'Cl<'cl lw la\\". Thl'I'<' ar<.' two
li;1,i1 l\pc-. 11lp111pt·1H: n·;tl and pt·r,1111;1I. ('..!) Th<.' legal
i111c·11·,1 111.11111\\'IH'I i11 ;1 p;1rccl or 1lii11g.
1>ropl'l"t)· Rcl'orcl Card (Form)-•:\n ass{'ssm<.'nt don111w111 wi1h hla11ks lc,r till' i11scrtio11 ol'data l<1r prop<.'1'1)'
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identification and dcscrip1io11. lorultl(' 1·,1i111.11iu11 .. 111d
for properly owner sa1isfac1ie111. Tlil' h.1,i< 11hjl'I 1i,<·, 111
property record forms an· ( I l 11 • ,1 ·n c· ,1, ;1 lt'j>« ,,i 1< ,n 1 ,l
most of the information dc<.·111t·cl 11c ·n·,s;11"\' lor idc·111 ih
ing and describing a prnp<'rn·. ,·al11i11g ;1 prop1·1w. ;11ul
assuring property owners Ih;11 1ht· ;i._s1 ...,,, ,r is I c ,11,·1 T,a 111
with their propcnies, and (~) 10 don111H·111 pr11p1·1w
appraisals. Csc of properly ch·,ig·11('(l propc·11, 1t·1111d
forms permits an organi1<'cl ;11111 1111ilo1111 .1pp111.11 Ii 111
amassing a property imr11ton.
Ratio, Assessment-Sr•r·. \sw"111,·111

Ii'"''"·

Ratio Study-A study or 1ht· n·la1irn1,hip lw1,,1·1·11 ;1ppraiscd or assessed \'alues and lllark<'I ,·altH·s. I11dica1or,
of market \'alucs m,n· he ci1hn ,ah-, (-.;!11·, 1;11i11,111ch·1
or independent t'X/H'rl appraisals ( ;1p1 >r;1i,;il 1;11 i1, ,1111 h ,.
Of common interest in ra1io ,1wli1·, ;1rl' 1lw l<·u·I ;111cl
tmifom1ity of the appraisals< 11 ;1ss1 .,..,11w11i... . .\',,,. "'"' l.1•pd
<!{ Apj1misa/ mul /.nlf'I o/:\s.v·.,\111,·111.

RCN-Rcplan·nH·1H ros1 1H·,,· or n·pr(l(h1ni1111 co-;1
new.
RCNLD-Rcplaccnwnt cost 1H·,, 11·-., dqm·c i;11i1111 111
reproduction cos1 11(.'W kss ckprl'ci;11io11.
Real Estate--The physical parc<'I ol l;11ul ;111cl ;di i111
provcmcnt.s permancn1h· a11adl<'cl. ( :nrnp;111· lfr;il
Property.
Real Property-C:011sis1s ol 1lw i1111·1<·,i-.. IH'111·li1, .. 111cl
righL'i inherent in the rn\'1H·r,l1ip ol l.111cl plt1, .111\tl1i11g
permanently a11aclwd to 1lw L111<I 111 ll'g;dh dt'!i1ll'd ;i,
immovable; the hunclk or rigl11s \\'ith ,,hid1 rnnu-r,hip
of real estate is endowed. 'Ji, Ill<' <'~ll·111 1lt;11 1ml t'\lt1/I'
commonly includes land and ;1m· p1-r111;i1H·111 i111prrn·<·
mcnt.s, the two terms can hl' 1111cl1·r,11111d 11, h;l\1' thl'
same meaning. Also called mdtr.
Reappraisal-The mass appr;1i-.;il I ii all p1op1·11, ,,i1hi11
an assessment jurisdinio11 ;11-coi11 pli,I l<'cl \\'it hi 11 111 .11
the beginning of a r(.'apprais;d <n k h1·<· l)('lrn,. ,<·11,l'
2). Also called r<.·,·aluation or n·;1ss<',,11H·111.
Reappraisal Cycle--( I) Thi· 1wrirnl nl 1i11H· 11tTl'...-.;1n
for a jurisdiction to h;m. · ;1 c11111pll'11· n·;1ppr;1i,.1I. h 11
example, a cycle of' :l ~·<'ars 1HT11r, ,,lw11 111H· lilth ol ;i
jurisdiction is reappraised c;wlt H';11 ,llld .il,1, ,, IH ·11 ;1
jurisdinion is reappraised all ;11111111· 1·,c·n .-, ,1·;11,. (':.!l
The maximum int<.'t"\'al hc1w1T11 tl';1pp1 .1i,;d, .1, -.1.111·d
in laws.

Reassessment-( I) The rclis1i11g .111d 1<·,;il11;11i1111 «d .ill
propeny, or all prope1w or a g·in·11 1 bs,. '"itl1i11 .111 ;1,
sessmcnt district h\' order ol ;111 ;111ll1111i1l'd 11flin·1 111
body aft.er a finding by such a11 ol'li1 <'I or hod, 1h;11 till·
orib>inal assessment is too fa11lty lc,r c11111·11i1111 tl111111gli
the usual proccdur<'s of' n·,·ic·,,· ;111<1 np1;di1,11io11. (~1
Tht' revaluation 0L1II real prop1Tt, II\ 1lw 1q,:11b1 h 1"1111
stitut<..'d assessing a111hori1i1·,. ;1, di,1111g11i,lwd 1111111 .1,
sessme1H on lhl' basis oh·al11.11 i1111, 11111,1 111 :di ()I ,, I Ii, It
were established in some pri111 n•;11 . .\,·,. fll\11 l:1j•1tl11"t"'11.

RPciprocal· Th<' rl's111l ohtai11<·d ,dH'11 011c is di,·id<'cl
.I ~ i\I· 11 1111111 I H' L

h,

Rt•t·mu.·iliation Tit<' lin,tl s1cp i11 th<' Yal11a1io11 proc(.'ss
,rlicn·i11 co11sidcra1io11 is µ;iven 10 the rd,1tiv<..' strengths
;111CI \H•;1k11vssvs of' the three approaches to ,·aim.\ the
11;111tn· or Iii<' prn1wrty appraised. and the quantity and
q1 tali I\· ol';l\·;1ibhk rb1a in lcmnat ion of a11 rn·erall opi11i1111111 ,·;il1u· ki1hcr ;1 ,ingle poitll <·s1i111;i1e or a rang(.' of
,.illH'l .. \ls11 lcTl!ll"d mrwlolio11 ill ,<11111· l('Xls.
Rc·gn•ssion :\ nal~·sis- -Sr,,· ;\I 11/ti/1l1· U,'.!!.·11·"io11 . \ Jla~r~i.,.

l{cliahilit~·---Tlw d<'grce to which 111cas11n·s arc free
from ra11do111 t•rror and tlwrdc>rc Yidd consistent re,11l1s: 1lw 1·x11·111 10 ,d1ich a proc<'dur<' yields consisl<'nt
n ·,111!:-. 1111 1qw;1tt'cl Irials.
Rt•phll't•mcnt Cost: Replacement Cost New (RCN)Tlw cos1. i11clwli11g 111;1tcrial. bhor. and m·nhead, that
\\'1 nilcl lw i11n11n·d in constnicting an imprm·enw111
h;l\·ing lhl' s;111H· 111ili1r I<> its mrn<'r as a s11l~jer1 impron·11w111. ,ri11!11111 lll'('cssarily r<.'prod11ci11g t·xanly any
p;111ind;11 cli;1r;1('t<"ris1ics or th<' sul~j<'cl. Th<' r<.'plac<.'111t·111 cost 1011n·p1 implicitly <.'limi11;i1cs all f't11H·tio11al
11h,11h·" 1·11n· lr11111 thc ,·ahtl' gin·11: 11111s. only physical
d<·l>t<"l'i;11i<111 atul 1To11omic ohsol<.'sn·tHT 11(.'ed to be
s1il11ran<'cl 10 11ht;1i11 rcplan·11wn1 cost new l<.'ss d<.'preci;11 ion ( R< SI .I)).

l{t•pht('t•nwnt ( ·ost New Less Depredation (RCLD)-ln
t I 11 · 10,1 ;1pp111;1< I 1. 1rpl;t<'<.'IIH'tll <osl 1ww less physical
i11111r;1hl<· dqll l'< i;11io11.
R~produ(·tion Cost: Reproduction Cost New-The rnst
ol' cn11s1 rnni11g a new property. r(.'asonahly id<.'ntical
(11a,·i11g thl' s;111w charact<.'ristics) with th<.' gi\'cll propnt, 1·:-;<·<·pl l11r Ihc ahs<'ll<T of physical cl<'pr<.'cia1ion. usi11g t Iii' ,;1111<· 111;11l'ri;1k co11s1 n1e1 i011 ..,,a11dards. d<'sig11 .
.111d q11;di1, 111 ,,·ork111a11ship. <'<>llll>tll<'d 011 llw basis
1 d pn·,·;1ili 11g price, ;111<1 011 thl' ass11111p1ion or 11or111al
co1111><·ll'II<'\ ;11ul 1111r111al condi1io11s.

Rl•sidc.•ntial Property-Property 11s<'d l<>r housing such
;1s ,i11glc-L1111ih· r<'sidt·rHTS, dupkxcs. or apartment
h11ildi11gs.
R<.·siclual
;111d

;1

TIii' clilfrr<'11n· lw1,n·t·11 a11 ohscrn·d \'aluc
p1rdic11·d ,·;tl1H· liir a dcp<'11dc111 ,·;iriahk.

R1•sichml Tt>chnique--------.\ lllcthocl of' arri,·i11g at th<' 1111k111 ,w11 ,·;1hw 111' ;1 prop<.'rlY c0111prnH·11t h~· suh1rani11g
!lw k11c1w11 ,;il1H·, ol oth<.'r comp<>tH'tlls from a known
()\('Lill ,·;dlll'.
lh·rnluation•- •.\ rl';1ppraisal or prnpcrn·. cspcrially a
111111pl<'H' r<'apprai-;;tl or real pr<>p<'t'I\' alfrr ass<'ssmt·tll
lor I 11r 111on· \t';1rs 011 \'aluations 111os1 (or all) of which
\f<•n· 1·s1;1hlislll'd i11 somc prior ~·t·ar. ( :0111par<' Rcassess1111·111 ;11ul lfr;1ppr;1isal.

R,·,it•\, •( l 1 ( :1 • 1i-.id1·r;11io11 hy ;1 hoard of appl'als. a
ho;ll'II ol l'Cjlt;di1,11i1111. a hoard ol H'\'il'\\'. or a court of
i 11di,·icl11;11. p1111 H'II\' class. or dist rin ;iss('ssmc11ts. whl'lh-
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er for the purpose of adding- <>lllilll'd 1;1,;tl1lt· p1opt·11,.
removing exempt propl'rty. or cq11;di1i 11~~ 1iii', .d11;11 i1 ,11,
placed on listed propeny. (~) TIH· ,HI 111 p11,c1·,,, ,I 1 1iti
cally swdying- a report, such ;1s ;111 ;1pp1 ;ii,.d. pi q 1.11 I'd
by another.

Sale, Arm's-Length-A sal<: in 1lic opl'11 111;1rk<"t Ill'
tween two unrelated panics, <'.t<"h of whom i, rt-;1,1111
ably knowledgeable of market ro11cli1io11, ;111d 1111dn 11<1
undue pressure t.o buy or sell.

Sale Price--S,,,, l'1if',,, S(l/1·: l'rin·. . \t!j11,tl'(/ .\f//,·.
Sales Comparison Approarh-011(' Ill tlin·(· ;1pprn;i1 Ii
cs to value, the sales comparison ;1pprll;1cll t·,1i111;11c, ;a
property's value (or some- oth<'r ch;1ranl'ri . . 1ic. ,11d1 ;1,
it'i depreciation) by rcfr·renn· to coruparahl<- ,alt-,.

c,r till·
transaction, the sale pric<.'. and 1lw cli;1r;u lt'li,1 ic, 111
a property as of' the dat<.' or salt'. ('..?J Tlw l'l('111t·111, ol
inf<xmation needed f"rom t·acli pn >pl'n, I, 11 "11111· p111
pose, such as appraising- propcrtit·, II\ 1lt<· di1t·11 ,.ii<',
comparison approach.

Sales Data-(l) Information aho111 1lw n;111m·

Sales File-A file of sales data.
Sales Ratio Study-A ratio s1ud,· 1'1;11 11,t·, ,;tll' p1 it t·, .1,
proxies for market \'alu<.'s.
Schedules-l~thlcs, equations. or

,c 111w 1 ,1 lw1 11w;111-. c ,1
presenting the relaLionship hc1,,·('('ll tlH· ,·;il11t·, ol 1\,11
or more variables that arc l't111nio11alh· 1rL11('c I. F11r t ''.\
ample, cost schedules pr<.'S<.'111 IIH' n·Lt1i111i-,liip lw1m·<·11
cost per square fool and li,·ing- ;m•;i le 11 .i 1111111hn 111
quality dassc•s, building lwig·h1s. ;111CI 1,tl1n I h;ir,H t('I i,
tics.

Single-Property Appraisal-S,·st<'lllat i<

;q 11 >rai,;d

c 11

properties one al a tim<'.

Site--The local.ion or a pl't"SOll. 11li11g.

Ill

('\('Ill.

Site Characteristics-( I) <:tiar;H It ·1 i,1 i,, 111

1.11 u I

Software-(}) Computer programs. (~!) Thm(' p,11-i-, 111'
a computer system that ar<' not maclii1wn c ,r <irniih:
procedures and possibly don1111(·111.11i1111 .11t· i11clt1<lt·d
along with programs.

Special-Purpose Property-.-\ prop('11, ,l<l.q11t·d 11,1 .1
single use.

Standard 6-Sn, Unf/rmu Slmu/rml., 11/ l'mfr,,i1111,tl. \l'fnni,
al Pmtlitt.
Stratify-To divide, for purpo-.;l's ol ;111;1h,i,. ,1 ,;1111plt·
,11, c II

ding 10

Stratum, Strata (pl.)-.-\ class or ,1ilN·1 1h.,1 1 t·,1111, 1111111
straLi (icalion.

Subarea-s,,,, ;V,,igl,/mrhtHJd.
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Suhjl•,·t Propl'rty

TIil' prnpl'ny h<.'i11g appraised.

Suhjc,·tiw----1 l;1,·i11g t lH' q11ality of' r<.'q11iri11g _judgment
i11 ;11ri,·i11g al ;111 ;1pproprial(' answer ol' ,·alt1t· of' a ,·ari-

;1hlt- 1,11d1 as lh(' q11;tlity dass ora Slrtll'llll'l').

Thn·,• :\pproachl•s to Value-.\ com·c11it·n1 \\'ay 10 group
tlw ,·;11 i1111s lllt'lllllds ol' appraising a propt·1w. The cosl
;1pp111;i( It t·11co111p;1s,t·, st·n-ral methods lc1r t·s1ima1i11g
1 <'J>Ltn·111t·111 co,1 1H·,,· 111 ;111 impron·111c11t lt-ss clt·pn·cia1i1111 pl 11, L111cl ,·;tl1H·. Tht' sales comparison approach t·s1i111ah·, ,·;tl11e-; h,· comp;1riso11 with similar prnpenies for
\\'hicll -.;al<'s priccs ;m· k11C1,,·11. The nw1hods i11dudcd in
ti)(' i1u 0111t· approach ;tn· hasl'd on 1hc ass11mptio11 that
\;dill' l'q11;ds 1IH' pn·,<·111 \\'orth of tlw righ1s to h1111n:
llll'l>lllt'.
Timl'-.\djustccl Salt• Pri,·l•-~TIH' prin· a1 ,,·Jiirh a prop<·11, ",Id. ;1< !i11,1n I for llw l'lfrns of price changc·s rel kt tl'd i11 IIH· 111ark('1 ht·l\\'l'l'll the elate of" sale and the
cl.tit· ol a11;1hsis.
Tn•ndin~ · -.\c!j11s1i11g tilt· ,·;dues or a ,·ari;1hlc for 1hc
dlt·1·i-.. 111 lilll('. l ",11;tlh· IISl'd lO rcl<.·r to ;1c!j11s1n1t·111s
;1-."'"'llll'llh i111t·rnh·d lo rl'lll'ct tlH· dfrns or infla1io11

or

;111d dl'lb1i1111 ;111d ,rn1H·ti111t·s also. h11t 1u11 11<.·n·ssarily.
1lw l'ltt·(b of changt·, i11 the demand lc>r 111inoloca1ion;tl good, ;111cl St'l'\'in·"·
Tn•ncling FaC.'tor--.\ lig11n· n-pr<'sl'nti11g 1lw innl'as<.' in

, ml 11r ,;dl' prin· mn ;1 l>l'riod of" 1i11w. Tn·1Hli11g ac111111i,,; 101 1lw 1rL11in· cliritTl'llCl' i11 thl' \'altrt· ofa dollar
IH"l\,t·t·11 1,,0 pt'riocl,.

t

lJniformit~·-Tlw t'q11;di1~· of" the hurdl'n or 1axa1io11 in
Ill<' 111t·1hocl ol asst·ss111t·111.

( '11Ui,r111 Stautfartfs

d.11.,
that describe) a panic11l;ir propt·11,. npt·11.tlh L1111I ,11t·.
shape, topography, drainag<', alHI ,111111. 1;11lw1 111,111 111
cation and exlernal <·conomic le Hn·s.

of observations in LO 1,,·o or mon· ..,,il>,t·t-..
some crilerion or Sl'l of nill'1fa.

·.\ g11111p ol prnpl'rli<.'s within a class. smaller
1lu11 Ill(' cbss. 11,11.tlh· (;tllhough 1101 IHTt·ssarily) d<.'li11('cl Ii, ,1r;11ilic.t1i1111 1a1IH'r than h~· sampli11g.

Suhdass

,~r l'n~/es.'iimwl

Appraisal />ractic:e

11 ·sP.\P)· .\111111;11 p11hlic;11io11 of llw .\ppr;1is;1I S1a11d;11d, no.ml ol Tli(' .\ppraisal Fm111cl;11io11: 'Thcs<'
S1;111d;11d-. cll';tl \\'ith llll' pron:durcs to hl' followed in
I wrlon11i11g a11 ;1ppr;1is;1I. appraisal r<·,·ic\\', or appraisal
co11s11l1i11g s(·1Yin· and tile manner in \\'hich an apprais;1I. ;1ppr;1is;il 1r\°it'\\'. or appraisal cons11lti11g scr\'iC<' is
<111111111111ic;t1l'cl. ... S1;1lldard fi t·s1ahlislws l'<'CJllin·mt·111s
1111 llll' dt•\'t•l11p111t·111 ;111cl n-porting or lll;\SS appraisals
111.11111i\l·1,t· ol propt-rlil's li,r ad ,·alor<'lll 1ax p11rpo-.l's
c 11 .111, ollH·1 i111t·1Hlt·cl 11sc" (The .-\ppraisal Fo111Hlatio11.
\ppr.iis;tl S1;111cl,11d-. Bo;ircl '.lOO'.l. Prcamhll'. p. (1).

Unit of C'omparison--. \ property as a \\'hole or some
,1nalll'1 111(';1s1in· ol tht' si1.t· of the- prnpnt,· 11s<'d in the
,;d(', 1 0111p;1riso11 ;1ppro;u Ii to l'Slim;11t· a prict' p<.'r 1111i1.

l ;Sl' ( 'lass~ •( I I .\ gr1111pi 11g of prnpl'rlil's hasl'cl 1111 Iheir
11,t· 1,t1 IH·1 Ilt;i11. le 11 t·\;1111pll'. thl'ir ;u-rt•;igt· or co11slnll'1i1111. ( ~! J ( >1 H' ol IIH· lollowi ng classt·s olprop('l'IY: singlcl.1111 ih 11·,icll'11ti.1I. 1111il1il;11nil~· rcsidt·111i;1I. agrin1ltmal,
, 11111111t'Jci;1I. i11cl1"1ri;1I. ,·;1c111l land. and i11s1i1111io11al/
t'\t·111p1. t:\) .\11,· ,11l)('l;is-.; rdi11l'llll'III of' tht· ahmr-lc>r
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example, Lownho11se. d<"tadwd ... i11gll'··L1111ih. , 1111d11
minium, house 011 form. ;111d ..,,, 1111.

Use Value-( I) The ,·al11<· ol propn1, i11 ;1 "IH·1 iii, 11,1·.
(2) Propcny entirely used l<>r a "Pt'cifi, 11111po,1· or 11,t·
lhal may cnLitlc the propcrty lo lw ;1s,<'s,<"d ;11 ;1 clilk1·
ent level than others in

IIH· j11risdic1i1111. l•\;;1111ph-.., 111

properties that may he assess('cl ;11 11,1· ,aliw 111ul1·1 llll'
statutes include agrirull ural land. 1i111I l<'1b11cl. ;111cl Iii,
torical sites.

USPAP-s,,,, l 'n[fim11 .\"/mu/rm/, 11/ J',,,f,·"i111/fl/ . \/1/11"i"'I
Pratlitt'.

Valuation-(() The proc<"s-. ol t·,1i111,11i11,~ 1111· ,;d1w
market, im·estrn(·111. i11s11r«.·cl. 11r 11111<·1 p111p<'1fr ckli1wd
value-of a specific parc<'l or pain+, of ll';tl 1·,t.tl<' 111 ol
an it.cm or items of personal prop1•1"f\ .,-. of .1 gin·11 da11·.
(2) The process or business of app1;1i ... i11g. 11f 111,1ki11g
estimates of the value of so111<·1lii11g. Till' ,·;1hw 11s11alh·
required to be est.irnated is 111;1rk<'t ,·;tl11<'.

Valuation Date---The sp('cili< 1L111· .1, <ii ,\Iii< Ii ,1....._,.,,,·d
,•alucs are set for p11rpos«.'" 11I 1>101><·11\ 1.1,;i1i1111. Thi,
date may also be k110\\'11 as t IIC' d111t· 11/ /11lftl11, ..\('(' 11l,n

\'aluation ;\)odd .\ l'<'j)l'l'se111a1io11 i11 \\'ords or in an
i, >11 d1;11 <·, pbi11s tlu.· rt'l.11 i(l11sliip hl'tW<'t'l1 \'al11c
111 1·,ti111;11t·d s,il,· prin· and ,·ariahl<'s rq>n·s<·111i11g fac111r, 111 -.11pph ;111cl clt'111a11d.

<·1111;11

\'aim•-~( I) Th(' rl'lationship h<.·tw«.·en a11 ol~j<.·Cl dcsir«.'d
.i po11·111i;d 11,rn1.·r: th«.' cliaract<'ristirs of scarcity,
111ili1,. cl1·,ir;1hili1,. a11cl transferahility 11111st he prC'sent
1111 ,;d111· 10 <''.\i,t. (:!l \'al11e ma,· also ht· cl<'snihcd as the
pn·,1·111 \\'(lrlh (II Ji1111n· h«.'11di1s arisi11g rrrn11 the ownn,hip (II n•;1l or p<'rsonal prop<'rt~·- (:\} Th<' l'StimaH·
....r>11gli1 in a ,·;1J11;11i1111. (-1) :\11~· m1111lwr hl.'t\\'<.'<.'11 positin·
i1lli11i1, ;111cl tll'g;11in· infinity. S,,,. fllw .\/,11hf'I \'a/Ill'.

.11111

\'ariahh.•~ .\11 ill'tll (llohsl't"\'atio11 that can assunw \'ari,·;d1ws. lor 1·:,..;a111pll'. sq11arl' lc..·t.·t. sale priccs. or sales
1;11io,. \";1riahl<·, ar<' rom111011h· ckscrilwd 11sing· mea,1ir<'s 111 n·111r;d tl.'11ckncy and disp<.'rsion.
< >11,

Vt.•rit)·-·1,, clH'ck th«.' accuracy of s011wlhing. For ex;1111pll'. s;1lt-, data 111a\' he \'('rifi('cl hy itll<'r\'i('wing the
p11n h;1"l'I of 1111' pr11p<'1W. and data <·111ri<'s may hi.' n·rili1·d h, 1 Ji,·, k digit,.

As.w~'ismn1/ /Jot,,.
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Assessment Standards of the International
Association of Assessing Officers
Guide to Assessment Standards
Standard on Assessment Appeal
Standard on Automated Valuation Models
Standard on Contracting for Assessment Services
Standard on Digital Cadastral Maps and Parcel ldentiners
Standard on Manual Cadastral Maps and Parcel Identifiers
Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property
Standard on Oversight Agency Responsibilities
Standard on Professional Development
Standard on Property Tax Policy
Standard on Public Relations
Standard on Ratio Studies
Standard on Valuation of Personal Property
Standard on Valuation of Property Affected by Environmental Contamination
Standard on Verification and Adjustment of Sales

To download the c.urrQnt dpprowd vprc,ion of any of th(' <;tand,udc, li<;ted above, go to:
IAAO Tcchniccil Standard<,
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FIRST NATIONAL B AN K B UILDI NG
238 Front S treet

Junea u, Alaska

AS OF
Aug ust 17, 20 15
PREPARED FOR

Amy Elmore
First National Bank /\ laska
PREPAR ED BY

Kim M. Wold
AL/\SK/\ /\PPR/\ ISAL /\SSOCI/\TES, INC.

~

I

l 0000 Rainier Ave S

Seattle, WA 98178
Phone 206-453-4370
Fax 866-416-1789
Email Kim(@.alaska-appraisal.com
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Email: Kim@alaska-appraisal.com

September 11, 2015
Amy Elmore
First National Bank Alaska
1751 Gambell
Suite 113
Anchorage, AK 99510

RE:

First National Bank Building
238 Front Street
Juneau, Alaska

Dear Ms. Elmore:
Pursuant to your request, we have prepared an appraisal for the above referenced property. The
purpose of this appraisal is to estimate the market value of the fee simple interest in the abovereferenced property for potential sale. No personal property, furniture, fixtures, equipment, or
other non-realty items are included in the value estimate. This appraisal is intended for the
exclusive use of First National Bank Alaska.
This appraisal report has been completed in accordance with the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) as promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of
the Appraisal Foundation as well as the bylaws of the Appraisal Institute. Furthermore, this
appraisal conforms with Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery. and
Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIR.REA) as revised June 1994 and codified under 12 CFR 323.
The attached report details the scope of the appraisal, level of reporting, definition of value,
valuation methodology, and pertinent data researched and analyzed in the development of this
appraisal.
We certify that we have no present or contemplated future interest in the property appraised
beyond this estimate of value.
This appraisal report and all of the appraiser's work in connection with the appraisal assignment
are subject to the Limiting Conditions and Assumptions, and all other terms stated in the report.
Any use of the appraisal by any party. regardless of whether such use is authorized or intended
by the appraiser, constitutes acceptance of all such Limiting Conditions and Assumptions, and all
other terms stated in the report.
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Extraordinary Assumptions: It is assumed that: ( 1) The bank vaults and the basement neither
contribute to nor detract from the property value. (2)The possible adverse effects of the presence
of lead based paint or asbestos containing materials has not been considered in the valuation of
the subject property. If this assumption should prove to be incorrect, the value estimates may
change.
Hypothetical Conditions: None
In my opinion, the value of the subject property, as of August 17, 2015, was as follows:

Respectfully Submitted,
ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOC IA TES, INC.

Kim M. Wold
Licensed General Appraiser
JW
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Subject Property

First NationafBank' Building
238 Front Street
Juneau, Alaska

Property Overview

A 5,443 square foot site zoned mixed use. The site is improved
with a two story, plus mezzanine, mixed use commercial
building containing 12,580 square feet.

Interest Appraised

Fee Simple

Date of Inspection

August 17. 2015

Date of Valuation

August 17, 2015

Date of Report

September 11, 2015

Highest and Best Use
Land as Vacant

Commercial development

Highest and Best Use As
Improved

As improved subject to remodeling

Sales Comparison
Approach
Income Capitalization
Approach

$635,000
$450,000

Reconciled Market Value

$600,000

Extraordinary
Assumptions

It is assumed that: (I) The bank vaults and the basement neither
contribute to nor detract from the property value. (2)The
possible adverse effects of the presence of lead based paint or
asbestos containing materials has not been considered in the
valuation of the subject property. If this assumption should
prove to be incorrect, the value estimates may change.

Hypothetical Conditions

None

ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Certification Staten1ent
I CERTIFY THAT, TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report
and no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.
I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the
property that is the subject of this report within the three-year period immediately
preceding acceptance of this assignment.
I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties
involved with this assignment.
My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.
My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development
or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the
client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the
occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.
The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has
been prepared in conformity with Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.
I, Kim M. Wold. have personally made a visual inventory of the subject property.
No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person(s) signing
this certification.
The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to
review by its duly authorized representatives.
As of the date of this report, I, Kim M. Wold, have completed the Standards and Ethics
Education Requirement for Candidates/Practicing Affiliates of the Appraisal Institute.

KimM. Wold
The date of this report is September 11, 2015

ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Limiting Conditions and Assumptions
This appraisal and report were customized for a specific property. use, and user, at a specific
time. Therefore, this appraisal and report are only reliable under the following:

Limitine Conditions:
1. That the appraiser is not required to give further consultation, testimony, or attend in

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

court with reference to the property in question unless arrangements have been previously
made.
Possession of this report or a copy thereof does not carry with it the right of publication
or distribution. Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any
opinions and conclusions, the identity of the appraiser or the appraisal firm) shall be
disseminated to the public or distributed to any individual or entity by any means without
prior written permission of the appraiser.
When it is being used only for the intended use stated herein by the intended user stated
herein.
When it is used in a timely manner, as the appraiser cannot be responsible for unforeseen
market changes that occur after the valuation date.
When the distribution of the total valuation, if any, in this report between land and
improvements is applied only under the reported highest and best use of the property.
The allocation of value for land and improvements must not be used in conjunction with
the subject property and other properties, as it may result in an unreliable conclusion.
It is understood that any sketches and maps are presented only to assist the reader of the
report in visualizing the prope11y.
When the user has read and understands the report in its entirety. Any lack of
understanding about this appraisal could result in its misuse. which might put the user in
jeopardy.
Secondary opinions and conclusions made by the appraiser are formed only to contribute
to the Primary Appraiser Generated Information (PAGI). This is the information that the
intended user will isolate and rely on. Unless specifically listed as a PAGI, these
secondary opinions include but are not limited to square footage calculations, effective
age, highest and best use, replacement cost new. etc. Isolating and inappropriately using
any of the secondary appraiser generated information out of context could jeopardize the
user.

General Assumptions
This assignment cannot proceed without making some general assumptions; however, these
assumptions should not be taken lightly or as a matter of fact. If any of these assumptions are
found to be inaccurate, the opinions and conclusions reached herein could be in error and
jeopardize the user. The appraiser(s) are not competent in these fields; however, each of these
assumptions can be explored by other experts and professions. The user should decide if these
assumptions are acceptable. The appraiser is not competent in the following fields and makes no
guarantees, express or implied, regarding the topics of these assumptions. Unless otherwise
stated, described, and considered in this report. it is assumed that:

ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
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9. Title to the property is good and marketable. No responsibility is assumed for the legal
description provided or for matters pertaining to legal or title considerations. Unless
otherwise stated, it is also assumed that the property is free and clear of any liens or
encumbrances.
10. The property is under responsible ownership and competent management.
11. All engineering studies, land surveys, and other professional reports relied on by the
appraiser are correct. Should such studies not be provided to the appraiser, it is assumed
that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, structure, or
any other property component that would render it more or less valuable.
12. The property is in full compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and
regulations.
13. The property conforms to all applicable zoning and land use regulations and restrictions.
14. All required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents, and other legislative or
administrative authority from any state or national government, or private entity or
organization, have been or can be obtained or renewed for any use on which the opinion
of value is based. This includes the American Disabilities Act.
15. The use of the land and improvements is confined within the boundaries or property lines
of the property described and that there is no encroachment or trespass.
16. There are no hazardous or toxic materials on. in, or near the property. The presence of
substances such as, but not limited to, asbestos, urea formaldehyde foam insulation,
radon, mold, and other potentially hazardous or toxic materials would significantly affect
the value opinion. Unless otherwise stated, the opinions and conclusions are predicated
on the assumption that there is no such material on, in, or near the property which would
cause a loss in value.
17. Any proposed improvements are assumed to be completed in a good competent manner,
in accordance with the submitted plans and specifications.
18. The structure was properly designed and constructed. This means that each individual
building component is reliable and has been properly installed. It is assumed that no
defects have occurred over time. This includes, but is not limited to termite damage. All
mechanical components are assumed to be in operable condition and are appropriate for
the structure. All electrical and plumbing equipment is assumed to be appropriate and in
working order. It is assumed that the insulation is adequate.
19. The property has a plentiful supply of potable water, and that adequate sewage disposal is
available.
20. If a survey was not provided to the appraiser, the public records are assumed to be correct
with respect to size and shape.
21. The property has a legal and physical means of ingress and egress.
22. The subject property is legally and physically suitable for occupancy and livability.
23. Market forces remain relatively constant in the future. If an opinion of marketing time is
formed, the user should be cautious when relying on this opinion, as the appraiser cannot
foresee spastic changes in these forces.
24. All files, work papers, and documents developed in connection with this assignment are
the property of Alaska Appraisal Associates, Inc. Information, estimates, and opinions
are verified where possible, but cannot be guaranteed. Plans provided are intended to

ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
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assist the client in visualizing the property; no other use of these plans is intended or
permitted.
25. The liability of Alaska Appraisal Associates, Inc. and its employees is limited to the
intended user only. Further, there is no accountability. obligation. or liability to any third
party. If this report is placed in the hands of anyone other than the intended user, the
intended user shall make such party aware of all limiting conditions and assumptions of
the assignment and related discussions. In the case of limited partnerships or syndication
offerings or stock offerings in real estate, the intended user agrees that in the event of
lawsuit (brought by lender, partner, or part owner in any form of ownership, tenant, or
any other party) or any awards or settlements of any type in such suit. regardless of
outcome, the intended user will hold the appraiser completely harmless in any such
action.
26. If there are any tracts that, according to map, plat, or survey, indicate riparian and/or
littoral rights, said rights are assumed to go with the land, unless easements or deeds are
found by the appraiser to the contrary.

ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Definitions
Market Value, as defined in the Dictionary ofReal Estate Appraisal, 5th ed. (Chicago:
Appraisal Institute, 2010), is:
The major focus of most real property appraisal assignments. Both economic and
legal definitions of market value have been developed and refined. 1
1. The most widely accepted components of market value are incorporated in the
following definition: The most probable price that the specified property
interest should sell for in a competitive market after a reasonable exposure
time, as of a specified date, in cash, or in terms equivalent to cash, under all
conditions requisite to a fair sale, with the buyer and seller each acting
knowledgeably, for self-interest, and assuming that neither is under duress.
2. Market value is described in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice (USP AP) as follows: A type of value, stated as an opinion. that
presumes the transfer of a property (i.e., a right of ownership or a bundle of
such rights), as of a certain date, under specific conditions set forth in the
terms identified by the appraiser as applicable in an appraisal (USPAP. 20102011 ed.) USPAP also requires that certain items be included in every
appraisal report. Among these items, the following are directly related to the
definition of market value.
•
•
•

•

Identification of the specific property rights to be appraised.
Statement of the effective date of the value opinion.
Specification as to whether cash, terms equivalent to cash, or other
precisely described financing terms are assumed as the basis of the
appraisal.
If the appraisal is conditioned upon financing or other terms,
specification as to whether the financing or terms are at, below, or
above market interest rates and/or contain unusual conditions or
incentives. The terms of above- or below-market interest rates and/or
other special incentives must be clearly set forth; their contribution to,
or negative influence on, value must be described and estimated; and
the market data supporting the opinion of value must be described and
explained.

3. The following definition of market value is used by agencies that regulate
federally insured financial institutions in the United States: The most
probable price that a property should bring in a competitive and open market

For further discussion of this important term, see The Appraisal ,?f"Real Estate, 13 th ed. (Chicago:
Appraisal Institute, 2008), 20-25.
1

ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
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under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting
prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue
stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a
specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions
whereby:
•
•
•
•
•

Buyer and seller are typically motivated;
Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they
consider their best interests;
A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market
Payment is made in terms of cash in US dollars or in terms of financial
arrangements comparable thereto; and
The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold
unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions
granted by anyone associated with the sale (12 C.F.R. Part 34.43(g);
55 Federal Register 34696. August 24, 1990. as amended at 57
Federal Register 12202, April 9, 1992; 59 Federal Register 29499,
June 7, 1994)

4. The International Valuation Standards Council defines market value for the
purpose of international standards, as follows: "The estimated amount for
which a property should exchange on the date of valuation between a willing
buyer and a willing seller in an arm ·s-length transaction after property
marketing wherein the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently, and
without compulsion." (International Valuation Standard\·, 81h ed., 2007).
5. Market value is the amount in cash, or on terms reasonably equivalent to cash,
for which in all probability the property would have sold on the effective date
of the appraisal, after a reasonable exposure time on the open competitive
market, from a willing and reasonably knowledgeable seller to willing and
reasonably knowledgeable buyer, with neither acting under any compulsion to
buy or sell, giving due consideration to all available economic uses of the
property at the time of the appraisal. ( Un(form Standard\jor Federal Land
Acquisitions)
6. The Alaska Supreme Court defines market value as follows: ''The price in
(terms of) money that the property could be sold for on the open market under
fair conditions between an owner willing to sell and a buyer willing to buy,
with a reasonable time allowed to find a purchaser. State v. 7.026 Acres, Sup.
St. Op. No. 60 I, 466 P2d 364, 365; ( I 970)." The opinion further reads, in
part: 'The highest and most profitable use for which the property is adaptable
is to be considered, to the extent that the prospect of demand for such use
affects the market value while the property is privately held. Fair market
value is normally based on a parcel's fee simple value."

------------------------------------,,,,
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7. The definition of market value applied for estate taxation purposes is
contained in Revenue Ru) ing 59-60 and also in Section 20.2031 (b) of the
Treasury regulations, as follows:
"The amount at which the property would change hands between a willing
buyer and willing seller, when the former is not under any compulsion to buy,
and latter is not under any compulsion to sell, both parties having a reasonable
knowledge of relevant facts."
The Treasury regulation goes on to state: ''The fair market value of a
particular item of property includible in the decedent's gross estate is not to be
determined by a forced sale price. Nor is the fair market value of an item of
property to be determined by the sale price of the item in a market other than
that in which such item is most commonly sold to the public, taking into
account the location of the item wherever appropriate .... All relevant facts
and elements of value as of the applicable valuation date shall be considered
in every case."
Regulation 20.2031 (b) requires a residential or commercial appraiser to follow
the valuation guidelines when preparing a residential home appraisal for tax
purposes or retrospective date of death valuations, and that appraiser should
hold a designation and be qualified as stated under regulations Section
1.170A-17(a). 2
A Fee Simple interest is defined in the DictionwJ' <~{ Real Estate Appraisal. 5th ed. (Chicago:
Appraisal Institute, 2010), as:
Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate. subject only to the
limitations imposed by the governmental powers of taxation, eminent domain, police
power, and escheat.
A Leased Fee interest is defined in the Dictioncuy ofReal Estate Appraisal, 5th ed (Chicago:
Appraisal Institute, 2010), as:
An ownership interest held by a landlord with the rights of use and occupancy
conveyed by lease to others. The rights of the lessor (the leased foe owner) and the
leased fee are specified by contract terms contained within the lease.

2 See Susan Ka-;sell. Otlicc of Chief Counsel. Department of the Treasury. Internal Revenue Service INVO 2009-0016 Release

Date 1/2/08. UIL 170.00-00. in reference to holders oft he MAI. SRA. SRPA. and SREA designations of members or the
Appraisal Institute: '"The Service docs not consider any particular organization"s recognized appraisal designations to he superior
to. or preferred over. those of any other organization. The example was included in the proposed regulations merely a'i an
illustration of the types of designations that would satislY the education and experience requirement and was not intended to
indicate any preference for designations offered by a particular organization. In addition. the proposed regulation refers to
designations ·'similar to'" those provided as examples. The Service recognizes that there are other organizations awarding
designations that would also be recognized prolessional appraiser organizations:·

---------------------------------------·-·-.•
ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES. INC.
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Leasehold Interest is defined in the Dictionary <?fReal Estate Appraisal. 5th ed (Chicago:
Appraisal Institute, 2010), as:
The tenant's possessory interest created by a lease.
Extraordinary Assumption is defined in the Un[/hrm Standard\· <?I'Pr<?fessional Appraisal
Practice, 2012-2013 Edition (The Appraisal Foundation), as:
An assumption, directly related to a specific assignment, as of the effective date
of the assignment results, which, if found to be false, could alter the appraiser's
opinions or conclusions.
Comment: Extraordinary assumptions presume as fact otherwise uncertain
information about physical, legal, or economic characteristics of the property; or
about conditions external to the property, such as market conditions or trends; or
about the integrity of data used in an analysis.
Hypothetical Condition is defined in the Un[form Standard\· <?f Pn?fessional Appraisal
Practice, 2012-2013 Edition (The Appraisal Foundation), as:
A condition, directly related to a specific assignment, which is contrary to what is
known by the appraiser to exist on the effective date of the assignment results, but
is used for the purpose of analysis.
Comment. Hypothetical conditions are contrary to known facts about physical,
legal, or economic characteristics of the subject property; or about conditions
external to the property, such as market conditions or trends; or about the integrity
of data used in an analysis.
Exposure Time is defined in the Dictionary ofReal Estate Appraisal, 5th ed. (Chicago:
Appraisal Institute, 2010), as:
The time a property remains on the market.
The estimated length of time the property interest being appraised would have
been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical consummation of a sale at
market value on the effective date of the appraisal; a retrospective estimate based
upon an analysis of past events assuming a competitive and open market.
Exposure time is always presumed to occur prior to the effective date of the appraisal. The
overall concept of reasonable exposure encompasses not only adequate, sufficient and reasonable
time but also adequate, sufficient and reasonable effort. Exposure time is different for various
types of real estate and value ranges and under various market conditions.

-----------------------------------··-·--··-····-··ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Based on a review of the Juneau marketplace, an exposure time of three to six months is
estimated for the subject property. Exposure time is predicated on a reasonable listing price at or
slightly above the market value estimate for the property. It is assumed that a sale will be
consummated for cash or terms equivalent to cash and that the property will be adequately
exposed on the open market and handled by a real estate broker who is knowledgeable and has
the competency to properly present a property of this type. The most typical purchaser for a
property such as the subject would be an owner/user.
Marketing Time is defined in the Dictionary <fReal Estate Appraisal, 5th ed. (Chicago:
Appraisal Institute, 2010), as:

An opinion of the amount of time it might take to sell a real or personal property
interest at the concluded market value level during the period immediately after the
effective date of an appraisal. Marketing time differs from exposure time, which is
always presumed to precede the effective date of an appraisal. (Advisory Opinion 7
of the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and Statement on
Appraisal Standards No. 6, "Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and
Personal Property Market Value Opinions" address the determination of reasonable
exposure and marketing time.)
A marketing time of three to six months is estimated for the subject property, based on current
economic conditions, supply, demand, sales activity. and the prevailing interest rate
environment.

Appraisal Specifics
Privacy Statement
In compliance with the Gram-Leach-Bliley Act, the appraiser will not provide any nonpublic
personal information to any person or entity where that information will be used for solicitation
purposes. This information may be shared among parties to process and service the consumer's
transaction.
Electronic Signature
My original signature has been copied to this report electronically. This report was delivered to
the client by Email. While there is no way to prevent unethical or criminal tampering, this
signature is password protected. If you are an intended user as described in this report and have
concerns about its authenticity, you may send the report to me for verification.
Legal Description
The property is legally described as:

Lot 3 of Block G and that part of Lot 2 of Block G and Lot 4 of Block 3 of the
Townsite of Juneau, according to the plat thereof on file in the office of the
recorder for said recording district, described as: Begin at the north corner of Lot
3 of Block G, run thence north 41 degrees IT west on the southwesterly
---------------------------------·····
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boundary of Franklin Street 4.0 feet; thence, at right angles to the southwesterly
boundary of Franklin, south 48 degrees 42' west 48.93 feet to the east corner of
Lot 3 of Block 3; thence on a southeasterly extension of the southwest line of Lot
4 of Block 3 to the westerly boundary of Lot 3 of Block G; thence north to the
northwest comer of Lot 3 of Block G; thence on the northwesterly line of Lot 3 of
Block G to the point of beginning, Juneau Recording District, First Judicial
District, State of Alaska.
Appraisal Purpose
The purpose of this appraisal is to estimate the market value of the subject property.

Intended Use
The intended use of this appraisal is for potential sale. This appraisal and report may be
inappropriate for other uses and jeopardize the user. This appraisal may not be used or relied on
for any use except the stated use without the express written consent of the appraiser. The
appraiser, appraiser's finn, and related parties assume no obligation, liability, or accountability
for any other use without such written consent.
Intended User(s)
This appraisal is intended for the exclusive use of First National Bank Alaska. Regardless of
who pays for this appraisal the intended user is First National Bank Alaska only. The scope of
work in this appraisal is customized for the intended user. This appraisal and report may be
inappropriate for other users and may put them in jeopardy. Therefore, regardless of the means
of possession of this report, this appraisal may not be used or relied on by anyone other than the
herein stated intended user. The appraiser, appraisal firm, and related parties assume no
obligation, liability, or accountability to any third party.
Three-Year Sale History
There have been no sales transactions involving the subject property within the preceding three
years.
Current Listing/Pending Contracts
There are no current listings or pending contracts encumbering the subject property.
Ostensible Owner
Title to the property vests to First National Bank Alaska, PO Box I 00720, Anchorage, Alaska
99510.

Appraisal Scope
According to the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, it is the appraiser's
responsibility to determine the appropriate scope of work. USP AP defines the scope of work as:
The amount and type of information researched and the analysis applied in an
assignment. Scope of work includes, but is not limited to, the following:

ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
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•
•
•
•

the degree to which the property is inspected or identified;
the extent of research into physical or economic factors that could affect
the property;
the extent of data research; and
the type and extent of analysis applied to arrive at opinions or conclusions.

This Appraisal Report is intended to comply with the reporting requirements set forth under
Standard Rule 2-2 of USP AP for a real property appraisal report. There may be insufficient
information presented for this report to be understood. Supporting documentation concerning
the data, reasoning, and analyses is retained in the appraiser's work file. The information
contained in the report is specific to the needs of the client and for the intended use stated in this
report.

•

•

Scope of Work
The subject property was identified to the appraiser by the client providing the property
address and the current owner's name. A tax card and plat were pulled for that address
through the tax assessor's office and/or title agency records. The physical prope11y was
located by common address.
The following approaches to value have been considered in the scope of work decision
for the main "Value Opinion":

o The Cost Approach was not performed.
o The Direct Comparison Approach was performed.
o The Income Approach was performed.

•
•

•
•

Additional information concerning the scope of work is conveyed throughout the report.
Please be aware that the term "Inspection" may be used in this report. The term
inspection found anywhere in this rep011 is to mean a '"Personal Visual Inventory" of the
subject's or comparable property's components. This is opposed to a ''Building
Inspection," which investigates the appropriateness and soundness of various components
of the improvements.
The American Disability Act (ADA) became effective January 26. 1992. The appraiser
has not made a specific compliance survey or analysis of the property or comparables to
determine whether or not they are in conformity with one or more of the requirements of
the Act.
The signee(s) on the Certification is competent in all aspects of this assignment.

Extent of Research of the Subject Property

ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
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•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

The flood zone information for the subject property was obtained through our appraisal
software from a third party provider based on the property address.
Unless otherwise stated, the appraiser(s) has made no evaluation of the structural,
electrical, plumbing, and/or mechanical systems. We have assumed that these systems
are operable and adequate for their intended use.
The subject property's assessment and tax information was researched for past sales and
physical characteristic information. The subject property's zoning was obtained from an
interview with the zoning authority personnel.
The subject property data that was obtained from second-hand sources was validated by
the appraiser personally accessing the subject property. In addition, the owner was
interviewed concerning past sales, utilities, and physical property characteristics.
I, Kim M. Wold, did personally make a visual inventory of the subject property while
walking over the land, through the interior, and around the exterior of the subject
property. I am familiar with the subject neighborhood and the market area. I have
worked in and around this area for a number of years. I did drive through parts of this
neighborhood in conjunction with this assignment, noting such things as the typical
style/design, age, size, quality, and use of the properties. The appraiser(s) has completed
no research concerning the character of the inhabitants of the neighborhood such as sex
offenders, nor has any study been made of crime statistics committed in the area
surrounding the subject property.
The subject property was not measured by the appraiser for purposes of this appraisal.
The appraiser relied on measurements set forth in assessment records for the subject
property.
Unless a professional inspection, structural engineer study, or similar report was provided
to the appraiser, the subject property information was obtained by a method of data
gathering known as a "Personal Visual Inventory." This consists of the appraiser
compiling notes of what components are there and how many of them there are. This
personal visual inventory was made on-site or from the curb. The extent of the subject
property accessed was stated above and did not include accessing any part of the property
that could not be walked through in an upright manner. or that required the use of special
equipment such as a ladder. None of the property components were dissected or
invasively inspected by the appraiser.
The appraiser has not performed a ''Building Inspection" which is a process utilized to
rate the appropriateness and usability of the various components of the structure. This
process involves inspecting and testing. Should you have concerns about these issues,
please seek a qualified professional to investigate these issues for you. The information
obtained from an inspection may affect the value of the subject property, so the appraisal
should be made after the inspection rather than vice versa.
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Neither police records nor past issues of newspapers have been researched concerning the
subject property's past use for anything that might affect the safety or health of present
and future occupants. This includes, but is not limited to, the by-products of
methamphetamine production, infectious disease, or environmental hazards.
If available in the normal course of business. the appraiser has evaluated any previous
sales within the preceding three years prior to the effective date of the appraisal, and any
current contract, listing, or option of the subject property for its applicability in forming
an opinion of current market value and/or marketability.

Extraordinary Assumptions/ Hypothetical Conditions

•

•

There are extraordinary assumptions utilized in forming the opinions and conclusions of
the primary appraiser generated information. Please refer to the Letter of Transmittal and
Summary of Salient Facts earlier in this report for further information.
There are no hypothetical conditions utilized in forming the opinions and conclusions of
the primary appraiser generated information.

Extent of the Analysis & Associated Research

•

•

The following analysis and associated research have been performed in conjunction with
the main opinion of value:
The Direct Sales Comparison Approach was performed by an analysis in which the
subject is compared to similar properties that have a recent marketing history.
o

A qualitative analysis was performed. Many of the property characteristics were
considered including~ the date of sale. location, and utility. A line by line
adjustment grid was utilized.

o

The comparable properties were obtained from a thorough search of office files,
assessor's records, title agency records, and/or through local realtors. Some
comparable sale information was obtained from appraisers involved in the
valuation of commercial properties in Southeast Alaska. The tax data was
supplied by the local assessor's office. The physical property characteristics were
verified by a curbside visual inventory. An attempt was made to verify the sales
prices and dates of sales by a telephone interview with one of the parties in the
transaction or real estate sales agent. Some of the data that could not be verified
may have been used in the analysis. The data records were analyzed for errors
and inconsistencies. Records that showed a large discrepancy from the other data
was not used. Sales prices are not public record in Alaska. While sales prices
were confirmed with at least one knowledgeable party. there is no ce11ainty that
the information is correct.

....
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The Income Capitalization Approach was performed by the "Direct Capitalization"
method. The anticipated net income stream is capitalized into an indication of value by
division of the market capitalization rate.
o

The income that the subject property is anticipated to generate is based on the
market rental rate for the subject property. The appraiser also reviewed expenses
provided by the owner, as well as comparable expense ratios.

o

An opinion of the credit and vacancy rate is based on the appraiser's knowledge
of the market and interviews with real estate agents that regularly work this
market area.

o

The anticipated expenses were based on the appraiser's knowledge of the market
and interviews with real estate agents that regularly work this market area.

o

An opinion of the capitalization rate was formed by use of the band of investment.
Additional Information

•

The projected use of the subject property is consistent with those permitted uses included
in the mixed use zoning classification.
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Juneau Area Analysis
Juneau is located on the mainland of Southeast Alaska, opposite Douglas Island. Juneau is
geographically centered in the heart of the Inside Passage, along Gastineau Channel and lies 900
miles northwest of Seattle, and 577 miles southeast of Anchorage. The city and borough
encompasses 2,716.7 square miles and 538.3 square miles of water, with a year round climate
that is termed mild maritime. Juneau is the both the economic as well as transportation hub of
northern Southeast Alaska, providing supplies, services, and transportation to the outlying
communities in the region. Juneau International Airport has an ILS equipped runway serviced
by Alaska Airlines and Delta Airlines. Several commuter and air taxi airlines operate from the
airport as well.
Juneau was originally a fish camp for Tlingit Indians. Gold was discovered in approximately
1900 and preceded the establishment of the City of Juneau. The State Capitol was transferred
from Sitka to Juneau in 1906, while Alaska was US Territory.
The population of Juneau was 33,026 as of 2014. There are an estimated 12,342 households
(average household size of 2.66 persons). The percentage of residents in the 15 to 34 year old
group is declining at a rate of approximately 1 percent per year, while the 45 to 64 year old age
group is increasing at a rate of 3 percent per year. Currently the median age is 35.3 years. The
2014 median household income is $81,490.
The economy of Juneau is broad based; however, federal, state, and local government employs
approximately 41 percent of the workers in the community (7,000 jobs all totaled), and because
of the high concentration of public sector employment, the job market is viewed as being
relatively stable. State employment, which is largely supported by oil revenues, remains the
largest portion of Juneau's economic base.
Tourism is the largest private sector employer, providing over 2,200 jobs and contributing over
$636 million counting all income from sources associated with the cruise industry. The tourism
industry is recovering after a significant drop in 20 I 0. Per capita tourist spending is slowly
recovering. The number of cruise passengers visiting Juneau over the past five years is shown as
follows:
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

1,030,000
879,3 l 0
875,947
937,000
995,000
953,000

The decline in 2014 is attributed to a reduction in capacity. An increase is expected for 2015 to
994,000 passengers. Per capita spending by cruise passengers in 2014 was $1 72, injecting
$163,916,000 into the Juneau economy.
Commercial fishing and mining play lesser roles in the Juneau economy.
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Juneau Area Analysis
The percentage of employment by sector in .Juneau in 20 15 is shown on the fo llowing chart:

Employment by Sector 2015
3.0% 3.4%

Const ruction

Natural Resources &
M ining

47.70%

Government

Manufacturing

ScrvicPs

1.2%

A breakdown of the Services sector is shown on the fol lowing chart:

Service Sector by Industry 2015
10.0% 2 •9 %
15.4%

Retail

•

Transportation/Wa rehousing
Fire
Professional/Management
Education/Health Services
Leisure/ Hospitality
Other
Information

The Greens Creek Mine, which is located west of .Juneau, is the largest sil ver producer in the
Uni ted Stales. Employment. housing. and support services fo r Greens Creek Mine are provided
in Juneau. The Kensington Mine began production in July 20 10. Currently, the Greens Creek
Mine and the Kensington Mine have approximately 330 and 200 employees. respectively. They
had a combined expected 20 11 payroll 01$50 mil lion. The average salary is $9 1,000 per miner.
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Juneau is well established as a service, supply, and medical center for the northern regions of
Southeast Alaska. Bartlett Hospital is a regional medical facility equipped with state of the art
diagnostic equipment. Big box retail establishments include Fred Meyer, Costco, Wal-Mart, and
Home Depot.
The fishing industry helps to diversify the local economy. DIPAC operates a salmon hatchery in
Juneau. The hatchery employs 40 persons and supports 650 jobs in the region and $25 million in
labor income. Taku Smokeries and Alaska Glacier Seafoods have processing plants in Juneau.
There are several custom, value added processing plants, including Alaska Seafood and Northern
Keta. The primary species harvested are the five species of salmon, shrimp, crab, halibut, and
black cod. Salmon prices have experienced a large year over year decline due to the effect of
large harvests and the appreciating US Dollar.
The residential housing market is in a state of inadequate supply of single family residential
units, condominiums, and apartments. The City/Borough of Juneau estimates that the current
inventory is 400 units short of meeting demand; however, the number appears high considering
recent construction activity. Recent sales are indicating some modest appreciation. Several
apartment projects are currently under construction or are in the planning stages.
The Alaska Housing Finance Corporation's 2015 Rent Survey indicated the following average
adjusted apartment rental and vacancy rates.
Apt Type

Rental Amt

Vacancy Rate

Efficiency
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Three Bedroom

$ 892
$1,072
$ I ,330
$1,836

2.7%
1.8%
3.6%
6.2%

The overall apartment vacancy factor was 3.6 percent. based on a survey sample of 870 units. At
a rate this low, vacancy can be attributed solely to periodic unit turnover, and for all intents and
purposes there are few, if any, vacant units in Juneau. Rental rates have increased year over
year, except for efficiency units. The average overall rent increase was 2. 9 percent. Excluding
the efficiency units, the increase was 3.7 percent. There have been several multi-family
apartment and condominium complexes completed in the past 18 months and more units are
under construction or planned. The market for apartment rentals is becoming more balanced.
The commercial real estate market is stable, with supply and demand seemingly in balance
except for tourism-industry related properties. Pricing appears firm with few signs of stress
related to the economy. Rental demand has strengthened over the past 12 months.
Confidence toward the near term future of Juneau's residential sector of the economy in 2015
remains strong despite concerns over the state budget. Residential construction increased, based
on the population and household formation growth over the past year.
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Developers have single family, condominium, and apartment projects under construction. Most
of these projects are targeted toward the lower and median price markets. Commercial
construction is slow with a low level of speculative development. Development of new
residential subdivisions is commencing.
Due to projected declines in oil revenues to the State of Alaska, some market participants are
taking a more cautious view of the economy and future real estate price expectations. Relative to
the real estate market, residential and commercial mortgage funding is available for owner
occupied and leased buildings. Speculative construction or investor purchases would be more
difficult to finance. The universe of local potential purchasers in the current economic
environment is somewhat reduced.
There are a number of public projects programmed over the next several years which are subject
to state and/or federal funding. The Juneau Ports and Harbor Department has programmed
$71,000,000 in various projects over the next several years.
The near term economic performance in Juneau is stable. Mining will continue to be a
stabilizing factor over the long-term, although the recent decline in gold and silver prices could
become problematic if the trend continues due to high fixed costs of extraction. Some optimism
is returning to the real estate market. The near term outlook for the tourism industry is for a
moderate increase in per capita spending.
A significant factor that could adversely affect the future local economy is the fallout of the
decline in oil prices. The State of Alaska is projecting a $3.5 Billion budget deficit. The
Governor's budget shows a sharp decrease in the capital improvement budget, which will
adversely affect construction employment two to three years forward. Some state employment is
also at risk if state revenues continue at depressed levels.
Some of the negative consequences of lower oil prices may be offset by lower energy costs to
consumers as well as energy intensive industries.
Commodity prices over the past six months have been in a steep decline. Leading the decline
were grains, as well as commodity and precious metals. Gold and silver have bottomed and have
begun a slow recovery. Later in the cycle was the decline in oil prices, which have fallen from
approximately $100 per barrel to below $60 per barrel for West Texas Intermediate Crude.
Brent Crude has also fallen in a similar percentage as compared to West Texas Intermediate.
Some oil analysts projected a near term bottoming of oil prices in the $30 to $50 per barrel
range; however, there has been recent stabilization in the $58 to $60 per barrel range. Some
analysts expect the bottom to occur in the first quarter of 2015. They are projecting a recovery to
about $70 per barrel later in 2015 and a slow climb thereafter. Other analysts are expecting
continued lower oil prices over the next one to two years.
Oil and metal prices hold the potential to have a significant effect on the Juneau economy and
real estate market. Oil's economic influence is both direct and indirect. Oil production on the
---- · - - - · - - - -
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North Slope is not expected to see any significant cuts in production as a result of lower prices.
The Alaska Journal of Commerce notes that most of the Alaska oil producers have capital
budgets planned for two or three years in advance and that many of these projects are multi-year.
Therefore, there is a high probability that these capital projects will continue as scheduled. Any
production decline or loss of employment on the North Slope would have very limited impact on
the Juneau economy.
Of greater concern is the loss of corporate income tax and royalty income declines that are
anticipated to impact the State of Alaska capital and operating budgets. Current Alaska budgets
indicate a 3 .5 billion dollar deficit. The State has budget reserves that can be utilized to offset
the budget deficit over the near term; however, if oil prices remain depressed over a period of
several years, there would likely be a restructuring required of state and local government
operations.
Juneau has significant state employment as Alaska's capitol. Therefore, any across the board
cuts would likely result in the loss of some state employment in Juneau. If this were to occur, it
is expected there would be secondary employment losses in the private sector as a result of the
multiplier effect of the base industry.
As long as the price of oil doesn't remain depressed for more than a year, any potential damage
to the Juneau economy should remain contained.
The governor allowed the resumption of spending on several mega capital projects throughout
the state. The only project that affected the Juneau economy is the Juneau access project. The
road is expected to cost $574,000,000; however, as the Juneau Empire points out, the state only
needs to provide $9,000,000 more in project funding, with the balance to be paid by the federal
government. To date, the Juneau access project has had little impact on the Juneau economy and
its cancelation would not be harmful to the local economy, but rather simply eliminates the
future impacts of a large capital project.
Another significant factor affecting the private sector economy is the strengthening of the US
Dollar relative to other major foreign currencies. While a strong dollar is viewed as a sign of
national economic health, the strong dollar is a negative to US export industries. Juneau has
three private sector industries that are significantly affected by commodity prices and the strong
dollar. These industries are the fishing, tourism, and mining sectors.
The tourism industry is one that is viewed to largely benefit from the decline in oil prices. US
citizens constitute the largest portion of the Alaska tourism industry and should benefit with
increased disposable income due to lower gasoline costs relating to transportation and lower
costs of heating and cooling residences. The cruise ship industry is heavily energy dependent
and should see lower operating costs with the potential to extend port times by increased sailing
speed between ports. Tour operators will also benefit by lower energy costs. The probable result
is increased discretionary spending by tourists in the Juneau market.
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The strong US Dollar may have a negative effect on foreign tourists visiting Alaska; however,
the majority of foreign visitors are wealthy and would therefore have less impact than travelers
on tight budgets.
The seafood processing and fishing industries have a significant portion of their operating budget
dedicated to energy costs. Local processors, with the exception of Excursion Inlet Packing
company, are not expected to see any change in operating costs. Excursion Inlet Packing
Company's plant is self-contained and generates its own energy using diesel generators. The
lower cost of oil and gas will be a major benefit to Excursion Inlet Packing Company.
Fishermen and tender operators in the Juneau economy will enjoy the benefits of lower energy
costs and may see increased profits.
The mining industry is also energy intensive. The Greens Creek and Kensington mines are
profitable at depressed levels of commodity and precious metals. The benefits of lower cost
energy should significantly increase profitability. It is uncertain what the long term effect of the
US Dollar would have on precious metal prices.
Relative to Juneau's real estate market, the decline in energy and metal prices is expected to be
limited. Alaska's oil industry has minimal presence in Juneau. Lower energy prices will prove
to be beneficial to Juneau's seafood and mining industries.
According to Wall Street analysts, the business and consumer benefits of lower energy prices
relative to transportation and heating costs will increase profits and consumer discretionary
spending, and would mitigate State of Alaska employment layoffs, should they occur.
There is expected to be no material change in supply or demand within the Juneau real estate
marketplace. There is very limited speculative construction that has taken place in Juneau over
the past five years. Therefore, there is little risk of an over supply in any segment of the real
estate market, unless a black swan event was to occur.
Energy costs constitute one of the single greatest operating expenses of multifamily, commercial,
and industrial properties in Juneau. Properties which are dependent on oil heat will see at least a
near term benefit from lower oil prices.
Economists are projecting a 2.5 to 3 percent GDP growth for 2015. which should provide
support for the US economy. Second quarter 2015 GDP came in at 3.7 percent. While most
economists are predicting increased interest rates in the US, Federal Reserve interest rate policies
are currently neutral. The US Treasury security and bond yield curve is beginning to steepen.
Two major lenders operating in Alaska currently have cost of funds well under 1 percent, with
further declines expected. Coupled with low growth in Europe and Japan, and a slowing China
economy, the interest rate trend could go in either direction.
If commercial mortgage rates fall, then equity dividend rates would increase if overall
capitalization rates remain stable. The opposite would also be true, which would make
commercial real estate less attractive to investors.
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Banks operating in Alaska are significantly under-lent relative to deposits. This is creating
significant competition, which is benefitting borrowers through lower rates and more favorable
terms.
Relative to the subject property, there is insufficient market activity to discern any major concern
on the part of market participants.
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Neighborhood Analysis
The subject property is located in a sub-neighborhood that is part of the central business district,
known as the Juneau Tourist District. This neighborhood is an historic district. Franklin Street
is an arterial roadway leading from the center of the central business district southward to the AJ
Tailings rock dump and further out to the remote community of Thane.
This is the oldest part of Juneau which was mostly developed between 1900 and 1960 during the
mining era. The South Franklin Street area was neglected from 1960 through the mid 1980s. A
revitalization started in the mid 1980s which was driven by the development of the municipal
owned cruise ship wharfs. This revitalization has continued with the construction of private
docks on South Franklin and AJ Tailings dump sites. The predominance of buildings in this
neighborhood have been historically restored as the area has transformed into the tourist retail
sales center of Juneau. Cruise passenger spending is approximately $180,000,000 on goods,
food and beverages, and tours.
The waterfront portions of South Franklin Street are either tidelands or filled land. The uplands
consist of a narrow strip of level land butted up to a steeply sloping hillside. The neighborhood
has been developed to include walkways and a public plaza with landscaping and artwork. The
area has served up to 1,030,000 tourists who arrive on docked and anchored cruise ships.The
2015 season expects to see 994,000 passengers.
The predominant use in the neighborhood is tourist related retail uses on the first floor,
consisting of gift and jewelry shops. The upper levels tend to be occupied by offices and/or
tourist or cruise ship support businesses or retail inventory warehousing. There are also
restaurants and tourist related service businesses. The Mt. Roberts Tram, located in the heart of
the South Franklin Street neighborhood, is a major tourist attraction. The City/Borough of
Juneau recently completed a waterfront promenade running from the AJ Tailing dump site to the
Merchant's Wharf area. This has increased the tourist traffic to the South Franklin Street
neighborhood.
The neighborhood provides an average environment for the subject property. The use of the first
floor of the subject property for a retail or service establishment would be homogeneous with the
neighborhood as a whole. The economics of the tourist retail industry and commercial real estate
market in general provide good support for stable real estate values.
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Improvement Sketches

Improvement Sketches
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Improvement Sketches
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Description of Site
Location

The site is located to the north side of Front Street, mid-block. The
site is located within the Juneau central business district, as well as
the historic district.

Site Size and Shape

The site is irregular in shape with dimensions of approximately 50
feet by 77.02 feet by 23.97 feet by 48.93 feet by 47.40 feet by 100.05
feet. The gross site area is 5,943 square feet.

Site Topography

The site is tiered. The site is partially excavated below grade of Front
Street. Then there is a level bench that is at grade of Front Street.
The soil conditions are adequate to support commercial development.

Frontage/Access

The site has 50 feet of frontage on Front Street. This is a one lane,
asphalt surfaced roadway. Street improvements include sidewalks,
curbs, gutters, storm sewers, and street lighting.
There is 47.40 feet of frontage on North Franklin Street. This is a one
way, asphalt surface roadway with sidewalks, curbs, storm sewers,
and street lighting.
On street parking is allowed on Front Street. On street parking is
permitted on the easterly side of North Franklin Street.
The site has average ingress and egress.

Utilities

All utilities commonly found within the City/Borough of Juneau are
available to the site, including water, sewer, telephone, and electrical
services.

Site Improvements

One lot of clearing, excavation, grading, and fill.

Flood Zone

The subject is located in an area mapped by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). The subject flood map information is
as follows:
Map No.
Map Date
Zone

0211 oc 15670
August 19,2013
X

Easements/
Encroachments

There are no known adverse easements or encroachments.

Hazardous Materials/

The on-site inspection of the prope11y did not reveal any indication of
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Toxic Waste

hazardous materials, toxic waste, or other environmental hazards.
The appraiser is not an expert in the identification of hazardous
materials, toxic waste, or other environmental hazards. Therefore,
the user is advised to conduct their own investigation or to retain the
services of a professional to assess the potential for hazardous
materials, toxic waste, or other environmental hazards.
Users of this report are cautioned, given the age of the building, there
is a relatively high risk as to the presence of lead based paint and
asbestos containing materials in the subject property.

Site Comments

The site is one of the larger parcels within the central business district
of Juneau. The configuration is irregular. It is atypical that the site
has frontage on Front Street and North Franklin Street. The site has
average location attributes within the Juneau central business district;
however, has fair exposure to tourist traffic.

Description of the ltnprovements
This is an irregular shaped commercial building with two street frontages. There is a partial first
floor with a mezzanine, plus a full second floor. There is also a small basement level. Entry to
the building is via a double man door that accesses an ATM vestibule with another double door
set leading into the lobby. The first floor is partitioned to include an office in the southwest
corner and A TM and storage areas in the southeast corner. The center interior is open, except for
teller lines. There are two vault areas, a work/storage room, a break room, and two restrooms.
The mezzanine is accessed via two interior flights of stairs. This area is partitioned and may
have previously been used as an office or apartment area.
There is a short flight of steps leading to a theater. There is also a double man door entry
entering the theater space from North Franklin Street. The theater is mostly open~ although there
are side stage rooms. There are two partitioned areas which may have included a concession
stand. There are two two fixture restrooms in the theater area.
A basement area is located at the Front Street side of the building. The basement houses the
building heat plant. This is a low headroom area.
The gross building area is calculated as follows:
4,449
I, 182
5,999
750

First Floor
Mezzanine
Second Floor
Basement
Gross Area

SF
SF
SF
SF

12,580 SF
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The building has a concrete perimeter foundation with a floor slab. The superstructure is
masonry, Class C construction. The roof is built up tar. There is a storefront style window set
along a portion of the Front Street facing superstructure. The front fa9ade has extensive window
glazing with anodized frames and thermal pane glazing. The fascia has a historic decor over a
stucco finish. There is a 4 foot wide awning extending along the front of the building.
The first floor interior has tile and carpet on the floors. The interior waHs are sheetrock. The
ceiling is part coffered with a stamped tin ceiling. The outer periphery of the lobby area has
dropped acoustic tile. The break room and restrooms have sheet vinyl flooring, sheetrock waHs,
and dropped acoustic ceilings. There is some wood panel wainscot. The break room has 8 feet
of base and upper cabinetry with a laminate countertop.
The restrooms have asphalt tile floors with sheetrock walls and ceilings. Each restroom has a
wall hung basin and a toilet.
The first floor has fluorescent light fixtures with cove lighting for the coffered ceiling.
There are two vaults set in heavy concrete enclosures that impair the utility of the first floor.
The mezzanine and second floor have a mix of finishes, including what appears to be asbestos
tile, linoleum, and carpeting on the floors. The walls are predominantly lath and plaster with
some wood paneling. The ceilings are lath and plaster, except in the theater area, where they are
dropped acoustic tile.
There is 110/220 electrical service to the building. The first floor electrical service is adequate
for office use, as far as outlets, switching. and light fixtures. The upper levels of the building
have substandard electrical service.
The building is heated with electric hydronic boilers. There are two boilers located in the
basement area.
The plumbing in the building is dated. The first floor plumbing fixtures have been replaced.
The second floor plumbing service and fixtures likely need 100 percent replacement.
The assessor's records were reviewed to determine the maintenance history of the property. It
was noted that in 1989, the roof was repaired and minor interior improvements were made to the
bank area. The front fa<;ade was repaired in 1998. The date of the boiler replacement is
unknown, but it appears as though it may have been within the past 10 years.
The condition of the building fascia is considered fair. Repair or replacements will have to
conform with the historic district building standards. The first floor is generally in above
average condition. The upper floors are in poor condition and will require extensive demolition
before repurposing of the space can take place. In the course of demolition, it may be necessary
to remediate for lead based paint and asbestos containing materials. It is likely that the roof is
nearing the point in time where replacement is necessary.
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The functional utility of the first floor is fair. Because it is unlikely that the first floor will be
used in the future by a bank, the A TM vestibule partition will need to be removed. The
manager's office and the ATM and storage rooms at the front of the building will also need to be
replaced. After removal of the teller lines, it may be necessary to replace floor coverings. The
bank vaults are a specialized tenant improvement that will likely not prove to be useful for a
future tenant. The interior of the vaults is considered to have little utility, except for storage.
They impair the traffic pattern within the first floor. It is likely that the cost of demolition would
exceed the market value of the reclaimed square footage. Therefore, the vaults are considered to
have incurable functional obsolescence.
The upper levels have been used for a theater. There are 20 foot ceiling heights in the theater.
This use is considered to be obsolete.
Should the upper floors be repurposed, it is likely that these areas would be required to be
brought into compliance with current building codes. This compliance would apply to structural
systems, electrical, plumbing, and heating systems. It is also likely that the entire building would
require a fire sprinkler system. There is additional concern that access to the upper floors would
require compliance with ADA regulations.
The insulation qualities of the building are poor.

Property i\ssessmcnt and Taxes
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Tax Year:
Assessed Value Land
Assessed Value Improvements:
Total Assessed Value:
Tax Rate:
Real Estate Taxes:
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IC070A()30040
2015
$594,300
$1,132,600
$1,726,900
$10.76 per$1,000
$18,581

The assessed value is excessive and should be appealed.

Zoning Analysis
Conforming:
Applicable Permitted Uses:

MU2 - Mixed Use
The subject property is a conforming use.
• Single family and duplex residences
• Child care home, 8 or fewer children
• Day care home, 8 or fewer people
• Home occupations
• Common wall developments
• Professional offices not more than 2,500 SF
• Social, fraternal clubs and lodges, union halls, yacht
clubs, and similar uses
• Parks and open spaces
• Transit center
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Minimum Standards:
Size:
Road Frontage:
Front Setback:
Side Setback:
Rear Setback:
Building Height:
Parking:

5,000 SF
50 feet
5 feet
5 feet
5 feet
35 feet
Per code
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Subject Photographs

Front view of the s ubj ect property

Inte rio r view of the loan department

Interior view of the lobby and te ller li ne
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Subject Photographs

Interior view or the teller line

Interior view of work/storage room

Interior view of the manager·s office
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Subject Photographs

Interior view of a typical restroom

Interior view o r the mezzanine area

Interior view of the mezzanine area
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Subject Photographs

Interior view of the mezzanine area

Street scene of Front Street viewing west

Street scene of Front Street viewing east
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Highest and Best Use
The property's value is dependent on an opinion of highest and best use for the subject site as if
vacant and as improved or proposed.
Highest and best use may be defined as
the reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or improved property, which
is physically possible, appr9priately supported, financially feasible, and that
results in the highest value.
The theoretical focus of highest and best use analysis is on the potential uses of the land as
though vacant. In practice; however, the contributory value of the existing improvements and
any possible alteration of those improvements are also important in determining highest and best
use and, by extension, in developing an opinion of the market value of the property.
In the analysis of highest and best use of land as though vacant, the appraiser seeks the answers
to several questions:
•
•
•

Should the land be developed or left vacant?
If left vacant, when would future development be financially feasible?
If developed, what kind of improvement should be built?

In the highest and best use of the property as improved, additional questions must be answered:
•

•

Should the existing improvements on the property be maintained in their current
state, should they be altered in some manner to make them more valuable, or
should they be demolished to create a vacant site for a different use?
If renovation or redevelopment is warranted, when should the new improvements
be built?

In general, if the value of a property as improved is greater than the value of the land as though
vacant, the highest and best use is the use of the property as improved. However, a property's
existing use may represent an interim use, which begins with the land value for the new highest
and best use and adds the contributory value of the current improvements until the new highest
and best use can be achieved. In practice, a property owner who is redeveloping a parcel of land
may remove an improvement even when the value of the property as improved exceeds the value
of the vacant land. The cost of demolition and any remaining improvement value are taken into
consideration in the test of financial feasibility for redevelopment of the land. Likewise, if an
improved property has value but may have greater value if modified in some way, the cost of
modifying the improvements and the value gained in that modification are accounted for in the
determination of highest and best use.

3

The Appraisal of Real Estate 11 th Edition, Page 297, Appraisal Institute
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As market/marketability analysis progresses to highest and best use analysis, appraisers first
consider the reasonably probable uses of a site that can be legally undertaken. In the analysis of
pertinent data, four steps are implicit and are applied in the following order to develop adequate
support for the appraiser's highest and best use opinion:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Legally permissible
Physically possible
Financially feasible
Maximally productive

These criteria are generally considered sequentially. The tests of physical possibility and legal
permissibility can be applied in either order, but they both must be applied before the tests of
financial feasibility and maximum productivity. A use may be financially feasible, but this is
irrelevant if it is legally prohibited or physically impossible.

Highest and Best Use As Vacant
The site has an irregular configuration and is atypically large for an interior lot located within the
central business district. The only significant development constraints are parcel size,
configuration, and topography. There are adequate transportation and utility linkages to support
development.
The site is zoned for mixed use development. This zoning classification permits office, retail,
service establishments and multi-family residential occupancies.
The surrounding neighborhood is a part of the historic district. Most of the structures are older
buildings that were built in the early 1900s. The Sealaska Heritage Institute is the most recent
new construction in downtown Juneau and is located one-half block south of the subject
property. The area is principally developed with buildings having two to four stories.

It is financially feasible to develop new commercial improvements for owner occupancy. The
financial feasibility for speculative developments would need to be determined on a case by case
basis.
The highest and best use, as vacant, would be commercial or mixed use development for an
owner/user.

l-lighest and Best Ust As lmpn,,·t·d
The property is improved with a mixed use building. The first floor has been used as a retail
banking facility with the upper levels dominated by a theater. Neither of these uses are likely to
continue in the future. Therefore, the building will require repurposing as far as the interior
partitioning, mechanical, electrical, and heating systems. Demolition costs are expected to be
substantial. The first floor of the building would be repurposed into a retail or service related
occupancy that would also include a storage component. The vault areas are of no value for
most users. The upper floors will likely remain unoccupied for a period of time until it is
financially feasible to repurpose the space.

---------------------------------.·---~
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The improvements are incapable of contributing income sufficient to provide a market rate of
return to the land.
The improvements are not considered to contribute to the overall property value and constitute
an interim use of the site.
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Valuation Methodology
Three basic approaches may be used to arrive at an estimate of market value. They are:

•
•
•

The Cost Approach
The Direct Sales Comparison Approach
The Income Capitalization Approach

This appraisal includes the following:

•

•
•

Cost Approach: This approach is applicable; however, is not necessary in order to
produce a credible estimate of value and has not been developed.
Direct Sales Comparison Approach: This approach is applicable, necessary, and has been
fully developed.
Income Capitalization Approach: This approach is applicable, necessary, and has been
fully developed.

--------------------------------·--··
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Direct Sales C01nparison Approach
The following steps describe the applied process of the Direct Sales Comparison Approach.
1. The market in which the subject property competes is investigated; comparable sales,
contracts for sale and current offerings are reviewed.
2. The most pertinent data is further analyzed and the quality of the transaction is
determined.
3. The most meaningful unit of value for the subject property is determined.
4. Each comparable sale is analyzed and where appropriate, adjusted to equate with the
subject property.
5. The value indication of each comparable sale is analyzed and the data reconciled for a
final indication of value via the Sales Comparison Approach.
We have researched and analyzed four comparables in this approach. The sales selected were
deemed to be the most recent and comparable data available. The comparable sales are
summarized on the following Improved Comparable Sales Summary Table, followed by
descriptive analyses.
IMPROVED SALES SUMMARY TABLE
No.

I.
2.

3.
4.

Location

117 N Franklin St
225 Front St
230 Second Street
200 Seward St

Sale Date

Price

12/31/2012
07/23/2009
01/27/2012
10/08/2013

$1,150,000
$775,000
$700,000
$700,000

Building
Size (SF)
15,990
17,099
9,385
8,911

Price/
SF
$71.92
$45.32
$74.59
$78.55

-------------------------------~•-•"••--··•--..
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Improved Sale No. 1
Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Address
Location

321
Mixed Use, Tourist
117 N Franklin St, Juneau, Alaska 9980 I
Tourist District

Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

Ruben & Ana Pereyra
Fishbone Rentals LLC
December 31, 2012
2012-008422-0
Fee Simple
Normal
Cash
Confirmed by Kim M. Wold

Sale Price

$1,150,000

Land Data
Land Size
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Shape

0.254 Acres or 11,048 SF
MU, Mixed Use
Terraced

w,s;r,E
Irregular

General Physical Data
Building Type
Gross SF

Single Tenant
15,990

Construction Type
Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Year Built
Condition

Wood Frame
Comp Shingle
Concrete
110/220
Oil Heat
No
2
1900 Reno 2006
Fair

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio

$71.92
1.45
0.69:1
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Direct Sales Comparison Approach
Improved Sale No. 1 (Cont.)
Lc~al Description
Lots 7 and 8, fraction o f Lot 6, Block 13, .Juneau T ownsite, Juneau Recording District.
Remarks
This is an historic building ori ginally built as the first A laska legislati ve hall. The building was
remodeled into an Elks lodge in 1956. A 2006 remodel converted the first n oor to a restaurant,
bar, and retail area. The second noor is a large meeting hall w ith stage. There is a mezzanine
apartment. T he structural sheI I was sound: however, the bu i Id ing needed a number o f upgrades
and required remodeling o f th e second noor to generate income. The intended use is to conven
the building into a night c lub, including restaurant, bar, and dance hall.
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Improved Sale No. 2
Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Address
Location

294
Mixed Use, Tourist
225 Front St, Juneau, Alaska 9980 I
Tourist District

Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

Thomas E. Neubauer, et al
RH Rentals LLC
July 23, 2009
2009-005587-0
Leased Fee
Motivated Seller
Cash
Confirmed by Kim M. Wold

Sale Price

$775,000

Land Data
Land Size
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Shape

0.259 Acres or 11,300 SF
MU, Mixed Use
Below Grade
W,S,T,E
Irregular

General Physical Data
Building Type
Gross SF

Single Tenant
17,099

Construction Type
Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Year Built
Condition

Wood Frame
Membrane
Concrete
110/220
Oil
No
2
1900
Fair

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio

$45.32
1.51
.66:1

Leeal Description

Lot I, Block 81, Plat 354, Juneau Recording District.

----------------------------------,,.....
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Direct Sales Comparison Approach
Improved Sale No. 2 (Cont.)
Remarks

This is a corner site located in the central business district. The s ite is improved with a two story
structure which was mostly vacant at the time of sale. The building was condemned by the
City/Borough of Juneau. The se ller was under severe financ ial pressure by his lender lo sell the
prope11y.
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Improved Sale No. 3
Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Address
Location

292
Mixed Use, Tourist
230 Second Street, Juneau, Alaska 9980 I
Tourist District

Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

Goosepoint Properties
Carlson Commemorative LLC
January 27, 2012
2013-003 808-0
Fee Simple
Normal
Cash
Confirmed by Kim M. Wold

Sale Price

$700,000

Land Data
Land Size
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Shape

0.113 Acres or 4,913 SF
MU, Mixed Use
Level
W,S,T,E
Irregular

General Physical Data
Building Name
Building Type
Gross SF

Klein Building
Multi Tenant
9,385

Construction Type
Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Year Built
Condition
Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio

Wood Frame
Membrane
Concrete
110/220
Oil
No
3
1904

Poor

$74.59
l.91
.52:1

Legal Description

Lot 4, Block 4, Juneau Townsite, Juneau Recording District
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Direct Sales Comparison Approach
Improved Sale No. 3 (Cont.)
Remarks
This is an older bui lding located on the periphery o f the Juneau Tourist District. This is a mixed
use bui lding having retail, office, and res idential occupancies. The quality is average. The
building is in in fair to poor condition. A pprox imately $ 173,000 in repairs are needed.
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Improved Sale No. 4
Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Address
Location

359
Commercial, Mixed Use
200 Seward St, Juneau, Alaska
CBD

Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Conditions of Sale
Financing

Elton Engstrom Jr
Goldstein Imprrovement Co
October 08, 2013
2013-006859-0
Fee Simple
Normal
Cash

Sale Price

$700,000

Land Data
Land Size
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Shape

0.1 13 Acres or 4,913 SF
MU, Mixed Use
Sloping
W,S,T,E
Irregular

General Physical Data
Building Type
Gross SF

Multi Tenant
8,911

Construction Type
Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Year Built
Condition

Masonry
Built up tar
Concrete
110/220
HWB
No
2
1946
Average

Indicators
Sale Price/ SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$78.55
1.81
.55:1
100%

Legal Description

Lot 4, Block 5, Townsite of Juneau, Juneau Recording District.
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Direct Sales Comparison Approach
Improved Sale No. 4 (Cont.)
Remarks
This is a multi tenant building located in the commercial di strict of Juneau. The purchaser bought
the property for its land va lue and w il l continue the use of the improvements to produce interim
income.

f
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Analysis Grid
The above sales have been analyzed and compared with the subject property. We have
considered adjustments in the areas of:
•
•
•

Property Rights Sold
Financing
Conditions of Sale

•
•
•

Economic Trends (time)
Location
Physical Characteristics

On the following page is a sales comparison grid displaying the subject property, the
comparables, and the adjustments applied.
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Prope1ty Name:
Address:
City:
Date of Sale:
Sale Price:

Subject

Comparable I

Comparable 2

Comparable 3

Comparable 4

238 Front St ·

I 17 N Franklin St

225 Front St

230 Second Street

200 Seward St

Juneau

Juneau

Juneau

Juneau

Juneau

12/31/2012
$1.150.000

Sale Price/SF:
Propc11y Rights:
% Adjustment

Fee Simple

Conditions or Sale:

Normal

7/23/2009

1/27/2012

I 0/8/2013

$775.000

$700.000

$700.000

$71.92

$45.32

$74.59

$78.55

Fee Simple

Leased Fee

Fee Simple

Fee Simple

Normal

Motivated Seller

Normal

Normal

12/31/2012

7/23/2009

1/27/2012

10/8/2013

% Adjustment

Economic Conditions
Months Elapsed
% Adjustment

Adjusted Price/SF:
Location:
% Adjustment

8/17/2015

Average

$ Adjustment

Building Size (Sq. Ft.):
Comparison
$ Adjustment
Age/Condition:
Comparison
$ Adjustment

11.560

31.97

73.87

43.27

22.60

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

$71.92

$45.32

$74.59

$78.55

Inferior

Similar

Inferior

Inferior

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

15.990

17.099

9.385

8.911

Inferior

Inferior

Superior

Superior

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

1900

1900

1904

Superior

Superior

Superior

1946
Superior

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Superior

Similar

Superior

Superior

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Overall Comparison

Superior

Inferior

Superior

Superior

et Adjustments:
Adjusted 'Price/Sq. Ft:

$0.00
$71.92
$67.60
$55.00

$0.00
$45.32

$0.00
$74.59

$0.00
$78~55

Quality:
% Adjustment
$ Adjustment
Functional Utility:

1900

Average

Fair

% Adjustment
$

Adjustment

Average Price/Sq. Ft:
Reconciled Price/Sq. Ft.:
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Adjustment Notes
The comparables have received adjustments for various characteristics that influence value.
Downward, or negative adjustments have been made when a comparable possesses a superior
characteristic, while upward, or positive adjustments have been for inferior characteristics. The
intent of this process is to bring the com parables to approximate parity with the subject.
The com parables were located in the central business district of Juneau. The sales occurred
between July 2009 and December 2013. The gross sales prices ranged from $700,000 to
$1,150,000. Comparables 1, 3, and 4 were sold for fee simple property rights. Comparable No.
2 was subject to leases.
The conditions of sale were normal for Sales I, 3, and 4. Comparable No. 2 was a sale under
threat of foreclosure, which likely reduced the sales price.
No economic trends adjustment is made to the comparables, as the market is viewed as stable.
The comparables indicate an unadjusted price range of $45.32 to $78.55 per square foot.
The comparables were analyzed on a qualitative basis. Comparables that are inferior would be
low indicators of the value per square foot. Com parables that are similar would require no
adjustments. Comparables that are superior would be high indicators of the value per square
foot.
The subject's location was considered average. The subject's land to building ratio was also
average. Comparables 1, 3, and 4 were inferior in location, as they lacked the subject's tourist
exposure. Comparable No. 2 was similar in location and land to building ratio.
The subject's building size, which reflects the above grade usable area, not including the vaults,
was 11,560 square feet. Comparables I and 2 were larger improvements and would receive a
modest upward adjustment. Comparables 3 and 4 were slightly smaller and would receive a
modest downward adjustment.
The subject's age and condition was based on a date of construction of 1900 and the overall
condition is poor. This rating reflects both the condition of the upper floors of the building as
well as the likelihood that significant remodeling would be required on the first floor before
occupancy could take place. All of the com parables were not dissimilar in the date of
construction, but were each considered superior as far as condition and the fact that the premises
·were able to generate rental income. Each of the com parables would receive a downward
adjustment.
The subject's quality was average. Each of the comparables was considered to be similar.
The subject's functional utility was rated as fair. Com parables L 3, and 4 were considered
superior. Comparable No. 2 was similar in functional utility.
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Sales Comparison Approach Conclusion
The comparables indicate an average adjusted sales price of $67.60 per square foot. Overall,
Comparables 1, 3, and 4 were rated as superior. Comparable No. 2 was rated as inferior.
We would estimate a value of $55 per square foot for the subject. The subject's value is
calculated as follows:
11,560 SF x $55/SF = $635,800 (Rounded to $635,000)
Based on the above analysis, we have reconciled to a value of $635,000.
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Income Capitalization Approach
The Income Capitalization Approach to value is based on the present worth of the future rights to
income. This type of analysis considers the property from an investor's point of view, the basic
premise being that the amount and quality of the income stream are the basis for the value of the
property.

Direct Capitalization Analysis
The process of capitalization is the conversion of net income to value. Net income is the residual
income after vacancy and collection loss and operating expenses.

Potential Gross Income (PGI)
Historic Income
The property has been owner occupied and therefore, there is no income history or current
income produced by the property. The property was vacated as of September 9, 2015, when
First National Bank relocated to its new facility.

Market Rent
The following comparable rentals were considered in estimating the market rent for the subject
property.

No. Location
1 114 Front St
2 114 Front St
3 114 Front St
4 130 Front St
5 202 Front St
6 175 S Franklin St
7 175 S Franklin St

Tenant
Kaili's Fine Gifts
Jewel Box
Hearthside Books
Heritage Coffee
Juneau Drug
Bear's Lair
Native Coop

Area (SF)

Services
2,032 T,I,H,M
949 T,I,H,M
932 T,I,H,M
4,000 T,I,H,M
5,123 T,I,H,M
1,260 T,I,H,M
760 T,I,H,M

Annual
RenUSF
$21.72
$22.32
$24.96
$18.00
$13.53
$27.60
$22.92

Analysis of Comparable Rents
Each of the com parables was located within one block of the subject property.

Comparables 1, 2, and 3 are located in the Triangle Building, which is located adjacent to the
east of the subject property. These were substantially smaller storefronts. The contract rents
ranged from $21. 72 to $24. 96 per square foot per year. The largest storefront has the lowest
rental rate, which is to be expected. Comparable No. 1 is the best rental indicator from the
Triangle building. It should be noted that the annual rent for this space is $44,135. The annual
rental amount would be the minimum that the subject's first floor space would generate.

--------------------------------,.·--•,-.•--·-···
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Comparable No. 4 is a long term lease with Heritage Coffee as the lessee. Daniel Glidmann,
property manager for the property, indicated that the annual rent was $72,000. He was unsure
what the lease area was, but 4,000 square feet is believed to be a reasonable approximation. The
area includes retail as well as storage components. Mr. Glidmann manages the buildings located
in the block immediately west of the subject's block and is considered the most knowledgeable
property manager in this area of the Juneau central business district. He stated that, to his
knowledge, the highest annual rent found for properties located north of Front Street was $6,000
per month or $72,000 per year. It was his opinion that the maximum annual rent for any space in
a building located north of Front Street would be $72,000 regardless of the building's leasable
area.
Comparable No. 5 is a corner storefront one lot west of the subject. This is one of the largest
rental spaces in the commercial district lying north of Front Street. The annual rent is $13 .53 per
square foot, which includes the retail as well as a storage component. This is a good comparable
for the subject.
Com parables 6 and 7 are located one block east of the subject. These are substantially smaller
storefronts and are considered superior to the subject.
Income Projection
The market rent for the subject will be divided into two components; i.e., the retail space of
3,508 square feet and the storage/break room area of 1,170 square feet. The retail space is
estimated to have a market rent of$18 per square foot per year. The storage/break room area is
estimated to have a market rent of$ 12 per square foot per year. No income is projected for the
upper floors of the property, as they were not considered to be in a rentable condition without
substantial renovation expenses.
Vacancy and Collection Loss
The vacancy rate in the central business district of Juneau is less than 5 percent. Tenant turnover
is relatively infrequent. Due to the fact that the subject property is to become vacant and there
will be a period of income loss for lease up or construction of tenant improvements, we will use
a 5 percent vacancy factor.
Expense Projection
Expenses to be incurred in the operation of the property include management, insurance, real
estate taxes, maintenance, and replacement reserves.

Management expense is estimated at 6 percent per year, based on prevailing management fees in
the Juneau central business district.
Insurance is estimated at $3,918 per year, based on First National Bank's actual insurance
premmm.
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Real estate taxes would be based on a 10. 76 millage levy. Due to the fact that the property is
substantially over-valued for assessment purposes, we will add the millage levy to the overall
capitalization rate, which effectively reduces the assessed valuation to its true value.
Maintenance is estimated at $7,000 per year, which factors in the overall age and condition, as
well as maintenance responsibilities of the property.
Replacement reserves are estimated at 12 percent of effective gross income. This expense
provides funds for the orderly replacement of short life building components, including the roof,
exterior paint, heat plant, interior paint, floor coverings, etc. Due to the fact that less than half of
the building generates income, it is necessary to increase the reserve expense well above what is
normally forecast.
Capitalization Rate
The capitalization rate is the factor that converts the stabilized net operating income (NOi) to a
present value. It is the ratio of net income to value or sales price.

NOi + Sale Price= Capitalization Rate

Band of Investment
This technique utilizes lender and real estate investor investment criteria to develop, or
synthesize a capitalization rate. There are four key inputs necessary for this method:
I.
2.
3.
4.

The loan-to-value ratio (M)
The mortgage interest rate (i)
The loan term (n)
The equity cap rate or equity dividend rate (Rr:)

The mortgage variables are used to build the mortgage constant (RM), which is the total amount
of the payments made in one year, expressed as a percentage of the original loan amount.

Formula:
RM xM
RE X (1-M)

=

Rate
Rate
Cap Rate (Ro)

We have researched mortgage rates and terms typical of the subject market segment for the
Juneau area. The mortgage rate was based on a 15 year amortizing mortgage with an interest
rate of 4.5 percent and a 75 percent loan to value ratio.
An equity dividend rate of 12 percent was estimated based on the Investor Survey published by
RealtyRates.com for the 3 rd Quarter 2015.
The table below details the Band of Investment calculations.
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Income Capitalization Approach
Capitalization Rate Analysis
Mortgage Interest Rate
4.50%
Typ ical Market Points
0.00
Loan Term (Years)
15
Band oflnvestment

Mortgage Constant

75%
0.00
12.00%

Loan Ratio

0.09] 80

75%

X

Eq uity Dividend Rate
12%

Loan To Va lue Ratio
Debt Coverage Ratio
Equi ty Dividend Rate

0.0688

Mo11gagc Component

0.03
9.88'¼,

Equity Component

Equity Ratio

0.25
Cap italization Rate
X

Capitalization Rate Conclusion

The millage levy for the real estate taxes is $ 10.76 per $ 1,000, or .00 1076. This will be added to
the capitalization rate calculated above to yield the overall capi tali zation rate, as fo llows:
Capitalization Rate
Real Estate Tax Levy

.009880
.00 1076

TOTAL CAP RA TE

.0 10956

We wi ll conclude a rounded overall capital ization rate of 11 percent.

lnconH! Capitali:1.ation \pproad• ~um 1, ar:
Based on the analysis detailed above and on the fo llowing page, we have reconciled to an
income capitalization approach value estimate of $450,000.
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Income Capitalization Apprnaeh _

Analyst: Kim Wold
A nalysis Date: 8/17/2015
Property Address: 238 Front St
Square Foot Area: 4,678

Unit
First Floor Retail Area
First Floor Storage Area

Income
$18.00
$12.00

Income
Type
$/SF
$/SF

Potential Gross Income (PGI):
Vaca ncy & Collection Loss;
Other Income:
Effective Gross Income (EGI):

5.00%

No. Units: 2
# Units or
SF Size
3,508
1,170

Annual
$63, 144
$14,040

% of PGI

p1,1a4
$3,859

100%

$73,325

95%

81 .8%
18.2%

Expenses
Management
Insurance

Amou nt
$or%
6%
$3,918

Expense
Type
% of EGI
Lump Sum

Annua l
$4,399
$3 ,9 18

$/SF
$0.94
$0.84

RE Tax (Loaded in Cap Rate)
Maintenance
Reserves

$7,000
12%

Lump Sum
% of EGI

$7,000
$8,799

$1.50
$1.88

~24,116
32.89%

$5.16

$49,208
11 .00%
$447,349
$450,000

$10 .52

Total Expenses:
Expense Rat io (Expenses/EGI):
Reimbursable Expenses:
Net Operating Income:
Capita lization Rate:
Value:
Rounded:

ALASKA APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Final Reconci 1iation
The process of reconciliation involves the analysis of each approach to value. The quality of data
applied, the significance of each approach as it relates to market behavior and defensibility of
each approach are considered and weighed.

Value lndkations
Sales Comparison Approach ............................... .
Income Capitalization Approach .......................... .

$635,000
$450,000

Value Conclusion
The sales comparison approach analyzed four sales located within the subject neighborhood.
These sales were adjusted on a qualitative basis. Each of the properties had substantial physical
and functional depreciation. The sales comparison approach is considered the best indicator of
value.
The income capitalization approach estimated market rent for the subject's first floor usable
space only. This approach did not factor any contribution value for the upper floors. This
approach is considered to set the lower limit of value for the property.
Greatest weight is given to the sales comparison approach.
Based on the data and analyses developed in this appraisal, we have reconciled to a value
estimate of $600,000, as of August 17. 2015, su~ject to the Limiting Conditions and
Assumptions of this appraisal.
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Appraisal Qualifications
Kim M. Wold
EXPERIENCE
Employed by the Ketchikan Gateway Borough from January 1976 to October 1978 as a Junior
Appraiser with subsequent advancement to an Appraiser position. The position involved the
revaluation of approximately 5,000 properties within the Ketchikan Gateway Borough.
Founded Alaska Appraisal Associates, Inc. and served as President and Chief Appraiser from
October 1978 to present. Also associated during this period with Hugh A. Thompson and
Associates Inc. of Redmond, Washington.

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
Attended numerous and appraisal related courses presented by the American Institute of Real
Estate Appraisers, Northwest Center for Professional Education, Marshall Valuation Service,
University of Alaska, and the International Right of Way Association.
Completed courses sponsored by the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers and the
Appraisal Institute in conjunction with the University of Portland, University of Colorado,
University of San Diego, and Arizona State University. These courses include:
Basic Valuation Principles 1978
Residential Valuation 1978
Capitalization Theory 1979
Case Studies 1981
Appraisal Report Writing 1981
Investment Analysis 1982
Standards of Professional Practice 1983
Litigation Valuation 1985
Standards of Professional Practice 1991
State Certification/License - Residential 1991
State Certification/License - Commercial 1991
Highest & Best Use and Market Analysis, 1993
Advanced Residential Report Writing, 1995
Standards of Professional Practice, 1997
Automated Valuation Models, 1999
Technical Inspection of Real Estate, 1999
Internet and Appraising, 1999
Standards of Professional Practice, 2000
Law and Value; Communication Corridors, Tower Sites,
and Property Rights, 2001
Attacking & Defending an Appraisal in Litigation, 2001
Valuation of Detrimental Conditions in Real Estate, 2002
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Course IA
Course 8
Course 1B
Course 2-1
Course 2-2
Course 6
Course 2-3
Course 4
Course 410/420

Course 520
Course 500
Course 410/420

Course 410/420
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Appraisal Litigation Practice and
Courtroom Management, 2003
The Road Less Traveled; Special Purpose Properties, 2004
Hospitality Properties, 2004
Standards of Professional Practice, 2004
Rates & Ratios; Making Sense ofGIMs, OARs & DCF, 2004
Supporting Capitalization Rates, 2004
Condominiums, Co-Ops, and PUDs, 2006
What Clients Would Like Their Appraisers to Know, 2006
Residential Highest and Best Use, 2007
Standards of Professional Practice, 2007
Current Issues and Misconceptions in the Appraisal Process, 2007
Business Practices and Ethics, 2009
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, 2009
Highest and Best Use and Market Analysis, 2009
Understanding the New Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines, 2011
General Appraiser Site Valuation & Cost Approach, 2011
Self Storage: Emerging Core Asset, 2011
Appraisal Curriculum Overview, 2011
Fundamentals of Separating Real Property, Personal Property,
and Intangible Business Assets, 2012
Standards of Professional Practice, 2013
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice Update, 2014
Litigation Appraising - Specialized Topics, 2014
Forecasting Revenue, 2015

PROFESSIONAL LICENSING
Licensed by the State of Alaska, Department of Commerce and Economic Development,
Division of Occupational Licensing, in September, 1991 as a General Real Estate Appraiser.
Current license expires June 30, 2015.
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Senior Member
National Association of Review Appraisers and
Mortgage Underwriters
Associated Member
Appraisal Institute
Federal Housing Authority (FHA/HUD #2218)
Fee Appraiser
AREAS APPRAISED IN ALASKA
Areas in which appraisals have been completed include Bristol Bay, Bethel, Anchorage, Haines,
Hoonah, Juneau, Yakutat, Sitka, Wrangell, Petersburg, Craig, Klawock, Hydaburg, Metlakatla,
Thorne Bay, Hollis, Ketchikan, Unalaska, Chignik, St. Paul Island, and numerous remote
locations throughout Southeast Alaska.
Appraisals have also been completed in the Seattle metropolitan area.
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TYPES OF PROPERTIES APPRAISED
Single and multi-family residential, income producing properties, special purpose properties such
as sawmills and fish processing plants, tidelands, logging camps, grocery stores, shopping
centers, aviation facilities. Extensive experience appraising urban and remote acreage of varying
highest and best uses such as residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural, forestry, mining
claims, tidelands, recreational, etc.
TYPES OF APPRAISALS
Appraisals have been conducted for a multitude of purposes including market value, insurance,
estate, ad valorem, eminent domain, charitable contributions, syndication, etc.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Served as a member of the Ketchikan Gateway Borough Land Selection Committee evaluating
municipal land selections (1980).

Appraised State lands in the Ketchikan and Prince of Wales Island area to assist in reconstituting
the University of Alaska Land Trust ( 1987).
Served as a member of the Alaska Mental Health Land Valuation Panel evaluating Southeast
Alaska lands to settle the Weiss v. State of Alaska litigation (1988).
Conducted physical and legal attribute identification of Southeast Alaska lands and improved
properties for the reconstitution of the Mental Health Land Trust ( 1993 ).
PUBLISHED ARTICLES
No published articles in the preceding IO years.
EXPERT WITNESS
Testified as an expert witness in proceedings before the U.S. Bankruptcy Court. Testified in the
Superior Courts within the States of Alaska and Washington in regard to real estate and business
valuations. Testified before the Boards of Equalization for the Ketchikan Gateway Borough and
the City of Craig. Testified in Internal Revenue Service tax appeal hearings.
Specific Cases Testified - In re: Salmon Falls Resort, LLC, US Bankruptcy Case No. K090030 l-DMD; Trident Seafoods Corporation v. Commonwealth Insurance Company; Case No.
2010-CV-00214-RAJ; In re: Alaska Fur Gallery, US Bankruptcy Case No. A09-00196-DMD;
Carrie L. McLaughlin v. Gary L. Looney, Case No. I KE-11-12 CI
APPRAISAL CLIENTS

Government A~encies - Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Alaska Native Health Service,
Alaska Renewable Resource Corporation, Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Alaska State
Building Authority, Alaska Housing Finance Corporation, Bureau oflndian Affairs, U.S.
Department of Agriculture -Forest Service, Ketchikan Public Utilities, Metlakatla Housing
Authority, National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration.
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Municipalities - Cities of Craig, Klawock, Petersburg, Ketchikan, Thorne Bay, Whittier;
Ketchikan Gateway Borough; City/Borough of Juneau; City/Borough of Sitka; Haines Borough
Financial Institutions - Alaska Pacific Bank, Commercial Fisheries and Agricultural
Cooperative Bank, First Bank of Ketchikan, First National Bank of Anchorage, Seafirst
Mortgage Corporation, Tongass Federal Credit Union, Ward Cove Credit Union, Key Bank
National Association, Wells Fargo Bank, Frontier Bank, Federal National Mortgage Association,
First Heritage Bank, Alaska Growth Capital, Native American Bank, Cascade Bank, True North
Federal Credit Union, Northrim Bank, Toyota Financial Services, Banner Bank
Fisheries - Craig Fisheries, E.C. Phillips Cold Storage, Ward Cove Packing Company, Wrangell
Seafoods, Silver Lining Seafoods, Excursion Inlet Packing Co., Hoonah Seafoods, Canadian
Fisheries Co., North Pacific Processors, Sitka Sound Seafoods, Norquest, YKI Fisheries,
Salamataof Seafoods, Pacific Star Seafoods, Ocean Beauty Seafoods, Trident Seafoods, Pelican
Seafoods, Westward Seafoods, Harbor Crown Seafoods, Alyeska Seafoods, Maruha Nircho,
Silver Bay Seafoods

Forestry - Alaska Timber Corporation, Louisiana Pacific Corporation, Georgia Pacific
Corporation, Pacific Forest Products, Mitkof Lumber, Wrangell Forest Products, Valentine
Logging, Sealaska Timber Corporation, Whitestone Logging.

Native Corporations - AHTNA, Inc., Cape Fox Corporation, Sealaska Corporation, Shaan Seet
Corporation, Kootznoowoo Inc., Klawock-Heenya Corporation, Ketchikan Indian Corporation,
Tlingit-Haida Regional Housing Authority, Klukwan, Inc., Huna Totem, Gold Belt Corporation,
Central Council of Tlingit & Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska
Tourism - Waterfall Resort, Yes Bay Lodge, Clover Pass Resort, Whale Pass Lodge, Hyda-Way
Lodge, King Salmon Motel, Tides Inn, Royal Executive Suites, Scandia Inn, Beachcomber Inn,
Driftwood Lodge, Mink Bay Lodge, Juneau Travel Lodge, Stikine Inn, Fireweed Lodge,
Leonard's Landing, Sure Strike Lodge, El Capitan Lodge, Rocky Point Lodge, Juneau Hotel
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EXHIBIT J
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KEY BANK BUILDING-FURNISHINGS, FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT
234 SEWARD STREET, JUNEAU ALASKA

The following furnishings, fixtures and equipment are in good condition and do not show
excessive wear and tear:
Carpet-$2500
Light fixtures-$2,000
Table-$500 (1)
File cabinet-$50 (1)
Wood bookcase-$100 (2)
Credenza-$600 (12)
Office desk large w/ glass top-$7,000 (7)
Chairs-$200 (8)
Chairs ergonomic-$600 (6)
Conference table oval-$2,100 (3)
Conference table chairs-$450 (18)
Round kitchen table-$75
Kitchen table chairs-$50 (2)
Formal chairs-$850 (17)
Trash cans-$10 (10)

Totals-$17,085.
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Fundamenrals of Mass Appraisal

appraisal model) may need to be adjusted for perso nal property, finan cing, and
changes in value between the sale- date and ch e appraisal dare. The purpose of these
adjustmem s is ro isolate che price char would have hee11 paid fo r real property on
the dace of analysis, usually the effective appraisal date. These adjustmenrs should
be made with the same care, regardless of whether rhe sales took place before or
after the effective appraisal dace.

Adjustments for Personal Property
Some sales of real estace include significantly valuable personal properry. If these
sales are used in rario studies o r mass appraisal, the value of rhe perso nal pro perry
should be estimated and subtracted from the sale price ro determine the price
paid for the real property alone. Legal definitions help determine what conscirures
personal property. The preferred method of adjusting for personal property is co
identify the personal property items in each sale, obtain or make an estimate of
their market valu e, and subtract it from rhe coral purchase price. Personal property
items often included in the purch ase of res idential property are wall-co-wall carpers,
curtai ns, draperies, furniture, above-ground swim ming pools, and refrigerators
and other movable appliances. l n new residences, estimated value can usually be
obtained from the buyer o r builder. In older residences, personal property has
usually depreciated, making an estimate more difficu lt. If the buyer o r seller has
furnished an esrimate of personal property value that appears reasonable, the
estimate can be accepted and subtracted fro m rhe sale price. If the irems are listed
and described witho ut: giving a value, an appraiser can make a reasonable estimate
or, if the valt1e appears trivial, assume zero value.
In co mmercial, in dustrial, and mulrifornily residenrial sales, personal property
can be more than a trivial percentage of the coral sale price, and a reasonable value
for personal property must be estimated. Personal property char may he inclt1ded in
such sales is machin ery and equipmenr, trade fix cures, invenro ries, furnishings, and
business licenses. A contentious irem is the value of goodwill. 11·ansfer documents
and sales questionnaires can include questions chat identi fy and obtain che
estimated value of such items. A perso nal inspection may be required for unusual
items or for sales in which the value of personal properry is a large proportion of
the sale price. When the amount of personal pro pen y is substantial and a rel iable
estimate of value cannot be obtained , the sale may be excl uded .
W hen adequate dara on personal pro perty are not available, another procedure
is to estimate reasonable percentage allowances by type of property. This is best
do ne by reviewing a sample of transfers for each type of property and determining
che percentage of the purchase price usually arrri butable ro personal properry.
Al though not as accurate as an indi vidual analysis of each sale, the procedure can
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be cost-effective and is preferred to ignoring personal prope rty item s comple tel y
or making an arbitrary across- the-boa rd adjuscment. When adequate perso nal
properry data h ave been obtained for som e sales but nor o chers, the technique
can be used to make a reasonable, or typical, adjustment for sales lacking personal
property data.

Adjustments for Atypical Financing
The marke r value of property is its most probable selling price in te rms of cash or
th e equivalenr. When finan cing re Aeccs prevailing marker practices a nd interest
races, sale prices can be con sidered equivalent ro cash. Under suc h conditions,
neither the buye r nor the selle r gains any advanrage as a resulr of the manne r of
financ ing; h ence, there is no reason for rhe sale p rice ro diffe r sig nifica ntly from
its cash value. Ind eed , in suc h si 1uatio11s the seller usually receives all cash for rhe
property, if not d irectl y from rhe buye r, then from a bank o r o cher third- parry
lender.
Appraisers have long recogn ized that nonrnarket, o r "creative," financin g te nds
co inAate sale prices, because c reative financing usually involves below-marke r
interest races. Unless compensati ng adjustm ents are made to che sale prices of
pro pe rry so finan ced , using the sales in v;tluacion mode ls o r ratio studies prod uces
distorted resu lts. Values a rc ovcrsrated and sales ra tios understated .
Except in periods of unusua lly right m o ney a nd high i11te rest rares, m ost
rra nsfe rs are financed ar preva iling market terms and rares; thus they wi ll not
req uire fin a nci ng adju.scme nrs. Adjustme nrs sh ou ld b e cons idered when (1) the
seller and lender are th e same parry and the financing te rms are atypical; (2) the
buyer assumes a n existing mortgage wirh a nonmarker interest rate; (3) th e buyer
ass umes an existi ng lease; (4) the se ller pays points; (5) the buyer pays delinque nt
taxes; or (6) a selle r makes repa ir a llowances to the buyer. [n gene ra l, sale prices
should nor be adjusted for real estate commissions or oche r closing coses, except for
poin ts paid by the selle r. As with rhe rrearrnent of pe rson al property, th e preferred
mea ns of adjusting for financ ing is by individua l parcel.
When rhe selle r a nd lende r are the sam e party, an a rra ngem ent know n as a
seller carryback or contract for sale, the appraise r should an alyze the down payment,
interest race, and o cher circ umstances of the sale. If it appears ch ar the selle r has
accep ted no more th:111 cl1c usual d egree of risk at approximarely rhe marker rare of
inre resc, no adjustme nt is required. H owever, a contract ra te of imcresc diffe re nt
from the market rare requires an adjustment.
To d etermine rh e amount of rhe adjusrme nr, calculate the presem value of
the differe nce in monthly paym ents required at the contrac t and marker races of
interest. Subtracr chis amount from the sale price if the contrac t race is below the
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Chapter 9

•

Commercial Models

357

Office, Retail, and General Commercial Properties
Although rhe variety and complexity of office, retail, an<l general commercial
properties can make their analysis difficulr, effecti ve models can be developed for
these propenies if adequate sales and property characteristics dara are available.
Sales must be adequately screened, and sales with significanr personal property or
arypical fin ancing must be eirher removed or ac.lj usrecl. The deprnclent variable
in additive models sho uld he price per unit, usually per square foot or per square
meter. Location can affect office and retail properties difforemly, and in larger
jurisdictions, office properties should usually be modeled separately from retail
propernes.
The followi ng variables are ofren irnporrant in office and rerail models:
• Primmy property type or u.1e. Common uses include office, medical office,
retail, restaurant, fast food, and bank.
• Secondary uses. An example is retail use in an office pro perty.
• Size. T he relationship between size and value is ofren differe nt for retail
and office properties. Sepa rate size variables can be included fo r primary
and seco ndary use.
• Stories. First-floo r rerail space can command a substan tial premium over
upper-level space. Basement space is least desirah le.
• Quality. lnvesro rs and o ther marker participants often ass ign offi ce
build ings desirab ility codes of A, B, C, or D, wirh A clesignari ng trophy
properries char arrracr rhe best renancs.
• Effective age or condition. Renovations can enhance value, and it is
important to distinguish effecrive from actual age.
• Location. Location desirabiliry for retail properties relates ro traffic
patterns and can be captured by including va riables for major srreers
and corner locarion. Accessibili ty and parking can also be important.

Commercial and Industrial Condominiums
Some jurisdictions have sufficient sales co sup port comme rcial o r industrial
condominium models. Relevant variables include size, use o r interior finish, story
o r fl oo r level , co nstruction quality, age or condition , and location. Binary variables
can be included for ind ividual buildings or projects or groups of similar bu ildings
and projecrs, similar ro neighborhood variables in non-condominium models. In
addi tion to capturing location, such variables can reduce or eliminate the need fo r
consrrucrion quality and age variables, since uni ts in a bu ilding, project, or group
of similar projects are usually similar in these respects.
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Chapter I

•

Inrro<lucrion ro Mass Appraisal

15

the computation of effective age. See C hapter 3, " Da ra Concepts, Analysis, and
Tools. " Typical ly, several reftnerncnrs co mass appraisal models are required befo re
they perform well enough co lie used ro generate values frH assessn1c.:nt purposes.

Reporting Opinions of Value
Appraisers reporr value conclltsions in both single-pro perty appraisal and mass
appraisal. Customary practice and USPAP requirements lay our si ngle-property
appraisal docurnell[atiun and reporti ng requirements in co nsiderable derail. The
basic reporting requiremenr is , " In reporting rhe results of a real property appraisal,
an appraiser musr communicate ead1 analysis, opinion , and co nclusion in a manner
that 1s nor nmlead lllg" ( I Al~ 20 I 0, U-2 1) O fren a derailed narrative reporr is
required, alrhough form report s can suf·hce f'or some purposes.
Such derail usually is impractical when ap praisals are made fo r property tax
purposes. However, reporring requirements in mass appraisal are evolving in the
direction of more derail, largely as a resulr of USPAR rhe opportunities presented
by the Internet and government Web sires, and the level of clt:rail reqlli red by
assessment hearings. Th e 1110s r general fo rm of' mass appraisal rcporri ng has been the
public assessment roll , which minimally co nrains property or tax payer idenriftcrs
and rhe assessed value. C;ood practice also sripulares an individual assessment
notice, especially when an assessment is changed. (See rhe IAAO Standttrd on
Public Relations [.20 I Ob].) Often a summary of the assessm ent process accompanies
a norice. 111 general, taxpayers also can obtain a copy of rhe property record form
(card) for rheir properties. Manuals also mighr be available for public inspection
or purchase. Al tho ugh USPAJ> does nor explicirly require a wrirre11 mass appra isal
report, ir con rains standards on rhe scope and co ,irenr of such reports. USPA /> also
recognizes rradirio,ial forn1 s of· pro edural ducumcmat:ion.

Summary of Distinctions
Single-properry appraisers and mass appraisers usually foce different secs of user
re(]uiremenrs, which c.111 hinder murnal understandi ng. Single-property appraisers
may use rhe assessor's data o n rhc sul>jecr properry and 011 the cumparables rhey
select as the scarring point , although a co11telllporary inspecriDn of each propcrry
usually is req uired. On rhe ocher hand, maintaining the property inventory is
rhe biggest challenge assessors and orher mass appraisers face. Client satisfaction
arguably is more srraighrforward for rite single-properry appraiser: Only a single
valuation is in question. As long as ir is logical and supporred by evidence, the
result likely will be accepted. Of course, rhere c.111 be a downstream risk char the
appraiser's competence will he quesrioned, shou ld somerhing go wrong. If this
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Public Relations and
Customer Service

Introduction
Public relacions in an assessment offi ce often fun crions as an afrerrhought or a means
to address an i111pcnding crisis. Insread, public relations should be an integral part of
rhe office with a lon g-rerm goal of berrer informing the public. An effective public
relations program requires good communicarion berween the assessment office and
the public.
Puhlic relations can be defined as the methods and means by which a person
or an organization seeks to promote a favorab le relationship wi th the public. Jr is
rhe arr of making people like and undersrand the assessment office. A good public
relations program is the assessor's firsr line of defense. Good public relarions starts
wirh an administration chat is fair, open, and efficient.
As noted in the Stttndard on Puhlic N.flations,
Thf' purpose ofpubLic relations in the ttssessment profession is to provide current and
us~ful information on assessment policies and operations and to respond to public
opinion. Public relations is essential to increase public awareness of the tlSSessment
process and, therefore, should be an integral part of every assessment office's work.
The puhlic nferis to understand what the office does and how, why, and far whom
its services are performed. An 4fective puhlic relations program results in more
accurrue and thorough coverage ji·om the medirt (IAAO 200 I ).

Assessment valuation appraisal and the funcrions of an assessment office may
be difficul t for rhe public t:O comprehend. Technical terms and procedures used
by the assessor musr be made understandable. A lack of understanding regarding a
process or procedure can lead to fruscrarion, especially when ir comes to property
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valuation issues and taxes. When the quesrions are the mosr difficult and the pul
rhc most frustrated, rhe opportu niries ro build goodwill are the greatest. The pul
may neve r agree with rhe values determ ined by the assessment office, bur they m
be afforded rhe opportunity to berrer understand rhe appraisal process.
Typically, the better informed rhe public, the fewer the number of appeals ~
complaints. O cher benefits to the assessor of a good public relations program inch
a reduction in tension and misconceptions, a shortening of rhe rime required
resolve problems, a public more will ing to provide informa tion requested by
assessor, more effective communication of needs, and a long-range base of supp<
Public relations should promote understandi ng and create goodwill for
services provided, by seeking to gain a favo rable opinion but in an econom
manner. Public relations effo rts are nor always free. Often it is a combination of
media coverage and the development of a com prehensive public relations lH~gr:
A good public relations program is very similar to an effective marketing progr
A straregy must be developed to target the appropriate audience.
The assessor's role should be co in fo rm and to create a positive identity for
office. Too ofren there is a perception by rhe publ ic rhar assessment offices (along,
other governmenr agencies) are uncaring and inefficient. A well-developed pu
relations plan should take rhe ini tiative co establish rhe desired idenricy and co di
any misconceptions char currencly exist. Public relations should be proactive,
reactive. The public reLuions plan should attempt co anticipate negative com m
and seek out ways to create rhe posirive identi ty desired by che assessor. "In crea
and maimaining an image, know that some people will be receptive and open, s,
impressed, some minds changed and some wi ll be totally resisranr to anything
do. Expect it and be realistic" (Marconi 1996).
Public relarions in an assessment office should follow the same sreps found
private-sector public relations plan. The office should promote understanding
generare goodwill toward rhe products and services provided. Property assessrn
are rhe assessor's product. As wich any business, the better che product, the r
accepted it will be. Good public relations cannot save a bad produce. The pro,
(values) established by rhe assessment office musr be accurate before a pi
relations program can be effective. Services provided by rhe assessor's office con
all forms- from providing values to maintaining property descriptions to answe
general questions. T he degree ro which the public accepts rhe info rmation is dir,
related co the amount of goodwill char will be generared.
The best way to develop an effecrive public relations prograrn is ro treat 0 1
in the manner rhey wish robe rreared. Another way ro rhink about ic is ro trea
property owner che way a customer at a srore should be u eared. Find the persc
office rhac provides great service, and learn by the example. Good public rela
does noc have to be original , just effect:ive.
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COST APPROACH TO VALUE IS NOT FEASIBLE
Assessor Square Feet: 4250
Julie Dinneen Appraiser Square Feet: 4250

122 Front Street
(0011)

Assesssor Bldg Cost $ Per Square Feet: 146.94
Northwind Bldg Cost$ Per Square: 572.31

Building Costs Per Robert Gloudemans, Author, Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal, IAAO, 2011
(See Section 2):

Hybrid Cost/Sales Method

Replacement Cost New (RCN): $2,550,000 (Northwind Architects)
Less: Depreciation: $117,695
Replacement Cost with Depreciation: $4,432,305

Replacement Cost with Depreciation Per$ SF: $572.31
Assessor Replacement Cost:$ 506,800

$4,432,305 vs. $506,800 DOES NOT COMPUTE-THE ASSESSOR COST APPROACH IS
MISLEADING AND MUST BE REJECTED

Adjusted based on ratio of recent sales prices (time-adjusted sales prices): Not disclosed
by Assessor

Caveat: Mary Hammond, Assessor,

informed me today she
uses Marshall and Swift figures from 2018. With computer
models isn't the concept to use current values as of January 1.
Her figures are out of date. Her figures do not accurately
reflect what it costs to excavate and build a basement and
additional stories.
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COST APPROACH TO VALUE IS NOT FEASIBLE
110 Seward Street
Assessor Square Feet: 10,359
(30)
Julie Dinneen Appraiser Square Feet: 12,604
Assesssor Bldg Cost $ Per Square Feet: 132.81
Northwind Bldg Cost$ Per Square: 542.89

Building Costs Per Robert Gloudemans, Author, Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal, IAAO, 2011
(see Section 2):

Hybrid Cost/Sales Method

Replacement Cost New (RCN): $7,562,400 (Northwind Architects)
Less: Depreciation: $719,776
Replacement Cost with Depreciation: $6,842,624

Replacement Cost with Depreciation Per$ SF: $542.89
Assessor Replacement Cost: $981,200
$6,842,624 vs. $981,200 DOES NOT COMPUTE-THE ASSESSOR COST APPROACH IS
MISLEADING AND MUST BE REJECTED

Adjusted based on ratio of recent sales prices (time-adjusted sales prices): Not disclosed
by Assessor

Caveat: Mary Hammond, Assessor, informed me today she
uses Marshall and Swift figures from 2018. With computer
models isn 1 t the concept to use current values as of January 1.
Her figures are out of date. Her figures do not accurately
reflect what it costs to excavate and build a basement and
additional stories.
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COST APPROACH TO VALUE IS NOT FEASIBLE

130 Seward Street
(0043)

Assessor Square Feet: 44,750
Julie Dinneen Appraiser Square Feet: 59,187
Assesssor Bldg Cost $ Per Square Feet: 150.06
Northwind Bldg Cost$ Per Square: 640.31

Building Costs Per Robert Gloudemans, Author, Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal, IAAO, 2011
(See Section 2):

Hybrid Cost/Sales Method

Replacement Cost New (RCN): $41,451,000 (Northwind Architects)
Less: Depreciation: $3,552,693
Replacement Cost with Depreciation: $37,898,307

Replacement Cost with Depreciation Per$ SF: $640.31
Assessor Replacement Cost: $5,358,700
$37,898,307 vs. $5,358,700 DOES NOT COMPUTE-THE ASSESSOR COST APPROACH IS
MISLEADING AND MUST BE REJECTED

Adjusted based on ratio of recent sales prices (time-adjusted sales prices): Not disclosed
by Assessor

Caveat: Mary Hammond, Assessor, informed me today she
uses Marshall and Swift figures from 2018. With computer
models isn 1 t the concept to use current values as of January 1.
Her figures are out of date. Her figures do not accurately
reflect what it costs to excavate and build a basement and
additional stories.
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COST APPROACH TO VALUE IS NOT FEASIBLE

201 Seward Street
(10)

Assessor Square Feet: 7,517
Julie Dinneen Appraiser Square Feet: 8,826
Assesssor Bldg Cost $ Per Square Feet: 148
Northwind Bldg Cost $ Per Square: 423.06

Building Costs Per Robert Gloudemans, Author, Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal, IAAO, 2011
(See Section 2):

Hybrid Cost/Sales Method

Replacement Cost New (RCN): $4,413,000 (Northwind Architects)
Less: Depreciation: $679,067
Replacement Cost with Depreciation: $3,733,933

Replacement Cost with Depreciation Per$ SF: $423.06
Assessor Replacement Cost: $640,100
$3,733,933 vs. $640,100 DOES NOT COMPUTE-THE ASSESSOR COST APPROACH IS
MISLEADING AND MUST BE REJECTED

Adjusted based on ratio of recent sales prices (time-adjusted sales prices): Not disclosed
by Assessor

Caveat: Mary Hammond, Assessor, informed me today she
uses Marshall and Swift figures from 2018. With computer
models isn't the concept to use current values as of January 1.
Her figures are out of date. Her figures do not accurately
reflect what it costs to excavate and build a basement and
additional stories.
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COST APPROACH TO VALUE IS NOT FEASIBLE

234 Seward Street
(0060)

Assessor Square Feet: 6,608
Julie Dinneen Appraiser Square Feet: 12,284
Assesssor Bldg Cost $ Per Square Feet: 194
Northwind Bldg Cost $ Per Square: 540.10

Building Costs Per Robert Gloudemans, Author, Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal, IAAO, 2011
(See Section 2):

Hybrid Cost/Sales Method

Replacement Cost New (RCN): $7,347,000 (Northwind Architects)
Less: Depreciation: $712,428
Replacement Cost with Depreciation: $6,634,572
Replacement Cost with Depreciation Per$ SF: $540.10
Assessor Replacement Cost: $1,716,700
$6,634,572 vs. $1,716,700 DOES NOT COMPUTE-THE ASSESSOR COST APPROACH IS
MISLEADING AND MUST BE REJECTED

Adjusted based on ratio of recent sales prices (time-adjusted sales prices): Not disclosed
by Assessor

Caveat: Mary Hammond, Assessor, informed me today she
uses Marshall and Swift figures from 2018. With computer
models isn't the concept to use current values as of January 1.
Her figures are out of date. Her figures do not accurately
reflect what it costs to excavate and build a basement and
additional stories.
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July 14, 2022
To Whom It May Concern:
I called the Juneau Assessor Office originally thinking I would have a short conversation
about why our taxes at the Key Bank Building, 234 Seward Street, were more than doubled
from the time we purchased the building on Novemer 24, 2021 to January 1, 2022. I thought I
would ask a few questions, I'd get some satisfactory answers and that would be it.
When I am spoken or written to I try to listen.
I called the Assessor Office expecting to have a friendly call. I spoke with Mr. Dahle who
reminisced that he was in commercial real estate and we got "A Steal." He said, "I would have
bought it for$ 1,250,000."
I was not expecting the Assessor to speak to me in this manner.
It shook me up.
Naturally, I wondered if Mr. Dahle would have bought the Key Bank Building for
$2,547,520 which is what he assessed it 1 month after we bought it.
I do not believe he would have bought it at that price or anyone else.
Shortly thereafter, Mr. Dahle sent me an Email dated March 22, 2022 at 3:320 p.m. and
copied Mary Hammond.
In the section entitled, General Question Mr. Dahle gave me some general unsolici.ted
advice.
Without attribution Mr. Dahle stated,
"The next tenants of closed branches were indicated as follows:
7.5% other banks
26% stores
19% restaurants
17% health clinics
10.5% fitness
7 .5% other financial services"
In the next paragraph, Mr. Dahle stated "The average time to sell was 9.5 months and
the time to sublease just over a year."
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In the next paragraph, Mr. Dahle stated "I think that addresses all of the questions that
you have asked so far that weren't answered directly in our conversations."
First of all, Mr. Dahle is using the above the information as his own without identifying
the source.
Plagiarism is described as theft of someone's words or ideas ... Fraud is misrepresentation
that aims to gain an unfair advantage. [library.hccs.edu/plagiarmism/definitions].
Mr. Dahle has stolen the above words from somewhere and does not disclose where he
obtained this information. He presented the information in this email, future phone calls and
face to face meetings as his own. He told me the Key Bank Building was not a market sale
because it was not exposed to the market for 9 ½ months. At first, I wanted to believe Mr.
Dahle and wondered where he obtained this information. Mr. Dahle's practice though is to use
data unscrupulously and not disclose it. He is a prime example of bad data in and bad data out.
This is a serious offense. It is consistent with the patterns I see in Mr. Dahle's work.
It bugged me that "9 ½ months" was such a specific time frame for a bank building to be
exposed to the market. If less than 9 ½ months Mr. Dahle said it probably was not a market
sale.
Then, one day I decided to search the internet. I found the article Mr. Dahle has stolen
the above information. The article is attached herein. Mr. Dahle stole the information he
presented to me as fact from a March 2, 2020 article entitled, "If a Bank Branch Has to Close,
What Are the Most Likely Reuse Scenarious?"
Mr. Dahle stole the intellectual property of Mr. Walter Bialas who was then Vice
President of Research with the real estate services firm JLL.
JLL happened to advise Key Bank on the sale of their building to us.
Mr. Dahle relied on JLL and stole their information.
Mr. Dahle misrepresented what Mr. Bialas said in the article. He cherry-picked
information you might say.
Mr. Bialas did not say the Key Bank Building had to be exposed to the market for 9 ½
months for it be a market sale.
Please see my email to Mr. Bialas regarding "Was A Reasonable Time Allowed to Find a
Purchaser?" and other questions.

Mr. Bialas answered, "Your Juneau asset is unique-an historic
urban bank building. That is very different from the typical suburban-
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oriented branch bank in the lower 48, which is what our comments
centered on in the article you attached.... We noted that some well
located branches do get picked up for other uses like fast casual
restaurants and the like. 11
"Yours looks to fall into that category-old branch with high
ceilings and historic flavor in the downtown. Repurposing that into a
specialty retailer makes perfect sense, with the challenge being
finding that unique retailer that would fit the asset. It looks like you
were able to do that. Since the asset was so unique relative to the
multitude of typical suburban branch banks around the country, your
marketing time of a couple of months seems appropriate, as does
your sale price that was close to the asking price. It could have been
much longer, but the confluence of the asset hitting the market and a
unique tenant looking for space worked in your favor. 11
By clear and convincing proof, our burden of proof with respect to
the above matter has been proven. Our purchase of the Key Bank
Building was a market sale. The assessed value must match our
purchase price.
Mr. Dahle stole the words from Mr. Bialas and misrepresented
what they said to me. He never disclosed where he obtained these
words or data. He presented these words and ideas as his own. Mr.
Dahle has committed plagiarism. Plagiarism is fraud. Fraud is grounds
to have our appeals granted.
In view of Mr. Dahle's fraud he has tainted all of his testimony in
all appeals and I request all of his testimony be disregarded as
fraudulent.
Specifically, with respect to our appeal Parcel Identification
1C070A050060 I demand that based on the above the facts and the
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written material herein our Appeal for this parcel be granted in our
favor in the amount of$ 1,005,277.
In regards to Appeals 1C070A020011 and 1C070A020030 they
must be granted in view of the fraud committed by Mr. Dahle which
goes to the heart of the matter and is pervasive throughout our
appeals.
Not only has Mr. Dahle committed atrocious acts to deny
innocent and good commercial property owners, the backbone of the
Juneau community, due process but his methodology is incompetent.
He relies on a 2 year old article, takes it out of context, misapplies and
misrepresents what it says, does not disclose where he obtained his
information and presents it as his own. This methodology is present
throughout all of our properties assessed value.
It is an abuse of your office to not stop these fraudulent practices
now.
We are happy to utilize Mr.Bialas as our expert, with current and
truthful statistics. Mr. Bialas provided us with two comparable recent
sales in Juneau. The Four Points Hotel and Glacier Village both were
sold in 2018 and 2019 with Cap Rates of 10%. This is useful information
that to my knowledge has been excluded from the Sales List provided
by the Assessor's Office. The Assessor's Office used a 3% and 4.5% Cap
Rate in our first two Appeals. Reverse our first two appeals because
they have been tainted by the lies of Mr. Dahle. In our hearings Mr.
Dahle stated he used a 6.5% Cap Rate. You must stop the ongoing
fraud.
Regarding the four Appeals we have remaining I respectfully
request they be suspended until a later date after the Assembly has had
the opportunity to review and rule on this matter.
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In you wish to discuss this further please do not hesitate to
contact me at 310-612-1312.
We wish to resolve all matters amicably, but in lieu of that we
have been in contact with Mr. Garth Schlemlein .
Sincerely,

Ceier

Goldstein Improvement Company

//Attachments pp. 24, Dahle emails, bank branch closing article,
Definition of Plagiarim, letter from Greg Adler to Walter Bialas, email
from Walter Bialas to Greg Adler, emails between Mr. Dahle and Greg
Adler, emails between Greg Adler and Walter Bialas, 10% Cap Rates in
Juneau from MSCI Real Capital Analytics
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From:
Subject:
Date :
To:
Cc:

Michael Dahle Michael.Dahle@juneau.org <f
RE: GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as Requested
March 22. 2022 at 3:20 PM
Greg Adler gregadler@mac.com
Mary Hammond mary hammond @juneau.org

Greg,
In regards to your question about the $54,400 miscellaneous category on the assessed
value. The cost approach that was done in 2018 was done within our CAMA (Computer
Assisted Mass Appraisal) system. Previous cost reports also used the Marshall & Swift
valuation tables but were performed in a different software. With the current CAMA
software some items related to a building end up in the miscellaneous category. In your
case the items included in that section include a storage area, the canopy, an enclosed
porch and the vault.
You asked what model was used to value your property.
Land
The land value was set in 2005 at 612,300 based on a per SF model. It was decreased
by 4% on 07/01/2019 by Robin Potter to a land model in Govern, our CAMA system, of
$40 per SF with a 20% locational adjustment which appears to be for the corner
influence. (12,245 * 40 * 1.2 = 587,800)
In reviewing the sales as part of the analysis for setting commercial property values as of
01/01/2021 it was apparent that our commercial values were under market. As a first step
towards addressing this a trending was applied for the AY2021 values. For most
properties that meant a 50% increase to the land portion of the value. For improved
properties that resulted in a 20% increase to the value on average.
Your property received that trend. (587,800 + 50% = $881,700)
For assessment year 2022 a 2% decrease was applied to properties in the downtown
area. That was applied to both the land and the building components. The decrease to
downtown commercial properties was applied even though the sales indicated that we
were not overvalued in that area. It was applied in our effort to improve the uniformity of
commercial subgroup valuation levels.
For the land portion this meant a reduction to $864,066. (881 ,700 - 2% = $864,066)
I have reviewed the base rate and locational adjustment applied to this property and it is
uniform with surrounding properties.

Building
The building value is based on a cost report done in 2018 in Govern per an inspection.
Within Govern it splits the value into two segments, the main building and miscellaneous
components such as a storage area, the vault, etc. (1,662,300 + 54,400 = $1,716,700)
The 2% reduction was applied to the main building segment. (1,662,300 - 2% =
$1 ,629,054)
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The miscellaneous segment did not change for AY2022.
I have also attached a current cost report on the building. This is based on the last
routine inspection which was done in 2018. The effective year built and amount of
depreciation seems high based on the building having been remodeled in 2007 and 2008
and on my observations from the times I have walked by the building, however, we
certainly will take a look at the items detailed in the appraisal. Also of note is that when
the building was remodeled in 2007 and 2008 no change was made to the building value
as should have happened.
The valuation history is included again below.
In regards to the outlier classification, that refers not to the sale per se but to the sales
position within each data set of the analysis process. Part of the analysis of each data set
includes a step to determine if any of the data points in the set are an outlier. For a
particular sale, whether or not it is considered an outlier can change from one data set to
another. In one set it may be an outlier while in another set it may not be an outlier.
This is the definition of an outlier that we use:

We use the following definition for determining if a sale is an outlier. Any sale
that is more than 1.5 times outside the IQR (Interquartile Range) , either
above or below, is considered a "Standard Outlier" and any sale that is more
than 3 times outside the IQR is considered an "Extreme Outlier." This is
based off of the following definition of an outlier from Appendix B of the IAAO
Standard on Ratio Studies: "The term outlier is often associated with ratios
that fall outside 1.5 multiplied by the IQR. A factor of 3.0 X IQR often is
chosen to identify extreme outliers."
For each study a decision must be made whether or not to include outliers.
As a general rule outliers are not included in normal studies but may be
included in a special study such as where you are specifically looking at the
impact of the outliers.
General Question:
Have you explored at all whether another bank may be interested in a downtown location
or whether you are thinking you will need to repurpose the building? From the quick
research that I have done I have seen mixed signals. Some of the statements that I have
seen are that there still are some branch closings but it has slowed from prior years,
some banks have announced plans to open a significant number of new branches, half of
the banks surveyed had plans to open new branches, closures are connected to less
profitable regions, that the branch is not going away but how they deliver services is
changing, and that the very significant number of people still physically going into the
bank branches provides a tremendous opportunity to banks if they will capitalize on it.
Branch density is declining but branches remain the predominant factor in new accounts
and customer retention so it is mainly the closing of duplicate or overlapping branches
that have seen closure.
The next tenants of closed branches were indicated as follows:
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7.5% other banks
26% stores
19% restaurants
17% health clinics
10.5% fitness
7.5% other financial services
The average time to sell was 9.5 months and the time to sublease j ust over a year.
•
I think that addresses all of the questions that you have asked so far that weren 't
answered directly in our conversations.
Sincerely,

?ludtaet Va&e
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle@juneau.org
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[ 1,?f,t('(1.1:-or'
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Total Improvement Value

$ I ~•0'.!,800

City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A050060
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COIVlPANY
234 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LTS 5 7 & 8
LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

2022

$864,066.00

$54,400.00

$1,628,054.00

S2.fi47,s20 o✓

2021

$881,700.00

$54,400.00

$1 ,662,300.00

$2,598,400

2020

$587.800 .00

$54.400.00

S1 ,662,300.00

$2,304.E,OO 00

20 19

SG 12.300 00

$54.400 00

S 1,6132.300.00

S2,329.000 00

20'!3

S612.300 .00

$E,4.400 00

S 1_l.3!32.300.00

S2,32St.OOO 00

20 17

$612,300 00

S1 ,680.000.00

S2.2St2.300.00

20 16

5612.300 00

S 1,680,000.00

$2,2t12,300.00

20 1S

S612.300.00

S 1,680,000.00

S2,2W.300.00

20 14

S612.300.00

S1 ,680.000.00

$2,292,300.00

20 13

$612.300.00

S1 ,680.000.00

$2,2£12.300.00

20 12

$61 2,300.00

$000

S1 ,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

20·11

$612,300.00

$000

$1 ,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

20'10

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732 ,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2009

S612.300.00

$000

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700 00

2008

$612.300.00

$0.00

$ '1,732.400 00

$2,344 .700 00

2007

S6 12.300 .00

$000

S1,732,400.00

S2,344 .700.00

2006

S612.300.00

S1,732.400 00

$2.344.700.00

200E,

S612.300.00

sooo
sooo

S 1,732.400 00

S2,344.700 00

2004

$4%.000.00

$000

S 1,332.600.00

S 1,828.600.00

2003

$496.000 .00

S0.00

S 1,332,600.00

S 1,828.600 00

2002

$496.000.00

sooo

S1,332,600.00

$ 1,828 ,600.00

2000

$496.000.00

$0.00

$787,300.00

s ·1,283.300.00

YEAR ID

BLDG VALUE
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If a Bank Branch Has to Close,
What Are the Most Likely Reuse
Scenarios?
As banks downsize their bricks-and-mortar footprint, their vacated spaces can be
turned to other uses.

Ba nks co ntinue to sh utdow n bra nches across the country, but in ves to rs
r,·1 1,i·iq,p· · ,. ·::1 ··

for these locations.

The typical closed branch e ncompasses around 8,000 to 14,000 sq . ft. of space, with
some branches reaching up to 25,000 sq. ft. or 35,000 sq. ft. , says Walt er Bialas, vice
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president of research with real estate services firm JLL. This is where creative reuse of
space comes into play.
"Take a 25,000 square foot outparcel, for example," says Bialas. "With Li r.~i..-· 1
111:d<·1· p1\"->-.1ir('

~ind limitt·d r~ro,\·th in tlrnt

S('ctor,

i, : . i,:, : .

you have to match a user with the

space. Even many restaurants are not this large, so it becomes a challenge to lease or sell
the space and maybe develop a plan to divide the space for multiple users, which is why
office type users often fit the best."
A typical fast-food restaurant encompasses anywhere between 1,000 sq. ft. and 3,000

sq. ft., says Navin Nagrani, executive vice president at Hilco Real Estate, a real estate
services company. Fast casual restaurants can occupy anywhere between 2,000 sq. ft. to
4,500

sq. ft.

"A branch bank tends to have a certain footprint and is mostly geared to an office use,

11

says Bialas. "Ha\-ing a branch turn into a financial services office for an insurance
company is an easy fit. As you move into other uses like retail or restaurants or health
clinics, it requires a complete rebuild of the space."
However, in Chicago, the top two leading uses of closed bank branches in 2019 were fast
casual restaurants and health clinics. Nineteen percent of closed branches changed use
to fast casual restaurants, while 17 percent changed their use to health clinics. Only 7.5
percent of closed bank facilities went to other financial institutions, according to a '' '

A fast-food restaurant operator "may actually want to take over a bank branch" because

of their high visibility and infrastructure, says Nagrani. Most branches already have
space dedicated to drive-throughs and receiving ioning for this type of layout
"sometimes can be difficult to get" for restaurants, he notes.
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"T~e costs to repurpose a branch can be significant," says Bialas. "However, the level of
investor interest will depend on various characteristics [such as] intended use, overall
location, size of the branch, competition or complementary nearby uses, area_
demographics, etc. Good location will garner interest and potentially an investor willing
··-4

-~- . ~-- ....

to adapt the property into something new or different."
While a few large institutions announce reuse plans in advance of closing a branch,
other institutions "may see this as a sunk cost and will look for a buyer or a renter

back to the landlord or a buyer [if one] is found," says Bialas. Well-positioned suburban
spaces, in areas with stable or growing demographics, can often be repurposed by
another bank or financial institution because they have similar office-oriented space
requirements.
The average time to sell a vacated branch is nine and a half months, while the average

----------,·--·---•·•-•.--·.

-·•··

--~.-

..

•·

•·

~

time to sublease is slightly over a year, according to the ,JLL report. Outparcels and
endcaps \'\~th high visibility and quality signage are often in high demand. In-line
spaces, in contrast, can be more difficult to fill and are more commonly repurposed for
other uses, such as restaurants, convenience stores or clinics, lJLL data shows.
"Visibility is key. Parking in suburban locations is also paramount and [outparcels and .
endcaps] often have ample parking proximate," says Bialas. "In-line space, in contrast,
lacks some of these ingredients and may need to be transitioned to some
complementary retail use."
Urban bank branches situated in easy-to-access locations "will probably stay in use,"
despite the size of the facility being too large by today's standards and branch functions
turning more digital, according to Bialas. But branches that are lacking in visibility,
access or demographics may "struggle to find a reuse plan" and remain vacant for a
considerable length of time.
I

'\.__
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Along with office, medical and restaurant uses, Nagrani says former branches could also
be repurposed for use as online "fr)(>d pi.ck-up or delivery" and marijuana dispensnri<.'~.
Banks t' int im1<'
1

In ci(ht' br::indws

across the country with no end in sight, according to

JLL research. Close to 1,700 branches closed in 2019, around a 1.9 percent decline in the
number of branches in the market. The trend is even more pronounced for the top 25
institutions, as large banks closed 1,450 branches, equality to roughly a 3. 7 percent
decline in their locations.
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Definition of Plagiarism
plagiarize\ 'plaje,riz \ vb -ed/ -ing/ -s [plagiary+ -ize] vt: to steal and pass off as one's
own (the ideas or words of another) : use (a created production) without crediting the
source <a learned book of his ... had been coolly plagiarized and issued in short version -Times Lit. Supp.> ~ vi : to commit literary theft : present as new and original an idea or
product derived from an existing source
FROM: Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the English Language Unabridged,
(Springfield, Ma: Merriam-Webster, Inc., 1986, p.1728).

About Plagiarism
Plagiarism is a matter of serious concern for students, faculty and academic institutions.
Mo~t academic institutions impose high standards of academic integrity and penalties for
violations can result in a failing grade on an assignment, in a course, and even suspension
or expulsion from an institution. The UAF Student Code of Conduct defines academic
standards expected at the University of Alaska Fairbanks

U~f
STUDENTS' RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Student Code of Conduct
The university may initiate disciplinary action and impose sanctions on any
student or student organization found responsible for committing, attempting
to commit, or intentionally assisting in the commission of any of the following
prohibited forms of conduct:
a. cheating, plagiarism or other forms of academic dishonesty;
Plagiarism:

A Basic, Comprehensive Definition Often, definitions of plagiarism describe it as
the theft of someone's words or ideas. At the same time, most of them aren't as
clear that plagiarism is a kind of fraud. Fraud is misrepresentation that aims to
gain an unfair advantage.
library.hccs.edu/plagiarism/definitions
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Walter,

The Seller's Asset Manager was JLL. (See email from real estate broker Carlton Smith
dated June 23 attached)

THE QUESTION:
WAS A REASONABLE TIME ALLOWED TO FIND A PURCHASER?

Subject property was on the open market for 2 months and the
Seller received interest during the contingency period for 1 more
month for a total of 3 months.
Thank you for speaking with me this morning.
Regarding the Key Bank Building {late 1800s BH Behrends Bank Building) at 234 Seward
Street, Juneau Alaska 99801.
Square FeetBasementStreet Level2nd Floor-

12,284
5359 SF
4280 SF
2645 SF

Land-12,245 SF
Stories-2
Parking-17 (Drive-thru banking set up)
Vacant-Yes

End of the block, Street (Main St) to Street (Seward) property along 3rd St.
(See attached)
This property came on the market, was marketed for and closed.
For Sale: 7/23/2021 (Co-broker agreement signed)
Asking Price: $1,495,000
Selling Price: $1,250,000
Purchase Contract Dated: 9/27/2021
Contingency Period End: 11/1/2021
Closing Date: 11/24/2021

From Marketing to Purchase Contract: 2 months
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From Marketing to Contingency End: 3 months
From Marketing to Closing: 4 months
Recent Comparable Bank Anchorage Listing: $1,275,000 (see attached)
The subject property is in a good downtown location, there are complimentary uses on
the surrounding streets and it was adaptable to other uses as clearly shown by Foggy Mountain
Sports (signed lease for the first floor and basement March 31, 2022; grand opening July 8,
2022 and the Public Employees Union (signed lease for the part of the first floor and second
floor on .... _
Properties such as this are often in high demand as shown by the Leases that were
executed, the good location, street to street location with 2 corners, high visibility and ample
parking.
The marketing time to sell a vacant bank branch in Juneau, Alaska exposure to the
market could be anywhere from immediately to a few months in a small market such as Juneau,
Alaska if priced at fair market value.
If a bank building was priced above or way above fair market value it could sit on the
market for a long to very long time until the Seller reduced the selling price to fair market value.
I am also wondering if you have an opinion on captializaiton rates. Juneau is a town
dependent on tourism; specifically, cruise ships. During the pandemic Juneau lost an estimated
$190M and 6,000 jobs and many businesses struggled to survive. We abataed rent for many
tenants. The Assessor has used from a capitalization rate of 3 to 6.5%. During this period in
Juneau, Alaska I believe cap rates went up as net income went down with rent abatements
speciafically for retail business like restaurants, gift shops catering to tourists. Do you have an
opinion on whether cap rates went up during this time frame.
Also, I am wondering if you could provide a general building cost replacement new
figure range?
If you would address the issues in an email back to me it would be appreciated.
Thank you for your help, it is appreciated.
Sincerely,

Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
310-612-1312
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On Jul 14, 2022, at 9:41 AM, Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US)
<Walter.Bialas @avisonyoung.com> wrote :
Greg,
I took a close look at your note.
Starting with the cap rate question, I attached a run from Real
Capital Analytics for general commercial real estate sales in
Juneau over the last 5 years. Not surprising, there not may
transactions due to the overall small scale of the market.
Unfortunately, most of the deals have no price attached. I am
guessing AK might be like TX with most deals keeping sale prices
(and cap rates) confidential. As to building costs, I have no
information on that topic in AK.
I am not really sure how to answer the core question with the
assessor. Your Juneau asset is uni ue - an historic urban bank
building. That is ver different from the t ical suburban-oriented
branch bank in the lower 48, which is what our comments
centered on in the article you attached. For those non-descript
assets, re-use of a branch can be a challenge, unless to goes
back to office space for an insurance or financial services
company (like a State Farm or H&R Block office) . We noted that
some well located branches do get picked up for other uses like
fast casual restaurants and the like.
Yours looks to fall into that category - old branch with high ceilings
and historic flavor in the downtown. Repurposing that into a
specialty retailer makes perfect sense, with the challenge being
finding that unique retailer thalw.oul.d fit the asset. It looks like y_o__u__
were able to do that.
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Since the asset was so unique relative to the multitude of typical
suburban branch banks around the country, your marketing time
of a cou le of months seems a ro riate, as does our sale rice
that was close to the asking price. It could have been much
Ion er but the confluence of the asset hittin the market and a
unique tenant looking for space worked in your favor. I am not
sure what we can say to respond to the assessors comments
regarding having pushed the pricing up and then maybe not
selling or it staying on-market for a longer period.
Sorry we can't help further.

Walter Bialas
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US) Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com
RE: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
July 14, 2022 at 9:41 AM
Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com

ti

Greg,
I took a close look at your note.
Starting with the cap rate question, I attached a run from Real Capital Analytics for general commercial real estate sales in Juneau
over the last 5 years. Not surprising, there not may transactions due to the overall small scale of the market. Unfortunately, most of
the deals have no price attached. I am guessing AK might be like TX with most deals keeping sale prices (and cap rates) confidential.
As to building costs. I have no information on that topic in AK.
I am not really sure how to answer the core question with the assessor. Your Juneau asset is unique - an historic urban bank building.
That is very different from the typical suburban-oriented branch bank in the lower 48, which is what our comments centered on in the
article you attached. For those non-descript assets, re-use of a branch can be a challenge, unless to goes back to office space for an
insurance or financial services company (like a State Farm or H&R Block office). We noted that some well located branches do get
picked up for other uses like fast casual restaurants and the like.
Yours looks to fall into that category - old branch with high ceilings and historic flavor in the downtown. Repurposing that into a
specialty retailer makes perfect sense, with the challenge being finding that unique retailer that would fit the asset. It looks like you
were able to do that.
Since the asset was so unique relative to the multitude of typical suburban branch banks around the country, your marketing time of a
couple of months seems appropriate, as does your sale price that was close to the asking price. It could have been much longer, but
the confluence of the asset hitting the market and a unique tenant looking for space worked in your favor. I am not sure what we can
say to respond to the assessors comments regarding having pushed the pricing up and then maybe not selling or it staying on-market
for a longer period.
Sorry we can't help further.

Walter Bialas
1+ 214 974 9749 Mobile 1+ 703 919 8553
walter.bialas@avisonyoung.com
-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2022 7:10 PM
To: Bialas. Walter (Avison Young- US) <Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com>
Subject: Re: Juneau. Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
CAUTION: External Sender
Walter,
Thank you for your help.
It would wonderful to hear back from you.
Greg Adler
On Ju! 11 ?Ci22 at 2 5~">. PM Bialas. Wa!ter (Avison Youn~J - US) <Walter Bialas<9_;av1sonyoung com> wrotE:'

·· ··· Or1q1nal Messagt~·-·---From C1rt~~J Adler <qrenorylactter~d\~rna,I com>
Sr:mt Monci<lv. ,Juiy 1·1 2022 448 PM
re, 81,lia~; Waiter (Avison Yc:ur19 · US, <Wait1,:1.8,aim,:•.?avisonyoun9.com>

'.:>ul)JfJCi Rf: .Jur:eau Aaska Bank 8u1ld1n9-Reasonable Tune on Open tv1arket

CAUTION Externai Sender
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ThE~ subjt-~ct property is a goocj prop(:~rty. We paid fair market value. The propE~rty was 1:!xposed
amount e>f time.

to tt11:i rnarl,et ff.ii a masonabie

We signed lc1ases within 4 months and 7 months of our Closing Date.
This indicates thE! subject property is in demand because of the all the factors I have cited.

Two leases were signed as follows:
1 Foggy Mountain Sports {like Patagonia}-March 3·1 2022 (4 months from Closing DatE~)
2. Public ErnployE->E?S Union (biggest union in Ak)-June .23. 2022 {7 months tmrn Closing Date)
I fo1~1ot to attaci1 th~~ Anchora~f! Bwldin9 cornp of S1.~>.75000

Thanh you

Juneau CRE
Sales.xis
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From: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Subject: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
Date: July 11, 2022 at 2:34 PM
To: walter.bialas@avisonyoung.com

Walter,
Thank you for speaking with me this morning.
I have attached a letter and some backup.
Thank you. in advance, for your response.
Greg Adler
310-612-1312

Walter.docx

March 2, 2020
Article ... ent.pdf
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Re: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
July 11, 2022 at 2:48 PM
walter.bialas@avisonyoung.com

Walter,
The subject property is a good property. We paid fair market value. The property was exposed to the market for a reasonable
amount of time.
We signed leases within 4 months and 7 months of our Closing Date.
This indicates the subject property is in demand because of the all the factors I have cited.
Two leases were signed as follows:
1. Foggy Mountain Sports (like Patagonia)-March 31, 2022 (4 months from Closing Date)
2. Public Employees Union (biggest union in Ak)-June 23, 2022 (7 months from Closing Date)
I forgot to attach the Anchorage Building comp of $1,275,000.
Thank you.
Greg

On Jui ·t 1 W22. at 2-34 PM. Gre~J Adler <gregoryladler@1 gmail.com> wrote:

Walter.
Thank you for speaking with me this morning.
I have attached a letter and some backup.
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From: Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US) Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com
Subject: RE: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
Date: July 11, 2022 at 2:52 PM

To: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com

Thanks. I'll take a look.
Walter Bialas
1+ 214 974 9749 Mobile 1+ 703 919 8553
walter.bialas@avisonyoung.com
-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2022 4:48 PM
To: Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US) <Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com>
Subject: Re: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
CAUTION: External Sender
Walter.
The subject property is a good property. We paid fair market value. The property was exposed to the market for a reasonable
amount of time.
We signed leases within 4 months and 7 months of our Closing Date.
This indicates the subject property is in demand because of the all the factors I have cited.
Two leases were signed as follows:
1. Foggy Mountain Sports (like Patagonia)-March 31, 2022 (4 months from Closing Date)
2. Public Employees Union (biggest union in Ak)-June 23, 2022 (7 months from Closing Date)
I forgot to attach the Anchorage Building comp of $1,275,000.
Thank you,
Greg

Thanl, vou. 1n aclvanc0 for vour rn~;nonse

Greq AOl,:!r
:310·(:i1?·13i2

<Waiter docx><March 2. 2020 Article Wealtll Mana~Jement.pcff>
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Re: Juneau. Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
July 13, 2022 at 5:09 PM
Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US) Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com

Walter,
Thank you for your help.
It would wonderful to hear back from you.

Greg Adler
On Jul 11. 2022. at 2·52 PM, Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US) <Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung corn> wrote·
Thanks. I'll take a look.
Walter Bialas
1+ 214 974 9749 tv10blif.~ l+ 7W
w<1!1er tm1!8::; orr av1sonyounq C(Jtn

···-···C)r~9tnai fv1<::ssa9e·••-•··Fi c~rn Clh~~q .1'\J!;:r ..... q!;::1r':J(;i'/thi1,~~r:

Tl1e sub1<:'Ct property

1s

nrn 85:13

· :p1 .;;~ :.:(.~fl~:>

a qood property We paid fair rnarket value. The propi::rty wa:, ~)xposecJ to the

arnc1unt ol !1nie
We s,qnecl leases w1tl1in 4 months and 7 months of our Closin~J Date.

Tl1is indicates the subject property is in demand because of the a!I the factors I have cited.
Two leases were signed as follows:
Foggy Mountain Sports (like Patagonia) .. March 31. 2022 (4 months from Clos11lq Datel
1n Ak)•,June 23. :?02~2 (7 months frorn Clos1n9 D.1to1

;>. Public Ernp!oyees Union (biggest union

ntcH~J::

•c,•

, ,:,;,

,,
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From: Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US) Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com <f
Subject: RE: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
Date: July 14, 2022 at 9:41 AM

To: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Greg.
I took a close look at your note.
Starting with the cap rate question, I attached a run from Real Capital Analytics for general commercial real estate sales in Juneau
over the last 5 years. Not surprising, there not may transactions due to the overall small scale of the market. Unfortunately, most of
the deals have no price attached. I am guessing AK might be like TX with most deals keeping sale prices (and cap rates) confidential.
As to building costs, I have no information on that topic in AK.
I am not really sure how to answer the core question with the assessor. Your Juneau asset is unique - an historic urban bank building.
That is very different from the typical suburban-oriented branch bank in the lower 48, which is what our comments centered on in the
article you attached. For those non-descript assets, re-use of a branch can be a challenge, unless to goes back to office space for an
insurance or financial services company (like a State Farm or H&R Block office). We noted that some well located branches do get
picked up for other uses like fast casual restaurants and the like.

Yours looks to fall into that category - old branch with high ceilings and historic flavor in the downtown. Repurposing that into a
specialty retailer makes perfect sense. with the challenge being finding that unique retailer that would fit the asset. It looks like you
were able to do that.
Since the asset was so unique relative to the multitude of typical suburban branch banks around the country, your marketing time of a
couple of months seems appropriate, as does your sale price that was close to the asking price. It could have been much longer. but
the confluence of the asset hitting the market and a unique tenant looking for space worked in your favor. I am not sure what we can
say to respond to the assessors comments regarding having pushed the pricing up and then maybe not selling or it staying on-market
for a longer period.
Sorry we can't help further.

Walter Bialas
1+ 214 974 9749 Mobile 1+ 703 919 8553
walter.bialas@avisonyoung.com

-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2022 7:10 PM
To: Bialas. Walter (Avison Young - US) <Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com>
Subject: Re: Juneau. Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
CAUTION: External Sender
Walter.
Thank you for your help.
It would wonderful to hear back from you.
Greg Adler
On Jui 11 :?022 at 2

5~~

PM Bialas. Waiter (Avison Young·· US) <Walter.Bialas@av,sonyoung com> wrote

Thanks. I'll take a look.
Walter Bialas
1+ 2·14 974 9749

Mobile 1+ 703 919 8553

waiter bialas:ltavisonyoung corn
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COMPARABLE SALES FROM MSCI REAL
CAPITAL ANALYTICS
NAME

DATE

CAPITALIZATION
RATE

GLACIER VILLAGE

APRIL 2019

10%

FOUR POINTS JUNEAU

AUGUST 2018

10%
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8 234 SEWARD STREET IS A MARKET SALE BECAUSE IT MEETS THE
CRITERIA FOR A MARKET SALE, INCLUDING REASONABLE
EXPOSURE TO THE MARKET
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REASONABLE EXPOSURE TO THE MARKET, PACKET PAGE 858 FROM
THE ASSESSOR SAYS,
"IN THE APPRAISAL INSTITUTES DICTIONARY OF REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL PART OF THE
DEFINITION OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A SALE TO BE CONSIDERED A MARKET SALE IS THAT
THERE WAS 'REASONABLE EXPOSURE IN A COMPETITIVE MARKET, UNDER ALL CONDITIONS
REQUISITE TO A FAIR SALE, WITH THE BUYER AND SELLER EACH ACTING PRUDENTLY,
KNOWLEDGEABLY, AND FOR SELF-INTEREST, AND ASSUMING THAT NEITHER IS UNDER UNDUE
DURESS."

THE KEY BANK BUILDING, 234 SEWARD STREET, WAS EXPOSED TO THE MARKET FOR
THREE (3) MONTHS. CONSIDERING THE ADVERTISING THAT WAS DONE, THE SIGNS THAT WERE
UP, THE ACCESSIBILITY, VISIBILITY, CORNER TO CORNER LOCATION, HIGH CEILINGS, HISTORIC
FEATURES (HUGE COLUMNS AND HIGH CEILINGS) AMPLE PARKING, AND LARGE BASEMENT
AND CENTRAL LOCATION IT IS CONFIRMED AS A MARKET SALE.
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9 FULL ARTICLE ENTITLED, "IF A BANK BRANCH HAS TO CLOSE,
WHAT ARE THE MOST LIKELY RESUSE SCENARIOUS?"
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PROPERTY TYPES>RETAiL

If a Bank Branch Has to Close,
What Are the Most Likely Reuse
Scenarios?
As banks downsize their bricks-and-mortar footprint, their vacated spaces can be
turned to other uses.
dJ,iC.,'., l

,

1

,·.;

f•.1,H

(}'.l. ,J(}2()

Banks continue to shutdown branches across the country, but investors ,v1· lT,•,it i\ ,·
l'l'lhl'

Dppnnunitk·~ for these locations.

The typical closed branch encompasses around 8,000 to 14,000 sq. ft. of space, with
some branches reaching up to

25,000

sq. ft. or 35,000 sq. ft., says Walter Bialas, vice
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president of research with real estate services firm JLL. This is where creative reuse of
space comes into play.
"Take a 25,000 square foot outparcel, for example," says Bialas. "With larger
und('r

p1\':--;:-,11rc

and limit<'d gro,\th in thnt

S{'ctor,

reLtih;r:-.

you have to match a user with the

space. Even many restaurants are not this large, so it becomes a challenge to lease or sell
the space and maybe develop a plan to divide the space for multiple users, which is why
office type users often fit the best."
A typical fast-food restaurant encompasses anywhere between 1,000 sq. ft. and 3,000

sq. ft., says Navin Nagrani, executive vice president at Hilco Real Estate, a real estate
services company. Fast casual restaurants can occupy anywhere between 2,000 sq. ft. to
4,500

sq. ft.

"A branch bank tends to have a certain footprint and is mostly geared to an office use,"

says Bialas. "Having a branch turn into a financial services office for an insurance
company is an easy fit. As you move into other uses like retail or restaurants or health
clinics, it requires a complete rebuild of the space."
However, in Chicago, the top two leading uses of closed bank branches in 2019 were fast
casual restaurants and health clinics. Nineteen percent of closed branches changed use
to fast casual restaurants, while 17 percent changed their use to health clinics. Only 7.5
percent of closed bank facilities went to other financial institutions, according to a ,J l, l,

A fast-food restaurant operator "may actually want to take over a bank branch" because

of their high visibility and infrastructure, says Nagrani. Most branches already have
space dedicated to drive-throughs and receiving zoning for this type of layout
"sometimes can be difficult to get" for restaurants, he notes.
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"The costs to repurpose a branch can be significant," says Bialas. "However, the level of
investor interest will depend on various characteristics [such as] intended use, overall
location, size of the branch, competition or complementary nearby uses, area
demographics, etc. Good location will garner interest and potentially an investor willing
to adapt the property into something new or different."
While a few large institutions announce reuse plans in advance of closing a branch,
other institutions "may see this as a sunk cost and will look for a buyer or a renter
. I '
.
l )1Hi,..;tmtl
l
·1 t I·H' It.•,1s(•1,upan
.
.
d t henturn1t
.
pass1vey,,·'(Jl)'•1!1~.:t1iu•i_T1:w;:--~c1rn1!rw
1

l

!

back to the landlord or a buyer [if one] is found," says Bialas. Well-positioned suburban
spaces, in areas with stable or growing demographics, can often be repurposed by
another bank or financial institution because they have similar office-oriented space
requirements.
The average time to sell a vacated branch is nine and a half months, while the average
time to sublease is slightly over a year, according to the JLL report. Outparcels and
endcaps with high visibility and quality signage are often in high demand. In-line
spaces, in contrast, can be more difficult to fill and are more commonly repurposed for
other uses, such as restaurants, convenience stores or clinics, JLL data shows.
"Visibility is key. Parking in suburban locations is also paramount and [outparcels and
endcaps] often have ample parking proximate," says Bialas. "In-line space, in contrast,
lacks some of these ingredients and may need to be transitioned to some
complementary retail use."
Urban bank branches situated in easy-to-access locations "will probably stay in use,"
despite the size of the facility being too large by today's standards and branch functions
turning more digital, according to Bialas. But branches that are lacking in visibility,
access or demographics may "struggle to find a reuse plan" and remain vacant for a
considerable length of time.
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10 RETAIL LEASE EXECUTED MARCH 31, 2022 (4 MONTHS FROM
CLOSE OF ESCROW) (NOT EXECUTED MORE THAN A VEAR AFTER
CLOSE OF ESCROW)

/
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RETAIL LEASE

THIS LEI\S[ datNl the __?z/_~f~iay of

Ml~llC-(,J'__ .., 20n bv c1nd betwee n Goldstein

Improvem ent Company, 130 Seward St, Suit e 001, Jun eau, Ala ska 9980 1 hereinilfter cr1llcd
"Landlord, " and, Foggy Mountai n Inc., _ _ _ _ __ _
----····-- -Alaska 99801 hereinafter c;:i lled "Tenilnt" and known collectively ,is " t he parties."

Juneau,

W ITNESSETH
In consideration of the mutuill covenants and agreements contai ned in this Lease, La ndlord and
Tenant agree as fo llows:

TERM .

This Lease shall be for a term o f five (S) years (the "I.ease" and/or "LecJse Tenn")
comme ncing on June 1, 7.022 (somet imes the " C:ommPncernent DJte") . Unless sooner
t ermin ated as h erei nafter provided, th e expirJ tion da t e of t h is LE:?ase is M;iy 31, 2027 . Tenilnt
may move into the PrernisEis p rior to th e Commencement Date . Landlord agrees t o provide
Tenant with access to the Prernis<~s du r ing and in coordin ation with l.trndl ord' s work in order
Tenant may begin th e process of moving Tenant's inventory, sta giri c, displays including concept
an d int erior design into the Prernises µrior lo l enr1 nt's o pr.ning, curre ntly sch eduled for Ju ne J,

2022 (hereinafter "early term").

2. HENT. All monetary obligations of T'enant to Landlord u nder this Lec1se ar e deemed to be
rent ("Ren t" ). Beginning o n the Com m encement Date, continuing on the fi rst (1 st ) d ay of each
succeedine month during the term of this Lease, Tent1nt shall pc1y Land lord Base Rent as
follows:

- h e r e i n a f t er " Base Rent" ) per year sub ject to th e adjustme nts herein includ ing bu t
not limit ed to th E:? CPI -U, Ex hibits A and B herein and pa ragra phs 2 & 9. n addi t ion t o any and a
monetary obligations, it is Te nant's sole responsi bility to pay all aµp licr1ble sales ('Ind city taxe c;
t o Landlord as they become due. If ;iny additional said t21x is due, raised or f~mp loyed in ,l
different manner Tena nt shall pay sa id additional arnount Lo Landlord .

Other Rent due includes:
a.

b.

c.
d.

Annual CP l· U rtdjus trnent s herein
Pa rcJgraph 2.2
Parking cJt m;irkel rr1 t e;• during the op t ion periods
Reimb ursement t o Landlo rd monthly for any increase in e lectrical costs due to
Tenant's new lighting pla n, lighting insta llat.ion and use,

e.

Sales t ax increases over five rercent (5 %)

f.

Tenant may sublet a portion o f the basement known <IS "Storaise 002" to another
ten ant, upon w ri tten approval o f Land lord pursu ant to µaragraph 15 h er ei n. /\II rent
from Foggy Mountain, Inc. suble,1sing '.;h all be shared eq uJlly between l.irndlord ;:i nd

.... -

\

·-
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11 OFFICE LEASE EXECUTED JUNE 23, 2022 (7 MONTHS FROM
CLOSE OF ESCROW) (NOT EXECUTED MORE THAN A VEAR AFTER
CLOSE OF ESCROW)
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OFFICE LEASE

n~
3:J?(:,
2022 by and between Goldstein
THIS LEASE dated the .-1.L.L day of
·t 001 Ju~eau Alaska 99801 hereinafter called
l30 Seward 5 t, 5 u1 e
,
,
k
Improvement Company,
.
U .
Fourth Street Suite 306 Juneau, Alas a
"
di d "
d Alaska Public Employees mon, 211
,
"
. ,,
Lan or ' an ,
d/ Tenant" and known collectively as th e parties.
99801 hereinafter called "Cu st0mer an or
WITNESS ETH
In consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements conta ined in this Lease, Landlord and

Customer agree as follows:
TERM. This Lease shall be for a term of ten (10) years (the "Lease" and/or " Lease Term")
commencing on October 1, 2022 (sometimes the "Commencement Date"). Unless sooner
terminated as hereinafter provided, the expiration date of this Lease is September 30, 2032. In
the event Customer move-in date precedes October 1, 2022 th e Lease sha ll comm ence from
said earlier move-in date and pro-rata rent shall be due to Landlord.

2. RENT. All monetary obligations of Customer to Landlord under t his Lease ar e deemed to be
rent ("Re nt"). Beginning on the Commencement Date, continuing on the first (1st ) day of each
succeeding month during the t erm of this Lease, Customer shall pay Landlord Base Rent as
follows:
(hereinafter "Base Rent' per year subj ect to th e adjustments
herein including but not limited to the CPI-U, Exhibits A and B herein and paragraph 2 herein. In
addition to any and all monetary obligations, it is Customer's sole responsibility to pay all
applicable sales and city taxes to Landlord as they become due. If any additional said t ax is due
raised or employed in a different manner Customer shall pay sa id add itional amo unt t~
Landlord.
Other Rent Due (hereinafter "Other Rent Due") includes but is not limited to the
following:

Customer's Initials

l J~-----
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TERM AND PROVISION CONTAINED HEREIN, AND BY THE EXECUTION OF THIS LE.ASE. SHOW
THEIR INFORMED AND VOLUNTARY CONSENT THERETO. BOTH PAR1'1ES HAVE. HAD 1'H£
OPPORTUNITY TO SEEK THE ADVICE OF COUNSEL AS TO THE LEG AL CONSEQUENCES OF ,HIS
LEASE AND RETAIN APPROPRIATE CONSULTAN1'S TO REVIEW AND INVES1'1GATE THE.
CONDITION OF THE PREMISES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: THE POSSIBLE PRESENCE OF
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES, THE ZON ING O F THE PREMISES, THE STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY, THE
CONDITION OF THE ROOF AND OPERATING SYSTEMS, COMPLIANCE WITH THE AMERICANS
WITH DISAB ILITIES ACT AND THE SUITABILITY OF THE PREMISES FOR TENANT'S INTENDED USE.

L;mdWd's '"m a r s ~ [ _ _ )

Costom.,·s r,m,rs I

,~\L )( _ 1

THE PARTI ES HERETO HAVE EXECUTED TH IS LEASE AT THE PLACE AN D ON THE OATES SPECIFIED
ABOVE THE IR RESPECTIVE SIGNATURES.

Execut~~ at Juneau, Alaska
On,

~')

_, 2022

By LANDLORD:

\ ' \ \.

~~

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT C O M P A N Y ~ ~
Name Printed: Daniel Glidman
Title: Agent for Goldstein Improvement Company
~dress: The Goldstein Improvement
Compai, Attn: Daniel Glidman I
,{'

130 Seward Stree_~ uite 001

·

·

'

,i}

Juneau, Alaska 99801
Telephone: 907-321-0790
Email: glidmann@gmail.com
Executed at Juneau, Alaska

On, _ _ _ _ ____,2022
By LANDLORD:

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Name Printed: Charles Dolginer

1itle: President, Goldstein Improvement Company

~

Address: The Goldstein Improvement ct~pany, Attn: Daniel Gli~man,·
130 Seward Street, Suite 001
Juneau, Alaska 99801
Telephone: 31Q-709-5596
Email: glidmann@gmail.com

.;i •-I'
I

i

[Signatures continue on next pagel "'

Executed at Los Angeles, California

'·,"·
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On, _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2022
By L A N D L O R D : - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY ,,
.Name Printed: Melvin Adler
Title: Vice President, Goldstein Improvement Company
Address: The Goldstein Im provement Company, Attn: Daniel Glidrnan,

130 Seward Street, Suite 001
Juneau, Alaska 99801
Telephone: 818-455-2253

By TENANT:

Executed at Juneau, Ala ska
On, _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2022

Alaska Public Employees Unlon~ r =
Name Printed: Mr. Jeff Kasper
..
Tite: Southeast Regional Manager/Political Director
Alaska Public Employees Union
Address: 211 Fourth Street, Suite 306 Juneau, Alaska 99801
Telephone: 907-957-1341
Email: jkasper@apea -aft.org
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APPELLANT
MATERIAL
Received 7/16 & 7/17
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NOTICE OF APPEAL:
We believe the City and Borough of Juneau should be ENJOINED
FROM PROCEEDING WITH THE FIFTEEN (15) MINUTE HEARINGS
BECAUSE OF A LACK OF DUE PROCESS.
I incorporate by reference all the written materials we have submitted to the BOE,
hearing video's and transcripts, email correspondence with the Assessor's Office and City
Clerk's Office and its personnel and Julie Dinneen's MAI Appraisals for all our properties being
appealed.
We were surprised that our experience with the Assessor's Office and in particular
Assessor Dahle, has been adversarial and not friendly. When I visited him in the Assessor's
office recently he insisted it was common knowledge commercial property assessments had not
been raised in a decade and that he had reviewed the written materials I had submitted to him
and that there was nothing new and our appeals were all denied. I submitted voluminous
written material which shows the complexity of the issues. When I spoke with Assessor
Hammond a few days later by phone she insisted our appeals were under review in her office
and the appeals had not been denied. The same can be said for our experience with our two
(2) appeals to date. In other jurisdictions, assessor and BOE interactions have been transparent
with all parties seeking the truth and a fair resolution.
Rather than misapply the term "Common Knowledge," it should be applied to Net
Operating Income. Net Operating Income is down in Juneau because of monthly rent
abatements [SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT 1). the Assessor has this information, cruise ships either
not visiting Juneau or visiting on a limited basis with fewer tourists and major lost revenue---all
during the pandemic. Our restaurant tenant's and other tenants are struggling to stay open,
and if open, finding employees. A Cap Rate closer to this type of tenant is closer to a 10% Cap
Rate. This is not accounted for by the Assessor. It is clear Net Operating Income is not stable.
It is not clear what the future holds. Yet, this "Common Knowledge" has no resonance with the
Assessor who use a 3% Capitalization Rate [SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT 2) (122 Front St Appeal
#1C070A020011) and a 4.5% capitalization rate[SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT 2-5] (110 Seward St
Appeal #1C070A020030). The conflicting testimony of Assessor Dahle rises to the level of
fraud. Assessor Dahle excluded the Glacier Village and Four Points Juneau confirmed sales
from his Sales Lists with ten percent {10%} Cap Rates [SEE EXHIBIT 44]. He knows the Cap
Rates he used in his written analysis was 3% and 4.5%, yet lies that he used a Cap Rate of 6.5%
during our hearing. The Assessor's Office uses a 3% and 4.5% Cap Rate, despite Assessor Dahle's
testimony in our hearings that he uses a 6.5% Cap Rate. Julie Dinneen, our MAI appraiser, uses
a Cap Rate of 7.5%-7.75% [SEE EXHIBITS 2-5 AND APPRAISALS]. Our appraiser's Cap Rate is
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the "Common Knowledge" we should use. The Assessor's application of Cap Rates in the 3% to
4.5% range is a fundamental error in methodology. Therefore, our appeals must be granted.
Moreover, the Assessor stated we did not provide Profit and Loss Statements [SEE
EXHIBITS 6-7) [SEE EXHIBIT 42]. This is a fraudulent statement. We provided the statements in
a timely manner [SEE EXHIBITS 3 AND 5 AND APPRAISALS]. Not only did the Assessor have this
information, but Assessor Dahle emailed me two (2) days before our hearing and asked for
Profit and Loss Information. I emailed him back, he had the information in our Appraisals. One
day before our hearing Assessor Hammond emailed me and asked for Profit and Loss
Information. I emailed her we had provided the information as above. Nevertheless, I called
our accountant and forwarded to both of them Profit and Loss Statements for Three (3) years
for the Goldstein Improvement Company. Assessor Hammond and Assessor Dahle failed to
correct the misinformation on pp. 10 and 11 of the Meeting of Board of Equalization (BOE)
and Presentation of Real Property Appeal [SEE EXHIBITS 6-7]. Thus, the Assessor's
Presentation was fraudulent because it did not inform the BOE that we provided Profit and Loss
Information in a timely manner. The failure to act and inform the BOE by the Assessor is a
fundamental lapse in judgment causing a fundamental error in methodology used in the
valuation of our two appeals.
According to the Assessment Administration, IAAO, 2003, Chapter 14, pp. 353-371, the
Juneau Assessor's Office has not integrated a successful public relations program which is
evidenced by a large number of appeals and unhappy taxpayers who feel said Office does not
operate in a transparent manner and is taking without due process of law.
I started this process naively and the interactions I have experienced have led to more
questions. The first interaction was with Assessor Dahle who told me "We got a Steal" when
we bought the Key Bank Building. I wondered how he knew this, then he offered that he had
been in commercial real estate and would have bought the building. I thought it was
inappropriate to make these remarks. Then, I thought he's taxing us a month after we bought
the building at 2.4X what we paid and I was shaking my head because I thought he never would
have bought the Key Bank Building at 2.4X what we paid. I knew then and I know now our
purchase was an arm's length transaction and that the property was exposed to the market for
a reasonable time. [SEE EXHIBITS 8-11) {SEE EXHIBIT 44 Expert Real Estate Advisor Mr. Walter
Bialas, states the Key Bank Building was exposed to the market for a reasonable time and the
price we paid was fair market value 1. I knew the Seller was considering two competing offers
and selected our offer in the end. I know our purchase of the Key Bank Building was a market
sale. What I learned later is that the Assessor excluded a very large group of commercial
property from their computer modeling by jacking up assessed values to distort the ratio
analysis [SEE EXHIBIT 28]. Our Key Bank Building purchase was a minor player in this conspiracy
and cover up. The most egregious case of over-assessment is the Key Bank Building {SEE
EXHIBIT 451 which has been over-assessed in the amount of $19,821,920 and over-taxed by
the City and Borough of Juneau in the amount 0[$218,041. Since 2005 our properties have
been over-assessed $40,547,410 and over-taxed by$574,385 {SEE EXHIBIT 451.
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Since
When I read the Appeal Form, it said if we appeal the BOE could tax us at a specific
higher amount($ 800,340 more for our 6 appeals; appeal #60 $135,775; appeal #11 $109,522;
appeal# 20 $21,169; appeal #30 $102,861; appeal #10 $ 79,632; and appeal #43 $351,381. I
knew this Notice was not appropriate and that our rights were chilled even before we started
the process of Appeal [SEE EXHIBIT 12]. I felt violated by the Notice. Assessor Dahle's Notice of
Appeal was designed to quash appeals before the process started. We weighed the costs. I am
certain other potential Appellants did not appeal because of the threat of higher property
taxation. Assessor Dahle emailed me saying, he had to notify Appellants about the higher
amount exposure. It was his duty, he said. Assessor Dahle's intentions are fraudulent because
the higher amount he calls "Full Market Value" vs. "Assessed Value on Notice" are ambiguous
terms to taxpayers and his higher amount is based on a Cost Approach using fake building cost
figures to back into the amounts he wants to set as the Assessed Value.
When I received the BOE Notice it said all of my appeals started at 5:30 p.m. So I
prepared to start all appeals at the same time and was prepared to present our cases globally
and not one at a time. This procedure disrupted my presentation and led to a disjointed
presentation which was unfair [SEE EXHIBIT 43]. Moreover, each appeal was limited to FIFTEEN
(15) MINUTES. The FIFTEEN (15) MINUTE HEARING is clearly a violation of procedural due
process.

We are dealing with complex issues, with a good amount of
money at stake which will perpetuate for years to come and the BOE's
FIFTEEN {15) MINUTE HEARING is so burdensome as to take away our
rights to establish our burden of proof.
This is clearly a violation of due process. Also, it appears the BOE did not seriously
weigh any of our evidence [SEE THE HEARING AUDIO VIDEO AND TRANSCRIPT]. On its face, the
FIFTEEN (15) MINUTE HEARING is designed to further "Put Down" a taxpayer rebellion to unfair
taxation. The BOE's sole purpose is to deny appeals not to weigh evidence. This constitutes a
fundamental error in methodology.
The BOE did not consider that with Zoom hearings Appellant's would be in other time
zones. By starting at 5:30 p.m. it was unfair to me in a later time zone to continue the hearings
past 9:30 p.m. I was told by the BOE chair that I did not have to be present and the hearings
could continue and the BOE would make a determination without my participation. This was a
violation of my due process rights, and an indication of the railroad job the BOE was following.
This is a fundamental error and wreaks of an unjust hearing process.
In my second hearing, when I asked for a bathroom break my request was denied. But, I
had to go to the bathroom. It was inhumane to not permit a bathroom break. The hearing
continued without my presence, without a brief suspension to allow me to go to the bathroom.
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I exited the screen [SEE THE HEARING ADUDIO VIDEO AND TRANSCRIPT]. Upon my return,
there was no indication from the BOE that they would bring me up to date or that they had
waited for my return. This was a due process violation of my rights and the second hearing on
this basis should be remanded and done again with a longer time limit or no time limit with the
Chair proceeding over the hearings ruling on a reasonable time as the hearing progresses.
Chairman Epstein trampled on my personal rights, INHUMANELY NOT PERMITTING A
BATHROOM BREAK and due process [SEE THE HEARING AUDIO VISUAL AND TRANSCRIPT).
At the end of the hearing, I requested that new members of the BOE be on our future
appeals. My request was denied and the members of the Board stated that they wanted the
same board members to hear all of my appeals [SEE THE HEARING AUDIO VISUAL AND
TRANSCRIPT]. I believe this is an unfair process and violation of my due process rights. I
believe the board members who heard my 1st and 2nd appeals are biased and did not weigh the
evidence presented to them. I request new BOE members hear my appeals. I believe it is a
fundamental error to have the same board members hear all of my appeals. Therefore, the two
hearings that have been held to date should be done again and the Chair, BOE, Assessor or
Assembly set procedures in this regard. Bathroom breaks should be permitted.
We request a fair examination and investigation of the issues. Particularly, please focus

on Assessor Dahle's fraud and plagiarism respecting the Key Bank Building [SEE EXHIBIT 44].
On its face, it appears the Assessor's Office has treated commercial property owners unfairly
for decades. While the Assessor's Office presents its case for more taxation through over
assessment by religiously stating it is "Common Knowledge" commercial property owners have
not had an increase in taxes in a decade. Like my first interaction with Assessor Dahle where he
said our purchase of the Key Bank Building was "A Steal" and this set me off because I knew he
was wrong is the same reaction I have to: It is "Common Knowledge" commercial property
owners have not seen a tax increase in a decade [SEE THE FOLLOWING PAGES HEREIN]. I did
not know the facts (at first) but instinctively I wondered if this was a true statement. "Common
Knowledge" has to be backed by evidence. I kept hearing this common knowledge refrain so I
checked our properties history. A review of our property histories reveals that there has been
a serious over-assessment of commercial property in Juneau for a long time. We had
appraisals completed and they show a huge gap, in most cases, between Assessed Value and
Fair Market Value [SEE THE FOLLOWING PAGES AND EXHIBITS 31-32]. It is clear to me the

Assessor did not raise assessments more over the years because they had already tapped into
commercial property owners so much, more taxation iust made no sense. Yet, the current
Assessor's agenda is to sock it to commercial property owners even more. The commercial
property tax increases in 2021 and 2022 are outrageous.
The Assembly must instruct the Assessor's Office to return to 2020 Assessed Values
until an examination and investigation of the Assessor's Office is completed.
We advise that the Assessor must not impose the increased property taxes on
commercial property owners for 2022. The tax increase must be stayed until a complete
investigation is completed and recommendations are made to the Assembly. This investigation
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must be overseen by an Oversight Board whose members include an equal number of
commercial property owners. The Assembly shall recommend a hearing officer be appointed to
undertake said investigation who shall report to the Oversight Board. Said investigation must
include the years 2021 and 2022 where commercial property owners expect adjustments to
assessed value to be made and commercial property taxes adjusted retroactively to 2020 levels
or lower. Such investigation must encompass the last decade, as the Assessor has repeatedly
stated commercial property taxes over the last decade were low and needed to be doubled.
Said investigation must also include a study of whether a shift in the tax burden occurred. I
believe a shift occurred over the last decade where commercial property owners carried an
unfair burden of taxation.
Further Appeals to the Superior Court shall be stayed, until said Findings have been
delivered to the Assembly in writing and the Assembly has completed its work on this matter. In
the event taxpayers are dissatisfied with the results of the Assembly's actions they shall be
entitled to pursue legal action.
In view of the long history of over-assessment by the Assessor's Office, the assignment
moving forward shall be as follows: The Assembly shall appoint a hearing officer, establish an
Oversight Board, replace members of the BOE and the Assessor's Office if the Findings indicate
over-assessment has taken place. If Findings are made that over-assessment occurred all
remedies must be considered to compensate commercial property owners, including but not
limited to a cap on future assessment valuations.
If the Assembly is not able to see the issues as clearly as commercial property owners,
then the Assembly will place a further burden on commercial property owners whose only
remedy will be legal action. I have discussed this matter with Mr. Garth Schlemlein, Attorney at
Law.

First Hearing: 122 Front Street (1C070A020011}
Please see Packet Pages 1111-1114
2-story building
Please see Document: Cost Report-Commercial
Total Neighborhood•Multiplier (also known as Dahle Total Building Cost)

TOTAL NEIGHBORHOOD MULTIPLIER=BUILDING COSTS [SEE EXHIBIT 13-14).
(See Packet Pages 1104-1105 which are attached herein)
Section 1- 2450 SF
Section 2- 1800 SF

$360,300
$264,204

$147.06
$146.78
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Totals

4250 SF

$624,504

$146.94

$146.94 SF is not a realistic or feasible building cost. Assessor Dahle backs into his Assessed
Value. This is a fraudulent practice enabling to Assessor Dahle to make his statement it is
"Common Knowledge Commercial Property Has Doubled in Value" and the "Substantial Growth
in Property Valuations." The sinister Application of Assessor Dahle's fraudulent practice is to
manipulate and distort the Ratio of Assessed Value to Sale Price. This constitutes a

fundamental error in methodology and is grounds for all appeals to be overturned and
granted.
MAI Appraiser Julie Dinneen's appraisal practice is to obtain building costs by gathering data
from local architects, contractors and published articles [SEE EXHIBIT 39). She does not have or
use Marshall and Swift because the building costs in this guide are not local or reliable in her
estimation [SEE EXHIBIT 39).
Dawson Construction states Juneau commercial building costs average $450-$750 SF [SEE
EXHIBIT 17).
Northwind Architects states Juneau commercial building costs average $600 TO $700 SF [SEE
EXHIBIT 18].
MAI Appraiser Julie Dinneen states, commercial building costs are$ 450 SF or higher in Juneau
[SEE EXHIBIT 40].

OTHER EXAMPLES OF BUILDING COSTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
The Juneau Airport Terminal Project commercial building costs are $450 SF (2020)
BRH Behavior Health Project commercial building costs are $600 SF (2021)
UAS Auke Bay Science Building Project commercial building costs are $800 SF (2022)
On the face of it, using Marshall and Swift 2018 commercial building costs is the improper year
to use resulting inaccurate and unequal commercial building costs. The Juneau Assessor must
use 2022 building costs and depreciation schedules. He does not.

THE COST APPROACH IS NOT RELEVANT OR
RELIABLE AND MUST NOT BE USED BY THE
ASSESSOR
The COST APPROACH is not feasible, as MAI Appraiser Julie Dinneen states, because it results in
absurdly high commercial building valuations that are not relevant or reliable and cannot be
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reconciled with the Income or Sales Approaches to Value [SEE THE BUILDING COST CHART
ABOVE].

Second Hearing: 110 Seward Street (1C070A020030)
Please see Packet Pages
2-story building with basement
Please see Document: Cost Report-Commercial
Total Neighborhood Multiplier {also known as Assessor Dahle Total Building Cost)
TOTAL NEIGHBORHOOD MULTIPLIER=BUILDING COSTS [SEE EXHIBIT 15-16].
(See Packet Pages 1104-1105 which are attached herein)
Incorrect Square Feet Used Per Juneau Assessor (See Packet pp. 298-99)
Section 1- 3763 SF
Section 2- 2887 SF
Section 3- 3709 SF
Totals

10,359SF

$680,387
$436,002
$ 557.509

$180.81
$151.02
$150.31

$ 1,673,898

$161.59

Correct Square Feet Per Julie Dinneen, MAI Appriaser

First Floor
Second Floor
Basement
{finished)
{packet p. 297)
Totals

110 Seward St

116-118 Seward St

3763 SF
3705 SF
2245 SF

2891 SF

12,604SF

0
0

$680,387
$557,509
$436,002

$180.81
$ 150.47
$ 194.21

$1,673,898

$132.81

The Juneau Assessor has made a fundamental error in methodology because he uses a SF
figure that is incorrect. Julie Dinneen, our MAI appraiser, states the SF as 12,604 [SEE JULIE
DINNEEN APPRAISAL; SEE EXHIBIT 4 LAST PAGE; SEE PACKET P. 173]. The Juneau Assessor
states the SF as 10,359 [SEE EXHIBIT 16 pp. 10-11; SEE PACKET pp.298-299) • The Juneau
Assessor uses a building cost of $132.81. This is far below actual building costs in Juneau. This
error results in excessive and improper building valuation. This figure is also used as part of
the calculation of Full Market Value that the Assessor uses to "Inform" the public that they
may be subject to a higher assessment. The Juneau Assessor methodology is composed of
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improper data and he uses it as a sword against the public to threaten higher taxation if an
Appellant appeals.

224 2ND STREET EXAMPLE OF IMPROPER APPLICATION OF RATIO OF
ASSESSED VALUE TO SALE PRICE [SEE EXHIBIT 23].
GOAL: FIND A REASONABLE APPROACH TO VALUE--What happened here is the
Assessor manipulated the Assessed Value in 2021 higher to $405,300 but the
ratio was 1.42 which is outside the variance (1.5-3) permitted by the Assessor to
stay within the concept of Market Sale and not be an Outlier Property.
Nevertheless, 224 2nd Street was excluded from Ratio Analysis Studies by the
Assessor (see attached 2021 and 2022 Sales Lists).

TARGET RATIO

AV
_ _ _ _ _ =1
SP

2020 ASSESSOR VALUE

$270,200
_ _ _ _ _ =.94

SALE PRICE 2021

$286,000

FRAUDULENT RATIO

$405,300
- - - - - - =1.42

$286,000

JJULIE DINNEEN RATIO

$295,000

- - - - =l.03
$28~000

The reasonableness of Julie Dinneen's MAI Appraisal is plain to see.
The unreasonableness of Assessor Dahle's Fraudulent Methodology is
plain to see and results in excessive and improper taxation.
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Assessor Dahle's game is to increase Assessed Value to put as many
commercial properties into the Outlier Class as possible. This is a
misuse of the Outlier Concept by application. Jurisdictions are
composed of Outlier Properties, but an enormous amount of Outlier
Properties raises suspicion that the Ratio Analysis has been tampered
with and covered up. This has the impact of excluding lower priced
properties from Ratio Analysis whether done by saying the Sale Price
was not a Market Sale, arbitrarily creating values not related to
income, cost or sales approaches or eliminating commercial
properties where the Sales Price is less than the Assessed Value.

RECOMMENDATION: Based on the Appraisal Analysis in the above
Julie Dinneen MAI Appraisal and her other Appraisals (5 in total) the
Assembly, Board of Equalization and Assessor Office accept the
research, analysis and opinion of Julie Dinneen in the amount of
$295,000 and use her work to guide you in recommending the fair
market value of all of our properties.
SALES APPROACH-Key Bank Building: 234 Seward Street

AV
TARGET RATIO

_ _ _ _ _ =1
SP

FRAUDULENT DAHLE

2022 ASSESSOR VALUE

$2,547,520
_ _ _ _ _ =2.1%
$1,232,915

SALE PRICE END OF 2021
LESS PERSONAL PROPERTY
(Packet p. 684)

($1,250,000 less $17,085)

ASSESSED VALUE*

$1,232,915
- - - - - =1
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$1,232,915
*-Closing costs and obsolescence when subtracted from the assessed value above comes to a
true assessed value of$ 1,005,277. This is our recommended Assessed Value.
The Key Bank Building was vacant upon purchase. Therefore, the Income Approach is not
available. The Cost Approach is wildly inaccurate. Consequently, the Sales Approach is the best
approach to use. This is a market sale. It is improper for the Assessor to not use the Assessed
Value above of$ 1,232,915 [SEE EXHIBIT 35 DEDUCTING PERSONAL PROPERTY FROM THE SALE
PRICE].
Assessor Dahle mines data to achieve his fraudulent aims. Assessor Dahle claims he was not
able to obtain the Assembly Building comparable sales 2X. The Assembly Building sold twice
and both times Assessor Dahle conveniently was not able to obtain these comparable sales.
Assessor Dahle could have phoned the broker to obtain this information but he choose not to
phone the broker. Assessor Dahle's inaction is clearly fraud. [SEE EXHIBITS 24-25]. In
fraudulent modeling, it is burdensome on the Appellant to sort through data, some
undisclosed, some manipulated and some applied to achieve deceitful ends. Assessor Dahle
sets forth his Outlier Standard as follows, ... On its face his standard complies with the IAAO.
But, IAAO cautions against using false data because false data in results in false data out. so
that most commercial sales fall within Assessor Dahle's 1.5 to 3 variance scale he uses to
exclude commercial property from his CAMA Approach. You would think in a small city such as
Juneau using as many commercial sales would be the goal. Under the Mass Appraisal Method
the IAAO states you must use 15 properties and that 30 properties are preferred. Assessor
Dahle's methodology uses 6 and sometimes 7 properties. Assessor Dahle waffles on property
#7, our 234 Seward St Bank Building, sometimes calling it a Market Sale and mostly calling it a
non-market sale. The Mass Appraisal Method is improper where the Juneau Assessor is working
with 6 or 7 commercial properties. Common sense tells you the Assessor would have been
better off laying the 6 or 7 properties out on his office desk to compare the income and sale
approaches to value. The Cost Approach would not have been used because it is not feasible in
Juneau as property valuations would be so high as to be non-sensical.
The 7th property is instructive in terms of Assessor Dahle's methodology. This is the Key Bank
Building at 234 Seward Street. On November 24, 2021 it sold for $1,250,000. It is a market
sale. On January 1, 2022 Assessor Dahle states the Assessed Value is $2,547,000. This is a
blatant and fraudulent practice. The only reason Assessor Dahle calls this a non-market sale is
because it was not exposed to the market for a long enough time. Assessor Dahle stated the
right amount of time is 9 1/2 months. Assessor Dahle makes this conclusion based on an article
he read (SEE Attached Article EXHIBIT 9 AND EXHIBIT 44) and selectively cherry picks data
from the article to misrepresent what the article clearly says [SEE EXHIBITS 8-11]. The article is
entitled, If A Bank Branch Has To Close, What Are the Most Likely Reuse Scenarios by
Sebastian Obando, March 2, 2020 in Wealth Management [SEE EXHIBIT 9]. Assessor Dahle
plagiarizes the work of Mr. Walter Bialas as his own. Assessor Dahle steals the words and ideas
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of Mr. Bialas and presented them to me in his email to me [SEE EXHIBIT 44) to "Gain an unfair
advantage."
"Fraud is misrepresentation that aims to gain unfair advantage"
[library.hccs.edu/plagiarism/definitions]
Assessor Dahle uses his position of power with the City to destroy commercial property
owners including us. I was accused by Assessor Hammond on seeking special treatment. The
only special treatment I received was the fraud committed by Assessor Dahle and the
complicit actions of Assessor Hammond and the Board of Equalization. Mr. Bialas explains {SEE
EXHIBIT 44] Assessor Dahle's skills are in full display: his incompetence, his fraud, his stealing of
intellectual property, his lack of knowledge of the market both because our purchase was a
market sale exposed to the market for a reasonable amount of time and the sale price
reasonable and also because Assessor Dahle fails to include market comparable sales with ten
percent {10%} CAPITALIZATION RATES [SEE EXHIBIT 44]. Assessor Dahle is on a mission to

"GRAB THE MONEY" as Peter Micciche, Alaska State Senator told me. The question remains:
Who sent him?
The Key Bank Building is not an average building. It has great street appeal and
presence with a corner to corner location, huge columns out front, extremely tall ceilings on
the first floor, historic presence as the BH Behrends Bank, a huge finished basement for
storage and inventory, ample parking with 17 spaces, great siqnage, center of downtown
location and a destination location (hereinafter known as "helpful characteristics"). The
property was marketed for two months and sold in four (4) months. We executed a lease with
Foggy Mountain within four (4) months of closing escrow. We executed a lease with the Union
in seven (7) months from the close of escrow [SEE EXHIBITS 8-11]. The property was fully
leased up in seven (7) months. Clearly, the Key Bank Building did not require the average time
to sell or lease up. Clearly, Mr. Dahle can do better than rely on an article in Wealth Magazine
from two (2) years ago; before the pandemic. Nevertheless, it is not opinion that this article
says a vacant building with the above "helpful characteristics" will sell in a shorter time. This
article is evidence to support our purchase of the Key Bank Building was a market sale with
reasonable exposure to the market. Assessor Dahle cherry-picked one line from the article to

perpetuate his fraud that this sale was not a market sale.
Assessor Dahle has stated, even if he were to include the Key Bank Building in his CAMA
approach the assessed values he uses would not change. This underscores the massive fraud
Assessor Dahle is undertaking. The Key Bank Building is one commercial property, but he has
employed this technique to include and exclude properties to justify over-assessing commercial
property in Juneau.

Summary
The Income Approach is the right appraisal approach in historic downtown Juneau. An investor
will look at the income and expenses to determine the value and what he would pay for a
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building. With much and varied depreciation and obsolescence the Income Approach is clearly
the best approach according to the IAAO. An investor would have to determine the
capitalization rate, but during a pandemic with no tourists, restaurants closed, workers hard to
find, no or limited cruise ships in port, traveling very slow, boutique gift shops nearly out of
business, net operating income is down and not stable. No one, including an investor can
foretell if another pandemic will make business conditions worse still. Capitalization rates must
reflect this new reality. The Assessor has ignored and shunned these facts. This is not opinion.
Capitalization rates have increased and when applied to net operating income fair market value
of commercial buildings in downtown Juneau are also down. Julie Dinneen explained
restaurants have about a 10 cap rate in her appraisals. She used 7.5 to 7.75 in evaluating our
buildings. Julie's analysis is sound. Assessor Dahle's analysis falls on deaf ears but he is
powerful and seemingly all knowing but wrong when he uses cap rates as low as 3 to justify his
over-valued assessments.
4) The Sales Approach is a second best approach, but you cannot exclude so many sales in the
mass appraisal method. 6 or 7 properties is not adequate. It should be 15 at least, prefer 30 or
more according to the IAAO. It appears the assessor has improperly doubled commercial
property values and used the IAAO standard of 1.5 and 3x variance from assessed value to
identify outlier properties which under normal circumstances would be acceptable, except the
assessor has arbitrarily raised assessed values so that most are falsely identified as outlier
properties. Almost all properties where the sales price is less than assessed value are excluded.
This is fundamentally crooked and unfair resulting in excessive commercial property valuations.
This must be reversed and Appellant's appeals and other Appellant's appeals must be granted.
In view of the fraudulent actions of the Juneau Assessor, I suggest our Appraisals are confirmed
as Assessor Values. Further, until this matter is resolved fully commercial property values shall
be rolled back to 2020 levels or sales prices.

THE FIFTEEN (15) MINUTE HEARING
To present the information herein, additional relevant information including the
written materials I have submitted (more than 1500 pp} and the Appraisals at a
BOE hearing or any hearing requires more than FIFTEEN (15) MINUTES.
The BOE hearings of FIFTEEN (15} MINUTES allotted the Appellant is
fundamentally an unfair procedure, a violation of due process and a travesty of
justice.
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It will save the City and Borough of Juneau and appellants much time,
aggravation, emotional distress and money if a settlement can be reached. Mr.
Dahle explicitly told me the Juneau Assessor Office does not settle. The solution
should not be to go to Superior Court. The process should not be adversarial.
The process should be open, informative and fair based on the IAAO.
We and other appellant's are going to be subjected to unfair taxation of millions
of dollars if you permit the improper, excessive and unequal wrongdoing of the
Juneau Assessor to continue.
UNDER NO STANDARD IS THE FIFTEEN (15} MINUTE HEARING PROPER.
THE FIFTEEN (15} MINUTE HEARING IS IMPROPER.
THE FIFTEEN (15} MINUTE HEARING is designed to get the appeals done quickly!
without proper examination. THE FIFTEEN (15} MINUTE HEARING IS A FARCE
AND NOT FAIR.
THE FIFTEEN (15} MINUTE HEARING MUST BE STOPPED NOW.
IF THE FIFTEEN (15} MINUTE HEARING IS NOT STOPPED YOU ARE EXPOSING THE
CITY TO LIABILITY.
Alaska CPI from 2012 to 2022 averaged 1.5% annually [SEE EXHIBIT 34).

"Full and True Value" vs. "Assessed Value on Notice" [SEE EXHIBIT 12].
The Juneau Assessor is mandated to assess property on January 1 at its "Full and True Value,"
Alaska Statute 29.45.060.
The Juneau Assessor's violates this Statute by creating a category of assessment called,
"Assessed Value on Notice."
The so-called "Assessed Value on Notice" is a lower number in the Determination Letter than
the "Full Market Value (May be recommended to the BOE)." The Assessor would be doing his
job if he used the "Full Market Value."
But, to not use "Full Market Value" and threaten it "MAY BE RECOMMENDED TO THE BOE" IS
IMPROPER.
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This Assessor practice has the effect to stop or chill appeals.
Moreover, the Assessor's figures in the "Full Market Value" category are improperly arrived
at using the Cost Approach where building costs are manipulated.
This is an abhorrent practice in need of serious reform and remediation.
In practical terms, the Juneau Assessor would like me to believe they are wonderful by
assessing our property at below "Full Market Value." Our appetites are supposed to be
wetted by getting "a deal" on assessed value. The lower value in "Assessed Value on Notice"
is designed to stop opposition and quiet Appellant's led to believe they are getting a deal.
What Appellant's are getting is an obscene increase in commercial property assessment after
a decade of over-assessment!

122 Front Street (1C070A020011) [SEE EXHIBIT 27].
2005200620072008200920102011201220132014201520162017201820192020-

$866,300
$1,095,100
$1,128,500
$1,509,300
$1,509,300
$1,509,300
$1,583,700
$1,583,700
$1,583,700
$1,583,700
$1,589,300
$1,577,400
$1,577,400
$1,594,700
$1,594,700
$1,572,900

2021- $2,105,950

2022- $2,063,831

OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
FRAUD ASSESSMENT
FRAUD ASSESSMENT

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:
1.1%=$128,364

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$16,300
$245,100
$278,500
$659,300
$659,300
$659,300
$733,700
$733,700
$733,700
$733,700
$739,300
$727,400
$727,400
$744,700
$744,700
$722,900
$1,255,950
$1,213,831 *

$11,669,481

*-OVER-ASSESSMENTS ARE HIGHER WHEN YOU ACCOUNT FOR INFLATION AND THE
TIME VALUE OF MONEY. FOR EXAMPLE, THIS PROPERTY VALUED AT $1,200,000 WOULD
HAVE BEEN VALUED AT MUCH LESS IN 2005 WHICH WOULD INCREASE THE GAP BETWEEN
ASSESSED VALUE AND FAIR MARKET VALUE.
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JULIE DINNEEN APPRAISER FAIR MARKET VALUE-$850,000
FOUR PERCENT (4%) INCREASE OF ASSESSED VALUE OVER A DECADE

DECADE OF OVER-ASSESSMENT-We believe taxpayers have not
reviewed their commercial property tax bills for decades and went
along with the Assessor's Office. We believe a legal challenge to the
Assessor's Office will open the Office to substantial exposure and
liability.

110 Seward Street (1C070A020030) [SEE EXHIBIT 36].

20052006200720082009201020112012201320142015~
20162017201820192020-

$1,072,000
$1,199,100
$1,199,100
$1,434,200
$1,434,200
$1,434,200
$1,506,100
$1,506,100
$1,506,100
$1,506,100
$1,675,000
$1,643,400
$1,643,400
$1,653,000
$1,653,000
$1,639,600

2021- $1,968,800
2022- $1,929,966

OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
OVER ASSESSMENT
FRAUD ASSESSMENT
FRAUD ASSESSMENT

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:
1.1%=$ 60,731

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$0
$0

$0
$234,200
$234,200
$234,200
$306,100
$306,100
$306,100
$306,100
$475,000
$443,400
$443,400
$453,000
$453,000
$439,600
$768,800
$729,966

$5,520,966*

*-OVER-ASSESSMENTS ARE HIGHER WHEN YOU ACCOUNT FOR INFLATION AND THE
TIME VALUE OF MONEY. FOR EXAMPLE, THIS PROPERTY VALUED AT $1,200,000 WOULD
HAVE BEEN VALUED AT MUCH LESS IN 2005 WHICH WOULD INCREASE THE GAP BETWEEN
ASSESSED VALUE AND FAIR MARKET VALUE.
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JULIE DINNEEN APPRAISER FAIR MARKET VALUE-$1,200,000
FIFTEEN PERCENT {15%) INCREASE OF ASSESSED VALUE OVER A DECADE

DECADE OF OVER-ASSESSMENT-We believe taxpayers have not
reviewed their commercial property tax bills for decades and went
along with the Assessor's Office. We believe a legal challenge to the
Assessor's Office will open the Office to substantial exposure and
liability.

Building Cost Chart
Julie Dinneen
MAI Appraiser
Fair Market Value

Assessed
Value

$600/SF

Juneau
Building Costs @
$450/SF

1C070A02011*
(4250 SF)

$2,550,000

$1,912,500

$850,000

$2,063,831

1C070A020030
(12,604 SF)

$7,562,400

$5,671,800

$1,200,000

$1,929,966

1(0701040020
(LAND ONLY)

LAND ONLY

LAND ONLY

LAND ONLY

LAND ONLY

1C070A040010
(10,359 SF)

$ 6,215,400

$4,661,550

$875,000

$1,484,129

1C070A040043
(59,187 SF)

$ 35,512,200

$ 26,634,150

$4,750,000

$6,592,909

1C070A050060
(12,284 SF)

$ 7,370,400

$5,527,800

$5,527,800

$2,547,520

Property

Marshall and Swift Actual Juneau Actual
Building Cost per SF Building Costs @

*SEE EXHIBIT 41. THIS PROPERTY IS AN OUTLIER BECAUSE OF ITS LARGE LAND SITE WHICH GIVES IT A HIGHER VALUATION
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LONG AGO AND IN A TIMELY MANNER AND THAT JUST
BEFORE THE BOE HEARING HE REQUESTED THE SAME
INFORMATION AGAIN (EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE WITH
ASSESSOR DAHLE, ASSESSOR HAMMOND, ASSESSOR
MORRIS AND DI CATHCART
43

THE FIFTEEN (15} MINUTE HEARING IS UNFAIR BECAUSE
CHAIRMAN EPSTEIN ALLOWED ASSESSOR DAHLE TO
INTERJECT THE KEV BANK BUILDING APPEAL
(#1C070A050060) INTO OUR FIRST APPEALS THEREBY
ALLOWING ASSESSOR DAHLE TO PREJUDICE THE BOE
HEARING BOARD BY ASSERTING OUR PURCHASE OF THE
KEV BANK BUILDING WAS NOT A MARKET SALE. BY
ALLOWING ASSESSOR DAHLE'S TESTIMONY IT
PERPETUATED THE FALSEHOOD THAT OUR APPEALS ARE
WITHOUT MERIT. WE WERE NOT PERMITTED TO MAKE A
GLOBAL PRESENTATION. VET, ASSESSOR DAHLE IS
PERMITTED TO MAKE A GLOBAL PRESENTATION BY
TAINTING THE EVIDENCE BEFORE WE HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT OUR CASE. THE KEV BANK
BUILDING WAS A MARKET SALE, WHICH MAKES CHAIRMAN
EPSTEIN'S RULINGS PREJUDICIAL. ASSESSOR DAHLE'S
TESTIMONY SHOULD HAVE NOT BEEN ALLOWED AND MUST
BE STRICKEN FROM THE RECORD. THE CHAIRMAN EPSTEIN
MADE A FUNDAMENTAL ERROR AND OUR APPEAL MUST BE
GRANTED OR REMANDED TO BE HEARD AGAIN.

44

ASSESSOR DAHLE FRAUD AND PLAGIARISM RESPECTING
THE KEV BANK BUILDING, APPEAL (#1C070A050060} WHERE
HE STOLE THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF MR. WALTER
BIALAS TO FALSELY CLAIM AND MAINTAIN OUR PURCHASE
OF THE KEV BANK BUILDING WAS NOT A MARKET SALE.
MR. WALTER BIALAS, WHOM ASSESSOR DAHLE RELIED ON
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AS HIS EXPERT, CONCLUDED THE KEY BANK BUILDING WAS
REASONABLY EXPOSED TO THE MARKET AND OUR
PURCHASE PRICE WAS FAIR. THEREFORE, THE ASSESSOR
ASSESSED VALUE MUST BE THE OWNER'S ESTIMATE OF
VALUE$ 1,005,277 OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE$ 1,232,915 ($
1,250,000 LESS PERSONAL PROPERTY INCLUDED IN THE
SALE OF$ 17,085).
45

CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU HISTORY OF OVER
ASSESSMENT 2005-2022

46

CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU ASSESSMENT HISTORY
REPORTS-SIX (6) APPEAL PROPERTIES
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NOTICE OF APPEAL
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RENT ABATEMENTS FOR GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT
LOWER NOi, INCREASE CAPITALIZATION RATES, INCOME
STREAM STABILITY
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116 Seward Street

·--·-···--

TEASE SALON

118 Seward Street

.

.Goldstein Annex

(rent beoins 2/1/2022 )

(1890.00)

......

The Plant Studio

'

1,900.0(

2,257.50

.. ~3. 144.44

:

1,000.00

(~A}

...

·•

122 Front Street

Sketch

124 Front Street

Asiana Gardens

4,950.00

126 Front Street

!Apartment -Asiana Gardens

2,350.00

525.00

..

'.

3,450.~(

"'
7,433.75

,,,

Flags of All Nation;;.. ~~ildin9.

(FAN)

-

.... .... ·- ·1 198 • 2nd Street

Sonia Hendricks

1,658.99

I19A · 2nd Street

Bauer/Clifton

1,653.75
3,147 10

-

Clwlcs Goldstein ~I_J~~!ng_(CG)

---...

201 Seward Street

Good Vibes Cafe

3,000.00

205 !.i~ward Street

Nana's Attic

1,149.00

209 Seward Street

Zoot's

211 Seward Street...

Apartment

21 7 Seward Street

Don Morgan gallery

221 Seward Street

Giono Barren

216 2nd Street

Rainforest Farms

Stornge Area

·--·

_.. .... ---··
,,.

..

·-·-·--

·-·-

860.00

1,680.01

2.100.00

,.

2,625.01

1.450.00

1,050.00

850.00

635.00
3,000.00
1,000.00

. .~ook~ry Warehouse

'.

···••····

...

_RO?~~ry

Pa, king nol inctu_ded i~ rent

90.00

VACANT
.

.

..

. .

. <;;.apit_al Ba~e,

94 50

Carlton Smith

90.00

---·-·---·- ·-•·
. '.

11,788.08

1.450.00

Pioneer House

3180 Pioneer Avenue

Seasonal tenant - Septernber through May

3,400.00

.....
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.-218 - 219
.....

J.M. Walsh

825.00

:220

Law office of Kathleen Strausbaunh

500.00

Law office of Kris Barnum

350.00

221
222

..

Goldstein BookkeepinA Office

-

0.00

..

Third Floor

State of Alaska • OCS

0.00

East Care Acupuncture

1,093 27

304/305

MARINE ENGINEERS UNION

306

VACANT

307
308

.

...

.,

(421.00)

-

(421.00)

··--·
.- .
.. ..

~W OFFICE (RENT BEGINS _?f1/2022)

0 0)
(421._

--.

SOA PUBLIC DEFEND_E R_. (PR01'.(_2}11_2022)

(1008.00)

VACANT

,

309

-·--

· - -····
Fourth Floor

.

State of Alasb - W1C

- - ..

--· · -·•-·····

505

..

504

----- --- -

..

Omoodsman
L OBBYING OFFICE (rent beams 2/f12D22)

::·i

JJ.;
!'•

(11t'Xi.Dli;

CRANOR COUNSELING

-

6158.DO

-.

.,

·- ---

. Parking n~t ~ e d in rent
Slat~ of Alaska - LAA

.. -·

-

f

.,

State of Ala.si:a

------ . ...

- ---

u~

·-- ·

..

..

Stale of Alaska -OCS

• • • •u

Fifth Floor
. ·· -·-

843.60

90.00

Urban Eskimo

~3.50

C5fton I 8?.uer

94 00

-

·-- -- -

---·
26.266.9~

33.788.59

: GFS_Buildi!)_gJG_F~)

---- ----- ---- --- -----· .
.

..

: 140 Front Street

. .
.

! 11 0

Heritage Northwest - Coffee

8.925 .00
'.

Seward Street

Segal Company
·•

_I U~stai~s~9-~~~~--

:s
..
'

2

:3
4

..
'

r

.. .

- .. -

·- .. -···

·-

7.980.00

'•

650.00

.

, .

.

Big Brothers Bin Sisters of Southeast Alaska

1,000.00

Rookery

400.00

Mooncycle Medicine

440.00

Yeve\\e Sou\iere

350.00

Car/con Smith

813. 75

··--- .. .
300.00
.. . ···--·
.... .. --

-

-··-•·-
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Goldstei_n .lmpr_ov.e~~n~. Company
11/1612021
Rental
Non Taxable
Monthly
!-:-;_ _ _ _...;P;..;ri~o.i;;.;;;;:oertv~-----+---------.:.Ten::,;.::a::,:nts=..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4-_..:,R;:,:e:.:,:nt:,._~-....:.:R~en:.:,:t~--1 TEMP REDUC
:Goldstein Building (GB)
!

-~- -

..

124 Seward Street

~gs ~eward Street
128 Seward Street

!-~~~- ~eward StreE?t

Annie Kaills

4,200.00

NorthWind Architects

3,150.00

Caoital Barber
Little Tokyo/ PhoTai

3.150.0C

735.00
6,300.00

4.725.0C

I

.. 130 Seward St,el't

Main Buildina
Woodburv Financial • Karen Hansen

708.50

State of Alaska - WIC Storaae
Basement

In & Out Paintina
Otis Elevator Comoanv

0.00
201.94

0.00
2,270.10

State of Alaska - Leaislative Artairs Stor a(Je
Annie KaiUs • Storaae

525.00

Shoenv • Storaae

105,00

Oalberg Desion - Storaae

210.00

Sketch • Storaae
Plant Studio Storaae
:~~cond

83.33
440.00

420.00

F1001

201

Verizon
Verizon (electrical r~im~~rsement)

~- ·-·~~2 .~ 203

;_204 • 205
... :206

Deborah Mellison -···· -··-·

450.00
898.60

1,036.03

Otis Elevator C0TP!~~

1,002.51

State of Alaska

209

Todd Montalbo

•· __ '.~~~- ~10 • 216

1,630.13

Alaska Troll~~!.f..ssocia~~~ ....

'207 • 208

217

390.00

0.00
850.00
3,999.80

Alaska Nelwork of Domestic Violence & Sexual Assault
Stellar Group

694.00
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2 CAPITALIZATION RATES 122 FRONT STREET DEFINITELY NOT 3,
MAYBE 6.5, BUT MOST REASONABLE AT 7.5-7.75 OR 10 FOR
RESTAURANTS
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CAPITALIZATION RATES
PROPERTY ADDRESS: 122 FRONT STREET
ASSIGNMENT: ESTABLISH A CAPITALIZATION RATE DURING A PANDEMIC, 6,000 JOBS LOST,
$190 MILLION IN REVENUE LOST, RENT ABATEMENT GIVEN TO TENANTS PARTICULARY TO
BUSINESSES SUCH AS RESTAURANTS AND RETAIL. A TEN PERCENT {10%) CAPITALIZATION IS
CORRECT IN MANY CASES. WHERE THE NET OPERATING INCOME IS NOT STABLE AND LOWER
CAPITALIZATION RATES ROSE.
ASSESSOR STATED CAP RATE IN HEARING: 6.5%
JULIE DINNEEN CAP RATE IN APPRAISAL: 7.5

ASSESSOR CAMA VALUE: $2,063,831
NET OPERATING INCOME: $62,021
CAP RATES
7.5=
7=
6.5=
6=
5.5=
5=
4.5=
4=
3.5=
3=

$ 826,949 [APPRAISER CAP RATE REASONABLE)
$886,014

$ 954,169 [ASSESSOR STATED CAP RATE IN HEARING)
$1,033,683
$1,127,655
$1,240,420
$1,378,244
$1,550,525
$1,772,029
$ 2,067,367 (ASSESSOR VALUE WITH 3 CAP RATE IS FRAUD)

JULIE DINNEEN APPRAISED VALUE:$ 850,000
APPELLANT PROVIDED CURRENT INCOME AND EXPENSE REPORTS TO THE ASSESSOR.

*-On page 10 of the MEETING OF THE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION (BOE) AND PRESENTATION OF
REAL PROPERTY APPEAL (and Packet Page 138) the Assessor Falsely states, "Income
Approach .... The appellant did not submit P&L information for the Review process. We
provided the P&L information in our Appraisals in a timely manner. Both Mary Hammond and
Michael Dahle called me 1 and 2 days before the hearing on June 29 asking for this information.
I told them they had it in the Appraisals. They failed to correct the record during our Hearing.
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3

APPRAISER CAPITALIZATION OF NET INCOME, 122 FRONT
STREET

Packet
Page
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of 1441
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Considering the capitalization rates from the Juneau market and the information provided
by RealtyRates, and considering both the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this report, some of the lowest cap rates from the 2018 to 2020 sales
in Juneau are considered too low for the present time. A rate of 7.50% is considered
reasonable. As shown, this rate applied to the projected NOi. value by this approach is
$830,000.

CAPITALfZATION OF INCOME ANALYSIS

REVENUES

Area Rented

Rent per SF

Rent per Month

s

124 Front Street· Asiana Restaurant
122 Front Street• Sketch Art Studio
126 Front Street - 2nd Floor Apartment
Parking lot Revenue

1,622 SF

$

3,450

378 SF

$

1,800 SF

$

525 $
2,350 $

s

95

Gross Revenue

3,818

18 stalls

''

2.13
1.39
1.31

sr-

Stabilized Vacancy & Credit Loss

3%

Rent per Year

s

6,300

s

2H,:WO

$

20,520

$

96,420

$

Gross Effective Income

$

EXPENSES

4,250 sf GBA

Professional Management Building Tenants

3%

·••

X $75,900

s

$ 0.20 SF

Administration
Utilities Paid by Landlord
Utilities Paid by Landlord

(2,893)

93,527

(2,277)

(850)

$2.45 SF X
$2.21 SF X
$0.80 SF X

Utilities P,iid by Landlord

41,400

$

378 Sf
1,622 SF

(3,585)

1,800 SF

(1,440)

(926)

Building Maintenance

s

Parking lot Maintenance

$267. per stall per year 18 stalls
$ 0.50 SF

(2.v.s;

s 0.30

(9,000)
(1,275)

Insurance

1.25 SF

15.313)
(4,716)

Real Estate Ti'.lxes
Reserve Allowance

SF

Total Expenses

s

Net Operating Income

$

(31,S06)

Indicated Value

$

62,021
7.50%
826,949

Rounded

$

830,000

Capitalization Rate

.

·-·



-·

-···-

-

-

.

..

..

.

'

.. ·---·

--·
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.
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4 CAPITALIZATION RATES 110 SEWARD STREET DEFINITELY NOT
4.5, MAYBE 6.5, BUT MOST REASONABLE AT 7.5-7.75 OR 10 FOR
RESTAURANTS
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CAPITALIZATION RATES
PROPERTY ADDRESS: 110 SEWARD STREET
ASSIGNMENT: ESTABLISH A CAPITALIZATION RATE DURING A PANDEMIC, 6,000 JOBS LOST,
$190 MILLION IN REVENUE LOST, RENT ABATEMENT GIVEN TO TENANTS PARTICULARY TO
BUSINESSES SUCH AS RESTAURANTS AND RETAIL. A TEN PERCENT (10%) CAPITALIZATION IS
CORRECT IN MANY CASES. WHERE THE NET OPERATING INCOME IS NOT STABLE AND LOWER
CAPITALIZATION RATES ROSE.
ASSESSOR STATED CAP RATE IN HEARING: 6.5%
JULIE DINNEEN CAP RATE IN APPRAISAL: 7.75%
ASSESSOR CAMA VALUE: $1,929,966
NET OPERATING INCOME: $87,598
CAP RATES
7.75=
7.5=
7=
6.5=
6=
5.5=
5=
4.5=

$1,130,297 [APPRAISER CAP RATE REASONABLE)
$1,167,973
$1,251,400
$ 1,347,662 [ASSESSOR STATED CAP RATE IN HEARING]
$1,459,967
$1,592,691
$1,751,960
$1,946,622 [ASSESSOR VALUE WITH 4.5 CAP RATE IS FRAUD)

*-On page 11 of the MEETING OF THE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION (BOE) AND PRESENTATION OF
REAL PROPERTY APPEAL (and Packet Page 299) the Assessor Falsely states, "Income
Approach .... The appellant did not submit P&L information for the Review process. We
provided the P&L information in our Appraisals in a timely manner. Both Mary Hammond and
Michael Dahle called me 1 and 2 days before the hearing on June 29 asking for this information.
I told them they had it in the Appraisals. They failed to correct the record during our Hearing.
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5 APPRAISER CAPITALIZATION OF NET INCOME, 110 SEWARD
STREET

Packet
of 1441
1973
PacketPage
Page1590
208 of

CAPITALIZATION OF INCOME
RENTAL INCOME

ABOVE GRADE SF

RENT/SF

MONTHLY RENT

3,931 SF
350 SF

s
s

7,581

$

618

$

1.77

550 SF
.178 SF

$

773

s
s

s

28!j

$

1.4.l
0.75

418

5

2.09

.?oo si:

$

.l.U

Suite 5 • Big Brothers Big Sistt?rs

1,114 Sf

$

C)f)()

0.81

116 Seward Street• Vacant

1,000 s1:

s

1,796

s
s
s

1,805

$

2.19

Heritage Coffee Roasters
110 -Seward Segal Company
Suite 1 Carlton Smith Company
Suite 2 • Rookery Storage

Suite 3 Moc>ncycle Medicine
Suite 4 • Yvette Soutiere Law

118 Seward• Plant Studio
Gross Revenue

.WO SF

s

825 SF

.l.93

1.(,/

1.80

8,608

Stabilized Vacancy & Credit Loss

3.5%

Professional Management
Administration

s
s
s
s
s

s
s

21,660

$

l74,708

$

10,359 SF GOA (abovt? grade)
5%

$

$ 0.30 SF

$2.45 SF

3,705

All But Power to Retail/Rest.

$2.40 SF

6,654

$ l.70 SF

lnsuranc:e

.s

Real [~late Taxe~

s

0.50 SF
UiO SF

Reserve Allowa nee

s

0.40 SF

(6,115)

168,593

(8,430)
(3,108)

All Utilities to 2nd Floor
Building Maintenance

2 J,552

s
$

Gross Effective Income

EXPENSES

ANNUAL RENT
$
90,972
7,416
9,276
3,420
5,016
3,996
11,400

$

(9,077)
(15,970)

(] 7,610)
(5,180)
(17,478)

14,144}

Total Expenses

s

(80,996)

Net Operating Income

s

81,598

7.75%

Capitalization Rate

Indicated Value
Rounded

s

s

1,130,292

1,130,000

JlDlLDE l[l)OINlfNIEEN COMPANY
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6 ASSESSOR WRITTEN FRAUDULENT STATEMENT THAT APPELLANT
DID NOT SUBMIT PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENTS-APPELLANT
PROVIDED IN APPRAISALS IN TIMELY MANNER (122 FRONT
STREET)
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Packet Page 138 of 1441
Units
Percent Cost

Description

ll:lOO

Stud \-V~1ll$-VVoo<i Siding

Mealing & Coolmg

Heating & Cooling
Hol W,11er

Archnec1 Fee
Sprinkler,

Total
1~:J 21-d

1:300
1800

10••·

12 28
61 1.00

~2 I ! !

1800

100%

7 57

131326

f..60
5 3:,

11 880

100%

1800

Dry Sprinklers

+/-

GU 4~1

IS00

Gil

9 G:30

Sub Tot~I

$18 1.135 ,if,

Local l:lu1!1pl1er
Current Multiplier

0)

Ne1ghborhoo<l Mulupher
Depreciation - Physical

Depreciation - Func11onal

5r;
fU-· priowu-

~

Depreciiltion - Economic
Perct!nt Complete
C0$1IO Cure
Neighborhood AdJL15lment

I 43

[XI

1.02

[X]

S259.024 00
S264.204 00
S26004 00
S52,841 00
$0 00
$0 00
S21 1.363 00

[XI

20.00

[-]

100 00

l·I
1-1
1-1

epl.:icement Cost l ess Oep re ci :ition

$211 ')GJ

Total Improvement Value

$506,800

-

_______

The income approach was not the basis for setting most of the assessed value for 2022 . The
appellant did not submjL
,,_..;.-,__
P&L information for the Review process.

COMMERCIAL MARKET & ASSESSMENT ANALYSIS
The 2022 sales analysis for commercial properties included 59 qualified sa les from 5 years of sales covering January 1,
~

....

2017 through December ~ ~The sales volume for t he commercia l market increased in 2021 and indicate
continued appreciation .
•

Page 10

Assessment Year 2022 Summary for Commercial Properties
o Level of Assessment - 80.57% overa ll, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties
o Coefficient of Dispersion (COD)-17.46% for the combined group, 14.45% for vacant land, and 18.71%
for improved properties (For t hese t ypes of property groups the Standard that we work towards w ou ld
be 20% or less for the subsets of land and improved properties. The combined set would be expected to
have a higher COD.)
o Applied Time Trend for Sales Analysis - 5% per year for 2017, 2018 and 2019; 3% fo r 2020 and 2% for
2021 (actual market movement remained more than 5% movement each year over the 5 year period so
in applying a lesser trend we fe ll further behind the market.

Appeal 0000, Appellant: Name(s)

Parcel000000000000
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7 ASSESSOR WRITTEN FRAUDULENT STATEMENT THAT APPELLANT
DID NOT SUBMIT PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENTS-APPELLANT
PROVIDED IN APPRAISALS IN TIMELY MANNER {110 SEWARD
STREET)
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Units
Percent Cost

Description

+/-

2887
2887

70 27

202,813[1

Stud Walls-Woocl Siding

12.25

35,359

Heating & Cooling

2887

611 .00

Hot Waler

2887

100%

2887

2887

D1y Sp1111kle1 ~.

6 11

7 57

21 8S'"·
1~1.0::,,1

6.60
100°,

2R>< /

F re .:..1arr1 Systern

', .8

-1 0

I

$288 ,'ill& 30

Sub Total
LOCJI r.tutt1pher

\.43

[X]

Curre11I l,lull1phe1

I 02

[Xi
[X]

43 00

Dt>prec1,,11on. FunctJOn,,I

lI
1·1

Deprec,aoon. Economic

[-)

Ne1ghoorhooo l,l ultiplier
Deprtt:11.i tivn

Total

Ph) $1CJI

Percen1 C:omplele

10000

$ 427,453 00
$436,002 00
S436,002 00
$ '1:.\7 :Ul I 00

1·1

$0 00
so 00
$248,52 1 00

Cosl 10 Cure
Neighborhood AdJUStmenl

epl.lcement Cost less Depreci.lt ion

Section 3

$248,521

Units

Description

Base Cost

3709

Exterior WJII

Stud \Vnlls-Wood S1d1ng

370(!

HeJling & Cooling

Heotmg & Cooling

3709

Ht'Jllllg & Cooling

Hot \'Valer

370(1

100~.

370\J

01y Sp1111kil'I~

~1709

Fm: Alarm System

+/-

Total

70 27

21)0,(,}1

12.25

45,427

'31 1 00

100°.

370&

Architect Fee
Spnnkle,s

Percent Cost

2<1.077

to

24 479

1)

100°0

611

7 57

I7

4 74

:,eI

I 4'>
$,,11:12 .U I /':,

Sub Tot.ll

Local l,lultiplier

I 43

Cwrent Mull1plie1

I 02

[X)
IX)
[X)

Neighborhood Multiplier

43.00

Deprec1,1t1on . Physical
Deprec,at,on . FunclionJI
Deprec,at,on . Econon11c

100 00

Pe1cen1 Complete

l·I
1·1
1-1
l·I

S54G.97 00
$557 50(1 :_)()
55:,1 ~:oi, ()0

$238.72~ 00

so 00
so 00
$317 780 00

Cost le, Cure
Neighborhood AdJUStmenl

S'.117.780

epl acem...nt Cost less Deprec:i'1tion

Miscellaneous Improvements
CANOPY

M,~cellaneous Improvement

01 31 2013 F'

lrotal Improvement Value

[+)

21

·oo

$981,200

INCOME APPROACH
The income approach was not the basis for setting most of the assessed value for 2022. The appellant did not submit
P&L information for the Review process.
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Appeal 2022-0156, Appellant: Goldstein Improvement Company

Parcel 1C070A020030

l
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Appellant Response for Assessment Year 2022 Petition for Review

(This is the section where you indicate your acceptance or rejection of the Assessor's Office conclusion. Initial your
choice below and then sign and return this part of the form.)

My acceptance or rejection of the conclusion(s) of the Review is/are indicated below.

Initial your choice for each p~rcel below.
Parcel Number

,,Assessed Value
/ on Notice

iC070A0S00 0

Appellant's
Es-fimate of
Vdlue

2,547,520

Initial here to

Assessed Value
from Review

2,547,520

Full Market Value
(May be
recommended to
the BOE.)
2,683,295

Yes, I accept Jl'le recommended value determinatio
' Asse5sor/

Accept _ _

Initial here to

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

Reject _ _

Parcel Number
I

I

/Assessed Value
on Notice

' 'Appellant's
Es·~ mate of

Assessed Vair
from Review

Full Market Value "-..
'
{May be
recommended to
the BOE.)

2,063,381

2,173,353

Vat e

(
1C070A020011 \ 2,063,831
Initial here to ' "Z:s, I accept t
Assessor.

8.$0,000

\

)

recommended va lue determinatio~

Accept

Initial here to

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

Reject

-- '

Parcel Number

Assessed Value
on Notice
I

\

Accept

Initial here to
Reject

Assessed Value

Est,~mate of
Value

from Rev( '

)

(
1C070A040020\
Initia l here to

Appellant's

397,194

495,000

I
397,194 \

Yes, I acce~/ ecommended value determi~

'~~

Full Market Value
{May be
recommended t o
the BOE.)
418,363

rovided by the

~

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

\
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~---

/
Assessed Value
on Notice

Apg__ellant's
Esti~J°te of
Valuj

Full Market Value
(May be
recommended to
the BOE.}
2,032,827

Assessed Valu
from Review

1,929,966

1C070A02003 1
Initial here to

ommended value determinatio -~

Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

Parcel Number1

(
1C070A0400+0
Initial here to
Accept

Initia l here to
Reject

Parcel Number

1C070A020043
Initial here to

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review fo r a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

Assessed Value
on Notice

A1ipellant's
E timate of
1

/ alue

'

Assessed Value Full Market Value
I
from Review ; (May be
recommended to
the BOE.}

1,494,129
/ 875,000
1,494,129
'- 1,573,761
Yes, I accept-the recommended value determination prbvided by
Assessor.

--

/

tb~

No, I do not accept the recommended va luation provided by the Assessor.
Sched ule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equalization appeal
hearing.

Assessed Value " '-fppellan t's
on Notice
Estimate of
\
Vialue

6,592,909

!es, I acce~
A'sse-ssor:"

Assessed Value
from Review (

4,750,000

6,592,909

,

Full Market Value
(May be
recommended to
the BOE.}

J

I

6,944,290

H{e recom mended value determinatiohf:ovided by the /
---~

Accept _ _

Initial here to
Reject _ _

No, I do not accept the recommended valuation provided by the Assessor.
Schedule my Petition for Review for a Board of Equa lization appea l
hearing.

I understand that I will be expected to provide specific evidence to the Board which clearly illustrates mz:
my parcel valuation is: excessive, unequal, valued with improper methodology or is less than market value.
Appellant's Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _
Please return t o Assessor's Office via email, fax or mail.
•

Ema il: Assesso r.Office@ juneau.org

•

Fax: 907-586-4520

•

Ma il: 155 South Seward St. Juneau, AK 99801

Pleas-e indic.ate above if you accept our conclusion or you desire to appeal to the Board of Equalization. Please retu rn
you, response to our office within 7 days which would be by June 14, 2022. If we do not hear back from you we will
d ose the review/appeal.
If you have any questions you are welcome to contact us.
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8 234 SEWARD STREET IS A MARKET SALE BECAUSE IT MEETS THE
CRITERIA FOR A MARKET SALE, INCLUDING REASONABLE
EXPOSURE TO THE MARKET

Packet Page 1598 of 1973

REASONABLE EXPOSURE TO THE MARKET, PACKET PAGE 858 FROM
THE ASSESSOR SAYS,
"IN THE APPRAISAL INSTITUTES DICTIONARY OF REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL PART OF THE
DEFINITION OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A SALE TO BE CONSIDERED A MARKET SALE IS THAT
THERE WAS 'REASONABLE EXPOSURE IN A COMPETITIVE MARKET, UNDER ALL CONDITIONS
REQUISITE TO A FAIR SALE, WITH THE BUYER AND SELLER EACH ACTING PRUDENTLY,
KNOWLEDGEABLY, AND FOR SELF-INTEREST, AND ASSUMING THAT NEITHER IS UNDER UNDUE
DURESS."

THE KEY BANK BUILDING, 234 SEWARD STREET, WAS EXPOSED TO THE MARKET FOR
THREE (3) MONTHS. CONSIDERING THE ADVERTISING THAT WAS DONE, THE SIGNS THAT WERE
UP, THE ACCESSIBILITY, VISIBILITY, CORNER TO CORNER LOCATION, HIGH CEILINGS, HISTORIC
FEATURES (HUGE COLUMNS AND HIGH CEILINGS) AMPLE PARKING, AND LARGE BASEMENT
AND CENTRAL LOCATION IT IS CONFIRMED AS A MARKET SALE.
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9 FULL ARTICLE ENTITLED, "IF A BANK BRANCH HAS TO CLOSE,
WHAT ARE THE MOST LIKELY RESUSE SCENARIOUS?"
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PHOPERTY TYPES>RETAIL

If a Bank Branch Has to Close,
What Are the Most Likely Reuse
Scenarios?
As banks downsize their bricks-and-mortar footprint, their vacated spaces can be
turned to other uses.
"l>ih'., 1

.,

1

;.,

f1.L1r 02. ?020

Banks continue to shutdmvn branches across the country, but investors "<'<' n1-.it ;, ,.
rcu:-iL: <lppmtunilie~

for these locations.

The typical closed branch encompasses around 8,000 to 14,000 sq. ft. of space, with
some branches reaching up to 25,000 sq. ft. or 35,000 sq. ft., says Walter Bialas, vice
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president of research with real estate services firm JLL. This is where creative reuse of
space comes into play.
"Take a 25,000 square foot outparcel, for example," says Bialas. "With

bH',½N rdtti1t•r~

unckr p1't".;~11rc mid lirnitcd ,~ru,\·th in thnt sector, you have to match a user with the

space. Even many restaurants are not this large, so it becomes a challenge to lease or sell
the space and maybe develop a plan to divide the space for multiple users, which is why
office type users often fit the best."
A typical fast-food restaurant encompasses anywhere between 1,000 sq. ft. and 3,000

sq. ft., says Navin Nagrani, executive vice president at Hilco Real Estate, a real estate
services company. Fast casual restaurants can occupy anywhere between 2,000 sq. ft. to
4,500

sq. ft.

''A branch bank tends to have a certain footprint and is mostly geared to an office use,"

says Bialas. "Having a branch turn into a financial services office for an insurance
company is an easy fit. As you move into other uses like retail or restaurants or health
clinics, it requires a complete rebuild of the space."
However, in Chicago, the top two leading uses of closed bank branches in 2019 were fast
casual restaurants and health clinics. Nineteen percent of closed branches changed use
to fast casual restaurants, while 17 percent changed their use to health clinics. Only 7.5
percent of closed bank facilities went to other financial institutions, according to a .l l J,

A fast-food restaurant operator "may actually want to take over a bank branch" because

of their high visibility and infrastructure, says Nagrani. Most branches already have
space dedicated to drive-throughs and receiving zoning for this type of layout
"sometimes can be difficult to get" for restaurants, he notes.
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"The costs to repurpose a branch can be significant," says Bialas. "However, the level of
investor interest will depend on various characteristics [such as] intended use, overall
location, size of the branch, com petition or complementary nearby uses, area
demographics, etc. Good location will garner interest and potentially an investor willing
to adapt the property into something new or different."
While a few large institutions announce reuse plans in advance of closing a branch,
other institutions "may see this as a sunk cost and will look for a buyer or a renter

back to the landlord or a buyer [if one] is found," says Bialas. Well-positioned suburban
spaces, in areas with stable or growing demographics, can often be repurposed by
another bank or financial institution because they have similar office-oriented space
requirements.
The average time to sell a vacated branch is nine and a half months, while the average
time to sublease is slightly over a year, according to the JLL report. Outparcels and
endcaps with high visibility and quality signage are often in high demand. In-line
spaces, in contrast, can be more difficult to fill and are more commonly repurposed for
other uses, such as restaurants, convenience stores or clinics, JLL data shows.
"Visibility is key. Parking in suburban locations is also paramount and [outparcels and
endcaps] often have ample parking proximate," says Bialas. "In-line space, in contrast,
lacks some of these ingredients and may need to be transitioned to some
complementary retail use."
Urban bank branches situated in easy-to-access locations "will probably stay in use,"
despite the size of the facility being too large by today's standards and branch functions
turning more digital, according to Bialas. But branches that are lacking in visibility,
access or demographics may "struggle to find a reuse plan" and remain vacant for a
considerable length of time.
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Along with office, medical and restaurant uses, Nagrani says former branches could also
be repurposed for use as online "food pick-up or delivery" and marijuana dispensaries.
Banks continue lo elo~c brnndws across the country with no end in sight, according to
JLL research. Close to 1,700 branches closed in 2019, around a 1.9 percent decline in the

number of branches in the market. The trend is even more pronounced for the top 25
institutions, as large banks closed 1,450 branches, equality to roughly a 3. 7 percent
decline in their locations.
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10 RETAIL LEASE EXECUTED MARCH 31, 2022 (4 MONTHS FROM
CLOSE OF ESCROW) (NOT EXECUTED MORE THAN A VEAR AFTER
CLOSE OF ESCROW)

/
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RETA IL LEASE

THIS LE1\SE date-id

th<~ __:.1./.~iay o f

f1;\-7LC-tJ ___ .., 202)

bv Jnd

betwee n Gol dst ein

Improveme nt Company, 130 Seward St, Sui te 001 , JurH!ilU , A laskri C.J')801 herein;ifter ccille cl
"Landlord, " and, Foggy Mountai n I nc.,
_ _ _ __
___ _ _ _
__ June~1u,
Alaska 99801 here in after c;:illcd "Tenilnt" cJnci known collect ively ,is " the µ,1rties ."

W ITNESSETH
In consideration of the rnutuill covenants and agreemen ts contained in this Lease, Landlord and
Tenant agree as follow s:
TERM.

This Lease sha ll be for a t er m of five (S) yec1rs (th e "I.ease/' and/or "Lease Term ")

commencing on June 1, 7.0?.2 (~ornctirnes the " Co11rnwn cc rnent O;.ite") .

Unle ss sooner

t erminated as h ereinafte r provided, the expirJtion date of thi s Lec1se is May 31, 2027 . Tenant

may move into the Prern isEis prior to the Com mencement Date . Landlord agrees to provide

the Prernis<~s during ,rnd in coordin ation wi th !.,indlord's work in order
the process of movin g Tenc1nt's inventory, sta gin ~, di.:;pluys inc:luding concept

Tenant wi th access to
Tenant may begin

and in t erior design into the Prem ises pri or to 7 en,rnt's opening, current ly sc heduled for June J,

2022 (hereinafter "early term" ).

2.

HENT.

All monetary obligntion s of Te n ant to Landlord u nder t his Lease are deemed to be

rent (''Re nt"). Begin ning o n the Cornrnencerncnt Da t e, continuing on the f irst {1 51 ) day of each
succeeding month during the term of this Lease, Ten,rnt shal l pay Landlord Base Rent as
follows:

monetary ob ligations, it is Te nant's so le respon sibility to pay all aµp lic;ible Si.l lf~ c; t'lnd ci ty taxe c;
t o Landlord as th ey become due.

If any additional s;-1id tilx is due, raise d or f~mployed in

.-l

different manner Tenant shal l p,1y said acldition;i l arnount Lo Landlord .
Other Kent due includes:

a.

Ann u al CP l· U r1djustrnent s herein

b.

Paragraph 2.2

c.
d.

Reimbur se ment to Land lord monthly for any increase in electrical costs due to

P,1rking at market ri l e during the o ption period s
Te nant' s new lighting plan, lighting insta llat_ion and usr. ,

e.

Sales tax incre ases over five percent (5%)

f.

Tenant may sublet il p ortio n o f the basem ent known as "St ora13c 002" t o anot her
tenant, upon writt en approval of Landlord p ursuant to paragraph 15 herein . All rent
from Foggy Mount.Jin, In c. suble,1sing shall br. shared equa lly between L,rndlord ,ind

... -
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11 OFFICE LEASE EXECUTED JUNE 23, 2022 (7 MONTHS FROM
CLOSE OF ESCROW) {NOT EXECUTED MORE THAN A VEAR AFTER
CLOSE OF ESCROW)
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OFFICE LEASE

~?(:,
2022 by and between Goldstein
11 ~
THIS LEASE dated the ~ daydoSf
·t 001 Ju~eau Alaska 99801 hereinafter called
130 Sewar
t, 5 u1 e
'
,
k
Improvement Company,
.
I
U . n 211 Fourth Street Suite 306 Juneau, Alas a
"
di d"
d Alaska Public Emp oyees mo ,
'
"
. "
Lan or , an ,
d/ Ten ant" and known collectively as the parties.
99801 hereinafter called "Customer an or
WITNESSETH
In consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained in this Lease, Landlord and

Customer agree as follows:
TERM.

This Lease shall be for a term of ten (10) years (the "Lease" and/or "Lease Term")
Unless sooner
terminated as hereinafter provided, the expiration date of this Lease is September 30, 2032. In
the event Customer move-in date precedes October 1, 2022 the Lease shall commence from
said earlier move-in date and pro-rata rent shall be due to Landlord .
commencing on October 1, 2022 (sometimes the "Commencement Date").

2. RENT. All monetary obligations of Customer to Landlord under this Lease are deemed to be
rent ("Rent"). Beginning on the Commencement Date, continuing on the first (1 st) day of each
succeeding month during the term of this Lease, Customer shall pay Landlord Base Rent as
follows:
(hereinafter "Base Rent' per year subject to the adjustments
herein including but not limited to the CPJ-U, Exhibits A and B herein and paragraph 2 herein. In
addition to any and all monetary obligations, it is Customer's sole responsibility to pay all
applicable sales and city taxes to Landlord as they become due. If any additional said tax is due
raised or employed in a different manner Customer shall pay said additional amount t~
Landlord.

Other Rent Due (hereinafter "Other Rent Due") includes but is not li m ited to the
following:

Customer's Initials

k
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TERM AND PROVISION CONTAINED HEREIN, AND BY THE EXECUTION OF THIS LEASE SHOW
THEIR INFORMED AND VOLUNTARY CONSENT THERETO. BOTH PARTIES HAVE HAD THE
OPPORTUNITY TO SEEK THE ADVICE OF COUNSEL AS TO THE LEGAL CONSEQUENCES OF THIS
LEASE AND RETAIN APPROPRIATE CONSULTANTS TO REVIEW AND INVESTIGATE THE
CONDITION OF THE PREMISES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: THE POSSIBLE PRESENCE OF
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES, THE ZONING OF THE PREMISES, THE STRUCTURAL INTEGRIT'I, THE
CONDITION OF THE ROOF AND OPERATING SYSTEMS, COMPLIANCE WITH THE AMERICANS
WITH DISABILITIES ACT AND THE SUITABILITY OF THE PREMISES FOR TENANT' S INTENDED USE.

C"s<ome,'s 1,ma1s

Laodlonl's Foitials~( _ _ )

,&, (__)

THE PARTIES HERETO HAVE EXECUTED THIS LEASE AT THE PLACE AND ON THE DATES SPECIFIED
ABOVE THEIR RESPECTIVE SIGNATURES.

~~'")f

_,

Execut~I( at Juneau, Alaska
On,
2022
By LANDLORD:

·

\ \ , \.

~~

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT C O M P A N Y ~ ~
Name Printed: Daniel Glidman
Title: Agent for Goldstein Improvement Company
~dress: The Goldstein Improvement Compa~, Attn: Daniel Glidman,
. ,
i)
130 Seward Stree\fi.u ite 001 i.~

'

Juneau, Alaska 99801
Tel ephone: 907-321-0790
Email: glidmann@gmail.com
Executed at Juneau, Alaska

On, _ _ _ _ ___,2022
By LANDLORD:

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name Printed: Charles Dolginer

fftle: President, Goldstein Improvement Company

•:
Address: The Goldstein Improvement c~fupany, Attn: Daniel G\i~man,'
130 Seward Street, Suite 001
Juneau, Alaska 99801
Telephone: 31Q-709-5596
Email: glidmann@gmail.com

} .i
[Signatures continue on next page]

Executed at Los Angeles, California

"

•·'

,'

.
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On, _ _ _ _ _ _~ 2022

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
NamePr,inted: Melv,i~, Ad l,e r
. • .·· 7,,
Title:
President:. Goldstein Improvement Company
Address: The Goldstein '!rnprovement Company, Attn: Daniel
130 Seward Street, Suite 001
· ' · · ·

Vice

Juneau, Alaska 99801
Telephone: 818-455-2253

By TENANT:

Executed at Juneau, Alaska
On, _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2022

Name Printed: Mr. Jeff Kasper
Tite: Southeast Regional Manager/Political Director'

'

Alaska Public Employees Union.
Address: 211 Fourth Street, Suite 306 Juneau, Alaska 99801
Telephone: 907-957-1341
Email: jkasper@apea-aft.org

n

m'

(51idrnc:fo,
, , '' .,
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12 DETERMINATION LETTER: SHOWING THREAT OF HIGHER
TAXATION TO APPELLANT'S AND NEW CATEGORY CREATED BY
ASSESSOR CALLED "ASSESSED VALUE ON NOTICE" VS "FULL
MARKET VALUE (MAY BE RECOMMENDED TO THE BOE")

Packet Page 1614 of 1973
Response to Petition for Review / Determination Letter

Finance Departmen
Assessor Divisior
155 S Seward Si
Ju neau AK 99 80
(907) 586-5215 Ext. 4901
Petition/Appeal Number: See List

Site Address: Varied

Parcel Number: See List

Owner/Appellant: Goldstein

June 7, 2022
This is our response and determination after review of your assessed value(s) based on your Petition for Review . This
letter is being sent to get processes and timelines started'. We can still discuss this and it can still be withdrawn or can
become an administrative correction up to the point of a BOE hearing. If you desire to go to the BOE please let us

know by June 14, 2022.

Petitions for Review and Appeals

/

uv
r , ,i n1,N c"( Si
/I

A--,,/\')

\

JV ,

,vIQ
r.

D l'-l- U ;S<,r/l~
V

/

•

The appeal proce~ ~,ti a Review by the Assessor's Office. If, at the c~cl~ of the Review, you do not
wish to accept ttf~findings o the Assessor's Office then you have the opfdh for the Review to be converted intc
an official Appeal tb ~ rd of Equalization. (One form serves bot

•

Definitions of reasons for appeal - The appellant must provide ey.i e_nce
. e of the following.
o Excessive - grossly disproportionate when compare9,-tq other assessments
o Unequal - treated differently than other propet;i✓s'in t e same property class
o Improper - valuation methodology was impwper

o
•

Undervalued - va lued less than market o?c;;'s proportionately lower than other assessme nts

Be advised that if you choose to continue fro~ Review to a formal Appeal, if your value is not at full market
~
e may, in acco-rdance ~ith law.1/efc;mme0d~nincreasetoJullmarl<et vaiue.-This. iso ne difference .~
between the Review process, wh~we honor the value that was sent o;ith the notice, and the Appeal
process, where after closer r~ ew of an individual parcel we may recomm . nd market value. The BOE may
choose to increase your va l1:1e from the amount in the Assessment Notice to {ull market value.

•

State statute require9 ,,t?at the burden of proof is upon the appellant to provide evidence that one of the
above conditi/)r&s been met (AS 29.45.210).

Results of

Revl✓

Based upon the evidence that you provided we have made the following determination
assessment valuation.
•

No change is indic~t:d for any of the appeals._
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13 MEETING OF BOARD OF EQUALIZATION (BOE) AND
PRESENTATION OF REAL PROPERTY APPEAL-122 FRONT STREET

AAA. *
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C-LTY/BOROUCH O F JUNEAU
AL A SKAS C AP ITAL C IT Y

Date of BOE

Wednesd ay, June 29, 20 22
Via ZOOM Webinar

Office Of The Assessor
155 South Seward Steet
Juneau, AK 99801

Location of BOE
ime of BOE
Mailing Date of Notice

GOLDST EIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
130 SEWARD ST STE 001
JU NEAU AK 99801

Parcel Identification
Property Location
Appeal No.

5:30 pm
Jun e 15, 2022
1C0 70A020 0 11
122 FRONT ST
APL20220154

Sent to Email Address:

g r egad ler @mac .com

Under Alaska Statutes and CBJ Code, you, as the appellant, bear the burden of proof. The only grounds for adjustment of an
assessment are proof of unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation based on facts that are stated in your written appeal
or proven at the appeal hearing.
Any evidence or materia ls you would like to include in your appeal must be submitted to the City Clerk's Office {preferred
method via email to city.clerk@juneau.org Attn.: Assessment Appeal} by 4:00 PM Wednesday, June 22, 2022 and will be
included in the packets for the Board so the members have an opportunity to revi ew the materia ls before the hearing.
Your Board of Equalization packet will be ready for you to pick up in the Clerk 's office after 2:00 PM Thursday, June 23, 2022
or it will be emailed and/or mailed to the above address(es) on t his notice .
You or your representative may be present at the hearing {via Zoom Webinar, participation/log in information will be listed on
the agenda packet you receive for the hearing your appeal is scheduled for}. If you choose not to be present or be
represented, the Board of Equalization will proceed in the absence of the appellant.
It should be noted that, between the date of this letter and the Boa rd hearing date, your appeal may be resolved between you
and the Assessor. If your appeal is resolved, you will not need to appear before t he Board.
If you have any questions please contact the Assessor's Office.

Attachment: CBJ Law Depa rtment Memorandum April 19, 2013 .

CONTACT US: CBJ Assessor's Office
Phone

Email

Website

Physical Location

Phone (907) 586-52 15
Fax (907) 586-4520

assessor.office@juneau .org

http:/ /www .juneau .org/finance/

155 South Seward -St
Room 114

PROPERTY TAX BILLS MAILED JULY 1

PROPERTY TAXES DUE SEPTEMBER 30

Packet Page 1617
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APPEAL #2022-0154
CiTY AND BOROUGH OF

JUNEAU

2022 REAL PROPERTY APPEAL PACKET
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION June 29, 2022

ASSESSOR OFFICE
Appellant: Goldstein/ Greg Adler

Location : 122 Front St

Parcel No.: 1C070A020011

Property Type: Commercial

Appellant's basis for appeal: Excessive, unequal, & improper

Site:
Buildings:

Total:

Appellant's Estimate
of Value

Original Assessed
Value

Recommended
Value

<not provided>
<not provided>

$1,567,167
$496,664

$1,567,167
$496,664

$850,000

$2,063,831

$2,063,831

Subject Photo
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OVERVIEW
The subject is a downtown commercial property with a 2 story building and a parking lot.

Subject Characteristics:
•

Land

o
•

10,879 sf lot

Building

o

4,250 SF (GBA)

SUBJECT PHOTOS
Building Front

Page 3
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AREA MAP & AERIAL
The salmon shaded parcels are the 6 Goldstein appeals.
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· ASSESSED VALUES
Total assessed value is the primary test against market. The distribution of that value between the Land Component and

jh!! Building Component is secondary and can vary from one model to another. The total assessed value is tested against
market indicators (sales, lease rates, etc.) and is adjusted to market value by application of market area and feature
adjustments.
All three approaches to value (Cost, Sales Comparison and Income) are considered for commercial properties.

LAND
Land values are developed on a market area basis. The land is examined to understand the typical land characteristics in
the market area. These characteristics include size, slope, view, water frontage, significant wetlands and others. The
characteristics are used to develop a market area land valuation model. This model is tested and refined in consideration
of sales of both vacant and developed parcels. The resulting model is then applied to all of the land in the market area or
to all of the properties in that subclass of properties to establish assessed site values.
The subject parcel's land value is equitable and is not excessive.

Land Characteristics:
•
•

10,879 sf lot
Level, developed

Land Values

Page6
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BUILDING(S)
The building component may be based on market adjusted cost tables, residual from sales after extraction of the land
value or ~pJffOpriate means,
Ratio studies are performed to determine market adjustments.

Building Characteristics:
•

4,250 SF GBA

Sketch of Improvements:
25'

25'
Sec 1 of2

Ii

Sec2of2
WH,.11

u,

I

«>

°'

I

WH=9

fB

1.flR
2450.0'

...

N

a.

2-FLR

1800.0'

~

!

Reslawant

Apartment

25'

25'

AREA CALCULATIONS SUMMARY
08A1
QBA2

Page 8

1•PLfl
2-PLfl

Fac:tor
1.00
1.00

Net Size

24so.o

1100.0

Perimeter

Net Totals

246.~I

1,•• 0

1

24so.o

1100.0
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COST REPORT
The cost report below was utilized in the review process in response to the filing of the Petition for Review by the
appelhmt. Tiie'..5:ost reDOrt indicates that the building component I ~ ov~r:valued.
The cost report matches the building value from 2018. For 2022 the downtown building values were reduced by 2%.

Cost Report - Commercial
Record

1281
Parcel Code Number
OWnerName
Parcel Address
Effective Yeor Built
Year Built
Building Model
Building Type

1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122FRONTST

Number of Sections
Perlm&ter

02
1
246

2004
1898
C. 13 Stores. Commercials

Class

D

Height

Rank

11
Average

Mixed Retail wt Resid. Units

Tot:ilArea

2,450.00

1281

2

Record

Parcel Code Number

1C070A020011

OWnerName

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122FRONTST

02

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections

Perimeter

0

Effective Year Built
Year Built
Building Model

2003

Class

D

1898
C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Height
Rank

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resid. Units

Tot:il Area

10
Average
1,800.00

Parcel Address

I

Number of Stories (Building)

Base Cost
Exterior wan
Heating & Cooling
Heating & Cooling
Architect Fee
Sprinklers

2450

Slud Walls-Wood Siding

2450

Heating & Cooling

2450

Hot Water

2450
2450

Dry Sprinklers

2450

68.49
12.57

167,796

100%

611.00
7.57
6.60

611
18,547
16,170

100%

5.35

30,787

13,108
$247,017.36

Sub Total

-r,1\1,1./

Local Multiplier
Current Mu11iplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

If

1.02

~

Depreciation • Functional

Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

(X)
[X)
(X)

I-)
1-J
[-)

100.00

[-]

$353,235.00
$360,300.00
$360,300.00
$64,854.00
S0.00
$0.00
$295.4-16.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

eplacement Cost less Depreciation

Page9

$295,446
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s ect10n 2

Description

Units
BOO

Base Cost
Exterior W;:ill

Stud W;:ill$-Wood S1d1ng

1800

He.:it111g & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

1800

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

HlOO

Diy Sprinklers

1800

~

I'

10'>,

+/-

123.278

12 28

22 .·111

131 ·1

100%

7 57
6.60

1.880

100%

5 3::•

9,630

13,626

$181, 135 95

Sub Tot:il
Local Multiplier
Current MultJpher

Gv

Ne1ghborho0(I Multiplier
Deprec1.:ition - Physical
DeprecIatio n - Function.ii
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood AdJustment

fU--· p,wwr

5r;

I 42,

[X]

$259.024 00

10

[X]

S264.204 00

[X]

S264.204 00

(-]

$52 ,84 1 00

(·]

$0.00

20.00

~

100 00

1-1

$0.00

(·]

$2 I 1.363.00

$2 1,363

eplacement Cost le ss Depreci;,tion

I
t

Total

1)8 4 ~1

131 1 00

1800

Arc111tect Fee
Sprinkler.:;

Percent Cost

Total Improvement Value

$506.800

ri
-

I

I

-~---------

The income approach was not the basis for setting most ofthe assessed value for 2022. The appellant did not subm.i1..,.
-·
P&L information for the Review process.

COMMERCIAL MARKET & ASSESSMENT ANALYSIS
The 2022 sales analysis for commercial properties included 59 qualified sales from 5 years of sales covering January 1,
2017 through December 31, 2021. The sales volume for the commercial market increased in 2021 and indicate
continued appreciation .
•

Page 10

Assessment Year 2022 Summary for Commercial Properties
o Level of Assessment - 80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties
o Coefficient of Dispersion (COD) - 17.46% for the combined group, 14.45% for vacant land, and 18.71%
for improved properties (For these types of property groups the Standard that we work towards would
be 20% or less for the subsets of land and improved properties . The combined set would be expected to
have a higher COD.)
o Applied Time Trend for Sales Analysis - 5% per year for 2017, 2018 and 2019; 3% for 2020 and 2% for
2021 (actual market movement remained more than 5% movement each year over the 5 year period so
in applying a lesser trend we fell further behind the market.
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· SUBJECT ASSESSMENT HISTORY
City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 2A
YEAR ID

Pagell

LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

BLDG VALUE

CAMA VALUE

2022

$1,567.187.00

$498,664.00

$2,063,831.00

2021

$1,599,150.00

$508,800.00

$2,105,950.00

2020

$1,086,100.00

$506,800.00

$1,572,900.00

2019

$1,087,900.00

$506,800.00

$1,594,700.00

2018

$1,087,900.00

$506,800.00

$1,594,700.00

2017

$1,087 .900.00

$3,000.00

$486,500.00

$1,577,400.00

2016

51,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$486,500.00

$1,577,400.00

2015

$1,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$498,400.00

$1,589,300.00

2014

$1,087,900.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2013

$1,087,900.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2012

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2011

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2010

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$421.400.00

$1,509,300.00
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· SUMMARY
State statute requires the Assessor to value property at "full and true value". According to appraisal standards and
practices set by the Alaska Association of Assessing Officers, the State of Alaska Office of the State Assessor, and the
International Association of Assessing Officers, correct procedures of assessment were followed for the subject. These
standards and practices include consideration of any market value increase or decrease as determined by analysis of
sales.
The assessed value was reviewed in response to the Petition for Review. Our findings are as follows.
The land and buildings are valued using the same methods and standards as all other properties in the Borough.
Normally the Assessor's Office should recommend full market value to the BOE, however, because we are still working
on replacing and/or correcting outdated models we are, for the appeal process, placing a higher priority on uniformity
within existing models rather than uniformity with the whole which is being addressed through separate processes.
Based on current a

ment I vels for this neighborhood the full market value for this property, which the BOE may

adopt, would b $2,106,595

Additional Details:
•

The appellant states that their assessed value is excessive.
o

The appellant states that their value is unequal.

•

o
•

We find that, based on analysis of market sales, the value it is not excessive.
We find that it was valued with the same methodology as other properties.

The appellant states that their property is valued improperly.
o

•
•
•

The parcel was valued using proper methodology.

These are further addressed in the land, building, cost report, income, commercial market and assessment
analysis, summary and conclusion sections of our response in your packet.
For additional information on the assessment process, assessed values, analysis process, ratio studies and other
related areas please see the "Property Assessment Guide" included in the packet.
The appellant has submitted thousands of pages of paper copy and many electronic document files.
o

We have reviewed all of this material and find no basis for a reduction of their assessed value.

Also of note is that the BOE reviewed this property last year and upheld the value and that even though the sales
indicate that the downtown values have continued to increase the downtown assessments were decreased by 2% this
year in order to achieve greater uniformity in the commercial property values.

Page 12
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. CONCLUSION
The 2022 Assessed values were based on analysis of sales through ratio studies and subsequent trending of values based
on the analysis findings. Underlying this standard compliant trending are the prior approach decisions and the locational
and property feature models and adjustments that have been applied to Juneau commercial properties for many years.
The ratio studies indicate that after our adjustments to values the level of assessment for commercial properties was

80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties.
For the subject property:
•

The percentage change for this property from 2021 to 2022 was a reduction of -2%.

We find that no change to the 2022 assessed value of $2,063,831 is warranted and ask that the BOE uphold the assessed
value.

Addendum A - Communications
See separate document.

Addendum B - Additional Response Details
See separate document.
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14 ANALYSIS OF COST REPORT-COMMERCIAL: 122 FRONT STREET
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Analysis of Cost Report-Commercial: 122
Front Street (1C070A020011}
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Analysis Cost Report-Commercial: 122 Front Street
(1C070A020011}

Summary: There is a total of 4,250 SF.
The building costs per SF the Assessor uses is $146.94 (not a net rentable figure). This
figure is improper and excessively low. The building costs in Juneau range from $500 SF to $700
SF. Applying this range to the building SF results in a building cost of $2,125,000 to$ 2,975,000.
The average replacement cost to build 4,250 SF is$ 2,550,000. No private investor would
invest in a project like this with rents in the $2 SF range. A private investor would receive about
at $2 per SF or $102,000 annually on an investment of 2,550,000 plus land costs of $1,567,167
totaling $4,117,167.

USING REAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS, NOT "MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS CONSTRUCTION COSTS"
Private Investor Estimated lnvestment-$4,117,167
Private Investor Annual Estimated Return-$102,000
Conclusion: Not a feasible investment
Conclusion: Not a feasible Model
USING CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF $145 SF WHEN THEY ARE $500 TO $700 SF
IS IMPROPER AND EXCESSIVE, MISLEADING AND MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS

No one would make this investrmmt. Therefore, the Hybrid Cost Sales Model or any
Cost Model is improper and results in excessive value. Alternative methods of appraisal must
be used. With income producing property the standard, according to The Fundamentals of
Mass Appraisal is the Income Approach.
We have provided Income and Expense Reports to the Assessor. I received a call
today, June 27, 2022, from Michael Dahle stating I had not provided any such Reports. I
reminded Michael Dahle we had submitted appraisals for our properties and they included
Income and Expense Reports.
Michael Dahle's email past 6 p.m. on June 27,2022 yesterday stated, "We have not
received Income and Expense data, sometimes referred to as Profit and Loss Reports. The
data in Julie Dinneen's appraisals is totals, summaries and averages. What we need is full
income and expense details for the last 3 years for each individual property. Including
indications of whether or not the rents are normal market rents or were discounted due to
Covid. 11 Michael Dahle's statement 11 ... Of whether or not the rents are normal market rents or
were discounted due to Covid" is clear evidence he knows business activity is depressed in
Juneau with a loss of revenue of $190 million, 6,000 jobs lost, rents abated, concessions
given, businesses closed (such as restaurants) and a State of Alaska contraction in the office

Packet Page 1633 of 1973
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market. The state of the economy in Juneau is not rosy and not even good. Therefore, it
clear that using a Capitalization Rate in the 5%-6% is without merit. Using a low capitalization
leads to higher assessed values. This is a trick, a sleight of hand, misleading, and "Massive
Funny Business" the Assessor employs. Julie Dinneen's Appraisal states capitalization rates
are in the 7.5%-7.75% range. She states capitalization rates as follows: "Office: 8.25%;
Restaurant 10.86%; Retail 8.6%; and Apartments 7.57%. It is improper and excessive to use
capitalization rates in the 5%-6% range. In fact, it is unconscionable and "Massive Funny
Business" to target commercial property owners to pay higher taxes based on false
information.
Moreover, Michael Dahle has stated he used the Income Approach to Value in his
computer modeling. How could he possibly complete valuation modeling if he does not have
the information he needs. I submit based on this email Michael Dahle's computer modeling
is in error, unequal, improper and excessive.
The Sales Approach would be the second approach to use, but the Assessor has tainted
these numbers by excluding Market Sales, improperly calling Market Sales Outlier properties,
mainitaining over-Assessed Values, engaging in improper Data Management by failing to
"Collect sales data from all sources" and failing to disclose his methodology to the public so
they could understand it. I would submit the Assessor believes new disclosure laws hamper his
ongoing massive "Funny Business."
Additionally, I do not know how the Assessor comes up with his Depreciation figures.
The Depreciation figures are substantial and must be recognized in any Sales or Income
Approach to Value with proper adjustments. I do not see any such adjustments. This is
improper and results in excessive value.
I was and remain very concerned about understanding what is going on in the Assessor's
Office. The fundamental book on the Mass Appraisal Method is written by Robert Gloudmans.
I have been in contact with Robert and he is helping me understand this expert area. Please
see his email to me explaining the methodology the Juneau Assessor is using. Clearly, the
Juneau Assessor has acted improperly because the Replacement Cost New (RCN) Value he
comes up with is politely a fiction. The numbers are not close to reality. Julie Dinneen states in
her Reports this methodology is improper and would not consider it. Architects say the Juneau
Assessor's office is using building costs in a major, significant and corrupt way. I am a licensed
contractor and I could never replace our buildings for $145 SF. The actual building cost figure is
closer to $500 tp $ 700 SF.
Address: 122 Front Street
SF: 4,250
Assessor Total Building Replacement Costs Before Depreciation: $624,504
Assessor Building Costs $/SF: $145
Architect, Appraiser and Contractor Estimated Building Costs $/SF: $600
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Architect, Appraiser and Contractor Total Estimated Building Costs: $2,550,000
Assessor Depreciation: $117,695
Depreciation Costs with Building Costs of $2,550,000: Unknown, not disclosed
Assessor Total Replacement Cost: $506,800*
Total Assessed Building Value: $496,664
*-This number is not good public relations. It does not warn taxpayers. This Total Replacement
Cost Value threatens taxpayers and chills appeals. It is improper and excessive.
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT IMPROVEMENTS

n1e

124 and ·126 Front Street building is listed on the Alaska Historic records site as the
Kobach Studebaker Building (Al-IRS) No. ,Jun--·I82. It was constructed in 1898 witl1 no
architectural style and had a saloon on the ground floor. When constructed, the two
story building was of wood construction and rneasured .25 feet in width and 71 feet in
depth. The original construction included a flat roof. a concrete perimeter wall with no
basement. storefront w1ndovvs on U1e first level and small plate glass windows on the
second level. In ·19B4, T-· ·11 ·1 siclinQ rnplacE?d the ori91nal wood siding. The buildino t1m;
retained its original rnass,.ng, winclows and cornice

Tt1e AHRS records do not include tl,e one? story 25x?6 foot buildin9 that butts up to the
original buildin~J. The owners of the property stated that they belie:)ve this was built at the
sarne time as the original building and is of concrE-~te construction.
Tile improvements described above are located along tl1e eastern edge of the site anci
iie close to the Heritage Coffee f~oasters building to the east. To tt1e west of the
improvements is a paved parking area with 18 parking spac(-)S; there are 23 spaces.
however five are not located on the subject's legally describetj land area and bf:long ro
the Goldstein/FAN development to tile north/northw( st.
Today, the improvements, per the City and Borough of Juneau assessment records.
include a two--story buildino with cl nround level rneasunng 2!5 feet wide by 98 feet cJeep.
and a second lf~vel of 2b feet widH by 72 feet in length The south and west exposerJ
walls have wood sidin~J ancl num<•irous rloul1le hunq and f1xc-)rl windows. and the::: north
and east walls have rnc-=)1:al siding. The build1nfJ llc1s rnountccj exterior ligllts. three
electrical meters, a flat built up roof and a ceiling fleigllt of ·11 fr~et on tt1e ground lflvc~I
and 9 feet on the second IE'}vel. ·r here art) two glass and wood entrance doors on the
Front Street side, one for the n~staurant anci one for access to tile stairs accessin~J the
second floor apartment, and th(-~re is a west sicle rnE~tal door that accesses tile rc~ar part
of the restaurant. The one--story portion at the north end. where Sketch Studio is located
has a metal and glass entrance door adjacent to a window.

BUILDING

·122 Front Street

USE

GSA

25x26 ft:icl
:: 650 SF
;'!>xi';~ 1,:,:1 •·
l 800 Sf

378 SF

: 58'1/r,

Sk~ilc:h Ari Studio

: '.)()· :;,

126 Front Stre,~t

100·;·

Tot:ils

fi:-)':;

JUU!E DBNNlElEN COMPANY
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15 ANALYSIS OF COST REPORT-COMMERCIAL: 110 SEWARD
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Analysis of Cost Report-Commercial: 110
Seward Street (1C070A020030}
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Analysis Cost Report-Commercial: 110 Seward Street
{1C070A020030)

Summary: There is a total of 12,604 SF not 10,359 SF as used by the Assessor.
The Appraiser's inspection discloses the Assessor understates building SF by 2,245 SF. This is an
approximately 20% under reporting of the SF of the building. Therefore, the Assessor's data is
not accurate or clean. By inputting improper data for analysis the Assessor's results are
misleading. Specifically, by using a building size 20% less than the actual building size is not
only misleading, but the Total Improvement Value is distorted lower, the building cost per
square foot is increased and the Assessor is able to back into any number his heart desires.
Moreover, the building costs per SF the Assessor uses is $132.81 if the SF is 12,604; and
if you use the Assessor SF figure the building costs are $161.59 (not a net rentable figure). Both
these figures are improper and excessively low. The building costs in Juneau range from $500
SF to $700 SF. Applying this range to the building SF results in a building cost of $6,302,000 to$
8,822,800. No private investor would invest in a project like this with rents in the $2 SF range.
A private investor would receive about $302,496 annually on an investment of$ 7,562,400 plus
land costs of $967,848 totaling $8,530,298 .. No one would make this investment. Therefore,
the Hybrid Cost Sales Model or any Cost Model is improper and results in excessive value.
Alternative methods of appraisal must be used. With income producing property the standard,
according to The Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal is the Income Approach. We have provided
Income and Expense Reports to the Assessor. I received a call today, June 27, 2022, from
Michael Dahle\ stating I had not provided any such Reports. I reminded Michael Dahle we had
submitted appraisals for our properties and they included Income and Expense Reports. The
Sales Approach would be the second approach to use, but the Assessor has tainted these
numbers by excluding Market Sales, improperly calling Market Sales Outlier properties,
mainitaining over-Assessed Values, engaging in improper Data Management by failing to
"Collect sales data from all sources" and failing to disclose his methodology to the public so
they could understand it. I would submit the Assessor believes new disclosure laws hamper his
ongoing massive "Funny Business."

USING REAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS, NOT "MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS CONSTRUCTION COSTS"
Private Investor Estimated lnvestment-$8,822,800
Private Investor Annual Estimated Return-$302,496
Conclusion: Not a feasible investment
Conclusion: Not a feasible Model
USING CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF $133 SF WHEN THEY ARE $500 TO $700 SF
IS IMPROPER AND EXCESSIVE, MISLEADING AND MASSIVE FUNNY BUSINESS
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Additionally, I do not know how the Assessor comes up with his Depreciation figures.
The Depreciation figures are substantial and must be recognized in any Sales or Income
Approach to Value with proper adjustments. I do not see any such adjustments. This is
improper and results in excessive value.
I was and remain very concerned about understanding what is going on in the Assessor's
Office. The fundamental book on the Mass Appraisal Method is written by Robert Gloudmans.
I have been in contact with Robert and he is helping me understand this expert area. Please
see his email to me explaining the methodology the Juneau Assessor is using. Clearly, the
Juneau Assessor has acted improperly because the Replacement Cost New (RCN) Value he
comes up with is politely a fiction. The numbers are not close to reality. Julie Dinneen states in
her Reports this methodology is improper and would not consider it. Architects say the Juneau
Assessor's office is using building costs in a major, significant and corrupt way. I am a licensed
contractor and I could never replace our buildings for $132 SF to $162 SF. The actual building
cost figure is closer to $500 tp $700 SF.
Address: 110 Seward
SF: 12,604
3763-Street level
3705-2d level
2245-Basement level
9713-Total
Address: 116-118 Seward
2891-Street level
Total Area-12,604
Total Above Grade-10,359
The above characteristics must be incorporated into Appraisal.
Total Building Replacement Costs Before Depreciation: $1,673,898
$/SF: $161.59
Depreciation: $719,776
Total Replacement Cost: $981,200
Total Assessed Value: $967,848*

;-
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*-This number is not good public relations. It does not warn taxpayers. This Total Assessed
Value threatens taxpayers and chills appeals. It is improper and excessive.
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DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENTS
The subject improvements reflect the most prevalent type of construction at the turn of
the century in downtown .JLineau. wl1ere one and story buildings. most with basements.
were constructed of wood frarnework and siding. with a combination of storefront and
double hung windows and flat roofs.
The subject building was constructed ,n 1899 and on the AHRS records. is identified as
#JUN205 and referred to as the Lewis Building. According to the records, it has no
architectural style and was built as a two-story structure measuring 41 feet by 6 7 feet. It
was built with wood framing and siding. a full concrete basement and a flat roof. Above
the sidewalk canopy were fixed windows. On the second level were double hung
windows. The building had a flat projecting cornice with decorative corbels.

The AHRS records report that in 1985 the owners added a similar cornice to the back,
placed new double hung windows that matched the historic ones on the second floor.
and added storefront windows (similar to the originals) on the street level. The transom
windows were filled but appear as recessed panels and depict the original massing. The
Goldstein Improvement Company acquired the building in 2005 and have upgraded and
maintained as necessary to support tl1e existing retail and office uses
The two-story building abuts a one-story buildino wilt) t11roc retail spaces ("116-118
Seward Street) that lies betw{~en tile corner building and the 130 Seward Street five
story Goldstein Building. The west side of the building t1as T-111 siding. As the
photographs show, there are canopies above tile sidewalks along the street side of both
buildings.
As the photographs that follow sllow, t11e rented spaces in tt1is building are attractive
and include a mix of historical and contemporary finishes. The rear areas or utility areas
of the building have relatively modest finishes that are functional.

I -· -.. .

SUMMARY OF BUILDING AREAS

I 110 Seward
; Street

I

'I

! Street Level
·1·

·i'•

0

Level
Basement Level

:3 7G:l SF
: 3.705 SF
!

2.245.

sr:

·· ·; 116-118
Seward
· Street

2 a91 sr
n1a
n/a

· Totals

6 6!j4 si-:
. 3. 70:, SF
: 2.24b sr

; Rented
Areas

£1 1 Of-i SF
2 :,02 SF
1 740 SF

I

!'··-··-·-..·-··-·· ---

i Total All Areas
I

i

Total Above
Grade Only (exc .

...~_5.mt}

..

-

12604SF

9. ·; 13 Sf.

7.4GB SF"

2./391 SF

;I 10\3::i9 SF

10 '.\118 ~~F
or cl2°1t,
13608 SF
or fl3%

Use

Coffee s11op and retail

1

Offices
Henled area for
Heritage Coffee storage '
& Mect1anical. electrical
and hl:iating systems
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ITV/BOROUGH OF JUNEAU
✓
.' • • ALA SKAS CAPITAL CITY

•

w

Date of BOE

Office Of The Assessor
155 South Seward Steet
Juneau, AK 99801

Wednesday, June 29, 2022

Location of BOE
ime of BOE
Mailing Date of Notice

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
130 SEWARD ST STE 001
JUNEAU AK 99801

Parcel Identification
Property Location
Appeal No.

Via ZOOM Webinar

5:30 pm
June 15, 202
1C070A020030

110 SEWARD ST
APL20220156

Sent to Email Address:

gregadler@mac.com

1
'

nder Alaska Statutes and CBJ Code, you, as the appellant, bear the burden of proof. The only grounds for adjustment of an
assessment are roof of une
ex ssi e ·
o er or under valuation base on facts that are stated in your written appeal
or proven at the p_p_e_albea.rlr.1g~

Any evidence or materials you would like to include in your appeal must be submitted to the City Clerk's Office {preferred
method via email to city.clerk@juneau.org Attn.: Assessment Appeal} by 4:00 PM Wednesday, June 22, 2022 and will be
included in the packets for the Board so the members have an opportunity to review the materials before the hearing.
Your Board of Equa lization packet will be ready for you to pick up in the Clerk's office after 2:00 PM Thursday, June 23, 2022
or it will be emailed and/or mailed to the above address(es) on this notice.

You or your representative may be present at the hearing {via Zoom Webinar, participation/log in information will be listed on
the agenda packet you receive for the hearing your appeal is scheduled for}. If you choose not to be present or be
represented, the Board of Equalization will proceed in the absence of the appellant.
It should be noted that, between the date of this letter and the Board hearing date, your appeal may be resolved between you
and the Assessor. If your appeal is resolved, you will not need to appear before the Board.
If you have any questions please contact the Assessor's Office.

Attachment: CBJ Law Department Memorandum April 19, 2013.

CONTACT US: CBJ Assessor's Office
Phone

Email

Website

Physical Location

Phone {907) 586-5215
Fax {907) 586-4520

assessor.office@juneau.org

http://www.ju neau .org/flnance/

155 South Seward St
Room 114

PROPERTY TAX BILLS MAILED JULY 1

PROPERTY TAXES DUE SEPTEMBER 30
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APPEAL #2022-0156
CITY AND BOROUGH OF

JUNEAU

2022 REAL PROPERTY APPEAL PACKET
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION June 29, 2022

ASSESSOR OFFICE
Appellant: Goldstein / Greg Adler

Location: 130/140 Front St & 106/110 Seward St

Parcel No.: 1C070A020030

Property Type: Commercial - Restaurant/Retail/Office

Appellant's basis for appeal: excessive, unequal & improper

Site:
Buildings:
Total:

Appellant's Estimate
of Value

Original Assessed
Value

Recommended
Value

<not provided>
<not provided>

$967,848
$ 962,118

$ 967,848
$962,118

$1,200,000

$1,929,966

$1,929,966

Subject Photo
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.OVERVIEW
The subject is a downtown commercial building that has one story and two story sections and a basement.

Subject Characteristics:
•

•

land
o
o
o
o
o

6,718 SF lot
75 'frontage along Front St
92' frontage along Seward St
Fully developed lot
located within the downtown business area

Building
o 12,605 SF GBA
o 6,654 SF 1st level
o 3,705.3 SF 2nd level
o 2,245.4 SF Finished basement

SUBJECT PHOTOS
From Front St
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From corner of Front St and
Seward St

From Seward St
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From Seward St
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AREA MAP & AERIAL
The salmon shaded parcels are the 6 Goldstein appeals .
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.ASSESSED VALUES
Total assessed value is the primary test against market. The distribution of that value between the land Component and
the Building Component is secondary and can vary from one model to another. The total assessed value is tested against
market indicators (sales, lease rates, etc.) and is adjusted to market value by application of market area and feature
adjustments.
All three approaches to value (Cost, Sales Comparison and Income) are considered for commercial properties.

LAND
land values are developed on a market area basis. The land is examined to understand the typical land characteristics In
the market area. These characteristics include size, slope, view, water frontage, significant wetlands and others. The
characteristics are used to develop a market area land valuation model. This model Is tested and refined In consideration
of sales of both vacant and developed parcels. The resulting model is then applied to all of the land In the market area or
to all of the properties in that subclass of properties to establish assessed site values.
The subject parcers land value is equitable and is not excessive.

Land O,aracterlstlcs:
•
•
•

6,718 SF lot
Fully developed lot
Located within the downtown business area
land Values
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.BUILDING(S)
The building component may be based on market adjusted cost tables, residual from sales after extraction of the land
value or other appropriate means.
Ratio studies are performed to determine market adjustments.

Building Characteristics:
•

12,605 SF GBA
o 6,654 SF 1st level
o 3,705.3 SF 2nd level
o 2,245.4 SF Finished basement

Sketch of Improvements:
--
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l·FLR

2·li'LR
P•Bsmt

Factor
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

NetSlzo
2891.1
3763.0
3705.3
2245.4

Portmoter
218,0
250,2
254,3
189.2

NetTolals

I
I

6654.1
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2245.4

I
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.COST. REPORT
The cost report below was utilized in the review process in response to the filing of the Petition for Review by the
appellant. The cost report indicates that the building component is not overvalued.
The cost report matches the building value from 2018. For 2022 the downtown building values were reduced by 2%.

Cost Report - Commercial
Record

1283
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address
Effective Year Built
Year Built
Building Model
Building Type

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

1993
1896
C- 13 Stores, Commercials
Mixed Retail wJ Office Units

Effective Year Built

1

Perimeter

250

Class

D
13
Average
3,763.00

Height
Rank
Total Area

2

Record

1283
Parcel Code Number
OWnerName
Parcel Address

1
01

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

1993

Perimeter

01
1
0

Cll1ss

D

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections

Year Built
Building Model

1896
C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Height
Rank

10
Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Total Area

2,887.00

Record

3

1283

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

01
1
0

1993

Class

1896

Height

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Parcel Address

110 SEWARD ST

Effective Year Built
Year Built
Building Model

C- 13 Stores. Commercials

Rank

D
10
Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Total Area

3,709.00

~!~liilfil~~ii~~:m1m::i;~&,i\'j~:mrlil.-iRli~~;::~iH!lim~;u·::~ .::3.;::::!:i1W9mt;~;,:,: ..tl!,t~i~.'.~~-~@!J;ii;~;;.•.•• ,.li!;i•1•; • ~L~\.~;-t ..••• ,•.. . 1/QtaJ
1

3763

Base Cost
Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

Healing & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

Healing & Cooling

Hot Water

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Dry Sprinklers

100%

3763
3763

100%

5942

100%

3763

Fire Alarm System
Basement

3763
3763

Unfinished

2179

70.27

264,426

13.07

49,171
611

611.00
6.60

28,486
24,836

4.42

26,264

1.46
30.83

67,179

7.57

5,494
$466,465.51

Sub Total

1.43
1.02

Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation • Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjuslment

43.00

[-)

100.00

1-1
1-1

l·J

eplacement Cost less Deprec:iation

Page10

(X)

pg
pg
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$667,046.00
$680,387.00
$680,387.00
$292,566.00
S0.00
S0.00
$387,821.00

$387.821
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Base Cost
Exterior Wall
Heating & Cooling
Healing & Cooling

2887

70.27

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

2887

12.25

202.869
35,359

Healing & Cooling

2887

Hot Water

2887

611.00
7.57

21,855

6.60

19,054

5.18
1.46

14,955
4,215

Architect Fee
Sprinklers
Fire Alarm System

100%

2887
Ory Sprinklers

2887
2887

100%

611

$298,918.30

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

1.43
1.02

(X)
(X)

(XJ
43.00

1-1
l·l

100.00

1-l

(·I

$248,521

&pl.icement Cost less Depreciation

Base Cost

3709

ExteriorWaU
Healing & Cooling

Stud Walls-Wood Siding
Heating & Cooling

Healing & Cooling

Hot Water

Architect Fee

3709
3709
3709

70.27

260,631

100%

12.25

45,427

100%

611.00
7.57

611
28,077

6.60

24,479

4.74
1.46

17,581

3709

Ory Sprinklers

Spnnlders
Fire Alarm System

$427,453.00
$436,002.00
$436,002.00
$187,481.00
$0.00
$0.00
$248,521.00

3709
3709

100%

5,415
$382,221.78

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Deprecialion - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
CosltoCure
Neighborhood Adjustment

1.43
1-02

IX}
IX]

fXI
43.00

100.00

1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1

$546.577.00
$557.509.00
$557,509.00
$239,729.00
$0.00
$0.00
$317,780.00

$317,780

eplacement Cost less Depreciation

[+)

27,100

$981,200

INCOME APPROACH
The income approach was not the basis for setting most of the assessed value for 2022. The appellant did not submit
P&l Information for the Review process.
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.COMMERCIAL MARKET & ASSESSMENT ANALYSIS
The 2022 sales analysis for commercial properties Included 59 qualified sales from 5 years of sales covering January 1,
2017 through December 31, 2021. The sales volume for the commercial market increased in 2021 and indicate
continued appreciation.
•

Assessment Year 2022 Summary for Commercial Properties
o Level of Assessment-80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for Improved properties
o Coefficient of Dispersion (COD) -17.46% for the combined group, 14.45% for vacant land, and 18.71%
for improved properties (For these types of property groups the Standard that we work towards would
be 20% or less for the subsets of land and improved properties. The combined set would be expected to
have a higher COD.)
o Applied Time Trend for Sales Analysis - 5% per year for 2017, 2018 and 2019; 3% for 2020 and 2% for
2021 (actual market movement remained more than 5% movement each year over the 5 year period so
in applying a lesser trend we fell further behind the market.

SUBJECT ASSESSMENT HISTORY
1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LTS 3 FR & 4
YEAR ID

Page 12

LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

BLDG VALUE

2022

$967,848.00

$27,100.00

$935,018.00

$1,929,966.00

CAMA VALUE

2021

$987,600.00

$27,100.00

$954, 100.00

$1,968,800.00

2020

$658,400.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,639,600.00

2019

$671,800.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,653,000.00

2018

$671,800.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,653,000.00

2017

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$933,500.00

$1,643,400.00

2016

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$933,500.00

$1,643,400.00

2015

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$965,100.00

$1,675,000.00

2014

$671.800.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2013

$671,800.00

$834,300.00

S1 ,506, 100.00

2012

$671,800.00

$0.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2011

$671,800.00

$0.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2010

$671,800.00

$0.00

$762.400.00

$1,434,200.00
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.SUMMARY
State statute requires the Assessor to value property at "full and true value". According to appraisal standards and
practices set by the Alaska Association of Assessing Officers, the State of Alaska Office of the State Assessor, and the
International Association of Assessing Officers, correct procedures of assessment were followed for the subject. These
standards and practices include consideration of any market value increase or decrease as determined by analysis of
sales.
The assessed value was reviewed in response to the Petition for Review. Our findings are as follows.
The land and buildings are valued using the same methods and standards as all other properties in the Borough.
Normally the Assessor's Office should recommend full market value to the BOE, however, because we are still working
on replacing and/or correcting outdated models we are, for the appeal process, placing a higher priority on uniformity
with in existing models rather than uniformity with the whole which is being addressed through separate processes.
Based on current assessment levels for this neighborhood the full market value for this property, which the BOE may
adopt, would be $2,032,827.

Additional Details:
•

The appellant states that their assessed value is excessive.
o

•

The appellant states that their value is unequal.
o

•

•
•

We find that it was valued with the same methodology as other properties.

The appellant states that their property is valued improperly.
o

•

We find that, based on analysis of market sales, the value it is not excessive.

The parcel was valued using proper methodology.

These are further addressed in the land, building, cost report, income, commercial market and assessment
analysis, summary and conclusion sections of our response in your packet.
For additional information on the assessment process, assessed values, analysis process, ratio studies and other
related areas please see the "Property Assessment Guide" included in the packet.
The appellant has submitted thousands of pages of paper copy and many electronic document files.
o

We have reviewed all of this material and find no basis for a reduction of their assessed value.

Also of note is that the BOE reviewed this property last year and upheld the value and that even though the sales
indicate that the downtown values have continued to increase the downtown assessments were decreased by 2% this
year in order to achieve greater uniformity in the commercial property values.
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. CONGLUSION
The 2022 Assessed values were based on analysis of sales through ratio studies and subsequent trending of values based
on the analysis findings. Underlying this standard compliant trending are the prior approach decisions and the locational
and property feature models and adjustments that have been applied to Juneau commercial properties for many years.
The ratio studies indicate that after our adjustments to values the level of assessment for commercial properties was
80.57% overall, 80.53% for vacant land, and 85.29% for improved properties.
For the subject property:
•

The percentage change for this property from 2021 to 2022 was a reduction of -2%.

We find that no change to the 2022 assessed value of $1,929,966 is warranted and ask that the BOE uphold the assessed
value.

Addendum A - Communications
See separate document.

Addendum B - Additional Response Details
See separate document.
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17 DAWSON CONSTRUCTION BUILDING COSTS $450 SF TO
$750 SF

Packet Page 1659 of 1973

Hi Greg,
It was a pleasure visiting with you. As I mentioned, we are seeing
commercial construction costs range from $450/SF - $750/SF and
upwards depending on the intended use and level of finish.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Jeremy

Jeremy Carroll
C I (360} 746-9889
T I (360) 756-1000
F I {360) 756-1001
www.dawson.com
Quality People, Quality Work
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18 NORTHWIND ARCHITECTS CONSTRUCTION BUILDING COSTS
$600 TO $700 SF

Packet Page 1661 of 1973

From: James Bibb james @northwindarch corn
Subject : Goldstein Builidng Const Cost estimate
Date: June 22, 2022 at 9:40 AM
To: Gregoryladler@gmail.com
Cc: Sean Boily sean@ northwindarch.com

Greg, based on current construction costs, (public projects, competi tively bid), $700/sf is
looking like a medium at the moment. Mindful of cu rrent market trends and strains of
both transportation and the local trades for available managers and labor. We don't see
this changing locally for the time-being. Private development may have a bit more
leeway on the delivery.
This would include development costs including design, permitting and contingency .... so,
full project costs.
Basic tabulation wou ld simply be an area x sf costs.
Does this give you enough information for a back of the napkin budget?

James bibb

James Bibb
NorthWind Arch itects, LLC
Principal Partner
126 Seward Street
Juneau , AK 99801
p 907.586.6 150 (x202)
f 907 586.6181
C 907 32 1 4265
www_nonhw1nc1arch_co.m
www facetxwk corn/11orth wincJarcr,itects
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From: James Bibb <jarnes(a)northwindarch.com>

Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 10:19 AM
To: Sean Baily <sean(ci)northwindarch.corn>
Subject: FW: Juneau Building Costs
Greg's looking to carry the conversation of a potential building replacement costs
modifying our WAG of $700 for the Goldstein to more of a 1-2 story, privately
developed.
I'm not sure how much to modify the $700/sf range other than to back it down to
potential $600 addressing more of a stream-lined or contractor negotiated
scenario.
Thoughts?
James

From: Sean Baily <sea,:-i@northwindarch.com>
Date: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 at 11:05 AM

To: James Bibb <james@northwindarch.com>
Subject: RE: Juneau Building Costs
For a private client your numbers may be a bit high.
DIA (private non-profit) office building is a 3200 sf, half reno half new, wood
framed construction, adding up to $670/sf including utility upgrades site work and
landscaping (small site). 2 floors, no elevator. Complicated framing associated
with
ProHNS (privately owned company) is a 6000sf wood frame building on a flat
graded site 70% offices 30% industrial space. 2 stories, no
elevator. $450/sf includes some utility development. Pretty simple construction
and finishes.
This the same contractor for both projects. I think if the scale goes up there is
economy. Also I think there is economy in new construction over fussy
renovation.
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19 CONSTRUCTION COSTS
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20 NEW MAINTENANCE HANGAR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
COSTS $489 SF

Packet Page 1665 of 1973

Kim M Wold
Reliant LLC
Advisory Services I "Reliable Advice= Reliable Decisions"
Direct: 907 .205.4101
Email: kim@reliantadvisory.com
9330 Vanguard Drive, Suite 201, Anchorage Alaska 99507
Fax: 907.929.2260
Website: www.reliantadvisory.com

Hi Greg,
This is the proposed cost of a new maintenance hangar at the
airport.

I didn't include the actual budget as it is proprietary.
See the below cost info.
Kim

Hi Kim,
The total cost estimate is $7,188,589 and the building area is 14, 705sf,
so a cost of $489/sf.
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21 JULIE DINNEEN APPRAISER 122 FRONT STREET FAIR

MARKET VALUE $850,000. COST APPRAOCH NOT
USED AND NOT FEASIBLE
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JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY

March 25. 2022

Martin Jannol, PC
8383 Wilshire Boulevard

Suite 663
Beverly Hills. CA
90211

RE: Market Value Appraisal of 122, 124 & 126 Front Street, Juneau, Ala;5ka. JDC File No.
2021-278
Dear Mr. Jannol:
At your request, I have completed an appraisal of the above referenced real estate. which is in

Juneau. The purpose of this appraisal is to determine the market value of the properiy for
purpose of in-house work product by the owner. Goldstein Improvement Company. The property
was inspected on July 20, of 2021 and the report was comp!eted over the ensuing months. The
effective date of the appraisal is November 20, 2021.

This report has been completed in conformance with the appraisal reporting standards
formulated by the Uniform Standards of Professional Practice (USPAP) as formulated
by the Appraisal Foundation.
Based upon my research and analysis, I have formed the opinion that the market value of the
leased fee interest in the subject property, in-as condition, is $850,000.

Respectfully Submitted.

Dinneen, MAI

302 WEST CHESTER STREET. LAFAYETT'E, CO. 80026
(303) 579-3589
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RECONCI.LIATION 8, FINAL VALUE
The cor:cius1ons to t!ie two 3pproaches to value are indicatecl l)e!o·N

Income Approach:
Sales Comparison Approach:

$830.000
$860.000

The two approact1es relied upon in this appraisal form a tight range of vaiue for this
property. Both approaches to value !lave equal merit and support an estimate of tile
leased fee interest in the subject property of $850,000.

JULIE DU\INEIEN COMPANY
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22 JULIE DINNEEN APPRAISER 110 SEWARD STREET FAIR MARKET
VALUE $1,200,000. COST APPROACH NOT USED AND NOT
FEASIBLE
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RECONCILIATION & FINAL VALUE
The conclusions to the two approaches to value are indicated below.
Income Approach:
Sales Comparison Approach:

$1,130,000
$1,295,000

The two approaches relied upon in this appraisal form a fairly tight range of value for
this property and support a value estimate of $1,200,000.

JULIE DBNNEEN COMPANY
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JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
REf..,L EST.I\ TE APPR/\ISALS

Maret, 25, 2022

Martin Jannol, PC
8383 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 663
Beverly Hills, CA
90211

RE: Market Value Appraisal of 130 and 140 Front Street and 106, 110 and 118
Seward Street, Juneau, Alaska. JDC File No. 2021-27F.
Dear Mr. Jannel:

At your request. I have completed an appraisal of the above referenced real estate.
which is in Juneau. The purpose of this appraisal is to determine the market value of the
property for purpose of in-house work product by the owner, Goldstein Improvement
Company. The property was inspected on July 20, of 2021 and the report was
completed over the ensuing months. The effective date of the appraisal is November
20, 2021.
This report has been completed in conformance with the appraisal reporting standards
formulated by the Uniform Standards of Professional Practice (USPAP) as formulated
by the Appraisal Foundation.
Based upon my research and analysis, I have formed the opinion that the market value
of the leased fee interest in the subject property, in-as condition, is $1,200·,ooo.

Respectfully Submitted,

(fa; (\!)IILl/.-0!--l'~----

c.

Dinneen, MAI

I
302 WEST CHESTER STREET, LAFAYETTE . CO. 80026
(303) 5'19-3589
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23 224 2No STREET ASSESSMENT HISTORY REPORT
(PARTIAL) FROM ASSESSOR
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A040020
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
224 SECOND ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 3
YEAR ID

LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

BLDG VALUE

CAMA VALUE

2022

$397 194.00

$397,194.00

2021

$405,300.00

$405.300.00

2020

$270.200.00

$270,200.00

I
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24 11/2/2021 STATEMENT FROM MICHAEL DAHLE, "WE DID NOT
AND STILL DO NOT HAVE A CONFIRMED SALE PRICE FOR THIS
[ASSEMBLY] BUILDING. WE HAVE HEARD "STREET TALK" ABOUT
WHAT IT MAY HAVE BEEN BUT THAT DOES NOT QUALIFY AS A
CONFIRMED PRICE."
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The claim has also been made that our methodology was improper because we did not include sales that we had prices
for and should have included, the insinuation being that we were cherry picking sales. See the table below regarding
these claims and why they were not included.
Pacific Pier

e received sa s ata on this al! fter th analy s. It will ~ consi~ i:eel~ r next
year, however, in ications are that is was pure ased by a tenanh!Jhlch woulcl'ma.
a non-arms-length transaction and likely will not qualify as a market sale.
This sale was considered. It was excluded because it was a multi-parcel sale. It is clear
that it does not qualify as an economic unit as part of it was sold one year later.
We did not and still do not have a confirmed sale price for this building. We have
heard "street talk" about what it may have been but that does not qualify as a
confirmed price.

Miner's Merchantile

This sale is from 09/17/2021 which is well after the 01/01/2021 cut off. It will be
considered for next year, however, indications are that is was a non-arms-length
transaction and likely will not qualify as a market sale.
We considered this sale. This is a multi-parcel sale with one of the parcels a os he
street. It does not clearly fit the economic unit definition. 7fuere also was , uestions as
to the purchase and sale motivations /f the short term fop\ ty own .

Bill Ray Center (this was
.eady addressed above)

Page 12

BOE Appeal Packets Add endums A & B

Revi sed 11/02/2021
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25 ASSESSOR OFFICE HAS A DUTY TO COLLECT SALES DATA AND IT
FAILED TO SPEAK WITH BROKERS IN VIOLATION OF THIS DUTY
TO COLLECT SALES DATA. THE ASSESSOR FAILED TO CONTACT
THE BROKERS FOR THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING SALE

Packet Page 1677 of 1973

THE ALASKA TAXABLE 2021 REPORT, FROM THE STATE OF ALASKA,
SETS FORTH THE STANDARD FOR THE JUNEAU ASSESSOR TO FOLLOW
IN COLLECTING SALES DATA, AS FOLLOWS:
"COLLECT SALES DATA FROM ALL SOURCES SUCH AS RECORDERS' OFFICES, REALTORS,
\~
11
DEVELOPERS AND BANKERS.
~ \

MR. DAHLE STATED, WROTE ON 11/2/2021, ABOUT 3 MONTHS AFTER THE CLOSE OF ESCROW,
REGARDING THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING, "WE DID NOT AND STILL DO NOT HAVE A CONFIRMED
SALE PRICE FOR THIS BUILDING. WE HAVE HEARD "STREET TALK" ABOUT IT MAY HAVE BEEN
BUT THAT DOES NOT QUALIFY AS A CONFIRMED PRICE. 11
MR. GARRETT SCHOENBERGER STATED ON JUNE 26 2022, "/ WAS NEVER CONTACTED BY
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE ABOUT THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING. HAPPY TO HELP IN ANY WAY. GIVEN
CURRENT DISCLOSURE LAW, I IMAGINE THEY (MR. DAHLE AND THE ASSESSOR'S OFFICE} HAVE
THE COMP SINCE THE NEW OWNER IS REQUIRED TO DISCLOSE PURCHASE {SALES} PRICE."

I MADE ONE (1) PHONE CALL AND OBTAINED THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING COMP.
MR. DAHLE AND THE ASSESSOR'S OFFICE FAILS TO DO THEIR JOB AND COLLECT DATA. THEIR
INACTION IS CLEARLY DESIGNED TO PROMOTE THEIR FRAUDULENT SCHEME OF OVER TAXING
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY OWNERS.
EXCLUDING THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING SALES (3 SALES) IS SHROUDED IN MR. DAHLE'S SINISTER
SCHEME TO DECIMATE RATIO ANALYSIS BY KEEPING ASSESSED VALUES ARTIFICALLY HIGH.
WITH ALMOST NO EFFORT MR. DAHLE COULD HAVE OBTAINED THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING
COMP. REFRAINING FROM OBTAINING THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING COMPS IS IMPROPER AND
RESULTS IN EXCESSIVE ASSESSED VALUE.
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FAILURE OF ASSESSOR OFFICE TO COLLECT DATA
MARKET SALE: FIRST SALE OF ASSEMBLY BUILDING
LISTED FOR SALE: MAY 29, 2015
LISTING SALE PRICE: $2,650,000
LISTING PRICE/SF: $111.16
DAYS FOR SALE ON MARKET: 1,240
LAST LIST PRICE: $850,000
SIZE: 23,840 SF
SALE PRICE PER SF: $35.65
SALE PRICE: $750,000
SALE DATE: 4/1/2019
SALE PRICE PER SF: $31.46
MR. DAHLE NEVER OBTAINED THIS SALE.

THIS IS A MARKET SALE.
I RECEIVED THIS INFORMATION IN 1 DAY.
THIS PROPERTY WAS INTENTIONAL! Y EXCLUDED FROM MARKET SALES WITHOUT CAUSE.

CONCLUSION:
IF PRICED TO HIGH BUILDINGS DO NOT SELL. NONE OF OUR BUILDINGS WILL SELL FOR
ASSESSED VALUE. THE KEY BANK BUILDING SOLD FOR LESS THAN HALF OF ASSESSED VALUE
AND OUR 224 2ND STREET PROPERTY WE BOUGHT FOR SUBSTANTIALLY LESS THAN ASSESSED
VALUE. THE SELLER KNEW ASSESSED VALUE WAS NOT AN INDICATION OF MARKET VALUE.
THIS REPRESENTS ONE (1) PROPERTY THAT WAS EXCLUDED FROM MR. DAHLE'S
ANALYSIS AND IS REPRESENTATIVE OF A CLASS OF COMMERCIAL PROPERTY WRONGLY
EXCLUDED FROM ANALYSIS. THIS IS A FUNDAMENTAL METHODOLOGY ERROR AND CAUSING
OUR BURDEN OF PROOF TO BE MET AND AND OUR TWO APPEALS AND FUTURE APPEALS TO BE
GRANTED.
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FAILURE OF ASSESSOR OFFICE TO COLLECT DATA
MARKET SALE: SECOND SALE OF ASSEMBLY BUILDING
THIS PROPERTY WAS INTENTIONALLY EXCLUDED FROM MARKET SALES WITHOUT CAUSE.
CONCLUSION:

THIS REPRESENTS ONE {1} PROPERTY THAT WAS EXCLUDED FROM MR. DAHLE'S
ANALYSIS AND IS REPRESENTATIVE OF A CLASS OF COMMERCIAL PROPERTY WRONGLY
EXCLUDED FROM ANALYSIS. THIS IS A FUNDAMENTAL METHODOLOGY ERROR AND CAUSING
OUR BURDEN OF PROOF TO BE MET AND AND OUR TWO APPEALS AND FUTURE APPEALS TO BE
GRANTED. WHERE THE SALES PRICE WAS LOWER THAN ASSESSED VALUE MR. DAHLE WOULD
FIND AN ILLEGAL METHODOLOGY TO EXCLUDE IT, IN MANY CASES.

SEE THE EMAIL CORRESPONDANCE ATTACHED ON THE NEXT FEW PAGES FROM THE BROKER
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Garrett Schoenberger garrett.wade@me.com

#

RE: Assembly Building Comp
March 29, 2022 at 11 :44 AM
gregadler@mac.com

Assembly building was brought to market on 2/13/21 and closed on 8/20/21. Sales price of $1,250,000. Arms length. Multiple offers
on property.
Let me know if you need anything else.
Here was my brochure for it.

\

Assembly
Buildin ... ure.pdf

Garrett W. Schoenberger
RE/MAX of Juneau
3031 Clinton Drive - Suite 100
Juneau, AK 99801
(602) 790-6144

211 FOURTH STREET

I

ASSEMBLY BUILDING

Juneau, Alaska 99801
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FOR SALE
BUILDING SIZE:

23,840 SF (3-STORY +
PARKING GARAGE)

ZONING:
SITE SIZE:
YEAR BUILT:
PRICE:

MU (MIXED USE)
9,809 SF (0.23 ACRES)
1932
$1,250,000

c..
COMMERCIAL / INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
RE/MAX of J u n ea u
3031 C l inton D r ive - Suite 1 00
Juneau , AK 9 9 8 0 1
( 602 ) 790-6 14 4
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From: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Assembly Building Comp
Date: June 26, 2022 at 10:15 AM

To: Garrett Schoenberger garrett.wade@me.com

Garrett,
Sorry to bug you.
We have our hearing this coming week Thursday.
It's my understanding the Assembly Bldg sales were excluded from Sales Data because they couldn't get the information.
Did you ever speak with Michael Dahle or anyone else in the Assessor's about the sale and provide them the information.
Have you ever been called by the Assessor's office to get sales comps?
They may have also defined this sale as "Outlier". Any thought s on that.
Thanks for your help,
Greg
On Mar 29. 2022.. at '!'I :44 AM, Garrett Schor:!nber~Jer <garrett wade@mc~.com> wrote·
<A%0n1biy Bu1ioin9 Property Brochun~ pdf>
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From: Garrett Schoenberger garrett. wade@me.com
Subject: Re: Assembly Building Comp
Date: June 26, 2022 at 10:20 AM

To: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Hi Greg - I was never contacted by Assessor's office about the Assembly Building. Happy to help in any way. Given current
disclosure law, I imagine they have the comp since the new owner is required to disclose purchase (sales) price.

Garrett W. Schoenberger
RE/MAX of Juneau
3031 Clinton Drive - Suite 100
Juneau, AK 99801
(602) 790-6144

Garrett

We t1av<i our lleanng this com111f1 week Thursday
Its my understanding tl1e Assembly Bldg sales were exduded from Sales Data because they couldnt get the niformatton

Did you ever speak with Michael Dahle or anyone else in the Assessor's about the sale and provide them the information.

Have you ever been called by the Assessor's office to get sales comps?
They may have also defined this sale as "Outlier". Any thought s on that.

qarrett. wade Cg) me. com
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26

224 2No STREET ASSESSMENT HISTORY REPORT (FULL) FROM
ASSESSOR
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A040020
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
224 SECOND ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 3
YEAR ID

LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

BLDG VALUE

CAMA VALUE

2022

$397,194.00

$397,194.00

2021

$405,300.00

$405,300.00

2020

$270,200.00

$270,200.00

2019

$245,700.00

$245,700.00

2018

$245,700.00

$245,700.00

2017

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2016

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2015

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2014

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2013

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2012

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2011

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2010

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2009

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00 .~

$246,000.00

2008

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2007

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2006

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2005

$245,600.00

$0.00

$0.00

$245,600.00

2004

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,000.00

2003

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,000.00

2002

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,000.00

2000

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,0.00.00

AOValHist.rpt
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27 122 FRONT STREET ASSESSMENT HISTORY REPORT FROM
ASSESSOR (FULL
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Assessment History Report
1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 2A
YEAR ID

LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

BLDG VALUE

CAMA VALUE

2022

$1,567,167.00

$496,664.00

$2,063,831.00

2021

$1,599,150.00

$506,800.00

$2,105,950.00

2020

$1,066,100.00

$506,800.00

$1,572,900.00

2019

$1,087,900.00

$506,800.00

$1,594,700.00

2018

$1,087,900.00

$506,800.00

$1,594,700.00

2017

$1,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$486,500.00

$1,577,400.00

2016

$1,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$486,500.00

$1,577,400.00

2015

$1,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$498,400.00

$1,589,300.00

2014

$1,087,900.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2013

$1,087,900.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2012

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2011

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2010

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,509,300.00

2009

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,509,300.00

2008

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,509,300.00

2007

$707,100.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,128,500.00

2006

$707,100.00

$0.00

$388,000.00

$1,095,100.00

2005

$707,100.00

$0.00

$159,200.00

$866,300.00

2004

$110,300.00

$0.00

$277,200.00

$387,500.00

2003

$110,300.00

$0.00

$277,200.00

$387,500.00

2002

$110,300.00

$0.00

$277,200.00

$387,500.00

2000

$110,300.00

$0.00

$131,500.00

$241,800.00

AOValHist. rpt
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Page 1

Cost Report - Commercial
Record

1281

Number of Stories (Bulldlng)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

02

Class

D

Height

Bulldlng Model

1898
C- 13 Stores, Commercials

11
Average

Bulldlng Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resld. Units

Total Area

2,450.00

Record

2

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address·
Effective Year Built
Year Built

1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST
2004

246

Rank

1281
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address
Effective Year Built
Year Bullt
Bulldlng Model

1 C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST
2003
1696
C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Bulldlng Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resid. Units

Number of Stories (Bulldlng)

02

Number of Sections
Perimeter

0

Class

D

Height

10
Average

1

Rank

1,600.00

Total Area

+J.;.

Section·1
Base Cost

Total

2450

68.49

167,796

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

2450

12.57

30,787

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

2450

611.00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

2450

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

7.57

18,547

fr.60

16,170

100%

5.35

13,108

2450
Dry Sprinklers

2450

611

100%

$247,017.36

Sub Total

Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation
anvass. Resketched, Revalued.
John Sahnow - 7/14/2014 3:04:19 PM
01.30.2018 PER CANVAS COST, RECORD UPDATES DMHP 1.30.2018
Donna_Prince -1/30/2018 9:42:42 AM

1.43
1.02

[X]
[X]
[X]

18.00

1-1
[-]

H
100.00

[-]

$353,235.00
$360,300.00
$360,300.00
$64,854.00
$0.00
$0.00
$295,446.00

$295,446

6/16/2022 3:45:54PM

Page2

'.Padkef:Pi3ge
:1,-m5ofof1973
144l
Packet
Page 1691
Cost Report - Commercial

··-·icr)1rc:tt~1
Base Cost

1800

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

1800

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

1800

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

1800

Ory Sprinklers

1800

123,278

12.28

22,111

611.00
100%

1800

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

10%

68.49

100%

611

7.57

13,626

6.60

11,880

5.35

9,630
$181,135.95

Sub Total

Local Multiplier

1.43

Current Multiplier

1.02

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

20.00

Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

100.00

[X)
(X]

$259,024.00
$264,204.00

[X]
[-)
[-]

$264,204.00

[-]

$0.00
$211,363.00

[-]

$52,841.00
$0.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$211,363

FLOOR ADDITION COMPLETE REMODEL 2009
1.30.2018 PER CANVAS COST, RECORD UPDATES DMHP 1.30.2018
Donna Prince -1/30/2018 9:42:30 AM

$506,800

Packet Page 1692 of 1973
SKETCH/AREA TABE~
'JtDl!j~

Parcel No 1C070A020011

...

Property Address 124/126 Front Street

(.)

City

m

Owner

..,w

·-·

. .. ,. ... _

·-__·~·

I

Zip

State

,,.

::, Client
(I)
Appraiser Name
:

..

25'

25'
Sec 1 of 2
%

~

Sec2 of 2

~

WH=11

fl)

~
w

co
en

2

~
~
0.

WH::19

co
en

1-FLR
2450.0'

N
,...

2-FLR

1800.0'

N
,...

I

Restaurant

Apartment

25'

25'

Scale:

·-

1 =28

AREA CALCULATIONS SUMMARY
Code

DescrfpUon

CJBAl

l•PLR
2·PLR

GBA2

Factor

Not Size

Perimeter

1.00

2450.0
1800.0

246.0
194.0

1.00

Net Totals

2450.0
1800.0

:

fl)

z

0

.::

s

-·-

::,

~

--

cJ
~

a:
~

·,
.,

Net BUILDING Area

(rounded w/ factors)
APEX SOFlWARE l!00-85&-8958

4250
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28 UNDISCLOSED AND EXCLUDED COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES BY
THE ASSESSOR WHICH DISTORTS HIS RATIO ANALYSIS

• Indicates Excluded from Juneau Assessor's Addendum A-Commercial Sales List
And Computer Modeling

Date

LU

u

L1s:i;-;g

LL
LL

Pendirig

0

:c
t>
co
C

LLJ
V,

0

..J

u
V,

-C
z

:::>

Paree! l\lo

• a:r.i!y

Renta!s

N/P,

0 Ri·,er!.ide 01

5816014300:i.6

Harbor Lights Enterprise5

N//l.

j,XQ i-iarbor Way

1C060KS10040

Confi::ier.!ial

8390 Ai:po~:

SB15010100:4
1C070AOSOC60

Goldstein Improvement Co 234 Seward St

1D06bl03Coll

Sales ?rice

2021 AV

AV> MV $

AV%MV

SSS9.0CO

1135800

$536,800

~03%

e 3/23/2:.

~C'!h.wesr Holdings i.LC

~ 721/1725 A:ilc:o St

225 .:ront St
2:a Front St

5B1201040051
SB15014300i7
1C070K810010
1CG70AC3C020

22t: 2n.:J St
') Cfiriton Dr --

1C070A040J20
5B1601442000

~7::SF•a:-:idi:-1

1C070K810140

501 iN \;V;llo.;gn!;y Ave

Gas N Ge LlC

1510 A~kil 5t
5531 G!acier Hwy

1C060K65009C
581201010010
581201010030
5B1201060061

Peter Pe?el

·: ::>.:i:iglas Highv:.iy

600801110010

:i v,-i:age Bivd

V:ki;;g Ho;di!'lgs LLC

2/2Si2 l SE Newspapers
Ama:ga D:stillery
1 /S/2 l :>0~theas:ern Newspapers Gcldsteir: :mproveme~! c.~
e 3127/20Pa:iFcTr.vestment Group R&S Coilstruction-"
• ;2i3l/19 :'.l!::i<:nnonetai
ihe:r.iporiumM,1'ILtC
•
9/5ii9 Fooc·anc, l:ic.
Juneau Supermarkets llC

:l.C07CAC30tJ7G

•

•

•
•
•

0

9/3i:9 ·-.ve;•; fa·go Bank NA
8/2/:9 Ta!<;; Oi! Sales
7/22;!9 S<:nni<? Brae Partr~ership

4/l/l9 Asse:-:ibly Assoc UC

e11/16/18 Star:!ey & Sens
8i21/l8 M,Hk S. Reeder

S6i~OO

812650

S.151,650

l23o/:.

$3,3CC,OOO
S1.250,0JO

$504,450
$1,348,400
$45,000

jl5%

---s,rao;noo--------

$3,804,450
$2,598,400
5445,000

208%
•·

~

: 1 :¾

581201040052

Co:1struction Machinery

• 9/30/22 ir.dustriaf llC
CCTHTA
• 9/28/) 1 i',;::rfic in-✓estment Grou;:> SEARHC
e 9/!7/2l R:-IR.en!ai:.LLC
SEARHC

<C
LIJ

Address

•n713;21..Vv& B~Re-r.~als ,..LL...,,c----.A.-\"-,a-r_e.,..ln....,c,_.- -

0

V,
V,

r~ki,ama

12/2021
Pending
Ga:eway Properties
lli2l:./21 Key Sank of AK

--a::
LU

Buyer

12/2021

V,

V,
V,

Seller

12/2021

ODEX jl:neau LlC

Assemb!y Asso:: LC

u.c

Affcrd.1bl;;> Auto Ent.

2ll 4t~ St
682:, Mali,lrd St

9309 Glader Hwy

RNLLU:

$4.800,000

$5,106,550

$2.047,GCO

$2,521,350
$2,'131,000
$1,638,450
$2,075,450

$1,850,000

$1,106,550
$474,350
$581,000

i28%
!23%
131%

13~~

$405,300

$188,450
$225,450
$119,300
$461,962
$S3i,200
$3,420,150

-132~

$!,60:}.~0~
Sl 1,250,80C

$1,026,962
$2,131,200
$14,670,150

51,070,COO

51,746.929

$676,929

s:;c.c.c-o-J

$612,910
$464,100
$1,484,500
$837.500
$308,850

$112,910
S234,100
$734,500

1G3%
1?.3,r
202%

$87.GOC

112%

$68,750

129%

S1,45G,OCO

51,850.000
$285,000
-· $55:::A'Cf·-----

1C070A090060

S230.C:-OO
$750,COJ

58150l040030
581601140070

$758,00:)
$240,100

j

112%
142S{,

!33%
130%

198%

1C060UOSC020

1C06GU050023
1C060UGS0025
7/2C/!8 Fi~st Nat:ona! Bank AK

•

3/13/18 v1a:r.er·s Wha:f ll.C
2/2/!.8 i:s~ate of David Saiv•dar
9/19 17 S&i< 'Jentcres

12/lSiEi :.-o;rest Reetz U.C
3/30/15

Bani< AK
3/1/15 :ames L 'N~ite
i:;:!>t Naticr.al

rrno!'> Gia:naki~hs

llC8 f St
4~ S ~10:1k!it1 St
254 S ~ra:ikliri St

Bad Do !nvestrn,1nts
Caelurr. AK i.lC

2.CSG ::1c:us.ria! Slvd
800 Glacier Ave

Spickett's P;;!.:;ce U.C

238 Frot St
10221 Glacier Hwv

DCI Commercial LlC

Roccvich !.LC

C&M Rentals

52,462,950

lC060U050024

$1,750.000

1C070K830040
1C070K820030

$4,!50,000

56,415,650

$995,COO
$750.00G

1(0600040040
1C070A030040

S1.100.ooo
$600,000

Sl,194/150
$876,0CO
Sl,457,000
S2,639,300

46107! !0017C

$697.00C

$813.0X

481601010040

z

-"'n
C

r-

0
m

"'C
c:,

-<
-I

:::c

m

l>
~

1C060U060020

•

C:

Property and Data Excluded from Addendum A-Commercial Sales List
In All Cases Sales Price is Lower Than Assessed Value
21 Commercial Properties Excluded from Market Analysis
And Computer Modeling (CAMA)

$712,950
$2,265.650
$199,450
$126,COO

357.

0

$2,039,300
$116,000

]41%

}S5%

ll.0%
l;.7%
132%
439%
117%

"'m
"'0
"'

:;a.._

"'0
-n
-n

-

n
m
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29 SALES LIST 2021 OF ASSESSOR MARKET SALES (NOTICE 224 2ND
STREET AND THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING SALES ARE EXCLUDED
EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE MARKET SALES)

Packet Page 1697 of 1973
Sales List
This is a list of the market sales that we had available for our analysis data set.
AY2021 Analysis Sales List
Sale Date
07/25/18
06/28/19
02/28/19
10/09/20
10/30/20
12/15/16
03/30/16
12/09/20
11/02/18
07/01/19
03/10/20
03/16/17
10/02/19
10/25/19
03/10/20
04/01/19
11/13/20
10/12/17
11/30/18
09/19/17
06/13/17
07/30/19
03/05/18
07/31/17
11/17/20
02/28/20
12/04/20
02/14/17
04/24/17
01/10/17
06/30/16
03/01/16
09/20/17
06/29/18
10/04/19
08/02/19
04/05/17
08/02/16
09/24/20
11/23/20
09/24/20
12/24/19
07/21/17
06/03/16
06/15/16
08/07/20
09/02/16
11/16/18
12/07/20
02/10/16
12/22/17
02/15/18
07/16/19
08/21/18
01/04/19
04/11/17

Sale Price
27,500
25,000
25,000
20,000,000
1,400,000
1,100,000
550,000
confidential
510,600
2,200,000
612,788
716,000
378,818
378,818
378,818
597,938
400,000
65,000
168,750
750,000
104,000
115,000
73,000
112,500
650.000
1,567,000
confidential
150,000
130,000
150,000
501,624
697,000
400,000
950,000
2,205,832
500,000
4,140,000
500,000
2,450,000
486,000
300,000
205,000
900,000
1,060,000
637,500
700,000
1,300,000
750,000
confidential
273,000
300,000
968,750
145,000
240,100
672,000
1,540,000

Trended SP
30,930
26,936
27,356
20,235,200
1,412,348
1,327,612
683,826
confidential
567,144
2,369.400
638,268
855,033
403,055
401,835
394,569
651,597
402,744
75,711
186,776
876,000
122,899
123,388
83,557
132,188
654,095
1,634,569
confidential
179,757
154,534
180.492
617,218
869.424
467,144
1,071,961
2,346,343
536,260
4,932,313
612,910
2,483,957
488,654
304,158
215,734
1,058,760
1,308,273
785,744
714,406
1,587,924
831,585
confidential
341,299
346,452
1.111,292
155,861
269,142
740,490
1.833.432

AVTotal
27,200
27,200
27,200
7,524,300
1,394,150
1,457,000
963,600
190,200
682,450
2,164,900
501,300
613,650
237,150
237,150
237,150
374,400
445,400
41,200
164,000
823,100
108,800
83,000
35,000
119,000
527,700
961,350
145,000
172,300
149,800
172,300
361,800
813,000
336,200
1,045,750
1,849,500
746,600
5,106,550
704,850
1,554,550
274,300

,:2ee,55o

269,550
632,250
1,036,450
593,500
591,700
1,183,050
837.600
234,498
234,498
230,384
851.400
169,350
308,850
521,900
1,877,700

Main Parcel
Count Number Street
Condo
1
1435 HARBOR WAY
1C020K01G200
NO
1435 HARBOR WAY
1C020K01G280
NO
1435 HARBORWAY
1C020K01G290
NO
0 EGAN DR
1C060K010031
NO
711 W WILLOUGHBY A NO
1C060K660110
1
800 GLACIER AVE
1C060U040040
NO
1
100 N FRANKLIN ST
1C070A030040
NO
230 SEWARD ST
1C070A050001
1
5K
195 S FRANKLIN ST
1C070B0J0020
1
NO
259 S FRANKLIN ST
1
NO
1C070B0N0011
0 Eastaugh Way
1C110K120051
1
NO
170 MILL ST
1C110K120101
1
NO
1
0 MILL ST
1C110K120120
NO
190 MILL ST
1C110K120130
NO
1
OMIU.ST
1C110K120140
NO
0 MILL ST
1C110K120150
1
NO
1D060L03001.1
2
201_CORDOVA ST
NO
1669 CREST ST
3B1501020030
1
NO
1544 CREST ST
3B1501040120
1
NO
2450 INDUSTRIAL BLVD NO
4B1601010040
1
2274 INDUSTRIAL BLVD 5K
1
4B1601050030
1
2276 INDUSTRIAL BLVD 5K
4B1601050160
2278 INDUSTRIAL BLVD 5K
4B1601080070
1
2270 BRANDY LN
1
4B1601120130
SK
10011 GLACIER HWY
4B1701020020
1
NO
4B1701090056
10009 CRAZY HORSE DR NO
1
10011 CRAZY HORSE OR SK
4B1701090218
1
10011 CRAZY HORSE DR SK
4B 1701090223
1
10011 CRAZY HORSE OR SK
4B1701090226
1
10011 CRAZY HORSE OR SK
4B1701090228
1
4B1701100146
1
2789 SHERWOOD LN
NO
1
10221 GLACIER HWY
4B 1701100170
NO
2769 SHERWOOD LN
4B1701103003
1
SK
10200 MENDENHALL LOO NO
1
4B2901020010
5245 GLACIER HWY
5B1201000060
NO
1
5452 SHA.LINE DR
5B1201020100
1
NO
1721. ANKAST
5B1201040052
2
NO
5B1201060061
2
5631 GLACIER HWY
NO
5B1201060160
2
5740 CONCRETE WAY NO
1
5719 CONCRETE WAY APN
5B1201060260
·1183 Antca:sF '·
5812013001~0 '
NCl
1783 Anka St
1
5B1201300110
NO
2005ANKAST
581201330160
3
NO
1731 RALPH'S WAY
5B1201450110
1
NO
1
8251 GLACIER HWY
APN
5B1501000002
1880 CREST ST
APN
5B1501010001
2
8401 AIRPORT BLVD
1
NO
581501020170
8825 MALLARD ST
NO
5B1501040030
1
1
2221 JORDANAVE
SEP
5B15011107E0
2221 JORDAN AVE
SEP
5B15011107E0
1
2231 JORDAN AVE
5B15011109B0
1
SEP
9151 GLACIER HWY
NO
5B1601000023
9309 GLACIER HWY
APN
5B1601140043
9309 GLACIER HWY
APN
5B1601140070
4045 DELTA DR
NO
5B2401610150
3161 CHA.NNEL OR
NO
7B0901030071

Neighborhood
AURORA BASIN C 19
AURORA BASIN C 19
AURORA BASIN C 19
DOWNTOWNC
DOWNTOWNC
DOWNTOWNC
DOWNTOWNC
SOMMERS ON SEWARD_C_24
DOWNTOWNC
DOWNTOWNC
DOWNTONNC
DOWNTOWNC
DOWNTOWNC
OOWNTOWNC
OOWNTOWNC
OOWNTOWNC
WEST JUNEAU C
SOUTH VALLEY C
SOUTH VALLEY C
MENDE PENINSULA C
RIVERVIEW YACHTC 24
RIVERVIEW YACHTC 24
P & J BUSINESS C 24
BRANDY LANE YACHT C 24
MENDE PENINSULA C
MENDE PENINSULA C
SAFE HARBOR C 24
SAFE HARBOR C 24
SAFE HARBOR C 24
SAFE HARBOR C 24
MENDE PENINSULA C
MENDE PENINSULA C
BEAR DEN YACHT CONDO C 24
ALIKE MOUNTAIN C
LEMONC~EKC
LEMON CREEK C
LEMON CREEK C
LEMON CREEK C
LEMON CREEK C
SEAGULLS EDGE C 24
'L!=MON CREEi< C
LEMON CREEK C

LEMON CREEK C
LEMON CREEK C
SOUTHEAST INSURANCE C 24
BUILDERS PLAZA C 24
SOUlH VALLEY C
SOUlH VALLEY C
JORDAN CREEK C 24
JORDAN CREEK C 24
JORDAN CREEK C 24
SOUTH VALLEY C
PROFESSIONAL PLAZA C 24
PROFESSIONAL PLAZA C 24
NORTHEAST VALLEY C
lWINLAKESC

111 These were the sales available to us for our market analysis for assessment year 2021.
(2) Some sales prices are confidential, specifically when the only sale source is the buyer.
(31 Note that this list was updated 08/24/21 to add AV. The original list was 57 sales, however, through the analysis processone sale, 1C060U050022, was eliminated. It was
further updated 09/23/21 when a change in directive from the law department allowed us to add some sales prices. Update9/29/2021 only sales prior to 11/26/2020
confidential.
(4) AV Adj for condition at time of sale· 1C060U040040, 1C070A030040, 481701100170, 1Cl10K120130, 1C110K120101, 481701100146, 581201060160, 5B1201000060.
780901030071
(SJ 581201020100 is included on this list, however, It has since been determined notto be a market sale; seller& buyerrela:ed. Removal of this sale would further lower
the mean and median ratios.
{6) Note- multi-parcel sales are normally considered non-market, however, with commercial sales they are sometimes included as an economic unit.
(71 Note that the sale price used in the original study for 581201040052, which included 581201040051, was $3,726,000 which YoBS reported by the buyer, however,
subsequent information showed the sale price to be $4,140,000 with the cash distribution reduced for the value of 12 months d continued occupancy by the seller after
the execution of the sale. Also, this sale was discovered to be a non-market sale due to duress of the seller. Removal of this sale would lower the mean and median ratios
(8) The trending applied to bring the sales to 01/01/2021 was 5% per year. The analysis indicates that a trend of 7.5% would be appropriate but to be conservative we
selected 5%.
(9) Column added to identify condo parcels NO= not condo; APN= apportioned land value; SK= place holder land value; SEP= lind is valued under different parcel.
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30. SALES LIST 2022 OF ASSESSOR MARKET SALES (NOTICE 224 2ND
STREET AND THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING SALES ARE EXCLUDED EVEN
THOUGH THEY ARE MARKET SALES)
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Addendum A - Commercial Sc1!cs List
ro

·u
....
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E
E
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u

This is a list of Qualified Market Sales. (Market Sales for which we have a confirmed price.) The total potential sales for use in studies
for AY2022 was S9.

Ulle:i>fe jNl!lchborhoocl
4B1701090228
581201060140

01/10/17
01/18/17

150,000
1..400,000

1C030C280080

01/30/17

930,000

180,250
1, 680, 778
1,.114,967

481701090223

02/14/17

150,000

179,521

172,300

780901030071

04/lJ./17

1,540,000

04/2t./l7

130,000

481601050030

06/13/17
O'J/07/17

104,000

4B1601010040
381501020030

O'J/07/17
09/19/17
10/12/17

32,000
750,000

l ,Jl31,103
154,339
122,749
37,387
37,387

2,054,226

4B1701090226

875,000

839,562
41,200

1Cl10K150900

12/13/17

160,000

581501110980
1C070K820030

12/22/17

300,000

75,626
184,778
346,083

02/02/18

950,000

1,090,389

58160100002:3

02/15/18

968,750

868, 428

4B1601080070

03/05/18

73,000

1,110,161
83,473

482901020010
1C020K01G200

06/29/18

1,000,000

1,127,361

07/ 25/18

27, 500

30.903

1,066,665
26,500

5B1601140070

08/21/18

240,100

268,.912

308,850

581.501040020
5B1201020041

11/ 16/ 18
01/15/19

900,000

997,125

1,780,000

1,957,258

745,824
1,481, 142

1C020K01G2.90

02/28/19

2.5,000

27,337

26,500

1C110K120150

04/01/19

597,938

651, 171

58150lll03AO

04/02/19

370,000

402,889

SOSAOO
341,836

1C020KOlG280

06/ 28/19

25,000

26,,.920

26,.500

1C070SON0011

07/01/19

2,300,000

2,122,380

SB160l140043

07/16/ 19

145,000

2,475,694
155,774

481601050160

07/30/19

11.5,000

123,,.322

83,000

1CllOK120120
5B1201000060

10/ 02/19
10/04/19

378,818
2,205,8 32

402,862
2, 345,228
236,688
837,756
1, 638,995
395,875
640, 380
18,135
10,095,918
308,558
20.545,556

320,200
2,135,104

1C020K01E220
lCOlOKOlE230

32,000

65,000

SBllOl.300110

12/24/19

22.5,000

481701080020

02/13/20

800,000

4817010900.56

02/28/20

1,.567,000

lCl 101<120140

03/ 10/20

378,8 18

1(1101(120051

03/10/20

1C020XOl E300

06/23/ 20

612,788
17,!">00

780901030031

06/25/20

9,744,050

58'1.201300110
1C060K010031

O'J/24/20
10/09/20

300,000
20,000,000

172,300
1,26S,423
1,050,560

149,800

108,800

10011 CRAZY HORSE
5720 CONCRETE WAY
712 W TWELFTH ST
10011 CRAZY HORSE OR
3161 CHANNEL DR
10011 CRAZY HORSE OR
227,l INDUSTRIAL

ALCOR t.ANOS llC

30
24

SAFE HARBOR C 24
l MNC_C

7"11 W UTH ST llC

21

CASH_C

BENTON ANO MEIER N

SHRC_C_24

FRONTIER PROPERTIES

30
21

PAUL J THOMAS & AM.

30

SHRC_C_24

30
19

IWERVIEW YACHT C

TWU::S_C

26.500

ld35 HARBOR

26,500

1435 HARBOR WAY
BLAXE RIDER
2450 INDUSTRIAL BLVD BAD DOG INVE5TMEN1
1669 CREST ST
CITY AND BOROUGH 0
125 Mill ST
ALASKA SUSTAINABLE :

30

nmc_c_24

2231 JORDAN AVE.

TAMA..R MARY BOYD
TIMOS GIAMAKIDIS & 1

21

JOCC"-C_24

20

OWNTN_C

ST VINaNT D!:PAUL S(

24

SvtY_C

30

P & J BUSINESS C 24

179,000
230, 3.84
1,175,611
30,000

169,350

274,941

254 S FRANKLIN ST
9151 GLACIER HWY
2278 INDUSTRI AL

10200 MENOENHALt l OO GLACIER NALU UC
1435 HARBOR WAY
W ILLIAM J GOERT2fN
9309 GLACIER HWY
RNl llC
8855 MALLARD ST
5433 SHAUNE DR

2,1
24

AURORA 8.ASlti C 19
A88C_C_l9
MNDP_C
PINT_C

31

AUKM_C

19

ABBC_C_19

21
24
24

PFPC_C_24

GLACIER HOtDINGS UC
AXBEV GROUP llC

SVlY_C
LMNC_C

M & M TOURS U M ITEC

19
17

RXDP_C

SOUTHEAST ALASKA C(

21

JDCC_C_24

1435 HARBOR
0 Mill ST
2207 JORDA N AVE

19

1.435 HARBOR

AURORA BASIN C 19

19

AU.RORA BASIII C 19

20

DWNTN_C

9309 GLACIER

21

PROFESSIONAL PW

2276 INOUSTRIAL BLVD JUNEAU INTERIORS ST1

30

RVYC_C_24

0 Mill ST
5245 GLACIER HWY

17

2S9 S Ff!AN)(llN ST

RBG HOLDINGS llC

GASTINEAU GUIDI NG P
PETR049 INC

2,1

RKDP _C
LMNC_C

1783 ANKA

17

LEMON CREEK C

565,539

10012 CRAZY HORSE OR

RPA INVESTMENTS

24

MNDP_C

980.577

10009 CRA2Y HORSE OR
0 Mill ST

R & l LEASING INC

RKD?_C

MNDP_C

EASTAUGH WAY l lC

l'7
l1
11

1435 HARBOR WAY

RESOURCE INC & ROG(

19

ABBC_C_ 19

8,344,671

3100 CHANNEL DR

24

274,941
7 ,373,814

1783 AIIKA ST
0 EGAN OR

SOUTHEAST ALASKA Rl
M ICHAEL HULL & ANG!
NCl (BAHAMAS) l TD

2.4

TWLKS_C
l MNC_C
OWNTN_ C

18

OWNTN_C

320,200
676,800
26,500

0 EASTAUGHWAY

SONNUL DEVELOPME

17

.RKDP_C

lCOGOl:660110

10/30/20

1.~00.000

1,435, 739

1,366,511

581401050010

11/03f20

2,009,000

2,059,616

1,482, 111

4B170 1020020

lJ./ 17/ 20

650.000

665,618

538,2S4

581201060260

11/23/20

486,000

497,435

274,300

5719 CONCRETE WAY

481701090218

12/04/20

155.000

158,505

145,000

10011 CRAZY HORSE OR

5815011107£0

12/07/20

340.000

347,603

234,498

S81401050100

12/22/20

479,138

489,253

399.789

581201410060
48160.1050010

02/05/21
02/09/ 21

371,000
160,000

3 77,802
162,898

302,940
108,800

58"1501050040

05/03/21

1,317,550

1.224,918

8 717 MALLARD ST

PETE J THIBODEAU & R

30

5VtY_C

58l5011121EO

05/11/21

1,300,000
325,000

227.766

2211 JORDAN AVE

STEVEN M TORRENCE I

11

JDCC_C_24

1C020K01G280
1C060K700020

05/14/21

25,000

329,243
25,322

06/10/21

430,000

434,897

35S.250

1435 HARBOR WAY
607 W SEVENTH ST

JA.M ES LSPRAGUE
JUNEAU ECONOMIC Dl

1.9
24

3,135, 133
242,720
687,518

2,034,222

3225 HOSPITAL OR

SOUTHEAST AlASJ(A Rl

30

OWtflH_C
TWUCS_(

KURT S TVEl'fTEN& RU

30

MNOP_C

793.&04

612 W W ILLOUGHBY A• JUNEAU ECONOM IC DI

21

DWNTN_C

413,531
29,679

4SS.493
26,500

1995 LEMON CREEK RO BRYSON REAL ESTATE I
1435 HARBOR WAY
ZACH DECKER & AUSH.i

18
1.9

lMNC_C
A!l8C_C_19

9309 GLACIER HWY

BLANC DE SLAJ.IC PROJ

lJ

PFPC_C_24

234 SE\.,,AAD ST

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVH

24

OWNTN_C

780901040110

06/11/21

4B1701100200

06/11/ 21

3,100,000
240,000

1C060K70001l

06/16/21

680,000

5B1201260020
LC020K01 E240

07/30/ H
00/14/21

410,000
29,500

26,500

187.578

581601140092

10/22/21

499,900

501,872

572,050

1C070A050060

11/24/2 1

1.2S0,000

1,252,639

2,547,520

711 W W ILLOUGHBY A' GOLD tOOGE LLC
7900 HONSINGER OR
10011 GLACIER HWY

2221 JORDA!. AVE
0 HONSINGER OR

,19ER INVESTMENT GRC

17

SVlY_C

AlASK/\ ON POfNT PRC

MNOP_C

SETH MKOCH

24
21

JEFF CARPENTER & Glh

30

5HRC_C_24

FAMILY PROMISE OF Jl

21

JDCC_C_24

GSA LLC

17

SVLY_C

17

lMNC_C
RVYC_C_24

0 COMMERCIAL StVIUNKUP ALASl(A lLC
2274 INDUSTRIAL BLVD SHEILA GOOD &JAME~

101SS JWSINE.ST

30

SGE<._C_ 24

A88C_C_19

25

6/14/2022 3:11 PM
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31 2022 RADICAL ERROR CHART: OVER CHARGES/OVERASSESSMENTS BY JUNEAU ASSESSOR

RADICAL ERROR CHART: OVER CHARGES/OVER-ASSESSMENTS BY JUNEAU ASSESSOR

2022
PARCEL#

ASSESSOR VALUE

APPRAISER VALUE

OVER-ASSESSED
AMOUNT

ACTUAL
A/V RATIO
% (1)

ASSESSOR OVER-VALUED
PROPERTY BY %

1C070A02011

2,063,831

850,000

1,213,831

2,063,831
850,000

2.4X

1C070A020030

1,929,966

1,200,000

729,966

1,929,966
1,200,000

l.6X

1(0701040020

397,194

295,000

102,194

397,194
295,000

1.4X

1C070A040010

1,494,129

875,000

619,129

1,494,129
875,000

l.7X

1C070A040043

6,592,909

4,750,000

1,842,909

6,592,909
4, 750,000

1.4X

"(1)-The A/V Ratio represents the ratio expressed by dividing the municipal assessed va lue (A) by the ma rket price (V), and is
representative of th e weighted mean ratio of real property o nly." [Al aska Taxable 2021 Report, p.28J

.._,,,
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32 2021 RADICAL ERROR CHART: OVER CHARGES/OVERASSESSMENTS BY JUNEAU ASSESSOR

RADICAL ERROR CHART: OVER CHARGES/OVER-ASSESSMENTS BY JUNEAU ASSESSOR

PARCEL#

ASSESSOR VALUE

APPRAISER VALUE

OVER-ASSESSED
AMOUNT

ACTUAL
A/V RATIO
% (1)

ASSESSOR OVER-VALUED
PROPERTY BY%

1C070A02011

1,572,900

850,000

722,900

1£572£900
850,000

1.9X

1C070A020030

1,639,600

1,200,000

439,600

1£639£600
1,200,000

1.4X

1(0701040020

270,200

295,000

<24,800>

270£200
295,000

.92X

1C070A040010

1,229,600

875,000

354,600

1£229£600
875,000

1.4X

1C070A040043

6,210,768

4,750,000

1,460,768

6£210£768
4,750,000

l.3X

"(1)-The A/V Ratio represents the ratio expressed by dividing the municipal assessed value (A) by the market price {V), and is
representative of the weighted mean ratio of real property only." (Alaska Taxable 2021 Report, p.28]

RADICAL ERROR: OVER CHARGES/OVER-ASSESSMENTS BY
JUNEAU ASSESSOR TOTALS: $2,953,068
MILL RATE: 10.56

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY OWNER TOTAL GROSSLY
EXCESSIVE TAXATION: $31,184
>>>>WITH NO BASIS FOR INCREASING COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY VALUES, WITH 2020 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
VALUES LOWER THAN ASSESSED VALUES, THE ASSESSOR AT
THE VERY LEAST MUST RETURN TO 2020 ASSESSED
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY VALUES.
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33 ASSESSOR STEPS IN ASSESSING PROPERTY

Packet Page 1706 of 1973

Our property is "excessive/overvalued," "unequal to similar properties," and
"improperly/incorrectly" as valued by the Assessor by the following clear and
convincing proof:
The Assessor must use the following steps in assessing property:

Step

1-The Assessor MUST collect data from many sources,

not just Disclosure Statements from Buyers or Listings (See Alaska
Taxable 2021 Report, Volume LXI, January 2022, Part 3 Property
Taxation, Assessment Statistics and Ratio Studies, pp. 25-28, it states
"[the local assessor must] Collect sales data from all sources such as
recorders' of/ices, rea/tors, developers and bankers." (p.25)

Step 2- Include all Market Sales, Assessment ReportCommercial Overview-Interim, City and Borough, For Assessment Year
2022, Assessment Dated (Effective Valuation Date): January 1, 2022
Assessment Procedures,Sales Validation and Verification, Addendum
C, see below

Step

3-use the following Ratio to determine if the Assessed

Value is Market Value (from the citation in Step 1 above):
ASSESSED VALUE
SALES PRICE/APPRAISED VALUE

Step 4-Assessed Value=Sales Price/Appraised Value must be
true because of Step 5 below

Step

5-Alaska Statute 29.45.060 states, "Full and True

Value (a) The assessor shall assess property at its full and true
value as of January 1 of the assessment year .... The full and
true value is the estimated price that the property would
bring in an open market and under the then prevailing market
conditions in a sale between a willing seller and a willing
buyer both conversant with the property and prevailing
general price levels."
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34 CPI HISTORY IN ALASKA-1.5% AVERAGE OVER 10 YEARS

Consumer Price Index (CPI)

0

.

I Department of Labor Research and Analysis

.

·' I\',jxr-t:\'

j,\
j

7/12/22, 6:22 PM
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CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (CPI)
Consumer Price Index for Urban Alaska (formerly Municipality of Anchorage) and the U.S.
Not Seasonally Adjusted - All Items - Urban Consumers
1960-Present

Note: the percent change is from the same period of the previous year.
Calculate inflation and deflation with our QPJ Calculators
Downloada/J/e CSV text file

I

Urban Alaska

;

Year

Annual

2021

237.188

2020

U.S.

Percent Change

Annual

Percent Change

4.9

270.970

4.7

226.153

-1.1

258.811

1.2

2019

228.676

1.4

255.657

1.8

2018

225.545

3.0

251.107

I

2.4
······-·---···-·

•------~-

2017

218.873

.5

245.120

2.1

2016

217.830

.4

240.007

1.3

2015

216.909

.5

237.017

......

.1
•v••,.•--~••••--••·•••••••-•••

•-~••-••u--•-ss• .. ••--••

2014

215.805

1.6

236.736

1.6

2013

212.381

3.1

232.957

1.5

2012

205.916

2.2

229.594

2.1

2011

201.427

3.2

224.939

3.2

2010

195.144

1.8

218.056

1.6

2009

191.744

1.2

214.537

-.4

2008

189.497

4.6

215.303

3.8

2007

181.237

2.2

207.342

2.8

177.300

3.2

201.600

3.2

171.800

3.1

195.300

3.4

2004

2.6

188.900

2.7

2003

2.7

184.000

2.3

•

-•

•-••••_ ....,..,,~••-•v-~•-rn

2002

158.200

1.9

179.900

1.6

2001

155.200

2.8

177.100

2.8

2000

150.900

1.7

172.200

3.4

https ://1 ive. la borstats .alaska .gov/cpi/index.html
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35 KEV BANK BUILDING PURCHASE WITH LIST OF PERSONAL
PROPERTV-$17,085 DEDUCT FROM SALE PRICE

Packet
of1441
1973
PacketPage
Page1710
684 of

KEY BANK BUILDING-FURNISHINGS, FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT
234 SEWARD STREET, JUNEAU ALASKA

The following furnishings, fixtures and equipment are in good condition and do not show
excessive wear and tear:
Carpet-$2500
Light fixtures-$2,000
Table-$500 (1)
File cabinet-$50 (1)
Wood bookcase-$100 (2)
Credenza-$600 (12)
Office desk large w/ glass top-$7,000 (7)
Chairs-$200 (8)
Chairs ergonomic-$600 (6)
Conference table oval-$2,100 (3)
Conference table chairs-$450 (18)
Round kitchen table-$75
Kitchen table chairs-$50 (2)
Formal chairs-$850 (17)
Trash cans-$10 (10)

Totals-$17,085.
Therefore,
Purchase PriceFurnishings, Fixtures & EquipmentClosing FeeRecording-

$1,250,000

Sales Price-

$1,232,575

<$17,085>
<$300>
<$40>
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36 110 SEWARD STREET ASSESSMENT HISTORY REPORT (FULL)
FROM ASSESSOR
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City a.rl<dr· Bt,ro·ld-jafijWU:l.eaWt
144·1
Asses:Sm'ernt History Report

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LTS 3 FR & 4
LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

BLDG VALUE

2022

$967,848.00

$27,100.00

$935,018.00

$1,929,966.00

2021

$987,600.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,968,800.00

2020

$658,400.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,639,600.00

2019

$671,800.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,653,000.00

2018

$671,800.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,653,000.00

2017

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$933,500.00

$1,643,400.00

2016

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$933,500.00

$1,643,400.00

2015

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$965,100.00

$1,675,000.00

2014

$671,800.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2013

$671,800.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2012

$671,800.00

$0.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2011

$671,800.00

$0.00

$834,300.00

$1,506 I 100,00

2010

$671,800.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,434,200.00

2009

$671,800.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,434,200.00

2008

$671,800.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,434,200.00

2007

$436,700.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,199,100.00

2006

$436,700.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$11 199 100,00

2005

$436,700.00

$0.00

$635,300.00

$1,072,000.00

2004

$302,400.00

$0.00

$630,300.00

$932,700.00

2003

$302,400.00

$0.00

$630,300.00

$932,700.00

2002

$302,400.00

$0.00

$630,300.00

$932,700.00

2000

$302,400.00

$0.00

$592,200.00

$894,600.00

YEAR ID

AOValHist.rpt

CAMA VALUE

I
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Bl>ILDING T_YPE & USE
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• Church --·-·- O Bank

8, HEAT

4. EXTERIOR

.... "-----········-

None

•

Space Heater
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_Q:A<>t. Wgter

.0 Brick

:---..i.· ,-

..

[~ncrete
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Page 1

Cost Report - Commercial
1283
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address
Effective Year Built
Year Built

Record
Number of Stories (Bulldlng)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

01
1

1993

Class

D

1896

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

250

Height

13

Bulldlng Model

C- 13 Stores, Commerclals

Rank

Average

Bulldlng Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Total Area

3,763.00

Record

2

1283
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address
Effective Year Built

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

Number of Stories (Bulldlng)
Number of Sections

01
1

Perimeter

0

1993

Class

D

1896

Height

10

Bulldl ng Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Total Area

2,887.00

Record

3

Year Built

1283
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address
Effective Year Built

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

Number of Stories (Bulldlng)
Number of Sections

01
1

Perlnteter

0

1993

Class

D

1896

Height

10

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Total Area

Year Built

3,709.00

6/16/2022 3:40:58PM
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Cost Report - Commercial
Sed~~!0f~~5~~~~?~~~~~01~~~f-~½~-

-Pbtal

Base Cost

70.27

264,426

13.07

49,171

3763

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

3763

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Coollng

3763

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

3763

Architect Fee

100%

611.00
100%

3763

Sprinklers

Dry Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System
Basement

Unfinished

5942

100%

611

7.57

28,486

6.60

24,836

4.42

26,264

3763

1.46

5,494

2179

30.83

67,179

Sub Total

$466,465.51

Local Multiplier

1.43

[X]

$667,046.00

Current Multiplier

1.02

[X]

$680,387.00

43.00

[X]
[-]
[-]

$292,566.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

100.00

[-]
[-]

$680,387.00
$0.00
$0.00
$387,821.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$387,821

2% incomplete, check 12/05 for finish Sold 6/1/2007 for $1.SM
Canvass. Entered data Into Govern. Resketched, revalued.
John_Sahnow - 7/14/2014 4:14:31 PM
3.5.17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS, ADDED PHOTO, GOVERN UPDATES, CALLBACK FOR 2017 FOR INCOME AND MARKET RESEARCH. DMHP
3.5.17
Donna_Prince - 3/5/2017 2:18:13 PM
01.31.2018 PER CANVAS COST, DEP, UPDATES DMHP 01.31.2018
Donna Prince -1/31/2018 9:43:04 AM

Secti~tfl ;\:.):}}-i?:.~-\~: ![:-1ifll'1Jifjf,~jf ·)·:::::i·
1

2887

Base Cost
Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

· :.·:·/Y.M~tts"·· · . _j~~rr.,·~~:J,~~~t";,. ·

Dry Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System

2887
2887
2887
2887
2887
2887

:!bl•'
.. TJ•

70.27

202,869

12.25

35,359

611.00
100%

100%

Total

611

7.57

21,855

6.60

19,054

5.18

14,955
4,215

1.46

$298,918.30

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43

[X]

Current Multiplier

1.02

(X]

$436,002.00

[X]
[-]
[-]
[-]

$436,002.00

[-]

$248,521.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

43.00

Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

100.00

$427,453.00

$187.481.00
$0.00
$0.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$248,521

6/16/2022 3:40:58PM
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Cost Report - Commercial

Sec;JJ.~rj!;J[i:J:tHt?{/{i~'.~}ri' ,
Base Cost

3709

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

3709

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

3709

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

3709

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

100%

3709
3709

Fire Alarm System

260,631

12.25

45,427
611

611.00

100%

3709

Dry Sprinklers

70.27

100%

7.57
6.60
4.74
1.46

28,077
24,479
17,581
5,415
$382,221.78

Sub Total
Local Multiplier
Current Multiplier
Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete
Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

1.43
1.02
43.00

[X]

[X]
[X]
(-]
(-]
(-]

, 100.00

(-]

$546,577 .00
$557,509.00
$557,509 .oo
$239,729.00
$0.00
$0.00
$317,780.00

aplacement Cost less Depreciation
$317,780
3.5.17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS, ADDED PHOTO, GOVERN UPDATES, CALLBACK FOR 2017 FOR INCOME AND MARKET RESEARCH. DMHP
.5.17
Donna_Prince-3/5/20H2:27:02 PM. ___ .· _· _.·..

Miscellanec,,,$:'.'lmprov~;menJ~
Miscellaneous Improvement

lrotal Improvement Value

CANOPY
01.31.2018 P

[+)

27,100

$981,200
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37 110 SEWARD STREET-JUNEAU DOWNTOWN HISTORIC DISTRICT
AND DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT PROPERTY

Packet Page 1719 of 1973

Juneau Downtown Historic District
The subject is located in this district as shown on a following exl1ibit. The Juneau
Downtown Historic District encompasses the historic commercial heart of the city. It
extends along South Franklin Street, from the cruise terminal in the south to Second
Street in the north, and westward along Second and Front Streets to Main Street.
This area was the center of Juneau's economic activity from its founding in 1880 as a
gold mining camp, through its growth into an urbanized area in the early 20th century,
including its eventual designation as the territorial capital in ·1906.
The Juneau downtown buildings are an excellent representation of early twentieth
century commercial architecture in small Pacific Coast communities. Late Victorian, late
191" and Early 20 th Century American Movements. and Modern Movement arcl1itectural
styles are represented by building in the Juneau Downtown Historic District which is
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Hazardous Waste Issues
None were observed and it is assumed that none exist.

Flood Plain
A review of the CBJ FEMA 2013 mapping, the subject is not in flood plain.

JUILUE DINNEEN COMPANY

Packet Page 1720 of 1973

DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENTS
The subject improvements reflect the most prevalent type of construction at the turn of
the century in downtown Juneau, where one and story buildings. most with basements.
were constructed of wood framework and siding, with a combination of storefront and
double hung windows and flat roofs
The subject building was constructed in 1899 and on the AHRS records, is identified as
#JUN205 and referred to as the Lewis Building. According to the records, it has no
architectural style and was built as a two-story structure measuring 41 feet by 67 feet. It
was built with wood framing and siding, a full concrete basement and a flat roof. Above
the sidewalk canopy were fixed windows. On the second level were double hung
windows. The building had a flat projecting cornice with decorative corbels.
The AHRS records report that in 1985 the owners added a similar cornice to the back,
placed new double hung windows that matched the historic ones on the second floor,
and added storefront windows (similar to the originals) on the street level. The transom
windows were filled but appear as recessed panels and depict the original massing. The
Goldstein Improvement Company acquired the building in 2005 and have upgraded and
maintained as necessary to suppori the existing retail and office uses.
The two-story building abuts a one•·Story building with three retail spaces ( 116-1 'l 8
Seward Street) that lies between the corner building and the 130 Seward Street five
story Goldstein Building. The west side of the building has T-111 siding. As the
photographs show, tl1ere are canopies above the sidewalks along the street side of both
buildings.
As tile pl1otographs that follow show, the rented spaces in this building are attractive
and include a mix of historical and contemporary finishes. The rear areas or utility areas
of the building have relatively modest finishes that are functional.

SUMMARY OF BUILDING AREAS

,---······ · · · · · · · · ·. . . . Tf1o·s·e·wa·r,f'···· ·r·I 116-118
l

! Street

: Street Level

.. 3. 763

'---··-••·
. i nd .·Level
-•·•···•··•-········ .. -·

SF

.... .·t ..3...705. SF
Basement Level , 2,245 SF
i

1-·-····-···· ........... ··-· . - ' . .

I Total All Areas

i

; Seward
: Street
2 891 SF
i1 n/a
i
n/a
t

Totals

! Rented
I

6.654 SF

9.7 ·13 SF

2.891 SF

: G.106 SF

. },?0.?.. ?F. . : 2.502 SF
i 2.24s sF
·;· 1.·14·o··s°F'·

12 604 SF

· Use

Areas

..

.

I·-......
. . . ..
Total Above

1

Coffee st1op and rf~tail
.. Offices
--.. : Rented area for
1 Heritage Coffee storage ;
1 & Mechanical, electrical ·
. ?Ind heating sys.tern?

10,348 SF

i 7,468 SF
Grade Only (exc.
: Bsmt)___ ..............................................L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

!

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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38 122 FRONT STREET-JUNEAU DOWNTOWN HISTORIC DISTRICT
AND DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
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Juneau Downtown Historic District
The subject property lies wit11in t11is district: as shown on a following exhibit.
The Juneau Downtown Historic District encompasses the historic commercial heart of
the city. It extends along South Franklin Street, from the cruise terminal in the south to
Second Street 1n the north. anct westward along Second and Front Streets to Main
Street.
This area was the center of Juneau's economic activity frorn its founding in 1880 as a
gold mining camp, through its growth into an urbanized area in the early 20 th century.
including its eventual designation as the territorial capital 111 1906.

The Juneau downtown buildings are an excellent representation of early twentieth
century commercial architecture in small Pacific Coast communities. Late Victorian, late
19th and Early 20 th Century American Movements; and Modern Movement architectural
styles are represented by building in the Juneau Downtown Historic District which is
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Hazardous Waste Issues
None were observed and it is assumed that none exist.

Flood Plain
A review of the CBJ FEMA 20·13 mapping, the subject is not in flood plain.

JUIL.DE DBNNIEENI COMPANY
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT IMPROVEMENTS
The 124 and ·126 Front Street building is listed on tile /-\laska Historic records site as the
Kobach Studebaker Building (AHRS) No. Jun-182. It was constructed in 1898 with no
architectural style and had a saloon on the ground floor. When constructed. the twostory building was of wood construction and measured 25 feet in width and 71 feet in
depth The original construction included a flat roof, a concrete perimeter wall with no
basement. storefront windows on the first level and small plate glass windows on the
second level. In 1984, T-111 siding replaced the original wood siding. The building has
retained its original massing, windows and cornice.
The AHRS records do not include the one story 25x26 foot building that butts up to the
original building. The owners of the property stated that they believe this was built at U1e
same time as tile original building and is of concrete construction.
The improvements described above are located along the eastern edge of the site and
lie close to the Heritage Coffee Roasters building to the east. To the west of the
improvements is a paved parking area with 18 parking spaces, there are 23 spaces.
however five are not located on the subject's legally described lancl area and belong to
the Goldstein/FAN development to the north/northwest.
Today the improvements, per the City and Borough of Juneau assessment records.
include a two-story building with a ground level measuring 25 feet wide by 98 feet deep,
and a second level of 25 feet wide by 72 feet in length. The south and west exposed
walls have wood siding and numerous double hung and fixed windows, and the north
and east walls have metal siding. The building has mounted exterior lights, three
electrical meters, a flat built up roof, and a ceiling height of 11 'feet on the ground level
and 9 feet on the second level. There are two glass and wood entrance doors on the
Front Street side, one for the restaurant and one for access to the stairs accessing the
second floor apartment, and there is a west side metal door that accesses the rear part
of the restaurant. The one-story portion at the north end, where Sketch Studio is located
has a metal and glass entrance door adjacent to a window
1
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Flooring - the flooring varies and includes commercial tile or vinyl, residential grade

Overall Condition and Estimate of Remaining Economic Life
The subject is in good condition with tenant spaces of good quality. Historical buildings
~hat are well maintained and upgraded often have useful lives that are well beyond ·100
years. The estimated remaining life of this property is not less than 30 years.

JUILIIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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39 JULIE DINNEEN MAI APPRAISER-USES LOCAL CONTRACTORS
AND ARCHITECTS AND PUBLISHED ARTICLES TO OBTAIN
COMMERCIAL BUILDING COSTS; SHE DOES NOT HAVE OR USE
MARSHALL AND SWIFT, AS ACTUAL REGIOINAL AND LOCAL COST
SOURCES ARE MORE RELIABLE
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On July 7, 2022 Julie Dinneen wrote:
Greg, the sources I use are local contractors and architects, as well as
published articles pertaining to new construction throughout the state.
I don't have or use Marshall and Swift, as actual regional and local
cost sources, I believe, are more reliable.

See More from Gregory Adler

JULIE DINNEEN, MAI
(303) 579-3589
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40 JULIE DINNEEN MAI APPRAISER-USES$ 450 SF OR HIGHER FOR
COMMERCIAL BUILDING COSTS AND THE COST APPROACH WAS
NOT USED BECAUSE IT WOULD RESULT IN A MUCH HIGHER
VALUATION THAN THE INCOME AND SALES APPROACHES THAT
CANNOT BE RECONCILED AND IS NOT RELEVANT
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On Jun 26, 2022, at 2:13 PM, julie dinneen
<juliedinneencompany@gmail.com> wrote:
Absent Northwinds info that you got, mine would have been $450
SF or higher, based on info in my files, but this info is not in my
reports as I included the two strongest approaches to value. Can
CBJ defend their use of a cost approach as relevant given the
prevailing rental rates for offices in the Juneau market and the
downsizing of State offices?
If I had done a Cost Approach, I would have had to make a
downward adjustment for economic obsolescence - the way that I
would prove this is that the capitalized NOi would indicate a value
much lower than the Cost Approach. When this happens, the
appraiser needs to state why this is so -- and why the two
approaches to value don't line up.
The chosen Sales Comparison sales should be similar to the
subject in as many regards as possible - location, age, size,
condition, tenancy, land to building ratio, parking, features such
as HVAC and elevators. To be able to understand the
assessment, a taxpayer would need to see the sales used -- in
order to make reasonable challenges and comments.
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41 122 FRONT STREET IS AN OUTLIER IN THE MARKETPLACE WITH
ITS SMALL BUILDING AND RELATIVELY LARGE SITE IN THE
DOWNTOWN MARKET
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Conc lu sions of Sal es C

relai 1vel laroe site in t
·owntow market Boll, the but ing an
e par 1ng o
generaie income to this OCCl.Q€~-:'"0 ales ihat are highly similar to the subJect do not exist
1n the downtmvn market as none reflect a land to building ratio that fal ls in line with the
Sd bj8Cl

Due to the lack of comparable data. tl,e NOi/SF indicator was used to 9ather sr:1les 111
tile Junead market that sl,are tl"lls cl1aracteristic. ,l\lthougl1 the ll1ree sci les are 11 01 s11111iar
1n lor:at1on or size. all produce s1mlla1 NOi/SF indicators.
Based upon the market data . a range of NOi/SF of $13-15 is presentecl by the
comparisons, and the subject's is $15. Hie market sales range in price per squa re foot
of $185 to $218 SF with the high end reflective of the same NOi/SF as the subject.
The average of the three price per square foot indicators is $202 SF which is app lied to
the subject property. As shown on the following table , the subject 1s valued at $860,000
by this approach.

JUUIE DIININElEN COMPANY
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42 EMAILS SHOWING MICHAEL DAHLE AND THE ASSESSORS
OFFICE OBTAINED GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT PROPERTIES
PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENTS FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL
PROPERTY IN MAI APPRAISER JULIE DINNEEN'S APPRAISALS
LONG AGO AND IN A TIMELY MANNER AND THAT JUST BEFORE
THE BOE HEARING HE REQUESTED THE SAME INFORMATION
AGAIN (EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE WITH MICHAEL DAHLE, MARV
HAMMOND, GREG MORRIS AND DI CATHCART
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From: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Subject: Re: June 29, 2022 Board of Equalization Packet Links-Hearing Appeal Main Hearing Document From Goldstein
Improvement Company
Date: June 28. 2022 at 12:52 PM
To: Di Cathcart Di.Cathcart@juneau.org
01,

Thank you for your help.
Attached please find Hearing Appeal.
This is the main document I will use during the Hearing.
Please circulate it.
Also, Michael Dahle yesterday requested 3 years financials from the Goldstein Improvement Company for Alaska (coming in
separate email)
He has had in his possession for months 2 years of financials included in the Julie Dinneen Appraisals.
So I am not sure why he needs this, but happy to provide.
Please also find the section of Julie's Appraisal Report stating capitalization rates are from 7.5% to 10.86% because of Covid and
the State of Alaska reducing their space needs. (Coming in separate email)
Please note the reason for my the voluminous written material from us is the lack of transparency from the Assessor's Office.
Thank you for your help,
Greg Adler

HEARING
APPEA ... 01.pdf

Or, Jun 28 ?02~.? at 1;?.42 PM. Di Cathcart <Di.Cathcart@iuneau.org> wrote.

Hello again - in reviewing further I see this is a separate exhibit from the one already in
the packet. I have forwarded both documents via fileshare to everyone.
Thank you,
Di

From: Greg Adler <gregorY.ladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28. 2022 10:11 AM
To: Di Cathcart <Di.Cathcart@juneau.org>
Subject: Re: June 29, 2022 Board of Equalization Packet Links

EXrERNAL E-MAIL: BE CAUTIOUS WHEN OPENING FILES OR FOLLOWING
LINKS
J.)i.
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From: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com #
~--_.1
Subject: Fwd: June 29. 2022 Board of Equalization Packet Links
Date: June 28, 2022 at 1 :03 PM
To: Michael Dahle Michael.Dahle@juneau.org, Mary Hammond mary.hammond@juneau.org, Greg Morris Greg.Morris@juneau.org
Michael,
You have had our financials (2 years) for months in Julie Dinneen's Appraisals.
Happy to provide the Goldstein Improvement Company for the last 3 years.
Also, here are her Capitalization Rates which mirror the state of the economy in Juneau with Covid, lost revenue of$ 190 million,
6,000 jobs lost and the State of Alaska shrinking their presence in Juneau. Her rate is 7.5%-10.86%. Your stated rate of 5-6% is not
reflective of the economy or business in Juneau. You have given lip service to the poor business environment in Juneau the last few
years, it is time you do the right thing and reflect market conditions in the capitalization rates you use ..
Sincerely,

Greg
Begin torward,:id messaqe·

From: (~, c\, ,,:h•r • qrenoryJadler(rl'-qrnail.corn·,
Subject: Re:: June 29, 2022 Board of Equalization P;icket Links
Date:
:)~; :)o~~) ;:t 1. .'
,·~r~ :·)~...~Pl~·
To: U l::it "( ,l'.l , D1.Catticart 1_<,:ju11eau.org:·
[)1.

A!tacliec1 "m:: 3 Years Finc1ncials even thougll Mici1ael !las had 2 years financiais tor rnontt1s
I presume t,.,1:chael will use the r1nanc1als tor an Income Approach to Value since his Cost Approach to Vafur~ 1s no! tr:aiA,le
Also .Julre Omneen ·s capitalization sections.

Tllank yc;u.
Greg Adler

Capitalization
Rates I. .. Ala.pdf

FS 2019.pdf

FS 2020.pdf

FS 2021.pdf

Di Cathcart(i;i1Juneau.org
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Fwd: June 29, 2022 Board of Equalization Packet Links
To: Michael Dahle <Michael.Dahle@juneau.org>, Mary Hammond
<mary.hammond@juneau.org>, Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.org>
Michael,
You have had our financials (2 years) for months in Julie Dinneen's Appraisals.
Happy to provide the Goldstein Improvement Company for the last 3 years.
Also, here are her Capitalization Rates which mirror the state of the economy in Juneau with Covid, lost
revenue of $ 190 million, 6,000 jobs lost and the State of Alaska shrinking their presence in Juneau. Her rate is
7.5%-10.86%. Your stated rate of 5-6% is not reflective of the economy or business in Juneau. You have given lip
service to the poor business environment in Juneau the last few years, it is time you do the right thing and reflect
market conditions in the capitalization rates you use..
Sincerely,
Greg
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Re: June 29, 2022 Board of Equalization Packet Links
To: Di Cathcart <Di.Cathcart@juneau.org>

Di,
Attached are 3 Years Financials even though Michael has had 2 years financials for months.
I presume Michael will use the financials for an Income Approach to Value since his Cost Approach to Value
is not feasible.
Also, Julie Dinneen's capitalization sections.
Thank you,
Greg Adler
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Re: June 29, 2022 Board of Equalization Packet Links-Hearing Appeal Main Hearing
Document From Goldstein Improvement Company
To: Di Cathcart <Di.Cathcart@juneau.org>
DI,
Thank you for your help.
Attached please find Hearing Appeal.
This is the main document I will use during the Hearing.
Please circulate it.
Also, Michael Dahle yesterday requested 3 years financials from the Goldstein Improvement Company for
Alaska (coming in separate email)
He has had in his possession for months 2 years of financials included in the Julie Dinneen Appraisals.
So I am not sure why he needs this, but happy to provide.
Please also find the section of Julie's Appraisal Report stating capitalization rates are from 7.5% to 10.86%
because of Covid and the State of Alaska reducing their space needs. (Coming in separate email)
Please note the reason for my the voluminous written material from us is the lack of transparency from the
Assessor's Office.
Thank you for your help,
Greg Adler
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43. THE FIFTEEN (15) MINUTE HEARING IS UNFAIR AND IT IS UNFAIR
FOR CHAIRMAN EPSTEIN TO PERMIT MR. DAHLE TO INTERJECT THE
KEV BANK BUILDING APPEAL INTO OUR FIRST APPEALS AND
ALLOWING HIM TO PREJUDICE THE BOE HEARING BOARD BY
ASSERTING OUR PURCHASE OF THE KEV BANK BUILDING WAS NOT A
MARKET SALE. WE WERE NOT PERMITTED TO MAKE A GLOBAL
PRESENTATION. VET, THE ASSESSOR IS PERMITTED TO MAKE A
GLOBAL PRESENTATION BY TAINTING THE EVIDENCE BEFORE WE
HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT OUR CASE. THE KEV BANK
BUILDING WAS A MARKET SALE, WHICH MAKES CHAIRMAN EPSTEIN'S
AND MR. DAHLE'S IRON-FISTED HEARING TESTIMONY ASSESSOR
PREJUDICE OUR APPEAL CASES.
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Re: June 29, 2022 Board of Equalization Packet Links-Hearing Appeal Main Hearing
Document From Goldstein Improvement Company
To: Di Cathcart <Di.Cathcart@juneau.org>

Di,
Regarding dates to continue the appeals, I know I saw an email re July dates. I've been traveling and cannot find
your email but the last 2 weeks of July I will be traveling with my son. I am available the first 2 weeks of August.
Also, I must say the 15 minute hearing alotted to the Appellant which turns into something like 1 1/2 hours for the
other side is not fair, particularly when the Chair stated "I don't have to attend hearings" for them to make a decision.
The unfairness and predetermined actions of this process has caused me great neck pain.
Furthermore, when I stated the proceedings were prejudice because Mr. Dahle stated our 234 Seward Street
property was not a market sale and an Outlier property during an appeal of a different property, when I was instructed
each appeal must be separate and I wasn't permitted to present my 6 cases globally because there are overlapping
issues, is improper, unequal treatment weighted in favor of the Assessor. I asked to present our 6 properties globally
to save time. It seems the Assessor gets the benefits going each way. Moreover, when the Chair accused me of
mentioning that 234 Seward was not an outlier property at this point in the hearing first was clearly wrong and
upsetting. I was accused of being a liar. In light of this and the imposition of excess taxation without due process we
are exploring our options. To continue such an unfair process without an explicit directive to increase taxes from the
Assembly is underhanded to the good hardworking people of Juneau.
Respectfully,
Greg Adler
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44 ASSESSOR DAHLE FRAUD AND PLAGIARISM RESPECTING
THE KEV BANK BUILDING, APPEAL (#1C070A050060)
WHERE HE STOLE THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF MR.
WALTER BIALAS TO FALSELY CLAIM AND MAINTAIN OUR
PURCHASE OF THE KEV BANK BUILDING WAS NOT A
MARKET SALE. MR. WALTER BIALAS, WHOM ASSESSOR
DAHLE RELIED ON AS HIS EXPERT, CONCLUDED THE KEV
BANK BUILDING WAS REASONABLY EXPOSED TO THE
MARKET AND OUR PURCHASE PRICE WAS FAIR.
THEREFORE, THE ASSESSOR ASSESSED VALUE MUST BE
THE OWNER'S ESTIMATE OF VALUE$ 1,005,277 OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE $1,232,915 ($1,250,000 LESS
PERSONAL PROPERTY INCLUDED IN THE SALE OF$
17,085).
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July 14, 2022
To Whom It May Concern:
I called the Juneau Assessor Office originally thinking I would have a short conversation
about why our taxes at the Key Bank Building, 234 Seward Street, were more than doubled
from the time we purchased the building on Novemer 24, 2021 to January 1, 2022. I thought I
would ask a few questions, I'd get some satisfactory answers and that would be it.
When I am spoken or written to I try to listen.
I called the Assessor Office expecting to have a friendly call. I spoke with Mr. Dahle who
reminisced that he was in commercial real estate and we got "A Steal." He said, "I would have
bought it for$ 1,250,000."
I was not expecting the Assessor to speak to me in this manner.
It shook me up.
Naturally, I wondered if Mr. Dahle would have bought the Key Bank Building for
$2,547,520 which is what he assessed it 1 month after we bought it.
I do not believe he would have bought it at that price or anyone else.
Shortly thereafter, Mr. Dahle sent me an Email dated March 22, 2022 at 3:320 p.m. and
copied Mary Hammond.
In the section entitled, General Question Mr. Dahle gave me some general unsolicited
advice.
Without attribution Mr. Dahle stated,
"The next tenants of closed branches were indicated as follows:
7.5% other banks
26% stores
19% restaurants
17% health clinics
10.5% fitness
7.5% other financial services"
In the next paragraph, Mr. Dahle stated "The average time to sell was 9.5 months and
the time to sublease just over a year."
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In the next paragraph, Mr. Dahle stated "I think that addresses all of the questions that
you have asked so far that weren't answered directly in our conversations."
First of all, Mr. Dahle is using the above the information as his own without identifying
the source.
Plagiarism is described as theft of someone's words or ideas ... Fraud is misrepresentation
that aims to gain an unfair advantage. [library.hccs.edu/plagiarmism/definitions].
Mr. Dahle has stolen the above words from somewhere and does not disclose where he
obtained this information. He presented the information in this email, future phone calls and
face to face meetings as his own. He told me the Key Bank Building was not a market sale
because it was not exposed to the market for 9 ½ months. At first, I wanted to believe Mr.
Dahle and wondered where he obtained this information. Mr. Dahle's practice though is to use
data unscrupulously and not disclose it. He is a prime example of bad data in and bad data out.
This is a serious offense. It is consistent with the patterns I see in Mr. Dahle's work.
It bugged me that "9 ½ months" was such a specific time frame for a bank building to be
exposed to the market. If less than 9 ½ months Mr. Dahle said it probably was not a market
sale.
Then, one day I decided to search the internet. I found the article Mr. Dahle has stolen
the above information. The article is attached herein. Mr. Dahle stole the information he
presented to me as fact from a March 2, 2020 article entitled, "If a Bank Branch Has to Close,
What Are the Most Likely Reuse Scenarious?"
Mr. Dahle stole the intellectual property of Mr. Walter Bialas who was then Vice
President of Research with the real estate services firm JLL.
JLL happened to advise Key Bank on the sale of their building to us.
Mr. Dahle relied on JLL and stole their information.
Mr. Dahle misrepresented what Mr. Bialas said in the article. He cherry-picked
information you might say.
Mr. Bialas did not say the Key Bank Building had to be exposed to the market for 9 ½
months for it be a market sale.
Please see my email to Mr. Bialas regarding "Was A Reasonable Time Allowed to Find a
Purchaser?" and other questions.

Mr. Bialas answered, "Your Juneau asset is unique-an historic
urban bank building. That is very different from the typical suburban-
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oriented branch bank in the lower 48, which is what our comments
centered on in the article you attached.... We noted that some well
located branches do get picked up for other uses like fast casual
restaurants and the like."
"Yours looks to fall into that category-old branch with high
ceilings and historic flavor in the downtown. Repurposing that into a
specialty retailer makes perfect sense, with the challenge being
finding that unique retailer that would /it the asset. It looks like you
were able to do that. Since the asset was so unique relative to the
multitude of typical suburban branch banks around the country, your
marketing time of a couple of months seems appropriate, as does
your sale price that was close to the asking price. It could have been
much longer, but the confluence of the asset hitting the market and a
unique tenant looking for space worked in your favor.''
By clear and convincing proof, our burden of proof with respect to
the above matter has been proven. Our purchase of the Key Bank
Building was a market sale. The assessed value must match our
purchase price.
Mr. Dahle stole the words from Mr. Bialas and misrepresented
what they said to me. He never disclosed where he obtained these
words or data. He presented these words and ideas as his own. Mr.
Dahle has committed plagiarism. Plagiarism is fraud. Fraud is grounds
to have our appeals granted.
In view of Mr. Dahle's fraud he has tainted all of his testimony in
all appeals and I request all of his testimony be disregarded as
fraudulent.
Specifically, with respect to our appeal Parcel Identification
1C070A050060 I demand that based on the above the facts and the
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written material herein our Appeal for this parcel be granted in our
favor in the amount of$ 1,005,277.
In regards to Appeals 1C070A020011 and 1C070A020030 they
must be granted in view of the fraud committed by Mr. Dahle which
goes to the heart of the matter and is pervasive throughout our
appeals.
Not only has Mr. Dahle committed atrocious acts to deny
innocent and good commercial property owners, the backbone of the
Juneau community, due process but his methodology is incompetent.
He relies on a 2 year old article, takes it out of context, misapplies and
misrepresents what it says, does not disclose where he obtained his
information and presents it as his own. This methodology is present
throughout all of our properties assessed value.
It is an abuse of your office to not stop these fraudulent practices
now.
We are happy to utilize Mr.Bialas as our expert, with current and
truthful statistics. Mr. Bialas provided us with two comparable recent
sales in Juneau. The Four Points Hotel and Glacier Village both were
sold in 2018 and 2019 with Cap Rates of 10%. This is useful information
that to my knowledge has been excluded from the Sales List provided
by the Assessor's Office. The Assessor's Office used a 3% and 4.5% Cap
Rate in our first two Appeals. Reverse our first two appeals because
they have been tainted by the lies of Mr. Dahle. In our hearings Mr.
Dahle stated he used a 6.5% Cap Rate. You must stop the ongoing
fraud.
Regarding the four Appeals we have remaining I respectfully
request they be suspended until a later date after the Assembly has had
the opportunity to review and rule on this matter.
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In you wish to discuss this further please do not hesitate to
contact me at 310-612-1312.
We wish to resolve all matters amicably, but in lieu of that we
have been in contact with Mr. Garth Schlemlein.
Sincerely,

Ceiier

Goldstein Improvement Company

//Attachments pp. 24, Dahle emails, bank branch closing article,
Definition of Plagiarim, letter from Greg Adler to Walter Bialas, email
from Walter Bialas to Greg Adler, emails between Mr. Dahle and Greg
Adler, emails between Greg Adler and Walter Bialas, 10% Cap Rates in
Juneau from MSCI Real Capital Analytics
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Michael Dahle Michael.Dahle@juneau.org cf
RE : GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY-Forwarding Your News Release as Requested
March 22. 2022 at 3 :20 PM
Greg Adler gregadler@mac.com
Cc: Mary Hammond mary.hammond@juneau.org

From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

In regards to your question about the $54,400 miscellaneous category on the assessed
value. The cost approach that was done in 2018 was done within our CAMA (Computer
Assisted Mass Appraisal) system. Previous cost reports also used the Marshall & Swift
valuation tables but were performed in a different software. With the current CAMA
software some items related to a building end up in the miscellaneous category. In your
case the items included in that section include a storage area, the canopy, an enclosed
porch and the vault.
You asked what model was used to value your property.
Land
The land value was set in 2005 at 612,300 based on a per SF model. It was decreased
by 4% on 07/01/2019 by Robin Potter to a land model in Govern, our CAMA system, of
$40 per SF with a 20% locational adjustment which appears to be for the corner
influence. (12,245 * 40 * 1.2 = 587,800)
In reviewing the sales as part of the analysis for setting commercial property values as of
01 /01/2021 it was apparent that our commercial values were under market. As a first step
towards addressing this a trending was applied for the AY2021 values. For most
properties that meant a 50% increase to the land portion of the value. For improved
properties that resulted in a 20% increase to the value on average.
Your property received that trend. (587,800 + 50% = $881,700)
For assessment year 2022 a 2% decrease was applied to properties in the downtown
area. That was applied to both the land and the building components. The decrease to
downtown commercial properties was applied even though the sales indicated that we
were not overvalued in that area. It was applied in our effort to improve the uniformity of
commercial subgroup valuation levels.
For the land portion this meant a reduction to $864,066. (881,700 - 2% = $864,066)
I have reviewed the base rate and locational adjustment applied to this property and it is
uniform with surrounding properties.

Building
The building value is based on a cost report done in 2018 in Govern per an inspection.
Within Govern it splits the value into two segments, the main building and miscellaneous
components such as a storage area, the vault, etc. (1,662,300 + 54,400 = $1 ,716,700)
The 2% reduction was applied to the main building segment. (1 ,662,300 - 2% =
$1 ,629,054)
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The miscellaneous segment did not change for AY2022.
I have also attached a current cost report on the building. This is based on the last
routine inspection which was done in 2018. The effective year built and amount of
depreciation seems high based on the building having been remodeled in 2007 and 2008
and on my observations from the times I have walked by the building, however, we
certainly will take a look at the items detailed in the appraisal. Also of note is that when
the building was remodeled in 2007 and 2008 no change was made to the building value
as should have happened.
The valuation history is included again below.
In regards to the outlier classification, that refers not to the sale per se but to the sales
position within each data set of the analysis process. Part of the analysis of each data set
includes a step to determine if any of the data points in the set are an outlier. For a
particular sale, whether or not it is considered an outlier can change from one data set to
another. In one set it may be an outlier while in another set it may not be an outlier.
This is the definition of an outlier that we use:

We use the following definition for determining if a sale is an outlier. Any sale
that is more than 1.5 times outside the IQR (Interquartile Range) , either
above or below, is considered a "Standard Outlier" and any sale that is more
than 3 times outside the IQR is considered an "Extreme Outlier." This is
based off of the following definition of an outlier from Appendix B of the IAAO
Standard on Ratio Studies: "The term outlier is often associated with ratios
that fall outside 1.5 multiplied by the IOR. A factor of 3.0 X IQR often is
chosen to identify extreme outliers."
For each study a decision must be made whether or not to include outliers.
As a general rule outliers are not included in normal studies but may be
included in a special study such as where you are specifically looking at the
impact of the outliers.
General Question:
Have you explored at all whether another bank may be interested in a downtown location
or whether you are thinking you will need to repurpose the building? From the quick
research that I have done I have seen mixed signals. Some of the statements that I have
seen are that there still are some branch closings but it has slowed from prior years,
some banks have announced plans to open a significant number of new branches, half of
the banks surveyed had plans to open new branches, closures are connected to less
profitable regions, that the branch is not going away but how they deliver services is
changing, and that the very significant number of people still physically going into the
bank branches provides a tremendous opportunity to banks if they will capitalize on it.
Branch density is declining but branches remain the predominant factor in new accounts
and customer retention so it is mainly the closing of duplicate or overlapping branches
that have seen closure.
The next tenants of closed branches were indicated as follows:
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7.5% other banks
26% stores
19% restaurants
17% health clinics
10.5% fitness
7.5% other financial services
The average time to sell was 9.5 months and the time to sublease just over a year.

•

I think that addresses all of the questions that you have asked so far that weren 't
answered directly in our conversations.
Sincerely,

?ltidMt"Da&e
Deputy Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
907-586-5215 ext. 4036
907-586-4520 (Fax)
Michael.Dahle @juneau.org
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2022

LAND VALUE
$864 ,066.00

rv1ISC VALUE
$54,400.00

2021

$881,700.00

$54,400.00

$1 ,662,300.00

2020

$587,800 00

$54.400 00

S 1,662,300.00

$2,304.500 00

2019

S6 12.300.00

$54.400 00

S1.6I32 .300 .00

$2,329 .000 00

20'8

$612.300 .00

$54.400 00

S 1,%2 .300.00

s2.32s1.ooo oo

20 17

$612,300 .00

s ·1 .680.000.00

$2 2~12,300 00

20 16

$612.300 00

S1,680,000.00

$2,2~12,300.00

20 15

$612,300.00

S 1,680,000.00

S22W.300 00

20 14

S612.300.00

51,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

20 13

5612.300.00

S1 ,680 ,000.00

$2,292.300.00

20 12

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2011

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

20·10

$612.300 00

$0.00

$1 ,732,400.00

$2,344.700 00

2009

$612.300.00

$0.00

s ·I ,732_400.00

$2,344 ,700.00

2008

$612.300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344 .700 00

2007

S6 12.300 .00

SOOD

S 1,732.400.00

S2 344 .700.00

2006

$612.300 .00

$000

S1 732.400.00

$2,344 .700.00

2005

$612.300.00

SOOD

S 1.732.400.00

$2.344.700.00

2004

$496.000.00

$0 00

S 1,332,600.00

S 1,828 ,600.00

2003

S496.000.00

S0.00

S 1,332 ,600.00

S 1,828.600.00

2002

S496.000 00

SO.OD

S1,332,600.00

$ 1,828,600.00

2000

S496,000 00

$0.00

$787,300.00

$ 1,283,300.00

BLDG VALUE
$1 ,629,054.00
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If a Bank Branch Has to Close,
What Are the Most Likely Reuse
Scenarios?
As banks downsize their bricks-and-mortar footprint, their vacated spaces can be
turned to other uses.

Banks co ntinue to sh utdmvn branches across the coun try, but investo rs
:,· 11 -1·!, f•P

·· . " I : ·

fo rthese locations.

The typical closed branch encompasses around 8,000 to 14,000 sq. ft. of space, with
some branches reaching up to 25,000 sq. ft. or 35,000 sq. ft. , says Wa lter Bialas, vice
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president of research with real estate services firm JLL. This is where creative reuse of
space comes into play.
''Take a
!!lHl<'i-

25,000

square foot outparcel, for example," says Bialas. "With

L1 r:;.'y·1

i,

·t. i 1,; : ..

p1"l"·-·,11r,· i1nd limitni .L~ru\\th in tlrnt s£•ctor, you have to match a user with the

space. Even many restaurants are not this large, so it becomes a challenge to lease or sell
the space and maybe develop a plan to divide the space for multiple users, which is why
office type users often fit the best."
A typical fast-food restaurant encompasses anywhere between 1,000 sq. ft. and 3,000

sq. ft., says Navin Nagrani, executive vice president at Hilco Real Estate, a real estate
services company. Fast casual restaurants can occupy anywhere between 2,000 sq. ft. to
4,500

sq. ft.

"A branch bank tends to have a certain footprint and is mostly geared to an office use,"

says Bialas. "Having a branch turn into a financial services office for an insurance
company is an easy fit. As you move into other uses like retail or restaurants or health
clinics, it requires a complete rebuild of the space."
However, in Chicago, the top two leading uses of closed bank branches in 2019 were fast
casual restaurants and health clinics. Nineteen percent of closed branches changed use
to fast casual restaurants, while 17 percent changed their use to health clinics. Only 7.5
percent of closed bank facilities went to other financial institutions, according to a : 1

'

A fast-food restaurant operator "may actually want to take over a bank branch" because

of their high visibility and infrastructure, says Nagrani. Most branches already have
space dedicated to drive-throughs and receiving zoning for this type of layout
"sometimes can be difficult to get" for restaurants, he notes.
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"The costs to repurpose a branch can be significant,'' says Bialas. "However, the level of
investor interest will depend on various characteristics [such as] intended use, overall
location, size of the branch, com petition or complementary nearby uses, area_
demographics, etc. Good location will garner interest and potentially an investor willing
to adapt the property into something new or different."
While a few large institutions announce reuse plans in advance of closing a branch,
other institutions "may see this as a sunk cost and will look for a buyer or a renter
passively,
back to the landlord or a buyer [if one] is found," says Bialas. Well-positioned suburban
spaces, in areas with stable or growing demographics, can often be repurposed by
another bank or financial institution because they have similar office-oriented space
requirements.
The average time to sell a vacated branch is nine and a half .months, while the average _
time to sublease is slightly over a year, according to the ,JLL report. Outparcels and
endcaps with high visibility and quality signage are often in high demand. In-line
spaces, in contrast, can be more difficult to fill and are more commonly repurposed for
other uses, such as restaurants, convenience stores or clinics, JLL data shows.
"Visibility is key. Parking in suburban locations is also paramount and [outparcels and.
endcaps] often have ample parking proximate," says Bialas. "In-line space, in contrast,
lacks some of these ingredients and may need to be transitioned to some
complementary retail use."
Urban bank branches situated in easy-to-access locations "will probably stay in use,"
despite the size of the facility being too large by today's standards and branch functions
turning more digital, according to Bialas. But branches that are lacking in visibility,
access or demographics may "struggle to find a reuse plan" and remain vacant for a
considerable length of time.
I

\___
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Along with office, medical and restaurant uses, Nagrani says former branches could also
be repurposed for use as online ';food pick-up or delivery" and marijuana disp<'nsu rit•:-;.
Banks l'! ,nt i1n1e

In

£·1o~v bnnwhc~ across the country with no end in sight, according to

JLL research. Close to 1,700 branches closed in 2019, around a 1.9 percent decline in the
number of branches in the market. The trend is even more pronounced for the top 25
institutions, as large banks closed 1,450 branches, equality to roughly a 3. 7 percent
decline in their locations.
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Definition of Plagiarism
plagiarize \ 'plaje,riz \ vb -ed / -ing/ -s [plagiary+ -ize] vt: to steal and pass off as one's
own (the ideas or words of another) : use (a created production) without creditin g the
source <a learned book of his ... had been coolly plagiarized and issued in short version -Times Lit. Supp.> - vi : to commit literary theft : present as new and original an idea or
product derived from an existing source
FROM: Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the English Language Unabridged,
(Springfield, Ma: Merriam-Webster, Inc., 1986, p.1728).

About Plagiarism
Plagiarism i s a matter of serious concern for students, faculty and academic institutions.
Most academic institutions impose high standards of academic integrity and penalties for
violations can result in a failing grade on an assi gnment, in a course, and even suspension
or expulsion from an institution. The UAF Student Code of Conduct defines academic
standards expected at t he University of Alaska Fairbanks

U~f
STUDENTS' RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Student Code of Conduct
The university may ini tiate disciplinary action and imp ose sanctions on any
stud ent or student organization found responsib le for committing, attempting
to commit, or intentionally assisti ng in the comm issio n of a ny of the fo ll owi ng
prohibited forms of conduct:
a. cheating, plagiarism or other forms of academic dishonesty;
Plagiarism:
A Basic, Comprehensive Definition Often, definitions of plagiarism describe it as
the theft of someone's words or ideas. At the same time, most of them aren't as
clear that plagiarism is a kind of fraud. Fraud is misrepresentation that aims to
gain an unfair advantage.

library.hccs.edu/ plagiarism/definitions
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Walter,

The Seller's Asset Manager was JLL. (See email from real estate broker Carlton Smith
dated June 23 attached)

THE QUESTION:
WAS A REASONABLE TIME ALLOWED TO FIND A PURCHASER?

Subject property was on the open market for 2 months and the
Seller received interest during the contingency period for 1 more
month for a total of 3 months.
Thank you for speaking with me this morning.
Regarding the Key Bank Building (late 1800s BH Behrends Bank Building) at 234 Seward
Street, Juneau Alaska 99801.
Square FeetBasementStreet Level2nd Floor-

12,284
5359 SF
4280 SF
2645 SF

Land-12,245 SF
Stories-2
Parking-17 (Drive-thru banking set up)
Vacant-Yes

End of the block, Street (Main St) to Street (Seward) property along 3rd St.
(See attached)
This property came on the market, was marketed for and closed.
For Sale: 7/23/2021 (Co-broker agreement signed)
Asking Price: $1,495,000
Selling Price: $1,250,000
Purchase Contract Dated: 9/27/2021
Contingency Period End: 11/1/2021
Closing Date: 11/24/2021

From Marketing to Purchase Contract: 2 months
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From Marketing to Contingency End: 3 months
From Marketing to Closing: 4 months
Recent Comparable Bank Anchorage Listing: $1,275,000 (see attached)
The subject property is in a good downtown location, there are complimentary uses on
the surrounding streets and it was adaptable to other uses as clearly shown by Foggy Mountain
Sports (signed lease for the first floor and basement March 31, 2022; grand opening July 8,
2022 and the Public Employees Union (signed lease for the part of the first floor and second
floor on .... _
Properties such as this are often in high demand as shown by the Leases that were
executed, the good location, street to street location with 2 corners, high visibility and ample
parking.
The marketing time to sell a vacant bank branch in Juneau, Alaska exposure to the
market could be anywhere from immediately to a few months in a small market such as Juneau,
Alaska if priced at fair market value.
If a bank building was priced above or way above fair market value it could sit on the
market for a long to very long time until the Seller reduced the selling price to fair market value.
I am also wondering if you have an opinion on captializaiton rates. Juneau is a town
dependent on tourism; specifically, cruise ships. During the pandemic Juneau lost an estimated
$190M and 6,000 jobs and many businesses struggled to survive. We abataed rent for many
tenants. The Assessor has used from a capitalization rate of 3 to 6.5%. During this period in
Juneau, Alaska I believe cap rates went up as net income went down with rent abatements
speciafically for retail business like restaurants, gift shops catering to tourists. Do you have an
opinion on whether cap rates went up during this time frame.
Also, I am wondering if you could provide a general building cost replacement new
figure range?
If you would address the issues in an email back to me it would be appreciated.
Thank you for your help, it is appreciated.
Sincerely,

Greg Adler
Goldstein Improvement Company
310-612-1312
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On Jul 14, 2022, at 9:41 AM, Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US)
<Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com> wrote :
Greg,
I took a close look at your note.
Starting with the cap rate question, I attached a run from Real
Ca ital Anal tics for general commercial real estate sales in
Juneau over the last 5 years. Not surprising, there not may
transactions due to the overall small scale of the market.
Unfortunately, most of the deals have no price attached. I am
guessing AK might be like TX with most deals keeping sale prices
(and cap rates) confidential. As to building costs, I have no
information on that topic in AK.
I am not really sure how to answer the core question with the
assessor. Your Juneau asset is uni ue - an historic urban bank
building. That is ver different from the t ical suburban-oriented
branch bank in the lower 48, which is what our comments
centered on in the article you attached. For those non-descript
assets, re-use of a branch can be a challenge, unless to goes
back to office space for an insurance or financial services
company (like a State Farm or H&R Block office) . We noted that
some well located branches do get picked up for other uses like
fast casual restaurants and the like.
Yours looks to fall into that category - old branch with high ceiling ~
and historic flavor in the downtown. Repurposing that into a
specialty retailer makes perfect sense, with the challenge being
.find ing that unique retailer that woJJJ.d fit the asset. It looks like you
were able to do that.
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Since the asset was so unique relative to the multitude of typical
suburban branch banks around the country, your marketing time
of a cou ple of months seems appropriate, as does your sale price
that was close to the asking price. It could have been much
lo er, but the confluence of the asset hittin the market and a
unique tenant tooking for space worked in your favor. I am not
sure what we can say to respond to the assessors comments
regarding having pushed the pricing up and then maybe not
selling or it staying on-market for a longer period.
Sorry we can't help further.

Walter Bialas
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Bialas, Walter (Avison Young• US) Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com
RE: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
July 14, 2022 at 9:41 AM
Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com

<f

Greg,
I took a close look at your note.
Starting with the cap rate question, I attached a run from Real Capital Analytics for general commercial real estate sales in Juneau
over the last 5 years. Not surprising, there not may transactions due to the overall small scale of the market. Unfortunately, most of
the deals have no price attached. I am guessing AK might be like TX with most deals keeping sale prices (and cap rates) confidential.
As to building costs. I have no information on that topic in AK.
I am not really sure how to answer the core question with the assessor. Your Juneau asset is unique• an historic urban bank building.
That is very different from the typical suburban-oriented branch bank in the lower 48, which is what our comments centered on in the
article you attached. For those non-descript assets, re-use of a branch can be a challenge, unless to goes back to office space for an
insurance or financial services company (like a State Farm or H&R Block office). We noted that some well located branches do get
picked up for other uses like fast casual restaurants and the like.
Yours looks to fall into that category - old branch with high ceilings and historic flavor in the downtown. Repurposing that into a
specialty retailer makes perfect sense, with the challenge being finding that unique retailer that would fit the asset. It looks like you
were able to do that.
Since the asset was so unique relative to the multitude of typical suburban branch banks around the country, your marketing time of a
couple of months seems appropriate, as does your sale price that was close to the asking price. It could have been much longer, but
the confluence of the asset hitting the market and a unique tenant looking for space worked in your favor. I am not sure what we can
say to respond to the assessors comments regarding having pushed the pricing up and then maybe not selling or it staying on-market
for a longer period.
Sorry we can't help further.

Walter Bialas
1+ 214 974 9749 Mobile 1+ 703 919 8553
walter.bialas@avisonyoung.com
-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2022 7:10 PM
To: Bialas. Walter (Avison Young - US) <Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com>
Subject: Re: Juneau. Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
CAUTION: External Sender
Walter,
Thank you for your help.
It would wonderful to hear back from you.
Greg Adler
On .Jui 11 ;)fi2? at 2·5? PM 8;alas. Waiter (Avison Youn9 .. US) <Walter Bialas@av1sonyoun9 corn> wrote

.. -Orig1na1 Messr1qe .........
From Crt::q .<Viler -::qreqory!mi!er~ri1 qma,I com>
~:;E:nt Mondc1v. Ju!v 11 2022 4 .48 PM
ro Ri,iia<; w,,,.:te1 (A. 1•.ns•~)n Younn • u~:;1 <.Waitc~1.B;ai~~-:•?avisonyoun9.corn>
'.3ul)j1:.ici Re:: Junia11 Aiaska Bank BwldinfJ-Reasonabie Tune on Open Marl<et
CAUTION E.xterna: Sender
\!",/,:;ft•:~,-
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The subj£:~ct property is a 900,1 propr:~rty. We paid fair markE~i valur:i Th,:: property was €!Xposed to the markE~t fo1 a ro1:1sonab!e
amount of time.
We signed l<1ases within 4 months and 7 months of our Closing Date.
This indicates the subject property is in demand because of the all the factors I hnve cited.

Twc> IErnst~s werE! signed .:ls follows:
1.

Foggy Mountain Sports (like Patagonia)-Marct, 31 2022 !4 mc>nths from Closing Date)

i.!. Public EmpioyE~E~s Union (biggt:ist union in Ak)-.Jum~ 23. 2022 (7 months frorn Closing DatH)

Than!, you

Juneau CRE
Sales.xis
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From: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Subject: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
Date: July 11, 2022 at 2 :34 PM

To: walter.bialas@avisonyoung.com

Walter,
Thank you for speaking with me this morning.
I have attached a letter and some backup.
Thank you. in advance. for your response.
Greg Adler
310-612·1312

Walter.docx

March 2, 2020
Article ... ent.pdf
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From: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Juneau. Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
Date: July 11, 2022 at 2:48 PM
To: walter.bialas@avisonyoung.com

Walter,
The subject property is a good property. We paid fair market value. The property was exposed to the market for a reasonable
amount of time.
We signed leases within 4 months and 7 months of our Closing Date.
This indicates the subject property is in demand because of the all the factors I have cited.
Two leases were signed as follows:
1. Foggy Mountain Sports (like Patagonia)-March 31, 2022 (4 months from Closing Date)
2. Public Employees Union (biggest union in Ak)-June 23, 2022 (7 months from Closing Date)
I forgot to attach the Anchorage Building comp of $1,275,000.
Thank you,

Greg

On Jul 11 ;2022. at 2-34 PM, Gre9 Adier <gregoryladler({,t;gma1l.com> wrote:
Walter,

Than!, you for speaking with me:: this morning.
I have attached a !etter and some:: backup.
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From: Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US) Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com
Subject: RE: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
Date: July 11, 2022 at 2:52 PM

To: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Thanks. I'll take a look.
Walter Bialas
1+ 214 974 9749 Mobile 1+ 703 919 8553
walter.bialas@avisonyoung.com
-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2022 4:48 PM
To: Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US) <Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com>
Subject: Re: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
CAUTION: External Sender
Walter,
The subject property is a good property. We paid fair market value. The property was exposed to the market for a reasonable
amount of time.
We signed leases within 4 months and 7 months of our Closing Date.
This indicates the subject property is in demand because of the all the factors I have cited.
Two leases were signed as follows:
1. Foggy Mountain Sports (like Patagonia)-March 31, 2022 (4 months from Closing Date)
2. Public Employees Union (biggest union in Ak)-June 23, 2022 (7 months from Closing Date)
I forgot to attach the Anchorage Building comp of $1,275,000.
Thank you,
Greg

'/,;':1i!t•"/

Thanl, vou 1n ;irlvance tor vour rt0:~;ponse
Citt 9
1

,~Gl(!f

]10··01?··1:31:.?

<Walter docx><~March 2. 2020 Article Wealth Management.pdf>
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Re: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
July 13. 2022 at 5:09 PM
Bialas. Walter (Avison Young - US) Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com

Walter.
Thank you for your help.
It would wonderful to hear back from you.
Greg Adler
On Ju! ·11. 2022. at 2·52 PM, Bialas, Waiter (Avison Young - US) <Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung com> wrote·
Thanks. I'll take a look.

V\lal!t::r Bialas
1+ 214 974 9749 Mobile '1+ 70:3 919 8!:iS3
,".·a!tt::r t)1nia::, ·_ii avisonyounq corn

n1e sutJ1<:;c:t property 1s a 9000 property We paid fair marki:it value. The propr::rty was expost1(J to u~e n,mk•<
arnc,uni ol time

W<-J s,9ned leases within 4 months and 7 months of our Clos111~J Date

This indicates the subject property is tn demand because of the all the factors I tiave citeti.
Two leases were signed as follows:
1 Fogf~Y Mountain Sports (lil<r~ Patagonia)-March 31, 202~?. (4 months from Closing Date!
2 Public Ernployees Union (b1ogcst union 111 Ak)-,June 23. 2022 (7 months frorn Ctos,nq Dfite1

.r

+c:,

:-i , i·

,,
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From: Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US) Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com
Subject: RE: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
Date: July 14, 2022 at 9:41 AM

#

To: Greg Adler gregoryladler@gmail.com
Greg.
I took a close look at your note.
Starting with the cap rate question, I attached a run from Real Capital Analytics for general commercial real estate sales in Juneau
over the last 5 years. Not surprising, there not may transactions due to the overall small scale of the market. Unfortunately, most of
the deals have no price attached. I am guessing AK might be like TX with most deals keeping sale prices (and cap rates) confidential.
As to building costs, I have no information on that topic in AK.
I am not really sure how to answer the core question with the assessor. Your Juneau asset is unique - an historic urban bank building.
That is very different from the typical suburban-oriented branch bank in the lower 48, which is what our comments centered on in the
article you attached. For those non-descript assets, re-use of a branch can be a challenge, unless to goes back to office space for an
insurance or financial services company (like a State Farm or H&R Block office). We noted that some well located branches do get
picked up for other uses like fast casual restaurants and the like.
Yours looks to fall into that category - old branch with high ceilings and historic flavor in the downtown. Repurposing that into a
specialty retailer makes perfect sense, with the challenge being finding that unique retailer that would fit the asset. It looks like you
were able to do that.
Since the asset was so unique relative to the multitude of typical suburban branch banks around the country, your marketing time of a
couple of months seems appropriate, as does your sale price that was close to the asking price. It could have been much longer, but
the confluence of the asset hitting the market and a unique tenant looking for space worked in your favor. I am not sure what we can
say to respond to the assessors comments regarding having pushed the pricing up and then maybe not selling or it staying on-market
for a longer period.
Sorry we can't help further.

Walter Bialas
1+ 214 974 9749 Mobile 1+ 703 919 8553
walter.bialas@avisonyoung.com
-----Original Message----From: Greg Adler <gregoryladler@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday. July 13. 2022 7:10 PM
To: Bialas, Walter (Avison Young - US) <Walter.Bialas@avisonyoung.com>
Subject: Re: Juneau, Alaska Bank Building-Reasonable Time on Open Market
CAUTION: External Sender
Walter,
Thank you for your help.
It would wonderful to hear back from you.
Greg Adler
On ,Jul 11 2022 at 2 52 PM 81a!as. Waiter (Avison Youn9 · US) <Walter.Bialas@av1sonyoung corn> wrote
Thanks. I'll take a look.

Walter Bialas
1+ 2·14 974 9749 Mobile 1+ 703 919 8553
waiter bialas:Jj;avisonyoung com

CJ\UTION External Sender
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COMPARABLE SALES FROM MSCI REAL
CAPITAL ANALYTICS
NAME

DATE

CAPITALIZATION
RATE

GLACIER VILLAGE

APRIL 2019

10%

FOUR POINTS JUNEAU

AUGUST 2018

10%
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU HISTORY OF OVERASSESSMENT 2005-2022
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU HISTORY OF OVER-ASSESSMENT 2005-2022

ADDRESS

OVER-ASSESSMENT

OVER-TAXED

234 SECOND STREET (60)

$19,821,920

$218,041

122 FRONT STREET (11)

$11,669,481

$128,364

130 SEWARD STREET (43)

$8,138,751

$89,526

201 SECOND STREET (10)

$6,853,279

$75,386

110 SEWARD STREET (30)

$5,520,966

$60,731

224 SECOND STREET (20)

$212,494

$2,337

TOTALS

$40,547,410

$574,385

Packet Page 1771 of 1973

234 Second Street (1C070A050060) [SEE EXHIBIT 45].

Over-Assessment

Vear Assessed Sale Price**
Value
200520062007200820092010201120122013201420152016201720182019202020212022-

$2,344,700
$2,344,700
$2,344,700
$2,344,700
$2,344,700
$2,344,700
$2,344,700
$2,344,700
$2,292,300
$2,292,300
$2,292,300
$2,292,300
$2,292,300
$2,329,000
$2,329,000
$2,304,500
$ 2 2598A00
$ 2,547,520

$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1i250i000
$1,250,000

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

EST.

$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,042,300
$1,042,300
$1,042,300
$1,042,300
$1,042,300
$1,079,000
$1,079,000
$1,054,500
$1 2348A00
$1,297,520

$ 19,821,920*

DAHLE'S FOLLY OF OVER-ASSESSMENT: $ 1,348,400

1.1%=$ 218,041

*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
**-This figure will be lower if adjusted for personal property at $17,085 and
obsolesence.
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122 Front Street {1C070A020011) [SEE EXHIBIT 27 AND 45].

Vear Assessed Aeeraised
Value
Value
2005200620072008200920102011201220132014201520162017201820192020-

Over-Assessment

$866,300
$1,095,100
$1,128,500
$1,509,300
$1,509,300
$1,509,300
$1,583,700
$1,583,700
$1,583,700
$1,583,700
$1,589,300
$1,577,400
$1,577,400
$1,594,700
$1,594,700
$1,572,900

$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$16,300
$245,100
$278,500
$659,300
$659,300
$659,300
$733,700
$733,700
$733,700
$733,700
$739,300
$727,400
$727,400
$744,700
$744,700
$722,900

2021- $2,105,950

$1,200,000

EST.

$1,255,950

2022- $2,063,831

$1,200,000

EST.

$1,213,831

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$ 11,669,481 *

DAHLE'S FOLLV OF OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$ 1,255,950

1.1%=$ 128,364

*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
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130 Seward Street (1C070A040043) [SEE EXHIBIT 45).
(also 119 Second Street)
Over-Assessment

Vear Assessed A~~raised
Value
Value
200520062007200820092010201120122013201420152016201720182019202020212022-

$4,525,400
$4,534,800
$4,812,200
$4,812,200
$4,812,200
$4,812,200
$4,812,200
$4,812,200
$5,774,100
$5,774,100
$5,774,100
$5,774,100
$5,774,100
$5,119,200
$ 5,119,200
$5,353,668
SSAS6,052
$5,346,931

$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4£750£000
$4,750,000

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

EST.

$0
$0
$62,200
$62,200
$62,200
$62,200
$62,200
$62,200
$1,024,100
$1,024,100
$1,024,100
$1,024,100
$1,024,100
$369,200
$369,200
$603,668
$706,052
$596,931

$8,138,751 *

DAHLE'S FOLLY OF OVER-ASSESSMENT:$ 706,052

1.1%=$ 89,526

*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
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201 Second Street (1C070A040010) [SEE EXHIBIT 45].

Vear Assessed A~~raised
Value
Value

Over-Assessment

2005200620072008200920102011201220132014201520162017201820192020-

$1,169,500
$1,183,900
$1,183,900
$1,266,300
$1,266,300
$1,266,300
$1,266,300
$1,266,300
$1,192,200
$1,192,200
$1,192,200
$1,192,200
$1,192,200
$1,254,200
$1,254,200
$1,229,600

$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$294,500
$308,900
$308,900
$391,300
$391,300
$391,300
$391,300
$391,300
$317,200
$317,200
$317,200
$317,200
$317,200
$379,200
$379,200
$354,600

2021- ~ l 1524t350

~8751000

EST.

~6671350

2022- $1,494,129

$875,000

EST.

$619,129

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$ 6,853,279*

DAHLE'S FOLLY OF OVER-ASSESSMENT: $ 667,350

1.1%=$ 75,386

*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
**-This figure will be lower if adjusted for personal property at $17,085 and
obsolesence.
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110 Seward Street (1C070A020030) [SEE EXHIBIT 36 AND 45].

Vear Assessed A~~raised
Value
Value

Over-Assessment

$1,072,000
$1,199,100
$1,199,100
$1,434,200
$1,434,200
$1,434,200
$1,506,100
$1,506,100
$1,506,100
$1,506,100
$1,675,000
$1,643,400
$1,643,400
$1,653,000
$1,653,000
$1,639,600

$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$0
$0
$0
$234,200
$234,200
$234,200
$306,100
$306,100
$306,100
$306,100
$475,000
$443,400
$443,400
$453,000
$453,000
$439,600

2021- $129682800

$122002000

EST.

$7682800

2022- $1,929,966

$1,200,000

EST.

$729,966

2005200620072008200920102011201220132014201520162017201820192020-

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$5,520,966*

DAHLE'S FOLLY OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$ 768,800

1.1%=$ 60,731
*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
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224 Second Street (1C070A040020) [SEE EXHIBIT 45].

Vear Assessed A~~raised
Value
Value

Over-Assessment

2005200620072008200920102011201220132014201520162017201820192020-

$ 245,600
$ 246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$ 246,000
$246,000
$ 246,000
$ 246,000
$245,700
$245,700
$270,200

$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

2021-

$ 405£300

$295£000

EST.

$110£300

2022- $ 397,194

$295,000

EST.

$102,194

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$ 212,494*

DAHLE'S FOLLY OF OVER-ASSESSMENT: $ 110,300

1.1%=$ 2,337

*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
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46 CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU ASSESSMENT HISTORY
REPORTS-SIX (6) APPEAL PROPERTIES
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A040010
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY INC
201 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LTS 1 2 & 7 FR
LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

BLDG VALUE

2022

$866,565.00

$13,300.00

$614,264.00

$1,494,129.00

2021

$884,250.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

$1,524,350.00

2020

$589,500.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

$1,229,600.00

2019

$614,100.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

$1,254,200.00

2018

$614,100.00

$13,300.00

$626,800.00

$1,254,200.00

2017

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1, 192,200.00

2016

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1, 192,200.00

2015

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1,192,200.00

2014

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1,192,200.00

2013

$614,100.00

$578,100.00

$1, 192,200.00

2012

$614,100.00

$0.00

$652,200.00

$1,266,300.00

2011

$614,100.00

$0.00

$652,200.00

$1,266,300.00

2010

$614,100.00

$0.00

$652,200.00

$1,266,300.00

2009

$614,100.00

$0.00

$652,200.00

$1,266,300.00

2008

$614,100.00

$0.00

$652,200.00

$1,266,300.00

2007

$614,100.00

$0.00

$569,800.00

$1, 183,900.00

2006

$614,100.00

$0.00

$569,800.00

$1,183,900.00

2005

$614,100.00

$0.00

$555,400.00

$1,169,500.00

2004

$491,300.00

$0.00

$275,200.00

$766,500.00

2003

$491,300.00

$0.00

$275,200.00

$766,500.00

2002

$491,300.00

$0.00

$275,200.00

$766,500.00

2000

$491,300.00

$0.00

$126,300.00

$617,600.00

YEAR ID

AOValHist.rpt

GAMA VALUE

-·
UNIT COST

fOTAI. UNIT COST

_.,. ·-:0 1,;;.

,./,,

TO[AL UNIT COST

BASE LOT VALUE

/]_ ~·,'

TOTAL

TOT!\L UNIT COST

TOTAL UNIT COSl

- --
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NET ~.DJUSTMENT
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ADJUSTED SITE VALUE
••u,>, \..

Year

r
,_.;I$.

Owner

f,

., ..)

-

I
'
1'1-:i.:>r;:,:,t:IJ
Vi'ILUA
I IUI~

Site

Buildings

Total

Reason for Change

'i·" I•.: -"I • . ..:•.:~ .

·,,1',

.

•
~

- ,.t'O(, .

,

f,;,: 1,)J

,)

, rt"" -··n

.r---+-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----1-----+---- ·+'-·-· .:.": ___!_

_

_

....:;_ _ _ _ _ __

__,

REMARKS:

43 5'

;; G0A= f'ct 5 .S: ·

S2 · 2nd Floor

1300,5

•• ) t

~

-.

l

7'.

I

f

29.0'

~ 2s s·

S2 · 1SI Floor

7596 5
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1

.::1
750'
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0

M
Pr

VEAR

1C070A040010

Est. Remain. ~
Econ. Life ~

CONDITION

JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 1,2 & 7 FR
CHARLES GOLDSTEIN BLDG

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION
_Good [J Normal% Fair f"1 Poor 0

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT
130 SEWARD ST STE 001
JUNEAU AK 99801

OBSERVED PHYS:CAL CONDITION

Good

Normal -

Fair 7

Poor

•

l !2.

8. HEAT

1

•

,·c

?

_-···years

I

;-;,
I

,_ years

·;:;

PORCHES

n Office l Loft , [.' Wood .X:_Mctal
O_Nono 0 Space Heater Ir: BI0P
;.J_Hotol __ , ~b:>re
JJ Stucco
: .• Hot~jr,, Forc~d
j Cl BIGP
:.1_Chyrch
,L~ Ba~k_ ,:. Cc11c!_,Bloc~ ,..J~ric~_ ~Ll:l.ot Water.~
•
11:--·; BIC:P
:_1 Thcat~!___ 1~aragc
L Comb. ~-1:=-t & C:oolin~ ~ •· Open Po!r;h
1_f concrete R~nf~·~e<!_
~ Gas S_!~~: -·_fnd_u5!'_-i~I
~t!l,!:: _
_j_: ~ i:,_~O_!l_di~~o~in_L ___ _ r, .Closed Porch
;-;Y'.'a!~~s_e._[1 G~nJ1~ej_[ -~~~_st,:_at!_on ,
. ~J. __ _FIR!_PLAC~~
. :-- .~az::d_Porch_
!:J.H~~p,t;;! . j! 1 Restauran_! !:, Tn~11
.
.! 1st Flo~r ....·..:.._Typ~ r o_~ck _
N<>rir, j M1n imum.
j_( 1B~_Cll'mt___ . ·- Type , CR_ 1scrs.

r1 Apt.

z

o·

::i

Good :.J Norrn;,I :·: Fo1r ; J Poor CJ

4. EXTF.RIOR

;o ,-

:"· Wood Pests

;· Shake5

Ci Pil~n9·
No.

!).

, 1 - ;~ - : _ - : - ' . ~ - - ~ { - : : _ : ; , ; , ,

; ;~ Built-up
Size

Number of Fixtures

L}

Comp.

'.tv

f; Garage

1

A_lun1i~:11m ·. ~'J_G.I..
. . :_7 R_olf . f~ Tar P~p.!r

... :... A !• 1.L:ti, •f J_:

~:~:-r:;~;-~d· ~~~~~etc r. ·• · -.. . . ....

-2-._B_A_S_E_M_E_N_T------lr

~

[l None

6. INTERIOR

i:J'i:~i. : Hci~1! __

Lump Sums

__

'· ; ~ W~rch;se _
, i7 Apts. 3F 2F IF NF

-·Ii •.

. -. : ...........,..

_/ ':....:.i.._

Ji Olle,n s~.ud

[j Rms •. JF

2F

IF

NF

Ost~r~; .[J,lJtmty-- ,,
~) Office

' ...... !7°'

[J..~on~ete !fock
[l St~_Y l:i!!,9._ht
("] Basement

n Sauna· _Grade

....;

.

[J R~r~x ___O Con~it_
J_._F_R_A_M_E_ _ _ _ _ _-I-I_J_2_n_d_ _ _ _ _ _ _-l Q"Min. Lights & Fixtures

.JJ St~..

~

.

10, ELECTRICAL

----------t p 1st_
.::: Y'./.~~~

....... -~·. •,.' •. :~~,·

. n_Ex~!. Fi~.!!-'res

-~]_Ot~<!r

O!loor

-~--✓--1.'Zi,
..-7,Sl22

.~

Q_PMtial .•.. x____ . S'.F.... _ [J ."Y~lbo~rd
c; Unfinished Parking
. r.:[_F:>lasterb<l_ard
[7 Pla~tcr

p Al)a_rtme.!'.'~.

CJ

PLUMBING

j f' Store

•. Shir1gle

1

.... ti~
•-..J·~

:~

!

~-.~-~-c~-:-fi_O_N____
l:.xtcm~'ltC
r< Concrete flloc'•
I ~' f'l.it r1 Gahie. iJ Hip

='i'
10

('.: ~ jt
,;:;
!~
};

-i.r,

-~-.c-F~-.

.,,
!..

<'

in'

OBSERVED PHYSiCAL CONDITION

BUILDING TYPE & USE

OJ

0..

CJ

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION
Good jJ Norm:11 :: Fair :·: Poor C.

.l ';f;r,

Date Built

~

u,

0
C:
..,
er 0,,..
0
n

..~ -~". ·... ~

·.·

---

/

1-7;..__F_L~O_O.;;..;.;R;.;;S_ _ _ _ _-1 O_Adqt. Lights & _Fixtures_

.:.~ Co~~:. ~lock__ O..~~ick_ O D~t
-~ Wo~...... r:._Good_Fixtures _
·. ~eir.forced Concrete
O Concrete on Grade
JJ ExceU~_~_!!.ixtur~~.
F: reorc:o ft.id Stec I
.
<:;
Rci~_!:. . r1 ~-~!din_!!_E_!e_vators
· Co"m't<' Pilnels
. O Reinf'. C.o_n_c., Supported
Type .!\lo. Cap. :r Firs.
[JP.l$S,
J;fTile
,J:' .. (tt
QCarpet

cic~.~~: ~;; ra~~-

Year. .

, ~ Year . .. . ..

Yen~ :.-:

7_:;

Yc.ir /..'

Year ::_·~...

Year

Year

Year.

-----------------cS'.!E!:.CT!.'.i~o·~;;-_·_.'-ijs~·i:.::c:.:.T~io-'..'.:N-~~-~S::EC::,;T:,:.10::,:N:.:,_-fS::,::E::C:,:.T:,:IO:,:t~~-FS,::EC::.;T~IO::ll.:..,:_'fs:.:i;.:.c,;_Tl..:;O.;.;N...;.__· '-t-SE,;..C~T_1o_N_-ts_£_CT_I_ON_._..._..
,. Occupancy

:: =~1j!~t~~~~,1s and qualilll

; \

.

ci,:,:; Q-;;;,,:, l Cts.

CIS...

QUIii,

Qual.

Cls, :_· Q1101./ 'i:1s.
!

7. No, of stories & hei11ht tJUr story
e. Avcra1te floor area
9. Average perimeter
1o. Age anrl condition
Marshall & Swill Manual

No.
Ag

sect.

Ht. ;: No.

con

Ag

Seel.

No.

HI ....

Con

I

Ht.

As...-'icon

I

Seel.

I

.

,I

• "

I

Qunl, Cls,'.7ci;;~,,· 'i:i~. ~ Qua1:f

" t.•
,

Cls. ' Qua!.'

~-,

No. ,; Ht, . '

NO.

HI.

;.8 ; '1-:on
sect.'

Ar.

con

Sect.

.. •·•M-t- -•-•

0

JNo .. ;:.HI. :'. 1..N_..o......-: ·...·,H..'..'..·:..._... i..-". ___
• ........H
.....'..•....·- ..
1
I
.
. Ac

Con ..... All .... con
1

Seel,:, ·-:- : I Soct.

Ag.... CDn ....
Sect...

f

l
i

-
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Page 1

Cost Report - Commercial
Record

1298
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address
Effective Year Built
Year Built

1C070A040010
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY INC
201 SEWARD ST
1990
1900

02

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

402

Class

D

Height

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resid. Units

Total Area

8,825.00

Section 1

Units

Description

8825
8825
8825
8825
8825
8825

Base Cost
Exterior Wall

Stud -Metal Siding

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Dry Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System

+/-

Percent Cost

Total

68.49

604,407

100%

12.83

113,225

100%

7.57

66,805

611

611.00

6.60

58,245

9295

4.21

39,132

8825

1.46

12,885
$895,309.23

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43

(X]

$1,280,292.00

Current Multiplier

1.02

(X]

$1,305,898.00

(X]

$1,305,898.00

(-]

$679,067.00

Depreciation - Functional

1-1

$0.00

Depreciation - Economic

[-)

$0.00

[-]

$626,831.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

52.00

Percent Complete

100.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$626,831

/24/2017 PER PERMIT/CANVIS REVIEW UPDATED RECORD DMHP
donna_prince - 1/24/2017 3:25:05 PM
3.5.17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS, ADDED PHOTO, GOVERN UPDATES, CALLBACK FOR 2017 FOR INCOME AND MARKET RESEARCH. DMHP
3.5.17
Donna_Prince - 3/5/2017 2:35:36 PM
1.31.2018 PER CANVAS COST, DEP, UPDATE FILE DMHP 1.31.2018
Donna_Prince - 1/31/2018 1:26:43 PM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement

!Total Improvement Value

Canopy
01.31.2018 P

(+]

13,300

$640,100
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A050060
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
234 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 LTS 5 7 & 8
YEAR ID

LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

2022

$864,066.00

$54,400.00

$1,629,054.00

$2,547,520.00

2021

$881,700.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,598,400.00

2020

$587,800.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,304,500.00

2019

$612,300.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,329,000.00

2018

$612,300.00

$54,400.00

$1,662,300.00

$2,329,000.00

2017

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2016

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2015

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2014

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2013

$612,300.00

$1,680,000.00

$2,292,300.00

2012

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2011

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2010

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2009

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2008

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2007

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2006

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2005

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2004

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2003

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2002

$496,000.00

$0.00

$1,332,600.00

$1,828,600.00

2000

$496,000.00

$0.00

$787,300.00

$1,283,300.00

BLDG VALUE

GAMA VALUE
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Year

Owne,
: -·L

Site

Buildings Total
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Reason for Change
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BUILDING AREA CALCULATION
SQuM(' Fc-cl-=-Groun"d Arc.a
Floor or P:irt
Width Length

Arc.,

0 . 7 ):; f !

1C070A<l50060
12/10/2007
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1C070A050060

Est. Ron,:iin. C
Econ. Life

CONDITION

VEAR

1/1

JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 5 L TS 5, 6 & 7
KEY BANK OF ALASKA
CORELOGIC COMMAND REAL ESTATE SERVICES

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION

PO BOX 961009

Good [l Normal 1·

Good C Normal

r~

Fo.ir ,··: Poor r1 ·········-·- '/CilrS

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION

FT WORTH TX 76161

Fair '. ·. Poor Cl

. ··-·-· years

UI
C:

'n,<""
"'<

(/l
C:

CD

.,,

Q
0
n n
a.
""' !?...

CT

ro·

zp

:,

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION

Good O Norm.ti ·

Date Built

Fai,·

Poor

!:

·--··· yo.irs

OBSERVED PMYSICAL CONDITION

Good C: Normal ~-: Fair ;·: Poor Cl ·······--· years

BUILDING TYPE & USE

•

iJ Apt'.J~..<>ffke ! Loft CJ Wood
/] Hotel
Store
I' Stucco

1•

8. HEAT

11, EXTERIOR

12. PORCHES

1-; None L.l Space: Heater
, ; Hot Air. Fo_rced

r-: Met.ii

j r: BIOP
'C: BIGP

u Conc. !3.l~ck __ [J Brick... fJ'._Hot i.Nater
'""; BICP
..,u
u u
J~C~n_c~t.? R~info~ced.
'.>.Comb. Heat& CooHny
;~,.Opl!n Porch
_;'.l (')lher_
•· '. j Air Conditionin.!J - - - Clo~cd.. f.'~r~h
LJ _Vv'a,!~hsc:. ir··1 Greenhouse Z ~c:"C.~~3..tiori '..:-; •. :
Fl REPLACES
C 01,ized Porch
u Hospital _,. !:·i Restaurant_ c _Trim-· •- _
... ; r · Isl Floor .:.::.:....
·o,~ck·· · ·

':!·.~,J-.T~h'!:?t·e•hr. __ "-l..~ ~,·GB:nr!g-·e•··. .

[i<?.~ss~p,~~,~;tri~·1·

L

~:.5;-;;·e-j . ,

r; Ncnr.

1

:1 Minimum
-1._F_O_U_N_D_A_T_l_O_N_ _ ___., .: :._..,,~.,.,. · , Extensive

[;

B.a~mnl :~

1
-:,-c-.o-_~--~-re-_t-e-.,- - - - -....,-5-._R_0_0-"r ------+-1-9._P_L_U_M_R_I_N_G_ _

j:r°Fi;i . CJ U,,bie

... Conc:rele Bit><:"
Wc;c>rl Pcs~

Numbl!r of Fixtu,

Cl Hip_.
O Shingle

i. , Slrnkes

i

i Store
[lG~-!9().

::!•• :;:: ~..~. jf;[i?~"T1~l~iC

1

I 1W.c1rehou.se
7 Apts. _3F ... 2F IF

-----------1
.:JC.oncr.t1!.~.
2. BASEMENT
• Reinforced Concrete
6. INTERIOR

:;~~l_!fl ..
r,0_ ~"-··· .~e.ig.~!

r,: Part}al

.rJ.Open Stud_·--

x

S.F.

[i

Vilall.~_oar~

F(Plasterboard
J.1. PIMt_er

'."'. ...1.Jnf_i_nish.1:_d, F'.arki!:'.!I..
p~~!~ra~':._J] ~.!il_i.~ .
C.~i:>!)rtm.ent

L.1 .c.011cr~~e
:J..()tl.)C.r.

;fOffice

! l F.;traFiK.!~rcs

B1.ock

{/,,

Cl Snuna -~.~de

r.istory 1-l_eiyh.t
f )Ba.s~.ment ·•

10. ELECTRICAL

0

-----------1 f;:l 15.t.

:J. ~~!!'e.x _J~JC~nc
_J._F_R_A_M_E_ _ _ _ _ _ _L-_~1_2,_,d_/_ _ _ _ _ _ _ fl Min. Ligh~ &. Fix.·
·:·:.wood __ [.'. Steel
""'7._F;...L;;;;.0.;;..;;;;0..;..R;.;;;Sc...--_____+Ci.~~q~: L).~!s... &_Fi_:
C: Cone. Block ....P.~rick_ .fi O.!rl
-.~~od
Z Good ..Fi~tures
9 Roil'lfor,c~~ Con~~.ll!':
.. [! Conc:!.e.t.e °." ~r..a,~c,···.
l.)~.xc:e.ll~r1t.~i~~1.1!e:
":!•·e11r,~c:1~e.d.~l.fl°..!..
!.) Conc. _ on Grade, R~inf.
:·1 Building .Ele~atori
i Co"crrtl' P:mols
'jj_·~~i~r..cone:, S~pport(Hl Typ<l No c.,;,. i#
i-'

•

.-;4 Tile

Pu~s.

.. C,'H't)t~t

' v-.:n:.•c\ j

I

I;

! 1-jO.

Ht.

'<nar

.;

Vear

Vri~r

Vr..u

r,,,,
No.

Qu:11. j Cl~.
Iii.

;
llu::11.

[ Nu.

Ch.

fhral

C!s.

(111,,1. f Ci:..

I
No.

HI.

, Nn.

lit.

No.

Gual.

Cfs.

HI,

; !lo.

!
i

!

SQUARE FOOT llEFll~EMENTS
12. Heahng, c:oolinr., vontilalion

I J, Elevator deduclion
1.a. Misccuanoous

Total linos 11 11,r11ur.h ,~

- -···--•·L--

HEIGHT AND SIZE REFINEMENTS

Number of storics,mu1tiplior
17. Heir.ht per story,rnu1ti1>1icr (soc Line 7)
18. floor _araa,11crimc.lor multiplier (sea Lines o & 9)
19. Comb,nell hi. & s,zc mullinlitr (Lines 1Gx17x1Bl
16.

FINAL CALCULATIONS

f

'
1

1•

,

•. ·

1

·-· i;..,

·t!

.-·--

- - - - - - ·-·•'
·--'----...

;;20;-.-;;R;:o;::fin;::e::;d-:-sq:::-,-;fl:-.-=.o:-:s:-t(:::-L-:-in-.,"".',:-!.i-x-L,-n-•-1o-,---.JI-· ! - - - - , - - - - - - - 21. Current cost multiplier (Sect. 99, 1,. 3)
22. Local multiplier (S..-ct. !19, p. 5 e. G)
23. Final sq, fl. cost
20 x I. 21 x 1. 221
24. Arca

o.

!5. Lino 23 x 24
!6. Lump sums (Line 32)
!7. REPLACEMENT COST (Lino 25 • line 261

!O. Depreciation ,., lSt-<:t. 97J

Qunl.

Cl~.

nual.

HI.

110.

Ht.

C~n
i .t.r. Con t Al! Can ' Ag Con , Ac: Con ! /'J: Cori Al! Con
• ~cct.
i Stet.
f :;u. t.
Src:.
1St.>ct.
: St:ct.
sect.
r----:----+--~!~:..___;_:~-~:.:.:.._-+..::::::-~:.::.__;__.

...,. ___ I s~~!.
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Cost Report - Commercial
1309
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

Record
1C070A050060
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
234 SEWARD ST

Number of Sections

1

Perimeter

391

B

Effective Year Built

1986

Class

Year Built

1914

Height

Building Model

C- 15 Offices, Medical, Public Buildings

Rank

Building Type

Bank

Total Area

Sectiorf1-

Description

Base Cost

Units

02

Number of Stories (Building)

Average
6,608.00

+/-

Percent Cost

6608

159.01

Total
1,050,738

Exterior Wall

Concrete, Formed

6608

20.67

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

6608

613.00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

6608

12.00

79,296

6608

7.30

48,238

11698

3.74

43,751

6608

1.46

4630

52.58

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System
Basement

Unfinished

136,572
613

9,648
243,445
$1,612,301.18

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43

Current Multiplier

1.03

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

(X]
(X]

$2,305,591.00

(X]

$2,374,759.00

$2,374,759.00

(-]

$712,428.00

Depreciation - Functional

(-]

$0.00

Depreciation - Economic

(-]

$0.00

(-]

$1,662,331.00

30.00

Percent Complete

100.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
$1,662,331

eplacement Cost less Depreciation
er ph w/Carol Davis 9/24/99;BLD2007-00461 incomplete, reinspect 12/08.-km;
6/11/10 Chg Mail Addr Per Rtn Mail & Per UB Screen/tlu:
8/15/11 Chg Mail Addr Per 2011 Tax Statement Addr Corr Form. See File for Form/tlu;
11/15/12 Canvass. Updated sketch, cost, photo. jcs
02.01.2018 PER CANVAS COST AND DEP UPDATE FILE DMHP 02.01.2018
Donna_Prince - 2/1/2018 9:25:46 AM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement
!Miscellaneous Improvement
jMiscellaneous Improvement
jMiscellaneous Improvement

!Total lrnprovementValue

STORAGE
2.1.2018 PE
CANOPY
2.1.2018 PER
ENCLOSED PORCH
2.1.
VAULT
2.1.2018 PER

(+]

3,800

(+)

13,400

[+)

2,200

[+)

35,000

$1,716,700
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City and Borough of Juneau

~/Assessment History Report
·_:-...- .....

YEAR ID

1C070A040020
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
224 SECOND ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 LT 3

LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

BLDG VALUE

CAMA VALUE

2022

$397,194.00

$397,194.00

2021

$405,300.00

$405,300.00

2020

$270,200.00

$270,200.00

2019

$245,700.00

$245.700.00

2018

$245,700.00

$245,700.00

2017

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2016

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2015

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2014

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2013

$246,000.00

$246,000.00

2012

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2011

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2010

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2009

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2008

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2007

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2006

$246,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$246,000.00

2005

$245,600.00

$0.00

$0.00

$245,600.00

2004

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,000.00

2003

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,000.00

2002

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,000.00

2000

$172,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$172,000.00

AOValHist.rpt
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1C070A040020
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 4 L 3
SOUTHEASTERN NEWSPAPER CORP
3100 CHANNEL OR
JUNEAU AK 99801

YE/;R

OBSERVED PHYSICAL CONDITION
Good [: Norm.ii
f'~ir
P:;,nr

)'-:','lrs

.OBSERVED i'H'ISICA'- CONDITION
Good [' Nornrnl : : Fair · _; Poor L.I

<
vc.;rs ~

•1

OBSER.VED flH't~•iCA,. CONDITiON
Good [ i Nonn:rr ,. Filir . . P::or , 1

Dote Built

r:·,

i Good

PH'ISICA\.. corWITION
Non•1.,! .. · F.1ir • · Poor •

; 0. HEAT

,•".."j_Sl•>rll
Bank

, · Stuc,:o

I, ,Cone. 8_1~ck __ ,

t''

r-: Theater

!U Gar.atJ_C

Ji

(7 Gas Stain.1[~0i l!Hlustnal

Brick

Concrt!tC R~inl_~~ced

~r

Otl:cr

N:-:ne

I. FOUNDAT,ON
;-; Conc:r~tc

'!i.

:7i"Fi;i :.l Gal.lie

n

r-

C'osecl Porch
· ·· Glaied Porch
Deck

Typl!

Risers

RO•_}r_ _ _ _ _ _---...:_9_._P_L_U_M_B_IN_G
_ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......__ _ _ __

; : ; Slwk,:s

Wood Pest~

· 1Pi!inq

'. [: Built-up

Size

B:,semnt

I
(}

: Open Porch

Extensive

::·: concrete 8!o,v

No.

I.

. : Minir•1url1

~·: [ ::2

-. r!IGP
·,. 6!CP

~;:~i;&:r-.•Jj~~:}t::t.1{l+:f~:~tr:;ti?,;_·~~----··.· ist ;::o:PL_~~~ T;p·c

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _·

z

?

:l

y,:nrs

---,-~~--,---------------f------------·••·
--···----·-----------1
I; Office , ~ Loft - WcltJd
'·. Metal
!HOP

· ·; Hol<il
i Chui-ch

r5·

!Z. PCRCHES

'
· · None C: Space He;.ter
Hot Air. Forced
Hot W;1ter
· Comb. Hc~t & Cooling
f,ir Conditioning

; j Apt.

0
C:
er (\0 ,n
a.. ~ ~

years

,oosrnv.::o

BUILDING TYPE & USE [ 0i. EXTERIOR

(J)
c

,:;

OJ

Vl

C0Ni~i1-IO~~

Length

1:1 Hip

' j Shingle
;.: Comp.

; ; '. Alun>inum

'

: W;,rchcusc
j

•-S

2. BASEMENT

or Fixtures

: Store

Lun11> Sums

i ; j G;,i·:igc

:7 G.I.

Roi!
C Tar Paper
__________! : : Concrct~
'

Number

If

Apts. JF 2F

IF

NF

IF

NF

Rcinfcrc;,d Coll::rct~

! 5.

:;:__N,onc

INTERIOR

I :·, Stud ..
,;·,
iJPartfol
X
S.F.
I Pi;istcrboml
;·: ·llnfinishcd Par~i~g·-·· -2
:::J~_U,(' .H_eigh_t ___ .

']Rms. JF

Op1;r1

2F

W.illbo;ird

1

C Sto:-;ige

! ; : Pl:i~lcr

::J Utility

· : Ex!r.i Fixtures

i ;-:: Concrntc Block ..

[i Ap~rtmcnt
r, Office
i=) Floor

Sauna - Grade

Other
· Story H,!ight

Ba~.c,nc-?it

10. ELECTRICAL

1st

; ; Romcx

r.:.: Conduit

[": ?.nd
, . Min. Li'Jhts. & Fix~u_r_es
-.-Vi-~-oo_d____S_t_e_e_l--~7..;.._F_L_O_O_R_S_ _ _ _ _-t
Adqt. Lig~1ts & Fixlurcs

3. FRAME

:J Brick

Cone. Blo~k

Rc-,r.fMcc.J Concrete

"'"c:irno!'.'d Steel
·· r::": ad,, Pm els

Good Fixtures

1 Dirt
':" Concrt•lc on Gr;id~_

....... , Cor1t:. t:.n Grc1de, Reinl.
Rcinf. C.onc.. Supported

, Exccllcnl_Fli_<l1Jrcs
i i Building Elev.>_t?rs
Typn No. Car,. :; Fir~.

: . Pass.

ldc

I

· . Fr9t.
1
l

~

Vr~r

,r.CT!Ot!

Ot:·. , .• ,.

a,

E.•·\','

"" "·

aual.

·:h.

Yuar

iSCCTION

No.

Ht.

; NO.

HI.

.\;--;

Con

Ilg

con

~H~t

•,1.):~1~.!'· tc.. $.·.,i.,tt •l;VhJ,1i

!

SECTION

I.....,. . j.,,, ''"·

H). ;.;!.t .; ·i :! , :: -~n;t~~ ~:

!

·1e:1r

Vear

I SEC110N

Oua1.

Cls.

Sr.cl.

t:u.

Ht

Ae

Con

Sect.

Yc~r

1 Ye3r

Yo3r

jSECTION

,SECTION

!<:t•,.

I

nu~I.

, 110

Ht.

! i\~

con

; s~cl.

---1-----+-----,-

Cls. ·011111.

! ND.

HI.

.i Aa

con

; Sect.

lsE&TIOtl

Cli.

Qu~I.

No.

Ht.

con

Ag

Seel.

I

:,. 1-·, ·

i1.

!

~.:.,~·£ rcor co~•
; r: rc:..-:r ;rrr:r•t:~,,~~ ;~
~.!Ohfit.
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City and Borough
ofPage
Juneau
Assessment History Report

1C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
119 SECOND ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 5A1
YEAR ID
2022

LAND VALUE
$1,216,278.00

MISC VALUE
$29,700.00

BLDG VALUE
$5,346,931.00

CAMA VALUE
$6,592,909.00

2021

$1,241,100.00

$29,700.00

$5,456,052.00

$6,726,852.00

2020

$827,400.00

$29,700.00

$5,353,668.00

$6,210,768.00

2019

$795,600.00

$29,700.00

$5, 119,200.00

$5,944,500.00

2018

$795,600.00

$29,700.00

$5, 119,200.00

$5,944,500.00

2017

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6,569,700.00

2016

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6,569,700.00

2015

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6,569,700.00

2014

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6,569,700.00

2013

$795,600.00

$5,774,100.00

$6,569,700.00

2012

$795,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,607,800.00

2011

$795,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,607,800.00

2010

$795,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,607,800.00

2009

$795,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,607,800.00

2008

$795,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,607,800.00

2007

$733,600.00

$0.00

$4,812,200.00

$5,545,800.00

2006

$733,600.00

$0.00

$4,534,800.00

$5,268,400.00

2005

$733,600.00

$0.00

$4,525,400.00

$5,259,000.00

2004

$392,800.00

$0.00

$2,677,900.00

$3,070,700.00

2003

$392,800.00

$0.00

$2,677,900.00

$3,070,700.00

2002

$392,800.00

$0.00

$2,677,900.00

$3,070,700.00

2000

$392,800.00

$0.00

$1,428,200.00

$1,821,000.00

AOValHist.rpt
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SITE VALUE COMPUTATIONS
I
20 ,:--

TOTAL UNIT COST

20

7,.

TOTAL UNIT COST

20
TOTAL UNIT COST

20

TOTAL UNIT COST

TOTAL
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NET ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTED SITE VALUE

NET ADJUSTMENT
ADJusrr-o LANO VALUE

-

Year
I

+

---+---+

- ~----.. - ·,,+-----

· l-1- - - .

-

Owner

' '-t

':· ()') )

I / /
,:.; ,:,

l/(1 /

1
./

( 1.,Y)

..- : '--"' .,,
-: :- -- .,'...'Y)

( '\

-
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..,

'
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-·-9()0

.·N,?. ;io.)

7

·;

1.,

'l • •
.,I

)
J

L

··-

.••I

ASSESSED VALUATION
Site
Buildings Total

.I
[-·----~-.

- ·· · -

Reason for Change

3,rJ7o.-:-·<.J _)

3 Zb ,'.-:;..:1) (l?Ti -S?1
'I-:-- ·,f.,\ . • _r .:~(."'.' •1, i

t/ '?,'O:.) ,,,-J. r." r
•
,:.I)--, --.., .•I
(
'
I / S .)

( ,,'

' J \
,.·

C,:-,,. ':.. •

' _.,-

. ....

{'

'"'
'

_'j

I'

'

-~. ..,.

c,

(;1'-

-

REMARKS:

floor •• l"ort

PLACE PICTURE HERE

7.. - .:,-

TOTAL AR EA

- - -- --

- ....

SKETCH/AREA TABLE ADDENDUM
le

'

Sl • ls: rtccr
:JS~ 0

I--- --r ~--

Penthou.r
Floors 1
Base·
C:

·-1

i
I

I
I

'
s1 · Bucmc:!:
99840

/
;/

·1

----_J
) _.

J,t:c'"t..-- -- -

- ·-+

L

BUILDING TYPE & USE
: i

4. EXTERIOR

IL Ht.Al

A pt. _.&;J:_Off i c~ .tO. Loft

Meta I

G(?~.r:__··-·-·.

LJ Hotel

;..cstucco
t.·· Cone'. Block

i

;_J H~s,~ital __._

_[] .T..r.!.~
'NonP.

[.i Restaurant

i. FOUNDAT10N

l

Minimum

L·

; H Flat

I·

Wood Posts

:··. B!CP

,

: .: Open P~.:.;h
[j_Closcd Porch

1-; Glazed Porch··-·-·-----L-1 ~eek.
-··- ..........

1st F.15'~r __ :.:_ __._. T~p_e
CJ Basemnt. -·- .... -·Type

C,

! 9.
LJ Gable

O Hip

f'; Shakes

O Shingle

y~

:.i.J~-~.

•

L~~.~~~

Ris~..r.s.

"'·
PLUMBING
Number of Fixtures

Lurnp Sums

Ci Stor.'.c
. LJ Gar,a.n.~ .......~--·--

1~.P.:
Buiff~P.......
•. . .-.-·.· . A
.......1..l...•.. min~·~····· ... . ..G.1....
_ _ _ _JJ_Roll
oTarPaper><••·J]Pipts. JF

[Jf:>1li".~...
No.
Size

,~~=:::;

Extensive

5. ROUF

:·: Concrete .
·- Con<:rete Block

:

j

O Brick . L:t hlot Water

'

[ A•1£>rn~(·

,-...._,,,'-". ,._..,

BIOP of 1973
iLJ None [J S ~acePacket
H ea te,·Page 1796
!
,
! , Hot Air. Forced
1 SIGP

t~::~~ ~::~~~••· ~f·~~::~: u: ;fo;~~d-·.·. ·p~~:~o;~~i-'i=g
O Bank . . ....

r : Church

14 ..

. .

NFl

.1.F

2.F

.,.

·' .•:",;

- - - - - - - - - - - ~ .CJ ~~ncrete
2. BASEMENT

O Reinforced Concrete

O"'':>~:. ..

6. INTERIOR

:J Full

• .~ms.

p<:>pen Stud

x

O_P~rt,~aL _

r; Unfinished.Parking

___

• _Apartment _ _ _ __

3F

2F

1F

" t

.
~

. f)

NFi

....

7.1 ·:

O Wallbo.ard··-·- .
[J Plasterboard

S.F.

LJ_ Storage __ D Utility

..~

i

J('.(~ia.s..~~~~-=···~.··~".~-

_
__O_Con.crete Block

; ·"

~r. -

-

;:ixtures

• Other

n-· ········------····
Office
-----

I

[! S.H 1a - Grade

[J ..?.tory Height

~: Floor

Basement

10. ELECTRICAL

···-····,:,,····

[J Rom ex __.J:2f Conduit

Cl 1st

""'

r..~s.

'.

3. FRAME
[J 2nd
f] rvtin'. L.i~h~·--~~i~.~~..
~· Wood
[J ~t_4:e_! __ ·-·· i--7._F_L_O_O_R_S_ _ _ _ _- - i J2i_Adqt. Lights & !:_i_~!_ur~!
· Cone. Block
.~.rick Jl Dirt
W~od
. r1 Good Fi~t..~.~.e.s
::-::·Reinforced C,?r.:'~~ete____
..C] Concrete on Grade
LI Excellent Fixtures
F;rcproofed Steel
. [J Conc... on . Grnde, Reinf.
Buildit1g Elevators
· Concrf:'tP Panels
O Reinf. -~.<>.nc., Supported
Type No. Car:,. :;;; Firs.!
1
f-3]Ti le
Pass.
· ~r••·-~----- "~, • •
.s

•

) ..

•

r • ') ,
".<

r , • -~

~'

: / . ".

' •

r-••i••••••••• .. •• .. •••••

,'

•

----------~--------"""".""""--~---------.-----:
I Year Oj ! Ye;ir
Year
lse:crioN ISECTION SECTION

SECTION

4. Occupancy
5. Building class and qu,1Ji!y
6. Exterior Wall

Cls.

Qu.11.

l' Gls.

. /SECTION

SECTION

SECTION

ECTION

I
Gtrnl.

Cls.

Qual.

Ci:..

Qual.

rc,s.

Qual.

Cls.

Qual.

Cls.

Qunr.

No.

I-It.

No.

Ht.

No.

Ht.

Cls •. Qual.

I

7. No. of r,torics & height per story
s. Average floor area

No.

I-IL

) No,

Ht.

No.

Ht.

! Nn.

Ht.

No.

Ht.

1

9. Average perimeter
10. Age .ind condition

: Ag
!

Marshall & Swift Manual

Con

Sect.

Con
!.'I!{
l S1;c1,

Ag

Con

Suet.

/An
l Sect.

Con

l Ag

! sect.

Con

Ai!

Sect.

Con

Ag

Con

StlCt.

Ag
Con
Sect.

L
11. BASE SQUARE FOOT COST

SQUARE FOOT REFINEMENTS
12. Bcatmg, cooling, \'cntilatiotl

;

1l. Elevator deduction
1-1. Miscellaneous
15.

.. -·-· •-···•-~.- ··•· .. ~.

Total lines i 1 through 14

1
] __

.

i

-- - ·

·

•- _: __ .. ~==='-'=';=:.=s._,;;:.a.-·.:c•.. ,a•...1-._,_•. _ --"-'-=·•=·•=•··;;:;;--"'•=···=c.c··=····=·····aa:··--:::;=····.;...;·= = = =

!.

HEIGHT AN.D SIZE R~FINEMENTS

16. Number of stories-multiplier

17. Height per story-multiplier (see Linc 7)
18. Floor area-perimeter multiplier (sec Lines

e & 9)

19. Combined ht. & si1.c multiplier {Lines 1Sx17x18)

FINAL CALCULATIONS

20. Refined sq. ft. cost (line 15 x Linr: 19)

21. Current cost multiplier {Sect. 99, p. 3)
· 22. Local multiplier (Sect. 99, p. 5 S. Gl
•--

-•--• •-

"

~""• II

?n

y I

?1

'r

I. 221

lI .....................--

6/16/2022, 3:51 :06PM
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Cost Report - Commercial
Record

1287
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
119 SECOND ST

02

Number of Stories (Building}
Number of Sections
Perimeter

411
D

Effective Year Built

1990

Class

Year Built

1946

Height

12
Average

Building Model

C-15 Offices, Medical, Public Buildings

Rank

Building Type

Office Building

Total Area

44,750.00

Record

2

1287
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020043
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
119 SECOND ST

02

Number of Stories (Building)

1

Number of Sections

136

Perimeter

Effective Year Built

1990

Class

Year Built

1946

D

Height

10

Building Model

C- 15 Offices, Medical, Public Buildings

Rank

Average

Building Type

Office Building

Total Area

Section 1

Description

Base Cost

Units

Stud -Textured Plywood

44750

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

44750

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

44750

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Dry Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System
Basement

Percent Cost

44750

Exterior Wall

Unfinished

1,900.00

100%

+/-

87.57

3,918,757

13.91

622,648

603.00
100%

Total

603

12.00

537,000

44750

6.80

304,300

55532

3.43

190,475

44750

1.46

65,335

9781

33.46

327,272
$5,966,390.89

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43
1.00

[X)
[X]

$8,531,939.00

Current Multiplier

$8,531,939.00

40.00

[X]
[-]
[-]

$0.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical
Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

100.00

$8,531,939.00
$3,412,776.00

[-]

$0.00

[-]

$5, 119, 163.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation
2.06.2018 PER CANVAS COST DEP UPDATE FILE DMHP 02.06.2018
onna_Prince - 2/6/2018 10:01 :04 AM

$5,119,163

6/16/2022 • 3:51 :06PM

Section2

Page 2
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'

Cost Report - Commercial
Units

Description

+/-

Percent Cost

Total

1900

87.57

166,383

Exterior Wall

Stud -Textured Plywood

1900

13.26

25,194

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

1900

603.00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

1900

12.00

22,800

1900

6.80

12,920

Sprinklers

2850

4.89

13,936

1900

1.46

2,774

Base Cost

Architect Fee
Sprinklers
Fire Alarm System

603

$244,610.45

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43
1.00

[X]
[X]
[X]

$349,793.00

Current Multiplier

40.00

[-]

$139,917.00

Depreciation - Functional

[-]

$0.00

Depreciation - Economic

[-]

$0.00

[-]

$209,876.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

Percent Complete

100.00

$349,793.00
$349,793.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment
eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$209,876

2.06.2018 PER CANVAS COST DEP UPDATE FILE DMHP 02.06.2018
onna_Prince - 2/6/2018 10:02:03 AM

Miscellaneous lm,provernes,~~
Miscellaneous Improvement

!Total Improvement Value

Canopy
02.06.2018 P

[+]

29,700

$5,358,700

Packet Page 1799 of 1973

SKETCH/AREA TABLE ADDENDUM

Parcel No 1C070A020043
:~ Property Address

fd

Zip

State

City

ii Owner
.::, Client
;'{!:f--'-----------------------------------------------------1
,.;: Appraiser Name Jes

3-FLR

4-FLR

8768.7'

8768.7'

WH=10
WH=10

WH=10
100.0'

100.0'

100.0'

50.0'

~ ,.____~_-;_~-_:.___,/;

Bldg 1 of 2
sec20r2

45_0•

WH=10

Bldg 2 of 2
Sec2of2

Floors 2 - 5, TTL GBA 35,075

WH=10

50.0'

U•Bsmt

b

~

<o

,____
___, CV
950.0'
r::i

45.0'

1ta?GY

Bldg 2 of 2
sec 1 of 2

100.0'

WH=12

100.0'

100.0'

WH=12avg

WH=12

U-Bsmt

Bldg 1 of 2

1-FLR
· 8674.4'

9781.5'

Sec 1 of2

First floor
OJ 13.o•CP
tti
·a

100.0'

43.0'

40.0'

Scale:

BUILDING AREA BREAKDOWN

AREA CALCULATIONS SUMMARY
Code

Description

GBAl

1-PLR

1-PLR.
2-PLR
2-PLR
3-FLR

GBA2
GBA3
GBA4

4-P'LR

OBAS

5-PLR

BSMT2

U-Bsmt

P/PS

u-Bsmt
canopy
canopy

Factor

Not Size

Perimeter

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

9674.4
934.S
8768.7
950.0
8768.7
8768.7
8768.7
9781.5
950.0
1001.4
100.0

410.9
140.4
525.6
135.6
525.6
525.6
525.6
400.0
135.6

1-PLR
10608.9
9718.7
8768.7
8768.7
8768.7

10731.5

0.5

X

0.5 X
0.5 X
0.5 X
0.5 X
0.5 X

361.9
51.2

1101.4

0.5 X
0.5 X
0.5 X
2-PLR
0.5 X

Cllycnd Barou;h of oMC4V

(rounded w/ factors)
APEX SOF1WARE 800-85a-9t58

46634

Subtotals

Breakdown

Nat Totals

0.5 X
0.5 X
0,5 X

Net BUILDING Area

1 a70

1.2
2.7

X
X

43.0
19.0

X
X

2.7
0.6
5.8
2.8
81.0
38.2
19.0
1.8
7.7
7.8
4.5
47.7
7.8
2.7
3.2

X

11.3

s.e
45.7

3.6
123.5

s.8

249.4

X
X

89.3
12.7
2.7
1.5
8.5
89.J
8.5
89.3
8.5
2.3
45.0
43.9
7.7
1.7
1.2
0.8

847.8
17.l
o.8
4.3
11.9
7235.9
324.6
847.8
7.7
8.7
352.1
196.1
368.0
6.5
1.7

X

55.0

310.6

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

1.3

ltl Items N~W1Gied<W/o factors) 3546834
Apl71DO-wApc:KModinll

&

I

~

SECOND

STREET

(.,J

0'1
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City and Borough
ofPage
Juneau
Assessment History Report

1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 2A
YEAR ID
2022

LAND VALUE
$1,567,167.00

MISC VALUE

BLDG VALUE
$496,664.00

CAMA VALUE
$2,063,831.00

2021

$1,599, 150.00

$506,800.00

$2,105,950.00

2020

$1,066,100.00

$506,800.00

$1,572,900.00

2019

$1,087,900.00

$506,800.00

$1,594,700.00

2018

$1,087,900.00

$506,800.00

$1 ,594, 700.00

2017

$1,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$486,500.00

$1 ,577 ,400.00

2016

$1,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$486,500.00

$1,577,400.00

2015

$1,087,900.00

$3,000.00

$498,400.00

$1,589,300.00

2014

$1,087,900.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2013

$1,087,900.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2012

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$495,800.00

$1 ,583, 700.00

2011

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$495,800.00

$1,583,700.00

2010

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,509,300.00

2009

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,509,300.00

2008

$1,087,900.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,509,300.00

2007

$707, 100.00

$0.00

$421,400.00

$1,128,500.00

2006

$707,100.00

$0.00

$388,000.00

$1 ,095, 100.00

2005

$707, 100.00

$0.00

$159,200.00

$866,300.00

2004

$110,300.00

$0.00

$277,200.00

$387,500.00

2003

$110,300.00

$0.00

$277,200.00

$387,500.00

2002

$110,300.00

$0.00

$277,200.00

$387,500.00

2000

$110,300.00

$0.00

$131,500.00

$241,800.00

AOValHist.rpt

.AND

·-----··-·· ----

co

VALUE
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PUTA IONS

1=

SITE VALUE COMPUTATIONS
APPRAISAL YEAR
UNIT COST

I

BASE LOT VALUE

t/~.9

') ,t

20 ,, --

20~

j (p<

TOTAL UNl1 COST

20

TOT.L\L UNIT COST

20
TOTAL UNIT COST

20

TOTAL UNIT COST

TOTAL

!5122&

I

..
,.~-

I.-.,_) 7 r.;

-

/"171--S•

·- NET ADJUSTMENT

-

JJUSTED SITE VALUE

Year
I

I

Owner

~-00 c-;
;.'..():),,.,

--·

,-;O I

'+ nc;

/0

cf-

>:~!.i I)[)

/5'C/::J..<XJ

':-"J.d~ :_i) -~'

I

~- -

REMARKS:
l

.;:!.-•.
' .._

.....
-

-

....

..

1)";~ ' - ,

-

, •""'

Reason for Change

./ ,-_/,; )

3?/0)(\ I . ,_- tu..
,.;;..1 <../)) I I,./ ' \

~

• i ( ~

/-'

l

C i\ ~
<1

I

- -'-=---=--- ----

..

~

,,.
t :

~

:>

j

J 1-:s. -:...:1

--

_lj -

- - -..

(,1

P:ircel No

1C07UA020011

I

s;1ty

12
41!26 Frorit S
__trcct

Owner

- Ill

l

..i.

t [

I I -

-,

J

.I)/(

II Ii

!" r 1

II 11

ra

- :...a.-.::.a._.. __

-

i- i1 ii 11-1

- , Chent

Appra,ser _Name

~
;·~:,:'.:~1~
650 O SF

..

f ---is~a:----'---

25.o·

1

Restaurant
Main Leve1

1800.0

-

h.,

-

Pioper,y Addrc~s

i

?

-~

PLACE PICTURE HERE
iu

_(_...y
.,

'·/J. ! '-I vo I , f.'.'.'.,<r, ~ ),

L/_., •

,

)/~,,. .,..

- - ~ - _.:..;I·•., --

..,;•·

Total

109·::,~, •t..l

1

--- -

Buildings

-,,) ' / . ) )

;),,

-

Site
/)7/:J°"l

DI

-

-

. ·- --- --- .. ·- - . . . . -

Apartmen,

SF

. . .250·----_ J

rI

Upper Leve1
l80oo SI·

I

25

0~·-...__

/

I:,,

'

~

:-3
BUILDING TYPE & USE

[J.Apt.

I~_ Office 1.•

Loft

8. HEAT

_14::Wood

[] Bank

·····-·-.r:J.M.efal
_stucco _

•

.c:

[7 Theater_.__ CJ.Garage -······
~~.~rete_~ein~_?!".~C.~-····-·
CJ.Gas Statn. [J Industrial
[] Other____

Piling

·:..:

I

•

r-

....

0

0
0
N
I
N
0

w

I

:t-:l
;~;

C Glazed Porch_. -·-····------

-~-~.:~< .

!IV
,?.')

:w

·······-----· ..Ty.Pe .. (1~!~.:.~s .......

·.:. '~· ....:.

9. PLUMBING

O Gable fJ Hip
Cj Shakes
O Shingle

· 'Noorl P~~sts

ro

. -~losed P?_~c_h ___. ___ '" _ _ __

·--· '• ....

[:{Flat

C, Concrete Block

rr

. [i ~pen Por-c~..

_J:::l_lst F.loor....... --·- ___ Type. __ [}

_1._F_O_U_N_D_A_T~1_0_N_ _ _ _-;-.,C_
. :_A_,,_,e_r_<!~le :: ...; Extensive
[l Concrete :-:: :.
5. ROOF

CX)

0

(fl

~-·, Bl~P

Con:b:.Heat ..& Cooling

-----------i [J None[} Mini_mu01 .....___ j ] Basemnt.

:::l

I-'·

;:-:; BIGP

FIREPLACES

i:=-: Restauran_~J]_I~!.!:1__________··---

[i_ Hospital

12. PORCHES

C; Air Conditioning

[7 Greenhouse r"; Fenestration

Q_Warehse.

0

~

1804 of 1973
_D ~-,:,~~~Packet
..HeaterPage
I[} BIOP

QN~~e..
~] Hot Air., Forced
__ ..C C~nc. __Block _ O ~ri~k. ..... sJ:Hot ~ater

u Hotel ......... C:fSbore -·

!J Chyr~~

4. EXTERIOR

I

0

Lump Sums .. Jt?J'/t;

Number o!.~~~-t~.~=-s

[J Store

~I:::~uJ.ff:iJ~E.·.:~.:·.::·.er~?~!i: . .. fJ Garage

,:1/;: C.,,7< Y,/.J:>X/',., .!_ ..-= ___ ... ,Z-11

___
,·

. ··--···------

..... l:.~~?..!~...........CJ Aluminum
O G.L
:J Warehouse
__ ~(,.Ii ,~; , .· > / J. Ci,;!:· ,/ ,., ,.,,
_.. ·- ... ··•·--•···
0 ~.o~
0 T 8.!:!.~E.:.~-- JJ.:l\p!s~. 3 F .~~·-· !£..._.~ . __ . . . ___ ... ··-·· . .
_q Concrete
_......_...............................
,._..................- ....- ........ ------····..··-····· ··------"·•-··-.
1

No ..... _.~i.!e,

_.:}:'...

------------1
2. BASEMENT
n Reinforced Concrete

-'-.......;.

________

[,~ N~~! ............ _______-1 __
6._I_N_T_E_R_IO_R_ _ _ _--+

p

g

:.JJ Rms. 3F 2F lF

0 Open Stud ____ .
Cl Wallboard

Fl'.~ .. -~~i..~.~~--··--·

[J.Partia.1 . _ ... x ....

_._s·.'=-:-....

Unfinishe:d.~a~~~~.~---···· .•.EL!'.lasterboar~
_ ... --·-- .
... - ......._ ........ ,.. __
, ..- ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [] Plaster
............. ,..................... , ...... _. . . . _ .............- . _ _ _
. . . __:'.,; . ......._ ... /·· . . <·it ... --,;s·-·.....
-' _,-,_ _
,..,___.,__
···...;_...._'""':;...,:... / • .;, :,:
Apartment_____ O Concrete Block
O Extra Fixture.s

C: Storage.____ O_Utility __·····--CJ

:J g!!_~c.: . . .- ...·--iJ
Floor
i
_ .......... - ...... _ ..

• Sauna-Grade

[J Other

-----1--------·--·~- ~--~-._.·____________

•=--S_to_r_y_H_e_ig_h_t_ _ _ _-1----------_..;-+-_,:,.__. . . .!.l............../

., :~... ~:-· .......... - ................_ ........... -· .....·--···.. ·.. ·--··--···

---,r--'

... .. -......

.. •

,,
/ · _. ,,.-/,,...>'I ··-----·-1.. ..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.g) tst
,d Romex D Conduit _______ . . . . r-·· __ ..•-··- _ __
_3._FR
__
A_M_E_ _ _ _ _ _--+_G_2_n_d___;._:
. . _______, 0 Min. Lights_& Fixtures_. ·--.. -- ··--~-~.~-··--··-· . ~ - - - :: W~~tr ~:.. [] Steel ·---..-~ __1_._F_L_0_0_R_S_ _ _ _ _ _ _JlAdqt. Lights & Fixtures
------ ---·-·•·· Basement····-· ·--........... .. ,_l_O._E_L_E_C_T_R_IC_A_L____

_,:.~~£ .... . .

.

__

.Lt..::.< .•

_·: ~3nc. Block
O Brick O Dirt
E:J'Wood
O Good Fixtures
,..., Rein farced Concrete·:,:·.
Concrete on Grade
. __ .Excellent Fixtures
, . Fircoroofed_.steel _...
Cone.on Grade, Reinf .... [J Building Elevators
Concrete Panels
Reinf.C~n~..:!. ..suep~r,:ted ' ... Tv,pe,....,.!:Jo, C~£~. . # .Firs.
Tile
Ci Pass.
---····................... .
·MCarpet
n Frgt.

•

•

•
•
•

1

Year .•1?8\ Yeaf(~ ..,t).
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · . SECTION .. ... SECTION.....

4. Occupancy

s.

Cls.

Buiiclinr, chlss and quality

Year ... ::i: ....

,-··~·----·········----···-· ··------·-····

y

----- --·-··· Q

9. Average perimeter

f'?,..'J
: ,r.,

, .1

~A;e~a~n~d~c~on.:d.:it:io~n~=f, ,:=.:r_.2_D_y_r:-_; ._1:._J;__'

l-o~ Marshall & swift Manual

Ht:'..'. .. No ..

5

Ag

con. .. Ag . ... con....

Sect.

-----

t3. £1evator e

_;:1,1.

14. •Miscellaneous

gh

,,.

, ....

c.i,,.·· --~

,a

--------·-··

of stories-mu1t1ph

)

1G. Numoer
lt'p\ier tsee L,ne 1
.
story-mu '
·
8 8' 9)
17. He1glll per
\fp\iet lsee lines

• Ot a1ea•perimeter mu

1~. f\0

b·ned ht. 8' s11e

.a COO\ I

'. . ·nes 1&xl1tl8l

. mu\t,pher (LI
•• ~

Oual ... ·~ ·cts ..... ci'u;i:-

--- ____......... --------·--

. Ht ...

sect. ........ ..

-·-

··- -

--==-=~-- -----====------=
--== =-·--------·-·

--·---·-·-

--=~-=-

---·-..

------

. .-- . . ...... ----

.-----··

.._. _.... --- --

.

·cts .....

A
con
Ag ..... con ..... Ag ...... con .....
Asge·c·t·. con .... Asgcc..t·.·.c. on .... . sgc.c..t··.·........·.·.·.·.·.· sect.. . .......... sect .... .
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Cost Report - Commercial
1281

1

Record

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Perimeter

02
1
246

Effective Year Built

2004

Class

D

Year Built

Height

11

Building Model

1898
C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resid. Units

Total Area

2,450.00

Record

2

1281

Number of Sections

02

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020011
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
122 FRONT ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Perimeter

0

Effective Year Built

2003

Class

D

Year Built

1898

Height

10
Average

Number of Sections

Building Model

C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Rank

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Resid. Units

Total Area

Section 1

· Description

Base Cost

Units

167,796

12.57
611.00

30,787
611

100%

7.57

18,547
16,170

100%

6.60
5.35

Stud Walls-Wood Siding
Heating & Cooling

2450
2450

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

2450

Dry Sprinklers

2450
2450

13,108

$247,017.36

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43

[X]

Current Multiplier

1.02

(X]

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

18.00

Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

Total

68.49

Exterior Wall

Sprinklers

+/-

Percent Cost

2450

Heating & Cooling

Architect Fee

1,800.00

100.00

[X]
[-]
[-]
[-]
(-]

$353,235.00
$360,300.00
$360,300.00
$64,854.00
$0.00
$0.00
$295,446.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

eplacement Cost less Depreciation
anvass. Resketched, Revalued.
John_Sahnow - 7/14/2014 3:04:19 PM
01.30.2018 PER CANVAS COST, RECORD UPDATES DMHP 1.30.2018
Donna_Prince -1/30/2018 9:42:42 AM

$295,446

6/1' 6/2022 3:45:54PM

Page2
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Cost Report - Commercial
Section 2

Description

Units
1800

Base Cost
Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

1800

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

1800

Hot Water

1800

Heating & Cooling

Sprinklers

10%

100%

Dry Sprinklers

1800

100%

Total

68.49

123,278

12.28

22,111
611

611.00

1800

Architect Fee

+-/-

Percent Cost

7.57

13,626

6.60

11,880

5.35

9,630
$181,135.95

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43
1.02

[X]
[X]
[X]

$259,024.00

Current Multiplier

20.00

[-]

$52,841.00

Depreciation - Functional

[-]

$0.00

Depreciation - Economic

[-]

$0.00

[-]

$211,363.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

Percent Complete

100.00

$264,204.00
$264,204.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$211,363

FLOOR ADDITION COMPLETE REMODEL 2009
1.30.2018 PER CANVAS COST, RECORD UPDATES DMHP 1.30.2018
Donna Prince -1/30/2018 9:42:30 AM

!Total lmprovementVal.ue

$506,800
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SKETCH/AREA TABLE ADDENDUM

Parcel No 1C070A020011

...
(.)

w

iii
::,
ti)

Property Address 124/126 Front Street
City

Zip

State

Owner

Client
Appraiser Name

•·

25'

..
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l:

,,,~
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~
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I!z
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Q)
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N
,....

a=
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N
.....

!

..

Restaurant

Apartment

25'

25'

..

Scale:

1::: 28

AREA CALCULATIONS SUMMARY

..

Code

Description

GBAl

l~FLR

GBA2

2-PLR

Factor

Net Size

Perimeter

1.00
1.00

2450.0
1800.0

246.0
194.0

Net Totals

2450.0

1800.0
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z
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i=
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City and Borough of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LTS 3 FR & 4
YEAR ID

LAND VALUE

MISC VALUE

BLDG VALUE

2022

$967,848.00

$27,100.00

$935,018.00

$1,929,966.00

2021

$987,600.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,968,800.00

2020

$658,400.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,639,600.00

2019

$671,800.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,653,000.00

2018

$671,800.00

$27,100.00

$954,100.00

$1,653,000.00

2017

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$933,500.00

$1,643,400.00

2016

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$933,500.00

$1,643,400.00

2015

$671,800.00

$38,100.00

$965,100.00

$1,675,000.00

2014

$671,800.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2013

$671,800.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2012

$671,800.00

$0.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2011

$671,800.00

$0.00

$834,300.00

$1,506,100.00

2010

$671,800.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,434,200.00

2009

$671,800.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,434,200.00

2008

$671,800.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,434,200.00

2007

$436,700.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,199,100.00

2006

$436,700.00

$0.00

$762,400.00

$1,199,100.00

2005

$436,700.00

$0.00

$635,300.00

$1,072,000.00

2004

$302,400.00

$0.00

$630,300.00

$932,700.00

2003

$302,400.00

$0.00

$630,300.00

$932,700.00

2002

$302,400.00

$0.00

$630,300.00

$932,700.00

2000

$302,400.00

$0.00

$592,200.00

$894,600.00

AOValHist.rpt

CAMA VALUE

1

of 1973
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Owr
Mai'

Prof

---- ...11:· l

Good

O Gas ..Statn.

r

Industrial

C Poor f] ___ years

.

8. HEAT

12. PORCHES

0-Wood, ..
O Metal . O None r;!pacc. ti cater
.0 Stuc.c.o
[.J Hot Air, Forced
C]Cc,nc.~!=JIC?,~k-···0,!3r.i~k,-.:._ .GJ·:H~t\;lo'J_l,_llr_._, ...;.....
fl Concrete Reinforced
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J] Other
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·

•
----------!
!n
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O Shakes
rJ Shingle
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No.
Size .. __LC".?.l~.
A..lu•.n.inum
D G.I.
Roll
_f."l_T.n~Paper

q

•.
_______,•
------------1 O Concrete,.

9. PLUMBING
Number of Fixtures
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~

5- g ;::
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<
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1!'.'
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n .Norm.a~. C

~

V,
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Date Built ·····-·········-·.

P..~.l'~d.QJ:>ffi~-= Jo L.".f!.

C

-A~R-i~----C-O_N_O_IT_I_O_N_ _ _ __,~E-s-t.-R-e_m_a~in~.

1C070A020030
JUNEAU TOWNSITE BL 2 LT 3 FR & 4
CENTRAL COUNCIL or TLINGIT & HAIDA
ELIAS DURAN
9097 GLACIER HWY
.JIJNEAU AK 99801

• ".i!~k_

·····---- ··············-·····-

rJ R.iS_!!S
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·--

•·••-• -~·-·--•-'T•-•··,.,.
·~···· .... ..,_..... ,,
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~.!£
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x
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•
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J. 0
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------------1·. G 1st
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· '.i
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•
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Page 1

Cost Report - Commercial
Record

1283
Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

01
1
250

Effective Year Built

Class

D

Building Model

1993
1896
C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Total Area

Year Built

1283

Height

13

Rank

Average

Record

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1 C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

Effective Year Built

Class

Building Model

1993
1896
C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Building Type

3,763.00
2

01
1
0
D

Height

10

Rank

Average

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Total Area

2,887.00

1283

Record

Parcel Code Number
Owner Name
Parcel Address

1 C070A020030
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
110 SEWARD ST

Number of Stories (Building)
Number of Sections
Perimeter

01

Effective Year Built

Class

D

Building Model

1993
1896
C- 13 Stores, Commercials

Height
Rank

Average

Building Type

Mixed Retail w/ Office Units

Total Area

3,709.00

Year Built

Year Built

3

0
10

Packet Page 1813 of 1973
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Page2

Cost Report - Commercial
Section 1

Description

Base Cost

Units
3763

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

3763

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

3763

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

3763

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

100%

Unfinished

5942

+/-

Total

70.27

264,426

13.07

49,171

611.00
100%

3763
Dry Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System
Basement

Percent Cost

100%

611

7.57

28.486

6.60

24,836

4.42

26,264

3763

1.46

5,494

2179

30.83

67,179
$466,465.51

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43

[X)

$667,046.00

Current Multiplier

1.02

[X]

$680,387.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

43.00

Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

100.00

[X]
[-]
[-]
(-]
[-]

$680,387.00
$292,566.00
$0.00
$0.00
$387,821.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$387,821

2% incomplete, check 12/05 for finish Sold 6/1/2007 for $1.SM
Canvass. Entered data into Govern. Resketched, revalued.
John_Sahnow - 7/14/2014 4:14:31 PM
3.5.17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS, ADDED PHOTO, GOVERN UPDATES, CALLBACK FOR 2017 FOR INCOME AND MARKET RESEARCH. DMHP
3.5.17
Donna_Prince - 3/5/2017 2:18:13 PM
01.31.2018 PER CANVAS COST, DEP, UPDATES DMHP 01.31.2018
Donna_Prince - 1/31/2018 9:43:04 AM

Section 2

Description

Base Cost

Units

Percent Cost

+/-

Total

2887

70.27

202,869

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

2887

12.25

35,359

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

2887

611.00

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

2887

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

100%

2887
Dry Sprinklers

Fire Alarm System

2887
2887

100%

611
21,855

7.57
6.60

19,054

5.18

14,955
4,215

1.46

$298,918.30

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43

[X]

$427,453.00

Current Multiplier

1.02

(X]

$436,002.00

[X]

$436,002.00

(-]
(-]
[-]

$187,481.00

[-]

$248,521.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

43.00

Depreciation - Functional
Depreciation - Economic
Percent Complete

100.00

$0.00
$0.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$248,521
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Page 3

Cost Report - Commercial
Section 3

Description

Units

Base Cost

3709

Exterior Wall

Stud Walls-Wood Siding

3709

Heating & Cooling

Heating & Cooling

3709

Heating & Cooling

Hot Water

3709

Dry Sprinklers

3709

Architect Fee
Sprinklers

Percent Cost
100%

3709

Total

70.27

260,631

12.25

45,427

611.00
100%

3709

Fire Alarm System

+/-

100%

611

7.57

28,077

6.60

24,479

4.74

17,581

1.46

5,415

$382,221.78

Sub Total
Local Multiplier

1.43

[X]

$546,577.00

Current Multiplier

1.02

[X]

$557,509.00
$557,509.00

43.00

[X]
[-]

Depreciation - Functional

[-]

$0.00

Depreciation - Economic

[-]

$0.00

[-]

$317,780.00

Neighborhood Multiplier
Depreciation - Physical

Percent Complete

100.00

$239,729.00

Cost to Cure
Neighborhood Adjustment

eplacement Cost less Depreciation

$317,780

3.5.17 PER FIELD REVIEW/CANVAS, ADDED PHOTO, GOVERN UPDATES, CALLBACK FOR 2017 FOR INCOME AND MARKET RESEARCH. DMHP
.5.17
Donna_Prince - 3/5/2017 2:27:02 PM

Miscellaneous Improvements
Miscellaneous Improvement

!Total Improvement Value

CANOPY
01.31.2018 P

[+]

27,100

$981,200
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SKETCH/AREA TABLE ADDENDUM
Parcel No 1C070A020030

-------

-

....
hl

·ijl

Property Address 140 Front Street & 118 Seward Street
City

···----• -··-·
State

Zip

·--·-

Owner

··--•

::, Client
U)

---

Appraiser Name

-'

~!

---

38,7'

..

r

I

--

S1:3

;... J

60'

::z::

Iii:!II::

'11'

zf!!
w

Ul

t.

1-FLR

Cl0

U)

$

3705.3'

'II'

Sec2of3
WH=10

CJ

Sec3of3
WH=9

2-FLR

;,.

____,

2891.1'

76.8'
66'

:&
.~

-

0

43'

70'

a::

I

Sec 1 of 3
WH=13

IL

!

en
'IS'

~

O!
0

F-Bsmt
2245.4'

O?

ID

~

!cf,

5•~
~

35'

~

U'I

1-FLR
3763.0'

(b•

27'

9,1·

37'

.·.
,·

..

Scale:

'

...

·, ..

AREA CALCULATIONS SUMMARY
Code

Description

GBA1

1-PLR
1-FLR
2-PLR
P-Bsmt

GBA2
BSMT3

Factor

Net Size

Perimotor

1.00

2891.1
3763.0
3705.3
2245.4

218.0
250.2
254.3

6654.1
3705.3

189.2

224S.4

1.00
1.00
1.00

Net Totals

I

U)

z
0

1=

s
::,

g

~

-~
a::

~

Net BUILDING Area

\

(rounded w/ factors)

10359

---·--------·· -

1 =45

Operating Expenses
The owners of the subject property have provide&two years of operating data1 hal
reflect six properties in the immediate area of the subject, including the subject. Tihe.se
ex~ nses reflect 2019
2020 and are summa(ized on the following table.

a'lS.

The expenses are expressed on a dollar per square foot basis. Also included on the
following table are expenses from other commerciaf mil<ed::OS.§. properties in the
marl<etplace The to.tality of this infoFmahon is to provide ample data to relyu ~ in
mak,ng exi)ense projections for toe suo fect property.
On a table on a following page, expense comparisons are arrayed along with the
subject's actual and projected expenses. The projections made for the subject are
supported both by its history and by the expense comparisons.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY

•

Vacancy and Credit Loss
The subject has enjoyed high occupancy rates over the past several years, and
currently, 2.7% of the net rentable area is vacant which accounts for 3 1% of the
potential gross revenue. These two indicators support projection of stabilized vacancy
for the subject property of 3%,
Gross Effective Income

This is gross income less the vacancy allowance and is $741,775.

Operatin_g Expenses
The owoers of the sub1ect property have provided two years of operating data.that
re#ect six propeJ.lles in the ill'\mediate area of the subject, and tl)e ind ude the subjecl ,n
the subject, The expenses provided ara foc.2019 and 2020 and represent 91 ,237 SF of
above grade retail restaurantr office·and parking stall rentals_in_si~ujiljing$J/l Ille
downtown area

As shown on a following exhiM, the expenses are expressed on a dollar per square foot
basis. Th1sjnformahon 1s earned forward to a tabJe lhat7nclucfes the a6ove informatioo,
along with operabng expense data from ott>er Juneau buildings. The.Jotali{i:lillfus~
,nformat,on ,s to provide ample data to cefy..!!J)On in nlalflng expeose RJ'OJectfo,o_s ~
..llll9jecl property

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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INCOME APPROACH
It is an assumption of this approach that the value of the property is predicated upon the
income stream that it can produce. This approach determines value by capitalizing the
net income before recapture.
In this approach the operating history of the subject property will be examined: and the
rentals rates being achieved will be measured against competing properties. A
stabilized income and expense forecast will be made for the subject property that
reflects the highest and best use findings. The stabilized NOi will be capitalized to form
a value conclusion for the subject property.
1

Subject Revenues
The subject property generates income from the rental of retail, restaurant spaces an
apartment and a rear storage area. On the following table, the current tenancy at the
subject is summarized.
SUBJECT PROPERTY
-·-·----···•-··~·---- - · - - -TENANCY
- - - - - - -IN
,.............................................................................................................................
,............

Rent

Tenant

Area
Rented
............ ................
.... .. ........... ..

............,

'.,

,

' ., ,,.

~

$2.494 (with
201 Seward
1,435 SF
COVID discount)
Street - Good
Vibes
Cafe
-- ..···-.. ~··-· ..... -...... ---·--.........................................- ......................
495 SF
i
205 Seward
$817
Street - Nana's
w/COVID discount
i
Attic
I
i---· 209 Seward
$1,596
l 1.079 SF
Street - loots
w/COVID discount

Rent /SF

,-

$1.74 SF

i

$1.65 SF ..

!

···ri...........

• •--••••-•N••:••••••••

$1,378

;-•••• ... ,.,•. - .... v .. _.. _ _ ., ••-• -

.... -•• ..••••••- ,._,,.., ••

217 Seward

i

§f. ....................... 1

..... .....•-•··.. ··•- ..
,

1,100 SF

·r

Non COVID rent is :
$2.850 or $1.99
SF
Non COVID rent is
$1,092 or $2.21

......................... ··•····· ...............

$1 .48 SF

l

213 Seward
Street - 2nd floor
Apartment

Comments
1

$1.25SF

. Non COVID rent is
$1,995 or $1.85
SF
Includes 1 parking
space behind
ouiiding vaiued
$80 month which

l

!

atl·

-

... i~.S...Q! .?.F ..........

- • , ~,-,.

$808

494 SF

$1 64 SF

530 SF

"'"""I . .JV
r.n. vr·
r-.r
-l>

1,230 SF

$2.32 SF

Street - Don
Morgan Gallery

221 Sewa,d
Street - Giono
Barret
216 2 nd Street Rainforest Farms

$2,850

i - - - - - - - 1 - - - · - · · - ·. ··...............................+.................................................... ....
NHN - Rookery
$950
l
750 SF

Warehouse
f-----------+------Total

Has a 120 SF
covered front
porch

/

.T .. ..

$1.27 SF
!

i

7,113 Sf_ . ..~....

·-7

... ,-..................................._,._,. .......................... _·-·-·--!
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An important step in this approach is to determine whether the contractual rental rates
at the subject property, as summarized above, fall in line w ith the marketplace. To
measure, the quality of the income stream , it is necessary to determine whether these
rates fall in line w ith tl1e marketplace, or are they above market rents or below market
rents? These questions will be answered by researching and analyzing rental
comparisons in the broad neighborhood.
Rental comparisons for restaurant, retail spaces and apartment spaces in the subject's
market area wil l be presented and analyzed in this section in order to determine if the
subject's rates fa ll in line with the market in which it competes
Subject Restaurant Spaces
The Good Vibes Cafe enjoys a corner location and Rainforest Farms, prior to operating
in the M MJ market, was tenanted by Heritage Coffee. This space has features that
would be useful to a restaurant/cafe use.
Good Vibes is 1,435 SF and rents for $1 .74 SF per month which reflects a reduced rate
for COVID. The normalized rate is $1.99 SF. This tenant pays for electricity. Rainforest
Farms is 'i .230 SF and is rented for $2,850 per month or $2 .3 2 SF plus electricity.
RestauranUCafe Rental Comparis o ns
Restaurant Rental Comparison No. 1 is Asiana at 124 Front Street. This rectangular,
deep space is 1,622 SF and is rented for $2.13 SF, which reflects a COVID discounted
rent. This tenant uses a relatively high amount of water and reimburses the landlord for
th is utility. The tenant also pays for propane use in the commercial l<itchen. The tenant
pays for electricity.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Renta l Comparison No. 2 is at 134 N. Franklin Street, a corner location at Franklin and
2nd Streets. This one-story building was built in 1 936 as the Alaska Power and Light
Company building. It is of reinforced concrete construction and reflects an Art Deco
style. The interior has high ceilings and the two exposed sides of this space have a
significant number of wi ndows. The building has a full basement.
This space had been used for retail space for years. After being vacated, it was well
exposed to the marketplace before leasing in 2016. The lessee rented the 1.872 SF
space at $1 .60 SF with the intention of opening up a new distillery in town (Amalga
Distillery). The tenant occupies some of the basement area at a rate of $.60 SF.
All utilities are paid by the tenant. Adding for water, sewer, heat and trash which are
included at the two subject locations, an adjustment of $. 12 SF is necessary to bring
this comparison in line with the subjects. Assuming this tenant pays only power. A rate
of $1. 72 SF is indicated after making the above noted adjustment.

Restaurant Re nta l No. 3 is located in the Airport Shopping Center in the Mendenhall
Valley at 9121 Glacier Highway Unit 7. This shopping center was built between 1963
and 1997 and has several one- and two-story buildings on a large, corner site .
This space has a rounded greenhouse feature that brings a lot of light into the space.
The space was rented to open the Bowl of Pho restaurant in the former Jovanny's
location. On site parking is available to t11is restaurant. This 2,450 SF restaurant rents
for $1.91 SF and includes all utilities except for power.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Conclus io ns of Restaurant Renta l Comparisons
The three rental comparisons range from $1. 75 to $2.13 SF after adjustments. The
Good Vibes Restaurant is rented for $1. 74 SF plus power wl,ich falls at the low end of
this range, and does reflect a market-oriented rate. The Rainforest Farms tenant is
paying $2.32 SF for 1,230 SF which falls above the high end of the range. The current
rate for this tenant reflects an above market rent.

JUlLIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Street Leve l Retai l Spaces

The subject property has several street front spaces on Seward Street The followi ng
rental comparisons are located in the neighborhood.
Street Level Comparisons No. 1 and No. 2 am located at 224 - 228 Seward Street in
at two story iJuiiciirig thcii i1as ueer1 co11vede<.i iu tr11ee c0r1<.iu1r1iriiurr1s on Sewc11l i Si1ec:i
cal led "Sommers on Seward''. There are three street front units and a walk--up office
level. There is a small parking lot at the rear. accessible from Main Street, and the full
basement has room for storage. Each of the street leve l spaces has its own restroom
and both a street front and rear door.
228 Seward Street is advertised for rent at $1.60 SF plus electric and is a 1,320 SF
space with a restroom and high ceilings. It is available for sale as well. 224 Seward
Street is a 1,335 SF condominium with its own restroom and has very recently sold.
Prior to the sale. it was renting for $1.50 SF plus electric.

---- --·
,- - - 1

I

--".c::=Ji!'.~

·J \JI
\\ ti

lJ

Street Level Rental Comparison No. 3 is located 111 the Senate Building which has a
large high ceiling atrium area with a double door entrance on South Franklin Street. A
wide stairwell and elevator access the upper floors from the atrium . T he spaces in the
atrium are rented for $1. 79 to $3.09 SF including all utilities with the high end reflective
of a space with wi ndow exposure to the street.

JULIE DINN!EEN COMPANY
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To compare tl1is range to the subject property, the cost of power, estimated at $.08 SF
per month , must be deducted, adjusting the range from $1 .71 to $3 .0 1 SF for this
comparison.

Street Level Reta il/Service Comparison No. 4 is the 225 Front Street building , a
remodeled turn of the century building with two floors and an elevator. The floor plan
inr.lt 1r.fP.s m;::iny sm,311 Sf)RCP.S th,:it RrP. s11it,:ihlP. for retr.1il _ service or office uses On thA
street level , which has a large atrium , are tenants that occupy 600 SF to 850 SF
spaces, and pay rent of $1.90 to $2.46 SF including utilities and common area
maintenance.

l3

Q

JI

.LJ·\j
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Conclusions of Retail Comparisons
The four comparisons indicate a range of $1.50 SF to $3.01 SF with the high end an
outlier. Most of the comparisons fall between $1.50 SF to $1.80 SF. The subject retail
spaces are rented for $1.48 SF to .$1. 65 SF, a range that is well supported by the
market data.
'
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Apartment Re nta l Income
There is one apartment at 213 Seward Street. It is accessed by an interior stair to the
second level. Due to window placement and ingress/egress issues, this 1,100 SF
apartment is marketed as a large studio. It has a single and a double French door in the
apartment that separates areas while bringing in light. The double French door defines
the bedroom area. which has a large walk-in closet.
The apartment has a full bath, a kitchen with all appliances, and a washer/dryer. It has
two street facing windows and one east facing window. The apartment is heated by a
Toyo Stove. Rent is $1,378 month and includes a parking spot behind the building.
Parking in this area is worth $85 month , wh ich would indicate rent for just the apartment
of $1,293 month which equates to $1 .18 SF plus electric.
Apartment Renta l Co mparison No. 1 is the LeMann Bluff Apartments located at 361
Distin Avenue which is a 1933 concrete apartment development on a bluff site near the
Governor's Mansion with 30 units. This building was acquired several years ago and is
in the process of upgrading the interiors of the apartments. Efficiency apartments are
approximately 600 SF and are rented for $908 SF plus electric, or $1 .51 SF. There is an
on-site laundry but no on-site parking . The efficiencies are in a that was acquired in
2016 and that has been steadily upgrading since then. The photographs below depict
the interiors of the units.

JULIE DINNEEN COMl?ANY
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Apartment Re nta l Comparison No. 2 is located in the People's Wharf building wh ich
is near to the Mt. Robert's Tram and to the seawalk. The street level spaces are retail in
this older building and the second level has walk up 1,250 SF apartments with 3b2I)
noor plans. One of the apartments is rented on a year-round basis for$ ·1 ,700 month or
$1.32 SF. The apartment has a washer and dryer. Tenants pay for electric heat and
lights.

Apartm ent Re ntal Comparison No. 3 is 259 S. Franklin Street, a contemporary low rise
in the subject's neighborhood. This building primarily has 3b2b, 1,350 SF apartments.
Tenancy in this building includes both short term and long-term rentals. A one-year rental
recently expired and is available for $1,996 month which equates to $1.48 SF.
Water/sewer and garbage are included and heat and lights are paid by the tenants. There
is a coin op laundry on site.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Conclusions of Apartment Compa ri sons
The three compa risons are located in the downtown area and rent for a gross amount
per month of $908 to $1,996 and from $ 1.32 to $1.51 SF with the tenants paying for
electric l,eat and lights.
The subject, after backing out tl,e value of the parking spot, rents for S'1,293 month or
$1.18 SF. It is tru ly an outlier given its large size of 1, 100 SF with a studio type layout.
Other than a downtown location, it is not very comparable to the typical apartments in its
price range. 'vVhile an outlier as to size and layout, the subject apa1iment does fail
withi n the gross mon thly ra nge, but at its low end. Its layout is most sirnilar to the 361
Distin Avenue apartment building, where efficiencies rent for $908; the subject is almost
twice the size of these 600 SF units. The rental amount of $1, 293 month is considered a
"market'' rent in th is analysis.
Pa rking Rental Income

There are a few parking spaces at the rear of the buildings that are used for parking. As
noted, one is used by the apartment tenant. Parking stalls close to the street rent for
$95-S 100 in this area . At this rear location, $85 is estimated for four spaces.
JULIE DINNIEEN COMPANY
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Projection of Gross Revenues
It has been determined in the foregoing sections that the rates being charged to the
tenants in the subject property, with few exceptions, do represent market rates. Many
tenants are receiving reduced rents if their businesses are impacted by the pandemic.
When the pandemic is no longer a factor, rents will resume to their normal amounts,
which will be 15% to 25% higher. It is not possible at this time to estimate when this will
take place.
As shown on Page 51, gross revenues for the subject property, applying the rental
information presented, is $143,172.

Vacancy and Credit Loss
The subject has enjoyed high occupancy rates over the past several years.
Management has given several tenants COVID discounts to help them to weather this
difficult time. On balance, a 5% vacancy and credit loss which is an industry standard
for ~ successful development, is applied in this analysis.

Gross Effective Income
This is gross income less the vacancy allowance and is $136,241.

Operating Expenses
The owners of the subject property have provided two years of operating data that
reflect six properties in the immediate area of the subject, including the subject. These
expenses reflect 2019 and 2020 and are summarized on the following table.
The expenses are expressed on a dollar per square foot basis. Also included on the
following table are expenses from other commercial mixed-use properties in the
marketplace. The totality of this information is to provide ample data to rely upon in
making expense projections for the subject property.
On a table on a following page, expense comparisons are arrayed along with the
subject's actual and projected expenses. The projections made for the subject are
supported both by its history and by the expense comparisons.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OPERATING HISTORY
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O.tll
OfH

s

s

l ~~-~i~·l~

s

0.111

<')

1.7138

$

0.02

:,

s,n.111 tool'> .:rnd !~q11ipcn<••nr

$

F1eigi1t

s

Auto fxp<?n-.;<.•

~

8,418

s

159,854
9 t2 ~~7
i./~

Subtotal
6/Ji\ All Pro 1>1:r: i,_..,

s

Indicated 1-.>"r,.!nsr: r.w.r ~0. 11.

$

$
5

0.1.,'9

$

s

s
$

}'1/,t!l!
tf•. ,~~o
'> ..>'1H
<!,','Ii

!,,652
859
~.613
324,012
91,237
:\. ~:S

'J.,l'l

s

o.or,

(

;,

G.10

$
5

0.06
0,01

:,

o.rn

s
$

0.13
03~;

s

0.03

Janitorial
Janitcu Suppli<:-s

~,

Janitor wa(:W'>

s

Payroll Tax lanit,.H /.9%

~l

s

9.395
34,705

$

2;1t7.

s

0.10
0.38
0.03

s
s
s
s

ll,l':!
.~2.26b
2,549
4 7,0.1.l
91,237

$

OS,

Subtotal
GBAAII ?ropl.'irt1~

$

Indicated Expense p,~r ':-Q Fr

$

46,847.
91.237
O.'.;l

INSURANCE

:i6,U5

s

;~?,266

GOA All Pmpe1ti•~
tn<iic.ilted fxp•~n-.e pt•: '.>Cl ,:i

$

9UJ7
0.40

$

91,:31
0.30

REAL ESTATE TAXES

~,

s

Di,691
:H,3i.l

s
s

ll.9.'~7H
91,327

s

1.44

$

1.42

GUA 1\1! Prop•.:rtie~
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Operating Expense Sum~~.!Y - Co~_parisons & SubjectP...rC>..P._~r.!Y,..
~~~:~eGrade

!

16.200

i

83,700

26,630

F ta
i
I
-v-~,-~,-!.._t-oa_ta_..
__2_02-0--···20:fo·
Use

Admin.
Exoenses
Utilities
Mtn &
Repairs
lnsurance

Office &
service

. S.37

2020

Retail,
off. &
Apt. &
Parking

Offices,
service &
retail

!
i

i-

14,220
2020 __

I
I
!

I
I

I

2019 ..... J.

Offices &
Offc. food
Medical , service.
Clinics
retail,
!'
clinics

!

. ' .. $.41

!

16,532.

91,327

91,327

2020

2019
Offc.
clinic,
service

S.1 O.

;

S.11

$3.59

n/a

S2.64
1
s1.6i--'"J"
S.53
S.97

S1 .86
s1.s2

S3.04 , . :

sij7 ;

_L·····--•-,·••·
· · ·S.63
· · · ·•'· ···t
I $.29

1

. -~·~}J
s1.a4

8,826

l

. ____._2021 ..... -:

Retail. food
Restaurant.
service.
retail. cafe,
l offices, 2
apt.
apt &
,
parking
; stalls ,
;

.

.. S.07 . .

j

s1.13

I

!

S.30

•-•••••••••• •-•••••••.,-'.,¥-, .. ,.... --~T·•••••-•~•--- •--••:

S2.07
$2.43
i·••·••·· $2.45
$1.70
· .,.s~3-_ss-(1_>____
1 _S1.75
_ ____,

··-·······-······•----'•,o••··

.

t

,

·• .

i
····--·······--1---~--~I,...
I

l

I
$.50
S.35
S.30
....,_,- - ' -$.40
-----t$1.44
$1.03
S1.01 ···-···~-$-1.4_2_~!---~----

Taxes
$2.34
! . $1.14 l $2.07 l
(1) Significant maintenance in this year for non-reoccurring projects that are typically capitalized

Professional Management - the owners of the subject property perform these duties. In
Juneau, professional management is typically 5% of collected income. In this analysis,
5% is projected.
Administrative Expenses - a review of the table above indicates that the range for this
category is quite wide, at $.1 0 to $. 74 SF. The tendency of the data supports a narrower
range of $.10 SF to $.45 SF and supports a projection of $.35 SF.
Utilities - the expense comparisons indicate a range of $1.86 SF to $3.59 SF with the
tendency in the narrower range of $2.30 to $2.64 SF. Given this range, an expense of
$2.45 SF is supported for tenants that are provided all utilities in their leases. The
subject's tenants all pay for power, which accounts for $.05 SF of the total. As such, the
landlord paid utilities at the subject are projected at $2.40 SF. 333
Maintenance & Repairs - the 2019 indicator for the six Goldstein Improvement Company
owned buildings, was impacted by capital projects, which in 2020 were not a factor. 2019
included significant expense in the window replacement project in the Goldstein Building
at 130 Seward Street. The other expense comparisons indicate a range of $1.13 SF to
$4.07 SF; the high and low ends of this range are outliers. The remaining indicators
provide a narrower range of $1.62 SF to $1.84 SF. Based upon this range, $1.65 SF is
applied in this analysis.
Insurance - the subject's umbrella policy results in an expense that is favorable,
compared to stand-alone properties. The comparisons range from $.29 to $.63 SF and
the six GIC properties reflect a lower range of $.30 to $.40 SF. The market data is given
weight in making a projection for the subject (as a standalone property) of $.50 SF.
Real Estate Taxes reflect the expense in the Juneau market before 2021, in which
assessments increased, primarily a result of the assessors' increases to commercial land
values. The projected expense reflects the 2021 assessment for the subject which
equates to $1.82 SF.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Reserve Allowance - this allowance is a fund that builds up to be used as needed for
replacement of short-lived items such as boilers, roofs, carpet etc. It is not commonly an
expense item in a profit and loss statement provided by owners. RealtyRates provides
information regarding reserve allowance requirements (see table in Addenda). The
ranges are $.35 - $.90 SF/YR for offices and $.35 - $1.1 0 SF for retail uses. Considering
the number of upgrades and repairs to this building in recent years, a $.40 SF reserve
allowance is reasonable.
Capitalization of Net Income
The following table summarizes capitalization rates from sales of commercial properties
in Juneau.

r··sale Comparison

--~== . ~::.:. . . -~·~-?.!.e.~.Q~!~·: .
~~

j 3100 Channel Drive
l Juneau

i 5360-5368 Commercial Blvd.

I

8

~i~~ ~ark 10002 Glacier Highway·

June 2020
___

May 2018

._Cap Rate·:·:·-;:.- U.se &·coinmonts . . ·-·. . . · -· ..... ···- ---·-·~--- .....·. ---·· ·_ ·..··· __ . . . ·... '.
7 .37%
___

7 .85% - .

··:o.p·rif;fo1g·- .... ··y·54'¼:·.

!
l

Good quality office building with 20% warehouse built ·
originally for Juneau Empire. At sale date, was mostly

-i- ~~;;.ri.~l!. ~~7~m~;Ciiil ""bid9 :-oi· streei--trarne and mOial :
~~~~~~!~~ ~~::f~~:i~:pt:~·~~.~~;~!~~~~·r.11o=~~~t-f!!~c~ :

l Juneau -·--·-·-•---- _..... -·· ·····--·- ...... -····. ··--· ·----• ···-···-··-•·····-- _ ···-··-···- . __ ... •·- Building has b ee.n. fully. occupied for many years.
-·------·-· .
3225 Hospital Drive. Juneau
___ ___ July 2021 _ . t-?-00%.. __· . _ Fully .occupied. office _and_ medical. building. in gpod c_ o_ nd.iti_o__n_ ..... :
8390 Airport Boulevard, Juneau ....... ___A~~~L~Q?.-1..J...?.~~.9~~--- .. ;....f.Y.~y_occupied office. retail service building ii:,_gQo~.~-<>.D~it\o..n. :
i 225 Front Street, Juneau
September
! 8.07%
i Renovated two story bldg. in downtown Juneau in good
i
__1_q?J........ ..............
c:911?.~l_i~1.1:.Pu1:~J_1~_se.<!.~Y.. ~-~!.!l.i.f}~~!!~E~!!l_ .............

i
i

.! .

L ..

.l

RealtyRates is a national service that quarterly provides investment criteria that pertain
to investment grade properties in the United States of all types. While not highly applicable
to the Juneau market which has few properties that would be considered investment
grade, this publication does provide an indicator of national trends with respect to
capitalization rates and other financing criterion.
The 40 report relies on third quarter data. The composite capitalization rate of 8. 77% is
down from a year ago at 8. 94% based upon a decrease of 31 basis points in treasury
rates and no change in equity dividend rates.
The composite capitalization rate for the office sector was 8. 16% in 2020 and is currently
8.25%. The restaurant sector 2020 rate was 10.81 % and is currently 10.86%. The retail
sector rate for 2020 was 8.58% and is now 8.60%. For apartments, the 2020 rate was
7.50% and is now 7.57%.
The tables from this survey that support the above indicators are included in the Addenda.
Below are the surveyed rates for each sector noted above, indicating the low. high and
average "Surveyed'' capitalization rates for each sector:

JUlLIIE DINNEEN COMPANY ,
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Summa of Surveyed Capitalization Rates ~9 2021 ~T~-~-!!Jfy__B~t-~§___ .
Sector_ ~....... .........
Low
·-··---·····-···· .... tl..~.9.!!__.___________·-···· . · .~.Y..~r~. 9.~...............
All Office

, 4.52%

~:: ;::~~~~~~ !rnE

i!. .12.79%

9.10%

-l-Jf! !--:~~-=:~- ·4@i~- - - -~

Considering the capitalization rates from the Juneau market and the information provided
by RealtyRates. and considering both the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this report, the 2018 to 2020 rates indicated by the Juneau market, are
considered low indicators for this analysis. and a rate of 7. 75% is considered reasonable.
As shown, this rate applied to the projected NOi, the market value by this approach is
$860,000.
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CAPITALIZATION OF INCOME
RENTAL INCOME

TENANT AREAS

MONTHLY RENT

1,435 SF

$

2,494

495 SF

$

209 Zoots

1,079 SF

$

213 Second Floor Apartment

1,100 SF

$

817
1,596
1,283

494 SF
530 SF

$

1,230 SF

201 Good Vibes Cafe
205 Nana's Attic

217 Don Morgan Gallery
221 Giono Barret
216 2nd St. Rainforest Farms
Four gravel parking spots

4
r

GROSS REVENUES

$

15,396
9,696
9,516

$

$
2.32 ,. $

34,200

$

1.27

s

11,400

950

$

$

4,080

$

143,172

s

(7,159)

136,013

8,826 SFGBA
501
Al

$

{6,801)

l2,648)

$ 0.30 SF

s
s

$2.40 SF
l.6S SF

Real Estate Taxes

0.50 Sf
$ 1.82 SF

Reserve Allowa nee

$ 0.40 SF

Insurance

s

$

Water, sewer, heat, trash
Maintenance and Upkeep

ANNUAL RENT
29,928
$
9,804
19,152
$
$

2,850

85

1.74
1.65
1.48

1.17
1.64
1.50

$

$

5%

Professional Management
Administration

,:.,
:)

$

GROSS EFFECTIVE INCOME
EXPENSES

s

$

7,~13 SF

Stabilized Vacancy & Credit Loss

s

808
793

s
s

750 SF

Rear Rookery Warehouse

RENT/SF

s

(21,182)

(14,563}
(4,413)

(16,097)
(3,530)

TOTAL EXPENSES

$

(69,234)

NET OPERATING INCOME

$

66,779

INDICATED VALUE

$

ROUNDED

$

861,667
860,000

7.75%

CAPITALIZATION RATE

JULIE DBtNINEEN COMPANY
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. GIC RENT AL ROLL

Goldstein Improvement Company
....._...
:

I

-~ ...

--··

·--·---··· ···-- ...
11/16/2021

.

~

-

..

....., ...

Monthly
Rent

Rental

Tenants

ProDertv

I

t-•--·-

........

--

NonTaxAbte

Rent

TEMP REDUCTION

APPROX SQ FT

3,150.00

2037 MAIN 861 MEZZ

Goldstdn Building~~

124 Seward Street

AnnleKallls

4,200.00

126 Seward Street

NorthWlnd Architects

3,150.00

128 Seward Street

Capital Barber

140 Seward Street

1392 MAIN 960 MEZZ

735.00

Little Tokyo/ PhoTai

·-· --

260

-"-'""

2510

4,725.00

6 300.00

i
130 Seward Street

Main Building

.... -..-., ._,, __ .....

Lobby

Woodbury Financial - Karen Hansen

Lobby

State of Alaska - WIC storaQe

Basement

In & Out Palntlna
Otis Elevator Company

708.50

0.00
201.94
0.00
2,270.10

State of Alaska - Legislative Affairs Storage
,-..-•-t······---····
I

.....

i--------

,

....

I

390.00

Sketch - storaae

525.00
105.00
210.00
83.33

Plant Studio Storage

440.00

420.00

Annie Kaills - Storage
Shoetlv - Stor&A8
Dalberg Deslan - storage

100

_

Second Floor

201

-

·-

-- ,-.-·--•··"-·
202-203

-,~.

.•

·--......... ..._
Verizon

1,630.13

Verizon (electrical reimbursement)

450.00

Deborah Mellison

898.60

204 - 205

Alaska Trollers Association

1,036.03

206

otis Elevator Company

1,002.51

207-208

State of Alaska

209

Todd Montalbo

200. 210 - 216

Alaska Network of Domestic Violence & Sexual Assault

217
- --- -----··

218 - 219__________
220

I

•..
444

..
0.00

850.00

•··•··•-

---- --.. ····••- ...

......480
...__ .. _... .._....
,

,

··-----··-

.,...,_.,

475

3,999.80
694.00

381

J.M. Walsh

825.00

403

Law office of Kathleen Strausbauah

500.00

240

Stellar Group

,

__

---·-

Goldstein Annex (GA)

··t-------------------------11-------+-------t

:. 122 Front
Street
.....

Sketch

525.00

124 Front Strnet

Asiar.a Gardens

4.950.00

126 Front Street

Apartment - Astana Gardens

2,350.00

3.450 00

7,433 75

Flags~{~.!! ~~tions ~uilding ( F A N ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ....
1------------------------+------+------I•··
Sonier Hendricks
1.658.99

119B - 2nd Street

119A - 2nd Street

Bauer/Clifton

660

i.653Ji;

660 MAU\J 500 BASEMENT

3,"147 1G
Charles_ Goldstein__ Bu!ldirig_ (~G)

, 201 Seward Street
, 205 Seward Strnel
. ·i· ..,. __ ... •· -·······
•.

!209 Seward Stree!
: 213 Seward Street

Good Vibes Cafe

3,000.00

2 625 00

Nana's Attic

1,1-1900

860 00

Zoot's

2. mo.co

:217 Seward Streei

Don MorQan Qallerv

;221 Seward Street

Gion,) Barrett

1,680.00
1,450.00

.. Apartment

1,050 00

850.00

835.00

....... -· ·•-•·•t------------------------------------

,216 2nd Street

'.S_t~ra~e Area

;F>a,rking nol include_d in re,r,i_;

!~ainforest Farms

3.000.00

.... Ffookery \N~rehouse

1,000.00

f<oo~ery_ ....

90.00

VACANT

Capital Bar~_er_

94.50

Carlton Smith

90.00

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ i - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - 1 - ...

----------------1·· ..

11 738 08

1,450.00

Pioneer House

3180 Pioneer Avenue

3,400.00

Seasonal tenant - September through May

Sim.pson Bujlding
Salt - Restaurant

6,690 00

220 Seward Street

Urban Eskimo

1,050.00

85:J.OO

222 Seward Street

\l's Ceilar Door - f~t?Staurant

1 .2·30 00

945.00

'200 Seward Street

5,600 00
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Profit & Loss

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Rental Income
Taxable Rent
State of Alaska Rent
Non-Profit Rent
Residential Rent

859,794.30
4111950.46
59,997.60
33,475.00

Total Rental Income
Fee Income
Vending Commissions

11.46

Total Fee Income
Total Income
Expense
Security System
Rent-1099
Pass Thru
Reconciliation Discrepancies
Payroll Wages
Wages - Janitor
Wages - Laborer
Wages - Officer Monthly

Total Payroll Wages
Payroll Employer Taxes
Federal FICA 941
Federal FUTA 940
Alaska SUTA

Califonia ETT
California UI
- Total Payroll Employer Taxes

Contributions
Office Supplies
Postage & Delivery
Dues and Subscriptions
Small Tools & Equipment
Janitorial Supplies
Repairs & Maintenance
Sanding/Snow Removal - NEC
Windows - NEC
Sprinkler - NEC
Windows
Materials Only
Landscape
Building R&M
Boiler R&M
Plumbing R&M
Electrical R&M

11.46
1,365,228.82

237.26
4,410.00
286,400.78

0.10
34,704.96
37,760.00
322,228.00
394,692.96
30,217.68
252.00
720.65
14.00
238.00
31,442.33

100.00
1,530.46
402.48

925.00
1,768.43
9,394.74
7,608.51
6,869.18
8,581.83

3,012.65
1,687.78
987.00
10,487.89
259.86
21,716.66

4,506.52

Page 1
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Profit & Loss

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20

Lighting R&M
Elevator R&M
Fire Alann Service
Sanding/Snow Removal
Equipment Repairs
Repairs & Maintenance - Other
Total Repairs & Maintenance
Utilities
Internet
Cell Phone
Electric
Fuel Oil
Telephone
Trash
Water
Total Utilities
Equipment Rental
Automobile Expense
Auto Fuel
Auto Repair & Maintenance
Vehicle Registration
Auto Insurance
Parking Fees
Automobile Expense - Other
Total Automobile Expense
Construction Expense
Design - NEC
Labor- NEC
Waste
Construction Permits
Time and Materials
Materials
Total Construction Expense
Professional Fees
Recycling - NEC
Security - NEC
Accounting - NEC
Janitorial Services - NEC

Total Professional Fees
Insurance
Prop & Liability (Business)
Prop & Liability (Umbrella)
Workers' Compensation

5,020.00

10,721.54
10,906.89
2,834.66

213.74
915.16
96,329.87

2,816.00
3,045.88

36,996.54
101 A39.55

2,304.99
20,528.66
21,920.27
189,051.89
251.95

3,075.81
2,574.69
268.00
2,101.78

50.00
348.00
8,418.28

7,750.00
5,275.38
504.86
3,142.68
100,804.94

7,216.92
124,694.78
3,286.50
1,323.00
18,198.05

21,453.82
44,261.37
28.810.57
7,323.80
12,595.00

Page 2
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

6:34 PM

Profit & Loss

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20
Total Insurance
Bank Service Charges
Finance Charge
Licenses, Fees, Taxes, Permits
Property Tax
Miscellaneous
Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income

48,729.37
311.10
94.80
3,132.05
131,691.19
52.38
1,378,323.57
-13,094.75

Other Income/Expense
Other Income
Bristol-Myers Squibb Dividend
Interest Income
other Income
Sales Tax discount
Other Income - Other

Total Other Income
Total Other Income
Net Other Income
Net Income

6,235.20
14.47

300.00
-7,640.01
-7,340.01

·····•-·•-···········-··-·-------

-1,090.34
-1,090.34
"14,185.09
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

05/27/21

Profit & Loss Prev Year Comparison

Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20

Jan - Dec 19

Residential Rent

859,794.30
411,950.46
59,997.60
33.475.00

909,245.72
421,122.90
59,997.60
20,000.00

Total Rental Income

1,365,217.36

1,410,366.22

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Rental Income
Taxable Rent
State of Alaska Rent
Non-Profit Rent

Fee Income
Vending Commissions
Total Fee Income
Total Income
Expense
Legal Fees
Family Disbursement

Security System
Rent-1099
Pass Thru

Reconciliation Discrepancies
Payroll Wages
Wages - Janitor
Wages - Laborer
Wages - Officer Monthly
Total Payroll Wages

11.46

24.21

$ Change

-49.451.42
-9,172.44
0.00
13,475.00

-45.148.86
-12.75

11.46

24.21

-12.75

1,365,228.82

1,410,390.43

-45, 161.61

0.00
0.00

105.00
27,501.00
0.00
4,410.00
0.00
125.62

-105.00
-27,501.00

237.26

4.410.00
286,400.78
0.10
34,704.96
37,760.00
322,228.00

32,265.68
66,430.00
300,727.00

237.26

0.00
286.400.78
-125.52
2,439.28
-28,670.00
21,501.00

394,692.96

399,422.68

-4,729.72

30,217.68
252.00
720.65
14.00
238.00

30,613.58
252.00
703.92
14.00
280.00

-395.90
0.00
16.73
0.00
-42.00

Payroll Employer Taxes
Federal FICA 941
Federal FUTA 940
Alaska SUTA

Califonia ETT
California UI
Total Payroll Employer Taxes
Advertising
contributions
Office Supplies
Postage & Delivery
Printing and Reproduction
Dues and Subscriptions
Small Tools & Equipment
Janitorial Supplies
Freight

Construction Yard Storage
Repairs & Maintenance
Sanding/Snow Removal - NEC
Windows - NEC

Sprinkler - NEC
Windows

31A42.33

31,863.50

A421.17

0.00
100.00

100.00
0.00
2,599.09
206.17
164.99
925.00

-100.00

1,530.46

402.48
0.00
925.00
1,768.43
9,394.74
0.00
0.00
7,608.51
6,869.18
8,581.83
3,012.65

5,662.35
12.196.77
859.41
1,470.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
21,343.37

100.00
-1,068.63

196.31
-164.99
0.00
-3,893.92
-2,802.03
-859.41

-1.470.00
7,608.51
6,869.18
8,581.83
-18,330.72
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GOLDSTBNIMPROVEMENTCOMPANY
Profit & loss Prev Year Comparison

7:12 PM

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020

Materials Only

Landscape
Building R&M
Boiler R&M
Plumbing R&M
Electrical R&M
Lighting R&M
Painting R&M
Elevator R&M
Fi re Alann Service
Sanding/Snow Removal
Equipment Repairs
Repairs & Maintenance - Other

$ Change

Jan - Dec 20

Jan - Dec 19

1,687.78
987.00
10,487.89
259.86
21,716.66
4,506.52
5,020.00
0.00
·10,721.54
10,906.89
2,834.66
213.74
915.16

1,113.89
2,135.96
65,909.20
727.72
31,154.32
55,757.17
5,040.11
13,810.25
10,710.00
3.411.45
7,147.14
3,142.06
6,224.51

573.89
-1, 148.96
-55,421.31
-467.86
-9,437.66
-51,250.65
-20.11
-13,810.25
11.54
7,495.44
-4,312.48
-2,928.32
-5,309.35

227,627.15

-131,297.28

Total Repairs & Maintenance

Utilities

Internet
Cell Phone
Electric
Fuel Oil
Telephone
Trash

Water
Total Utilities
Equipment Rental
Automobile Expense
Auto Fuel
Auto Repair & Maintenance
Vehicle Registration
Auto Insurance
Parking Fees
Automobile Expense - Other

Total Automobile Expense
Construction E:Kpense
Design -NEC
Labor-NEC
Waste
Construction Permits
Time and Materials
Materials
Labor
Parking
Total Construction Expense

Professional Fees
Recycling - NEC
Security - NEC
Security

2,816.00
3,045.88
36,996.54
101.439.55
2,304.99

20,528.66
21,920.27

2,626.45
4,241.14
46,557.21
113,580.91
3,876.98
19,283.72
31,573.89

189.55
-1, 195.26
-9.560.67
-12, 141.36
-1,571.99
1,244.94
-9,653.62

189,051.89

221,740.30

-32,688.41

251.95

4,328.00

-4,076.05

3,075.81
2,574.69
268.00
2,101.78
50.00
348.00
8.418.28

7.750.00
5,275.38
504.86
3,142.68
100,804.94
7,216.92
0.00
0.00

4.402.47
2,315.13
0.00
0.00
1,665.00
290.00
8,672.60
0.00
0.00
982.07
0.00
302,527.73
85,023.73
6,836.00
125.00

-1,326.66
259.56
268.00
2,101.78
-1,615.00
58.00

-254.32

7J50.00
5,275.38
-477.21
3,142.68
-201}22.79
-77,806.81
-6,836.00
-125.00

124,694.78

395.494.53

-270,799.75

3,286.50

0.00
0.00
5,376.00

3,286.50
1,323.00
-5,376.00

1,323.00

0.00
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RECONCILIATION & FINAL VALUE

The conclusions to the two approaches to value are indicated below.
Income Approach:
Sales Comparison Approach:

$860,000
$930,000

The two approaches relied upon in this appraisal form a tight range of value for this
property. More weight is given to the Income Approach, which is more fine-tuned to the
operation of this property, in concluding to a value of $875,000.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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JULIE DINNEEN COIVIPANY
REl,L ESi"ATE t\PPRAlSALS

March 25, 2022
Martin Jannol, PC
8383 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 663
Beverly Hills, CA
90211

RE: Market Value Appraisal of Charlie Goldstein Building, 201, 205, 209, 213, 217
and 221 Seward Street, and 216 Second Street, Juneau, Alaska. JDC File No.
2021-27E.
Dear Mr. Jannel:
At your request, I have completed an appraisal of the above referenced real estate,
which is in Juneau. The purpose of this appraisal is to determine the market value of the
property for purpose of in-house work product by the owner, Goldstein Improvement
Company. The property was inspected on July 20, of 2021 and the report was
completed over the ensuing months. The effective date of the appraisal is November
20, 2021.
This.report has been completed in conformance with the appraisal reporting standards
form:ulated by the Uniform Standards of Professional Practice (USPAP) as formulated
by the Appraisal Foundation.
Based upon my research and analysis, I have formed the opinion that the market value
of the leased fee interest in the subject property, in-as condition, is $875,000.

Respectfully Submitted,

302 WEST CHESTER STREET. LAF/\YETTE. CO. 80026
(303) 579-3589
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INCOME APPROACH
It is an assumption of this approach that the value of the property is predicated upon the
income stream that it can produce. This approach determines value by capitalizing the
net income before recapture.
In this approach. the operating history of t11e subject property will be examined. and tl,e
rentals rates being achieved will be measured against cornpetino properties. A
stabilized income and expense forecast w11i be made for the subject property that
reflects t11e highest and best use findings. The stabilized NOi wili be capitalizecJ to form
a value conclusion for the subject property.

Projection of Revenues
The subject property generates income from the rental of retaii and restaurant spaces,
office spaces and parking stalls. An analysis of the current rent roli indicates that
approximately 75% of revenues are from office leElsing. i 9% frorn cornmercial spaces
on the street level, 6% from basement storage uses and less than 1% from parking.
These revenue deparlrnenls wili be sepa,aieiy cii~cu~!:>eu i.JE:i(Jw.

Office Space Leasing
Office space leasing is the most significant income producing department for this
building as the 130 Seward Street building has four floors of office space. as well as one .
office in the 119 2n<1 Street building. Tt,e offices range in size from 200 SF to 10.032 SF.
There are three State agencies leasing office space of 1 . 14 7 SF. 5. 631 SF and 10. 032
SF. The 10 032 SF space rental includes ten parkmg spaces to the rear of the building.
1

The rental range for these three agencies is $ ·1 .40 SF to S·1. 82 SF. hm,vever, the HS&S
OCS iease of $1. 76 SF needs to be adjusted dow, 1w2uci f01 the value ur the l~n parking
spaces included in the lease, which at $90 per month ,,,vould equate to $. 09 SF. The
rent attributed to the office space would be $·t .67 SF. The adjusted rental rate range for
the three state agencies, then, would be S1 .40 SF. S1 .67 SF and S l .82 SF.
1

The private sector and nonprofit sector have offices in tile building that range from 200
SF to 2,296 SF. The rental rates range from $1.63 to $2.00 SF. The one office in the
119 2 nd Street building is above this range, at $2.39 SF.
There are two recent leases in the building. both to t11e private sector: a 304 SF office
on the fifth floor has been rented for $2 ·14 SF including janitorial. and a 456 SF office
on the third floor has been rented for S 1. 76 SF including jc1nil01ic11.
There are leases negotiated recently that will begin on February 2022: a 513 SF, fifth
floor office for $2.14 SF including janitorial. and a 746 SF office on the third floor that will·
also begin on February 1, 2022 at a rate of $1. 92 SF including janitorial
At this writing, there is 1,715 SF of vacant office space in the Goldstein Building or 4. 9%
of the office area in that building. The owners have a small office in the building used for

JUILDE DBININEIEN COMPANY
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administrative purposes. Its contributed value will be reflected in a lower administrative
expense to the building when operating expenses are addressed iater in this section.

Office Rental Comparisons
In this section, office space leasing for both small and iarger rental areas is presented in
order to determine if the current lease rates at the subject property fall in iine with the
marketplace.

Office Rental Comparison No. 1 rnflects office leasing in the Senate Bllilding, a
renovated historical building at 175 South Franklin Street. This building is close to the
intersection of S. Franklin Street and Front Street and has a tenancy that is year-round.
This building has four levels and an elevator. Two levels are retail and/or service related
and the upper two levels are offices. The building is well maintained. The top floor
tenancy has been stable for years, and renewals took place in 2018 and 2019. There is
no off-street parking associated with this building. Office rental rates have remained
stab!e over the past five years ..At $2.00 to $2.21 SF \n,:Juding ~iti!ii!es.
Oceana renewed in March of 2019 for five years. This tenant has 3.527 SF of fourth
floor view space and pays $2.10 SF including utilities. Altman Rogers occupies 1,697
SF on the fourth floor and pays $2.21 SF which includes utilities. The three-year lease
began in January of 2018. There is a newer lease on the third floor that required the
changing of the floor plan and new tenant finishes to create this leased space. This
contemporary space is rented for $2.00 SF and is 1.500 SF in size. Adding the cost of
janitorial service, at $.11 SF. adjusts the above rentals to $2.11 SF to $2.32 SF
There are smaller rental spaces on the second mezzanine level which are dominated by
wellness and salon-oriented uses. These spc1ces ra,1~b frurn 200 tu 960 SF in size and
rent for $2.09 to $2.71 SF including utilities and common area charges. This range is
adjusted for janitorial service of $.11 SF. indicating $2.20 to $2.82 SF for smaller
spaces.

JULBE !DINNEEN COMPANY
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L

0

Office Rental Comparison No. 2 reflects office leasing in the 225 Front Street building.
This is a two-story building with wide hallways and a front atrium , with many windows
along Shattuck Way bringing in natural light. The leased spaces in this elevator served
building are good comparisons for the small offices in the subject property. 1lie leased
areas are 600 to 850 SF and rent for $1. 90 - $2.46 SF including all utilities There is no
on-site parking . Adding janitorial service at $.11 SF adjusts this compa rison to $2 .0 1 to
$2.57 SF.

JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Offi ce Re nta l Co mpariso n No. 3 reflects a 20 ·19 renewal of the DEC office space at
the 41 O W illoughby Office building . This location lies west of the core downtown area 1n
the Willoughby District. The three-story office b~iitding is cf \,\,.Ced cc~str~:ctio~ u:~c! :Jbut:;
paved parking are as. The State of A laska renewed a lease for 22 270 SF of office
space at a rate of $2.40 SF that is fu ll service and includes 129 parking spaces. The
renewal was negotiated based upon the owner upg1·ading the space at a reporied cosi
of $2.000,000 or approximately $73 SF. This is a full-service lease that includes
pa rking The ten-yea r iease ends on February 28, 2029.

Assuming that the value of 129 parking spaces Is $80-$90 per space per month at this
location, ii would contribute approximately S.40 SF to the overall rt-~ie , ieov111~ $2.00 SF
to the office area. This rate includes janitorial service.

JUUlE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Offi ce Renta l Comparison No. 4 is the 43·1 N. Franklin Street building located at the
corner of 5 111 Street and N. Franklin Street. This four-story building is built into the sloped
hillside and has a partial first IP.vel .qnrl thrP.e floors c1bove g r.qdp
Tl1e State of Alaska HS&S Agency lease on the seconcl floor was set to end . ancl vvas
renewed for five years in 2021. The 2,446 SF of office space is rented on c:i full-service
basis which includes janitorial serve, at $1.98 SF.
T he renewal required that maintenance and service be completed on the elevator, door
hardware, broken w indows and for carpet cleaning o r replacement Ther"e is no parking
included in this office lease.

JULIE DiN~~IEEN COMPANY
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Office Rental Comparison No. 5 is iocated at 302 Gold Street in a building that has
two levels. one at grade with North Franklin Street and one at grad e with Gold Street
This is a concrete and glass. two story wa lk-ups with covered and open parking In April
of 2019, a 1.500 SF office was leased for- $2 00 SF on a full-service basis. including
utilities and four open parking stalls. The parking stalls are located at the Gold Street
entrance to the building. The space is contemporary in style and design and includes six
offices with windows. a reception area. and a shared kitchen/break room .

The value of parking stalls is $80 to $100 per month and $90 is applied in tt1is analysis
to back into the rate applicable to the office area. The parking contributes $ 24 SF
month, indicating an office rate of $1. 76 SF. Tl1is is adjusted upward by S.11 SF for
janitorial service, to $1.87 SF.

JUlllE DINNEEN COMPANY
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Conclusion of Office Rental Comparisons
The office comparisons, adjusted for janitorial. range frorn $2.01 to $2.82 SF for small
spaces, with most falling between $2.00 and $2.50 SF. At the subject. the range is
$1.63 to $2.39 SF with outliers at both ends. Most tenants pay $1.80 SF and higher. It is
noteworthy that there is a new lease at $2.03 SF, and a lease will start in February at
$2.14 SF. Considering the foregoing, the subject's rates are supported by· the
marketplace. For the vacant offices in the subject. the projected market rent is $2.1 o
SF.
The_ medium sized rental comparisons indicate adjusted rates of $1.87 to $2.32 SF and
the one large rental comparison indicates a rate of $2. 00 SF. he two state leases
comparisons, after parking is deducted, indicate a range of $1.98 SF to $2.00. In the
subject property. the lease rates fall below this range, at $1.40 SF to $1. 76 SF.
The State of Alaska is very price sensitive regarding rental rates. which creates a
competitive marketplace for this type of leasing, that typically involves medium to large
spaces. This is demonstrated by the lease negotiations for the Department of Education
at the Michc=tel Burns Building when in the process of renewing the 23.119 SF
Department of Education lease. In this instance, the State was willing to vacate after its
rental rate proposal was not accepted. As noted earlier. the State is now seeking
competitive bids in the Juneau marketplace.
While the rental rates for the State agencies in the subject property fall at the lower end
of the market range provided by the comparisons. they are considered market rates in
this analysis given the competitiveness in the market for this type of tenant. The
relatively lower rates at the subject on balance, create a better chance that the subject
will retain its State of Alaska tenants.

Street Level Retail Rentals
The subject has street front rental spaces in the ground floor of the Goldstein Building
and on the ground floor of tl,e FAN building. The following comparisons provide
indicators of rental rates for this type of space in the broad neighborhood.
Street Level Retail Rental Comparisons No. 1 and No. 2 are located at 224 - 228
Seward Street in at two story building that has been converted to three condominiums
on Seward street and a walk up second level. 228 Seward Street is advertised for rent
at $1.60 SF pius electric and is a 1,320 SF space with a restroom and higl1 ceilings. It is
available·for sale as well. 224 Seward Street ·is a 1,335 SF condominium witll its own
restroom and has very recently sold. Prior to the sale, it was renting for $1.50 SF plus
electric.
The two-story building has three retail condominiums on the street level and a second
level walk up office. There is a small parking lot at the rear, accessible from Main Street

JUL.DE DBNINIIEIEINJ COMPANY
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and the full basement has room for storage. Each of the street level spaces has its own
restroom and can access the rear· entry to t11e building.
I

--------.

-

Street Level Rental Comparison No. 2 is located in the Senate Building wh ich has a
large high ceiling atrium area with a double door entrance on South Franklin Street. A
wide stairwell and elevator access the upper floors from the atrium. The spaces in the
atrium are rented for $1.79 to $3.09 SF insluding all utilities with the high encl reflective
of a space with window exposure to tl1e street

To compare this range to the subject property. the cost of power, estimated at $.05 SF
per month, must be ded ucted. adjusting the range from $1. 7 4 to $3.05 SF for this
comparison.

JULIE DINNIEIEN COMPANY
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Reta il Leve l Re nta l Comparison No. 3 is located at 1·16 Seward Street. This space
has been on the market for S1 .89 SF plus power for several months and has been
leased to a salon that wil l be taking occupancy in February of 2022. The tenant is
renting the space at the asking rate. The space 111cludes floor area as well as a good
sized storage area that is modestly elevated above the street level This area is not
charged an additional amount of rent. This space has a restroom at the rear.
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Summary of Street L eve l Retail Rental Comparisons
The comparisons range from $1 .50 SF to $3 .05 SF with the high e11c! reflecting an
outlier. The rental rates for the subject spaces reflect their floor areas (excluding the
mezzanines for comparative purposes) as none of the compariso ns include finished
mezzanines.
The rates at the subject property range from $1.47 SF to $2.80 SF with the high end
being a small barber shop. The low end is a rental that is discounted 25% due to the
impact of COVID on the business.
On balance. the rates in the subject property do fall in line wit11 t11e marf<et in which it
competes and are considered to reflect market rates in this analysis.
Resta urant Rental s

The subject property has one leased restaurant space that is 2.51 O SF and is rented for
$1 .88 SF with the tenant paying for power. This rate reflects a 25% COVID discount
Resta u rant Ren ta l No. 1 is located in the Airpo1i Shopping Center in the Mendenhall
Valley at 9121 Glacier Highway Unit 7. This shopping center was built between 1963
and 1997 and has several one- and two-story buildings at a corner site. This space has
a rounded greenhouse feature that brings a lot of light into the space. Tile space was
rented to open the Bowl of Pho restaurant in the former Jovanny's location. This 2,450
SF restaurant rents for $1.91 SF plus power. There is on-site park ing at this location.

Resta u ra nt Rental No . 2 is at 134 N. Franklin Street a corner location across from the
Baranof Hotel. This one-story building was built in 1936 as the Alaska Power and Light
Company building. It is of reinforced concrete construction with a fu ll basement. Its style
is Art Deco. The interior has high cei lings and the two exposed sides of this space have
a sig nificant number of windows. It had been used for retail purposes for many years
and was well advertised for rent severai years ago.
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The lessee rented the 1,872 SF space at $1.60 SF with the intention of opening up a
new distillery in town (Amalga Distillery). The tenant occupies some of the basement
area at a ra te of $.60 SF . The tenant pays for all utilities. Ti1ere is no on-site parking .
This rental rate needs to be adjusted upward for water, heat and trash to be compared
to the subject properiy. These three utilities cost approximately $.14 SF based upon a
review of expense data collected for tl1is appraisal Adding for ut1l1ties adjusts this
comparison to $1 .74 SF. The lessee purcl1asecl this property in early 202·1 at an
undisclosed price.

Resta urant Rental No. 3 is the new restaurant at the corner of 2nd Street and Senate
ca lled Good Vibes. This cafe replaces the former Subway location. This cafe's grand
opening was in earl y December. The tenant pays $1.74 SF for the 1,435 SF space plus
power.

Summary of Restaurant Rental Comparisons
After adjustments. the three comparisons indicate a range of $1 .74 to 5i1 .91 SF . The
subject is leased for $ 1.88 SF, wh ich falls within this range. The current rent does reflect
a market supported rate
JULIE DINNEEN CO MPANY
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Summary of Restaurant Rental Comparisons
After adjustments, the three comparisons indicate a range of $1.74 to $1.91 SF. The
subject is leased for $1.88 SF, which falls within this range. The current rent does reflect
a market supported rate.

Parking Stall Rentals
The subject parking lot has 19 spaces, 13 of which are rented to tenants in the building
or in nearby buildings. There are 6 spaces that are not committed to tenants and a
market rent will be applied based upon market comparisons which are presented below.
COVID has impacted the number of people who work downtown on a regular basis.
While parking was in high demand prior to COVID, the demand is much less so now as
many offices from home for varying parts of the work week. Parking lot owners
interviewed indicate that they are not reducing their parking stall rents.

Parking Stall Rental Comparison No. 1 is parking spaces adjacent to the Ebner
Building at 4 th and Frank Iin Streets. The paved lot has 23 :Spaces that are rented for
$100 space per month. Some older agreements are less than $100 space and some
are more= however the $100 per stall rent reflects the tendency.
Parking Stall Rental Comparison No. 2 reflects parking space rentals for the lot next
to Shattuck and Grummet on Third Street at $100 month. This 4,238 SF lot has 14
stalls. REACH owns this lot and rents out some of the spaces.
Parking Stall Rental Comparison No. 3 is located on Harri~ Street next to an office
building and across street from the Catholic church. The lot has 34 spaces; office
tenants pay $84 month and non-tenants pay $100 month. Parking is not permitted on
weekends at this location.
Conclusions of Parking Stall Comparisons
Goldstein Improvement Company has three lots, two paved and one gravel. Monthly
rates for parking stalls range from $90 to $100 with most falling in the middle of this
range. The market data supports a market rent of $95 per stall.

Projection of Gross Revenues
It has been determined in the foregoing sections that the rates being charged to the
tenants in the subject property, with fev,.r exceptions= do represent market rates. Many
tenants are receiving reduced rents· if their businesses are impacted by the pandemic.
When the pandemic is no longer a factor, rents will resume to their normal amounts,
which will be 15% to 25% higher. It is not possible at this time to estimate when this will
take place.
As shown on Page 62, the projection of gross revenues for the subject property,
applying actual rental rates and projected market rates for vacant spaces, is $764,716.
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Vacancy and Credit Loss
The subject has enjoyed high occupancy rates over the past several years, and
currently, 2. 7% of the net rentable area is vacant which accounts for 3. 1% of the
potential gross revenue. These two indicators support projection of stabilized vacancy
for the subject property of 3%.

Gross Effective Income
This is gross income less the vacancy allowance and is $741,775.

Operating Expenses
The owners of the subject property have provided two years of operating data that
reflect six properties in the immediate area of the subject. and the include the subject. in
the subject. The expenses provided are for 2019 and 2020 and represent 91,237 SF of
above grade retail. restaurant, office and parking stall rentals in six buildings in the
downtown area.
As shown on a following exhibit. the expenses are expressed on a dollar per square foot
basis. This information is carried forward to a table that includes the above information.
along with operating expense data from other Juneau buildings. The totality of this
information is to provide ample data to rely upon in making expense projections for the
subject property.
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GOLDSTEIN IMPHOVEMENT COMPANY OPERATING I-IISTORY
2020
2019
TOTAL REVENUES

s

i,.~-1~,? I 'I

Gross Effective Income

$

1,342,217

GBA
$

Admin/Gcncral Expcnst's
,\1Jmi11/I ef:,l Ii A.: ( :) u,11.ir-1:

1•~- ll

1,410,366
•Jl.B'i

.-,

!'·,.lh

EXPENSE/Sf

EXPENSE/VEAR

l,.:iJfi,.)(;,1.l

s

!)L,]'.3/

$/GSA

Lt!t:dl

~}

EXPENSE/YEAR

EXPENSE/SF

11.'l~

':-l"CU:ity

$

Awertising

$

Cont1ibutions

$

Office Suppli<.-s
Posa ast~ and Delivery
Print iog ,rnd Reproduc I100

$

s

Dut?S .ind Subsc:ti1,~ioll',

$

s
s

f·indnr.c ( !1arees
rec'>, 'J ilXI.''>, J'••r mit:,
Mi•,,.

s
$

100
1,530
-107

$

S
:,

O.OOl
0.0!:'
000,1

0.::,01

S
~.
:,

}.'>'r:)

~

}(ii.;

-.

iJ.Ol '.)
·•

-l,U7

S

';] s

\).002

o.oo,:

::,

{i I

(}.{))3

~·

(l.(l\(j

P.001
-l,(j(J:

s

0.0(:1

':,

~-' (XJ,

·' ,.l((j

:•

{i,1811

Subtotal Administration
$

'.Jl..Hi
<Hii

$

l,:_-nr,

GU/I All Properties

Indicated hpense per

)

s

$

O,mk Sl•:vic;c Ch,11g1•~
Lil !!IISt.~,

0.(X;.:

-:;u. H.

!Jl,/J/
('; 11

Utilities

CdlPhon~

$

[ll•i.tric

$

fuel Oil

$

._:.
;,011(; S
l(,/i97 $

)J,}h

'.,

.1,.it . 11

~-,

i!.d'.:

0-'11

~

,lf,.'.i':;

s

ti.',l

i 13.'.,~ I

S

I . .'-~

101,MIO

'-

I. Ii

',

),3011

$

o.o=.

~

$

r1.1~.h

s
s

Waler

$

;1,•1)0

Subtotal Utllitlos
GBA All PropNtiw,

$

189,053

rl'h~ph<:ille

o.o; ._:.
i).O.">

U.•1

l'i,iS•l

,,

0 ..1-1

~'

:,

s

~

i~. / !

i. :_~I-~

221,740

•nJ,;

tndil:ated f.xpens,? per ~Cl FI.

Malntonanco Rclatod
Ouilcfing Repair!. and Mtn.
Wage~ · l<Jborer<,
Payioll ldX la!x;r,:rs
Worh•r~ Co1nperr,ation
S11:,,1! lools and l:quipm\!01
f H~ip,ht

s

J,.07

s
$

$

9fd30
!,].160

S
S

::.~tu s

s

li,',<'J'.,

s

1,11,s

$

J.GC,
0.41

0.0.!
;;_ l-~

$

Vl/,ll

':i

~j

h•J.'l.m

:>

~

:-.l•18

0. /J
(),(}(,

~.
.,_i'.,1,)

.LO;

1{',::i

0.10

}>..Lil'() E:xpellS\~

Subtotal

$

GBA All Properties
lndir.,ued l:xpensl~ Jlel SU. FT.

s
$

159,854
91,237
i .1.•~

s
s

~U:JS

$

o.w )

1-l./O~

$

).,74)

S

0.38
0.03

$

324,012
9).)37

$

t','>

; i .l'.)l

::,

/,'_ .. 1~..

':'-

Janitorial
l,mit1:,1 5uppli(!S

i,rnit1.•: wager,

s
s

Payroll Tai,; Ja11ito1 7.9'X.

Subtotal

n

s

U.Sl

$

9l.H7
0.40

Expense P,..-1 S(l Ff

Real Estate! Taxe!'.
GBA All Prvpertics

,lf.d!)
'JI,) l j

s
} J.,!f,C!

Insurance
GB,.\,\I! Proi~•li~
I f1(liUHed

S

•16.8.\2
f)l,}_)7

(iHA,'\11 Properrie~

1qdk;i1:ed Expense r,-er SQ

S

s
5

s

l,1,6'n
9U2/
1.44

t} I,.}:; l

0 ..,0

s

1.42
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Operating Expense Summary - Comparisons & Subject Property
··~mp.1

I.

Comp. 2

Blvd.

Comp. 5

Goldstein

Gold5tcin
Properties

Properties

Stabilized
Projection

225
Front

For Subject

Building

3225
Hospital
Drive

Street

Property

26,630

14.220

16.532

Senate

Marine
View

8390

Airport

Comp. 4

Comp. 3

Building

I Footage

.. 202,1· .. i:

l Year of Data

'

83.700

16,200

' Above Grade
: Square

2020

. . L. 2020 ....Ti

1

! ·use

Offic,·_e_&_-Retail.
service
off. &
Apt. &
Parking

-

··············-··············................. ········--..............

Admin.
. Expenses

$.37

..................... ···•···-- ·-·-l·· ···············-··· ·······

Utilities

$3.59

:

1 · $1.13

i

1
!

Mtn&
Repairs

!·· Offices,

l

service &
1 retail

(1)

$2.34

i

48.470

i

I

Offices &
Medical
Chnics

Offc.
food

!

;
!

2019

2020

Oifc. clinic.

Retail. food

S1:1ViGt:

service.
offices. 2
apt &

service.
retail.
clinics

•-•--·~...... 2'i)21 ' ~"' •· .,

I
Restawant,
n:tilil. offices

S.45

S.10

S 11

$.07

$2.64

$1 86

$3.04

S2.31

S2.-13

S2.07

S2A5

'$1.62 ...

$1.82

S1.84

$3.55(1)

SI 75

. S1 .60

$.35

S.30

S.40

S.50

$1 .01

Sl .42

······ ··•····· ...

S.97

t

$1.14--·-·-

•••u ••.,a .....

S.63

···-·s2.07

•

l

stalls

S.74

S.41

I

parking

i
..... · · · · · · · · --·· · · . ···-· ·•· ...................J .... ... .. .. .. ;.

···--·-··-·-·---···~--- ·····-· -··········-··-- --•··----············i Insurance
nla
S.53
S.29
'. Taxes

91,327

~ ~~

'

..-v •

$1.47

.. --··· --····"- ......!.......... ···- -.......·--•-•·••···· .... •·····••"'"' ...................J...... .

Significant rnaintenance in this year for non-reoccurring projects that ,He typically capitalized

..

'

Professional Management - the owners of the subject property perform these duties.
however, for the purpose of this appraisal, a typical management fee is assumed. In
Juneau! professional management is typically 5% of collected income, which is projected
in this approach.
Administrative Expenses - a review of the table above indicates that the range for this
category is quite wide, at $.10 to $. 74 SF. The tendency of the data suppo,1s a narrower
range of $.1 0 SF to $.45 SF. A $.35 SF expense is reasonable and is adjusted to $1.26
SF because the use of owner's bookkeeping office in the building lowers administrative
costs.
Utilities - the expense comparisons indicate a range of $2.07. SF to $3.59 SF with the
tendency in the narrower range of $2.30 to $2.64 SF. Given this range, an expense of
$2.45 SF is supported for tenants that are provided all utilities in their leases.
Some tenants pay for a portion of the utilities and this will be reflected when projecting
expenses. The landlord paid expenses will be less than $2.45 SF for these tenants.
Where tenants pay for power, the downward adjustment is $.05 SF or to $2.40 SF.

JJULIE DHrNJINEIEINJ COMIPANY
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Maintenance & General Upkeep - the 2019 indicator for the six Goldstein Improvement
Company owned buildings, all located in the same area of downtown Juneau as the
subject, was impacted by capital projects, which in 2020 were not a factor. 2019 included
significant expense in the window replacement project in the Goldstein Building at 130
Seward Street.
The expense comparisons indicate a range of $·t.13 SF to $3.56 SF; the high and low
ends of this range are outliers. The remaining indicators provide a narrower range of
$1.62 SF to $1.84 SF. Based upon this range. $1.60 SF is applied in this analysis. The
expense for janitorial service and for parking lot upkeep will be addressed separately.

Janitorial - this applies to the spaces that receive janitorial service within their leased
area. Aii uf the offices on floors 2-5 are µruvideu ::;ervice. Office::; are vc1c.;uurru:~d. dusted,
and trash collected three times a week and the common restrooms are cleaned five times
per week. The janitorial expense reported by Goldbelt Improvement Company of
approximately $47,000 the past two years reflects the service in this building.
Insurance - the subject's umbrella policy results in an expense that is favorable,
compared to stand-alone properties. The comparisons range from $.29 to $.63 SF and
the six GIC properties are lower, at $.30 to $.40 SF. The market data is given weight in
making a projection for the subject (as a standalone property) of $.50 SF.
Real Estate Taxes reflect the expense in the Juneau market before 2021, in which
as::;ess11 u~nls in(.;reased, µrirnariiy ct resuii uf ii Ie cts::;essuI !::i' i11c1 ea::;es iu cu11Iir 1eI ciai ic111u
values. While there have been many protests from tax payers regarding this issue, it
appears that for the time being at least. property taxes in Juneau will increase. The
projected expense reflects the 2021 assessment for the subject which equates to $1.47

SF.
Reserve Allowance - this allowance is a fund that builds up to be used as needed for
replacement of short-lived items such as boilers, roofs, carpet, etc. It is not commonly an
expense item in a profit and loss statement provided by owners. RealtyRates provides
reserve allowance requirements in its quarterly reports (see Addenda for table). The
iiidlcate that the range foi ieserves foi an office building is $.JS - $. 90 sr year and foi
retail uses is $.35 to $1.1 O SF. Based upon this information, and considering the number
of upgrades and repairs to this building in the recent past, a $.40 SF reserve allowance
is reasonable.
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Capitalization of Net Income
Below, capitalization rates from sales of commercial properties in .Juneau :::!·e: ::-,,
Sale Comparison

Sale Date

·cap Ratt:

3100 Channel Odvn

June 2020

7.37''/:;

May 2018

7.85'¼,

Use & Con11ncnts

: Good quaiity olfiG\.. t,,Hi:•i:•1~'
orit1im1lly ro, June,iu (n,;;:::
m:cuµit:d ily it}11c.Jl\is

i

i 5360:·s:fos ·c,;,1·;~;,eid;;1i 'ri1vd.
.Juner1u

'. V-iiilc Park 10002 Glat.:i,~r Higi1way

: [sl,1t,li:.;hiit1 Stale

•>ii11.\: kn.,;:i ,:nd~:r n~~·.v 10 y1:,li
, 81.11ldi11u !1.1:·; lH!C!ri fully o,;cup,,:d :-.,; m;my yenrs

Aµril 20 19

!b)St:

,luneau

· ·1.oo~i,.,

, 3225 Hospital Drive, June.au
8390 Airport Boulevard. Juneau

225 F1ont Street, June,rn

Au~Jtrn! 202·1

1

Seplr:mber

!1

202·1
.

. "'j' F~;11y·o~~~1j;i~;d -~ffi~_:i~ ar;d med1~c1! ,;1.11ldi11i11n iJ,;od cn;1<iit1or1 ·

' 6.90'%
8.07%

i

_ Fully occupied office. retail ~;1~rvic;;-: l.,uildin~J in fJoorl condition

: f~enovatcd iwo slrn y !Jlt:t:. n: 1::1·::ntnw11 Jurn:au m oood
condition Pu1cl;a~;i•!d

by do111111ar: :::r:,,·n

Rea!tyRates is a national service that quarterly provides investment criteria that pertains
to investment grade properties in the United States of all typ<:1s. VVhile not applicable to
the .Juneau market, which has few properties that would be considered investment gracie.
th;s pub:ic2ition does reflect national trends Vv'ith respect to c2ip;talizat;or. rates or.d othe,
-financing criterion.
The 40 report relies on third quarter data and tile composite capitalization rate of 8. 77%
is down from a year ago at 8. 94%. based upon a decrease of 31 basis points in treasury
rates and no ch::3n9e in equity dividend rates
The composite capitalization rates for the office sector were e.16% in 2020 and are
currently 8.25%. The restaurant sector 2020 rate was 10. 81 % and is currently 10.86%.
The retail sector rate for 2020 was 8.58% and is now 8.60%. For apartments. the 2020
rate was 7.50% and is now 7.57% (see tables in the Addenda).
Below are the surveyed rates for each sector notec.i above. indicating the lovv, high and
average "Surveyed" capitalization rates for eact1 sector as follows:

Summary of Surveyed Capitalization Rates 4Q 2021 • RealtyRates
r--------··---- ..... -·-·
r

.

Sector
...

All
All
/.\ii
-_ p..I1

"·----···· -•-·•···-···1-··· ... ,....

.

Office
Retail
Restaurant
Apartments_

i •.•

•·

Low

High

4.52%
4.58%
5.09%
4.03%

12.79%

-

.

13.99%,
·J6.S3%
·11.92%

Average
9 1()=}';)
9
3'1%,
..
11.69v;b

"'i .94°/4,
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Considering the capitalization rates from the Juneau market and the information provided
by RealtyRates, and considering both the regional and state economic information
provided earlier in this report, the 2018 to 2020 rates indicated by the Juneau market, are
considered low indicators for this analysis, and a rate of 7. 50% is considered reasonable.
As shown, this rate applied to the projected NOi. value by this approach is $4,410,000.
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CAPITALIZATION OF NET INCOME
REVENUES
124 Seward - Annie Kaills (main level)
126 Seward• Northwind Architects (main level)
128 Capital Barber
140 Seward• Linle Tokyo Restaurant
Woodbury Financial
State of Alnska WIC Storace
119A 2nd S1rcet • B.iucr Clifton

RENTAL AREA
2,037
1,392
280
?.,510
240
420
660

Suite 201 • Verizon (equipmt rm for cell tower)
Verizon Monthly Electrical Expense
Suite 202-3 Deborah Mellison
Suite 204-S Alasl:a Trollers Association
Suite 206 Otis Eleva tot Company
Suites 207-8 State of Alaska
Suite 209 -Todd Montalbo
Suites 200, 210-16 AK Domestic Violence
Suite 217-StellarGroup
Suites 218·219 - J.M. Walsh
Suite 220 • Law Office Kathleen Strausbaugh
Suite 2 21 - law Office of Kris Bamum
Suite 222 -Goldstein Bool1keeping Office
State of AK OCS Lease 2277 Second Floor
fast Care Acupuncture
State of AK OCA lease 2277 3rd Floor
Suite 304/305 Marine Enr.ineers Union
Suite 306 • vacant
Suite 307 • vacant
Suite 308/309 - lease begins 2/2022
State of AK OCS Lease 2277 Fourth Floor
1190 2nd Street• Sonia Hendricks
5th Floor State of Alaska WIC
Slate of Alaska Ombudsman
Suite 504 • Cranor Counseling
Suite SOS• Vacant

444
480
240
375
475
2,296
361
403
240
204
200
366
540
3,164
1156
228
228
746
6,052
660
5,631
1,147
304
513

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
Sf
SF
SF
SF
SF

Basement • In £i Out Painting
Basement• Olis Elevator Company
Basement -State legislative Affairs Agency
Basement• Annie Kaills Storage
Basement• Shoefly Starace
B;m:ment • Dalbere Oesicn Storage
Basement • Sketch Storase
Basement • Plant Studio Storage

100
226
4,608
1176
100
100
7S
400

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

Parking Lot • parking in State OCS lease
State of Alilska legislative Affairs
Urban Eskimo Store
Clifton Biluer
llemainin& Stalls Available for Rent
Grou Revenue
St.ibllizcd Vacancy & Credit loss

RENT MONTH
2,993
2,993
$

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$

10
1
l
l
6

698

s

$

4,489
673

s

$

1,571

$

s
s
s
s
s
s

1,549
4S0
854
984
927

$
$
$

808
3,800
6S9
784
47S
333

s
s
s
s
s

$

$
$

s
s

$
$
$
$

1.76

s

801

$

s

$

s

1,008

s
s

$

s
$
s
s

1,576
7,863
2,090
618
1,0115

$
$

s

192

$

s

371
100
200
79
399

$

$

s
s
$

s
$
s
s
s

1.92

1.76
1.8S
2.10
2.lO
1.82
1.76
2.39
1.40
1.82
2.03
2.14

EXPENSES

Net Operating Income

s
s
s
s

18,588
5,400
10,248
11,808
11,12'1

$

$
$
$

$

s
$
$
$

s
s
s

66,824

s

2,304

0.49
0.78

$
$
$

1.00
2.00
1.05
1.00

$
$

s
$

$

$

s

s
$

$

s

$

$

s

s

89

s
$
s
s

9S

27,241
4,452
1,200
2,400
948
4,788

1,080
882
1,068
6,840
764,716
(22,941)
741,775

(above gr:idc)
SF
SFx
SFx
SF

$222 per stall/year
o.so SF
S 1.47 SF
S 0.-10 Sf
$ 8.48 SF

$
$

35,076
13,395

X

$

s

(37,089)
(12,602)
(85,936)
(32,148)
(77,554)
(47,000)
(4,218)

19

$

$

$

C3pltallzatlon Rate
Indicated Value
Rounded

7,730
12,456

J.92

$

inc. in offc rent
90
$
74

s

9,696
45,600
7,908
9,408
!',,700
3,996

s
$
s

3.0%

48,411 sfGBA
5%
$ 0.26
$2.45
$2.40
$ 1.60

18.8S2

10,123
S,746
5,746
16,293
127,818
18,912
94,350
25,080
7,416
12,540

Gross Effective Income

Professional Management
Administration
Landlord provided Full Service Utilitie.-.
Landlord provided Utilities les:. Power
Buildlng Maintennnce & Repairs
Janitorial Service Aoori. 2 • 5
Parking lot tJplceep. Security & Insurance
Building Insurance
Real Estate Taxes
Reserve Allowance
Totlll Expenses

$

s

$

s
s

2,270

1.92
2.0S
3.86

$

s

-

2.38

1.70
1.66
1.83
1.9!',
1.98
1.63

1,038

$

RENT/SF
ANNUAL RENT
1.47 $
35.916
2.lS $
35,916
2.49 $
8,376
1.79 $
53,868
2.80 s
8,076
$

$

$
$
$
$

stalls
stall
stall
stall
stalls

$

s
s
s

ltoof

$

$
$

(2•1,236)
(71,033)
(19,388)
(411,204)

330,571
7.50%
4,407,609
4,410,000
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GIC RENTAL ROLL

l
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Rental
Monthly
Non Taxable
1p_1e_.._,rty_ _ _ _ _,...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _T...;;;e---nan=ts~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,______
Pro__,_
Rc_n_t_--1-__R_e---n---t_ ___,TEMP REDUCTIONj

APPROX SQ FT

i-,.._ _ _ _ _

jGoldstein Building (G_~
I

................... :... __________ ..... ···---•·-

!

I

i

···r

!124

s;;~··~i~~~ . . . . . . -----i_A_nn_i_e_K---ai_lls.;..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,.___4;.;....2_0---0---.00~-----1---~~1_so_.9.o

..J126.Seward Street..

NorthWind Architects

t .......~937MAIN 86·1-M~,i~:·~:.~

••I--•

3,150.00

1392 MAIN 960 MEZZ

. '· ....... t12s Seward.Street ·-•·-·· _ _...c_a....1p_,it_a_1B_a_r_b_er_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-+-___7_35_._oo-+------1 . .-.............-.... ·----·· ······•-··- --······· . •-··-2,~o
····-·-'1.40 Seward.Street

.... Little Tokvo/ PhoTai

..... ..,. ·-· .....--.-·--••---•···
Main Building
.,,

6.300.00

.... 4,725.00

~-·------········· --~510
!

---·------------------·····-····----------

1
; 130 Seward Street
··r-•·
;······•···-··· .... ·-·--··-··--·--..........- ... -.t------------------------+------+------1

:

.

-~-:-....--.--..... _.

__

...

--+--------------------+-----+------I---•-•······ · · · ·

T._ jlobby··-·. · ...

Woodbury Financial - Karen Hansen

. L. . -1.!:-.o~b.1 ...

708.50

State of Alaska • WIC Storage

L

0.00

;

____

!
_.....,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - ~ 1 - - - • .. ···•·--·-···----···••·..--•

,

;

In & Out Paintina

=Basement
j
•••••

.

201.94

r
··········•··---·---···------•
l

Otis Elevator Company
0. 00
.·-•·•······· ·····•··-- . . . . . -----------•--------J..------------+-----+------i---

·. ·.·.:. ~:==:=~

.J. ;_·

~~i~_,. -. :· .~.-·:

~. i.
-~

·-

,. ..1-........

.1

State of Alaska - Legislative Affairs Storage

Annie Kaills - StoraQe

2,270.10

Shoeflv - Storaae

105.00
210.00

__

.,

______

l

100

.j · - · · · · • - · · - - - - - - ......... - ........ .

!

--···· ...........·---•.-

····--····· ....._s_ke_t_ch_-_St_o_ra_1g_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8_3_.3_3_ _ _ _ _... ····•·-········-·····-·•·-t-·-······--·-····
Plant Studio Storage
440.00
420.00
I

Secon~.f.1.o<>.r

········----------------------------------------1--------~---

,.,

.............

..

390.00

525.00

Dalberg Desian - Storage

•---••-.-;

..... ··--··-·····-

-

............ ......... .

·-··--!

tt;O_i.
·

204 • 205

!

Verizon
---+V_e_n_·z_o~J.electrical reimbursement)

1,630.13

i · · · ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -...... --

450.00

444
Deborah Mellison
898.60
----1---------·-----------------------··••·
. •·••--· . . . . -·------- ·······-···--·---·---······
Alaska Trollers Association
·-••··········· ... ·--....

1,036.03

·········· ...· ......._..

____

._.....480
-..._...................

.............---·•··••·..············----·-···· - - - t -_ _1__
,0_0_2._s-f1_ _ _ __,___
~-0§ .......... ····-•···-·-···-·---- ............. _Qtis.Elevator Company
.. 207 _-.208 ·-· __ -·----······ -----+-S_ta_t_e_o_fA__,;;la_sk..;.a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.._ _ _ _....,.._ _ _0..;..0;;..;0;.,i-_

···i:; ·.·...

...!......... ~09 ........ ······-···-··--···---···· ...............,T_o_d_d_M_o_n_ta_l_bo_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-+-___s_so_._oo.....____-+-_
.

i200. 210 • 216

'..... :?..J.!. ... .

Stellar Group

.

1218 - 219

J.M. Walsh

825.00

1220

Law office of Kathleen Strausbauah

500.00

.

···••·

475........._._..
..•····•--··· ··----·· •··•···••·•

3,999.80

Alaska Network of Domestic Violence & Sexual Assault

694.00

l

l

-

... _.... ... ,.............. --.
,

•••• , . , , ,

·•-----

361

...
•·

403
--·-~-·
.. •--- ..... ,.
240

~

..

- -·'"'--•-•···

.· ___

----·;221
~---·-· ..,---·•"••-•·····---··-- _,.....

Law office of Kris Barnum

.. :...... _. (222 ------·--··--····-·.

Goldstein Bookkeeping Office

!

VACANT

306

----_; ___ ~·------'

i

'

___.______

1,093.27

MARINE ENGINEERS UNION
- - - - - · · - · .. ··•........ _.

... · .... ·1304/305

:

.. ·········--·········•··•

.·······--204_ ··--·-·•··- _
.. ·•·-···· ·---·---•-- _ .... __ _

.. . . . . . _. . . ..

···-·-

fThird Floor
·!----······-····-·--·----ll--....;..-----------------_....-----1---___.;..;..;..;..a ...........·-···········-·----·-·-···-···-•··--·····-·············-··--------East Care Acupuncture

··-····

................--·----····-l······-··--

0.00

1--------------------'-----1-----~.
··---·····•···.
State of Alaska - OCS
0.00

J ... L........
.. ! .....

350.00

(421.00)

----+V_A_C_ANT - - - - ~............... ·-

(421.00)

...i~.~.'.~~L.

____

843.60,.__

t

540

• • - - - - ·••••• ... ,, ..

-•-•"••0 ,00 •~•-•••

.. • - - • • • • • - - - - - - - - - -

P-8··

.

-----·---·--·-·-· - - -

1------+------+------·· . ! --··--·-·· 228

308

LAW OFFICE (RENT BEGINS .~~~~22)

309

SOA PUBLIC OEFENDE~JPROX 211/~~~~L~~~~:~Li---------------;-----

525

........_..--------··--····· ........

-

: Fourth

-;--..

.

Floor
.... ---

....

State of Alaska OCS
17,656.00
· -· ·-· · ·-· · · · ·-· • . f,----------------------.-----+----=~----4--

.................... -'. .....

M

i

~: .•·t':~ Floor :-~:-: ~- ~- -~- -~:· ·

5

1-:-::-:-:-:-;:-,-':-::-:-:-~-m_lC_b-ud_s_m_a_n-----------+------+----;--':-~:-~...;.:.; . 1~;. i -_-_-_·_-_-_·

..... ;505 .. ···-·-··--···--···

LOBBYING OFFICE (rent begins 2/1/2022)

{1100.00)

1
513
...-.---··-,·---·---·
...--..... ---- ... ----·--·---- -

.. ......
_

-•-C_RAN
__
O_R_C_O_U_N_S_E_L_IN_G_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--+_ _ _
6_50_.o_o-+-------+

:504··---•· ·-·--·-··•·····

-·

,-·-· ·-··-

..

304

····•·••··

---··--·······-·-·-·-····-------------------·----·----------------"'---··--•··••

~ ~~r~!!t9 not included in rent

.~ ..............-•·---···•·..·.. ··•....... .

i

1-----------------------+------+------+··-·-···•-··-··-·-·
-~-t-St_a_te_o_f_A_l_as_k_a_._LAA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-+------+----90---.0--tO .............. -·······•··••·· ·······-·· ..·--- .........................·-······-···-·-·- -· ____
Urban Eskimo
73.50

Clifton I Bauer
..........- - · · - · · • · t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - -94.00
+-------+

....................... -················-···

'···-···--..

26,266.94 !

33,788.59

-·---·· ........
'

·••·••--·---t---------------------+----~._____.

_______

,,_.,.

- - - - · ·

¥

---- ·--..,., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

----

. ····-··--·-·--. -· ---··-·;----.....§f.~!!~ldlng(GFS)_·----·--+-------------------+------+------f···----·· .... ·--·······-····-················-··•··.
I

r•·-

__ ,,, _ _ _ _.....• • · - - - · - - - - " · .. ·

· i,.---140 Front Street
..................

1-H_e_ri_ta....
1a_e_N_o_rt_h_w_es_t_-_c_o_ff_ee__________-+____8.,_,92_5_.o_o+-----~--·-7.;_.9_8_0.00..... OJ .3931_MAIN.. 1740_B.A.SEMENT.
······••-

········--------

==~==

................... •--···-·-······--············· --+-----+-----_,.. ... ·-···-•-·.-•·····..······ ........ ,' ........... .

..;. · · ... .l~~;!:~~~::e~.~ .· . . . ····------_-_..,:_s~e:ga_,._c_o_m:p_a_n~y:_-_-_-___-_···_···_--_-_·-_--_··-_···_····_····_··-_-_·•-_·-_···_ _ _. . . . __________65=0=.o=o========== . . . . . . . . . . . . ·-··----·-: ·----.-3~9..
5

t·· ,.....•.. ,.... - · · · · · - - - - -

BiQ Brothers Big Sisters of Southeast Alaska

1,000.00

···2......--•··-··-····-········· ·---···---R-oo_k_e__
ry _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
40_0_.o_o_ _ _ _ _,. __ 300.00
:3
Mooncycle Medicine
440.00

·---~---·· ··············-····-··-··---------------------------------;4
Yevette Soutiere
350.00
- ............-.--•--······-·
'1

Carlton Smith

813.75

_!_ ___ ;1.1.6 Seward .street....

378
•··---•~-

__

200

_,.,.,

....-----•··•·······--

200
550

----1...;.T..;;;EAS~..;;;E...;S;;.;.A...;L;;.;O;..;.N.;...__...,.(.;..;re;.;.n;.;.t..;;;bca.;;JiLi:.:.:n..:.s..;;;2/.;..;1...;/2;;.;0;.;;;22~)--1(..;.18;;.;9;;..;0;.;..0.;..;0;..&.t}~-----r-----..i------.....;...... ............................-.~·Q.9_9................... _ ...- . -.
· 118 Seward Street
-t-T_he_P_la_n_ts_t_u_d1_·0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _+--_2....,.__
2_57_._so-+--------4··-··· .. 1.900.00..
825 ·-·-· -··•·--···-·
....."•·--·~·---· .. --.--.-·-..-······ . ···.. -·-· ,,,. ·-·-·

1--------------+----------------------1-----+--------·······
--·-•·•--·
13.144.44
1,000.00 :

;

.. !~c:>~~~tein Annex (G~L
i

l

--+---------------------+--•---'--+-------4·. -··-..····-···-· ·--..·-· · ·. -. . . . .

. : ... t·· ····-··-·-··-.........._.......-

. ..................................

i
1122 Front Street
Sketch
525.00
··,·········1
-----·-····---1----------------------+------+------f
· .. J 1.?4 Front Street
Asiana Gardens
4.950.00
--··· 3,4_5_0_.o_o________··-•-·--·-----····'. 126 Front Street
Apartrnent -Asiana Gardens
2,350.00

--·-····-•"- ··-·--t-----------------------...-------+-----~ ........... "••·····-·· --- -------··---· -··----

i-------------------+---------------------+------+------I•····-·•······•·-···--······-·--·--~-----··· ·-•·· . •··•·····-·
....., ...........·-·-·--·-..--.-....- . --.. ·-·--+---------------------1--7•--4_33_.7_5+-----t··......................................._.__ ._.__............
Flags of AU Nations Building (FAN}
-·--· i
i

. -----··-· ·--·-·---··- .......-·-· -··-·•··--··----- -----+----------------------+------+------1------·
Sonia Hendricks
1,658.99
660

!1198 - 2nd street

- - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - + - - - - -• - - ..•••··•··••..... - .•• · · · · - - · - - - ~ - - ..........___. ;1.19A - 2nd Street --·-- --•---t_B_a_uer_lC_li_ft_on_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.,..._-'1,_6_53_._75-+------t···-- ............................... ~q_. ~1.!'J..?9.~ B~~~~~~.~!..
3,147.10

- - - .......... -.............._._ .....-·-·····-·-·

: Charles Goldstein Bufldlng (CG)

·-·•··•

..

••·

.......... ···--·

........................11----------------------1------+------t-··-··-·--·······--·----------··· ..... ····-··•··-·-···-,201 Seward St~~,et

_..,_G_o_o_d_V_ib_e_s_C_a_fe_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3_.0_0_0_.oo
_ _ _ _ _..... ____2_,6_2_5.00 ____· · · · - - - - · - ·--·.. ·- ....- · - -

:205 Seward Str€,et

Nai'la's Attic
1,149.00
-t-----------------------1---------1t-------t
·----·--.860.00
.--.. . . . __. ._-------·· -··. - ·- - -

209 Sevtard Street
,- ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . ,_ •• , . , -.. , f f • • , • • -

....z_o_o_rs_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2_.1_0_0_.o_o_________ .__ 1,seo.oo. ·-----···--··---··-···-··· - -..·--

••

. ; 2.13 Seward StrE,et_.... ··--.. ·---+-Ap'""-"'a_rt_m_e_nt_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--+--------1--1...;..4_5_0_.0_10.-f

...... '. ?.~ 7 Sevtard StrE~·--····-···---···-•-t-D_o_:i_M_or.....·g._a_n....,g__a_lle_,ry..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
..-

..

'

Seward...._______
StrE-et
______

....·221
_.

1,__0_50_._oo
_ _ _ _ _ .....

1 - -_ _ _

Giooo Barrett

,.,,,

850.00

835.00

.... :216_ 2nd .street •. ·····- ·--·•-·---- ..·-t-R_a_:_n_f_or_e_s_t_Fa_r_m_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:,.__o_oo_._oo
_____ ....
. .. .: Stora.9~ Area -· -·-·· ---·--·- ..

A

•

Ro,:,kery Warehouse --· - - - - - - - - _ ---·- ________1__,o_o_o_.o_o_ _ _ _ _ ·---··-··-···- .......... ·- ... ·--·-·-···-·- ............. -· ·-··-···--·

. Parking not inclt,ded .. in rent .... ··-·· Ro.:>kery .................................................................. ·-· .......................... .__ _9_0_.o_o+------4···········. ······· ....····

...... ·---·-·--··--···· .........-.............·-·····- .'!ACANT

·-•
-·· ______ .. -· ···---·- _ -~oital Barber
Ca1ton Smith

94.50

·······-··-········-·-·-·-·---···- -----11-------1-------t

90.00
·•·················· . . · · ·. .t------------------------t------+------1-----·--

_______________
_
Pioneer
Houoe..••· ............ .........
. .............·-·-·-···-··

,-,

:3..!.~-~i0!~~!-~~~D~~.......... --·-·

............... _........................................._......... ........ ..• .. •..

·-·---·· .. .

..

····-··•·- ..·•.. -·••·-"•"•·••

,.

...... -·--·-

1--_1_1_,7_8_8._0_8+--__
1.,_4_5_0._0~0 -·--·•• .. --- .... ··-- ····-----•·"··---·-·- ...... - -

·-------------------------------,-+---·------.-----------·. ··-··-.. . -.. ---·Seasonal tenant - Septe Tiber through May

I

~·Si~p-~~n Build_!!lg

...

_____ __

-·=1--.. -----·· ......... __ ---·--· ....

~l,400.00 ....................... .

------ ----------+-----·•--•·-- ......·-····-····-·-·•···--···•·............._. ____ _

----------·-· --·-•--·-----··-· ..

-------------------

!....._. _______
····- ·--- ...... - .....
....... L~~Q~.~~.r.~ ~~.1------·-··· ·-· ~~1~.~~e~~~~.~~~~-·----···-----····· .. ·----·---·---··· -·· +----6__,s_s_o._o_o_____ -1•---···-·5·500.oo
.i ...• - - - - - ..--·-·--·--··- ......

1220 Seward Street

Urban Eskimo

1,050.00

850.00

i222 Seward Street

V's Cellar Door - Restaurant

1,260.00

945.00

....... ~ . ·-"¼- ·---~ .. ---·--------·----···· .............._... .,___ ......... _.... __ - - - - ........_ .. ,.,_........ ~,- ...... ,.. .. ,. .. _.. _., ---•.-.-~----·~--·-·----------------·-----·- - - - - - - -

Packet Page 1875 of 1973

GIC OPERATING EXPENSES

Packet Page 1876 of 1973

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

6:34 PM

Profit & loss

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Rental Income
TaJcable Rent
State of Alaska Rent
Non-Profit Rent
Residential Rent

859,794.30
411,950.46
59,997.60
33,475.00

Total Rental Income

1,365,217.36

Fee Income
Vending Commissions

11.46

Total Fee Income

Total Income

11.46
1,365,228.82

Expense
Security System

Rent-1099
Pass Thru
Reconciliation Discrepancies
Payroll Wages
Wages - Janitor
Wages - Laborer
Wages - Officer Monthly

237.26
4.410.00
286,400.78

0.10
34,704.96
37,760.00
322,228.00

Total Payroll Wages
Payroll Employer Taxes
Federal FICA 941
Federal FUTA 940
Alaska SUTA
Califonia ETT
California UI
Total Payroll Employer Taxes

Contributions
Office Supplies
Postage & Delivery
Dues and Subscriptions
Small Tools & Equipment
Janitorial Supplies
Repairs & Maintenance
Sanding/Snow Removal - NEC
Windows - NEC
Sprinkler - NEC
Windows
Materials Only

Landscape
Building R&M
Boiler R&M
Plumbing R&M
Electrical R&M

30,217.68
252.00
720.65

14.00
238.00
31,442.33
100.00
1,530.46
402.48
925.00
1,768.43
9,394.74
7,608.51
6,869.18
8,581.83
3,012.65
1,687.78
987.00
10,487.89

259.86
21.716.66

4,506.52
Page 1

Packet Page 1877 of 1973

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

6:34 PM

Profit & loss

05/27/21

January through December 2020

Accrual Basis

Jan - Dec 20

Lighting R&M
Elevator R&M
Fire Alarm Service
Sanding/Snow Removal
Equipment Repairs
Repairs & Maintenance - Other

5,020.00
10,721.54
10,906.89
2,834.66
213.74
915.16

Total Repairs & Maintenance
Utilities
Internet
Cell Phone
Electric
Fuel Oil
Telephone
Trash
Water

Total Utilities
Equipment Rental
Automobile Expense
Auto Fuel
Auto Repair & Maintenance
Vehicle Registration
Auto Insurance
Parking Fees
Automobile Expense - Other

Total Automobile Expense
Construction Expense
Design-NEC
Labor - NEC
Waste

Construction Permits
Time and Materials
Materials

Total Construction Expense
Professional Fees
Recycling - NEC
Security - NEC
Accounting - NEC
Janitorial Services - NEC
Total Professional Fees
Insurance
Prop & Liability (Business)
Prop & Liability (Umbrella)
Workers' Compensation

2,816.00

3,045.88
36,996.54
101,439.55
2,304.99
20,528.66
21,920.27
189,051.89
251.95
3,075.81
2,574.69
268.00

2,101.78
50.00
348.00
8,418.28
7,750.00
5,275.38

504.86
3,142.68

100.804.94
7,216.92
124,694.78
3,286.50
1,323.00
18.198.05
21,453.82

44,261.37
28,810.57

7,323.80
12,595.00

Page 2

Packet Page 1878 of 1973

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

6:34PM

Profit & loss

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020
Jan - Dec 20

Total Insurance
Bank Service Charges
Finance Charge
Licenses, Fees, Taxes, Permits
Property Tax
Miscellaneous
Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income

48,729.37
311.10
94.80
3,132.05
131,691.19
52.38

1,378,323.57

-~------·--·--·-------13,094. 75

Other Income/Expense

Other Income
Bristol-Myers Squibb Dividend
Interest Income
Other Income
Sales Ta,c discount
Other Income - Other
Total Other Income
Total Other Income

Net Other Income
Net Income

6,235.20
14.47
300.00
-7,640.01

-7,340.0'1
-1,090.34
-1 ,090.34
-14,186.09

Page 3

Packet Page 1879 of 1973

7:12 PM

GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

05/27/21

Profit & Loss Prev Year Comparison
January through December 2020

Accrual Basis

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Rental Income
Taxable Rent
State of Alaska Rent
Non-Profit Rent
Residential Rent
Total Rental Income
Fee Income
Vending Commissions
Total Fee Income
Total Income

Jan - Dec 20

Jan - Dec 19

859,794.30
4111950.46
59,997.60
33.475.00

909,245.72
4211122.90
59,997.60
20,000.00

1,365,217.36

1,410,366.22

11.46

24.21

$ Change

-49.451.42

-91172.44
0.00
13,475.00

-45, 148.86
-12.75

11.46

24.21

-12.75

1,365,228.82

1,410,390.43

-45, 161.61

0.00
0.00
237.26
4,410.00

105.00
27,501.00
0.00
4,410.00
0.00
125.62

-105.00
-27,501.00
237.26
0.00

Expense

Legal Fees
Family Disbursement
Security System
Rent -1099
Pass Thru
Reconciliation Discrepancies
Payroll Wages

Wages - Janitor
Wages - Laborer
Wages - Officer Monthly
Total Payroll Wages

286,400.78

0.10
34,704.96
37,760.00
322,228.00

32,265.68
66.430.00
300,727.00

286,400.78

-125.52
2,439.28
-281670.00
21,501.00

394,692.96

399,422.68

-4,729.72

30,217.68
252.00
720.65
14.00

301613.58
252.00
703.92
14.00
280.00

-395.90
0.00
16.73
0.00
-42.00

Payroll Employer Taxes
Federal FICA 941
Federal FUTA 940
Alaska SUTA

Califonia ETT
California UI

Total Payroll Employer Taxes
Advertising
Contributions

Office Supplies
Postage & Delivery
Printing and Reproduction
Dues and Subscriptions

Small Tools & Equipment
Janitorial Supplies

Freight
Construction Yard Storage
Repairs & Maintenance

238.00

31 .442.33

31,863.50

-421.17

0.00
100.00

100.00
0.00
2,599.09
206.17
164.99
925.00
5,662.35
12,196.77
859.41
1.470.00

-100.00
100.00
-1,068.63
196;31
-164.99
0.00
-3,893.92
-2,802.03

1,530.46

402.48
0.00
925.00
1.768.43
9,394.74
0.00
0.00

Sanding/Snow Removal - NEC
Windows - NEC
Sprinkler - NEC

7.608.51
6,869.18

Windows

3,012.65

8,581.83

0.00
0.00
0.00
21,343.37

-859.41
-1,470.00

7,608.51
6,869.18
8,581.83
-18,330.72
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GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

7:12 PM

Profit & loss Prev Year Comparison

05/27/21
Accrual Basis

January through December 2020

Materials Only
Landscape
Building R&M
Boiler R&M
Plumbing R&M
Electrical R&M
Lighting R&M

Painting R&M
Elevator R&M
Fire Alarm Service
Sanding/Snow Removal
Equipment Repairs
Repairs & Maintenance - Other
Total Repairs & Maintenance

Jan - Dec 20

Jan - Dec 19

1,687.78

1,113.89
2,135.96
65,909.20
727.72
31,154.32
55,757.17
5,040.11

-51,250.65
-20.11

13,810.25

-13,810.25

10,710.00
3.411.45
7,147.14
3,142.06
6,224.51

11.54
7.495.44
-4,312.48
-2,928.32
-5,309.35

227,627.15

-131,297.28

987.00
10.487.89
259.86
21,716.66

4,506.52
5,020.00
0.00
10.721.54
10,906.89
2,834.66
213.74
915.16
96,329.87

$ Change

573.89
-1, 148.96
-55.421.31
-467.86
-9,437.66

Utilities

Internet

2,816.00

2,626.45

Ce11 Phone

3,045.88

Electric
Fuel Oil
Telephone
Trash
Water

36,996.54
101,439.55
2,304.99
20,528.66
21,920.27

4,241.14
46,557.21

Total Utilities
Equipment Rental
Automobile Expense
Auto Fuel
Auto Repair & Maintenance
Vehicle Registration
Auto Insurance
Parking Fees
Automobile Expense - Other

Total Automobile Expense
Construction Expense
Design - NEC
Labor-NEC
Waste
Construction Permits
Time and Materials
Materials

Labor
Parl<ing

Total Construction Expense

113,580.91
3,876.98
19,283.72
31,573.89

189.55
-1, 195.26
-9,560.67
-12, 141.36
-1,571.99
1,244.94
-9,653.62

189,051.89

221.740.30

-32,688.41

251.95

4,328.00

-4,076.05

3,075.81
2,574.69
268.00
2,101.78

50.00
348.00
8.418.28
7,750.00
51275.38
504.86
3,142.68
100,804.94
7,216.92
0.00
0.00

4,402.47
2,315.13
0.00
0.00
1,665.00
290.00
8,672.60
0.00
0.00
982.07
0.00
302,527.73
85,023.73
6,836.00
125.00

-1,326.66
259.56
268.00
2,101.78
-1,615.00
58.00
-254.32
7,750.00
5,275.38
-477.21
3,142.68
-201 ,722. 79
-77,806.81
-6,836.00
-125.00

124,694.78

395,494.53

-270,799.75

3,286.50

0.00
0.00
5,376.00

3,286.50
11323.00
-5,376.00

Professional Fees

Recycling - NEC
Security - NEC
Security

1,323.00
0.00
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Market Commentary
RealtyRates.com Investor Survey Reports Modest Cap Rate Index Decrease Fo r All Property
Types During 3rd Quarter 2021
C,>im.: itknl wi th a 31 basi~ point dt:crca~,· in Trca~ury 1ah:~ ill \\'l11ch lllllSt con1111,-rci;d 11H >rlgagc 1111<.:rt:st r,,tcs ,tn:
indt:xnl. f(lgt tl1<.:r with no d 1:rng1: lit n piity diYidcnd c11cs. lh <.: Rcali yRatt:S.<:<'11 / 1·1 ln~·P.Hnr S11n•P_r W..:i_2lt1<:d
Conipositc (Cap Rate: ) lndt:x n , clct:n:a~cd a 111ud..:,1 I (1 basis points from 8.1)4 tu 8 . 77 pe rcent during the: '.\ ni Q11ana
of 2021 .
The gn:at<.:st quart1:r-ovt:1-quar1cr cap rat<.: index dccr,;.i,c$ were r..:cmdt:d by th<: Apart ment. Lodgin!! and Self
Storage sector~. all down IX b:1.,is po ints. fulluwcd bv rht.'. R:.:slaurant and Spc,·ial f'urp usc :;cctors. both down 17
ba, i~ p,11111.~.
The ,111allcst 4uaner-uver-qu anc:r ..:ap 1:,tc 111dc ~ Jc:..:, c,ht:S wen: r<:cun lcd by the Ofri ..:c and Ruai l sector~. down I)
basis poinL~, fullowecl by chc Goll°. Healthi.:.in:/Scnior I lousing and lndu:;trial ,ei.:t1Jr ~- down I (1 ba\i ~ pninl,.
\ifortgagc lending standards were somewhat ca~<.:LI o n stronger tk1nand for both 111ul1ir'amily and nonrc~i<lcnlial loan~
during tJ1c 3rd Quancr. M eanwhi le spreads were un,h;.!ngcd overall. but average permanent mongagc ra tes were:
dnwn 32 basis pnim, .
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Minimum
Spread OvH 10-\'Nr Tr~asur~
Debt Co 1•e1 a9e Ratio

lntEtest Rate
Amortization
Mo119a g,, Constant
Loan-10-\lalue R;.1l0
Equit9 Dividend Rat,'

1.30:..: _O CR Technique

1.10 0.040305

0.90

3.99

1.10 Band of Investment Technique
2.GIX Mortgage
40.0 Equity

90~: OM 0305

0.036275

10;: 0.060984 0.006098
4.2(l

0.0{0305 OAR

4 .03

90;: Survl'ged Rates
6.10:~

tVle:rlm um
Sp,ead Ove, 10-'(ea, Treasur9
Debt Co1•e1a9e Ratio
Interest Ra\e
Amortiz.,itiori
Mo1tga g<- Constant
Loon-to• \I alue Ratio
Equit, D ivide~d Rate-

6.00X OCR Tt!chniquc,

1.06 0.109950

0.55

11. 25

1.36 Band of lnv(>stm e nt T echnique
7.31X Mortgage
15.0 Equity

55:-: 0.109950
45~-:

0.060472

0.144495 0.065023
12.55

0.109950 OAR

11.92

55~! Surve,ed Rates

14.15X

Average
Spr~ad 01•er 10-Y-:-ar T1,,asur9
De-bl Co V P.I age Ratio
lnte1est Rate
.o\mofli? alien
Mongage Constant
Loan-to-Valu~ Ratio
Equitg O ividend R,M

2.99X OCR Technique

1.4 3 0.0633$3

0.73

G.6~

1.43 Band of Investment Technique

uox

!vb11ga9e

26 Equity

73;.,; 0.063'.1$3

27>:

O.O~G•l37

0.106915 0.028505
7_50

0.0$.3383 OAR

7.94

73.3/~ Su rvl'ged Rates

10.1,sx
Copy1i9ht 2021 RultyA~t e:~.c<-m 1tt

":lrd Glu>< l<t 202 1Dot>

Minimum_..
Spread Over 10-YNr T1easu1g
Debt Coverag•? Ratio
!ntNe,t R,1-,
Amorti: ation
Mo11gage Constant
Loan-to -Value R;,tio
Equity Dividend Rall!

1.301/. DCR T<!chnlqu<?

1.10 0.0·1 0305

0.90

3.99

1.10 Ba nd of lnuestmNit Technique

2.61X Mortgage

~o
0.040305

Equity

SO;: O/H0305

0.036275

0.060~M

0.006098

10;.,:

4.24

OAR

ij_03

90:~ Surveged Rates
6.10){

Masimtjri-o

Spread Over 10-Yea, T1easu 19
Oebl Coverage Ratio
intere~t Rate
Amortiz ation
Mortg<",ge Constant
Loan-to-lJ.1lue Ratio
Equity 01•Jidt'nd Ral.-

t 85X OCR Technique

1.61 0.102303

0.65

10.71

1.61 Band ol lnuestme nt Technique

6.16;: Mortgage
15 Equit~
0.102303

65;: 0.1 02~<03

35X

0.132~95

0.06S·l9i
0.0~6373
11.29

OAR

I0.72

65X Su,ve,ed Rates
13.25::

A~~r.i g eSprNd Over 10-Year Tr~a~,y
OebtCov~ra!J., Ratio

3.08:~ OCR Tcohniqut>

1.31 0.062651

0.78

1.31 B .:ind of Investment Technique

ln1e1est Rale

4.39X l·-1ortgdge

7SX

0.062651

0.04S!i54

Amortiution

2S Equit~

23;:

0.09316~

0.020962

Mollgage Constant
\ Lo~n-to-\/alue Ratio
I Equity Oivid~nd Rat~

RealtyRates.comn-,

6.34

0.062651 OAR
78X Su,ueged Rate,;

6.95

7 .19

9.32X

14
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Minimum
SprNd Ov~r 10-Ye ar Tr<.'asury
Debt Co\•erage Rario

135;: OCR Technique,

lntNl?SI Rat<'

2.661/. Morrgage

P.rnortiz ;.tion

40 Equiry

Mortga g~ ConstJnt

1.15 0.0-\ 0640

0.80

3 .74

1.15 Band of Investme nt T echni11uc

0.04064(1

LNn-10 · \IalU•? R;,tio

eox

Equity Oi•, idend Rat~

7.511/.

SO;: 0.040640

0.032512

,.
20"

0.015020

0.075102

OAR

4.75

S urueged R atei;

4.52

Mash'llU~l'
SprNd O,•er 10-Yc-ar Tr(-<lSUf~
Debt Coveia9<' Ratio

5.751/. OCR Technique-

lnt,;rcst Rut'"

7.06;: MollgJge

,>.rno,tiution

15 Equit\J

Mort~• g~ Constant
Loan-to-\1.llue Ratio
Equity Oividand Rat<'

2.15 0.108262

0.50

II.Gil

2.16 Band of Investm e nt Technique

0.100262

50:: 0.108262

0.05.\131

so::

0.080516

0 .161032

13.4C

OAR

12 .79

50;: Surv egcd Rate5
16.101/.

A11e1age ·:

SprNd Over 10.Y.:>ar Tre>asur9

• ~bl Coverag<.> Ratio
lntt>rt>Sl Rate;
.-l.morci:.ation

Mortgage Constant

3.051/. OCR Technique

1.65 0.059208

0.68

6 .67

l.?-5 Band of lnues:trm,nt Techniqul'
4.:lG:: Mortgage
30 Equi19
0.059908

GS;: 0.059808

0.040370

33;:

0.0397t8

0.122364

8.0t

OAR

Loan-to-Value R-;tio

67.5;~ Surueged Rate5

Equit9 Dividend Ra111

12.241/.

9.10

•~rd Qyutcr 2021 O~t~

Minimum
Sprtad Over 10-Y<-ar Trc-3surg
Debt Coveragt- Ratio

1.55;{ OC R Tt>chniqUl'

2.86;: Mortgag~

.-.morti~ation

30 Eq•Jlt~

Lo,in-to-V.alu11 Ratio
Equity Dividend Rate

0.65

4.52

1.40 Band of lnue5tm ent Tcchniqu<>

Interest Rate

Mortgage Constant

HO 0.049691

0.04%91

6~% 0.0 49691
~1/.

0.077102

0.032239
0.026986

5.93

Q,t..R

5.GJ

65% Suru<.>ged Ratt'S
7.71%

t-llanimum
$pre.;d Over 10-Year Tr.:>asury
Debt Coverage Ratio

5.75;,: OCR Technique

Interest Rate

7.061/. Mortgage

Amortiution

15 Equit~

Mortga911 Constant
Loan-to-l/alul' Ratio
Equity Dividend Rate

2.15 0.108262

0.50

11.6•'>

2.16 Ba nd of lnue>5tme, nt Technir1ue

0.100-262

501/. 0.108252

0.05-ml

5Q;,:

0.080516

0.161002

0,6,R

13.46
12.79

501/. Surveged Rates
lS.101/.

Au<!rage

SprNd O•,er 10-Y,,ar Trt>asur9
0-•bt Co•.•Nagt> Ratio

Interest Rate
Amorllz atlon
Mortgag~ Constant
Loan-to -Value R;,tio
Equit~ Dividend Ratt>

3.65% OCR Technique

178 0.07 33-17

0.58

7.54

1.73 Band of lnues-!ment Tc,chniquc

4.96% Mo119a9e>

23 Equity
0.073847

OAR

68:~ Su rvcged Rate!:

58~: 0.073347

0.042462

43;~

0.0-18820

0 .11-1871

!J. 13

!J.38

11.4S1/.
Ccpyti9ht 2021R(~ltyP.~tc::.com ,·u

RealtyRates.comrn
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Lu11nimurn

Spread Over 10-V,-ar Treasury
Debi Coverage Ra1io

2.25;: O CR TC!chniqut>

lntNcst Rate

3.561/. NlortgJge

.O.mortiution

30 Equity

Mo119a ge Const~nt
Lo~n-to-Value Ratio
Equit~ Dividend Flat<>

110 0.054280

0.00

4 .78

1.10 Band of fnlll'!ifm<.>nl T<.>chnique

0.054238

ao:~ o.o5• 2as
20:~

0.043430

0.103471 0.020694

OAR

6.'1 1

SO:,: Surue9c-d Ralc-s

5.0S

10.351/.

M;ialmum

Sprc-ad Over 10-YNr T((•asury
Debt Co•JNagC' Rotio

10.981/. OCR Technlqu<.>

Interest Rate

12.291/. Mortg.ge

Amot1iz ~lion

15 Equity

Mortga 9'-' Constant
loan-to•Value Rati?
Eq•Jity Dividend Rate-

2.15 O. HS267

0.50

15.74

2.15 Ba nd ol fnues\ment T echnique
501/. 0.146267

0.073133

501/.

0.100032

0.201764

0.146267 0.0.R

17.40

50;.~ Su ruc,ged R at es

16.53

20.18:{

A 11era9e

Spre«d Over 10·'/E-ar T1easury
Debt Coverage F:a1io

5.031/. OCR Tc,chnique

0.66

8.70

1.69 Ba nd ol fnvl'5tment T cchniquc

lnt~,e~t RatE-

S.34:: Mortgige
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BUILDING SALE COMPARISONS
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COMPARABLE BUILDING SALE NO.

0

Location: Willo Park Office! 10002 Glacier Highway, Juneau
Legal Description: Lot 2 Willo Subdivision, Plat 2008-91 JRD.
Sale Date: April 5,2019

Grantor: Will-O LLC
Grantee: Carlson Commemorative LLC
Recording: WO 2019-001268
Price: $2, 1001000
Terms: cash to seller

Building Size: 19,634 SF GBA with 15,260 SF of NRA (78%) efficiency
Building Age: 1983
Land Size: 54,513 SF
Access: Glacier Highway
Zoning: LC
Utilities: all available - phone & power lines are overhead

Description: A three story building with a fourth level mechanical and storage room
constructed in 1983 of wood framing with a flat built up roof. The exterior walls have
bands of windows, cedar shake and vertical wood siding. The atrium has a wide
stairwell to the second level with a skylight. The building is served by an elevator. has
oil fired heating and air handling, a fire alarm system! insulated double pane glazed
operable windows, and T-8 fluorescent lighting. The office space includes restrooms on
each level, kitchenettes, and open office areas, as well as many perimeter window
offices. The building has a large paved parking lot and a landscaped picnic area at the

rear.
The building has been fully occupied by State of Alaska agencies for many years The
lease expired prior to this sale and the parties negotiated a new 10 year lease in August
of 2017 at $1.80 SF including utilities and janitorial service. The NOi at the sale date
was 7.54%. The property was marketed at the sale price and was purchased by a local
investor.
Analysis: $2,100 000/19,634 SF= $107 SF
1

Confirmation: John Williams, broker by Julie Dinneen, MAI
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COMPARABLE BUILDING SALE NO. 8
Location: 225 Front Street, Juneau
Legal Description: Lot 11 Block 8, Juneau Townsite, JRD.
Sale Date: September 17, 2021
Grantor: R.H. Rentals LLC
Grantee: Southeastern Alaska Regional Health Consortium
Recording: SWD Deed 2021-005794
Price: $1,850,000 x 1.06 for brol(er's commission= $1,961,000
Terms: cash to seller
Building Size: 16.532 SF on two floors
Building Age: 1981 to 1991
Land Size: 11,300 SF
Access: Front Street and Shattuck Way
Zoning: MU/PD-1 parking district.
Utilities: water, sewer, power, phone
Soils/Topography: small area in crawl space can be impacted by very high tides to a
small degree. There is a crawl space and 3,562 SF of concrete basement

Description: The building is on the National Register of Historic buildings. Built in
1897, the building housed Jorgenson's Hardware; the first store in Juneau devoted to
hardware. \ts architectural style is Late Victorian, and was placed on the registry in
1994. The buil~ing was occupied by Lyle's Hardware until 1995 and remodeled by Tom
Neubauer in 1997 at a reported cost of $2 million. The building is a two-story structure
with an irregular shape. It is supported by a partial concrete basement and by pilings.
The wood framing systems includes beams and posts and wood decking and flooring.
The roof is a metal gable type and 2/3 of it has been recently replaced. The exterior has
horizontal wood siding and 65 windows in vinyl casements. Most of the windows are
double hung style. When renovated, the building was taken down to the framing and
built back up with new plumbing, electrical, insulation and finishes.
As the photos show, the wide hallways in the building capture a great deal of natural light,
and tenant areas have window walls. The remodeling was done with the intention of
creating a year-round center for businesses. The interior is brightly lit and is well oriented
to natural light. The east wall of the building is windowless and lies close to surrounding
buildings. The atrium provides stairwell or elevator access to the second floor and each
level has a hallway that runs the length of the building. The wide hallways have carpeted
floors,. 4-inch-high wood baseboard painted white, window walls, suspended signs for
tenants and entrances with wood doors.
The public restrooms are located on the second floor and include a men's and women's
restroom off an interior hallway with recessed lighting and tiled interiors. All plumbing is
to code and is found in the public restrooms and in many tenant areas. Several tenant
areas have plumbing for kitchens, clinic sinks, etc. The building has a 500-gallon fuel
tanl<s and an oil-fired heating system. As shown in the photographs, there are several
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ceiling mounted heating units on both levels. There are 65 argon filled. high energy
efficient windows that were installed in 1997. The windows are in vinyl casements and
are bronze tinted. Exterior doors with automatic locks were installed in 2012 . The doors
are locked and unlocked by computer. The tenant doors are good quality wood doors with
wood trim.
The building has a passenger elevator and there is a shaft in place that could
accommodate a second elevator, if eveIy needed. The basement includes both a
concrete area used for storage and sl1op uses as well as dirt/rock floor vvhere pilings can
be seen driven into the ground.
Ana lysis: $·! ,961, 000 I 16,532 SF= $'119 SF
Confirmation: Rich Harris, seller, by Julie Dinneen, MAI

e
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COMPARABLE BU ILDI NG SALE NO . 0
Location: 400 ~11 0 W:!loL:g t1b'f /\venue. ,J~n,c~u
Legal Descrip ti o n : 400 Willoughby· Lots 1-6 Bloc!<. 68 . and a pC1rtIon of Let 12. Block 68 (metes and
bounds description) Tidelands Addition to the City of Juneau per Plat 352 . JRD: 410 Willoughby Lot 2.
i<asaan City Subdivision, Plat 91-38, JRO
Sale Date: December 1, 2021
Grantor: Juneau Business Center LLC
Gra ntee : Central Counci l of Tlinqit Haida Indian Tribes
Recording Deed 2012-007331
Price: $15.000,000
Term s: cash to seller
Buildi ng Size: 95.450 SF and approximately 80.000 SF of NRA
Bui lding Age: 1981 to 1991
Land Size: 113,644 SF
Access: Willoughby Avenue
Zoning: MU
Utilities: water. sewer. power. phone
Soil sfTopograplly: moderate in topog;apt,y with good soiis
Description: These buildings have 95 ,967 SF and are in a five-story structure with parking and the
L,u1ld1ng lobby on tl,e first floor and tour levels of office. and a two-slory annex tt,at was added and
attached (3·1 ,570 SF- 5 story) 7.216 annex with two storied. The building and Annex share a lobby and
elevator banks. 400 Willoughby is located directly across Willoughby Avenue from the State of Alaska
Office Building which is own ed and occupied by the State of Alaska. The 410 Willoughby was built m
1991 and is of wood construction with 56,664 SF on three floors. It is elevator serviced .

Negotiations involving the buyer, s8IIer and Carllon Smith, broker for thi s transaction reportedly took 18
months. The buyer intends to occupy half of the vacant space in the buildings. All three buildings had a
h igh percentage of Siate agencies, however. the amount of space began shrinking several years ar;o and
presently takes up about 65% of the rentable space In 207 9 DEC renewed a lease of 22.270 SF for ten
years in the 410 Willoughby Building: the negotiations II ivolved a $2 million investment In tenant
improvements by the owners and the rental ra te was $2.40 SF plus 129 parking spaces.
A nal ysis: $15,000,000 / 95.450 SF = $157 SF
Confirmation: Carlton Smith, broker. by J ulie Dinneen. MAI
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Assumptions and lomitong Condotions
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
o

No responsibility is assumed for the legal description or for matters including legal or title

e

The property is appraised free and clear of any or all liens or encumbrances, unless otherwise stated.

o

Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.

o

The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable. However, no warranty is given for its

considerations. Title to the property is assumed to be good and marketable unless otherwise stated.

accuracy.
o

All engineering is assumed to be correct. The plot plans and illustrative material in this report are
included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property.

C

It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, or

structures that render it more or less valuable.
0

No responsibility is assumed for such conditions, or for arranging of engineering studies that may be
required to discover them.

Q

It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local
environmental regulations and laws, unless noncompliance is stated, defined and considered in this
appraisal report.

0

It is assumed that all applicable zoning and use regulations and restrictions have been complied with,
unless nonconformity has been stated, defined and considered in the appraisal report.

o

It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents, or other legislative or
administrative authority from any local, state or national government or private entity or

organization have been, or can be obtained or renewed, for any use on which the value estimate in
this report is based.
0

It is assumed that the utilization of the land and improvements, if any, lie within the boundaries or
property lines of the property described, and that there is no encroachment or trespass unless noted

in the report.
0

Unless otherwise stated int his report, the existence of hazardous material, which may or may not
be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser. The appraiser has no knowledge of

the existence of such materials on, or in, the property. The appraiser, however, is not qualified to
detect such substances. The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam
insulation, or other potentially hazardous materials, may affect the value of the property. The value
estimate is predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property that
would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions, or for any expertise
or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The client is urged to retain an expert in this
field, if desired.
o

Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of publication. It may not
be used for

any purpose, or by any person other than the party to whom it is addressed without the

written consent of the appraiser, and, in any event, only with proper written qualification, and, only
in its entirety.
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0

The appraiser herein by reason of this appraisal in not required to give further consultation,
testimony, or be in attendance in court with reference to the property in question unless
arrangements have been previously made.
Neither all, nor any part of the contents of this report {especially any conclusions as to value, the
Identity of the appraiser, or the firm with which the appraiser is connected) shall be disseminated to
the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other media
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QUALIFICATIONS OF APPRAISER
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
JULIE C. DINNEEN, MAI
2061 S. Clayton Street
Denver, CO. 80210

(303) 579-3589
juliedinneen@hotmail.com

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Economics, Lewis & Clark College. Portland, Oregon, 1981

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
APPRAISAL INSTITUTE - Member Appraisal Institute #7898
STATE OF ALASKA- Certified General Real Estate Appraiser #AA90
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
1993-Presenl·

Julie Dinneen Company - Sole Proprietor
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southeast Region of
Alaska
1991-1993
Manager of Juneau Office - Real Estate Services Corporation
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southeast Region
1989-1993
Associate Appraiser in Anchorage Office - Real Estate Services Corporation
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southcentral Alaska
1988-1989

Associate Appraiser in San Francisco Office -Arthur Gimmy International
Extensive travel in western states, predominantly skilled nursing facility
assignments
1982-1988
Associate Appraiser in Anchorage Office -Shorett & Riely
Fee Appraisal Shop with a wide variety of assignments in Southcentral Alaska
1981-1982
Research Assistant in Portland Office - Curtis, MacKenzie & Slocum

References
Available Upon Request
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RECONCILIATION AND FINAL VALUE ESTIMATE

Income Approach

$4,410,000

Sales Comparison Approach

$5,090,000

The value of the subject property falls within the range of the two indicators shown
above. The market value of the leased fee interest in the subJect property is estimated
at $4,750,000.

.JULIE DINNEEN COMPANY
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APPELLANT
MATERIAL
Received 7/18
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ORAL PRESENTATION TO THE BOE
THE 15 MINUTE HEARING IS NOT A FAIR HEARING BECAUSE IT IS TO SHORT, THE TIME FRAMES
IN THE NOTICES ARE TO SHORT, THE NOTICES CONTAIN FRAUDULENT INFORMATION AND THE
RULES AND PROCEDURES OF THE HEARINGS LACK DUE PROCESS. THE ISSUES OF FRAUD,
IMPROPER, EXCESSIVE AND UNEQUAL VALUATIONS ARE COMPLEX AND REQUIRE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO BE HEARD.
I HEREBY INCORPORATE BY REFERENCE ANY AND ALL WRITTEN MATERIAL I HAVE SUBMITTED
TO THE BOE, HEARING VIDEO'S AND TRANSCRIPTS, EMAIL CORRESPONDANCE WITH THE
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE, THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE AND ITS PERSONNEL, RORIE WATT, THE CITY AND
BOROUGH OF JUNEAU AND JULIE DINNEEN'S MAI APPRAISALS FOR ALL OUR PROPERTIES BEING
APPEALED.
My family has a long history in Juneau. My great great grandfather (Reuben Goldstein) and
great grandfather (Charles Goldstein) were pioneers. Charles Goldstein recorded his life stories
before his death, (See Packet Pages 1354-1358) "In 1889 I shook the mud of Juneau off my
heels and went to San Francisco to make my fortune. When we came back to Juneau in 1898 I
was not only flat broke, but two young boys, Al and Micky. I had to make a living for them and
had to start from scratch. It was really tough, but my dear wife didn't complain ... ! was a small
potato with no capital trying to compete with six well established companies ... They were going
to teach me a lesson, especially the biggest operator ... ! had to turn into cash the furs I bought
each day from the resident fur buyer ... l told him I knew that he had been skinning me, but
those days are over ... " We are buyers and operators of property and hold for the long-term.
That is what this Hearing is about.
Sellers like high property values. The Assessor office likes high property values. Long-term
property owners want fair assessed property values. The record shows Sellers and the
Assessor's Office have a history of manipulating property assessments higher. Higher
assessments means higher taxes and more revenue for the local government.
The Goldstein Improvement Company properties have been over-assessed by at least
$40,547,410 and over-taxed by at least $574,385 since 2005 [SEE EXHBIT 45). In 2021, the City
and Borough of Juneau scored a windfall of $3,000,000 from such practices [SEE CITY AND
BOROUGH OF JUNEAU PRESS RELEASE DATED JUNE 15, 2021 " ... Even with the lower property
tax rate, CBJ will collect approximately $3.0 million more in property tax revenue in FY22 as a
result of a substantial growth in property valuation, including a considerable adjustment to the
value of commercial land .... " https://juneau.org/newsroom-item/juneau-assembly-passesbudget-reducing-the-property-tax-rate] I assert the collection of these taxes was an illegal act
and the above press release quote is misleading.
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[SEE PACKET PAGES 1400 1403] For a remarkably similar history of over-assessment and overtaxation from 2010 please see, a whistleblower sent me Mr. Eric Ehmann 's (attached) Letter
dated November 21, 2010. The Assessor's Office has continued this pattern and practice and is
in need of serious reform and new personnel.
[SEE EXHIBIT 26 OF THIS NOTICE OF APPEAL FOR 224 2No STREET] IN 2005 IT WAS ASSESSED
FOR $245,600. IN 2021, ASSESSOR DAHLE ASSESSED IT FOR $405,300. WE PURCHASED THIS
PROPERTY ON JANUARY 5, 2021 FOR$ 286,000 [SEE EXHIBIT 28]. THIS IS CLEARLY AN
EXAMPLE OF OVER-ASSESSMENT THAT WAS IGNORED BY THE MARKETPLACE. ASSESSOR
DAHLE TOOK THIS 1 STEP FURTHER. HIS OVER-ASSESSMENT WAS AN ATTEMPT TO MAKE THIS
PROPERTY AN "OUTLIER PROPERTY" OUTSIDE THE RANGE OF HIS 1.SX-3X OUTLIER DEFINITION
AND THEREFORE EXCLUDE IT FROM MARKET ANALYSIS [SEE EXHIBITS 29 AND 30]. AT 1.42X
SALES PRICE THIS PROPERTY WAS A MARKET SALE, YET ASSESSOR FOUND A WAY TO EXCLUDE
IT FROM HIS SALES LIST AS A MARKET SALE. THIS IS A FRAUDULENT PRACTICE OF ASSESSOR
DAHLE CONSISTENT THROUGHOUT HIS WORK AND GROUNDS TO THROW OUT ALL APPEAL
DECISIONS OF THE ASSESSOR OFFICE AND BOE. IF THE SALE PRICE WAS LOWER THAN THE
ASSESSED VALUE THE RECORD SHOWS ASSESSOR DAHLE HAD A PATTERN AND PRACTICE TO
EXCLUDE THE SALE FROM MARKET ANALYSIS [SEE EXHIBIT 28).
I WANT TO THANK CHAIRMAN EPSTEIN AND ASSESSOR DAHLE FOR BLURTING OUT
INFORMATION THAT ONLY A GUILTY PERSON WOULD BLURT OUT.
FROM ASSESSOR DAHLE IT WAS:
YOU GOT A STEAL; I WOULD HAVE BOUGHT IT; IT'S COMMON KNOWLEDGE
ASSESSED VALUES HAVEN'T BEEN RAISED IN A DECADE [EXHIBIT 34 AND EXHIBIT 45]; I
DON'T HAVE A CONFIMRED PRICE ON THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING SALES ONLY "STREET
TALK" [SEE EXHIBITS 24 AND 25].
FROM CHAIRMAN EPSTEIN, IT WAS:
YOU CANNOT TAKE A BATHROOM BREAK; YOU BROUGHT UP THE KEY BANK
BUILDING; AND THESE HEARINGS CAN BE DONE WITHOUT YOU, YOU DO NOT HAVE TO
BE PRESENT.
WE HIRED AN MAI APPRAISER, JULIE DINNEEN. I RELY ON HER WORK. NO ONE IN THE
ASSESSER OFFICE IS AN MAI APPRAISER OR HAS CLOSE TO THE WORK EXPERIENCE AND
QUALIFICATIONS OF JULIE.
I SUGGESTED SETTLEMENT TO ASSESSOR DAHLE MANY TIMES. BUT, HE STATED THE
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE DOES NOT SETTLE. UNER THE IAAO, SETTLEMENT IS PART OF A GOOD
PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM.
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DAHLE HAS BEEN THE ASSESSOR'S OFFICE AND BOE'S EXPERT WITNESS. IN SHORT, HE IS THE
PROSECUTION WITNESS WHO LIES, TAMPERS WITH EVIDENCE AND HIS SPECIALTY
MANIPULATING DATA. THE BOE IS COMPLICIT WITH ASSESSOR DAHLE.

WE RESPECTFULLV
REQUEST ALL
DECISIONS OF THE
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE
AND BOE BE THROWN
OUT ON ACCOUNT OF
FRAUD.
THE FRAUD IS AS FOLLOWS:
1. THE COST APPROACH AT $450 SF BUILDING COSTS RESULTS IN
CRAZY HIGH VALUATIONS SO THE ASSESSOR USES 2018 MARSHAL
AND SWIFT BUILDING COSTS EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE A
CURRENT MARSHALL AND SWIFT LICENSEE. ASSESSOR SHOULD
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HAVE CONTACTED LOCAL ARCHITECTS AND CONTRACTORS TO
OBTAIN BUILDING COST INFORMATION. THIS IS A FRAUDULENT
USE OF A METHOLOGY
2. THE COST APPROACH USING BUILDING COSTS WITH FUNCTIONAL,
ECONOMIC AND PHYSICAL DEPRECIATION RESULTS IN CRAZY LOW
VALUATIONS, SO DAHLE EXCLUDES FUNCTIONAL AND ECONOMIC
DEPRECIATION FROM HIS STATISTICS TO ACHIEVE HIGHER
VALUATIONS. BY DOING THIS ASSESSOR DAHLE BACKS INTO
VALUES HE STATES ARE "FULL MARKET VALUE." COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY TAXPAYERS ARE TAXED ON "ASSESSED VALUE ON
NOTICE." TAXPAYERS ARE REQUIRED TO BE TAXED AT FULL
MARKET VALUE. BOTH "FULL MARKET VALUE" AND "ASSESSED
VALUE ON NOTICE" ARE FRAUDULENT FIGURES ARRIVED BY
MANIPULATING DATA. THE INCOME APPROACH IS THE
PREFERRED APPROACH IN DOWNTOWN HISTORIC JUNEAU
THEREFORE, THE NOTICES TO TAXPAYERS ARE FRAUDULENT. [SEE
ATTACHED EMAIL FROM ROBERT GLOUDEMANS, AUTHOR,
FUNDAMENTALS OF MASS APPRAISAL, 2011.]
3. MANIPULATING DATA ON NOTICES TO TAXPAYERS TO
DISCOURAGE, CHILL AND STOP APPEALS CONSTITUTES FRAUD
4. DAHLE SETS THE ASSESSED VALUE OF 234 SEWARD STREET A
MONTH AFTER PURCHASE AT 2.4X THE PURCHASE PRICE. HE
STATES IN EMAILS TO ME (CC'ING ASSESSOR HAMMOND) THAT
THE MARK IS "9 ½ MONTHS" OF EXPOSURE TO THE MARKET OR
THE RESULT IS A NON-MARKET SALE. [SEE EXHIBIT 44]. DAHLE
STOLE THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF MR.WALTER BIASLAS, OF
JILL, AND USED IT FRAUDULENTLY KEEP THE ASSESSED VALUE AT
$2,547,520. ASSESSOR MANIPULATED THE DATA TO KEEP THE
ASSESSED VALUE HIGH. HE TOOK ONE LINE OUT OF A STORY AND
MISREPRESENTED IT. HE USED THE DATA UNJUSTLY AGAINST US
TO FRAUDULENTLY KEEP THE ASSESSED VALUE 2.4 X HIGHER
THAN MARKET SALE. THIS GOES TO THE HEART OF THE
ASSESSOR OFFICE AND THIS BOE HEARING. DAHLE'S ACTIONS
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ARE FRAUD. AT 2.4X THE MARKET SALE, ASSESSOR DAHLE WAS
SURE TO CLASSIFY THIS SALE AS AN "OUTLIER PROPERTY." THE
BOE IS COMPLICIT IN THIS FRAUD. DAHLE WANTED THE
ASSESSED VALUE HIGH AND HE LIED AND CHEATED TO KEEP
ASSESSED VALUE HIGH. [EXHIBIT 44 SETS FORTH THE FRAUD].
5. DAHLE EXCLUDED 21 SALES OR MORE FROM HIS SALES LISTS.
THIS METHODOLGY IS FRAUDULENT. IN A SMALL MARKET YOU
NEED SALES. DAHLE FINDS 6 OR 7 SALES. THAT'S IT. HIS SAMPLE
SIZE IS TO SMALL AND HE MANIPULATES THE DATA.
6. MASS APPRAISAL METHOD CALLS FOR A MINIMUM OF 15
SAMPLE PROPERTIES, BUT PREFERS 30 SAMPLE PROPERTIES. [SEE
. FUNDAMENTALS OF MASS APPRAISAL, IAAO, 2011, PP.47 AND
48]. DAHLE USES 6 OR 7. HE SHOULD NOT HAVE USED THE MASS
APPRAISAL METHOD. HE USED THE MASS APPRAISAL METHOD
AND IMPROPER COMPUTER MODELING TO MANIPULATE DATA.
HE COULD HAVE USED A TABLETOP, PAPER AND PENCIL TO
FIGURE THIS OUT. THIS IS FRAUD.
7. DAHLE CANNOT USE THE COST APPROACH FOR THE ABOVE
REASONS, HE MANIPULATES THE SALES APPROACH AND STATES
HE DID NOT USE THE INCOME APPROACH. THEREFORE, THERE IS
NO BASIS FOR VALUATION FROM THE ASSESSOR. WE HAVE MET
OUR BURDEN OF PROOF
8. DAHLE STATES WE DID NOT PROVIDE PROFIT AND LOSS
STATEMENTS [SEE EXHIBITS 6 AND 7]. WE PROVIDED SUCH
STATEMENTS IN A TIMELY MANNER IN OUR APPRAISALS
9. CAPITALIZATION RATES ARE AS HIGH AS 10. JULIE USES 7.5-7.75.
DAHLE SAID IN OUR HEARINGS HE USES 6.5, BUT HIS WRITTEN
ANALYSIS SHOWS HE USES 3 AND 4.5 CAP RATES [SEE EXHIBITS 25; SEE EXHIBIT 44]
10.
DAHLE FAILS TO INCLUDE THE GLACIER VILLAGE AND FOUR
POINTS SHERATON AS SALES COMPS WITH WITH 10% CAP RATES
[SEE EXHIBIT 44]
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11.
DAHLE EXCLUDES A HIGH NUMBER OF COMMERCIAL
PROPERTIES WHERE THE SALES PRICE IS LESS THAN THE ASSESSED
VALUE [SEE EXHIBIT 28].
12.
DAHLE'S COST/SALES HYRID METHOD DOES NOT DISCLOSE
THAT HE ADJUSTS COSTS BY EXAMINING SALES [SEE ATTACHED
EMAIL FROM ROBERT GLOUDEMANS AND FUNDAMENTAL OF
MASS APPRAISAL, GLOUDMANS, IAAO, 2011].
13.
ASSESSOR DALHE HAS A DUTY TO COLLECT SALES. HE
FAILED TO COLLECT SALES WHEN THEY WERE NOT IN HIS FAVOR
OF HIGHER ASSESSED VALUES. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ASSEMBLY
BUILDING [SEE EXHIBITS 24 AND 25].
14.
A REVIEW OF OUR PROPERTY'S HISTORIES REVEALS THAT
THERE HAS BEEN A SERIOUS OVER-ASSESSMENT OF COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY IN JUNEAU FOR A LONG TIME. WE HAD APPRAISALS
COMPLETED AND THEY SHOW A HUGE GAP, IN MOST CASES,
BETWEEN ASSESSED VALUE AND FAIR MARKET VALUE [SEE THE
NOTICE OF APPEAL AND EXHIBITS 31-32 AND 45]. BEYOND CLEAR
AND CONVINCING EVIDENCE THE ASSESSOR DID NOT RAISE
ASSESSMENTS MORE ON A YEAR TO YEAR BASIS BECAUSE THEY
HAD ALREADY BEEN TOPPED OUT AND SET AT SKY HIGH LEVELS
SO THAT FURTHER HIGHER ASSESSMENTS AND TAXATION MADE
NO SENSE AND WOULD CONSTITUTE FRAUD. ALSO, REMEMBER
CPI WAS APPROXIMATELY 1.5% FOR THE LAST TEN (10) YEARS
WHICH IS CLOSE TO FLAT AND OUR PROPERTY ASSESSMENTS
WERE RAISED ON A YEAR OVER YEAR BASIS IN SOME CASES
DESPITE ALREADY OUTRAGEOUS ASSESSED VALUATIONS. THE
MAJOR FRAUD CONSISTS OF THE ASSESSOR OVER-ASSESSING US
APPROXIMATELY $40,547,410 OR MORE AND OVER-TAXING US
APPROXIMATELY$ 547,385 OR MORE SINCE 2005. ASSESSOR
DAHLE'S INCREASED COMMERCIAL PROPERTY TAX
ASSESSEMENTS AND TAXATION IN 2021 AND 2022 CONSTITUTES
FRAUD.
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WE PROPOSE A BAN ON BOE HEARINGS AND REFERRING THIS MATTER
TO ASSEMBLY AND CITY ATTORNEY FOR FURTHER ACTION. AS I HAVE
SAID TO ASSESSOR DAHLE FROM MY FIRST PHONE CALL WE ARE
PREPARED TO SETTLE THIS MATTER. WE RECOMMEND THE ASSESSOR
OFFICE INTEGRATE A PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM INTO THEIR
OPERATONS.
ONCE AGAIN, I HEREBY INCORPORATE THIS DOCUMENT AND ALL OF
MY WRITTEN AND ORAL COMMUNICATIONS INTO THE RECORD.
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EXHIBITS
AND
ADDENDUM
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CHARLIE GOLDSTEIN, "I KNEW
THAT HE HAD BEEN SKINNING

ME"
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Mr. Eric Ehmann Letter: Similar
Fraud in 2010
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ovc mbcr 2 1' 1• 20 I 0

Dear Assembly Members:

My name is Eric Ehmann and I am a fo rmer CBJ employee who worked as an appraiser under Robin
Potter from .January 11 11\ 20 I 0, until my resignation on June 4111 , 20 I0. I am writing to inform you of
certa in facts regarding my experiences during my tenure with CBJ, so that you might be ab le to do
something to remedy the situation in the assessor's office. Since my departure from CBJ, more than
ha! f of Ms. Potter's staff have tendered their resignations, and there has even been an investigation into
Ms. Potter resultant of allegations of harassment and violence in the workplace. Surpri singly, CBJ
found no wrong-doing by Ms. Potter, despite testimony from her staff (including me) supporting the
all ega tions.
Recently. I was named by Ms. Potter in an interview with the .luncau l~mpirc as a "problelll c111ploycc"
who improperly represented CB.I , and she went on to assert that I was accused by property owner
David Coates of behaving inappropri ately. These statements arc fab ri cations from whole cloth . At no
ti111c during the cou rse or rny emp loyment with Cl:3.1 was I ever warned, rep rimanded, written-up, or
otherwise accused of any impropriety, mi srepresentation or problem-causing. In stead, rny perso nnel
record and the testimony of my coworkers support the fact that I was a va lued, efficient and prod ucti ve
employee with great integrity. I had the pleasure of meeting and interacting with scores of property
owners throughout the Borough, as well as many fellow CBJ employees, and I believe there isn't a
single person who would characterize my behavior or actions as a representative of CBJ as anything
but professional.
There were, however, serious problems that I did experience first hand during the course of my
emp loyment with CB.I and, contrary to everything Ms. Potter has stated (in the press and elsewhere),
those problems were due to Ms. Potter's lack of management abi lity and her blatant disrc 0 ard fo r et hi cs
an 1c aw.
s. o ·ter on numer~ccas1ons ma e statements to her staff that she was beho lden to
Mr. Craig Duncan, Finance Director, who had demanded that she art ificially inflate th e tax base (i.e ..
the total va lue o1 the assessed property with in the B ~,orclcr to increase property tax
collections. I heard Mr. Duncan inform Ms. Potter that she was expected to bring in an outs ide
appraiser to assess the new ly operational (and soo1!)CPSS.,ta~ed) Kensingto n mine, and that the va lue
should be in excess of a certa in amount (I do not reca ll the fi gure Mr. Duncan stated so I won't
specu late as to what it was) in order to max imi ze tax coll ections from the mine.
Perhaps the most serious imp ropriety committed by Ms. Potter occuITed when Ms. Potter rece ived a
telephone ca ll from Mr. John Hartle, CB.I Attorney, on or about Wednesday, May 12111 , 20 I0, during
wh ich Mr. Hartle asked, 111 Ms. Potter's words, that she ra ise the assessment on his property because 11
was on the market and h~
1ted to sell it f9[..!nore than the assessed value. There were severa l of us
present during this conversation and afterward we all talked about it with Ms. Potter, who pointed out
that when Mr. Hartle asks a favor of her he expects her to do it, but when she has asked him for certain
things in the past he cons istently fa iled to deliver. We talked about the fac t that the statutory deadline
for appea l had passed nearly two weeks prior, rendering moot the basis for hi s request and in fo llowi ng
days it remained a topic of periodic discussion among the staff in the assessor's office. We all knew it
wou ld be illegal to make a change to an assessed va lue without satisfy in g the statut ory requirement for
proper noti ce, which is 30 days prior to board of equa li zation hearings (and whi ch was \\e ll past). not
to ment ion the fact that a property owner's desire to sel l his property fo r more than its assessed value
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does not amount to ethica l or lega l j ustification to increase it s assessment.
Shortly after Mr. I lart le's request, Ms. Potter mentioned to me that an ·'office correction" might be in
order. Office corrections, under Alaska law, are permissible when there is so mething discovered in a
tile or recoru wh ich, on its lace, shows that an error or om ission has occurred, without requiring expert
evaluation or investigation outside the file. An example wou ld be a typographical error in which an
extra zero is placed at the end of a sum. Office co1Tections can be made at any time and at the
assessor's discretion but are not statutorily limited by deadlines or timetables.
Ms. Potter asked me to look at Mr. 1-Iartle's file, which I reviewed but fo und no basis for an office
correction. Upon repo11ing this to Ms. Potter she asked me to perform a physical inspection of thf
property and make any change to the value that would be justifiable, but not to go overboard. She said
no one other than we 111 the assessor 's office would know that it occurred after the appea l dead line and
that the record could be made in such a way as to hide that fact from anyone who might later review it.
She said we wou ld just ca ll it an "office correcti on" and leave it at that. It was at that moment when I
became ce11ain I wou ld not be able to continue my employment wit h c'B.J . When Ms. Potter asked 111c
to perform thi s inspection I lied to her, saying I had to go to another part of the city for prev iously
schedul ed inspections, to which she rep lied that I could do it later.
My initial fee li ngs of discomfort grew into significant fee lings of anxiety and stress, and when Ms.
Potter asked me again to make the in spect ion I fid geted and began to offer some excuse when she
apparently sensed my discomfo11 and sa id she wou ld just have Jeff Hurt (a staff appraiser) do it.
Sometime shortly thereafter Mr. Hw1 made the inspection of Mr. Hartle's property, rendered a new
assessment based on his inspection which Ms. Potter approved, and subsequently when I was alone in
the office I made photocopies of most of the contents of the fi le which show the progression of work
and resultant change to the assessment, done in violation of Alaska law.
1 have it on good info rmation that, since my departure from CBJ, Ms. Potter has been asked abo ut th is
in spection and that she still claims only an "office correction" occurred. Unfortunately, the facts prove
that an office correct ion could not have occurred. The land va lue co mponent of the assessment was
increased yet there was no mi stake, omission or miscalcu latioo).rr_ the fil e (or anywhere else) to support
the change. The va lue of the ho me was also increased, accord ing to Ms. Potter. because of an error in
the ca lcul ations based on its sq uare footage however, if you review the fil e, you will sec that the
"corrected" square footage used to calcu late the new va lue was obtained only when Mr. I lu rt performed
an on-site inspection of the property. None of this is lega lly permissible in the course of performing an
offi ce correction or when revaluing a property under normal circumstances - any and all changes mu st
have a basis in accepted va luation principles and the law because arb itrary increases (as occu rred with
the land va lue component of Mr. Hartle's property) are improper and Ill ega l.
Furthermore, the fa lse identification of the re-valuation as an "office correction" proves Ms. Potter's
intent to conceal the ill egal act she had committed. Interestingly, if you compare the note in the fil e
written by Ms. Terry Ullmayer, administrative assistant to Ms. Potter, you will see that in the appea l
record Ms. Ullrnayer recorded on ly the month and year - without the day - for Mr. Hartle's appeal.
This is a marked contrast to, litera lly, the dozens of other appeal file s in which Ms. Ullmayer recorded
day, month and year. Ms. Ullmaycr was wel l aware of the ill egal nature of the re-va luation and 1
be lieve Ms. Ullmaycr intenti ona lly om itted the day - whi ch would prove that Mr. l lartlc's request for
appeal was untimely - to avo id com plicity in Ms. Potter's ill ega l revaluation or the property.
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Yours,

.
-------~
... ·-•----·
.
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Puff Press Release from City
and Borough of Juneau: $3
Million More Revenue from
Commercial Property
Taxpayers and Misleading
Information
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Juneau Assembly passes budget reducing the property tax rate - City and Borough of Juneau
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3/21/22, 5:34 A

The $420.9 million budget includes reduced projections of sales tax revenues
and cruise ship passenger fees in anticipation of limited large cruise ship
visitation this current summer. To offset these depressed revenues, the budget
utilizes CBJ's $12.8 million allocation of federal stimulus funds from the
American Rescue Plan Act to replace lost revenues in FY21 and FY22.
Application of this federal aid to offset lost revenues in FY21 reduced the
anticipated $2.8 million deficit to zero, and in FY22 reduces the projected $15.8
million deficit to $5.9 million.
Despite being faced with a deficit, the Assembly maintained all essential city
services while lowering the property tax rate to 10.56 mills. Even with the lower
property tax rate, CBJ will collect approximately $3.0 million more in property tax

revenue in FY22 as a result of a substantial growth in property valuations,
including a considerable adjustment to the value of commercial land. The
Assembly still needed to draw from savings to cover a remaining budgetary
shortfall.
The Assembly also restored $6.9 million of temporary reductions to the Capital
lmprovem~nt Plan that were made in FY21 to balance the budget. including the
$3.3 million Augustus Brown Pool defem~d maintenance project.
For more information, contact Finance Director Jeff Rogers at 723-6907 or
jeff.rogers@juneau.org.

City and Borough Of Juneau
Phone: 907.586.5240
Fax: 907.586.5385

ht tps:/liuneau.org/newsroom-item/juneau-a ssembly-pas:;es-budgel -reducing• lhe •property-tax.rate
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MASS APPRAISAL METHOD:
USE AT LEAST 15 SALES IN
MODELING 1 PREFER 30 SALES
IN MODELING
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C hapter 2

•

Da ra M a nagement

47

agency is to hear the coses o f co llect ing a nd m ain tain ing the ad d irio n al data. Before
a data invc n rn ry system is rcdcsigned , it is irn po rtanr co evaluat:e rhe q ualiry a nd
quantity of existing da ta.

Quality
Q ualiry is m easured by how accura rely recorded in fo rmarion used to estimate
values refl ects the cu rrem Features and co ndirion o f the property. info rmatio n
o fte n is accurarc fo r properties that h ave been visited rece nrl y (e.g., to ve rify new
consm 1ction based on a building pen n ir), b ur it may be o u r of d ate fo r properries
that have no t been visited recentl y.
O blique aerial phorograph y a nd field srndies a re effecrive in evalua ting the
q uality o f existing d ata. T he fi eld stud y uses a sample of p ro perties fro m d iffe re nt
areas and classes, represen ti ng a good c ross sectio n of the ju risdictio n. D ata
colleccors rake copies of existing property records to rhe field fo r verificario n an d
note correciiuns 0 11 th e cop ies so srarisrical measures of the type a nd size of errors
can be ide nti fied. Errors o ften can be catego rized accord ing to their effect o n value.
If errors exceed colera nces, a can vass o f the type or gro up of p ro perties in quest io n
is called for.
Photograp hs fro m a single flight can be used in a similar fas h io n. If re peated
fligh ts have been m ade, ch ange d etectio n software can be used to auto m a te the
process.
If time is not available fo r a field srudy o r if obliq ue ae rial p hotography h as
no t bee n o btained , sales ra tios can help indicate the quali ty of existi n g d ata. Poo r
uniformity is likely co be a result o f poo r data quality. Oth er indicators of poor
quality are d ata errors in appealed p ro perries.

Quantity
Q ua ntity refers co h ow much data are curre n tly available o r need to be collected.
Introduc tio n of n ew softwa re o r a survey of existing prope rty reco rd info rm a tio n
often reveals rhat addi tional data need co be collected. Determining what d ata, a nd
in wha t form , requ ires carefu l evaluatio n. As n oted , locatio n d ata, site ch a racteristic
data, a nd structure cha racteristic d ata will be needed ; collecring insign ificant o r
d ifficul t-co-o btain in fo rmatio n ca n was te available resources.
D a ra o n the Location of p roperries are needed , because locario n helps co identify
properties and affects the value of both la nd a nd buildings. Locatio n can he
descri bed as fo llows:
• Belo n in , co a m arker a rea o r n eighbo rhood o r z.o ne. T h ese a reas
usually a re delineated by experrs in local re~il estate ma r <ets, a t 1oug ·
geoscacisrical techn iq ues can be em ployed. I h e areas need to be la rge

48
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enough to ensure sufficienr sales (or other market evidence) for analysis
and model build ing. Neighbo rhoods should be large enough to generate
~t least 15 sales fo r use in modeling and preferably 30 or more.
• Adjoining a fea ture that affects value positively or negatively, such as
fro nting on a body of warer or next to a railroad track.
• Being within a cerrain d istance of such a feature, such as having a clear view
o f a body of water. Altimde and terrain d ifferences can have similar effects.
W ith respect to land attributes, a pro perty record should con tain the following
information :
• Size and dimensions of land plot (with units of measure, such as square
m eters, clea rly identified)
• If applicable, the dimensions of compo nents of rhe parcel (such as excess
la nd or various soil classes)
• Land use code (actual use and presumed highest and best use)
• Site characteristics that significantly contribute to the desirability of the
parcel, such as terrain.
A pro perry record should p rovide fo r recording essential building and structure
elements. Use of che sales comparison approach fo r resi dential properties requires
the following informario n:
• Size (usually measured in floor area, although the areas of compo nents
may be needed)
• Q ualiry raring (design, quality of materials, q uality of workmanship)
• Year built: and conditi on (state of repair)
• Significant construcrion featu res (such as mate rials used, wall and roof
type, and sto ry heigh t fo r commercial and industrial structures)
• O ther components thar significantly contribute to desirability o r
consrrucrio n coses in the locale (in the United Stares, important housing
featu res are ai r condi tio ning, swimrning pools, wood -burning fireplaces,
an<l garage spaces) .
T he cosr approach co value has more extensive <lat:a requiremen ts. D ata requ irements
fo r the income approach relate to rhe ty pe of p ro perries being appraised, although
size, construction q uality, effective age o r conditio n, and locatio n are almosr always
1mpo rtanc.
T he need fo r derails of interior featu res and cond itions of buildings (and, in
general, anythi ng rhat can nor be easily obse rved from the srreer) should be ca refully
weighed. Prices obviously can he affccred by the desira bility of inreriors. Yer personal
taste can influence rhe effecr; chat is, co nditio n can be highly subjective. T he
presence or absence of a condition can be q ui te trivial. In additio n, arrempring an
interior inspection is time-co nsuming and often unsuccessful, as d iscussed below.
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June 26, 2022 10:12 p.m.
From:Robert Gloudemans
Re: JUNEAU ALASKA ASSESSMENT APPEAL
To: Gregory Adler <gregadler27@me.com>

Hi Greg. I can help a bit with a few items.
•

The hybrid cost/sales method is a common valuation method in which values are
initially estimated based on replacement cost new (RCN) less estimated
depreciation plus land value and then adjusted based on the ratio of recent sales
prices (or time-adjusted sales prices) to estimated value:
Base value (BV) = RCN - Depreciation + Land Value

Market adjustment Factor (MAF) = typical ratio of Sale Price to Initial Value
for similar properties
Estimated Value = BV * MAF
•

Govern is a mass appraisal software system used by various assessors. It
facilitates value calculations (much like Excel facilitates calculations) based on
the assessor's input data and valuation rates.

•

The best source of mass appraisal standards is the Internal Association of
Assessing Officers (iaao.org). You can download copies of their standards free
at https://www.iaao.org/store/SearchResults.aspx?Category=STANDARDS&hkey
=53a07 438-a21d-40c4-b2d7-d4886cd9013 7

Bob Gloudemans
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From: Robert Gloudemans
Re: JUNEAU ALASKA ASSESSMENT APPEAL
To: Greg Adler gregoryladler@qmail.com

July 10, 2022 6:03 p.m.

Hi Greg.
According to the IAAO Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real
Property (attached), assuming adequate data, the income
approach is typically preferred for commercial properties, followed
by the sales comparison approach, and then the cost approach
(see table 1 on page 9). While the cost approach has the
advantage of being applicable to most all improved properties,
besides data on replacement cost new (RCN), it requires the
assessor to estimate accrued depreciation and land value, which
can be very difficult for older properties in areas with few vacant
land sales, particularly if their are functional and/or economic
obsolesce issues. Thus one of the other two approaches is
generally preferred when the necessary data for successful
application is available.
The attached standard nicely summarizes the various approaches
to values and requirements for successful application.
Bob
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Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property
1.Scope

3.1 Overview

This standard defines requirements for the mass appraisal of real property.
The primary focus is on mass appraisal for ad valorcm tax purposes.
However. the principles defined here should also be relevant to CAM As
(CAMAs) (or automated valuation models) used for other purposes. such
as mortgage portfolio management. The standard primarily addresses the
needs of the assessor. assessment oversight agencies, and taxpayers.

Uniform and accurate valua1ion of rropc11y requires co11'ec1. compkte.
and up-to-date property data. Assessing offices mus1 establish eflcctive
procedures for collecting and maintaining rropc11y data (i.e .. property
ownership, location, size. use. physical characteristics. sales price. rents.
costs, and operating expenses). Such data arc also used for performancc
audits, defense of appeals, public relations. and mam11!cme111
infonnation. The following sections recommend procedur~s for
collecting these data.

This standard addresses mass appraisal procedures by which the fee
simple interest in property can be appraised at market value, including
mass appraisal application of the three traditional approaches to value
(cost. sales comparison, and income). Single-property appraisals, partial
interest appraisals, and appraisals made on an other-than-market-value
basis arc outside the scope of this standard. Nor does this standard provide
guidance on detennining assessed values that differ from market value
because of starutory constraints such as use value, classification, or
assessment increase limitations.
Mass appraisal requires complete and accurate da1a. elli:ctivc valuation
models. and prorer management of resources. Section 2 imroduces mass
appraisal. Section J focuses on the collection and maintenance of
rroperty data. Section 4 summarizes the primary considerations in
valuation methods. including the role of the three approaches to value in
the mass appraisal of various types of property. Section 5 addresses
model testing and quality assurance. Section 6 discusses certain
managerial considerations: staff levels, data processing support.
contracting for reappraisals. benefiHost issues, and space requirements.
Section 7 discusses reference materials.

2. Introduction
Market value for assessment purposes is generally detennined through
the application of mass appraisal techniques. Mass appraisal is the
process of valuing a group of properties as of a given date and using
common data. standardized methods, and statistical testing. To
determine a parcel's value. assessing officers must rely upon valuation
equations. tables. and schedules developed through mathematical
analysis of market data. Values for individual parcels should not be
based solely on the sale price of a property; rather. valuation schedules
and models should be consistently applied to property data that arc
correct, complete. and up-to-date.
Properly administered. the development. constmction, and use of a
CAMA system results in a valuation system characterized by accuracy.
uniformity. equity. reliability. and low per-parcel costs. Except for
unique properties. individual analyses and appraisals of properties arc
1101 practical for ad valorcm tax purposes.

3. Collecting and Maintaining Property Data
The accuracy of values depends first and foremost on the completeness
and accuracy of property characteristics and market data. Assessors will
want to ensure that their CAMA systems provide for the collection and
maintenance of relevant land, improvement, and location features. These
data must also be accurately and consistently collected. The CAMA
system must also provide for the storage and processing ofrelevant sales,
cost. and income and expense data.
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3.2 Geographic Data
Assessors should maintain accurate, up-to-date cadastral maps (also
known as assessment maps, tax maps, parcel boundary maps. and
property ownership maps) covering the entire jurisdiction with a unique
identification number for each parcel. Such cadastral maps allow
assessing officers to identify and locate all parcels. both in the field and
in the office. Maps become especially valuable in the mass appraisal
process when a geographic information system (GIS) is used. /\ (ilS
permits graphic displays of sale prices. assessed values. inspe1..·tion date,.
work assignments. land use~. ,llld much mon:. In .iddi1i1111 . .i (ilS pcr11111'
high-level analysis of nearby salcs. neighborhoods. and market 1rc11d~:
\Vhen linked to a Ct\M/\ system. the result~ l'an he n:rv useful. F11r
additional information on cadastral maps. parcel identilic.;tion system~.
and GIS, see the Standard on Manual Cadaslml ,Haps and Par<"el
ldemffien; (IAAO 2016b). Standard on Digilol Cadets/re,/ .\lc,ps 011d
Parcel Identifiers (I AAO 2015). Procedures and S1amlarcl~ /iir "
Mlllrip1117mse Ccu/a.o;/n' (National Research Counci I I lJXJ ). and ( i/S
Gllidelines.fiw Assessors (URISA and IAAO 1999).

3.3 Property Characteristics Data
The assessor should collect and maintain property characteristics data
sufficient for classification, valuation, and other purposes. Accurate
valuation of real property by any method requires descriptions of land
and building characteristics.

3.3. I Selection of Property Charac:teristics Data
Property characteristics to be collected and maintained should he based
on the following:
•
Factors that inlluence the market in the locale in 4uestion
•
Requirements of the valuation methods that will he
employed
•
Requirements of classification and property tax pol icy
•
Requirements of other governmental and pri,·atc users
•
Marginal benefits and costs of collecting and maintaining
each property characteristic
Determining what data on propeny characteristics to 1..·ollcl't and
maintain for a C/\MA system is a cmcial decision with lonl!-term
consequences. A pilot program is one means of evaluating the h~nl'fi1s
and costs of collecting and maintaining a particular set of property
characteristics (see Gloudemans and Almy 20 I I, 46 49). In addition.
much can be learned from srudying the data used in sucecssfol CAMt\s
in other jurisdictions. Data collection and maintenance arc usually the
costliest aspects of a CAMA. Collecting data that arc of little
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importance in the assessment process should be avoided unless another
governmental or private need is clearly demonstrated.
The quantity and quality of existing data should be reviewed. If the data
arc sparse and unreliable, a major recanvass will be necessary. Data that
have been confinned to be reliable should be used whenever possible.
New valuation programs or enhancements requiring major recanvass
activity or conversions to new coding formats should be viewed with
suspicion when the existing database already contains most major
prope11y characteristics and is of generally good quality.
The fi.lllowing property characteristics arc usually important in
predicting residential property values:
lmpm,·emem Dala
• Living area
• Construction quality or key components thereof
(foundation. exterior wall type. and the like)
• Effective age or condition
• Building design or style
• Secondary areas including basements. garages. covered
porches, and balconies
• Building features such as bathrooms and central airconditioning
• Significant detached structures including guest houses, boat
houses, and barns
land Data
• Lot size
• I\ vailable utilities (sewer, water, electricity)
lol'ation Data
• Market area
• Submarket area or neighborhood
• Sile amenities. especially view and golf course or water
frontage
• External nuisances. (e.g .• heavy traffic. airport noise. or
proximity to commercial uses).
For a discussion of property charncleristics imporwnt fur various
commercial property types. see Fundamentals <?l Mass Appraisal
(Gloudemans and Almy 2011. chapter 9).

A logical arrangement of the collection fom,at makes data collection
easier. For example, all items requiring an interior inspection should bc
grouped together. The coding of data should be as objective as possihk.
with measurements. counts, and check-off items used in prclcrencc Ill
items requiring subjective evaluations (such as "number of plumhing
fixtures" versus ..adequacy of plumbing: poor. average. good"). With
respect to check-off items, the available codes should be exhaustive and
mutually exclusive, so that exactly one code logically pertains to each
observable variation ofa building feature (such as strucn1re or roof type).
The data collection format should promote consistency among data
collectors. be clear and easy to use. and be adap1able to virtually all types
of construction. Specialized data collection fi.mmlls may he necessary h1
collect information on agricultural property. timberland. commercial and
industrial parcels. and other property types.
3.3 ..:.3 Dala CollC'ction Jl,111110/s

A clear. thorough. and precise data collection manual is essential and
should be developed. updated. and maint.tined. The writ1cn manual
should explain how to collect and record each data item. Pictures.
examples. and illustrations arc particularly helptill. The manual should
be simple yet complele. Data collection staff should be trained in thc usc
of the manual and related updates to maintain consistency. The manual
should include guidelines for personal conduct during field inspec1i1ins.
and if interior data arc required, the manual should outline procedures to
be followed when the property owner has denied access or when entry
might be risky.
3.3.2.4 Data Accuracy Standards

The following standards of accuracy for darn collection arc
recommended.
•

•

3.3.2 Data Col/e"1io11
Collecting property characteristics data is a critical and expensive phase
of reappraisal. A successful data collection program requires clear and
standard coding and careful monitoring through a quality control
program. The development and use of a data collection manual is
essential to achieving accurate and consistent data collection. The data
collection program should result in complete and accurate data.

•

.LU. I Initial Data Collection

A physical inspection is necessary to obtain initial property
characteristics data. This inspection can be perfonned either by
appraisers or by specially trained data collectors. In a joint approach.
experienced appraisers make key subjective decisions. such as the
assignment of construction quality class or grade. and data collectors
gather all other details. Depending on the data required. an interior
inspection might be necessary. At a minimum. a comprehensive exterior
inspection should be conducted. Measurement is an important part of
data collection.
.LL?..: Dala Col/ec1io11 Formal

Data should be collected in a prescribed fonnat designed to facilitate
both the collecting of data in the field and the entry of the data into the
computer system.
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•

Continuous or area measurement data. such as living area and
exterior wall height, should be accurate within I foot (rounded
to the nearest foot) of the true dimensions or within 5 percent
of the area. (One foot equates to approximately )0 ccn1i1m.·1l.'I"',
in 1he metric system.) If areas. dimcnsions. or \'lllumcs musl hc
estimated. the properly record should 1101c 1hc im,t,mccs 111
which quantities arc estimated.
For each objective. categoricul. or binary data field 10 he
collected or verified. at least 95 percent of the coded entries
should be accurate. Objective. calegorical. or binary data
characteristics include such attributes as exterior wall material.
number of full bathrooms, and waterfront view. As an example.
if a data collector captures IO objective. categorical. or binury
data items for I00 properties, at least 950 of the 1.000 total
entries should be correct.
For each subjective categorical data field collected or verified.
data should be coded correctly at least 90 percent of the time.
Subjective categorical data characteristics include data i1cms
such as quality grade, physical condition. and architcclllral
style.
Regardless of specific accuracy requirements. consistent
measurement is important. Standards including national. local
and regional practices exist to support consistent measurement.
The standard of measurement should be documented as part of
the process. (American Institute of An:hilects 199=': \1arshall
& Swifi Valuation Service 20 I 7: International Property
Measurement Standards Coalition n.d.: Building Owners and
Managers Association lnternation.11 2017)

3.3.2.5 Data Col/eclion Q11ali~1· Comm/
A quality control program is necessary to ensure that data accuracy
standards arc achieved and maintained. Independent quality co111wl
inspections should occur immediately after the data collection phase
begins and may be perfonned by jurisdiction staff: project consultants.
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auditing firms, or oversight agencies. The inspections should review
random samples of finished work for completeness and accuracy and
keep tabulations of items coded correctly or inco1Tectly, so that statistical
tests can be used to detenninc whether accuracy standards have been
achieved. Stratification by geographic area. prope11y type. or individual
data collector can help detect patterns of data e1rnr. Data that fail to meet
<.Juality control standards should be recollected.
The accuracy of subjective data should be judged primarily by
conformity with written specifications and examples in the data
collection manual. The data reviewer should substantiate subjective data
corrections with pictures or field notes.

3.3.3 Data Entry
To avoid duplication of effort, the data collection fonn should be able to
serve as the data entry fonn. Data entry should be routinely audited to
ensure accuracy.

Data entry accuracy should be as close to I00 percent as possible and
should be supported by a full set of range and consistency edits. These
arc error or warning messages generated in response to invalid or unusual
data items. Examples of data errors include missing data codes and
invalid characters. Warning messages should also be generated when
data values exceed nonnal ranges (e.g .. more than eight rooms in a
1.200-squarc-foot residence). The warnings should appear as the data arc
entered. When feasible. action on the warnings should take place during
data entry. Field data entry devices provide the ability to edit data as it is
entered and also eliminate data transcription errors.

3.3.4 Maintaining Property Characteristics Data
Prope11y characteristics data should be continually updated in response
to changes brought about by new construction. new parcels. remodeling,
demolition. and destruction. There arc several ways of updating data.
The most cfticicnt method involves building pcnnits. Ideally, strictly
enforced local ordinances require building pennits for all significant
construction activity. and the assessor's office receives copies of the
permits. This method allows the assessor to identify properties whose
characteristics are likely to change, to inspect such parcels on a timely
basis (preferably as close to the assessment date as possible), and to
update the files accordingly.
Another method is aerial photography, which also can be helpful in
idcnti fying new or previously unrecorded construction and land use.
Some jurisdictions use self-reporting. in which property owners review
the assessor's records and submit additions or corrections. Information
derived from multiple listing sources and other third-pm1y vendors can
also be used to validate propc11y records.
Periodic field inspections can help ensure that prope11y characteristics
data arc complete and accurate. Assuming that most new construction
activity is identified through building pcnnits or other ongoing
procedures. a physical review including an on-site verification of
property characteristics should be conducted at least every 4 to 6 years.
Reinspections should include partial remeasurement of the two most
complex sides of improvements and a walk around the improvement to
identify additions and deletions. Photographs taken at previous physical
inspections can help identify changes.

3.3.5 Alternative to Periodic On-site Inspections
Provided that initial physical inspections are timely completed and that
an effective system of building pennits or other methods of routinely
identifying physical changes is in place, jurisdictions may employ a set
of digital imaging technology tools to supplement field reinspections
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with a computer-assisted office review. These imaging tools should
include the following:
• Current high-resolution street-view images (at a sub-inch pixel
resolution that enables quality grade and physical condition to he
verified)
• Orthophoto images (minimum 6-inch pixel resolution in
urbun/suburhan and 12-inch resolution in 111ral areas. upda1ed .:n:ry 2
years in rapid-growth areas or 6 IO years in slow-growth areas)
• Low-level oblique images capable of being used for measur.:111.:111
verification (four cardinal directions. minimum 6-inch pixel resolution
in urban/suburban and 12-inch pixel resolution in rnrnl areas. updated
every 2 years in rapid-growth areas or 6 IO years in slow-growth areas).
These tool sets may incorporate change detection techniques that
compare building dimension data (footprints) in the CAMA system to
georefercnced imagery or remote sensing data trom sources (such as
LiDAR [light detection and ranging]) and identify potential CAMI\
sketch discrepancies for further investigation.
Assessment jurisdictions and oversight agencies must ensure that images
meet expected quality standards. Standards required for vendor-supplied
images should be spelled out in the Request for Proposal (RFP) and
contract for services. and images should be checked for compliance with
specified requirements. For general guidance on preparing RFPs and
contracting for vendor-supplied services. sec the S1anclard
Co111rac1i11gfiw Assessm<'/11 S<'l'l'ic<'s IIA/\0 200XJ.

w,

In addition. appraisers should visit assigned areas on an annual basis 10
observe changes in neighborhood condition. trends. and prop.:rty
characteristics. An on-site physical review is recommended when
significant construction changes arc detected. a property is sold. or an
area is affected by catastrophic damage. Building permits should he
regularly monitored and properties that have significant change should
be inspected when work is complete.

3.4 Sale Data
States and provinces should seek mandatory disclosure laws to ensure
comprehensiveness of sale data files. Regardless of the availability of
such statutes, a file of sale data must be maintained. and sales must be
properly reviewed and validated. Sale data are required in all
applications of the sales comparison approach, in the development of
land values and market-based depreciation schedules in the cost
approach, and in the derivation of capitalization rates or discount rates in
the income approach. Refer to Mass Appraisal ,?{ Real Pmper~r
(Gloudemans 1999, chapter 2) or Fundamenlals ,?f Mass Appraisal
(Gloudcmans and Almy 2011 chapter 2) for guidelines on the acquisition
and processing of sale data.

3.5 Income and Expense Data
Income and expense data must he collected fix incomc-prodw.:ing
property and reviewed by qualified appraisers to ensure their accurncy
and usability for valuation analysis (sec Section 4.4.). Refer to :\lass
Appraisal ,?f Real Proper~r (Gloudemans 1999. chapter 2) or
F1mdamen1als <?lMass Appraisal (Uloudcmans and Almy 2011. chapt.:r
2) for guidelines addressing the collection and processing of incoml.' and
expense data.

3.6 Cost and Depreciation Data
Current cost and depreciation data adjusted to the local market arc
required for the cost approach (see Section 4.2). Cost and depreciation
manuals and schedules can be purchased from commercial services or
created in-house. See Mass Appraisal ~/ Real Properly (Gloudemans
1999, chapter 4) or Fundamentals <?f Mass Appraisal (Gloudcmans and
Almy 2011. 180 193) for guidelines on creating manuals and schedules.
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4. Valuation
Mass appraisal analysis begins with assigning properties to use classes
or strata based on highest and best use. which nonnally equates to current
use. Some statutes require that property be valued for ad valorem tax
purposes at current use regardless of highest and best use. Zoning and
other land use controls nonnally dictate highest and best use of vacant
land. In the absence of such restrictions, the assessor must detennine the
highest and best use of the land by analyzing the four componentslegally pennissible. physically possible, appropriately supported, and
financially feasible-thereby resulting in the highest value. Special
attention may be required for properties in transition. interim or
nonconfonning uses, multiple uses. and excess land.

4.1 Valuation Models
Any appraisal. whether singlc-propeny appraisal or mass appraisal. uses
a model. that is. a representation in words or an equation of the

relationship between value and variables representing factors of supply
and demand. Mass appraisal models attempt to represent the market for
a specific type of property in a specified area. Mass appraisers must first
specify the model. that is. identify the supply and demand factors and
property features that influence value, for example. square feet of living
area. Then they must calibrate the model, that is. determine the
adjustments or coefficients that best represent the value contribution of
the variables chosen, for example. the dollar amount the market places
on each square foot ofliving area. Careful and extensive market analysis
is required for both specification and calibration of a model that
estimates values accurately. Mass appraisal models apply to all three
approaches to value: the cost approach, the sales comparison approach,
and the income approach.
Valuation models arc developed for defined property groups. For
residential properties. geographic stratification is appropriate when the
value of property attributes varies significantly among areas and each
area is large enough to provide adequate sales. It is particularly effective
when housing types and styles arc relatively uniform within areas.
Separate models arc developed for each market area (also known as
economic or model areas). Subareas or neighborhoods cmt serve as
variables in the models and can also be used in land value tables and
selection of comparable sales. (Sec Mass Appraisal ,?f Real Property
[Gloudemans 1999. 118 120) or Fundamentals ,?f Mass Appraisal
Irnoudcmans and Almy 2011. 139- 143] for guidelines on stratification.)
Smaller jurisdictions may find it sufficient to develop a single residential
model.
Commercial and income-producing properties should be stratified by
property type. In general, separate models should be developed for
apartment. warehouse/industrial, office, and retail properties. Large
jurisdictions may be able to stratify apartment properties further by type
or area or to develop multiple models for other income properties with
adequate data.

4.2 The Cost Approach
The cost approach is applicable to virtually all improved parcels and, if
used properly. can produce accurate valuations. The cost approach is
more reliable for newer strncturcs of standard materials. design. and
workmanship. It produces an estimate of the value of the fee simple
interest in a property.
Reliable cost data arc imperative in any successful application of the cost
approach. The data must be complete, typical. and current. Current
constmction costs should be based on the cost of replacing a strncturc
with one of equal utility, using current materials. design, and building
standards. In addition to specific property types, cost models should
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include the cost of individual constrnction components and building.
items in order to adjust for features that differ from base specifications.
These costs should be incorporated into a constrnction cost manual and
related computer software. The software can pcrfonn the valuation
function, and the manual, in addition to providing documcntmion. can he
used when nonautomatcd calculations arc required.
Constrnction cost schedules can be developed in-house. based on a
systematic study of local construction costs. obtained from firms
specializing in such infonnation, or custom-generated by a contractor.
Cost schedules should be verified for accuracy by applying them to
recently constructed improvements of known cost. Constniction costs
also should be updated before each assessment cycle.
The most difficult aspects of the cost approach are estimates of land
value and accrued depreciation. These estimates must be based on noncost data (primarily sales) and can involve considerable subjectivitv.
Land values used in the cost approach must be current and c~nsistc,~t.
Often. they must be extracted from sales of improved propeny because
sales of vm.:ant land arc scarce. Section 45 rro\'ides standards fiir land
valuation in mass appraisal.
Depreciation schedules can be extracted from sales data in sc,·cral \\'avs.
Sec Muss Appraisal,?{ Reul Proper~,· (Gloudemans 1999. chapter-•) or
Fundamentals <!l Mass Appraisal (Gloudcmans and J\lmy 20 I I. I X9
192).

4.3 The Sales Comparison Approach
The sales comparison approach estimates the value of a subject prope11y
by statistically analyzing the sale prices of similar properties. This
approach is usually the preferred approach for estimating values for
residential and other property types with adequate sales.
Applications of the sales comparison approach include direct market
models and comparable sales algorithms (sec Mas.,· Appraisal ,!f' Rm/
Property [Gloudemans 1999, chapters 3 and 4], Fundamema/s <?/'Mass
Appraisal [Gloudemans and Almy 20 I I, chapters 4 and 6 ), and the
Standard on Alllomated Valuation Models (AVMs) [IJ\/\O 2003]).
Comparable sales algorithms are most akin to single-property appraisal
applications of the sales comparison approach. They have the advantages
of being familiar and easily explained and can compensate for less wdlspecificd orealibrated models. because the models arc used onlv to make
adjustments to the selected comparablcs. Thcy can be prohlcm~1tic if the
sclc,.:ted eumparnhlcs arc not well ,alrdated or rcpn:si:11ta11n.· of marh·t
value. Because they predict market value dircctly. dircct market modds
depend more heavily on careflrl model specification and calibrntion.
Their advantages include efficiency and consistency. because the same
model is directly applied against all properties in the model area.
Users of comparable sales algorithms should he aware that salcs ratio
statistics will be biased if sales used in the ratio study arc used as
comparables for themselves in model development. This problem can he
avoided by (I) not using sales as comparablcs for themselves 111
modeling or (2) using holdout or later sales in ratio studies.

4.4 The Income Approach
In general, for income-producing properties, the income approach is the
preferred valuation approach when reliable income and expense data arc
available, along with well-supported income multipliers. overall rates.
and required rates of return on investment. Successful application of the
income approach requires the collection. maintenance. and cardi.rl
analysis of income and expense data.
Mass appraisal applications of the income approach begin with
collecting and processing income and expense data. (These data should
be expressed on an appropriate per-unit basis. such as per st1uarc foot or
per apanment unit.} Apprnisers should then compute nonnal or typical
gross incomes, vacancy rates, net incomes. and expense ratio~ for ,·ariou~
homogeneous strata of properties. These figures can be used to judge th1..•
reasonableness of reported data for individuc.11 parcels and to estimate
income and expense figures for parcels \Vith unreported data. Actual or
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Table 1. Rank of typical usefulness of the three approaches to value

reported figures can be used as long as they re fl eel typical figures (or
typical figures can be used for all properties).
Alternatively. models for es1i1nating gross or net income and expense
ratios can be developed by using actual income and expense dala from a
sample of properties and calibrated by using multiple regression
analysis. For an introduction to income modeling, see Mass Appraisal of
Reul Proper~v (Gloudemans 1999, chapter 3) or Fundamentals of Mass
Appraisal (Gloudemans and Almy 2011, chapter 9). The developed
income figures can be capitalized into estimates of value in a number of
ways. The most direct method involves the application of gross income
multipliers, which express the ratio of market value to gross income. At
a more refined level, net income multipliers or their reciprocals, overall
capitalization rates, can be developed and applied. Provided there are
adequa1c sales, these multipliers and rates should be extracted from a
comparison of actual or estimated incomes with sale prices (older
income and sales data should be adjusted to the valuation date as
appropriate). Income multipliers and overall rates developed in this
manner tend IO provide reliable. consistent. and readily supprn1ed
valuations when good sales and income data arc available. When
adequate sales arc not available. relevant publications and local market
participants can be consulted.

4.5 Land Valuation
Stare or local laws may require the value of an improved parcel to be
separated into land and improvement components. When the sales
comparison or income approach is used, an independent estimate ofland
value can be made and subtracred from the total property value to obtain
a residual improvement value. Some computerized valuation techniques
provide a separation of total value into land and building components.
Land values should be reviewed annually. At least once every 4 to 6 years
the properties should be physically inspected and revalued. The sales
comparison approach is the primary approach to land valuation and is
always preferred when sufficient sales are available. In the absence of
adequate sales. other techniques 1hat can be used in land appraisal include
allocation. abstraction. anticiparcd use, capitalization of ground rents, and
land residual capiralization. (Sec Mass Appraisal <?f Real Proper~r
[Gloudcmans 19~9. chaplcr 3] or Fundamemals ,!f' Mass Appraisal
[Gloudcmans and Almy 2011, 178 180].)

4.6 Considerations by Property Type
The appropriateness of each valuation approach varies with the type of
property under consideration. Table I ranks the relative usefulness of the
three approaches in the mass appraisal of major types of properties. The
iablc assumes that there arc no major statutory barriers to using all three
approaches or to obtaining cost, sales, and income data. Although relying
only on the single best approach for a given type of property can have
advantages in terms of efficiency and consistency, the use of two or more
approaches provides helpful cross~checks and flexibility and can thus
produce greater accuracy, particularly for less typical properties.

in the mass appraisal of major types of property

Type of
Property

Cost
Approach

Sales
Comparison
Approach

Income
Approach

Single-family

2

1

3

Multifamily residential

3

1,2

1, 2

Commercial

3

2

1

Industrial

1, 2

3

1, 2

residential

Nonagricultural land

-

1

2

Agriculturala

-

2

1

Special-purposeb

1

2, 3

2, 3

1
•

Includes farm, ranch, and forest properties.

b

Includes institutional, governmental, and rncrc,Hion propertie!..

4.6. I Si11gle-Family Re!iide11tial Property
The sales comparison approach is the bcsl approach lex singlc-fom1ly
residential property, including condominiums. Au1oma1cd versions of
this approach are highly efficient and generally accurate for the majority
of these properties. The cost approach is a good supplemental approach
and should serve as the primary approach when the sales dara availahk
are inadequate. The income approach is usually inappropriare for mass
appraisal of single-family residential propcnies. because most of these
properties are not rented.

4.6.2 Manufactured Housing
Manufactured or mobile homes can be valued in a number of ways
depending on the local market and ownership status. Often mobile
homes are purchased separately and situated on a rented space in a
mobile home park. In this case the best strategy is to model the mobile
homes separately from the land. At other times mobile homes an:
situated on individual lots and bought and sold similar to stick-huih
homes. Particularly in rural areas they may be intermixed wi1h stick-built
homes. In these cases. they can he modeled in a manner similar to 1ha1
for other residential prope11ies and included in the same models. as h1nl.!
as lhe model includes variables to distinguish them and rccocni1c an~·
relevant differences from other homes (e.g.. mnhile ho~1es ma;•
appreciate at a rare different from that for stick-built homes).

4.6.3 Multifamily Reside111ial Property
The sales comparison and income approaches arc preferred in valuing
multifamily residential property when sufficient sales and income data
are available. Multiple regression analysis (MRA) and related techniques
have been successfully used in valuing this property lype. When:
adequate sales are available, direct sales models can be used. MRA also
can be used to calibrate different portions of the income approach.
including the estimation of market rents and development of income
multipliers or capitalization rates. As with other residential property. the
cost approach is useful in providing supplemenral valuations and can
serve as the primary approach when good sales and income data arc not
available.
4.6.4 C(Jmmerc:ial ,md Industrial Pr(Jperty
The income approach is the most appropriate method in ,·alumt-!
commercial and industrial prnpcny ir su llicient income data a1\.'
available. Direct sales comparison models can h1.: equally etkc:ti,·._,• Ill
large juriscliclions wilh sufficient sales. When a sufticiclll supply of sales
data and income data is not available. 1hc cosl approach should be
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applied. However. values generated should be checked against available
sales data. Cost factors. land values. and depreciation schedules must be
kept current through periodic review.

4.6.5 Nm,agric:ultural l~a11d
The sales comparison approach is preferred for valuing nonagricultural
land. Application of the sales comparison approach to vacant land
involves the collection of sales data, the posting of sales data on maps,
the calculation of standard unit values (such as value per square foot, per
front foot. or per parcel) by area and type of land use. and the
development of land valuation maps or computer-generated tables in
which the pattern of values is displayed. When vacant land sales are not
available or arc few, additional benchmarks can be obtained by
subtracting the replacement cost new less depreciation of improvements
from the sale prices of improved parcels. The success of this technique
requires reliable cost data and tends to work best for relatively new
improvements, for which depreciation is minimal.
Another approach is a hybrid model decomposable into land and
building values. Although these models can be calibrated from improved
sales alone. separation of value between land and buildings is more
reliable when both vacant and improved sales arc available.

4.6.6 Agricultural Property
If adequate sales data arc available and agricultural property is 10 be
appraised at market value. the sales comparison approach is preferred.
However. most states and provinces provide fbr the valuation of
agricultural land at use value. making the sales comparison approach
inappropriate for land for which market value exceeds use value. Thus.
it is often imperative to obtain good income data and to use the income
approach for agricultural land. Land rents arc often available. sometimes
permitting the development and application of overall capitalization
rates. Many states and provinces have soil maps that assign land to
different productivity classes for which typical rents can be developed.
Cost tables can be used to value agricultural buildings.
4. 6. 7 Spedal-Purpose Property
The cost approach tends to be most appropriate in the appraisal of
special-purpose properties, because of the distinctive nature of such
properties and the general absence of adequate sales or income data.

4.7 Value Reconciliation
When more than one approach or model is used for a given property
group. the appraiser must determine which to use or emphasize. Often
1his can be done by comparing ratio study statistics. Although there arc
advantages to being consistent. sometimes an altematiYe approach or
method is more reliable tc.ir special situations and atypical properties.
CAMA systems should allow users to document the approach or method
being used for each property.

4.8 Frequency of Reappraisals
Section 4.2.:? of the St"ndard on Proper~r Tax Po/iq (IAAO 20 I0)
states that current market value implies annual assessment of all
property. Annual assessment docs not necessarily mean. however, that
each property must be re-examined each year. Instead, models can be
recalibrated, or market adjustment factors derived from ratio studies or
other market analyses applied based on criteria such as property type,
location, size, and age.
Analysis of ratio study data can suggest groups or strata of properties in
greatest need of physical review. In general, market adjustments can be
highly effective in maintaining equity when appraisals are uniform
within strata and recalibration can provide even greater accuracy.
However. only physical reviews can correct data errors and. as stated in
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Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, property characteristics data should he
reviewed and updated at least every 4 to 6 years. This can be
accomplished in at least three ways:
•
Reinspecting all property at periodic intervals (i.e., evcrv 4 to (l
years)
•
•
Reinspecting properties on a cyclical basis (e.g .. 0111:-fo11r1h or
one-sixth each year)

•

Reinspecting prupc11ics on a priority basis as ind1c<11ed hy rat111
studies or other considerations while still ensuring that nll
properties are examined at least every sixth year

5. Model Testing, Quality Assurance, and Value
Defense
Mass appraisal allows for model testing and quality assurance measures
that provide feedback on the reliability of valuation models and the
overall accuracy of estimated values. Modelers and assessors must be
familiar with these diagnostics so they can evaluate valuation
performance properly and make improvements where needed.

5.1 ModeI Diagnostics
Modeling software contains various statistical measures that provide
feedback on model performance and accuracy. MRA software contains
multiple sets of diagnostic tools. some of which relate 10 the on:rall
predictive accuracy of the model and some of which relate tu 1he rclatin:
imprn1ancc and statistical reliability of indi\'idual variables in the mlldcl.
Modelers must understand these measures and ensure th.ii final models
not only make appraisal sense but also arc statistically :,.llt1nd.

5.2 Sales Ratio Analyses
Regardless of how values were generated. sales ratio studies provide
objective. bottom-line indicators of assessment performance. The l!\t\C >
literature contains extensive discussions of this important topic. and the
Standard on Ratio Studies (2013) provides guidance for conducting a
proper study. It also presents standards for key ratio statistics relating to
the two primary aspects of assessment perfonnance: level and
unifonnity. The following discussion summarizes these standards and
describes how the assessor can use sales ratio metrics to help ensure
accurate, uniform values.

5.2. I Assessment Level
Assessment level relates to the overall or general level of assessment of
a jurisdiction and various property classes. strata. and groups within the
jurisdiction. Each group must be assessed at market value as required by
professional standards and applicable statutes. mies. and related
requirements. The three common measures of central lemh:ncy in rat ill
studies arc the median. mean. and wcightcd mean. Thi..• S1t111dard 011
Ratio S111di('s (2013) stipulates that the median ra1iu should he hemwn
0.90 and I. IO and provides criteria for determining whether it c:.1n he
concluded that the standard has not been achieved for a propc11y group.
Current. up-to-date valuation models. schedules. and tables help ensurc
that assessment levels meet required swndards. and values can he
statistically adjusted between full reappraisals or model recalihrations 10
ensure compliance.

5.2.2 Assessment Uniformity
Assessment unifonnity relates to the consistency and equity of values.
Uniformity has several aspects, the first of which relates to consistency
in assessment levels between property groups. It is important to ensure.
for example, that residential and commercial properties arc appraised at
similar percentages of market value (regardless of the legal assessment
ratios that may then be applied) and that residential assessment levels arc
consistent among neighborhoods. constniction classes. age groups. and
size groups. Consistency among property groups can he evaluated hy
comparing measures of central tendency calculated for each group.
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Various graphs can also be used for this purpose. The Standard on Ratio
Swdies (IAAO 2013) stipulates that the level of appraisal for each major
group of properties should be within 5 percent of the overall level for the
jurisdiction and provides criteria for detennining whether it can be
concluded from ratio data that the standard has not been met.
Another aspect of uniformity relates to the consistency of assessment
levels \Vithin property groups. There arc several such measures. 1hc
preeminent of which is the coefficient of dispersion (COD). which
represents the average percentage deviation from the median ratio. The
lower the COD, the more uniform the ratios within the property group.
In addition, unifonnity can be viewed spatially by plotting sales ratios
on thematic maps.
The S1,mdurd on Rulio Swdies (IAAO 2013) provides the following
standards for the COD:
•
Single-family homes and condominiums: CODs of 5 to IO for
newer or fairly similar residences and 5 to 15 for older or more
heterogeneous areas
•
Income-producing properties: CODs of 5 to 15 in larger, urban
areas and 5 to 20 in other areas
•
Vacant land: CODs of5 to 20 in urban areas and 5 to 25 in rural
or seasonal recreation areas
•
Rural residential, seasonal, and manufactured homes: COOs of
5 to 20.
The entire appraisal staff must be aware of and monitor compliance with
these standards and take corrective action where necessary. Poor
uniformity within a property group is usually indicative of data problems
or deficient valuation procedures or tables and cannot be corrected by
application of market adjustment factors.
A final aspect of assessment uniformity relates to equity between lowand high-value properties. Ahhough there arc statistical subtleties that
can bias evaluation of price-related uniformity, the IAAO li1erature (sec
particularly F1111dumen1ul\· ,?f' Muss Appraisal [Gloudemans and Almy
2011. 385 392 and Appendix B] and the S1andard on Ralio Studies
(IAAO 2013]) provides guidance and relevant measures, namely, the
price-related differential (PRO) and coefficient of price-related bias
(PRB).
The PRO provides a simple gauge of price-related bias. The Standard on
Ra1io S111dies (IAAO 2013) calls for PRDs of0.98 to 1.03. PROs below
0.98 tend to indicate assessment progressivity, the condition in which
assessment ratios increase with price. PRDs above 1.03 tend to indicate
assessment regressivity, in which assessment ratios decline with price.
The PRB indicates the percentage by which assessment ratios change
whenever values double or arc halved. For example, a PRB of -0.03
would mean that assessment levels fall by 3 percent when value doubles.
The S1,111dard
Ralio S111clies calls for PRBs of 0.05 to +0.05 and
regards PRBs outside the range of - 0.10 to +0.10 as unacceptable.

reliable results for the range of properties that must be valued (holdout
samples of JO to 20 percent are typical). If too few sales arc available.
later sales can be validated and used for the same purpose. (For a method
of using sales both to develop and test valuation models. sec "The Use
of Cross-validation in CAMA Modeling to Get the Most Out of Sales"
(Jensen 2011 ).
Since they were not used in valuation. holdout samples can provide more
objective measures of valuation performance. This can he pm1icularly
impo11ant when ,·alues arc not based on a common algorithm as l'0St and
MRA models arc. Manually assigning land rnlues. for example. m1gh1
produce sales ratio stalistics that appear excellent hu1 arc 1101
representative of broader performance fix both sold and unsold
properties. Comparable sales models that value a sold propc11y using the
sale ofa property as a comparable for itself can produce quite dincn:111
results when tested on a holdout group.
When a new valuation approach or technique is used fbr the first time.
holdout sales can be helpful in validating use of the new method. In
general, however, holdout samples arc unnecessary as long as \'aluation
models are based on common algorithms and schedules and the value
assigned to a sale property is not a function of its price. Properly
validated later sales can provide follow-up perfonnance indicators
without compromising the number of sales available for valuation.

5.4 Documentation
Valuation procedures and models should be documented. /\pprnisal swff
should have at least a general understanding of how the models work and
the various rates and adjustments made by the models. Cost manuals
should be current and contain the rates and adjustments used to ,·alue
improvements by the cosl approach. Similarly:. land ,·alucs should hl.'
supported by tables of rates and adjustmcnls for features such as water
frontage. traffic, and other relevant influences. MR/\ models and other
sales comparison algorithms should document final equations and
should be reproducible, so that rerunning the model produces the same
value. Schedules of rental rates. vacancy rates. expense ratios. income
multipliers. and capitalization rates should documcnl how n1lues hascd
on the income approach were derived.
It can be particularly helpful to prepare a manual. bookie!. or report for
each major property type that provides a narrative summary of the
valuation approach and methodology and contains at least the more
common rates and adjustments. Examples of how values were computed
for sample properties can be particularly helpful. The manuals serve as a
resource for current staff and can be helpful in training new staff or
explaining the valuation process to other interested parties. Once
prepared, the documents should be updated when valuation schedules
change or methods and calculation procedures arc revised.

5.5 Value Defense

5.3 Holdout Samples

The assessment office staff must have confidence in the appraisals and
be able to explain and defend them. This confidence h,:gins \\'ith
application of reliable appraisal techniL1ucs. gcncr.1tion or appnipriall.'
valuation reports. and review of preliminary ,·,ilues. It may hi: hclpli1l to
ha\"C reports that list each parcel. its charact1..•ris1ics. and its cakula11:d
value. Parcels with unusual characteristics. extreme values. or extreme
changes in values should be identified for subsequent individual review.
Equally important, summary reports should show average values. rnlu1..·
changes, and ratio study statistics for various strata of properties. Tl11..·sc
should be reviewed to ensure the overall consistency of values for
various types of property and various locations. (Sec the U11i/or111
S1andards ,?f" Prc?fessionul Appraisu/ Prue/ice:. Standards Ruic 6-7. for
reporting requirements for mass appraisals [The Appraisal Foundation
2012-2013].)

Holdout samples are validated sales that are not used in valuation but
instead are used to test valuation performance. Holdout samples should
be randomly selected with a view to obtaining an adequate sample while
ensuring that the number of sales available for valuation will provide

The staff should also be prepared to support individual valuations as
required, preferably through comparable sales. At a minimum. staff
should be able to produce a property record and explain the basic

m,

Because price is observable only for sale properties, there is no easy
correction for the PRB, which is usually due to problems in valuation
models and schedules. Sometimes other ratio sn1dy diagnostics will
provide clues. For example, high ratios for lower construction classes
nmy indicate that base rates should be reduced for those classes, which
should in tum improve assessment ratios for low-value properties.
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approach (cost. sales comparison. or income) used to estimate the value
of the propeny. A propeny owner should never be told simply that ''the
computer" or "the system" produced the appraisal. In general. the staff
should tailor the explanation to the taxpayer's knowledge and expertise.
Equations convened to tabular fonn can be used to explain the basis for
valuation. In all cases, the assessment office staff should be able to
produce sales or appraisals of similar properties in order to support (or at
least explain) the valuation of the property in question. Comparable sales
can be obtained from reports that list sales by such features as type of
property. area, size, and age. Alternatively, interactive programs can be
obtained or developed that identify and display the most comparable
properties.
Assessors should notify property owners of their valuations in sufficient
time for property owners to discuss their appraisals with the assessor and
appeal the value if they choose to do so (sec the S1amlard on P11h/ic
Relations I IAAO 2011 ]). Statutes should pro\'ide fc.lr a fbrmal appeals
process beyond the assessor's level (sec the Standard m1 Asse.,·smem
Appt'al (IAAO 2016a]).

6. Managerial and Space Considerations
6.1 Overview
Mass appraisal requires staff. technical, and other resources. This section
discusses ccnain key managerial and facilities considerations.

6.2 Staffing and Space
A successful in-house appraisal program requires trained staff and
adequate facilities in which to work and meet with the public.

6.2. I Staffing
Staff should comprise persons skilled in general administration,
supervision. appraisal. mapping, data processing, aRa seeFe~aFial and
clerical fi.mctions. Typical staffing sizes and patterns for jurisdictions of
various sizes arc illustrated in F11ndame111als ,!f' A1a.'is Appraisal
(Gloudemans and Almy 201 I. 22 25). Staffing needs can vary
significantly based on factors such as frequency of reassessments.

6.2.2 Space Considerations
The following minimum space standards arc suggcslcd for managerial,
supervisory. and support staff:
•
Chitf assessing o{Jicer (t'.g., Asses:wr. direclorr a private
oflicc. enclosed by walls or windows extending to the
ceiling, of 200 square feet ( 18 to 19 square meters)
•
,Hanagemenl posilion (e.g., chief depllly assessor, head <?fa
division in a /argejurisdiction, and so on)-a private office,
enclosed by walls or windows extending to the ceiling, of
170 square feet ( 15 to 16 square meters)
•
Supervisory position (head of a section, unit, or team of
appraisers. mappers. analysts, technicians, or c/erks)-a
private office or partitioned space of 150 square feet ( 14
square meters)
•
Appraisers and Jechnica/ stqff--private offices or at least
partitioned, quiel work areas of 50 to I00 square feet (5 to
IO square meters). not including aisle and file space, with a
desk and chair
•
Support sll?{l" adequate workspace. open or partitioned. lo
promole intended work llmctions and access.
In addition. there should be adequate space for
•
File storage and access
•
Training and meetings
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•
•
•
•

Mapping and drafting
Public service areas
Printing and pholocopy equipment
Library facilities.

6.3 Data Processing Support
CAMAs require considerable data processing support.

6.3.J Hardware
The hardware should be powerful enough to support applications of the
cost, sales comparison, and income approaches, as well as data
maintenance and other routine operations. Data downloading, mass
calculations, GJS applications, and Web suppon tend to be the most
computer~intensive operations. Processing speed and efficieru.·y
requirements should be established before hardware acl1uisition.
Computer equipment can be purchased, leased. rented. or shared with
other jurisdictions. If the purchase option is chosen. the elJUipmenl
should he easy to upgrade to take ad\'antage of ll.·chnolngical
devclopmenls ,vithout purchasing an entirely new system.

6.3.2 SlJjiware
CAMA software can be developed internally. adapted from soliwarc
developed by other public agencies. or purchased (in whole or in pm1)
from private vendors. (Inevitably there will be some tailoring needed to
adapt externally developed software to the requirements of the user's
environment.) Each alternative has advantages and disadvan1ages. ThL·
software should be designed so that it can be easily modified: it should
also be well documented. at both the appraiser/user and programmer
levels.
CAMA software works in conjunction with various general-purpose
software, typically including word processing, spreadsheet, statistical.
and GIS programs. These programs and applications must be able to
share data and work together cohesively.
Security measures should exist to prevent unauthorized use and 10
provide backup in the event of accidental loss or destruction of data.

6.3.2. J CustlJm St~ftware
Custom so Ii ware is designed to perfr1rm spcci tk tasks. idcntiticd hy 1hc
jurisdiction. and can be specifically tailored to the user's n.:quircments.
The data screens and processing logic can otien he customi,cd 10 retlect
actual or desired practices, and lhe prompts and help informariun can bi:
tailored to retlcct local tcnninology and convention.
After completing the purchase or license requirements. the jurisdic11011
should retain access to the program source code. so other proµrammers
arc able to modify the program to reflect changing requirements.
The major disadvantages of custom software arc the time and expense of
writing, testing. and updating. Particular attention must be paid to
ensuring that user requirements are clearly conveyed to programmers
and reflected in the end product, which should not be accepted until
proper testing has been completed. Future modifications to programs.
even those of a minor nature, can involve system administrator approval
and can be a time-consuming. costly, and rigorous job. (See S1wulard 011
Contraclingfhr Assessment Services [IAAO 2008).)

6.3.2.2 Generic Software
An alternalive to custom soliware is generic soil ware. of whid11hcrl..' ;ire
two major types: vcnical soliware. which is written for a spccilil:
industrv. and horizontal sotiwan:. which is \\Tilli.:n li1r partll:ular
applic,;lions regardless (1f indus1ry. i:xampli.:s of thl..' lallL'r indud~
database, spreadsheet. word processing. and stalislical software.
Although the acnml instmction code within these programs cannot he
modified, they typically permit the user to create a variety ofcus1omi11..'d
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templates. files. and documents that can be processed. These arc often
refo1Ted to as commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS) packages.
Generic vertical software usually requires modification 10 fit a
jurisdiction ·s specific needs. In considering generic software. the
assessor should determine
•
System requirements
•
The extent to which the software meets the agency's needs
•
A timetable for implementation
•
How modifications will be accomplished
•
lbclevcl ofvendorsupport
•
Whether the source code can be obtained.
(Sec Standard on Contracting for Assessment Services [IAAO 2008].)
Horizontal generic software is more flexible, pennitting the user to
define file structures. relational table layout, input and output procedures,
including fonn or fonnat, and reports. Assessment offices with expertise
in such software (which does not imply a knowledge of programming)
can adapt it for
•
Property (data) file maintenance
•
Market research and analysis
•
Valuation modeling and processing
•
Many other aspects of assessment operations.
Horizontal generic software is inexpensive and flexible. However. it
requires considerable customization to adapt it to local requirements.
Provisions should be made for a sustainable process that is not overly
dependent on a single person or resource.

6.4 Contracting for Appraisal Services
Reappraisal contracts can include mapping. data collection, data
processing. and other services. as well as valuation. They offer the
potential of acquiring professional skills and resources quickly. These
skills and resources often are not available internally. Contracting for
these services not only can allow the jurisdiction to maintain a modest
staff and to budget for reappraisal on a periodic basis, but also makes the
assessor less likely to develop in-house expertise. (See the Standard on
Contracting.for Assessment Services [IAAO 2008].)

6.5 Benefit-Cost Considerations
6. 5.1 Oi1en•iew

The object of mass appraisal is to produce equitable valuations at low
costs. Improvements in equity otlen require increased expenditures.
Benefit•cost analysis in mass appraisal involves two major issues: policy
and administration.

6.5.2 P"licy Jss11es
An assessment jurisdiction requires a certain expenditure level simply to
inventory. list. and value properties. Beyond that point. additional
expenditures make possible rapid improvements in equity initially, but
marginal improvements in equity diminish as expendirures increase. At
a minimum. jurisdictions should budget to meet statutory requirements
and the pcrfonnance standards contained in the Standard on Ratio
Swdies (IAAO 2013) and summarized in Section 5.2.

6.5.3 Administrative Jss11es
Maximizing equity per dollar of expenditure is the primary responsibility
of assessment administration. To maximize productivity, the assessor
and managerial staff must effectively plan. budget, organize, and control
operations and provide leadership. This must be accomplished within the
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office's legal. fiscal. economic, and social environment and constraints
(Eckert, Gloudemans. and Kenyon 1990. chapter 16 ).

7. Reference Materials
Reference materials arc needed in an assessment olfo.:c to prom111t..·
compliance with laws and regulations. uniformity in 11pcrn1ions and
procedures, and adherence to generally accepted assessment principks
and practices.
7.1 Standards of Prac:tic:e
The standards of practice may incorporntc or he contained in la\\'s.
regulations, policy memoranda. procedural manuals. appraisal manuals
and schedules, standard treatises on property appraisal and taxation (sec
section 6.2). Written standards of prnctice should address an~us such as
personal conduct, collection of property data. coding of information for
data processing. The amount of detail will vary with the narnre of the
operation and the size of the office.
7.2 Professional Library
Every assessment office should have access to a comprehensiw
professional library that contains the information staff needs. A resource
library may be digital or physical and should include the following.:
•
Property tax laws and regulations
•
IAAO standards
•
Historical resources
•
(\1n-cnt periodicals
•
Manuals and schedules
•
Equipment manuals and software documentation.
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October 25, 2021

Robert S. Spitzfaden Esq.
2172ndSt
Ste 204
.Juneau, Alaska 9980 1-9801
Re: Reaction to the 13oard of Equalization appeals
Dear Mr. Spitzfadcn,
/\s of today, here arc some of my impressions from the hearings of the appeals before the Board
of Equalization that you are handling for commercial property owners. first, let me say that I
have no stake in the outcome of this analysis-I own no commercial property and I have not asked for
compensation to provide this letter. These are just my personal opinions and not opinions fonned as a
paid advocate.
After reviewing the summary report, board training video, and appeal hearings, I still do not fully
understand the methods, assumptions, and logic behind the adjustments to the 2021 assessed
values commercial properties. Almost no explanations have been written down by the assessor's
office. There is no written record of the statistical methods that 1 could find. Statistics have not
been clearly labeled and explained, and figures and tables have no accompanying captions and
explanations. Indeed, some statistics have only been labeled with cryptic unexplained acronyms.
I have tried to find written descriptions of the methods, and I have tried to talk to staff at the
assessor's office about these, but I have been unsuccessful. Please see my section on My attempts
ro understand the methods, below, for more information on this. After now hearing staff from the
assessor's office testify at the appeal hearings, I believe I have some general understanding of
what they did and why they did it. Most importantly, I heard Mr. Michae l Dahle state repeatedly
that the methods in question are a response to an upward trend the value of commercial real
estate in Juneau. I had a look at this hypothesis using the data that I have availahle. I Jsing the S:l
real estate sales values (cited bdow) that made up the sample that was used to develop the
adj ustments. I cannot detect such a trend. Sec my section on Trend in commercial real estate
sales, below. for more on this. Finally, I want to stress that I have strong reservations about the
representativeness of" the sample (again, cited below) that was used to underpin the analysis and
reach thL: conclusion that the assessments should be raised. See more about this in the section 0 11
Representativeness of the sample of53 sales.
My al/empts lo underswnd the methods

Whi le I was at sea thi s summer bringing up a boat from Tacoma, I was asked for help
interpreting the last two pages of assessor· s report that does not seem to have a title, date
222 Seward Street, Suite 205 • Juneau . AK 99801 • 907.723.8896

www. dahlberg .d esign
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· published, and author, although the words "AV 2021 Summary Report- CBJ Commercial
Property Valuations" appear at the top of the first page. My abi1ity to comment was somewhat
limited by the fact I was at sea, but my first response was that I had no idea what these various
statistics mean, as, again, there were no written methods, there was inadequate labeling of the
statistics and graphics, and some of the statistics were referred to by confusing acronyms that
were not defined. The person who asked my advice then provided me a video of Board of
Equalization training in hopes that this would allow me to understand the methods. I was ahlc to
watch that video when we were in port and had internet access. Unfortunately. that video also did
not provide a clear and detailed explanation of the methods.
Without some explanation of the statistical methods, without some clear description of what the
statistics are and what they mean, without an explanation of what the graphics and tables mean,
the new assessments are essentially just random nwnbers to a taxpayer trying to make sense of
why the truces went up. Without some ability to follow the logic and underst.and the process, a
taxpayer cannot tell the difference between an assessment increase due to a fair and equitable
process versus an increase due to vindictiveness, personal animus, or just whimsy.
When I returned to Juneau, I contacted Michael Dahle's office several times to try to better
. understand the reasoning behind the new assessments. On some occasions, but not au occasions,
, T noted the date and time of the communication. On August 17, I left a voicemail describing what
I wanted to discuss with Mr. Dahle. At 4:00 pm on that same day I called again and this time I
spoke to a person who said she would have Michael Dahle call me. On August 18, at 2: 18 pm T
called again and spoke to someone named Jiilian Olson. I explained what that I would like to go
over the methods and she said that she would have Mr. Dahle give me a call. At 2:46 pm that
same day I received an e-mail from Ms. Olson. In it she noted that I had not filed an appeal, and
she stated that Mr. Dahle was too husy to talk to me. However. late in the day, on August 201h. I
believe it was, Mr. Dahle did call me. I pointed out that I was driving, and that I was about to go
into a meeting, and I asked ifwe could speak on the phone the following Monday. Ile said that
he would give me a call on that day. When I did not hear from him on that Monday, I cal led near
the end of the day. I could not reach him, and I left another message. I never detected any further
attempt by Mr. Dahle to contact me.

Trend in commercial real estate sales
You supplied me with a spreadsheet titled "sept 30 sale list.xlsx." This appears to be the exact
information I also have on a paper page with the words "A Y2021 Analysis Sa1es List" in the
upper left-hand corner. I note this page has the notation "AY2021 - Com Sales List202 l 0928a.
MktData: 9/29/2021 @ 12:59 PM, Pagel" at the bottom of the page. Ifwe were to accept for the
moment that this sample is a representative of all commercial properties in Juneau, which I
believe is a questionable assumption-but one that does appear to be a necessary for the
assessor's analysis-then an annual trend in sales prices should be obvious in this sample of 53
sales, as it contains sales from 2016 through the end of 2020. l note that the median sale price in
2016 was $786 thousand, in 2017 it was $346 thousand, in 2018 it was $418 thousand, in 2019 it
was $402 thousand. and in 2020 it was $654 thousand. For there to he an upward trend in sale

/\
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prices, the annual median sale price should tend to move upward year after year-maybe not
every year, but at least in most years.
Note that there arc fow- occurrences in which we can see a year•to-year change in this record.
From 2016 to 2017 the median decreased (substantially), from 2017 to 2018 it increased slightly.
from 2018 to 2019 the median again decreased (slightly). and then from 2019 to 2020 it again
increased. During this period the medians twice decreased and twice increased: this is not
indicative of an upward trend. Also, note that at the end of the series the median value was lower
than at the median value at the beginning of the series. Again, this supports the notion there was
no upward trend.
Let's try looking at all of the sales in a series. If we plot all of the sales one after another in time
order we find that there are two outliers that dominate the graph (a $4 million sale in 2017 and a
$20 million sale in 2020). So conventional methods for estimating trend are unsuitable because
these methods will be very influenced by outliers. However, if there is a trend in the whole sales
• series, then we would expect the number of times a sale price is followed by a sale of larger size
to occur more often that what you would get by chance. In other words, if we think having a sale
followed by a sale of larger size as like getting a "heads" when we flip a coin, and a "tails"
otherwise, then we can use probability to test whether we have more sales followed by higher
priced sales than we would expect to see by chance in 53 • l flips of a coin. It turns out there 24
occurrences of a sale is followed by a sale of larger size-very, very close to half of the time. Jf
we were to formalize this into a statistical test we would say that there is no statistically
detectable trend (at the conventional significance level of 0.05) using this method.
Let's look at this another way. If we divide the series into two groups. with the first 26 sales in
the first half, the lac:;t 26 in the second half. with the 27 th sale deleted so that we have the same
number sales in both the early and late groups. It turns out the median price is just about the
same in both groups. Indeed, the median price is slightly higher in the earlier group, but not by
very much. If anything, this analysis provides very weak support for the idea prices went down.
Again, I just don't see support for the idea there was an upward-or really any-trend in prices.
I assume that the assessor's office has information that I don't have access to, and maybe some
of that information contains evidence of a trend. However, they have not yet presented any
evidence that supports the hypothesis that there was an upward trend in sale prices that I have
seen in the Board of Equaliz.ation hearings.

Or if the assessor's office has presented this evidence, it was not presented clearly and it was not

well explained. Indeed, this has been a huge problem with trying to understand the whole
analysis. Again, almost no explanations have been written down. Statistics have not been clearly
labeled and explained, and figures and tables have no accompanying captions and explanations.
If the assessor's office does have other evidence that sales prices trended upwards, then this
might be highly noteworthy. and certainly relevant to the question of whether this sample of 53
sales is representative of the larger population of commercial properties. I note that this
assumption that sale prices have heen trending upwards is central tn the logic of how the

A·
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assessments were adjusted upward in 2021 and it is certainly central to the whole idea that there
. needed to be an adjustment at all.

Representativeness ofthe sample of 53 sales
The idea you can just take a small sample and use that to represent some kind of larger
population is based on the idea that the sample is representative of the population, in some sense.
The field of scientific sampling has heen developing for over 100 years, and we rely on these
methods for many useful things in our lives. Your doctor does not have to drain all the blood out
of your body to know your blood cholesterol level. Small blood samples have been repeated
tested and shown by evidence to be adequate for the purpose hy professional associations of
clinical pathologists. Sampling for quality control in manufacturing process saves enormous
amounts of money and ensures the safety of drugs, foods, air transportation, and on and on.
However, it should be obvious that not just any sample will capture the essential characteristics
of the entire population under study. A sample of 100 people at a single political party's
convention would not be suitable to make an accurate prediction about the outcome of an
election with candidates from more than one party. A sample of 50 people at a sexually
transmitted disease clinic would not be a good sample to use to estimate the incidence of syphilis
in some larger population of people in a city. There is a well-developed theory about how to
sample. Central to this theory is the idea of a random sample. With random sampling, the sample
size controls what is called the precision-which is a mathematical description of how well, in
some sense, the sample matches the population. I want to emphasize that here random sample is
a term of art, and it does not mean what it means in common, colloquial speech. A random
sample, in the scientific sense, is a sample that can be shown mathematically to be representative
of the population for many purposes if the sample size is large enough.
If you will let me get a little technical, lo produce a random sample of size n. the first
requirement is that someone be able to carefully define what the population is and what it is not,
so that someone else could know for sure if a sampling unit is either in or is outside the
population. For example, if we are sampling land usc with a satellite image, the population might
be a set of one-kilometers square rectangles with some vegetation on them in Wisconsin. Then,
for cxwnple, we will know that a specific farm in Minnesota or parts of Lake Mendota are not in
the population. The next step is to uniquely label each of the N things in that make up the
population. Then someone, at least in principle, will need lo take those labels to produce a list of
every possible combination of n labels taken out of the population of N labels. So, this list of
combinations-that is, list of possible samples-would be very long. Finally, the last step would
be to choose one of those combinations of n labels by a process that is really random. in the
mathematical sense of the word. Often something other than a random sample is simply assumed
to be a random sample. Sometimes this is appropriate and other times not. From some of the
things Mr. Dahle has said in testimony I infer that he is treating the sample of 53 sales as both a
representative sample, and more restrictively as a random sample from some kind of hypothetical
population that has yet to be described, at least to me.

A
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Obviously, a sample might not be representative of a larger population if too few sampling units
from the population were included in the sample. If you take a coin that comes up "heads" with
the same frequency as "tails," and you flip it 4 times, you don't necessarily get half heads and
half tails. In fact, with just four tosses most of the time you won't get half heads and half tails.
However, if you flip it 40,000 times you will get almost exactly half of the coin tosses to come
up "heads." I think there are very good reasons to suspect that this of sample 53 commercial
properties is far too small for the intended purpose. I also suspect that it is highly nonrepresentative of all commercial properties because the sales look like they might be clustered in
locations where property sold for one reason or another.
I heard Mr. Dahle tell the Board of Equalization that what he calls the C.O.V., or what is usually
called the coefficient of variation, is a measure of the "confidence" in the analysis. That is true
for a random sample, but that would certainly not he true if one was using a highly nonrepresentative sample from a population. Again, a somewhat related problem is that I have never
heard Lhe assessor's office exactly define the population they w-e sampling. So, it is impossible to
know if a sample is representative ofthc population if one cannot understand what is in the
population and what is not.
Though I am not an expert in real estate, even I understand that commercial properties on Thane
Road have different forces shaping their value those in the tourist-affected downtown. the
downtown business area, the hospital-Twin Lakes area, the Costco-Lemon Creek area, and so on.
This adds to my suspicion that a small sample of 53 sales cannot really be even marginally
representative of all commercial properties in Juneau. I have not done it, but you might want to
carefully look for spatial clustering in the sample of 53 sales. Such clustering would be strong
evidence that the sample is not representative.

The issue ofdeleting values that are not favorable
After I heard Mr. Dahle's training session for the Board ofEquali:1.ation, I inferred from what I
thought I heard him say, that he-perhaps well-meaningly-deleted observations that he thought
were not representative of some hypothetical population that he was thinking of. I attempted to
contact Mr. Dahle last summer to clear this up, as l mentioned elsewhere, above. 1 have now
heard Mr. Dahle testify that he did not do that. If observations were what is colloquially called
"cherry picked" to support this analysis, this would certainly disqualify this analysis from being
anything that could be considered a valid statistical analysis. Now that I have heard Mr. Dahle
testify that he did not do this, I am somewhat comforted. However, as a matter of due diligence
you might want to try and calculate some of the ratios of the 74 sales that were not included in
the analysis to ensure that these don't disproportionately have high ratios of assessed value to
adjusted sales values.
To be clear, the idea of choosing data points to delete based on professional judgement, or
personal opinion, or to get a more favorable result-which leads to invalid inference-is
completely different from deleting points because of a procedure or policy established well
ahead of time to ensure outliers don't have undue influence on the analysis. I infer from what
Mr. Osthle h::is said that the assessor's office does have some kind of procedures and set of rules
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for classifying data points as outliers-and want to be clear that l am definitely not trying to
criticize that practice.

In conclusion

I have worked professionally in scientific sampling, statistics, and biostatistics since 1980, when I was
hired as a mathematical statistician by the United States Government. In 1982 I moved to Juneau to
work as a biometrician (the word the State of Alaska uses for someone with expertise in statistics and
biomathematics) with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, and in the 1990s 1 served as Chief
Biometrician for the Division of Commercial Fisheries. From 2007 until 2020 l operated biostatistical
consulting finn in Juneau. I have a master's degree in statistics from Oregon State University and PhD
from the College of Fisheries and Oceans at the University of Alaska Fairbanks. I have published
. papers on scientific sampling and statistics in the peer-reviewed scientific literature, and I have served
two terms as president of the Alaska chapter of the American Statistical Association. My C.V. is
available on request.
As I said, I have no opinion as to whether commercial property assessed values should go up or
go down, and I have no stake in the outcome of the appeals. However. I am interested this
process just as an example of a very public and important use of statistical methods in my
communhy. I certainly have tried to appreciate the enormity of the charge that the assessor's
office has been given, and I certainly have tried to appreciate that in order to be effective in their
very necessary w1d important work they will definitely make some people very unhappy.
Further, I appreciate that it is completely impossible for the assessor's office to perfectly develop
assessments in such a way that there can be no room for any criticism. But with all that said. I am
struck by the lack uf strung evidence that there has been an upward trend in commercial property
sales values-the idea that in central to the logic that the assessments needed to be raised.

1~ /--::__
Best regards,

HalGeig~~
Chief Scientist

!\'
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November 29, 2021
Robert S. Spitzfaden Esq.
217 2nd St
Ste 204
Juneau. Alaska 99801-9801
Re: An analysis of Juneau commercial property ratios
Dear Mr. Spitz:faden.
rhis is the second ictter I have scm you lU documelll my analysis of the stalislical processes 1hat
the Ci1y and norough of Juneau used to support the increase in commercial properly taxes in
2021. Firs!, lei me say again that it has been very hard to decode and reconstruct exactly what
\tlichacl Dahle of !he Assessor's Oflicc has done. as essentially nothing was wrilH:n down: Mr.
Dahle has 1101 provided any wrillen dcscriplion of the statistical methods, any written omline of
1he steps he took. any written description of the logic behind the methods, or any written
explanation of the policies and rules that guided the data management and choices undcrpitming
what dala were used and what data were excluded from the sample. When asked by me about !he
exact specifics of the analysis. his response has been !hat he used a "computer assisted mass
asscssmcnt'"--which, of course, tells me absolutely nothing specific. Because questions about the
analysis can only he answered by talking to Mr. Dahle, and because of the great difficulty
contacting Mr. Dahle, it is very hard to w1dcrstand the analysis.
This latter issue is a very importam point. Because there was no written policy, no written
guideline about what data were to be excluded and what data were to be included, incorrect
choiccs and many outright mistakes can simply be rationalized away. Jr sales were to have het:n
deleted for very questionable or outright mistaken reasons. ,,~th no written policies and no
writlcn proccdurcs. ii is now an easy matter to construe! post-hoc rnlional izntions for thcs-::
tkktions. In at leas! ,inc c:1sc it appl•[trs 1hat a data point ,,as inc,lrrcctly im:lutkd. and 1hc
prub!cm is that this data point was simply made up. This rnadi.:-up data poin1 pro\ idc~ nutsizcd
support for conclusion that comrm:rcial property values have heen incn:asing. And. again. with
no policies or procedures. it is an easy matter to now go back afler the fact and develop a posthm: rationalization for this addi tion.
What I huvc done s inl'C my last letter

Since my las! letter, my ctforts have mostly gone into trying to understand and reproduce the
analysis Mr. Dahle has offered as support for the City and Borough commerciul tax increases.
You supplied me with the 2020 property assessments for the 54 properties in Mr. Dahle's
sample. There is no single report that lays out Mr. IJahle's whole analysis. I have only seen bits
and pieces of the analysis, but the analysis I am referring to has been called "the June 25 Drown
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e-mail 1." My other important effort has been to continue to examine the question of whether the

sample Mr. Dahle used was suflicicntly representative.
Specifically, since my last letter I have done the following:

I. I met with Mr. Dahle and the CBJ Assessor, Mary Hammond. at Ms. Hammond's
invitation.
2. I have attended many of the Zoom meetings of the Board of Equalization, and I listened
carefully to the explanations and testimony, especially from the Assessor's Office.
3. I spoke to the real estate appraiser Kim Wold to see ifhe had any information on the sale
prices of some of the 74 properties that Mr. Dahle did not use in his analysis, and I
received four properties where I could match the sale with the 2020 assessments to
develop a ratio.
4. I added the 2020 assessments to the data set containing the 54 rnmmercial property sak~
so that I could try and reproduce Mr. Dahle'::; analysis.
5. I conduced my own analysis of these data using statistical analysis software (lhc R
system).
6. I noted two overly influential data points that led to the appearance of a trend in ratios.

and I examined these data points in greater detail.
7. I did also review the [AAO Standards2 § 4, which was very helpful. This was particularly
relevant because this material made it quite clear that the methods for conducting these
ratio studies are intended lo fo11ow both the theory and practice of conventional sLatistical
analysis.

My involvement
As I mentioned in my previous letter, this summer I was first alerted to this whole issue of the
a'isessments of the commercial property increases when I was given a page with a confusing
array of statistics and numbers on i4 and I was asked as a professional statistician if I could help

explain what this all meant. As there was no accompanying written explanation of the statistics,
no written methods, as the figures did not have accompanying captions to explain them, and as

some of the statistics were only labeled with undefined cryptic acronyms, my response was that I
had no idea what these statistics represented. Next I was then given a video of what wa.s
dcscrihcd as a training session of the Board of Fqunlin1tion where Mr. Oahle provided somcc:xplanations.

However, there was very little technical content about the specific methods and logic hehind the
"ratio analysis'' in that video. Importantly, what I thought I heard Mr. Dahle say in that video
was that he somehow simply chose which data to include in the sample and which data to
exclude based on personal preference or professional judgement. This might he commonly called
1

A

The e•mail I am referring to is from CBJ employee Arthur Drown (on Friday, June 25. 2021) to an e-mail addrei-s

of :i":;;:\:-.:.;,;,_:_:m:tii:•.u.t :q;y. The e-mail packet contains scvernl items included several unnumbered pages that
follow a page with the caption ''A Y 2021 Summary Report --CR.I Commercial Property Valuations."
' lntomat ional Association of Assessing Officers. 2013.
Standard on Ratio Studies.
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"cherry picking•· the data. Cherry picking is certainly incompatible with a legitimate statistical
analysis, especially if the data is cherry picked to include data that would give weight to a prechosen conclusion. This looked like an important statistical issue to me. and this issue of the
misuse of statistics is what has motivated my original involvement.
In my last letter I documented my failed attempts to contact Mr. Dahle to discuss his methods.
More recently I directly contacted the /\ssessor, Mary Hammond. She invited me to a meeting in
her office the very next day--which Mr. Dahle attended. Thal meeting and what I have heard
Mr. Dahle say during the Board of Equalization meetings provides almost all of what I have
learned about how the "ratio study" was conducted. While I believe I have learned enough to
reconstruct essentially the same or a similar "ratio study" analysis using the publicly available
data, I have noted that Mr. Dahle has at times been inconsistent or even contradictory in his oral
explanations of how he conducted his analysis. This has been somewhat maddening. as this lack
of documentation really impedes my, or anyone else's, ability tu reconstruct what he did, and
greatly increased the time I spent working on this problem.

I also note again that the data set that was used for the ratio study originally had 74 properties.
but some of those properties were excluded from the analysis for reasons that have never been
clearly explained. at least to me. I did hear Mr. Dahle testify that he did not exclude data on the
basis of pr<?f'essionaljudgemel1l and he has said that directly to me as well. As l will explain
helow. it docs appear that Mr. Oahlc did indeed exclude datu that was not favorahll! to the poi111s
he was trying to support. Mr. Dahle may have been trying to he a little too literal: some duta
were excluded based on his preforence. hut perhaps this was not literally his --professional

_judgement."
The logic behind the '"ratio analysis"

Mr. Dahle,s analysis. as it has been explained to me, rests on the assumption that every one of
the approximately 2,000 commercial properties in Juneau has both ( 1) an assessed value from the
previous year and (2) a true underlying value (which is not kno-wn in most cases). The analysis
rests on the assumption that when a saJe takes place. the true value of the property is revealed.

Mr. Dahle developed some kind of sample of 53 sales where the assessor would have known
both the sale price and the assessed value (because, again, the true value was revealed by a sale).
Naturally, this kind of analysis requires the assumption that the sale price and the assessments
are correctly paired. In other words, if a sale occurred and the assessments occurred either before
or after significant improvement~ or significant degradation of lhe properly. then these lwo
measurements would not be correctly paired.
The logic of the analysis also requires that we assume that these specific 53 properties are
rupres,•n/atil'e--in a strict mathematical scnsc---of the characteristic of the entire population of
2,000 commercial properties in Juneau. It should be obvious that if an analyst simply gnes and
collects data poinls lhat suppt)rt a predetermined outcome. then there really has not been c1
legitimate statisLicul analysis. I Icrc again, the sample wouid represent what is sometimes
colloquially called ·•cherry picked" data set--meaning. a collection of data assembled to support
a predetermined conclusion. The exact opposite conclusions could be reached hy a different

A
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biased analyst on the other side of an argument who was also aJlowed to ~'cherry pick" a different
set of data for that purpose.

This kind of analysis of ;'cherry picked data'· would be quite different from an analysis that is
reproducible because it follows ncccptcd rules and procedures of sampling theory and statistical
analysis. It is dear from th1.~ context and from specific things that Mr. Dahle has said that he is
treating this sample 53 properties as a random .'iamp/e. I want to stress that here random sample
is used as a term of a.11, and it is not used here the way the words are used in common colloquial
speech 3. If this data set is to be used as a random sample, then legitimate data points should be

includcd--·-although unusual or ··problem" observations may require more advanced statistical
techniques. Similarly, data points could appropriately be excluded if there is a sensible and
consistent exclusion policy that does not involve some scicction bias that favors one conclusion
over another.

Selection bias in the preparation of the ratio sample

In my last letter J VvT0te that, ··1 have now heard Mr. Dahle testify that he did not [delete
observations unfavorable to his conclusions based on professional judgement]. If observations
were what is colloquially called 'cherry picked' to support this analysis, this would certainly
disqualify this analysis from being anything that could be considered a valid statistical analysis.
Now that I have heard Mr. Dahle testify that he did not do this, 1 am somewhat comforted.
However, as a matter of due diligence you might want to try and calculate some of the ratios of
the 74 sales that were not included in the analysis to ensure that these don't disproportionately
have high ratios of assessed value to adjusted sales values."
Indeed. I di<l try to examine some of these sales that were not included in Mr. Dahle·s sample. I
asked Kim Wold, the real-estate appraiser. if he could supply me "vith some examples sales that
were ignored or concc<llcd. and if so. if he could supply me with the saks prices. I k suggcst::d I
look further into the sale of the Emporium Mall, a multi-parcel sale: the sale at 225 Front Street:

the multi-parcel sale at 1105 F Street; and the sale of 406 S. Franklin.
From what I can reconstruct. The Emporium Mall is an adjoining group of properties that in total
was assessed at slightly over $1.82 million. These were sold as a unit in 2019 for $1.6 million.
Apparently, the sale price was reported to the Assessor's Office by the purchaser shortly after the
sale. The ratio of the sales price and the 2020 assessment for this sale is I. 14--a number greater
than one and therefore, unfavorable to the notion that this property value was underassessed.
From what I can reconstruct, the property at J 105 F Street was a multi-parcel sale of the old Bill
Ray Center, and this sale includes five parcels, which sold for $1. 75 million in 2018. The 2020
assessed value for the entire five parcels appears to have been $1.853 million, with three of the
five parcels assessed at no value in 2020. This also produced a ratio greater than one, a ratio
value unfavorable to the notion that this property was underassessed. The sale of the property at
225 Front Street was for $1.85 million. with a 2020 assessment of$1.6 million. This produces a
ratio of 0.86, mildly supportive of the notion that this property was underassessed. The property

at 406 S r ranklin so1d for $4. l 5 million and was assessed at $4. 73 million in 2020. Herc again.
.. See S.I,. Thompson. 202 I. Sumplinx. J'" Ed. John Wiley ,and :-ions. New York.

!\
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the ratio of 1.14 is greater than one and this ratio is not supportive of the notion that this property

was underassessed.
When I plot the ratio of the 2020 assessed value divided by sale price (Figure I) of the specific
53 sales that I have data for (I don't have data for the three confidential sales, but this is such a
small part of the sample that I will ignore that for now), I did not at first perfectly reproduce that
graphic that Mr. Dahle has titled "Ratios of Sale Data." The first graph I produced (Figure 1)
looked similar to Mr. Dahle's graph, but they are not an exact match. On closer inspection. I see
Mr. Dahle deleted the two data points with the highest ratios, and these turned out to be boat
condos. Indeed, excluding the boat condos or not might make sense for some purposes I suppose.
a.s Mr. DahJc explained to me that there arc no \\ITitten policies or criteria. The boat condos might
seem lo he unlike most other commercial propc11ies. Still. it is worth noting that the 1,-.,0 ratios
with the highest values (the values must unfavorable to Mr. Dahk conclusions) wl!rc Jdd~d !1y
him as a matter of his judgement or preference.
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Figure 1. A simple spreadsheet graph with date on the x axis and the ratio of the 2020 assessed

value to the actual sale price from a sample of 53 commercial properties sold between February of
2016 to December of 2020 on they axis. These data are from spreadsheet titled "sept 30 sales

list.xlsx" together with assembled sales prices.

Further examination of Figure I shows two highly influential data points in late 2020 with ratios
near a value of 0.2 (implying that these properties sold for for, far less than their previous
assessment). Yet in tracking down those points I found some important, suspicious

characteristics. Consider the point with a ratio of 0.25. This turns out to be the sale of the

A
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Subport property to Norwegian Cruise Lines-a very unusual sale for a very large amount of
money. In fact, this is the largest sale in the data set by a huge amount. I note that this property
sold for $20 million. and I further note that the average sale price for all of the 53 properties
together was slightly over $1.1 million. Also of note is the fact that this was a sealed-hid auction.
unlike almost all of the commercial property sales in Juneau. The IAAO Standards4 state. ··Very

large properties that rarely sell (e.g .• a large power plant) can be ignored in a ratio study ... "
If the assessment prior to the sale really was about $5.0 million and it really did sell for $20.0
million. then this is a legitimate observation. Because this was such a good example of "very
large properties that rarely sell ... ," the IMO standard does seem to leave the decision of
whether to include this property into the analysis to be matter of judgement.
Yet, further inquiry about this observation shows that this property was not assessed at that value
before the sak. Because this property was owned by Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority,
which is a public corporation within the State of Alaska Department of Revenue, this property
was not taxable before the sale. Therefore. there was no assessment at the time of the sale. This
very influential ratio is not correct. The value of $5.0 million appears to he a number that was
simply made up after the sale tc1 further the impression that commi;n.:ial propcrti~s \vcn.:
undcrasscsscd. Indeed, this made-up value does very much hdp i.:reutc the ,,ppcarancc or a
downward trend in the ratios (or an upward trend in sales values}.
Because there was no prior assessment. the Assessor's Office could have recognized the unique
features of this particular property and chosen and rationalized an imputed assessment $40
million. or any very large number, to help create the impression that properties were not
underassessed. Instead, they chose an imputed assessment that created the second smaHcst ratio
in data set, and one that was. again, highly influential in the trend line analysis.

or

An examination of the available data that Mr. Dahle excluded from his analysis does offer
moderately strong support for the notion that there was a selection bias in favor of data that
supported a predetermined conclusion-what I previously called "cherry picking," whether
intentional or not. Moreover, including the ratio for the Subport sale-whose assessed value is
simply incorrect-more strongly makes the case there was selection bias.
It certainly appears that Mr. Dahle somehow justified excluding values with high ratios and it
seems improbable that so many potential data points -v.~th large ratios (again. non-supportive of
the proposition that assessments have been too low) were excluded just due to chance. If we
assume that the sample median ratio that Mr. Dahle reports on his page of statistics titled
''/\ Y202 I - Comm• Sct2- 2021 OJ l 6 ... ·• is very close tn the population median (the value with
half of the unknov.-11 ratios being higher and half being lower). !hen a propc11y picked at random
should have eyual chance of being above or bdov. the median. ·1 he prnhahility that six pmpt!rtit'~
picked at random would all have ratio values above the median is approximately 0.015 ··•a pretty
unlikely outcome. Of course. these six properties with high ratios that were excluded were not
picked at random. However, when l comhine the improhahility that all of the excluded propcrti~s
that I checked had high ratios, together with the observation that second lowest ratio in the

' International llssociation or IISSessing Olliccrs. 20 IJ.
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analysis was simply made up, I find there is strong evidence that the analysis is substantially
flawed by u glaring selection bias.
Another impm1ant ratio used to support the conclusion of an upward trt'nd in sale prices

The other highly influential data point (from a sale on 9/24/2020 on Concrete Way) was a sale
for approximately $2.4 million of a property assessed at $486 thousand. Here again, this looks
surprising and unusual. As a matter of craft, I would certainly argue that it might be bad practice
to allow one. very unusual data point to have so much influence on an analysis that has such
important consequences. That does not mean excluding it entirely, but just insuring it does not
have outsizcd influence. This data point does pose a real statistical problem to a completely
unbiased analysist. Although this appears to be a legitimate data point. the usual forms of trend
line estimation (least squares fitting) are just inappropriate for a data set with unusual outliers 5
that have excessive influence. If such a data point is to be included, it would seem to require
more advanced techniques, such as some form of weighted regression or some form of non-

parametric regression that is less influenced by outliers.
Yet, when we carefully look at that sale we find at least one suspicious characteristic. First, this
this appears to have been listed as a "multi-parcel sale" in the September 30 list of the 53 sales
used in this analysis This got my attention, because I thought that Mr. Dahle had previously
stated that "multi-parcel sales" were excluded from the analysis. He did exclude at least !-omc
other multi-parcel sales. such as th~ Emporium Mall sale and the Bill Ray Center sale. And
again. this Concrete Way data point has outsizcd influence on the analysis bc<.:ausc it is so far
from lhc lrcnd line. Bc1.:ausc il 0~1.:ur:-; :--l> m:ar un end of the iinc, il has mur1.: kvi.:ragc<· than mo~l
of the other data points. In the end. I concluded that this was iikely a legitimate data point. hut
this unusual point does require a more sophisticated analysis than what Mr. Dahle seems to have
done.
With the deletion of the hoat condos and the incorrect Subpo11 ratio and the addition of the four
additional properties l discovered there is still an appearance of a trend (Figure 2). but this trend
is only moderately statistically significant at the usual 0.05 level (p=0.02). More importantly,
graphical diagnostics of this trend line shows a definite problem with the fit (e.g .• Figw-e 3). This
is just more formal evidence of a statistical problem with the trend line fitting that should be
obvious by just looking at Mr. DahJe's graphics.

~ The National Institute of Science und Technology defines an outlier thusly: "An outlier is an observation that lies

an abnormal dis1ancc from other values in a random sampl~ from a population. In a sense. ihis definition leaves it up
Ll• 1hc anul:,st (or a 1:\m~nsus proccssi to decide whut will be considered ahnonnul. Bcli.,rt· nhnormal obS<:nati1m:-can he sin1tled out. ii is necessary to characterize normal obscrvmions:·

(https://www.itl.nist.gov/div8Q8/handbook/prc/scction liprc 16.htm • downloudcd Nov~mbcr 29. 202 I,
Sec Chapter 7 in the R project's free online book on regression analysis(' 1'; , •
.., '
'' · '
·'
>. 202 I ).

1.i
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Further, the R2 statistic7 is usually used in line fitting to measure how well data fit the line (in this
case, the R2 measures the fraction of the variation in the ratios that is in some sense explained by
the trend line; an R2 of 1 would mean all of the data points fa]l exactly on the trend line). The R2
can also be expressed as a percentage, and when this is done it is usually called the coefficient of
delerminalion statistic. For the trend line in Figure 2 this coefficient of determination statistic is

only about 10%-indicating a very poor fit of the trend line to the this set of ratio data. As Mr.
Dahle did not report a coefficient of determination we don't know what his was, but by
comparing his graphics to figure 2 it would appear to he similarly low.
As Mr. I>ahlc has not said how he estimated the trend line. I can only assume that he used th!!
usual ·•1cast squares.. approach to filling a line and used wnvt!ntional statistical tests. I ising
convcntical graphical tests of the goodness of fit. the 5470 Concrete Way observation is
consistently flagged as a suspicious observation (e.g., Figure 3). When the controversial
Concrete Way data point is excluded-as the Bill Ray Center and Emporium Mall multi-pared
sales were-the trend line is no longer significant (p==0.05) at the usual significance level.

' fasemially any auvam:cd le.xt book on statistical analysis or textbook on regression analysis and analysis of
variance will have an explanation of the R2 statistic. The R project offers a free PDF reference here: l:,tipi,: ,.::·,:,r-•
12u 11,·~:.L 1 trg_,)u..: c11;1,rib h1;·,hi_:J.1::!.'J~~J:.~f (downloaded November 29, 2021 ). See§ 2.11, starting on page 21 for a
discussion of the R~. Note that this text has the following practical advice: "What is a good value of R2? It depends
011 lhe area of application. In the biological and social sciences, variables tend to be more weakly correlated and
there is a lot of noise. We'd expect lower values for R2 in these areas - a value of 0.6 might be considered good. In
physics and engineering, where most data comes from closely controlled experiments, we expect to get much higher
R2's and a value of0.6 would be considered low. Of course, J generalize excessively here so some experience with
the particular area is necessary for you to judge your R2's well." While it is true that there is no universal standard
for an acceptable magnitude of an R2 statistic, for an analysis with such consequences as the CBJ Assessor's ratio
study, it would seem to me to be reasonable to expect a minimum R2 of 50% or so as one test that any detected trend
is indeed a real eflecl and not an illusion created by a few unusual points, or even a single unusual point.
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Figure 2. A simple spreadsheet plot of the data used in the 2021 "ratio study" with the boat condos
and the Subport sale ratio values removed and with four additional data points added. The graph
shows date on the x axis and the ratio of the 2020 assessed value to the actual sale price from a
property sold between February of 2016 to December of 2020 on the y axis. Note that there is still an
apparent downward trend in the ratios. Much of the appearance of a trend is formed by a single
unusual sale of a property at 5470 Concrete Way, the 2020 sale with the lowest ratio.
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Figure 3. A plot of the leverage of each data point in the trend line plotted against the standardized
residual (i.e., standardized distance from the estimated trend line). The analysis used the data set
that excluded the boat condos, excluded the Subport sale, included the Concrete Way sate, and
included the four data points not used in the Dahle analysis. Note the 44 th sale (the controversial
5740 Concrete Way sale) was flagged (all data points with a number next to them were flagged by
the statistical software) as a suspicious data point. This observation not only has relatively high
leverage. but its distance from the estimated trend line is so extreme as to require further
Investigation and justification to be included in the analysis (i.e., a residual near or more than 2
standard deviations).
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What Mr. Dahle calls the ••trending" step and other considerations

I have not had timi: to fully understand the imporlant step that Mr. Dahle called ··trending.. in his
spreadsheets and in testimony he fore the Board of Equalization. This is a critical par1 of his
whole analysis. Even without fully understanding the process I think I can conclude that thi~ part
of the analysis is also flawed. Mr. Dahle has told me that he demonstrated the trend by looking at
the ratios. We have seen that the ratio analysis was flawed by selection bias.
If there really was a meaningful trend in the commercial prope11ies. then its appearance should
be visible through several kinds of analyses. Such a trend should be highly statistically
significant, the estimated R2 for the fitted trend line should be at least 50% or more (probably

much more). and such a trend line should be robust to small changes in the data set. The
evidence of such a trend in the ratios is much lessened by the deletion of the made-up dutu point
of the Subport sale. After the deletion of this illegitimate point, much of the appearance of a

trend is based largely on a single unusual observation. This leads me to the conclusion that the
apparent upward trend in sale prices is likely a statistical illusion formed by selectively deleting
data that did not support the pre-determined conclusion.
More importantly, let's consider how the notion of n trend was used. Ry doing what Mr. Dahle
called developing the "trended .. sales prices, he developed a data series with artificially inflated

sales values. This. in turn. helped create the impression in his second analysis (on the sheet
labeled ··comm~ Set 2 Updated AVs Livel- 20210316-... ) that the ratios wen: generally smaller
than they actually were. and that sales values were larger than they actually were. rhis
exaggerated the relationship hetween assessments and sale prices. And this. in turn, appeared to

justify increasing assessments. for example. the "trended" sales values from 2016 were inflated
by more than 20%. Commercial properties may or may not have been underassessed before
2021. I have no opinion on that question. However. this "trending" step exaggerated the
estimated magnitude of any actual underassessmenl.

In conclusion
After analyzing the 2020 assessments you provided me with, and atler following up on
suggestions Mr. Wold made about data that may have been incorrectly excluded, I have
concluded that there were glaring and grievous errors in Mr. Dahle's analysis that substantially
affected the results and conclusions of his "ratio study." These detected errors fall into the

following categories:
l . There was a selection bias in how the sample of data were assembled. Some data that
produced small ratios were chosen to be included (e.g., the 5740 Concrete Way property).
while similar data that produced large ratios {c.g, Emporium property, and others) were
withheld from the sample.
2. One innuentiaJ data point that helped drive down the trend line l<.lr the ratios (and create

the impression that rnm1m:rcial properties were trending up) was simply made up. as
there was no prior assessment.

/\
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Summary
Julie Dinneen, MAI Appraiser is an experienced appraiser, with impeccable qualifications. Her Opinion of Value and
work product is expertly completed.
Goldstein Improvement Property has been over-assessed since 2005 $ 40,547,410 or more and over-taxed over

$ 574,385 or more.
It is misleading and fraudulent for the Assessor to overlook this massive over-assessment to claim commercial
property assessments have not been raised in a decade.
While it may be true in cases, year over year, assessments were not increased this evidence does not show underassessment. This evidence shows the Assessor knew commercial property was over-assessed and there was no basis for raising
assessments on commercial property owners. In cases, commercial property owners were over-assessed double. This Assessor
conduct of "cherry-picking data" is consistent throughout his work. "Cherry-picking data" means bad data has been used by the
Assessor to make fraudulent claims and use them against taxpayers unjustly. For example, the plagiarism by the Assessor in
stating for a market sale to occur, selling a bank building, the market exposure time is 9 ½months.This plagiarism was used to
"mark" this sale as a non-market sale to support more than doubling the assessment.
Beyond clear and convincing evidence, commercial property owners have been over-burdened by excessive
assessment and over-taxation.
The tax shift that occurred was onto commercial property owners. There is no evidence of a tax shift from
commercial property owners to residential property owners.
Therefore, there is no basis for the City to impose additional assessement and taxation onto the backs of commercial
property owners.
The Key Bank Building is a perfect example of the above over-assessment and over-taxation. In 2005, it was assessed
for$ 2,344,700. At the end of 2021, it sold for $1,250,000. Certainly, the Key Bank Building was worth less in 2005 than in
2021. SEE attached a current bank building listing for$ 1,275,000.
Clear over-assessment from 2005-2022 is established by clear and convincing evidence.

Address

Julie Dinneen
Appraised Value
Or Sale Price

Over-Assessment

Over-Taxation

234 Seward St (60)
122 Front St (11)
1.30 Seward St (43)
201 Second St { 10)
110 Seward St (30)
224 Second St (20)

$1,250,000
$1,200,000
$4,750,000
$875,000
$1,200,000
$295,000

$19,821,920
$11,669,481
$8,138,751
$6,853,279
$5,520,966
$212,494

$218,041
$128,364
$89,526
$ 75,386
$60,731
$2,337

$ 40,547,410

$. 574,385

The conduct of the Assessor's Office and the Board of Equalization has no basis for imposing additional assessment
and taxation onto commercial property owners.
The Appellant and all Appellant's have met their burden of proof. The Appeals of the Appellant shall be granted
pursuant to Julie Dinneen's appraised vaulations and the sale price above and this matter remanded to the Assembly for further
action.
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU HISTORY OF OVER-ASSESSMENT 2005-2022

ADDRESS

OVER-ASSESSMENT

OVER-TAXED

234 SECOND STREET (60)

$19,821,920

$218,041

122 FRONT STREET (11)

$11,669,481

$128,364

130 SEWARD STREET (43)

$8,138,751

$89,526

201 SECOND STREET (10)

$6,853,279

$75,386

110 SEWARD STREET (30)

$5,520,966

$60,731

224 SECOND STREET (20)

$212,494

$2,337

TOTALS

$40,547,410

$574,385
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234 Second Street (1C070A050060) [SEE EXHIBIT 45].

Over-Assessment

Year Assessed Sale Price**
Value
$2,344,700
$2,344,700
$ 2,344,700
$ 2,344,700
$2,344,700
$2,344,700
$ 2,344,700
$2,344,700
$2,292,300
$2,292,300
$ 2,292,300
$ 2,292,300
$ 2,292,300
$ 2,329,000
$ 2,329,000
$ 2,304,500

$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000
$1,250,000

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,094,000
$1,042,300
$1,042,300
$1,042,300
$1,042,300
$1,042,300
$1,079,000
$1,079,000
$1,054,500

2021- ~ 2,598,400

$1,250,000

EST.

$1,348,400

2022- $ 2,547,520

$1,250,000

EST.

$1,297,520

2005200620072008200920102011201220132014201520162017201820192020-

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$ 19,821,920*

DAHLE'S FOLLY OF OVER-ASSESSMENT:$ 1,348,400

1.1%=$ 218,041

*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
**-This figure will be lower if adjusted for p~rsonal property at $17,085 and
obsolesence.
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122 Front Street (1C070A020011) [SEE EXHIBIT 27 AND 45].

Year Assessed A~~raised
Value
Value

Over-Assessment

2005200620072008200920102011201220132014201520162017201820192020-

$866,300
$1,095,100
$1,128,500
$1,509,300
$1,509,300
$1,509,300
$1,583,700
$1,583,700
$1,583,700
$1,583,700
$1,589,300
$1,577,400
$1,577,400
$1,594,700
$1,594,700
$1,572,900

$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$16,300
$245,100
$278,500
$659,300
$659,300
$659,300
$733,700
$733,700
$733,700
$733,700
$739,300
$727,400
$727,400
$744,700
$744,700
$722,900

2021-

$ 2i10Si950

Sli200i000

EST.

Sli255i950

2022- $ 2,063,831

$1,200,000

EST.

$1,213,831

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$ 11,669,481 *

DAHLE'S FOLLY OF OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$ 1,255,950

1.1%=$128,364

*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
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130 Seward Street (1C070A040043) [SEE EXHIBIT 45].
(also 119 Second Street)
Vear Assessed A~~raised
Value
Value
2005200620072008200920102011201220132014201520162017201820192020-

$4,525,400
$4,534,800
$4,812,200
$4,812,200
$ 4,812,200
$4,812,200
$4,812,200
$4,812,200
$5,774,100
$ 5,774,100
$5,774,100
$5,774,100
$5,774,100
$ 5,119,200
$5,119,200
$5,353,668
2021- $ SAS61052
2022- $5,346,931

$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4,750,000
$4t750t000
$4,750,000

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

Over-Assessment

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$0
$0
$62,200
$62,200
$62,200
$62,200
$62,200
$62,200
$1,024,100
$1,024,100
$1,024,100
$1,024,100
$1,024,100
$369,200
$369,200
$603,668
$7061052

$596,931

$ 8,138,751 *

DAHLE'S FOLLY OF OVER-ASSESSMENT: $ 706,052

1.1%=$ 89,526

*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
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201 Second Street (1C070A040010) [SEE EXHIBIT 45].

Year Assessed A~~raised
Value
Value

Over-Assessment

200520062007200820092010201120122013201420152016201720182019202020212022-

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$1,169,500
$1,183,900
$1,183,900
$1,266,300
$1,266,300
$1,266,300
$1,266,300
$1,266,300
$1,192,200
$1,192,200
$ 1,192,200
$1,192,200
$ 1,192,200
$ 1,254,200
$ 1,254,200
$1,229,600
~ 125242350
$1,494,129

$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
$875,000
~8752000
$875,000

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

EST.

EST.

$294,500
$308,900
$308,900
$391,300
$391,300
$391,300
$391,300
$391,300
$317,200
$317,200
$317,200
$317,200
$317,200
$379,200
$379,200
$354,600
~6672350
$619,129

$ 6,853,279*

DAHLE'S FOLLY OF OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$ 667,350

1.1%=$ 75,386

*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
**-This figure will be lower if adjusted for pe~sonal property at $17,085 and

obsolesence.
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110 Seward Street (1C070A020030) [SEE EXHIBIT 36 AND 45].

Vear Assessed A~~raised
Value
Value.

Over-Assessment

$1,072,000
$1,199,100
$1,199,100
$1,434,200
$1,434,200
$1,434,200
$1,506,100
$1,506,100
$1,506,100
$1,506,100
$1,675,000
$1,643,400
$1,643,400
$1,653,000
$1,653,000
$1,639,600

$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$0
$0
$0
$234,200
$234,200
$234,200
$306,100
$306,100
$306,100
$306,100
$475,000
$443,400
$443,400
$453,000
$453,000
$439,600

2021- ~1,968,800

~1,200,000

EST.

$768,800

2022- $1,929,966

$1,200,000

EST.

$729,966

2005200620072008-200920102011201220132014201520162017201820192020-

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$5,520,966*

DAHLE'S FOLLY OVER-ASSESSMENT:

$ 768,800

1.1%=$ 60,731
*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
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224 Second Street (1C070A040020) [SEE EXHIBIT 45].

Year Assessed A~~raised
Value
Value

Over-Assessment

2005200620072008200920102011201220132014201520162017201820192020-

$ 245,600
$ 246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$ 246,000
$246,000
$ 246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$246,000
$245,700
$245,700
$270,200

$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000
$295,000

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

2021-

$ 405i300

~295£000

EST.

$110£300

2022- $397,194

$295,000

EST.

$102,194

TOTALS OVER-ASSESSMENT:

EST.

EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.
EST.

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$ 212,494*

DAHLE'S FOLLY OF OVER-ASSESSMENT: $ 110,300

1.1%:::$ 2,337

*This figure will be substantially higher when Appraised Value is adjusted in earlier
years.
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF
JUNEAU
ASSESSMENT HISTORY REPORT
1C070A050060
234 SEWARD ST
2022

$ 2,547,520

2005

$ 2,344,700

_...

0

-
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City and Borougl, of Juneau
Assessment History Report
1C070A050060
GOLDSTEIN IMPROVEMENT COIV1PANY
234 SEWARD ST
JUNEAU TOVVNSITE BL 5 LTS 5 7 & 8

YEAR ID

2022

LAND VALUE
$864 .066 00

MISC VALUE
$54,400 00

S1 ,G2fi,O:A 00

2021

$881}00.00

$54,400.00

S 1,6132,300. 00

2020

$587 .1300 00

$54.400 00

S 1.GG2 .\00 00

Sr:, 12.300 00

$tAAOO 00

~o ' ,'!-

SG 12 300 01)

$tA .-IOO 00

20 : 1

SG12.300 00

S 1.680.000 00

$2 2~(: 300

20!6

$61 2.300 00

S 1,680.000 00

$2,W2 ,.300 00

;:,o .[,

SG12.300 00

S 1,1.380,000 00

s2.2s12 :>.oo oo

201 4

$61 2.300 .00

$1 ,680 ,000.00

$2.2£12.300.00

20!3

$612.300 .00

$1,680,000.00

S2,2fl2 300 00

20 12

$6 12.300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,:344,700 00

2011

$612,300.00

$0.00

$1,732,400.00

$2,344,700.00

2010

SG1 2.300 00

$0 00

$1.732.400 00

$2 344 '/0(1 00

2om1

SG 12.300 0 0

so 00

SI 73:·J .400 00

$2 344 /0(,

:)[)QI~

S612 300 00

$0 00

$1,732 .400

S2 :i.44 1nn (10

;(J(J 7

s,~12 ·iuo \lL1

so 00

s 1 n:· 400 no

21)(11~

St.~ IL

200:,

s,312 300 oo

S000

S 1,732.400 00

$2 :?.4-1 /0(1 OU

$4%.00(100

$0 00

S 1,332 .GOO 00

S I 82;3 r;:Q(J UO

$496.000 00

so 00

S 1,::n2,GOO 00

s 1.828.Gon on

2002

$496.000 00

$0.00

$1,332 ,600.00

~

2000

$496,000 00

$0.00

$787,300.00

J(l(J OLI

BL[H3 VALUE

(1(1

[J(I

[ Ji;

1

::, l I 1:-' ,\()() (Ill

1,828 .1300 00

$1 ,2ln.300 00
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CURRENT BANK BUILDING
LISTING

$1,275,000
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=-=:: c:atton Smith

carltonsmith@gci.net

~ P,,tj: Former Wells Fargo Bank Building For Sale I Downtown Anchorage

~ =June 24, 2022 at 3:59 PM

To: Greg Adler gregadler@mac.com

(;reg. my former colleague Marc Dunne has listed this former Wells Fargo branch building for sale in Anchorage. Note the asking price .
Carlton
Sent from my iPhone
rlegin forwarded message
} r o1n

Date-

lv1,Hi' :·\n11 ~r: ,,. r ~~ldir·n t1or,;!, 1; :-o:~t d:'P?;•:i!t;(11n'.·,
~) ·i ?();")1/ :ll ;{ ,>,1 ~'."~! Pf\·1 or::-T

'il ' '.i ·

,.;,11,11:ct I c,r111er Wcils 1-argo 8 ,mk Bullr!,n~1 t or :,,ii<> i Dow,l!c•w n A,,c iicH n(]e
Heply, To· \ / .rt n111••1;: ~·111\,,rl.inf-t' :,. -=-:i:t:;l,: •it··~ ·-.

Office For Sale
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Highlights
• Main Building: 14,204 SF.
• 3 Parcels total ing : 40,935 SF.
• 480 SF ATM Buildin g.
• Zoned B-2C.
• Great opportun ity for owner user 0 1- redevelopmen t.

Attachments

cm

C)ACl<AGE BY REQU EST"

~ .::ting Details
_,

- _.:_

$1 ,275,000
Investment Or Owner/User
c)ff ir- o
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. 'Vt--''-'" !

'Yr--'''

'- .. / ! I I \ 1 "---'

Building Class

B

RBA

14 ,204 SF

Lot Size

O.f)4 AC

Year Built

1966

Parking Ratio

44 Spaces/3.1 Ratio

Description
14,204 SF cas t concrete and b ri c k o ffice bu ilcjing situated on 3 dow11town
parcels . This iconic 2-s tory building was t11e lorrner home to Wd ls Fargo
Bank wi th a drive tl1rough ATM around the back of the t)l1ilding. This is ;:i
great opportunity for an owner user. or possible redevelopment.

Contacts
Marc Dunne
CCIM . SIOH. /\s1;oc1r\l<) Broke,

0 (907) 229--5525
M:(907) 229· 5525
Lie /I '13'/91

Jack Wllite Commercial

3eo1

Centerpoint Q;
AnchorRQP- . AK. 9950:'
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This marketing email was sent by CoStar Realty Information. Inc. ("CoStar''). 1331 L St
NW Washington, DC 20005. acting as a data processor on behalf of Marc Uurine, tho
data controller, 3801 Centerpoint Dr. Anchorage. Al<. 99503. 90/229~525,
mwdunne@alaska net You may unsubscribe from rece,v,ng market1119 ern,iil:; fiom
tl1e COX email serv,ce and r,orn CoStrn by c:lick,nq t,, -, ..

